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AFGHAN WAR.
Calcutta, 27th March.

From Camlahar it is stated that the
Puglmi rebels in Zamindawar have defeated
the troops of Sirdar Shere Ali,tho latter hav-
ing expended all their percussion caps and been
obliged to cease firing. The military stores
and smooth boro battery presented to the
Sirdar will soon reach Candaliar. The Ben-
gal division expected to march from Candahar
on 29tb to 31st. The defeat of Mahomed
Jan by the Hazaras has damped the hopes
of the tribes near Sufed Sang, and their ex-
citement is said to be rapidly subsiding.

(Bditoriiit iratqs.

A NUMBER of American Evangelists are
about to make a tour round the world. They
will visit India by the way.

i :o:

We are sorry to learn from the Lucknow
Witness that Dr. Valentine, the well-known
medical missionary at Jeypore, is compelled to
go home, completely broken m health.

:o:

Cardinal Newman, wo regret to learn
while walking across his room, stepped upon
his gown, and fell against the projecting cor-
ner of a heavy piece of furniture, breaking one
of his ribs.

To-morrow, Monday, at 8-30 p. m., the
inth anniversary of the Indian Reform Asso-
ation will take place at the Albert Hall,

under the presidency of the Lord Bishop of
Calcutta. Ladies and gentlemen, interested
in the moral and social improvement of the
Natives of the country, are invited to attend.

:o:

When the news of the attempted assassina-
tion of the Czar reached England, a member
of the City Court of Common Council, Lon-
don, brought in a motion congratulating the
Russian Emperor on his escape'. Strange to
say, the motion was defeated by 72 to 47,
technically as the Spectator says, because no
notice had been given, but really, as was evi-
dent from the opposing speeches, from hatred
of Russia. A war between the two countries
seems to be o ily a question of time.

:o:

Babu Ram Chandra Bose, the “Hindus-
tani” of a certain Bengal magazine, is about to
start or has started for Europe- and America
as the Indian representative of the Methodist
Christians. The gentleman alluded to is a
very earnest man, but whenever ho speaks of
Brahmoisra, which he does very often, he can-
not retain his temper,and the venom he pours
forth is almost unlimited. Wo hope travel
will do him good and teach him above all that
charity is one of the first of Christian virtues.——— :o: —
The powers that be seem to have relaxed

the severity of their executive administra-
tion in dealing with the oppressions and
obscenities of the holi festival in the public
streets. We have heard many complaints
and are persuaded that the autliorities could
be less lenient if they had the will. Such
unwarrantable and unsparing use of the red
powder may admit of one explantation. It is
perhaps a new contrivance suggested by the
present Imperialist policy to give effect to
the old prophecy,—Na5 lal ho jai ga !

Our Roman Catholic contemporary criti-
cises Lord Lytton’s speech, and affirms that
a more positive knowledge of the nature of
God’s works does not lead men into more
posiMye harmony with the purposes of
Gods will. “So far from it, the tendency,
thus far, according to him, “has been to
pit the results, of positive knowledge
against the troth of all revealed religion.”
Science opposes revealed religion, it is true
but it does not contradict the teachings of
natural religion—it is not hostile to theism.

Mr. Archibald Forbes is sometimes more
outspoken than polite and just. In the course
of a letter written to the Scotsman he criti-
cises^ missions and missionaries. “I regard
missionary enterprises,” he says, “ as simply ^
gross impertinence

;
and did I chance to be a

straightforward, self-respecting heathen I
would kick the interloping missionary who
should come canting around me seekinf^ to
pervert me from the faith of my fathers.”
Mr. Forbes asserts that the position of a
missionary is “ inherently false and illogical ”
and says, “ My experience of missionaries is
that they are mostly liars,”

Last Friday was a somewhat remarkable
day, inasmuch as it witnessed four religious

festivals, two Hindu, one Christian and one
Brahmo. It was Good Friday, the day of
Oil list’s crucifixion. It was Chaitanya’a
birth day, and the day of Krishna’s Dol
Jattra. The Brahmos also celebrated their
vernal full moon festival the same day. A
striking coincidence ! While one sect was
lamenting the death of a great prophet
another sect rejoiced remembering the birth
of its prophet. While the Hindu was cele-
brating the swinging festival of his Krishna
with red powder, the Brahmo joyfully sang
the priase of the God of nature amid the
exhuberance of vernal beauty and the rich
profusion of variegated and fragrant flowers
which adorned the Temple.

There is a passage in the autobiography
of Benjamin Franklin which is interesting as
showing the utter unfitness of mere convictions
to mould life. He says

It was about this time I concei ved tne bold
and arduous project of arriving at moral per-
fection. I wished to live without committing
any fault at any time I would conquer
all that either natural inclination, 'custom, or
company might lead me into. As' I knew, or
thought I knew, what was right and wr ong I did
not see why I misht not always do thene and
avoid the other. But I soon found I had under-
taken a task of more difficulty than I had
imagined. While my care was employed in
guarding against one fault, I was often surprisr
ed by another

;
habit took the advantage of

inattention ;
inclination was sometimes too strong

for reason. I concluded, at length, that the
mere speculative conviction that it was our
interest to be completely [virtuous, was not suffi.
cient to prevent our slipping.

This is, we think, an irresistible argument
against the theories of those who, like Miss
Beyington and others, contend that morality
or the speculative conviction of the right or
wrong of actions may flourish inde pendqnt-
ly of religion.

:o:

The annual meeting of the Society
for the Propagation of the Qosp el was helb
in the hall of the Westminter Palace
Hotel. A scene was expected, sArchbeacpa
Denison having given notice of his intentioa
to move the rejection of the Bishoqa of
Worcester and Exeter from the office of Vice-
Presidents of the Society,owing their supposed
sympathy with Dr.Colenso. The Primate,who
presided, begged that the discussion might be
conducted in a Christian and decorous spirit,

and reminded the meeting that such a pro-
ceeding as was contemplated had hitherto
'been unknown in the annals of the oldest of
the Church of England Societies. The auditor
read a statement of accounts, and remarked,
amid cries of “Question,” tliat these frequent
discussions tended to diminish the income of
the Society. Archdeacon Denison read a
long correspondence which ho had had with
the Bishop of Worcester, in which the Bishop
stated that no one could repudiate more
strongly than^he the false doctrines ascribed »

to Dr. Oolenso, but he had never been con^,
yinced of the competency of the cour^"

I
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which deposed and excommunicated him,

!

viz., the Church of South Africa. Tlie
j

Archdeacon withdrew his amendment, after
j

an animated discussion, and the list of '

Vice-Presidents, including the names of the
Bishops of^xeter and Worcester, was unani-
mously adopted by the meeting.

:o:

Strange stories, says the Daily 'lelegraph,
reach Hs fro'm'India' Of the feats performed by
a Native mesraeriser, named Buni, whose mag-

^

notic power would appear to be found quite
irresistible by the lower animals, upon
which

,

he exclusively exerts it. He gives
seahces, to which the public are invited to

bring all manner of ferocious and untamable
wild beasts, and, like the Ancient Mariner^
holds them with his glittering eye. In a few^

, seconds they subside into a condition of cata-t

leptic stiffness, from which they can only be
revived by certain “ passes” which he
solemnly executes with his right hand. An
account of one of these seances states that a
.snake in a state of violent irritation was
brought to Buni by a menagerie proprietor,

, enclosed in a wooden cage. When de-

,
posited on the platform, it was writhing
and hissing fiercely. Buni bent over the
cage,, and fixed his eye upon its occupant,
gently waving his hand over the serpent’s
restless head. In less than a minute the
snake stretched itself out, stiffened and lay
apparently dead. Buni took it up, and thrust
several needles into its body, but it gave no
sign of life. A few “ passes” then restored it

to its former angry activity. Subsequently a
savage dog, held in a leash by its owner, was
brought in, and at Buni’s command let loose
upon him. As it was rushing towards him,
bristling with fury, he raised his hand, and in a
second the fierce brute dropped upon its belly
as,though stricken by Iightning.lt seemed abso-
lutely paralysed by some unknown agency, and
was unable to move a muscle until released
from the magnetiser’s spell by a majestic wave
of his hand.

:o:-

Dr. Rajendralala Mitra, as President
of the Central Text-Book Committee, has
written an elaborate minute laying *down
clear rules for the transliteration of foreign
historical and geographical proper names in
Bengali. The Indian alphabet is almost per-
fect. Yet it is quite impossible to represent all
the uttered sounds of all the languages in the
world bySanskrit letters.In the case of Bengali,
moreover, we have lost many of the Sanskrit
sounds even. This Is accounted for by a cer-
tain natural indolence ‘which refuses to under-
go the unnecessary labor of uttering hard or
strong sounds and prefers soft or weak ones.
As a matter of fact every nation labors under
this natural defect. In Bengal it has
led to the loss of two Sibilants, a v, and
an n. The Bengali alphabet has no such sound
also, asy, V, & c. The sole diflSculty of transli-
teration lies, therefore, in finding proper repre-
aentations of these sounds. In the case of B
Bh, Vand jC. Dr. Rajendralala makes a
suggestion which seems to us to be good
He says:— ®

The letter B has a wide phonetic range When
aspirated it becomes Bh, but when it is weaken-
^ It firat becomes P, then V. then W, and then
U, the V occasionally changing ,into P, as infortwymthemouthof an uneducated German, V, however, is two steps removed from Bhand should be interchangeable; but in many Benea-
Ji books V IS often represented by Bh This i sopposed to all principles of philosophy. '

According
to the genius of the Bengali language of this cen-
tury V should change into B; but the proper^urse should be to restore the now-neglecLd
Bengali V, or Ba with a mark in it.

^

According to this scientific principle we
skould not write Victoria ^BhiktoHa^ aa

wo generally do, but represent V by B with
a mark in it. liiat would, we beliefe, do
justice to B. But why should wa reviveV in the case of foreign namea, ami
not of those Sanskrit words which have tost
that sound in Bengali? If B with a
mark in it be used to represent the
sound in a foreign name, we think it ouglit
to be used also in the case of Sanskrit words.
Why should we not use thisB in writing DevalWe hope Dr. Rajendralala will show us some
way of doing this.

:o;

regime.

The Baltimore American gives the follow-
ing particulars about a Persian Scholar which
are altogether new to us :

—

Moncure Conway, in a letter from London,
te la a remarkable story concerning a Persian
scholar, who came to that city expecting to be con-secrated a priest of the Church of Eno-Iand andreturn to his native land as a missionary. Maho-med Bakher came of a wealthy Moslem family
an^d received the finest education that Persia couhi

advanced in years he grew
to be a sceptic in regard to the religion of Maho-med. The knowledge of Hebrew ^vas aLn. h^bngmstio acquirements, and the study of the OldTestament in the original converted him tempor^anly to the Jewish faith. But although he becLe^niuent among the rabbins in Syria and w“a
and atTsf"’ h

' unsettled
;and at last he took up Christianity with

couj.l not odmit the doolrine of Ihe^'TriSuy-
could not conceive the association of an equalIjeing with the one God whom he had been taught

fn
wanderings took himto Calcutta, and there he obtained controversialbooks of Unitananism, whose dogmas seemed to

suit him exactly. He could believriu Jhrtt Isan inspired prophet and teacher- and hewent back to Persia and taught amongst hilpeople. He thought that he could win the Mo»lems
to this faith, for the Koran holds very much thesame testimony concerniug Jesus as is to be foundin Unitarian writings. It appears that the British

Eld^aotlphJ ‘0 I'im that he
to Eng and and obtain clerical orders inorder to aid his work in Persia

; but they were

SThll T KM Unitarfanism!and that he still to some extent believed inMahomed as a prophet. At first the clergy inEngland received him with delight at his eloauenceand scholarship
; but they dropped him as^on 11they discovered that he refused to accent thedoctrine of the Trinity. Now the iSucky

n pauperised in London^and Mr. Conway found him on Christmas Day
over his Koran andBible. He is as much of a disappointment to the

ecclesiastics as is Keshub Chunder Sen, who cameto this country sotne years ago, was conUrted intosome sort of a Christian, went back to India pre-sumably as a missionary, and now turns up L a
self-chosen Brahmin prophet. These cases go toprove what many Christian laborers {i. e. o1 theordinary type) among the people of the East havenot denied --that there is immense difficulty in

THE ASIATIC NATURE OP CHRIST.

A WELL-KNOWN writer maintains that
Christ, while bo WAS highly idealistic in his
conceptions, was utterly materialistic in his
expressions. If scholars remembered this fact
which is literally true, a large part of the
empty controversies of men would vanish
in a moment. Christ lived in a region
of ideas. • He believed in ^ no realities which
did not correspond with the ideas in his
mind and what is more, he believed
that his ideas were the only true ones, and
that for these he lived and for them he would
die. No one could say that his kingdom of
Heaven was a reality to men. Yet to him it
was such. He did not live in the empire of the
Ciesarsphe was already in that kingdom
which he had founded in his heart. Certainly
men did not recognise it; they could not realise
it

;
they heard of signs and disturbances which

should Iwrald the approach of the new

But they took the language of
figures for reality in the material shape, and
hence those superstitions which have clouded
the spiritual perceptions of Christendom ever
since that day. It is one great danger of the
language that Jesns used that it gave rise to
material conceptions of what one felt in his
spirit. Blit it must be remembered that these
ideas can not be otherwise expressed. The
reality in the mind is so viviil that to
express it vividly one is obliged to have
recourse to material expressions. It was not
Christ’s fault that he spoke in the manner he
did. Any one may paraphrase his exquisite
language into the language of ordinary prose,
and find how lame and dull the change becomes.
We think his last injunction to the disciples to
assimilate his spirit could not be rendered
more impressive than by presenting them witli
bread and wine which would represent his flesh
and blood. By being embodied in tiie language
of matter, his ideas gained in brightness and
strength which a prose rendering of them
could not impart. And to understand this
language it is not necessary to have recourse
to scholars. The utterances of the spirit
can be understood by the spirit only. One
who has no spiritual experiences is not
expected to understand the thoughts of
Jesus, and in proportion to his spiritual
improvement is his power to explain the
mighty prophet. That many devout scholars
lavo been unable to interpret Christ’s doc-
.rines is due to the fact that they have taken
lis words in their literal sense wliich ought to
)e understood spiritually. As a matter of fact
we observe that European expounders of
Asiatic prophets are placed at a very great
disadvantage. The western mind is incap-
able of rendering spiritual ideas in material
angnage. Witness the numerous writings
of Christians divines. Nowhere do we find
in their writings such glorious rhapsodies and
visions as we meet with in almost every page
of the Bible. And yet there is no want of
really good and religious men in Europe. The
difference is to be accounted for by the fact
that a European would try to interpret his
ideas precisely and in the language of ordinary
prose, whereas an Asiatic, full of fire and faith,
would not recognize faith unless expressed
in the language of fire. The visions are nothing
more than the intense realisation of ideas
within the heart, and these visions are only
possible to the Asiatic nature. To interpret
them one should place himself in the position
of an Asiatic

;
in short he should be an Asiatic

himself.

PILGRIMAGE TO THE RISHIS.

The place visited by the pilgrims on Sun-
day last was the Asram of the ancient Rishis
and Yogis of India, upon the Himalayan
heights. As usual, they prayed and bowed
and solemnly entered the Vedic sanctuary’,
forty centuries old. It was the house of their
forefathers, the hallowed retreat of their an-
cestors. Hence devotion and patriotism
combined to make the present pilgrimage un-
usually interesting. After the prescribed ser-
vice had been gone through the minister offered
a prayer, which may be thus summarized :

O Deity, without beginning, without end,
0 Ancient and Eternal Brahma, reveal thy-
self in the midst of this festival, and help
us to profit by it. Mysterious are thy ways,
0 Lord, Upon Mount Sinai we saw Moses
receive thy law. Now upon the Himalaya
mountains we see the Aryan Rishis are
immersed and absorbed in solitary contem-
plation. Sinai trembled amid smoke and

(

(
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fire, thunder and • lighting as thou gavest

tby awful commands to the Jewish prophet

to guide him and Israel unto tiie pro-

mised land. But in deep tranquillity repose

the heights of the Himalayas. lliere is

no noise, no march, no excitement, no mis-

sionary activity. All is calm and serene.

In speechless devotion have thy beloved

Rishis wholly lost themselves. There amid

workers thou didst reveal thyself
;

here

among meditative devotees art thou manifest.

There amid myriad souls thou stoodst ns

Captain
;
here thou art the Friend of solitary

hermits. How romantic the Asram of the

Yogi ! How sacred and pleasant the spot

where he lives entranced in blessed com-

munion with thee! Thou didst give him

such treasure of heaven that he spurned

the riches and honors of the world. So

thoroughly didst thou seize and absorb his

soul that he forgot himself and wholly forgot

the world. Only thee, thee alone, 0 Supremo

Spirit, did the pious Rishi see and adore

and love, to him life and soul and all, joy

and prosperity and salvation for ever.
^

In

him we see nought else but thee. Jhou

fillest him, all his desires are fulfilled in

thee. Thou art always with him, his in-
,

separable Companion and Friend. Two beauti-
^

fill birds perched on the same tree we see,

O Lord. One of these is the Supreme Soul
,

Hari, the other is the Rishi soul. The one
^

feedeth, the other eateth. The one giveth, the
^

other receiveth. The one is Brahma, the other
j

js Brahmo. The one is the Life of life, the

eye of the eye, the ear of the ear
;

the other

is life and eye and ear only. Between
^

these two birds there is sweet and un-

speakahle friendship. In ancient times

upon the high Himalayas nothing there was

besides these two birds an I their inntnal

communion or Yoga. Be merciful. O Haii,

and enalde us to realise this true Yoga with

thee. V^erify in us the R shi 'saying that the

two birds are mutual friends, and always dwell

in peace in the cage of the bnly. Lternal

and Deep Spirit, help us to find thee within us

the Great Soul joined in loving communion

with the little sou'. It is with the object

of realizing this communion and seeing

the two birds together that wo have

ascendeil this mountain of the Aryan

Yogis and Rishis. How unselfi'»h, how

devout are these hermits. Living in the

midst of retirement they care not to win

popular applause. In solitude they see

thee and thy heaven, not caring to know

what the outside world thinks of them.

0 self-forgetful Bishis, where neither the

eye nor the ear reacheth, there ye are secretly

cultivating true communion. Centuries have

rolled over your heads. Ye are still before ns,

venerable ancestors,in the freshness of your in-

ward glory. R'-vered Yogis, how did you attain

the treasure of communion? Say Rishi,

what dost thou see secretly. Why, dost thou

not desire to open thine eyes? Thou art not

blind, not deaf. And yet thou wilt neither

see nor hear. What joy hast thou found

within for which thou hast renounced all the

pleasures of tlie world ? 0 Yagnavalkya, even

with thy wife Maitreyi thou art discoursing

on the high truths of religion. In the land of

Yoga, thy partner! Thou hast made impossi-

bility possible, 0 sage. May Indian women

in these days find such husbands an 1 spurn

the world, saying, as Maitreyi did, what shall

we do with things that cannot bring immor-

tality?

Send unto us, 0 God, the spirits of all the

ancient Rishis and kindle once more the fire

of Yoga in this land. Both unto Moses and

unto the Rishis thou didst say “I am. Come

as “ I am” add remove all idolatry and mat-

ter-worship from the land, and make us all

Yogis. May we not make unto ourselves

small gods but may sink in thine infinite

spirit. Unfurl the banners of Ekainevadwi-

tiam, and make every Hindu home a Rishi her-

mitage. How the playfull deer, mul the lovely

Madhavilata enhanced the beauty and joy of

that humble cottage ! How cleanliness and

godliness combined in the economy of that

quiet retreat ! Grant that India may once

more enjoy the pure delights of the Yogi’s

hermitage ! Come, 0 Spirit, and let us

enter into thee as did our venerated ancestors.

And do thou enter into our souls an 1 fill us

with thy holiness ami joy. Thou in us an 1

we in thee, this is communion. Lord, heighten

and deepen this communion in us, and make
us one with thee in true Yoga.

WHY BUDDHISM TRIUMPHED.

It is somewhat difficult to account for tlie

prev.alenco of Buddhism in India. It is hard

to understand how a people superstitious to

the backbone found tranquillity in a creed

which eliminated faith in a personal creator

and held the utter extinction of self as the only

consolation to the weary pilgrim through the

labyrinths of the world. Tliere was evidently

something in the life of Sakya Muni, in his

manner of teaching, in his personal influence

which must account for the rapid spread of

a faith, which, if preached now under tlie

nnspicesof tlie nineteenth century civilization,

would have no chance of finding a believer in

one in tens of thousands of tlm population.

Sakya M uni’s agnosticism is iho very

same agnosticism that is preached in these

days by scientific men in Europe—preached by

Hiich a man, for instance, ns the late Professor

Clifford. But neither Professor Clifford nor any

other agnostic would gain a ilecent followinir,

if they were to preach agnosticism to mo lorn

India.The fact is that Sakya Mniii with all his

scepticism was a Hindu
;

he adopted a

national mode of propagating his reli-

gion, and in his life and examples be was

nothing less than a Hindu saint striving to

gain salvation from misery. Now let ns

see what were the reasons that made the

acceptance of Buddhism so easy to the Indian

mind. Sakya Muni was a representative man
and had carefully read the wants of the age.

Among the many problems that awaited

solution lie found one that had consiilerahly

impressed the national mind. It was the

problem of evil. The Hindu philosopher

saw misery all around, and his mind was busy

discovering the road to salvation. This

question addressed itself to other philo-

sophers of other countries and of other ages as

well, and their answers varie 1 according

to the constitution and bent of the national

mind they represented. The solution that

Sakya Muni gave of it was peculiarly Hindu.

Tliough disbelieving in the national gods he

respected the peculiar Hindu beliefs. He was

an as etic, for example. The son of a

powerful King, leaving his family, children and

kingtlom behind, to betake himself to a men-

dicant life, was ill itself an incident that power-

fully affected the imagination of the people,

and ill a great measure reconciled them to his

heretical principles. In the second place he

maintained the doctrine of transmigration,

which Hindus of both sexes believed in those

days and believe still. It is the most

deep-rooted of all national beliefs, and Sakya

Muni, in utilising it, got a most potent in-

strument in band for converting the nation.

There is another fact to be remembered. The

fouader of Buddhism saw ft philosophy ready

made at hand. He saw himself face to face

with renowned schools of philosophy, one at

least of which, the Sankliya, had given him

solid food for reflection. It may also be said

thatboth the Vedantists and Buddhists shared

the word Nirvana in common—a fact which

gives us a good opportunity for comparing

the leading theories of salvation which find

a place in Hindu philosophy. Botii Vedau-

tists and Buddhists felt the misery of existence,

and both proposed the same road to sal-

vation, namely, through a knowledge of

the unreality of the world. This world,

with its wealth untold, its happiness, its
'

friends and relatives, is unreal in itself, and

being unreal, is the cause of the misery

which human life is heir to. It is right, there-

fore, that we should think away the world

as best as we might, and when we once gam
this knowledge, we obtain nirvana or mukti.

Now the difference between Buddhism and

Vedautism lies in the modes which they

adopted of acquiring salvation, and not in tho

idea of what salvation is. Both believe

salvation means deliverance from the rai®®‘'y

of the world, and it is only when
question comes of how to attain it that
they differ. Now Hindu theology at Sakya
Muni’s time laid more importance upon
ritual than upon any thing else, and Buddhism
was a protest against the hollow suj>er-

stitions of the Brahmins. Sakya substi-
'

tilted for the ritual a rigorous course of moral
observances, an asceticism that stoiitlv

refused to come under the influence of

the worhl, and a life of Iiarmlessnoss

that care l to preserve tlie lives of the meanest
of creature.®; mil when by a course of

intense struggle with the flesh, he did conquer

his sins, the picture of tlie royal saint

exerted an influence over others which

was simply irresistible. The ethic il code

which he j'reached was; unohjectionahle

more than this, it was snhlime, ami in

the range and scope of its conceptions,

hardly surpassed. We may well cmceivo

that the immediate discifiles of Buddha felt

his presence ins;iiring
;
and when we make

allowance for the charm lie exerted upon

them, we shall also understand why the go 1-

less character of his treed did not strike

them as uniisnal or repulsive. Tlie fact is

that the favorite idea of transmigratiou

which the Hindus believed found full scope in

the new religion. Besides t his there was, as we

have sail!, the picture of the royal . ascetic

altogether freed from sin. These exflain

the charm which Buddhism had upon (lie

popular mind. We should not also overlook

the fact that in Sakya Miini’s system caste

had no place. A religion that ignores cask?’

is sure to triumph, as we have seen very well

in the history of Cliaitanynism. Now
tlien what was the Buddhistic idea of nirvana

as distinguished from that of the Uin liis ?

The latter were pantheists, and explained

transmigration on the ground of tlie soul’s re-

peated struggles to return to the infinite sub-

stance—struggles in which the triumphs of sin

were continual. But wlien once the soul is able

to understand the unreality of the world, it

is liberated from the shackles of sin and,

being free, soars alolt and flies to the in-

(inito Being from whom it came, and is

ahsoihed in it. From God hast thoii come,

to God returnest, was spoken of the soul

in a sense more literally to he construed

than we, tlieists, imagine. But Buddlia

had got rid of tlie pantheistic doc-

trine, and his task was to explain trans-

migration and the problem of evil without

any reference to an infinite Being. lie solved

the difficulty iu this manner. iSo long us

men sinned they must be born again and



again. But as soon ns, by pious exercises
and excellent moral habits, they had triumphed
over lusts and desires, they became
Buddha, and having no more sins to ac-
count for, were released from the penalty
of transmigration. They should now lead
the life of Buddha in this worhl, and
when the time for death came, they should die
peaceably and should not live again. It was
permanent death to them. Now nirvana is

not a term to be applied to this death, but to
the attainment of Huddhahood or the
utter extinction of desire or self, in conse-
quence of which there is to be no death.
This is the Buddhistic idea of nirvana. We
question whether Sakya Muni would have met
with success had he not liad this terrible

penalty of transmigration to hold up before the
imagination of the people—a penalty suffici-

ently terrible to serve ns a motive for righteous
life to men who do not believe in God.

[MARcn 2a, 1880.

A LECTURE OM “JEALOUSY AND
ITS WHOLESOME EB’FECTS.”

[Communicated.]

The Genius of Modern India hearing of a con-
templated gathering of Bengali patriots in the hall
of one of their political associations, was the
first to send in his card to the Secretary with an
intimation of his willingness to attend, 'the day
having arrived and the patriots, full of young
blood and new energy having met, llie

Genius presented himself in his usually calm,
sober and^ cynical dress. He saw a scene alto-
gether unique. There were detached clusters of
men everywhere in the room, some larger than
the rest, some smaller, like detached drops of
water, sparkling, clear and transparent, re-
sembling the latter in every respect except in
this that as the smaller drops always tend to
join the larger ones, the clusters alluded to kept
studiously aloof from each other, resisting every
attempt of a few misguided persons to bring them
together. Every one in the room was actuated by
the same sentiment of patriotism, but every one
preferred to remain with his own group. Under
the circumstances it was impossible to arrange
the chairs in continuous rows and ranges. It
was suggested that the audience should remain
as it was, and that clusters of chairs should be
formed to accommodate the clusters of men. Never
was an audience formed in this fashion, but there
was no choice. The variety of the scene is

well worth reporting. There were patriots and
scholars, Hindus, Mahomedans, Christians and
Brahmos, rich men and ryots, men of science and
all sorts of unlettered people, reformers and conser-
vative Rajahs, young men and old fools — all blow-
ing asimoom of hot patriotism over the hal I, There
were reporters of the Native newspapers, seated
here and there, but looking defiantly towards
each other; and—would it be believed ?—some
people smelt that spies were present. No one knew
who they were, but every one thought and at last

openly denounced his neighbour as his enemy’s
«py. So that before the proceedings began, a
regular row was raised. The cries of “ spy 1

spy I” “ shoot him,” “broomstick him,” “ shoebeat
him,” &c., were raised. But as every one made
use of these expressions, the true Simon Pure was
difficult to detect. But this downpour of invec-
tives did one good. The atmosphere had become
very warm, as we have said, with the blowing of
patriotism; bat thunders of invective were soon
heard, all eyes flashed lightning, and there was
about to be a downpour of brick-bats and shoes,
when the atmosphere cooled of itself and the
audience came to reason. When all was quiet, the
ghosts of the law and the British bayonet having
sufficiently overawed them in the meantime, the
chairman was elected from one of the largest
clusters. The chairman at the outset intro-

duced the Genius of Modern India to the
audience, and asked him to come forward and
vouchsafe unto the audience a few consolatory
words. The Genius rose, and amid thunder-
ing applanse, delivered the following speech :

—

“ My beloved children, my blessings upon you !

May you ever prosper and increase, improve and
quarrel. May discord reign among yon, and may
the apparition of the British bayonet ever terrify

|

and disunite yon. When I entered this spacious
hall, the first favorable impression upon my mind '

was made by the appearance of those pretty
j

luatcM, liow pretty they look, like stars in the

blue heavens, proud of their own loneliness, twink-nng but never uniting to form a mighty sun
Gentlemen, persist in your righteous desire to
remain alone. Never coalesce, never unite. If you
wish to hear the voice of your Genius, cultivate
the art of disunion to its perfection. I wi'l never
forget the splendid sight of mutual suspicion I see
this evening. When you were throwing your
brickbats and Thxmthnnia, slippers, I wished Iwere present with every one of yon and served
as your good genius. But that laudable ambition
was fulfilled soon after. The suspicion of spies

^ wholesome shower from heaven, and
behold how quiet you are. I may now speak and
not exhaust my lungs. Gentlemen, be thus sus-
picions and distrustful of each other. I like
to see my country beutifully going down in
tne scale of civilization and refusin'^ to
accept the curses which union brings. You are
the salt of India, and unless you quarrel andmake existence spicy, woe to this country and
Its future. I have always heard with interest your
animated invectives and retorts, your mutual
slanders and backbitings, your pretty intrigues
and jealousies. (Cries of hear, hear from all sides.)
As soon as one starts a good movement, how readi-
ly and promptly you start a rival one. Whether
one founds a shop, (clieers from one group), a
school, (cheers from another), a newspaper,
cheers from a third), a society, (cheers from a
fourth), a political organisation (thuiidcrincr ap-
plause from the last), I am always glad to find a
healthy rivalry m neutralising its efifects. So
that no cause flourishes in Bengal-a conclusive
evidence of vitality in your nation. There are
many leaders of your community (hear, hoar from
all sides), but how praiseworthy is the shop jealousy
betrayed by them. No two will unite and put
tn6ii shoulders to the sf^ruc wlieel. Knfc every one
must be the one siin of his own sphere. Capital, ! say
—that is just what is wanted to put yon down I
have lamented the folly of Government whioh
always detects something wrong in your political
sentiments. (Deafening .applause.) There is no end
to the laws they have passed, no end to the wars

:

they have threatened. The Arms’ Act, the Vernacu-
lar Press Act, (cries of shame), the Afghan War,
(hisses), the Russian war (loud cries of shame,)

I

--all these are meant-for what? To keep you in
check and fear. (Cheers.) Alas 1 What is the

I

use of killing a man when ho willingly com-
mits 8uic.de? You, my children, have put the

,
noose round your own necks

; you will never allow

^

a combination to form itself
; yon will never

I

al ow a man to carry out a good under-
taking

;
if you owe a grudge to anyone, I know

you will not rest satisfied till you have
mdiiced the Police to send him to jail or the

I

Government to have him hanged, drawn and
I

quartered. (Hear, hear from one group.) Why then

I

tins dread of you ? One stout diplomatist may
set your heads knocking against each other
Gong live the goddess Discord ! May the British
Government find in her a steady and clever ally
tor ever. May you grow more and more quarrel-
some day after day. May dissensions and jealousies
increase, and may this fair country ever wear the
necklace of ignorance, superstition and bondage
till, by the very weight of the ornament, she
smks lower and lower, and is swallowed iin in
the dark regions of hell. (The Genius sat in
t le midst of deafening applause, each party
thinking that the others had been served right.)

B.

objects in particular, flowers, birds, soft breeze,
moonlight, and little children

; and he spoke of
spring as the season of heavenly joy on earth.

When the Pilgrimage movement was initiated
and our brethern went to Moses, the impious
derision and irreverent scoffing on the part of our
critics knew no bounds. There was much merri-
ment in the camps of our adversaries.in.snltiiig alike
to Moses and his God, and indicative of the scepti-
cism and conceit which always accompany i»nor-
ance. This roar of irreverent laughter siibsTded.
as we had expected, as soon as the pilgrims tamed
their course and proceeded to Socrates. The name
of Socrates, a philosopher and moralist, at once
silenced our critics, and convinced them of their
mlly and mistake. They have found out that the
Brahmos prize sober Socratic self-knowledge just
as much as Moses’ inspiration through conscience,
and that they honor the philosoplier no less than
the prophet, lliey have evidently grown wiser
but rather “too late.” They will grow wiser still if
they have only patience and honesty and a re<rard
for truth. Let them closely watch the movements
of the pilgrims till they enter the Temple ofScience
and then they will find that this spiritual
pilgrimage is altogether a noble allegory represent,
ing the poetry of faith and intended to teach
the humble and confouu.] the conceited scofler.

BRAHMO HYMN.

Institution, held at the
Albert Hall ast Wednesday evening, the Rev.
G.H.A. Udl delivered a lecture on “ Christ.”

It is proposed to have another open air demons-
tration in Beadon Park, on Wednesday next the
<31st instant. ’

0, my soul ! once utter the Name, Hari, Hari.
taking the name of Hari, cross the ocean of life,
oay, Han, Hari, ’ thou shalt receive salvation.

Hari is in land, Hari is in water; in sun and
moon IS He, in fire and wind : lo ! the whole
universe is full of Hari. Taking no thoimht for
hunger and thirst, speak out; Hari, Hari. B-or he
IS Thy food and drink. Hari is Strength to the
weak, Deliverer of the sinner, Saviour of the
fallen; Hari is the Lover of devotees.
He who sings the name of Hari and drinks the

nector of Bhakti, receives the fruit of salvation
from Him, the Dispenser of all Good.
Hari is Veda, Hari is Law, He is Mantra is

Consummation, He is both Strength and Intelli-
gence; Hari is the only Hope. Hari is the Chastiser
of infidels and the Destroyer of scepticism; before
the force of His righteousness the whole host of
demons tremble. Hari is in rice, Hari in clothirm-
He 13 in the midst of family, in the body and m
the soul is He: Hari is the only resource

In every breath is Hari, in the stream’ of blood
IS He Han the beauty of the eyes, and the source
of all strength and vitality.

Han is all spirit formless, he never took thehuman form; it is by assuming the form
of spiritual bliss that He makes oiir hearts
peimefiil. In populous cities and in solitary woods
IS Han, m mountains and in seas is Hari in the
heavens above and in the earth below is He Hari
lilis all space.

* ‘

There is Han in the home and in the church, onthe road and m the place of Inisiness • He i.swith us while we eat or walk about. Hari is the
strength of life.

Indivisible and unspeakable is Hari, He fulfils
the desires of devotees, and in the fulness

gives to the poor the shadow of His

In pleasure and in pain, in prosperity and in

is He:Han IS the Supreme Good.
Hari is salvation, He is the wav,He IS the Heaven; Han is the Lord of the Uni-

verse, He IS this life and the life to come
Hari is the Father, the Mother

; He is Guru the

Bengali Hymn Booh, Part II. Ho. 74.

The pilgrimage to the old testament pronhetsand saints is closed. Those belonging to thenew testament of grace and love will be visitedon a future occasion. It is proposed to make thepilgrimage, so far as it has proceeded, lastintr find
substantial m its results,

° ^

The sermon preached by the minister in tiiecourse of t he vernal service in the Brahma Mandiron i rulay last, treated of heavenly beauty andpoetry lu nature. He said that in this dark n ddismal world, this valley of tears, therearejust a few things which seem to breathe
celestial beauty. They look as if heaven ispeeping through them, He enumergtod

I

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

I
The foHowing answers we e given hv the

,
minister of the Brahma Mandir to queries put tohim on tlm occasion of the anniversafy
Q I. What sort of » (mental discinline)

I

» “eoe^ar, for tbe purpose of hoUtag cImSulon with departed saints ?
® wujum

'
realize no communion with depart-ed saints, so long as we do not believe that God is

a mod.,™ reveal, uoto u, those tbit li e

pa eS Talot^T tbaf ,11^.paitect saints are living m God we realize the

SnS i.
this ooun^tiouof faith IS once firmly established, then the
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relation of love is to be cultivated, VVe should not
regard any saint as an alien in faith, because
he once lived in a foreign land

; we should not
allow our love and regard towards him to
be lessened or weakened, for no other reason than
that he was a foreigner. Faith and love destroy
all sense of distance and make a stranger orie’s’own

e should love Socrates, Moses, Jesus and others
as God’s children and our brethren. Such a
love 13 not attained in a day. The more
we contemplate their Divine qualities, and
the more we hear from them words of wisdom,
the nearer shall we be to them in spirit. With
them we should have three kinds of relation

love, and (3) of nature
and character. The coincidence of char.acter
means nothing but the bannonioiis agreement
ot the desires and the aspirations of the soul,
ilerely to be like them will not do, but
we must be at otn with tlieni. Only to cry out.
< esns, .fesus, will not do

;
we must be at one

"itb him. No saint is either omnipresent or
eternal, consequently we cannot feel tlicir near-
ness in space or time

; but through faith, love
and force of example can we realize their nearness
In short, to behold them we shall have to build
our characters in the model of their lives.

Q. 2. Can intellect alone berelied upon for col-
lecting truths from different religions ?

A . 2.
^

We must adopt all methods nece-sory for
the attainment of truth. Though we have become
Brahmos, still there are many untruths amoncr us.
It is not very easy to pick out truths. But when
men, instead of reiving upon their own al)ilities,
give themselves up entirely to he carried away by
the current of truth, then .and only then do they
attain truth. It is neces’ary that Divine
inspiration and Iiuman intellect, God's com-
mand and man s knowledge, should inter-
act. God teaches, and man Ioann. As lon^
as these conditions are not fulfilled, as long
as there is no unification of ’hese two elements,
80 long man cannot discern and receive tlie truth.
Man is endowed with vision, bub if lie were to sit
with his face opposite to the sun, how can he see ?
In order that you may reedve truth, yon mint keep
fne soul in a peculiar a'litude. I am greatly ad-
dicted to vile and earthy things, liow'shall
I comprehend tlie sublime truMi of asceticism ?
Believin? God as the only Teacher, we should
search after truth with a liberal, unprejuiliced. and
prayerful heart. The rudder to giil.le the intel-
lect must he left in the hands of tiie Lonl. So
through the help of God, you shall be able to
find out the truth.

Com’.spoitdence.

' IFe ilo not hold onrxeloea in an>j wi>j iv-t/ionaihlc

for the )j>in!o)is of oar oorrespondents.— Eo., S. d/.
]

BUDDHISTIC NIRVANA.

TO TIIE EDITOR OF THE “ S’JSDW MIRROR.”

Sir,—In undertaking a spiritual pilgrima<ro to

Sakya Muni or rather (to speak in a less figura-

tive style ) in liaving coTainuiiion with the de-

parted spirit of Buddha Deva, the Rralimo Somaj
of India has taken upon itself the delicate and
responsible task of explaining and setting afresh

before the world, according to the light th.at lias

been vouchsafed unto it by God in the

economy of Ilis Providence, some of tin hiirlier

and more importantdoctrines of Buddhistic faith.

Among these, no doubt, the doctinn of Nirva ia h
tlie most important, inasmuch as this idea of

Nirvana contains within itself the essence of the

whole Buddhistic philosophy. There have been,

since the days of that great prophet of Kapilav rstu.

varied discussions as to the real meaning of this

great idea from different points of view. Some
liave approached the question simply with the light

of the intellect, and to them it has appeared to he

nothing else than a mere abstruse metaphysical

conception. To many it seems the re.sult of a

powerful imagination, and as such, to them it is

full of mysticism. Some suppose it to mean the

“annihilation of the soul,” and others, • an eternal

existence of the soul in a state of trance.” But
it strikes me that none of these can he right, for

the simple reason that these conclusions have been

arrived at by a wrong method of investigation.

Mr. Editor, I believe that in the investiiiation

of ail truths, whether spiritual or pll3^sical,

there are distinct methods or processes laid down,

which must he adopted before we can ever hope

to attain the truths we are seeking after. Any
deviation from such path.s is sure to produce an im-

perfect and incomplete recognition of those truths.

It would not do for us ia the; present case to have

our own way of thinking, but we must entirely
p ace ourselves in Sakya’s method of inve.otigation.
In sliort, wo must have reflected within ourselves
the true image of Sakya’s spirit. But as in the
physical world, so witli matters spiritual lliere are
certain conditions which must ha sati.sfie 1 before
any such image can he obtained. A certain
amount of sun light must lie thrown upon the object
vvhose image is to be obtained and tlie relative posi-
tion of the oliject itself witli reference to the
serene and tlie lens must be adjusted. Similarly, wo
must have sufficient light of faith within our elves
to illuminate the object; our souls must assume a
certain psenlia'' attitude

; they iiuist attain certain
standaid of spiritual development before we can
ever hope to obtain a true image of the object.
We must so elevate our thoughts and ideas, so
make ourselves .akin to the spirit of S.akya tliat
we may he said to he atone with that noble
spirit. To attain such a condition requires
great spiritual discipline and culture. This
I call the true method. The Bralinio Somaj
of India—.at le.ast some of the leading mem-
bers of it—have adopted this method.” After
long years of great Sadkan, they are, I believe, fully
qualified to undertake tin’s noble hnt arduous task.
I sincerely rejoice .at thii=, for I find the glory of
finding out the true meaning of Nirvana has so
long been reserved l>v Providence for the
Bralimo Somaj. The liberal religious public
puiilic no doulit anxiously wait to hear what tlie
Rrnhmo Somaj has to say upon this vexed question
of Nirvana.

Yours, &c.,

Braiimo.
March 25th. 1830.

“ ONCE A MINISTER. EVER A MINISTER”—
A NEW VERSION.

To THE EDITOR OF TlIK “ .S0XDAY MIRROR. ’

Di, I sliall feel obliged if you kindiv <xive a
corner to tlie following few lines ;-

' ”

Not being a subscriber nor a regular reader of
the Jienpal Magazine, it was liy an accident that T
re.ad the paragr.apli in its last niimher in which the
Ivlitor tries to ]ustify his claim to Hie, Cliristian
Ministry. As I read flie paragraph. I could not
help feeling that the Reverend Editor himself was
playing the p.yt of the “half cr.azed woman in
tatters, to whom he compared yon and whom li«
has so well desciilied. But he that as it
may, does the Reverend Editor seriously think
that le IS still a Christian Minister? If he
does. tlien I pity his self-delusion. I suppose
a Christian Minister is hound to pre.ach the (Gospel
io every creature, hut did not the Reverend Editor
of the '^enqnl ISfapiTine. by taking service under
Government in the Education Department, bind
himself not to preach the Gospel to those
wlio came to him daily for instruction ’ Was this
not selling the liberty of the Gospel for money ’

I hen when the Patriot rai.sod a hue and erv
against Ins appointment in the Educ.ation Depart,
inent, as being opposed to a certain Re-
solution of Government, which disqiialifie 1 Mis-
sionaries to hold appointments in tliat Depart-
ment did lip not retain his nostonthe ground
thatha w.a^ a Minister to Christians milv, and
not a Missionary to the heathen, which'latter
alone the Resolution contemplated, Tims the
Reverend Editor of the liencfnl MaamUe allowed
his mouth to be gagged by the fishes and loaves
that fel rom the Government’s table. And not
only did he hind himself not to preach the Gospel
to tho.se whom he t.anght, but he gave up his
ministry to Christians also by being compelled to
remove to a place where there were no
Clinstians to whom he could minister. If
he subsequently removed to a pl.aee where
he got a f-iw Christians to minister unto itwas only by an accident

; butthe Reverend Editor
w.as and IS readlv to give up his ministry to the
heathen and Christi.ans alike, if hU work .aa.ain
requires him to do so. If this he not apostaev from
the Christian ministry, outwardly at Dast, Ido notknow what else is. Does the Reverend Editor really
think St. Paul wmnld have done this? If he does

Jf. ''oPf'essly beyond amendment’,
ihe Reverend Elitor, however, thinks he has one
consolation in iiis being recognised as a Minister
by his own cliurcli. But here too I am afraid
he has overstated liis case. To ho a Minister
of his own church fwhicli,-.! believe, is Free
Uiurcli) he must he, if I am hot misinformed, amember of a Free Church Presbytery

; hut is the
Reverend Editor a member of^gnny Free Church
Presbytery ? He is not, if fTii printed records are
to he relied upon, nor can he a mem tier, I think
uuti he returns from jiis apostacy. It is true he
IS allowed out of coui^esy to preach &c„ occasion-
ally but the exercise of these functions is
accorded by the Free Church €ycii tcr l»ymcQr

In conclusion I would b5g o/* the Reverend
Editor not to attempt to bring down Ihe Ohristi.au
ministry to liis own level, hut to raise himself up to
us high ideal. Let me not he misunderstood. 1 do
HOC condemn secular work in a minister, wlien it,

is tor the purpose of making himself more useful
and acceptable as a minister, hut when the secular
«oik takes the first place and the ministry next in
aiiy_ person, he cannot, should not, eoll himself a
minister.

Y^onr.*, &c.

,

,,,, , ,, ANTI-HrMBCG,
Ihe 2Ith March 1880.

literal'll, ^eieiitifir, ,tre.J,

In our last issue under the head “T,iter.ary and
Scientific,’’ in the para, co-it.aining Arithmetical
prohlpins, for “ and 4 more”—should he -“ and 5
more, conversely if we add .... English Alma-
nac ! Read after tin's the exiiression 1.3 days is
table to he increased by one after every G3 years
lienee, an I to he decreased by eleven if the date
proposed be one before the introduction of the
Gregorian style in England.

Fireside reproduces the following anecdote of St.
John the Evangelist, taken from the writin<^s of
Cassian: “Tlfe lilessed Evangelist was one day"gent-
ly stroking a partridge when a young man, return-
irigfrom hunting, asked in astonishment how .aman so illustrious could spend Ins time in such a
manner? hat have you got in j'our hand’’ re-
phed the Apostle. 'A bow,’ said the young man.
\\ by IS It not strung?’ Because if I carried it strnno-
always, n would lose the elasti.-itv which I shall
want in it when I draw the arrow.’ ‘Do not Hq
angry, then, my young friend, if I .sometimes in
tins w.ay unstring my spirit, which may otherwise
lose Us spring and f,aii at the very moment when
I need its power,’ ”

The hanging of Swift Runner,!) an Imlian
rniiriGrer, at S.askateliewan, Canada, took iihce
with a temperature 40 degrees below zero. A gal-
loivs had lieen built out of doors. so that the Indiana
coiild see the execution, but when the officers and
prisoner arrived at the spot, it was found tliat part
of the scaffold Iiad been used for firewood by the
Iialf-frozeii crowd. Swift Runner complaceiitiv
warme.l himself,at the fire while the gallows w.is
repaiied. When everything else w.aa ready,
the nervous haiigiuan said he had forgotten to

j

bring a strap to hasten the prisoner’s arms and
;

cgs. The prisoner offered to save further trouble

I

by killing himself with a tomahawk, hut liis

j

proposition was rejected, and he ate alieai’tj’ meal
of pemmican witli the noose around his neck,
while a messenger was fetching a strau. A priest
attempted to give him spiritual consolation, but lie
sail! that the white man's v'hiski/ had rained him,
and so he coaid not heVeve in the irhite man's Ood.
Ho preferred a death dance b}' his own people,
and wliile they were performing it he was banged-'

In the March number of his magazine Mr. Spur-
geon refers to the gratitude which the possession
of good healtli oiiglit to inspire. It is a horn wliidi
many would give a fortune to inherit

; while others
who have the blessing, hardly so much as thank
the Giver for their privileges. Like a pearl or price-
less jewel, health is too frequently trampled under
foot by the strong who misuse their powers. Mr,
Spurgeon then expresses his own {jersonal feelings
on his recovery ;—“To me it is a cause of overwhelm

-

iiig jov to find myself delivered from the angiii.sh
caused by a painful disorder. It is enongli of
pleasure to he free from pain. It ia a delight to
Nvake in the morning and find that I can use my
limbs, that I can dress myself without assistance,
and tliat I can go down the .stairs without aid.
What a holiday it. seems to take a walk, lenniiig
a little on my staff, hut yet able to p.ace the garden!
When I can enjoy my food without suffering from
speedy indigestion,and can sit down with”a clear
brain to pursue my literary labors, I feel as if a
stream of joy rippled tliroiigli my veins, and my
whole nature was batlied in peace. 'J'lien my soiil
lives liymns, and breathes psalms- What if stern
toil lies before me, and sctuity rest.and the care of
a flock numerous beyond precedent; yet kecau.se
pain is gone, and the head is clear,my heart rejoices
before the Loard.”

The following ‘notices of amendments to Sir
Wilfrid Lawson's resolution have been put on the
notice papers ;

—
(M Mr- WheeUiouse : As .an amendment to

Sir Wi'frid Lawson’s motion, to move to leave
out the ^vord “That” to the eqd of the Quo^-
tioD, io or<J$r to ad4 the words “ It would be
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undesirable and inopportune to change the arrange

-

ments now legislatively provided for the regula-

tion of the trade now carried on by the licensed

victuallers of this country, because any tribunal

subject to periodical election by popular canvass

and vote,might, and in all probability would, lead

to repeated instances of turmoil, and thus be

detrimental to the peace and quietude of every
neighbourhood in England.”

(2) Lord E. Fitzmaurice: As an amendment
to the resolution of Sir \V. Lawson, to move to

omit the words “by some efficient measure of local

option,” and to insert the words, “by transferring

the licensing authority at present exercised by
the magistrates to the urban and rural sanitary

authorities, or to committee of the same.”

(3) Mr. Serjeant Simon: To move as an

amendment to the same resolution, “That in the

opinion of this House it should be expressly provid-

ed by law that in the bearing of every application

fora new license.it should be the duty of the licetis-

jug authorities to take into consideration thenuin-

ber and the character of the population, the number
of existing licenses in the district, and the opinions

and wishes of the inhabitants as to the granting

of such new licenses, and that before granting

any new license, they siiould find upon sworn

evidence that such new license is required for the

public convenience.”

(4.) Sir Harcourt Johnstone : As an amend-

ment to Sir Wilfrid Lawson’s motion, to move to

leave out from the word “That” to the end of the

question, in order to add the words “the licensing

authority should consist of an equal number of

magistrates and rate-payers, the former to be elect-

ed by and from among themselves at petty ses-

sions, and the latter by ballot trienmally, such

authority to have the duty of granting and renew-

ing licenses, and of .acquiring by agreement, o^,

failing agreement by compulsion, the freehold of

all licensed premises or existing interests of license

holders by means of a license duty, to be charged

on those who retain their licenses,”

A Diver who does not Breathe.

(Chambers's Journal.)

Dr. Richardson describes a diver who, equipped

in a diving dress, could go down into deep water

and stay there an hour without any supply of air

from above. This remaikalile personage, Mr.

Fleuss, is described as an Englishman, of the

merchant service, and who has discovered a

way by which breathing can be carried on nmU r

water. Dr. Richardson states that in the first dip

at which he was present, Mr. Fleuss remained

under water twenty minutes, an 1 came out

free from oppression, his pulse ste.ady, his

breathing free, and his complexion natural.

A subsequent dip in twelve feet water

lasted an hour during which Mr. Fleuss moved
about, picked up small objects, and reclined on

the floor of the tank. When he came up, his

pulse was beating nearly double the natur.al rate
;

but his face was clear of any sign of asphyxia,

and, as in the former c.ase, the breathing was free.

Though it has been surmised that Mr. Fleuss

has condensed air concealed about his person, the

precise means by which he keeps himself alive

under water is a secret ; but that endeavours will

be made to turn it to account may be taken for

granted. To be able to take long walks in a river

or at the bottom of the sea, independent of air-

pumping from above, opens <a wide sphere of

usefulness for divers. And if life can be main-

tained under water, so can it also in a noxious

atmosphere, and Fleuss’ apparatus may render

good service in dangerous coal-mines and in

burning houses.

A Map op Mars.

A map of Mars, on Marcator’s* projection, con

structed by Professor Hai kness, from observations

made at the United States Naval Observatory,

Washington, is published in the Monthly Notices

of the Royal Astronomical Society. It shows ten

dark spots, one Y-shaped, one having the form of

a leather apron, one a bullet, the others generally

resembling willow-leaves ranged in parallel lines

from east to west. The south polar ice shows an

important segment in the upper border of the map,

and is, as seen through the telescope, pure white
;

while the color of the planet is a golden yidlow,

and that of the spots or markings is a light indigo

blue. The spots are by some observers supposed

to be laud. So far as it goes, this map is a very

interesting representation of Mars. Professor

Harkness' hopes to improve it greatly during the

opposition of next autumn.

Brahmanism, Buddhism -and Druidis.m.

Mr. Rivett-Carnac, who has explored many of

the b.arrows and burial-mounda ia India, finds

confirmation of the views of those explorers, who
have pointed out the extraordinary resemblance

of the Indian barrows and their contents to those

of Europe. Some years ago, a barrow in Northum-
berland was examined, and was found to be in

nearly every respect a counterpart of the sepul-

chral mounds of the Deccan of India. Similar

evidence has been found in Prance and other parts

of the continent. In the East, as in tin West,
the shape of the tumuli is the same, and they are

always placed on the slope of a hill facing the

south. Brahmans, Buddhist.s, and Druids, as

has been inferred, had a common belief.

A Speaking Machine.

i
At a recent meeting of the French Physical

Society, a de.scription was given of the speaking-

machine, invented by Mr. Faber, who has earnestly

devoted himself to the production of artificial

'speech. The machine comprises a larynx, raov-

.able lips, a buccal cavity in which a tonaueis free

! to move, an ivory reed in place of vocal chords.

' and a nasal cavity. Diaphragms of different form

i

vary their position by means of keys or ped.als,

I aid by varying the forms of the cavities in wbi h

they operate, produce tlie vowel sounds, while the

consonants are brought out by the movement of

I

the lips and tongue. Fourteen keys sufhee for all

the articulations
;
the pitch can be modified at

pleasure
;
and the imitation of the human voice

is said to b 2 sufficiently satisfactory.

Colors and Vegetation.

Tint the different colors of the soectrum have

.on influence on vegetation, lias long been known,

Plants grown under green glass socii die
;
under

red glass tliev live a long time, hiit become pale

ainl slender. Mr. Yung, of the University of Geneva,

has placed the eggs of frogs and fishes in similar

conditions, and found that Violet light quickens

their development ;
and bine, yellow, and white

also, b >t in a lesser degree. Tadpoles, on the

contrary, die sooner in colored light liian in white

light. As regards frogs, Mr. Yung lias ascertamed

that their development is not stopped by darkness,

as some observers liave supposed, hut that the pro-

cess is much slower than iu the light.

TEMPEPvANCE

Sir Wilfrid Law.son was to have brought the

following resolution in the House of Commons on

tlie oth uistant : —That, inasmuch as the ancient

and avowed object of licensing the sale of in-

toxicating liquor is to supply a supposed public

welfare, this House is of opinion tliat a legal

power of restraining the issue or renewal of

licences should be placed in the hands of the

persons most deeply interested and affected —
namely, the inhabitants themselves—who are en-

titled to protection from the injurious conse-

quences of "the present system liy some elBcient

measure of local optiou.”

(KaiU’ulta.

We have receivel a copy of the ladU’n published

a*. Leipsic-

There will be a Garden Party at Belvedere

next Tuesday.

^elcdion.'j.

THE “PASSION PLAY” AT OBEll-
AM MEPvGAU.

{
Ch r.'s tian IPorld .

)

The tain us “Passion Play, or dramatic repre-

sentation of scenes from the liistory of our Lord,

which for some centuries has been acted, with

astonishing power and impressiveness, every

tenth year, by the villagers of Ooer-Aiumergau, in

Bavaria, is to take place again this year, on certain

days in May, June, July, August and September.

Messrs. Bivingtoiis have just issued a new edition

of a description of the spectacle, in a series of

letters originally addressed to the editor of the

Tillies, by the Rev. Malcolm MacColl. In the

preface Mr. MacColl mentions that a new theatre

has been built, which holds 4,500 persons. Ihe

building is open to the sky, with the exception of

the reserved seats. The railway from Munich has

been extended to within three hours’ drire of the

village. One cannot help fearing that the changes

which have brought this once isolated spot within

comparatively easy reach of the ordinary tourist,

and the publicity which has been given to the

Passion Play by articles and comments innumer-

able, may unfavorably affect the character of this

unique spectacle. . The simple villagers of Ober*

Ammergau must be made of sterner stuff than

ordinary mortals, if they can withstand tlie corrupt-

ing influence of an immense swarm of English and

American sight-seer.s. Among tlie most striking

accounts of the play which we remember to have

seen is that by Dean Stanley, in his volume of

collected essays.

M. LESSEP3 ON THE PANAMA CANAL.

M. De LesSEPs was received, a few evenings

since, by the Geograpiiical Society in New York,

and delivered an address in which he said that the

Panama Canal can and must he cut, and that he

staked his past and future reputation upon tlie

success of his undertaking. The advantages which

will result from the cutting of the canal are

numerous and important. It will, so far as

American commerce is concerned, reduce a voyage

of 18.003 miles to less than oae-third of that dis-

tance, and diminish the time required to about

one-fifth of that now taken. While tlie Pacific

railways are convenient and valuable for the tran-

sportation of mails, travellers, and certain kinds of

freight, tliey are not suitable for the chief American

coasting trade. The saving in money will also

be considerable. It will be a candidate for the vast

export of wheat and other grain from the Pacific

coast to Europe. It is an important matter for

reflection that the annual production of wheat on

tlie Pacific coast exceeds 1,000,000 of tons,and vv-ill

soon require 1,000,000 of tons of shipping lo bring

it to Europe. The ships would pass iwice througli

the canal, and give it 2,000,000 of tonnage. The

varied products of the Pacific coast, in shape of

timber, fish, copper ore and return cargoes, would,

together, add another million to the tonnage. The

Australian ship^, out and back, will probably patro-

nise the canal to tlie extent of 3003, 0..0 tons.

Peru will send its guano,Cliili its copper, and otlier

countries iheir produce to the extent of 1,000,000

tons. Altogether it is calculated that tlie commeroe

will reach somethimr between 5,000,000 and

6.030.000 of tons. C-ilifoniia lias become the chief

aranary of Europe, for her wheat is preferred to

grind with our own moist grain- I he grain of San

Francisco, which ia now more than four months

on its way to Liverpool, could be landed in tliree

weeks, in fact, the gains to Europe will be enor-

mous.

PROFESSOR FAWCETT BEFORE A NUMBER
OF BLIND PEOPLE.

0

Professor Fawcett made some interesting and

valuable refarences to the life and employments of

the blind in a speech wliicli lie delivered the otlier

evening in connection with an entertainineiit

given to about 1-50 blind people at the Victoria-

park Tabernacle. Mentioning the circumstance

that he was not deprived of his sight, until he was

25 years of age, he remarked, that when he knew

his sight was gone never to return, many friends

came forward, and, prompted by the kindest

motives, advised him to adopt “ a life of contem-

plation.” He very soon, liowever, came to the

resolution to live as far as possib»e, just as

he had lived before ;
following the same

pursuits, and enjoying, as well as he could,

the same pleasures. It will surprise some of our

readers that althongh the excellent member for

Hackney is totally blind, be states that be lias

found there is a wide range of amusements in

which he can take just the same djiight as he did in

days of yore. Said he. “No one can more enjoy

catching a salmon in the Tweed or the Spey, or

throwing a fly hi some quiet trout stieam

in Wilts^hire or Hampshire. I can take the

erreatest delight, accompanied by a friend, in

a gallop over the turf : a long row from Oxford

to° Loudon gives me the same invigorating

exercise that it used to do, and during the recent

long frost I do not think any one in the whole

country found more pleasure than I did iu a

long day’s skating with a friend. Often iu the

Cambridgeshire Fens I have skated fifty or sixty

miles in the day.” Professor Fawcett ackuow-

led<^ed, with a tender grace, which was very im-

pressive, the kind helpfulness which is so cheer-

fully psoferred by people to those who are blind.

He urged very warmly the importance of teaching

the blind to earn their own livings rather than

to become dependent upon charity. He men-

tiou«d the fact that ia the United Statee gome
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80 or 90 per cent, of the blind are trained, either
wholly or in great part, to earn their own
living

; while in England the proportion has not
been, according to Professor Fawcett, more than
25 per cent. He also earnestly pressed, with
regard to the adult blind, that they should not
be walled up in institutions, nor “ severed from
all the pleasures and associations of home.” It
is interesting to observe, that on the afternoon of
the next day, a concert was given at the Mansion
House by the pupils of the Normal College and
Academy of Music for the blind

;
and it is said

that the performances were of so high a nature,
as to entitle them to compare in the most favorable
way with those of similar institutions.

“ EXPECTANT ATTENTION.”

(Chamber's Journal.)

From an article on Mental Physiology which
appeared in the Edinburgh Review wo extract the
following remarkable instance of animal intelli-
gence. “ The well-known astronomer, Ur. Huggins,
had a four-footed friend dwelling with him for'inauy
years as a regular member of his household, a
mastiflf of nob’e proportions who bore the great
name of * Xepler. This dog nossessed many
rare gifts, which had secured for him the admira-
tion and regard of a large number of scientific
acquaintances, and amongst these was one which
he was always ready to exercise for the entertain-
ment of visitors. At the close of luncheon or
dinner, Kepler used to march gravely and
sedately into the room, and set himself down
at his master’s feet. Dr. Huggings then propound-
ed to liima series of arithmetical questions, which
the dog invariably • solved without a mistake.
Square roots were extr.acted off hand with the
utmost readiness and promptness. If asked what was
the square root of nine, Kepler replied by three
barks

;
or if the question were the square root of

sixteen, by four. Then various questions followed
in which much more complicated processes were
involved—such, . for instance, as “ Add seven to
eight, divide the sunr by three, and multiply by
two.” To such a question as that Kepler gave
more consideration, and some times hesitaterf in
making up his mind as to where his barks
ought finally to stop. Still in the end, his
decision was always right. I he reward for each
correct answer was a piece of cake, which was
held before him during the exercise; but until the
solution was arrived at, Kepler never moved his
eye from his master’s face. The instant the last
bark was given he transferred his attention to the
cake

“ This notable case of canine sagacity, however
in noway militates against the remarks which have
recently been made in reference to the ideomotor
character of the quadrupedal mind- Dr. Huggins
was perfectly unconscious of suggesting the proper
answer to the dog, but it is beyond all question
that he did so. The wonderful fact is that Kepler
had acquired the habit of reading in his master’s
eye or countenance some indication that was not
known to Dr. Huggins himself. The case was
one of the class which is distinguished by physiolo-
gists as that of expectant attention. Dr. Huawins
was himself engaged in working out mentally “the
various stages of his arithmetical processes as he
propounded the numbers of Kepler, and being,
therefore, aware of what the answer should be'
expected the dog to cease barking when that number
was reached

; and that expectation suggested
to his own brain the unconscious signal which was
caught by the quick eye of the dog. The
instance is strictly analogous to the well-
known case in which a button, suspended from a
thread and held by a finger near to the rim of a
glass, strikes the hour of the day ns it swings, and
then stops —that is, provided the person who holds
the button, himself knows the hour. The ex-
planation of this occurrence is that the hand
which holds the button trembles in consequence
of its constrained position, and in that way sets
the button swinging

; and as the attention of the
experimenter is fixed upon the oscillation, in the
expectation that a definite number of strokes upon
the glass will occur, his own brain-convolutions
take care that the movements of the linger shall
be in accordance with that expectation.”

The mathematical training of poor Kenler has
unfortunately come to an untimely end." The
interesting ariihraetician died of an attack of’typus
fever, to the great sorrow of his large circle of
friends, and he now sleep.9 under the shadow of the
telescopes at Tulse Hill. The memory of his high
attainments and of the distinguished success
with which he upheld the reputation of his name
however, remains. His most intimate friends also
enjoy the consolation of an excellent portrait of

his thoughtful face, lit up with the exact expres-
sion which it bore when he was engaged with his
arithmetical problems.”

THE NEVV FACILITIES FOR ASSASSINATION.

(Spectator.)
It is difficult, when one reads, as we have all

been doing day after day for a fortnight, accounts
ot the explosion in the Winter Palace, not to ask
ourselves whether the new methods of assassina-
tion placed by science at the disposal of fanatics
or criminals have or have not greatly increased the
danger of Kings, and ruling men in general. Their
lives are very important factors in politics, and it
IS difficult, amidst all the stories no\v abroa I, to
doubt that, especially in the ca.se of Kin".i, the
chance of long life among such persons has of late
a good deal diminished. Attempts at assassina-
tion have been very frequent during the last
tweny years, and have not been alto<^ether
unsuccessful. The course of history was probably
changed by Orsini’.s attempt

;
the United States

suffered a terrible loss in the death of President
Lincoln, who would certainly have succeeded
General Grant, even if he had been permitted to
quit the White House for a time

; Prim’s death
seriously affected the fortunes of Spain, and in-
direcly brought liack the Bourbons

;
while the

attempts on the Emperor of Germany and the Czir
have given now energy and arguments to the reac-
tionaries, and have certainly convulsed all Russia.
Such attempts, too, are quite likely to become

t more frequent. The masse.s are studyino’
politics much more th.au they ever did and
if among a hundred thousand politician.s’ one
is usually a destructive fanatie, the mult’iplica-
tion of the number of politicians by ten, even if
the proportions do not change, must increase the
risk very perceptibly. The proportion of destruc-
tive fanatics, too, may alter for the worse, and it

is probable it does. There is a ten 'ency in many
of the theories of the day towards destructiveness,
and towards an extinction of that respect for dig-
nities which undoubtedly for many ages helped To
preserve Kings and Premiers, as it still helps in
•some degree to preserve the Popes, the only
Sovereigns who have never been openly as-
sailed. A notion that <a great person, and
especially a King, is, because lie is great,
and injury to society, is quite as widely dif!

! fused as it ever w.as
; while the delusion that

in killing him, the killer may produce an anarchy
out of which a better society m.ay arise, prevails
more than ever before, and affects, we suspeot,
the minds of those crypto-lunatics who are always
more or less dangerous to Sovereigns—great people
interesting diseased minds— to the great increase
of Royal risk. The decline of belief in a future
state, so marked in most revolutionary parties,
operates, of course, in the same direction, rele.asin»,

as it does, the fanatics from their last remainiiig
restraint. They were always free from the
dread of disgrace or suffering in this world, anc
now they believe in no other. Unbelief may
develop a Solavieff, but not a Ravaillac. Anc
finally, the Nihilists’ own argument, quoted in
the Edinburgh Revieio—the alteration of manners
which forbids legal cruelty— has undoubtedly had
its influence. An assassin can no longer, even
though his victim is a king, be burned, or broken on
the wheel or torn by horses, or tortured in many
way, but is simply hanged, or beheaded, or garott-
ed, or put to death in the national fashion,
whatever it be like any other murderer. The
effect of the change is, perhaps, not great

;

but more persons fear death by torture than
fear it by the bullet or the rope

; and politi-

cal assassins, being of necessity somewh.at ima-
ginative, the proportion .among them may be
large. The danger, therefore, of Kings has in

creased, from many causes
; and if science had

really made a great addition to it, the situation
would be very serious indeed, for men who un-
doubtedly are already most uncomfortably placed

Kolloway’«i Ontment and Fills a e the
be.st, the cheapest and the most popular remedies.
At all the seasons and under all circumstances they

I may be used with safety and with the certainty
of doing good. Eruptions, rashes, and all descrip-
tions ' f s ek diseases, sores, ulcerations, and burns
are presently benefited and ultimately cured by
these he.aling, soothing, and purifying medicaments.
The Ointmeut rubbed upon the abdomen, checks
all tendency to irritation of the bowels, and averts
dysentery and other disorders of the intestines.
Pimples, blotches, inflammations of the skin, mus-
cular pains, neuralgic affections and enlarged
glands can be effectively overcome by using Hol-
loway’s remedies according to the “instructions”
accompanying each packet,

The public does not, we fancy, hear of all the
attempts on Royalties, a 3d most certainly does
not hear of all the baffled plots, which are so
numerous that there are at least half-a-dozen very
gieafc men in Europ*, who, in their own judgment—
be it sound or unsound —are living as on the battle-
field, with the shot whizzing about their ears. We
are not writing on gossip only when we say
that more than one Roval person has trained him-
self to a patience which has in it for his friends
something very touching,— a resignation as to an
unjust t,ut inevitable doom. Nor are statesmen
very much safer, the notion that elected heads of
uie State are never killed being purely imaginary.
Prince Bismarck is quite as much threatened as
any king, precautions have been taken before now
to guard English Ministers, and the only two com-
pleted political assassinations of our day— for
Charles of Parma was killed by private vengeance

—

were those of the President of the United States,
and Prim, the Administrator of Spain.

Fortunately— for we confess we are not of those
who believe that good can po.ssibly come out of
wilful Climes— the incre.ase of the power of as-
sassins derived from scientific discovery is proba-
bly not great, or may be even non-existent. More
kings were killed before gunpowder was disovered
than after, ami the same remark may yet prove to
bo true of dynamite. Whether attempts will be more
frequent, is as yet uncertain. Of course, when a
weapon can be used which kills at a distance, and
winch may destroy the indications leading to detec-
tion, the Societies or Parties willing to assassinate
may find it easier to secure agents. That is certain-
ly the case in Irish agrarian murders, where the
murderer, vyheu hired, and not himself full of pas-
sion,almost invarialily employes the rifle, to increase
his chance of getting aw.ay

;
but the men who kill

kings are usually either desparate or fanatical, and
aie likely to feel the one deterrent influence attend-
ing such methods, the risk of injuring the innocent
inore^ than bravos would. Tliat has not been the
case in Russia, we admit

; but the Russian assassins
come out of a sect which has the enthusiasm of de-
struction on it, rather than mere hatred to kings,
.and that is, as yet, only a local phenomenon. Be
the truth on that point, however, what it
may, there can be no doubt that the use of
scientific apparatus both increases the ch.ance
of detection, renders failure much more pro-
bable, and by involving the innocent, disturbs
the minds of the actu.al agents in the crime.
It is next to impossible, if a Sovereign or a Pre-
sident, or an Imperial Chancellor goes abroad at
all, to stop .a workman like Hodel or Otero from
stationing himself somewhere route, md taking
a shot at bis adversary the instant he appear^.
No watchfulness, no guardianship, nothing indeed
but seclusion, will prevent that; but the use of
machinery may be prevented. The men who make
the machines may give warning, and so may those
who see them being used, while their posses-
sion may in most cases be rendered illegal
under heavy penalties. We jshouldi Ictaeny*
m.ake the manufacture of a “Thomas” apparatus a
crime throughout Europe. In most countries, the
baying of trains such as blew up the Czar’s train and
the Winter Palace w’ould be noticed and reported
on

;
while so many must know the secret th.at, as

happened in both those instances, warnings may
be forwarded to the intended victim. Besides, a
great deal of brain is required of the as.sassin, at a
moment when his self-coram.and is affected. He
must be of the class which can manage scientific
instruments- that is, must more or less realise what
ho is doing -yet must adjust everything, while
momently risking a dis'raceful death, with the
coolness of a soldier and the calculating skill of a
mathematician. He h.as not to fire a shot with his
pistol, or to make a spring with his knife, but to
spend hours, or days, or weeks in preparation, to
calculate inches of distance and seconds of time

;and all the while to organise an escape which
if he uses such means, he is sure not
to forego. He can escape, from the very method
of his crime, and he will try to do it. A m.an in
the position of Hodel or Otero gives himself up
.all through. He knows perfectly well that with-
in so many seconds of his shot being fired he
will be in the hands of a crowd mad for his
life—a frightful position iu itself—and no
more thinks of escape than a soldier in a forlorn
hope, or a sailor when the shells come thick.
Either may survive, but dodging will not helo

Sarling'ton’s Paia-Ourer has been
dfoun to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. Cou<»hs,
CoIds.Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache,
Neur.algia, Colics, Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in
the Groins, Contracted Joints.' Gout, Sciatica, Bad
Legs,Bad Breasts. Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring,
worms, Pimples, Freckles, & Eruptions on the skini
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either. The man, on the other hand, who ex-

plodes a box of dynamite “or a barrel of gun-

powder through a long train of powder or by an

electric wire, is necessarily at a distance, neceia-

B.irily alone or with comrades, and necessarily

able to escape, or at least to make a bolt for

it. Accordingly, having the chance, he is care-

ful of the chance ;
and that consideration,

together with the fact that he is shaken, as

he must be shaken, by the approaching death of

innocent persons—^innocent, that is, even in his

own perverted view—and with the other fact that

his enemy is invisible, all combine to destroy the

coolness necessary to success. The torpedo ex-

plodes at the wrong moment, and though

it produces move effect on Europe than a

knife or a bullet would, it has not pro-

duced it on the body of the intended victim. The
misery of the Kings is fr ghtfully enhanced by the

nse of scientific appliances, because they render

precaution of so littlr avail, and, as it were, make
the danger perpetually present

;
but we suspect

the actiual danger is not. The result to the world

may be even worse, because power exercised

under such conditions of fear or rage is sure to

be badly exercised ;but we are not discussing that,

but the actual risk of life in an actuary’s sense.

We should say that though it had increased,

perhaps dreadfully increased, from the in-

crease in the number of potential assassins, it

had decreased from the resort to scien-

tific methods of assassination. Neither bomb nor

vlvnamite-box is .as certain as the pistol.

Of course, these arguments would not apply

entirely to the use of poison, but the danger

to politfcians from poison is but slight. Poison-

ing is a domestic crime. It is excessively

difficult for an outsider to get at a k ng’s

food, for cooks are Conservatives to a man,
being dependent on the rich, very comfortable, and

very much praised, and measures of precaution are

pretty easy. No slow poison could he u.sed bv an

outsider, and a quick one is baffled by the Oriental

device of appointing a taster. P>oside.s, tlie Revolu-

tionary docs not want to poison, or to cause death

by any means which could be represented as natu-

ral. He wants not ouly to kill, but to make bis

deed reverberate, to cause a tremendans impact on

society.and.if possible,to destory,or help to de.story a

bated 8ystem;and poison would not do that. Outside

Turkey, we cannot remember that any great person

hag died in modern Europe from poisou administer-

ed by enemies ;
and of the ancient cases, prot>ably

a majority were b’unders of excited courtiers or

Ignorant physiciang, or were deaths caused by
poison unintention.ally given in dargerous drugs,

or through careless cooking. Kveryt>ody said, at

the time, that Charles IF. waas poison eil, but there

wag as little evidence for the crime as there was
.apparent motive. .Tames did not kill him, and
noijody else perticnlarly wanted his death. Poison

will not, I think, be tried, and other methods of

assassination Iiave not in reality improved.

5tluerti,^ements.

DR. D. JAYNE’S

Family IHCedicines.

2 8

2 8

2 S

Per Bot. Per Doz.
I

expectorant (for Coughs and

Colds) out of stock at present... 2 8 24 0

HAIR TONIC (to cure hair falling

off and b.aldness)

ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
blood puriBer)

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for

cure of fevers and agues)

LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair

of any other colour to a beautiful

Wuci without injury to the skin) 2 8 24 0
CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for

cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and

Cholera)

TONIC VERMIFUGE ...

.liniment, or COUNTER-IRRI-
tant (an outward application for

Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, Ac.) 0 «

S.ANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia

and Bilious Complaints) ... 0 8 5
(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)

The A/ediaal Almanao” for current year is

available on application.

Sykes ^ Co.,

1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,
SOLE Agents for

l>r. D. Jayne dt Son.
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A. o-67

0 8

Rs, A.

24 0

24 0

24 0

24 0

24 0

11 0
5 8

5 8

SMITH. STANISTREET, & CO.,

Pbarmaceutlcal Chemists and
Drus'S'lsts,

ilY .SPECIAL APPOINTMENT
/<> J/if Kxcellencv the Rhiht Ilon'hle

LORD LVTTON, G.M.S.I.,

VicEUor AND 'ioveunou-Genkual of India,
Ac... Ac.. Ac.,

AYE received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following :

—
INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

H
Rs, A. p.

Artery Foreep.s From 2 0 0
„ „

‘ Fenestra ,, ... 4 8 0
Belts, Abdomen

,, ... 9 0 0

,, Corpulency ,, ... 12 0 0

,, Riding ,, ... 5 0 0

., Carson’s Patent
,, ... 16 0 0

Catlieters, Si'vcr Plated ,, ... :i 0 0
Caustic Cases „ ,, ... 3 0 0
Di.ssecting Cases ,, ... 7 0 0
Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings ,,

,, ., iu Cases ,, Complete ,,

... 4 0 0

... 8 0 0

,, Trumpets for Deafues.s ,, ... 3 0 0

„ Cornets, Dou’wle ,, ... 9 0 0
Elastic Bandages, Belts, Ac.

J

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks > ,,

Stockings, Thread, per [air)

.. . ij 0 0

Ditto, Silk ,, ,, ... 8 0 0
Pllastic Syringes, loz ,

to IGoz. ,, 2 0 0
Electro-Magnetic Machine.s)

very powerful, single (
” ... 20 0 0

Do. do. double ,, ... 25 0 0
Do. do. nocket ,, ... IS 0 0

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From Rs. A. p.

action ,, ... 12 0 0
Higgin-on’s, with V.agina Pipe ,, ... 4 8 0
Kennedy’s Sy|)hon ,, ... 9 0 0
Eye Ins'^ninient Cases ,,

...' 60 0 0
., ,, Maenamnra'.s .. ,, ... 36 0 0

Cataract Knives and Needless ,,

Scissors, curved, Probe, and
... 3 S 0

Sharp, pointed. Cross
Action

,, ... 4 0 0
Ofithalmoscopes liiebrichs, &c. ,,

Inhalers, Eclectic Maos Cor-
... 12 0 0

’

i

l)yns. Mtidges, Ac., Ac. ,,

Minor Operation Instruments
... 3 8 0 '

1

1

.Aneurism needles ,, 2 (i 0
Abscf'S Knives, Symes ,, 2 0 0 !

L'lncets ,. ... 1 12 0 1

Bistouries o 8 0 ;

Bleeding I.anc'its
,, ... 1 4 0 1

Directors, Silver Plated ,, ... 1 8 0 i:

Dissecting Cases
,, ... i 0 0 1

Exploring Needles
,, 2 8 0 1

Gum Ivan Gets „ 2 0 0
Pocket Cases filled

,, ... 16 0 0
.. Army Regulation „ ... so 0 0

Pro!) ’s. Silver ... 1 0 0
Scalpel and Fin cr Knives

,, ... 6 0 0
Scalpels

,, 2 0 0 1

Seissor.s
,, ..! 1 8 0

Spatulas, Silver Plated
,, ... 1 8 0 .

'renaculnin „
o 0 0

Stetlioscopes
,, 2 0 0

Specnlums Ear
. !!! 2 8 0

,. Spiing Kramers
,, f 0 0

.. ,. Nose
,, ... < 0 0

,, Rectum
,, ... 3 0 0

,, Vagina
,, ... 3 0 0

„ Silver Plated
,, ... 6 0 0

Spray Producers, Listers
,, ... 18 0 0

,, Richardson’s Comiilete ,, ... 16 0 0
,, Various Makers „ ... 8 0 0

Suspenders
,, 2 0 0

Subcutaneous Syringes
,, 8 0 0

Aluminum Cases
,, ... .86 0 0

•Silver Plated Mounts
,, ... 8 0 0

Clinical Thermometers
,, ... 5 0 0

,, With Kew Certificate ,, 4 8 0

Who'esale and Retail Agents

FOR
H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxidised

Phosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIB'D BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given

witli remarkable success iu Loss of Nerve, Power,

Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-

tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power,

and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal

System.
Price, Rs, 2-8 cash.

The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. A
0. Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N, Co.’s Steamers.

Wholesale rates on application.

9 .V 10, Dalhousik Square,
and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street. a-40

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Otvaj and
Sons, &c., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easierfrom ...7 0 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PHCENl^: THERMOM METER.
Has solved the chief difficulty belong-

ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from ... 8 0 0

THE GREATEST

WOUDEE, OP MOEERE TIMESI

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to b»
most effectual in curing cither the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in»

cidental to the life of a miner, or to those living in tbo
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race,

viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhcea, and cholera.

Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,
ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin diseases ; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails to

cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

4 he Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World ; with directions for use in almost every
language.

Ca* Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho”M look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes. f the
address is not 583^ Oxford Street, Lorn

,
they

are spurious.

Apply to the Manger
FOR

Illustrated Price List,

At 65, College Street.

NOTICE.
ri"^HE Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
I pared to undertake any ag ncy business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders,
comrai-ssion will be charged according to tlm value
a.s the order on a sliding scale of rates which caa
of ascertained by application to the Manager,
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TZXACKLER, SPXI7K. dc CO.
CALCUTTA.

New Books.
THE RACES OF AFGHANISTAN ;

Being a brief

Account of the Principal Nations inhabiting that

Country. By Surgeon-Major H. W. Pellew,

c. s. I., late on Special Political duty at Kabul.

8 VO. cloth, Rs. 3-8. [Readyl
MALLESON (COL. G. B,)—Herat ;

the Granary

and Garden of Central Asia. With Index and

Maps. Rs. 6-12.

RAVERTY (MAJOR H. G.)—The Pushto Manual

;

a Guide to the Study of the Afghan Language.

Rs. 3-8.

REDHOUSE’S TURKISH DICTIONARY. In

Two Parts ;
English Turkish and Turkish Eng-

lish. Revised and Enlarged. By G. Wells.

Rs. 30.

MARTIN (F).—The Statesman’s Year-Book for the

Year 1880. Rs. 7-8.

LS.URIE (COL. W. F. B.)—Our Burmese Wars
and Relations with Burma. Rs. 11-6.

SLEEMAN (C. W.)—Torpedoes and Torpedo

Warfare. Containing a Complete and Concise

Account of the Rise and Progress of Sub-Marine

Warfare. With Fifty-seven Full-page Illustra-

tions, Diagrams, Wood-cuts, &c. Rs. 17-2.

SENIOR (W. N.)—Conversations with Distin-

guished Persons during the Second Empire

—

1860-63. InTwoVols. Rs. 21-8.

BRUNTON (T. L.)—Pharmacology and Therapeu-

tics: or Medicine, Past and Present. Rs. 4-4.

ARNOLD (ARTHUR.)—Free Land. Rs. 4-4.

GIBBON (C.)—What Wilt the World Say: a

Novel. Rs. 4-4.

KINGSLEY (C.) WORKS OF.—VOL. XIII.

Madame How and Lady Why. Rs. 4 4.

THE INDIA LIST, CIVIL AND MILITARY.—
January 1880. Rs. 7-8.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY CELENDAR for the

Year 1880. Rs. 3-4.

SMYTH (PIAZZI.)—Our Inheritance in the Great

Pyramid. Fourth and much enlarged Edition.

With Twenty-five Explanatory Plates. Rs. 12-14.

WITHIN SOUND OP THE SEA—Fourth Edition

Rs. 4-4.

POUSHKINS’S RUSSIAN ROMANCES.—Trans-
lated by Mrs. J. B. Teller. Rs. 2-8.

DOD’S PEERAGE, BARONETAGE, AND
Knightage of Great Britain and Ireland for

1880. Rs. 7-8.

DOD’S PARLIAMENTARY COMPANION 1880.

Rs. 3-4.

SAYCE (A. H.)—Introduction to the Science of

Language. In Two Vols. Rs. 17-14.

GIBBON (C.)—In Honour Bound : a Novel. New
Edition. Rs. 4-4.

NICOLS (A.)—Chapters from the Physical His-

tory of the Earth. An Introduction to Geology

and Palseontology. Rs. 3-8.

WITKOWSKI (G. J.)—A Movable Atlas of the

Ear and Teeth. Showing the Mechanism of

Hearing and Mastication by means of superposed

coloured plates. Rs. 6-6.

WITKOWSKI (G. J.)—A Movable Atlas of the

Eye. Showing the Mechanism of Vision by

means of superposed coloured plates. Rs. 5 6.

ARMY DISCIPLINE AND REGULATION ACT
1879. Rules of Procedure, dated 22nd and 23rd

December 1879. Applicable in India.

BREWER (E. C.)—The Reader’s Handbook of Al-

lusions. References, Plots, and Stories, With
Two Appendices. Rs. 8-14,

RINGER (T.M.D.)—A Handbook of Therapeutics.

Eighth Edition. Rs. 10-12.

SQUIRE’S Companion to the British Pharmaco-

poeia. New Edition. Rs. 7-8.

MASSON (DAVID.)—The Life of John Milton.

Narrated in connection with the Political,

Ecclesiastical, and Literary History of his

times. Vol. VI. Rs. 15.

GILL (Capt. W.)—The River of Golden Sand.
Narrative of a Journey through China to Burraah.

With Illustrations and Ten Maps from Original

Surveys. With Introduction. By Col. H, Yule.

In Two Vols. Rs. 21-8,

THE ENGINEER’S, ARCHITECT’S, AND CON-
tractor’s Pocket-Book for 1880. Rs. 4-4.

YOUNG (W,)—Spon’s, Architect’s, and Builder’s

Pocket-Book of Useful Memoranda and Prices.

Seventh Edition. Rs, 1-12.

ALEXANDER (T.)—Elementary Applied Mecha-
nics. Rs. 3-4,

THE BUILDER’S AND CONTRACTOR’S PRICE
Book for 1880. Edited by F. T. W. Miller.

Rs. 2-8,

GURDEN (R. L.)—Traverse Tables for the Use of
Surveyors and Engineers. Folio. Rs. 21-8.

THE BRITISH JOURNAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
Almanac for 1880. Edited by W, B. Bolton.
Re. 1.

' "‘
I - - II, — 1 1

i

THE YEAR-BOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY AND
Photographic News Almanac for 1880. Edited by
by G. W. Simpson. Re. 1,

HASLETT (C.)-Edited by C. W. Hackley.—The
Mechanic’s Book of Reference and Engineer’s
Field Book. Reduced. Rs. 4-4.

EASY LESSONS : LIGHT By Mrs. W. Awdry.
Illustrated. Re. 1-12.

MILITARY EXAMINATION PAPERS FOR
Admission to the Royal Military College, San-
dhurst, and E'irst Appointments in Royal Marine
Light Infantry, together with Regulations and
Tables of Marks.

MILITARY EXAMINATION PAPERS FOR
Admission to the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich, together with Regulations and Tables
of Marks.

mason (J.)—How to Excel in Study
; or. The

Student’s Instructor, Re. 1-6.

PRIOR (W. D.)—Practtcal Penmanship
; or. How

to Acquire a Good Hand- writing. Re. 1,

PRUDENTIA—Stories for Telling to Children.
With Fifty-six Illustrations. Rs. 3-8,

PRET HARTE—Jeff Brigg’s Lone Story
;

a
Novel, Re. 1.

MY FIRST SEASON—By the Author of “Counter-
parts.” (Standard Author) Re. 1.

THACKER’S BENGAL DIRECTORY, 1880,
comprising, amongst other information, Oflficial

Directory; Military Directory; Mofussil Direc-
tory; Commercial Directory; Trades Directory;
Street Directory, Calcutta; Alphabetical List of

Residents in Bengal Presidency. (Eighteenth
Annual Publication.) Half-bound in red
leather, price Rs. 16. Cash Rs. 14; post-free,

Rs. 14-12.

THE LEGISLATIVE ACTS OF THE GOVER-
nor-General in Council, 1879. With Index. 8vo.
uniform with, and in continuation of, Theobald’s
Edition of the Acts, Rs. 5.

THE INDIAN LAW EXAMINATION MANUAL.
By Fendall Currie, Esq., of Lincoln’s Inn.
Barrister-at-Law. Second Edition. Revised and
rewritten Demy 8vo., cloth, Rs. 6.

MILTON’S ODE ON THE MORNING OP
Christ’s Nativity. With Note (Todd’s). Fcap,
8vo., limp. As. 4.

STAPLEY’S GRADUATED TRANSLATION Ex-
ercises. Adapted to the Bengali Language. 8vo.
Sewed, As. 8,

THE RULES AND ORDERS OF THE HIGH
Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal,
in its several Jurisdictions (including such of the
Rules of the Supreme and Sudder Courts as are
still in foree,) and Forms, with an abstract of the
Charter of the Supreme Court, the Charter Act,
and Letters Patent of the High Court, the Vice-
Admiralty Commission, &c., with Notes, By R.
Belchambers, Esq., Registrar; &c.. High Court,
Original Jurisdiction. Royal 8vo., cloth Rs. 16.

THE ENGLISH COURSE FOR THE FIRST
Arts Examination of the Calcutta University,
1881. Royal 8 VO. cloth. Rs. 6.

VOL. II, HINDU TRIBES AND CASTES; to-

gether with an Account of the Mahomedan Tribes

of the North-West Frontier and of the Abori-
ginal Tribes of the Central Provinces. By the
Rev. M. A. Sherring. M. A., LL.B. Demy 4to.,

cloth. Rs. 16.

This Volume contains an account of the Tribes of

the Punjab and its Frontiers, Central Provinces
and Berar, Bombay Presidency and Frontiers of

Scind.

CAUSES OF BLINDNESS IN INDIA : Treatment
and Cure, &c. By G. C. Hall, Surgeon, I. M. D.,

Superintendent, Central Prison, Allahabad. Fcap
Svo., cloth gilt. Rs, 2.

GOODEVE’S HINTS FOR THE MANAGEMENT
and Medical Treatment of Children in India.
By Edward A. Birch, M. D., Surgeon-Major,
Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo., cloth. Rs. 7.

“ I have no hesitation in saying, that the present
one is for many reasons superior to its predeces-
sors. It is written very carefully, and with much
knowledge and experience on the author’s part,

whilst it possesses the great advantage of bring,

ing up the subject to the present level of Medical
Science.”—-Dr, Ooodeve.

HOWWE DTD “THE LIONS” OP THE NORTH-
West: a Trip in the Durga Poojahs to Lucknow,
Delhi, Agra. By F. O. B. Re. 1

.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,
6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

a-34 Calci^Ai.

WARRANTED

!

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. PARE’3 PATENT MEDICINES.WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-

tidote against Mercury and the numerous
affections arising thereform.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious me of Mercury, Chronic Venerial affec-

tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimples, Cutaneous
Eruptions, several kinds of Skin Diseases, Dyspepsia,
and general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful
property of removing the Mercury from the system
and of purifying the blood of all its impurities
from whatever cause arising, of invigorating the
system and imparting fresh energy and vitality

to it. The brilliant and extraordinary efficacy of

this Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic andi

almost hopeless cases, proves its effects to be un-
rivalled and unparallelled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for Mercurial and Syphilitic Ulcers
and Eruptions. Price per pot 8 annas.

Infallible' Malaria Specific perfectly free from
quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet. Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,
restores the internal organs to their normal func-
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after

the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the cure of

enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.

Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of pains—
Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheumatic,
&c., instantaneously by the external application of

this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all oases, in failures the
money will be returned.

To 6e had of

MAISON DE PARIS,

2, CHOWRINGHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH,
Caixjutta, a-60

Regristered trade mark.

I
T is known to ail that the canisters bearing my

brass “ Hatrass” marks written in the Nagree
character contain Buxar Ghee of excellent quality ;

but some dishonest shopkeepers have commenced
cheating their customers by either taking off the

brass marks from my canisters and affixing them
to other containing ghee of inferior quality, or

by abstracting my superior ghee and substitut-

ing in its place that of bad quality. To guard

against this fraud my name and address as

given above have been engraved on the canisters

themselves, and on the bung holes are affixed my
seal and brass Hatrass mark. Now if the pur-

chasers would take care to examine these seals,

there is no chance of their being defrauded. My
ghee is of good taste and flavour, and the inside of

the canister is clean, and there is no water in it,

SOKILOL JOHORILAL,

Calcutta, Burrabazar,

No^ 7, ^tr^,



BUXZiDBRS, BBGZNXIBRS, SCIEM'TZFZC ZNSTXtirXIZ^NT HZAKEKSAND
CONTRACTORS FOR ELECTRIC LIG-HT ILLUMINATION

No. 63, Dhurkumtolllah Street, Calcutta.
’

Appliances for Bleotrlcity, Ohemlstry,
Optics and Photography on hand.

Electricity.Telephone with a Microphone
Complete ... ... ... Rs.

2 Telephones with 200 feet Copper
Wire ... ... ... ,,

Woodbury’s Patent Sciopticon
or Improved Magic Lantern ... ,,

Patent Slide Tinter for above
Tank for chemical effects do.

Microscope attachment for magni-
.fying small objects and projecting
on a screen for above ... ... ,,

Woodbury’s Patent Pyro Hydro-
gen Lime Light a capital substitute
for the Lime Light ... ... ,,

Woodbury’s Patent Lantern
Slides of the Paris Exhibition,
from Re. 1. As. 8 to ... ... ,,

Coloured Magic Lantern Slides,
from Re. 1 to Rs. 5 each.

Patent Scenograph
;

for pictures

4J*x 3:^" with stand ...

20

20

85
8
n

0

50 0

2 8

25 0

Chemistry.

for preparing
• • • •

sizes, from

Pneumatic Trough
Gas

Glass Test Tubes of

As. 2 to As. 8 each.

Glass Retorts, from As. 8 to

Brass Retort Stands, from Rs.
Bansen’s Patent Burner
Crucibles from As. 4 to
Pestles and Mortar from Re. 1

Glass Bent Tubes, from As. 4
Large Gas Bags each ...

Copper Retorts for preparing Oxy-
gen Gas, from 6 Re. to ...

Rs. 8 0

2 to

to

to

3
4
6

1

2
1

45

12 0

Sire of AZaglo Ziantern for amuse*
ment of the 'S’oung.

Large Magic Lantern with 6 dozen assorted
Belated slides, compri^ng magnificent views of
cities, Comical sliding moving figures, Chroma-
tropes and beautiful phot ographic slides, including
one workman’s attendance for one or two hours.
Rupees 6.

Zanni’s Patent Magneto Electric
Bell complete (1 dispensing with the
use of Voltaic Batteries and Che-
micals) I

Bunsen’s Galvanic Cells 8" x 4"

Callan’s Galvanic Cell 6" x 4" x 2"

Darnell’s Galvanic Coll 6" x 3"

Le Clanche’s Patent Cells
Bicromate Battery, small
Magneto Electric Machine, for

Cure of Nervous diseases with
single magnet

Magneto Electric Machine, with
double Magnet

Magneto Electric Machine, with
treble Magnet

Electric Light Apparatus com-
plete, worked with 50 large Bunsen’s
Cells

Electric Light Apparatus with
40 Cells ...

Electric Light Apparatus with
44 Oallan’s Cells

Oxy Hydrogen Light Apparatus com-
P*®te

Electric Bells from Rs. 9 to Rs. 20
each.

Rumkorifs Coils of sizes from
Rs. 16 to Rs. 75 each.

Giesler’s Vacuum Tubes, of sizes,
from Rs. 4 to Rs. 8 each.

Photography, &.c.
Thoma’s operating Box or dark

Tent, measuring when closed
3" X l"-6" X l"-6"

Operating Tent for out door work
Camera by Ottwell and Collis for

pictures 7" x 4J"
Portrait Lens by Lerebour for
above

View Lens for pictures 7" x 4i"
Large Portrait Lens by Lerebour
Improved Kaliedescope with patent

Stanley’s Educational Microscope

Rs. 50
7
4
3
4

5

13 0

18 0

20 0

400 0

320 0

ADVANTAGES OP ASSVEZNO WZTK THE
ORIENTAL LIFE

All that Experience has proved Practicable and
Prudent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,
Annuities, Epdowments and Pensions, can be
obtained with perfect safety,

combined with the following

FIVE, NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever :

—

(1.) Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.
(2, ) i Amalgamations Impossible.
(3.) Funds in Government Securities only.
(4.) NgRyo Lives assured at European Rates.

(6.) A'remiums reduced to English Rates from
date of leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or
China.

Annual Premium for Assurance of
BrSa ZfOOO under New Systemi

Age, 80 35 40 45

Premium Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P„ Rs. As. P.
21 5 4 24 8 8 28 10 0 33 14 8

Entire Direction in India,
Special Protection to Assignees.
The Most Economical Management
Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-15-0 olny.
Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine.

'

Policy-holders can appoint their own

( 11 .)

(12 .)

(13.)

(14.)

(15.)

(15.) - V— .,* MppWlllU til
irustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary,

(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere
to suit Assurers. j

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.
(19.) No Restriction on Travel.

rOLIOY-HOLDERS IN IHE “ 0RIENTA T"ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVERUnequalled Liberality.
Being established in India, all arrangements for

the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” aremade with a view to the convenience and benefit of
Its own members,-European and Native,—who
alone participate in the advantages arising from
its succssful progress.

&

December
Assurers closes 81st

Peculiaroystem of Life Assurance introduced by thisCompany, and to the New and extremely favorable
Conditions (as regards Rates, Profits, LimitsOF Residence, Non-liability to Forfeiture, &c Iunder which its policies are issued.
The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when
Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

ITS CAREFUL AND
MANAGEMENT, IS RAPIDLY

GAINING THE CONFIDENCE OP THE
NATIVE COMMUNITY.”

• Assurers-Native or European-are
invited to compye the Rates and Conditions of the

Oriental with those of any other Company.

f' “'^^^parltoul.r. ou . .

7, Wbllbslby Piaoe, OALOUTTA MoLAUOHLAl^ SLATER, F.I.A.
MANACfER & Actuary, BOMBAY.

By Appointment
To His Highness the MAHARAJAH DHEERA TOP BURDWAN,

C. XL. SEN <Sc CO.,
KOBIRAJ, DRUGGISTS, AND CHEMISTS

Calcutta,
AYUR VEDA MEDICAL HALL
No, 146, Lower Chitpore Road

'

O. K. SEN CO.’S
Demtashodhana Churna or celebrated DentifriceThe regular use of this powder is sure to cure
all diseases of the gums, cures ulceration, prevents
bleeding, sweetens the breath, perfectly cleanses
the teeth of tartar and all other noxious mattersand renders them pearl white.
PHceper Box S annas. Postage I^c., 8 annas.
4 Boxes can be sent by the above postage,

C. K. SEN & CO.’S
^ ^

Cube for Hydrocele.
If the disease be of one year’s standing, the use

of one box only of this medicine is sure^ to cure!
If It be of long standing, the regular use of themedcines for a longer period will cure 90 cases of
100, and It IS warranted to remove all complica-
tions such as fever, debility, &c., however long
they may have existed. It also restores the virile
powers which have been lost on account of the
malady.

Price per box Rs. 2, postage &o., 8 annas.

250 0 ^ K? SEN
OOO 0

^l^^ia^abrishya or World-famed 'llair Restorer.
The regular use of this invaluable oil most cer-tamly cures baldness, and prevents the hair from

falling oflf to turning prematurely grey. It cure^
diseases of the head and brain, and strengthens
weak and failing eyesight. It possesses a very
sweet odour. ^

Prwe per Bottle Re 1. Postage Jf-c. . 10 As
2 Bottles can be sent by the above postage

0. K. SEN & CO.’S
^ '

Superior & Genuine Makaradhwaja.
This IS one of the most potent medicines of theHindu Pharmacopoea, never fails to produce th-most satisfactory results in cases of debility fromwhatever cause arising, seminal, constitutional or

otherwise. It acts like - a charm in typhus ’
ortyphoid fevers, chronic diarrhoea, habitual constipa-

tion, gleat, gonorrhoea, spermatorrhoea, female
complaints after delivery, weakness of the brain
from excessive mental labor, and in all complaints
to wnich the persons of sedentary habits are
especially subject.

Price 7 grains per Rupee, or Rs. 84per Tolah.
Postage 4. As.

All the above preparations are perfectly innocu-
ous, and may be taken by persons of all sexesand ages with perfect safety.

BINOD LAL SEN, KOBIRAJ.
Manager.

80
25

80

45
30
80

30
6
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Lower Safe Rates than any other Office .

C6.) Office young, and therefore free from Old
Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can be paid Yearly, Half-yearly
Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of
Ys&rSe

(8.) CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OF DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 36 per cent,
(10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes

and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-’
ABLE SECURITY.

application to

—

iN SI

Dr. Lazarus’s Domestlo Medlclues.

InkAntile Fever Powder (for Fevers
Teething, &c., &c.), ... ,, 4® , .

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ...

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of
cases of enlarged spleen),...

Restbingent Mixture (for Diarrhoea’
Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &o.),

Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken
in time),

Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,

in th© Obosty Chronic Pleurisv
&o.), ... ...

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative,

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ...

^

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ...

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
Children),

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for prol
ducing growth of the Hair),

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chr’oi
nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... ... ^

„
The above pe most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districtswhere medical aid 13 not available. Thousands
cases have been cured by their judicious uses •A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is

wrapped round each bottle.

.
Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co

at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Da. LazarU’ss
onginal receipts and sold by all Madicine Ven-

a-27
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAZiBOTTSZE SQUARE, CALCUTTA,

and
accom-

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobilitv anri i. r ^ , .

the Mofussil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harn o
*

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of

spe«al order,
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

poifectly in tune

I. PoorfbJe*
“®‘ ® Bengali tunes, 1st series.

^ Itnni
-tj&ssanto,

3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).
'c. Peefoi^*^*^'

_ « _ CS'Sh price Rs. 100.

l«t series.

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6*
Peeloa*^*^'

Established 1846.

DRUaoZSTS’ HALL,
35-36, College Street,

Calcittta.

2.

3.

_ „ Cash price Rs. 125.

Saru?p**^
® Bengali tunes, 2nd series.

Sffi
"• 5. Bhoiiabee.

Kawalee.
„ ^ Cash price Rs. 100.

«jL^Xo” *"”**’ =‘“->

2. Bhoirabee.
5. Rhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

Cash priceRs. 125.

?T5a”®'
® Bengali tunes, 3rd series.

XrtAel# A OU-.A— A

1 .

2

3.

3.

1 .

2.
3.”

Taza Bhee Taza.
Doogiree.
Hilli Milli Punnya.

Harp or Setar Box No.
1. Taza Bhee Taza.
2. Doogiree.
3. Hilli Milli Punya.

[Established 1833.J

H. C. GANGOOLV «Sc. CO.,
ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, &c.,

19, 20, <{(. 24, Mangoe Lane, Calcutta.

The following is a description of some of the
works undertaken and goods sold by us

Engraving Eepartment.
for marking cases, Office Seals,

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals forIndigo Oakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
pils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon, Brandino-
Irons &c.. Engraving on plated- ware. Gold, Sif-
ver. Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.cy Rubber Seals are also supplied.

Printing Eepartment.
Books, Rlercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any

character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Card^
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either
froni L^ter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

,,, ...
Stationery Department.

BlSnl^P variety.
Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-
ness. Invitation, Ball Programme, Playino-, &c.Vriting :^ks, Litho-Materials, Drawing' 'Paner'
Steel and Quill Pen^ Inkstands and Bottles, Bifth-day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,Albums and various other Sundries in StationeryAccount Books of various descriotions.

^

Terms—For Mofussil Cash or reference for pay-

Cataloqub ok Application.
H, c. GANGOOLY& Co.

Mcmgoe Lane, Calcutta,

({•20

4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhola Janee.

.
6. Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. lOO.
1077i, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series -

4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5, Kia Hoga Bhala Janee,

r- •
fi- Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 126.
n-19

' pikeparah nursery.
^

"pHE Annual Subscription for seeds, as well .ss

'

-q’fff >?•
Bengali journal, the “ Krishi

! ?n
as usual, payable strictly

^ °®', Parties wishing to become subscribers

tit ed to all the seeds, as also the Bengali jour-nal for th« current year. The Annual Subscrip-
tion for the Journal alone is Rs. 3-6 inclusive of
postage, and for the seeds is Rs. 13 inclusive ofpacking charges, but for the both is Rs. 15-0

Grafts and plants of fruit and flowers are avail-
able 111 the nursery in any number they may berequired Price list for 1880 may be forwarded onreceipt of one anna postage stamps.
Vegetable seeds suitable for sowing till March

such as Bliuia Shusha, Melon, Kuckree, Kharoah
Ooebya, Saugs, Koomrah. &c., &c. are now ready
tor sale at one rupee per packet.
The following important publications on Indian

Agriculture and gardening are available at the
following prices :

—

" Krishi Siksha” by Babu Kalimoy
' ' '

Ghiittock with postage 0
“ Krishi Probesh by Babu Kalimoy

Ghuttock with postage Q
“ Krishi Chundrika” by Babu

Woomesh Chunder Sen Gupto with
postage Q
The last year’s “ Krishi Tattwa’

,

bound togeth(3r, may be obtained by the public
at 1-8 a copy including the postage, whereas the
new subscribers to the nursery for seeds as well
as the “ Krishi Tattwa” will be entitled to a
copy free,of charge.

NITTO GOPAL CHATTERJEA,
Proprietor, Paihparah Nurseryf Calcutta,

9 0

2 6

9 0

Vol.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. “ Eldorado,”
Deccan, ” Merkara” and ” Sirdhana.”

Patent IKCedlolnes.
DR. LOCOCK’S PULMONIC WAFERS
i or all diseases of the Breath and Lunes

‘

Price per phial Re. 1-4. Packing As 2
‘

.
FRUIT JULIEN.

^ •

11)18 new and wonderful preparation is the mild-est Laxative, and at the same time the most
ever introduced, il wilPtefound mvaln.ble in all cases of habitual cmslioS

diseases, Bile, Liver comolain^tsHeadaches, &c. , and all diseases to which younffchildren are most liable.
young

Pince per box Rs. 2. Paokina A 9
J()HNSON'S SOOTHING SYRDP

This infallible remedy has preserved hnudreds ofeffildren when thought past recovery, from convuN
is rubbed on the gums

Hnnf innocent as fffica!

fv, ’u
infants are at the age of 4 months

of Tif
^ ^,PP®arance of teeth, one bottle

Price per phial Rs. 2. PacUnn A » i.

Thiffn^f^w® OF aniseed,pis invaluable medicine has the extraordinarv^operty of immediately relieving Coughs Colds^
of breathing aMsSS;

PM ^‘operates by dissolving the con-

tion!^
Fhlegm, and thereby causes a free expectora-

Price per phial Rs. 2. PacUrm Ast oDUSART’S SYRUP OF LACTO-PHOSPHATE
.

OF LIME.
It IS very efficacious in the treatment of childrenscomplaints. The child that does not*' find in Ttsmother s milk, or in that of animats, the phosohateof hme necessary for the support and growth of the

7^"?“® P^^^^ of its body, borrows it first of all fromthe bones of its own skeleton which soon weakenedbeeds, grows deformed, and inflames. Under ti emfluence of this Syrup, administered several timesa day
, after meals, the muscles and bones arerepaired, cheerfulness returns and the imiiLtwwork of Teething goes on regularly
Price per bottle Rs. Packinn As 4
Proprietory Medicines.

’

UT. to, t*. Bannenee s Saniivnuf
It cleanses the blood of all its morbid and’efTete

purifying the blood giveshealthy stimulus to the iiervoii.s centres It ic
marvellously efficacious in the fnllowincr diseases •—
Chronic feve^ chronic indigestion, nervous' de'bi-

oU;rhcL.?HjSi»”To''“"’

Capable of purifying water within an hour.
Rrice Re. 1 and Packing As. 2
DR. GHOSE’S OXYGBNINE.

ofSc®uEa!
Price per home Rs. 2-8, and packing As. 4HIrated Waters.

Cash rates. Rs. As. P.
per doz, 0

1

1

1

•> ... 1

rates on application,
Moffiusil dispensaries

2) ‘

0 S.S
0 f

12

0
0
8 0

4 0,
Price lis

and medic

be
a
a
3

Soda water,
Lemonade
Tonic
Roseade
Gingerade

VVholesale
supplied to

practitioners,

Moffusil orders promptly executed when accon

Co1,rOaSa‘*“”'’
" ““ ’ '

GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT & CO.,

Proprietors.

a.ll‘

Superiniendent.

The undersigned beg to inform the Public thathey have the undermentioned goods in lar®

SaSror.
“ sSppSirl"-

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Svrinpea ii^ur kf
dSpC*’’ ev“e“

Terms—Cash.
‘>^»>derate.

BISSONAUTH chunder & SONS,«*78 1. Bentinok Street, Calcutta
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J. G. HANHART.
CHRONOMETER, WATC HAND CLOCK-MAKER,

NO. 13, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST,
Begs respeotfully to announce tlie receipt Ex “ Meinam” of a splendid Assortment

OF
CLOCKS, GILT, MAEBLE, TRAVELLING, AND DRAWING ROOM, WITH

PERPETUAL ALMANAC,
And

A large assortment of TXME-PIECES of all descriptions and for
all requirements.

Royal

NOW LANDED !

!

From the S.S. “DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH”
The following :

—

ALEXANDRIA—ALBION
Quarto or Royal 8vo.

Foolscap Tolio

Post Folio

Foolscap Broadside

Crown
Demy

PRESSES.
10 X 7

11
'

15
16
18

20|

15
16
19
21
24
26

X
X
X
X
X
X

Iron Ink Tables.

Rule and Lead Cutters.

Roller Frames and Stocks.

Expanding Roller Frames,
Composing Sticks, 8, 10 & 12 inches.

Brass Rules Plain 8t0. Pica, 24 in.

Dotted Brass Rules, 16 inches.

Rule Case, No. 1.

Ditto, No. 2.

Hand Lever Perforating Machines.
NO MORE TROUBLE WITH INK ROLLERS!

PEOCUBE ONE OF

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLERS
6 in. ... Es. 12 0

10 ••• J? 16 0
12 • • • 99 20 0

These are the Rollers for India
they will not melt away, but last for

years ! !

!

Stationery, Printing and Wiriting Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style,

ERASMUS JONES, Printers’ Agent, 6 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA

Also some Gold and Silver Watches of English

and Geneva Manufacture ;
Ladies’ Gold Enamelled

Diamond Set, Engraved Engine-turned and plain

cases, Keyless Watches; Gentlemen’s Gold and

Silver Hunters and cut Hunters’ Open-faced and
Reversive Watches, Repeaters, Striking Hours,

Quarters, and Minutes, Independent Seconds with

Chronograph, Keyless Watches by James McCabe,
William Webb, Thos. Russel and Son, &c., &c.

Each Watch has its certificate signed by the .

maker. Also Railway, Racing, and Alarm
Watches,

Also Ladies’ Gold Guard and Neck Chains,
Necklets, Chatelaines, Bracelets, Brooches, Ear-
rings, Lockets, Charms, &c., &c.

Gentlemen’s Waist-coat and Albert Chains, Breast
Pins, Studs, Links, Scarf Rings, &c., &c., of the
most elegant designs.
An extensive and splendid assortment of Musical

Boxes recently received, some with full Orchestra
accompaniments : others with Flute, Drum, and
Bells

; and Castanets accompaniments
; also with

Harp or Setara accompaniment
;

all of the very
best description. a-\l

Dentistry.

3 . COBFXEX.X> CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

May be consulted daily on all branches of

their Profession.

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work*

inanship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility . They

cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free.

J. COBEIELD & CO.,

Ui OU Court Home Street, Calcutta,̂ a-8

PRIZE MEDALLISTS
For Excellency of Workmanship

J. M. EDMOND & Co.,

27—28, BENTINCK STREET.
Established 1833.

Cabinet SSakers, Upholsterers,
AND

Sllllard Table manufacturers.
Houses completely furnished. Furniture design-

ed and made to order.

Estimates given for all kinds of Artistic Furni-
ture, Carpentering, Painting, Polishing, Guilding,
and General Repairs, Marble Polished, Moulded,
and Cleaned

;
Picture Frames made.

J, M. Edmond AND Co,, in soliciting a conti-

nuance of public patronage, beg to say they have
ready for sale specimens of Ebonized and Gold
Oxford style of Fancy Chairs, and are prepared to

execute orders for other Furnitures in the same
style.

J. M. Edmond & Co.’s New Show-Room is

now replete with New Heraldic Style of Dining-
room Chairs, and Rustic Chairs, Telescopic Dining
Tables, with Patent Table Expanders. The Oxford
Rustic style Drawing-room suite of original style

and designed by Native Artizans, artistic new
design Chamber Services, Hall Furniture with
Minton’s tiles inserted. Folding Triplicate Mirrors

and ** Exhibitioa” Pier Table. a-13

W. ITEWmAK dc. CO.

Educational and Scientific Toys,
Games, dc.c.

MESSRS. W. NEWMAN and Co; have the pleasure
to announce that they have just received an
assortment * of Educational and Scientfic

Toys,, Games &c., most of them include
the Occupations and Amusements used in the

KINDERGARTEN SYSTEM OF EDUCA-
TION. This admirable system for instructing

young children, and gradually training and de-

veloping the infant mind, is now adopted exten-

sively Is schools and public educational estab-

lishments. It is recommended by the London
School Board, as well as by Provincial School
Boards, The excellence of the system, and its

beneficial results, cause it to be widely recog-

nised.

Many of the articles are accompanied by descrip-

tive Pamphlets or Papers, giving an explanation
of the uses and peculiarities of the models, &c.,

an arrangement which saves much trouble to

purchasers, and enhances the value of the

Articles themselves. We append a list of some
of the Articles received, and solicit inspection.

SET OF KINDERGARTEN TOYS ;
comprising

gifts I to VI.
THE FIRST SIX KINDERGARTEN Gifts, with
Book

MOSAIC PATTERN BOX
PAPER CUTTING, Series I & II

PAPER PLAITING
KINDERGARTEN ALPHABET
PEAS-WORK
HERMES CHEQUERED DRAWING COPIES
CHEQUERED COPY BOOKS
KINDERGARTEN DRAWING BOX
PICTURES FOR PERFORATING
PERFORATING NEEDLE
COLOURED CHEQUERED COPIES FOR
CRAYONS

SUSSNER’S OIL COLOUR PENSILS
THE FANCY BASKET-WORK MAKER
THE CANVAS EMBROIDERER
JAPANESE STRAW WORK

&o., &c., &c.

New Medical &ooks.
BRAITHWAITES’ RETROSPECT OF MEDI-

cine, Vol. LXXX. July to December, 1879,-

(4-8) Rs. 50-

THE ANATOMY OF THE JOINTS OF MAN.
By Dr. H. Morris, (10-0) Rs. 11-4

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE BRAIN • A Popu-
lar Essay. By Dr. ,T. Althaus, (1-12) Rs. 1-14

STUDENTS’ PRIMER OF URINE. By Dr. J. T.
Whittaker, With Illustrations etched by him on
copper, (2-14) Rs, .3-4.

PAY HOSPITALS AND PAYING WARDS
throughout the World. Facts in support of a re-

arrangement of the English System of Medical
Relief. By H. C. Burdett, (4-4) Rs. 4-10.

BABIES, and how to take care of them (12 As.)

14 As.

A MANUAL OF FAMILY MEDICINE FOR
India. By Surgeon-Major W. J. Moorb, M.D.
Third Edition. (7-10) Rs.8-8

THE HOUSEHOLD BOOK OF PRACTICAL
Medicine. Containing a full account of the
Diseases of the Human System with appropriate
Remedies, and a collection of valuable Recipes.
By G. H. Hosmer, M. D. (4-12) Rs. 6-4

NOTES ON FEVER NURSING. By J. W.,
Allan, M. D. (1-12) Re. 1-14

ON SORE THROAT : its Nature, Varieties, and
Treatment. By Professor James. Fourth Edi-
tion. Illustrated with bad-coloured Plates.

(4-21 Rs. 4-10
A SYSTEM OP MIDWIFERY, including the

Diseases of Pregnancy and the Puerperal state.

By William Leishman, M.D. Third Edition,
Thick 8vo. (13-8) Rs. 15-0.

A TREATISE ON THE SCIENCE AND PRAC-
tice of Midwifery. By W.S. Playfair. M.D.
2vls., 8vo Second Edition. (18 0) Rs. 20.

THE DISEASES OP WOMEN: their Causes,
Symptoms, and Treatment, by a Physician.
Crown 8vo. (3-14) Rs. 4.4,

MATERIA MEDICA ANE PHARMACY : for

the use of Medical and Pharmaceutical Students
preparing for Examination. By W. H. Grif-
fiths, Ph. D. Edited by G. F. Duffey, M. D.,
8vo. (6-10) Rs. 6-4

SYPHILIS OP THE BRAIN AND SPINAL
cord. By Thomas S. Dowse, M. D, 8vo.

(6-12) Rs. 7-8

HAYDN’S DICTIONARY OF POPULAR MEDI-
cine and hygiene. Edited by Edwin Lankes-
TEE, M. D. P. R. S,- with 33 full page plates,

thick demy 8vo (4-12 Rs. 5-4

a-35 W, NEWMAN & CO.
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NEW GOODS! NEW GOODS!
FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnishing' Requisites.
VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &c., &c., &c. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 26 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c., &C., &c.
A CHOICE ASSOETMENT OF

LACE. MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

iV. B .

—

Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coat
Blankets.

Door ZMLats.

English—made from West India Fibre,

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

M *. .M » 38 by 24 „
Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches,

»
_

»i II II 38 by 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In setfral sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Rugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes, Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah Repps.
Green, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

Brussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile
Carpetings.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long

Curtains, Screens, &c.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin,

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

also some fine

and several other Materials.
Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in

F. W. BARLDR dc CO.,
HOSIERS, DRAPERS, SILK MERCERS, &c., &c.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA.

India.

a-51

XiONDON AND XiANCASKIRE
Z.IFE ASSTTARANCE CO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.

This Company offers to the Pdblic the Covi-

bineo Advantages of

Unquestionable Security and l*ow
Bates of Premium.WHILE the adoption of all the improved

modern conditions under which Policies

are now issued enables the Directors to grant un-

usual facilities to all intending Assurers.

That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-

versally recognized as the MOST SECURE AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT, is sufficiently

proved by the following statistics, “ startling in

their magnitude but quiet power,” extracted from

“ The Review” of January 1st, 1879.

“ In the years 1870—1878, the accumulated Life

Assurance Funds of the Offices have risen from

£90,700,000 to £117i600,000, or at the rate of

£3,000,C00 per annum. This is after payihg out

£71,500,000 in claims and bonuses on policies alone,

entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or

management expenses. The total sum received by

the Life Offices on life account in the eight years

was £128,700,000. Against this was paid in

claims, £71,500,000 ;
annuities, £3,350,000 ;

and

surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being

a total paid out to Policy-holders of about

£84,000,000; after this £27,000,000 were added

to funds.

The LONDON & LANCASHIRE returns 80 per

cent, of the profits, divided every five years to

participating Policy-holders. English rates of pre-

mium only charged for such period as the Assured

spends westward of Suez.

Prospectuses and every required information

can be immediately obtained by application to

the undersigned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.

The Manager of the Indian Mirror is authorized

to be our Agent.
A. B. SHEKLETON,

General Agent ^ Secretary for India,

a.Q5 A. Lall Bazaar, Corner of Mission Bow.

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott, Presi-

dent of the New York Theosophical Society,

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji,

Institute, Bombay.^ Price two annas a copy

apply to the Indian Mirrm Office»

NICHOX.ZjS CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8. Old Court House Street, Calcutta,

London

1

Whitefriar’sStreetFleet St.E.O,

Current or Floating Accounts.

No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheque-
paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made, after 3 P.M., and on Saturdays after 1 p.m.

Government Paper and Securities
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.
Purchases and Sales effected kt the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paner or
other approved security on favorable terms,

Exchange.

Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made
by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.

Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10 days’
notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on deposits
for longer periods at the following rates, payable
in Calcutta, or in London, at par :

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice «.

„ at 3 months’ notice

I, at 6 months’ notice

„ at 12 months’ notice

„ at 2 years’ notice 7 „ ,

Pay-Bills, Pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates. Bills

corrected and rents realised.

Business rules forwarded on application, o-37

3 per cent.

4

5

6

M

NOTICE.

The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street,

which the Indian Mirror has been printed sine®
the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
atNo. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street,

where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, is henceforward to be called the
“Sen Press.” All communications for the Indian
Mirror Newspaper and the Sea Press to be
addressed aceor^nglyr

~ ~

PRESERVE YOUR SIGHT.

EUREKA

SPECTACZ.es d(. EYE-GZ.ASSES

rjTHE determination of the proper spectacles for

any defect of the eyes, is undoubtedly a

matter of the greatest importance.

This importance is increased on the one hand

by the number of patients requiring such assist

ance—a number that throughout the civilised

world, may be reckoned by millions—on the other

by the actual injury inflicted by unsnitable glasses,

and lastly by the customary sale of most spectacles

by persons who have no adequate knowledge of

the conditions of their utility.

For the guidance of those who cannot con*

veniently visit me, I have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions,

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, “ How to

preserve the Sight,” with testimonials explaining

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

application,

N. LAXARVS,

b, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET,

Calcutta,

9

a*13 GonsaltatlOR Tree.
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20, OI.D COimT HOUSE STREET, CALCUTTA,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE ANF COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA,

MODEL WATOTES FOR INDIA.
The Model Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. They are entirely of English manufacture having powerful full-plate. Lever movements.
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash Hs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Es. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Es. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Es. 230 to 250.geneva watches of GuliASiEED ODALITYSliver Half Huntincr Case. Si’K-or J-Silver Half Hunting Case,

Es. 40 cash.
Ditto Lever Escapement,

Es. 50 cash.

GOLD

Silver Hunting Case,
Es. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 cash.

-oalbert chains.

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Es. 45 ''ash.

Amagniacent a»ortmeat, ““y aad of a novel cbaracte,

o
>
C8

O

o
»—
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'S'g-5§a

The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection •

elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.
° ^ niassiv

0-9
COOKE & KELVEY,

CALCUTTA.

Notice.
The Hookah-shop carried on by Eadha Nath

Chowdhry, in Jorasanko, h,as been removed to
81, Bentinck Street, and will henceforward be to
conducted by the undersigned.
A large assortment of Bengalee and Mahomedan

shaped Hookahs of new designs just to hand at
moderate prices. Inspection invited.

Prices ranging from Rs. 2 to 10 each, inclusive
Chillam.

ISSUE CHUNDER BEED,
BerUinok Street, Calcutta,

a-o9

NATIONAL BANK. OP INDIAlimited.
The Bank’s present rates of interest are.
On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5®/
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4^

peS^^
allowed on Deposits for shoi

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowe

one lac
balances over Rs. 1,000 and unde

J. WlNDRAM,
a-34 w

Manager

[March 2S, 1880.
•• t y ' •

»

C. LAZARUS dc. CO.,

House and Land Ag-ents.

61, Bentinck Street, Calcutta.

xne following properties to let and for sale.

For Sale.
0, 2, Madge’s Lane.

A
To Let.

SPACIOUS Dry and Airy Godown, No. 2,
Mission Row,with entrance on the Road side.

To Let.
consisting of 3 large rooms, No. 2-1,

a<Jmirably adapted for Mer-
cantile Offices, now occupied by Messrs, Stanley& Go., who will vacate the premises on the 1stJune next, from which date they are available.

Apply to

C. LAZARUS & CO.

For Sale.WORTHY the notice of Capitalists, Shipping
Agents, Mill-owners, or Noblemen desirous

A
or naving a residence on the river bank

bank of the River Heoghly,
with 40 biggahs of beautifully laid-out land

several tanka of very sweet water.
suburbs of Calcutta,

within 20 minutes’ drive of Government House!
ibis ground has a river frontage of about 300 feetwith water of such a depth as to admit of aship anchoring close to the bank.

A
For Sale.

VERY PINE BUNGALOW situated at
y I® stands m its own compound,

which 18 a very large one, is pukka built through-
out, and has a good range of pukka stablin<r;

j

also au extensive range of out-offices. It can be
;

disposed of at a moderate price, the owner bavin®
I
left India. °

Tor Sale.
A LOWER-ROCMED House, on the banks of the^ river at Baranagore (Bhaduri Ghaut/ 8

cottahs, 4 chittacks land. Price Es. 2,800 Government ground rent, Rs. 1-5-3 annually.
‘

For Sale,
A FINE two-storied Mansion, situated at Ali-^ pore, within 20 minutes’ drive of Govern-ment House, well adapted for the residence S aNative Prince or ilajah,

“

The Ground-floor is marbled throughout theReception-Room and Hall on the iipner-storev
teak-floored. There is a fine verandah to the So^th!the whole length of the house overlookino' a largetank and a grand pillared portico, the wSheight of the house to the North front. It hasexcellent out-offices, and stabling with extensivecompound Two fin, tanks, one* of whS S Ih:south of the house, is very prettily embellishedwith a fine pukka-built marble ghaut, and containssweet wholesome drinking water, A road witi, >
beautiful avenue of full-grown trees leads from theentrance lodge to the house.
There is a large range of Racing Stables to the

entJa/ce
compound, which has a separate

The whole extent of ground measures more

is Rs. 62-1
Government reS

This Mansion with grounds, has been decoratedimproved and laid out, regardless of expense and
is now being offered for sale, consequent on thnowner having left for England.

^

To Let at No. 10, Hare Street.
Suitablefor Mercantile offiees—Barristert' Chav,bers—Attomies or Brokers.

* Ohani-

Four large light airy and lofty rooms—

O. LAZARUS & 00.,
HOUSE AND LAND AGENTS,
61, BsNTINg^ ^bbT, CALOUXXA, <t-28
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES

The Railway Watch.

WO MORS PAINS!!!

DARl^INQ0aiH2MiIIi]

The Railway AVatcb, as sup-
plied to the Indian Railway
Companies, has an English
lever movement of the finest
quality and strongest possible
construction, Hamilton & Co.
confidently recommend it as a
Watch not easily disarranged by
rough usage. The apparent dis-
advantage of the large size is
•amply compensated for in wear
by the increased excellence of its
performance as a time-keeper.
Recommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use of
Travellers and Explorers.

Cash,

In German Silver case...R8. 95
In Sterling Silver case 135
In Silver case, Keyless...

,, 180

The “Exhibition” Eng-
lish Z,ever Watch

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely English
made throughout, has a substan-
tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Pull Plate System ! with Jewel-
led Lever Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-
ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me-
dium size.

Cash

T^ARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-
^‘0“ whatever cause, on anypart of the human frame. A certain cure for

Pains in the Chest,

P?
® Colds, Tightness of the

^'P^heria, Headache, Toothache.
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics,
Rheuinatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, BadBreasts Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring,worm. Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.

^

Rams of every description have been cured bvthe outward application only of this medicine^

SuIXcf“ S
Per bottle Re. 1, Large side Rs. 2, packing As 8DARLINGTON & CO.'
* * rru

piMrrumtollah Street, Calcutta.
ine words Pam-Curer and No More Pains I ! 1

Silver, best quality
Second quality

Rs. 85

„ 75

In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, f
Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-
ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled
Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

TKB STANDARD XiEVER WATCH.
This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We

have devoted particular attention to the oQod
finish of its mechanism, and as we can confid^tly
guarantee its performance, we recommend it to all
classes of buyers,

WfL Hunting Case, Rs. 200 cash,
I eyle^ movement. Hunter or Half-hunter, Silver, Rs. 100 cash.The Aluminium or Silver KevlesR

Crystal Watch.
Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it forwinding or for setting the hands.

^

behig k7pj ont“.

“ “ du.t .nd damp

Silver case, Rs. 45. Aluminium case, Rs. 40,

Ziadies’ Gold Watches.

nr Haff blSlr
cases, engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughlyDmed and t^ted. Pitted in Morocco case. GoldKey supplied.
“

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200.

The Patent Silver Xiever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOR ORDINARY WEAR.

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable
time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-
faction.

Pine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass
strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial.

’

Price, for cash only
^ _ jjg^

Superior quality,in Hunting Case, Rs. 65 Cash
Xiadies’ Elegfant Enamelled Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with
highly finished Jewelled movements. Rs. 125 to 300

colored GTd.^wSdtfn^^^^^ of the best rich

per post to „p.co„„,,y applSnte P™'*

application
^ Albert Cbalns, a large assortment alirajs in Slock, Prices on

Xiockets, Seals, and Watch Keys, charms and Trinkets, «kc.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and Clock Makers in ordinary to K, E. the Viceroy

and to K. R, K, the Prince of Wales,
CALCUTTA.

Priokly-Keat Balsam.

AGREAT relief for European Ladies and Gentle-
men residing in tropical climates. In bottles

As, 8 and Re. 1, Packing As. 4.

The Cholera Drops ! !

!

T>^ Specific for Cholera and Diarrhoea.
Per bottle Rs, 2. Packing As. 4.

Cure for Hydrocele !

!

Ouaranteed to cure cases of long standing. In
pots Rs. 2 and Rs. 4. Packing As. 4.

r,
Thousands of testimonials of the Marvellous

Care effected by this Medicine. In failure the
money will be returned.

Specific for Running: in Females.
Cure guaranteed within a week in Chronic Cases

In bottles Rs. 2, and Rs. 4. Packing As. 4.

The Dentifrice.
Owiranteed to cure Toothache, Spongy Gums

and all sorts of painful tooth affections. It de-
stroys the fetor of the mouth, prevents the forma-
tton of the cards and strengthens the loose teeth •

In packets Re. 1, and Rs. 2;—W. Rooder & Co
'

1
,
Shib Narain Pass’ Lane, Calcutta. a-69

'*

DVNN AND OO.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND
BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS

BY APPOINTMENT TO
His Excellency tlie Viceroy and Governor

General of India.
Nos. 48 4" 47 Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.
Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied

at the shortest notice.
A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make
The entire furnishing of house suudertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds : a large
stock of both being always kept on hand.

Estimates supplied on application. a-lQ

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited
to address themselves in writing to X. care of
the Fruiter,

i

nr... I ;
.

more i-ams I jare our trade marks. Unprincipled parties in-

prosemfted*^
rights will be criminally

^ ®?vrare of a base worthless fraudulent

Curer
Darlington’s celebrated Pain-

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
^^0 cannot express their

to.'

,, ^ Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see

warvoiT of Testimonials of the^^^vellous cures by this remedy.

T
Ostocke, Manager, CollinaeerahIndigo Concern, N. W. P., took a large bottfe ofDarlington’s Pain-Curer, found it efficacious &

a time^^°*
^

Brown, an influential Zemindar &
Hom’GmpT“f“

Municipality of Burieaul, hasfrom time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottlesof Darlington s Pain-Curer, & writes :
—“ Please

® Darlington’s
PAiN-Curer. I am happy to observe that I havewitnessed beneficial results from its applicationSome of my friends used it, & I also gave to some

.

I was pleasingly surprised tosee that in every instance it kept true to its name.”The Rev, Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, San-dora, Bombay Presidency, writes « We findDarlington’s Pain-Curer efficacious, and are

I
of It being a useful medicine.Sicter Theodorine, Superioress F de la Croix ”

AlStw ^ Consent,Allahabad writes “ Darlington’s Pain-Curer
has been found most beneficial in a case of localParalysis. M. J. Schmidt, SujJerioresa ”

Hia Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S, L. afterordering for a couple of large bottled SDarlington 8 Pam-Curer, approved of the medicineand ordered for 6 more large bottles of Darlington’s

Pri°;?“£orrtar“^

General Jeet Jung Bahadoor, Rana, of Nepaul

Pa?k Darlington’s
Pain-Curer, expressed his approbation andordered for a dozen large bottles of the same.
Rajah S, S. Ghosal, after taking more than on

large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, said that
medicine efficacious in every instance

an y®" send me
Cnppn*'

.®^ Darlington’s Infallible PaS-
P TSoniF^ar^A T its name,

Madm?’^
’ Anderson Street, Black Town.

Howrah, has used more thana 100 large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curerand finds it his only friend that aflFords him an

ls“To£d!"“
Mr. E C. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of theBengal Times, writes from Dacca. “ I havelately witnessed a speedy and complete cure ofa swelled foot attended by great naln tiw

removal of which Darlington’s PAm Cirnu'J
pre,oribed. S«em„g ^b7i;d'’Xr''“
couple of applications, and in about 4 days dis-appeared. This is one of several instancL Tn

Pain-Cure5?^® Darlington’s

Steamer ” Bombay ” aMaster Mason, writes-" I gave a bottle of
UNOTON'S PAtK-OUREB to | f,io“d „(was ill. It having relieved him greatly, he wroteto me for another bottle. Kindlv let l

^

a large bottle of Darlington’s Pain-Curer ”

a 12
DARLINGTON & Oaf*a-u Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.
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Koog’bly Brldgre Notice.
rflHB Bridt^e will be closed for traffic on

X Tuesday,°the 30th March, 1880, from 4

to 7 P. M.
G. H. SIMMONS,

a-6 Secretary to the Bridge Commissioners.

XI. fxnkx:b.ton <b. co.,

ENGINEERS, BUILDERS, cO CONTACTORS

Z>rainagre, Water, and Gas,

Office and Work shop, 39, Bentinck Street

Anglo-Indian Rubber Stamp Co.

(Specially Cheapest Manufacturers of the

above stamp,

)

No 99, Colleges Street.

T he promoters of the Company beg to intimate

the public, that they are prepared to under-

take works at exceedingly moderate rates and

execute jobs to the satisfaction of constituents.

Price list supplied on application. Specimens may

may be sent gratis.

INDIA GBNBRAli STBAM NAVI-
GATION COMPANY, “I.D.”

8CH0KNE, KlLBtTRN & Co .—Managing Agents.

„ ASSAM LINE NOTICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward every Saturday. -

rpHE Str. Progress wiL leave Cal-

J cutta for Assam, on Fridaj,

>the 26th instant.

TargWill be received at the Company’s'Qodowns.

Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

25th instant.
. , , i

Str. Ragmehal will leave

X Goalundo fbr Assam on Sun-

l^^^^day, the 28th instant.
'

Cargo will be received at the Company s

Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 26th instant.
,

Passengers should leave for Goalundo "by Train

of Saturday, the 27tb instant '

OACHAR LINE NO’TIOE.

regular' WEEKLY- SERVICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesd^iy, and leave Cachar

downward every Thursday.
Str. Silchar will leave

X Ualcntta for Cachar on Tues-

^day, the 30th instant.

• Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-

downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,

the 29tb instant.

For further information regarding rates of freight

or passage money, apply to

4, Fairlie Place, I G. J. Scott,

Calcutta, 24th March, 1880. i
Secretary.

a-23

DR. J. G. ANDERSON,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 128, Dhurrcmtollaii Street,

May be consulted at all hours dally.

(At home from 11 to 12 a.m.)

Family engagements in and about Eutally under

special arrangements.

Notice.

Life of Maharajah Nava Krishna Deva Baha-

door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

Behary Mittra, which the Press have opined to

he highly interesting, is ready for sale at the

Sanskrit Press Depository, the Canning Library,

39, Old Chinabazar, and 115, Chitpore Road,

(Burtollah.)
Price six Annas.

&IVBRS STBAM NAVIGATION
CO., “ BIMITBD.”

The Steamers of this Company run weekly from

Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

The Steamer Mysore will

leave Calcutta for Assam
on Tuesday, the SOth instant.

The Str. Nepaul will leave

for Assam from Goalundo
on Thursday, the 1st proximo.

For further information regarding rates of

freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO.
fl-32

On Thursday, the 1st April proximo,

AT No. 60, Dhurrumtollah,

TKB GOOD-WXX.I. AND LEASB
OF THE FIRM OP

Messrs. Anderson, Wallace dc. Co.,

j

BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS,

j

ALSO

THE PLANT,
COMPRISINO

A Stationary Engine with Cornish Boiler, a

10-H.P. Portable Engine by Rushton, Proctor

& Co,, Soorkey Mills, Portable Pump, Saw Benches
with Saws, Saw Sharpening, Gram Crushing,
Shearing and Drilling Machines, a Silent Blast

Fan, Braziers’ and Blacksmiths’ Tools, Forges,

Anvils, Pug Mills with Tables, Barrows and other

I

apparatus. Timber Trucks, Asphalte Boilers, Iron

I

Tanks, a Pile Driving Machine with Monkies,
Corrugated Iron Sheds, Bullocks and Bullock

! Carts, &c. &c.
I AND

THE STOCK,
CONSISTING OF

Timber, Iron, Water Pipes, Stone Steps, Marble
Oils, Paints, Zinc Sheeting, Lead Piping, a quan-
tity of Brass-ware, IIinge.s, Bolts, Cocks, Screws,

I Nails, Window Glass, Varnish, Verdigris, Tur-

j

pentine. Castings, Elbows, Bends, Piping. Planks,
I Rafters, Window Sashes, Jhillniills, Sash and
Door Frames.
N.B.— Private offers will be in the meantime

;
entertained, and further information can be h.ad

by applying to Anderson, Wallace & Co. 275

Austro-XZung'arlan Ziloyds* Steam
Navigratlon Company,

Line of Steamers between Calcutta and

Trieste vid Suez Canal,

Taking Cargo for Egypt, the Levant, Black Sea
' Mediterranean, and Adriatic Ports.

The Company’s S. S. Narentt; will arrive

here on or about the 25th March, and will

leave on or about the 5th April next, calling at

Colombo, Aden, Suez, and Port Said. Has ex-

cellent accommodation for Passengers, and carries

an experienced Surgeon.

The Company also cover risks of Insurance on

goods and specie shipped by their Steamers to any

of the above-mentioned places, and grant Bills of

Lading accordingly.

For Freight, Passage, and Rates of Premiums,
kc., &c., apply to

DAVID SASSOON & CO.,

AgeutSi 104, Clive Street,

Bad Watches are Sold

BY HUNDREDS IN INDIA.

Black and Murray beg to inform their
Customers and the Public, that they have

lately introduced a new description of ENGLISH
SILVER HUNTING WATCH, with Patent Lever
Escapement, and all the latest improvements.

Price— jkis. 55 nett.

These Watches are guaranteed for two years,

and will be found strong, neat, and serviceable,

having been especially manufactured for India

by Black & Murray. They are warranted to

be entirely English made, (Many so-called English
Watches are Swiss, put in English cases).

Just to hand a consigment of their

celebrated RACING C H R 0 N 0-
GRPHS, Nett, Es 45
ELECTRIC BELLS for House or

Office with Push, Wire and constant

Battery ... ... ... Nett, Rs, 20

BINOCULARS, all sizes, from
Rs. 30 to Rs. 60

BLACK. AND MUB.RAY
CHRONOMETER, 'WATCH AND CLOCK-

MAKERS,
'U

HabtinoS-Strebt, Calcutta,

An Important Sale,
Worthy of notice of the Capitalists,

^I'^HE well known Meniell Gunj Bazar in the

1. Post of Chaudbali, where the passengers

rest, together with the land called Simlia, the aggre-

gate income of which is more than Rs. 1,000 a

year, is for sale. For particulars write to Rai

Nemy Churn Bose Bahadur of Kurhar in Bhudrack.
270

In the PREas

And ivill shortly he ready,

Mr. Lai Mohun Ghose’s Speech
AT THE Town Hall,

Delivered on Thursday, the 4th of
March 1880. 280

COOK and CO.’S
CRUSHED FOOD FOR HORSES.

Reduction of Price

COOK & CO, are glad to be able to announce
the reduction of the price of their Crushed

Food to Rs, 3/4 per maund exclusive of bags.

Cattle Food Rs. 2/4 per maund.) exclusive of

1/8 per maund. J bags.Chaff
a-7 COOK & Co.

ft

The Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persona holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally!

adopted for European and Native Officers under,
Government and Public Companies, *

,

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear

of those pecupiary losses to which persons are
exposed who become' responsible for the acta of

others.

Moderate rates, accordiog to the nature of the
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BEUTER’S TEEEGRAM.
THE ELECTIONS.

London, 3rd April,
The elections,so far as is known, show that

208 Liberals and 125 Conservatives have been
elected. Thirteen Home Rulers have been
returned. The Conservatives are losing many
seats in the boroughs. The Chief Secretary
for Ireland has been defeated. Mr. Bradlangh
has been eleetedfor Northampton.

Cfditarial |Tat^s.

A WRITER in the Christian expresses his
firm belief that if more of real Christianity
were seen among the English in India, mis-
sions would be more successful.

-:o:-

Mr. Carlyle is one of those who have
signed the memorial to Dean Stanley pro-
testing against the erection of a statue of the
late Prince Imperial in the Westminster
Abbey.

:o: —
We learn that au appeal is being made to

English Churchmen for the establishment of
a Cathedral at Lahore. The Maharajah of
Cashmere has offered timber for the proposed
building.

:o:

We are glad to learn that the Rajah of
Bijni has offered to present an omnibus to the
Indian Reform Association for the use of the
Metropolitan Female School. This is another
of the many instances of enlightened liberality
which have signalised bis short sojourn in
this city.

:o:

A Russian authoress thus forecasts the
destiny of modern Europe :

—» The Future
is ours I The Germans have reached their
day, the English their mid-day, the French
their afternoon, the Italians their evening, the
Spaniards their night

;
but the Slavs stand on

the threshold of the morning.” Alas ! Where
is India ? She has reached her midnight.

:o:

More than three thousand persons met at
the Beadon Park to hear the open-air address
of our minister delivered on Wednesday last
The proceedings began with SanUrtan,
which the speaker addressed the vast gathering
first in English, and then in Bengali. The
audience heard the discourses with deep atten-
tion, and the meeting may be said to have
been a very great success. We hope a report
of the speech will soon appear.

^

Tde Bombay Guardian asserts it is a mis-
take to speak of theism as though it consti-
tuted a defimto and distinct form of religion
and as though thedsts worshipped essentially
the same God. We admit the charge is true
of theisrn as a general name, but it is not
applicable to the theism which we profess. The
theism of the Brahmo Somaj is «a definite
and distinct form of religion” which we believe
IS a godsend for the salvation of mankind.

-:o:-

The LucTcnow Witness can hardly blame
the editor of the Bengal Magazine for the very
strong expressions he uses in critising the
“ latest oddities ” of the Brahmos

;
“ the pro-

vocation,” says onr contemporary, « is, indeed,
great. It is something after all to provoke
the anger of a Christian contemporary. But
we may assure him these petty exhibitions of
feeling do us no harm; probably they do
us good. Strong arguments may damage us

;

but anger and abuse do not even touch us.

-;o:-

The British Indian Association has done
a very graceful thing by initiating a move-
ment to assist Mr. Fawcett in defraying his
election expenses. The leading members of
the Association have subscribed handsome
amounts, and we are sore many more will.
Let none suppose that because Mr. Fawcett
has been elected for Hackney, the necessity
for tlie fund has disappeared. Election
expenses are always very heavy,"and’to de-
fray even a portion of them in any case would
be inaterially helping the successful candidate.
India ought to show her gratitude to the good
champion who has fought so many hard and
tough battles for her.

:o,*-

A kind friend sends os from time to time
pamphlets and magazines for onr -benefit and
instrnction. We beg to tender him our best
thanks for these gifts. The last batch con-
tains two sermons preached byMr.Spurgeon,en-
titled “theThree Whats” and “theRed Heifer,”
respectively, a report on the Sonthal Mission
and the last number of the Missionary Herald
published in London. This last contains the
first instalment of an article headed “The
Brahmo Somaj and Keshub Chunder Sen,”
and also a good reprint of a photograph
taken sometime ago of onr missionaries in
prayer. The minister is seated in the middle,
the Singing Missionary on his left and the
others taking their places around them. The
faces are difiScult to recognise, but the
picture itself is very neatly and well exe-
cuted.* We wait for the future numbers of the
Magazine.

:o;

We read the following in an English
paper “About two years ago, writes Mrs.
Murray Mitchell, during a visit up Deeside,
Dr. Murray Mitchell gave an address on
missions in India in the Free Cluirch at
Banchory. Miss Warrack,a niece of the pastor,
was also an inmate of the manse. She heard
the address wJiigh sl|e followed up Afterw»rdi

by much intelligent questioning. The pic-
ture given of the condition of the women,
especially ot the poor, degraded widow,
and of those who are so cruelly
secluded or rather imprisoned within their
own Zenanas, made a deep impression on her
mind. With a brave heart and quiet but
firm resolve, Miss Warrack offered herself
to the Free Church Ladies’ Society as a
Zenana teacher, entered the Normal School,
and worked hard to fit herself for the life
she was about to enter upon. A few days
since Miss Warrack sailed for Calcutta.”

The Times of India says that the Sunday
Mirror is becoming as difficult for ordinary
people to understand as the Theoaophist.
This is the language used by others also,
for instance, the Bengalore Examiner, whose
article on the subject we extract elsewhere.
No doubt, this is a misfortune. But is it
not nevertheless true that thousands of our
countrymen gather to hear us and express
their approbation of what we say by signs of
the deepest sympathy ? If Christian English-
men imbibed a little more of this sympathy,
there would, we are sure, be less of
misunderstanding and more of cordiality
between us. What is unfortunate, however,
is that we are patronised rather than criti-
cised; and when differences arise, put down,
rather than fairly combated. Constituted as
Indian society is, we may brook patronage for
any length of time, but the Brahmo Somaj
has yet to learn that it can be put down or
laughed and scorned down by any member of
Christians banded together.

The success of the Liberals, so far as it has
gone, has thrown a great relief over the
educated Indian mind. We . have been
asked to state what substantial good will
accrue from the return of that party to power.
Considering that the fight between Liberals*
and Conservatives has been upon general
grounds of principle, and not of details, < we
think it would be easy to state in what man-
ner the return of a Liberal Parliament may
benefit the world. It will first of all pave
the way for peace by bringing in a good
understanding between Russia and England.
Secondly, it will facilitate the Eastern Ques-
tion by establishing a general European
accord as to the treatment to be pursued to-
wards Turkey. Thirdly, it will consider-
ably brighten the prospects of the Greek
nationality. Fourthly, it will lead to the
close of the Afghan war. Fifthly, as a con-
sequence of this, it will bring about the re-
duction of taxation. Sixthly, it will decide
the fate of the Vernacular Press Act

; and
astly, in a general sense it will restore con-
fidence and tranquillity to the public mind.

At Westminster Abbey collections were’
>eld on behalf of the Irish Distress Fund. The
Dean preaching at the afternoon service* said
that in spite of all provocations they were
bound, by an indissolable bond ofcommon his-
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tory, of common country, and common Chris-

tianity, not to leave the Irish people to their

fate. Nay, more, they had received from their

brilliant and unfortunate neighbours benefits

vrhich no one else could so well have bestowed

as they, an^ which no one could so well repay

as Englishmen. It was ever one of the misfor-

tunes of Ireland that the gifts of her most
gifted ^pps had been more useful to others than

to herself. Columba, the wild hermit of Derry,

so long as he remained in Ireland, was a fierce

faction fighting partisan
;
but when driven

across the sea, he became the evangeliser of

Scotland. Edmund Burke, with no sphere

for his genius at home, when transplanted to

England, became the orator of Christendom.
Goldsmith, Irish as ho was in many of his

traits and peculiarities, was in many of his

beat qualities almost the adopted son and
spoilt child of English society. The Irish

brigade, who in their own country fought only

to be beaten, after their migration to the conti-

nent, became the heroes of the army of France.

Arthur Wellesley, who began his life as an

undistinguished member of the Irish Parlia-,

-ment, became in Spain and on the field of

Waterloo the Protector of Great Britain and

of Europe. For all those gifts, as well as for

the inimitable charm which fascinated them
in regard to Irish life, Irish manners, and Irish

bmhour, they owed to Ireland a deep debt of

gratitude.
,

:o:

A VERY interesting book, entitled the

Memoirs of Madame Remusat, has been

brought out in London. We have here a

number of agreeable stories of the first Na-
poleon—that never ending source of interest to

the lovers of the great and heroic. The follow-

ing extracts will indicate what we mean :

—

“Ah,” Napoleon cries in one place, “one cannot

avoid one’s destiny ; he who is called cannot resist.

He who believes that a hundred
years hence, a fine poem, or even a line in one,

will recall a great action of his own, or that a

painting will commemorate it, has his imagination

fired by that idea. The battle-field has no dang-
ers, the cannon roars in vain

; to him, it is only a

sound which a thousand years hence will carry a

brave man’s name to the ears of our distant de-

icendants.’’

“I was educated,” he said, “at a military school.
» • • Every one said of me, ‘ That child will never be
good for anything but geometry.’ ... 1 had chosen a

little corner of the school-grounds where I would
lit and dream at my ease, for I have always liked

reverie. When my companions tried to usurp
possession of this corner, I defended it with all

my might. I already knew by instinct that my will

was to over-ride that of others, and that what
pleased me was to belong to me. I was not liked at

school, It takes time to make oneself liked; and
even when I had nothing to do,I always felt vague-

ly that I had no time to lose, I entered the Ser-

vice, and soon grew tired of garrison work. I began
to read novels, and they interested me deeply. 1

•ven tried to write some. I often let myself dream,
in order that I might afterwards measure my
dreams by the compass of my reason, 1 threw my-
self into an ideal world, and I endeavoured to

find out in what precise points it differed from the
Actual world in which I lived. I have always
liked analysis, and if 1 were to be seriously in love.

1 should analyse my love bit by bit I

conquered rather than studied history I
did not care to retain, and did not retain, anything
that could not give me a new idea

; 1 disdained
nil that was useless, but took possession of certain

results which pleased me.”
« » *

I dreamed all sorts of things, and I saw how
idl that I dreamed might be realised. I created a
religion ;

I pictured myself on the road to Asia,

mounted on an elephant, with a turban on my head
nnd in my hand a new Koran, which I should com-
pose according to my own ideas. I would have
the combined experience of two worlds with which
to set about my enterprise

; I was to have ransack-
ed for my own advantage the whole domain of

history
; I was to have attacked the English

power in India, and [renewed my relations with
old Europe by my conquest. The time I passed
in Egypt was the most delightful part of my life,

for it was the most ideal. Fate decided against

my dreams. I ,reoeived letters from France;!

saw that there was not a moment to lose. I re-

verted to the realities of life, and I returned to
Paris,—to Paris, whete the gravest inteVests of
the couQtry are discussed in the of the
opera.”

OUR FRIENDS AND FOES.

We do not think it strange that our
utterances ou religious subjects have excited

curiosity in the public mind. Every sec-

tion of the Indian community has come to

know something of our whims, crotchets,

eccentricities, and whatnot; and though very
few have taken care to know exactly what we
mean, yet there is some degree of curiosity

manifested to know the latest bit of eccen-
tricity

^

that we publish. The Sunday
Mirror is, we believe, eagerly waited for both
by friend and foe. As for those who are

neither the one nor the other, even to

them the paper is interesting as contain-
ing something queer and unusual. Under
the circumstances it is difficult to de-
fine our position in such a manner as
would satisfy or convince all* parties. So
much may be safely asserted that we
are seriously, earnestly . and humbly aim-
ing at something—something definite and
distinct. There are some who see in the
different phases of our movement instances
of fickleness and unsteadiness which are not
worthy of a religious movement. To them
our advice is only this—wait and see.

We are proud to say our cause is not
at a stand still, but that it is pro-
gressing. During the fifty years that the
Brahmo Somaj has existed, it has seen new
light, accepted new truths, imbibed new life

almost at every important stage of its being.
It has never changed but for the better,

and W0 hope that this progress will always
mark its career. If to this simple fact
be added the belief that whatever is done
by the Brahmo Somaj is not done accordi-
ng to the premeditated determination of
a body of men, but that it is the hand of
God that directs it all along, the charge of
fickleness will disappear, and a beautiful har-
mony will appear where originally there eeemed
to be nothing but contradictions and changes.
There are ohters who actually hold ns to
be mad. Mr. Voysey has 'boldly pro-
claimed the insanity of our leader. We plead
guilty to the charge. Yes, we are mad,
but wo are mad after a cause. It is the
cause of theism, of humanity, of India’s
redemption which renders us mad

;
and if

our opponents detect madness in ns, we
can assure them there is method in our mad-
ness. It is not incoherent words that have
gained to us the ear of the country. It is not
madness that brings together thousands of our
countrymen to t, hear our leaders. It is no
mere derangement of the mind that brings
together so many people to the weekly worship
of their Father. It is not mental imbecility
which has enabled us to hold against tre-

mendous opposition. Certainly there is some
thing in the movement which must be respect-
ed, and which we advocate so incessantly in

these columns. There are many others who
are very ready to ascribe motives for whatever
is done by the Brahmo Somaj. Of them we
have nothing to say, for we cannot stop the
mouths of those who suspect our character—

-

we cannot stop them by argument. Let these

condemn our leaders as much as they can. Their
character, we need not say, is in the hands of

an impartial public who will jndge of them
in future. But when we have mentioned all

these several parties that have been known
to take an interest in our cause, there

still remains a large mass outside, the body
of the people, to Tvhom the light of theism is

still in a great measure inaccessible. It is

these upon whom our precepts are calculated

to produce the greatest effect. These are

men who are neither friends nor foes, and

yet it is they who receive the greatest im-

pressions from us. So long as the

Brahmo Somaj has this large body to in-

fluence and fall back upon, it need not falter

as regards its motives or its aims.

HENRY THOMAS BUCKLE.

The February number of the Fortnighily

Review contains an article on the life and

writings of the late Mr. Buckle. As there

are some interesting facts connected with his

life which are given in the Review, we shall

reproduce them here for the information of

our readers. The writer of tiie article con-

trasts Buckle with Rousseau, and, of

course, awards the palm to the former.

But we think the bear mention of Roussean

in connection with Buckle is doing injustice to

the latter. Rousseau,whatever his claims to the

respect of mankind,—and we admit they wero

great, did not lead an edifying life. He passed

a melancholy life, and never maintained the

sagredness of domestic virtues. Ihough

professing to be gifted with emotions, he did

not scruple to send his son to a found-

ling hospital. We think, therefore, that to

compare him with Buckle, whatever his theo-

logical views, will be doing injustice to the

English philosopher. We have no great admir-

ation for the latter’s comprehensive theories,

nor do we think that his generalisations are

borne out by facts. As the writer in the Re-

view say 3,“Buckle’s method and generalisation

have been quite unfruitful. Mr. Darwin

and Mr. Herbert Spencer and Sir H. 8 .

Maine have had followers ;
Buckle had only

readers.” The reason for this is that Buckle

made only generalisations and never stuck

to details. It is because of this that a

German scholar, we think, used to call him a

“ conceited school-boy.” But whatever^ the

merits or otherwise of his speculations,

there can be no doubt that he was

a phenomenon in the history of thonght.

Unlike many other great Tmen, the world was

ignorant of his name till the appearance of

his “History of Civilization.*’ “ The most

singular of all is,” says the writer, “ that

during the period of preparation, he deliberate-

ly abstained from any partial or tentative

work, and that he entered upon the work of

preparation with an utterly undisciplined, not

to say unexercised, intelligence.” Buckle s edu-

cation had been begun late. He had hardly

mastered his letters at eight. His great de-

light, we are told, was to sit for hours by the

side of his mother to hear the Scriptures read.

“Up to the age of eighteen he read hardly any

thing but the Arabian Nights, Don Quixote,

Bunyan and Shakespeare, whom he began at

fifteen.” Like other great men he had a

mother who was remarkable for goodness

and ability. He was ardently attached to her.

“ His father wished him to be an East India

merchant like himself. Bnckle entered the

office much against his will, but when he was

a little over eighteen, he was released by his

father’s death. His last words were to bid

his son, ‘be a good boy to his mother.’ Buckle

was taken fainting from the room.” This

argues a
^
great deal in favor of Buckle’s

purity of affections. Now as to his great

work we are told that his way to

prepare himself was exceedingly character-

istic. We learn that he read Larduer’s

Cabhiet Gyclopcedia at the rate of thirteen

pages in two hours. “ Wherever he could be

used translations, because he could gothroug|j
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them faster, bat, as many works were not
translated, he learned nineteen languages,
seven of wlilcU he could write and speak
serviceably (he introduced himself to Hallam
by interpreting for him in Germany.)” Buckle
was very particular in his management of
money matters. “ He had never more
than £1,500 a year to spend, and had
made up his mind that £3,000 was the
least lie could marry on. (He never did
marry

j
for one cousin whom he fell in love

with at seventeen married some one else, and
he was parted from another every way suit-
able, because his family thought it wrong
for cousins to marry.) He spent £300
a year on books, and it is not surprising that
ho taught his servant to bind the ragged ones
in brown paper, and that he cherished com-
fortable old clothes.” This is how he culti-
vated his style: “His immediate success was
deserved by the industry with which he had
studied a clear and popular style, reading
and re-reading the great masters, French'
and English, going through Johnson’s
Dictionary^ and Milton’s prose works to
enlarge his vocabulary, writing out in his
own words the substance of a passage of
Hallam and Macaulay, to see where his own
inferiority lay.” The death of his mother
was a shock to him, and modified, we think,
his theological views a little. “ On the first

of April 1859, he entered in his diary, ‘at
p-15 my nngtsl mother died peacefully, with-

out When all was over he sat down,
* in ^*id dreary house, once so full

of *^nd love,’ to write his proof of the

imm”*'*'‘‘^*^y of the soul.”

OUR POPULARITY AND UN-
POPULARITY.

Popularity in the midst of growing un-
popularity might seem paradoxical. But such
is at present the case with the Bralimo
Somaj. Never in its history perhaps was
there such wide-spread ami general antagon-
ism, and yet never were the public more
interested in it. It seems so difficult to
reconcile these two statements. But whether
we reconcile them or not tlie fact remains
indisputable. Oui position will perhaps be
best explained when we say that we are popu-
lar amorig certain classes and unpopular
among other classes. Among rationalists of
all sects and denominations and races
the Bralimo Somaj is and lias always
been most unpopular. Hindu rationalists,
Christian rationalists and Brahmo rationalists’
and rationalists who openly deny religion and
morality are all more or less opposed to ns
their antagonism being in inverse ratio to
their spirituality. How can prayer please the
infidel? Is it possible for the materialist to
view inspiration with favor; can the positivist
help laughing at onr pilgrimage to Moses and
Goutama? How can BPabrao deists, whose
religion is five minutes’ dry prayer and salvation
through work, long remain in a church where
yoga and asceticism and self-abnegation reign
supreme? Surely no sympathy is to be expect-
ed from those who understand not the things
of the spirit and must scoff at the
deeper truths and experiences of faith.
It is such men as these who are
deserting us, deriding us and persecuting
onr Church. Our unpopularity among these
people is inevitable, and wo do not in the
least regret it. To court the favor and
patronage of those who abominate devotion
and look upon hhdkti as an absurdity is an
act of humiliation from the very thought of
which the heart recoils. Shall the children of
light seek the approbation of God’s enemies ?
Shall they ignominiously truckle to the silly

ideas and infidel humours of those who are

sworn antagonists of the Kingdom of Heaven?

The more our church is unpopular among
these men the better for our eternal welfare.

The more virulent their attacks, the more

bitter the gall and venom poured forth by their

month and pen, the greater will bo the glory

and success of the Brahmo Somaj. We assure

them most seriously that we deliberately mean

to continue in that course of devotional folly

and mystic madness to which we have com-

mitted ourselves. Whatever the consequenaes

may be, wo mean to see visions and dance

like “ idiots” to the end of the chapter. Our

antagonists may quote these words and grin
;

they may ridicule and abuse' us to their

hearts’ content. For this end is the Brahmo
Somaj horn, that it shall be called an idiot

and a fool, and its doctrines and practices

shall be exposed to ridicule, and the wise men

of the world shall denv it their sympathy

and persecute it. All that has happen-

ed then is but a fulfilment of the

pliecy of the soul’s scripture, and who

can prevent it? But the question arises,

—Are the Brahmos nowhere popular ?

Let the expedition movement answer 1-^'®

question. Among the masses of the people,

among the truly devout of all classes, Chris-

tians, Hindus, Mahomedans, Shiks and

Brahmos, we find ready sympathy and in-

creasing regard. Men who pray love onr

prayers. Those who have regard for simpli-

city and poverty sincerely esteem our

missionaries because of their abstemiousness

and humility and are greatly moved when
they see them going about from door to door,

in the humblest quarters of the town and the

suburbs, singing the name of God. Those
who are fond of Yoga are deeplv interest-

ed with the spirit of communion and

Dhyaii or meditation so conspicnons in

onr services. Onr sweet pravers and sweeter

hymns may not be attractive to the drv and
heartless rationalist, hnt they draw large

crowds of loving devotees, men and women of

all seets. Even those who notorionsW differ

from ns in opinion and in do?matio thpnlo<?y

come most eagerly and cheerfully to hear onr

preachers, not because tliey wish to patronize

them or show their sympathy, hnt sitnnlv be-

cause they care to bear honest preaching and
are drawn towards those whose yoga and hhnJcti

they must how to, althongh their theolo-

gical position might be different. India is the

land of faith, and here true faith is destined

to prevail. Formerly there wore only about

three or four hundred people that used to

assemble on the occasion of onr preaching,

hnt now three or four thousand. Time was
when a grand and suceessfnl demonstration
was an annual event. Now open air gather-

ings and numerous meetings and long proces-

sions are to ho witnessed almost every month.
Why is this? The people like to see ns and'

hear ns. They are anxious to see men of faith,

yogis and bhahtas, and to hear words of faith

and communion. Tliev would rejoice to see a

revival of the good old days of ancient piety

and purify, when singing preachers and
mendicants, sadhus and devotees, rishis and
munis used to go about the length and
breadth of the country, enlightening and
sanctifying the people by their teachings and
examples. If Brahmos will hide themselves,

cui honol But let onr preachers come
out and let onr missionaries move about, and
let them show India the treasures of heaven
they have gathered, and all India, we mean
religions and not atheistic India, will rise

and honor and lovingly embrace these humble
stewards of the Lord. Now is the time for

them to stir up and go about roaring, as the

Hoa goetb abont^

,

There was special service at the house of Babu
Prem Chand Burral last evening.

Bhai Protap Chunder Mozoomder has pro-
ceeded to Gya to celebrate the anniversary of the
local Brahmo Somaj.

We beg to acknowledge with thanks the receipt
or the following sums as contributions towards the
erection of the Brahmo Missionary Homo. As
the work is still in progress and further aid is
needed for its completion, we hope the Brahmo
public and others interested in the work will be
good

^

enough to respond to the earnest call for
help in the matter.

Rs.

1606
As.
4

P.
0Already acknowledged

H. H. the Maharajah of Bnr-
- -200 0 0

Naval Rao Sukeren Advani,
jEsq., Hydrabad.Sind ... 40 0 0

Maharani Surnomoye, O. I. E. 20 0 0
Lai la Bani Pershad Deva,

Ghazi Khan ... ... 20 0 0
Brahmo Somaj, Burdwan ... 5 0 0
Sadanand Balkrishna, Esq 5 0 0 290 0 -0
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brahmo hymn.

Blessed is the name of the Lord, blessed is
Hari, blessed is the Brahmo Dispensation.
Through the mercy of God, many a fallen ,

sinner has received new life and become
righteous.

The almighty and merciful Frovidcncc has
sent unto the earth the New Religious Dispensation
in order to destroy idolatry and superstition
and thus save the sons of men.
Heaven’s portals are opened, (what fear have

we !) The joyous vvind of heaven is blowing
;
there

come down, ever and anon, wisdom, bhaMi,
and ynga; living and burning truths, like '

fire.

All old dispensations, all pious and sober devo-
tecs,— every one is honored; hearing these glad
tidings, the joyiv, and rishis in Heaven sherw-
er down flowers, and utter glory unto God. '

God-vision, so rare a treasure among the Devas,
have become the food ami drink of this life;

the infallible words of Adesh are heard with the
ear of conscience. Blessed art Tiiou, O Merciful
Father, for the banner is planted in all countries,
and all religious dispensation.s are fulfilled. Glory
everlasting to Thee, O Lord, for, through Thy
aternal Laws and infinite mercy, we shail receive
salvation.

(Hom’fijjonclcnce,

tlo not hold ourselves in any may responsibly,

fortho pinions of our ooi'respondents.—Ed, N. d/.]

A QUERY ABOUT THE '‘LETTER TO
J8SUS.”

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,— By a close and thoughtful reading of the

“Letter to Jesus” by “a Hindu in trouble,’’’

published in the last Sunlay edition of your
excellent paper, I am led to ask you or your cor-

respondent one or two questions. On first reading

the letter referred to above, I was led to believe

that the writer was a sincere and thorough

believer in Je?us, or in other words, a Christian

at heart, though not formally baptised. But on
second thought grave doubts arose in my mind
as to the sincerity of the writer’s faith in Jesus

as an oraniScient Being. He says in the con-

cluding portion of bis letter that “ if these words
do not reach you (meaning Jesus) send me a line

by return of post.” (I quote from memory.) what
does be mean by this ? Does he actually mean
anything by these words, or is it the figment

of his imagination? Does he believe that Jesus

was a true man—a sinful man—like Socrates, or

Ohaityana, or Mahomed, or Moses ? Or does he

believe that Jesus was God Incarnate, or .that is, be

was God as well ns man, or,iu other words, that the

Divine nature was united to the human? If he

thinks that he was a true man, why should he

then worship him as God, or address such a

letter to him which is nothing leas than

an embodiment of the outpourings of a be-

liever’s heart to Christ as his Redeemer, But if
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he believes io the divinity of Jesus, why should he
use such language, “ if these words do reach
you Jesus.” Is it not virtually denying his omni-
Boienoe

!

Yours &c.,

A Voice from Chinsurah.
P. S.—Dear Mr. Editor, I should feel ex-

tremely obliged if you would kindly explain
svhy yon have in all your recent lectures and
discourses changed the old excellent phraseology
God Father” to “ God-Mother” in addressing

God?

[April 4, 1880.

* Victor HtTCO has just celebrated his 78th
birthday. Another veteran, Thomas Carlyle, is

84 years of age.

We have much pleasure in announcing that a
handsome donation of a thousand rupees has been
made to the District Charitable Society by
^]ah Kumud Naryan Bhup of Bijni. We
tiust that this spirited example will be
followed by others among the Native gentry of
Bengal, so that the debt of R»- 11,000, with which
we see the accounts of last year closed, may be
wiped out at an early date. The debt is no doubt
due to the badness of trade
has crippled the resources of
the same time that it has
upon it. Under such

It is said that Babu Manmatha Nath Ghose,
M. A., will gain the Cobden Medal for Political

Economy of the Calcutta University this year.

of late, which
the Society at

increased the claims
circumstances, the Society

muSj look for help to those whose incomes are
o a great extent independent of the fluctuations
ot trade; and we are convinced that in a com-
munity so distinguished for benevolence and
almsgiving, the needs of the Society only require
to be^ properly stated to elicit for it such sub-
stantial support as shall enable it to do as good
work m the future as it has done in the past.

Science may boast of a new triumph. As,

throughout the winter, the River St. Lawrence in

Canada is frozen over so as to render all naviga-

tion impossible, the inhabitants on either shore

find it somewhat difficult to traverse the broad

expanse of ice. A winter railway has now been

laid from Hochelaga to Longueuil, and was in-

augurated on January 31, when an engine and two
cars made a first trip across at the rate of 20 miles

an hour.-

INDIAN REFORM ASSOCIATION.

The present Parliament met on March 5, 1874,

and will consequently have reached the age of

six years and 19 days when it is dissolved. This

will be the longest Parliament but one during the

Queen’s reign—the longest having been that

called by Lord Derby in May 1859, which lasted

just 13 days longer than the present one. The dis-

Bolntion of the present Parliament is the 21st of the

century and the 9th of Her Majesty, and it is the

second Parliament which will have been dissolved

in the month of March.

Mb. Gladstone has eight children, seven of

whom are living. His eldest son is a member of

Parliament, his second son is rector of Hawarden,
his third is engaged in mearoantile pursuits. His
eldest daughter is married to the head-master of

Wellington College. Mr. Gladstone was about
thirty years old when he was married to the

daughter of Sir Stephen Glynne. There is no
man more studious in the British realm. He has

242 entries under his name in the catalogue of the

British Museum Library—the largest number of

the eight Wme Ministers of the Victorian epoch.

The statue of Lord Gough was unveiled at

Dublin on the 21st February. The inscription on

one side of the pedestal is, “In honor of Field

Marshal Viscount Gough, K. P., G. C. B,, K. G.,

an illustrious Irishman, whose achievements in

the Peninsular War, in China, and India, have

added to the lustre of the military story of the

country, which he faithfully served for 75 years,

this statue cast from cannon taken by troops under

his command, and granted by Parliament for the

purpose, was erected by his friends and admirers.”

The statue is by Foley, and looks like that of

Viscount Hardinge in Calcutta—also, we believe,

by the same master.

Professor LeOOe’s lectures in the Presbyterian

College, London, on “The Religions of China,”

have proved a great success. The first and second

lectures dealt with Confucius and Confucianism.

The third,was devoted to Taoism. Mr. Hugh M.
Matbeson presided. Dr, Legge showed that

Taoism, unlike Confucianism, is not an ancient

religion. It was begotten by Buddhism out of the

old Chinese superstitions. It followed Buddhism,
but its voice and spirit came from its

mother superstition, and it is fantastic, base,

Tand cruel. It has proved too strong for Cou-
fuoianism, which the Government holds to be or-

thodox, hence Taoism, like Buddhism, has had to

be recognised and endowed. Taoism is both

B religion and philosophy, and its followers believe

In a heaven and a hell; the idea respecting the

latter, the lecturer thoaght,might have been glean-

ed from some imperfect translation of our own
Bible. After passing though purgatory, spirits are

born again on earth, and have a second and third

trial. If a woman transgresses, her punishment

consista in being born again, but (m a mm,

The annual meeting of the Indian Reform As-
sociation was held at the Albert Hall on Monday
last, at 8-30 P.M. The Right Reverend Lord Bi-
shop of Calcutta was iu the chair. The Seerptary
read the annual report, which we hope to publish
hereafter. The following resolutions were then
passed :

—

Proposed by Babu Protap Chunder Mozumdar
and seconded by Dr. Mabendra Lai Sarkar

“ That the report just re.ad be adopted.”
Proposed by Babu Jodu Nath Ghose and second-

ed by Babu Gonal Chunder Bannerji and sup-
ported by Babu Krishna Biharl Sen,

“That the office-bearers of the Association be
retained for the ensuing year.”

Each of the gentlemen mentioned aboves poke
briefly in supnort of the resolution.

The Right Reverend Chairman then rose and
said :

—

As it appears that there is no other resolution
to put before you, it now falls to my lot to

address a few words to you, and they must he
words exnressive of mv sympathy with the general
objects of your Association.

The word sympathy is somoHmes used in a
sense which seems to convey the idea that we
feel pity and compassion for those to whom our
sympathy is extended, as when we svmpathl‘’e
with a person in sickness or distress

;
but it, is no

such sympathy as this that I desire to offer to

you this evening, I would offer such a

sympathy as implies that I do share with you iu

the interest and in the anxiety which evidently
influence you as members of this Association, I

cannot but be aware that in some resoects there is

a gulf between us caused by our difference of na-
tionality and of religion ; but the objects of your
Association are such as may claim the sympathy of

all men irrespective of the nationality to which
they belong or the form of religion which they
profess.

As I read your Report of 1878 I perceive that, in

addition to this general sympathy which I

feel with the objects which you have in
view, I can sympathise with you in certain
special anxieties to which you allude, because they
are in harmony with anxieties which I myself feel

in connection with the future welfare of my own
fellow-countrymen as well as with that of the
natives of this country.

I will refer to one or two passages in your Report
in order to illustrate what I mean. You state in
that report that in pursuit of the objects of the
Association, you are anxious “ to avoid, as far as
possible, imre theories and to aim chiefly at action."
Now I think that all true men will sympathise
with you in this anxiety,as 1 most certainly do. This
is supposed to be a practical age in which we live

;

but I am afraid that there is nevertheless some
fear of our being carried away by mere theories
and speculations of which the age produces
an abundant supply. Theories are valuable if

they lead us on to action, but theories have uo per-
manent value until they have been tested by
application to practical life,and we know how often
theories fail to stand the test. A people given
to the developing of subtle speculations is in danger
of becoming a nation of mere dreamers,and I shall

be forgiven if I say that the native of this country
seem to have ever had a tendency in this direction
I suppose I must at the same time confess that we
Englishmen flatter ourselves that we are what we
are mainly because we are a people with a decided-
ly practical turn. With refereace to the sabjeota

immediately before us, the reform of your social

customs, the education of your wives and daughters
&c., &c., many attractive theories might be elabor-
ated but you do wisely in confining yourselves to

modest, practical measures which may lead you
step by step to the desired result; and iu adopting
this course you have my heartiest sympathy

,

I observe again that in the matter of education
** every precaution is taken to guard against the

evils of orimming," Little need be said in

support of this policy. Mere cramming for the
immediate purpose of passing an examination,
results first in forgetting all that has been crammed
in, and this must further result in making the
poor victim turn out to be neither a theorist nor
a practical man. But you touch upon a still more
important and anxious subject when you
add “ that your students are made to under-
stand that their true vocation in not merely to whi
University honors, but to acquire sound useful

knowledge and become good onen"
Gentlemen, these words imply that you have

some anxieties on this point, that you feel there
is a danger to be guarded against, and in this

anxiety I can offer my synjpathy, We are a little

apt to think that University honors are the end
of all educational effort, but the true point to

aim, at is the qualifying ourselves to be of

use in the world in which God has plac-

ed us, and I am thankful to observe that

you recognize as one of these qualifications,

that we must be good men. Knowledge, if it alone
is made the object of pursuit,fosters pride and self-

sufficiency—as our Christian Apostle tells us
“ knowledge puffeth up;” but if it be not accom-
panied by love it cannot edify, it cannot enable
us to be of use to others, I must now refer to a
statement in your report which has greatly inter-

ested me, for though I have had much experience
in educational matters, 1 have never heard before

that such a plan as is alluded to has been adopted. Iu
many schools it is the practice to send to the parents
periodical reports of the conduct and progress of

th-?ir '•hi' I'-eu at school
;
but you. I find, enlist the

co-operation of the parents and guardians by call-

ing upon them to report to the school teacher upon
the conduct of the children at home. 1 repeat,

this is quite a new idea to me, and I shall be anxi-

ous to know how the plan succeeds. It is an indi-

cation, gentlemen, at any rate, of the extreme
care and anxiety with which every movement is

devised in connection with the operations of your
Association, and proves that you are no theorists

but men of action, even attending to matters of

minute detail.

Once more, my sympathy is called forth by
the statement in your report which declares your
conviction that your female education should be
in harmony with your national instincts and
habits in preference to superficial reflnement.
Any thing that is merely superficial is unreal,
and no exhibition of refinement can be real, unless
it be the natural expression of a pure and refined
mind and heart

;
your chief aim, therefore, must

be to enable them to bring to bear upon all the
relations and duties of life intelligence, purity,
and devotion.

Having thus far alluded to statements which I

have found in your last published Report, I must
devote a few minutes to some general remarks
bearing upon the work in which you are engaged.
Your Association is a Reform Association, and

it is well to consider what we mean by the wo*-d
“Reform.” I suppose that it will be most fre-
quently described as a readjusting of our
machinery, whether it be in politics, education,
or social life, and adapting it more perfectly to
the circumstances nn der which we find ourselves

;

and so you, I suppos e, are endeavouring to bring
your social life into harmony with all that has
dawned upon you since you came into contact with
the thoughts,' the literature, the habits, and
customs of the West. This is reformatiau as we
think of it iu connectiou with progress; but
there is another aspect of it which must be borne
in mind. Reformation implies that we have
departed from first principles and must recover
them, that we have failed in our attempts to
attain to an ideal, and that that model or ideal
must be placed before us again with a view to a
remodelling after the true example.
Some of you may have heard of what weEuglish-

raeu call the Reformation, a religious movement
in the 16th century. It looked back to
the original principles of Christianity, the early
examples of Christian life and worship; these sup-
plied the model, and any reforms which looked to
the adapting of machinery to altered circumstances,
were aocomolished in harmony with the original
standard. You, I know, desire and endeavour to
do the same

;
you are looking back to the past,

expecting to find a model in what you have reason
to think was the purer age of your existence as
people* I may well sympathise with you ia thisA
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but you see it brings us to very anxious question
as to where the true model is to be found, and
whence the pure ideal is to be supplied. It is not
possible to reform, unless we clearly make up our
mind as to the model after which we desire to work;
we must have an ideal and keep this ever before
our minds. On this point, I suppose, it will be
true to say that you are, to a great extent, feeli ag
your way, especially perhaps in that most im-
portant subject, female education. . You, I fancy,
have not made up your minds as to what you desire
for your wives and daughters

;
but I am glad to

know that the subject has your earnest atteutioin.
Ttour future greatly depends upon it : a nation’s
condition does not so much depend upon what the
Government does for it,as upon what each individual
citizen does for himself:—the people individually
must ever have before them worthy ideals, and be
ever endeavouring to exhibit and express them.
How essential this is when we have to deal with
moral

^
conduct, the principles of human duty!

Morality becomes something very indefinite unless
we have clear ideas of the true principles of
right and wrong, and definite moral precepts

be a definite guide. I know you agree
with me in this, and I have great con-
fidence that you agree with me in the opinion
that you cannot maintain a high moral stand-
ard unless^ it be raised upon a religious found-
ation. This, I know, presents a serious difficulty,
and the question whether sound morality can be
taught vvithout touching upon religion, is a ques-
tion whicli occupies the attention of many
thoughtful men. I see that Sir Richard Temple
touched upon this subject in his last address
to the Bombay University. For my part I must
express the opinion with which I believe most of
you agree, that there is no process by which you
can really teach a man to love his fellow man, un-
less you, at the same time, teach him to love and
fear God. I have already spoken of the gulf
which separates us when we touch upon the
subject of religion

;
but in as Hiring you of my

sympathy with you in the objects which you have
set before you, I may surely say that I am full of
hope, that in pursuing your work of reformation,
in searching for the most perfect model, and the
worthiest ideal, the Christianity which we have
brought to you and the sacred Book which sets
forth that Christianity will commend themselves
to you as supplying what we all need in common.
Babu Keshub Chunder Sen then rose and con-

veyed the warmest thanks of the meeting to the
Right Reverend Chairman for the many noble
and kind words he had just addressed to' them.
He regarded the Bishop’s presence as a tower of
strength, and only hoped the Association would,
by persevering and sustained efforts in the cause
of reform, prove worthy of the high encomium
bestowed upon it. He hoped also that the subject
of ethical teaching in schools would receive that
share of public attention which it deserved.
The motion was carried by acclamation. After

a fesy concluding words from the Chairman the
meeting terminated at about 10-30 P. M.

BIS.VIARCK’S PERSONAL APPEARANCE.

birth, patrician instincts, aud self-conscious
power.

It was in the great gala year of 1867. when
Napoleon III, then in the summit of his imperial
career, was entertaining the sovereigns and states-
men of Europe, at the Exposition, that I first saw
Bismarck, He was then fifty-four years of age,
aud he too seemed at that time to have reached
the full height of his renown. Interesting as it

was to see the stalw.art old soldier who occupied
the throne of Prussia

; the manly beauty of the
autocrat of the Russians; the grace and loveliness
of Eugenie

;
the secret expressionless face of the

imnerial host himself
; it is doubtful whether

either of these potentates attracted the attention
which universally sought that great Pomeranian,
who already seemed a world-mover and wore the
historic, as well as the personal aspect of a hero.

—

Geop.ge M. Towle, in “ Good Company."

MR. GLADSTONE ON TORY CALUMNIES.

The following letter from Mr. Gladstone ap-
pears in the Edinburgh Review :—

‘‘Sir,—Whatever may have been, or may continue
to be, the depression of trade, the circulation of
untruths and calumnies coutiuues to be brisk,

* Some short time ago I contradicted through
your columns,a list twelve of these untruths concern-
ing myself. 1 now offer a similar unqualified con-
tradiction to the accompanying list of nine more.
These brought to ray notice, are probably but a
sample of those wliich circulate unknown to me,
and fortify the Tory cause.

“ This practice of fabrication by some, leading
to culpably careless adoption by others, is so far as
I know without precedent in political warfare,
and it continues to be carried on without draw-
ing forth a word of rebuke from any of the
leaders of the Tory party in any of their numer-
ous addresses to their friends.

'‘w “ I have the honor to be, Sir,* your
faithful Servant

“ W. E. Glad.stone
“ Loudon, March 5, 1880.

“1. That it is ray intention to raise the ques-
tion whether there is a political necessity for ex-
cluding Roman Catholics from the Throne.

“ 2. That I was a fagot voter for Midlothian

.

_“3. That I suggested the formation of the
Civil Service Co-operative Stores in lieu of an
augmentation of salary.

“ 4. That I sanctioned the exertions of an
emisary from England to stimulate the war feeling
in Russia (asserted by Colonel Loyd Lindsay in
Newbury, aud entirely untrue.)

“ o. That I, the author of the change in the
wine duties, am connected with the firm of the
Gilbey & Co. in the wine trade,

“ C- That I have announced an intention to
withdraw the country from all its entangling
engagements

—

i. e. to break them.
“7, That I was in office for 16 out of 20 years

from 1856 to 1876.
“8. That during those years there was no

action of protest or otherwise on behalf of the
subject races of Turkey.

“ 9. That I have treated the connection of the
Colonies with this country as matter of indiffer-

ence.

The rough and rugged majesty of Bismarck’s
person and bearing is a fine external typification of

his mental and moral caliber. He belongs physi-

cally, as well as intellectually, to the race of the

world’s giants. The Brandeuburgian breed of men
is neither very tall nor, among other Germans,
men‘ally superior; but the Bisinarcks have been
tor centuries stalwart personages, stern and strong

of feature and character. They have long towered
among their Pomeranian countrymen. The pre-

sent Bismarcs has only carried upon a far vaster

field the power aud influence locally wielded by
his ancesters for many generations.

No one would pass Bismarck, even in a crovvded

.assemblage of celebrities or a court gathering of

statesmen, soldiers, and nobles, without pausing to

look a second time, in stature he rises quite to the

lofty heightof his imperial master,and that master’s

equally tall heir-apparent, His Herculean shoulders

seem to have been framed aud knitted to bear

the buVdens of war and empire. His haughty,

erect bearing, the chest full and solid beneath the

tightly-buttoned military co.at
;

the round hpad

wUh its shining bald knob, thrown proudly back
;

the firm, grim mouth, set rigidly by the mas,sive

jaw
;
the heavy, sweeping moustache, not long

since tawny, but now almost snow white ; the large

round, glistening cold gray eyes, always open, and

made more stern by bushy, overhanging brows,

indicate, as clearly as features ever did, noble

ANCIENT HINDU IDEAS ABOUT
WAR,

Tkanslated from the Sanskrit by
J. Muir.

(I.) Conquerors should kindly treat the
vanquished.

Mahabharata, xii, 3487 ff.

He who a foe has seized in fight

—

A foe whose deeds were fair and right

—

That foe with due respect should greet

And ne’er through hatred harshly treat.

Who acts not thus is hard in heart,

And fails to play a Kshatriya’s part.

He who in war has gained success

Should seek to soothe his foe’s distress
;

Should on him kindly, blandly smile.

And thus his downfall’s pain beguile.

When thou hast caused another woe,
Thou should’sthira more thv kindness show.
Though hated now, if thou begin
By friendly acts his heart to w'in.

Ye shall not long remain estranged
;

The foes shall soon to friends be changed.

(2.) Kshatriyas (Rajputs) should
fight fairly.

M. Bh. xii, 3548 ff., 3675 ff.

A Kahutriya fairly ought to fight,

And ne’er disabled foeraeu smite
;

His foes on equal terms should meet.
Men worse equipped should scorn to beat.
Whoe’er unfairly victory wins
Destroys himself—he basely sins,

’Tis better far to lose thy life,

When wagi'’.g honorable strife,

Than live and overcome thy foe
By artifices mean and low.
A beaten foe who takes to flight.

Unfit again to turn and fight,

Disheartened, hopeless, faint, oppressed,
Should never be too hardly pressed.
A warrior brave should hate to slay
The man who throws his arms away.
And humbly cries : “ Great victor, save
From death thy vanquished, prostrate slave.”

(3.) Needless Warfare Condemned.
M. Bh. xii, 3522, 3581, 3768 (Paraphra.*ed),

A Kshatriya’s function is the worst
Of all men tasks—the most accurst,

For, whether warriors fight or fly,

The fate of many is to die;

And so a battle loving king
On men must direful misery bring.

Hate, prince, thy hands with blood to stain;

Seek other means thine ends to gain.

Ne’er risk the chance of battle fell

—

Of which the issue none can tell

—

Nor e’er, till gentler measures fail.

Thyself of arms aud force avail.

By offers fair, in accents smooth.
Thine angry enemy seek to soothe;

And so adjust the cause of strife,

Which else would waste full many a life.

" Of a quite difterent tendency are the following

lines :

—

f4.) Praise op a Warrior’s Life.
M.Bh. xii, .3503, 3603, 3657.

A king who lists to duty’s call

In fight should ever seek to fall
;

Should on a sick-bed scorn to lie

Aud, moaning, slowly pine aud die.

The men their lives who bravely yield
To death upon the battle-field

Their fleeting pangs and sufferings o’er,

/ 11 straight to heavenly mansions soar.

There nymphs divine t'hese heroes meet,
With witching smiles and accents sweet.
Run up and cry in emulous strife :

” Make me,” ” nay, me,” "nay, me,” ” thy wife.”

II. The following lines are seclected from a
number describing the men who ” overpass all

evils”

;

A Model Man.
M. Bh. xii 4056 ff.

That man no evil needs to fear
To whom all other men are dear;
W’^ho ne’er abuse in kind requites.
Nor, struck, again the smiter smites.
Who neither fears nor fear inspires;
Who nurses no unblest desires;
Who can himself endure neglect.
But pays to others all respect;
Who, though himself by want opprest.
Ne’er envies those by fortune blest;
Who even in straits would scorn to lie.

And sooner far would dare to die;

Aud thus, from every weakness freed.
Ne’er sins in thought, or word, or deed.
A model man, who nobly lives,

To all a bright example gives.

THE BRAHMO SOMAJ OF INDIA,

( Bangalore Examiner.

)

The Brahmo Somaj of India, of which Babu
Keshub Chunder Sen is the acknowledged leader
in spite of the schism which divided the'’body in the
beginning of the yearl878,is,at the present moment,
passing through a phase of its existence which
is viewed in different lights in different quarters.
To utilitarian philosophers and pratical men of the
world, men who disbelieve, if not in the spiritual
nature of man, at least in spiritual developments
and manifestations in the present state, the recent
actions and utterances of Keshub Chunder Sen
and his followers appear to afford an inexhaust-
able source of satire aud sarcasm and all other
weapons of ridicule

; to reflective men, men who
believe in the progressive Divine perfectibility of
human nature, even in the present life, the Brah-
inos and their leader present a religious picture
which is a sad puzzle

; to some Christians, lay as
well as clerical, the doctrines and practice
of the Brahmo Somaj are but one remove
from those of Christianity— by such, indeed,
the Brahmo Somajists are considered ” not far
from the Kingdom of God;” to other Christians

,

agaiOf the religion of the Brabmosis nothing b«t
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a strange compound of various religions, an olli
podrida, in short,of Hinduism, Buddhism, Mahome-
danism, Unitarianism, Theism, Deism, Spiritual-
ism, and Christianity, a sort of religious rainbow,
which must, sooner or later, be washed out,
and vanish from the wondering gaze of the
world. By such, Brahmoism is not unnaturally
compared to the ever changing hues of the chame-
leon. To all thinkers and observers alike, Babu
Keshub Chunder Sen is the arch-puzzle which
keeps constantly eluding a satisfactory solution.
His three great public utterances, namely, “Am
I an inspired Prophet ?” “ India asks—who is

Christ ?” and “ Gcd-vision in the Nineteenth
century” have not contributed to show the world
what the man is, what are the nature and objects
of the religious mission he has undertaken,
and what is to be the ultimate character of his
teaching, doctrines, and practice. On the contrary,
these three lectures have rather tended to obscure
and mystify the world as to the real purport and
tendency of the Church he has founded. In the
lecture entitled “ Am I an inspired prophet,” the
Brahmo leader so exalts his character and teachin?,
on the one hand, and so debases them, on the
other, that it is hard to tell at what valuation
the world is to take him or he takes himself; in
his answer to the questioi “India asks—who is

Christ,” ho seems to persuade the world that,

like King Agrippa, he is almost a Christian ;
and

yet, he distinctly avers, in that lecture, that he
is not a Christian, and in his latest public address,
“God-vision in the 'Nineteenth century,” he
appears as a visionary and a spiritualist of so
transcendent a character, that it is extremely
difficult to follow him in the wake of bis argument,
and out of the glowing periods in which he has
clothed his thesis, to arrive at any safe conclusion
as to what is meant to be evolved as the practical
religion of a Brahmo’s life. There are passages in

this lecture which would do the highest credit to
the most eloquent Christian divine of this or any
other age, and there are yet passages which equal,
if they do not transcend, the most fervid and
unintelligible rhapsodies of the most dreamy of the
ancient Mystics. Then, to add to the general
incomprehensible character of the doctrines and
teaching and pratice of Keshub Chunder Sen, we
have what are calledgr “pilgrimages” to ttie

brines
,
(not material but spiritual) of the old-

world saints and philosophers. One such “pil-
grimage” has already been begun and has ended.
For three days, it would seem, “ the devotees went
through a course of preparatory devotion and
discipline,” before they undertook the “ pilgri-

mage to Moses,” and met that prophet of old on
the “ Spiritual Sinai,” the Brahmo Mandir in Cal-
cutta, There, they “ conversed through the Lord
with the spirit of Moses,” and there they conti-
nued for eight days, interrupted only by the
necessary calls which human nature needs for rest

and food. These things are gravely recoi’ded in

the Sunday Mirror of the 29th ultimo. The “ pil-

grimage to Moses” has ended, and another has been
begun, the “ pilgrimage to Socrates,” in which
Calcutta has been converted into ancient Athens,
and Bengal into ancient Greece, through an in-

explicable spiritual process, which is as wonder-
ful as the conversion of the Brahmo Mandir
into Mount Sinai. In the accounts of these
“ pilgrimages,” washing and cleansing, the nutting
on of clean clothes, the taking of shoes off one’s
feet, the invocation, the hymn, the prayers, and the
conversation with the Lord Jehovah—every thing
is recorded with the grave and deep earnestness
of sincere men, Of the sincerity of the Brahmo
Somajists, there can, we think, be no question

;

they, and especially their leaders, are all earnest,
sincere men, doubtless, meaning the things which
they say, though their significance and practical
value may not be apparent to ns, who have no
time and less inclination for the mysteries and
mysticisms of a transcendental religious philo-
sophy. But the question is, is the sincerity of
the Brahmo Somajists that of men sani in sino
corpore, or of men insani sano corpore 1 Are the
Brahmos, in short, possessed of the “ vision and
the faculty Divine,” or are they fresh examples
of the weakness of the human intellect and its

inevitable aberation, when filled with only one
idea, and thit one, religion ? The question is an
extremely difficult one to answer. On the one
hand, we have the institution of the Brahmo
Somaj proving to us clearly the progress of moral
and social reform amongst the educated Native
community of Bengal, if not of India, in the aban-
donment of such gross and tiiuehonored customs
as polygamy, miscellaneous concubinage, infant
marriages, the prohibition of the re-marriage of
widows, and m that which is most valu-
able of all moral and social reforms, the
exaltation of woman to her true sphere of
action and usefulness

; but, on the other
hand, we have this ** combinatiOD of disjointed

things” as in a dream, in the matter of the daily
practical religion of life, which makes us think
that either the movement, in its religious phase,
has reached a crisis, when it will pass away, and be
relegated to the limbo of all earthly vanities, or

come forth purified and chastened ns the true,

divine religion of Christ, delivered to the world
from his Father,

PRINCE METTERNICH’S MEMOIRS.

Napoleon and Hts Austrian Wife.

Prince Metternich’3 posthumous memoirs from
1773 to 1815, published by his son, Prince Richard
Winneburg.were to have made their appearance on
the 4th or ,5th instant in three languages, in London,
Paris, and Vienna, simultaneously. There has
been delay in the appearance of the work, however,
caused by the fact that the English translation is

not quite ready. The memoirs were written partly
in French, and partly in German, so that the task
of rendering thorn from one of these languages
into the other was a light one when com-

,pared with that of preparing an entirely new
volume. The conditions are that the publications
shall he simultaneous. The French nuhlishers are
obliged to wait until their English colleagues can
produce their edition. The memoirs will doubtless
create considerable sensation. In difference to
snecial testamentary disposition made by the
Prince, a period of twenty-five years was to elanse
after his death before they should be given to the
world, when they were to be edited by competent
persons and printed. The memoirs are said to
contain “ political reyelations and personal ana
of extraordinary value to the historian and
of lively interest to the public of every Euro-
pean country.” One of the most interesting
episodes recounted in the memoirs is doubtless
Metternich’s own account of the mementous in-
terview which took place between himself and
Napoleon I at Dresden, on the 26th of .Time
1813, The Prince, on the part of Austria,
offered a mediation with a view of closing the war,
but meantime was conducting the negoMations,
which led to the quadruple alliance, and ultimate-
ly to Napoleon’s defeat at Leipsic :

—
Napoleon in the Saxo.n Capital.

On June 25th, I arrived at Dresden, and alight-
ed at the house of Count Babua. Napolean ar-
rived at the Saxon capital a few hou'-s later than
myself, and summoned me to h's quarters for the
following day. He was staying at a villa in the
Marcolini Gardens ; upon the Elsterwiese, for he
did not venture to take no his abode in the city
itself, and more than 2').090 of his troops were
crammed into the Freidrich suburb for his protec-
tion. Napoleon’s position toward his array, as well
as toward the French people was at that time a
very critical one. The whole nation was split up into
two parties ; the one consisting of the ‘ Men of the
Revolution,” comprising a host of persons whose
destiny was bound un with the endurance of the
Empire, and the other compreliending all the ad-
herents of the Royal Bourbons. The former were
groaning over the hazardous situation into which
Napolean’sdevouring ambition had brought their
interests : the latter did not as yet dare to raise
their heads, but were awaiting with impatience the
results of the coming campaign, for which the
nation was even then making gigantic preparations.
The French army itself yearned for peace. Its

generals, without exception, felt but little

confidence as to the results of a struggle which
would become more than unequal so soon as
fresh allies should join the Russians and Prussians.
The Governments of the Rhenish Federation ex-
perienced great difficulty in restraining the detes-
tation of Napoleon animating the German people;
their own attitude toward him w.as a doubtful one,
which caused Europe to watch that of Austria with
all the more e-agerness and anxiety. Under these
circumstances the appearance of the Austrian
Minister of Foreign Affairs at Napoleon’s head-
quarters, could not but be regarded by
the leaders of the French array as an event, the
consequences of which would prove conclusive.
It would be difficult for me to convey in words any
idea of the miserably careworn expression which I

observed in the faces of the courtiers and generals,
all glittering with gold, though they were, who
crowned the emperor’s ante-chamber as I passed
through them The Prince of Neutchatel (Berthier)
whispered to me “Do not forget that Europe asks
for peace—above all, France, which will not
hear of anything but peace ?” I made no reply,
and entered the Emperor’s private room.
Napoleon was awaiting me, standing, his sword
at his aide, his cocked hat under his arm. He
approached me with obviously affected calm, and

enquired after the health of ray Emperor. Soon,
however, his countenance darkened, and standing
opposite to me, he exclaimed, “ So you will have
war ? Very well, then

; you shall have it I I
annihiliated the Prussian army at Lutzhn, I de-
feated the Russians at Bautzen, now you want
to have your turn, I give you rendezvous at
Vienna. Human beings are really incorrigible

;

nothing will induce them to take lessons from ex-
perience. Thrice have I replaced the Emperor
Francis upon his throne

;
I have promised him to

remain at peace with him for the rest of ray life
;

I have even married his daughter. When I did so,
I said to myself, ‘ Yoi are making a fool of your-
self.’ But it is true, and cannot be helped, although
I now regret it.”

Sacrificing Human Life.
He then took me into his study and showed

me the muster rolls of our army, just as he received
them daily. He went over them with extreme care-
fulness, regiment by regiment. Over this question
alone, we disputed for more than an hour. When
we returned into his reception room he said no-
thing more about the political issues at stake, and
I might have fancied that he wished to distract
ray attention from the purpose of my mission, had
I not known by experience how great an adept he
was in these well calculated roundabout ways.
He talked about his operations in Russia, and
was extremely diffuse anent what had happened
after his last return to France. Every word ho
said made it more and more clear to me that his
exclusive object was to convince me that his

reverses in 1812 were entirely attributable to the
Winter season, and that his prestige in France
had never been greater than in consequence
of those very events. After listening to him for

half an hour I interruoted him with the remark
that “ his own words afforded me a striking proof
of the necessity that he should bring all these
variations of luck and ill-luck to a full stop.”

“ Fate may betray you,” I observed, “ as she
did in 1812. Asa rule armies constitute only a
small percentage of the population, but you are
calling a whole people to arms, Have you not
already, in assembling your army of to-day,
swept away, so to speak, a whole generation ? I

have seen your soldiers
; they are mere children.

Your Majesty is convinced that you are in-

dispensable to the French nation
;
but is not the

nation also necessary to you? And when this army
of feeble stripplinzs shall have been sacrificed,

what will you do then?” At these words Napolean
allowed himself to be overcome with rage. He
turned deadly pale, and his features worked con-
vulsively. “You are no soldier,” he exclaimed fierce-

ly, “ and you do not understand what goes

; on in a soldier’s soul. I have been reared
on battlefields, and such a man as I am
makes no account of a million men’s lives ?” He
used a much stronger expression than this, and
as he spoke or rather screamed these words,
he flung his hat which he had hithrto kept
in his hand, into a corner of the room. I did

not stir, but leaned upon a console between the

two windows, and said with deep emotion, “Why
do you apply to me? Why do you make such a

declaration to me between four walls? Let us open
the doors, and may your words resound from one
end of France to the other 1 It is not the cause
which I represent that will lose thereby.” Mas-
tering his passion he replied, in a more moderate
tone of voice, “The French cannot complain of

me. In order to spare them I have sacrificed my
Germans and my Poles. During the Russian
campaign I lost 300,000 men, but only 30,00)
of them were Frenchmen.”

AGAINST VIVISECTION.

Speech bv Henry Beregh before the Joint
Committee at Albany.

An Eloquent Plea for the Exemption of Lwing
Animals from Mutilation for Educational or
Scientific Purposes.

Albauy, N. Y., February 19.—According to
previous appointment, Mr. Henry Bergh, Presi-
dent of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals, New York, spoke in the Assembly
Chamber this evening, before the Joint Com-
mittee of the Senate and Assembly and an
audience of the general public in advocacy of
the bill abolishing the practice of vivisection.

After speaking, in characteristic manner, of the
place of animals in the general economy of creation
and of the faculties and sensibilities possessed by
them, Mr. Bergh proceeded as follows :

It is, perhaps, superfluous for me to say, that in
my efforts to make apparent the monstrous fal-

lacies connected with the dissectiou of living ani-
mals, I quote extensively from the most celebrated
physiologiata, vivisectiouista and others.
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This drooping and utterly miserable animal
which you here behold was once a healthy dog

;

but science, seeking to learn whether a certain
part of its physical organization is important to its

existence, abstracts the secretions and watclies
the results. This experiment relates to the
action of the bile in digestion. The opera-
tion consists in cutting a bole in the abdomen of

the animal, ligaturing the intestine, and causing
the bile to escape from the body by a fistula. The
animals thus treated, or rather maltreated, are
kept some sixty or eitghty days, lingering between
life and death. As is usual, after all this terrible
slaughter and agony, Bernard, Schmidt, and.
others, are of one opinion, and Blondlot and his
co-vivisectionists are of another. To the ordinary
human understanding, this experiment is about
as useful as to drain the entire vascular system
in order to learn whether death would ensue.

I think that the inevitable consequence of
perusing works treating of medical science, is

astonishment at the conflicting opinions of its

disciples. Even the so-called discovery of Jenner,
relating to small-pox, which had its birthday in

1796 ; and has maintained the endorsement of the
Faculty for over eight years, is now utterly re-

pudiated by an important portion of the people of

Great Britain
;

and a society has been formed,
whose purpose is to suppress the practice of that
mode of treatment. My own opinion, perhaps, is

not worth much
; but it has always seemed to me

to be a startling and illogical conclusion ;
to in-

oculate a healthy body with the mucus of a dis-

eased animal with a view to the prevention of

disease.

It has been asserted that the practices of vivisec-

tors are exaggerated
;
let us see. Dr. David Fer-

rier, in his Experimental Researches in “ Cerebral
Physiology” says; “The animals were extended on
boards; the brain exposed by sawing away part of

the skull, the surface then extended by pincers,and
electrical shocks given by applying wires to it.

Concentrated chromic acid was then squirted into

the brain, through a hole in the skull.”
Thomas H. Huxley, LL. D., F.R.S., one of the

commission, in his “ Elementary Physiology,
”

mentions the tremendous discovery, that by “cut-
ting the sympathetic nerve, a rabbit can be made
to blush.” But blushing was beyond the power of

Huxley for performing the cruel deed.
The Medical Times and Gazette of August 1861,

flippantly mentions an experiment on a living dog.
which consisted in forcing half a pint of boiling
water into the stomach “in order to show that the
animal tissue could be disorganized, and that the
animal, after giving evidence of great suffering,
vomitted blood and died.”

Those of you, my friends, who have been able
to listen to the recitals I have just made, will per-
chance experience a glow of national pride at the
thought that such devilish deeds are impossible
in this happy land of yours ; but your self-gratula-
tion is but partially true—as I have lately had
occasion to verify.

On the 23rd of November I dispatched an
officer of the Society I represent, to attend an
Exhibition of a similar sort at one of the colleges
of the City of New York. It was necesssary to
employ much stratagem in order to gain admission
—recalling to my mind the jealous suspicion of
the ancient order of the inquisition. After a short
delay, the professor appeared upon the platform,
and the performance began. A live dog was
brought in—said to be under the influence of an
anesthetic—and the experimentor made a deep gash
into the breast of the animal,into which he inserted
the nozzle of a bellows

; but for what scientific
purpose, my messengers not being a scholar, could
not determine. The palpitating creature was then
ripped open from one end to the other so
that the entire interior was exposed to
view, and the heart taken out and put upon
a sort of a plate and passed around among the
class, to show that it still palpitated, although
removed from the body. A little more maneuver-
ing, which was incomprehensible to our agent, for
the prevention of cruelty, was gone through with,
when the mangled body of the poor dog—an
immortal work of the Deity, was tossed into a
corner of the room, as though it had been an old
boot, and the delighted class skipped out of the
laboratory ?

Well, what was this cruefixion of a sentient,
unoffending being intended to prove ? Nothing,
only to show— so far as ordinary intelligence can
discover -that an animal split open, and its heart
taken out, will quiver awhile and die.

Mr. Rergh gave many more instances of the
cruelly of vivisection, the details of which were
too horribly revolting to publish. He also quoted

^
a score or more of eminent and world-renowned
surgeons and scientists, whose testimony proved
the barba ous inutility of vivisection, and that the
most important medical and surgical discoveries

have been made without it,'and closed his address
by saying:—
“ My duty is nearly ended. With a brief pero-

ration I shall ask you to take these facts home
with you, and in the solitude of your
chambers, determine whether these insults to that
Immortal Being, who made us aud our ‘poor rela-
tions,’ the lower animals, shall go on

; whether
thousands of young men shall yearly be graduated
from our col leges, whoso Preceptor’s hands are
daily incarnated with the warm blood of tortured
animals, uselessly and wickedly slaughtered, as I

have shown, to afford them iclat
; and a demoraliz-

ing spectacle to a rising generation, to whom you
may some day entrust the sacred honor and lives
of onr families.”

THE LATE BEAHMIC AGITATION.

Oriental Miscelamj.

Now that the Bramho Somaj has continued to
exist for more than half a century, in spite of the
numerous obstacles that have stood in its way, its

existence as a moral force can no longer be safely
overlooked. It should, therefore, be the concern
of every man, whatever migUt be his religions views,
to see whether this force moves in the right direc-
tion. The late Bramhic agitation has called forth
such an amount of criticism and animadversion
from several competent persons, both here and in
England, that it would be utterly ridiculous, if we
did not attach some importance to the Bramho
Somaj as a regenerating force working slowly
but steadily in our society. We, for our part,
while admitting that the Bramho Somaj, as every
other human institution, is mixed with good
and evil, and while honestly dissenting from
several of the articles of faith that have, from
time to time, been promnigated by it, see no
reason why we should be 'blind to its high aims,
and grudge to give it that degree of importance
which it deserves. The frailty of the human mind
is never so clearly discernible as when we deal
with the beliefs, opinion's, and views of those

;

from whom we differ, or whom we dislike.

The influence of long-cherished biases and the
current of personal feelings run before our judg-
ment. This paper is intended to discuss freely some
of the question* connected with the late Bramhic
agitation, in the course of which the Brahmo
Somaj was greatly lowered in the estimation of the
public as its chief aim was to unmask or villify,

though, perhaps, unconsciously, that man who has
been for almost a score of years looked upon as
the life-blood of this institution, and whose indi-

vidual vigour of mind has carried it triumphantly
thi’ough all obstacles. We do it, at this distance
of time, because now it is expected that both
parties will be able to take that calm and dis-

passionate view of the case which it was before
almost impossible for them to do. I am well
aware, and that is my hope, that there are several
sincere, earnest, and truth-loving men among the
protestors, who once entertained a sincere aud
and reverential regard for BabuKeshub Chnnder
Sen, the self-created head of the Brahmo Somaj,
and who, if yet convinced, may return to

the bosom of the Church, which suckled them
so long, and be reconciled to its High Priest
“ who is the right man in the right place.”

The Protestors, in spite of their sincerity, earnest-

ness and love of truth, are unconsciously undermin-
ing the cause of the Somaj to which they have
devoted their life and all, by pointing ont to their

leader as the greatest hypocrite among them. If

Keshub Babu, after his disinterested services of

these many years, is to be looked down merely as

a clever scoundrel, we do not know what good
name the future has in store for those who now re-

joice in his supposed fall. Keshub Babu, in spite
of his shortcomings and eccentricities, cannot, as

far as our prevision goes, be easily replaced. He
is for the Somaj and the Somaj requires him. Babu
Keshub Chunder and Bramhoism must run their

natural course, and no amount of opposition can
check them. The services of Babu Keshub Chunder
to the cause of Brahmoism cannot be dispensed
with, without endangering its very existence. The
charges that have, from time to time, been
brought against Keshub Babu and other Brahmo
leaders are many, and it is not my intention to
notice them here. I shall here restrict myself
to the charges that were brought forward by
the Protestors in connection with the marriaze
of his eldest daughter with the young Maha-
rajah of Kuch Behar. That this marriage is an
intermarriage, that this marriage connects a
royal family of India with the middle class of

Bengal, that this marriage makes the dissemi-
nation of Brahmic opinions more possible in Kuch
Behar than it would otherwise have been, that
this marriage ia calculated to enlist the symatby of

'

a wealthy and powerful prince iu the cause of the
Bramhic movement, and that this marriage may
bring in vast social, nay political results in future,
are matters which the Brahmos shall have no time to
rejoice for, as long as the flame of party spirit will
burn violently in the bosom of the Church, and
those men, 'who once so earnestly supported
Keshub Babu and his cause, will feel a sort of
unnatural pleasure in feeding this destructive flame
and holding him to public ridicule. It is taid that
Babu Keshub Chunder, by contracting this alliance,
encouraged Early Marriage, as neither his daughter
nor the Maharajah of Kuch Behar had attained, on
date of their marriage, the age prescribed by the
Marriage Law which he had been instrumental in
getting passed, and which he had made binding up-
on all the members of the Somaj, that he, in this
alliance, forgetful of the interests of the Somaj,
consulted the happiness of his daughter and hia
own aggrandizement, and that by this conduct ho
so far compt’omised his own character as Minister
of the Somaj that he no longer deserved to sit on
the Vedi. There was something more which the
Protestors said, aud which made him still more
execrable in their sight. They said that Keshub
Babu had joined in the idolatrous rites that had
been performed ia connection with the marriage
ceremony. These two were, perhaps, the main
oharges, and the other chai’gea as they
cannot he believed without being blind to
the personal character of Keshub Babu and with-
out doing the greatest violence to our sense of
indebtedness to him for his past services, we con-
sider as beneath notice, and as such pass them
over without any comment. As regards the first

charge, it must be addmitted at the very cutest
that Keshub Babu did not observe the letter
of the Law alluded to before,and, strictly speaking,
did not act quite consistently with his former pro-
fessions. But Keshub Babu had strong and over-
whelming reasons to act thus. Babu Protap
Chunder Mozumdar, in his address to the Bramho
public of India, I said that the Minister had con-
sented to take the initative in the matter by
the pure dictates of his conscience and that,
unprepared as he was for the marriage of
his daughter, he had taken the proposal of the
marriage as providential,and dealt with it as such.
This statement excited much ridicule in several
quarters. But we do not see any thing prepos-
terous and absurd in it. He did in the case what
even an utilitarian would have done. This strong
moral sense helped him at once to anticipate the
vast good that may result from the alliance, and
he, as a man who sees God in all things, inter-
preted the dictates of this moral sense as the voice
of God speaking to him in unmistakable language
to give his sanction to the match regardless of all

c mventional rules on the subject. He thinks
tliat if he had not undertaken to celebrate
this marriage, he would have been guilty
before his conscience. And hence if all the men
of the world had been arrayed against him in
opposition, he still could not have refrained from
it. We cannot but admire Keshub Babu for the
heroic attitude he assumed in this affair and for
his readiness at all moments to run every risk
in the performance of what be considers his duty.
Now, let us look a little more clo.sely into the
charge. X cannot make out how Keshub Babu
cau be con.sidered guilty of having encouraged
Early Marriage. It has been settled that 14 is the
marriageable age for females, and 18 that of males.
But this is the letter of the law* What is its

spirit ? Its spirit is that a man or woman must not
marry until he or she is sufficiently developed for
matrimonial union. In spite of the law, I think
it would be wrong on the part of a wise father
to unite his son or daughter as a husband or wife
if he or she is not sufficiently developed. I do not,
of course, mean to say that there should be no
legally marriageable age, because a'l possible
cases cannot come within the limits of general
laws. What I mean to say is that a man cannot
be held morally culpable if he does not in one
instance observe the letter of]any law, only with a
view to produce thereby several beneficial results.

Supposing that Keshub Babu’s daughter and
the Maharajah of Kuch Behar were not sufficient-

ly developed, we have not still much to blame.
Keshub Babu took sufficient care to arrange
that the married parties should not be in

each other’s society till they attained the proper
age. Subject to this arrangement, the marriage
may rather be con idered as a betrothal than as a
marriage. To me it appears that Keshub Babu
is not less against early marriage than the Pro-
testors, and he knows why he is against it. The
Protestors should not trouble themselvss about
outward things. They should look within and see
the spirit, and then much of their misunderstand-
ing will cease. Then, again, they should look to-

wards him with that admiration which his sayings

and doings always inspired them with. That
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elf-aggrandizement was not the object which
Keshub Babu had in view in contracting the al-

liance, the past history of the Somaj and
his personal character speak to us the most
emphatically. If Keshub Babu feels a secret

pleasure in finding his beloved daughter
elevated to the throne of Kuch Behar, we cannot
at all blame him for that. Let us not grudge to

him this pleasure. Keshub is not a god. There
is nothing strange in his rejoicing as a father in

the prosperity of his daughter. Those who expect
Keshub Babu to do otherwise, betray their

ignorance of human nature. It is our own folly

when we place a man on the highest pinnacle and
expect him to work! miracles simply because he
surpasses us in certain qualities. It is our folly,

too, when we throw him down to the lowest pit,

simply because his doings do not answer our
expectations. A mau, however, exalted he may
be, cannot divest his mind of the infirmities inci-

dent to human nature.
^

Now let us come to the next charge. It is said

that the Minister joined in the idolatrous rites that

were performed on the occasion. Babu Protap

Chunder Mozumdar declares “ that it is not the

object of the Minister to justify all the circum-

stances that have transpired in connection with the

late marriage of his daughter,or to argue in defence

of all the measures taken on his own side. There

are certain things in relation to the marriage,whicb,

if they have pained any body, have pained him more
than others. The marriage has not been entirely

in accordance with his own wishes, and he does not

make a secret of his dissatisfaction on the point.

If any wrong has been committed in the course
,

of the proceedings under review, he is prepared to

protest against that wrong as openly and as loudly

as any other Brahmo.” “We can distinctly

affirm,” he says aeain, “that on the side of the

bride and her father, there was not a little of ido-

latrous observance. We have been surprized to

bear all this talk about prayaschista. Far from

consenting to such a ceremony, there was not

even a proposal of it at any time.” It is true,

if we have been informed aright, that certain

idolatrous ritesjwere performed by the bridegroom’s

party, but they were done at a time when Keshub
Babu could not help it. He tried to act consistent-

ly and conscientiously from the beginning to the

end. In the face of these plain and authoritative

assertions, if any body chooses to retain beliefs

prejudicial to the character of Keshub Babu, he

should, in all fairness, trace the matter to its very

onrce before he obtrudes those beliefs on others.

While Keshub Babu admits that every thing in

connection with the marriage was not done in the

way he wished, it is not at all necessary on the

part of any one to prove it again. If one does not

believe in what Keshub Babu considers to be the

voice of God speaking to him in the human soul,

the best course for him would be to cut off his con-

nection with him, and to avow before the world his

disapproval of Keshub Babu’s theological beliefs.

We may honestly differ from Keshub Babu and

he from us, but how can we be justified in finding

fault with one attending to what he considers to

be the voice of God. If Keshub was before the

agitation justified in having entertained beliefs to

which all men did not consent, how can ho be

blamed for his present beliefs.

Whether Keshub Babu is right in his beliefs or

not is a long question, which we leave' to the theo-

logical world to discuss. But we are bold enough

to declare that Keshub Babu, standing as he does

on this belief, is quite invulnerable. The question

that should engage the attention of the Brahmos

is not whether Keshub Babu encouraged this thing

or that, but whether his new belief is a reasonable

one. Those of his followers that were not prepared

to proceed with him, were perfectly justified

in leaving him till the point was finally settled ;

but uncharitable and ungrateful are those who,

in leaving him, considered themselves justified

in speaking ill of him. In conclusion, it seems

to me that misrepresentation and misinter-

pretation lay at the bottom of this agitation. Both

parties may now at this distance of time calmly

and dispassionately consider all the circumstances

connected with the affair. Well sayeth Paul

“Now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three :

but the greatest of these is charity.” Charity is

the essence of all religion. The Brahmos ought

not to lose sight of it,

M. C.

Darlington’s Pain-Curer has been

dfoun to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,

Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats, Coughs,

Colds,Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache,

Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in

the Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad

Legs,Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring-

worma, Pimples, Freckles, & Eruptions on the skin.

3t(lcpiitisemputs.

XCEI SEASON 1879.
Patent Pneumatic Zee ZUCachines

OF THE NEW MODEL.
With Enlarged Cylinders for Acid and with Cooling

Water Troughs, Producing two Pounds of

Pure Tasteless Ice in about 20
minutes.

ments introduced in the Pneumatic Ice Machines
of the New Model, a supply of which has been
consigned to them for sale during the present
season.

The Improved Ice Machines are fitted with
Cylinders of greater bulk for a larger supply of

Acid, and also with Cooling Water Troughs,
from which a number of jets of water, conducted
by perforated pipes, can be made to stream over
the entire body of the Acid Cylinder to preserve
it against overheating.
Under these impiovements, an Ice Machine of

the New Model can le worked continuously fora
louger time, and be maci j to produce a larger quan-
tity of Ice than a Machine with a small Cylinder
as heretofore made.
An Illustrated Pamphi 3t containing full instruc-

tions for use is supplied with each Machine.
Cash Prices.

For an Improved Double Action or
Two Decanter Ice Machine, fitted with
all requisites for working and packed
in one case ... ... ... Rs, 275 0

For an Improved Single Action or One
Decanter Ice Machine, fitted with all

requisite for working, and packed in

one case ... ... ... „ 190 0
Sulphuric Acid in Stone Jars, contain-

ing about 401bs., packed in case ... „ 10 4

ARLINGTON k CO.,
a-13 B, Dalhousik Square, Calcutta.

W. NEWAZAN dc CO.

NEW BOOKS.
Natural Science.

OUR PLACE AMONG INFINITES : a Series of
Essays Contrasting our little Abode i.u Space
aud Time with the Infinities around us. By R. A.
Proctor. New Edition. (3-14) Rs. 4.4

THE EXPANSE OF HEAVEN : a Series of
Essays on the Wonders of the Firmament. By
R. A. Proctor. New Edition, (3-14) Rs. 4.4

STUDIES IN LIFE. Lectures delivered in the
Lecture Hall of the Young Men’s Christian
Association, 1879. By Dr. H. S. Paterson.
(M2) Rs. 1-14

THE CRAYFISH ; an Introduction to the Study
of Zoology. With 82 Illustrations. By T. H.
Huxley. International Scientjic Series. (3-6)

Rs. 3-12
Ditto, Large Paper Edition, only 250 Copies

Printed and Numbered. (9-4) Ra. 10-4
THE MECHANICAL THEORY OF HEAT. By

R, Clausius. Translated by Walter R. Browne*
M. A, (6-12) Rs. 7.8*.

EASY LESSIONS IN SCIENCE. Edited by Pro-
fessor W. F. Barrett,

Heat. By C. A. Martineau. Illustrated. (1-12)
Rs. 1-14.

Light. By Mrs. F,S. Audry. Illustrated. (1-12)
Rs. 1-14.

LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS: their History, Na-
ture, and Mode of Application. By Richard
Anderson, p.c.s., with numerous Illustrations.

Large 8vo. (10-0) Rs. 11 4
A GUIDE FOR THE ELECTRIC TESTING OF
Telegraph Cables. By Gapt. V. Hoskler. Second
Edition. (2-14) Rs. 3 4,

THE PREPARATION AND MOUNTING OF
Microscopic objects. By Thomas Davies, Edit-
ed by John Matthews, M, D. (7-12) Rs. 1-14.

Medical Books.
THE MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR 1880, includ-

ing London and Provincial, Ireland and Scot-
land, Practitioners re.sident abroad, the Army
and Nary aud Mercantile Marine, Statistical

aud General Information (7-12) Rs. 8-8.

BRAITHWAITE’S RETROSPECT OF MEDI-
cine, Vol. LXXX. July-December, 1879 (4-8)

Rs. 5-0
SQUIRE’S COMPANION TO THE NEW PHAR-

macopceia. 12th Edition, 1880 (6-12) Rs. 7-8
PAY HOSPITALS AND PAVING WARDS
throughout the World. Facts in support of a
re-arrangement of the English System of
Medical Relief, By Henry 0. Burdett. (4-4)

Rs. 4-10
THE SPECTROSCOPE in Medicine. By Charles

D. Maemuun, B. A,, m. d. With 3 Chromo-
Lethographic Plates and 13 Woodcuts (510)

Rs. 6-4
EYE SIGHT

; GOOD AND BAD : a treatise on
the Exercise and Preservation of Vision. By
Robert Brudenell Carter, F. R. c. s. With
Numerous Illustrations. (3-14) Rs. 4-4

THE STUDENT’S GUIDE TO SURGICAL ANA-
tomy. By Edward Bellamy, f. r. c. S. Second
Edition. Plnlarged, (4-6) Rs. 4-10

STUDENT’S PRIMER ON THE URINE. By
J. Travis Whittaker, M. d. With Illustrations
Sketched by him upon Copper. (2-14) Rs. 3-4

Oriental Works
A MANUAL OF THE PUSHTO TONGUE: a
Guide to the Study of the Afghan Language.
By Major H. G. Raverty. (2-14) Rs. 3 4

A DICTIONARY OF THE TURKISH LANGU-
age, Turkish-Euglish and Euulish-Turkish. By
Redhouse, Revised Edition. (26-2) Rs. 29-0

A COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR of the Modern
Arvau Language of India. By John Beames,
B.C.S. Vol. III. The Verb. (10-0) Rs. 11-4

TRUBNER’S ORIENTAL SERIES, iu which will
be collected, as far as possible, all extant infor-
mation and research upon the History, Religions,
Languages, literature, &c., of .ancient India,
China and the East in General. The following
works are now ready :— °

The History of Indian Literature. By Albrecht
Weber, Translated from the (ierman. (11-4)

Bs: 12—8
Selections from the Kuran. Edward William

Lane. Revised and Enlarged. (5-10) Rs. 6-4
Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers.
With Introduction, Prose, Version, and Paral-
lel Passages. ByJ. Muir,C.I.E., D.C.L., &c.
(9-0) Rs. 10-0

Modern India and the Indians. By Monier Willi-
ams. D.C.L., 3rd Edition, Revised and. En-
larged with Illustrations and Map, (9-0)

Ra. 10-0
The Life or Legend of Gaudama, the Buddha of

the Burmese, with Annotations. By the Right
Rev. P. Bigandet, 2 vols, (13-8) Rs, 15-0

Miscellaneous Essays relating to Indian
Subjects, By B. H, Hodgson, late British
Minister at Nepal. In 2 vols. (18-0) Rs, 20-0

Trade, Commerce and Zndustrv
ECONOMIC STUDIES. By W. Bagehot. Edited
by Richard Holt Hutton. (6-12) Rs. 7.3

Seven Essays selectedfrom the Papers of the
Author since his Death.

MONEY : in its Relations to Trade and Industrv
By F. A. Walker. (6-12) Rg. 7.^

Lectures delives'ed at the Lamell Institution
Boston *

THE TRADE OP THE WORLD: Our Present
System of Commerce Examined. By Robert
G. Webster. LL. D. 8vo. (6-12) Ra 7-8

THE MERCHANT’S HAND-BOOK of Money,
Weights and Measures, with their British Equi-
valents. By W. A. Browne, LL. D. (3,6)

Rs. 3-18
KING’S INTEREST TABLES, Calculated at Five

per cent. Prom one Day to one Year
; and

Commission Tables from One-eight per cent, lo
Five per cent., thick 8vo. (5-0) Rg, 5.8

Xiiterature and Ziangruafire.
INTRODUOTIuN TO THE SCIENCE OF LAN-

guage. By A. H. Sayce. 2 Vols Crown 8vo.
(1512) Rs. 17 8

THE READER’S HAND-BOOK OP ALLU-
sions, References, Plots and Stories. By the
Rev. E, Cobham Brewer, LL. D. In a thick
Volume, 1,200 pages, half Roxburgh. (8-0)
Rs, 8-12

'

THE NEWSPAPER READER : Journals of the
Nineteenth Century on the Events of the Dav.
by H. F, Bussey and J. W. Reid. n.i2)
Rs. 1-14

^ ’

THE BIOGRAPHICAL READER: Sketches of
Prominent Men, by the best Authors. With *

Portraits. (1-12) Rg 1.14
a-35 W. NEWMAN & CO.
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New Books.

THE RACES OF AFGHANISTAN ;
Being a brief

Account of the Principal Nations inhabiting that

Country. By Surgeon-Major H. W. Pellew,

c. s. I.) late on Special Political duty at Kabul.

8 VO. cloth, Rs. 3-8. [Readyl

MALLESON (COL. G. B.)—Herat ; the Granary

and Garden of Central Asia. With Index and
Waps. Rs. 6-12.

RAVERTY (MAJOR H. G.)—The Pushto Manual

;

a Guide to the Study of the Afghan Language.

Rs. 3-8.

REDHOUSE’S TURKISH DICTIONARY. In

Two Parts
;
English Turkish and Turkish Eng-

lish. Revised and Enlarged. By G. Wells.

Rs. 30.

MARTIN (F).—The Statesman’s Year-Book for the

Year 1880. Rs. 7-8.

L&URIE (COL. W. F. B.)—Our Burmese Wars
and Relations with Burma. Rs. 11-6.

SLEEMAN (0. W.)—Torpedoes and Torpedo

Warfare. Containing a Complete and Concise

Account of the Rise and Progress of Sub-Marine
Warfare. With Fifty-seven Full-page Illustra-

tions, Diagrams, Wood-cuts, &c. 17-2.

SENIOR (W. N.)—Conversations with Distin-

guished Persons during the Second Empire

—

1860-63. InTwoVols. Rs. 21-8.

BRUNTON (T. L.)—Pharmacology and Therapeu-

tics: or Medicine, Past and Present. Rs. 4-4,

ARNOLD (ARTHUR.)-Free Land. Rs. 4-4.

GIBBON (C,)—What Wilt the World Say: a

Novel. Rs. 4-4.

KINGSLEY (C.) WORKS OF.—VOL. XIII.

Madame How and Lady Why. Rs. 4 4.

THE INDIA LIST, CIVIL AND MILITARY.—
January 1880. Rs. 7-8.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY CELENDAR for the

Year 1880. Rs. 3-4.

SMYTH (PIAZZI.)—Our Inheritance in the Great

Pyramid. Fourth and much enlarged Edition.

With Twenty-five Explanatory Plates. Rs. 12-14.

WITHIN SOUND OF THE SEA—Fourth Edition

Rs. 4-4.

POUSHKINS’S RUSSIAN ROMANCES.—Trans-

lated by Mrs. J. B. Telfer. Rs. 2-8.

DOD’S PEERAGE, BARONETAGE, AND
Knightage of Great Britain and Ireland for

1880. Rs. 7-8.

DOD’S PARLIAMENTARY COMPANION 1880.

Rs. 3-4.

SAYCB <A. H.)—Introduction to the Science of

Language. In Two Vols. Rs. 17-14.

GIBBON (C.)—In Honour Bound : a Novel. New
Edition. Rs. 4-4.

NICOLS (A.)—Chapters from the Physical His-

tory of the Earth. An Introduction to Geology

and Palseontology, Rs. 3-8.

WITKOWSKI (G. J.)—A Movable Atlas of the

Ear and Teeth. Showing the Mechanism of

Hearing and Mastication by means of superposed

coloured plates. Rs. 6-6,

WITKOWSKI (G. J.)—A Movable Atlas of the

Eye, Showing the Mechanism of Vision by

means of superposed coloured plates. Rs, 5 6.

ARMY DISCIPLINE AND REGULATION ACT
1879. Rules of Procedure, dated 22nd and 23rd

December 1879. Applicable in India.

BREWER (E. C.)—The Reader’s Handbook of Al-

lusions, References, Plots, and Stories, With
Two Appendices. Rs. 8-14.

I RINGER (T.M.D.)—A Handbook of Therapeutics.

Eighth Edition. Rs/ 10-12.

SQDIRE’S Companion to the British Pharmaco-
poeia. New Edition. Rs, 7-8,

MASSON (DAVID.)—The Life of John Milton.

- Narrated in connection with the Political,

Ecclesiastical, and Literary History of his

times. Vol. VI. Rs. 15.

GILL (Capt. W.)—The River of Golden Sand.
Narrative of a Journey through China to Burmah.
With Illustrations and Ten Maps from Original

Surveys. With Introduction. By Col. H, Yule.
In Two Vols. Rs. 21-8.

THE ENGINEER’S, ARCHITECT’S, AND CON-
tractor’s Pocket-Book for 1880. Rs. 4-4.

YOUNG (W.)—Spon’s, Architect’s, and Builder’s

Pocket-Book of Useful Memoranda and Prices,

Seventh Edition. Rs. 1-12.

ALEXANDER (T.)—Elementary Applied Mecha-
nics. Rs. 3-4.

THE BUILDER’S AND CONTRACTOR’S PRICE
Book for 1880. Edited by F. T. W. Miller.

Rs. 2-8.

QURDEN (R. L.)—Traverse Tables for the Use of

Surveyors and Engineers. Folio. Rs. 21-8.

THE BRITISH JOURNAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
Almanac for 1880. Edited by W. B. Bolton.

Re. 1.

THE SUNDAY MIRROR
THE YEAR-BOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY AND

Photographic News Almanac for 1880. Edited by
by G. W. Simpson. Re. 1.

HASLETT (0.) -Edited by 0. W. Hackley.—The
Mechanic’s Book of Reference and Engineer’s
Field Book. Reduced. Rs. 4-4.

EASY LESSONS.: LIGHT By Mrs. W. Awdry.
Illustrated. Re. 1-12.

MILITARY EXAMINATION PAPERS FOR
Admission to the Royal Military College, San-
dhurst, and First Appointments in Royal Marine
Light Infantry, together with Regulations and
Tables of Marks.

MILITARY EXAMINATION PAPERS FOR
Admission to the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich, together with Regulations and Tables
of Marks.

MASON (J.)—How to Excel in Study
; or. The

Student’s Instructor. Re. 16.

PRIOR (W. D.)—Practical Penmanship
; or. How

to Acquire a Good Hand-writing. Re. 1,

PRUDENTIA—Stories for Telling to Children.
With, Fifty-six Illustrations. Ra. 3-8,

PRET HARTE—Jeflf Brigg’s Lone Story
;

a
Novel. Re. 1.

MY FIRST SEASON —By the Author of “Counter-
parts,” (Standard Author) Re. 1.

THACKER’S BENGAL DIRECTORY, 1880,
comprising, amongst other information, OfiScial

Directory; Military Directory; Mofussil Direc-
tory; Commercial Directory; Trades Directory-
Street Directory, Calcutta; Alphabetical List of

Residents in Bengal Presidency. (Eighteenth
Annual Publication.) Half-bound in red
leather, price Rs, 16. Cash Rs. 14; post-free,
Rs. 14-12.

THE LEGISLATIVE ACTS OF THE GOVER-
nor-General in Council, 1879. With Index. 8vo.
uniform with, and in continuation of, Theobald’s
Edition of the Acts, Rs. 5.

THE INDIAN LAW EXAMINATION MANUAL.
By Fendall Currie, Esq,, of Lincoln’s Inn.
Barrister-at-Law. Second Edition. Revised and
rewritten Demy 8vo., cloth, Rs. 6.

MILTON’S ODE ON THE MORNING OF
Christ’s Nativity. With Note (Todd’s). Fcap.
8vo., limp. As. 4,

STAPLEY’S GRADUATED TRANSLATION EX-
ercises. Adapted to the Bengali Language . 8vo.
Sewed, As. 8.

THE RULES AND ORDERS OF THE HIGH
Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal,
in its several Jurisdictions (including such of the
Rules of the Supreme and Sudder Courts as are
still in force,) and Forms, with an abstract of the
Charter of the Supreme Court, the Charter Act,
and Letters Patent of the High Court, the Vice-
Admiralty Commission, &c., with Notes, By R.
Belchambers, Esq., Registrar; &c.. High Court,
Original Jurisdiction. Royal 8vo., cloth Rs. 16.

THE ENGLISH COURSE FOR THE FIRST
Arts Examination of the Calcutta University,
1881. Royal 8vo. cloth, Rs. 6.

VOL. II. HINDU TRIBES AND CASTES; to-
gether with an Account of the Mahomedan Tribes
of the North-West Frontier and of the Abori-
ginal Tribes of the Central Provinces. By the
Rev. M. A. Sherring. M. A., LL.B. Demy 4to.,
cloth. Rs. 16.

This Volume contains an acoount of the Tribes of
the Punjab and its Frontiers, Central Provinces
and Berar, Bombay Presidency and Frontiers of
Scind.

CAUSES OF BLINDNESS IN INDIA ; Treatment
and Cure, &e. By G. 0. Hall, Surgeon, I. M. D.,
Superintendent, Central Prison, Allahabad. Fcap
8vo., cloth gilt. Rs. 2.

GOODEVE’S HINTS FOR THE MANAGEMENT
and Medical Treatment of Children in India.
By Edward A. Birch, M. D., Surgeon-Major,
Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo., cloth. Rs. 7.

“ I have no hesitation in saying, that the present
one is for many reasons superior to its predeces-
sors. It is written very carefully, and with much
knowledge and experience on the author’s part,
whilst it possesses the great advantage of bring-
ing up the subject to the present level of Medical
Science.”—Z>?% Qoodeve. I

HOWWE DID “THE LIONS” OF THE NORTH-
West: a Trip in the Durga Poojahs to Lucknow,
Delhi, Agra. By F. O. B. Re. 1

.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,
a-34
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XiONDON AITS SAXTCASRIRB
ILXFB ASSVA’BANOB TO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.

This Company offers to the Public thk Com-
bined Advantages of

Unquestionable Security and Ziow
Bates of Premium.

WHILE the adoption of ail the improved
modern conditions under which Policies

are now issued enables the Directors to grant un-
usual facilities to all intending Assurers,

That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-
versally recognized as the MOST SECURE AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT is sufficiently

proved by the following statistics, “ startling in
their magnitude but quiet power,” extracted from
“ The Review” of January 1st, 1879.
“ In the years 1870—1878, the accumulated Life
Assurance Funds of the Offices have risen from
£90,700,000 to £117,600,000, or at the rate of
£3,000,' 00 per annum. This is after paying out
£71,500,000 in claims and bonuses on policies mone,
entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or
management expenses. The total sum received by
the Life Offices on life account in the eigtt years
was £128,700,000. Against this was paid in
claims, £71,600,000 ;

annuities, £3,350,000 ; and
surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being
a total paid out to Policy-holders of about
£84,000,000 ;

after this £27,000,000 were added
to funds.

The LONDON & LANCASHIRE returns 80, per
cent, of the profits, divided every five year# to
participating Policy-holders. English rates of pre-
mium only charged for such period as the Assured
spends westward of Suez.

Prospectuses and every required information
can be immediately obtained by application to

the undersigrned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.
The Manager of the Indian Mirror is authorized

to be our Agent.

A. B. SHEKLKTON,
General Agent Sf Secretary for India,

a-66 A. Lall Bazaar, Corner of Mission Row.

. QUICK! SAKE!! 4' SURE!!!
PAUZi dc. OO.’S

Proprietory Medloines,

Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co.,

DRUGGISTS.

No, 285-13, Bowhazar Street, Calcutta.

Prophylactic Mixture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,

Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss, of

Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this

unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable

and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system. Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Bxpectcratlng' Breps.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-

tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this

repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief,

Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rhea*

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, ..Cutauepus
and Mercurial Affections, and all the'various dise^ea
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the
Blood. By its influence the Appetite is. revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and ^the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution .-per-

fectly restored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

N, B.-—Full directions accompany each bottle,

Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
with full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

ggr Drugs of the best quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above address
in the cheapest rate po'sible. a-38

Por Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott, Presi*
dent of the New York Theosophioal Society,

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji CowaBji,
Institute, Bombay, Price two annas a copy
appl]f to tho Indian Uirrw Office,
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_ _ ADVAMTTAOBS OP ASSURING WITH THEORIENTAL LIFP: OFUTCE
All that Experience has proved Practicable and

Pnrdent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,
Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be
obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever ;

—

(1.) Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings,
(2.) Amalgamations Impossible.
(3.) Funds in Government Securities only.
(^•) Native Lives assured at European Rates.

(5.) Premiums reduced to English Rates from
date of leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or
China.

Annual Premium for Assurance of
Rs. 1|000 under New Systems

Age. 30 35 40 45

Premium Rs. As, P,

21 5 4
Rs. As. P.

24 8 8
Rs. As. P.

28 10 0
Rs. As. P.

33 14 8

Lower Safe Rates than any other Office.

(6.) Office young, and therefore free from Old
Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can be paid Yearly, Half-yearly,
Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of

(8.) CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OP DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 35 per *
cent,

(10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,
and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

(11.) Entire Direction in India.
(12.) Special Protection to Assignees.
(13.) The Most Economical Management.
(14.) Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-15-0 olny,
(15.) Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine.
(16.) Policy-holders can appoint their own

Trustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.
(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere

to suit Assurers,

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.

(19.) No Restriction on Travel.
Policy-holders in the '^oriental"ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER.

Unequalled Liberality.
Being established in India, all arrangements for

the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” are
made with a view to the convenience and benefit of
Its own members,—European and Native,—who
alone participate in the advantages arising from
its succssful progress.
Yearly list of new Assurers closes 31st

December. •

Special attention is invited to the Peculiar
System of Life Assurance introduced by this
Company, and to the New and extremely favorable
Conditions (as regards Rates, Profits, Limits
OF Residence, Non-liability to Forfeiture, 4c.)
under which its policies are issued.
The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when

Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

“THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AND
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT, IS RAPIDLY
GAINING THE CONFIDENCE OF THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY.”
Intending Assurers—Native or European— are

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the“ Oriental ” with those of any other Company,

DetaUed Pr^ect»Ms PropM.l Forms, Reports, .nd full parlioukrs on appliction to-

7 pAcf O-aI oWt’a ““LAUOHLAN SLATER, P.I.A.
7. wilLLEatEY PiACE, OALOUTTA. Manaom a AoinAaf BOMBAY

P. W. FLEURY & CO.BUZZiDBRSy BNGZNBBRS, SCZBNTXFIC INSTRUXtisKT
AND

CONTRACTORS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ILLUMINATION
No. 63, Dhurrumtolllah Street, Calcutta

’

Appliances for Bleotricity, Chemistry,
Optics and Pbotography on hand.

Blectricity.
Zanni’s Patent Magneto Electric

nXARERS

Telephone with a Microphone
Complete

2 Telephones with 200 feet Conner
Wire ... ... ...

Woodbury’s Patent Scioptioon
or Improved Magic Lantern

Patent Slide Tinter for above
Tank for chemical effects do.
Miorosoope attachment for magni-

fying small objects and projecting
on a screen for above ...

Woodbury’s Patent Pyro Hydro-
gen Lime Light a capital substitute
for the Lime Li^t

Woodbury’s Patent Lantern
Slides of the Paris Exhibition,
from Re, 1. As. 8 to

Coloured Magic Lantern Slides,
from Re. 1 to Rs, 5 each.

Patent Soenograph
; for pictures

4J*x 3F with stand .»

Rs. 20

20

85
8

6

25 0

50 0

2 8

25 0

Chemistry.

for preparing
' * • • •

sizes, from

Pneumatic Trough
Oas ...

Glass Test Tubes of
As. 2 to As. 8 each.

Glass Retorts, from As. 8 to
Brass Retort Stands, from Rs. 2 to
Bansen’s Patent Burner
Cmoibles from As. 4 to !!*

Pestles and Mortar from Re. 1 to
Glass Bent Tubes, from As. 4 to
Large Gas Bags each ...

Copper Retorts for preparing Oxy-
gen Gas, from 6 Rs. to ...

Rs. 8 0

3
4
6

1

2
1

45

12 0

amuse-Blre of IMCaglo Ziauteru for
meat of the Young.

La/rge Magic Lantern with 6 dozen assorted
selected slides, compri*ng magnificent views of
cities, Comical sliding moving figures. Chroma-
tropes and beautiful phot ographic slides, including
one workman’s attendance for one or two hours
Hopeos 6,

Bell complete (I dispensing with the
use of Voltaic Batteries and Che-
micals) !

Bunsen’s Galvanic Cells 8" x 4"
Callan’s Galvanic Cell 6" x 4" x 2"
Daniell’s Galvanic Cell 6" x 3"

Le Clanche’s Patent Cells
Bicromate Battery, - small
Magneto Electric Machine, for"

Cure of Nervous diseases with
single magnet

Magneto Electric Machine, with
double Magnet

Magneto Electric Machine, with
treble Magnet

Electric Light Apparatus com-
plete, worked with 50 large Bunsen’s
Cells

Apparatus with
40 Cells ...

®^f2^«°„T4lght Apparatus with
44 Oallan’s Cells ...

Oxy Hydrogen Light Apparatus com-
plete

Electric Bells from Rs.’g
each.

Rumkorff’s Coils of sizes from
Rs. 16 to Rs. 76 each.

Giesler’s Vacuum Tubes, of sizes,
from Rs. 4 to Rs. 8 each.

mv ,
***iotography, ^c.T^mas operating Box or dark

closed
3" X l"-6" X l"-6"

Operating Tent for out door work
Camera by Ottwell and Collis for

pictures 7" x 4^"
Portrait Lens by Lerebour for
above

View Lens for pictures 7" x iV
Large Portrait Lens by Lerebour
Improved Kaliedescope with patent
Lamp

Stanley’s Educational Miorosoope

Rs.

to Rs. 20

60
7

4
3
4

6

13

18

20

400

320

260

200

80
25

80

45
30
80

30
6
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MXCHOZiZiS CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta,
London :—1 Whltefriar’sStreetFleet St.E.O,

Current or Floating Accounts.
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheque-

paid from Rs. 10., No sums received, or payments
made, after 3 P.M., and on Saturdays after 1 p.m.

Government Paper and Securities
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.
Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange.
Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts,
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee,

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10 days’

notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on deposits
for longer periods at the following rates, payable
in Calcutta, or in London, at par :

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice

„ at 3 months’ notice

„ at 6 months’ notice

„ at 12 months’ notice

„ at 2 years’ notice . „
Pay-Bills, Pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates. Bills

corrected and rents realised.

Business rules forwarded on applioatUm, a-37

.. 3 per cent.

5 „
6

7

THE GREATEST

WOim or MODEM TIMESf

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to he
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies ox
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-
cident^ to the life of a miner, or to those living in the
bush.
Occarional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human tslcb,
viz;—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
ftomach-^e frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and cholera.

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT
Is the most effectual remedy for old tores, wounds,

ulcers, rheu^tism, and all skin diseases ; in &ct, when
used according to the printed directions, it sever failsM
cure alike, deep and supeifidal ailments.

Ihe Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

633, OXFORD STREET, lONDOR,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World

^ with directions for use in almost every
language, '

Beware of counterfeit! that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasera sho"M look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes f the
address is not 583^ Oxford Street, Loni

. they
are spurious.

a-21

NOTICE.

The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at
which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street,
where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, is henceforward to be called the
“Sen Press.” All communications for the
Mirrorr Newspaper and the Sen Press to be
addressed acoor^ngly.
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HAROLD & CO,
3, DAZiKOUSlE SQUARS. CAZiCUTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the Mofussil, to a supnrb invoice of Musical Boxes, with,and without the Harp or Setar accom-

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order,

and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfectly in tune
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

o

Box No. 1073, playlngr O Beng-all tunes, 1st series.
1. Poorabee. 1. Bassanto.

2. Irani. •'5. Kalangrah.

3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 100.

Harp or Setar Box No. 1073^, playing* 6 Bengali tunes, 1st series.
1. Poorabee, 4. Bassanto.

2. Irani. 5. Kalangrah.
. ;

3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 125.

Box No. 10751, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 2nd series.
1. Sarnng. 4. Jhinjuttee.

2. Bhoirabee.
j .

5. Bhoirabee.

3. Kaflfee. 6- Kawalee.
^ ash price Rs. 100.

Karp or Setar Box No. 1075^, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 2ndserle's
1. Sarung. 4. Jhinjuttee.

2. Bhoirabee. 5. Bhoirabee.

3. Kaffee. C. Kawalee.
Cash priceRs. 125.

Box No. 1077, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.
1. Tsza Bhee Taza, 4. Denga Chate Ayore.

2. Doogiree. 5. Kia Hoga Bhola Janee.

3. Hilli Milli Punnya. fi. Khambaj.
Cash price Rs. 100.

Karp or Setar Box No. 10774, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.
]. Taza Bhee Taza. 4. Denga Chate yore.

2. Doogiree. 5. Kia Hoga Bhala Janee.
3. Hilli Milli Punya. 6. Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 125. a-lO

[Established 1833.]

K. C. GANGOOLV iL CO.,

ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, &co.

19, 20, di. 24, ItXangoe Ziane, Calcutta.

The following is a description of some of the

works undertaken and goods sold by us :

—

Engraving department.
Zinc Plates for marking cases, Office Seals,

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for

Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-

sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon. Branding

Irons, &.C., Engraving on plated-ware. Gold, Sil-

ver, Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.

ay Rubber Seals are also supplied.

Printing department.
Books, Mercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any

character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards,

Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either

from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery department.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety.

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-

ness, Invitation, Ball Programme, Playing, &c.

Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing Paper,

Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth-

day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,

Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery

Account Books of various descriptions.

Terms—For Mofussil Cash or reference for pay-

ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per

Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the

trade.
Catalogue on Application.

H. C. OANGO0LY& Co.

Mangoe Lane, Calcutta.

A-20

PRIZE MEDALLISTS
For Excellency of ’Workmanship

J. M. EDMOND & Co.,

27—28, BENTINCK STREET.
Established 1833.

Cabinet KSakers, Tlpholsterers,
AND

Billiard Table XKCanufacturers,
Houses completely furnished. Furniture design-

ed and made to order.

Estimates given for all kincfs of Artistic Furni-
ture, Carpentering, Painting, Polishing, Guilding,
and General Repairs, Marble Polished, Moulded,
and Cleaned

; Picture Frames made.
J. M. Edmond AND Co., in 'soliciting a conti-

nuance of public patronage, beg to say they have
ready for sale specimens of Ebonized and Gold
Oxford style of Fancy Chairs, and are prepared to
execute orders for other Furnitures in the same
style.

J. M. Edmond & Co.’s New Show-Room is
now replete with New Heraldic Style of Dining-
room Chairs, and Rustic Chairs, Telescopic Dining
Tables, with Patent Table Expanders. The Oxford
Rustic style Drawing-room suite of original style
and designed by Native Artizans, artistic new
design Chamber Services, Hall Furniture with
Minton’s tiles inserted. Folding Triplicate Mirrors
and “ Exhibition” Pier Table. a- 13

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders,
commission will be charged according to the value
as the order on a sjiding scale of rates which can
of ascertained by application to the Manager.

Established 1846.

THE DRVGO-ZSTS’ KAZiZi,
35-30, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. “ Duke of

Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”
“ Hydaspes,” &c., &c.
Ziactopeptine

Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion
combined in the same proportion as they exist in
the human stomach, and will digest food in a man.
ner identical to that obtained under the influence
of the natural gastric juice. It will be found
far superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,
Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly
indicated in Anaemia, general Debility, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, and
impoverished condition of the blood.

Direction for use, formulce and dose measure ac-
company each phial.

Price Rs. per phial and packing As. 4.

Morson’s iMCedlclnal Pepsine.
loz. phial Rs. 3. Packing As. 4,

Norton’s Camomile Pills.
A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and

all stomach complaints.

Price Re, 1. Packing As. 4.

Kemrod’s cure for Asthma.
Catarrh, Bronchitis,Croup,Hooping Cough,

ordinary Colds, and all diseases of the Respira-
tory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin.

Price Rs. 3-S. Packing As. 2.

Grlmault’s Vegetable Zajectlon of
Matlco.

A few injections of very short duration are
sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges,

Pince Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4,

Whitmore’S Compound Ziinlment of
Arnica.

An effectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasms,
Lumbago, weak Joints, &c., and as a counter-irri-
nant in a slugeish state of the liver.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.

Wilkinson’s Ginger and Camomile.
Priee Rs, 2. Packing As. 4.

Whitmore’s Stomachic and Z<lver
Pills.

Price Re, 1. Packing As. 4.

Savory and Moore’s Pancreatine
Wine.

For effecting the digestion and assimilatbn of Cod-
liver Oil solid fat and food uenerally.
Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.

W. F. Smith’s Pile Powders.
For the cure of Piles & Prevention of Fistula.
Their gentle emollient action subdues irritation,

regulating the bowels without leaving a disposition
to costiveness, their decided tonic properties give
power to the system, arrest all tendency to and
counteract the weakening effect of the disease, and
their intrinsic value will prove that they fully
merit the title of a specific cure of Piles and pre-
ventive of Fistulas.

Price Re. I S per box. Packing As. 2.
PROPRIETORY MEDICINE,

Concentrated Compound Essence or
Fluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.

This preparation is decidedly preferable to any
other form in which Sarsaparilla can be adminis-
tered, on account of its portability and superior
efficacy. It contains the whole active and medi-
cinal properties of the root in the highest state
of concentration combined with the ingredients
of the compound decoction directed by the college
of Surgeons. The beneficial effects of this Fluid
as an Alterative or Restorative, its great useful-
ness in all disorders of the Skin, ludigestion.r
general Debility, and after a too free administration
of Mercury, have been universally admitted and
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most eminent practitioners of the piesent
day.

Direction for use accompany each bottle.
Price per bottle Rs. 2. Packmg As. J.

Best assortment of Drugs and chemicals. Guar-
anteed fresh, and received direct from the respect-
able manufacturers of London.
Terms moderate.—Wholesale rates on

application. Price Iht supplied to Mofussil doctors
and Dispensaries. Orders promptlg executed on
remittance of cash) or a respectable reference in
Calcutta.

GOBIND CHUNDED DUTT & CO
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS

’’

Wholesale and Retail Bruggists
And

Manufacturers 9f KSrated Waters.
<1-11
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NOW LANDED !

!

From the S.S. “DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH”
The folloiving :

—

ALEXANDRIA—ALBION PRESSES.
Quarto or Royal 8vo.

Foolscap Folio

Post Folio

Foolscap Broadside
Crown
Demy
Royal

10
15
16
19

21
24
26

7

11

15
16
18
20|

Iron Ink Tables.

Rule and Lead Cutters.
Roller Frames and Stocks.
Expanding Roller Frames.
Composing Sticks, 8, 10 & 12 inches.
Brass Rules Plain 8to. Pica, 24 in.
Dotted Brass Rules, 16 inches.
Rule Case, No. 1.

Ditto, No. 2.

Hand Lever Perforating Machines.
NO MORE TROUBLE WITH INK ROLLERS!

PROCURE ONE OF

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLERS
6 in. ... Rs. 12 0

5. ... „ 16 0
12 „ ... „ 20 0

These are the Rollers for India
they will not melt away, but last for
years ? ? ?

Stationery, Printing and Wiriting Papers of all sorts.
I'rmting Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office I

Amjtlih^ in tlie Printing Trade can he supplied at once.
Printmg m all its Branches m First-Class SfvloERASMUS JONES. Printers’ Agent, 6 & e, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.

WASLXIANTEB !

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. PARE’3 PATENT MEDICINES.

AXTONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidete against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising thereform.
Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Chronic Venerial affec-
hons, Eheumatism, Scrofula, Pimples, Cutaneous
BruptioDS) sevBral kinds of Skin. Diseases, Dyspepsia,
and general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful
property of removing the Mercury from the system
and of purifying the blood of all its impurities
from whatever cause arising, of invigorating the
Bystem and imparting fresh energy and vitality
to it. The brilliant and extraordinary efficacy of
Ibis Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic and
almost hopeless oases, proves its effects to be un-
rivalled and unparallelled,

^
Price per phial Be. 1-8

; and 1-12 in the Mofussil
including packing.

Ointment for Mercurial and Syphilitic Ulcers
and Eruptions. Price per pot 8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly free from
quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
totermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleemc Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the

and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials
iMtores the internal organs to their normal func’
lions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
titCf And gives tone snd vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever
complic^ed with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healinc' art and
where all other medicines have signally failed

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle l*o.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the cure of
enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of pains-

Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheumatic
&c„ instantaneously by the external application of
this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1

.

Cures guaranteed in all cases, in failures the
money will be returned.

To he had of
MAISON DE PARIS,

2, OHOWBINQHEE, NEAR DflURUMTOLLAH

SMITH. STANISTREET, & GO.,
Pharmaceutical Chemists and

l>rugrg-ists,
BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

lo Hit Excellency the Right Hon'ble

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-General of India
'^c.. Ac., jjc

'

TTAVE received a large and choice'’selection
makers of the following •—

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES^
'

Artery Forceps From ... 2 0
0*

_ )» )) Fenestra .. .. 4 s n
Belts, Abdomen '

o o n
„ Corpulency „ ... 12 q 0
”

,
5 0 0

„ Carson’s Patent .. ifi n n
Catheters, Silver Plated

,,
*300

Caustic Cases „
” q n o

Dissecting Cases
7 q q

Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings 4 0 0
„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete

,, ... 8 0 0
,, Trumpets for Deafness

,, ... 3 0 0
„ Cornets, Double *

9 n 0
Elastic Bandages, Beltst &c. 1

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks}-
,, ... 5 0 0

Stockings, Thread, per pair)
Ditto, Silk

,, ... 8 0 0
Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. 2 0 0
Electro-Magnetic Machines

)

very powerful, single
(

•' ... 20 0 0
Do. do. double „ ... 25 0 0
Do. do. pocket

,, ... ig 0 0ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From Ra A P

action
^

jo’ q’ q’
Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe’,’, 4 8 0
Kennedy’s Syphon 9 0 0Eye Instrument Cases

,, ... 60 0 0
„ „ Macnamara’s,, „ gg 0 0

Cataract Knives and Needless
,, ... 3 8 0

Scissors, curved, Probe, and
Sharp, pointed. Cross
Action

... 4 0 0
Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs,|&c. ... 12 0 0
Inhftlfirn. MqiibInhalers, Eclectic Mans c’or-

byns, Mudges, &c., &c.
Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles

Abscess Knives, Symes
„ Lancets

Bistouries

91

91

M
ft

3 8 0

2 0 0
2 0 0
1 12 0
2 ft 0

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

„ Army Regulation
Probes, Silver
Scalpel and Finger Knives
Scalpels

Scissors

Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaculum
Stethoscopes
Speculums Ear

99 Spring Kramers
*9 ), Nose
99 Rectum
99 Vagina
99 Silver Plated

Spray Producers, Listers

99 Richardson’s Complete
99 Various Makers

...14 0

...18 0

...7 0 0

...2 8 0

... 2 0 0

... 16 0 0

... 80 0 0

...100

... 6 0 0

... 2 0 0

... 1 8 0

...180

... 2 0 0

...2 0 0

...2 8 0

...7 0 0

...7 0 0

...3 0 0

...3 0 0

...6 0 0

... 18 0 0

... 16 0 0

...8 0 0

...2 0 0

...8 0 0

... 36 0 0

...800

...5 0 0
7 8 0

Suspenders
Subcutaneous Syringes
Aluminum Cases
Silver Plated Mounts
Clinical Thermometers ,,*

,, With Kew Certificate <0From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, «fcc., <fcc.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO*
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is
greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from ... 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate 8 8 0THE NEW PHCENTX THERMOMMBTERHm solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers, ^n
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its ^ot, so as to register the tem-
perOTure.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
isobviated from... 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOR

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxidised
Pnosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-SCRIBED BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-BEES OF THE PEOFESSIO#“Thej
With remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power.

!

conditions of the Cerebrospinal

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
Ihe largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.
Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. A

[

0 . Co. s B. I. G. 8. N. Co.’s Steamers.
Wholesale rates on application

.

9 A 10, Dalhoxtsib Square,
and 47 . Dhurrumtollah Street. a-40

rpHE undersigned beg to inform the Public that-L they have the undermentioned goods in large

Saaor.'“ 8upplied.-and

Syringes

P?n? ir
31b., Mugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds,Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallons
’’

Terms—Cash.
r.To«,N-.T moderate,
BISSONADTfl CHDNDER & SONS,

Bentinck Street, Calcutta.
‘

Apply to the Manger

FOR

Illustrated Price List,

Ax 65^OOtMWB SlREBTr
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A. J. PARKER & CO.

WILL SELL BY AUCTION ON THE PREMISES

No. 1, Lall Bazar,

On Satu rday, 3rd April 1880.

AT 12 o’clock

M X S C E X. Xi A IT B O U S 6 O O I> S

AT 2 o’clock

Handsome Household Furniture Suites, Couches Marble
Centre and Side Tables,

’

ALMIRAHS, DRESSING TABLES, &o., &c.

AND

TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER
4

A BXag-nlficent perfectly new Kap’s aesonator short Grand Plano.

These Pianos are ack'nowledgfed by all Masicians to possess a superb round tone, and great power
contained in a very small compass and are considered superior to those of 'any other Maker’

They are offered for public sale as an introduction into the Calcutta Musical World. Books containing
fnll particulars of the Ean'-f Resonator Piano and numerous testimonials from leadinir Artists eon
obtained by intending purchasers on application to

^ ®

A. J. PARK.be, <{(. CO.,

A UCTIONEERS,

1
, LallIBazar.

ITB'W GOODS! NEW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

preservb your sight.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnishing- Requisites.
VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS Rs fi fi

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 ner var’d OTT
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per vard

^

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to U ner set RRAS^
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7^8 per nair
BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c., &c., &c.

^ ^

A CHOICE assortment OP
LACE, MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS DAMASK*?AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

’

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India
N, B.—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers.

,

Srussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile l Scarlet Blankets in various sizes Infanta’ Coat'
Carpetings.

|

Blankets.
’

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical
manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs', Long
Curtains, Screens, Ac,

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace'and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs, .

In great variety,

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine'

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

EUREKA

Boor IHCats.

English—made from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.
»» «> )> 38 by 24 „

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

r, ” TIM ” *» ’> 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.
Hearth Rugs and Sofa Carpets.

Felt Carpets in several sizes, Felt Carpetinc bv
the yard.

Purdah Repps.
Green, Blue, CHmson. Maroon, Plain, and Fanct/
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repns

and several other Materials

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

. F. W. SAKBR CO.,
HOSIERS, DRAPERS, SILK MERCERS, &c., &c.,

> NORTHBROOK HOUSE,"
CALCUTTA,

SPECTACI.es db EYE-GXiASSES

r jjlHE determination of the proper spectacles for

any defect of the eyes, is undoubtedly a

matter of the greatest importance.

J

This importance is increased on the one hand

by the number of patients requiring such assist

ance—a number that throughout the’ civilised

world, may be reckoned by millions—on the other

by the actual injury inflicted by unsuitable glasses,

and lastly by the customary sale of most spectacles

by persons who have no adequate knowledge of

the conditions of their utility.

For the guidance of those "who cannot con-

veniently visit me, I have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions.

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, “ How. to

preserve the Sight,” with testimonials explaining

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free ‘on

application.

N. LAZARUS,

5, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET,

Calcutta.

OoBBoltatloB

. r
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20, OX.l> COITZIT HOtTSB STREET, CAECVTTA,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE AND COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WAOTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WATMeS FOR INDIA.
The Model Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. They are entirely of English manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements,
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.

C. EAZARTTS dc CO.,
House and X,and Ag*ents.
61, Bentinck Street, Calcutta.

The following properties to let and for sale.

For Sale.
O. 2, Madge’s Lane.

To Eet.

A S1|ACI0US Dry and Airy Godown, No. 2,
Mission Row,with entrance on the Road side.

To Eet.

The flat consisting of 3 large rooms, No. 2-1,
Mission Row, admirably adapted for Mer-

cantile Offices, now occupied by Messrs. Stanley
& Co., who will vacate the premises on the 1st
June next, from which date ,they are available.

Apply to

C. LAZARUS & CO.

For Sale.WORTHY the notice of Capitalists, Shipping
Agents, Mill-owners, or Noblemen desirous

of having a residence on the river bank.

AMANSION on the bank of the River Heoghly,
with 40 biggahs of beautifully laid-outland -

attached, having several tanks of very sweet water.
Situated in the southern suburbs of Calcutta,
within 20 minutes’ drive of Government House.
This ground has a river frontage of about 300 feet
with water of such a depth as to admit of a
ship anchoring close to the bank.

•V

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 230 to 25^
COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHES OF

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 85 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 6 cash.

o

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

guaranteed quality.
Silver Crystal Case,

Rs. 35 cash.
Ditto Lever Escapement

Rs. 45 ''ash.

GOES AESERT CHAINS.
A magnificent assortment, many of the pattern being recently designed and of a novel characterFrom Ra. 40 to 300.

The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of massive
•legant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

COOKE & KELVEY,
0-9 CALCUTTA.

Notice.

The Hookah-shop carried on by Radha Nath
Chowdhry, in Jorasauko, has been removed to

81, Bentinck Street, and will henceforward be to

conducted by the undersigned.

A large assortment of Bengalee and Mahomedan
shaped Hookahs of new designs just to hand at

moderate prices. Inspection invited.

Prices ranging from Rs. 2 to 10 each, inclusive

Chillam.
ISSUR CHUNDER BEED,

SI, Bentinck Street, Calcutta,
0*36

! NATXONAE RANK OF INDIA
Z.Z1MCZTBD.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.
On Twelve Months’ Deposits 6%
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4%

' Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short
I periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

<f34
J, WiNDRAM,

Jdawger

For Sale.

A very fine bungalow situated at
GYA. It stands in its own compound,

,

which is a very large one, is pukka built through-
out, and has a good range of pukka stabling;

(
also an extensive range of out-offices. It can be

I

disposed of at a moderate price, the owner having

j

left India.

For Sale.

ALOWER-ROCMED House, on the banks of the
river at Baranagore (Bhaduri Ghaut), 8

cottahs, 4 chittacks land. Price Rs. 2,800. Govern-
ment ground rent, Rs. 1-5-3 annually.

For Sale.

A FINE two-storied Mansion, situated at Ali-
pore, within 20 minutes’ drive of Govern-

[

ment House, well adapted for the residence of a
/ Native Prince or Rajah.
' The Ground-floor is marbled throughout, the
Reception-Room and Hall on the upper-storey is
teak-floored. There is a fine verandah to the South,
the whole length of the house overlooking a large
tank, and a grand pillared portico, the whole
height of the house to the North front. It has
excellent out-offices, and stabling with extensive
compound. Two fine tanks, one of which to the
south of the house, is very prettily embellished
with a fine pukka-built marble ghaut, and contains
sweet wholesome drinking water. A road with a
beautiful avenue of full-grown trees leads from the
entrance lodge to the house.

There is a large range of Racing Stables to the
south end of the compound, which has a separate
entrance.
The whole extent of ground measures more

than forty biggahs. The yearly Government rent
is Rs. 52-5. *

This Mansion, with grounds, has been decoratea,
improved and laid out, regardless of expense, and
is now being offered for sale, conaeqnent on the
owner having left for England.

To X.et at No. 10, Hare Stveet.
Suitablefor Mercantile offixes—BarritterP Cham^

hers—Attornies or Brokers,

Four large light airy and lofty rooms—having
entrances from either Hare Street or Conncil
House Street could be let separately, one portion
having the Council House Street entrance, and the
other the Hare Street.

’

O. LAZARUS & 00„
HOUSE AND LAND AGENTS,
61, Bbktihok Strxxt^ CALCVm,
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY,
SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE GENTRY.

o

THE MEW FZiEXZBXiE BAMD MECKIsET,
THE MOST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,

Manufactured of rich colored Gold. We keep a largre variety In Stockof all sizes and prices, from Bs. 80 to B.s. 250 each.

JEWEZ.Z.EB.'Sr
FOR

WEDDINGS AND
BIRTH DAYS,

AKD
ALL FESTIVE

AND
* Commemorative

occasions.

A very nice Chain, sufficiently

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

A handsome Gold Pendant set with a fine Amethyst, Gold fringe,
and glass for portrait at back.

Price Rs, 60 cash.

To match, Braoelet, Rs. 66, Brooob Ra. 36, and Earrings, as above.

. Illustrated Catalogues post Jree to Mofussil Constituents.

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
Jewellers Zn Ordinary to ZZ. E. the Viceroy and to K. B. K.

the Prince of Wales,
«.18 CALCUTTA.

Dentistry.DUMM AMZ> GO.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
BY APPOINTMKNT TO

His Ezoellenoy the Viceroy and Governor
General of India.

Nos, 46 S( 47 Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.
Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied

at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of house aundertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.

Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes i

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
;
a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.
Estimates supplied on application. o-lO

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-

men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited

to address themselves in writing to X, care of

the Printer,

J- COBFZEZiB db COi,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

jtTAY be consulted daily on all branches of

their Profession.

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-
manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They
cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free,

J. CORFIELD & CO,,

11, Old Qmrt Hmt Street
^ Calcutta, o*8

MO MOB.E PAZMS!!!

DARLINGTO

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip.
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm. Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the outward application only of this medicine,
when all the skill of the medical art has been tried
without effect.

Per bottle Re. 1, Large side Rs. 2, packing As. 8
DARLINGTON & CO.

Dlmrrumtollah Street, Calcutta.
The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains I ! I

are our trade marks. Unprincipled parties in-
fringing on our trade rights will be criminally
prosecuted.

O" Beware of a base worthless fraudulent,
native imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-
Curer.^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
ignorant imitators who cannot express their
thoughts in their own words, but servilely imitate
Darlington & Co.

Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
Mr. George Ostocke, Manager, Collingeerah

Indigo Concern, N. W. P., took a large bottle of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, found it efficacious, &
twice sent orders for half a dozen large bottles’ at
a time.

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, k.
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burieaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes " Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAiN-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some'
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dora, Bombay Presidency, writes :
—” We find

Darlington’s Pain-Curer efficacious, and are
glad to know of it as being a useful medicine.
Sister Theodorine, Superioress F de la Croix."
The Lady Superior of St. Mary’s Convent,

Allahabad, writes :
—“ Darlington’s Pain-Curer

has been found most beneficial in a case of local
Paralysis. M. J. Schmidt, Superioress."
His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after

ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 more large bottles of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer through Captain Percy Gough^ his
Private Secretary.
General Jeet Jung Bahadoor, Rana, of Nepaul,

after ordering one large bottle of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer, expressed his approbation, and
ordered for a dozen large bottles of the same.
Rajah S. S. Ghosal, after taking more than 20

large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, said that
he found the medicine efficacious in every instance,

“ Gentlemen,—I beg you will kindly send me
another bottle of Darlington’s Infallible Pain-
CURER which is undoubtedly worthy of its name
P. Thorpe, 39, Anderson Street, Black Town!
Madras.”

Mr. G. Dessa, of Howrah, has used more than
a 100 large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curer,
and finds it his only friend that affords him an
immunity frdin disease, or rids him of it when he
Is attacked.

Mr. E. 0. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the
Bengal Times, writes from Dacca. “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Cubkr was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple of applications, and in about 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer.”

Capt. Heath of the Steamer ” Bombay,” a
Master Mason, writes—” I gave a bottle of Dab-
lington’s Pain-Curer to a friend of mine who
was ill. It having relieved him greatly, he wrote
to me for another bottle. Kindly let bearer have
a large bottle of Darlington’s Pain-Curer." i

DARLINGTON & 00.,
a-12 DharrumtoUah Street, Oaloutta*

IfCURER
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ZXoog'lily Bridge ifotice,

The Bridge will be closed for tri i on
Tuesday, the 6th April, 1880, fro 1-30

to 8-30 P. M.
G. H. SIMMONS,

a-6 Secretai'y to the Bridge Commissioners.

'Angrlo-lndlan Bubber Stamp Co.
( Specially Cheapest Manufacturers of the

above stamp,

)

No 99, College Stbeet.

T ee promoters of the Company beg to intimate
the public, that they are prepared to under-

take works at exceedingly moderate rates and
execute jobs to 'the. satisfaction of constituents.

Price list supplied bn applioation. Specimens may
may be sent gratis,'

ZNBZA GEBEBAXi STBABZ NAVZ-
G-ATZOK COBZPA»rir.

SCHOKNK, Kilbubk k. Co .—Managing Agents.

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward every Saturday.
ri'IHE Str. Progim# will leave Cal-

J cutta for Assam, on Friday,

‘the 2nd April.

Cargo will be received atthe Company’s Godowns.
Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of' Thursday, the

1st proximo.

The Str. Lahore will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
’day, the 4th April. /'

Cargo ^ill be received at the ^mpnny's
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till^aon of

Friday, the 2nd proximo.
Passengers should leave for Goalundc\by Train

of Saturday, the 3rd proximo.

CAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-
diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

fJlHK Str. Lucknmo will leave

X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-
’day, the 6th April.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 5th proximo.
For further information regarding rates of freight

or passage money, apply tft

4, Faiklik Place, 1 Q. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 29th March, 1880. i Secretary.

a-23

B. PZNKSBTOK A. CO., 1

ENGINEERS, BUILDERS, tfc CONTAQTORs\
Bralnagre, \irater, and Gas,

|

Office and Work shop, 39, Bentinok Street' I

BZVEBS STEAM NTAVZGATZON
CO., ‘‘ ZiZMZTED.”

The Steamers of this Company run weekly from
Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

The Steamer Indore will

leave Calcutta for Assam
on Tuesday, the 6th April.

rriHE Str. Mysore will leave
X for Assam from Goalundo
on Thursday, the 8tb instant.

For further information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO.
a-32 t

Austro-Kungrarlan Lloyds' Steam
Navlgratlon Company, i

Line of Steamers between Calcutta and
Trieste vid Suet Canal,

Taking Cargo tor Egypt, the Levant, Black Sea,
Mediterranean, and Adriatic Ports.

The Company’s S. S. Narenta, will arrive

here on or about the 25tb March, and will

leave on or about the 5th April next, calling at

Colombo, Aden, Suez, and Port Said. Has ex-

cellent accommodation for Passengers, and carries

an experienced Surgeon.

The Company also cover risks of Insurance on
goods and specie shipped by their Steamers to any
of the above-mentioned places, and grant Bills of

Lading accordingly.

For Freight, Passage, and Rates of Premiums,
Ice., &c., apply to

DAVID SASSOON & CO.,
Agents, 104, CUre Street.

Z>R. J. G. ANBEBSON,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 128, Dhurbumtollah Street,

Maybe consulted at all hours daily.
(At homefrom 11 to 12 a.m.)

Family engagements in and about Entally under
special arrangements.

Eotlce.

Life of Maharajah Nava Krishna Deva Baha-
door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

Bebary Mittra, which the Press have opined to
he highly interesting, is ready for sale at the
Sanskrit Press Depository, the Canning Library,
39, Old Chinabazar, and 115, Chitpore Road.
(Burtollah.)

Price six Annas.
(All rights reserved.)

Sad Watches are Sold
BY HUNDREDS IN INDIA.

Black and MITRRAY beg to inform their
Customers and the Public, that they have

lately introduced a new description of ENGLISH
SILVER HUNTING WATCH, with Patent Lever
Escapement, and all the latest improvements.

Price—As. 55 nett.
These Watches are guaranteed for two years

and will be found strong, neat, and serviceable
having been especially manufactured for India
by Black & Mureay. They are warranted to
be entirely English made. (Many so-called English
Watches are Swiss, put in English cases).
Just to hand a consigment of their

celebrated RACING C H R 0 N 0-
GRPHS, Nett Rs 45
ELECTRIC BELLS for House or

Office with Push, Wire and constant
Battery ... ... j>o oa
BINOCULARS, all sizes, from

’ ’

Ra. 30 to Ra. 60

BLACZL ASfB MtJBBAV
CHRONOMETER, WATCH AND CLOCK-

MAKERS.
Hastikgs-Strebt, Calcutta.

1>EB CKATTEBJBE dc CO.
(From late De Leemans Co.,)

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, & REPAIRERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OP LAMPS.

TINSMITHS, ELECTRO- PL.ATERS, BRONZERS,
Lacquerers, and Bailway Con-

tractors, iSfcC., dfcc.

NO. 2, CIIOWRINOIIEE.

Baths of sizes
; Block Tin-made Deed and

Despatch Boxes, Sugar, Coffee, k Tea Cans •

Garden-watering Pots
;
Tea, House, Street, Portico’

Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railway
lamps of all descriptions

Always in hand and made to Order.

PORTABLE COOKING STOVES of single and
doable 3 and 4 inch burners. Tin and Wrought-
iron Enamelled Ware, &c.

Terms-'Very Moderate.

The Zndlan Students’ Guide to the
use of Bngrllsh Zdioms

Illustrating.
Part I. The use of Prepositions.
Part II. The use of words. Phrases and Pro-

verbs.

Part III. The use of the Definite and the In-
definite Articles.

BY
BHOLANAUTH PAUL, M. A.,

Head Master, Hindu Sebool, Calcutta.
Price to subscribers. Rs 2-8. Postage As. g[

Subscriptions will be received up to the 1st of
May next.

The following are now ready :

^
Pa^rt I. Price to non-subscribers, post free.

Part II. (A— Eat.) Price to non-subscribers
post free. As. 11^.

'

Apply to J. C. Banergey, Canning Library.
55, College Street, or to the author.

Zmportant Sale.
Wonky of notice of the Capitalists.

rptHB wfelP known Meniell Gunj Bazar in the
X Post of Chandbali, where the passengers

rest, together with the land called Simlia, the aggre-
gate incomei ot which is more than Rs. 1,(W0 a
year, is for sale. For particulars write to Rai
Nemy Chum. Bose Bahadur of Kurhar in Bhudrack.

270

V /
tdbiSi A.jun CO.’S

CRUSHED POOD FOR HORSES.
' Reduction of Price

COOK & CO,, are glad to be able to announce
the reduction of the price of their Crushed

Food to Rs. 3/4 per maund exclusive of bags.
Cattle Food Rs. 2/4 per mannd.( exclusive of
Chaff 1/8 per maund. ) bags,
«-7 COOK k Co.

In the Peer?
*

And will shortly be ready,

Mr. Lai Mohun Ghose’a Speech
at the Town Hall,

Delivered on Thursday, the 4th of
March 1880. 280

The Zndlan Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the PIRSTf PUBLIC COMPANY established

in Indiafc to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security ot,the Association is now generally

adopted' for Eur^ean and Native Officers under
Government- and Public Companies.

Frieads and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, FJ.A.,

.
Secretary.

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,
OR,

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

a-73 Agent, for BENGAL.

TKB ZirDZAM* MZBBOB.

RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town.

Fis* As P
For One Month ... o’ g o’
„ Three Months ... ... 6 0 0
,, Six Months ... 12 0 0
„ Twelve Months ... ... 24 0 0
N. B,—The above includes subscription to the

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil.

For One Month ... ... o o
,, Three Months ... g 0 0
„ Six Months ... ..' 16 0 0
,, Twelve Months ... ... 32 o 0

Foreign.

For Twelve Months {via Southampton) 48 6 0
» ti (ma Brindisi) ... 64 10 0

Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )

For One Month ... ... ... j q q
, ii/ree Months ... ... 9 a
Six Months

: ::: t o I
,, Twelve Months... ... ... 10 0 0

( Single Copy Four Annas. )

Foreign.

For Twelve Months Southampton) 12 7 0
)) {via Brindisi) ... U 14 n

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.
For casual Advertisements 2 annas per line.
No Advertisement charged for iess than a

Rupee.
For apeciai contract rates apply to the Manager

Printed and published for the Proprietor by W. C.
SooR, at the Sen Press at No, 2 British Indian
Street, Calootta,
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NEUTEB’S TBX.EOBAIIKS.

THE ELECTIONS.
London, 10th April.

Lord Hartingfon and Mr. R. W. Grafton,
Liberal candidates for North East Lancashire,
have been returned by large majorities.

(Kditoriat

The centenary of Dr. Chalmers fell on
March 17, and the occasion was celebrated at
various places in Scotland.

We are glad to learn that Cardinal New-
man is rapidly recovering from the eflfects of
the late accident, referred to in these columns
some time ago.

:0 :

In justice to the British Indian Association,
we should say that if it has addressed Sir
Richard Temple, it has also addressed Sir
Arthur Hobhouse, and collected subscriptions
in aid of Mr. Fawcett.

:o:

^
The Society for the Spread of the Jewish

l*aith, which meets in Berlin, considers that
there are at the present time between six and
seven millions of Jews in the world

; and of
these five millions are in Europe.

:o;

A MISER millionaire, says an English
paper, has just died of sheer hunger and cold
at a small town in Podolia, Russia. He
lived in the garret of a cheap lodging-house,
and has never been known to have a fire
despite the severity of the Russian winters!
i£300|000 was found in ^old in his room.

:o:-

It

-

appears that Mr. George Brown, the
Wesleyan missionary to the natives of New
Britain, who levied war on the savages for
murdering and eating four Wesleyan teachers
had bad an intimation from one of the chiefs
that they had prepared the vegetables, and in-
tended to cook .md eat him.

Norwegian paper states that on the
IJth February some fishermen found oflf the
^ast of an island on the western coast of
JMorway a damaged railway carriage, with the
words “ Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway”
painted on it. There can be no doubt that
It IS one of tbe wagons separated from tbe
tram which fell with tbe Tay Bridge.

The Guardian regrets that tbe resolution
to dissolve Parliament immediately will bring
with It some danger of the desecration of the
holiest season of Christian year by all the
unhallowed associations of a political struggle,
and thinks it most unhappy that the sotem-
nity of the Holy week and the religious glad-
ness of Easter may be disturbed by the sounds
ot agitation and strife.

We have received the last number of theBa^a Darshan. We need not say that we
hail Its re-appearance with a feeling of sincere
satisfaction. The public are disposed to for-
get every irregularity if it ig assured that the
periodicalhas secured a prospect of perma-
nence. We shall review the contents in a
future issue.

were once used by the Buddhist ascetics aa
their hermit cells. The city was a place of
great sanctity, containing precious relics of
Buddha, and was a favorite resort for pil-
grims, some of whom even came from distant;

China. The present inhabitants are bigotted
Mahoraedans, who call the ruined topea
‘ BourkjekafiSr’—the Towers of the unbeliever.
They say they were built by a race of gianta
before the Imam Ali subdued , the land, and
converted the inhabitants to Islamism.’^

-:o:-

We understand that Babu Bunkim Chun-
der Chatterji is engaged in preparing for the
press a comprehensive History of Bengal in
Bengali. The different parts of it have been
assigned to different writers of well-known
ability, he himself undertaking to write a
portion and editing the whole. We dare
say the undertaking will be a success.

The Freeman has the following good
anecdote » The pastor of a Baptist Church
somewhere in one of the Western States, got
wrong with his people somehow. At length
they gave him notice to quit, and the poor
fellow knew not what to do for a living. The
farewell Sunday came, and the chapel was
crowded for a farewell sermon. The good
man seemed in exclient spirits, however, and
announced that he had just received an
appointment as chaplain to a gaol. Then he
took his text and read it with emphasis, ‘ I
go to prepare a place for you, that where lam
there ye may be also.’

”

Whenever Dean Stanley opens his mouth,
he is sure to say some thing that is worth
remembering. On a recent Sunday,, hepreach-
ed on the text, “Gather up the fragments that
remain that nothing be lost.” Both the title

and substance of the discourse remind us, cu-
riously enough, of the meeting at the Beadoa
Park referred to elsewhere. The venerable
Dean took up the broad eclectic spirit of the
age in saying that every good thing preserv-
ed is so much added to the strength of a na-
tion.“Let there be no needless national waste,’*
he said, “and then there would be no needless
national want. In a spiritual sense, it was
the duty of people to gather out of the sacred
books of other religions and nations all the
good which had escaped the ravages of time,
A verse from the Koran, a saying of Con-
fucius, a word of some heathen philosopher
or poet, would often impress the mind when
the words of the Bible might fall flat from
their familiarity. Seize such words on their
own account, because they showed that the
truths which Christians held dear had been
venerated throughout the world, and had at-
tracted whatever was best in the nature
of man under all circumstances.” Yes, by
collecting the broken fragments we shall
get back the unbroken God of our fore-
fathers.

-:o:-

-.-o:

The Graphic of March 20 contains a
fine illustration of fragments of figures
discovered by the Rev. Charles Swinnerton.
Chaplain to the Khyber force, during
sorne excavations on the site of the
ancient city of Adah, some four miles south of
of Jellalabad. “The sculpture,” writes Mr.
Swinnerton, “cannot possibly be much less
than 1,000 yeys old. This ancient spot is

place of immense antiquarian interest.
There are here the remains of scores
Bnddhist topes .and many mt>st singular
caves scooped out of the bard conglomerate
of which the low hills are oomposed, and which

Allen’s Indian Mail says i

"We see tbat the Indian Ud^vrror repudiates
Dayanunda Saraswati Swamiias not belonging-
the Brahmo [Somaj]. This reforming Pandit v

(whose pupil and follower assisted Professpr Wil-
Hams, in his lecture on Monday) bases his theory
on the Veda, whereas the Brahmos reject the Veda
and Vedanta. We wonder if it could be possible-’
to arrange for Pundit Krishna Varma to give an '

exposition of the tenets professed by his co-
religionist. This brief rationalistic explanation'

*

of the ancient creed and ceremonial commanded
intense attention from his bearers, who would
doubtless gladly embrace an opportunity of listen-
ing to a more elaborate discourse with fuller
details.

Professor Monier Williams sayg'that he re-
presented '‘Dayanund Saraswati’s Churoh as -

theistic and not Brahmo. We admit the
distinction is not without a difference. ‘ The
term theism is a word of very wide‘s signifi-

‘

cation. But in India it is understood to be
identical with Brahraoism. Hence the mis-
conception which naturally arises, when one
calls Pundit Dayanund Saraswatl’a Society
a Theistic Church. The learned Swami believea
in two doctrines which cannot be theistic I
namely the infallibility of book rerelatibn and

’
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the transtuigratioQ of souls, and besides, he
|

has stediously kept himself aloof from our

movemeut. While \re say all this we should 1

have it distinctly understood that our respect

for the learned Swami is always great.

Jbsus, says the story, arrived one evening at

the gates of a certain city, and he sent his

disciples forward to prepare supper, while he

himself, intent on doing good, walked through

the streets into the market-place. And he

saw at the corner of the market some people

gathered together looking at some object

on the ground, and he drew near to see wliat

it might be. It was a dead dog with a halter

round his neck, by which he appeared to have

been dragged through the dirt, and a viler, a

more abject, a more unclean thing never met

the eyes of man. And those who stood by

looked on with great abhorrence. “ Faugh !”

said one, stopping his nose
;
“ it pollutes the

air !” “ How long,” said another, “ shall this

foul beast offend our sight ?” “ Look at his

torn hide,” said a third, “ one could not even

cut a shoe out of it.” “ And his ears,” said

a fourth, “ all draggled and bleeding.” “ No
doubt,” said a fifth, “ he has been hanged for

thieving.” And Jesus heard them, and look-

ing down compassionately on the dead creature

he said :
“ Pearls are not equal to the

whiteness of his teeth.”” Then the people

turned to him with amazement, and said

among themselves, “Who is this? This

must be Jesus of Nazareth
;

for only he could

find something to pity and approve even

in a 'dead dog.” And being ashamed, they

bowed their heads before him, and went each

on his way.

Mr. Gladstone’s progress through Eng-
land and Scotland deserves a brief record.

The following particulars are gleaned from

an English paper Mr. Gladstone left Lon-

don on the morning of the 18th ultimo for

Scotland. A vast crowd assembled at

King’s Cross to wish him success in Mid-

lothian, and, after singing “ Auld Lang Syne,”

called for a speech. After hesitating for a

few seconds, Mr. Gladstone briefly ad-

dressed the crowd, assuring his hearers

that he had no doubt he should attain

the object he had in view, and beseechi ng

every one to exert himself, and show that

London could do its duty as well as Scotland.

Mr. Gladstone was accompanied by Mrs.

Gladstone and the Earl and Countess of

Rosebery. Several Members of Parliament,

and a number of reporters, went North by the

same train. An enthusiastic reception awaited

the great statesman at every station where

the train stopped. At Grantham some 2,000

persons were at the station, accompanied by

the Liberal candidates, Mr. J. W. Mellor,

Q. C., and Mr. Roundell. At York, where

the train stopped 20 minutes, the Lord Mayor

and the leading citizens were waiting on the

platform to receive the distinguished party,

whilst a crowd of between six and seven

thousand persons assembled outside the hotel.

The platform at Newcastle was also densely

crowded, the majority of those present being

evidently warm admirers of the ex-Premier. A
large crowd also assembled at Berwick, and

at each place Mr. Gladstone delivered a

brief address. Edinburgh was reached about

7-40 P. M., three-quarters of an hour late,

where the railway-station and its approaches

were again densely crowded. Mr.Gladstone and

party drove off amidst hearty cheers to Dal-

meny, the seat of Lord Rosebry. Seldom, if

ever, has an English statesman received such a

seriefl of oyations.

In our issue of January 18, we reproduced

a speech delivered by Professor Monier

Williams on the Brahmo Somaj in which he

commented severely on our leader. It ap-

pears that Miss Collet sent our remarks to

the learned Professor and has elicited a reply, a

portion of which we reproduce hero ;

—

But if the leaders of the Calcutta churches

wish me to be fair towards them ,
they ought to

be fair towards me. I have never accused

Keshub Chunder Sen of accepting Divine honors,

though it is evident others have done so, or he

would not have thought it necessary to discuss,

in a public lecture, whether or not he ought to

be regarded as an inspired prophet. ... As
to the other matters, I did not describe Daya-
uunda’s Society ’as a Brahmo Church but as a

Theistic Church, and this I contend it is.

He then explained that his “Wokingham lec-

ture was a private one, delivered in a private

room before a number of its owner’s friends,

assembled by that gentleman’s special invitation.”

“ Certainly, a reporter was there (but quite un-

known to me), and he reported my address ia the

local paper in a fragmentary way, giving some
sentences without the qujlifying context which
would have satisfied even our Theistic friends.

Nor had I any opportunity of revising his report.

Perhaps you will kindly inform the Editor of the

Indian Mirror of this.”

We are are glad to receive this assurance,

and we hope his paper on Indian theism

which, he says, will be published soon, will

be more just to our leader. With reference

to the question at issue, we still maintain that

Professor Monier Williams used words which

were calculated to produce a wrong impres-

sion upon the public mind. He said :

—

“ Prosperity and success, however, proved a

greater trial to Mr. Sen than adversity, for

nowhere was success worshipped with more

fervour than in India
;

and his followers

began to bow down before him as if he had

been a deity in human form.” Now this is

not true
;
the followers of Mr. Sen did not

bow down before him as if he had been a

God. Mr. Williams says he has never ac-

cused Mr.Sen of accepting Divine honors; but,

if the reporter be correct, he has accused his

followers of paying him Divine honors. This

is unjust both to Mr. Sen and his followers.

But we shall be glad to hear that even this was
not meant by the learned Professor. We
entertain too high a regard for the learned

Professor to think that he will ever con-

sciously do us an injustice, and we dare say,

now that the subject has been brought to his

notice, that he will acquaint himself more

thoroughly with our views and form his con-

clusion upon published facts. We repeat no

body have more boldly and consistently

fought with idolatry and superstition than

the Brahmo Somaj of India.

THE INFANCY OF JESUS.

Christians are naturally anxious to know
much of the first thirty years of the life of

Christ. Curiously enough nothing is known of

his boyhood and youth. “It is written,”

says Luther, “ that there was once a pious

godly bishop, who had often earnestly prayed

that (iod would manifest fo him what Jesus

had done in his youth. Once the bishop had

a dream to this effect. He seemed in his sleep

to see a carpenter working at his trade, and

heside him a little hoy who was gathering up
chips. Then came in a maiden clothed in green,

who called them both to come to the meal, and

set porridge before them. All this the bishop

seemed to see in his dream, himself standing

behind the door that ho might not be perceiv-

ed. Then the little boy began and said, ‘Why
does that man stand there? Shall he not also

eat with us V And this so frightened the

bisbop bQ was awoke.” <<Let this be what

it may,” adds Luther, “a true history or a

fable, I none the less believe that C hrist in

his childhood and youth looked and acted like

other children, yet without sin, in fashion like

a man.” The Apocryphal gospels tell a

different tale. They represent Christ already

as a miracle-working boy, gifted with perfec-

tion from his birth. How much of ima-

gination and fiction have conspired to

deform the beautiful simplicity of a life

strictly human 1 The gospels contain no

records of the early life of their master,

except one allusion in St. Luke which

is significant enough. The Evangelist

tells us how “the child grew and waxed

strong in spirit, filled with wisdom, and the

grace of God was upon him.” He also

And Jesus increased in wisdom and

stature in favor with God and man. Now,

these do not seem to show that Christ came

into the world entlowed with infinite know-

ledge or perfection. “ He gradualhi advanced

in wisdom,” as a human being, shaped for a

grand mission, is expected to do. If, therefore,

any proofs are required for the assertion that

Jesus was a human being, and not the

infinite clothed in flesh, here they are in the

simple words quoted|from St. Luke. They prove

him to be a man who increased in wisdom

and stature, and in favor with God and man,

and came to be so filled with the Divine spirit

as to become ultimately the greatest of

human beings and prophets.

SPIRITUAL THINGS AND MATE-
RIAL LANGUAGE.

Canon Farrar is one of the most liberal

exponents of Christian doctrines in the Church

of England. We feel a peculiar pleasure in

reading whatever he says, for his opinions

are expressed with an earnestness and

sincerity of conviction which stamp them as

the genuine heart-utterances of a really

pious man. His sermons on eternal punish-

ment challenged the admiration of liberal

thinkers in every part of the world. There

is a charm in his style which it is hard to

exaggerate, and when this charm is allied to

correct thought,it becomes irresistible.We were

going to say that his manner of presenting

many of the supernatural occurrences recorded

in the gospels was such as to commend itself to

the approval of every theist. We shall here

allude to one passage, which relates to the

birth of Jesus. Canon Farrar says :
—“ The

fancy of poet and painter has revelled in the

imaginary glories of the scene. They have

sung of the ‘ bright harnessed angels’ who
hovered there, and of the stars lingering

beyond their time to shed their sweet in-

fluences upon that smiling infancy. They have

painted the radiation of light from His man-
ger-cradle, illuminating all the place till the

by-standers are forced to shade their eyes from

that heavenly splendour. But all this is wide

of the reality. Such glories as the simple

shepherds saw, were seen only by the eye of

faith
;
and all which met their gaze was a

peasant of Galilee, already beyond the prime

of life, and a young mother, of whom
they could not know that she was wedded
maid and virgin wife, with an Infant Child,

whom, since there was none to help her, her

own hands had wrapped in swaddling-clothes.

The light that shined in the darkness was no

physical, but a spiritual beam
;

the Day-
spring from on high which had now visited

mankind, dawned only in a few faithful and

humble hearts.” The passage is striking, and

we think it sets at rest one subject of con-

stant dispute among theologians. It tells us
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plainly that much of the material manifesta-
taion

^

of God recorded in the gospels
was, in fact, not material, but proceeded
from the spiritual illumination of the de-
votees. A man who feels joy in the
heart, sees joy in every object of nature.
The sun never appears brighter, the moon
never milder and sweeter than now. The
skies assume a radiant aspect, and the whole
face of nature is overspread with a halo
glory not its own. The roses seem to smile,
and the running brooks babble on their course,
and the birds sing, and all these seem literally
to take place before the believer’s eyes. It
is not that stars lingered “beyond their time
to shed their sweet influences upon that
smiling infancy,” but so they appeared to do
to the love-intoxicated devotees. The reader
has yet to learn how literally, in material
language, can the spirit speak of its striking

experiences. Whether these visions partake of

the character of the temptation or the blessed

advent of the prince of peace surrounded
by heavenly choristers, whether they relate to

cures of deep-seated maladies or miracles of
still higher pretensions, they proceed from the

same source, the spiritual illumination of the

believer. The light within illumines every ob-

ject or phenomenon, external or internal. The
reality within struggles to find an expression,

and failing to manifest itself in its own lan-

guage, it goes abroad to seek for tropes

anti figures in external objects. It is this tliat

happened in the case of Jesus and of every

great prophet that lived. The Gosnel of St.

John which on this ground is so incompre-
hensible to tlie superficial reader, becomes a
world of reality to one who reads of things

of the spirit with the eye of the spirit.

We require a host of learned, liberal

and spiritual scholars like Canon Farrar to

read the mysteries of the gospels anew
to a material, superficial and creed-bound
world. t

THE BEADON PARK ADD BESS.

The eclecticism of the Drahmo Somaj from
a Hindu point of view was explained the
other day by our minister in the course of his

open-air address at the Beadon Park. Tlio

gathering itself was a sufficient stimulus to

the efforts of any speaker, and it furnished,

we confess, a grand occasion for unfolding
a peculiarly interesting aspect of our church.
In no part of the town could so many be
brought togetlier to hear a discourse—so many
Hindus, we mean. The gathering on the
occasion numbered above three thousand people,

and the earnestness and attention with which
they heard the speaker ouglit to have convinced
any sceptic tliat religions activity was not alto-

gether dead in the community. The sight that
we saw on tlie Beadons Park that day was one
which we cannot easily forget. It certainly
filled every devout heart with hope and faith'.

The minister took for his text one of the
legends of Hindu mythology,and drew from
it one of the most striking principles of eclec-
tic philosophy. The story was i\\Q- yagna
celebrated by Daksha, and the episode
dwelt upon was the death of Sati, the wife of
iVIahadeva. It is related that Daksha celebrat-
ed n yCigna from whicli he excluded Iiis son-
in-law. The chaste and faithful wife of Maha-
deva, who in this case represented Nature
in her loveliest aspect,nevertheless determined
to be present on the occasion. But woe to

her for this decision, for on arriving at the
place of festivities, what did she hear but
words of reproach cast upon her husband,
the Lord of the universe ? Now offended

Nature could not maintain herself when
the Lord of lords was being slandered. She
sat down to contemplation, and died in

the midst of communion. It is stated

that, after her death, her body was cot
into pieces, and the fragments thrown
broadcast over the country. At the

present day the Hindus worshipped tliese

fragments. One member of the torn body is

ipresented as the deity in one place, and
another obtains the same honor in an-

otber. But nowhere is Mahadeva in his

entirety worshipped in any place in India.

The moral of this is evident. The Aryans
of old worshipped the unbroken Brahma
in

^

the Himalayas and held the Supreme
Spirit

^

in yoga or communion. But as
scepticism increased, God was despised,
neglected, slandered and reviled. False
gods were worshipped, and the Supreme
Spirit was forgotten. Could Nature calmly
endure the spectacle of an insulted God ?
She perished of herself. The legend says
that Sati did not commit suicide, but
she died in the midst of deep Sama-
dhi. That is to say, when Nature’s Lord is

insulted. Nature dies of herself and without
any effort. Nature cannot subsist without
Nature’s God. They are one and indivisible.
Hence the sublime tragedy which put an end
to the arrogant claims of the atheistic Daksha.
And what followed this heart-rending scene?
The body of the goddess was torn to pieces
and scattered abroad. Men began to pay
divine honors to particular principles of
the Divinity, according to their bent or in-
clination. Thus we see different sects have
taken different views ofthe Almighty,and attri-

buted exclusive importance to their own gods.
One sect takes God to be love, and it worships
the innumerable manifestations of Vishnu.
Another understands force or shakti to he the
all-in-all, and hence it pays undivided homage
to that principle. Another views knowledge
to be tlie only manifestation of the Divine
energy, and to these knowledge is superior
t> faith. Another exaggerates the im-
portance of karma or work, and thinks of
notliing hut religious practices. Thus there
is endless warfare among all the sects
which divide the religious community of
India. But there is hope still. That hope
lies in the direction of those stupendous moun-
tains in the deep solitudes of which our
forefatliers in days of yore worshipped and
contemplated the Unbroken God of all. The
speaker exhorted his hearers to think of the
past, when there was liglit and faith in India.
He asked them to stop hostility and war-
fare, collect the broken fragments of their once
undivided deity, unite love, force, knowledge
and work, and see once again tlie unbroken
God establish His eternal sovereignty over
the hearts of His Indian children. May the
day soon come !

CONSERVATIVE OR LIBERAL IN
POLITICS.

The Maharajali of Durbhanga has sent a
handsome donation to tiie Fawcett Fund
Committee, and has accompanied it with
a warning to the effect that his respect for

.Mr. Fawcett is not to be construed into an
expression of sympathy with Liberal views.

We believe the Maharajah means to say that
he is in politics a Conservative, as he is, of

course, in all matters connected with the

social and religions amelioration of his

countrymen. To any educated Native this

decided expression of Conservative views must
seem to bo carious, It is clear that, as a result

of the growing intercourse between the two
races, the leading ideas of the conquerors
have come to be largely participated in by
the conquered. Hence it is that such terms
as Conservative, Liberal or Radical have
become familiar to the Indian mind, and
the educated Native has come to apply
the same terms to things and matters apper-
taining to his own country. Bat there is one
danger in allowing a too nnrestricted use of
words whose meaning, when applied to Indian
institutions, either is not clear, or when viewed
closely, becomes strangely significant. Con-
servatism in England means something very
different from what it is in this country, and
for a Hindu Conservative to say that he is

a Conservative in the sense in which
the word is used in England is to

stultify himself entirely, or at any rate,

it betrays him into a position which
is perfectly ridiculous. Now, in what sense

can a Hindu call himself a Conservative ? It

is clear that in home politics English Conser-

vatism is something to which we may remain

safely indifferent, the conditions of the two

countries being so entirely different. Is

it in the matter of English domestic

legislation that the Maharajah proclaims

himself a ConservateJ? Let us understand

it thoroughly. There is now a move-
ment on foot in England conducted by

Radicals and many Liberals, to bring

about the disestablishment of the estab-

lished church. The Conservatives, of course,

are opposed to the measure. They are

for keeping the State Church pf Christ

in its entirety. Does the Maharajah mean
to say that he is a Conservative, because he

wishes that this Christian church should exist

for ever? It would he absurd to say that

being a Conservative Hindu, he could wish

anything of the kind. Or, again, does he

wish to say that he would have sided

with the Conservative party in its opposition

to Mr. Gladstone’s Irish Church disestablish-

ment proposal ? It may be said that it is

with the Conservative spirit and not with

the forms in which it manifests itself that the

Maharajah sympathises. But, then,Engli8h

Conservatism is so different frorn the Indian.

The very same spirit which prompts Lord

Bcaconsfield’s party to stick to an establish-

ed church, will certainly lead them to

propose the entire severance of all state con-

nection with the idolatry of the county. 1 he

same spirit, we say, will instruct the Mahara-

jah of Durbhunga to withdraw his patronage

from the principal religious institutions of his

place. Conservatism is a relative term.. But

it would not he an exaggeration to say that

the Conservatism of England is many centuries

in advance of that which obtains in India.

Even what goes by the name of Liberalism

now will cease to be such a hundred years

hence. A Hindu Conservative, therefore, is

the last person who might claim fellowship

with people of the same clan in England.

Lord Lytton, though a Conservative, advocat-

ed the other day at the Science Association

the fullest exercise of scientific thought and

freedom. We wonder if, being a Hindu, the

Maharajah of Durbhunga would do the same.

The scientific theory of the eclipses, for

instance, is incompatible with Hindu beliefs

on the same subject. If one should believe

the former, he sliould cease to take his

bath in the holy Ganges, and observe many

other penances on the occurrences of those

phenomena. On what grounds, then,could a

Hindu conscientiously take the side of either of

tlie two parties of English politics ? W^e think

the question can be answered from one stand-

point of view. It is from the aide of truth,
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right and justice that a Native of India may
unreservedly claim to speak as either a Conser-

j

vative or a Liberal. In the case of the pre-
|

sent ministry we have seen that many matters '

involving questions of right and wrong have
^

been wrongly disposed of, and wo have seen

that the Liberal party have invariably chosen

the side of justice and duty. If, in deciding

the claims of the two parties, we are called
^

upon to explain the principle of our choice,
'

we shall say that in choosing the Liberal

party we choose the side which represents

right and justice. And what educated

Native can do otherwise ? As people of

India we are not born Liberals or Conserva-

tives. It is the principle of strict morality

that should determine our choice of parties.

For our part we must say that we are neither

Liberal nor Conservative, but that we are

the one or the other according to the prin-

ciples, virtuous or vicious, which they re-

present. The word Liberal in politics is

as vague as that in religion. A liberal

thinker may mean an advanced Christian*

a broad churchman, a Unitarian, a
y

an evolutionist, or an agnostic. So a Liberal

politician may mean a constitutionalist,

a republican ora firebrand democrat. Now,

it is nec'"8sary to know which of these shades

implies what we understand by the term jiist.

We are not republicans or democrats, but

we are loyal. Would you call that Liberal-

ism ? Or let us go a step further. We are

loyal, and, therefore, we hail Queen Victoria

as our Empress. The Empress of India is

a term dear to us, and for this title we are

indebted to the present ministry. But being

Conservative in this sense, we cannot be ex-

pected to support the vicious policy of Im-

perialism inaugurated by our rulers. We hate

it, we denounce it, we reprobate it; and here we

are Liberal again. The fact is that the poli-

tical creed of an educated Native should be

moulded by these considerations of right or

wrong, and not by the predominant fashion

of the hour or the momentary triumph of a

party.

Sitahmo

The usual monthly service takes place in the

Brahma Mandir this morning at 7-30 A. m.

Ax the last meeting of the Arya Nari Somaj,

the minister explained the idea of the New Dis*

pensation and pointed out the ncessity of social

reorganization.

In connection with the opening of the Bengali

New Year there will be midnight service to-night

in the Brahma Mandir in continuation of the

usual Sunday service. There will be sankirtan,

reading and prayers.

Bhai PrOtap Chunder delivered an interest-

ing lecture on “Sakya Muni and his Claims at

the Theological Institution, held on Wednessday,

the 31st ultimo. The lecturer rebutted the charge

often brought against the Buddhist sage,

that he was an atheist. Whatever Sakya Mum
might be, he was not an infidel in this sense.

He did not believe in a personal Deity, but he

held to an ideal of perfection which to him was

real, tangible and substantial. What God was to

the believer, Nirmna.w&B to the Buddhist.

The Indepeivdeut of New York says;—Some

of the leaders of the Brahmo Somaj are thinking

of establishing a theological school. In the present

phase of the movement, when there is a good deal

of religious enthusiasm, the complaint is that men

insufficiently instructed seek the society, and then

easily become disgusted and fall away. There

must be competent teachers, and, therefore, there

must be a schoob If the sohool should be establish*

cd, a dogmatic system will probably arise and
the Brahmo will become a sect.

The Independent devotes more than a column
of its space in reporting about “ Tbe Jubilee of

the Brahmo Somaj” by which it means the last

Anniversary festivities of our Somaj. The whole
of our New Dispensation Hymn is repro-
duced, because the Independent thinks that
it embodies the creed of a movement whic h
is helping greatly to destroy caste and Hinu
idolatry. Referring to the anniversary lectures
it says ;—We shall wait with interest for Mr.
Mozumdar’s and Mr, Sea’s lectures and the report
of the General Conference, which will show what
the strength and purposes of the Somaj are.

The more devout among our Brahmo sanhirta
will have made very valuable contributions t

Theistic literature if they could put on paper and
publish their respective experiences in life regard-
ing the Providence of God. If these spiritual

experiences were compiled, they would form a
most cheering gospel of salvation unto the whole
country, as they would show the marvellous re-

deeming love of God working in our midst. The
Secretary of the Brahmo Missionary Conference
has, we understand, taken the work in hand, witli

the helf of a few friends. Our friends in the pro-
vinces ought to be more helpful.

BRAHMO PULPIT.

The Departure and Return. *

The philosophy of this subject is deep and
sublime. In fact, our salvation depends upon it.

When man is created, he “ comes out” of God.
Before he came into this world, he slept in

the bosom of the Lord. Some say that we
are created out of utter nothingness. But
this is not true. We believe that the whole creation
existed in the form of seed in the will of the Al-
mighty. He has created us through His power
and will. Hence we owe our spiritual exist-

ence entirely to the Heavenly Father. We
existed before our birth in one form; and so our
creation in this world means that the human soul,

begotten of the Supreme Spirit, comes into this

world. It comes as the child of God to fulfil the
purposes of its Creator. Though the human soul
is but the manifestation of God’s power and will,

still it is not without its own free-will. By the
abuse of this free-will, man shuns the light of

God and truth, and enkindles the fire of hell in

his heart. He becomes a prey to pride, igno-
rance, evil desires, anger, avarice, and jealousy, and
wilfully brings misery and sin upon himself. The
more he indulges in sin the further is he from God
and heaven. The true birthplace of iran is

heaven. By God’s will he comes down to

the earth, and then, owing to his own sinful-

ness, he goes down to hell. This latter stage— the
fall of man—is really terrible. Instead of

depending entirely upon God man becomes self-

sufficient. His heart becomes full of worldly
cares and anxieties, which lead him to death.
His materialistic thoughts weaken the powers of

the soul and tend to deprive him of soul conscious-
ness.

O foolish man ! Why dost thou burn
in the hell-fire of thy own creation ? Why
dost thou bring on death by enkindling the fire

of thy self-will ? Dost thou not know that the
more thou followest thy evil will, the more
will be thy downfall. So do not go away from
God, but listen to the glad tidings of tlie Return,
and be reconciled to the Father.

Man’s salvation depends upon this Return.
When repentance is awakened in the human soul,

it is then that a man becomes anxious to

return to God. Even in sin God does not leave
him, for He is willing to save the worst sinner.

It is through His infinite mercy that the
heart of the prodigal son is drawn from its dis-

tant wanderings in worldlineas and carnality, and
led onward and heavenward. Thus the sinner
returns to his Home, This return to the
Mother’s home is, indeed, glad news to all. This
is the reconciliation of the human spirit with the
Divine. This is true Yoga, this is communion,
and this is the real Nirvana. Every one of us is to

repair to the place whence he has come. Before our
advent to this earth,we lived as a non-created being

;

now we shall again live in God as a created being.

We potentially existed in God’s will and pur-
pose, and again we shall retire and exist in his will

The substance of a sermon preached by the
Minister in tbe Brahma Mandir, on Sunday even-
ing, the 14tb of March,

and power, after quenching for ever our self-will.

This is salvation, this is Nirvana. As long as we
do not attain this state of Ni'^vana, as long as

our passions,—lust, anger, avarice, &c.—and our
self-will remain to us, we shall have to suffer

from the agonising pain and misery of this animal
life.

Therefore, ye men, put out the fires of sin

through the force of prayer. The water of

repentence quenches the hell fire, and when
on it is poured the water of hluiMi, devotion,
''nd prayer, it is quenched for ever. In

^ no desires agitate His mind. In Him every

thing assumes the condition of Nirvana. As the

fiery lusts are quenched in the waters of Nirvana,

the soul is drawn nearer to the bosom of the

Lord- Brahmo 1 if temptations rouse your desires,

rest assured you have not attained the salva-

tion of Nirvana, Come then into the House of

the Lord—that eternal Nirvana, full of everlasting

peace.

God Almighty, teach me true yoga and com-
munion. The spirit of the nineteenth century is

rather hostile to it. Modern civilization discour-
ages and condemns it. Therefore I fear, 0 Lord,
that I cannot grow in communion if I throw my-
self into the current of worldliness and materialism.
Draw my heart away from all the enticements and
cares of the world, and establish it in thy holy
and blissful spirit. I would not neglect a single
duty, but though dutiful and active I would be
as a ship on the tranquil sea, resting on thy bosom
in profound peace.

formsjjontlenc^i

1 We dv not hold ourselves in any way responsible

for the opinions of our correspondents.

—

Ed. /, J/.]

TO the editor op the " SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—Your correspondent, “A Voice from Chin-
surah,” seems to have quite misunderstood the

entire spirit of the troubled Hindu’s letter

to Jesus, which appeared in your paper some-
time ago. It is owing to this misconception
that your correspondent has been led to question

whether the writer of the letter believes in Christ

as an Omniscient Being. He takes the writer to

be an worshipper of Christ as God Incarnate, and
characterizes the letter under discussion as an
embodiment of the outpourings of a believer’s

heart to Christ as his Redeemer. Your Chin-
surah correspondent evidently read the letter

with a wrong light in his head, or else he
would not have given way to such doubts
and questionings. However, allow me to assure

him that ” The Hindu in Trouble” cannot
believe in the Divinity of Christ. For I

think that to any thoughtful and unprejudiced

reader of the letter it will be apparent

that the ” Hindu in Trouble ” meant only to em-
body in that letter his thoughts and ideas regard-

ing the present attitude of Christians—parti-

cularly Christian missionaries—towards those who
cherish unfeigned love towards Jesus, but do
not put their faith in Christian doctrines and
dogmas, which they believe to be quite unfound-

ed, The Christians love and worship Christ,

the “ Hindu in Trouble” loves and venerates

him, Tbe question then very naturally occurs?

why should the latter be persecuted by the former.

And naturally led by this process of thought ” the

Hindu” has, I think, thought it proper to appeal

to the spirit of Jesus. I think that every

reasonable man, instead of criticising the letter,

should feel a strong sympathy for “the Hindu
in Trouble.” To your correspondent this sentence

“If these words do not reach you {Le, Jesus)

send me a line by return of post,” seems quite

unintelligible. But if he had understood that this

sentence only meant to express the writer’s

very great eagerness to see that his appeal

was not made in vain, your correspondent
would not have put the question. Does not

the Hindu unequivocally state in the letter : “In '

their unfounded dogmas and pretensions 1 hare
no faith.” Moreover, the very fact of his com-
plaining to Jesus of the ill-treatment he receives

at the hands of Christians, clearly explains that

the writer of the letter is not a Christian, in the

usual acceptation of the term. And because he is

not a GbiisUan, it can be fairly argued that he
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does not believe Christ to be God Incarnate and
worship him as such. i

When I read the letter it struck me that it 1

emanated from the pen of one who was a sincere
'

and warm lover of Olirist, quite unlike the so-
'

called Christians. I believe that the divinity and
jOmniscieuce of Christ were questions quite foreign
to the purpose of the writer of the letter. When
we are very anxious about a question, we invariably
desire our friends to write by return post. So I do
not see there is anything unnatural in that sen-
tence.

Yours kc.,

A Sympathisru.

VICTORIA RAJSHUYA. *

o

The romantic scene that was played at Delhi

on the New Year’s Day of 1877. was almost un-

paralleled in the annals of India, ancient or

modern. We may call to remembrance the cele-

brated Eajshnya of Yudisthira or the magnificent

Durbars held by the Moghul Emperors
;
but we

do not think any of these was so complete as

this achievement. Such an unprecedented event,

though it might have no mighty influences on the

future of our country, must have a romantic re-

cord. And we have not been disappointed in our

expectations.

Sometime aeo Mr. J. Talboys Wheeler presented

us with a magnificent volume commemorating the

Assemblage. We have now before us a neat octavo

volume in Bengali by Babu Gopal Chunder Mukho-
padhyaya. Babu Gopal Chunder stopped for

sometime writing for the stage, and has

produced this Bengali version of Mr. Wheeler.

We should allow him to speak for himself.

He tells us in his preface that the only object

he had in view was to bring forth a willing

testimony to the genuine loyalty of the Bengali

heart, and thus sustain the honor of his

nation. In this we cordially join with him. We,
Bengalis, are loyal

;
and whether the present

Ministers of our Gracious Sovereign be good or

bad, whether they lit up “ beacons in the

sky” to dazzle us or be real instruments

for goo^, our loyalty to the Empress, being

grounded on something much higher than

all this, even on our faith in Providence, must

be as true as ever. We, therefore, sym-

pathise with the author in his laudable object.

Let U3 look a little into the book itself.

We have called it the Bengali version of Mr.

Wheeler’s book, but it 'is not exactly that.

We have here almost all that Mr. Wheeler

gave us, and something more.. The author has

made his histories of India and Great Britain

more complete. He has given us short descrip-

tions of the minor ceremonies that were perform-

ed in Calcutta and other places in India. He also

furnishes us with short notices of the Native Bajes

and the British possession in the world. Much
of all this has been wisely selected. The

style is, in the main, chaste and spirited, though

at times we are rather taken aback by some long-

winded Sa-nases. We have also found here and

there patches of what we may call the current

Bengali style of novel writing. These drawbacks,

however,do not mar the effect of the whole, and

one can afford to go through the book with plea-

sure. The book has in the beginning a rather

long and tedious poem, called IHsliwa Sany ita.

We cannot join with the author in calling upon

all things in the three worlds, past, present and

future, to sing the victory of Victoria. At any

rate, we can not imagine how the Vedas and

Pnranas, Ramayan and Mahabharat, Kalidas

and Shakespeare, Navad's Una and Chaitanya s

hheri could all sing to this chorus with Manda-

kioi and Bhagirathi, earth, air, water, cloud,

lightning and the British gun !

We may say, in conclusion, that the book is

neatly bound in cloth, and printed on good paper.

It has photoghraphs of Her Majesty the Empress

and Lord Lytton, and also a view of the^ Assern-

bla^e as photographed from the colored picture in

Mr.° Wheeler’s book. The price is Rs. 6, which

may well enable the well-to-do portion of our com-

munity to buy the book. In conclusion, we may

state that the volume has been dedicated to His

Excellency the Viceroy.

* Victoria Rajshuya or the History of the Im-

perial Assemblage at T>elhi, held on the 1st

January 1877, to celebrate the assumption of the

title of Empress of India by Her Majesty the

Queen. By Gopal Chunder Mukhopadhya With

Portraits. Calcutta. Bengal Rajkiya Press, B.S.

1286,

Siti^rarijr,

ThkNow British Arctic Expedition promoted
\

hv Commander Cheyne will not start until May,
1881. 1

The Belgian Independence festival beeiis on
June 15th with the opening of the National Ex-
hibition.

A SCHOOL of A«trono ny has been established in

connection with the Paris Observatory, the studit s

to last two years.

Messrs. Smith, Elder, k Co., have lately nub-
lished the fifth volume of the “Life of the Prince
Consort” by Theodore Martin.

It is stated that the University of Brussels has'

I

for the first time admitted a lady as a science
student. Ladies are. indeed, winning their way to

the front in almost all countries.

We understand that a monnm®nt to Spinoza,

the ereat philosopher, will so n be erected in

Holland, The ex^eirive Committ'm of the

Spinoza movement has received permission of the

Municipal Council of the Hague to place the

statue of the philosopher opposite to the hons"

in which he lived.

We have received a copy of a Bengali book

called Kvla Kalitia, by an anonymous writer o^

Mymensing. It seems to be very well and ab'y

written, and is taken up with a disscu.ssion of the

point raised by Dr. Rajend'-olala Mitra some
time ago, whether Bullal Sju was a Kshelrya
or Vaidya.

The7Y?«<?s says that altogether 720 telegrams were
despatched from the House of Commons telegraph

office from members and others on Monday even-

ing, the 8th of March last, after the Chancellor of

the Exchequer had announced the impending
dissolution. These telegrams were all directed to

electoral agents, in different parts of the country,

M deLepseps has given evid uce in respect to

hir Pan''Ttia Canal project before the Select

Committee of the House of Representatives at

Washington, and the Committee have decided

against his scheme. The Times' Philadelphia

correspondent says: “ M, deLesseps has reported

that he is disappointed at his American reception.

He received marked social attention, hut no
practical encourgement for his Canal project,”

In spite of all opposition, the erection of a

monument to the Prince Imperial at the West-

minster Abbey will, we learn, be soon a fait accom-

fU. A London illustrated paper gives a represen-

tation of the model of the statue, and savs that

Her Majesty the Queen and the ex-Empress

Eugenie have seen the model and highly approved

of it. The statue is to be executed in marble,

also the sarcophagus, on which the prince’s prayer

will be introduced, with other inscriptions, kc.

The design for the cenotaph has been done by the

Architect to Westminster Abbey.

The Bharati maintpins its good reputation.

Conducted by the members of an illustrious

family, it bears upon it the stamp of respecta-

bility and dignity. We think with a little

more variety in the matter, the Bhavati might

stand comparison with any well-conducted perio-

dical in the province. As it is, its articles all

belong to a certain class of writing—they

belong to the class critical. Some of these

are possessed of the highest literary merit.

The dream of Sakya Muni, for instance, i.s

excellently done. The articles on the Women of

Shakespeare bespeak fine taste and exquisite

powers of literary criticism. There is an amusing

controversy carried on—we suspect by brothers of

the same family—on female improvement and

emancipation. The tember is happily preserved

on both sides,while considerable flashes of witticism

serve to render the perusal a highly edifying one.

'fhere is another discussion oi the merits of Kalid—

dasa.the editir severely handling a writer who had

the courage to depreciate Sakuntola. We are afraid

the latter is an undergraduate and is like his

namesake of Oxford who is made by Punch tn

say—“ After all I think Shake.«peare has been

much overrated 1”

THE YOUNG PEOPLE’S PORTFOLIO.
Royal “Confessions.”

A POPULAR aud perfectly iauocentform of amuse-

ment il that known a> writing “ confoisions a

pastime much in vogue at country houses when al
^

other enterrainments have been exhausted. When
their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of

Wales and the Princess Mary (Duchess of Teck)
were visiting Belvoir Castle in 1865, they were in

turn requested to contribute to the confession

book, and confessed their favorite likes aud dis-

likes as follows:—
My Favorite

-Q leen

King

Hero
Poet
.\rilst

' iiPior

Vi lie

olour

.

Dish .

. Mary Queen
I of Scots .

• Leopold, K’g
of the Bel-

gians . .

. N''I«on

• Rvron
. Raphael .

Dag

M
H-

Flower

Name
Occupa'i') .

Aniiupm-'Mi'.

Mot'o

Dislike .

Locality

Ambition

i'aula y

T. Zin'ari
Truffles aux

Perigord .

Rose . .

Improving my
<ouise

Queen
mar . ,

Richard
Cceur d e

Lion
Marl boron t’b

Sliakspeare

Rubens

Ch’sDicken'
Charity

True Blu<
jYorks h i r <

Pudding

Forget - roe-

not
Edward .

Mary Queen
of Scots.

Charles I.

Wellington.
Byron.
Sir JtBhua

Reynolds.
’sDi‘*keus

'

'harity.

Bine.

ij'renchTart,

Rose.

Mary.
Reading
aloud.

0 iving my
1)00168.

Ich Dien” .
“Honi s>ifc“ Dieuet

quira a I v mnii dro-
I.

'1

mind
Hunting

piano
Riding

Cowa r d i c e

and avarice

Sandwich Isl.

To attain fame
without
seeking it .

pense’ it.’

Slander ,
None.

Great B r i- At home,

tain . .

No'-int e r - Not for he-

ference in ing fast,

other peo-

ple’s busi-

ness .

Albert Ed- Alexandra Mary Ade-

WARD Laidh.

Belvoir Castle, April, 1865.

DOME.STIO OOOURRBNOES.

TH E CH.AROE FOR NOTIPYINO A OOME.STIC OCCUR-

RENCE TS ONE RUPEE, AND TitE ANNOUNCE-
MENT MUST BE AUTHENTICATED.]

BENGAL.
BIRTH.

Ray,—At Bankipore, on the 9th March 1880, the

wife of Babu Prokash Chundra Ray of Sripore,

24-Pergunnahs, of a son,

DEATH.

Uas.—

A

tHazaribaugh, on Saturday, the 3rd April

1880, the 3rd son of Babu Ramesvar Das—
aged 19 days.

(Bialcutta.

We are requested to announce that the next

meeting of the Band of Hope will be held at the AI-

bert Hall to-morrow at 5-30 p. M., when the Rev.

G. Baugh, of the Weslyan Mission, will deliver a

lecture on ” 'I'he Principle and Objects of Total

Abstinence.”

report of THE INDIAN REFORM
ASSOCIATION.

The Committee of the Indian Reform Asso-

ciation beg to submit the following report of the

transactions of the Association during the year

1879 :
—

Object.

The object of the Association is to promote the

intellectual, social and moral reformation of the

Natives of India upon a national basis by aim-

ing chiefly at action.

Membership.

All persons interested in the objects of the

Assoc ation are eligible as members, irrespective

of diffcences of nationalitv, race and creed, pro-

vided they pay au annual subscription of two

rn pees.
CONSTITUTION.

The Association is divided into five sections (1)

Edacation, (2) Female Improvement, (3) Cheap
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Literatnre, (4) »yha’’’ty, {5, Temperance. There ar
two soh lols and three veraaoular joumaU aude<
the management of the Association.

Conduct of Business.

The bnainesa of the Association is managed by
a President, two Secretaries and a Committee.

Annual Meeting.

The last annual meeting of the Association was
held at the Albert Hall^ on the 4th April, 1879,
under the presidency of the Venerable Archdeacon
Baley.

Education.
Albert School.

The Albert School, originally called the Calcutta
School, was established on the 1st January. 1S72.

It educates Native boys up to the Matriculation
standard of the Calcutta Uni^^ersity. It also
imnarta special instructions in morals, the laws of*

health, and in popular literature and science, the
evils of c.amming being guarded against. At the
last University Examination,out of thirteen Students
sent to the Entrance Examination, two passed
in the first division and obtained Government
scholarships, four in the second and one i • the third

division. The maximum number of pupils on the
rolls last year was 702. The receipts during the
year aggregated Rs. 12,691*2-6, and the expendition
amounted to Rs. 12,020-2-9 leaving a balance,
including the balance of the year 1878, of

Rs. 670-15-9.

Female Improvement.

Metropolitan Female oWtooZ,

On the 1st of February, 1871, the Association
established a school in Calcutta, under the
name of the “ Native Ladies No’mal and Adult
School” with the object of edncati • g adnlr Native
ladies and qna'ifying them as t«a 'hers. The cir-

cumitances under which this Scho'»' was c'osed are
fully detailed in the Report of :he Association
for 1878. The girls’ class which was attached to

this Institution was sub.sequently revived under
the name of the “ Metropolitan Female
School.” There are at present fifty-one pupils
in the Institution, arranged in six classes.

The girls receive sound and useful instruction
adapted to their temner, capacities and require-
ments. The receipts during the year aggregated
Rs. 2828-3-9, and the expenditure amounted to
Es. 2,826-8-0, leaving a balance of Rs. 1-11-9,

Teaching.

The three Native teachers trained by the Asso-
ciation have continued their work zealously and
creditably in the respective spheres of their labor.

One of them is the Superintending Mistress and
the other first teacher of the Metropolitan Female
School. The results of the annual examination
of the pupils of the above Institution, sh »w that
both these lady teachers have sati.sfactorily

discharged their duties. It is g'^atifying to
observe there is already one Institution in

which Native girls are taught by qualified
Native ladies both English and Bengali, be-
sides history, geography an I arithmetic. The
other lady is still engaged in Zenana teaching, and
is doing satisfactory work in teaching a Native
Maharani, With a view to encourage these
teachers to persevere in their good work, it is

proposed to pre.sent them with medals in recog.
nition of their services.

“ ParichARIKA.”

The ParZc/tariZiGjWas started in June 1878. It is a
monthly Magazine, edited by Babii Protap Chunder
Mozumdar, and devoted exclusively to the interests
of Native women. It contains frequent contribu-
tions from Bengali ladies on romance, social

customs, biography, &c. The number of suh-
scribers is upwards of 300. The receipts during
the year aggregated Rs. 437-6-6, and the expendi-
ture amounted to Rs. 437 -6-6.

Cheap Literature.
Snlabha Samachar.

The Sulahha Samachar

.

a weakly pice paper,
started on the 15th November, 1870, continued to

be in demand among the masses of the people,

for whose benefit it was started. The average
circulation amounts to 3,50") copies every week.
The total number sold during the past year
was nearly 19 ',000. The total receipts during the
year amounted to Re. 3. 158-15-9, and the expenses
Rs.3,098-0-3,leaving a balance,iacluding the balance

of last year, of Rs, 60-15-G. A special illustrated

edition of the journal was issued, as usual, during
the Durga Pujah holidays. Nearly 8,000 copies

were sold in the course of three days.

liilak Bandhu.
The Balak Bandhu, or Boys’ Friend, a cheap

and illustrated fortnightly journal, was started in

May 1878, Its price is only one pice a copy, and
itsciioalatioo amounts to 2,000 copies. The total

reoeio s atnou ite 1 to Rs, 416-0-.3. an I the expenses
Rs. 425-12-0 leaving a balance, inclndiug the
balance of past year, of 4 annas.

Charity.
The Association carries on its work of charity

giving hell) to the poor, the blind, the sick and
to desti nte school boys according to the limited
funds at its disposal. The total amount dis-
bursed during the year amounted to Rs. 644-1-3.

Tempeeancb:.

10. No lady shall seek the company of men of
abandoned character, but shall shun it.

11. Freedom shall not be thrust upon ladies,but
they shall naturally and spontaneously seek it of
their own accord.

12. Frivolity and levity shall not be tolerated,
and preference shall always be shown to the regu-
lated freedom and becoming modesty which
European society enjoins upon the wives and
daughters of the clergy.

The Committee have always been alive to the
necessity of repressing intemperance by every means
in their power. In the last Annual Renort was
published the statement which the President of
the Association submitted to Lord Nor hbrook on
the reforms needed in the Excise administration of
the country. Considering the importance of
creating in the minds of young men an abhorrence
of this vice, a “ Band of Hope” has been organised
in connection with the Albert School. The
juvenile members have taken up the cause of tem-
perance in right earn st. An interesting demon-
stration is held annually. The young men num-
bering about 200 marched in proces.sion in
January from the School premises to the Presi-
dent’s house, wearing crimson bands and carrying
banners of various colors in their hands
chan iig temperance sours, specially compos-
ed for the occasion, accompanied by a band
of English mnsic. Several guardians of the
boys were present, and the place where
the boys assembled was tastefully decorated. At
the conclusion of the ceremony, and after the
boys had been treated with sweetmeats and
oranges, the President of the Aisiciatioo gave
an interesting address, exhorting them to
beware of the demon of drnakenuess, a figure
of which had been placed in a conspicuous
part of the place. At the conclusion of the ad-
dress, the demon was carried to the spacious
compound of the President’s house, and there
burnt into ashes.
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Arya Nari So.maj.

An Association for Nativejladies under the above
name was established on the 9th May. 1879, The
number of members at present is 22. The chief
object of the Association is to promote the in-
tellectual and social reformation of Native women
by harmonizing, so far as is possible. Western
and Kastern modes of life and character, and
working upon the basis of Aryan nationality.
It strives to conserve in its own humble way, the
simplicity ami purity of primitive Hindu homes,
and to follow, with such reservations as may be
required by the .spirit of the present .age, the
high order of female character of which
ancient Aryan ladies furnished such noble
examples. Fortnightly meetings are held at
the house of the President, where conversa-
tional lectures on a variety of interesting
subjects are delivered. In .January last, a most
interesting lecture on electricity was delivered by
Father Lafont with experiments before tlia ladies
oftheSomaj, Some of the princioles (liscus^ed
and adopted by the Association at its meetings
have been embodied in the following resolutions,
which the Committee have great pleasure in com-
mending to their country women :

—
1. The ladies of the Arya Nari Somaj shall

daily remember the Lord.
2. They shall take vows of charity from time to

time binding them.selves to acts of kindness to the
poor or to inferior animals, also literary vows,
such as the study and contemplation of charac-
ters.

3. No girl shall be compelled to marry any
person against her will. The guardian, however,
shall control her choice.

4. No lady shall go into society unless she is

dressed in proper style.

5. The gentleman shall always bow first, the
lady shall follow.

6. It shall be considered wrong and unlady-
like to take undue liberty, or assume masculine
airs.

7. Books of an immoral tendency shall find
no place on a lady’s table.

8. A woman who has no character shall not
be admitted into society and her presence shall
not be welcomed.

9. No fallen woman shall be allowed to marry,
unless she has been thoroughly reclaimed under
proper care and discipline, and kept in trial for a
sufficiently long period.

PUBLIC SNGA.GBMBNT.

Theological Institution,

On Wednesday, 14th April, 1880, 6-30 p. m.—
Lecture by Babu Krishna Behari Sen on
“ God in History,”

OEMS FROM MR SPURGEON’S
SERMONS.

The Diamonds of Heaven.
The poor broken-hearted .sinner climbing up to

his chamber, bends his knee, but Can only utter
his wailling in the language of sighs and tears. Lo.
that groan has made all the harps of heaven thrill
with music; that tear has been caught by God and
put into the lachrymatory of heaven, to be perpe-
tually preserved, The suppliant whose fears prevent
his words will be well understood by the Most
High. He may only shed one hasty tear, “but prayer
is the falling of a tear.” Tears are the diamonds
of heaven; sighs are a part of the mnsic of Jeho-
vah’s throne; for though prayers be.

“ The simplest form of speech
That infant lips can try;”

So are they likewise, the

“ISubliraest strains that reach
The majesty on high.”

Let me dilateon this thought a moment. Pravera
are noticed in heaven. Oh! I know what is’the "ca.se
with many of you. You think, “If I turn to God,
if 1 seek him, surely I am so inconsiderble a being’,
so guilty and vile, that it cannot be imagined he
would take any notice of me.” My friends har-
bour no such heathenish ideas. Our God is no Goi
who sits in one perpetual dream ;nor doth ho clothe
himself in such thick darkness that he cannot see-
be is not like Baal, who heareth not. / True, he

I

may not regard battles
; be cares not for the pomp

j

and pageantry of kings; he listens not to the swell
I

of martial mnsic; he regards not the triumph and
pride of man; but wherever there is a heart bi"
with sorrow, wherever there is an eye suffused
with tears, wherever there is a lip quivering with
agony, wherever there is a deep groan, or a pene-
tential sigh, the ear of Jehovah is wide open; he
marks itclowu in the registry of his memory;
he puts our prayers, like rose leaves, between
the pages of his book of remembrance, and
when the volume is opened at last, there shall
be a precious fragrance springing up therefrom
Oh ! poor sinner, of the blackest and vilest
character, thy prayers are heard, and even now
God hath said of thee, “ Behold he prayeth.”
Where was it—in a barn ? Where was it—in the
clo-et ? Was it at thy bedside this morning, or in
tliis hall ? Art thou now glancing thine eye to
heaven ? Speak, poor heart. Did I hear thy lips
just now mutter out “ God have mercy on me, a
sinner?” I tellthee, sinner, there is one thi'nv
which doth outstrip the te’egraph. You know
we c.an now send a message and receive an answer
in a few moments

; but I read of somethin^ in the
Bible more swift than the electric fluid. “Before
they call I will answer, and while they are speak-
ing I will hear.” So then, poor sinner, thou art
noticed: yea, thou art heard by him that sitteth
on the throne.

The Divine Alchemist.

God is more wise than the chemist: he not only
refines gold, but he transmutes base metal into
precious jewels; he takes the filthiest and the vilest
and fashions them into glroious beings, make them
saints, whereas they have been sinners, and
sanctifies them, whereas they have been unholy.

A Praying Man.
A master likes to have a praying servant after all •

if he does not regard religion himself, he likes to
have a pious servants, and be will trust him rather
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any other. True, there are some of your professed- '

ly praying people that have not a bit of prayer in

them. But whenever you find a really praving
man, trust him with untold gold; for if he
really prays, you need not be afraid of him
He who communes with God in secret, may be
trusted in public. I always feel safe with a man
who ia a visitor to the mercy-seat. I have heard
an anecdote of two gentlemen travelling together,

somewhere in Switzerland, Presently they came
into the midst of the forests

; and you know the
gloomy tales the people tell about the inns there,

how dangerous it is to ladge in them. One of them
an infidel, snid to the other, who was a Chris-
tian, “ I don’t like stopping here at all, it is very
dangercus ineed.”

“Well,” said theother, “letustry.” So they went
into a house, but it looked so suspicious that neith-
er of them liked it, and they thought they would
prefer being at home in England. Presently the
landlord said “Gentlemen, I always read and pray
with my family before going to bed; will you allow
me to do so night?’ ‘‘Yes,” they said, “with the
greatest pleasure.” When they went up stairs, the in-

fidel said, “I am not at allfraid now.” “Why? ’ said
the Christain. “Because our host has prayed.” “Oh!”
said ths other, “then it seems, after all, you think
something of religion ;because a man prays, you can
go to sleep in his house.” And it was marvellous
how both of them did sleep. Sweet dreams they had.
for they felt that where the house had been roofed
by prayer, and walled with devotion, there could
not be foud a man living that would commit an
injury to them. This, then, was an argument to

Ananias that he might go with safety to Saul’s

house.

Prayer.

If any one should ask me for an epitome of the
Christian religion, I should say it is in that one
word—“prayer.” If I should be asked, “What will

take in the whole of Christian experience?” I

should answer, “prayer.” A man must have been
convinced of sin before he could pray, he must
have had some hope that there was mercy for him
before he could pray . In fact, all the Christian
virtues are locked up in that word, ‘prayer. Do
but tell me you are a man of prayer, and I will

reply at once, “ Sir, I have no doubt of the reality

as well as the sincerity, of your religion.”

A LITTLE STORY ABOUT AN INDIAN.

(New York Daily Witness,')

When I was In Boston a few weeks ago. Mayor

Prince came to me very much excited, and told me
something General Averill had told him. He said

that, while he was in Arizona, as an officer of the

United States army, an Indian came near the fort,

and went to the well and drew a bucket of water,

to take a drink. There was a white man standing

beside him, who offered to hold the bucket while

the Indian would drink. Instead of holding it he

threw the water all over the Indian. This Indian

was a quick-tempered man, and had a quiver of

arrows upon his shoulder ; he drew one like

lightening and ran the man through, killing hitfi.

Now if that had been in Canada, there would have

been an effort to find the man. But what did

we do? A report was made to the Interior Depart-

ment, orders were issued to demand the culprit of

his tribe, and if he were not given up within a few

days, the troops there stationed should commence

war upon the tribe. This Indian did not come

back to the tribe. They hunted for ten or fifteen

days, but could not find him, and then they held a

council and came up and said they had done the

best they could, and would promise to continue

the search, and if they found him, he would be

turned over to the troops.

The orders of a soFier must be obeyed, and it is

no this privilege to ask the reason why. The officer

stationed there had orders to make war upon that

tribe, if the man was not delivered up. Another coun-

cil was held, when one of the warriors said,“we can-

not find this man. and they will make war upon

our tribe; our women and childern will be killed,

take me and shoot me. and lay my body down be-

fore the officers.” And after a while this was done

The warrior was shot and his body was laid at the

feet of the officers. Now, such laws as will bring

about such actions as that are simply infamous,

and that is not an isolated case. I know of

ten or fifteen cases of that sort upon the plains,

and I sav to you to-day, as Christian men and wo-

men that while you sit still and let such things

be done, you are partly responsible, unless you

protest against it,—T. H, Tibiles,

THE GAME OP CHES .

o

{Independent.)
^

What do yon say to chess? Are you very
much astonished ? Have you always supposed :

that the game is too old for your young heads ?
Not at all. And if you will only learn it, we

|

are sure that you can find no more entertaining ‘

and instructive game. It may seem difficult at
first

;
but, after mastering the rudiments, you,

who have never played, will be surprised to find
to what a fascinating pastime you have been in-
troduced.
Let us begin by supposing that none of you

ever heard of the game, for we are anxiou.s to go
back to the A, B, C of chesg, in the hope of
inducing you young folks to join the class.
The board upon which the game is nlaved eon

tains sixty-four squares.alternately white and black
(or red). A white square should alwav’s be at the
corner next to the right hand of each player. The
forces used on each side in the mimic battles are:
The King, It is the most important piece on

the board. It can move one square only at a time
(except in castling)^ but this may be in any direc-
tion, and it can never be taken. When threatened
by another piece, it is in clieeh, and must either
move from the square unon which it stands or in-
terpo.se some piece. If the king cannot do this,
it IS checkmate and the game ia ended.
The Queen. This piece can mow* and take (not

the king) in the direction of anv st-^ight line upon
the board diagonallv or otherwise, bu* if '’snnot
jump over intervening piece. It nan be taken by
any other piece.

Ywo Rooks ov CiViVes, They can move or take
up down or across the board, and, like the qneon,
at any distance, when no piece interposes

;
but it

cannot move diagonally.
Two Bishops. They move or take diagonallv

only across the board, and keen nnon the same
color of square throughout the game.
Two Knights, These pieces are the only ones

which have the privilege of jumning over another
man. Their move is one square in a straight line
and one in an oblique direction

; or, i ' other
words, one square diagonally and then one for-
ward or backward, or converse.
Eight Pawns.

^

The pawn moves only forward
and takes only diagonally. On its first move from
its pDce in the second row it can move two
squares, if the player desire

; but subse-
quently but a single square. If, however, a hostile
pawn commands the first square over whieh it
jumps- in the f 'rraer case, the adverse pawn can,
if it is desired, take it, as tb ugh it had moved one
square only. This is called taking en vassanf.
When a pawn reaches the king row of th“ adver-
sary’s part of the board, it mav become a queen or
any other piece the player may chrnse except a
king.

This explanation is necessarily hasty work; but
we shall be glad to answer any questions. ’Next
week we hope to give a diagram showing the pieces
in position for a game upon the board , From it

you will be able to study more intelligently.

AN ADDITION SUM.

{Young Days,)

I HOPE all you readers of Young Days like sums,
not only because you will find them always
useful, but also because I have a sum for you to

work now. The voungest of you need not fear to

attempt it for it is a sura in addition. The
oldest need not turn away, for he will not find it

beneath him. All will be better for mastering it.

The sum was set long ago in the Bib’e. You
would not have looked there for it, I daresay.
Since you might not find it even if yon looked,
I will write the sum down for you, “Giving all

diligence, add to your faith, virtue
;
and to virtue

knowledge
;
and to knowledge temperance

; and
to temperance patience ; and to patience godliness

;

and to godliness brotherly-kindness
; and to

brother!y-kind ness charity.” 2 Peter i. 5-7.

This perhaps, mav seem a strange sum to vou,
but if you can work an ordinary addition sura
you can work this. The same things are neces-
oary,

!• You itinst know the figures —1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6.

7 8 9, 0 must all be known by name and in
their relative value. It will not he enough to
name 2, and 3 if vou think they make 4 together.
The figures in this sum must also be known.
.?hiY^=confidlng trust in God as your Heavenly
Father. Fir^iic=moral goodness of character.
A^w<w?i!e<f^e=power to dlstinguiah right from wrong.

Temperence=^coniro\ of appetite and passions by the

reason. PaittfwC(?=endurance of what ia un-

pleasant without murmurring. Godliness

or reverence for God. BrotherlyKindne8S=Te&d'i-

ness to help all who are in need. Charity=\o'ie

for all men.
2. You must have something to start with. Add

nothing to nothing, and you will still have nothing.

Having something you may add to it as often as

you like. God gives something to begin with, and
bids you add the rest. That something is Jaith,

without which it is impossible to live as in God’s
sight. Having that, all things become possible.

3. You must exercise care, gWiug all diligence.

This is the only way the sum is to be done. The
boy who is careless and thoughtless will not suc-

ceed in adding figures or in adding virtue and
the rest to his faith. He will require memory,

. application, and care that nothing be omitted.

4. You m^ist have a Teacher ,—The schoolroom
would be the scene of disorder and not the seat of

learning, were the teachers absent. All need hints

and directions in working sums at first, either

from the voice or the pen of some teacher. So is

it here. God has provided many teachers that you
may add to your strength for His service. The
best and wisest of these we know is Jesus Christ.

His words and ex iraple are yours. He will aid

you in the attaimn‘»nt of those graces which shone

so brightly in hini-nlf.

When the sum us finished, the result is called the

sum-total. Tht* total of this sum is a Fruitful

ChrisMan. “ For if these things be in you and
abound, they make you that ye shall neither be

barren nor unfrui ful in the knowledge of onr

Lord Jesus Christ” v. 8. The longest sura at school

is soon done, when attacked with determined dili-

gence. This sum will last your life-time for every

day you may become wiser, better and more
useful. Wlp’n you have worked your sum the slate

is taken to the teacher for examination. So your

life will be reviewed by God. None of you will

find this sura entirely free fro n mistakes. But if

you honestly strive to accomplish it, all mistakes

will be corrected, all errors forgiven, while you
will be called to higher service in Heaven.

WHAT CAUSES WAR ?

{Christian World.)
Great sodiers have, perhaps, without exception

been unsafe, untrustworthy politicians. We doubt
whether a single exception could be thoroughly
established to this rule—even were the exception
fixed unon to be Julius Csesar, Oliver CroniweP, or
the Duke of Wellington. Assuredly General
von Moltke ia not an exception to the rule.
His speech on the German Army Bill in the Ger-
man Parliament, which has been much and deserved
ly discussed by the Eng’ish Press, exhibits that
distrust of non-military methods and influenoes,that
contempt for moral force as compared with the
force of the sword, which we take to be the
besetting sin of soldier-statesmen, Arma,non sidera,
Romnle, noras, says the Roman poet, addressing
the wolf-suckled king, an 1 politely insinuating that;,

he was better at hard knocks than at astronomical
problems. We would give something like the
same hint to Count von Moltke, when he mentions
his distrust of humanitarian and fraternising in-
fluences, and says that peace is best guarded by
immense armies.

He is quite wron? in his history. It is empha-
tically not true that modern European wars have
been caused rather by humanitarian and fraternising
impulses than by the circumstance that kings have
found themselves in command of formidable armies.
Since the end of the seventeenth century all the
great wars of the west of Europe have proceeded
from the latter, not the former cause. LouisXIV.
having succeeded in what our Stuarts failed to do,
namely, in crushing freedom at home, and gaining
absolute commands of a great army, kept the centre

Holloway’s Pills.—Weary of Life—De-
rangement of the liver is one of the most efficient
causes of dangerous diseases and the most prolific of
those melancholy forebodings which are worse thap
death itself. A few doses of these noted Pills act
magically in dispelling low spirits and repelling the
CO ert attacks made on the nerves by excessive heat,
imp Tre atmospheres, over indulgence, or exhausting
excitement. Th** most shattered constitution may
derive benefit from Holloway’s Pills, which will re-
gulate disordered action, brace the nerves, increase
the energy of the intellectual faculties, and revive
'be failing memory. By attentivdv studying
the instructions for taking these PiUs, and obe-
diently putting them in practice, the most
despondent will soon feel confident of a perfect
recovery,
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and west of Europe in hot water for about a quarter
of a century with bis ambitious schemes and
lugs. The next general European war was that of
the Austrian succession, and tiie cause why it broke
out, deiugiug Europe with blood, was that Frederic
the Great, a young fellow rf splendid parts, fiery
ambition, and no conscience, was placed suddenly,
by bis father’s death, in the absolute command of a
large body ^:of the best fighting men in Europe.
H*_d the humanitarian tendencies and frater-
nising feelings of nations been consulted, when
that brilliant free-thinking scamp attacked young
Maria Theresa, not a drop of all ^be ersning blood
shed need have been poured forth The Seven
Years’ War, the next frightful blood-letting among
European kingdoms, was the natural sequel to the
Austrian Buccessiun War, and, of conrse, it was
an affair of kings and qneens.the peop’e part being
confined, as usual, to the furnising of the blood to
flow. The wars of the French Revolution followed,
and Count von Moltke would probably insi.=it that
they .at least, were due to the humanitarian and fra-
teruisint* p open.sities of philanthropists. He tells
us that tne German Michsel is a loug-euffering
creature, who never moves in war until be has to
defend his own skin. It is a patriotic fable. We
shoulu like to know who was puncturing the
Prussiau Miohasl’s skin whe Frederick seized
Silesia; . ud we assure Count von Mo'tke Hint
if he will only read the history d th
jreneb nevuliition as carefullv as bf draws
up plans for the invasion of Franc*', that

jje will leaiu that in this in-^tance, too, the Germ m
^ighae was the aggres^ior. We ask Count von lolike
Yviiel^i^r the Cuke of Brunswick, ut the ti*: d of a
Coalifitni army of (iermans,*i’d not croso V r ueh
fr(,ritir'rs before the peace-lov Micl,se> T‘i’.;n' 'd

a touch w'itli the sword—point He m''- li ivw tlr *’

Germany b gau the frav, and that it wfs lo ii lil

the tender-heart*-'! Miclitel w:i8 a I vancinj >’ I’aiia

with g.iliows—ropes to hang the leide.'> : the
French ReTolutiou that France arose in n u tri'>le

anger, chauutiug tlie Marseillaise, and ho, 1 m’ him
and his coalesce*.! kings across tn,> 'ii»-e

The next grand* war-impnlse was deri* 1

Napoleon and it was bi'cause b* was i

great miUitaiy genius aad an am >ti

and because he bad a ma'/nifice ,t

his f'ommarid, that he was able, at *ie .

ame time, 'o 'on esa^the human’ta. .g,,aad fratn-
nisirg teudeiici' s of France, anil to inflict on
£uro[ie twenty ycsrg Qf war.
When we come jo the most reo nt t'inp*< of all,

we find that the thin-skinned an I exem 'ary
Michssl —the •/eiit,lft| (iijrnesti'^.somewh *

l- thaicic.
almost tearful saint— has been bv fa*" the most,
potent originator of war, and he has been *-o in a
way that pointedly negatives Count von Mo'ike’s
fine theory that big armies are the guardian angels
of peace. The war that England and France fought
against Russia in the Crimea was a local affair.We paid for it a great deal too much; but Eiirone
certainly did not suffer very severly. The war
which Napoleon m. waged on behalf of Italy
was.mdeed’the direct outcom*' of the humanitarian
and fraternising tendencies of dismembered Italy,
and OTcasioned comparatively little bloodshed. But
the Prussian Michael now made up his mind that
e would have a powerful army. After a long and

r struggle with Prussian Liberalism—after
taking supplies by force when Parliament refused
inem-frinee Bismarack and Count von Moltke
got the army they required. The first rasult was

bin«r/i
of Denmark asunder, a little

IS ®'^®*'PO'^ered by strength. The next

b«r fierce rush of Prussia and

tKo fl:
conflict with Austria, and

hu Austria from the German system
1-

of Sadowa. Since then all the old
German West have been but

ooJer the rule of the Purssian stork,

thaf in
N’apoleon III. or Prince Bismarck

War ™ deed, brought on the Franco-German

ohaprwAr^ impression of shrewd

T.nniB
tfiough poor, dreaming, confused

uuacriirmf
Wrong, yet it was the alert,

ana Hift
Bismarck that put him in the wrong,

JJenS originator of the war. At all

Furorw #
^jstorically true that the wars of

an hundred years, have with hardly

kinoa
proceeded from the possession, by

nf fi
• “®®8men and great warriors, of huge massesOf lighting material and men.
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Oarllngrton’s Pain-Curer has been
dfoun to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,
Lumnago, Fains in the Chest, Sore Thio /s. Coughs,
Colds,Tightness of the '"’he.st, Hea -ihe, Tootnache,
Neuralgia, Colics. II 'i.i.acisra, P -- \ ds, Pains in
the Groins. Oontnu’ - i J nuts, ('ut.,

,
Seii-.rica. Ra i

Legs, Bad Breasts. Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring-
WornMiFimpLeBitFreokleSt <fc Eruptions on the skin

SMITH. STANI;STREET. & GO.,
Pbarznaceutical Chemists and

2> rug-grists,
BY SPKCIAt, APPOINTMENT

Jo ffis Excellenev the Rioht Hon'hle
LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and 'jiovEBNO’'-GKNEUAt, op India,
''iC.. Ac., Ac.,

HAYE received a large and choice selection
from the be.st makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

Artery Forceps From
Rs.

... 2
A.
0

P.

0
11 II Fenestra ... 4 8 0

Belts, Abdomen ... 9 0 0
„ Corpulency

» f ... 12 0 0
„ Riding

,, Carson’s Patent
» ) ... 5 0 0

... 16 0 0
3

3

7
4
8

3

9

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5 0 0

8

2
0
0
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0
0
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12 0 0
8
0

0

0
8

4

9
60
36
3

4

12
0
0

3 8 0

2 0

2 0
1 12
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Catheters, Si'ver Plated
I Caustic Cases „ ,,

) Dissecting Cases
,,

Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings ,,

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete
,,

,, Trumpets for Deafness
,,

„ Cornets, Double
,,

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.|
Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks V

,,
''o.'kiugs, Thread, per j>air)

^

Ditto, Silk '
,,

K -.Stic Syringes, loz,, to 16oz. „
F.lectro-Magnetic Machines)

very powerful, single f
”

Do. do. double
,,

Mo. do. nocket
,,

ENEMA APPARATUS
Brass, single and double From

action

Higgiti'on’s, with Vagina Pi'e
,,

Kennedy’s .Pyphon
Eye Inscrumeui ''ases

,,

,, ,, Macn uiiar ’s .. ,,

Ca'aract Knives and Needless
,,

Scissors, curved. Probe, and
Bbtrp, pointed, Cross
Action -

Opthalmn-c'>pes Li*;brichs,'&c.
,,

I. alers, Eclectic Mans Cor-
b> ns, Mnrlges, Ac

, &c. ,,

Minor 0[)eiarion lustiuments
\ eni;.«m nt-edles

,,

Abscess Knives, Symes ,,

Lancets
,

Ri<toiiries

l^leeiling Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
E.tptoring Needles

,,Gum Lancets
,,

Pocket Cases filled „
„ Army Regulation „

Prob'R, Silver

Scalpel and Finger Knives ,

Scalpels

Scissors
’

Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaculum

„
Stethoscopes

^

Speculums Ear
”

„ Spring Kramers
,,

» II Nose „
II Rectum

,,

I, Vagina „
„ Silver Plated

,,

Spray Producers, Listers
,,

,, Richardson’s Complete
,,

,, Various Makers „
Suspenders
Subcutaneous Syringes „
Aluminum Cases

,,
Silver Plated Mounts ,*

Clinical Thermometers
,,

,, With Kew Certificate „ .

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, «&c., &o.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing“the rea*ling much easier from ...7 0 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0THE NEW PHCENTX THERMOM METER.
Has solved the chief difficulty belong-

ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the c >mplaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from ... 8 0 0
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Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOB

H. & T. Kirby <fe Co.’s Unoxidised
Phosphorus Pills,

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
8CRIBHD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork. Loss of Virile Power,
aud other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India,
Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. k

0, Co.’s and B. I, G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers.
W’holesale rates on application.
9 A 10, Dai.hoit.sie .Rouare,

and 47, Dhurrumtollali Street. a-40

'' pHE undersigned beg to inform the Public that
JL they have the undermentioned goods in large
quantities in stock, and orders supplied,—aud
contractor.

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syringes
from i oz. to 31b., Mugs, Salt Cellar.s, Ice Moulds,
Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallons,
P’reezing Pots, and other Pewter Articles of every
description.

Terms—Cash.
Price moderate.

BISSONAUTH CHUNDER & SONS,
<*•78 1, Bentinck Street, Calcutta.

A FURTHER REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OP
COOK AND CO.’S

Crushed Food for Horses.
From this-day the price of Cook and Co.’s

Crushed food for horses is reduced to 3 Rs. per
maund. Exclusive of Bags.

Cattle Food as usual 1

Rs. 2/4 per maund. I Exclusive of Bages.
ChaflE Re. 1 per md. j

6th April 1880.

DR. D. JAYNE’S
Family DKedlcines.

Per Bot. Per Doz,
Rs. A. Rs. A.

EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and
Colds) out of stock at present... 2 8 24 0

HAIR TONIC (to cure hair falling

off and baldness) ... ... 2 8 24 0
ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
blood purifier) ... ... 2 8 24 0

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for

cure of fevers and agues) ... 2 8 24 0
LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair

of any other colour to a beautiful
without injury to the skin) 2 8 24 0

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for

cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera) ... ... ... 10 11 0

TONIC VERMIFUGE 0 8 5 8
LINIMENT, OR COUNTER-IRRI-

tant (an outward application for

Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, kc.) 0 8 5 8
SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints) ... 0 8 5 8

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)
The “ Medical Almanac" for current year is

available on application.

Sykes <&. Co.,
1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,

SOLE AGENTS FOB
Z>r. I>. Jayne dt. Son.
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A. a-57

The Indian Students’ Guide to the
use of Bugrlish Idioms

Illdstbating.
Part 1. The use of Prepositions.

Part 11. The use of words. Phrases and Pro-

verbs.

Part III. The use of the Definite and the In-
definite Articles.

BY
BHOLANAUTH PAUL, M. A.,

Head Master,. Hindu School, Calcutta.
Price to suhsorihers. Rs 2-8. Postage .4s. 6.

Subscriptions will be received up to the 1st of
May next.

The following are now ready :

Part I. Price to non-subscribers, post free

Re. 1-4.

Part II. (A— Eat,) Price to non-sulscribers,

post free, As. 11^.

Apply to J. C. Banergey, Canning Library,

55, College Street, or to.the author.
»
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THACSLEB,, SPIITK. dt. CO.
CALCUTTA.

New Books,

THE RACES OF AFGHANISTAN ;
Being a brief

Account of the Principal Nations inhabiting that

Country. By Surgeon-Major H. W. Pellew,

c, s, I., late on Special Political duty at Kabul.

8vo.’ cloth, Rs. 3-8. [Ready]

MALLESON (COL. G. B,)—Herat ; the Granary

and Garden of Central Asia. With Index and
Maps. Rs. 6-12.

RAVERTY (MAJOR H. G.)—The Pushto Manual

;

a Guide to the Study of the Afghan Language.

Rs. 3-8.

REDHOUSE’S TURKISH DICTIONARY. In

Two Parts ;
English Turkish and Turkish Eng-

lish. Revised and Enlarged. By G. Wells.

Rs. 30.

MARTIN (F).—The Statesman’s Year-Book for the

Year 1880. Rs. 7-8.

LAURIE (COL. W. F. B.)—Our Burmese Wars
and Relations with Burma, Rs. 11-6.

SLEEMAN (C. W.)—Torpedoes and Torpedo

Warfare. Containing a Complete and Concise

Account of the Rise and Progress of Sub-Marine
Warfare. With Fifty-seven Full-page Illustra-

tions, Diagrams, Wood-cuts, &c. Rs. 17-2.

SENIOR (W. N.)—Conversations with Distin.

guished Persons during the Second Empire—
1860-63. InTwoVols. Rs. 21-8.

BRUNTON(T. L.)—Pharmacology and Therapeu-

tics: or Medicine, Past and Present. Rs. 4-4,

ARNOLD (ARTHUR.)—Free Land. Rs. 4-4.

GIBBON (C,)—What Wilt the World Say: a

Novel. Rs. 4-4.

KINGSLEY (C.) WORKS OF.—VOL. XIII.

Madame How and Lady Why. Rs. 4 4.

THE INDIA LIST, CIVIL AND MILITARY.—
January 1880. Rs. 7-8.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY CELENDAR for the

Year 1880. Rs. 3-4.

SMYTH (PIAZZI.)—Our Inheritance in the Great

Pyramid. Fourth and much enlarged Edition.

With Twenty-five Explanatory Plates. Rs. 12-14.

WITHIN SOUND OP THE SEA—Fourth Edition

Rs. 4-4.

POUSHKINS’S RUSSIAN ROMANCES.—Trans-

lated by Mrs. J. B. Telfer. Rs. 2-8.

DOD’S PEERAGE, BARONETAGE, AND
Knightage of Great Britain and Ireland for

1880. Rs. 7-8.

DOD’S PARLIAMENTARY COMPANION 1880.

Rs. .3-4.

SAYCE (A. H.)—Introduction to the Science of

Language. In Two Vols. Rs. 17-14.

GIBBON (C.)—In Honour Bound : a Novel. New
Edition. Rs. 4-4.

NICOLS (A.)—Chapters from the Physical His-

tory of the Earth. An Introduction to Geology
and Palaeontology. Rs. 3-8.

WITKOWSKI (G. J.)—A Movable Atlas of the

Ear and Teeth. Showing the Mechanism of

Hearing and Mastication by means of superposed

coloured plates. Rs. 5-6.

WITKOWSKI (G. J.)—A Movable Atlas of the

Eye. Showing the Mechanism of Vision by

means of superposed coloured plates. Rs. 5 6.

ARMY DISCIPLINE AND REGULATION ACT
1879. Rules of Procedure, dated 22nd and 23rd
December 1879. Applicable in India.

BREWER (E. C.)—The Reader’s Handbook of Al-

lusions, References, Plots, and Stories. With
Two Appendices. Rs. 8-14,

RINGER (T.M.D.)—A Handbook of Therapeutics.

Eighth Edition. Rs. 10-12.

SQOIRE’S Companion to the British Pharmaco-
poeia. New Edition. Rs. 7-8.

MASSON (DAVID.)—The Life of John Milton.
Narrated in connection with the Political,

Ecclesiastical, and Literary History of his

times. Vol. VI. Rs. 15.

GILL (Capt. W.J—The River of Golden Sand.
Narrative of a Journey through China to Burmah.
With Illustrations and Ten Maps from Original
Surveys. With Introduction. By Col, H, Yule.
In Two Vols. Rs. 21-8.

THE ENGINEER’S, ARCHITECT’S, AND CON-
tractor’s Pocket-Book for 1880, Rs. 4-4.

YOUNG (W.)—Spon’s, Architect’s, and Builder’s
'

Pocket- Book of Useful Memoranda and Prices,
j

Seventh Edition. Rs. 1-12. I

ALEXANDER (T.)—Elementary Applied Mecha-
j

nics. Rs. 3-4.

THE BUILDER’S AND CONTRACTOR’S PRICE
Book for 1880. Edited by F. T. W. Miller.

Rs. 2-8.

GURDEN (R. L.)—Traver.se Tables for the Use of '

Surveyors and Engineers. Folio. Rs. 21-8. '

THE BRITISH .JOURNAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
Almanac for 1880. Edited by \V, B. Bolton.
Re. 1.

1
THE YEAR-BOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY AND

Photographic News Almanac for 1880. Edited by
! by G. W. Simpson. Re. 1.

I

HASLETT (C.)-Edited by 0. W. Hackley.-The
!

Mechanic’s Book of Reference and Engineer’s
Field Book. Reduced. Rs. 4-4.

EASY LESSONS : LIGHT By Mrs. W. Awdry.
Illustrated. Re. 1-12.

MILITARY EXAMINATION PAPERS FOR
Admission to the Royal Military College, San-
dhurst, and First Appointments in Royal Marine
Light Infantry, together with Regulations and
Tables of Marks,

MILITARY EXAMINATION PAPERS FOR
Admission to the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich, together with Regulations and Tables
of Marks.

MASON (J.)—Howto Excel in Study
; or, The

Student’s Instructor. Re. 1-6.

PRIOR (W. D.)—Practical Penmanship
; or. How

to Acquire a Good Hand-writing. Re. 1,

PRUDENTIA—Stories for Telling to Children,
With Fifty-six Illustrations. Rs. 3-8.

PRET HARTE—Jeflf Brigg’s Lone Story ; a
‘

Novel. Re. 1.

MY FIRST SEASON-—By the Author of “Counter-
parts.” (Standard Author) Re. 1.

THACKER’S BENGAL DIRECTORY, 1880,
comprising, amongst other information. Official
Directory; Military Directory; Mofussil Direc-
tory; Commercial Directory; Trades Directory;
Street Directory, Calcutta; Alphabetical List of
Residents in Bengal Presidency. (Eighteenth
Annual Publication.) Half-bound in red
leather, price Rs. 16, Cash Rs. 14; post-free,
Rs. 14-12.

THE LEGISLATIVE ACTS OF THE GOVER-
nor-General in Council, 1879. With Index. 8vo.
uniform with, and in continuation of, Theobald’s
Edition of the Acts, Rs. 5-

THE INDIAN LAW EXAMINATION MANUAL.
By Fendall Currie, Esq., of Lincoln’s Inn.
Barrister-at-Law. Second Edition. Revised and
rewritten Demy 8vo., cloth, Rs. 5, i

MILTON’S ODE ON THE MORNING OP I

Christ’s Nativity. With Note (Todd’s). Fcap. I

8vo., limp. As. 4.
j

STAPLEY’S GRADUATED TRANSLATION EX- '

ercises. Adapted to the Bengali Language. 8vo. i

Sewed, As. 8.
|

THE RULES AND ORDERS OP THE HIGH I

Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal,]
in its several Jurisdictions (including such of the
Rules of the Supreme and Sudder Courts as are
still in force,) and Forms, with an abstract of the
Charter of the Supreme Court, the Charter Act,
and Letters Patent of the High Court, the Vice-
Admiralty Commission, &c., with Notes, By R.
Belchambers, Esq., Registrar; &c,, High Court,
Original Jurisdiction. Royal 8vo., cloth Rs. 16.

THE ENGLISH COURSE FOR THE FIRST
Arts Examination of the Calcutta University,
1881. Royal 8vo. cloth. Rs. 5.

VOL. II. HINDU TRIBES AND CASTES; to-
gether with an Account of the Mahomedan Tribes
of the North-West Frontier and of the Abori-
ginal Tribes of the Central Provinces. By the
Rev. M. A. Sherring. M. A,, LL.B. Demy 4to.,

cloth. Rs. 16.

This Volume contains an acoount of the Tribes of
the Punjab .and its Frontiers, Central Provinces
and Berar, Bombay Presidency and Frontiers of
Scind.

CAUSES OP BLINDNESS IN INDIA ; Treatment
and Cure, &c. By G. 0. Hall, Surgeon, I. M. D.,
Superintendent, Central Prison, Allahabad. Fcap
8vo., cloth gilt. Rs. 2.

GOODBVE’S HINTS FOR THE MANAGEMENT
and Medical Treatment of Children in India.
By Edward A. Birch, M. D., Surgeon-Major,
Seventh Edition. Crown Svo., cloth. Rs. 7.

“ I have no hesitation in saying, that the present
one is for many reasons superior to its predeces-
sors. It is written very carefully, and with much
knowledge and experience on the author’s part,
whilst it possesses the great adv.antage of bring’-

ing up the subject to the present level of Medical
Science.”

—

Dr, Goodeve,

HOWWE DID “THE LIONS” OP THE NORTH-
West: a Trip in the Durga Poojahs to Lucknow
Delhi, Agra. By P. O. B. Re. 1.

’

THACKEK, SPINK & CO.,

6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,
a -34 CALOmA,

i>r. Ziazarus’s Domestlo Medicines*

Inkantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,
Teething, &o., &c.),

. ...
‘

,...4Rs. I 4
Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen .and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... ... ,,14:

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),... ... „ 1 4
Restringbnt Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... „ 2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ... „ 2 0
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,
&c. ), ... ... ...,,ljt

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative, ... --- „ 20

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ... „ 1 4

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ... ... ... „ 1 4

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
Children), ... ... .... „ 2 0

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair), ... „ 2 0

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... ... ,, 1 S
The above are most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districta
where medical aid is not available. Thousanda

cases have been cured by their judicious uses
A jirinted pamphlet giving full instTmtions ii

•mapped round each hottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co/
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. LazarTJ’s-
original receipts and sold by all Madicine Veng
ders. a-27

Apply to the Manger
for

Illustrated Price List,
At 65, College Street.

QUICK! SAFE ! ! 4' SURE ! ! !

PAVZ, <{c CO.’S
Proprietory Medicines,

Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co.,

DRUGGISTS.
No, 285-13, Bombazar Street, Calcutta,

Prophylactic Mixture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious

and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,

Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of

Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this

unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable

and marvellous effects in the constitution of the

long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the

Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-

tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the

system. Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption

Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents

consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-

tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this

repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.

Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheu-

matism. Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous

and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases

arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the

Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical

strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-

fectly rest ored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

N. R.—Full directions accompany each bottle

Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
with full remittance of price and packing charges

are promptly attended to.

ffy Drugs of the best quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above address

it the cheapest rate possible.
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NEW BOOKS.
XVatural Science.

OUR PLACE AMONG INFINITES : a Series of
Essays Contrasting our little Abode in Space
and Time with the Infinities around us. By R. A.
Proctor. New Edition. (3-14) Rs. 4-4

THE EXPANSE OF HEAVEN : a Series of
Essays on the Wonders of the Firmament. By
R. A. Proctor. New Edition, (3-14) Rs. 4-4

STUDIES IN LIFE. Lectures delivered in the
Lecture Hall of the Young Men’s Christian
Association, 1879. By Dr. H. S. Paterson.

(1-12) Rs. 1-14

THE CRAYFISH : an Introduction to the Study
of Zoology. With 82 Illustrations. By T. H.
Huxley. International Scientjic Series. (3-6)

Rs. 3-12
-7>n-Ditto, Large Paper Edition, only 250 Copies

Printed and Numbered. (9-4) Rs, 10*4

the MECHANICAL THEORY OF HE4T. By
R. Clausius. Translated by Walter R. Browne,
M. A. (6-12) Rs. 7-8.

EASY LESSIONS IN SCIENCE. Edited by Pro-
fessor W. F. Barrett.

Heat. By 0. A. Martiueau, Illustrated. (1-12)
Rs, 1-14.

Light. By Mrs. F.S. Audry. Illustrated. (1-12)

Rs. 1-14.

IJGHTNING CONDUCTORS: their History, Na-
ture, and Mode of Application. By Richard
Anderson, F.c.s., with numerous Illustrations.

Large 8vo. (10-0) Rs. 11-4.

A, GUIDE FOR THE ELECTRIC TESTING OF
Telegraph Cables. By Capt. V. Hoskler. Second
Edition. (2-14) Rs. 3-4.

THE preparation AND MOUNTING OF
Microscopic objects. By Thomas Davies, Edit-

ed by John Matthews, M. D. (7-12) Rs. 1-14.

Medical Books.
THE MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR 1880, includ-

ing London and Provincial, Ireland and Scot-

land, Practitioners resident abroad, the Army
and Navy and Mercantile Marine, Statistical

and General Information (7-12) Rs. 8-8.

BRAITHWAITE’S RETROSPECT OF MEDI-
cine, Vol, LXXX. July -December, 1879 (4-8)

Rs. 5-0

SQUIRE’S COMPANION TO THE NEW PHAR-
macopceia. 12th Edition, 1880 (6-12) Rs. 7-8

PAY HOSPITALS AND PAVING WARDS
throughout the World. Facts in support of a
re-arrangement of the English System of

Medical Relief. By Henry 0. Burdett. (4-4)

Rs. 4-10

THE SPECTROSCOPE in Medicine. By Charles
D. Maemunn, B. A., m. d. With 3 Chromo-
Lethographic Plates and 13 Woodcuts (5-10)

Rs. 6-4

BYE SIGHT ;
GOOD AND BAD : a treatise on

the Exercise and Preservation of Vision. By
Robert Brudenell Carter, f. b, c, s. With
Numerous Illustrations. (3-14) Rs. 4-4

THE STUDENT’S GUIDE TO SURGICAL ANA-
tomy. By Edward Bellamy, r. R. c. S. Second
Edition. Enlarged, (4-6) Rs. 4-10

STUDENT’S PRIMER ON THE URINE. By
J. Travis Whittaker, M. d. With Illustrations

Sketched by him upon Copper. (2-14) Rs. 3-4

Oriental Works
A MANUAL OF THE PUSHTO TONGUE: a

Guide to the Study of the Afghan Language.
By Major H. G. Raverty. (2 14) Rs. 3 4

A DICTIONARY OF THE TURKISH LANGU-
age, Turkish-English and Enelish-Turkish. By
Redhouse, Revised Edition, (26-2) Rs, 29-0

A COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR of the Modern
Aryan Language of India. By John Beames,
B.C.S. Vol. III. The Verb. (10-0) Rs. 11-4

TBUBNER’S ORIENTAL SERIES, in which will

be collected, as far as possible, all extant infor-

mation and research upon the History, Religions,

Languages, literature, &c., of ancient India,

China and the East in General. The following

works are now ready :
—

The History of Indian Literature. By Albrecht
Weber, Translated from the German, (11-4)

Rsj 12-8

Selections from the Kuran. Edward William
Lane. Revised and Enlarged. (5-10) Rs 6-4

Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers.

With Introduction, Prose, Version, and Paral-

lel Passages. By J. Muir, C.I.E., D.C.L., &c.

(9-0) Rs. 10-0

Modern India and the Indians, By Monier Willi-

ams D.C.L., 3rd Edition, Revised and En-
litfged wiUi lUuatrAtioni and Map, (9-0)

Bar 10-9,

Legend oLGandama, the Buddha of
the Burmese, with Annotations. By the Right
Rev. P, Bigandet, 2 vols. (13-8) Rs. 16-0

Miscellaneous Essays relating to Indian
Subjects. By B. H, Hodgson, late British
ftiinister at Nepal. In 2 vols. (18-0) Rs, 20-0

Trade, Commerce and Industry.
ECONOMIC STUDIES. By W. Bagehot. Edited
by Richard Holt Hutton. (6-12) Rs. 7-8

Seven Essays selectedfrom the Papers of the
Author since his Death.

MONEY : in its Relations to Trade and Industry
By F. A. Walker. (6-12) Rg. 7-8

Lectures delivered at the La/ivell Institution,
Boston

THE TRADE OP THE WORLD ; Our Present
System of Commerce Examined. By Robert
G. Webster. LL. D. 8vo. (6-12) Rs. 7-8

THE MERCHANT’S HAND-BOOK of Money,
Weights and Measures, with their British Equi-
valents. By W. A. Browne, LL. D, (3.6)

Rs. 3-18

KING’S INTEREST TABLES, Calculated at Five
per cent. From one Day to one Year ; and
Commission Tables from One-eight per cent, to
Five per cent., thick 8vo. (5-0) Rs. 5-8

Ziiterature and Ziang^uagro.
INTRODUCTION TO THE SCIENCE OP LAN-

gnage. By A. H. Sayce. 2 Vols Crown 8vo.
(15-12) Rs. 17-8

THE READER’S HAND-BOOK OP ALLU-
sious. References, Plots and Stories. By the
Rev, E. Cobham Brewer, LL. D. In a thick
Volume, 1,200 pages, half Roxburgh. (8-0)
Rs. 8-12

THE NEWSPAPER READER: Journals of the
Nineteenth Century on the Events of the Day.
by H. P, Bussey and J. W. Reid. (1-12)
Rs. 1-14

THE BIOGRAPHICAL READER: Sketches of
Prominent Men, by the best Authors. With
Portraits. (1-12) Rs. 1-14

a-35 W. NEWMAN & CO.

WARRANTED I

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-

tidote against Mercury and the numerous
affections arising thereform.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Chronic Venerial affec-

tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimples, Cutaneous
Eruptions, several kinds of Skin Diseases, Dyspepsia,
and general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful
property of removing the Mercury from the system
and of purifying the blood of all its impurities

from whatever cause arising, of invigorating the
system and imparting fresh energy and vitality

to it. The brilliant and extraordinary efficacy of

this Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic and
almost hopeless cases, proves its effects to be un-
rivalled and unparallelled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8
;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for Mercurial and Syphilitic Ulcers

and Eruptions, Price per pot 8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly free from
quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or

Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anmmia, Swelling of the

legs and feet. Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses

and purifies the blood and the system from the

Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,

restores the internal organs to their normal func-

tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-

tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after

the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the cure of

enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.

Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of pains—
Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheumatic,
&c., instantaneously by the external application of

this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases, in failures the

money will be returned.
To be had of

MAISON DE PARIS,
2, OHOWBINGHBE, NEAR DflURUMTOLLAH,

OAIiOVSXAi »-60

PRIZE MEDALLISTS

Por Excellency of Workmanalilp

J. M. EDMOND & Co.,

27—28, BENTINCK STREET.

Established 1833.

Cabinet Makers, Upholsterers,

AND

Billiard Table Manufacturers,

Houses completely furnished. Furniture design*

ed and made to order.

Estimates given for all kinds of Artistic Furni-

ture, Carpentering, Painting, Polishing, Guilding,

and General Repairs, Marble Polished, Moulded,
and Cleaned ; Picture Frames made.

J. M. Edmond and Co., in soliciting a conti-

nuance of public patronage, beg to say they have

ready for sale specimens of Ebonized and Gold
Oxford style of Fancy Chairs, and are prepared to

execute orders for other Furnitures in the same
style.

J. M. Edmond & Co.’s New Show-Room is

now replete with New Heraldic Style of Dining-

room Chairs, and Rustic Chairs, Telescopic Dining

Tables, with Patent Table Expanders. The Oxford
Rustic style Drawing-room suite of original style

and designed by Native Artizans, artistic new
design Chamber Services, Hall Furniture with

Minton’s tiles inserted. Folding Triplicate Mirrors

and “ Exhibition” Pier Table. a-13

Dentistry.

J. COSFZEZiD <b. CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

AY be consulted daily on all branches of

their Profession.

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-

manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They

cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free.

J. CORFIELD & CO.,

11, Old Court House Street, Calcutta, a-8

Sad Watebes are Sold

BY HUNDREDS IN INDIA.

Black and Murray beg to inform their
Customers and the Public, that they have

lately introduced a new description of ENGLISH
SILVER HUNTING WATCH, with Patent Lever
Escapement, and all the latest improvements.

Price—Ha. 55 nett.

These Watches are guaranteed for two years
and will be found strong, neat, and serviceable
having been especially manufactured for India
by Black & Murk ay. They are warranted to

be entirely English made. (Many so-called English
Watches are Swiss, put in English cases).

Just to hand a consigment of their

celebrated RACING CHRONO-
GRPHS, Nett, Rs 46
ELECTRIC BELLS for House or

Office with Push, Wire and constant
Battery ... ... ... Nett, Rs. 20
BINOCULARS, all sizes, from

Rs. 30 to Rs. 60

BLACK AND MURRAY,
CHRONOMETER, WATCH AND CLOCK-

MAKERS.

Habtinos-Strkbt, Calcutta,
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAXiBOUSZE SQUAXIB. CAXiCVTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the Mofussil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom-

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order,

and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfectly in tune

and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

1.

o
3.’

Box No. 1073, playing- 6 Bengali tunes, 1st series.
Poorabee. L
Imni.
Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

Karp or Setar Box No.
1. Poorabee.

2. Imni.

3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

Bassanto.

Kalangrah.
Peeloo.

100 .

Bengali tunes,
Bassanto,

Kalangrah.
Peeloo.

1st series.

6 .

Casli price Rs.
1073L playing 6

4.

5.

6 .

Cash price Rs. 125.

playing 6 Bengali tunes. 2nd series.
4. Jhinjuttee.

5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

'"ash price Rs. 100.

Setar Box No. 1075^, playing C Bengali tunes, 2nd serie's
4. Jhinjuttee.

5. Bhoirabee,

6. Kawalee.
Cash priceRs. 125.

Box No. 1077, playing 6 Bengal^tunes, 3rd series.

Box No. 1075
1. Sarung.

2. Bhoirabee.

3. Kaffee,

Karp or
1. Sarung.

2. Bhoirabee,

3. Kaffee.

1 .

2,

3.

Taza Bhee Taza.
Doogiree.

Hilli Milli Punnya.

Harp or Setar Box No.
1 . Taza Bhee Taza.

2. Doogiree.

3. Hilli Milli Puuya.

Cash price Rs.
1077L playing

Denga Chate Ayore.
Kia Hoga Bhola Janee,
Khambaj,

Cash price Rs. 126.

4.

5.

6 .

100 .

6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.
4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhala Janee.
6. Khambaj.

a-19

[Established 1833.]

K. C. GANGOOLir di. CO.,

ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, &co.

NZCH0Z<X4S «S(. CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta,
London :—1 Whltefriar’sStreetFleet St.E.C.

19, 20, dfc 24, ZtZangoe Ziane, Calcutta.

The following is a description of some of the

works undertaken and goods sold by us :

—

Engraving Bepartment.

Zinc Plates for marking cases. Office Seals,

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for

Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-

sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon. Branding

Irons, &c.. Engraving on plated-ware. Gold, Sil-

ver, Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.

^ Rubber Seals are also supplied.

Printing Bepartment.
Books, Mercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any

character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards,

Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either

from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-

bossing Presses.

Stationery Bepartment.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety.

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-

ness, Invitation, Ball Programme, Playing, &c.

Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing Paper,

Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth-

day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,

Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery

Account Books of various descriptions.

Teems—For Mofnssil Cash or reference for pay-

ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per

Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the

trade.
Catalogue on Application.

- H. C. Gangooly & Qo.

Maoigoe Lane^ Calcutta,

a«20

CUKBENT OB FLOATING ACCOUNTS.
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheque-

paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made, after 3 p.m., and on Saturdays after 1 p.m.

Govbbnment Papbb and Skcubities
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.
Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange.
Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts,
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10 days’

notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on deposits
for longer periods at the following rates, payable
in Calcutta, or in London, at par :

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice

,, at 3 months’ notice

„ at 6 months’ notice

„ at 12 months’ notice

„ at 2 years’ notice
. „

Pay-Bills, Pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates,

corrected and rents realised.

Butinets rules forward&d on application.

_ 3 per cent,

4 „
5 „

. 6

7

Bills

0-.37

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott, Presi-
dent of the New York Theosophical Society,

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji,
Institute, Bombay. Price two annas a copy
apply to the Indian Mirror Office.

Established 1846.

THE BKUGGZSTS’ 'KAZ.Ii,

36-36, College Stteet,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S, “ Dutoerof
Sutherland," “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”

“ Hydaspes,” &c., &c,
Ziactopeptine

Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion
combined in the same proportion as they exist in
the human stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the influence
of the natural gastric juice. It will be found
far superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,
Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly
indicated in Anaemia, general Debility, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, and
impoverished condition of the blood.

Direction for use, formuloe and dose measure ac-
company each phial.

Price Rs, 4 per phial and paehing As, 4,

Morson’s medicinal Pepsine.
loz, phial Rs. S, Paehing As, 4,

Norton’s Camomile Pills.
A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver 'and

all stomach complaints.
Price Re, 1, Packing As, 4,

Hemrod’s cure for Astbma.
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Croup,Hooping Cough,

ORDINARY Colds, and all diseases of the Respira-
tory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin.

Price Rs, 3-8. Packing As, 2,

Grimault’s Vegetable injection of
Matioo.

A few injections of very short duration are
sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4,
Whitmore’s Compound Zilnimoht'df

Arnica.
An effectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasms,

Lumbago, weak Joints, &c., and’as a couuter-irri-
nant in a sluggish state of the liver.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.

Wilkinson’s Ginger and Camomile.
Price Rs. 2. Packing As, 4.

Whitmore’s Stomachic and Z.iver
Pills.

Price Re, 1. Packing As. 4.

Savory and moore’s Pancreatine
Wine.

For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod-
liver Oil solid fat and food generally.
Price Rs. 2 per phial. Paehing As. 4.

W. F. Smith’s Pile Powders.
For the cure of Piles & Prevention of Fistula.
Their gentle emoilieut action subdues irritation

regulatiug the bowels without leaving a disposition'
to costiveness, their decided tonic properties give
power to the system, arrest all tendency to and
counteract the weakening effect of the disease and
their intrinsic value will prove that they fully
merit the title of a specific cure of Piles and pre-
ventive of Fistulas.

Price Re. 1-8 per box. Packing As 2.

PROPRIETORY MEDIOrNE,
Concentrated Compound Essence or

Fluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.
This preparation is decidedly preferable to any

other form in which Sarsaparilla can be; adminis-
tered, on account of its portability and superior
efficacy. It contains the whole active and medi-
cinal properties of the root in the highest state
of concentration combined with tlie ingredients
of the compound decoction directed by the collewe
of Surgeons. The beneficial effects of this Fluid
as an Alterative or Restorative, its great useful-
ness in all disorders of the Skin, Indigestion
general Debility, and after a too free administration
of Mercury, have been universally admitted and
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most eminent practitioners of the piesent
day.

Direction for use accompany each bottle.
Price per bottle Rs. 2. Packing As. 4.

Best assortment of Drugs aud chemicals. Guar-
anteed fresh, and received direct from the respect-
able manufacturers of London.
Terms moderate.—Wholesale rates on

application. Price li>4 supplied to Mofnssil doctors
and Dispensaries. Orders promptly eaxouted on
remittance of cash, or a respectable reference in
Calcutta,

GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT & CO
pharmaceutical chemists

’

Wholesale and Retail Bruggists
and

manufacturers of JErated Waters.
A-11
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES.
The undernoted Watches are specially addapted for persons who, having costly watches, are

reluctant to use them for rough purposes, such as travelling, sporting, &c. They have been
manufactured by Hamilton and & Co. expressly to supply the demand for a fairly finished and accurate
time>keeper at a moderate cost.

The Railway Watch.

The Railway Watch, as sup-
plied to the Indian Railway
Companies, has an English
lever movement of the finest

quality and strongest possible
construction. Hamilton & Co.
confidently recommend it as a
Watch not easily disarranged by
rough usage. The apparent dis-

advantage of the large size is

amply compensated for in wear
by the increased excellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.
Recommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use of

Travellers and Ex^rers,
Cash.

In German Silver cMe...Bs. 95
In Sterling Silver case... ,, 135
In Silver case, Keyless 180

The “Exhibition” Eng-
lish Eever Watch
This Watch, which is guaran-

teed to be entirely English-
WADE throughout, has a substan-
tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Full Plate System ! with Jewel-
led Lever Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-
ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me-
dium size.

Cash.

Silver, best quality ... Es. 85
Second quality ... ,, 75

TUB STANDARD DBVBR WATCH.
In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, f

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-

ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled

Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We
have devoted particular attention to the good
finish of its mechanism, and as wc can confidently
guarantee its performance, we recommend it to all
classes of buyers.

Price, Es, 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Es. 200 cash.

With Keyless movement, Hunter or Half-hunter, Silver, Es. 100 cash.

The Aluminium or Silver Keyless
Crystal Watch.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for
winding or for setting the hands.

This in India is a great advantage, dust and damp
being kept out.

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.
Works visible.

Silver case, Es. 45. Aluminium case, Rs. 40.

Xiadles’ Crold Watches.
Substantial 18-Carat Gold cases, engraved Hunter

or Half-hnnter, good sound movements, thoroughly
timed and tested. Fitted in Morocco case. Gold
Key supplied.

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200.

The Patent Silver Eever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOB ORDINARY WEAR.

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable
time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-
faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick fiat Crystal glass,
strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only ... Rg. 40
Superior quality,in Hunting Case, Es. 65 Cash

Ziadies’ Blegrant Enamelled Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with
highly finished Jewelled movements. Es, 125 to 300

Gold Guard and Albert Chains
Of every fashionable pattern now worn, and of the usual lengths, manufactured of the best rich

colored Gold. We solicit inspection of our large and varied stock, but a sheet of patterns with prices
will be forwarded per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta.

Silver Guard and Albert Chains, a large assortment always in Stock, Prices on
application.

Xiochets, Seals, and “Watch Keys, charms and Trinkets, Ac.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and Clock Makers in ordinary to H. E. the Viceroy

and to K. R. H. the Prince of Wales,
0-18 CALCUTTA,
The Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persous are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums perUdically reduced.

For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to
D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Secretary,

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay;
OR.

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellesaley Place, Calcutta,

«-73 Agent, for BENGAL.

DUNN AND GO.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND
BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS

' by appointment to
His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor

General of India.
Nos, 46 47 Bentineh Street^

Calcutta. .

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-
able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of house sundertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
;
a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.
Estimates supplied on application. o-lO

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited
to address themselves in writing to X, care of
the Printer,

ZiONDON AND XiANCASKZRB
XiZFB ASSTTARANCE GO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.

This Company offers to the Public the Com-
bined Advantages of

Unquestionable Security and Low
Rates of Premium.WHILE the adoption of all the improved

modern conditions under which Policies
are now issued enables the Directors to grant un-
usual facilities to all intending Assurers.

That Life Assurance is rapidly becoinin<' uni-
versally recognized as the MOST SECURE ANl)
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT, is sufficiently
proved by the following statistics, “ startling in
their magnitude but quiet power,” extracted from
” The Review” of January 1st, 1879.

“ In the years 1870—1878, the accumulated Life
Assurance Funds of the Offices have risen from
£90,700,000 to £117,600,000, or at the rate of
£3, COO, too per annum. This is after paying out
£71,500,000 in claims and bonuses on policies alone,
entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or
management expenses. The total sum received by
the Life Offices on life account in the eight years
was £128,700,000. Against this was paid in
claims, £71,500,000 ; annuities, £3,350,000 ; and
surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being
a total paid out to Policy-holders of about
£84,000,000; after this £27,000,000 were added
to funds.

The LONDON & LANCASHIRE returns 80 per
cent, of the profits, divided every five years to
participating Policy-holders. English rates of pre-
mium only charged for such period as the Assured
spends westward of Suez.

Prospectuses and every required information
can be immediately obtained by application to
the undersigned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.
The Manager of the Ludian Mirror is authorized

to be our Agent.
A. B. SHEKLETON,

General Agent Sf Secretary for India,
a-65 A. Lall Bazaar, Corner of Mission Row

THE GREATEST

WOUDER OF MODERIT TIKES!

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

Lonc experience has proved these famous remedies to ha
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-
cidental to the life of a miner, or to those living in the
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race,
viz;—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and cholera.

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT
Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,

ulcers, rheui^tism, and all skin diseases ; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fail, to
cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

Ihc Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

683, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
Vendors of Medicines throughout the

Civilized World; with directions for use in almost every
language. •w. >

C^Beware of countorfoits that may emanato
from the United States. Purchasers should look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes f the
address is not 688. Oxford Stroot, Lonf

,
they

arespunouf, - '
-

a-2i
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ADVANTAGES OF ASSURING WITH THEORIENTAL LIFE OFFTflE
All that Experience has proved Practicable and

Purdent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,
Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be
obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever :

—
(1.) Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.

Amalgamations Impossible.
Funds in Government Securities only.
Native Lives assured at European Rates.

Premiums reduced to English Kales from
leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

( 11 .)

( 12 .)

(13.)

(14.)

(1.^.)

(16.)

(2.)

(3.)

(
1 .)

(5.)

date of

China.

Annual Premium for Assurance
Rs. 1,000 under New System.

of

ige. 30 35 40

Premium Rs. As. P.

21 5 4

Rs. As. P.

24 8 8
Rs. As. P.

28 10 0

45

33
As. P.

14 8

Lower Safe Rates than any other Office.

(6.) Office young, and therefore free from Old
Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can be paid Yearly, Half-yearly,
Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of
V'cftrs •

(8.)‘ CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
,

PROOF OF DEATH. i

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 33 per cent.

(10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,
,

and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

Entire Direction in India.
Special Protection to Assignees.
The Most Economical Management.
Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-16-0 oiny.
Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine.

, Policy-holders can appoint their own
Irustees, Auditors^ or Consulting Actuary.

(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere
to suit Assurers.

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.
(19.) No Restriction on Travel.

*'“

POLICY-HOLDERS IN IHE ‘^ORIENTATI'ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER
Unequalled Liberality.

Being established in India, all arrangements for
the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” are
made with a view to the convenience .and benefit of
Its own members,—European and Native,—who
Rloue participate in the advantages arising from
its succssful progress.
Yearly list of new Assurers closes 31st

December.
Special attention is invited to the Peculiar

System of Life Assurance introduced by this
Company, and to the New and extremely favorable
Conditions (as regards Rate.s, Profits, Limits
OF Residence, Non-liability to Forfeiture, &c.)
under which its policies are issued.
The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when

Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

ITS CAREFUL AND
equitable MANAGEMENT. IS RAPIDLY
gaining the CONFIDENCE OF THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY.”
.

Intending Assurers—Native pr European—are
invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the

Oriental ” with those of any other Company.

PRSSBRVB YOUH SIGHT.

EUREKA

DetaUed Pro^ectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports, and full particulars on application to-
F. A. COHEN, Agent Jor Bengal, or D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER F I A

7, Wellesley Place, CALCUTTA. Manager & Actuary, BOMBAY.

BUZZ.DBRS,
P. W. P1.EURY & CO..BNGZNEBRS, SCIENTIPIC INSTRUMENT MAK.ERS

A N 1)

CONTRACTORS FOR ELECTRIC LIQ-HT ILLUMINATION
No. 63, Dhcrkumtolllah Street, Calcutta.

’

Appliances for Electricity, Chemistry,
Optics and Photography on hand.

with a MicrophoneTelephone
Complete ... ... ... Rg.

2 Telephones with 200 feet Copper
^Vire „

Woodbury’s Patent Sclopticon
or Improved Magic Lantern

Patent Slide Tinter for above ... ,,

Tank for chemical effects do. ... ,,

Microscope attachment for inagm-
fyiiig small objects and projecting
on a screen for above ...

Woodbury’s Patent Pyro Hydro-
gen Lime Light a capital substitute
for the Lime Light ... ... ,,

Woodbury’s Patent Lantern
Slides of the Paris Exhibitiou,
from Re. 1. As. 8 to ... ...'

,,

Coloured Magic Lantern Slides,
from Re. 1 to Rs. 5 each.

Patent Scenograph
;

for pictures

4J"x 3j" with stand ... ... ,,

20 0

20 0

S3
8

.3

0
0

0

0

2 8

0

Chemistry.

Pneumatic Trough for preparing
Gas

Glass Test Tubes of sizes, from
As. 2 to As. 8 each.

Glass Retorts, from As. 8 to

Brass Retort Stands, from Rs. 2 to
Bansen’s Patent Burner
Crucibles from As. 4 to

Pestles and Mortar from Re. l to

Glaso Bent Tubes, from As. 4 to
Large Gas Bags each ...

Copper Retorts for preparing Oxy-
gen Gas, from 6 Rs. to ...

Rs. 8 0

Hire of Magio Ziantero for amuse-
ment of the IToung.

Large Magic Lantern with 6 dozen assorted
selected slides, comprising magnificent views of
cities, Comical sliding moving figures. Chroma-
tropes and beautiful phot ographic slides, including
one workman’s attendance for one or two hours,

Electricity,
Zanni's Patent Magneto Electric

Bell complete (! dispensing with the
use of Voltaic Batteries and Che-
micals) !

Bunsen’s Galvanic Cells 8" x 4"

Callan’s Galvanic Cell 6" x 1" x 2"

Dan-iell’s Galvanic Cell 6" x 3"

Le Clanche’s Patent Cells
Bicromate Battery, small
Magneto Electric Machine, for'

Cure of Nervous diseases with
single magnet

50 0 !

Magneto Electric Machine, with
1 double Magnet
Magneto Electric Machine, with
treble Magnet

Electric Light Apparatus com-
plete, worked with 50 large Bunseu’s

Electric Light Apparatus with
40 Cells ...

Electric Light Apparatus with
44 Callan’s Cells ...

Oxy Hydrogen Light Apparatus coml
plete

Electric Bells from Rs. 9 to Rs. 20
each.

Rumkorff’s Coils of sizes from
Rs. 16 to Rs. 75 each.

Giesler’s Vacuum Tubes, of sizes,
from Rs. 4 to Rs. 8 each.

,
**hotography, <Lc.

Thoma s operating Box or dark
Tent, measuring when closed
3" X l"-6" X l"-6"

Operating Tent for out door work
Camera by Ottwell and Collis for

pictures 7" x 4^
Portrait Lens by Lerebour for
above

View Lens for pictures 7" x 4.V'
Large Portrait Lens by Lerebour
Improved Kaliedesoope with patent

Stfkhloy’s Educational iiiorosoope

Rs. 50
7

4

3
4

5

13 0

18 0

20 0

<>

4
6

1
n

1

45

400

320

250

200

12 0
80

91

II

80

45
30
80

30
6

SPECTACZ.es Ik ETE-GZliASSES

f H^HE determination of the proper spectacles for

any defect of the eyes, is undoubtedly a

matter of the greatest importance.

This importance is increased on the one hand

by the number of patients requiring such assist

auce— a number that throughout the civilised

world, may be reckoned by millions—on the other

by the actual injury inflicted by unsuitable glasses,

and iastly by the customary sale of most spectacles

by persons who have no adequate knowledge of

the conditions of their utility.

For the guidance of those who cannot con-

veniently visit me, I have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions.

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, “ How to

preserve the Sight,” with testimonials explaining

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they tjan be properly remedied, free on

application.

N. LAXARUS,

5, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET;

Calcutta,
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NEW GOODS! NEW GOODS!
Br ri' / ^ s ^ ^

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

C. EAZAXIDS <Sc CO.,

House and Eand Agrents.

61, Bbntinck Street, Calcutta.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
The following properties to let and for sale.

For Sale.

BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR
Splendid Stock of Furnlsbing' Hequisites.

VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &c., &c.. kc. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 26 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PU RDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &C., &C., &c.

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OP

LACE, MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS, Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

jV. 5.—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,

Brussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile
Carpetings.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs .and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, ttc.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs,

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coat

I

Blankets.

Door ZHEats.

English—made from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

M »> M » 38 by 24 „

I

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

,, ,, ,, ,, 38 by 24

I

Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.
' Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Keartk Bugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Felt Carpeting by

I

the yard.

Purdah Bepps.

j

Oreen, Dixie, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy

I

Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps
and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAXLBB CO.,
HOSIERS, DRAPERS, SILK MERCERS, &c., kc„

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA. a-51

Demy
Eoyal

NOW LANDED ! !

From the S.S. “DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH”
The folloiving :

—

ALEXANDRIA—ALBION PRESSES.
Quarto or Eoyal 8vo.

Foolscap Folio

Post Folio

Foolscap Broadside

Crown

10

15
16
19

21

24
26

11
*

15
16

18

20|
Iron Ink Tables.

Enle and Lead Cutters.

Holler Frames and Stocks.

Expanding Holler Frames.
Composing Sticks, 8, 10 & 12 inches.

Brass Hules Plain 8to, Pica, 24 in.

Dotted Brass Hules, 16 inches.

Rule Case, No. 1.

Ditto, No. 2.

Hand Lever Perforating Machines.
NO MORE TROUBLE WITH INK ROLLERS!

PEOCURE ONE OF

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLERS
6 in. • • • s« 12 0

10 „ • »

•

16 0
12 „ • • • >5 20 0

These are the Rollers for India
they will not melt away, but last for

years ! !

!

ERASMUS

Stationery, Printing and Wiriting Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anxjthinrj in the Printing Trade can be supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.
JONES, Friaters* Agent, 6 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.

O, 2, Madge’s Lane,

To Det.

A SPACIOUS Dry and Airy Godown, No, 2,
Mission Row, with entrance on the Road side.

To XiOt.
rilHE flat consisting of 3 large rooms, No. 2-1,i Mission Row, admirably adapted for Mer-
cantile Oflaces, now occupied by Messrs. Stanley
&, Co., who will vacate the premises on the Ist
June next, from which date they are available.

Apply to

C. LAZARUS k CO.

For Sale,WORTHY the notice of Capitalists, Shipping
Agents, Mill-owners, or Noblemen desirous

of having a residence on the river bank,

AMANSION on the bank of the River Heoghly,
with 40 biggahs of beautifully laid-out land

attached, having several tanks of very sweet water.
Situated in the southern suburbs of Calcutta,
within 20 minutes’ drive of Government House.
This ground has a river frontage of about 300 feet
with water of such a depth as to admit of a
ship anchoring close to the bank.

For Sale.

A very fine bungalow situated at
GYA. It stands in its own compound,

which is a very large one, is pukka built through-
out, and has a good range of pukka stablingi
also an extensive range of out-oflBces. It can be
disposed of at a moderate price, the owner having
left India.

For Sale.

ALOWER-ROCMBD House, on the banks of the
river at Baranagore (Bhaduri Ghaut), 8

cottahs, 4 chittacks land. Price Rs. 2,800. Govern-
ment ground rent, Rs. 1-5-3 annually.

For Sale.

A FINE two-storied Mansion, situated at Ali-
pore, within 20 minutes’ drive of Govern-

ment House, well adapted for the residence of*a
Native Prince or Rajah.
The Ground-floor is marbled throughout, the

Reception-Room and Hall on the upper-storey is

teak-floored. There is a fine verandah to the South,
the whole length of the house overlooking a large
tank, and a grand pillared portico, the whole
height of the house to the North front. It has
excellent out-otfices, and stabling with extensive
compound. Two fine tanks, one of which to the
south of the house, is very prettily embellished
with a fine pukka-built marble ghaut, and contains
sweet wholesome drinking water. A road with a
beautiful avenue of full-grown trees leads from the
entrance lodge to the house.

I

There is a large range of Racing Stables to the

j

south end of the compound, which has a separate
entrance.

1 The whole extent of ground measures more
. than forty biggahs. The yearly Government rent
is Rs. 52-5.

This Mansion, with grounds, has been decoratea,
improved and laid out, regardless of expense, and
is now being ofifered for sale, consequent on the
owner having left for England.

To Z.et at No. XO, Hare Street.
Suitablefor Mercantile offices—Barristers' Chaxn.

hex's—Attomies or Brokers,
Four large light airy and lofty rooms—having

entrances from either Hare Street or Council
House Street—could be let separately, one portion
having the Council House Street entrance, and the
other the Hare Street.

O. LAZARUS & CO.,
HOUSE AND LAND AGENTS.
61, Bbntinck Street, Calcutta. a-28

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders,
commission will be charged according to the value
as the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
of Mcertiuned by application to the Manager.
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COOKP] & KELVEY,
20, OZ,l> COURT KOUSS STREBT, CAX.CUTTA.

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE AM) COMPLICATED WATCHES
WACTH.MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

’

MODEL WATOTM for INDIA.
The Mod<il Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combinino- simplicity

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
° ’

These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best
known makers. They are entirely of English manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.

’

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash PiS. 90,

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.GENEVA WATCHES OF GDXrXnteED OUAHTYSilver Half Hunting Case. ....

^ V 1 1 .Silver Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

G O X. B

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Le ver Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 cash.

o

AX,£ZBRT CZZAX

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 ''ash.
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The attention of the Native nobility an I gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of
legant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

massive

a-9

COOKE it KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.

Rotlce.

The Hookah-shop carried on by Radha Nath
Chowdhry, in Jorasanko, has been removed to

81, Bentinck Street, and will henceforward be to
conducted by the undersigned.

A large assortment of Bengalee and Mahomi'd.an
shaped Hookahs of new designs just to han.I at
moderate prices. Inspection invited.

Prices ranging from Rs, 2 to 10 each, inclusive
Chillam.

ISSUR CHUNDER BEBD,
SI, Bentinck Street, Calcutta.

a*36

NATZORAXi SAUrzc OP INDIA
X.IMZTBD.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.
On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5y

,, Six Months’ Deposits
Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short

periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J. WlNDRAM,
Manager

NO MORZ: PAINS!!!

000IISM02ra a

<1-34

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear, Neuralgia, Colics,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples ami Eruptions on the Skin.

*

Pains of every description have been cured by
the outward anplication only of this medicine,
when all the skill of the medicai art has been tried
without effect.

Per bottle Re. 1, Large side Rs. 2, packing Aa. 8
DARLINGTON & CO.

DhurrumtoUah Street, Calcutta..
*** The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains I ! I

are our trade marks. Unprincipled parties in-
fringing on our trade rights will be oriminallj
prosecuted.

Beware of a base worthless fraudulent,
native imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-
Curer.

1®" CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
ignorant imitators who cannot express their
thoughts in their own words, but servilely imitate
Darlington & Co.

Call for Darlington’s Pain-Chrer and eefe

that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
Mr, George Ostooke, Manager, Collingeerah

Indigo Concern, N. W, P,, took a..large bottle of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, found it efficacious, &
twice sent orders for half a dozen large bottles at
a time.

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes ;

—“ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAiN-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : 1 was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dora, Bombay Presidency, writes :— “ We find
Darlington’S Pain-Curer efficacious, and are
glad to know of it as being a useful medicine.
Sister Theodorine, Superioress F de la Croix ”

The Lady Superior of St. Mary’s Convent,
Allahabad, writes “ Darlington’s Pain-Curer
has been found most beneficial in a case of local
Paralysis, M, J. Schmidt, Superioress."

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 more large bottles of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer through Captain Percy Gough, his
Private Secretary,

General Jeet Jung Bahadoor, Rana, of Nepaul,
after ordering one large bottle of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer, expressed his approbation, and
ordered for a dozen large bottles of the same.

Rajah S. S. Ghosal, after taking more than 20
large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, said that
he found the medicine efficacious in every instance.

“ Gentlemen,—I beg you will kindly send me
another bottle of Darlington’s Inpaluble Pain-
CUrer which is undoubtedly worthy of its name,
P. Thorpe, 39, Anderson Street, Black Town.
Madras,”

Mr. G. Dessa, of Howrah, has used more than
a 100 large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curer,
and finds it his only friend that affords him an
immunity from disease, or rids him of it when he
is attacked.

Mr. E. C, Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the
Bengal Times, writes from Dacca, “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple of applications, and in about 4 days dis-
appeared, This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’
Pain-Curer.” "

fi

Capt. Heath of the Steamer “ Bombay,”
Master Mason, writes-" I gave a bottle of DaH-
lington’s Pain-Curer to a friend of mine who
was ill. It having relieved him greatly, he wrote
to me for another bottle. Kindly let bearer have
a large bottle of Darlington’s Pain-Curer.”

DARLINGTON & OO.,
Dharromtollfth Street, Oaloutta.
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Boorbly Sridgre notice.

THR Bridge will be closed for traflSc on

Tuesday, the 13th April, 1880, from 11-30

A. M. to 2-30 P. M.
G. H. SIMMONS,

rt-6 Secretary to the Bridge Commissionera.

CBZMZNAXi COTTBT COAKPANZON*
BY

PRAN KISSEN GHOSE
INTEVPRETOB, ChIEP MAGISTRATE’S COURT,

Calcutta,

Price reduced to Rs. 6. Postage As. 8.

To be had of Messrs. Thacker Spink & Co,, or

of the Compiler.

B. pzns.sBTon co.,

ESOINEERS, BUILDERS, <t CONTACTORS
Drainage, Water, and Gas,

Office and Work shop, 39, Bentinck Street

ZnDZA GEMBRAIj STBAltt NAVI-
OATXON COntPAN'r, “ED.”

RPHOKNE, Rilburn A Co .—Vatiagtng Agents.

- ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

end Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward every Saturday,
,rpHR Btr. Debrooghur wiu leave

,1 Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,

>the 9th insj^ant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Godowns,

Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of* Tliursday, the

8th instant.

rHE Str. Progress will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-

^day, the 11th instant.

Cargo ’^^ll be received at the Company’s
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 9th instant.

Passengers shonld leave for Goalundo by Train

of Saturday, the 10th instant.

OAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

j
''HE Sti. Benares will leave

Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

^day, the 13tb instant.

Cargo will be received at tbe Company’s Go-
downs. Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 12th instant.

For further information regarding rates of freight

or passage money, apply to

4, Fairlie Place, 1 Q. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 7th April, 1880. I Secretary,

a-23

KZVSR& STBAIMC BAVZGATZON
CO., “ Z.Z2tXZTED.”

The Steamers of this Company run weekly from
Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

The Steamer Burmah will

leave Calcutta for Assam
-- on Tuesday, the 13th 4pril.

M

The Str. Indore will leave

for Assam from Goalundo
on Thursday, the 15th instant.

For fiiitb.-r information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO.
a-32

Austro-Rungarlan Ztloyda’ Steam
NaTigation Oompanj,

Line of Steamers betioeen Calcutta and
Trieste vid Suez Canal.

Taking Cargo for Egypt, the Levant, Black Sea,
Mediterranean, and Adriatic Ports.

The Company’s S. S. Narent^, will arrive
hero on or about the 25th March, and will

leave on or about the 5th April next, calling at
Colombo, Aden, Siiez, and Port Said. Has ex-
cellent accommodation for Passengers, and carries
an experienced Surgeon.
The Company also cover risks of Insurance on

goods and specie shipped by their Steamers to any
of the above-mentioned places, and grant Bills of
Lading accordingly.

For Freight, "Passage, and Rates of Premiums,
Ac., *c., apply to

,
DAVID SASSOON & CO.,

Ag«nt», 104, Cliye Street,

Notice.

Life of Maharajah Nava Krishna Deva Baha-
door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

Behary Mittra, which the Press have opined to
he highly interesting, is ready for sale at the
Sanskrit Press Depository, the Canning Librar}",

39, Old Chiiiabazar, and 11"), Chitpore Road,
(Burtollah.)

Price six Annas.
(All rights reserved.)

Anglo-Indian B.ubber Stamp Co.
(Specially Cheapest Manufacturers of the

above stamp.)

No 99, College Street.

T he promoters of the Company beg to intimate
the public, that they are prepared to under-

take works at exceedingly , moderate rates and
execute jobs to the satisfaction of constituents.
Price list supplied on application.. Specimens may
may be sent gratis.

DB. J. G. ANDBBSON,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No 139, Dhurrumtollah Street,

nxay be consulted at all hours dally.

(At homefrom 11 to 12 a.m.)

Family engagements in and abont Entally under
special arrangements.

Bengal Zee Manufacturing Co., Z.d.

N O TICE.

The Depot will be moved from its present site
on April 1st 1880 to No. 2, Madge’s Lane,

south of the Municipal Market. Ice will be sold
froin 5 a. m. to 8 P, m., at the Company’s new
Depot in Madge’s Lane, near the Municipal
Market and at the Factory at Sealdah @ i anna
(6 pies) per pound. From 8 P. m. to 5 A.^M., a
limited quantity of Ice will be procurable at one
anna per pound.

By order of the Directors,

H. J. WESTON,
Managing Agent.

2, Madge’s Lane, )

The 27th March ISSO. f 288

Bengal Zee Manufacturing Co., Ld.
SPECIAL NOTICE.

rilHE Directors greatly regret that lately (though
JL they hope for the immediate present only)
owing to the increased demand for Ice. the daily
supply has, on some occasions, fallen short, and
persons sending for their supplies late in the day
have been disappointed. The Directors having
foreseen that this state of affairs must take place
during the present hot season, unless the producing
power of the Company was largely increased, took
early measures, for obtaining additional inechi-
nery, which has been arrived and been set up. and
which will be sufficient to enable the Company to
produce double tbe quantity hitherto produced.
The new mechinery has been started, and the
Directors hope and fully expect that from next
week no further difficulty will he found in supply,
ing the public with their requirements.

By order of the Directors,

H. J. WESTON,
300 Managing Agent,

DEB CKATTEBJBE CO.

{From late De Leemans Co,,)

MANUPAOTDRERS, DEALERS, & REPAIRERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS.

TINSMITHS, ELECTRO-PLATERS, BRONZERS,

Ziacquerera, and Railway Con-
tractors, ^o., d(.o.

NO. 2, CTIOWRINOHEE.

Baths of sizes
;

Block Tin-made Deed and
Despatch Boxes, Sugar, Coffee, & Tea Cans

;

Garden-watering Pots
;
Tea, House, Street, Portico,

Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railway
lamps of all descriptions

Always in hand and made to Order,

PORTABLE COOKING STOVES of single and
double 3 and 4 inch burners, Tin and Wronght-
iron Enamelled Ware, &c.

t t •

Terms—Very.Moderate.

INNES & CO.

(J. Inn E3,Late Head Asslstantto SteuabtA Co.)

CARRIAGE BUILDERS.

36 and 37, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Carriages of every description, built to order,

latest designs .and improvements, material and

workmanship guaranteed.
$

Repairs carefully ami promptly executed.

Oiling rates to be had on application.

Carriages sold on commission @ 5 per cent,

ESTIMATES 4’ DRAWINGS FURNISHED.

CKARGBS MODERATE.

AMERZCAN X.EROSZNE OZX.

OF THE BRIGHTEST QUALITY AT RS. .5

PER CASE.

STEARIN CANDLES,

Gu.aranteed 16 oz. to the packet, 6 to the lb. •

and 25 packets to the case.

At Rs, 12-8 per case.

'BJJ’Sim&.U. OZGARS,

UNSURPASSED QUALITY.
No. 1, Rs. 30 ; No. 2, Ra. 20 j No. 3,Es. 12 ^ mille

AGENCY BVSZNESS
IN EVERY BRANCH UNDERTAKEN.

NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

4 If 5, Hare Street, Calcutta

.

THE ZNDZAN MZRROR.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(In Advance.)

Town,
Rs. As. P.

For One Month 2 8 0

„ Three Months 6 0 0

,, Six Months 12 0 0

„ 'Twelve Months 24 0 0

N, B.—The above includes subscription to the

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil.

For One Month .S 6 0

,, Three Months 8 0 0

,, Six Months 16 0 0

,, Twelve Months 32 0 0

Foreign.

For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 48 6 0

,, ,,
{via Brindisi) 64 10 0

Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )

For One Month • • • 1 0 0

,
TLrree Months ... • • •

0
• •• ^ 8 0

„ .Six Months • • • ... 5 0 0

„ Twelve Months... ... ... 10 0 0

( Single Copy Four Annas. )

Foreign.
For Twelve Months yVJfZ Southampton 1 12 7 0

,, ,, {via Brindisi) ... 14 14 0
ADVERTISEMENT RATK.'^.

For casual Advertisements 2 amia.s per iine.

No Advertisement charged for ies.s tnan a

Ruoee..

For special contract rates apply to the Manager.

Printed and published for the Proprietor ov V\
. c,

SooR, at the Sen Press at No, 2 Hritiati Indi'in

Street, Caloutta,
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REUTER’S telegrams.
EMPRESS EUGENIE.

,,,, „ „ Lo.ndon, 17th April.
Ine Empress Eugenie has arrived at Cape-

Town. ^

Obituary.—Dr. Kenealy.

GERMANY.
rp, _ ^ .

Berlin, 16th April.
Ine German Parliament has adopted the

Army Bill.

A RUSSIAN LOAN.
St, Pbtersburo, 16th April.A new Russian Loan of fifteen millions is

announced.

they are responsible for the prosperity or de-
cline of their cause? Every pledge broken,every
exhibition of anger or jealousy, every instance
of faithlessness is so much deducted from tbe
vitality of their movement.

:o:

The young members of tbe “Band ofHope”
of Calcutta have brought out a monthly jour-
nal in the interests of total abstinence. They
call it the Bi.ih Bairi, or the “ Enemy of
Poison. Ihe first number leaves on us a
very favoralile impression regarding its merits.
The journal is to be distributed gratis. May
God crown the efforts ol the young projectors
with success.

: o:

Our readers will he gla i to read the follow-
ing, which appears in the of March

•
** The Boston Christian Register has

an affecting and apfiropriaie trihuie to tlie

memory of Frances Power Cohhe, ‘ whose
arge and clear intelligence was consecrated
by the love of truth to the highest uses

j
and

whose writings, withoiit reaciiing the final
philosophy,’ &c. We read the article with
deep interest, but its effect was spoiled
we are happy to say—by the apparition pre-
sently afterwards of Frances Power Cotihe
herself sailing down the Strand as large as
life.”

®

:o.’

Sir TV^illiam Jones, in his voyage to

agents were sent everywhere to decoy girls
to the fatal cereraon ies. For a week poor
gtr 8 were kidnapped, brought to the palace
and then sacrificed. Someth ing like a gloom,
we are told, overspread tbe capital, and men
and women never ventured to stir out of their
houses. The death of the monster put an end
to these sacrifices.

Thh authorities entrusted with the inaugu-
ration of the new Engineering College at
Shibpore, are not evidently men of the right
stamp. Only a few days after the opening of
the College a notice was given to the effect
that the Native classes should remain closed
til June next. We think the step was nrgentlv
onlled for. Tlioiigli there is a well paid
t rincipnl, whose duty was to look to the health
and interests of the students, would it be be,
lifved the latter were for many days made
to subsist upon chira and dahil A more
scandalous case of school management has
never been brought to our notice. Supposing
the students were ill, who would be responsible
for tlieir lives ?

r w

—

The Calcutta Review for April contains a
large variety of interesting matter which we
hope to notice soon,

;o:

Why should a postal-card be spoken of as
in the feminine gender? Because it can’t
keep a secret.

Ihe Christian World learns that, by the
command of the Queen, a cross has been erect-
ed in Zululand in affectionate remembrance
of the late Prince Imperial.

M. Gambetta has been ordered by his
physician to give up smoking altogther, if he
be desirous of retaining in full power the
splendid voice which has made him so famous.

:o:

Evebt body cries for union in India, but no
two persons are willing to show an example in
their own life. The best day for India would
be when two of our countrymen will be found
to carry on a discussion on any topic without
losing their temper.

‘p;

T
not wish our countrymen to be either

Liberal or Conservative in English politics.
But we do wish that they should be liberal
in the cause of the religious and social
amelioration of India. If ,he Maharajah of
Durbhanga were a liberal in this sense what
a glorious source of strength would be to
the party of progress !:o**

Everj religion depends for it.s success and
influence upon the personal character of its
adherents. D > the Rrahmos know how much

India, found in the Island of Johanna, a se-
cluded speck in the Atlantic, off the coast of
Africa, this inscription in Arabia above the
door of a mosque :

—

The world was given for our edification,
Not for the purpose of raising sumptuous dwell-

ings;

Life for the discharge of moral and religious
duties.

°

Not for pleasurable indulgence;
Wealth to be liberally bestowed.
Not avariciously hoarded;
And learning to produce good actions,
Not empty disputes.— :o:

In the April number of his Magazine, re-
ferring to the recent General Election in the
British Isles, Mr. Spurgeon says :

—“God has
made us our own governors in these British
Isles, for, loyal as we are to our Queen, we
practically are Caesars to ourselves. We are
now called upon to exercise one of the privi-
leges and duties which go with liberty

;
let no

man be negligent in it. Every God-fearing
man should give his vote with as much devo-
tion as he prays. Vote for those whose prin-
ciples denounce needless war, and whose
watchword is justice at home and abroad.
For temperance, thrift, religious equality, and*
social progress, let the Christian vote be one
and indivisible.”

:o:—
The young monster that disgraced the

throne of Burmah has just died. His life
ended, as it had begun, with a series of horrid
atrocities. But his murders this time were
of a class sufficient to beggar description.Some
time before bis death, the priests of the palace
enjoined the sacrifice of human lives with a
view to appease the eyil spirits, ^eked

I

Edwardes writes an article in
the Calcutta Review in which the criticises
very fairly the works of Urs. Wilson and Duffm India. We shall probalily refer to it in
another issue. In the raeautime bis sympa-
thetic notice of the Brabmo Somaj will, we
dare say, be read with interest and pleasure bv
our readers

reformer.Ram Mohun Roy. and its lineal descendant, theBrabmo Somaj, are indications that, if Hinduism
ever ceases to be the religion of the educated higher
class Natives of India, it will not be immediately
succeeded by any form of Christiauity as at present
existing. Whatever opinions may bo held regard-ing those claims to Divine commission recently nut
forth by Keshub Chunder Sen, and however much
tbe movement of which the Brahmo Somaj is theoutcome, may be stigmatized as “ vague, ethical
rationalism, no one who has an intelligent under-
standing of the movement will set its leader down
as a band-box of vanity, a vulgar quack, a saocti-momous impostor, and the movement itself as a
delnsion and a snare. Self-deceived and foolish
Brahmoism may be

; but its self-deception and it^ I
foolishness have in them some of those startling
qualities which, among early Christians, made tha
foolishness of preaching overcome the wisdom of
the world. The power of Brahmoism as a factor
in the religious life of Bengal is not to be despised
and Its hold on the higher aspirations of Young
Bengal, and we may say of India, is of a kind that
Christian workers in India would do well not to
undervalue or underrate.

Principal Cairns lately delivered two very
interesting lectures in Scotland. The one
was on “ English unbelief in the Eighteenth
Century,” and the other, on “ French unbe-
lief of the Eighteenth Century.’ In his first
lecture, after sketching the lives and discuss-
ing the opinions of the deistio writers of the
century, the lecturer said that the movement
failed intellectually through exhaustion.
Deists wanted the elements of moral victory
creed, worship, polity, traditions. The deei
est cause of their failure was their want of
faith in a Diyine mission. In diiooiaiog tho
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ioepticism of Home, Dr. Cairns showed much

fairness and generosity. In the second lecture

peaking of Voltaire, Principal Cairns said

that on purely literary and historical subjects

his works contained some things that were

Tery good and true, and he differed from

English deists in that he constituted

himself a reformer of political abuses,

and an opponent of intolerance of all kinds

He was, however, incredibly ignorant of the

Bible which he assailed, and the success of

Christianity was for no one a greater problem

than for Voltaiie. In speaking of Rousseau,

Dr. Cairns commented upon his changefulness,

remarking, however, that there was much in

bis works which led back to Christianity.
"r. i

:o:-

Thbrb exists in England an Associa

tion for the Oral Institution of the Deaf and

Dumb, Hitherto we knew only of the method

of using manual signs to express wants, as

prevalent in institutions for the care of the

deaf and dumb. But in this Association, a

quite distinct plan of instruction has been

adopted, by which deaf childten are taught to

peak and understand our ordinary language.

The Association was formed through the bene-

volent exertions of the Baroness Mayer de

Bothschild. The Times writes that under Mr.

Van Praagh, when Principal of the Jews Deaf

and Dumb Home, which this lady founded,

such encouraging results had in that institution

attended the adoption of the system of lip-

reading, that the Baroness determined to es-

tablish a training college for teachers and a

ichool in which children of any race and creed

might be taught. We find that lately a

voce examination was held of pupils of

various ages attached to that Association.

The same journal says “ Mr. Van

Praagh showed by questiwung children from

the six or seven classes in the school, the steps

by which the pupils, the youngest niere in-

fants, learn first to recognize, by watching the

lips of a teacher, and next to pronounce,

vowels, consonants, words, then to frame sen-

tences, and, lastly, to give expression to their

thoughts. The elder boys and girls showed

by their replies that they are enabled to

take a lively interest in current events,

and that, on the part of the boys, news-

paper reports of the doings of the Univer-

sity crews and of the speeches about the

coming election divided with works of travel or

of fiction their attention in their leisure hours.”

It is further stated that the speaking in the

case of those bom deaf was monotonous, while

those who through illness had lost the power

of hearing, seemed to possess some slight

power of modulating the voice in talking.

of the people has been shaken and an unjust

war has been undertaken of which the end

cannot yet be foreseen. It would be enough

to say that under Lord Northbrook the

finances were prosperous, no new tax was

imposed, and the war was avoided. It

is not easy to ascertain probabilities. But

this much is clear that the accession of

Lord Northbrook will be the death knell

of Sir John Strachey’s administration of

the financial department. Besides this pleas-

ing prospect, we may have another to con-

gratulate ourselves upon. In our ex-Viceroy

we shall have a syrapathetfo ruler whose

affection for the subject races and constant

interest in their welfare are well-known to

all. No British Cabinet has ever appointed

an ex-Governor- General to the post of Secre-

tary of State. This, if the announcemerit

referred to be true, will be the first experi-

ment of the kind, and we are sure it will be

a great success. Lord Northbrook at this

moment carries the good wishes and loyal

sympathy of the entire Indian community.

cannot ignore any one of them. The strength

of our age consists in the accu mulation of

all the wisdom of all the ages 'of the world.

India should, therefore, cease to be exclusive.

If it seeks to rise in the scale of nations, it

cannot do so by confining its attention to its

own past. It should invoke the departed

spirits of all countries, and gathering the truth

that was in them, get renewed strength

to begin its march anew on the road

to eternal progress.

THE PRECIOUS INHERITANCE.

Thb triumph of the Liberal party has given

rise to a welcome rumour that Lord North-

brook may be appointed the Secretary of State

for India. As His Lordship was once the

Under Secretary for War, it has been sur-

nised that he may as well have the Secretary

hip for War. But as the rumour to which

we have alluded is supported by the high au-

thority of the Times, we may, for a while take

the announcement as true and indulge for a

few moments in the pleasing dreams of another

golden age. We do not exaggerate when we

say that the accesion to oflBce of this eminent

nobleman will be hailed with pleasure from

one end of the country to the other. When

Lord Northbro)k announced his intention to

retire from the Viceroyally of India, we

said that we should have to regret the

change within a year or two, and the history

of the last four years has convinced us how

well-grounded were our fears. During that

period taxation hai inoreased, the oonfidenoe

Thb last volume of the “ Hundred Greatest

Men” is entirely taken up with the lives of

religious men and reformers. There are two

prefaces written by Professor Max Muller

and M. Renan respectively. The lives treat-

ed of are those of Moses, Zoroaster, Confu-

cias, Buddha, Mahomed, St. Paul, St.

Augustine, Martin Luther, Loyola, Wesley

and others. Curiously enough, Jesus is omit-

ted,and we learn that the reason for this is that

Jesus was not a man, and could not, therefore,

be included among the hundred greatest men.

The only feature that would have lent beauty

to the work is thus left out.With Jesus at the

head of the long list, the chain of prophets

would have appeared beautiful, and let us

say, human aspirations would have obtained

full’ justice. But without him humanity

is left bald and ugly. We think it is a mat-

ter of great pride and erlory to mankind to

think of the prince of Nazareth as a brother,

not God, and in this capacity he would

have shed a light upon other prophets, which

would have illuminated the history of thought

not a little. The nineteenth century is in this

respect peculiarly fortunate, for it is the heir

to the accumulated inheritance of ages, all the

different pronhets having left us Uie precious

legacy of their precents and wisdom. We
speak of the nineteenth century, necause this

isthe century in whicli above all an attempt

is being made to find out a scientific expla-

nation of the great revivals which owed their

birth to prophets. Before this the world was

forced to shroud itself with the cloak of

exclusivism and intolerance, and whatever was

true and of good report in other countries,

was considered to be false and deceitful. The

study of the comparative sciences has for the

first time discovered a principle which has re-

volutionised the study of theology. Prophets

are now considered a part of the general provi-

dence of God, and each is said to complete the

story of the world’s redemption. History is

incomplete without one of them, and human

aspirations are satisfied only when all of them

find their proper places in the plan of Provi-

dence. Our educated countrymen should

study the scientific spirit of the age very care-

fully, and they will see that without a belief

in His special manifestations, men may as

well ignore their belief in God. Just as

the wisdom of Plato and Aristotle, Bacon

and Newton is the birthright of the present

age, in the same way is the truth that was in

POOR IN SPIRIT.

The world is very inconsistent. It spurns

poverty and worships it at one and the same

breath. Its economists consider poverty to be

a bin, but the same poverty it holds as god-

liness in a saint. So long as a religious man
leads a beggar’s life in the world, he is

shunned as a vagabond, but the moment he

turns his back upon it, and goes to a higher

region, he is ranked as a god. In fact, there

is a deep-rooted hatred in the human mind

against poverty in any shape. Behold the

vengeance which Providence wreaks upon

a self-sufficient world. Out of the very mouth

that blasphemes poverty come forth words of

honest admiration and worship. If a wealthy

son leaves the world and betakes himself to re-

ligious exercises, he is hated, reviled and per-

secuted. A moment afterwards he dies, and

lo ! the persecuted soul is elevated to the rank

of a saint. On their side the saints do not

hesitate to proclaim open warfare against

wealth. It IS easier, they say, fora camel to

pass through the eye of a needle than for a

rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven.

Hence the first demand that is made of men
anxious to lead a

they should leave

religious life, is that

the world, and with

Jesus and other masters our own. We

Men of all

greatest em-
poverty as

So that, at

spectacle is

it all its money and goods

religious denominations lay the

phasis upon the value of

a discipline of spiritual life,

the present day, the unique

presented of a money-loving world paying

to a Durbar of absolute beg-

gars. Christ, Sakaya Muni, Chaitanya,

&c. were only beggars, and it is they that

divide between them the monopoly of the

love and esteem of the world. But under

neath all these there lies a deep doertine

that requires an explanation. Why is it that

wealth is so much at a discount among religious

men? Simply because wealth begets pride,

and pride begets sin, and sin begets death.

The true doctrine of poverty is not, therefore,

to be always taken in a literary sense. Be

poor in spirit, that is what true religion

dictates. Though you may be

surrounded by wealth, yet be so indifferent

to it that it will never produce a baneful

influence upon your soul. In the midst of

the greatest affluence retain the spirit of a

poor man. We do not complain of wealth,

but of the pride of wealth, and it is, therefore,

ordained to us that even if wealth there be in

abundance, there should be the completest in-

difference to it in our own mind. Christ as a

king and Christ as a beggar would present

the same spectacle of Christ as poor in spirit.

There is another curious feature in spiritual

lives which may be noticed. The same per-

son who sat clothed in royal robes and
surrounded by the paraphernalia of royalty

woul, if required, descend from the throne

and occupy a garret with as much ease and

facility as if it were a transition from one

state of happiness to another. That shows

that poverty and wealth are of no moment to a

man elevated in spirit.
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THE ARTS COURSES OP THE CAL-
CUri'A UNIVERSITY.

The Faculty of Arts of the Calcutta Univer-

sity met on tlie lObh instant to decide a very

important question. Accor<ling to a resolu-

arrived at a previous meeting, a Committee

had been appointeil to select text-books

and limit the range of subjects for the various

examinations in arts. The resolution in

question was calculated almost to revolu-

tionise the method of study hitherto pur-

sued under the auspices of the Calcutta Uni-

versity. The principle of it was this : it gave

to every student a large choice of subjects,

and at the same time reduced the number of

compulsory branches. The principle of what !

is called the bifurcation of subjects is !

extended to the F. A, The meaning of
j

thin is that students with distinct tastes '

are at liberty to choose either a literary
)

or a mathematical course, and except in I

the F. A. the number of branches to which
'

they will have to attend, is also consi-

derably diminished. Thus at the B.A. one

who chooses the literary course, is required to

take up three subjects only, namely, English,

a classical language, and one of seven

optional subjects. In this list are in-

;

eluded (a) a second course in English, and *

(b) a second course in classical language. '

So that one who chooses either (a) or

(b) does in realiiy take up only two '

branches for examination. Under the present
j

system he is required to pass througli, we
j

think, five subjects. It was naturally expect-

ed that a course so revolutionary must meet

with stout resistance from many. And
^

so it did. But the opposition did not
,

succeed, and the ref'ort was adopted by a

majority. Opinions, no doubt, differ upon

this important question
;
but for our part, we

confess we accept tlie principle of the bifur- '

cation of studies, and the lessenino; of the num-
ber of compulsory subjects. We think it

recognises an important fact in tlie constitu-

tion of tlie human mind—that no two minds
;

are similarly formed
;

and by giving a large
j

option it does justice to particular aptitudes

and tastes. We do not know why a student

who does not like mathematics should be com-
pelled to take up that subject, and why one

with mathematical attainments should be

allowed to fritter his time in the mastering of

studies which do not suit him. The unreality

ofUniversity education hitherto lay in the little

scope given to individual freedom in the choice

of subjects. All young men were compelled

to pass through the same test, and the result

was as plain as anything could be that the

real ‘ amount of solid knowledge possessed

by them was very little. Under the new
rules they will have a large number of sub-

jects to choose from, and the branches that

will be learnt, will be learnt more thoroughly

and systematically than now. But while we
say all this, we are not blind to the fact that

the report of the sub-committee contains

many defects. One of the distinguished

members of the Faculty dwelt upon the

absurd length of the Sanskrit M.A. course,

and argued that it ought to be considerably

curtailed. We think his reasoning was

irresistible, for the very line of argument
which led to the adoption of the report, should

have also led to the establishment of a larger

number of optional subjects in Sanskrit. The
text-books for the various courses have been

on the whole well selected. But we do not

understand the principle which has guided

the Committee in the matter. There is much

that is vioioas and objeotionable in the

manner in which some of the books have been
selected. We shall dwell more at length upon
this in another article. For the present we
content ourselves with the assertion that,
while the main principle underlying the report
is good and just, the details require to
bo seriously considered and discussed. In
its present form the scheme, as passed, should
not be allowed to come into operation

ENGLISH AND INDIAN CHARITIES.

Our friend, Mr. Dali, spoke the other day
at the Bengal Social Science Association
on Charities. A full report of his speech has
not appeared, but from the little that has
been published we gather that he dwelt upon
the spirit and form of American charities,

and advocated the adoption of them in

this country. Mr. Dali spoke also of
scientific charity. Well, we do not know
what scientific charity means any more than
we know something of a scientific frontier.

We confess however, that America is always
original in her devices,and we fully believe that

her charities are also something new and
exemplary. Now whatever may be thought of

introducing the system of American charities

here, we confess we are not prepared to

adopt their English counterpart in this

country. We are reminded too often of

the evils of indiscriminate charity to forget

that what is said of it is very true

and scientific also. But it is one thing to

tiieorise, and another to carry it into practice.

We should he told, in the first place, how
the doctrine of well-applied lienevolence

looks in practice, and in tlie second

|)lace, whether it ha? succeeded in re-

ducing the evils of poverty. The English sys-

tem of parish relief seems fo us to be excel-

lent in theory, is it not true, however, that it

does not a' tract paupers, and that, therefore,

it fails to prevent starvation? England has

undertaken tlie responsibility of feeding its

own poor. If so, are the poor really taken care

of and has starvation ceased? It may seem

quite orthodox to speak in depreciation of the

political economist’s theory of parisli aid.

But we confess we hold all the talk about in-

troducing tlie same system in this country as

somewhat wild. One of the speakers at the

meeting alluded’,to urged the necessity of es-

tablishing the parish system in the metropolis.

We think he meant his remarks for the

Europeans of the city, and not the Native

population. For we cannot conceive tliat

the English system can in any way he

applicable to India, the spirit of the two

countries is so entirely different from each

other. In England, labor is worsliippeii, and

labor is a necessity, for the climate requires

it. A man who has reduced himself to poverty

through indolence, has broken one of the laws

of nature. Hence morally and scientifically it

is a pnnishment which he has brought upon

himself. An Englishman camiotcnncei ve how a

man should get charity without deserving it.

Hence those severe laws of parish relief, those

degrading labor tests which do so much to

frighten the poor from seeking relief at the

alms houses. An asylum for the poor is, in

England,conducted on the principles of the jail

system. Poverty is virtually reckoned to he a

sin,and the sinner is made to suffer according-

ly. Work in a labor house, therefore, robs a

man of respectability and all rights to enter

genteel society hereafter. Torn we to India.

Here the very climate is against the labor test.

People may lire without hard labor, and

they do get money without it. Labor in the

English sense is certainly not the sine qua non

of wealth and respectalulity. Here the less

indeed a man works, the greater is his res-

pectability. Tlie English system recognises

labor as a virtue, and where this virtue is

wanting, it insists upon labor as a punish-

ment. In India, it is considered neither in the

light of a virtue nor of a punishment. Hence

the labor test is inapplicable in a country like

India. Again, in England, poverty is a crime

more to be punished rather than encouraged

;

in India it is a misfortune more to be pitied

than condemned. It may be asked—-How,then,

do you mean to prevent the growth of in-

dolence in the country? We reply that poverty

is its own punishment. Our people do not

require the spectre of punishment to induce

them to lead industrious lives. What could be

more appalling to a man than the prospect of

subsisting upon other people’s money ? The
position itself is a misfortune, and it is as a

misfortune that it is viewed by the majority of

the people. Now this misfortune is inevitable

in the course of many lives. The whirligig

of times brings on its revenges, and it is

just possible that every man will have at some

time or other to pass through moments of

trial. The Hindu is full of the milk of

kindness, when he contemplates the sufferings

of men of this class. As regards the

pauper population, we think its number is

a constant quantity in every community.

However much you may try to diminish

it. it will remain, unless better conditions

intervene to change the foundations of

society. In well organised Native States we

have found professional paupers are fed? by the

Raj, and in one well-known city that we

have visited, beggars are almost . conspicuous

by their absence. There is then this differ-

ence between the English and Indian systems

of relief—in England, paupers starve, in

India tliey are allowed to live.

SCEPTICAL TEACHING.

Bv far the most serious objection to the

sclieme passed by the Faculty of Arts is to be

found in the Philosophy Course for tlie B. A.
and the Honors. We hope every well-w,isher

ot the educated Native will come for-

ward and protest in a loud voice against the

introduction of sceptical textbooks in the

courses for these oxainiuations. For con-

venience’ sake we append here the lists as

proposed by the Committee:

—

F. A.

Logic.

Thomson’s Laws of Thought, or Bain’s ' Logic,

Part I (Deduction), pages 1—227, omitting the

Appendix, or Fowler’s Deductive Logic,,with Mill’s

Logic, Books I, II.

Psychology.

Masson’s Recent Britisli Philosophy; or McCosh’s
Examination of J. S. Mill’s Philosophy; or McCosh’s
Intuitions of the Mind, pages 1—242; or Mansel’a
Metaphysics, pages 1 —281 ;

or Bain’s Mental and
Moral Science, Books 1, II. pages 1—214.

B. A.

Psychology.

Hamilton’s Lectures on Metaphysics, and Mansel’s
(Metaphysics; or James Mill’s Analysis of the
I Phenomena of the Human Mind, edited by Bahi,
‘ Grote, and Findlater

;
or McCosh’s Intuitions

i of the Mind.
Hiitorij of Philosophy.

Lewes’ Biographical History of Philosophy, 2
volumes; or, Schwegler’s Hand-book of the History

of Philosophy, with a few short original texts in

1 English ; e. y., Plato’s Apology. Republic I—IV
;

Aristotle’s Ethics I—IV, and X; Descartes’ Dis-

course on Method ;
Berkeley’s Principles of

Human Knowledge* or Berkeley’s Dialogues of
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Hvlas »n<i Philonon«i
;

Kant’s Prolegomena by
Mahaffv

;
Fichte’s Nature of the True Scholar, by

W. Smith,
Logic.

Hamilton’s Lectures on Logic, and Mansel’s Pro-
legomena Logica (The Anoendix to Hamilton’s
Lectures to be omitted)

; orD^berweg’s System of
Logic and History of Logical Doctrines.

Moral Systems.

Bain’s Mental and Moral Science nCthics). pages
429-702, with Plato’s Repuhlio I —IV; Aristotle’s

Bthics, I—IV and X; Zeller’s S'^oics and Epiou- i

reans, translated hy Reichel; Butler’s Sermons
l-III, and Dissertation on Virtue.

Natural Iheology.

McOosh’s Method of the Divine Dorernment;
or Mansel’s Limits of Religious Thought and
Philosophy of the Conditioned, and Butler’s Ana
logy, Part I.

M. A.
(a) Oriental.—Monier VSTilHama’ Hinduism;

Rhys David’s Buddhism.
(h) Greek.—Grote’s History of Greece, chapter

68 (on Socrates ;t Plato’s Anologv of Socrates.

Plato’s Republic, bv Divips and Vaughan
;

Grote’s Plato, chanters 3.3. 34, 35 ;
Archer Rntler’s

Lectures on th** History of .Ancient Pi»ilosoohy.

Aristotle’s E'h cs
;

Aristotle’s Pditics, books
I, II

;
Grote’s Aristotle, omitting chapter 9

(e) Modern. — Descartes’ Discourse on Method
;

Meditations ; Principles of Philosophv
;
by Veitch.

Cudworth’s Treatise concerning Eternal and
Immutable Morality,

Locke’s Essay concerning the Human Under-
standing,

Berkeley’s New Theory of Vision, Principles of

Human Knowledge, and Dialogues of 'ylas and
Philonous (volume 1 of Prof. Fraser’s Berkeley),

flume’s Dialogues on Natural Religion; Huxley’s
Hume.

Reid’s Inquiry into the Human Mind.
Kant’s Prolegomena, and Critique of Pure

Reason; by Mahaffy,
Fichte’s Nature of the True Scholar; Destination

of Man; by Dr. William Smith,

t Stirling’s Secret of Hegel, volume I, pp. 1—318.
(d) Contemporary,—Matthew Arnold’s Culture

and Anarchy; Appleton’s plea for Metaphysic in

the Contemporary Review, November and Decem-
ber 1876; Ferrier’s Institutes ; Herbert Spencer’s
First Principles ; Herbert Spencer’s Essays

; Emer-
son’s Essays.

We do not know whence the student is to

get all the books mentioned above. Surely many
of them should be printed and formed into

convenient and handy text-books. But
apart from the ridiculous solicitude which

seeks to familiarise the student with the prin-

ciples of philosophy from the days of Thales

to those of Hansel, Bain and Spencer, there is

something formidable in the idea that so

much of sceptical teachings should enter into

the curriculum. The committee has seemed

to show a studious impartiality in selecting

authors from both the theistic and anti-tlieistic

schools. But this impartiality is worth

nothing
;
it is positively dangerous to students

who have neither opportunities nor power to

sift and examine opinions for themselves.

We could understand this impartiality in the

matter of religion. The committee have, we

observe, selected Professor Monier Williams’

Hindnism and Mr. Rhys David’s Buddhism for

the M. A. But we do not think that diluted

works like those mentioned above can do much
good. If instead of them extracts from the

moral precepts of the Bible, the Koran, the

Shastras and the Buddhist scriptures were

set ’down as texts, that would be more

useful as tending to form the national charact-

er than the mere presentation of them in

summaries or passing criticisms upon them.

It is strange that the best books of the

Christians, Hindus, Mahoraedans and Bud-

dhists which are their scripturs should he

overlooked, while frothy and vicious works in-

culcating dangerous dotrines should he openly

tolerated and sanctioned. What can we get,

for instance, from such a book as Huxley’s

Home? It openly teaches scepticism
;
and

do the members of the committee think that

tb«ir respoQiibility is discharged when they

have put this mischievous book into the hands
of ^students? We think their responsibility
begins rather than ends here, for every in-
stance of corrupt life and vicious practice
will be henceforth traced to the action of the
members of this committee. Huxley’s Hume
is an objectionable hook in every sense of
the expression. If Hume anywhere finds
grounds to believe in the existence of (3od, his
biographer and critic comes to the rescue,
and saves the former from the ignomi-
nious confession of theism. Huxley in
many places out-Humes Hume. Then,
again, there is Herbert Snencer’s Philosophy
about which the onlv thing we can say is that
it has the eff-^ct of beautifully undermining
the fairh of every weak young mind that cares
to read it. Mr. Spencer is a distinguislied
philosopher, hut we may he allowed to say that
bis wisdom is such as may be confounded by
the varieat babes in religion. Then, again, the
committee proniinentlv prescribe Lewes’
Biogratdilca! ILstorv of Philosophy for the
B. A. Now, no on« can gainsav the great
merits and literary ahilitics of this versatile
writer.

^

But when we remember that his creed
was positivism and his method such as could
do not justice to faith, he ceases to he an inter-
esting author, and his encliings cannot hut he
considered as mischievous. There are many
other things about winch we should like to say
a word or two. But as onr object is to call

general attention to the subject, we may re-
frain from speaking more at present.

Siialtma

There will be collections this evening at the
Brahnia Mandir aftsr the usurI Divine service.

Bhai Gottr QoviitdA will conduct Divine service
at the Mandir to-night.

The minister left Calcutta last Friday for Nvni
Tal, and will break his jonrney at Lucknow. His
address at Nyni Tal is : Edwinstowe House.

On last Sunday night, after the usual Service
in the Brahma Mandir, the midnight service was
held. There were Sankirtan and readings. After
which at about half-past eleven the minister
delivered a short sermon.: The service was over
at 12-30 A. M.

BhAi ProtAp Chtinder delivered a lecture on
“ Sakhya Muni ” at G.va, The Magistrate of the
District presided on the occasion. He delivered
another lecture at the Patna College H.nll on
Saturday, 10th April last. About 400 people
were present. Mr. Macrindle, the Principal of
the College, was in the chair. Bhai Protap is
now staying at Lucknow, and will probably
accompany the minister to Nyni Tal.

dl0rresuamlcttr^.

[ ir^ do not hold ourselves in any way responsible

for the oviniens of our correspondents.—RiX>. S. il/,]

THE EDITOR OF THE "BENGAL MAGAZINE’’
VERSUS “ ANTI-HUMBOG.”

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”
—lu reference to the severe animadversions,

made by your correspondent, "Anti-hnmbug,’’ on
the Rev. Editor of the Benga' Magazine, published
in your valuable paper, dated the 28ih March last,
I beg leave to make a few observations by way of
extenuating the charges so unkindly laid at
the door of the poor Editor. It must be
acknowledged on all hands that Mr Lai Behari
Dey (the Editor of the Bengal Magazine) is one
of the best of the educated Natives of Bengal,
if not of whole India. Hi« book, entitled

" Govinda Saraunta,” has elicited the admiration
and wonder of critics in all parts of England,
if nob of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland. Parodying the words of
Lord Bacon that " knowledge is power,” I
may say that knowledge or education is pay
or means pay. Accordingly an educated man
is entitled to greater remuneration for his ser-
vices than an uneducated man. You give a
person a high, thorough and liberal education in
all the Western sciences and literature, and
the consequence resulting therefrom is that his
views, his ideas, his thoughts, his feelings and his
aspirations all get expanded, enlarged and angli-
cised. If, after you have given him all this educa-
tion, you demand of him to serve you on a
salary quite inadequate to his wants and ne-
cessities arising from the fact of his having
received high education, and consequently being
a respectable member of his community, you
virtually tell him to look out for employment
elsewhere, yielding greater remuneration. Now
this was exactly the case of Mr. Dey in respect
of his connection with the Free Church Mission
that gave him a high English and classical
education, but would not pay him an adequate
remuneration for his work, or even half the salary
allowed to a Scotch Missionary, who, in point of
education, may not be far ahead of him.
Besides, the outside world can have no idea of
what troubles, what difficulties, what trials the
poor Reverend Editor had from without and from
within, while serving in the mission. According
to the principle of the Free Church of Scotland^,
that a pastor should be supported by his congre-
gation. the poor man was subjected to the greatest
humiliation and trouble in pleading all parties and
chiming with their freaks and whims with the view
of makinir them good paymasters of the amount
guaranteed for his support. The pay allowed
him by the mission was any thing but a pittance,
it was even less, I believe, than what is generally
allowed to a copyist in the Bengal Secretariat.
So that he could no longer continue in the mission,
unless he was prepared to be guilty of famishing
his family and children by half diet. Under these
circumstances, your correspondent “ Anti-Hum-
bug” may be told that it was not he who sought the
" fishes and loaves that fell from the Government’s
table,” but the mission that made him seek them.
Or, in other words, the system pursued at the pre-
sent day for raising a body of Native Ministers
(educated) is at fault. In conclusion, your corres-
pondent and others of his opinion may be fold
once for all that the Rev. Editor does ministerial
work, whenever an opportunity presents itself, even
by undertaking secular work.

Yours &c.,

Fact.
•P.'S.—That the Revd, Editor has greatly lowered

himself in the estimation of the public by under-
taking secnlar work, few will gainsay.

‘TO THE EDITOR OF THE " SCNDAT MIRROR.”
I.

"Let the wicked forsake his way, and the uii-
nghteous man bis thoughts.”—Isaiah. Chap, lv., 7,0 YE foolish, steeped in pleasure, bound by

sin’s enticing chain,
^

Leave your sins, renounce your pleasures, pleasures
not unmixed with pain.

Life is not the thing you think it, Life is not
an idle show

;

Righteousness you must attain to,—either righte-
ousness or woe !

®

You were made not for enjoyment, not for
lightly trifling Mirth

;

You have surely that within you which points
unto a nobler birth.

You are men endowed with reason sprung from
the Eternal Mind, ®

Souls enclosed by clayey bodies as the kernel by
the nnd

;

^

Souls excelling fleshly bodies as the fruit excels
Its shell.

Will you scorn the nobler part, and will you with
the baser dwell.

Cleaving to the coarser side, contented witn a
partial view ?

Lift your eyes away from Earth and see the
Lofty and the True !

You were made but to be righteous,—righteous-
ness your only aim,

All that keeps you from this object is deserving
of your blame. ®

Therefore leave the Bad, and follow only what

Leave the unsubstantial Evil and the Solid Good
pursue.
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•‘The man \vVio«e deeds are evil, fears the
burning. But the burning will not come the less
that he fears it or denies it. Escape is hopeless.

He shall not come out till he has paid the
uttermost farthing.”—George MacDonald.
Truth like a consuming fire all that false in you

will scorch,
As the summer hay is withered underneath the

flaming torch.

Truth will lash you with her lash, will force you to
do right;

She will weary you of darkness, she will make
you long for light.

dwelt upon the importance of the philosophy of
kt. Thomas Aqumas, and especially on its
great utility as a means of combating the
scepticism of the present century. He pointed
out that it was not opposed to the progress of
natural science. He said those were in error who
without having studied it, slighted than philosophy
which constituted the glory" of the Christian cen-

"Gt forth how in the prosecution of
studies St. Thomas should be held up as an object
of imitation and he stromrly exhorted those present
to cultivate natural science, but in a Christian
manner.

Anathema I Anathema I She will leave you all

alone,

All alone in outer darkness, wailing heard and
saddest moan.

Long you’ll be in weary anguish, much you will
be racked with pain.

You will thirst for living water as the desert for
the rain.

Then dismay your soul will seize, and you will
long and cry for light,

Straining blinded eyes to pierce the darkened
curtain of the night.

Till at length the gloom disperses, and the light
of Truth is seen, —

* Lo, she cometh! Lo, she cometh ! cometh Truth
the heavenly Queen 1”

A. B. C.

Siti|rar]jr,

Wb understand that Principal Caird's long pro
mised work, .Aw Ititroduction to the Philosophy of

is now so far advanced that Mr. Made-
house, the publisher to the University of Glasgow,
expects to have it ready before the end of this
month.

The following para : about the duration of Par-
liaments appears in the Times. We hope it will be
interesting to many of our readers at the present
time. “ From an inspection of a table showing
the dates of the summoning and dissolving every
Parliament from the reign of Henry Vllf. to the
present time, and drawn up with as much accu-
curacy as posssble from the rolls and journals
of the House of Commons, the following facts may
be deduced.— First, that since 1,599, "when it is
generally supposed that the duration of Parlia-
ments was first extended beyond a single year,
only four Parliaments have existed for seven
yea- 8, and that, besides these, 11 only have
lasted as long as six years. Secondly, it is

evident that, out of the rest, only 11 Par-
liaments have lasted above five years, five
more between four and five years, and six
between three and four years. Thirdly, out of
the remaining number only 11 lasted above two
years, and no less than 33 for a shorter period.
Liastl 3', it is manifest that taking one Parliament
with another, the duration of each since the ac-
cession of Henry VIII. does not exceed three,
years, even including the “Long Parliament”
of King Charles I. and the still longer Parlia-
ment which his son, Charles II,

, kept in existence
for 17 years. The two shortest Parliaments since
the accession of George III. have been that of
1806-7, which lasted only four months and 15
days, and that of 1830-31, which lasted only five
months and 28 days.”

M. Victor Hugo intends to bring out several

new works this year. A poem of 4,000 verses,
“ Religion et Religions,” will appear short-

ly, and then will come two volumes of “ Toute la

Lyre,” to be followed by the “vision de Dante,” the
” Quatre Vents de I’Esprit,” the “ Fin de Satan”
and the third part of the “ Lagende dessiecle.^.” A
five-act drama, Torquemada, two comedies, La
Grandmere and La Forit Mouille, and a pie e

in verse VEpee, are also ready for publication.

We understand that a proposal has lately been
made to the Council of Magistrates of the city of

Berlin for the construction of an electric railway
across a portion of the capital. The electro-

dynamic machine, which will propel the carriages,
will be placed under the floor of the carriage be-

tween the wheels, and a steam engine of 60 horse
power, which will be employed in the production of
the electricity, will be placed at the terminus. The
stoppages will be very few, and the rate of speed
will be, it is expected, about 20 miles an hour.
The chief object of the undertaking is to convey
persons quickly across the city, and especially to

facilitate access to the city line of railway.

General Daniel Boggles of Virginia has
discovered a very curious method of bringing down
rains from the skies. The General’s method, as
stated by him at the Virginia Senate Committee on
Agriculture, is to send up to the cloud realm car-

tridges of dynamite or smaller explosive materials
in skeleton balloons, and to explode them either by
fuses or by magnetic electricity through light me-
tallic wires connecting the balloons with the earth.
Gen. Ruggles believes, as the result of many years
of study and investigation of this subject, that the
diffused mists passim; over arid regions, or regions
suffering from unusual drought,may be consolidated
readily into rainfall-t by concussions and vibrations
thus artificially produced. He has, therefore,
suggested to the Committee that the Congress may
provide a small appropriation to make experi-
ments and test the truth of his assertion.

At an assembly of Papal philosophers and
scientific men held at the Vatican, at Rome, St.

Thomas Aquinas was lately elected a patron
saint for Science, “a patron of universities,

academics, and seminaries.” St. Thomas
was a far-famed mediaeval Divine and great
Schoolman, was a Professor of Sacred Theo-
logy and was called Doctor Angdicus."
Tne Pope Leo XIII, speaking on the occasion,

George BuANDES.a German writer, in his recent
work on ‘‘Lord Beaconsfield : A Study,” thus
compares the present Premier with his great anta-
gonist ;

—“Gladstone is a character, a man capable
of development, and always developing, and of
extraordinary gifts, especially of great practical
understanding; he has the head of a Financial
Minister and the heart of a philanthropist: he is

a man of figures, with sympathy for the suffering
of humanity; but he is uninteresting and wanting
in originality. The character of Lord Beacons"
field, on the contrary, is absolutely original; there
is something daemonic in him. His mind is of
the metallic order, while Gladstone’s is of the fluid
sort. * * Gladstone is a clear and energetic,
but far too discursive a speaker

; not a single word,
not a telling phrase, stands out in the torrent of
his eloquence so as, once heard, never to be for-
gotten. He has himself defined the relations
between the speaker and his hearers

; he says that
the speaker gives them back in the form of a
river what he receives from them as vapour. He
himself is the speaker thus defined, and it is on the
close relation to his hearers, here indicated, that
the great effect of h's words depends

; they seldom
read well. Lord Beaconsfield’s speeches, on the
contrary, are eminently monologues, the products
of an original, paradoxical, and, therefore, isolated
mind, the work of a born author, brilliant and
sparkling, excellent in parts; but long passages of
them are trivial, a mere tissue of spangles.”

Of all the literary, artistic and dramatic clubs
in London, perhaps, the best known is the Savage.
Their last annual dinner was lately held. Among
tlie speakers on the occasion was Mr. Glad-
stone. who spoke for Literature. The Graphic
gives the following short history of the Club and
of the origin of its peculiar name, which, we
hope, will be interesting to our readers :

—
“The Savage Club was instituted some twenty-
three years since by a small band of author's,

artists, and journalists for the same reasons that
Dr. Johnson and his friends founded the Literary
Club, and it has steadily increased in numbers
and prosperity till at the present time there are
nearly .300 members. The qualification for admis-
sion is to be a worker in Literature, Art, Music, or
the Drama, and a good fellow. This rule is strictly

enforced. Much discussion has arisen in the jour-

nals as to the origin of the name. Its origin is given
in the Savage Club papers. It the early days of the
club, when the question of a title was mooted,
many names were suggested, the ‘ Addison,’ the

‘Johnson,’ &c., finally, ‘The Shakespeare., The late

Robert Brough protested against such high-eound-
insr titles. ‘Don’t let us be pretentious,” said he.
‘ If we must have a name, let it be a modest one
—one that signifies as little as possible,

“A member in the pure spirit of wantonness cal-

led out. The Savage!’
“ ‘The very thing 1’ said Robert Brough. ‘ No

one can say there is anything pretentious in assum-
ing that name. If we accept Richard Savage as

our godfather, it shows that there is no pride about
us

;
if we mean that we are Scevi, Why then it will

be a pleasant surprise for those who mav join us to

find the wigwam a lucus a non lucendo.'
”

|«igit.

GEMS PROM SPURGEON’.

S iritual Lirbrty.

A Sermon delivered on Sunday Morning, Febru-
ary, 1855, by the Rev. C. H. Spurgeon, at Exeter
Hall. Strand.

“ Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is

liberty.—2 Cor. iii. 17.

The Land oe Liberty.

Liberty is the birthsight of every man. He may
be bern a pauper; he may be a foundling; his parent
tage may be altogether unkno vn

; but liberty is hie
inalienable birthright. Black m.ay be his skin

; h
may live uneducated and untaught, he may be
poor as poverty itself

;
he may never have a foot

of land to call his own
;
he may scarce have a

particle of clothing, save a few rags to cover him;
but poor as he is, nature has fashioned him for
freedom—he has right to be free, and if he has not
liberty, it is his birthright, aud he ought not to
be content until he wins it.

Liberty is the heir-loom of all the sons and daugh-
ters of Adam. But where do you,. find lilwrty unac-
companied by religion? True it is that all meu have
a right to linerty, but it is equally true that you do
not meet it in any country save where you find
the Spirit of the Lonl. “ Where the Spirit of the
Lord is, there is liberty.” Thank God, this is a
free country. This is a and where I can breathe
the air. and say it is untainted by the groan of a
single slave

;
my lungs receive it, ani I know

there has never been mingled with its vapours the
tear of single slave woman shed over her child
which has been sold from her. This land is the
home of liberty. But why is it so? I take it, it is

not so much because of oar institutions, as because
the Spirit of the Lord is here—the spirit of true
and hearty religion. There was a time, remember,
when England was no more free than any
other country, when men could not speak
their sentiments freely, when kings were despots,
when parliaments were but a name. Who won
our liberties for ns ? who have loosed our chains
Under the hand of God, I say, the men of religion
—men like the great and glorious Cromwell, who
would have liberty of conscience or die—men who
if they could not reach kings’ hearts, because they
were unsearchable in cunning, would strike kings
low, rather than they would be slaves. We owe
our liberty to men of religion, to men of the stern
Puritanical school—men who scorned to play the
craven and yield their principles at the com-
mand of men. And if we ever are to maintain our
liberty, (as God grant we may!) it shall be kept in
England by religious liberty—by religion.

The Fear of Death.
" Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is

liberty” from the fe ir »f Death. O death ! how
many a sweet cup hast thou made bitter. O
death 1 how many a revel hast thou broken np.
0 death 1 how many a eluttonoiis banquet hast
thou spoiled. O death I how many a sinful plea-
sure hast thou turned into pain. Take ye, my
friends, the telescope, this morning, and look
through the vista of a few years, aud what see
you? Grim death in the distance, grasping his
scythe. He is coming, coming, coming

; and what
is behind him? Aye, that depends upon
your own character. If ye are the sons of God
there is the palm-branch

; if ye are not, ye know
what followeth death. O death ! thy spectre hath
haunted many a house where sin otherwise would
have rioted. O death ! thy chilly hand hath touch-
ed many a heart that was big with lust and made
it start affrighted from its crime. Oh ! how many
men are slaves to the fear of death I Half the
people in the world are afraid to dif. There
are some madmen who can march up to the can-
non’s mouth

;
there are some fools who rush with

bloody hands before their Maker’s tribunal * but
most mea f«ar to die. Wijo is the man that dots
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not fear to die ? I will tell you. The man that

is a believer. Fear to die 1 Thank God, I do
not. The cholera may come a<?ain next summer

—

I pray God it may not ; but if it does, it matters
not to me : I will toil and visit the sick by nisrht

and by day, until I drop
;
and if it takes me,

sudden death is sudden plory. And so with the
weakest saint in this hall

;
the prospect of dis-

solution does not make you tremble. Sometimes
you fear, but oftner you rejoice. You sit down
calmly and think of dyinsc. What is death ? It is

a low porch through which you stoop to enter
heaven. What is life ? It is a narrow screen that
eoarates us from glory, and death kindly removes
it

!

A Modern Parable.

A certain tyrant sent for one of his subjects,

and said to him—“ What is your employment ?”

He said—“ I am a blacksmith.”
r “ Go home." said he, “ and make me a chain of

such a length.”

He went home ;
it occupied him several months,

and he had no wages all the while he was making
the chain, only the trouble and pain of making it.

Thf^n he brought it to the monarch, and he said—
*' Go and make it twice as lonsr.”

He gave him nothing to do it with, but sent him
away. Again ha worked on, and made it twice as
long. He brought it up again, and the monarch
aid—

" Go and make it longer still.”

Each time he brought it. there was nothing but
the command to make it longer still. And when he
brought it up at last the monarch said

—

“ T.ake it and bi^d him hand and foot with it,

and cast him into a furnace of fire."

These were his wages for making the chain.
Here is a meditation for you to-night, ye servants
of the devil! Your master, the devil, is telling von
to m.ake a chain. So ne of you have been fifty
years welding the links of the chain; and he says,
"Go and make it longer still.”

Next Sabbath morning you will open that shop
of yours, and put another link on; next Sabbath
you will be drunk, and put another link on, next
Monday yon will do a dishonest action, and so
will keep on making fresh links to this chain, and
so when you have lived twenty more years, the
devil will say. “Morp links on still!” And then
at last, it will be. “ Take him and bind him hand
and foot, and cast him into a furnace of fire.”
“For the wages of sin is death.” There is a sub-
ject for yonr meditation. I do not think it will be
sweet; but if God makes it profitable, it will do
you good.

MAKING EVERY DAY HAPPY.

{Sydmy Smith
)

When you rise in the morning form a resolution
to make the day a happy one to a fellow-creature.
It is easily done; a left-oflf garment to the man who
needs it ;

a kind word to the sorrowful
; an en-

couraging expression to the striving—trifles in
themselves light as air, will do it, at least for the
twenty-four hou rs

; and if youTare young, depend
upon it, it will tell when you are old

;
and if you

are old, rest assured, it will send you gently and
happily down the stream of human time to eter-
nity.

By the most simple arithmetic,look at the result:
you send one person, only one, happily through the
day—that is, three hundred and sixty-five in
the course of the year; and supposing you live
forty years only, after you commence that course of
medicine, you have made 14,603 human beings
hapoy, at all events, for a time.
Now, worthy reader, is not this simple ? It is too

short for a sermon, too homely for ethics, acd too
easily accomplished for you to say, “ I would if I
could.”

CHESS.

(Independent,')

Suppose we now take a lesson in chess notation,
for with a knowledge of this, you can play games
by correspondence as well as with the board betweu
you.
The square upon which the King stands is the

King’s square; that upon which the Queen stands is

the Queen’s square; and the pieces on the King’s

side of the board are King’s pieces; and those upon
the Queen’s side are Queen’s pieces. For instance,
the Bishop nexf to the King is the King’s Bishop;
the Right, the King’s Knight

; and the Rook, the
King’s Rook

;
while, on the other side, the Bishop

is the Queen’s Bishop, etc.

Each Pawn takas its name from the niece behind
it. The Pawn in front qf Mie King is King’s Pawn

;

that in front of (say) King’s Knight is King’s
Knight Pawn, ect.

When you move King’s Pawn one step forward,
you move it to King’s 3 I

;
and when two stops for-

ward, to King’s 4th. In moving out King’s Bi-

shop, you move it to ( say ) Queen’s Knight’s .5th,

that is the 5th square of the file in front of your
Queen’s Knight.

But we shall not write the names of the pieces

out in full. Queen will be Q : King, K ;
Knight

Kt.
;
Bishop, B; Rook, R ;

and Pawn, P,

In this notation each colo” counts from its own
side. What would be K B 6th for the white men
would be K B 3rd for the black' In this way
every square upon the board has its proper name,
and skilful players can carry on a game without
any board at all, by means of this system, although
it requires a good memory as well. Paul Morphy,
the most wonderful chess genius who ever lived,

has been known to play eight games at a time
blindfold! That’s ohe more than we can!

THE MAGIC BOX.

(From the Oermnn.)

A h')usEKEEper’s affairs had for a long time
been becoming very much entangled, and the poor
woman knew not what to do to get out of her
diffieulties.

After a time she bethought herself of a wise old

hermit, who lived in the neighbourhood, and to him
she repaired for advice. She related to him all her
troubles, saying, “ Things go on baldly enough;
nothing prospers in-doors or out; pray, Sir, can you
not devise some remedy for my misfortunes ?”

The hermit—a shrewd old man—begged her to

wait, and retiring to an inner chamber of his cell,

after a short time, brought out a very curious-look-

ing box carefully sealed up. “Take this,” said he,

“and keep it for one year; but you must, three

times a day and three times a night, carry it into

the kitchen, the cellar and the stable, and set it

down in each corner. I answer for it, that shortly

yon will find things improve. But be sure, at the
end of the year, to bring back the box. Now, fare-

well.”

The good woman received the precious box with
many thanks, and bore it carefully home. The
next day, as she was carrying it into the cellar, she
met a servant who had been secretly drawing a
pitcher of beer. As she went a litte later, into the
kitchen, there she fownd a maid making herself a

supper of omelets. In the stable, she disoovered,

deep in mire, the best cow standing, and the horse
nneurried, had hay instead of oats. So every day
she discovered and corrected some new faults.

At the end of the year, she, faithful to her pro-

mise, carried the magic box back to the hermit,
and besought him to allow her to keep it. as it had
had a most wonderful effect. “ Only let me keep
it one year longer, and I am sure all will be reme-
die,d.”

The hermit smiled, and replied “I cannot al-

low you to keep the box, but the secret that is

hidden within you shall have.” He opened the
box, and lo ! it contained nothing but a slip of
paper on which was written this couplet :

“ Would you thrive most prosperously,
Yourself must every corner see.’

’

THE PRINCE CONSORT’S “ LIFE.”

o

(Christian World.)

The fifth, and concluding, volume of Mr.
Theodore Martin’s “ Life of the Prince Consort”,
deals with the events of the years 1860 and 1861
closing with that memorable 14th of December,
when the heart of the nation was thrilled by the
tidings that the shadow of death had fallen

upon the palace, and that in the very prime of a
noble manhood the husband of the Queen had been
fatally stricken down. In one sense, these five

hundred pages add nothing to our knowledge of

the Prince personally. The preceding volumes
had already set before us the disMnetive features

of his character, and had shown us what manner of

man he was, and in the brief period covered by
the remainder of the record of his life, we
could look for nothing more in this direction.

Still, we find here striking and abundant
coafirmatioD of impreesioas already received*

and illustrations of that supreme and sus-

tained devotion to duty, that lofty purity, and that

sweet considerateness and tenderness, which had

already won such widespread and reverent admira-

tion. We have, too, the reco d of a death which,

untimely as it seemed, formed a not unfitting

close to such a life. We read of the struggling

and the flickering of the lamp which so strangely

began to burn low, when it might have been expect-

ed°to shine with its steadiest and strongest flame,

and then of the calm fortitude with which the in-

evitable end was accepted, and of the quiet, unfal-

tering serenity with which this lofty soul set itself

to answer the summons which called it into the

unknown, unseen world. For some time previous

to his fatal illness, the state of the Prince’s health

was very unsatisfactory, and he vvas, by no means,

without premonitions and anticipations of the end

which to the outside world came so unexpectedly.

His life was blest, indeed, in its most sacred and

intimate relations with a happiness much beyond

the common lot; "but, ’’says his biographer, “he had

none of the strong yearning for life and fulness of

years which is felt by those who shrink from look-

ing beyond ‘the warm precincts of the

genial day’ into a strange and uncertain future.

He had no wish to die, but he did not care for

living. Not long before his fatal illness, in speak-

ing to the Queen, he said, ‘I do not cling to life.

You do
;

but I set no store by it. If I knew that

those I love were well cared for, I should be quite

ready to die to-morrow.’ In the same conversa-

tion he added, ‘I am sure if I had a severe illness,

I should give up at once
;
I should not struggle for

life. I have no tenacity of life.’ This was said

without a trace of sadness; he was content to stay,

if such were Heaven’s will; he was equally ready

to go hence should that will be otherwise.”

While we recognise in the feeling thus expressed,the

calmness and the hope which belong especially to

the Christian philosopher, and the signs of a moral
^

nature perfected by fine discipline, we catch also

the note of a morbid physical condition, the

sign of the flagging of energies, which ought

then to have been at their full. We have the

same indications in the sentences from the Prince’s

diary, quoted here and there in the volume, with

reference to the state of his health ;
for although

we can excuse or condone mucii in the writings

of keepers of diaries, we cannot but regard the

disposition on the part of a man in the midst of

life to note down remarks about his aches and

pains as a sign that something is going wrong. So it

certainly was in this case, and how completely the

presentiments of the Prince Consort were fulfilled

we all know. The last days of his earthly career are

brought before us very vividly in the final pages of

this volume, but the record is marked also by a

grave and, as we think, becoming reticence. The
writer dwells rather upon the tender solicitude,the

passionate sorrow, the profound apprehension, occa-

sioned by the condition of the sufferer, than upon
the hopes which sustained him, or upon the

“ experiences ” of a spiritual nature, conscious that

it was about to pass away from earthly surround-

ings to the realm of things unseen and eternal.

The actual dissolution was quiet and peaceful in

very eminent degree
;
and every reader of this

biography will be willing to believe the writer’s

assurance, that *• in the solemn hush of that mourn-
ful chamOer there was such grief as has rarely hal-

lowed any deathbed.”

GENERAL CONFERENCE OP THE
BRAHMO SOMAJ.

(Independeid.)

In the course of the proceedings in commemora-
tion of the jubilee of the Brahmo Somaj, of which
we gave some account last week, came the meet-
ing of the General Conference, which was only
organized a year or two ago, and is the result of a

felt need of a central organization. The Brahmos
have advanced considerably in several directions

in the past two or three years, and the Somaj is

approaching a well-defined position in a doctrinal,

as well as in an ecclesiastical sense. At the
meeting of the General Conference, the Assistant
Secretary read a report of the operations of the
Somaj for the past fourteen years. Accompanying
the report were interesting tables of receipts and
expenditure for the year 1879, and a complete list

of all the places, visited by missioneries of the
Somaj in the past fourteen years, and the number
of visits to each place, a list of the institutions,

the number of Brahmo marriages, and an account
of the new ideas developed.
The Brahmo Somaj, the report states, was es-

tablished in November 1866. Previously Brahmo-
ism had existed as a centre of purified Hindu
theology* expressed ia a service highly ratiooftlie*
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tic and intellectual. “Nothing but extracts

from Hindu theology had been used or allowed

in the Calcutta Brahmo Somaj, and which in its

concrete and official form was a property held

in trust by individuals, the majority of

whom did not profess the Brahmo faith at

all. Its entire religious service consisted of a

formal liturgy, weekly recited by the ministers.

Little or no attempt bad been made to establish

any conformity between religion and personal life.”

The Somaj was established for the purpose of

giving the world a universal theism, to unite the

scattered theistic churches of India, to culti-

vate devotional habits and to develop Brahmos

whose lives should be consistent with their

professed faith. A book of theistic texts, gathered

from the scripturs of all nations, including the

Bible and the Koran,was provided; a representative

society to manage the affairs of the Somaj was

formed; men of different nationalities were received

as members; and various social and other reforms

were initiated. A system of propagandism was

put into operation, and, in the opinion of the

Brahmos, the Somaj has justified its existence.

“ In increasing devotional fervour, which has re-

sulted iu the Yoga and Bhatki movements; in ori-

ginating iitsabs, processions, expeditions, mission-

ary movements, devotional practices and disci-

nlines, pious doctrines, and places of worship

on an independent and original basis, the Brahmo

Somaj of India has justifi d its own independent

oriein. In founding new churches, new congrega-

tions and a new order of self-devoted missionaries;

in uniting new communities aud races—such as the

Panjabis, Maharattas, Billavars.Telugus, Guzeratis,

Hindustanis, Sindliis, Englishmen, icotcbmen,

Germans, Americans, etc.—and permeating these

races with its own spirit and ideas of universal

brotherhood, the Brahmo Somaj of India has,

during the last decade and half, sufficiently vindi-

cated its existence as a separate, wide militant

church. In introducing such great social, radical

chanties as marriages between different castes, the

abolition of child marriages, the education and

liberty of women, the abolition of caste oy free

intercourse with all men. in changing domestic

customs and rituals, reforming the Sradha and fu-

neral ceremonies, and in procuring legislative pro-

tection for the Bramho communiuty, in its chief

acti of reform, the Brahmo Somaj of India has

aufficiently vindicated its origin and existence as a

mighty social organization. In improving character,

in stimulating zeal and piety, in moalding men, in

forming households, in establishing religions neigh-

bourhoods, in planing institutions of public utility

like the Albert Hall and Reform ' Association, the

Brahmo Somaj of India has vindicated its name and

object wherever it is known.”

The receiptsi for the year 1879 amounted to

Rs.9,110, or about 84.555. Of this amount Rs. 1,788

was received for building purposes, 1,654 from

the sale of books, 1,297 from the Indian Reform

Association, 1,124 from Dharmatatwa, 744 from

monthly and yearly subscription, and the bal-

ance from various sources. Some Rs. 9, 070 was

expended, of which 2,886 was for the mainte-

nance of missionaries and 1,775 for con-

struction and repairs of buildings. The list

of places visited is arranged alphabetically, nearly

every letter being employed. As an example,

there are 31 places under B, to which 151 visits

were made. The institutions connected with the

Somaj are the Theological School, the Arya Nari

Somaj, and the Indian Reform Association. The
Reform Association has five departments, of work :

education, literature, charity, improvement of

workingmen, improvement of women. The
Society maintains the Albert School, a School for

women, and a school for workingmen. The num-
ber of Brahmo marriages has been 64, of which 29

were intermarriages.

Among the new ideas mentioned as having been

introduced in the Somaj in the past fourteen years,

are the celebration of utsahs, or festivals, the

services lasting throughout the day
;
the recognition

of Jesus Christ and the reverance paid him as a

religious prophet; sanldrtan, or congregational sing-

ing ;
the recognition of the central idea of all

religions ; the impartation of a divine impulse to

the devout ;
the communion of saints, or com-

munication between living souls and departed spirits

(meaning simply the influence of the character of

the departed) ;
special Providence in the affairs of

life* seeing and hearing Ood, meaning that the

Divine Spirit is directly seen by faith, and his voice

hear^ in conscience. This idea, says the report,!

has “ vastly modified the prayers and practices o

Brahmo devotees,” and it goes on to say :

“The idea of a Kingdom of Heaven was develop-

ed after the establishment of the Bharat Asram.

It is an id'^al community,in which men and women
lived in mutual obedience and affection, as brothers

and sisters, under the fatherly guardianship of

God, the common Parent of all, The idea of the

support of Brahmo missionaries by the absolute

dependence upon God is a significant one. The
idea of the classification of devotees was introduced

not long ago. Advanced Brahmos were initiated

into different orders of spiritual culture according

to the tendencies and aptitudes of their nature,

and there has been a formal installation of Yogis,

Bhaktas, and Shabaks. The idea of the mother-
hood of God has been recently introduced for spe-

cial culture. It will before long produce a revolu-

tion in our relations with the other sex.”

After the adoption of the report, and of a series

of resolutions extending greetings to alltheists aud
liberal thinkers in Europe and America, and thanks

to Max Muller, for his useful work on comparative

theology, the General Conference named an execu-

tive cgmmittee for the ensuing year, and adjourned.

FAT PiiOPLE.

( Crraphio.

)

It is difficult to understand why those of our

fellow-creatures who have the misfortune to be fat,

should be so mercilessly ridiculed by their thinner

brethren. Some nations look on a considerable

enbonpoint as the last perfection of female beauty
;

the Circassian maidens are carefully fattened for

the Turkish matrimonial market. But the Wes-
tern nations appear to incline to the Spartan opi-

nion.that there is something almost discreditable in

fatness. When Brummel wished to mortify his

Royal patron, he spoke of the Prince Regent as

our fat friend.”

Fat people seem to be thought fair butts for

ridicule, Eveu accidents, if they occur to these

unlucky beings, provoke a laugh. A fat man fall-

ing down on a slide excites the delight of street

gamins to a degree. Dean Ramsay relates a story

of a stout man telling a friend he h.ad slipped down
and hurt ‘‘the lemall of his back.” “I wonder
where that is,” was the sympathising rejoinder.

Fat people never received sympathy in love affairs.

In Kingsley’s “Westward Ho,” the fat hero. Jack
Brimblecombe, protests warmly against this in-

justice. “Do you suppose fat men haven’t got

hearts as well as thin ones ? Fat can feel as well

as lean.” We cannot recall the authority, but

rememer reading somewhere an anecdote of the

historian Gibbon proposing to a lady, who rejected

him. In his enthusiasm he had rashly gone down
on his knees to make the offer, forgetting his size

and his gout; but was unable to rise without assist-

ance. The relater of the story loses all sympathy
with the disappointment of the rejected suitor in

amusement at the idea of his ridiculous position.

Excessive size is a misfortune that receives

very little pity, but must be a misfortune neverthe-

less. The inconvenience of fatness must be ex-

treme. Fat people, however, are, as a rule,

wonderfully good natured and cheerful. They are

to be studied at leisure by travellers iu omnibuses,

these conveyances appearing to possess a great

attraction for stout persons, especially in hot

weather. The good humour with which six fat

people will endure the state of suffocation to which

their presence on one side of an omnibus must

reduce them all, the jokes they will make at their

own expense, the meekness with which they

endure sour looks from the rest of the passengers,

who seem to think they have no right to be so

large, are edifying to witness, “My good madam,”

we once heard a fat old gentleman say mildly to

his next neighbour, a thin spinster, who was

evidently annoyed at his engrossing so much room,

“ I am sincerely sorry to inconvenience you
;
but

I assure you my size is a greater annoyance tome
than it can be to you.”

Good-nature“would appear to be the predomi-

nating characteristic of the fat. Irritable, fidgetty

people wear the flesh off their bones by their rest-

lessness, while their peaceable neighbours gradual-

ly grow stouter. Shakespeare expresses the

opinion that fat people are harmless and good-

natured, when he makes Caesar exclaim;

—

Holloway’s Pills.—There is nothing In

the whole “Materia Medica” like these Medina*

ments for the certainty of their action in lum-

bago, sciatica, tic doloreux, and all flying or settled

pains in the nerves and muscles. Diseases of this

nature originate in bad blood and depraved humours,

and until these are corrected, there can be no per-

manent cure. The ordinary remedies afford but

temporary relief, and in the end always disappiont

the sufferer. Holloway’s Ointment penetrates the

human system as salt penetrates meat, and the

Pills greatly assist and accelerate its operation by

clearing away all obstriitions, and giving tone to

the system generally. The prophylactic virtues of

Holloway’s remedies stand unrivalled.

Let me have men about me that are fat,

Sleek-headed men, and such as sleep o’ nights ;

You Cassius has a lean and hungry look :

He thinks too much—such men are dangerous.
And to all Casca’s repesentations he rejoins

—

Would he were fatter.

Ceesar’s mistrust of that spare Cassius was not
erroneous. There is certainly what may be called

a benevolent fatness—a kind of sleekness that is

suggestive of an easy conscience, a good disgeation,

and a comfortable incoine.Fat people of this descrip-
tion bear about with them an atmosphere of pros-

perity and content. Beggars in the streets
“ mark them for their own” with a sagacity seldom
disappointed. The arrival of such an old gentle-

man to see a boy at school raises instant visions of
half-crowns in the mind of the juvenile. At wed-
dings and christenings the presents of the fat and
kindly are always reraarkble. Dickens described
bis “Brothers Cheeryble,” those typical benefactors
of the human race, as stout old gentlemen. With
the sincerest admiration for these estimable charac-
ters, we have, however, always considered their
method of carrying on business rather a peculiar
one. If it was their usual custom to engage con-
fidential clerks, because they took a liking to their
countenances in the street (for this was the way
in which Nicholas Nicklebyhecame known to them)
we fear that in real life they would have ^uiid
themselves in the position of the man who took
none but discharged convicts into his service; and
whom Archbishop Whately warned that “he would
awake, one morning to find himself the only spoon
left in the house.”
Fat people are not of a suspicious nature, it

would seem. Napoleon, himself of a small stature,
was fond of alluding to the great deeds performed
by little men ; some fat person might make a list

of the good actions done by stout people. Of course,
there are exceptions to every rule. Henry the
Eighthwas of an unwieldy size during the wickedest
years of his life ; and many of the worst of the
Roman Emperors were fat men. A man’s virtues
are not always to be estimated by his weight

;
but

there is certainly a popular prejudice in favor of
the good nature of a stout person

; and most of us
would prefer to ask a kindness of a plnmp, com-
fortable-looking stranger than of a lanky one.
We have alluded to the propensity which fat

persons have for jesting at their size
; but perhaps

the most extraordinary instance of this occurred in
the case of Rowland Taylor, Rector of Hadleigh.
one of the Marian martyrs. Nearly his last words
in life were a jest at his own sire. He was burn-
ed in 1555, and as he passed through his own
churchyard on his way to execution was observed
to smile. Being asked what diverted him at so
solemn a moment, he replied that as his body was
of considerable bulk, he bad ofttimes thought how
handsomely the worms would meal on him; but
now his body should be burned to ashes, and so
both he and the worms were deceived. Foxe may
well add, “ thereupon were the Sheriff and his
company greatly astonished at him, as being a
man thus to just at death.”

It is only another example of the ruling passion,
strong eveu to the last, like Sir Thomas More’s
request to be “ assisted up the scaffold

; coming
down he would shift for himself ;” or the yet more
touching story of Marie Antoinette, who accidental,
ly stepping on the foot of the executioner as she
ascended the steps of the guillotine, turned to him
with the instictive “ Pardonnez.”
Numberless instances might be recalled of similar

cases where the habits of life continue to the latest
breath. “Give General Dayrolles a chair,” was the
last coherent utterance of Lord Chesterfield, polite
to the last. Pope has described how Sir Godfrey
Kneller, one of the vainest of men, occupied him-
self up to the time of his death designing his own
monument. Haller, the physician, expired in the
act of filling his own pulse. “Tete de l’armee” was
the last utterance of Napoleon; and Charles the
Second remembered “poor Nelly” on his death-bed
Rousseau, just before he died, requested to be carri-
ed to the window “to take a last look at nature.”
In the old ballad of Robin Hood, the outlaw forbids
his men to take vengeance on the treacherous
Prioress of Kirkley, to whose hand he owed Lie
death, on the ground that he never

Hurt woman in all my life.
Nor man in her company

and that as he has lived, so will be die. Rowland
Taylorwas only an example of a nearly the universal

“ “
7 — — --.o .u. ittiuli IU me oacat

Lumbago.Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats, Cou<»hi
Colds,Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothach.
Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains i

the Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica Ba
Legs,Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Rinr
wormi, Pimples, Freoklefl, ft BiuptioM o» tb# akii
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s 0 0
0 0

Exploriug Needles ,,

Gum Lancets „

Pocket Cases filled ,,

„ Army Regulation „

Probes, Silver „

Scalpel and Finger Knives „
Scalpels II

Scissors II

Spatulas, Silver Plated „

Tenaculum n

Stethoscopes ,,

Speculuras Ear n

„ Spring Kramers „

„ i.
Nose „

„ Rectum ,,

„ Vagina ,,

„ Silver Plated ,,

Spray Producers, Listers ,,

,,
Richardson’s Complete ,,

,,
Various Makers „

Suspenders
^

,,

Buocataneous Syringes „
Aluminum Cases ,,

Silver Plated Mounts „
Cliuical Thermometers „

With Kew Certificate ,, «

From Mo-w and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, Arc., dec.

HICK’S MAGNIFYINO CLINICAL THERMO
METERS.

Which on holding in a oertnin position

the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-

isg th« reading much easier from , ,.,

16 0 0
80 0 0
1 0 0
6 0 0
2 0 0
1 8 0
1 8 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 8 0
7 0 0
7 0 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
6 0 0

18 0 0
16 0 0
8 0 0
2 0 0
8 0 0

36 0 0
8 0 0
6 0 0
7 8 0

Last Week.
OOaXNTKZAN TKBATRX!.

The Parsee Elphinstone Dramatic Club
WILL PLAT TO-MOEROW

Shakespeare’s Othello
ANT)

A Trip to Fairy Land.

SMITH, STANISTREET, <fc CO.,
Pharmaceutical Chemists and

Drug’g'iBts,
BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

Hit Excellency the Riaht Hon'ble

lord LYTTON, G.M.S.L,

ViCEROT AND GOVKKNOU-QkNKRAL OF INDIA,

k',.. fee., ice,,

Have received a large and choice selection

from the best makers of the following :

—

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.
Rs. A. P.

Artery Forceps From ... 2 0 0

,, „ Fenestra ,, ... 4 8 0

Belts, Abdomen ,, ... 9 0 0

„ Corpulency ,, ••• 12 0 0

„ Riding i, ... 5 0 0

„ Carson’s Patent ,, ... 16 0 0

Catheters, Silver Plated 3 0 0

Caustic Cases „ ,, ... .3 0 0

Dissecting Cases ,, ... 7 0 0

Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings ,, ... 4 0 0

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete ,, ... 8 0 0

,, Trumpets for Deafness ,, ... 3 0 0

„ Cornets, Double ,, ... 9 0 0

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.l

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks V 5 0 0

Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk I, II

Elastic Syringes, loz ,
to 16oz. ,, ... 2

Electro-Magnetic Machines)
20 0 0

very powerful, single 1

”

Do. do, double ,, ... 25 0 0

Do. do. pocket ,, ... 18 0 0
ENEMA APPARATUS.

Brass, single and double From Rs. A. P.

action <i ••• 12 0 0

Higginson’f, with Vagina Pipe ,, ... 4 8 0

Kennedy’s Syphon ,, ... 9 0 0

Eye Instrument Cases ,, ... 60 0 0

„ ,,
Macnamara’s ,. ,, ... 36 0 0

Cataract Knives and Needless ,, ... 3 8 0

Scissors, curved. Probe, and

Sharp, pointed. Cross

Action ,, ... 4 0 0

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs,'4;c. ,, ... 12 0 0

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

byns, Mudges, &c., &c. ,, .... 3 8 0

Minor Operation Instruments

Aneurism needles ,, ... 2 0 0

Abscess Knives, Symes ,, ... 2 0 0

„ Lancets ,, ... 1 12 0

Bistouries „ ... 2 8 0

Bleeding Lancets „ ... 14 0

Directors, Silver Plated ,, ... 1 8 0

Dissecting Cases „ ... 7 0 0
T3» 1_„; 2 8 0

2 0 0

With Kew Certificate s r nTHE NEW PHCENTX THERMOMMETER,
Has solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
IS obviated from ... 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Agents

FOR

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxidised
Phosphorus Pills.

PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-SCRIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They tre gh^n
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power

System
atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.
(^laranteed fresh and received by each P k.

0. Co. s and B. I. G, S. N. Co.’s Steamers,
Wholesale rates on application.
9 k. 10, Dalhousib Square,

and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street. a-40

rpHE undersigned beg to inform the Public that
^they have the undermentioned goods in large

quantities m stock, and orders supplied.—and
contractor.

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syringes
Cellars, Ice Moulds,

Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallons,
hreezius Pots, and other Pewter Articles of every
description.

Terms—Cash.
Price moderate,

BISSONAUTH CHUNDER & SONS,
li Bentinck Street, Calcutta.

A FURTHER REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OP
COOK AND CO.’S

Crushed Food for Horses.
From this-day the price of Cook and Co.’s

Crushed food for horses is reduced to 3 Rs. per
Exclusive of Baors.

Cattle Food as usual 1

”

Rs. 2 4 per maund. C Exclusive of Bac'es.
Chall Re. 1 per nid.

)

°

6th April ISSO.

W. NBWKAH <k CO.

7 0 0

NEW BOOKS.
natural Science.

OUR PLACE AMONG INFINITES : a Series of
Essays Contrasting onr little Abode in Space
and Time with tlie Infinities around us. Bv R. A
Proctor. New Edition. (314) 4 1

THE EXPANSE OF HEAVEN : a Series of
Essays on the Wonders of the Firmament. By
R. A. Proctor. New Edition. (3-141 Rs 4-4

STUDIES IN LIFE. Lectures delivered in
‘

the
Lecture Hall of the Young Men’s Christian
Association, 1879. By Dr. H. S. Paterson.

„ Rs. 1-14
THE CRAYFISH : an Introduction to the Study

of Zoology. With 82 Illustrations. By T. H.
Huxley . International Scientjic Series. (3-6)

.r
R**- 3-12

Ditto, Large Paper Edition, only 250 Copies
Printed and Numbered. (9-4) Rg. i0-4

THE MECHANICAL THEORY OP HEAT. Bv
R. Clausius. Translated by Walter R. Browne*
M. A. (6-12) Rg 7.3’

EASY LESSIONS IN SCIENCE. Edited by Pro-
fessor W. F. Barrett,

Heat. By C. A. Martinean. Illustrated. (1-12)

Light. By Mrs, F.S, Audry. IlIu8trated!^*‘(M2)

LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS: their Histo^ry, n\^‘
ture, and Mode of Application. By Richard
Anderson, F.c.s., with numerous Illustrations
Large 8vo. (10-0) Rg_ 11.4

A GUIDE FOR THE ELECTRIC TESTING OF
Telegraph Cables. By Capt. V. Hoskler. Second
Edition. (2-14) fj, 3 4

THE PREPARATION AND MOUNTING OF
Microscopic objects. By Thomas Davies, Edit-
ed by John Matthews, M. D. (7-12) Rs. 1-14

Medioal Sooks.
THE MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR 1880, includ-

ing London and Provincial, Ireland and Scot-
land, Practitioners resident abroad, the Army
and Nary and Mercantile Marine, Statistical
and General Information (7-12) Rs. 8-8,

BRAITHWAITR’S RETROSPECT OF MEDI-
cine, Vol. LXXX, July-December, 1879 (4-8)

Rs 5-0
SQUIRE’S COMPANION TO THE NEW PHAB-

macopoeia, 12th Edition, 1880 (6-12) Rs. 7-8
PAY HOSPITALS AND PAVING WARDS
throughout the World. Facts in support of a
re-arrangement of the English System of
Medical Relief. By Henry 0. Burdett. (4-4)

_ „ Rs. 4-10
THE SPECTROSCOPE in Medicine. By Charles

D. Maemunn, B. A,, m. d. With 3 Chromo-
Lethographic Plates and 13 Woodcuts (5-10)

Ks. 6-4
EYE SIGHT

; GOOD AND BAD : a treatise on
the Exercise and Preservation of Vision. By
Robert Brudenell Carter, f. E. c. s. With
Numerous Illustrations. (3-14) Rs. 4-4

THE STUDENT’S GUIDE TO SURGICAL ANA-
tomy. By Edward Bellamy, f. r. c. 8. Second
Edition. Enlarged, (4-6) Rs. 4-10

STUDENT’S PRIMER ON THE URINE. By
J. Travis Whittaker, M. d. With Illustrations
Sketched by him upon Copper. (2-14) Rs, 3-4

Oriental Works
A MANUAL OP THE PUSHTO TONGUE: a
Guide to the Study of the Afghan Language
By Major H. G. Raverty. (214) Rs 34A DICTIONARY OP THE TURKISH LANGU-
age, Turkish-English and English-Turkisb. By
ReAhonse, Revispd Edition. (26-2) Rs 29-0A COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR of the Modern
Aryan Language of India. By John Beames.
B.C.S. Vol. III. The Verb. (10-0) Rs. 11-4

TRUBNER’S ORIENTAL SERIES, in which will
be collected, as far as possible, all extant infor-
mation and research upon the History, Religions,
Languages, literature, &c., of ancient India
China and the East in General. The following
works are now ready :— “

The History of Indian Literature. By Albrech
Weber, Translated from the German. (11-4

Rs; 12-^
Selections from the Kuran, Edward William

Lane, Revised and Enlarged. (5-10) Rs. 6-4
Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers.
With Introduction, Prose, Version, and Paral-
lel Passages. ByJ, Muir.C.LE., D.C.L., &c
(^0) Rs. 10-6

Modern India and the Indians. By Monier Willi-
ams, D.C.L., 3rd Edition, Revised and En-
larged with Illustrations and Map, (9-0)

Rs. 10-0
The Life or Legend of Gaudama, the Buddha of

the Burmese, with Annotations, By the Right
Rev P. Bigandet, 2 vols. (13-8) Rs. 15-0

Miscellaneous Essays relating to Indian
Subjects. By B. H. Hodgson, late British
Hamster at Nepal. In 2 vols. (18-0) Rs, 20-0

Trade, Commerce and Industrv
ECON()MIC CTUD^S. By W. Bagehot. Edited
by Richard Holt Hutton. (6 12) Rs. 7-8

Seven Essays selectedfrom the Papers of the
Author since his Death,

MONEY : in its Relations to Trade and Industrv
By F. A. Walker. (6-12) Rs 7-8
* Lectures delivered at the Larvell Institution
Boston ’

THE trade of THE WORLD: Our Present
bystem of Commerce Examined, Bv Roherf
G. Webster. LL. D. 8vo. (6-12) ^ Pa 7 e

THE MERCHANT’S HAND-BOOK of Money^
Weights and Measures, with their British Equi-
valents. By . A. Browne, LL. D. (3.6)

KING'S INTEREST TABLES, m"
per cent. From one Day to one Year • and
Commission Tables from One-eight nercent tn
Five per cent., thick 8vo. (5-0) ^ Rs filg

Xilt/OrOrt/Uro And
INTRODUCTION TO THE SCIENCE OF LAN.guage By A. H. Sayce. 2 Vols Crown 8 vo.

THE READER’S HAND-BOOK OP ALLU
^onS’ References, Plots and Stories. By th^a*Rev. E. Cobham Brewer, LL. D. Iq » thiVV

IfTlh
half Roxburgh. (8 0)

THE NEWSPAPER READER: Journals of theNineteenth Century on the Events of the Dav

Rs I'u (^-^2)

THE BIOGRAPHICAL READER : Sketches of

w. NEWMAN t CO;
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New Books. ^

THE RACES OF AFGHANISTAN ;
Being a brief

Account of the Principal Nations inhabiting that

Country. By Surgeon-Major H. W. Pellew,

c s. I., late on Special Political duty at Kabul,

s’vo.’ cloth, Rs. 3-8. {Ready']

MALLESON (COL. G. B.)—Herat ; the Granary

and Garden of Central Asia. With Index and

Maps. Rs. 6-12.

RAVERTY (MAJOR H. G.)—The Pushto Manual

;

a Guide to the Study of the Afghan Language.

REDHOUSE’S TURKISH DICTIONARY. In

Two Parts ;
English Turkish and Turkish Eng-

lish. Revised and Enlarged. By G. Wells.

Rs- 30. ,

MARTIN (F).—The Statesman s Year-Book for the

Year 1880. Rs. 7-8,

LAURIE (COL. W. F. B.)—Our Burmese Wars
and Relations with Burma. Rs. 11-6.

SLEBMAN (C. W.)—Torpedoes and Torpedo

Warfare. Containing a Complete and Concise

Account of the Rise and Progress of Sub-Marine

Warfare. With Fifty-seven Full-page Illustra-

tions, Diagrams, TVood-cuts, &c. Rs. 17-2.

SENIOR (W. N.)—Conversations with Diatin-

guished Persons during the Second Empire

1860-6.3. IhTwoVols. Rs. 21-8.

BRUNTON(T. L.)—Pharmacology and Therapeu-

tics; or Medicine. Past and Present. Rs. 4-4.

ARNOLD (ARTHUR.) -Free Land. Rs. 4-4.

GIBBON (C.)—What Wilt the World Say: a

Novel. Rs. 4-4.
‘

KINGSLEY (C.) WORKS OF.—VOL. XIII.

Madame How and Lady W^hy. Rs. 4 4.

THE INDIA LIST, CIVIL AND MILITARY.—
January 1880. Rs. 7-8.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY CELENDAR for the

Year 1880. R«. 3-4.

SMYTH (PIAZZI.)—Our Inheritance in the Great

Pyramid. Fourth and much enlarged Edition.

With Twenty-five Explanatory Plates. Rs. 12-14.

WITHIN SOUND OF THE SEA—Fourth Edition

Rs. 4-4.

POUSHKINS’S RUSSIAN ROMANCES.—Trans-

lated by Mrs. J. B. Telfer, Rs. 2-8.

DOD’S PEERAGE, BARONETAGE, AND
Knightage of Great Britain and Ireland for

1880. Ls. 7-8.

DOD’S parliamentary COMPANION 1880.

Rs. 3-4.

SAYCE (A. H.)—Introduction to the Science of

Language. In Two Vols. Rs. 17-14.

GIBBON (C,)—In Honour Bound : a Novel. New
Edition. Rs. 4-4.

NICOLS (A.)—Chapters from the Physical His-

tory of the Earth. An Introduction to Geology

and Palaeontology, Rs. 3-8.

WITKOW^SKI (G. J.)—A Movable Atlas of the

Ear and Teeth. Showing the Mechanism of

Hearing and Mastication by means of superposed

coloured plates. Rs. 6-6.

WITKOWSKI (G. J.)—A Movable Atlas of the

Eye. Showing the Mechanism of Vision by

means of superposed coloured plates. Rs. 5 6.

ARMY DISCIPLINE AND REGULATION ACT
1879. Rules of Procedure, dated 22nd and 23rd

December 1879. Applicable iu India.

> BREWER (E. C.)—The Reader’s Handbook of Al-

lusions, References, Plots, and Stories. With
Two Appendices. Rs. 8-14,

RINGER (T.M.D.)--A Handbook of Therapeutics.

Eighth Edition. Rs. 10-12.

SQUIRE’S Companion to the British Pharmaco-
poeia. New Edition. Rs. 7-8.

MASSON (DAVID.)—The Life of John Milton.

Narrated in connection with the Political,

Ecclesiastical, and Literary History of his

times. Vol. VI. Rs. 15.

GILL (Capt, W.)—The River of 'Golden Sand.
Narrative of a Journey through China to Burmah.
With Illustrations and Ten' Maps from Original

Surveys. With Introduction. By Col. H. Yule.
In Two Vols.‘ Rs. 21-8. ' ' '

THE ENGINEER’S, ARCHITECT’S, AND CON-
tractor’s Pocket-Book for 1880, Rs. 4-4.

YOUNG (Wi)—Spon’s, Architect’s, and Builder’s
Pocket-Book of Useful Memoranda and Prices.
Seventh! Edition. 1-12.

ALEXANDER (T.)—Elementary Applied Mecha-
nics. Rs. 3-4.

THE BUILDER’S AND CONTRACTOR’S PRICE
Book for 1880. Edited by F. T. W. Miller.

Rs. 2-8.

GURDEN (R. L.)—Traverse Tables for the Use of
Surveyors and Engineers. Folio. Rs. 21-8

THE 'BRITISH JOURNAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
Almana/ for 1880. Edited bv W. B. Bolton.
Re. 1. •

'

1
THE YEAR-BOOK OP PHOTOGRAPHY AND

I Photographic News Almanac for 1880. Edited by
[ by G. W. Simpson. Re. 1.

;

HASLETT (C.)-Bdited by C. W. Hackley.—The
Mechanic’s Book of Reference and Engineer’s
Field Book. Reduced. Rs. 4-4.

Easy lessons : light By Mrs. W. Awdry.
Illustrated. Re. 1-12.

MILITARY EXAMINATION PAPERS FOR
Admission to the Royal Military College, San-
dhurst, and First Appointments in Royal Marine
Light Infantry, together with Regulations and
Tables of Marks.

MILITARY EXAMINATION PAPERS FOR
Admission to the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich, together with Regulations and Tables
of Marks.

MASON (J.)—How to Excel in Study
; or, The

Student’s Instructor. Re. 1-6.

PRIOR (W, D.)—Practical Penmanship
; or, How

to Acquire a Good Hand-writing. Re. 1.

PRUDENTIA—Stories for Telling to Children.
With Fifty-six Illustrations. Rs. 3-8.

PRET HARTE—Jefif Brigg’s Lone Story ; a
Novel. Re. 1.

MY FIRST SEASON-—By the Author of “Counter-
parts,” (Standard Author) Re. 1. (

THACKER’S BENGAL DIRECTORY, 1880,
comprising, amongst other information, OflScial
Directory; Military Directory; Mofussil Direc-
tory; Commercial Directory; Trades Directory;
Street Directory, Calcutta; Alphabetical List of
Residents in Bengal Presidency. (Eighteenth
Annual Publication.) Half-bound in red
leather, price Rs. 16. Cash Rs. 14; post-free,
Rs. 14-12.

THE LEGISLATIVE ACTS OF THE GOVER-
nor-Geoeral in Council, 1879. With Index. 8vo.
uniform with, and in continuation of, Theobald’s
Edition of the Acts, Rs. 5-

THE INDIAN LAW EXAMINATION MANUAL.
By Fendall t'urrie. Esq., of Lincoln's Inn.
Barrister-at-Law. Second Edition. Revised and

I

rewritten Demy 8vo., cloth, Rs. 5.

MILTON’S ODE ON THE MORNING OP
Christ’s Nativity. With Note (Todd’s). Pcap.
8vo., limp, As. 4,

STAPLEY’S GRADUATED TRANSLATION Ex-
ercises. Adapted to the Bengali Language. 8vo.
Sewed, As. 8.

j

THE RULES AND ORDERS OF THE HIGH !

Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal,
in its several Jurisdictions (including such of the
Rules of the Supreme and Sudder Courts as are
still in force,) and Forms, with an abstract of the
Charter of the Supreme Court, the Charter Act,
and Letters Patent of the High Court, the Vice-
Admiralty Commission, &c., with Notes, By R.
Belchambers, Esq., Registrar; &c., High Court,
Original Jurisdiction. Royal 8vo., cloth Rs. 16. I

THE ENGLISH COURSE FOR THE FIRST '

Arts Examination of the Calcutta University,
1881. Royal 8vo. cloth. Rs. 6.

VOL. II. HINDU TRIBES AND CASTES; to-
gether with an Account of the Mahomedan Tribes
of the North-West Frontier and of the Abori-
ginal Tribes of the Central Provinces, By the
Rev. M. A. Sherring. M. A., LL.B. Demy 4to.,

cloth. Rs. 16.

This Volume contains an acoount of the Tribes of
the Punjab and its Frontiers, Central Provinces
and Berar, Bombay Presidency and Frontiers of
Scind.

CAUSES OF BLINDNESS IN INDIA : Treatment
and Cure, &c. By G. C. Hall, Surgeon, I. M. D.,
Superintendent, Central Prison, Allahabad. Fcap
8vo., cloth gilt. Rs. 2.

GOODBVB’S HINTS FOR THE MANAGEMENT
and Medical Treatment of Children in India.
By Edward A. Birch, M, D., Surgeon-Major,
Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo., cloth, Rs. 7.

“ I have no hesitation in flaying, that the 'present
one is for many reasons superior to its predeces-
sors. It is written very carefully, and with much
knowledge and experience on the author’s part,
whilst it possesses the great advantage of bring-
ing up the subject to the present level of Medical
Science.”—Dr. Ooodeve.

HOWWE DID “THE LIONS” OF THE NORTH-
West: a Trip in the Durga Poojahs to Lucknow,
Delhi, Agra. By F. 0. B. Re. 1.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

5 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE, >

«-34 Oalootta, '<'^1 /•

PRIZE MEDALLISTS
• •

For Sxoellenoy of Workmansblp
J. M. 'EDMOND & Co.,

27—28,' BENTINCK STREET.
Established 1833.

Cabinet Makers, UptaolstererSf
AKD

Billiard Table Manufacturers,
Houses completely furnished. Furniture design"

ed and made to order.

Estimates given for all kinds of Artistic Furni«
ture, Carpentering, Painting, Polishing, Guilding,
and General Repairs, Marble Polished, Moulded,
and Cleaned

;
Picture Frames made.

J, M, Edmond AND Co,, in soliciting a conti<*
nuance of public patronage, beg to say they have
ready for sale specimens of Ebonized and Gold
Oxford style of Fancy Chairs, and are prepared to
execute orders for other Furnitures in the same
style.

J. M. Edmond & Co.’s New Show-Room is
now replete with New Heraldic Style of Dining,
room Chairs, and Rustic Chairs, Tuluscopic Dining
Tables, with Patent Table Expanders. The Oxford
Rustic style Drawing-room suite of original style
and designed by Native Artizans, artistic new
design Chamber Services, Hall Furniture with
Minton’s tiles inserted. Folding Triplicate Mirrorfl
and “ Exhibition” Pier Table. a-13

Dentistry.

J. COBFXEZiD di. CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

1%TAY be consulted daily on all branchea ot

their Profession,

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work*
manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na*

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They
cause no pain or discomfort in wear,

Consultation free,

J. CORFIELD & CO.,

11, Old C<mrt House Street, Calcutta.

A-pply to the Manger
1

FOR

Xllustrated
,
Price List,

At 66, College Street.

NOTICE. ‘

The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at
which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street,
where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, is henceforward to be called the
“ Sen Press, ” All communications for the Indian
Mirror Newspaper and the (Seu Press to be*
addreflflod aooordlngly,

(
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A. J. PARKER & CO.

WILL SELL BY AUCTION ON THE PREMISES
No. 1, Lall Bazar,

THIS DAY, SATURDAY, 17th APRIL 1880.

M Z S C B X. Xi A N B O V S GOODS
INCLUDING

* FIVE FINE LARGE OLEOGRAPHS IN GILT FRAMES.

SIX PAIRS LITHOGRAPHS IN GILT FRAMES.
I

Several Paris Fine Gilt Brackets, Eleven Joker Timepieces, dbO., dbC.

and

KANDSOME BOUSEKOXiD FUBNZTUBB
ON SEVERAL ACCOUNTS.

ON MONDAY 4- TUESDAY, Wth & 20th INSTANT.

VAXiUABZiE JBWBZiZiBBT,

including

A CONSIGNMENT OF BEAUTIFULLY MADE PERISIAN JEWELLERY.

Xtlngrs, Bracelets, Brooches,Barrlng's,ITecklets,Ziockets, Solitaires,A.C., dec.

(to which particular attention is drawn.)

A J. PARKER & CO, offer special advantages to those desirous of selling their Household Furniture
, at their own residences.

A Liberal Cash Advance made where required.

A. J. Parker & Co. beg to draw attention to their large Range of Commission Sale Rooms, where
there is a fine collection of Household Furniture, Billiard Tables, Pianos, Mirrors, Pictures, Dinner
Dessert and Breakfast Services, Toilet Sets, &c.. on view for Private Sale.

WABBANTEB

!

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. PARE’3 PATENT MEDICINES.WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-

tidote against Mercury and the numerous
affections arising thereform.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,

injudicious use of Mercury, Chronic Venerial affec-

tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimples, Cutaneous
Eruptions, several kinds of Skin Diseases,Dyspepsia,

and general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful
property of removing the Mercury from the system
and of purifying the blood of all its impurities

from whatever cause arising, of invigorating the

system and imparting fresh energy and vitality

to it. The brilliant and extraordinary efficacy of

this Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic and
almost hopeless cases, proves its effects to be un-
rivalled and unparallelled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8
;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for Mercurial and Syphilitic Ulcers
and Eruptions. Price per pot 8 anoas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly free from
quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or

Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the

legs and feet. Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses

and purifies the blood and the system from the

Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,

restores the internal organs to their normal func-

tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone aud'vitality to the system after

the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous Worst cases of fever,

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the cure of

enlarged Spleen and Liver, Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of pains

—

Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheumatic,
4c., instantaneously by the external application of

this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases, in failures the
money will be returned.

To he had of
MAISON DE PARIS,

2, CHOWRINQHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH,
Calcutta. a.60

CBXMZNAZi COVRT COXIKPANXOB
BY

PRAN KISSEN GHOSE
Intebpretor, Chief Magistrate’s Court,

Calcutta.

Price reduced to Rs. 6. Postage As. 8.
To be had of Messrs. Thacker Spink & Co., or

of the Compiler.

liOM'DON' AXm X.AH’CASKXRB
Z.IFB ASSVAUARCB GO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.
This Company offers to the Public the Com

BiNED Advantages of
Unquestionable Security and X.ow

Bates of Premium.WHILE the adoption of all the improved
modern conditions under which Policies

are now issued enables the Directors to grant un-
usual facilities to all intending Assurers.
That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-

versally recognized as the MOST SECURE AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT, is sufficiently
proved by the following statistics, “ startling in
their magnitude but quiet power,” extracted from
“ The Review” of January 1st, 1879.
“ In the years 1870—1878, the accumulated Life
Assurance Funds of the Offices have risen from
£90,700,000 to £117,600,000, or at the rate of
£3,000,C00 per annum. This is after paying out
£71,500,000 in claims and bonuses on policies alone,
entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or
management expenses. The total sum received by
the Life Offices’ on life account in the eight years
was £128,700,000, Against this was paid in
claims, £71,600,000 ; annuities, £3,350,000 ; and
surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being
a total paid out to Policy-holders of about
£84,000,000; after this £27,000,000 were added
to funds.

The LONDON & LANCASHIRE returns 80 per
cent, of the profits, divided every five years to
participating Policy-holders. English rates of pre-
mium only charged for such period as the Assured
spends westward of Suez.

Prospectuses and every required information
can be immediately obtained by application to
the undersigned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.
The Manager of the Indian Mirror is authorized

to be our Agent.
A. B. SHEKLETON,

General Agent Secretary for India,

0*65 A. Lall Bazaar Coiaei of Mission Row

NBTTBOXiOXiXi DAY di, CO.,

IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND
COMMISSION AGENTS.

4 &; 5, Hare Street, Calcutta.

AmerJean Keroslne Oil
Of the Brightest Quality, per case ... Rs. 5 0

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 25
Packets to the case, per case ...

Burmah Cigars.

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 3, per 1,000

Coconada Cigars.
“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100

Do. small (do.)
,,

“ Babington” No. 1 (do.) ,,

Do. No. 1 ,,

Do. small „
“ Burmah”

,,
“ Leisure Hour”

,,
•' Medium size”

,,
" Queen” ,,
“ Half Hour”

Chlorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne

Terms : Cash only.
NETTROLOLL DAY & ..v,.,

d 5, Hare Street, Oulmtta.

» 12 8

.30 0

20 0

99 12 0

99 3 0
99 2 0
99 2 8

99 1 12

99
1 4

99 1 0
99 1 8

99 1 0
99 1 0
99 1 12

99 0 12

The Xndian Students’ Guide to the
use of Bngllsh Xdloms

Illustrating.

Parti. The use of Prepositions.

Part II. The use of words, Phrases and Pro-

verbs.

Part III. The use of the Definite and the In-

definite Articles.

BY
BHOLANAUTH PAUL, M. A.,

Head Master, Hindu Scliool, Calcutta.
Price to subscribers, Rs 2-8. Postage As. 6.

Subscriptions will be received up to the 1st of

May next.

The following are now ready ;

Part I. Price to non-subscribers, post free,

Re. 1-4,

Part II. (A—Eat,) Price to non-subscribers,

post free. As. 11^.

Apply to J. C. Banergey, Canning Library,

55, College Street, or to the author.

Hr, X«azarus’s Domestic XMCedlolnes.
o

Inh-antile Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &c., &c.), ... ...4Rs, 1 4

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and

Spleen and diseases of a periodic

character), ... ... ... „ 1 4

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),... ... ,, 1 4

Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... „ 2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ... ,,2 0
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

&c. ),
... ... ... ,1 I

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative, ... ... „ 20

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ... ,,14

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger

than above), ... ... ... ,,14
Family Carminative (Invaluable for

Children), ... ... ... ,,2 0
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-

ducing growth of the Hair), ... ,,2 0
Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-

nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... ... ,, 1 8
The above are most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts

where medical aid is not available. Thousands
cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is

vrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E, J. Lazaurs & Co.,

at the Medical Hail, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’ss
original receipts and sold by all Madicine Ven-
ders. a-27
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES.
HE undernoted Watches are specially addapted for persons who, .having costly watches, are

reluctant to use them for rough purposes, such as travelling, sporting, &c. They have been
manufactured by Hamilton and & Co. expressly to supply the demand for a fairly finished and accurate
time-keeper at a moderate cost.

T

The Railway Watch.

The Railway Watch, as sup-
plied to the Indian Railway
Companies, has an English
lever movement of the finest

quality and strongest possible

construction. Hamilton & Co.
confidently recommend it as a
Watch not easily disarranged by
rough usage. The apparent dis-

^advantage of the large size is

amply compensated for in wear
by the increased excellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.
Recommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use of
Travellers and Explorers.

Cash,

In German Silver case...Rs
In Sterling Silver case... ,,

In Silver case, Keyless.. 99

95
135
180

The “Exhibition” Eng-
lish X<ever Watch

/

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely English-
made throughout, has a substan-
tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Pull Plate System ! with Jewel-
led Lever Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-
ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me-
dium size.

Cash.

Silver, best quality
Second quality

Rs. 85

„ 75

THE STANDARD ZiEVER WATCH.
In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, ^

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-

ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled
Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We
have devoted particular attention to the good
finish of its mechanism, and as we can confidently
guarantee its performance, we recommend it to all
classes of buyers.

Price, Rs, 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Rs. 200 cash.
With Keyless movement. Hunter or Half-hunter, Silver, Es. 100 cash.

The Aluminium or Silver Keyless
Crystal Watch.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for
winding or for setting the hands.

This in India is a great advantage, dust and damp
being kept out.

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.
Works visible.

Silver case, Rs. 45. Aluminium case, Rs. 40.

Xiadies’ G-old Watches.
Substantial 18-Carat Gold cases,engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughly
timed and tested. Fitted in Morocco case. Gold
Key supplied.

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200.

• Gold Guard andAlbert Chains
Of every fashionable pattern now vvorn, and of the usual lengths, manufactured of the best richcolored Gold. We solicit inspection of our large and varied stock, but a sheet of patterns with nrices

will lie forwarded per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta,
^

applicaUon**'
Guard and Albert Chains, a large assortment always in Stock, Prices on

Xiockets, Seals, and Watch Keys, charms and Trinkets, A.c.

The Patent Silver X.ever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOR ORDINARY WEAR.

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable
time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-
faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal gla.s.«,

strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only Rs, 49
Superior QUALiTY,in Hunting Case, Rs. (!5 Cash

Xiadies’ Sleg'ant Enamelled Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with
highly finished Jewelled movements. Rs. 125 to 300

HAMILTON AND COJVIPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and Clock hXakers in ordinary to H. E. the Viceroy

and to K. R. H, the Prince of Wales, ,

CALCUTTA.
The Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and • to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiuma periadioally reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

^ . Secretary,
9, Elpluustone Circle, Bombay,

OR.
F. A. COHEN,

7, Wellessley Place, Calcojta,
0*73 Agent, for BENGAL.

I

D1TNN AND CO.

j

CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
BY APPOINTMENT TO

His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor
General of India.

Nos, 46 4’ 47 Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-
able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of house sundertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a lar^'e

stock of both being always kept on hand.
Estimates supplied on application, a-1

QUriCK! SAFE ! ! SURE ! ! !

PAT7X. <k CO.’S
,

Proprietory Medicines,
Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co,,

DRUGGISTS.
No, 285-13, Bwvhazar Street, Calcutta.

Prophylactic Mixture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility, The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable
and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system. Price 1 Re, per bottle.

Expectorating- Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It' prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-
tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this
repeated at night or at any time when the cough is
troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief,
Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent rennedy for Rheu-

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the
Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly rest ored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

R;—Full directions accompany each bottle
Mofussjl orders for these medicines accompanied
with full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

Drugs of the best quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above address
it the cheapest rate Do sible,

THE GREATEST

WONDEE or MODERN TIMESf

HOLLOWAYS IPILLS

Long expenence has proved these famous remedies to b»
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-
cidental to the life of a miner, or to those living'in tha
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race,
viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dvsenterv.
diarrhoea, and cholera.

Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,
ulcers, rheumatism, and ^1 skin diseases ; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails to
cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

ihe Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

533, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
'jy all Vendors of Medicines throughout theCivilized World; with directions for use in almost every

liuiguage.

Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho"M look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes f the
address is not 583, Oxford Street, Lon,

,
they

are spurious, '

rt-21
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAXiKOVSXS SQUAZIZS. CAXiCVTTA.

• 1

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the Mofuasil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom-

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfectly in tune
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

o

Box No. 1073, playing: 6 Bengrall tunes, 1st series.
1 .

2 .

3.

Poorabee.
Imni.
Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

Barp or Setar Box No.

1.

Poorabee,
Imni.
Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

1 .

5.

6 .

Cash price Rs.
1073^, playing: 6

4.
1st series.

2 .

3.

1 .

2 .

3.

2.

3.

Box No.
Sarung.
Bhoirabee.

Kafiee.

1075^

Bassanto.

Kalangrah

.

Peeloo.

100 .

Bengrall tunes,
Bassanto.

5. Kalangrah.
6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 126.
playing: O Beng:ali tunes, 2nd series.

4. Jhinjuttee.

5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

Cash price Rs. 100.

Harp or Setar Box No. 1075^, playing: 6 Beng:all tunes, 2nd serie's
1. Sarung. 4, Jhinjuttee.

Bhoirabee. 5. Bhoirabee.

Kaffee. 6. Kawalee.
Cash priceRs. 125.

Box No. 1077, playing: C Beng:all tunes, 3rd series.
1. Taza Bhee Taza.

2. Doogiree.

3. Hilli Milli Punnya.

Harp or Setar Box No.
1. Taza Bhee Taza.

2. Doogiree.

3. Hilli Milli Punya.

Cash price Rs.
1077L playing*

Denga Chate Ayore.
Kia Hoga Bhola Janee.
Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 126.

4.

5.

6 .

100 .

6 Beng'all tunes, 3rd series.
4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhala Janee,
6. Khambaj.

a-19

NXCHOZ.X.S CO.,

FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,
8, Old Covjrt Home Street, Calcutta,

London:—IWhitefriar’sStreetFleet St.E.C.
•

OUBBENT OB FLOATING ACCOUNTS.
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheque-

paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments

made, after 3 p.m., and on Saturdays after 1 p.m.

Govbbnmbnt Papkb and Sbcubities

Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.

Purchases and Bales effected at the best market

rates, and advances made on Government Paper or

other approved secxirity on favorable terms.

Exchange.
Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.

Special attention paid to family remittances, the

first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the

payee.
Fixed Deposits.

Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10 days’

notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on deposits

for longer periods at the following rates, payable

in Calcutta, or in London, at pa/r ;
—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice

„ at 3 months’ notice

„ at 6 months’ notice

„ at 12 months’ notice

„ at 2 years’ notice

Pay-Bills, Pensions, and Allowances drawn,

Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates. Bills

corrected and rents realised.

Buti/nets rule* forwa/rded on a/pplioatim, a-37

DR. D. JAYNE’S
Family Medicines.

Per Doz.
Rs. A.

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24

_ 3 per cent,

t >•

5 )»

6

7

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-

men, wishing political and other petitions

md papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited

o address themselves in writing to X, care of

be Printer,

Per Bot
Rs. A

EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and
Colds) out of stock at present ...

HAIR TONIC (to cure hair falling
off and baldness)

ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
blood purifier)

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for
cure of fevers and agues)

LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair
of any other colour to a beautiful
block without injury to the skin)

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for
cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera)

TONIC VERMIFUGE ...

LINIMENT, OR COUNTBR-IRRI-
tant (an outward application for
Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, &c.)

SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints) ... 0

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)
'Yhe Medical Almanac" for current year is

available on application,

Sykes dc. Co.,
1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,

POLE Agents foe
Dr. D Jayne <L Son.
PHILADELPHIA. U.S.A. a-57

1

0
0
8

11

5

0 8 5 8

8 5 8

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott, Presi-
dent of the New York Theosophical Society,

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji,
Institute, Bombay. Price two annas a copy
apply to the Indian Mirror Office.

Established 1846.

THE DB,VaGXSTS’ KAX,!.,
35>86, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. “ Duke of

Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”
“ Hydaspes,” &c., &c.

Xiactopeptlne
Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion

combined in the same proportion as they exist in
the human stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the influence
of the natural gastric juice. It will be found
far superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,
Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly
indicated in Anaemia, general Debility, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, and
impoverished condition of the blood.

Direction for use, formulce and dose measure ac-
company each phial.

Price Rs, 4 per phial and paching As. 4.

Morson’s Medicinal Pepsine.
loz. phial Rs. S, Packing As. 4.

Norton’s Camomile Pills.
A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and

all stomach complaints.
Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.

Kemrod’s cure for Asthma.
Catarrh, Bronchitls,Croup, Hooping Cough,

ordinary Colds, and all diseases of the Respira-
tory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin.

Price Rs. 3-8, Packing As. 2.

G-rlmault’s Vegetable injection of
Matico.

A few injections of very short duration are
sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges.

Price Rs, 2 per phial. Packing As, 4.

Whitmore’s Compound Xiiniment of
Arnica.

An effectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasms,
Lumbago, weak Joints, &c., and as a counter-irri-
nant in a sluggish state of the liver.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.

Wilkinson’s Ginger and Camomile.
Price Rs. 2. Paching As, 4.

Whitmore’s Stomachic and X>iver
Fills.

Price Re. 1, Packing As. 4.

Savory and Moore’s Pancreatine
Wine.

For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod-
liver Oil solid fat and food generally.
Price Rs. 2 per phial. Paching As. 4.

W. F. Smith’s Pile Powders.
For the cure of Piles & Prevention of Fistula.
Their gentle emollient action subdues irritation,

regulating the bowels without leaving a disposition
to costiveness, their decided tonic properties give
power to the system, arrest all tendency to and
counteract the weakening effect of the disease, and
their intrinsic value will prove that they fully
merit the title of a specific cure of Piles and pre-
ventive of Fistulas.

Price Re. 1-8 per box. Packing As. 2.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINE,
Concentrated Compound Bssenoe or

Fluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.
This preparation is decidedly preferable to any

other form in which Sarsaparilla can be adminis-
tered, on account of its portability and superior
efficacy. It contains the whole active and medi-
cinal properties of the root in the highest state
of concentration combined with the ingredients
of the compound decoction directed by the college
of Surgeons. The beneficial effects of this Fluid
as an Alterative or Restorative, its great useful-
ness in all disorders of the 'Skin, Icdigestion,
general Debility, and after a too free administration
of Mercury, have been universally admitted and
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most eminent practitioners of the piesent
day.

Direction for use accompany each bottle.
Price per bottle Rs:2. Packing As. 4 .

Best assortment of Drugs and chemicals. Guar-
anteed fresh, and received direct from the respect-
able manufacturers of London.
Terms moderate.—Wholesale rates on

application. Price list supplied to Mofussil doctors
and Dispensaries. Orders promptly executed on
remittance of cash, or a respectable reference in
Calcutta,

GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT & CO.,
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS

Wholesale and Betail Druggists
And

Manufacturers of HBrated Waters.
a-11
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P. W. FLEURY & CO..
BUZXiDERS, ENaZNBEBS, INSTBUZaENT 1MCAK.ERSSCIENTIFIC

AND
CONTRACTORS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ILLUMINATION,

No. 63, Dhurkumtolllah Street, Calcutta.
Appliances for Electricity, Chemistry,

Optics and Photography on hand.
Electricity.

Chemistry.

Pneumatic
Gas

Glass Test
As. 2 to As

Trough for preparing

Tubes of sizes, from
8 each.

Glass Retorts, from As. 8 to

Brass Retort Stands, from Rs. 2

Bansen’s Patent Burner
Crucibles from As. 4 to

Pestles and Mortar from Re. 1

Glass Bent Tubes, from As. 4

Large Gas Bags each ...

Copper Retorts for preparing Oxy-
gen Gas, from 6 Rs. to ...

to

TO

to

Telephone with a Microphone
Complete ... ... ... Rs. 20 0

2 Telephones with 200 feet Copper
Wire ... ... ... „ 20 0

Woodbury’s Patent Scloptioon
or Improved Magic Lantern ... ,, 85 0

Patent Slide Tinter for above ... ,, 8 0

Tank for chemical effects do. ... ,, 5 b

Microscope attachment for magni-
fying small objects and projecting

on a screen for above ... ... ,,
25 0

Woodbury’s Patent Pyro Hydro-
gen Lime Light a capital substitute

for the Lime Light ... ... ,, 50 0

Woodbury’s Patent Lantern
Slides of the Paris Exhibition,

from Re. 1. As. 8 to ... ... ,, 2 8

Coloured Magic Lantern Slides,
from Re. 1 to Rs. 5 each.

Patent Scenograph
;
for pictures

4i"x 3F with stand ... ... ,, 25 0

Rs. 8 0

4
6

1

2

1

45

12 0

for amuse-
Young.

Hire of Magic Zianterr
meixt of the

Large Magic Lantern with 6 dozen assorted

selected slides, comprising magnificent views of

cities, Comical sliding moving figures. Chroma-
tropes and beautiful phot ographic slides, including

one workman’s attendance for one or two hours.

Rupees 6.

Zanni’s Patent Magneto Electric
Bell complete (1 dispensing with the

use of Voltaic Batteries and Che-
micals) I

Bunsen’s Galvanic Cells 8" x 4" ...

•1
"

3"
X 'Z

Rs.

o'/

with

with

Callan’s Galvanic Cell 6"

Daniell’s Galvanic Cell 6"

Le Clanche’s Patent Cells

Bicromate Battery, small

Magneto Electric Machine, for

Cure of Nervous diseases with
single magnet ... ,

Magneto Electric Machine, with
double Magnet

Magneto Electric Machine, with

treble Magnet
Electric Light Apparatus com-

plete, worked with 50 large Bunsen’s
Cells

Electric Light Apparatus
40 Cells ...

Electric Light Anparatus
44 Callan’s Cells ... » ...

Oxy Hydrogen Light Apparatus com-
plete

Electric Bells from Rs. 9 to Rs. 20
each.

RumkorfFs Coils of sizes from
Rs. 16 to Rs. 75 each.

Giesler's Vacuum Tubes, of sizes,

from Rs. 4 to Rs. 8 each.

Photography, dtc.
Thoma’s operating Box or dark

Tent. measuring when closed
3" X l"-6" X l"-6"

Operating Tent for out door work
Camera by Ottwell and Collis for

pictures 7" x 4^'

Portrait Lens by Lerebour for

above
View Lens for pictures 7" x 4i" ...

Large Portrait Lens by Lerebour
Improved Kaliedescope with patent

Lamp
Stanley’s Educational Microscope

50
7

4

3
4

5

13 0

18 0

20 0

400 0

320 0

250 0

200 0

80
25

80

45
30

80

30

5
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NOW LANDED !

!

From theS.S. “DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH"
The folloiving :

—

ALEXANDRIA—ALBION
Quarto or Koval 8vo.

Foolscap Folio

Post Folio

Foolscap Broadside

Crown
Demy
Koval

PRESSES.
10 ^ 7

11
'

15

16

18

4

15

16
19

21
24
26

y.

y
y
y
y
y
y

Iron Ink Tables.

Kule and Lead Cutters.

Koller Frames and Stocks.

Expanding Koller Frames.
Composing Sticks, 8, 10 & 12 indies.

Brass Kules Plain 8to. Pica, 24 in.

Dotted Brass Kules, 16 inches.

Kule Case, No. 1.

Ditto, No. 2.

Hand Lever Perforating Machines.

NO MOKE TROUBLE WITH INK ROLLERS!
PKOCURE ONE OF

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLERS
6 in. ... Ks. 12 0

10 „ ... „ 16 0

12 „ ... „ 20 0

These are the Rollers for India

they will not melt away, hut last for

years ! !

!

Stationery, Printing and Wiriting Papers of all sorts.

Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything in the Printing Trade can be supplied at once.

Printing in all its Branches in First-Ciass Style.

ERASMUS JONES» Printers* Agent, 5 & 6, British ln<^i»n Street, CALCUTTA. *

NO MORE PAINS!!!

DARUNGI
TTTARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-

W' tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for

Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,

Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the

Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,

Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia. Colics.

Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-

worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin,

Pains of every description have been cured by
the outward anplication only of this medicine,

when all the skill of the medical art has been tried

without effect.

Per bottle Re. 1, Large aide Rs. 2, packing As. 8

DARLINGTON & CO.
DhurrumtoUah Street, Calcutta.

* The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains I !

!

are our trade marks. Unprincipled parties in-

fringing on our trade rights will be criminally

prosecuted.

iST* Beware of a base worthless fraudulent,

native imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-

Curer.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of

isrnorant imitators who cannot express tlieir

thoughts in their own words, but servilely imitate

Darlington & Co.^ Call for Darlington’S Pain-Cdber and see

that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
Mr, George Ostocke, Manager, Collingeerah

Indigo Concern, N W. P., took a large bottle of

Darlington’s Pain-Curer, found it efficacious, k.

twice sent orders for half a dozen large bottles at

a time.

Mr, Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles

of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, k writes :
— “ Please

send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAiN-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.

Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to

see that iu every instance it kept true to its name.”
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dora, Bombay Presidency, writes :
—“ We find

Darlington’s Pain-Curer efScacious, and are

glad to know of it as being a useful medicine.

Sister Theodorine, Superioress F de la Croix ”

The Lady Superior of St. Mary’s Convent,
Allahabad, writes “ Darlington’s Pain-Curkr
has been found most beneficial in a case of local

Paralysis. M. J. Schmidt, Superioress."

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after

ordering for a couple of large bottles of

Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 more large bottles of .Darlington’s

Pain-Curer through Captain Percy Gough, his

Private Secretary.

General Jeet Jung Babadoor, Rana, of Nepaul,
after ordering one large bottle of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer, expressed his approbation, and
ordered for a dozen large bottles of the same.

Rajah S. S. Ghosal, after taking more than 20
large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, said that
he found the medicine efficacious in every instance.

“ Gentlemen,—I beg you will kindly send me
another bottle of Darlington’s Infallible Pain-
Curer which is undoubtedly worthy of its name,
P. Thorpe, 39, Anderson Street, Black Town.
Madras.”

Mr. G. Dessa, of Howrah, has used more than
a 100 large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curer,
and finds it bis only friend that affords him an
immunity from disease, or rids him of it when he
is attacked.

Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor k Proprietor of the
Bengal Times, writes from Dacca. “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple of applications, and in about 4 days dis-

appeared. This is one of several instances in

which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer.”

Capt. Heath of the Steamer “ Bombay,”
Master Mason, writes—” I gave a bottle of Dar-
lington’s Pain-Curer to a friend of mine who
was ill. It having relieved him greatly, he wrote
to me for another bottle. Kindly let bearer have
a large bottle of Darlington’s Pain-Curkr.”
a. 12 DARLINGTON &• OO.,

Dhuirumtollab Street, Calcutta.
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COOKE & KELVEY.
20, OZil> COURT HOUSS STRRRT, CAX.CUTTA,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE AND COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E, THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WA FOR INDIA.
The Model Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. They are entirely of English manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements.
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance. Maintaining Power, &c.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash PtS. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Gash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 2.30 to 250.COOKE AND KELVEY'S GENEVA WATCHES OF GUAiSnteED OHAI itv

Silver Halt Hunting Case. ail.-«r _Silver Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 cash.

-o-

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Plscapement
Rs. 45 ''ash.

O O X, 1> ALBERT C » A X R S

.

A magnificent assortment, many of the pattern being recently designed and of a novel characterFrom Rs. 40 to 300.
cnaracter
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C. LAZARUS <Sc CO.,
Rouse and Land Ag'ents.
61, Bentinck Street, Calcutta.

The following properties to let and for sale.

For Sale.

O, 2, Madge's Lane.

To Let.

A SPACIOUS Dry and Airy Godown, No. 2,
Mission Row,with entrance on the Road side!

To Let.
ri'^HE flat consisting of 3 large rooms. No, 2-1,A Mission Row, admirably adapted for Mer-
cantile Offices, now occupied by Me.ssrs. Stanley
&- Co., who will vacate the premises on the 1st
June next, from which date they are available.

Apply to

C. LAZARUS & CO.

For Sale.WORTHY the notice of Capitalists, Shipping
Agents, Mill-owners, or Noblemen desirous

of having a residence on the river bank,

AMANSION on the bank of the River Heoghly,
biggahs of beautifully laid-out land

attached, having several tanks of very sweet water.
Situated in the southern suburbs of Calcutta!

minutes’ drive of Government House,
ihis ground has a river frontage of about 300 feet
with water of such a depth as to admit of a
ship anchoring close to the bank.

For Sale.

A very fine bungalow situated at
GYA. It stands in its own compound

which is a very large one, is pukka built through!
out, and has a good range of pukka stabling;
also an extensive range of out-offices. It can be
disposed of at a moderate price, the owner havine
left India. ^

For Sale.

ALOWER-ROCMED House, on the banks of the
river at Baranagore (Bhaduri Ghaut) 8

I cottahs, 4 chittacks land. Price Rs. 2,800, Govern-
i
ment ground rent, Rs. 1-5-3 annually.

I For Sale.
I
A FINE two-storied Mansion, situated at Ali-

I

pore, within 20 minutes’ drive of Govern-
ment House, well adapted for the residence of a

I

Native Prince or Rajah.
' The Ground-floor is marbled throughout, the
;

Reception-Room and Hall on the upper-storey is
. teak-floored. There is a fine verandah to the South.
,
the whole length of the house overlooking a large

; tank, and a grand pillared portico, the whole

j

height of the house to the North front. It has
,
excellent out-offices, and stabling with extensive

I
compound. Two fine tanks, one of which to the

^

south of the house, is very prettily embellished
I
with a fine pukka-built marble ghaut, and contains
sweet wholesome drinking water. A road with a
beautiful avenue of full-grown trees leads from the

i entrance lodge to the house.
There is a large range of Racing Stables to the

south end of the compound, which has a seuarate
entrance.

The whole extent of ground measures more
than forty biggahs. The yearly Government rent
is Rs. 52-5.

This Mansion, with grounds, has been decorated,
improved and laid out, regardless of expense, and
is now being offered for sale, consequent on the
owner having left for England,

The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of
elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

massive

COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.

Notice.

The Hookah-shop carried on by Radha Nath
Chowdhry, in Jorasanko, has been removed to

81, Bentinck Street, and will henceforward be to

conducted by the undersigned.

A large assortment of Bengalee and Mahomedan
shaped Hookahs of new designs just to band at

moderate prices. Inspection invited.

Prices ranging from Rs. 2 to 10 each, inclusive

Chillam.
ISSUR CHUNDER BEED,

SI, Benlinck Street, Calcutta,

d-36

NATIONAL BANK. OF INDIA
LX3UXTED.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are
On Twelve Months’ Deposits ’

5 °/

), Six Months’ Deposits 4^
Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short

periods.

Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac. .

^ . J. WlNDRAM,
Manager

To Let at No. 10, Hare Street.
Suitablefor Mercantile a^es—Barristers' Cham-

bers—Attornies or Brokers,
Four large light airy and lofty rooms—having

entrances from either Hare Street or CouncU
House Street could be let separately, one portion
having the Council House Street entrance, and the
other the Hare Street.

O. LAZARUS & CO„
HOUSE AND LAND AGENTS.
61. Bentinck Street, Calcutta. a-28

NOTICE.
r’pHE Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
_L pared to undertake any agency business,
with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfa,ctorily . Remittances to accompany orders,

j

commission will be charged according to the value
1

as the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
of aflcertained by application to the Manager.
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NSW aOODS! NEW OOOX>S!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnishing' Requisites.

VWT VFT PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL

FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHFEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &c. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 25 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS purdah rings, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &C., &c., &c.

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OF

TACE muslin AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
’ AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

N. H.—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coat
Blankets.

Brussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile
Carpetings.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long

Curtains, Screens, <Lc,

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin,

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs,

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our ne^o stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Door mats.
English—made from West India Fibre,

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

,) ,, ,, ,, 38 by 24 ,,

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

„ ,, ,, ,, 38 by 24

.
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Bugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah Bepps.
Oreen, Blue, Crimson. Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAXLEB. di. CO.,

HOSIERS, DRAPERS, SILK MERCERS, &c., &c.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA, a-51

ADVANTAGES OF ASSUBXNG WITH THE

ORIENT AL LIFE OFFICE
All that Experience has proved Practicable and

Purdent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,

Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be

obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever

(I.) Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.

(2.) Amalgamations Impossible.

(3.) Funds in Government Securities only.

(4.) Native Lives assured at European Rates.

(5.) Premiums reduced to English Rates from
date of leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

China.

Annual Premium for Assurance of
Bs. 1,000 under New System.

Age.

Premium

30 35

Rs. As. P.

21 5 4
Rs. As. P.

24 8 8

40 45

Rs. As. P.

28 10 0
Rs. As. P.

33 14 8

Lower Safe Rates than any other Office.

(6.) Office young, and therefore free from Old
Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can be paid Yearly, Half-yearly,

Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of

yCftTS •

(8.) CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OF DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of ,35 per cent.

(10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,

and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
able security.

(11.) Entire Direction in India.

(12.) Special Protection to Assignees.

(13.) The Most Economical Management.
(14.) Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-15-0 olny.'

(15.) Lapsed Policies Revived without Pine.
(16.) Policy-holders can appoint their own

Trustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.
(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere
ami’ Aoqii rot*Q

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.

(19.) No Restriction on Travel.
'

Policy-holders in ihe ^'oriental"
ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER.

Unequalled Liberality.
Being established in India, all arrangements for

the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” are
made with a view to the convenience and benefit of
its own members,—European and Native,—who
alone participate in the advantages arising from
its succssful progress,

Yearly list of new Assurers closes 31st
December.

Special attention is invited to the Peculiar
System of Life Assurance introduced by this
Company, and to the New and extremely favorable
Conditions (aa regards Ratk.s, Pbofits, Limits
OF Residence, Non-liability to Fobfeiturk, Ac.)
under which its policies are issued.

The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when
Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

“THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AND
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT, IS RAPIDLY
GAINING THE CONFIDENCE OP THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY.”
Intending Assurers—Native or European— are

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the
“ Oriental ” with those of any other Company.

Detailed Prospectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports, and full particulars on application to

—

F. A. COHEN, Agent Jor Bengal, ok D. McLAUOHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.
7, Wellesley Place, CALCUTTA. Manaqbr k Actuary, BOMBAY,

PBESBBVB TOUR SZOBTi

. li. i 1

EUREKA

gj>XiCTBCX(ZSS BVB^GZiBSSES

rjT3HE determination of the proper ipectacles for

any defect of the eyes, is undoubtedly a

matter of the greatest importance.

This importance is increased on the one hand

by the number of patients requiridg such assist

ance—a number that throughout the civilised

world, may be reckoned by millions—on the other

by the actual injury inflicted by unsuitable glasses,

and lastly by the customary sale of most spectacles

by persons who have no adequate knowledge of

the conditions of their utility.

For the guidance of those who cannot cos-

veniently visit me, I have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions.

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, “ How to

preserve the Sight,” with testimonials explaining

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

application,

N. LASABVS,

6, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET.

Calcutta.

a*13 OOBKtHtaUOB Frto.
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The Bridge will be closed for traffic

Tuesday, the 20th April, 1880, from
4. U. to 1 P, U ,

G. H, SIMMONS,
<t*6 Secretary to the Bridge Cammisaionem,

Anglo-Zndlan Rubber Stamp Co.

( Specially Cheapest Manufacturers of-the

above stamp.

)

No 99, College Street.

The promoters of the Company beg to intimate

the public, that they are prepared to under-
take works at exceedingly moderate rates and
execute jobs to the satisfaction of constituents.

Piice list supplied on application. Specimenj may
m ay be sent gratis.

ZZ^rDZA GENERAXi STEABC STAVI-
GATZON COniPAirV,

SCHOENj:. K ILBURN k.’f^o.—Manaaing Agents,

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam- every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward every Saturday.
fl^HE Str. Sudiya will leave Cal

J cutta for Assam, on

"the 16th instanj.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Godowris,
Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

15th ihstant.

The Str. Debrooghur will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
’day, the 18ih instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Qodowns, ' No. 4, Fairlie Place, np till noon of

Friday, the 16tb instant.

Passengers should- leave for Goalundo by Train
of Saturday, the 17ih instant.

Friday,

' .’i

OACHAR LINE NOTICE.
REQDLAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cach.ar

downward every Thui’sday.
ri’IHE Str. Madras will leave

A Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-
"day, the 20tb instant. •

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 19tb instant.

For further information regarding rates of freigtit

or passage money, apply to

4, Fairlik Place, l G. .1. Scott,

1 Secreta.i-y,

a.2^

Calcutta, 14th April, 1880.

azvszts STZSAZKC irAVZGATZON
CO., ‘‘ ZiZiaZTEID."

The Steamers of this Company run weekly from
Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

riYHE Steamer Cashmere will

JL leave Calcutta for As.sam
on Tuesday, the 20th 4pril.

rriHE Sit

,

Burmah will leave
A for Assam from Goalundo
on Thursday, the 22nd instant.

For further information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO.
a-32

Austro-Bangrarlan Ziloyds’ Steam
Navlgratlon Company,

Line of Steamers beUoeen Calcutta and
Trieste vid Suet Canal.

Taking Cargo for Egypt, the Levant,* Black Sea,
Mediterranean, and Adriatic Ports.

The Company’s S. S. Narenti, will arrive
here on or about the 26th March, and will

leave on or about the 5th April next, calling at
Colombo, Aden, Suez, and Port Said. Has ex-
•ellent accommodation for Passengers, and carries
no experienced Surgeon.

The Company also cover risks of Insurance on
goods and specie shipped by their Steamers to any
of the above-mentioned places, and grant Bills of
Lading accordingly.

For Freight, Passage, and Rates of Premiums
Ice., Ice., «pply t*

’

DAVID SASSOON & CO.,
Agent!, 104, Cliye Street.

K. a. SZRCAZl, PZ.S.,

L. R. 0. P, EDINBURGH,
L, F. P S. GLASGOW,

10, Creek Rovv,

Can he consulted daily from 6 to S a.m.

Znformatlon Wanted.

ONE Mr. A. John Vincent, Assistant Magistrate

_
and Collector of Sylhet, died about the year

185o or 1856, possessed of certain lauded property
at Sylhet and thereabouts. Any one who wil
furnish information such as may ultimately leac
to the rightful heir (W. J. Vincent) obtaining the
said property, will be amply rewarded. Communi-
cations to be addressed to the Editor of this paper,

305

1«, X>AV ANI> CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,

AND repairers
OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmith s,Electropla't6rs,Bronzers

Z<acquerors and Ztailway Con-
tractors, dtC., <ScC.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

.A) lock Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes •

Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
vvater Cans

; garden watering pots
;
Tea, House,

Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps

; Railway Lamps of every descriptions,
&c., &c..

Always in hand and made to order.

Also

Portable Cooking stores of single and double
1^, 3, and 4 inch burner with overns.

Terms very moderate.

B. PZNKEBTON dt CO.,
ENGINEERS, BUILDERS, & CONTACTORS

Brainagre, Water, and Gas,
Office and Work shop, 39, Bentinck Street

BB.. J. G. ABBEBSON,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER. AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No 139, Dhurrcmtollah Street,

3MCay be consulted at all hours daily.
(At homofrom 11 to 12 a.m.)

Family engagements in and about Entally unde-
special arrangements.

Notice.

Life of Maharajah Nava Krislina Deva Baha-
door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

Behary Mittra, which the Press have opined to
be highly interesting, is ready for sale at the
Sauskrit Press Depositor}’, the Canninst Dibrary,
39, Old Chiuabazar, and 11.5, Ohitpore Road,
(Burtollab.)

Price six Annas
(All rights reserved.)

JOIf

Bad 'Watches are Sold
BY HUNDREDS IN INDIA.

Black and Murray beg to inform their
Customers and the Public, that they have

lately introduced a new description of ENGLISH
SILVER HUNTING WATCH, with Patent Lever
Escapement, and all the latest improvements.

Price-As. 55, nett.
‘

These Watches are guaranteed for two years
and will be found strong, neat, and serviceable
having been especially manufactured for India
by Black & Murray. They are warranted to
he entirely English made. (Many so-called English
Watches are Swiss, put in English cases).
Just to hand a consigment of their

celebrated RACING C H R 0 N 0-
Nett, Es 46

RLECTTRIC BELLS for House or
Office with Push, Wire and constant
Battery ... ... ... ^ett, Rs. 20
BINOCULARS, all sizes, from

Rs. 30 to Ra. 60

BLACK. ABB MTJBBAV
CHRONOMETER, WATCH AND CLOCK-

MAKERS.
Hastings-Strebt, Calcutta.

INNES & CO.

(J.InmesjLate Head Assistant to Strcart k Co.)

CARRIAGE BUILDERS.

36 .
and 37, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

• y

Carriages of every description, built to order,

latest designs and improvements, material and

workmanship guaranteed.

Bepairs carefully and promptly exeented.

Oiling rates to be had on applipation.

Carriages sold on commission @ 5 per cent,

ESTIMATES ^ DRAWINGS FURNISHED.

CKABGES laOBERATE.

BEB CZIATTEBJBE CO.
{From late De Leemans Co.,)

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, & REPAIRERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS.

TINSMITHS, ELECTRO-PLATERS, BRONZERS,
Ztacquerers, and Bailway Con-

tractors, dfcC., dfcC.

NO. 2, CHOWRINOHEE,

Baths of sizes
; Block Tin-made Deed and

Despatch Boxes, Sugar, Coffee, & Tea Cans •

Garden-watering Pots
; Tea, House, Street, Portico’

Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railway
lamps of all descriptions

^

Always in hand and made to 07'der.

PORTABLE COOKING STOVES of single and
double 3 and 4 inch burners, Tin and Wroueht-
iron Enamelled Ware, &c.

^

Terms-Very Moderate.

THE ZBBZAB IUZBBOB.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town.

r. As. P.
For One Month ... ... 2 8 0
„ Three Months ... ..." g o 0
,, Six Months ... ]2 0 0
„ Twelve Months ... ... 24 0 0
N. -B.—The above includes subscription to the

^

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil.

For One Month ... ... 3 6 0
,, Three Months ... 8 0 0
„ Six Months ... le O o
,, Twelve Months ... ... 32 0 0

Foreign.
For Twelve Months (via Southamoton) 48 6 0

»» »t (.via Brindisi)* ... 64 10 0
Sunday Edition. '

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )'• •-

For One Month q 0
,
rxzfce Months ... ... ... 2 8 0
Six Months q q

„ Twelve Months...

( Single Copy Four Annas. )
Foreign.

10 0 0

for Twelve Months vvia Southampton) 12 7
(wa Brindisi) H 14

0
)i >t yptu r.rmaisi I 14 14 Q

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.
For casual Advertisements 2 annas Der’iint.
No Advertisement charged for icss than a

Runee.
For special contract rates apply to the Manatre*.

Printed and published for the Proprietor bv W. C.
SooR, at the Sen Press at No.‘ ^ British Indiah
Street, Calcutta,

^
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Scepticism the Common
Enemy.

Lord Lytton.
The Brabmo Somaj and

its Critics.
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Literary, Scientific.
Selections.
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CHEERING NEWS! MR. GLADSTONE
APPOINTED PRIME MINISTER

London, 24fh April.
Mr. Gladstone has been saramoned to

Windsor by the Queen and has accepted the
task of forming a new Ministry.

The Premiership has been accepted by
Mr. Gladstone, who also is to be Chancellor
of the Exchequer.

A WRITER in the Indian Church Gazette,
whose letter we insert elsewhere, advises his
readers not to handle the Brahmos severely
who are, according to him, but children, and’
as such should neither be unduly praised nor
severely dwelt with. The duties of Christians
he says, should be simply to record the facts
connected with our movement.

We are thankful to the New York Indepen-
dent for the following paragraph “ We are
sorry to see in The Missionary a para-
graph about Keshub Chunder Sen which
grossly misrepresents his position and that
of his church. We have read the organ of
the Brabmo Somaj, the Indian Mirror,
carefully for years, and we see no ground
tor the statement that the society is ‘ launching
forth on a sea of the wildest fanaticism.’
Properly interpreted, there has nothing ap-
peared which need give serious apprehension.”

daughter Jeanne, with e>es glistening with
tears, begged for the life of the gray prisoner.
Her mother hesitated whether to listen to the
dear little advocate or not, and in her doubt
said, ‘ Grandfather shall d*ecide.’ So they
came to me. For a moment I held the, power

,

of life and death over the diminutive creature,
and I thought the Heavenly Providence may*
find itself in my situation when the fate of a *

being of a higher order is to be determined*
Naturally I set the mouse free, for when a
man undertakes the role of Providence on 'a

small scale, he should at least imitate the ’

Divine generosity.” i‘

-:o:-

FOREIGN SECRETARYSHIP.
Lord Granville has been appointed Secre

tary of State for Foreign Affairs.

THE INDIAN VICEROYALTY.
The Times in a leading article announces

that Mr. Goschen has declined the appoint-
ment of Viceroy of India.

SIR G. WOL8ELEY.
Sir Garnet Wolseley returns on the 25th

May.

(Editorial

The Right Hon. Robert Lowe concluded
a speech at Caterham, with the following

fine epigram of his own composition:—*

To govern men, O Roman, was thy care,
To crush the mighty, and the weak to spare;
While Britain’s sons a cheaper glory seek.
To spare the mighty, and to crash the weak.

Religion itself is not so difficult as the fol-

lowing definition of it given by the Rev. J. W.
Chadwick. “ The business of religion,” he

says, “ is to thrill with recognition of the ten-

der grace and awful sweep of things, and to

convert this passive recognition into a volun-

tary energy of devotion to the eternal order in

which we find ourselves embosomed,”

Tbe Indian Antiquary notices unfavorably
Dr. Rajendralala Mitra’s Buddha Gya. It
concludes a long article with the followine
words We have indicated sufficient mis-
takes to show how unscientific Dr. Rajendra-
lala 18 m his treatment of those parts
of his subject m which be ought to be most
at home, and the reader will be surprised to
learn from these specimens that the great
Native savant of Calcutta should have
been guilty of so uncritical a spirit. If
those he criticises are liable to occasional
^rors, he himself is quite as much so.”
Dr Rajendralala is an uospraing controver-
sialist himself, and we are curious to know
how he returns the hard hit here given.

Many people appear to think that the
elections do not affect any body beyond the
political circle. Their influence on “ home”
politics is also considerable. A lady has gained
a judgment in the Virginia Court of Appeals
granting her divorce on the ground that her
husband, who had been a Democrat (Con-
servative,) had joined the Republican (Liberal)
party. The shock, she said, was too great for
her domestic happiness. And the Judge
granted the divorce, saying at the same, time.
The husband had deserted his friends and

gone over to the enemy. It was perfidy, the
moral taint of which the wife felt attached to
him and would probably exclude him from
the best society in the State.”

” I BELIEVE in a Providence, ” said Victor
Hugo, to a company gathered around him in
his red salon in the Rue de Cliehy, « because
I am a Providence myself.” Some one asked
for an explanation of this curious riddle. The
venerable poet re, lied: “We caught a mouse
yesterday evening. Its death sentence was
already pronounced, when my little grand-

The writer of the article on the Dewali at
Amritsar tells us the following story -i

I had hardly time to admire the graceful Sikh
temple, rising from the water, when a sadhii or
yellow-robed Sikh men dioant aoproached me and
said that, if I were not displeased, he wouldmake a representation to me which would be to
the advantage of my countrymen. I bade him
speak. He took me aside, and asked me to sitdown with him on the steps of the neighbouring
clock tower. When we had both sat down apart from
the crowd he again begged me not to be offended
at wbat he was going to reveal to me. I re-
assured him on the point. He then told me the guru
hadappeared to him in a vision and declared that

u j
® British were in difficulties with Cabal, they :

had only to send to England for Maharajah Dulip
Sing, and he would raise the Sikh commonwealth,

,when the mysterious virtue of the Sikh cold iron -

would certainly prevail. It made no diff rence
that Duhp Sing had become a Christian or Kirani
as my holy friend phrased it. Dulip Sing’s presenc4
and assistance would in any case be a shield tomy countryraeii. The sadhu, in return for this
miraoulous advice, asked me for alois. and it was, of
course, impossible to refuse him. ^

The cheering news has been communicated
to U8 that Mr. Gladstone has consented to
form the new Ministry. The task was en-
trusted to Lord Hartingtou, but with a chi-
valrous sense of delicacy which is admirable iu

the distinguished leader of a triumphant
party, he waived his rights in favour of

Mr. Gladstone who thus becomes for a se-
cond time the Premier of Great Bri-
tain. He has also accepted the office of
Chancellor of the Exchequer—a formidable
combination of duties, no doubt, to a man
above seventy. We may be sure, however,
that his wonderful energy will keep both '

the power and purse of England safe for, let

us hope, the next seven years. Lord
Granville becomes Foreign Secretary—the
post he held in the last Liberal Ministry. The
three most important positions ofthe realm are
thus safe. The other appointments will, we
think, be flashed to us iu the course of the day •
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It may not be generally known that the'

Garrows have come to regard Qneen Victoria,

the mother of the Feringis,” as one of their

divinities. In their pantheon are to be seen

Mahadeva and Victoria ami all the l.Hi.al gods

and goddesses clnsttred together. The Rev. Mr.

Ayerst publishes in the last Indian Antiquary

some very interesting particulars regarding

this tribe. These simple people,we are told,have

great reverence (or truth; In some of the hills

they place a tiger’s bone between their teeth

before they give evidence. Amongst theraelves

a lie is punished with instant death, not so

much: as an act of justice, as of indignation-.

In a deailly feud the weaker party flies to

a distant hil| to elude the stronger. Both

parties immediately plant a tree bearing a

sour fruit called chalaJca, and make a vow that

they will do their best to eat the fruit of that

tree with the head of their enemy. A gener-

ation may pass away without opportunity of

revenge. In that case, the feud descends to

children. The successful person carries off

his enemy’s head, and boils it with the fruit of

th® tree which bad been planted; he then

drinks of the juices thus mingled, and the

feud is at an end.

-:o;-

While some people hold that the Brahmos

are becoming fanatics, others say that they

are going backward and getting superstitious,

while there are others who are of opinion

that our cause is simply withering away. It

happens often that the same person is heard

to utter all these opinions one after the other.

The London Standard, whose article will be

fonnd in another column, belongs to the

third dass of thinkers mentioned above. We
are “ withering away”—-that is the verdict

of the London editor. Well, if we are dying

away, why make so much of us ? Why try to

kill a dog that is already dead ? But no.

Brahmoism has affected tbe progress of or-

thodox Christianity, and that is the secret of

the opposition raised against os. In that case

the truth ought to be told plainly.
^

We think

of Missionary may put his case in the following

manner :
—“ Brahmoism is getting powerful.

At any rate it has visibly diminished the

number of conversions among the educated

Natives. It is our duty,therefore, to raise the
|

hue and cry against it and put it down by all
j

the arguments we can spare.” That would

be more straightforward than the ordinary

expedients adopted of telling the same facts

in other ways, for instance, by saying that

the Brahmo Somaj is withering away, or that

it is going backward, or that it is
^

getting

superstitious and so on—facts which have

this merit to recomend them, that they are

simply untrue.

“To a stranger visiting London,” says

Christian Life, “one of the striking aspects is

the vast number of people which is poured into

the City every morning by the railways. Of

these passengers, some fifty thousand are pro-

vided with season tickets. The interesting

fact which arrests our attention,while we stand

and witness the immense stream passing the

ticket collectors, is, that frequently no sign of

the possession of such tickets is made. It may

be said that the officers of the cofnpanies

know those passengers. This is quite irapos

Bible. We have tried this knowledge with a

season ticket available at stations we have

never before stopped at, and have been allowed

to pass nnchftllenged. We are certain that

thousands of travellers could detail the same

experience which is but the expression of a

confidence that the mass of travelling people

would not dishonestly assume a right they

do* not posaesfl. We speak of this us a de-

lightful phase of moral progress
;

a trust

winch is at the ve^ root of our national

greatness ami cointnercaal success. That there

are dishonest people no one can doubt. But

the fact remains that there is now in society

an increasing confidence that men are trust-

worthy, and we repeat that this fidelity is

at the very basis of successful national life.”

And let us add that this is the cause of

national greatness. What a mournful sight

does this by contrast reveal unto us in our

I

own country. The pest of India is its mu-

tual distrust and Jealousy. We think we

are growing tired of this, and a day will

soon come when an ardent patriot will either

have to choose voluntary exile, or see a

better condition dawning upon his mother

land. Tbe worst of it all is that every

body knows that this fatal sore is destroying

the vitality of his nation, and yet he would not

cease to distrust his neighbour. There are in

this country almost as many parties as there

are men, and these never cease to abuse, vilify,

distrust, hate and damn each other. The

first thing that they do is to call one’s

motives in question. Conduct is not judged

by the principles that underlie it, but by

the probable motives which may have

inspired it. “ I beg,” says A., “ to differ with

you.” “ Do yon?” rejoined B. “ You must

then be a bad man.” The inference follows

quite irrespective of moods and figures, and

the cool way in which it is made would as-

tound the most practised logician. Life,

we maintain, is not worth having in a

country where honesty is not appreciated,

good works receive no credit, and truth

itself is imputed to bad inoti ves. We
are ashamed to say even the Brahmo

Somaj has not shown ns a better example.

We have had many instances of mutual dis-

trust of late among us, and they tell the same

tale and reveal the same national sin. Is it to

continue thus for ever? Bay, ye sons of

God, are ye ever to abuse one another in the

face of your eternal Father in Heaven ?

SCEPTICISM, THE COMMON ENEMY.

As we have often said, the chief battles of

religion in future are to be fought not with

hostile sects Or creeds, but with scepticism

which is the common foe to all. In India scep-

ticism is hid in various forms and disguises.

There is first of all the unbelief engendered

by English education. This uproots faHh

in the prevalent superstitions of the country

and substitutes nothing for it. In the

second place, there is the secret unbelief

fostered by Sanskrit learning. This may not

be intelligible at first hearing. But will it be

believed that Sanskrit education, as im
parted in the Sanskrit College, for example,

doee not torn good believers ? There is so

much that is immoral and otherwise objec-

tionable in the books that are read there, and

the teaching, as is inevitable, is often, if we,

may use the expression, so open and unre-

served, that; the pupils, as a matter of course,

lose all ideas of what is proper, and the result

is a silent undergrowth of doubt and unbelief,

which,however,does not interfere with tbe due

discharge, on the part of the teachers and

taught, of religious observances required of

them as professors of their religion. In the

third place, there is the scepticism resulting

from Hinduism itself. It may appear strange,

nevertheless it is true, th-»t Hindu’sm gives

shelter to all the practical atbeism of the

oountry. It cannot be believed that any

ordinarily educated person should be able*to

plac® his faith in the childish super stitions

of the country. Wo read in the histones of

Rome and Greece how the educated and cul-

tivated minds of those countries ridiculed

and scorned the superstitions of their

countrymen, and at the same time did not

scruple to outwardly conform themselves

to the forms and ceremonies of the pre-

valent faith. This hypocrisy, engendered by

the necessity of the times, led to the conse-

quent degeneration of morals and the lowering

of the standard of perfection among the great-

est intellects of those days. The period of

Roman history before the introduction of Chris-

tianity was one of the worst and most horrid

ever recorded. We also see in modern

France how Roman Catholicism has divorced

intellect from faith, and the present deterio-

ration in French morals and religion is said

by many authorities to be due to the ascend-

ency of Catholic faith to which the mind,

unshackled by the French Revolution, cannot

by any means do homage. Even in England

we hear of people entirely given over to

the worship of doubt, but unable, through fear

of public opinion, to disclose their religious

views, thus leading, for all practical purposes,

the lives of hypocrites, outwanlly bowing

to religion and inwardly cursing it. The

example of Greece and Rome finds a

parallel in modern India. The educated

mind is free from the shackles of idola-

try and superstition. A sincere Hindu of

the educated class, though found here and

there, must, in the nature of things, be very

rare; and the result is that so many ofouren-

ightened countrymen are practically living the

i ves of unbelievers. The dread of persecution

and the loss of caste operates powerfully

upon their minds, and they are compelled

to profess a religion every particular of

which they have rejected. What a mournful

condition is betrayed in this picture! The

mind fed on philosophy finds pretexts for

justifying its condition of artificial slavery, and

deprived of the solace of true religion,

gives itself up to rank and open scepticism.

Hinduism fosters this scepticism with all its

might. Be whatever you like, but take

care that you do not profess what you believe.

Bach is the pithy advice tendered by Hindu-

ism to our educated countrymeii. Is it to

be wondered at that the real work of refor-

mation is so difficult in this country? We have

not to fight with open foes. Hinduism, as it is,

does not, indeed it cannot, oppose os. Mahome-

danism cannot oppose us. The Christianity of

onr rulers cannot oppose us. It is scepticism

with its insidious forms and shapes that is

the resl enemy of all religion. We, therefore,

ask all religionists to come forward and com-

bine. The common enemy most be vanquished.

Sectarian differences and rancour may be safe-

ly laid at rest for a while, apd the great enemy

of God combated by the combined strength of

the entire religious nature of mankind.

LORD LYTTON.

It is adiPitted on all sides' that with the

downfall of the Conservative Ministry will

end the Indian administration of Earl Lytton.

His Excellency left os for Simla the other

day, and we do not think that, unless

he be required to make over change

of the empire to his successor in the

metropolis, he will come back again. There

is time left to his critics to review his four

years’ administration of the country. We
shall say, however, that we take leave of

His Excellency with jeelings of disap-

pointment and regret. Regret, because in him

we lose a Viceroy unusually gifted and able,

who, if he had come to us at other
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times, woulii have been tl»e means of con-

ferring nnmixeil blessings upon our country
;

and disappointment, because His Excel-

lency’s remarkable talents and polished

manners were not utilised in the work of

consolidatinsr this vast empire. Pledged to

a warlike policy. Lord Lytton had literally no

time to devote to those measures of

peace which are necessary for the well-

being and prosperity ot the country. We
have no right to dictate a policy to our rulers.

But let us say that the days of annexation

and warfare have gone by, and statesmen mus,

needs bear in their bands the olive of peacet

and not the palm of victory to deserve the

gratitude of the millions of the land. War car-

ries no reputation in these days. The Viceroy,

whom India still remembers with gratitude

and will cherish for ever in her heart, is Lord

Canning, and this noble statesman is adored,

not because he suppressed tlw mutiny,

but because he knew how to conciliate and

please, when the rebel heart, once subdued,

craved for peace. Since his time we have had

a succesion of rulers who are more or less

respected by the people, but they are all grate-

fully remembered,because they looked to peace

as the only repose that India wanted. Lord

Lytton is the firstViceroy that broke the calm,

nn<l as all the years of bis administration iiave^

been spent in warlike preparations, he has had

absolutely no time to devote to the internal

well-being of the people. Even as regards home

affairs neither the time nor the circumstances

were favorable to HisExcellency. It was a mis-

fortune, no doubt, that while the Viceroy was

pledged to carry out the policy of ministers at

iiome, in India he was sprrounded by counsel-

lors by no means well-fitted to advise His Ex-

cellency in concerns of domestij legislation.

Wo are sure that if Lord Lytton had been

left to himself, bis good sense, conciliatory

disposition and polislied manners would have

(lone much to restore the confidence which

his foreign policy tended to d'*st.roy. Out

it is liis Lordship’s misfortune to have been

served by evil counsellors. We shall cite two

instances. His Fuller Minute was calculated

to inspire confidence in the N«tive mind.

The conception of it was all Lord Lytton’s,

and its tone was excellent. But a few days

after every thing was clianged, and the same

Viceroy who overflowed with the milk of

human kindness, when contemplating tlie

action of a Puller, did a f‘*w years after ad-

minister such a snub to a public body of Native

gentlemen on a question that interested

the country at large, as to have discouraged

all loyal demonstrations of the kind in

future. The other instance is the Madras

Famine. When it broke out Lord Lytton

acted as any benevolent ruler would

have acted. His rules and directions were

a'lmirabla and in accordance with the

spirit of true philanthropy and charity. As

soon, iiowever, as an eminent counsellor ap-

peared on the stage, the whole scene changed,

insteail of the humane policy which recognised

the duty of preserving lives, we beard for the

first time of that detestable and heartless theory

which affirmed that Government was not bound

to mitigate all suffering and save all lives.

Then also did we hear of those bare subsistence

allowances which have made the Madras

Famine so melancholy a consequence of a most

heartless policy. In the matter of the Ver-

nacular Press Act also, we do not think,

the initiative lay with Lord Lytton. Lord

Nortlibrook began the inquiry. Sir George

Campbell suggested it, and almost all the

leading officials, including Sir Ashley

Eden, approved and warmly support-

ed the measure. Lord Lytton was led along

strong curront, and the result was he acquiesed

in a policy as bad as it was retrogade, unwise
and impolitic. Thus we see that in every re-

spect His Excellency acted under the pressure

of instrupti ns and counsels which, coming

they did from authorities so eminent and

titiimpeachable, could not be resisted. A
little exercise of independence would bav<-

saved him from the evil effects of the

indiscretion of his counsellors. But a«

we have said, the war was the all in all to Hi*'

Excellency, and hence in all matters connect-

ed with domestic legislation he had to depend

entirelv upon others. Nevertheless, we cannot

allow the Viceroy to depart without express-

ing our feelings of the deepest regret that so

much talent and aptitude shonhl not have been

emnloyed on our behalf. His speeches still

ring in our ears. Their excellent moral

tendencies are calculated to raise us in the

social scale
5
and besides this when we con-

sider that His Lordship cheerfully took part

in every public movement of a beneficial nature

and lent it the aid and charm of his powerful

name, his departure from India without any

monuments left of his greatness, must be view-

ed with regret by all his sincere friends and

admirers.

THE BRAHMO ROM\J AND IT.S

CRITICS.

The Brabmo Somaj is now the fair butt

of many a keen satire and ridicule. We do

not know why, but we are called mad by our

friends. Those whom we esteem call ns

insane and think that we have lost our

brains. It is the ecstacy of the brain, some

say :

—

Ecstasy

!

My pulse, as yours, doth temperately keep

time,

And makes as healthful music : It is not mad-

ness,

That I have uttered • bring me to the test.

And I. the matt°r will re-word; which madness

Would gambol from.

Yes, we would re-word all the things we

have sail!, and repeat them with greater

strength and emphasis, and we know that the

words we utter are for tlie good of the country.

We are mad! Whv, a high personage in a dis-

tant country and in days gone by had applied

the same epithet to a man of far higher claims

and pretensions. What was his reply ?

“ Festus said witli a loud voice, Paul, thou art

beside thyself
;
much learning doth make thee

mad. But he said, I am not mad,

most noble Festns ;
but speak forth tlie

words of truth and soberness.” When mad
Cbaitanya danced with love in Nuddea,

he drew into the maddening whirlpool even

those who bad refused to credit him

with reason. Thus fares truth in everv

land. It is ridiculed at first, then hated, then

endured,and embraced at last. Under the cir-

cumstances we need not be much troubled with

the ridicule or hatred which is flung at us

so often. Asa sober chronicler we should

record the things that are said of us, so tha^

at the end of several generations thev mav he

gathered together as another evidence of the

power and invincibility of truth. In the mean

time let us advise our brethren not to lose heart.

Friends are constantly coming to us to say,

“Here you have lost a friend, there another.

Beliold, every one forsakes you. Your best

friends are disgusted with your madness. Have

you read what So-and-So has said of you? A

capital tirade that which you should read.”

Another would say, “The best test of

the decline of a body is when every sec-

tion of the corarannity turns round against

it. Tried by this test the Brahrao Somaj is

found to be actually declioiog. The Hindus

are against it, the Christians are against
it, every educated Native is against it. Whom
shall the Somaj convert then ?” To all this

nnr answer is that it is those very enemies
whom Brahmoism shall conquer anil convert.

India has got the reproach of being con-
servative and backward. But there is one
matter in which she is never inactive She is

never idle in matters of the spirits. Prom the

beginning of history, there is perceptible a
struggle for life and truth. When caste had
fastened its iron chains upon society, and
corruption had pervaded the nation from the

highest to the lowest, there was a struggle

which ended in the overthrow of Brahmanical

supremacy. Buddhism reigned in India for

more than a thousand years. There is nothing

more curious and interesting than the history

of this religion. We have glimpses of the con-

dition of India in the pages of Fa Hian and

Riouen Thsang who travelled in India in the

fifth and seventh centuries respectively, and

an instructive spectacle is revealed unto ua

therein. In every part of India there are

Buddhistic monasteries and monuments
; the

people, the better educated of them, are

Buddhists
;
the Kings, the most powerful of

them, are Buddhists. So far had Buddhism

triumphed that Hiouen Thsang invariably

atvled the Brahmins heretics ox ^yashandas

.

This was the epithet ordinarily applied by

men of the prevailing faith to those whose

rel-gion 1 ad fallen in disgrace. Well, but

Buddhism soon accomplished its mission and

lost its vitality. Corruption set in, and -in the

eighth or ninth century Hinduism revived

in the shape of a hydra-headed monster,

Puranic idolatry, and crushed its mighty fos.

Vedic Hinduism may be said to have flourish-

ed for more than a thousand years, and Bud-

dhism prevailed for the same perio<l. Puranic

Hinduism has now lived for a thousand years,

and tlie question is, tvill it last longer ? Has

it not lost its vitality ? Is not Hindu

society longing for a change ? Has not

Hinduism become effete and corrupt? Has

not English education exposed all its vices and

follies
?"’ Dear brother, study the conditions of

the country, and say if it i« •“’t ‘‘P^ for a

change. Don’t bo frightened. Buddhism

(lied of sheer inanity wuen it had at’complish-

Oil the purpose for which it cauie. I here have

been struggles since tlien. 1 he loligious his-

tory of India is a continued protest iigaiust

idolacry and caste. Kahir, Oliaitanya,

Nanak and many others struggled to estab-

lish a monotheistic faith. But those great

men sanctioned errors, and, besides, their

time had not yet come. Their faiths

triuuiphed for a while, but eventually tliey

were swallowed up in the immense ocean of

Hinduism. Don’t be frightened still. The

voice of truth is heard from afar. The Divine

Commander calls us to arms. Hinduism

has lived its natural term, and the

time has come for her to depart. She cau-

not remain in the face of civilization and

science. We are convinced, deeply and earn-

estly convinced, that it 13 tlie turn of theism

next. The ^uffashave passed over our heads.

Behold the golden age, the Saft/a Yuffa, is

again before, and not behind. It is a time

when we should sacrifice oar interests,

wealth and safety at the altar of a growing

cause. People will call us mad and

wicked; they will call us fanatic and super-

stitious
;

they will invoke the spirit of the

very civilization which protects us
;
they will

attack us with tlie weapons of the very

science which is the genius of onr movement.

But all that is inevitable. What is wanted

is greater unity, greater faith, greater love

in the BrftljQio Somaj. Wa need not miud
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what the world says of us. If it finds fault

with us, hflcause we are known to pray more

than usual, by all means let us cultivate tl)is

fault to excess. If our services last for three

hours, let them by all means continue

for six hours daily. If we spend a whole

daymutsa^, let us try to spend a week in

such tesiivities. If our p''i»rinaagfes are con-

demned, by ail means let us have more of

them. If words of inspiration are laughed at,

may such words flow from the lips of very one

of us day and night. If we are condemned as

mystics, may our mysticism grow from more

to more. That is to say,let us warmly culti-

vate the very things for which the world takes

us to task, for we know they are the things

sanctioned of Heaven—they are the things that

will give US peace everlasting and salvation.

And if these things are of God’s, what care

we if the world condemns them ?

Splima ^amaj.

Bhai Dinno Nath has proceeded to Jessore.)

The fourth series of the Minister’s sermons is

out. Price 4 As. To be had at No. 6, College Square.

On Sunday last, Bhai Aghore Nath celebrated

the 9th anniversary utsah of the Battara Brahmo

Somaj.

Bhai Tbailokva Nath has proceeded to

Ranchi after celebrating the 14th anniversary

utsah of the Hazaribaugh Brahmo Somaj.

CHE CELEBRATION OP THE NEW YEARS
DAY BY THE SOUTHERN INDIA BRAHMO

SOMAJ, MADRAS.

A correspondent from Madras kindly sends

18 the fo’ lowing.

—

The new year’s day is hailed by the Brahmos as

m occasion of great joy and solemn opportunity

“wor.hi»pmg God. The

”h™h leouned 00 luoday. the 11th iotta.it. The

rheistic Hall, where their meetings are usually held,

warsDlendidiy decorated, and at the service there

was a pretty^^arge audience, not only of Brahmos

jutof non-Brahmo community of Madras. In the

norning. the service began at 8 ®

!Sv thrilling prayer invoking God’s blessings upon

ill mankind for the year which had just set in

iL read by S' B. Puntuln. the Gosthi Nirvaha-

w of the local Somaj. A povUon ot the service

vas cSducted in Tamil by P. R. Miidr, a zealous

nnmbar of the Somaj, which was followed by the

•coital and illustration by M. B. Puntulus of certain

Sts frSi the Vedas and the Smritis purporting

J support the Monotheistic view of the Brahmos

fhe proceedines closed with a benediction m Tamil,

rhen the charitable distribution of rice to the poor

iX place. The evening service commenced at

5 p ^The attendance was,of course, larger and more

raried than in the morning,on account of the greater

lonvenience the members and outsider generally

ZIZ attendiog eveoing

vas as on the morning, conducted both in iamil

mdTelugu, the Tamil portions, viz., the mvoca-

fon adoration, thanksgiving and benediction

,eing read by the same earnest and pa.nstak

ng gentlem^“ who had taken part m the

norning service. K. S. Nayadu, 8ec-etary of

he SoSaj, called upon the congregation to spend

t few minutes in silent meditation upon the glo^

fthe Creator. There were pleasant hymns in

he interval. Next followed a long and elaborate

Sraon in Telugu by M. B. Puntulu, dwell-

na chiefly upon the ancient prosperity of

ndia in religion, its gradual decline aud the steps

,V which modern Hindus can hope to revive the

nc^nt glory of their country. In tracing the

Sr development of monotheism and its subse-

inlnt gradual degeneracy into hero-worship,

L,°Utior pan-.'-i*™ and idolatry i,, I..dl.,

sermon tried to base every inference

ipon the authority of the Vedio and Puranic

e?ts and of the historic records of the country.

Is Inrtructivo subjeot matter and thrillmg

phraseology elicited the just applause of the
audience, most of whom have expressed their
wi^h to have the sermon printed in extenso.
It will, therefore, be shortly sent to the Press.
The meeting dispersed after the usual distribu-
tion of garlands of flowers and betel leaves
followed by the spriusliug of rose water upou
those present

.

THEOLOQIOAL INSTITUTION—SESSION
1880-81.

The following is the substance of the Introduc-
tory lecture delivered by Babu Keshub Chunder
Sen at the Albert Hall on Saturday, the 14th

February last ;

—

We begin this year under more favorable

auspices than last year. All those clouds that had
gathered iu the horizon of the Brahmo Somaj have
almost disappeared. The trial has passed over.

Vs in the history of the world, so in the history of

religions there are times of trial and tribulation. But
such times do not last long. The Brahmo Somaj
has just passed another trial, and, through God’s

mercy and providence, it has come out victorious.

We now speak under the banners of the New Dis-

pensation". The church of God has been ushered

into a new era and a new life. Time was when
the principles of the Brahmo Somaj were not

settled, when 99 out of every 100 Brahmos used

the potential mood, the may-he's with regard

to those principles. That was the infancy of

our church. But it has at last reached its ma-
turity. Its principles and doctrines are settled,

fixed and definite. Our church is now a living and
substantial reality. This year commences with the

establishment of the New Dispensation. That
Dispensation dissolves all schisms in the Brahmo
Somaj. We have before us not many creeds, not

many doctrines, not many religions, but only one

idea, and that is the New Dispensation. This New
Dispensation does not date from Rajah Ram Mohun
Roy. Before all systems of religion waH that

principle which we now find underlying the New
Dispensation. It is the fashion to liken Brahmoism
to other systems of faith which are prevalent in

the world. We emphatically protest against it.

We believe that as God is one, so His religion

cannot bat be one, though it comes down into the

world by different channels and under various

dispensations. Brahmoism to us is the most
ancient and primitive faith of mankind. It existed

in Christ and Confucius, in Moses and Nanak,
in Mahomed and Chaitanya, and in all the pro-

phets and scriptures of the world. The principle

upon which Brahmoism stands is eclecticism.

That is the first thing you ought to be taught. Iu

proportion as our religion is not eclectic, catholic

and universal, despise it. Gather truths from what-

soever quarter they come,and gather them into your

church. An honest, unbiased, catholic spirit is

needed before you can be eclectic. Hinduism and
Christianity, Mahomedanism and Buddhism, and all

other systems of faith will give you their res-

pective quota of truths, and you will gath r

them all into your church. You cannot take leave

of Hinduism, and foolishly say there is nothing

there except grandmother’s tales. No. Our reli-

gion must be national. Let us be proud that

we are descendants of the Hindu race—a race

to which belong the Vedas and the Puranas,

the Ramayau and the Mahabharat. We cannot—
we must not lose those priceless treasures that

lie buried in the Hindu Shastras. But neither

can we despise Christianity, Christianity has

already spread itself over all parts of the

globe. How can we be blind to the superior

claims of that faith ? Christ’s life—who can
fathom its depth? What more sublime than
the Sermon on the Mount? Who will not
welcome and cherish iu bis heart the ethics of

Christianity ? Hinduism and Christianity are not

at all antagonistic, but the truths are the s^me in

both. If Christianity is different from Hinduism,
might not the same be said of the Puranas with re-

spect to the Vedas? And can we leave the one or the

other? We cannot. S) we have no choice left

between Hinduism and Christianity, but we must
take them both. We Hindus are but a scattered

race coming from the same Aryan stock, from
which other nations have also derived their origin.

Hindus and Europeans are divided, it is true
;

out they are simply parts of the great

whole. Why then this difference ? True religion

embraces iu it the love of God and the
love of man. That is the only compre-
hensive ground where we can all meet with pro-

fit. Prom there we, as inheritors of all religioti.s,

nust welcome them all aud despise none. We
should learn to revere in our hearts the prophets,

the saints and the rishis of all countries an 1 all

religions. We should with humble hearts learn

and acquire truths at the feet of all,

without any distinction and prejudice. In
heaven we find all good men and true gathered
together, la heaven there is no difference.
Perfect harmony reigns there. We should
not then be exolusioe, but inolusive. Secondly,
our studies in theology must be carried on
in a truly philosophic spirit. You should not
rely upon hearsay, you should not take things upon
trust, you should not tolerate Popery and priest-
craft in your midst. Every thing should be studied
and tested by yourselves. “Prove all things and
hold fast all that is true”—that is our creed. Our
church is based ou the rock of philosophy. No
amount of false and boastful logic can shake the
foundations thereof.Our theism is scientific. Science
we regard and prize above all things. As in the
physical world, so in the spiritual world, science is
supreme. There is a science in religion, as there
is science in Astronomy or science in language
and everything else. Everything uncientific is to
be opposed and eschewed as an enemy to Truth.
Philosophy and faith are one and cannot but be
one. The truth of God is the very same thing i n
scripture as in philosophy. There cannot possibly
be any conflict between God’s truths. God can-
not fight against Himself.
You must be philosophical, and practical too. In

the land of Judea, in ancient times, John the Bap-
tist preached “Repent ye, for the Kingdom of
Heaven is at hand.” Truly,John was philosophical
as well as practical in that utterance of his. He
said ‘ Repent, but at the same time he was care-
ful to add, “ for the Kingdom of Heaven is come.”
The time has come, my young friends, when that
cry should be raised again. Verily, God Himself,
the King of prophets, is coming. The age of Go-1-
visioD, of Inspiration, of seeing and hearing should
again be revived in this 19th century. Those
primitive times must return. Bid adieu then
to worldliness and sensuality, scepticism
and carnality. Surely, John did not say to
the people of Judea—Repent, and be sad for
ever. He enjoined repentance only for a while.
The present generation of young men are almost
in the same condition with those whom that

‘ wild-looking man whose msat was locust and
wild honey addressed. At the present day we see
our young men encircled on all sides by an
unreal, though glittering, civilization. With little
learning they are puffed up with vanity and con-
ceit.and are too apt to talk away matters relatinff to
God and Immortality, the soul and its best, highest
and deepest concerns. Another John the Baptist
18 needed to infi^e the spirit of seriousness
into their hearts. Yes, a momentary spirit of
seriousness and thoughtfulness—a season of repen-
tance— 18 needed. A dozen young men can hardly
be found in whose foreheads can be traced the
deep lines of thought and contemplation.
The generality of them are fond of gaiety and
ainusernents

; but how few of them, i ask,
are aole to read for hours together some deep
philosophical work, or to think upon what he has
read ? That scene is rare here what I had once the

' pleasure of witnessing, while at Oxford, some years
ago, of a student, sitting over his book under the
shade of a tree, quite abstracted from everything
e se and apparently engaged in deep reflection,
till the sun had actually gone down and the shades
of darkness come over him. How profitably should
our young men spend their time, if they would
but read passages from Carlyle and Emerson, and
give their days and nights to reflection. Thedeep mysteries of the ttiorW outside, and Corf
will remain a sealed book to then), so long as theydo not become studious and form habits of thought.And yet how awfully iugorant are our young

a.T a
^

1 .

*^086 deep questions!Ask a so-called student of the University what is

uad^rbM
thing called self which

underlies all the accidents and phenomena of his
existence, and he remains perfectly silent. Away,

siStTm? f“"olities-at least, fo^
^ serious. Young friends,
a moment what you are and what you

nf self 1

^^°“g^‘f“laes8, iniud you, is the root
of self-kuo^wledge, and that leads to true wi dom.

*^^® 'Watchword of the great
*0 his character!

staJun. f°T Socrates the
startling fact of his ignorance. If such was thecase with the immortal Socrates, and if Newton,

pm, Id
study and meditation,

thfi 1 picking up pebbles onthe sea-sbore, while the vast Ocean of Truth lay be-fore him, should apt our young men hide their faces

conceit?And as Socrates in the intellectual and philosophi-

BaDt7srin
thyself.” so^^JohnHie

Baptist, in the spiritual world, said, “ Repent ye,

Hfcv f
0^ Heaven is at hand.” In humi-

humility lies the real road to wisdom,
as It 18 the only way to Truth and Heaveu.
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AN ENGLISH AND BENGALI DICTIONARY.*

Babu GoPAL Chunder BannerjI, the able and
popular Head Master of the Calcutta Normal
School, has brought out an English and Bengali
dictionary. A book of this nature was very much
wanted. The dictionaries, compiled by Babn Ram
Comul Sen and Dr. Carey, are out of print, and
even if they are procurable, they are not
within the easy reach of every reader. Be-
sides, the Bengali language which is represent-

ed in those dictionaries is not the exact language
spoken in these days. Within the last few
years the vernacular of the province has
undergone many changes and made wonderful
progress. In the days of Babu Ram Comul Sen,
vernacular literature was yet in its infancy.
Science was not born, so to say. There
was, properly speaking, no original work in any
subject existing in the language. With the
exception of religious works which are still popular,
neither fiction, nor poetry, nor philosophy, nor
theology, nor science had any expression in our
tongue. Cavillers of Native education may well
examine the progess we have made since then.
Scientific and mathematical books may be had
in abundance. Novels are coming out in

rapid profusion. Poetry and drama have almost
been created

; while, thanks to the labors of the
Brahmo Somaj, the religious literature of the pro-
vince leaves little to be desired. In these various
branches of knowledge and learning, words have
had to be coined, and the nicest shades in

the expression of ideas introduced. English
education has thus been the grand means
of developing a literature which, in course of time,
will be simply unrivalled as the medium of con-
veying knowledge and instruction to the many
millions of the Bengali population. Under the
circumstances, any one who would take the trouble
to collect these words and expressions, and bring
them within the reach of the unlettered
millions, must be considered as a benefactor. We
are glad to say that Babu Gopal Chuuder Bannerjie
has carried out his task to the satisfaction of every
one. It is diflScult to appreciate the vast labor
and diflQculties involved in a work like this; nor
is it a book that admits of being read through.
But we have done one thing to test its merits. We
selected a large number of words, scientific, mathe-
matical, &c„ and looked for their meanings in tlie

dictionary, and we were rurprised to find the
meanings and exact equivalents of most of

them given in these pages. We do not think we
can say more in praise of the book. Our opinion
is that Babu Gopal Chunder Bannerji’s dictionary

is fit to be used for reference in all the schools

of Bengal. Its price is cheap, being Rs. 2-8 for

a copy, and it ought, therefore, to be in the hands
of every student who has begun the study of

English. We gladly commend it to school masters.

* A Dictionary, English and Bengali, for the use
of students of English schools in Bengal. By Gopal
Chunder Bandyopadhya, Head Master, Calcutta
Government Normal School, Calcutta : Hitaishi

Press. 1880.

THE CALCUTTA REVIEW.

The April number of the Review contains a num-
ber of articles of extreme interest. Mr. Keene leads

with a biography of George Thomas, one of

the adventurers that struggled for notoriety

at the commencement of the century, while
the Moghul Empire had all but vanished,

and the country was claimed by Mahrat-
tas on the one hand, and Afghans and Englishmen
on the other. It was a time of anarchy, and the
lives of the foreign adventurers changing sides so
often, fill the overwhelming superiority of the Briiish

arms crushed them, must have a sort of flitting in-

terest to the general reader. Mr. Macaulifle de-
ciibes the Dewali at Amritsur—a Sikh
institution borrowed from the Hindus. Mr.
Gough concludes his examination of the Philo-

sophy of the Upanishads. The present article

pontains the poetico-philosophical dialogues of the
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad. Among the charac-
ters introduced are two women, Maitreyi and
Gargi—a fact which proves that women took no
inconsiderable share in the sublime speculations
which render those Upanishads so deeply an in-

teresting study to the student of philosophy. Mr.
Nolan’s sketch of Caesar is by far the best article

in the number. Babu Charu Chunder Mukerji
contributes a well-written and argumentative- paper
on high education in Bengal, We agree with the
writer in the opinion that t‘if we are ever to arrive

at the vera causa of the educational fiasco, the in-

ductiye method of iavestigatioa must be resorted

to. The first course is to collect all the facts which
have any bearing on the question, the next to
reach a conclusion by legitimate scientific methods.
Theories on such a subject, in order to be worth
any thing, must be baaed upon all the available
facts.” Even the facts, however, must be collected
according to a right method, and this method, we
are afraid, has not been found out by our educa-
tional

_

authorities The leading educationists
recognise the utility of collecting facts; but they
begin at ^the top and not at the root.
Hence the hopeless knocking about of heads
that characterises the deliberations of those
authorities. To find out the defects in the system,
one should examine the manner in which it
is worked in the very last classes of our
public schools. The blot lies in our school
system.

^

It is there that those vices grow
which it is so difficult to uproot in the higher
classes of the college. Those habits of inaccu-
racy, that imnerfect style, that superficial acquant-
ance with every subject, and that want of thought
which characterise our young men begin in the
schools, and it is in these that our enquiries should
first begin. Babu Charu Chunder does not like what
is called the bifurcation of studies. We do not agree
with him in his views It is a mistake, we think
to think that we are canable of development after
being compelled to study all sciences or all branches
of knowledge. Such a feat is impract'csble.
.and.-if achieved.must he considered to be a rairraole
Kuhn Peary Chand Mitra’s paper on Hindu Bengal
contains all the fragmentary notices on Bengal "in
the pre-Mahomedan era. It is a useful summary, and
will be of belt) to students engaged in antiquarian
researches. The Independent Section contains an
a--ticle on the Oxford Mission. The writer does not
think highly of the scheme set on foot by the Lord
Bishop to establish a Mi.ssiou to influence
educated Natives. He says:— “It may safely be
concluded that the proposed Oxford Mission
carries with it the certain elements of
failure. No more hopeless undertaking can be
imagined than an appeal to educated Hindus
from High Anglicanism. The best efforts of the
Church of Rome have broken themselves in vain
for three cen*^uries on the rocks of a subtler
philosophy among the t.hou?htful and a more
nopulsr pantheon among those of a more sensuous
kind.” We confess we don’t agree with the
writer in taking this desponding view. The
Oxford Mission may be a failure so far as conver-
sions are concerned. In that sense Christianity
itself may be called a failure, for it has fai'ed
to convert the higher castes of the country.
Rut that is not the question. The point to be
decided is whether Christi.anity has, or has not,
succeeded in giving a 'stimulus to the
Native mind and rai.sing in it the higher
aspirations of the soul. At the present day.
everything which we value in life, our civilization,
our education, in a word, our progress, is due to
the Christianity of our rulers. Our countrymen
will not accept Christianity with its dogmas and
sects

;
but the spirit of Christ, his love,"law and

righteousness they are bound to accept. It is in this
.sen.se that we welcome the advent of any pure
agency that may be devised to influence our
thought. We sincerely hope that the Oxford
Mission will bring to us earnest and God-fearing
Christians, who. by their examplary piety and
devotion, may stimulate honest inquiry and earn-
est search after truth.

dlorres^amlenre.

We do not hold oumelves in any way resyoyieihl

e

for the opinions of our oorrespondetits.—V,n. /. M.'[

CHRIST AS A VAIRAGI.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”
Sir,—That all Christians do not “repudiate the

idea of an ascetic or Vairagi Christ” will be evident
to those who read an essay entitled “Asceticism and
Mission Work, ’’being one of a number of essays col-
lected and bound together under the title of “Chris-
tian Unity,’’and published by Haye.s, London. The
writer speaks of our Lord as “ taking upon Him-
self all the duties of repentance proper to sinners
and leading consi8^entIy the life of a penitent,”—
“a life utterly witliout what we call pleasure,
recreation, relaxation, ease,—a life whose only
three ingredients were labor, prayer and
mortification.” He adds, “ This stands before us
as the life which we are to imitate, although
because of our weakness, great latitude is allowed
us,and whilst indefinite heights of mortification are
set before the church as a body, we are command-
ed each not to aspire more highly than we ought to
aspire,” but to think soberly according as God

hath dealt to every one the mea.sure of faith.”
He gives instances of several distinguished Chris-
tian evangelists,who wielded this spiritual weapon.
John Elliot and David Brainerd in the United States
of America, and then in your country. Sir. such
names as Schwartz, the great missionary of Tinne-
velly and tutor to the Rajah of Tanjore,
Henry Martyn, Judson, the missionaries of the
Roman and of the Greek branches of the Christian
Church. He tells us of the last named Mission-
ary that he gave up his whole patrimony to the
Mission Board. He fasted severely, he dug
a grave in order that he might, sitting bv
it, meditate more effectually on death. He had
a bamboo hermitage on the borders of the jungle,
where he would live on rice for weeks togeiher.
Forty days he spent in the depth of the jungle
in solitude, and deemed it a miracle that °he
escaped from tigers,”

I is to be remembered that Christianity
in this country is but a portion of a great
whole which has a history of eighteen
hundred years

;
and it is to be judged as a whole

so far as it is possible for any individual mind
to judge it ; and it seems especially incumbent on

* educated Hiydus to make themselves acquainted
with the history of a Kingdom in comparison
with which the English power is but a petty raj.
Well, then, if we refer to the early days of
Christianity, when first that mighty stream began to
flow between the East and the West uniting both,w«
find that it flowed through a desert, to the out-
ward eye, that was rich and green with the huts of
innumerable solitaries, and bright with the name!
of numerous great ascetics and others unknown
to earthly fame. I shall esteem it a privilege and
pleasure, Sir.to be allowed to send you a more detail-
ed account of this early wilderness life of our
religion.

It was not intended to be permanent, probably,
as our Lord’s life in the wilderness was only for
a time; but the spirit was to live on, while
Christianity was leavening the world. The
word asceticism is unpopular among us, I
believe, because it is supposed to signify outward
severity, austerity, rigidity,gloom, a disregard for
the common duties of life, and the claims of kith
and kin. It is to be remembered that asceticism
must lay its foundations in penitence, otherwise
it would be a species of Manicheism,deeming matter
to he sinful, and the body to be an unfit com-
panion for the spirit; or else it might be sensuality
under a new form, seeking spiritual inebriation
for its own sake.

Yours &c..

Missionary.

A REJOINDER.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”
Sir,—The Sunday Mirror ol the 11th current

came to hand loo late to enable me to send for
insertion in the last issue of the same a
rejoinder to the reply to “ A Query” about Ibe
“ Letter to Jesus” given by your correspondent,
“ A Sympathiser”, for “ A HinduMn Trouble.” On
the principle “ rather late than never.” I
hasten to make a few observations regard-
ing the interpretation put upon the “ letter

”

under discussion by “A Sympathiser.” Sir, we con-
fess that we are incapable of using ordinary words
in an extraordinary sense, and artfully or skil-
fully concealing their meaning under a cloud
of mysterious utterances. When we wish to ex-
press a simple idea, we use simple, intelligible,
and plain words or language, in order to convey
o ir meaning to others without misleading them, or
cieating a wrong impression or misapprehension,
in their minds. When a person says one thing
and means another, what does it indicate ? Is
it not an equivocationwhich in plain words means a
concealment of facts or truths. Sir, you will
readily admit that all equivocations are immoral,
and therefore unworthy of man as a moral agent!
But of all equivocations that in religion parti-
cularly should be carefully and studiously avoided.
The “ Letter to Jesus” which has given rise
to all this discussion has been written in a plain
and simple English quite adapted to the capacities
and understanding of the little boys reading in the
lower forms of an English School. Consequently,
there was no difficulty in understanding the
writer’s meaning or sense of the words and
expressions made use of by him. On a
cursory reading of the “ Letter to Jesus”
any impartial and unprejudiced person will at
once see that the writer is addressing Jesus,
either as a superhuman being, or using words
and expressions without any meaning or sense, or
not understanding what he is about. From the
interpretation put upon the letter under notice by
“ASympathiser,”it appears that the writer of it bad
no faith in Jesus as God-man, but he simply
loves and venerates him (Jesus) as a good man lik^
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Socrates or Chaityana. Now. if Jesus is not
what he is represented to be by the Trinitarian

Christians, the only alternative is that he was a

true man—a sinful man like any of us. Granting,
for the sake of argument, that he was so, let

us see what it comes to. If we could place

any credence in history, we must admit that

Jesus Christ was boru as man consisting of

flesh and blood like any mortal man. That he
was a historic person like Alexander the Great
or Napoleon Bonaparte, or Socrates, or even
Rajah Bam Mohun Roy, there is not the

shadow of a doubt. That he was not an
idealism as preached and believed by many,
but a realism in the common sense meant tg

of the term, has been proved by history which
cannot lie. Be was born,he lived, he ate, he drank,
he spoke, he slept and he died like any mortal
man. His history—the four gospels—is as

historic and authentic as any history could be,

borne out by the best and most overwhelming
of evidences. In spite of a most virulent

opposition, it has come out unscathed, and has
challenged in all ages, and is challenging examina*
tion and scrutiny of its contents by its opponents.
In the true and authentic hostory we find—the
world finds—a portraiture of Jesu^ as a man
—a perfect man—a unique man—whose like

never appeared in any age or in any
country of the world. History records the

names of many sages and many statesmen dis-

tinguished for different virtues. It tells us of the
stern justice of Brutus, the happy contentment of

Cinciunatus, the self-restraint of Scipio. It

praises Aristotle for his justice, Cato for

his integrity, and Socrates for his self-

denying philanthropy. But where shall we
find any one of ancient or modern days in

whomaZi virtues, aZZ excellencies meet without
a single failure, except Jesus of Nazareth. I
shall quote here a few lines about the character of

Jesus, not from the pen of a hired priest, but
from an enemv of the gospel, the French infidel,

Rousseau. “Peruse,” says he, “ the works of our
philosophers, with all their pomp of diction. How
mean,how contemptible are they, compared with
the scriptures ! Is it possible that a book at once
so simple and sublime, should be merely the work
cf man ? Is it possible that the sacred personage,
whose history it contains, should be himself a mere
man ? ’’Further on, he says;—“Yes. if the life and
death of Socrates were those of a sase. the life

and death of Jesus were those of a God.”
In the gospels, Jesus himself says that “before

Abraham was I am,” “I and my Father are one.”
When the high priest in the Sanhedrim soleraly

laid an oath upon Him and asked Him to state

whether He was the Christ, the son of God, He
appropriated the title to Himself, claimed Divinity
and stirred up that vehement protest against His
supposed “ blasphemy” to which the sentence of

death pronounced against Him ought to be traced.

Besides, there are several other passages
in the scriptures in which Jesus asserts His
Divinity in an unequivocal and emphatic manner.
From the above statement of facts, it will appear
to your unprejudiced reader that Jesus was a
truthful, holy an i pure Being. If so. could he
speak a falsehood by saying that he existed before
Abraham, who had died some hundreds of years
before Him, if he was not a superhuman being? But
if he was a mere man, he was the worst of men

—

a rogue,an impostor, a blasphemer; for being such
he made himself equal with God whom he ought to

have adored and not to have made himself His
fellow. Your correspondent, “A Sympathiser” says
that he “ loves and venerates Jesus, ” and I rejoice

at it; but I challenge him and others of his opinion
to prove that Jesus was a holy man with the elimi-

nation of his Divinity from Him.
Yours, &c.,

A Voice from Chinsurah again.

The painting of the Congress of Berlin in

1878 will be shortly completed, aud will be hung
in the Festival Room of the Berlin Town Hall.

The first of a line of Temperance saloon steamers
has just been launched on the Clyde, on board
of which plenty of good food can be obtained, but
no intoxicants.

The total cost of the last Parliamentary election

to those who contested it successfully or unsuc-
cessfully was considerably over a million pounds
sterling.

Professor Forbes, of Glasgow, has invented an
instrument which be calls a Dampscope, for the

estimation of the quantity of fire damp present in
the air of coal mines.

The Grand Duke Michael has presented the Em-
peror with a project for establishing a college for

the study of oriental languages atTifl s. Nearly all

the languages in India are included in the curri-

culum.

In compliance with the advice of his physicians,

Prince Bismarck has given up the ^actice of

drinking beer, with the hope of allaying the in-

crease of corpulency, which has, of late, caused
much axiety.

The Pall Mall Gazette says that a telemater for

finding the exact distance of the enemy has
been invented by a Belgrade Professor. The
instrument is very portable, being about the size

of a watch, and is remarkably accur ate.

The Graphic savs that “the brethren of the Rrusb
are plentiful in Paris, where there are 602 painters

in oil, 193 miniature painters, 507 pastel and fan

painters, 107 sculptors, and 7.54 moulders, without
counting several thousand sign painters, decora-

tors, colorists, and photographers.”

Among other big things in America is aDutch fami-
Iv numbering twelve thousand persons. In the year

1650 one Jakob Burhuis emigrated from Holland to

Long Lsland, thence he “trekked” to Kingston citv,

where he purchased some acres of land. Shortly

after Janus Burhuis, one of Jakob’s sons, likewise

came to America in his own vessel, the Dun Cow.
Father and son became the founders of a familv now
numbering 12 000 persona, and believed to be the
most numerous in America. Samuel Burhuis (now
Burhaus), of New York city, is said to be engaged
in drawing up a genealogical table of his family.

At the Royal United Service Institution,

London, Commander V. L. Cameron, C. B. R. N.

,

lately delivered a lecture on the proposed
Euphrates Valley Railway to India. He object-
ed to the route by the Euphrates, and
thought the Tigris valley offered greater facilities,

but he was of opinion that railway communication
should be established between the Persian Gulf and
the Mediterranean. The proposed Railway, instead

of beinga rival to the Suez Canal, would prove a

most important adjunct, enabling us to thwart at-

tempts on the present communications with India,

and even to command Asiatic Turkey if the Canal
fell into the hands of a hostile Power,

THE DECLINE OF THE BRAHMO SOMAJ.

( London Standard
.

)

After exciting hopes and enthusiasms of the
warmpst sort, the new Indian creed, called the
Brahmo Somaj, is manifestly withering. A great
number of the less educated converts have quietly
dropped off, whilst many of the cultured class

have travelled much further than the tenets of

the Brahmo Somaj go. Neither of these develop-
ments is at all surprising. Fervent spirits who
adopted the Theistic creed in pure faith and
devotion, had a terrible shock when their prophet
broke his own ordinances and the covenant of

his own devising. And if simple-minded persons
revolted against this act, others more astute and
less docile protest againt the tone of Chunder
Sen’s later utterances. The faith which was said
to be grounded on common sense, tempered by a

lofty reverence for the Supreme being, has been
developing unexpected features of late. Mr.
Chunder Sen has himself reviewed the evidence
upon which he might be credited with a direct

revelation, and has decided that it is inconclusive.
But he took a very long time to resolve the ques-
tion, and so much was admitted on the other side

that no one could be much astonished,if reconsider-
ation induced him to reverse his judgment. The
movement “ to promote communion with departed
saints among the more advanced brethren” has
obtained official sanction. The Indian Mirror,
which represents Brahmo Somaj, announces that
“ancient prophets and saints will be taken one
after another on special occasions, and made
the subject of close study, meditation, and
prayer.” First to be invoked is Mosses, and
the form of supplication will be a “spiritual pil-

grimage.” Those who take part therein will try

1

“for hours together to draw inspiration” from the
Hebrew law-giver. The same paper delivers a “New
Dispensation” for the faithful. In the form of a
vision, it describes the birth of a male child, whose

“upper limb was like unto a lion, and the lower

;

one resembled a man.” As soon as born he roared,

and then fell prostrate. Then the sons of God des-
cended upon earth. One of them was so great that

the children of men could not measure his height

in eighteen hundred years. Another was always
' inebriated as with new wine; a third was firm as a

rock, and a fourth swayed mighty kingdoms with

his eyebrows. Much there is of this sort of thing,

the effect of which will certainly not be to arrest

the disintegration of the Brahmo Somaj.

A WORD FOR THE BRAHMO SOMAJ.

(Indian Church Gazette.)

Sir,—Keble in his “ Lyra lunocentium” has a

poem on the subject of our Lord’s being lost by
bis parents at twelve years of age, from which
he draws the conclusion of the necessity of treat-

ing childish hearts and mi ds with reverence :

God’s Spirit may be leading them in ways of His

own, unknown even to their parents. Some of

us may have seen the evil of undue interference

with children. Now, there is a wide difference

between a baptized and an unbaptized child. But
yet not so much,perhaps, a to justify ns in treating

the latter with disrespect, on the assumption that

God’s Holy Spirit has nothing to say to it. and that

we perfectly understand what it is and has of itself.

A child has been born in this country, a wonder-
ful child, for we were told the other day that it

had been fifty years in gestation, which has the
amiability, simplicity, candour, freshness, wonder,
appropriative power of a child. It is cer-

tainly in some respects a remarkable child,

if only that it is the child of India’s

old age, or -second youth. The fact of it being

remarkable may be diminished but not destroyed,

by its own consciousness of that fact. And Chris-

tianity has had a great deal to do with its birth,

though the family likeness is not perfect. Who
knows whether there is not to be a closer relation-

ship between the two ? Ought not then this child

to be treated with a certain respect and love? If

we feel that we do not perfectly understand him,

is not that still more reason for being very guarded
in an expression of opinion? Will notour oldest

and most experienced Missionaries be the first to

confess that they do not altogether understand the

Native mind? And that Natives understand the

European mind still less ? Or, to quote a Native
missionary, “you Europeans come with your logic,

and your exact reason ;
but we Hindus know

nothing of that.”

And it we are at aU conscious that we Christians

are not agreed in an estimation of the character

of our Lord and Master, is not that a subject for

humility ? It would seem impossible that it should
have been left to a Hindu writing in the Indian
Mirror to tell us that Christ was an Ascetic : He
who preferred poverty to riches, who fasted, at

least once for forty days in the wilderness : who
has bidden us care for the soul above all else.

Children are especially sensitive aud liable to

he affected by a casual word or criticism.

Whatever curious pranks or antic gambols
this young and vigorous child may indulge

in, may it not be best to pass them over

without comment, and that our newspapers should

confine themselves to recording facts? It is bad
to notice children too much, either for praise or

blame. They grow conceited by the former, or

they harden themselves in selfwill and rebellion

by the latter.

Every human being has something of the uni-

versal, has the whole human race in him, in a

manner: and those who undertake to form his

character must have something of that universal

character, if not by nature, but by love.

Well for those whose understandings are opened
to hear the Word and to become the disciplesj of

One, a greater than any earthly teacher, as for

those who have chosen their teacher, and are

picking up for themselves whatever strikes their

fancy or suits their usual taste, let us not unneces-

sarily irritate them, lest we estrange them further

from ourselves, and lose all control over them.
Perhaps, by virtue of God’s gift to ns, we are in

a manner in the position of parents, and S. Paul’s

injunction comes specially home to us, •• Fathers,

provoke not your children to wrath.” We cannot

alter the Native mind, least of all by newspaper
articles, of which Mr. Williams writes,

(Modern India and the Indians, p. 205)
“ Christianity is a religion which, before it can
dominate over the human heart, requires a

clean apprehension of certain great facts, and
a manly assent of the reason to the doctrines

and practice they involve. . . Now, it is certain

that although exceptional oases of men of vigorous

intellect exist in India, and its races differ consi-

derably in physique, yet the ordinary Indian has

hitherto inherited such a feeble condition of brain,

i

I
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such a diseased appetite for mental stimulants,

such unhealthy biases and habits of mind from

his ancestors, that he is almost incapable of grasp-

ing plain facts, much less of incorporating them,

like food, into the texture of his moral constitu

tion.” We know, in daily life, that it is a common

mistake of teachers to hurry on the learner, and

that they succeed best who let the pupil have his

own way and set his own time.

There is one way of reaching which is very

safe, and that is teaching by example. And of

all lessons that which we most need to teach,

and perhaps to learn, is Penitence. Whatever

new ideas men may have imbibed, in whatever

new circumstances they may seem to be, how

much it may seem to them that a door is

shut up on the Past, and a door opened into a

boundless future, yet we cannot dissever ourselves

frjm the Past. Nor yet can we dissever ourselves

from our fellow-men, especially our own family

and nation ;
especially if we are Christians, bound

not only by the lawless nature but by the

supernatural law of love. It is sad that

a writer in the “ Christian” should ever

have had occasion to express his belief that “ if

more of real Christianity were seem amoi;g the

English in India, missions would be more success-

ful ;
it is not sad that the Indian or Sunday

Mirror should repeat this paragraph, {vide issue

for April 4) if it “ provokas us to good works.”

And let not our Brahmo friends think that it is

inconsistent with hopeful forward-looking youth,

to look back to the Past, and mourn over what

deserves mourning for : for the stream cannot

mount higher than its source, and the future must

reproduce the Past, though the form may be some-

what altered. Penitence is really most hopeful.

I am, &c.,

MiSaiONABY.

EVOLUTIONISM AND ETHICS.

By Professor L. H. Atwater, D. D.
,
LL. D.

(Independent.')

One of the tests of a sound scientific hypothesis

is that it duly accounts for all the phenomena

it undertakes or is required to explain. One of tite

nhenomena which evolutionism must account for,

in consistency with itself, is conscience in man.

That form of this hypothesis which stops short

of accounting for the origin of man by develop-

ment from blind material forces, or which

even admits the immediate divine creation

of his soul or spiritual nature, escapes this

difficulty, whatever others it may encount-

er Those admitting as much as this.? may con-

sistently therewith admit not only conscience,

free-will, all men’s nobler nature ;
but they rpay

admit all the supernatural elements of Christianity.

Those however, who attempt to evolve man, as

well as Nature, from matter, or from unintelligent

material, or whatever name, to the exclusion of

Divine creative interposition, meet with formidable

difficulties when they face the phenomena of man’s

moral and spiritual nature.

It does no appear how the most rudimentary

form of consciousness, or ” mentality,” such as

annears in mere bodily sensations, can be acconnted

for by any mode of the working of purely material

forces acting singly or conjointly. But if we,for the

sake of argument, do not insist on this at present, as

it might be insisted on to the last, yet we have thus

given us only the crude material of pleasure and

nain out of which, by natural development, to

elaborate the totally different sense or cognition of

right and wrong.
. . . .u . au t • ua

We unhesitatingly maintain that the sense of right

moral obligation, the categorical imperative of

conscience which says “This is right; that is wrong.

I ought to do the one and avoid the other, irrespect-

ive of all considerations of enjoyment or

suffering, advantage or disadvantage,” can never

be evolved from mere sensation of pleasure

or pain. As soon evolve the idea of beauty from

the same sensations, common to man and brute*

By no mode of composition or elaboration can one

be made or evolved out of the other, any more than

from space or gravity. Thus far, however, we are

combating simple utilitarianism or Hedonism, held

by many who do not accept evolutionism or any

tincture of materialism. None the less, however,

are the facts of our moral consciousness antagonis-

tic to both schemes.

But evolutionism has its own difficulties

in explaining the genesis of conscience or the

moral reason, which do not trouble ordinary

Hedonists, who have, for their data to start with,

not only the sense of pleasure and pain, but the

intelligence and reason, with its axioms and a

«riori intuitions, which the materialistic evolution-

Its must generate from some primitive unconscious

force or world-stuff, without the interposition of
creative energy.

Herbert Spencer, the great evolutionistic philo-

sopher, in his ‘‘Data of Ethics,” distinctly discards
“ the alleged will of God” as the rule of conduct,
also ‘‘ a supernaturally given conscience” ....
“whereby we know some things to be right and
other things to be wrong,”and even ‘‘the utilitarian

school,” as placing the origin of moral ideas and
of conscience on an unsatisfactory basis.” He
maintains that “these have resulted from inherited
modifications,caused by accumulated experiences”
(pp. 49d56). This he elsewhere explains
thus; “I oelieve that the experiences of utility,

organized and consolidated through all past
generations of the race, have been producing
nervous modifications, which, by continued
transmission and accumulation, have become in us
certain faculties of moral intuition— active emo-
tions corresponding to

.
right and wrong conduct,

which have no apparent basis in the individual
experiences of utility.” He finds the gradual
uprising of moral restraints in the rude
stages of manhood, in the “ consciousness
of the evils which the anger of fellow savages
may entail then, when, “by habitaal war,
chieftainship is established” in the “evils thought
of as likely to arise from angering the chief.”
This is political control. Then, “when political
headship gets settled, and the ghosts of dead chiefs,

thought of as more powerful and relentle-s
than other ghosts, are especially dreaded,
there begins to take shape the form of restraint
distinguished as religious” (pp. 115,116.) Surely,
such an analysis of the origin of our moral and
religious sentiments needs no exposure of its

futility. It is not the exposition, but the
annihilation of our moral nature. But those who
desire to see a more extended and exhaustive
refutation of this genesis of conscience, by
transmitted nerve modifi'’ations, caused by ex-
perience of utility and accumulating through ages,
may consult the British Q arterly Review for July
1878, and also Dr. McCosh’s article in the Princeton
Review for November 1879.

But we pass from this expounder of evolutionary
ethics to an English clergyman, who aims to>?ic-

count for the origin of conscience by evolution in

such a manner as not to militate against religion.

The Rev. T. W, Fowle, in an article in the

teanth Century for July 1878, on the “Place of

conscience in Evolution,” says; “Conscience is the

strugglefor exitsence become aware of itself in \he

mind ofa thinking person,” (p. 5.) The Italics are

the author’s. “Such an epoch,” says he, “ result-

ing in the origin of conscience, in which a being
conscious of himself said, or thought, or

felt ‘I am and then, confronted with a

world of opposing or destructive forces, added,

and I have a right to be. ”(P. 6) “It

is innate in the sense that, though undoubtedly
impressed from without during long periods upon
man in his animal state, it was not gradually im-

pressed upon him in his intelligent state, but was
from the first part of the mental furniture with

which, as a rational being he commenced his life

upon earth.” (P, 7) “Again, it is intuitional in the

sense that it has a direct necessary and immediate
perception of an external something, called, right-

ness, with which it is correlated.” ( P. 7.)

“Lastly, conscience is imperative, because

the inwrought consciousness in human nature

that a man has a right to himself makes every other

consideration subordinate to itself.” (P. 7).

“ The process by which from this prolific source

the vast fabric of human morality, together with

the exquisitely delicate machinery of the individual

conscience, as we now see it, has by slow degrees

grown up,can be indicated in a sentence. Morality

consists in transferring to other beings like our-

selves those rights which we feel that we ourselves

possess, in learning that what is due from them to

us is also duefrom us te them.”

The highest type of morality possible to be

evolved from such a fundamental doctrine is

Hollowpay’s Pills.—Weary of life.—Derange-
ment of the liver is one of the most efficient

causes of dangerous diseases, and the most prolific

source of those melancholy forebodings which are

worse than death itself. A few doses of these
noted Pills act magically in dispelling low spirits,

and repelling the covert attacks made on the nerves

by excessive heat, impure atmospheres, over-
indulgence of exhausting excitement. The most
shattered constitution may derive benefit from
Holloway’s Pills which will regulate disordered

action, brace the nerves, increase the energy of the
intellectual faculties, and revive the failing

memory. By attentively studying the instruction

for taking these Pills and explicitly putting them
in practice, the most desponding will soon feel

confident of a perfect recovery.

simply what is contained in the doctrine itself—

le., that might makes right. In the“8trnggle for

existence,” the right to be is only the power to

exterminate whatever stands in its way. This, of

course, whether by fair means or foul, for originally

there was no other standard or notion of right but

that of the mere power and success of the stronger

in killing off the weaker. How this should gener-

ate anything corresponding to the native, intui-

tional, and imperative character of the idea

of riwht, which often commands us to sacri-

Ice the merely advantogeous or pleasurable,

nay, even life itself, to its behests, does

not 'appear. Much less does it appear how the

remorseless destruction of others in order to

preserve self for survival should ever teach or

train those acting thus to accord to others dealt

with in this way the same right which they claim

for themselves. In a word, such an account of the

origin of conscience is not its evolution, but its

destruction.

This is the poison-spot in the ethics now so

prevalent, which makes success the test and

measure of rectitude, no matter by what means

attained. It underlies the tricks and dishonesties

of trade and politics, which are simply tremendous,

and glosses over the most dreadful frauds and

impostures with the dazzle of success. No
sentiment can more conduce to the demoralization

of the young and, indeed, men of every age and
position.

The advance of moral ideas and Christian stand-

ards is in a direction exactly the reverse. Instead

of countenancing the destruction of the weak
by the strong, it seeks to protect and cherish the

weak by all manner of philanthropic institutions,

designed to give them aid and succour. Witness

the hospitals, the institutions for the deaf, dumb
and blind, the ruptured and crippled. It is in the

very rudiments of our holy religion that the strong

ought to bear the i firmities of the weak, not to

crush and exterminate them.

Professor Calderwood,in a late number of the (7on-

temporary Review, gives a critique of Spencer’s

‘•Data of Ethics,” already noticed,in which he just-

ly makes a strong point of morality, having its seat

in the intuition, and of the utter incongruity of

Spencer’s evolution of conscience with this great

truth. It is unquestionable that every system of

materialism or materialistic evolution must make
equal havoc of free-will,and thus sap the very found,

at'ons of moral responsibility. This objection

to the doctrine Tyndall virtua,lly admits in the very

attempt to parry it. In this famous address on
“Science and the Soul, ” after contending that

“ the moral and intellectual processes known to

be associated with the brain” are “ subject

to the laws which we find paramount in

physical nature,” he puts the point to be

discussed by him thus: “ Is the will of man,

in other words, free ;
or are it and Nature equal-

ly bound fast in fate ?” He opposes the former

and maintains the latter. He defends the

punishment of criminals by society, thus: “If,”

says the rohber, the ravisher, or the murderer,
“ I act because I must act, what right have you to

hold me responsible for my deeds?” The reply is:

“The right of society to protect itself against

aggressive and injurious forces, whether they be

bond or free, forces of Nature or forces of man.”
“Then,” retorts the criminal, “ you punish me for

what I cannot help.” “ Granted,” says society.

“But, had you known that the treadmill or the

gallows was certainly in store for you, you might

have ‘helped.’
”

This entirely sets aside moral culpability and
ill-desert as a ground of punishment by the state.

It places punishment wholly on the ground of

public expediency,and makes it entirely irrelative

to the guilt or innocence of the victim. This

may do for theorizers and system-builders
;

it

may be variously received by the criminal classes ;

but it is an outrage on the moral sense of

mankind. It can live only under the rule

of remorseless tyrants or such desperate revolution-

ary eras as those when the streets of Paris “rained

hlood,” and innocence was the surest passport to

the guillotine,

I think it sufficiently shown that all systems of

evolution which attempt to account for the con-

science in man without a Divine creation can

succeed only in accounting for something very

different from,and utterly destructive of, the moral

faculty.

Princeton College.

Darling'ton’s Pain>Curer has been

dfoun to be a certain cure for Pains m the Backs,

Lumbago, Pains in tbe Chest, Sore Throats. Coughs,

Colds.Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache,

Neuralgia, Colics. Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in

the Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad
Legs,Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring-

worms,PimpleS) Freoklest & Eruptions on the skin'
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valents. By W. A.- Browne, LL. D. (3.6)

Rs. 3-18
KING S INTEREST TABLES, Calculated at Five

per cent. From one Day to one Year
; and

Commission Tables from One-eight per cent, to
Fire per cent., thick 8vo. (5-0) Rg. S-g

Xilterature and Ziang-uag^e.
INTRODUCTL/N TO THE SCIENCE OF LAN-
guag^ By A. H. Sayce. 2 Vols Crown 8vo.
(^^-^2) Ks. 17-8

THE READER’S HAND-BOOK OP ALLU-
sions. References, Plots and Stories. By the
Rev. E. Cobbam Brewer, LL. D. In a thick
Volume, 1,200 pages, half Ro.xburgh. (8-0)
i-vS, O'l^

THE NEWSPAPER READER: Journals of the
Nineteenth Century on the Events of the Day
by H I. Bussey and J. W. Reid. (1-12)
Rs. 1-14 '

THE BIOGRAPHICAL READER : Sketches of
Prominent Men, by the best Authors. With
Portraits. (1-12) Rg.

W. NEWMAN & CO.

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From

action

Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe ’,’,

Kennedy’s Syphon
,,

Eye Instrument Cases
,,

„ ,, Macnamara’s
,, ,,

Cataract Knives and Needless ,,
Scissors, curved, Probe, and

Sharp, pointed, Cross
Action

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs,|&c,
Inhalers, Eclectic Maus Cor-

byns, Mudges, &c., &c. ,,
Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles

,,
-Abscess Knives, Symes

,,

„ Lancets
,,

Bistouries

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles ^Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

’’

„ Army Regulation
Probes, Silver
Scalpel and Finger Knives

”

Scalpels

Scissors .
”

Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaculum
Stethoscopes
Speculums Ear

R«. A. P.
... 12 0 0
...4 8 0
...9 0 0
... 60 0 0
... 36 0 0
...3 8 0

4

12
0
0

.-380
2
2

1 12 0
2 8

1 4
1 8 0
7 0 0
2 8 0

0 0

0 0
0 0

0
0

2

1

M Spring Kramers
). Nose

Rectum
Vagina
Silver Plated

Spray Producers, Listers

f f Richardson’s Complete
f f Various Makers

... 16 0 0

... 80 0 0

...10 0

...6 0 0
0 0
8 0

1 8 0
2 0 0

0 0
8 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0

... 2

... 2
rf

• •• i

... 7

... 3

... 3

... 6

... 18 0

... 16 0 0

...8 0 0

...2 0 0

...8 0 0

... 36 0 0

...8 0 0

...5 0 0
8 O'

SMITH. STANISTREET, & OO.
Pharmaceutical Chemists and

Drug-g-lsts,
BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

To His Excellency the Right Hon hie

LORD LYTTON, Q.M.S.I.,

ViCEBOT AND GOVERNOB-Q ENEUAL OF INDIA
kc.. ice.. i;c.Have received a large and choice selection

from the best makers of the followini? •—
INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIAIICES

’

Rs A P
Artery Forceps From ...

2' o’ o'
.» 1. Fenestra 4 a n

Belts, Abdomen ' o o o
" W«5ency jg q 0
”

,
5 0 0

„ Carson’s Patent
. ifi n o

Catheters, Silver Plated .’ 3 0 0
Caustic Cases

,

*

3 o n
Dissecting Cases

|| 7 0 0Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings 4 0 0
„ in Cases

,, Complete 8 0 0
,, Trumpets for Deafness

,, 3 0 0
„ Cornets, Double

!!! 9 0 0
Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.)
Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks V ,, ... 5 0 0
blockings. Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk
,, 8 0 0

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. 2 0 0
Electro-Magnetic Machines)

very powerful, single
)

»' ••• 20 0 0
Do. do. double 25 0 0
Do. do. pocket „ ... 18 0 0

Suspenders
Subcutaneous Syringes
Aluminum Cases

’*

Silver Plated Mounts
’’

Clinical Thermometers
t, With Kew Certificate

,,

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &c., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is
greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from ... 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate
, 8 8 nTHE NEW PH(ENTX THERMOMMETERH^ solved the chief difficulty belong-

ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from ... 8

Wholesale and Retail Agents

FOR

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxidised
Phosphorus Pills,

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRB-SCRIBKD by the MOST EMINENT MEM-BERSOF THE PROFESSION. They are gfvl
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power.
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power

System
^**^°^*^ conditions of the Cerebrospinal

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals m India.
“

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P &
0. Co.’s and B. I. G. S, N. Co.’s Steamers. '

Wholesale rates on application

.

9 1 10. Dalhottstk Souare,
and 47. Dhurrumtollah Street. a-40

0 0

The undersigned beg to inform the Public thatthey have the undermentioned goods in lar^e

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syriugea

vi°^"
Mugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds

int Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallon-"’

toption"*’
“

Terms—Cash.
Price moderate.

®ISSONAUTH CHUNDER & SONS,
Bentinck Street, Calcutta
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CALCUTTA.

New Books.*

THE RACES OF AFGHANISTAN ; Being a brief

Account of the Principal Nations inhabiting that

Country. By Surgeon-Major H. W. Pellew,

c. s. I., late on Special Political duty at Kabul.
8vo. cloth, Rs. 3-8. [Rtady\

MALLESON (COL, G. B.)—Herat ; the Granary
and Garden of Central Asia, With Index and
Maps. Rs. 6-12.

RAVERTY (MAJOR H. G.)—The Pushto Manual

;

a Guide to the Study of the Afghan Language.
Rs. 3-8.

REDHOUSE’S TURKISH DICTIONARY. In
Two Parts

;
English Turkish and Turkish Eng.

lish. Revised and Enlarged. By G. Wells.

Rs. 30.

MARTIN (F).—The Statesman’s Year-Book for the
Year 1880. Rs. 7-8.

LAURIE (COL. W. F. B.)—Our Burmese Wars
and Relations with Burma, Rs. 11-6.

SLEEMAN (C. W.)—Torpedoes and Torpedo
Warfare. Containing a Complete and Concise
Account of the Rise and Progress of Sub-Marine
Warfare. With Fifty-seven Full-page Illustra-

tions, Diagrams, Wood-cuts, &c. Rs. 17-2.

SENIOR (W. N.)—Conversations with Distin.

guished Persons during the Second Emnire

—

1860-63. InTwoVols. Rs. 21-8,

BRUNTON (T. L.)—Pharmacology and Therapeu-
tics: or Medicine, Past and Present. Rs. 4-4.

ARNOLD (ARTHUR.)—EVee Land. Rs. 4-4.

GIBBON (C.)—What Wilt the World Say: a
Novel. Rs, 4-4.

KINGSLEY (C.) WORKS OF.—VOL. XIII.
Madame How and Lady Why. Rs, 4 4,

THE INDIA LIST, CIVIL AND MILITARY.—
January 1880. Rs. 7-8.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY CELENDAR for the
Year 1880. Rs. 3-4.

SMYTH (PIAZZI.)—Our Inheritance in the Great
Pyramid. Fourth and much enlarged Edition.

With Twenty-five Explanatory Plates. Rs. 12-14.

WITHIN SOUND OF THE SEA-Fonrth Edition
Rs. 4-4.

POUSHKINS’S RUSSIAN ROMANCES.—Trans-
lated by Mrs. J. B, Telfer. Rs. 2-8.

DOD’S PEERAGE, BARONETAGE, AND
Knightage of Great Britain and Ireland for

1880. hs, 7-8.

DOD’S PARLIAMENTARY COMPANION 1880.
Rs. 3-4.'

SAYCE (A; H.)—Introduction to the Science of
Language. In Two Vols. Rs. 17-14.

GIBBON (C.)—In Honour Bound : a Novel. New
Edition. Rs. 4-4.

NICOLS (A.)—Chapters from the Physical His-
tory of the Earth. An Introduction to Geology
and Palaeontology. Rs. 3-8.

WITKOWSKI (G. J.)—A Movable Atlas of the
Ear and Teeth. Showing the Mechanism of
Hearing and Mastication by means of superposed
coloured plates. Rs. 5-6.

WITKOWSKI (G. J.)—A Movable Atlas of the
Eye. Showing the Mechanism of Vision by
means of superposed coloured plates. Rs. 5 6.

ARMY DISCIPLINE AND REGULATION ACT
1879. Rules of Procedure, dated 22nd and 23rd
December 1879. Applicable in India.

BREWER (E. C.)—The Reader’s Handbook of Al-
lusions, References, Plots, and Stories. With
Two Appendices. Rs. 8-14.

RINGER (T.M.D.)---A Handbook of Therapeutics.
Eighth ^ition. Rs. 10-12.

SQDIRE’S Companion to the British Pharmaco-
poeia.'New Edition. Rs. 7-8.

Masson (DAVID.)—The Life of John Milton,
Narrated in connection with the Political,
Ecclesiastical, and Literary History of his

times. Vol. VI. Rs. 15.
GILL (Capt. W.)—The River of '’Golden Sand,

Narrative of a Journey through China to Burniah.
With Illustrations and Ten Maps from Original
Surveys, With Iritroduction. By' CoL'H. Yule.
In Two Vols. Rs. 2L8.'

THE ENGINEER’S, ARCHITECT’S, AND CON-
tractor’s Pocket-Book for 1880. Rs. 4-4.

YOUNG (W.)—Spon’s, Architect’s, and Builder’s
Pocket-Book of Useful Memoranda and Prices
Seventh Edition. Rs. 1-12.

ALEXANDER (T,)—Elementary Applied Mecha-
nics. Rs. 3-4.

THE BUILDER’S AND CONTRACTOR’S PRICE
Book for 1880. Edited by F. T. W, Miller
Rs. 2-8.

GURDEN (R. L.)—Traverse Tables for the Use of
Surveyors and Engineers, Folio, Rs 21-8

THE BRITISH JOURNAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
Almanac for 1880. Edited by W. B. Bohonut
Re. 1.

THE YEAR-BOOK OP PHOTOGRAPHY AND
Photographic News Almanac for 1880. Edited by
by G. W. Simpson. Re, 1.

HASLETT (C.) -Edited by C, W. Hackley.-The
Mechanic s Book of Reference and Engineer’s
Field Book, Reduced. Rs. 4-4.

EASY LESSONS : LIGHT By Mrs. W. Awdrv
Illustrated, Re. 1-12,

military examination papers for
Admission to the Royal Military College, San-
dhurst, and First Appointments in Royal Marine
Light Infantry, together with Regulations and
Tables of Marks.

MILITARY EXAMINATION PAPERS FOR
Admission to the Royal Military Academy,
VVoolwich, together with Regulations and Tables
of Marks.

MASON (J.)—How to Excel in Study
; or. The

Student’s Instructor. Re. 1 6.

PRIOR (W. D.)—Practical Penmanship
; or. How

to Acquire a Good Hand-writing. Re. 1.

PRUDENTIA-Stories for Telling to Children.
With Fifty-six Illustrations. Rs. 3-8.

PRET HARTE—Jeff Brigg’s Lone Story : a
Novel. Re. 1.

^

MY FIRST SEASON—By the Author of “Counter-
parts.” (Standard Author) Re. 1.

THACKER’S BENGAL DIRECTORY, 1880
^mpnsing, amongst other information. Official
Directory; Military Directory; Mofussil Direc-
tory; Commercial Directory; Trades Directory-
Street Directory, Calcutta; Alphabetical List of
Residents in Bengal Presidency. (Eighteenth
Annual Publication.) Half-bonnd in red
leather, price Rs. 16. Cash Rs. 14; post-free
Rs. 14.12.

THE LEGISLATIVE ACTS OP THE GOVER
nor-Geoeral in Council, 1879. With Index. 8vo.
uniform with, and in continuation of, Theobald’s
Edition of the Acts, Rs. 5.

THE INDIAN LAW EXAMINATION MANUAL.
By Fendall Ourrie, Esq., of Lincoln’s Inn.
Barrister-at-Law. Second Edition, Revised and
rewritten Demy 8vo,, cloth, Rs. 6.

MILTON’S ODE ON THE MORNING OP
Christ’s Nativity. With Note (Todd’s). Fean
8vo., limp, As. 4,

STAPLEY’S graduated TRANSLATION EX-
ercises. Adapted to the Bengali Language . 8vo.
Sewed, As. 8.

THE RULES AND ORDERS OP THE HIGH
Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal
in its several Jurisdictions (including such of the
Rules of the Supreme and Sudder Courts as are
^ill in force,) and Forms, with abstract of the
Charter of the Supreme Court, the Charter Act
and Letters Patent of the High Court, the Vice-
Admiralty Commission, &c., with Notes, By R
Belchainbers, Esq., Registrar; &c., High Court!
Original Jurisdiction, Royal 8vo., cloth Rs 16THE ENGLISH COURSE FOR THE FIRST

Calcutta University.
1881. Royal 8vo. cloth. Rs. 5.

^

VOL. II. HINDU TRIBES AND CASTES* to-
gether with an Account of the Mahomedan Tribes
of the North-West Frontier and of the Abori-
ginal Tribes of the Central Provinces. By theRev M A. Sherring. M. A„ LL.B. Demy 4to.,
cloth. Rs. 16.

^ ’

This Volume contains an account of the Tribes of
the Punjab and its Frontiers, ‘ Central^ Provinces
and Berar, Bombay Presidency and Frontiers ofocmd.

PRIZE MEDALLISTS
Por ZSzoellenoy of 'Workmanship

J. M. EDMOND & Co.,

27—28, BENTINCK STREET.
Established 1833,

Cabinet IMfakers, Upholsterers,
AND

Sllliard Table SKanufaotnrers,
Houses completely furnished. Furniture design

ed and made to order.
Estimates given for all kinds of Artistic Purni-

ture, Carpentering, Painting, Polishing, Guilding,
and General Repairs, Marble Polished, Moulded,
and Cleaned

; Picture Frames made.
J. M. Edmond and Co,, in soliciting a conti-

nuance of public patronage, beg to say they have
ready for sale specimens of Ebonized and Gold
Oxford style of Fancy Chairs, and are prepared to
execute orders for other Furnitures in the same
style.

J. M, Edmond & Co.’s New Show-Room is
now replete with New Heraldic Style of Dinin».
room Chairs, and Rustic Chairs, Telescopic Dininc'
Tables, with Patent Table Expanders. The Oxford
Rustic style Drawing-room suite of original style
and designed by Native Artizans, artistic new
design Chamber Services, Hall Furniture with
Minton’s tiles inserted, Folding Triplicate Mirrors
and “ Exhibition” Pior Table. a-13

Apply to the Manger

FOR

Illustrated Price List,

At 66. CoLtEOE Street.

CAUSES OF BLINDNESS IN INDIA ; Treatment
and Care, &c. By G.'C. Hall, Surgeon, I. M D
Sn^ierintendent, Central Prison, Allahabhd. Fean
8vo., cloth gilt. Rs. 2.

*

The Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies,

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periedically^ reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

n .
Secretary.

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

a-73

OR.
F. A. COHEN,

7, Wellessley Place, CAtcuttA,
Agent, for BENGAL.

GOODEVE’S HINTS FOB THE MANAGEMENT
and Medical Treatment of Children in' India.'

M. D., Surgeon-Major,
Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo.’, cloth. Rg' 7.

« I have BO hesitation in saying, thfe' ^preseht
one 18 for many reasons saperidr to its ‘ predeces:'
sors. It 18 written very darefully, 'and with muchknowledge and experience on the author’s part
whilst It possesses the great advantage of bringlmg up the subject to the present level of Medical
Science. —Dr. Qoodeve.

HOWWE DID “THE LIONS” OP THE NORTH-
West: a Trip in the Durga Poejahs to Lucknow
Delhi, Agra. By F. O. B. Re. 1 .

’

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

6*6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,
«-34 OamiTOTA,

,

BUKN AND, 00.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

and
BILLIARD TABI^E MANUFACTURERS'

BY APPOINTMENT TO
HisExoellenoy the Viceroy and GoverW"

General of India.
Not. 48 J* 47 Bentinck Street',

Calcutta.
Every requisite in flougehold Furniture supplied

at the shortest notice,

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-
able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of house sundertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge
Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Tablh Requisites of all kinds
; a large

‘

stock of both being always kept on hand.
^

Estuaates supplied ob »ppU«ttpni
*
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY,
SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE GENTRY.

TKB NSW FZiBXZBX.1: SAND NBCKXiBT,
THE MOST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN, ‘

Manufactured of rich colored Gold. We keep a largre variety in Stock
of all sizes and prices, from &s. 80 to Bs. 250 each.

A very nice Chain, sufficiently

thick and massive to suit most
tastes, can be boucht for Rs. 100

JBWBZ.ZiBSY
for

WEDDINGS AND
BIRTH DAYS,

AND
ALL FESTIVE

AND
Commemorative

occasions.

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

Oamet Ear-
rings, Ri. 86

cash.

Amethyst
Earrings to

match Pen.
dant, Rs. 27

cash.

Gold Ear-
rings, Rs. 32

cash.

Carbuncle Ear-
rings, Rs. 30

cash.

A handsome Gold Pendant set with a fine Amethyst, Gold fringre,
and irlass for portrait at back.

Price Rs, 60 cash.

To match, Bracelet, Rs. 66, Broocb Rs. 36, and Earrings, as above.

Illvstrated Catalogues postJree to Mofussil Constituents.

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
Jewellers Zn Ordinary to K. B. the Viceroy and to K. Zl. K.

the Prince of Wales,
a-18 CALCUTTA.

Dentistry.

J. COBFZEZiD di. CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

May be consulted daily on all branches of

their Profession.

(

'

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-

manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility . They

cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free.

J. CORPIELD & CO.,

0*8 II) Old Cowt House, Street^ Calcutta,

THE SUNDAY MIRROR

Bad Watches are Sold

BY HUNDREDS IN INDIA.

Black and Murray beg to inform their
Customers and the Public, that they have

lately introduced a new description of ENGLISH
SILVER HUNTING WATCH, with Patent Lever
Escapement, and all the latest improvements.

Price—Bs. 55 nett.

These Watches are guaranteed for two years
and will be found strong, neat, and serviceable
having been especially manufactured for India
by Black & Murk ay. They are warranted to
be entirely English made. (Many so-called English
Watches are Swiss, put in English cases).
Just to hand a consigment of their

celebrated RACING C H R O N 0-
GRPHS, Nett, Rs 46
ELECTRIC BELLS for House or

Office with Push, Wire and constant
Battery ... ... ... Nett, Rs.20
BINOCULARS, all sizes, from

Rs. 30 to Rg. 60

BLACB. AKD MVBBAV,
CHRONOMETER, WATCH AND CLOCK-

MAKERS.
Hasxings-Street, Calcutta,

[April 25, 1880.

C. Z.AZABVS <L CO.,
House and Ziand Agents.
61, Bentinck Street, Calcutta.

The following properties to let and for sale.

For Sale,

T^O, 2, Madge’s Lane.

To Ziet.

A SPACIOUS Dry and Airy Godown, No. 2,
Mission Row,with entrance on the Road side.

To Ziet.

The flat consisting of 3 large rooms. No. 2-1,
Mission Row, admirably adapted for Mer-

cantile Offices, now occupied by Messrs. Stanley
& Co., who will vacate the premises on the 1st
June next, from which date they are available.

Apply to

C. LAZARUS & CO.

For Sale.WORTHY the notice of Capitalists, Shipping

^

Agents, Mill-owners, or Noblemen desirous
of having a residence on the river bank.

AMANSION on the bank of the River Heoghly,
with 40 biggahs of beautifully laid-out land

attached, having several tanks of very sweet water.
Situated in the southern suburbs of Calcutta,
within 20 minutes’ drive of Government House.
This ground has a river frontage of about 300 feet
with water of such a depth as to admit of a
ship anchoring close to the bank.

For Sale.

A very fine bungalow situated at
GYA. It stands in its own compound,

which is a very large one, is pukka built through-
out, and has a good range of pukka stablingj
also an extensive range of out-offices. It can be
disposed of at a moderate price, the owner havine
left India.

For Sale.

ALOWER-ROCMED House, on the banks of the
river at Baranagore (Bhaduri Ghaut), 8

cottahs, 4 chittacks land. Price Rs. 2,800. Govern-
ment ground rent, Rs. 1-5-3 annually.

For Sale.

A FINE two-storied Mansion, situated at Ali-
pore, within 20 minutes’ drive of Govern-

ment House, well adapted for the residence of a
Native Prince or Rajah.
The Ground-floor is marbled throughout, the

Reception-Room and Hall on the upper-storey is

teak-floored. There is a fine verandah to the South,
the whole length of the house overlooking a large
tank, and a grand pillared portico, the whole
height of the house to the North front. It has
excellent out-offices, and stabling with extensive
compound. Two fine tanks, one of which to the
south of the house, is very prettily embellished
with a fine pukka-built marble ghaut, and contains
sweet wholesome drinking water. A road with a
beautiful avenue of full-grown trees leads from the
entrance lodge to the house.

There is a large range of Racing Stables to the
south end of the compound, which has a separate
entrance.

The whole extent of ground measures more
than forty biggahs. The yearly Government rent
is Rs. 52-6.

This Mansion, with grounds, has been decorated,
improved and laid out, regardless of expense, and
is now being offered for sale, consequent on the
owner having left for England.

To Z.et at No. 10, Hare Street.
Suitablefor Mercantile offices—Barristers' Cham,’

bers—Attomies or Brokers,
Four large light airy and lofty rooms—having

entrances from either Hare Street or Council
House Street—could be let separately, one portion
having the Council House Street entrance, and the
other the Hare Street.

O. LAZARUS & 00.,
HOUSE AND LAND AGENTS.
61. Bentinck Street. Calcutta. a-28

N O T I O E.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders,
commission will be charged according to the value
as the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
of ascertained by application to the Manager.
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAX.KOUSZE SQUARE, CALCUTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentrv nf i

the Mofussil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and witLut the Harn or
paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special onle“*and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of ri^i,

and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each Tox
o

,
1073, playing* 6 Bengali tunes, 1st series.

1. Poorabee. Bassanto.

o* ,

''>• Kalangrah.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). g. Peeloo

Cash price Rs. 100.

/nu ir r ^
''*• ^^^®ngrah.

Maroo (Dhuma Kaurahe).
fi, Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 125.
Box No. 1075L playing 6 Bengali tunes. 2nd series.

4. Jhinjuttee.
Bhoirabee. 5_ Bhoirabee.
Kaffee. Kawalee.

'^ash price Rs. 100.

l^^sfrun®**
6 Bengali tunes, 2nd serie sJ. ““o. 4. Jbiniuttee.

2. Rhmrabee. 5. Bhoirabee.
o. Kafifee. G. Kawalee,

Cash priceRs. 125.

I 'p ni.
playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series

I. laza BheeTaza. 4. Denga Ch’ate Ayore.

vr^H^'vTnr p Hoga Bhola Janee.
o. mill Milh Punnya. Khambai.

Cash price Rs. 100.

fh'Xf" tunes, 3rd series.
o iM • »

^ I^euga Chate Ayore.

3 H?1H 'miTh Pnnvn
Hoga Bhala Janee.

.3. Hilli Milli Punya. g. Khambai.
Cash price Rs. 125.

a*19

1 .

2
3.’

1.

2 .

3.

NICaoZ.Z.S <L. CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS.

8, Old (Jov/rt Htmge Streets Calcutta,
London :—1 Whitefriar’aStreetFleet St.E.C.

Current or Floating accounts.
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheque-

paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made, after 3 P.M., and on Saturdays after 1 p.m.

Government Paper and Securities
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.
Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange.
Sterling Bills negotiated, ana remittances made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10 days’

notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on deposits
for longer periods at the following rates, payable
in Calcutta, or in London, at par :

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice

„ at 3 months’ notice

„ at 6 months’ notice

„ at 12 months’ notice
at 2 years’ notice

Pay-Bills, Pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates. Bills

corrected and rents realised.

Putinois rules forwarded on application. o-.37

DR. D. JAYNE’S
Family IHCedicines.

.3 per cent.

6

r

NATIVE Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited
to address themselves in writing to X, ca/'e of
the Printer,

)

Per Bot. Per Doz.

EXPEOTORANT (for Coughs and'^’
Colds) out of stock at present . S ‘^4 n

Hair tonic (to cure hair falling
off and baldness) ... .

°
2 8 ‘'4. f)

ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
blood purifier) ... ...

o 8 ‘M 0AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for
cure of fevers and agues) ... 2 S *’4 0

LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair
of any otlier colour to a beautiful
Mock without injurj' to the skin)

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for
cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera) ... 1

TONIC VERMIFUGE 0
LINIMENT, OR COUNTER-IRRl!

taut (an outward application for
Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, &c.) 0 8 c

SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints) ... 0 8 J S

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)
I he Medical Almanac'^ for current year i.s

available on application.
Sykes «L. Co.,

1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,
SOLE AGENTS FOR

Or. I>. Jayne <L Son.
PHILADELPHIA. U.S.A. a-57
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For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott. Pre.si-
dent of the New York Theosophical Society

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji’,
Institute, Bombay. Price two annas a copy
apply to the fndmi Mirror Office.

QUICK! SAFE ! ! Sf SURE ! ! !

PAUL is, OO/S
Proprietory Medicines,

Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co.,
DRUGGISTS.

No, 285-13, Bojvbazar Street, Calcutta.

Prophylactic Mixture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable
and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system, Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-
tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this
repeated at night or at any time when the cough is
troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief
Price 1 Re. per bottle.

’

Detersive Mixture,
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheu*

Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the
Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly rest ored. Price 2 Es. per Bottle,

directions accompany each bottle
Mofussil orders for these ruedicines accompanied
twith full remittance of price and packing cbarsres
are promptly attended to.

& s

quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above address
it the cheapest rate po-sible.

THE GREATEST

WOUDER OF lOEERE TIMES!

HOLLOWAYS PILLS

proved these famous remedies to b<

the
dangerous maladies 01the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

bush
^ those living in

Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the svsteinagai^t those evi s which so often beset the humaS"VIZ.—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver andstomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and cholera.

racuwry.

Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,
ulcers, rheumatism, ^d all skin diseases ; in fact, whenUsed according to the printed directions, it never fails toCure aiikCy deep and superficial ailments.

'I'he Pills and Ointment arc Manufactured only at

533, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,

CillliZywirM Medicines throughout the
directions for use in almL ever^

f-iy* pware of counterfeits that may emanatefrom the United States. Purchasers sho”id lookto the Label on the Pots and Boxes f the

rt21-
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A. J. PARKER & CO.

WILL SELL BY AUCTION

On Tuesday, 27th instant.

At No. 36, Free School Street.

TBB HANDSOME HOUSEKOLD FURNITURE
‘ AND

r - r
' ’

PXTTINOS-UP
INCLTOINO

A suite of Couches and Chairs, Marble Centre and side Tables, Whatnots, a pair Mirrors in fine

Gilt frames, a few choice Oleograph in Handsome Frames. Marble top Wash and stands, Dressing

Tables, a very fine Cheval Glass, Almirahs, Ac., &c.

A Fine Sideboard Dinner, Wagrgrons, Dining: Table, Chairs, &c., See.

AMD

The usual sets of Bleotro-Plated Crlass,

AND

CROCKERY WARE
Tht property oj

L. A. De’CROYBR, Esq.,

Proceeding to Europe.

A J. PARKER & CO. offer special advantages to those desirous of selling their Household Furniture

• at their own residences.

A Liberal Cash Advance made where required. . . . „ , r,

A J Parker & Co. beg to draw attention to their large Range of Commission bale Rooms where

there is a fine collection of Household Furniture, Billiard Tables, Pianos, Mirrors, Pictures, Dinner

Dessert and Breakfast Services, Toilet Sets, &c., on view for Private Sale,

WARRANTED

!

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-

tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising thereform.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the^ Blood,

injudicious use of Mercury, Chronic Venerial affec-

tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimoles, Cutaneous

Eruptions, several kinds of Skin Diseases,Dyspepsia,

and general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful

property of removing the Mercury from the system

and of purifying the blood of all its impurities

from whatever cause arising, of invigorating the

system and imparting fresh energy and vitality

to it. The brilliant and extraordinary efficacy of

this Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic and

almost hopeless cases, proves its effects to be un-

rivalled and unparallelled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for Mercurial and Syphi-
litic Ulcer# and Eruptions. Price per

pot 8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly

free from quinine.
, .

Sore and certain cure from all cases of Malarious

intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or

Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the

legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, Ac. It cleanses

and purifies the blood and the system from
^

the

Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,

restores the internal organs to their normal func-

tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-

tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after

the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-

derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which

have baffled the attempts of the healing art and

where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Be, 1 ; and quart

bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the

cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.

Anodyne Liniment, Cares all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-

matic, &c., instantaneously by the,external applica-

tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases,
^ To he had of

MAISON DE PARIS,

2, CHOWBINQHKE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH,
CaXiOVTTA. a*60

The Indian Students* Guide to the
use of Engrllsh Idioms

Illustrating.

Fart 1. The use of Prepositions.

Part ll. The use of words. Phrases and Pro-

verbs.

Part III. The use of the Definite and the In-

definite Articles.

BY
BHOLANAUTH PAUL, M. A.,

Head Master, Hindu School, Calcutta.

Price to subscribers. Bs 2-8. Postage As. 6‘,

Subscriptions will be received up to the 1st of

May next.

The following are now ready :

Part I. Price to non-subscribers, post free.

Re. 1-4.

Part II. (A—Bat,) Price to non-subscribers,
post free. As. 11^.
Apply to J. C. Banergey, Canning Library,

55, College Street, or to the author.

NETTROIiOX<Xi DAY A. CO.,

IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND
COMMISSION AGENTS.

4 & 5, Hare Street, Calcutta.

X.ONDON AND Z.ANCASIXZRB
XiXFB ASSUARANCE CO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.

This, Company offers to the Public the Covi

BiNED Advantages of
Usiquestlonable Security and Z«ow

Rates of Premium.WHILE the adoption of all the improved
modern conditions under which Policies

are now issued enables the Directors to grant un-

usual facilities to all intending Assurers.

That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-

versally recognized as the MOST SECURE AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT, is sufficiently

proved by the following statistics, “ startling in

their magnitude but quiet power,” extracted from
“ The Review” of January 1st, 1879.

In the years 1870—1878, the accumulated Life

Assurance Funds of the Offices have risen from
£90,700,000 to £117,600,000, or at the rate of

£3,o00,000 per annum. This is after paying out

£71,500,000 in claims and bonuses on policies alone,

entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or

management expenses. The total sum received by
the Life Offices on life account in the eight years

was £128,700,000. Against this was paid in

claims, £71,500,000 ; annuities, £3,350,000 ;
and

surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being
a total paid out to Policy-holders of about

£84,000,000; after this £27,000,000 were added
to funds.

The LONDON * LANCASHIRE returns 80 per

cent, of the profits, divided every five years to

participating Policy-holders. English rates of pre-

mium only charged for such period as the Assured
spends westward of Snez.

Prospectuses and every required information
can be immediately obtained by application to

the undersigned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.

The Manager of the Indian Mirror is authorized
to be our Agent.

A. B. SHEKLETON,
General Agent Jj; Secretary for India,

a-65 A. Lall Bazaar, Corner of Mission Row

NOTICE.

The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at

which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press

at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that

date was printed, it is hereby announced for public

information that the Press in British Indian Street,

where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter

be printed, is henceforward to be called the

“Sen Press.” All communications for the

Mirror Newspaper and the |Sen Press to be
addreaied accordingly.

American Kerosine Oil

Of the Brightest Quality, per case ... Bs. 5 0

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 25
Packets to the case, per case ... „ 12 8

Burmah Clgrars.

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality

No. 1, per 1,000 ... ... „ 30 0
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality

No. 2, per 1,000 ... ... „ 20 0
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality

No. 3, per 1,000 ... ... ,, 12 0
Coconada Clg:ars.

“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100 „ 3 0
Do. small (do.) 19

O 0
“ Babington” No. 1 (do.) it }> 2 8

Do. No. 1
9 » 9» i 12

Do. small 99 ?9 1 4
“ Burmah” 9 9 >9 1 0
“Leisure Hour”

9 > 9 9 1 8
“ Medium size” 99 99 1 0
“ Queen” 9 1 •9 1 0
“ Half Hour” 99 9> 1 12

Chlorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne

Terms : Cash only.
9} 0 12

NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

4 S' 5, Hare Street, Culcutta.

Dr. Xiazarus’s Domestic Medicines.

Inkantilk Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &c., &c.), ... ...4Rs. 1 4

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic

character), ... ... ... „ 1 4

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),... ... ,> 1 4

Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... „ 2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ... „ 2 0
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

&c. ), ... ... •*,,18
Family Laxative, A safe, certain and

useful purgative, ... ••• » 20
Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ... ,,14

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger

than above), ... ... ... ,,14
Family Carminative (Invaluable for

Children), ... ... ... ,,2 0
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-

ducing growth of the Hair), ... ,,2 0
Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-

nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... ... ,, 1 8
The above are most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts

where medical aid is not available. Thousands
cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is

vrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. LazAUrs &Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’sb
original receipts and sold by all Madicine Ven-
ders. 0-27
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P. W. FLEURY & CO..
BUZZiDBRS, ENGXITBEB,S, SCZE27TZFIC INSTBUEEBITT

AND
CONTRACTORS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ILLUMINATION,

No. 63, Dhurrumtolllah Street, Calcutta.
Appliances for Electricity, Chemistry,

Optics and Photography on hand.
Electricity.

MAKERS

Telephone with a Microphone
Complete ... ... ... Re. 20 0

2 Telephones with 200 feet Copper
Wire ... ... ... ,, 20 0

Woodbury’s Patent Sciopticon
or Improved Magic Lantern ... ,, So 0

Patent Slide Tinter for above ... ,, 8 0

Tank for chemical effects do. o 0

Microscope attachment for magui-
fying small objects and projecting

on a screen for above ... ... ,, 25 0
Woodbury’s Patent Pyro Hydro-
gen Lime Light a capital substitute

for the Lime Light ... ... ,, 50 0
Woodbury’s Patent Lantern

Slides of the Paris Exhibition,

from Re. 1. As. 8 to ... ... ,, 2 8

Coloured Magic Lantern Slides,
from Re. 1 to Rs. 5 each.

Patent Scenograph
;
for pictures

4i"x 3j" with stand ... ... ,, 25 0

Chemistry.

Pneumatic Trough for preparing

Gas ... ... ... Rs. S 0
Glass Test Tubes of sizes, from

As. 2 to As. 8 each.

Glass Retorts, from As. 8 to

Brass Retort Stands, from Rs. 2 to

Hansen’s Patent Burner
Crucibles from As. 4 to

Pestles and Mortar from Re. 1 to

Glass Bent Tubes, from As. 4 to

Large Gas Bags each ...

Copper Retorts for preparing Oxy-
gen G.as, from 6 Rs. to ... ... ,, 12 0

.3

4

6

1

2

1

45

Hire of Magic Ziantern
ment of the

for amuse-
Voung.

Large Magic Lantern with 6 dozen assorted

selected slides, comprising magnificent views of

cities. Comical sliding moving figures. Chroma-
tropes and beautiful phot ographic slides, including
one workman’s attendance for one or two hours.

Rupees 6.

50
7

4
.3

4

5

Zanni’s Patent Magneto Electric
Bell complete (! dispensing with the
use of Voltaic Batteries and Che-
micals) 1 ... ... ... Rs.

Bunsen’s Galvanic Cells 8" x 4" ... ,,

Callan’s Galvanic Cell 6" x 4" x 2"
,,

Darnell’s Galvanic Cell 6" x 3" ... ,,

Le Clanche’s Patent Cells ... ,,

Bicromate Battery, small ... ,,

Magneto Electric Machine, for

Cure of Nervous diseases with
single magnet ... ... ,, 13 0

Magneto Electric Machine, with
double Magnet ... ... ,, is 0

Magneto Electric Machine, with
treble Magnet ... 20 0

Electric Light Apparatus com-
plete, worked with 50 large Bunsen’s
Cells ... ... ... ,, 400 0

Electric Light Apparatus with
40 Cells ... ... ... „ 320 0

Electric Light Apparatus with
44 Callan’s Cells ... ... ,, 250 0

Oxy Hydrogen Light Apparatus com-
plete ... ... ... ,, 200 0

Electric Bells from Rs. 9 to Rs. 20
each.

Rumkorff’s Coils of sizes from
Rs. 16 to Rs. 75 each.

Giesler’s Vacuum Tubes, of sizes,

from Rs. 4 to Rs. 8 each.

Photography, <t.c.

Thoma’s operating Box or dark
Tent, measuring when closed
.3" X l"-6" X l"-6" ... 80 0

Operating Tent for out door work ,, 25 0
Camera by Ottwell and Collis for

pictures 7" x 4^" ... ••• >i 80
Portrait Lens by Lerebour for

above ... ... ... ,, 45
View Lens for pictures 7" x 4A" ... ,, 30
Large Portrait Lens by Lerebour ,, 80
Improved Kaliedescope with patent
Lamp ... ... ... ,, .30

Stanley’s Educational Microscope ,, 5
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NOW LANDED !

!

From the S.S. “DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH’
The folloiving :

—

ALEXANDRIA—ALBION PRESSES.
Quarto or Royal 8vo.

Foolscap Folio

Post Folio

Foolscap Broadside

Crown
Deniv
Royal

10

15

16

19

21

24
26

9A

11
"

15

16

18

205

Iron Ink Tables,

liule and Lead Cutters.

Roller Frames and Stocks.

Expanding Roller Frames.
Composing Sticks, 8, 10 & 12 inches.

Brass Rules Plain 8to. Pica, 24 in.

Dotted Brass Rules, 16 inches.

Rule Case, No. 1.

Ditto, No. 2.

Hand Lever Perforating Machines.
NO MOKE TROUBLE WITH INK ROLLERS!

PROCUEE ONE OF

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLERS
6 in. ... Rs. 12 0

10 „ ... „ 16 0
12 „ ... „ 20 0

These are the Rollers for India
they will not melt away, but last for
years ! !

!

Stationery, Printing and Wiriting Papers of all sorts.

Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything
^

in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.

ERASMUS (JONES, Printers’ Agent, 5 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA

1 Established 1846.

THE DB,UG6ZSTS’ KAZiZi,

36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. “ Duke of

Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”
“ Hydaspes,” &c., &c.
Ziaotopeptlne

Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion

combined in the same proportion as they exist in

the human stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the influence

of the natural gastric juice. It will be found
far superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,

Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly

indicated in Anaemia, general Debility, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, anu
impoverished condition of the blood.

Direction for use, formuloe and dose measure ac-

company each phial.

Pi ice Rs. If -per phM and paeJting As. 4.

Morson’s Medicinal Pepslne.
loz. phial Rs. 3. Packing As. 4.

)
Norton’s Camomile Pills.

A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and
all stomach complaints.

Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.

Kemrod’s cure for, Asthma.
Catarrh, Bronchitis,Croup,

H

oopiNa Cough,
ORDINART Colds, and all diseases of the Respira-
tory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin.

Price Rs. 3-S. Packing As. 2.

Grlmault’s Vegetable Injection of
Matico.

A few injections of very short duration are
sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges

Price Rs, 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.

)

Whitmore’s Compound Ziiniment of
Arnica.

An effectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasms,
Lumbago, weak Joints, &c., and as a couuter-irri-

uant in a sluggish state of the liver.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.

Wilkinson’s Ginger and Camomile,
Price Rs. 2. Packing As. 4,

Whitmore’s Stomachic and Ztiver
Pills.

Price Re,. 1. Packing As. 4.

Savory and Moore’s Pancreatine
Wine.

For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod-
liver Oil solid fat and food generally.
Price Rs. 2 pci' phial. Packing As. 4.

W. P. Smith’s Pile Powders.
For the cure of Piles & Prevention of Fistula.
Their gentle emollient action subdues irritation,

regulating the bowels without leaving a disposition
to costiveness, their decided tonic properties give
power to the system, arrest all tendency to and
counteract the weakening effect of the disease, and
their intrinsic value will prove that they fully

j

merit the title of a specific cure of Piles and pre-
i
ventive of Fistulas.

1
Price Re. 1-8 per box. Packing As. 2.
PROPRIETORY MEDICINE,

I

Concentrated Compound Essence or
Fluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.

This preparation is decidedly preferable to any
other form in which Sarsaparilla can be adminis-
tered, on account of its portability and superior
efficacy. It contains the whole active and medi-
cinal properties of the root in the highest state
of concentration combined with the ingredients
of the compound decoction directed by the college
of Surgenos. The beneficial effects of this Fluid
as an Alterative or Restorative, its great useful-
ness iu all disorders of the Skin, Indigestion,
general Debility, and after a too free administratioii
of Mercury, have been universally admitted and
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most eminent practitioners of the presen-
day.

Di rection for use accompany each bottle.
Price per bottle Rs. 2. Packing As. J.*

Best assortment of Drugs and chemicals. Guar-
anteed fresh, and received direct from the respect-
able manufacturers of London.
Terms moderate.—Wholesale rates on

application. Price list supplied to Mofussil doctors
and Dispensaries. Orders promptl'/ executed on
remittance oj cash, or a respectable reference in
Calcutta.

GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT & CO.
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS

*

VTholesale and B,etail ^^mggists
AND

Manufacturers of Srated Waters

.

a-11
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NEW GOODS! NEW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnishing: Requisites.
VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS T?a r s

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 uer vard OTT
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 ner vard

^

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 26 ner set RRA^!*?
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS. Rs 2-4 to 7-8 ner nnir
BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c., &c., &c.

^ ^

A CHOICE ASSOETMENT OP
LACE, MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS DAMAStcs

AND CRETONNES, at all prices.
’

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.
iV. B.—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,

SruBselB TapeBtry and Velvet File

PllESBaVB YOVa SIGHT.

EUREKA

CarpetingTB
An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

CretonneB.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, &c.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes. Infants’ Coat
Blankets.

Door Mats.
English—made from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

” ^ „ M » 38 by 24 „
Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

” w ” »» 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.
Hearth Bugs and Sofa Carpets.

Felt Carpets in several sizes, Felt Carpeting bv
the yard

.

Purdah Bepps.
Green, Blue, Crimson. Maroon, Plain, and Fancsj
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.
.r

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAHEB. dc CO..

HOSIERS, DRAPERS, SILK MERCERS. &c., &c..

NORTHBROOK HOUSE-
CALCUTTA.

a-51

ADVANTAGES OF ASSVBING WITH THE
ORIENTAL LIFE OFFTCF.

All that Experience has proved Practicable and
Purdent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,
Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be
obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever :

—

(I.) Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.
Amalgamations Impossible.
Funds in Government Securities only.
Native Lives assured at European Rates.

Premiums reduced to English Rates from
leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

( 11 .)

( 12 .)

(13.)

( 14 .)

(13.)

(16.)

(2.)

(3.)

(4.)

(5.)

date of

China.

Annual Premium for ABBuranoe
Bb. 1,000 under New SyBtem.

of

Age. 30 35 40

Premium Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

21 5 4 24 8 8 28 10 0

45

Rs. As. P.

.33 14 8

Lower Safe Rates than any other Office.

(6.) Office young, and therefore free from Old
Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can be paid Yearly, Half-yearly,
Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of
^6ftrs •

(8.) CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OF DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of .35 per cent.
(10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,

and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

Entire Direction in India.
Special Protection to Assignees.
The Most Economical Management
Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-15-0 olny.
Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine

, , Policy-holders can appoint their nwn
Tru.stees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.

(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere
to suit Assurers.

« j'wuere

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.
(19.) No Restriction on Travel.

'—
OLICY-HOLDERS IN 'lUE '^ORIENTAT"Altn UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER.ITnequalled Liberality.

arraneemeuts forthe conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” aremade with a view to the convenience and benefit of
Its own members,-European and Native,—whoalone participate m the advantages arising from
its succssful progress. *

DelembL. 31st

Special attention is invited to the PeculiarSystem of Life Assurance introduced by thisCompany, and to the Newand extremely favorable
Conditions (as regards Rates, Profits, LimitsOP Residence, Non-liability to Forfeiture <Sc )under which its policies are issued.

’

Ihe next Valuation takes place in 1880, when

^r*Profi^ts^^^°*^^
Uecember 1879 will rank

“THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AND
RAPIDLYgaining THE CONFIDENCE OF THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY ”

Intending Assurers-Native or European-are
irmted to compare the Rates and Conditions of the

Oriental with those of any other Company.

Detafied Prospectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports, and full particulars on application to-
^

-^d^ntjor Bengal, or D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER F T A
7. Place, CALCUTTA.

, S ActS, BOHiAT,

SPECTACX.BS <k BYE-GZfASSBS

7
1

iHE determination of the proper spectacles for

any defect of the eyes, is undoubtedly a

matter of the greatest importance.

This importance is increased on the one hand

by the number of patients requiring such assist

ance— a number that throughout the civilised

world, may be reckoned by millions—on the other

by the actual injury inflicted by unsuitable glasses,

and lastly by the customary sale of most spectacles

by persons wlio have no adequate knowledge of

the conditions of their utility.

For the guidance of those who cannot con-

veniently visit me, I have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions.

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, “ How to

preserve the Sight,” with testimonials explaining

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

application.

ft'13

N. LAXABUS,

5, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET

Calcutta,

Consultation Free.
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COOKE & KELVEY.
20, OX.S COTrRT KOUSi: STRBFT, CAXiCUTTA,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE ANF COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL W A tWES FOE, INDIA.
The Model Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, and timekeening qualities.
These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. They are entirely of EnwHsh manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements,
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, i&c.

c

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash K.S. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Es. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs, 230 to 250.COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHES OF GUARANTEED QUALITY

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Rs, 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 casL

o

Silver Crystal Case,
lis. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 '-ash.

G O X. Z> A X. S E R T C K A X IT S

.

A magnificent assortment, many of the pattern being recently designed and of a novel characterJ?Tom Rs. 40 to 300.
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The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is'invited to a magnificent selection of massive
elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

0*9

COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.

Rotloe.

The Hookah-shop carried on by Radha Nath
Chowdhry, in Jorasanko, has been removed to

81, Bentinck Street, and will henceforward be to

conducted by the undersigned.

A large assortment of Bengalee and Mahomedan
shaped Hookahs of new designs just to hand at

moderate prices. Inspection invited.

Prices ranging from Rs. 2 to 10 each, inclusive

Chillam.
ISSUE CHUNDER BEED,

81, Beviinch Street, CaJmtta,

0*36

NATIONAXi SANK OF INSrA
IiXMXTBD.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.
On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5°/

„ Six Months’ Deposits
'

4^
Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short

periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

a-34
J. Campbell,

Manager,

NO mORX: PAXNS!!!

DARLIN6

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-

tion arising from whatever cause, on any
part of the human frame, A certain cure for

Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,

Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the

Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earaehe, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics,

Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the outward anplication only of this medicine,
when all the skill of the medical art has been tried

without effect.

Per bottle Re. 1, Large aide Rs. 2, packing As. 8
DARLINGTON & CO.

Dlmrruvitollah Street, Calcutta,

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains ! ! !

are our trade marks. Unprincipled parties in-

fringing on our trade rights will be criminally
prosecuted.

Beware of a base worthless fraudulent,
native imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-
Curer.^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of

ignorant imitators who cannot express their
thoughts in their own words, but servilely imitate
Darlington & Co.

C3“ Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
Mr. George Ostocke, Manager, Collingeerah

Indigo Concern, N. W. P., took a large bottle of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, found it efficacious, &
twice sent orders for half a dozen large bottles at
a time.

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes :

—“ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAiN-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance afkept true to its name.”
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dera, Bombay Presidency, writes ;
—“ We find

Darlington’s Pain-Curer efficacious, and are
glad to know of it as being a useful medicine.
Sister Theodorine, Su/perioress F de la CroixF
The Lady Superior of St. Mary’s Convent,

Allahabad, writes “ Darlington’s Pain-Curer
has been found most beneficial in a case of local
Paralysis. M. J. Schmidt, Supej’ioress."

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 more large bottles of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer through Captain Percy Gough“ his
Private Secretary.

General Jeet Jung Bahadoor, Rana, of Nepaul,
after ordering one large bottle of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer, expressed his approbation, and
ordered for a dozen large bottles of the same.

Rajah S. S. Ghosal, after taking more than 20
large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, said that
he found the medicine efficacious in every instance.

“ Gentlemen,—I beg you will kindly send me
another bottle of Darlington’s Infallible Pain-
Curer which is undoubtedly worthy of its name
P. Thorpe, 39, Anderson Street, Black Town’
Madras.”

Mr. G. Dessa, of Howrah, has used more than
a 100 large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curer
and finds it his only friend that affords him an
immunity from disease, or rids him of it when he
is attacked.

Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the
Bengal Times, writes from Dacca. “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great nain for tbp
removal of which DARLiNoioN’s Pain-&b?r was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple of applications, and in about 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer.”

Capt. Heath of the Steamer “ Bombay ”

Master Mason, writes-" I gave a bottle of Dar-
lington s Pain-Cureb to a friend of mine who
was ill. It having relieved him greatly, he wrote
to me for another bottle. Kindly let bearer have
a l&rgo bottlo of Darlington’s Pain-Curer

12 DARLINGTON &• 00
• DhurrumtoUah Street, Calcutta,
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XZoogrlxly^Brldlg'e’^Kotloe.

The Bridge will be closed for traffic on
Tuesday, the 27th April, 1880, from 5-30

to 6-30 P. M.

G. H. SIMMONS,
a-6 Secretary to the Bridge Commissioner

~
]

- ' -- —
Angrlo-Xndian Bubber Stamp Co.

(Specially Cheapest Manvfacturers of the

above stamp,

)

t , No 99, College Street.

The promoters of the Company beg to intimate

the public, that they are prepared to under-
take works at exceedingly moderate rates and
execute jobs to the satisfaction of constituents.

Price list supplied on application. Specimens may
may be sent qraiis.

INDIA GBNEBAli STEAK NAVI-
GATION COKFANT, “XiD.”

BOHOENK, KilbttRN & Co .—Managing Agents,

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leaye Debrooghur

downward every Saturday.
^

rjlHE Str. Tezpo\ywi^i leave Cal

J cutta^ for. Asgamy on Fridaj,

the 13th instant, y
Cargo will be received atthe Coihpany’s Godowns,

Nimtollah Ghat, up till noqn^ of Thursday, the

22nd instant.
*’

IHE Stir^ “Sudiya will leave

^
Goaluildo/for ’ Assam on Sun-

* day, the 25th instant.

Cargo ^11 be received " the Company’s
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 23rd instant. -
.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train

of Saturday, the 24th instant.

CACHAR^LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and intepaaer.

filiate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar

downward every Thursday.
ri'lHE , StiC'^yiie?tnr will leave

X Calcutta for Cachar ou Tues-

^day, the 27th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 26th instant.

For further information regarding rates of freight

or passage money, apply to

4, Fatrltk Place, 1 G. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 21st April, 1880. 1 Seorpta»-y,

a-23

BXVEBS STEAKfNAVIGATION
CO., “ EIKXTED."

The Steamers of this Company run weekly from
Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

The Steamer Seinde will

leave Calcutta for Assam
on Friday, the 27th April.

TIHE Str . Cashmere will leave

( for Assam from Goalundo
on Thursday, the 29th instant.

For further information regarding rates of

freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO.
a-32

Austro-Hung'arlan‘ Xiloyda’ Steam
Navliratlon Company,

Lint of Steamers between Calcutta and
i Trieste vid Swez Canal.

Taking Cargo for ‘Egypt, the Levant, Black Sea, r

Mediterranean, and Adriatic Forts.

THE' Company’s S. S. Narent't, will arrive

here on or about the 25th March, .and will

leave on or about the 5th April next, calling at

Colombo, Aden, Suez, and Port Said. Has ex-

cellent accommodation for Passengers, and carries

an experienced Surgeon.

The Company also cover risks of Insurance on
goods and specie shipped by their Steamers to any
of the above-mentioned places, and- grant Bills of

Lading accordingly.

For Freight, Passage, and Rates of Premiums,
&c., &c., apply to ^

DAVID SASSOON & CO.,

Agentsj‘ 104, 'Clive Street,

XI. PINXCEXLTON dc CO.,
EN01NEEUS, BUILDERS, <& CONTACTORS

Drainagre, Water, and Gas,
Office and Work shop, 39, Bentinck Street

XC.. G. S I B, G A XI, K.B.,

L. R. C. P., EDINBURGH,

and

L. F. P. s', GLASGOW,
10, Creek Row,

Can be consulted daily from 6 to 8 a,m.

Family engagements under special arrangements.

Notice.

Life of Maharajah Nava Krishna Deva Baha-
door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

Behary Mittra, which the Press have opined to
be highly interesting, is ready for sale at the
Sanskrit Press Depository, the Canning Library,
39, Old Chinabazar, and 115, Chitnore Road.
(Burtollah.)

Price six Annas
CAll rights reserved.)

CBXKXNAX. GOUBT COMPANION
BY

PRAN KISSEN GHOSE
Intebpretor, Chief Magistrate’s Court,

Calcutta.

Price reduced to Rs. 6. Postage As. 8.

To be had of Messrs. Thacker Spink & Co., or
of the Compiler.

DB. J. O. ANDBBSON,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhurrumtollah Street,

May be consulted at all hours dally.
(At homefrom 11 to 12 a.m.)

Family engagements in and about Entally unde-
special arrangements.

Information Wanted.

ONE Mr. A. John Vincent, As.sistant Magistrate
and Collector of Sylhet, died about the year

1855 or 1856, possessed of certain landed property
at Sylhet and thereabouts. Any one who wiil
furnish information such as may ultimately lead
to the rightful heir (W. J. Vincent) obtaining the
8.11(1 property, will be amply rewarded. Communi-
cations to be addressed to the Editor of this paper.

305

M, DAV AND CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS

AND REPAIRERS
OF

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmiths,Electroplaters,Sronzers •*

Lacquerors and Bailway Con-
tractors, dfcC., <s«.c.

'

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes •

;
Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Ten and Hot-

water Cans
; garden watering pots ; Tea, House,

Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps

; Railway Lamps of every descriptions
'

&o., &c.,
’

Always in hand and made to order.

Also

Portable Cooking stores of single and double
1^, 3, and 4 inch burner with overns.

Terms very moderate.

A FURTHER REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OP
COOK AND CO.’S

Crushed Food for Horses.
From this-day the price of Cook and Co.’s

Crushed food for horses is reduced to 3 . Rs. per
maund. Exclusive of Bags.

Cattle Food as usual
j

Rs. 2/4 per maundi<, t Exclusive of Bagea.
Chaff Re. 1 per md . j

April'1880.

DEB GHATTBBJEB As. CO.
XFrom late De Leemans 4' Co., J

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, & REPAIRERS
OF EV-ERY DESCRIPTION OP LAMPS.

TINSMITHS, ELECTRO-PLATERS, BRONZERS,
Xiacquerers, and Bailway Con-

tractors, ^c., dec.

NO. 2, CIIOWRINOHEE.

Baths of sizes
;

Block Tin-made Deed and
Despatch Boxes, Sugar, Coffee, & Tea Cans

;

Garden-watering Pots
;
Tea, House, Street, Portico,

Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railway
lamps of all descriptions

Always in hand and made to Order,
PORTABLE COOKING STOVES of single and

double 3 and 4 inch burners, Tin and Wrought-
iron Enamelled Ware. &c.

Terms—Viary Moderate.

IN'NES & CO.
(J.Innes,Late Head Assistantto Stbuart& Co.)

CARRIAGE BUILDERS.

36 and 37, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Carriages of every description, built to order,

latest designs and improvements, material and

workmanship guaranteed.

Bepairs carefully and promptly executed.!

Oiling rates to be had on application.

Carriages sold on commi^ipa-^ s per cent.

ESTIMATES ^ DRAWINGS FURNISHED.

CXZABGES MODERATE.

: I >1

THE INDIAN MIBBOR.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(In Advance.)

Town.

For One Month
„ Three Months
,, Six Months
„ Twelve Months

Rs.
••• ... 2

... 6

... 12

... 24
The above includes subscription

Sunday Edition.
(Single Copy Two Annas.)

Mofussil.
For One Month ... ... 3
,, Three Months ... ... g
„ Six Months ... ... ig
,, Twelve Months ... ... 32

Foreign.

For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 48
II II (via Brindisi) ... 64

Sunday Edition.
( Both for Town and Mofussil. )

For One Month ... ... ... 1

,
Tifree Months ... ... ... 2

„ Six Months ... ... ... 5

„ Twelve Months... ... ... 10

( Single Copy Four Annas. )
Foreign.

For Twelve Months y^via Southampton) 12
II 11 (yia Brindisi) ... H

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.
For casual Advertisemenis 2 annas uer
No Advertisement charged for less

Ruoee.
For special contract rates apply to the M

As. P.

8 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
to the

6 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

€ 0
10 0

0 0
8 0
0 0
0 0

7 0

14 0

line,

than a

anager.

Printed and published for the Proprietor by W. C.
SdOR, at the Seu Press at No. 2 British Indian
Street, Caloatta.
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the Episcopal Church, without being obliged
to listen to a lengthy discourse from a too often

uninteresting preacher.

:o:

The Unitarians of London celebrated with
great eclat the 100th birth-day of Dr. Chan-
ning. Some three thousand people assembled
at St. James’s Hall, where there were tea and
speeches. Among the speakers were Dr.
Martineaii, Dean Stanley and Professor W.
B. Carpenter.

:o;

XIEUTEB’S TBZiEG-BAZa.

MORE APPOINTMENTS.
London, 1st May.

Earl Cowper is appoined Lord-Lieutenant
of Ireland, Lord O’Hagan, Lord-Chancellor
of Ireland, and Mr. Osborne Morgan, Judge
Advocate-General. No news of the Atalanta
training ship.

(Sditorial

The proposal to abolish Paley’s Evi-
dences and Butler’s Analogy from the list

of subjets for the M. A. was rejected at the
last meeting of the Senate of the Calcutta
University.

:o;

How many sceptics have you converted
by means of your own life ? Let each believer

ask this question for himself. If the answer
be, “None,” then so much the worse for him
and his faith.

— :o:

*

The only objectionable element in the new
Parliament is the presence of Mr. Bradlaugb,
the atheist. How any enlightened constitu-
ency could return him as an M. P. more than
passes our understanding.

:o:

Mr. Goldwin Smith says that if a real
and religious -philosophy is possible, the pre-
sent is the time for its appearance. We
shall supplement it by the assertion that if a
real religion is possible, the present is the
time for its apperance.

:o:

The author of a recent volume on the
“ Origin of Man” says that “ physical
science has its fashions like metaphysics, that
theories are ever changing, and that Dar-
winism and pre-historic archasology twenty
years from to-day may be both forgotten.”

A“ Church without Sermons ” has been
established in New York for the benefit of
those who (h'Siie j^'u in the services of

The Rev. J. H. Harpster, of Hays City,

Kan. United States, writes to request us
to enlist his name as a subscriber to the

Sunday Mirror. He concludes by saying,
“ May Hari, our Father and Mother too,

speed you in your good work.” We cordially

reciprocate his good wishes.

:o:

As the results of the elections will influence

the destinies of the world in more ways than
one, we have devoted more space to the dis-

cussion of political matters to-day than we
usually do. We hope our readers will excuse
us if we have held back the usual amount of
religious matter from them this week.

The Bombay Guardian says “Take away
Christianity from India, leave it to its Brah-
moism, its Theosophy, its Pantheism; and
idolatry would hold the fort against them all.

Nothing so effectually saves man from the
thought of a holy God. And did not so learn-
ed a man as Sir Richard Temple honor the
worship of Gunputi by his attendance ?” Our
contemporary contradicts himself. W as not
Sir Richard Temple a Christian? If so, has
the presence of Christianity served to destroy
idolatry ?

-:o:

A CONTEMPORARY believes that a quiet,

well-governed temper has much to do with
health and longevity, and ventures to say :

—

“ It may be safely doubted whether a single

instance can be found of a man of violent and
irascible temper, habitually subject to storms
of ungovernable passion, who has arrived at a
very advanced period of life. It is, therefore,

a matter of the highest importance to every one
desirous of preserving * a sound mind in a
sound body’ to have a special care,amid all the
vicissitudes and trials of life, to maintain a
quiet possession of his own spirit.”

:o:

The Society of Free-thinkers in Paris is a
large Association numbering over 15,000
members, and keeps one of its chief fetes
on Good-Friday, when it obliges its members
to feast in contradistinction to the fast of
the Christians. Professedly formed with a
view to the “propagation and defence of
free-thought, its members recognising no
dogma and no religion,” the Society, under

the pretext of abolishing all forms of
worship, is simply establishing a new
religion with ritual and ceremonies. Thus,
we learn from the Parisian that the Society
is engaged in fixing the ceremonies which
are to enhance the dignity of the three great
acts of civil life—birth, marriage and death.
Private meetings take place once a week,
and general assemblies every three months,
when free-thought furnishes as fertile a
theme for pulpit oratory as religious’ subjects.'

Members pay a monthly subscription, and one
is composing a “ Free-thinkers’ Christman
Carol.” Finally, the Principal of the Society is

called “ His Holiness,” and he in torn speaks
of the weekly meetings as “ lay vespers,”
while the conviction that ought to animate
Free-thinkers has received the name of “civil
faith.”

The Paris correspondent of the Daily News
supplies os with the following particulars re-
garding M. Renan, whose appearance in
London at this season has created great > in-'

terest :

—

M, Renan starts on Monday for London, to,
deliver four lectures on the influence of Rome on
the early Christian Churches. In the course of
the winter I have several times conversed with this
accomplished writer and profoundly religious man. .

The author of “ The Life of Jesus” always speaks-
with affectionate reverence of the Church in which
he was brought up. Nevertheless, it appears to
me that he has for ever quitted Romanism, M.
Renan is suffering from acute rheumatism. The
last time I saw him, his arm was in a sling, and
the sharp pains and swellings in the wrist.joint
and fingers were accompanied by fever, from
which he has never been entirely free since he
was in the Holy Land. Within the last year he
has quitted the well-known dwelling in the Rue.
St. Guillaume, and is now living on the first floor
of an old house in the Rue Tournon, in the
immediate vicinity of the Luxembourg, and be-
tween a vast and silent courtyard and a shady
garden. The ceilings are high pitched and the
rooms spacious. Everywhere except in the salon -

the walls are hidden with books. There they^
are adorned with paintings by the illustrious Ary t

Scheffer, Madame Renan’s uncle
; and by her

father, Henri Scheffer, the painter of the arrest
of Charlotte Corday, which for many years was i

in the Luxembourg, and now adorns the cabinet
of M. Cochery. M. Renan works in a roomy '>

chamber between a fireplace in which at all sea-
sons big logs burn and a window commanding
a view of the garden. Thick carpets are laid down
on the floor, and on the big tables and desks there
is a litter of books and papers with which tidy
maid-servants never interfere.

Mr. Grant Duff, in the coarse of one of
his recent addresses to his constituents,' said
that some years ago, when Mr. Gladstone’s ,

Administration was in power, a clever Tory
who hated both Mr. Gladstone and his Ad-
ministration, wrote the following acrostic ?

G was the great man, a mountain of mind;-.
L a logician, expert and refined ;

A was an adept in rhetoric’s art,

D was the dark spot he had in his heart
;

S was the sophistry led him astray
;

T was the truth that he bartered away *

O was the cipher his conscience became
;N the new light that enlightened the same*

13/ was the evil one, shouting for joy,
i

• “At it, and down with it, Gladalont, my i»f‘
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This acrostic was repeated ia a drawing room

in the presence of a young lady of good Libe-

ral principles, and the daughter of a well-

known memoer of Parliament,' who, without

leaving the room, went to a table and wrote

this answer to it :

—

6 isthe geDrastbatigoverns the nation
;

L are tiie Lords, who require education ;

A is the animus raised by the great ;

D are the donkeys who fear for the State

;

S ia the Standard that Liberals raise ;

T are the Tories who howl in dispraise
;

O ’s Opposition, wanting a head ;

N is the nation, not driven, but led
;

E is old England, shouting for joy,

‘‘Stick to 'the Government, Gladstone, my boy.’

The reading of this reply, says an English

paper,' was igreeted v\witb loud and prolonged

cheering by Mr. Grant Duff’s friends.

POLITICAL NOTES.

The' constitution of the Ministry calls for a

remark or two. It is certainly as strong a

Cabinet a8<could have been formed under the

circumstances, combining in it ability, intellect,

vigour and wisdom. The only fear is lest the

radicals turn naughty' and help to upset the

Government. It' most be admitted that the

Ministry is more Radical than we expected
;

but the admission of this element"may[lead to

good, and in this way. Being in office and

not forming the majority in the House of

Commons, the Radicals may learn the wisdom

of making concessions and thus avoid a con-

flict. But the danger is not from within, but

from without. The country may grow

sick of extreme' measures and be sub-

ject) to a reactioujo We hope, however,

for the best. The fact that ’there are such

wise heads as 'Messrs;' Gladstone and Bright,

liOrds'^Granville, Hartington and Northbrook

in the Cabinet, renders the position of the

Ministry for the present a safe one. We only

trust that they will not disappoint India.

:o:

The more we study Mr. Gladstone after the

recent events, the more we are filled with ad-

miration for his character. The man who at

the age. of seventy-one, after retiring from

active life in Parliament, has consent-

ed to sacrifice . ease and comfort at the sim-

ple call of duty, and given his life once again

to the service of the country and Crown, most

be a man of more than ordinary attainments.

Our admiration is heightened by the singular

disinterestedness with whicho hei has chosen

his colleagues. We may mention one instance

of this. Mr. Gladstone is known to be a

taunch High Churchman, and, what is

more, he is a< sincere hater of Roman Catholic-

ism.
^
Some of the stoutest battles which

he fought were with Papacy, and some of

the strongest expressions he uttered related

to the^' claims of the supreme Pontiff.

Could such a man choose a Roman

Cfttbplio tof^ be the V Yioeroy', of: India?

Shortly alter his return from America, Lord

Ripon announced his conversion to Roman

Catholicism. The news was received with sur-

favor of the United States. Many people
profess to see in this conclusion a matter of

prise, audit produced very great sensation.

It is believed that this occurrence

impelled Mr. Gladstone to enter into his con-

troversies with the Catholic world with only

the greater ardour and vigour. In one of his

numerous pamphlets he expressed the doubt

whether an English Catholic could be a loyal

subject of the Crown. For such a man to

appoint the Marquis of Ripon to the Vice-

royalty of India indicates singular liberality

and breadth of views, and proves to

us conclusively that where the interests

of the country are at stake, Mr. Gladstone

would readily merge religious differences

and sacrifice all personal peculiarities at

the altar of the public good. All honor to

such a man. May he be spared' to the country

for many, many years yet to come.

:o:

India will now be ruled by three Marquises.

The Marquis of Hartington in the House of

Commons, the Marquis of Lansdowne in the

House of Lords,' and the Marquis of Ripon in

Government House, Calcutta, will wield

our destinies and govern us for good or for evil.

We hope for the best, for both Lords Har-

tington and Ripon are known as able and ex-

perienced men,whose views on matters of State

incline to the side of right and justice. India

has been peculiarly honored by the way

in which the new appointments have been

made. It is a matter of pride to us that the

nobleman who ought to have been the Prime

Minister of England has chosen India House

for the sphere of his work. The leader of the

Liberal party in the House of Commons has

had ample facilities for acquiring information

regarding India, and his views on all questions

must be entitled to the highest respect. As

for the Marquis of Ripon, we know he is an

able and reliable statesman, just the man re-

quired for a crisis like this. It is in the first

place a matter of no little honor to us that a

Cabinet Minister who once sat as the Secretary

of State for India should have condescended to

accept the lower office of Governor-General. In

the second place, we rejoice that Lord Ripon

comes to os with the reputation of a tried

administrator and man of business. In 1866

we think he took some part in the educational

questions of India. Later on he was employ-

ed by Mr. Gladstone to carry out an achiev-

ment in diplomacy, one of the grandest, if not

the grandest, ,, recorded in history. He was

sent out as a Commissioner to treat with the

Washington Government on the disputed

subject of the Alabama claims. The result of

bis mission was that the two Governments

agreed to refer the claims to arbitration, end-

uing ipipthe.,,well-known .Geneva award in

the deepest humiliation, as if Christ had ever

taught that it was a disgrace to confess a

.1 wrong. Never, we believe, did England oc-

cupy a prouder position than on this occasion,

for the Geneva award was itself one of the

noblest achievements a of Christianity. It

proved how two countries could refrain from

I

fighting, and be friends again by compromise
;

1

and, secondly, it proved the folly/ and wicked-

ness of war as a means of settling interna-

tional disputes. Lord Ripon inspires the

greatest confidence in us, simply because

he took part in this grand trumph of faith

and reason. Those who believe that both Mr.
Gladstone and Lord Ripon were wrong
in making their graceful concession, are the

worst enemies that England may - have—-they
are worse than infidels.

;o:

Letters received by the last mail tell us

much about Mr. Lai BJohan Ghose’s doings

in England. Shortly after his arrival there

he had to do something to dispel the

influence of the misleading opinions of

Sir Richard Temple as set forth in

his speech before the electors of East Wor-
cestershire. Sir Richard’s reception was by

no means of a pleasant description. As
soon as he began to defend the Im-

perial policy of Government and said

that it was a policy which had a

soothing effect upon the higher classes of the

country, he was hissed and interrupted with

cries of “ We don’t want you !” The distur-

bance was so great that Sir Richard was

obliged to leave the place and go to another

town to finish a speech which he bad begun

in the former. Mr. Ghose had to write to

the Dail^ News to contradict the state-

ments put forth by the ex- Governor. The

I letter to that paper was, of course, copied

j in the other journals, and it did much to

help the Liberal cause in the elections. Our

countrymen will observe that Mr. Ghose

had no chance of offering himself as a candi-

dute for membership in Parliament. But

there is hope yet. He bas been advised that

he may present himself at any one of the

bye-elections that may be held at any

moment. The numerous friends of Mr. Ghose

,

both in England and in India, wish that he

should present himself as soon as a vacancy

occurs.Our readerswill thus see that he may be

called to appear at any moment. Should not

our countrymen he ready to stand by him as

soon as the opportunity occurs ? They know

certainly that an election puts the candidate

to great personal expenses, and unless his

countrymen help him with money, we may lose

the chance altogether of seeing him an M. P.

We think,therefore, that no time should be lost

in devising the necessary measures for the

occasion. All friends should immediately

meet to take practical steps, and a subscrip-

tion list should be opened to defray the ex-

penses. We are glad to learn that a Com-

mittee will soon be formed for this purpose, .

consisting of representatives from all sections
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and classes of the Native community. Such
a Committee, once formed, will, we are sure,
find hearty co-operation in every province and
capital city of the empire. We wish this
niovement Godspeed. It must command
the deepest sympathy and heartiest good
wishes of all. Only let our country-
men remember the golden maxim. Now
or Never. A moment’s ilelay may break
down the entire movement and dash the
hopes of ail sincere lovers and well-wisher of
the country. Is there one whose heart will
not dance at the prospect of seeing one of his
countrymen an M. P. ? The thought itself
is cheering, and it makes us wish
more than ever the prolonged prosperity
and safety of the British Government,
under whose benign rule even such a wish as
we have indicated becomes possible.

MIRROR

THE UNIVERSITY OF HEAVEN.

The New Dispensation has been to us an
ever-refreshing source of new light and life.

It has literally opened our eyes and made us
see things which formerly were invisible to us.
At the touch of this wand nature herself has
suddenly opened her pages, and behold ! in
every leaf, and every bud and every flower
in every creeping insect and in every
highly organised living being, there is
Hari revealed in His glory and power.
History shows us the working of Pro-
vidence, and no grand event but has some
mysterious purpose for the benefit of humanity.
The New Dispensation has furnished us
with a good key, and wherever we apply
it, there is a vast treasure house of truth
opened to us. No book but reveals some
deep, hidden meaning. To confess the truth
the New Testament, and especially theGos- el’

of St. John, never appeared more instruc-
tive and more suggestive than 't did
under the charm of the New ' Dispensa-
tion. And shall we pay that Jesus was
never more beautiful ? How much the charac-
ter of a devout Brahmo has been modified and
influenced by the spell of the theism under this
Dispensation ! Not the highest only, but
the lowest and meanest of creatures and things
appear to us endowed with a beauty truly
heavenly. It is the fashion witli people to hate
and detest those that are placed lower in the
social scale. In this sense our Ciiristian rulers
despise the Natives, and in this sense also
Christian missionaries hate the religions of the
land. Of coarse, Christ, when he lived, mixed
with publicans, harlots and sinners; hut his
disciples who rule India are wiser than he, for
they hate the plebeians and niggers and bve
men of. their own race and clime. Christ
loved all men, and he esteemed those who
did the will of the Father. But his mis-
sionaries hate every thing that is non-Chris-
tian, even those who love the Father but not
according to their method and plan. Thus
these Chistians know not the modes of conciliat-
ing the people of o^ller religions—they hate
them, call them infidels, imposters, unbelievers.
If Christianity has failed in India, it is be-
cause it is unable to appreciate what is good
and noble in other religions. In this respect
we are convinced theism is far more
fitted to appeal to the sympathies of
men, for it is the religion of all. The
highest and the lowest are respected in
it. From fetishicism to the highest monotheism
every genuine religions sentiment is treated
with respect. To ns every prophet is a
messenger of God, and no truly religions man
can be an impostor. Before a Brahmin

^^ploring the heights ol yoga y before the

pious Moulvie declaring in fiery language
the oneness of God, before the devout mission-
ary preaching the lessons of the crosswe maintain the attnde of children. For

^
this world of trial and discipline

r '«««•» and
?row. The Father in heaven sendeth us
to this great school where there are numer-
ous teachers graduated from heaven’s univer-
sity, and at the feet of them all we sit to
gather wisdom. True eclectism is not pride, it

the worship of names. Bat it is true humility-the humility of students at the feet ofgreat masters. We do not choose our
masters, but God chooses them for ns.When we read a book, we do not choose
the passages which suit us best; it
IS the light that comes to ns from heaven
that reveals the truths that are in them.
I he world ,3 a vast school, we are its
pupils, and God the Father chooses the
masters to whom we are to go. It is in this
spirit of children that we approach the
religions of the world. The New Dispen-
sation reveals unto us the will of God which
leads us to the^ various classes of learning
conducted by diflferent teachers. We thus
go and take lessons from Jesus, Mahomed
and Chaitanya, and recognise in all the
grand University of Heaven.

THE NEW MINISTRY,—OUR SUG-
GESTIONS.

In the usual course of things politics seems
to have little or no interest to the student of
theology. But situated as India is at the
present moment in relation to the ruling coun-
try, Providence, we believe, has decreed other-
wise. The recent elections are to us matters
of religious interest. There is God in nature

;there is God in history
;

there is God in Par-
liament. Who that has eyes can believi.
o herwi.se? In the march of a valiant band
of Liberal statesmen into the great national
council of the empire, the devout eye sees
the hand of Providence. Surely the change
of Ministry m the midst of a arave
jnd unprecedented political crisis, sucir as
England is now passing through, is a
momentous religions event. A new Minis-
try inspires new thougths and aspirations in
onr minds The

_

Indian heart looks not
mere|y with political interest, but with pro-
found religious trust an<l hope to the future
the nation seems to say with one heart—wit-
ness its touching and enthusiastic outpour-
ings through its accredited organs in the
press m all tlm great centres of thought,
Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras—that the
Golden Age of econorav. justice and
honesty 18 drawing near. In the spirit ofJohn the Baptist, England will repent
and make amends for the past, and in the
spirit of Jesus give unto hungry and thirstv
India and its heavy-laden millions the saving
gospel of good government. Verily a » king-
dom of heaven” in politics shines brightly
before the trusting eye of onr aggrieved
counGyinen’ and all hearts from Peshawar
to Madras are looking forward to its reali-
zation Perhaps the people are too sanguine.
1 hat the new Ministry will redress all their
grievances and remove all their sorrows
IS, indeed, too much to expect. Will India
become at once the abode of joy and
peace and blessedness under a Liberal Go-
vernment

?
^

Let us warn our countrymen
against forming an exaggerated estimate of
the merits and capacities of those who have
just come into power. A Liberal Ministry
la not the perfection of governnient. Tho

Liberals are not immaculate saints. A Liberal
administration does not meaii India’s mille-
nium. They are men,and will err and blunder
like other men. They are good men, and*
some of them, Gladstone aboye all, are men of
God, and they will, for they are destined to do
India incalculable good. But we do not expect
perfection from them. Even with the best of
intentions they may and must fail to do fall
justice to their high stewardship. We must
take into account the tremendous difficnitiea
which beset the Indian Government, and lie
in the way of our political amelioration. Set
aside professions and promises,—will the
Liberals prove practically equal to the ‘Her-
enlean task of delivering India ^-from
its ten thousand evils, political, economical
and social ? No. Let not onr country-
men expect too mneh from them, lest they
should be disappointed. Let our hopes be
moderate and our expectations limited. ^ Let
ns hope and trust that they will try their
best and do all the good they can. Even
this is a great deal, and for this we feel
thankful to God. We welcome the Liberal
Ministry on principle, and not from a utili-
tarian calculation of ultimate benefits. We
honor these men, Gladstone and Bright
Northbrook and Fawcett, because we look
upon them as men of conscience, and
sincerely believe that whatever their short-
comings and incapacities may be, they will
usher in the Reign of Conscience in Indian
politics. These men detest pomp and osten-
tation

;
tinsel and glitter they hate. They

abominate dishonesty and ungodly diplomacy.
They value truth and fear God. They are*

Christians. Therefore our hearts rejoice when
we see the portfolio of Government pass
into their hands. We rejoice in the dis-
placement of unprincipled Conservatism by
the fixed and steady principles of conscien-
tions Liberalism. The prospect of a truly moral
government taking the place of expediency,
and Christian honesty chasing away the re-
morseless vagaries and immoralities of God-
less politics, makes our hearts glad. iThis
is the secret of that sober and qualified re-
verence with which the more religious amon<»
the educated Natives of India contemplatu
the rise of the Liberal power. TI10 Liberals
ought (o note this. Let conscience underlie
all their administrative and legislative
measures, and we shall be satisfied.
Taxation and irrigation are small matters
and we do not seek primary reform in these.
It is in the fundamental and deep principles
of administration that (he work of reform
must begin. Honorable gentlemen of the
new Ministry, tell us solemnly and uneqnivo-
cally that you will do what is right. Give
us assurance that in all’ circnmstances you
will subordinate politics to truth and God
and that you will rule over us as Christiaii
men. Do you wish to know, do you care
to know, what we want of you ? We will
tell you presently. We want things which
thouo;h simolo, mast seem to the astute
Fioliticians of the world altogether absurd
and impracticable. Nevertheless,we must say
what we feel even at the risk of being laugh-
ed. at as dreamers and idealist reformers.
Our suggestions are these (1) A domestic
Chaplain should always be with the Viceroy
and try by daily ministrations to give him
Christian counsel. (2) The meetings of
the Governor-General’s Council should always
open with prayer to be oflFered by the
above Chaplain. (3) No appointment, civil
or military, should be made except with the
sanction

_

of the Bishop of the diocese.

(4) Claims to promotion should be regulated*
by periodical examinations, in which both
ability and character should be tested. (5) -The
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Serraon^the Mount should form one of ti»e

subjects of examination, and the exammers

should be appointed by the Bisliop o

diocese. , ,

Christian England, wilt thou hesitate

to adopt these suggestions ? We pause for

a reply.

LORD LAWRENCE MEMORIAL.

We have to acknowledgo with many thanks

the Leipt of a copy of the Report of a

public meeting held m furtherance of the

movement for a national ™e™orial to the

late .Lord Lawrence, at th& Mansion H ,

London on the 13th February last Onr

oninion’is that India ought to take a leadmer

pLtin the mcenaent
''>“f

initiated to do honor to one of

raraKinaf Vicsrovs thst oamo to rule over us.

It was only the other day that, after having

entrioated himself from *e meshes o Indmn

Dolitios and in the midst of his well^arneo

Lpose, ’disturbed towards ‘>?e end unhappi ,

by a physical inermity as painful as it was

unforLate, he fought

he predicted too clearly to be "»*

Lord Lawrence fought against the Afgha"

policy of the late Government with a

neasLd heroism worthy of the cause which

he represented; and by the ««>** ”

which ate now transpiring, ’'’j"
J

‘

he was not correct, even prophetic in all tliat

he said ’ So many months have elapsed since

the declaration of war ;
and has

been conquered? Battles have been fought

and victories won, but the Afghan heart re-

mains as stern and stubborn as ever, ibe

history of this war may be

circle which always repeats itself. i

Lma is acted over and over again

and this will go on till the bad busi

ness is got rid of by some means or other.

The Britfsh mind has endorsed the wisdom of

Lord Lawrence’s utterances by returning a

maiority to Parliament that will speak with

no uncertain sound, and it is almost a.

^

moment of this triumph that the ^ention of

the public is drawn to his career. We are sye

thaAhe appeal of the inHuential committee

4 responded fo with alacrity by the large

number of Lord Lawrence s friends '’'’“ in

Tn^rand in England. The most inauential

among the statesmen of the ruling country

hro spoken in favor of the movement

an” the example which they have set

ought to he contagions here also. Ther

iw special reasons why Lord Lawrence s

memol^y should be dearly
togLn'f

served by onr countrymen. Not to speaK oi

the brilliant administration of his five

we shall dwell here upon one special feature

If it which, we are sure, will commend itself to

tL approbation of the educated Native com-

nrnnitv in all the presidencies. Lord L.aw

was a sincere friend of Native progress

Hrwas not fond of show or insincerity ;
he

M not side with p-ejudiee or “

r Sken notions of those whom

he ea™ to govern. Bat whenever he

found a genuine offshoot of progress and

liberal education, he fostered and ''

with real tenderness and affection. Modes

illuming he always was, «»^ h,s pares •

solicitude for the education of the vas

millions under his care was as deep

Durine the five years m the least so

Sat he was Viceroy, he

u 4. a TTniversity Convocation, tie

nerer occupied the Chancellor’s

but»lw»y» toot
*

of spectators and liearers. That was quite

characteristic of the man, not outwardly

taking part in these exhibitions, yet^ sympa-

thising with them deeply and sincerely.

There was another thing. He was always

anxious that those young men whom

he saw hon'ired and rewarded, should be

worthy of the love and confidence of^ their

country. He wished to give them the highest

education and best training which it was

in the power of the British Government to

give. With this view he established a number

of State scholarships by means of which young

men of good education and family might go to

England and complete their studies. Unfortu-

nately, however, worse counsels prevailed in

the council chamber of the Secretary of State,

and Lord Lawrence’s admirable scheme was

set aside. The Duke of Argyll, with a blind-

ness which can hardly be believed, adopted

the retrograde coarse of vetoing the measure—

-

a course which we may say is the logical

perent of that virtual exclusion of Natives

from the Civil Service which disgraced

the late Conservative Ministry. One retro-

grade action leads to another, and we may

say that it is to the Duke of Argyll’s short-

sighted measure that the recent policy of

Government may in some measure be traced.

In justice to the Duke, we may be allowed to

say that His Grace also passed an Act

for the better governmant of India ;
but

there was this difference between an Act of

Parliament and the vetoing of an excellent

scheme—that while the former has never

been carried into practice, the latter has

led to the exclusion of Natives from the

Civil Service. In this, as in many other

respects, Lord Lawrence was wiser and more

farsighted than his superiors at the India

Office. He knew the Natives, and had

studied their needs and requirements well.

His scheme was, therefore, calculated to sti-

mulate their aspirations in a manner not

derstood by the authorities at home. We

attach special importance to this measure, be-

cause our readers will thereby be able to judge

of His Excellency’s character, how he bad at

all times the real welfare of the people at heart,

and how modestly and unassumingly he tried

to do them good. The Committee which has

been formed in London, with Lord Napier of

Magdala at its head, recognises this gracefu

feature in Lord Lawrence’s administration and

it has very wisely and generously resolved

that the scheme which was passed by tliat

ruler but which was subsequently vetoed,

should not to allowed to drop, but that

it should be revived in another form.

In its appeal to the public it says

“It is believed that so many persons be-

longing to all classes, both in India and Eng-

land, will be anxious to do honor to the

memory of Lord Lawrence, that they will

contribute ranch more than sufficient to erect

the proposed statue ;
and out of the surplus

the Committee desire either to found

scholarships for the education of young

Indians in England, or in some other way

to confer benefits on Indians who come to

this country. Thus to strengthen the connec-

tion between England and India will perpe-

tuate the memory and work of Lord Lawrence

in a mode of which he himself would approve.

We admire the generous spirit of this appeal,

and are sure that it will be appreciated by the

educated Natives of India. It is the excellen

Philanthropic and Christian lives o our

rulers that serve more than any thing else to

strengthen the connection between England

and India. It is wise measures and beneti'

cent legislation that, more than your Afghan

Xs have served to establish British influence

ia the hearts of the people. H the Com.
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mittee has found out an excellent device to

draw the bond closer that unites the two

countries, it is only because it has chosen

to be guided by the spirit of that great man

whose loss we so sincerely mourn. We hope

the appeal of the Committee will be

cheerfully responded to in India. Our coun-

trymen have here an opportunity for testifying

to their gratitude in a manner which will

ultimately benefit themselves.

W E understand that our missionary brethren at

Nyni Tal have been invited to visit Almora.

Bhai Amrirta Lai lately visited Kabashtikri,

Goshaimalpara, Bamanjole and Bhastara in the

District of Hughli. There were open air preachings

sanMrtan. At the last place he held Dmne
service at the house of the local Zemindar, Babu

Jogeswar Sing.

A BrahmO marriage was celebrated in the city on

Wednesday, the 21 st ult. The bridegroom was Babn

Dwarka Nath Bose Mozumdar.Snb-Deputy Magis--

trate and Collector, and the bride Sriimti Kamini

Devi, a Brahmica, educated at the Metropolitan

Female School of the Indian Reform Association.

The marriage ceremony took place at PeaceCottage,

Upper Circular Road, and was conducted by

Pindit Aghore Nath
_

Gupta, who was assisted by

Bhai Gour Govinda Rai.

True worship annihilates distance and disunion,

—such was the substance of the sermon preached

by the minister at Nyni Tal on Sunday last, before

a small congregation of friends, among whom were

two highly intelligent graduates from Almora.

The Minister said that Calcutta and Njni Tal, and

devotees in the most distant parts of the earth,

nay even the spirits of the departed all meet to-

gether in the unseen spirit land round the throne

of the one Supreme.

BRAHMO PULPIT.

Unity and Multiplicity of the God-head.*

Brahmos, listen attentively to the

unity and multiplicity. As every thing canbp

a“d mad. whole, so God >• hTmssinl
entirety and is sometimes divided. G^ himselt is

Se eternally indivisible Being, but the devo ees,

unable to comprehend Him as a totali y,

divide Him into fragments, and take up only

one fragment of His nature and attribute^ and

?hi coLmplate Him within themselves. During

the Vedic period, when the yogis used to realize the

indivisible God face to face,they never enquired—

J^Xt was the Deity ? What were Hia nature and

attributes’” They believed that God was incom-

“pSSSi;, bayond tbo grasp . »
. V°e"dta

ledse The true central principle of

phiSophy lies in the following Sanskrit «SoU :

“ ThaA know God is not true, nor that I do no

1 TTi«i is true ” That state of the soul, in

trh^rh God is believed as Indivisible and Incom-

prehensible. is the real state of

hi that state, there is no influence of the intellect,

but it is all yooa (communion). The yogi, m the

teUness of his soul, is absorbed in the unity of his

Ddtr But when the Vedic period was gone and

the Pur»n?a time came, then the pb>le»pli.e m.nda

Vipiran fco enciuirs into tho nature of God

Lked, “ who is He that creates and 8'^‘^ains this
asiseu, «TL,„x He ’ Is He Father,

Sd?” When they received

no ^reply to these searching questions, they

Wan te cut Him into pieces by the sword of

their intellect, and carve oat ^nd ‘ake "p

ments of His attributes according to thmr ^n
Sney One said :

“ I like Love, and so He who

is made of Love and is full of it is ray object of

worship ” From the soft nature of his own heart,

".ToSaded that God notbiag .Ise'but^.e,

and 80 he believed in that

the more he deeply contemplated of

the more disposed was he to imagine the aitt®r®°'

manTtetatioS. of that mercy. Man bemg nnab^e

to adore Infinite Mercy, also cut

Because Godin His "^eroy SU'es food to

hungry,he therefore imagined a

and^ called her Annapurna. To^ this ma

^i^^he^ubstance of a sermon delivered

1 Minister at the Brahma Mandir on Sunday even-

I
iog, the lltb April 1880.
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God was nothiog else than annapurna herself.

Thus God has been, as it were, divid-

ed into so many parts, each part being;

set up as a perfect one by itself. There are some

who fail to trace God’s mercies in this world, but

finds only the manifestations of a great power.

He finds this power working everywhere. To him,

therefore, God, the Creator of this universe, is no

other than a great force, the primeval force from

which has emanated all that we see around.

This Power or Force again is sub-divided into

various fragments. To the worshippers of Sakti

(power) the great Force is everything. They

do not recognise the eternal wisdom, love and

purity of God. Some have taken up only

God’s wisdom. They study the scriptures,

and try their best to know and define God
through the force of their intellect. Thus

the indivisible, all-pervading spirit, full of

eternal bliss, has been broken into fragments during

later Pnranic times
;
and instead of one, three

hundred and thirty millions of gods and eoddesses

are worshipped. Each of these represents a

distinct attribute of God, and has been embodied

as such. Hence arose idolatry. In the prin-

ciple of idolatry itself there is nothing derogatory

to God’s glory. The object of idolatry is not a

conscious disregard of the glory of God. But

it is the worship of a broken fragment of

God. It recognises a divided deity. We find

that in different parts of the world people have

taken up different fragments of God. One in

England and another in China and a third in

India. Each sect or denomination considers its

religion as superior to all other systems, and while

loving and revering its own prophets, it ridicules

and reviles the prophets of other religions Thus

there is a quarrel between one fragment of God

and another. There is fight between Vaishnavats

and SaUas, between Hindus and Buddhists,

between Christians and Mussalmans. The real

cause of this is the division of the Godhead.

God’s power, wisdom, love and mercy are

taken up separately, and a fight takes place

among sects, in consequence. Though, in fact,

there is no quarrel, no disunion of these attributes

in God Himself. But when these attributes aread-

ded up, then shall one undivided God be worship-

oed, and then shall there be an end to all discord

and disunion among mankind. It is the mission of

Brahmoism and the new Dispensation to bring

about this state of affairs. Brahmoism has col

lected the different scattered frairments into ai

entire and all-pervading Being. Brahmoism, ac

cording to eclectic principles, has taken the

head, i. e. wisdom, from some ;
the hand,

i. e. work, from others ;
the heart, i. e. Bhakti,

from a third ;
and has thus made a perfect ideal

of true religion. Therefore, brethren, give up

division and multiplicity, and take up the religion

of yoga. Know and believe that God is ever an

Indivisible Being, and be always loyal subjects in

the kingdom of that One Great King

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIBHOR.”

Sib,—

T

he Managing Committee of the East

Bengal Brahmo Somaj, under the present regime,

have on many occasions shown their capacity to

do things in utter disregard of all principles ;
but

the one" in which they are at present engaged in

exercising their ill-gotten power, does perhaps

surpass "them all in cleverness. It may be

known to you and to many of your readers that a

small band of Brahmos who in their humble way

have always tried to represent in their lives the

true elements of their holy faith, had to fight a

hard battle and get from the Trustees of the Somaj

the privilege of holding service in the Mandir

ill their own way and on a separate day. Now,

some members of the Somaj, have under the

pretext of correcting certain alleged abuses in the

Somaj. combined to eject the weaker party from

it. With this view they have got soine of

their idolations patrons of the Somaj to sign a

petition to the Managing Committee, who, what-

ever other qualities they may have, possess a

good share of hatred towards the followers of Babu
,

Keshub Chunder Sen. The Committee are now
]

going through the solemn farce of holding mock

meetings and calling for explanations from the

supposed offending party.
. ,

Any one who is at all acquainted with the inner

springs of action in man, when victirnised by

hatred, jealousy, party feeling and the like, can

almost predict what the offshot of all this will be.

But I will not offend your good sense by anticipat-

ing .mything in regard to the case which is still

snl judicc. It might, however, amuse you a good

deal to learn something of the circumstances

which contributed in such a cruel way to

frighten our friends of the other party. A
rumour having somehow got abroad in Calcutta

that Babu 0. C. Dass of this place was

coming back with Babu Keshub Chunder Sen,

and. w"hat was more horrfying, coming with a de-

termination to allow M r. Sen the use of the Vedi

here (which, by the way, he could do by virtue of

the right of the weaker party to have their own

minister), an alarm was raised among the faithful

allies here, who lost no time in betaking

themselves to the expedient of visiting their

idolatrous friends in their houses, and asking for

their help once more in their need. The result of

these interviews has been the petition above allud-

ed to. If the petitioners succeed, they will have the

satisfaction of seeing not only “the dangerous five

orsix” out, but the formidable Mr. Sen likewise !

Hut will you consider it too cruel if 1 undeceive my
friends by telling them that Mr. Sen has anticipat-

ed them ‘ny getting himself accustomed to preach-

ing in the open air f

Yours &c.,

A Well Wisher op the E. B. B. S.

In so far as Christendom is concerned, and

with special reference to its earlier ages, an errant

ecclesiastical partv (resolved now into parties

whose name is “Legion”) has. with the aid of

civil power, dominated the world and put down

the Truth ;
but she has never been without

witnesses, and is rapidly coming to the point

again :— •

“ Truth struck to Earth shall rise again.

The eternal vears of God are hers ;

But mangled Error writhes in pain.
^

And dies among her worshippers’’.

It is surely our privilege to find out the Truth

and oiir duty to welcome it. Can such a procedure

on our part be otherwi=e than acceptable to him

who is the Lord and source of Truth?
,

The promised quotations will be given (D.V.)

in my next letter.

Yours &o.,

J. T. T.

26 April 1880.

" We do not hold ourselves in any way responsible

for the ovinions of our oorresponienU.—¥^V). 8. d/.]

BIBLICAL INSPIRATION AND
INFALLIBILITY NO. XVII.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.

Sir \vL Indian Mirror oi the 21st March,

a writer signing himself ‘‘Y-Z-” aninrad verts

briefiy on some of the “Palpable Contradictions

brought forward by me. I could refute him out

of his own mouth, and feel surely ternpted to

reply • but if, as I remarked in answer to H. I . M.,

I am to reply to every person who imagines he

has solved the difficulties pointed out, my senes

of letters will never come to an end, considering

that scores of “Palpable Contradictions remain

vet to be dealt with. However, notwith-

stanMng this, I am willing in the interests

of Truth to allow myself to be temporan-

Ir diverted from the prosecution of my mam

design. If,therefore,“ Y. Z.” or any other person

will write replies to my letters, giving his name

and address in full, and confining himself to one

“ contradiction” at a time, I, on my part, will

reply to him appending my name and address to

mv letters. . ,,

A venerable book has the following among

many other good maxims—Pwre all things and

holdfast that which is good.
•' Yours &c.,

J, T. T.

Simla, the 23rd April 1880.

BIBLICAL INSPIRATION AND INFALLI-
BILITY.-NO. XVllI.

The “Temptation” Continued.

To THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sib,—

I

now come to the Third Temptation

according to Matthew,which is the second accord-

ing to Luke— “ again the Devil taketh Him up into

ail" exceeding high mountain, and showeth Him

all the kingdoms of the world and the glory of

them.” (Matthew lv.,8.)

To this Luke adds—“ in a moment of time.’

I cannot do better than quote, with intercalary

remarks of my own, what good and learned

men have said on his subject.

Your readers must be well aware that scores of

sermons and tracts have been written on the passage

“ what think ye of Christ ?”— to say nothing of the

innumerable Christologicnl treatises that Christen-

dom has poured forth for hundreds of years. I say

we cannot answer the question, until we have

eliminated frqm the Bible everything that we

can gorove to be tdterly false and untrue. Because

^/J4u8 did not say or do certain things attributed

to him,he must necessarily come to us in a different

character from that in which he is represented to

us in the so-called “ Word of God.” The founda-

tion of what Orthodox Christians have been taught

regarding Jesus is the Biblical record about him,

oil which have been based catechGms, sermons,

doctrinal treatises, hymns, moral tales, and even

pictures and sculpture. But what, I ask, can

become of a superstructure if the foundation

on which it rests is hollow, or at least, hnuey-

combed 1

CHRIST AS A VAIQARI.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

SIR,—I am glad to find that my letter on

“ Christ as a Vaigari”, which appeared in your

paper of 20th March last, has evoked some dis-

ciission in your columns. In your paper of Sunday

last, your correSDondent, “A Missionary”, writing

or the same subject, authoritatively contradicts my
assertion that all Christians repudiate the idea of

an ascetic Christ. He has mentioned names of

eminent Christian evangelists who, believing in

the asceticism of Christ, “ wielded that spiritual

weapon and has referred me to an essay entitled, i

“ Asceticism and Mission Work,” which unfortu-

natelv I have never come across. For all

this I feel thankful to him. But all that

written tends greatly to strengthen my behef that

Christ was actually a mimy* in the strictest sense

of the term. The “Missionary” and others like

him raav reasonably object to the use of the term

“asceticisTi” on the ground of its

outward severity. &c.
; Xre

of the thing is concerned, I believe there

can be no division of opinion.

with us is a peculiar state of .th®

reference to all earthlv things. It is

not external. I so far i^n
fioondent that. “ asceticism must lay

in penitence.” But I go further

it must not stop with penitence. Our 'dea

asceticism or vairagya, whatever they may

choose to call it. is such that “ust

continue with the progress of spirituality

even long after repentance has ceaseQ to

trouble the heart. We believe asceticism to be

a necessarv and a very important factor,n the

spiritual life of man. As indicated in my last letter

we take the word to mean “ the state of being

without any attachment for the things of this

earth ” So. it is quite plain that the more we grow

in spirituality, i. e., the nearer we are to Heaven,

the further awav are we from this earth, and hence

the continual growth and permanency of that state

ofniind is established. I suspect our Christian

brethren are of opinion that by asceticism we mean

something which necessarily and invariably brings

about cessation from all active work,

consequently a thorough estrangement of all

sympathies for this world. But al ow me

to assure them, once for all, that in this they

are greatlv mistaken. For our belief is that though

not slavishly attached to the concerns of tnis mortal

life, there are holier, superior and more abiding

spnngs of action, which impel a truly devout

man to perform his duties in this world.

To turn to another point: I must not here fail to

notice that, however much we may be disposed

tbeoreticallv to distingnish between the ascetic dis-

position of the mind and outward severity, prac-

tioallv it is. indeed, a very hard task to conform to

the nice distinction. It very often turns out, and

I speak this from personal experience, that when

the mind gets imbued with asceticism, there

happen occasions when that state of mind

is made manifest in some outward severity.

Ill such cases, I think, there is nothing

to blame. For it is the law of nature that our

inward feelings must find some co-ordinate expres-

sion in outward action. I admit that it is wrong

and foolish to subject one’s self to physical auste-

rities, when there is no corresponding feeling at

heart, or, to speak more pl.ainly, when he does pot

possess true poverty of spirit.

Mr. Editor, i* is noticeable that onr Chris-

tian brethren seem to have a strong hatred of

the very use of the term “ asceticism. ” To them

it is a sort of bugbear. To them it is associated

with every thing vile, with every thing that is full
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of misery and mortification. Hence they can
never tolerate the aoplication of the word with
reference to Jesus. I quite see where the difficulty
lies. ButI trust that the explanations I have

least in some measure, all
prejudice about the matter. In conclusion. I shall
on y refer to a Bengali saying which, I doubt not.
will clearly show our position with respect to this

j
of asceticism. We believe that we

should be ascetic
, j.e.. we should live in this world

like
_

a water drop on the lotus-leaf.” The lotus-
leaf IS so constituted by nature that when a little
water is poured on it. it is not at all soiled, it does

; ^be water is poured out, and
still there is no mark left on it. Similarly, we
should live and move in the world, and our hearts
should not be defiled or contaminated by the evil
influenceB of thia earth. The prosperity and ad-
versity of this life must not leave any mark on
our hearts. We should work on unaffected by the
hardening influences of time, and be as free
and pure as the air.

Yours &c.,

,
A Seeker after Truth,

The 1st May 1880.

[MAY 2, 1880.

^ieiitifii;. &c.

Through unforeseen circumstances, the publica-
tion of the Hibbert Lectures for 1879 hss only
pist taken place. The subject was 77ie Oriq'm an^Orowthof Fehgion an ilhmtrated hy the ReUqion of
Ancient EgrJpt^^^yV.lJ^.Vs^yo.Y{eno•aL

We understand that tha sale of Canon Farrar’sWegf <^t.Paul, which was published in September
last, has been considerably^^ the sale of
J ne Tjife of Christ by the same author, for the cor-responding period, and that a further edition isnow at press.

§i[oui)i(iial.

ARRAH.

A curiotts Discovery was recent,Tv made by some
Stvrian woodcutters who were felling an ancient
decayed oak in the forest of Drnmmelino-. The
tree was hollow, and as it fell, it disclosed the
skeleton of a man in excellent preservation,
having by his side a powder horn, porcelain pipo.
bowl and silver watch beariner the name H
von Krackowitz 1812. The skeleton appeared to,
he that of a man between thirty and forty whi’e
his teeth were perfect and his high huntin’cr-hoots
i^ntact. Itis supposed that the unfortunate man
had climbed the tree, slipped into the hollow and
being unable to extricate himself had died
starvation.

to mix with the aristocracy. In the list of thedoomed prepared hv the Nihilists, you will thus
probably seethe name of a Brahmin. They have
read that a Brahmin is an aristocrat among aristo
crats

; so that by the death of a Brahmin the
misery of numberless Pariahs may be mitigated to
some extent.” ®

05ali|utt;i *

The following gentlemen have become Life
Members of the Calcutta Zoological Gardens:-

T A -i:

Esq
, Captain C. C. Smerdon,

J. Aikman, Esq.,
’

L Lord Lytton leaves India before the arrival
or his successor, the Acting Viceroy will not be the
senior Member of Council, but the Senior Governor
of a Presidency. The Duke of Buckingham will
in that case be the Acting Governor-Geueral,

During the month of April 1880 sixteen thou-

T
thirty-seven persons visited

the Indian Museum. Of Natives there were 13,936
males and 2296 females, and of Europeans 332
males and 73 females: The daily average of visitors
was 665.

[from a correspondent.]

The 15th April 18S0,

I SHALL feel much obliged, if you will kindly
give' insertion to the following short account of the
work done by Babu. Protap Chunder Mozumdar,
while in this part of the country.

1st April.—Arrived at Bankipore and held Divine
service in the local Brahmo Somaj. The text of the
sermon was “Nirvana,” as understood by the
theist.

Sad April,—h^tt for Gya and met in the even-
ing friends and sympathisers in the house of
a local Pleader. There was Sankirtun and a
discourse on the “ New Dispensation.”
3rd Dilevered a lecture on the School

Hall on the “ External and Real Man.”
4th .dprii.—Sunday.—Thin was the great utsab

day. Service commenced at 7 a. m., and the text of
the sermon was “ The Child’s Haopiness.” The
evening service commenced at about 5 p. m., and
was conducted in both Hindi and Bengali.
6th April.—Ladies’ utsab in the house of one

of the Brahmos, Onen-air meeting in the evening
and procession. His address in front of the
Charitable Dispensary was very successful. The
mob was so very much carried away that a few
Mahomedans were heard to join in the Haribal.

7th April.—'Lett with a few friends for Budha
Qya, the hermitage of the illustrious saint Sakya
Muni. Deputy Collector

, Babu Bimola Churn, had
made all sorts of arrangements for the comfort of
the party, and had pitched a tent very dose to
the river Niranjan. After a flying visit to the
temple,the party returned to their tent, and made
arrangements for their morning worship under-
neath a mangoe tope. It seemed that the spirit

of the great muni hovered all around, when
prayers were being offered. In the evening,
there was a short service near the Bodhi tree, and
solitary contemplation followed till late in the
night. Early the next morning, the party returned
to Gya, and the Reverend gentleman delivered his

promised lecture on “ Sakya Muni” in the local

school, where the Collector of the District, Mr,
Barton, was present.

9th April,—The missionary returned to Banki-
pore, and put up in the residence of a
Munsiff.

10th ApHl.—Saturday—His lecture on “The
Religion of the Brahmo Somaj ” was delivered
in the College Hall, Mr. McCriudle being the
chairman.

11th April,— Tie came to Arra and con-
ducted the usual Sunday service of the local
Brahmo Somaj.
12th April.—Some of the local Brahmos were

delighted and very much edified by some of the
life-anecdotes related by him in a garden near
the station

13th April.—His lecture on “The Brahmo Somaj
as a means of Education.” The chair was
taken by Mr. Edgar, the good Collector, who
complimented the lecturer in warm terms. Six
European gentlemen, including the District Judge
and the Joint-Magistrate, were present.

I4th April. -He was sent for by the Collector
and Commissioner eleot, who was so much pleased
with the Babu and his cause that he took him
out for a drive in the town. Left for Benares by
th« evening passenger train tn route to Lucknow.

A NEW flying-machine has been tried at
Teipsic with scant success. It is the invention
nf a German aeronaut, and consists of a balloon
f'-om which are snsnended three oars, each of
these having 10 or 12 wing's, whieh 'are spt
motion by a crank. On the first trial the inven-
tor occupied the central car, and his assistants
the others, and on the rone beingr cut, the balloon
ascended verv slowlv, then grazed the roofs of the
honses and began to away so violently that the
assistants jumped out in terror. The machine
at once shot up with great velocity, and on
reaching an attitude of 4,000 feet burst and fell
to the ground. Nevertheless. Herr Baumcrartem
asserts that he was not much hurt, and intends
to repeat his experiments outside the town, heliev-
ing that the contact of the house tops spoilt his
scheme by injuring the balloon.

Babu NishiKAnta Chatterji, formerly Pro-
f«»ssor of the vernacular languages of India in the
University of St. Petersburg, has written a long
letter to a friend, extracts from which are piihHsh-
ed in the last number of the Bharati. We give
a free translation of certain passages, from which it
will be found that Babu Nishikanta’s views are
by no means favorable to Rusaian morality.
We should not, however, be hasty judges of
the matter. Sweening remarks upon national
peonliarties are always to be received with
caution. Mr. Ohatterji says:—“ Since my
arrival here, there has been a terrible
row about this professorship. The Minister of
Education, by whom T was invited here, tells me
one thing, the members of the University’ another* * * Society here is divided into many cliques,
and among these the TelaM'ons are generally those
that exist between dogs and cats. Wbat one party
says or does another will surely try to iinsav or
undo. * * * Violent distrust of each other,
slander, backbiting and scandal (in which ladies
probably take a prominent part) remind us of
Sodom Rome, Pompeii, and Versailles in the
eighteenth century. One cannot onen hi.s mind
to his nearest relatives and friends. To sav nothing
of the cafe or restaurant, in St. Petersburg itself
the simpleton who happens to converse on politics,
religion or society,may do so with the prospect of
exile in some ice-covered dungeon in the northern
sens. Is it strange that licentiousness should
prevail in a place, where freedom of discussion is in-
terdicted ? A place where soldiers—the killers of
their own nation—and comedians are the favor-
ite.s, where the destroyers of the best hopes are
decorated with stars.where the scions of the aristo-
cracy learn diplomacy from their boyhood,
also where the girls form their character after
the ethical codes of Prance and Germany what
wonder that such a place should once again
enact the role of Pompeb' ? * * if.

prtunately for me I had been called by the
Vlinistry and not by the University. On my com-
ing here I found out the relations existing between
the two. So that from the first the Professors
began to watch me as a spy of the Minister, and
tried their best to prevent me from becoming
useful. Publicly and in private they did not fail
to injure me. They saw I was a Brahmin, and
they believed that a Brahmin was full of cunning.
Chanakva, Niindkumar and Nana Saheb were
Brahmins; how could a Brahmin be believed?
Deprived o£ the society of the Professors, I began

ROME AND CHRISTIANITY,

M, Renan’s Lectures.

(Christian World,)

The long-announced course of Hibbert Lectures
by the renowned French Academecian, M. Ernesi
Renan, was commenced on Tuesday last at Sa^
George’s Hall, and was attended by a crowded
auditory. As in the case of the recent lecture by
Air. Ruskin, the applications for admission
have been so great that arrangements have been
made for a re-delivery of each of the series on the
morning following the day of the first delivery
The subject of the lectures is the Influence of the
Institutions, Thought, and Culture of Rome
ou Christianity and the Development of the
Catholic Church. M. Renan was introduced by Lord
Houghton, and he began his addre.sa by expressing
the gratification he felt at the invitation be
bad received to continue a course of instruction in-
augurated by his illustrious confrere, Herr Max
Vluller. A great and sincere thought, he said
always fruicifies. More than thirty years ago, the
veneiable Robert Hibbert left a legacy which' was
designed to promote the progess of enlighteued,
Christianity, inseparable, in his view, from the’
progress of science and reason. Wisely interpreted
the foundation would be, in the hands of skilful
administrators, a point of departure for many
“conferences” on all the great chapters of the
religious history of humanity. For why (said the
promoters of the movement) should intellectual
culture, which is good in every other departeut of
thought, not be good also iu the domain of
religion ? Why should the pursuit of truth,
for its own sake and without regard to conse-
quences, be dangerous in theology, when it
is commeuded in social and natural science.
Truth needs no obsequious, complaisant flattery,
the only true homage to be paid to it is to follow
it with a firm resolution to sacrifice everything to
its behests. Dogmatism, however, because it is
dogmatism, is to be everywhere suspected.
We admit that a religious or philosophic system
may include a certain part or phase of truth, but
we deny the possibility of its comprehending the
absolute truth. All the religion, perhaps, is

defective and partial, but it has none the less in it

something of the Divine. The great reformers
and prophets of all ages who have protested
against materialism, and worked for the ac-
complishment of the gieat mission confided
to them, have not worked and died in vain.
The existence of martyrs is no proof of the truth
of the religion for which they have suffered

; iin-

happily, all sects can point to a rich martyrolo^y.
But this, though it does not estasblish the truth°of
their dogmas, proves that religious zeal responds to
something mysterious in the human heart. All
who, in response to this inward emotion, have
laoored to promote liberty of though, and sacrific-

ed their own per-onal interest to truth and justice,
have been true martyrs, and have chosen the better
part. And he who, without knowing why, but by
simple nobility of nature, learns and follows the
art of well doing, is the true stige. The lecturer
then said he had been asked to retrace a passage of
history which was illustrative of these general
thoughts. The origin of Christianity, he said, was
the most heroic episode in the history of humanity ;
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and the world has never seem more devotedness,
more love of the ideal, than were exhibited in the
160 years from the time of the sweet vision of
Galilee under Tiberius to the death of Marcus
Aurelius. It was from the bosom of Judaism
that this extraordinary movement, to which
no other is comparable, went forth. But
Judaism pure and simple could not have con*
quered the world

; some youthful and bold school
sprung from its bosom was needed, having audacity
enough to give up the greater part of the Mosaic
ritual, and to extend itself amongst the Greeks and
Bomaus until the barbarians should be ready for it.

The lecturer then proceeded to deal with the
character of the ancient Latin and other Italioto
religions. Prayer, he said, was a magic formula
operating independently of moral dispositions, and
for the satisfaction of selfish desires, The ritual
directories contained long lists of gods who nre-
sided over all human wants, and to invoke a god
by a wrong name was to incur his dis
pleasure. There were endless deified ab-
stractions, fear, fortune, modesty, genius

; but
the great Homan god was the safety of the
Empire, The Roman religion was essentia-
ly a religion of the State, and thus it was an aria-
tocratic religion. It was a theocracy inverted.
The civil law regulated all acts,and had,no thought
of dogma. The citizen was not to fall short of
giving the gods their due, but to give them any
more was superstition. Cato forbade piety to
slaves, and it was the masters alone who sacrificed

for all the house. Wa^ there ever a religion less

capable than this of becoming the religiou

of the world ? Assuredly not. Its aristocra-

tic character tended to shut out the plebeians

not only from the priesthood, but from the

public cultus. An African, a Gaul, a Syrian,

cared little about a religion that was the
special concern of haughty and tyrannical families.

The effort of Augustus to establish a cultus of the

Homan State did not -ufifice to meet the religious

needs of the heart. There was specially one divini-

ty who could not feel at home in the confraternity

of the Roman gods. It was the god of the Jews,
whom it was impossible to pass off amongst the

local lares. War was plainly imminent between
the Roman State and this irreconcilable and refrac-

tory divinity ; and the highest pitch of irony in all

history was that the god whose worship Rome had
spread throughout the world Was not the old Jupi-

ter, Capitoliuus, or Latiaris, still less the worship
of Augustus, and the genius of the Emperor

; it was
that of Jehovah ;

it was Judaism under its

Christian form which Rome propagated without

wishing it, and yet with such energy that, from a

certain time, the terms Romanism and Christianity

became almost synonymous. The lecturer then

went on to show how Rome, by the creation of its

great Empire, furnished the material condition of

the propagation of Christanity, and also, by crush-

ing out political life, called into existence religious

and social instincts which served as its moral
atmosphere. He could understand, he said, the
indignation of earnest Liberals against a regime
which subjected the world to a frightful

despotism. But political aspirations were
not everything. The old heroism had passed

away, and mankind was crying with the
voice of Virgil for peace and pity. Christiani-

ty responded to the cry of all tender and weary
souls. It could only have been born and have
spread at a time when men had no longer a country.
Christianity like Islam, was a universal religion

and was the foe of nationalities; this was one great

cause of its aggrandisement. The State could only
organise egoism; the Church organised devotion,
which was no less natural to man than egoism,
The pagan temple was never like the synagogue
and the Church in their best days —the common
house, the school, the hostelry, the asylum; and
having none but interested administrators, the old
worship degenerated. In hopes of relief from the
organised vice of the Roman worship, men turned
to Egyptian and Persian mysteries; but around
Greek and Roman gods none rallied. It was only

small sects that sprung up and held out in sucli
crises. It is so sweet to believe, said the lecturer
with a serious pleasantry, that we are of the little
aristocracy of truth; that we possess with a very
small number the depository of good

; adding, some-
what archly,—We have seen the like phenomena
in our own times.
M. Renan was listend to with great attention, and

was warmly applauded at the close of his lecture.

LIB^E AND WORK OP BUCKLE.*

( Spectator,

)

Thb biography of Mr. Buckle has sent us back to
the perusal of the Histoy of Civilisation, and the
perusal of that work has been the occasion of not
a few curious reflections. No one has praised
liberty more loudly than Mr. Buckle has done

;

no one has more fiercely denounced the tyranny of
social custom, and the reactionary tendencies of
morals and religion, as embodied in the Church,
and represented by the clergy. In these respects,
he i8,indeed,only the representative of a largo class-
but the tendencies common to him and to them
have, in his writings, obtained their most complete
expression. Now, the strange thing is, that those
who are loudest in their paise of liberty, and who
welcome with uproarious applause every symptom
of revolt from current opinion, are precisely those
who are strict and rigorous determinists, and are
earnest advocates of the view that the actions of
men ar- necessary consequences of preceding cir-
cumstances. That invariable, certain, and uncon-
ditional sequence rules the actions ef man, is the
doctrine of John Stuart Mill, And Mill wrote a
book advocating a liberty of the widest sweep.
Mr. Buckle s determinism is even more pronounced
than that of Mill, and yet the great bulk of his big
book consists of the praise of freedom, and of the
things and tendencies which make for freedom.
Tail-talk about freedom, and unlimited pane-
gyrics of this glorous England of ours, as
the place where men may think as they
like, and do as they please, have a strange sound in
the lips of those who, in the same breath, tell us
that the actions of men are as rigidly determined
as are the ebb and flow of the tide A new definition
of freedom— a definition which will bring itinto
harmony with the philosophy of determinism— is
sorely needed. As matters stand at present,we have
determinists using language in its time honored and
wonted sense, while the principles and method
of their philosophy make these terms meaningless,
and contradict the facts which they symboliser The
wisest of the Necessitarians was Hume, for he con-
sistently indulged in no idle platitudes about
progress and freedom, but left his doctrine of neces-
sity to produce its proper fruits. Personal and social
freedom on the footing of determinism seems
*^0 us to have no meaning. We have sought
in vain in the pages which record Mr.
Ruckle’s philosophy for any thing to justify
Mr^Huth in writing^ biography of Mr, Buckle, as

, expected

Holloway’s Ointment and Pills.—
Ever Useful—The afflicted by illness should look
their diseases fully in the face and at once seek a
remedy for them. A short search will convince the
most sceptical that these noble medicaments have
afiforded ease, comfort, and oftentimes complete re^
covery to the most tortured sufiferers. The Oint-
ment will cure all descriptions of sores, wounds
bad legs, sprains, eruptions, erysipelas,rhe’uraHti.sm’
gout, and skin aflfections. The Pills never fail in
correcting and strengthening the stomach, and in
restoring a deranged liver to a wholesome condi-
tion, in rousing torpid kidneys to increase their se-
cretion, and in re-establishing the natural healthy
activity of the bowels. Holloway’s are remedie
for oomplaiati of all clasaei of society.

he has written it. We should have expected to
find from the pen of a biographer wh# is also
a disciple of Mr. Buckle,an account, not only of the
education, the social position, the temperament,
the character, and the thought, sayings, and doings
of Mr, Buckle, but an attempt to show how all
these circumstances and doings of his were the out-
come of a vast social law, or laws, and the neces-
sary consequences of preceding circumstances. It
would have been a splendid verification of the
principles of Mr. Buckle, to have shown how all
his actions were the results of invariable sequence.
If it could be shown that his want of education up
to the age of eighteen, his vast scheme of writing
the history of civilisation, vaguely formed before
or while he was nineteen years of age

; his great
industry— his working eight hours a day— his
friendliness, charity, love of truth, and also his odd
bachelor habits, such as smoking cigars in bed
we say, if Mr. Huth had been able to show that each
and all of these were merely the product of the
general condition of society, and the necessary
result of preceding circumstances, what a triumph
it would have been for the philosophy of Mr.
Buckle 1 Mr. Huth has missed a great opportu-
nity, and in writing this biography he has forgot-
ten the theory common to him and to Mr. Buckle
and has spoken like an ordinary man. He calls on
us “ to consider the youth of Mr. Buckle, his deli-
cate state of health, his self-education, the enor-
mous drudgery he went through, and vast amount

|

of reading he achieved
; his self-denial, his love of

truth, his kindness to others, his charity and
warmth of heart. These raise him personally
above the average of men. Consider, again, the

* The Life and Writings of Henry Thomas Buckle
By Alfred Henry Huth, London: Sampson Low'
Marston, Searle, and Rivington, 2 vols, 1880,

'

breadth and depth of his speculations and vast
powers of assimilation.” All these things we
would willingly consider, and would not withhold
our sympathy and admiration, if we could get
these “vast social laws” out of our head. But we
have just read once again the History of CiviliiOe
tion, and whenever Mr. Huth records any beauti-
ful deed, or calls on us to admire the character
and work of Mr. Buckle, as something personal
to him, we find ourselves continually muttering,
“outcome of the general condition of society,—
only a link in the sequence of events,” We
found ourselves doing what Mr. Huth has refused
to do,—looking at Buckle in the light of his
own system. For Mr. Buckle wrote *' that
suicide is merely the product of the general
condition of society, and the individual felon
only carries into effect what is a necessary
consequence of preceding circumstances.” “If
there is a uniformity and a method in the
vices of a people, there most be a correspond-
ing regularity in their virtues,” When we try to
judge Mr. Buckle as we would judge other people
we are perplexed with the applications of these
principles, and we are haunted with the fear lest
when we praise and admire the good features of
Mr. Buckle’s life and work, we are guilty of the
unphilosophical habit of praising a person, whenwe ought to be prostrate in admiration of the
product of the general condition of society,
and of the necessary consequence of pre-
ceding circumstances. Mr. Huth has not
telt the difficulty we have experienced. He
speaks of Mr. Buckle lovingly, admiringly, with
quite a beautiful enthusiasm. He speaks as if the
individual counted for something in the history ofhuman progress. He speaks of him as personally
above the average of men

; and, indeed, in many
places he speaks as if Mr. Buckle vvere an uncaused
cause of future phenomena. He might have sacri-

r
tfae personality of Mr. Buckle on the altar

of Mr. Buckle’s philosophy. But he has chosen
otherwise, and, at the cost of the philosophy, has
vindicated ^e personality of that eminent man.Nor IS Mr. Huth without warrant for the choice
of this alternative. Certain dark and mysterious
u terances in ^e History of CinUisation recur toour inemory. We could make nothing of them atthe lime, when we first read that book, nor are

biography certainlythrows a side-hght on them, which makes them
w! unintelligible as they were before.We quote first from the biography :

“I do not think anything can be better on thismost interesting subject than the passages I havecollected from Kant (at end of Chapter l.),in whichhe vindicates tr mcendently the freedom which hedestroys legicalhj. The logical deals with the uni-versal understanding, the transcendental with theindividual reason. The first explains without feel!ing the second feels without explaining. The
first being performed by one mind, may be repeatedand imitated by another. The second is, by itsnature, incapable of being copied, because it con-cerns an eminently individual and, as it were, isol-ated process. Therefore it is, that logical truths are

the age in which tney are found,hat IS to say, the state of surrounding knowledge
On the other handin the transcendental process the mind itselfsupplies the major premiss. Prom this it appea rathat if two minds are exactly of the same natureey wi arrive at the same transcendental con-clusions, whatever be the difference of country orage in which they live. In reeard ?

ent'L^b^^-^
conclusions they will arrive at diffej?ent results in proportion as the varieties of theirsi^roundings. Knowledge supplies them witjdifferent ideas

; or to give another illustration the

(L^^^Vor l|
dynamical."

exposition of the

nnHi f
^J’anscendental and logical,” is Buckle’s

to Kant’
bears no resemblanceto Kants use of the words. It helps us however, to understand Mr. Buckle when he^savs “ tL

orSr emerged fromT eS;credulity, and from an overweening confidencein Its own belief, is still in a middle and se to sav'probationary stage. When that stage shall befinally passed, when we shall hav5 learned toestimate men solely by their character Sd thei?acts, we shall then be able to form our religiou^opinions by that purely transcendental prooew ofwh,.l. ,n every ag« glimp,,,

Harllngrtou’s Pain-Jurer has beendfoun to ne a certain cure for Pains in the Backs
Chest, Sore Throats, Coughs’Colds,Tightness of the Chest, Headache, ToothaSe’Neuralgia, Colics. Rheumatism. Paralysis, Pains inthe Groms Contracted Joints. Gout, Sciatica. BadLegs, Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores Pile.

worms,Pimplea, Freckles & WtSw on tl;
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to a few gifted minds.” (History of Civilisation

VoI.I, p. 324.) If we understand this passage aright,

and compare it with the passage quoted from the

Life, we see that somehow, and at some time,

we shall be able to perform that transcendental

process which by its nature is “ incapable of being

copied.” The major premiss supplied by the state

of surrounding knowledge, will finally coincide

with the major premiss supplied by the mind
itself. And the process which explains without

feeling will give the same results as the process

which feels without explaining. Meanwhile, until

that happy time shall have come, there are at

present “ most sacred principles of the human
heart,—sublime questions which no one should

rudely touch, because they are for each according

to the measure of his own soul, because they

lie in that unknown tract which separates

the finite from the infinite, and becau-e

they are as a secret and individual cove-

nant between man and his God” {History, p. 469)

;

and also there are religious " truths which com-

fort the mind of man, raise him above the instincts

of the hour, and infuse into him those lofty as-

pirations which, revealing to him his own im-

mortality, are the measure and the symptom of a

future life ” (p. 695.) These are the results of the

transcendental piocess which feels without ex-

plainine. But they are purely individual, as yet.

Now, this seems to explain to us the principle

an'’ method on which Mr. Huth has constructed

this biography. Not until the logical and the tran-

scendental coincide can we venture to seek the

verification of the principle of necessary conse-

quences in the history of the individual. True,

we can predict the behaviour of a gas under

pressure, but there is nothing transcendental in

a gas. We had thought of trying to verify the

philosophy of Mr. Buckle by an examination of Mr.

Buckle’ biography. But we found our way was

likely to be barred by the raising of the previous

question. Is there not something transcen-

dental in Mr. Buckle ? Has he not moved

in that unknown tract which separates the finite

from the infinite ? We recognise the validity of

the plea. It falls in with the first principles of :

our philosophy, which certainly are not the prin- '

ciples expounded in the History of Civilisation,
i

We have no' hesitation in admitting that the philo-

sophy of Mr. Buckle is quite inadequate to the

task of explaining Mr. Buckle. In him we meet
j

with a person possessed of a will,a conscience, who :

exercises the freedom of self-determination, who I

selects his motive and whose motive does not select
|

him, and we unhesitatingly say that we have found ,

in him much that is worthy of praise, of
;

admiration and of imitation. It is a comfort •

to us to find that we may lose sight of vast
;

social laws, and necessary results, and histories of

civilisation, in estimating the worth and work

of an individual. It woald be appalling to have to

carry in our heads the history of civilisatien, when-

ever we wrote a criticism of a man or of a book.

Happily for us, Mr. Buckle has discovered a way

of refuge in the trancedeutal process, and Mr.

Huth has acted on the discovery. If this process

does really overturn the principles of the History

of Civilhit'on on which Mr. Buckle’s reputation is

based, that is the outlook of him and of his

biographer, not our outlook in any way.

^dcfrtisements.

Bad Watches are Sold
BY HUNDREDS IN INDIA.

Black and Murray beg to inform their

Customers and the Public, that they have
lately introduced a new description of ENGLISH
SILVER HUNTING WATCH, with Patent Lever
Escapement, and all the latest improvements.

Price—ns. 55 nett.

These Watches are guaranteed for two years

and will be found strong, neat, and serviceable

having been especially manufactured for India

by Black & Mur iAY. They are warranted to

be entirely English made. (Many so-called English

Watches are Swiss, put in English cases).

Just to hand a consigment of their

celebrated RACING CHRONO-
GRPHS, Nett, Rs 46
ELECTRIC BELLS for House or

Office with Push, Wire and constant

Battery ...• ••• ... Nett, Rs. 20
BINOCULARS, all sizes, from

Bs. 30 to Rs, 60

Ifotice.

Life of Maharajah Nava Krishna Deva Baha-
door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

Behary Mittra, which the Press have opined to

be highly interesting, is ready for sale at the
Sanskrit Press Depository, the Canning Libr.ary,

39, Old Chinabazar, and 115, Chitpore Road,
(Burtollah.)

Price six Annas.

(All rights reserved.)

SMITH, STANISTREET, & CO.

Pharmaceutical Chemists and
Druffg-lsts,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

lo His Excellency the Right Hon'lle

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy ani> Governor-General of India,
Jcc.. icc.. Jcc.,

Have received a large and choice selection

from the be.st makers of the following :

—

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.
Rs. A. P,

Artery Forceps From ... 2 0 0

,, „ Fenestra
f » • • • 4 8 0

Belts, Abdomen
» » ... 9 0 0

„ Corpulency ••• 12 0 0

„ Riding 5 0 0

„ Carson’s Patent »» ... 16 0 0

Catheters, Silver Plated M ... 3 0 0
Caustic Cases „ M • • • 3 0 0
Dissecting Cases

1 » •• • 7 0 0
Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings >1 ••• 4 0 0

„ in Cases ,, Complete
> > ... 8 0 0

,, Trumpets for Deafness
J > ... 3 0 0

„ Cornets, Double
> » ... ir 0 0

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.
|

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks > )> ... 5 0 0
Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk ,, »» ... 8 0 0

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. 2 0 0
Electro-Magnetic Machines) on n n

very powerful, single 1

>> ... A\J u u

Do. do, double
> ... 25 0 0

Do. do. pocket • • ... 18 0 0
ENEMA APPARATUS.

Brass, single and double From Rs. A. p,

action «) ... 12 0 0

Higginson’s. with Vagina Pipe »* 4 8 0
Kennedy’s Syphon

» > ... 9 0 0
Eye Instrument Cases »» ... 60 0 0

., ,, Macnamara’s ..
» >

• • • 36 0 0

Cataract Knives and Needless
1 • • • 3 8 0

Scissors, curved. Probe, and
Sharp, pointed,* Cross

Action
> >

• • • 4 0 0
Opthalraoscopes Liebrichs.'&c. ... 12 0 0
Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

V)yns. Mudges, &c., &c.
» >

3 8 0
Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles

» J • • • 2 0 0
Abscess Knives, Syraes 2 0 0

„ Lancets ... 1 12 0
Bistouries y. ... 2 8 0
Bleeding Lancets » • * • 1 4 0
Directors, Silver Plated ... 1 8 0
Dissecting Cases )) ... 7 0 0
Exploring Needles 2 8 0
Gum Lancets 99 ... 2 0 0
Pocket Cases filled ... 16 0 0

„ Army Regulation
tf ••• 80 0 0

Probes, Silver • « • • • 1 0 0
Scalpel and Finger Knives »> 6 0 0
Scalpels

» »
... 2 0 0

Scissors
9 1 ... 1 8 0

Spatulas, Silver Plated 1 8 0
Tenaculum ... 2 0 0
Stethoscopes 99 ... 2 0 0
Speculums Ear

19 ... 2 8 0

„ Spring Kramers
tf •••

<1
i 0 0

,, ,, Nose tt ••• 7 0 0
„ Rectum tf ••• 3 0 0

„ Vagina
f > ••• 3 0 0

„ Silver Plated
if ... 6 0 0

Spray Producers, Listers
f f • • • 18 0 0

,, Richardson’s Complete ff ••• 16 0 0
,, Various Makers

tf ••• 8 0 0
Suspenders tf •• • 2 0 0
Subcutaneous Syringes ff ••• 8 0 0
Aluminum Cases

f f ••• 36 0 0
Silver Plated Mounts

tf • • • 8 0 0
Clinical Thermometers

f f • • • 5 0 0
,, With Kew Certificate

« f
•• • 4 8 0

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &c., &c.

SLACK AKT> BZVBXlaV,
CHRONOMETER. WaTCH AND CLOCK-

MAKERS.
Habtinqs-Strebt, Calcutta.

,
111 , 0 )

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position

the column of Mercury and Index is
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greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from ... 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PHCENTX THERMOM METER.
Has solved the chief difficulty belong-

ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speok is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from ... 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOR

H. & T. Kirby <& Co.’s Unoxidised
Phosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork. Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.

The largest and best assortment of Drugs and
Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. &
0. Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N, Co.’s Steamers,

Wholesale rates on application.
9 A 10, Dalhou.sie Square,

and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street, o-40

The undersigned beg to inform the Public that
they have the undermentioned goods in large

quantities in stock, and orders supplied,—and
contractor.

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syringes
from J oz. to 31b., Mugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds,
Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallons,
Freezing Pots, and other Pewter Articles of every
description.

Terms—Cash.
Price moderate.

BISSONAUTH CHUNDER & SONS,
a-78 1, Bentinck Street, Calcutta.

Apply to the Mahger,
FOR

Illustrated Price List,

At 65. College Street.

[Established 1833.]

». C. GANGOOLV <L CO.,

ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, & co

19, 20, dt, 24, BKangroe Z,ane, Calcutta.

The following is a description of some ot the
works undertaken and goods sold by us ;

—

Engraving department.
Zinc Plates for marking cases, Office Seals,

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for

Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon. Branding
Irons, &c.. Engraving on plated-ware. Gold, Sil-

ver, Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.

igr Rubber Seals are also supplied.
Printing department.

Books, Mercantile Forma, Rent Dakilas, in any
character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards,
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either
from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery department.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety.

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-
ness, Invitation, Ball Programme, Playing, &c.
Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing Paper,
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth-
day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,
Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery
Account Books of various descriptions.

Terms—For Mofussil Cash or' reference for pay-
ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the
trade.

Catalogue on Application.
H. C. GANGOOLYfc Co.

Mangoe Lane., Calcutta.
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THACK.sk, SPllfS. Vk CO.

CALCUTTA.

For the study ofSanskrit.
Orammars,

A SANSKRIT GRAMMAR, including both the
Classical Language and the Older Dialects of
Veda and Brahmana, By William Dwight
Whitkbt. 8?o. Rs. 8-8.

A PRACTICAL GRAMMAR of the Sanskrit
Language, arranged with Reference to the
Classical Languages of Europe for the use of
English Students. By Monier Williams, M. A,
D. C. L, Fourth Editibn. 8vo. Rs. 10-12.

A SANSKRIT GRAMMAR for Beginners in
Devanagari and Roman Letters

,
throughout. By

F. MAx Muller, M. A. Second Edition, revised
and accentuated. 8vo. Rs. 10-12.

A PRACTICAL GRAMMAR of the Sanskrit
Language for the use 'of Early Students. By
Tueodorb Bknfby. Second Edition, revised
and corrected. 8vo, Rs. 7-8.

Manuals,
FIRST LESSONS IN SANSKRIT GRAMMAR

together with an Introduction to the Hitopa-
desa. Second Edition. By James R. Ballan-
TYNE, LL. D. 8ro. Rs. 2-8.

SANSKRIT MANUAL. By Monieb Williams,
M. A. Second Edition, enlarged; with Voca-
bulary. By A. E. Gough, Rs. 5-6. Key, by
A. E. Gough, Rs, 2-14.

Diotionaries.

A SANSKRIT-ENGLISH DICTIONARY, Ety-
mologically and Philological ly arranged with
special reference to Greek, Latin, Gothic,
German, Anglo-Saxon, and other Cognate
Indo-European Languages. By Monier Wil-
liams, M. A. 4to., cloth, Rs. 67-8.

A SANSKRIT-ENGLISH DICTIONARY, with
references to the Best Editions of Sanskrit
Authors, and with Etymologies and Comparisons
of Cognate Words, . chiefly in Greek, Latin,

Gothic, and Anglo-Saxon. Compiled by Theo-
dore BeNfet, Professor in the University of

Gottingen. 1 vol., 8v,o., 1,100 pages, Rs. 37-8.

A DICTIONARY in Sanskrit and English, trans-

lated, amended,,and enlarged from an original

compilation prepared by learned Natives for

the College of Fort William': By H. H. Wilson.
The Third Edition, edited by JagUn Mohana
Tarkalankara and Khbttra M6hawaMuker-
JBA 4to., cloth. Rs. 12.

A SANSKRIT AND ENGLISH DICTIONARY,
being an Abridgment of Professor Wilson’s
Dictionary, with an Appendix explaining the use
of AflSxes in Sanskrit. By Pundit Ram Jasan.
8vo. Rs. 10.

Classical Texts.

SAKUNTALA, a Sanskrit Drama in Seven Acts.
By Kalidasa. The Devanagari Revision of the
Text, edited with literal English translations of

all the Metrical Passages, Schemes of Metres and
Notes, Critical and Explanatory. By MoNieR
Williams, M. a., D. C. L. Second Edition.

8VO. Rs. 16.

NALOPAKHYANAM—Story of Nala : an Epi-
sode of the Mahabharata, the Sanskrit Text
with a copious Vocabulary and an Improved
Version of Dean Milman’s Translations, By
Monier Williams, M. A., D. C. L. Second
Edition. 8vo. Rs. 10-12.

THE HYMNS OF THE RIG VEDA in the
Samhita and Pada Texts, reprinted from the
Edition Princeps. By P. Max Muller, M. A.
Second EJdition, with the Two Texts on paral-
lel pages, in two volumes. 8vo., paper. Rs. 24.

The first BOOK OF THE HITOPADESA,
Sanskrit Text with Transliteration, interlinear
Translation, and Grammatical Analysis. Edited
by F. Max’ MULtER. M. A. Royal 8vo.,
Rs. 6-6

; or the Sanskrit Text only. Rs. 2-8,

HITOPADESA, Books II, III, and IV (comple-
tion), containing the Sanskrit Text with
Transliteration, Interlinear English Translation,
and Grammatical Anaylsis.

, Edited by F. Mux
Muller, M. a. Royal 8vo.. Rs 6-6

; the
Sanskrit Text separately, Rs. 2-8.

Terms 10 per cent, discountfar cash with orders

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,
5 & 6. GOVERNMENT PLACE,

fl*34 Calcutta.

W. MBWaCKM dk CO.

Standard Series of Sooks.

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC SERIES.

Tyndall’s Forms of Water (3 6) Rs. 3 12

Bagehot’s Physics & Politics (2 8) Rs. 2 12

Smith’s Poods (3 6) Rs. 3 12

Bain’s Mind and Body (2 8) Rs. 2 12

Balfour Stewart on the conservation of
Energy (3 6) Rg. 3 12

Pettigrew’s Animal Locomotion (3 6) Rs. 3 12

Maudsley’s Responsibility in Mental
Disease (3 6) Rg. 3 12

Cooke’s New Chemistry (3 6) Rg, 3 12

Amos, Science of Law (3 6) Rs. 3 12

Marey’s Animal Mechanism (3 6) Rs. 3 12

Schmidt’s Doctrine of Descent and Dar-
winism (3 6) Rg. 3 12

Draper’s, Conflict between Religion and
Science (3 6) Rg. 3 12

Cooke’s Fungi, edited by the Rev. M. J.
Berkeley (3 6) Rg, 3 j2

Vogel’s Chemical Effects of Light and
Photography (3 6) Rg. 3 12

Whitney’s Life and Growth of Language
{3 fi) Rs. 3 12

Jevon’s Money and the Mechanism of
Exchange (3 6) Rg. 3 12

Lommel’s Nature of Light (3 6) Rg. 3 12

Van Beneden’s Animal Parasites and
Messmates (3 6) Rg. 3 12

Schutzenberger’s Fermentation (3 6) Rs. 3 12

Bernstein’s Five Senses of man (3 6) Rs, 3 12
Blaserna’s Sound in its f relation to
music (3 6) Rg, 3 jg

Lockyer’s Studies in Spectrum Analysis
6) Rs, 4 10

Thurston’s Growth of the Steam-Engine
6) Rg. 4 10

Bain’s Education as a Science (3 6) Rs. 3 12

De Quatrefage’s Human Race (3 6) Rs. 3 12

Huxley’s Crayfish. With 82 Illustra-

tions, (3 6) . 3 12

NATURE SERIES.

Rod well’s Birth of Chemistry (2 4) Rs. 2 8
Lockyer’s Spectroscope and its applica-

tions (2 4) , Rs. 2 8

Forbes, Transit of Venus (2 4) Rg. 2 8
Mivart’s Common Frog (2 Rs. 2 8

Spottiswoode’s Polarisation of Light
(2 4) Rs. 2 8

Sir John Lubbock on British Wild
Flowers considered in relation to’In-
sects (2 14) "

Rs. 3 4

Chisholm’s Science of Weighing and
Measuring (2 14) Rg. 3 4

Professor Mayer on Sound (2 4) Rs. 2 8

Professor Clifford’s Seeing and Thinking

(2 4) Rg. 2

Koutledgre’a Standard Xilbrary.

Price each Volume (2A) Rg. 2.8.

Arabian Nights Entertainments.

D’lsraelis Curiodties of Literature.

A Thousand and one Gems of EngHth Poetry.

The Works 'of Shakespeare, Edited by Chas
Knight

Boswell’s Life of Johnson.

Morley’s Spectator.

The Modern Speaker and Recitr

Works of Josephus translated by rhiston,

Russell’s Book of Table Talk.

Froissart’s Chronicles. With Illustrations.

D’Aubigne’s Story of the Reformation.

White’s History of Englandt

English Epigjama—Selected |t)y.W, D, Adamsi

Zilbrary Bditlon of Standard
Works.

In large demy 8vo., handsomely bound,
Roxburgh style, gilt top, price each
Vol. (3 6) Ra. 3 12

Burn’sUomplete Works.

Goldsmith’s Miscellaneous Works.

Lord Byron’s Poetical Works.

The Works of Flavius Josephus.

The Arabian Night’s Entertainments.

Dean Swift’s Works.

The Canterbury Tales & Faerie Queene.

The Scottish Minstrel.

Moore’s Poetical Works.

The Writings of Henry Fielding.

The Works of Lawrence Sterne.

Boswell’s Life of Dr. Johnson.

Mrs. Heman’s Poetical Works.

Cowper’s Complete Works.

Cicero’s Life & Letters.'

The Complete Works of Xenophon.

The Works of Samuel Johnson.

English Essayists from Lord Bacon to John
Ruskin.

The Tatler and the Guardian complete in I Vol.

The Treasury of British Eloquence.

«-35 W. NEWMAN & CO.

XCE SEASON 1879.

Patent Pneumatic Zee Maohlnes
OF THE NEW MODEL.

With Enlarged Cylinders for Acid and with Cooling
Water Troughs, Producing two Pounds of

Pure Tasteless Ice in about 20
minutes.

Arlington & Co. imite attention to the imjirove-
raents introduced in the Pneumatic Ice Madhihet
of the New Model, a- supply of which has been
consigned to them for sale during, the presena
season.

The Improved Ice Machines are fitted with
Cylinders of greater bulk for a larger supply of
Acid, and also with Cooling Water l Ti»bhglfs,

from which a number of jets of water,- conducted
by perforated pipes, can be made to stream over
the entire body of the Acid Cylinder to preserve
it against overheating.

Under these improvements, an Ice Machine of
the New Model can be workedr continupusly: ior.<«

longer time, and be made to produce a larger quan-
tity of Ice than a Machine ^with a small Cylinder
as heretofore made.

An Illustrated Pamphlet containing full instruo-
tious for use is supplied with each MabhineV

.;iCash Prices.
For an Improved- Double' Aotion or • .

Two Decanter Ice Machine, fitted with
all requisites for working 'and packed
in one case ... ... ... R4. 27!5 0

For an Improved Single Action' or One ^

Decanter Ice Machine, fitted with all '

requisite for working, and packed in ' '

one case ... ... ... „ 190 ' O
Sulphuric Acid in Stone Jars, contain-

ing about 401bs., packed in case 10

(1.13

-- ARLINGTON & CQ;;
'

B| pALKOUSIB jSqUAMi CAUUZTA,
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N8W GOODS! NSW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Farnlshlngr Xteqalsltes.

VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 26 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c., &C., &c.

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OP

LACE. MUSLIN AND LBNO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Onr selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

If. jB.—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers.

Brnssels Tapestry and Velvet File
Carpetlng;s.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, <kc.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs,
* In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coat
Blankets.

Door Mats.
English.—made from West India Fibre,

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mata, 32 by 20 inches.

»» ,, »> (» 38 by 24 ,,

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

,, ,, ,, ,, 38 by 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Bugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Fnrdah Bepps.
Qreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAHBB <k OO.,
HOSIERS, DRAPERS, SILK MERCERS, &c., kc.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA. a-51

ADVAHTAGBS OF ASSVBZNG WITH TKB

ORIENTAL LIFE OFFICE
All that Experience has proved Practicable and

Fardent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,
Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be
obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever :

—

(1.) Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.

(2.) Amalgamations Impossible.
(3.) Funds in Government Securities only.

(4.) NaHye^Lives assured at European Rates.

(6.) Premiums reduced to English Rates from
date of leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or
China.

Annual Premium for Aasuranoe of
Bs. 1,000 under New System.

Age. 30 36 40 45

Fromiam Rs, As. P.

21 5 4
Bs. As. P.

24 8 8
Rs. As. P.

28 10 0
Rs. As. P.

33 14 8

Lower Safe Rates than any other Office.

(6.) Ofcoe young, and therefore free from Old
Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can be paid Yearly, Half-yearly,
Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of
Years.

(8.) CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OF DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 36 per cent,

(10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,
and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

(11.) Entire Direction in India.

(12.) Special Protection to Assignees.

(13.) The Most Economical Management.
(14.) Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-16-0 olny.
(15.) Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine.
(16.) Policy-holders can appoint their own

Trustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.
(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere

Anoiimisa

(18.) PENSION branch open to all Races.

(19.) No Restriction on Travel.
————

.

POLICY-HOLDERS IN IHE ORIENTAL"
ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY^WHATEVER.

TTnegnalled Llberaltty.
Being established in India, all arrangements for

the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” are
made with a view to the convenience and benefit of
its own members,—European and Native,—who
alone participate in the advantages arising from
its succssful progress.

Yearly list of new Assurers closes 31st
December.

Special attention is invited to the Peculiar
System of Life Assurance introduced by this
Company, and to the New and extremely favorable
Conditions (as regards Rates, Profits, Limits
OF Residence, Non-liability to Forfeiture, Ac.)
under which its policies are issued.
The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when

Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

“THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AND
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT, IS RAPIDLY
gaining THE CONFIDENCE OF THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY.”
Intending Assurers—Native or European—are

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the
“ Oriental ” with those of any other Company.

Detailed Prospectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports, and full particulars on application to

—

F. A. COHEN, AgentJor Bengal, or D. MoLAUOHLAN
7, Wbllbslet Place, OALGUTTA.

SLATER, F.I.A.
Manager & Actuary, BOMBAY.

i .i:

c. ZiAZABirS CO.,
House and Ziand Agents.
61, Bkntinck Street, Calcutta.

The following properties to let and for sale.

For Sale.
^^O. 2, Madge’s Lane.

To Ziet.

A SPACIOUS Dry and Airy Godown, No. 2,
Mission Row,with entrance on the Road side.

• To Ziet.

The flat consisting of 3 large rooms. No. 2-1,
Mission Row, admirably adapted for Mer-

cantile Offices, now occupied by Messrs. Stanley
& Co., who will vacate the premises on the 1st
June next, from which date they are available, -

Apply to

C. LAZARUS & CO.

For Sale.WORTHY the notice of Capitalists, Shipping
Agents, Mill-owners, or Noblemen desirous

of having a residence on the river bank.

AMANSION on the bank of the River Heoghly,
with 40 biggahs of beautifully laid-out land

attached, having several tanks of very sweet water.
Situated in the southern suburbs of Calcutta,
within 20 minutes’ drive of Government House.
This ground has a river frontage of about 300 feet
with water of such a depth as to admit of a
ship anchoring close to the bank.

For Sale.

A very fine bungalow situated at
'

GYA. It stands in its own compound,
which is a very large one, is pukka built through-
out, and has a good range of pukka stablingi
also an extensive range of out-offices. It can be
disposed of at a moderate price, the owner having
left India.

For Sale.

ALOWER-ROCMED House, on the banks of the
river at Baranagore (Bhaduri Ghaut), 8

I

cottahs, 4 chittacks land. Price Rs. 2,800. Govern-
ment ground rent, Rs. 1-5-3 annually.

For Sale.

A FINE two-storied Mansion, situated at Ali-
pore, within 20 minutes’ drive of Govern-

ment House, well adapted for the residence of a
! Native Prince or Rajah.

I

The Ground-floor is marbled throughout, the

I

Reception-Room and Hall on the upper-storey is

teak-floored. There is a fine verandah to the South,
the whole length of the house overlooking a large
tank, and a grand pillared portico, the whole
height of the house to the North front. It has
excellent out-offices, and stabling with extensive
compound. Two fine tanks, one of which to the
south of the house, is very prettily embellished
with a fine pukka-built marble ghaut, and contains
sweet wholesome drinking water. A road with a
beautiful avenue of full-grown trees leads from the
entrance lodge to the house.

There is a large range of Racing Stables to the
south end of the compound, which has a separate
entrance.

The whole extent of ground measures more
than forty biggahs. The yearly Government rent
is Rs. 52-6.

This Mansion, with grounds, has been decoratea,
improved and laid out, regardless of expense, and
is now being offered for sale, consequent on the
owner having left for England.

To Ziot at Ho. 10, Hare Street.
Suitablefor Mercantile offices—Barristers' Cham-

bers—Attornies or Brokers.
Four large light airy and lofty rooms—having

entrances from either Hare Street or Council
House Street—could be let separately, one portion
having the Council House Street entrance, and the
other the Hare Street.

O. LAZARUS & OO.,
HOUSE AND LAND AGENTS.
61. Bbntinok Street, Calcutta. <z-28

N O T I O E.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders,
commission will be charged according to the value
as the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
of ascertained by application to the Manager.
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A. J. PARKER & CO. offer special advantages to those desirous of selling their Household Furniture

at their own residences. . i— ;

, . -.t : i

A Liberal Cash Advance made where required.

A. J. Parker & Co. beg to draw attention to their large Range of Commission Sale Rooms where

there is a fine collection of Household Furniture, Billiard Tables, Pianos, Mirrors, Pictures, Dinner
€

Dessert and Breakfast Services, Toilet Sets, &c., on view for Private Sale,

WARRANTS!) !

SURE ! ! & SAFE ! !

!

DR. PAREM PATENT MEDICINES.WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising thereform.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
iujudicions u«e of Mercury, Chronic Venerial affec-

tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimoles, Cutaneous
Kruptious, several kinds of Skin Diseases, Dyspepsia,
and general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful
property of removing the Mercury from the system
and of purifying the blood of all its impurities
from whatever cause arising, of invigorating the
system and imparting fresh energy and vitality

to it. The brilliant and extraordinary efficacy of

this Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic and
almost hopeless cases, proves its effects to be un-
rivalled and unparallelled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ; and 1-12 in the Mofussil
including packing.

Ointment for IMlercurial and Syphi-
litic XTlcers and Eruptions. Price per
pot 8 annas.

Infallible IVZalaria Specific perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertroph)\ Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,
restores the internal organs to their normal func-
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to tiie system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healin? art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle' 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To he had of

MAISON DE PARIS,

2, CHOWBINQHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAU,
CAiOUTTA, d.60

Z.ONDON AND X.ANCASKIRB
Z<CFB ASSVARANCE CO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.
,,

This Company offers to the Public the Com-
bined Advantages of

Unquestionable Security and Z.ow
Rates of Premium.WHILE the adoption of all the improved

modern conditions under which Policies
are now issued enables the Directors to grant un-
usual facilities to all intending Assurers.
That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-

versally recognized as the MOST SECURE AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT is sufficiently
proved by the following statistics, “ startling in
their magnitude but quiet power,” extracted from
“ The Review” of January 1st, 1876.
“ In the years 1870—1878, the accumulated Life
Assurance Funds of the Offices have risen from
£90,700,000 to £117,600,000, or at the rate of
£3,000,'^ 00 per annum. This is after paying out
£71,500.000 in claims and bonuses on policies alone,
entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuitie.s. or

( management expenses. The total sum received by

I

the Life Offices on life account in the eight years

I

was £128,700,000. Against this was paid in
claims, £71,500,000 ; annuities, £3. ,350,000 ;

and
surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being
a total paid out to Policy-holders of about
£84,000,000; after this £27,000,000 were added
to funds.

The LONDON & LANCASHIRE returns 80 per
cent, of the profits, divided every five years to
participating Policy-holders. English rate's of pre-
mium only charged for such period as the Assured
spends westward of Suez.

Prospectuses and every required information
can be immediately obtained by application to
the undersigned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.
The Manager of the Indian, Mirror is authorized

to be our Agent.
A. B. SHEKLETON,

General Agent S( Secretary for India,
a-65 A. Lall Bazaar, Corner of Mission Row

NOTICE.

The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at
which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street,
where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, is henceforward to be called the
“Sen Press.” All communications for the Indian
Mirror Newspaper and the Sen Press to be
addreiicd acoordiogly,

SBB CKATTBRJEB dc CO.
{From late De Leemans Co.,)

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, & REPAIRERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OP LAMPS.

TINSMITHS, ELECTRO-PLATERS, BRONZERS,
Bacquerers, and Railway Con-

tractors, dtC., dfcC.

NO. 2, cnoWRINOEEE. 5

'

Baths of sizes ; Block Tin-made Deed and
Despatch Boxes, Sugar, Coffee, & Tea Cans ;

Garden-watering Pots ; Tea, House, Street, Portico,
Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railway
lamps of all descriptions

Always in hand cmd made to Order.
PORTABLE COOKING STOVES of single and

double 3 and 4 inch burners. Tin and Wrought*
iron Enamelled Ware, &c. '

Terms—Very Moderate.

NBTTROZiOXiZ. RAY A CO,,
IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND

COMMISSION AGENTS.
4 & 6, Hare Street, Calcutta.

. i
- - 1 >:

f

American Keroslne Oil
Of the Brightest Quality, per case ... Rs, 5 0

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 25
Packets to the case, per case ... „ 12 8

Surmah Clgrars.
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000 ... 30 0

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,000 ... 20 0

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 3, per 1,000 ... 12 0

Coconada Cig'ars.
“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100

Do. small (do.)
“ Babington" No. 1 (do.)

Do. No. 1

Do. small
”

“Burmah”
“Leisure Hour”

”

*' Medium size”
“ Queen”
“ Half Hour”

Chlorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne ... „ 0 12

Terms : Cash only.
NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

4 S( S, Hare Street, Culcutla.

3
2

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0
0
8
12
4
0
8

0
0

12

ot

Dr. Xiararus’s Domestic Medicines.

Infantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,
Teething, &c., &c.), ... ...4Rs. 1 4

Tonic Anxiperiodic Pills ilnvaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
'Spleen and diseases of a period in

character).

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand
cases of enlarged spleen),...

Restrinoent Mixture (for Diarrhcna,'
Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.),

Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken
in time),

Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,
&c.).

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative,

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe).

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ... ...

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
Children),

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair),

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &o.).

The above are most strongly recommended to
parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands

cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions
vrapped rovnd, each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Laeaurs &Co
at the Medical H»U, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’ss
original receipt* and sold by all Madicine Ven-
Per«- a*27

1 4

1 4

2 0

2 0

1 8

20

1 4

1 4

2 0

2 0

1 8
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES.
The undernoted Watches are specially addapt^d for persons who, having costly watches, are

reluctant to use them for rough purposes, such as travelling, sporting, &c. They have been

tnabttfaotured by Hamilton and & Co, expressly to supply the demand for a fairly finished and accurate

time*keeper at a moderate cost.

Tbe hallway Wateh.

The Railway Watch, as, sup-

plied to the Indian Railway

Companies, r has ' English

lever ^movement of the (
finest

quality],and strongest possible

construction. Hamilton Sc, Go.

confidently recommend it as a

Watch not easily disarranged by
rough usage. The apparent dis-

advantage of the large size is

amply compensated for in wear
by the increased exeellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.

Recommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use of

Travellers and Ezplo^rs.
Cash.

In German Silver case..

In Sterling Silver case.,

In Silver case, l^eyless.

.Rs.

The “Exhibition” Bngr-
llsh Xiever Watch.

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely Enolish-
MADE throughout, has a substan-

tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Full Plate System ! with Jewel-
led Levee Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-

ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me-
dium size.

Cash.

Silver, best quality

Second quality

Rs.

M 75

THB STANDABD ZiBVBB WATOH.
In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, f

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-

ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled

Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We
have devoted particular , attention ^to the good
finish of its mechanism, and as we can confidently

guarantee its performance, we recommend it to all

classes of buyers.

Price, Rs, 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Rs. 200 cash.

With Keyless movement. Hunter or Half-hunter, Silver, Rs. 100 cash.

The Alamlnlum or Silver Keyless
Crystal Watch.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for

winding or for setting the hands.

This in India is a great advantage, dust and damp
being kept out.

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.

Works visible.

Silver case, Rs. 45. Aluminium case, Rs. 40.

Xiadles’ Gold Watches.
Substantial 18-Carat Gold cases,engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughly

timed and tested. Fitted in Morocco case. Gold
Key supplied.

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200.

The Patent Silver Xiever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOR ORDINARY WEAR.

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable

time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-

faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass,

strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only ... Rs. 40

Superior QUALiTY,in Hunting Case, Es. 65 Cash

Xiadies’ Blegrant Enamelled Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with

highly finished Jewelled movements. Rs. 125 to 300

Gold Guard andAlbert Chains
Of every fashionable pattern now worn, and of the usual lengths, manufactured of the best rich

colored Gold. We solicit inspection of our large and varied stock, but a sheet of patterns with prices

will be forwarded per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta.

Silver Guard and Albert ChainSi a large assortment always in Stock, Prices on

application.

XiooketB, Seals, and Watoh Keys, charms and Trinkets, dbO.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
t

Jewellers, Watch and Clock ZNEakers in ordinary to K. B. the Viceroy

and to B. It. K. the Prince of Wales,
0.18 CALCUTTA.

X>VNB AND CO.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

and

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
BY APPOINTMENT TO

His Exoellenoy tbe Viceroy and Governor
General of India.

Uos, 46 3( 47 Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied

at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.

The entire furnishing of house sundertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.

Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
;
a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.

Estimate! supplied on application, a- 11

M, DAY AND CO.,

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,
AND REPAIRERS

OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,

Tinsmlths,Blectroplaters,Bronzers
Xiacquerors and Railway Con-

tractors, Ac., Ac.
No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes

;

Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
water Cans

;
garden watering pots ;

Tea, House,

Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps ; Railway Lamps of every descriptions,

&o,, &c.,

Always in hand and, made to order.

Also
Portable Cooking stores of single and double

1^, 3, and 4 inch burner with overns,

Toms very moderate.

PS.ESBBVB TOV& SIGHT.

EUREKA

SPBCTAGX.es a BYB-GX.ASSES

rjlHE determination of the proper spectacles for

any defect of tbe eyes,, is undoubtedly a

matter of the greatest importance,

This importance is Increased on the one hand

by the number of patients requiring such assist

ance—a number that throughout the civilised

world, may be reckoned by millions—on the other

by the actual injury inflicted by unsuitable glasses,

and lastly by the customary sale of most spectacles

by persons who have no adequate knowledge of

the conditions of their utility.

For the guidance of those who cannot con-

veniently visit me, I have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions.

•

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, ” How to

preserve the Sight,” with testimonials explaining

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

application.

N. LAXAHVS,

b, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET,

f

Calcutta,

«

a-13 Oensnltatloii Free.
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COOKP] & KELVEY.
20, OZ.l> COURT HOUSE STREET, CAECUTTR,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE ANN COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.
The Model Watches are constructed upon the moat scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.

These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. They are entirely of English manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements,
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power,' &c.

Silver Half Hunting Case,

Cash E.S. 90 .

Gold Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.__ __ __ __ *-CO#

COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHES OF GUARANTEED QUALITY
Silver Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

GOER

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 cash.

0AESERT CHAIRS.

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 cash.

A magnificent assortment, many of the pattern being recently designed and
From Rs. 40 to 300.

of a novel character
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The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selectien of massive
elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

a-9

COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.

NATZORAE BARZL OF ZRRZA,
EZiaZTED.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 6%
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4%

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short

periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed

on the dually balances over Bs. 1,000 and under

one lac.

J, CAUPBILL,

«.34 Manager,

Rotlce.
The Hookah-.shop carried on by Radba Nath

Chowdhry, in Jorasanko, has been removed to

81, Bentinck Street, and will henceforward be to
conducted by the undersigned.

A large assortment of Bengalee and Mabomedan
shaped Hookahs of new designs just to band at
moderate prices. Inspection invited.

Prices ranging from Rs. 2 to 10 cacb, inclaaive
Chillam.

ISSUR CHUNDER BKED,
81, Bentinck Street, CmutUt

Established 1846 .

THE DRUGOZSTS’ KAZiZi,

36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S, S. “ Duke of

Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”
“ Hydaspes,” &c., &c.

Eactopeptlne
Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion

combined in the same proportion as they exist in

the human stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the influence

of the natural gastric juice. It will be found
far superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,

Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly

indicated in Anaemia, general Debility, Chronic

Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, anu

impoverished condition of the blood, -

Direction for use, formuloe and dose measure ac-

company each phial.

Price Rs. If. 'per phial and packing As. 4,

PZorson’s BKedlolnal Fepslxie.
loz. phial Rs. 3. Packing As, 4,

Rorton’s Camomile Fills>
A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and

all stomach complaints.

Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.

.Kemrod’s cure for Asthma.
Catarrh, Bronchitis,Croup,Hooping Cough,

ordinary Colds, and all diseases of the Respira-

tory organs. Full directions for use accotmpany
each tin.

Price Rs. 3-8. Packing.Ae. 2.

Grlmault’s Vegetable Zxijection of
Matico.

A few injections of very short duration are

sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges

Price Rs. 2per phial. Packing As. 4,

Whitmore’s Compound Elnlment of
Arnica.

An effectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasms,
Lumbago, weak Joints, &c., and as a counter-irri-

nant in a sluggish state of the liver.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4,

Wilkinson’s Ginger and Camomile.
Price Rs. 2. Packing As. 4.

Whitmore’s Stomachic and Elver
Pills.

Price Re, 1. Packing As. 4.

Savory and idoore’s Pancreatine
Wine.

For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod»
liver Oil solid fat and food generally.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.

W. F. Smith’s Pile Powders.
For the cure of Piles Sc Prevention of Fistula.

Their gentle emollient action subdues irritation,

regulating the bowels without leaving a disposition

to costiveness, their decided tonic properties give

power to the system, arrest all tendency to and
counteract the weakening effect of the disease, and
their intrinsic value will prove that they fully

merit the title of a specific cure of Piles and pre-

ventive of Fistulas.

Price Re. 1-8 per box. Packing As. 2, I

PROPRIETORY MEDICINE,
Concentrated Compound Essence or

Fluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.
This preparation is decidedly preferable to any

other form in which Sarsaparilla can be adminis-

tered, on account of its portability and superior

efficacy. It contains the whole active and medi-
cinal properties of the root in the highest state

of concentration combined with the ingredients

of the compound decoction directed by the college

of Surgenos. The beneficial effects of this Fluid

as an Alterative or Restorative,
|
its great useful-

ness in all disorders of the Skin, lodigestion,

general Debility, and after a too free admipistration

of Mercury, have been universally admitted and
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most eminent practitioners of the presen-

day.
Di rection for use accompany each bottle.

Price per bottle Rs. 2. Packing As. 4 .

Best assortment of Drugs and chemicals. Guar-
anteed fresh, and received direct from the respect-

able manufacturers of London,

Terms moderate.—Wholesale rates on
application. Price list supplied to Mofussil doctors

and Dispensaries. Orders promptlv executed on

remittance of cash, or a respectable reference in

Calcutta,

GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT & CO.,
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS

Wholesale and Retail Rrugglsts
AND

I
Manufacturers of XSrated Waters

.

d.ll<1*36
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HAROLD"& CO.,
3i DAXiKOUSZS SQUARZS, CAZiCUTTA.

2 .

3.

1 .

2 .

3.

2 ,

3.

1 .

2 .

3.

attention of the Natii^e Nobility and Genfrir n ithe Mofussil to a siipurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without th?w»rn
^

pamment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been
Setar accom-

and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct ofS special order,
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

^ ^ perfectly in tune

I. Poorfb?f
« Bengraa tunes, 1st series.

2t Imni "^saanto,

3, Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 0 . Peefoo— Cash price Rs. 100

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). % Peefoo^^*^’

•B .

Cash price Rs. 125.

Saru?g®*
« Bengali tunes. 2nd series.

Bhoirabee. t
Kaffpp I^^oirabee.

n 1. . Kawalee.
„ « _ price Rs. 100,Rarp or Setar Box Bo. 1075^, playing* 6 Sens-all

1.

Sarung ^ 1
fZl ' Bhoiabee

Cash priceRs. 125.

T... Bb
“?»*.““• *““’**"® 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.

Doogiree, t Denga Chate Ayore.

Hilli Milli Punnya. 6.-

_ „ « Cash price Rs. 100.Karp or Setar Box No. 1077L nlavins- fi BArto-oi*
1. Taza Bhee Taza.

® Beng-all tunes, 3rd series.
2. Doogiree. t genga Chate Ayore.

3. Hilli Milli Punya. | KhaSf
Cash price Rs. 126.

«-19

nicb:oz.x.s «it CO.
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS

London 1 Whitefriar’sStreetFleet St.E.O.

OUBBENT OB PLOATINfJ ACCOUNTS.
No ^couiu opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheoue*paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or paymentsmade, after 3 P.M., and on Saturdays after 1 p.mGovkknment Papeb and Securities

custody. Interest and Dividends
realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.
Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper orother approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange.

Viv^
negotiated, and remittances madeby Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.

Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to thepsiycB*

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10 davs’notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on deposL

for longer penods at the following rates, payablein Calcutta, or in Londo'ti, at var :

Repayable at 10 days’ notice _
1, at 3 months’ notice
„ at 6 months’ notice
I) at 12 months’ notice
„ at 2 years’ notice

,

Pay-Bills, Pensions, and Allowances drawn
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates. Bills

corrected and rents realised.
Punnets rule^orwarded on application, a-.S7

DR. D. JAYNE’S
Family Medicines.

Per Bot. Per Doz.
Rs. A.

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

8 24

1^8 A
EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and

Colds) out of stock at present... "

Hair tonic (to cure hair falling
off and baldness) ... .

°

ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
blood purifier)

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for
cure of fevers and agues)

LIQUID Hair dye (changes hair
of any other colour to a beautiful

without injury to the skin)
carminative BALSAM (for

cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera)

TONIC VERMIFUGE
LINIMENT, OR COUNTER-IRRI-

tant (an outward application for
Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, &c.)

SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints) ... „

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)
** Medical Almanac" for current year is

available on application.

Sykes dc. Co.,
1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,

0
8

11

5

0 8 5 8

0 8

SOLE Agents kob

Br. D. Jayne di. Son.
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

3 per cent.

5 „
6

7

a-57

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

ana papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited

to X, care of

For Sale.

ADDRESS delivered by Colonel Olcott, Presi-
Theosophical Society,ontne 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasfi

Institute, i, Bombay. Price two annas a codv
apply to the Indian Mirror Office,

[May 2, 1880.

QUICK! SAFE!
! ^ SURE ! !

!

PAVXi di. CO.’S
Proprietory Medicines,

Pbepabed and Sold only by Paul & Co
DRUGGISTS.

No, 285-13, Boicbazar Street, Calcutta,

Prophylactic Mlxtnre.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens.
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirableand marvellous effects in the constitution of thelong Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Poisraous State of the Blood, improving the Digns-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system, Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating- Drops.A sure and admirable cure for Coughs. Colds
Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, ConsumptiS
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-

administered uponthe first stage of the disease. A dose of this
repeated at night or at any time when the cough is
troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.
Price 1 Re. per bottle.

'

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rhen.

matism. Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneousand Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of theB ood. By Its influence the Appetite is revived, andBlood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution^ per-fectly rest ored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

directions accompany each bottle
“®dicines accompanied

twith full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

®

of the best quality and genuine patentMedicines are always available at the above address
it the cheapest rate po.-sible.

TTrir OP'PATtrC'T'

womR OF lomu timiis!

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to b«most i^ectual m curing either the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

bus?^
me life of a miner, or to those living in the

Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system
against those evils which so often beset the human race,
viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and cholera

' '

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT
Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds.

Ulcers, rhcu^tism, and skin diseases ; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never to
cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

The Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the

directions for use in almost every

frnTtJ!
of counterfeits that may emanate

from the United States. Purchasers sho-’d look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes, f the
address is not 588^ Oxford Strwt, Lorn *

. they•ro spunooi, .

» i /

«21 -
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P. W. FLEURY & CO.,
SUZZiDBRS, BNGXNEEBRS, ZNSTXtirilEBNT MARSHSSCZBNTZFZC

AND
CONTRACTORS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT ILLUMINATION,

No. 63, Dhurrdmtolllah Street, Calcutta.
Appliances for Bleotricity, Chemistry,

. Optics and Photography on hand.
Blectrloit

Pneumatic
Gas

Glass Test
As. 2 to As.

Chemistry.

Trough for preparing

Tubes of sizes, from
8 each.

Glass Retorts, from As. 8 to

Brass Retort Stands, from Rs. 2 to

Bansen’s Patent Burner
Crucibles from As. 4 to

Pestles and Mortar from Re. 1 to

Glass Bent Tubes, from As. 4 to

Large Gas Bags each ...

Copper Retorts for preparing Oxy-
gen Gas, from 6 Rs. to ...

Telephone with a Microphone
Complete ... ... ... Rs. 20 0

2 Telephones with 200 feet Copper
Wire ... ... ... „ 20 0

Woodbury’s Patent Sclopticon
or Improved Magic Lantern ... ,, 85 0

Patent Slide Tinter for above ... ,, 8 0

Tank for chemical effects do. ... ,,
5 0

Microscope attachment for magni-

fying small objects and projecting

on a screen for above ... ... ,, 25 0

Woodbury’s Patent Pyro Hydro-
gen Lime Light a capital substitute

for the Lime Light ... ... ,, 50 0

Woodbury’s Patent Lantern
Slides of the Paris Exhibition,

from Re. 1. As. 8 to ... ... ,, 2 8

Coloured Magic Lantern Slides,
from Re. 1 to Rs. 5 each.

Patent Scenograph
;
for pictures

4i"x 3F with stand .... ... ,, 25 0

Rs. 8 0

3
4
6

1

2
1

45

12 0

Klr« of Magic Zianterv for amuse-
ment of the Young.

Large Magic Lantern with 6 dozen assorted

selected slides, comprising magnificent views of

cities. Comical sliding moving figures, Chroma-
tropes and beautiful phot ographic slides, including

one workman’s attendance for one or two hours.

Rupees 6.

7*
Zanni’s Patent Magneto Electric

Bell complete (1 dispensing with the

use of Voltaic Batteries and Che-
micals) !

Bunsen’s Galvanic Cells 8" x 4" ...

Callan’s Galvanic Cell 6" x 4" x 2"

Dandell’s Galvanic Cell 6" x 3"

Le ClanChe’s Patent Cells

Bicromate Battery, small

Magneto Electric Machine, for

Cure of Nervous diseases with

single magnet
Magneto Electric Machine, with
double Magnet

Magneto Electric Machine, with

treble Magnet
Electric Light Apparatus com-

plete, worked with 50 large Bunsen’s

Cells

Electric Light Apparatus with

40 Cells ...

Electric Light Apparatus with
44 Callan’s Cells

Oxy Hydrogen Light Apparatus com-
plete ... . •.

Electric Bells from Rs. 9 to Rs. 20

each.

RumkorflTs Coils of sizes from
Rs. 16 to Rs. 75 each.

Giesler’s Vacuum Tubes, of sizes,

from Rs. 4 to Rs. 8 each.

Photography, dkc.

Thoma’s operating Box or dark

Tent, measuring when closed

3" X l"-6" x l"-6"

Operating Tent for out door work
Camera by Ottwell and Collis for

pictures 7" x 4^"

Portrait Lens by Lerebour for

above
View Lens for pictures 7" x 44" ...

Large Portrait Lens by Lerebour

Improved Kaliedescope with patent

Lamp ... ....

Stanley’s Educational Microscope

Rs. ~)>o

7

4

3
4

13 0

18 0

20 0

400 0

320 0

260 0

200 0

80
25

80

45
.SO

80

30
5
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Demy
Eoval

NOW LANDED !

!

From the S.S. “DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH"
The following :

—

ALEXANDRIA—ALBION PRESSES.
Quarto or Royal 8vo.

Foolscap Folio

Post Folio ...

Foolscap Broadside

Crown

10
15
16

19
21
24
26

7
91

11

15
16
18

20|

Iron Ink Tables.

Rule and Lead Cutters.

Roller Frames and Stocks.

Expanding Roller Frames.

Composing Sticks, 8, 10 & 12 inches.

Brass Rules Plain 8to. Pica, 24 in.

Dotted Brass Rules, 16 inches.

Rule Case, No. 1.

Ditto, No. 2.

Hand Lever Perforating Machines.

NO MORE TROUBLE WITH INK ROLLERS I

PBOCUBE ONE OF

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLERS
6 in. ... Rs. 12 0

10 „ ... „ 16 0

12 „ ... „ 20 0

These are the Rollers for India

tliey will not melt away, but last for

years ! !

!

Stationery, Printing and Wiriting Papers of all sorts.

Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News^ Office

!

Anythiwj in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.

Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.

ERASMUS JONES, Printers* Agent, 5 & 6, British Indian Street, OALCUTTA.

BO MORB PAZRS!!!

WARRANTED to cure paina of every descrip-
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for

Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,

Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics,

Rheumatism. Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the outward aoplicatlon only of this medicine,
when all the skill of the medicai art has been tried

without effect.

Per bottle Re. 1, Large side Rs. 2, packing As. 8
DARLINGTON «& CO.

Dlmrrumtollah Street, Calcutta.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains I ! 1

are our trade marks. Unprincipled parties in-

fringing on our trade rights will be criminally
prosecuted.

igj" Beware of a base worthless fraudulent,
native imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-
Curer.^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
ignorant imitators who cannot express their
thoughts in their own words, but servilely imitate
Darlington & Co.

Call for Darlington’S Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy,
Mr. George Ostocke, Manager, Collingeerah

Indigo Concern, N. W. P., took a large bottle of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, found it efficacious, &
twice sent orders for half a dozen'' large bottles at
a time.

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes :

—“ Please
send me 2 fottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAiN-Cnrer, I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dora, Bombay Presidency, writes :
—“ We find

Darlington’s Pain-Curer efficacious, and are
glad to know of it as being a useful medicine.
Sister Theodorine, Swperiorets F de la Croix."
The Lady Superior of St. Mary’s Convent,

Allahabad, writes “ Darlington’s Pain-Curer
has been found most beneficial in a case of local
Paralysis. M. J. Schmidt, Superioress."

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I,, after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 more large bottles of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer through CapUin Percy Gough, his
Private Secretary.

General Jeet Jung Bahadoor, Rana, of Nepaul,
after orderiug oue large bottle of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer, expressed his approbation, and
ordered for a dozen large bottles of the same.

Rajah S. S. Ghosal, after taking more than 20
large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, said that
he found the medicine efficacious in every instance.

“ Gentlemen,—I beg you will kindly send me
another bottle of Darlington’s Infallible Pain-
Cureb which is undoubtedly worthy of its name
P. Thorpe, 39, Anderson Street, Black Town*
Madras.”

Mr. G. Dessa, of Howrah, has used more than
a 100 large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curer,
and finds it his only friend that aflfords him an
immunity from disease, or rids him of it when he
is attacked.

Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor k Proprietor of the
Bengal Times, writes from Dacca. “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple of applications, and in about 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instaiicet- in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer.”

Capt. Heath of the Steamer “Bombay,”
Master Mason, writes—" I gave a bottle of Dab-
linoton’s Pain-Curer to a friend of mine who
was ill. It having relieved him greatly, he wrote
to me for another bottle. Kindly let bearer have
a large bottle of Darlington’s Pain-Curer ”

a- 12 DARLINGTON &• 00.,
DhurrumtoUah Street, Calcutta.
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Boofirlxly SrMg’S Notice

The Bridge will be closed for traffic on
Tuesday, the 4th May, 1880, from 11 A. M.

to 2 A. u.

'
^

G. H. SIMMONS,
<*•6 SecTftavy to Svidge CommissioTierit,

ZLubber Stamp Co.
(Specially Cheapest Manufacturers of the

above stamp.

)

! No 99, College Street.

The promoters of the Company beg to intimate
the public, that they are prepared to under-

v tak&i works at exceedingly moderate rates and
. execute jobs to the satisfaction of constituents,
t^frioe list supplied on application. Specimens may
"may be sent gratis.
8 'v;

-T7r^—LFT'Tr" ’ »'l 7-1-
.!

ZXniJL a-EMB&Alj S7BA1S NAVI.
'

! aAVION OOnPANT',
8CBOEKE, B.lLBtTRN & Co .—Managing Agmts,

'

' ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Gbalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur
downward every Saturday.

ritHB Str. ilfir20j»ore will leave Cal-
Ji cutta for Assam, on Friday,

^ the 30th instant.

Cargo will be received atthe Company’s Godowns,
NhntollahnOhat, up till noon of Thursday, the
29th instant.

rpiHE Str, Tezpore will leave
i' X- Goalundo for Assam on SuQ-
j(i day, the 2nd May.

' Cargo will be received at the Company/s
^ Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon af
^Friday, theSOtb May. .

''
' Passengers should leave for Goalundo by T ^

of Saturday, the 1st May.

'I

t'ra|n

COOK AND CO.'S
' Crushed Food for Horses.
I

Price ... ... Rs. 3 permaundj Exclusive
;

Cattle Food ... „ l-4permaundv of
Chaff ... ... „ l-8permaund) Bags.

2L. G. SZZICAB, M.S.,

L. R. O. P., EDINBURGH,

AND

L. F. p. s., GLASGOW,
10, Creek Row,

Can he consulted daily from 6 to 8 a, m.

Family engagements under special arrangements.

». PZNK.BRTON di. CO.,

ENGINEERS, BUILDERS, & CONTACTORS

Drainage, Water, and Gas,

Office and Work shop, 39, Bentinok Street.

OHZMXNAZi COURT COMPANION
BY

PRAN KISSEN GHOSE
Intebpretob, Chief Magistrate’s Court,

Calcutta.

Price reduced to Rs. 6, Postage As. 8.

To be had of Messrs. Thacker Spink & Co., or
of the Compiler.

OAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme.

;

diatei Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.^ Benares will leave

X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues.
^day, the 4th May.

Cargo will be received at tne Company’s Go-
downs," NimtoUah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 3rd May.

For further information regarding rates of freight
or passage-money, apply to

4, Fairlie Place, i G. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 28th April, 1880. ( SecTfit<i'>"y

.

a-23

BZVBSS'STBAM NAVIGATION
CO., “ LIMITED.”

The Steamers of this Company run weekly from
Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

The Steamer Punjaub will
leave Calcutta for Assam

on Friday, the 7th May.

PRIZE MEDALLISTS
ITot Bzoellenoy of Workmanship

J. M. EDMOND & Co.,

27—28, BENTINCK STREET.
Established 18.3.3.

Cabinet Makers, Upholsterers,
AND

Billiard Table Manttfaeturers,
Houses completely furnished. Furniture design

ed and made to order.
Estimates given for all kinds of Artistic Furni-

ture. Carpentering, Painting, Polishing, Guilding,
and General Repairs, Marble Polished, Moulded,
and Cleaned

; Picture Frames made,
i

J. M. Edmond AND Co„ in soliciting a conti-
nuance of public patronage, beg to say they have

j

ready for "sale* specimens ofEbonized and Gold
Oxford style of Fancy Chairs, and are prepared to
execute orders for other Furnitures 'm the same
style,

J. M. Edmond & Co.’s New Show-Room isnow replete with New Heraldic Stvle of Dining-
room Chairs, and Rustic Chairs, TeleseoDic Dinincr
Tables, with Patent Table Expanders. The Oxford
Rustic style Drawing-room suite of original style
and designed by Native Artizans, artistic new
design Chamber Services, Hall Furniture with
Minton’s tiles inserted, Folding Triplicate Mirrors
and “ Exhibition” Pior Table. ^-13

The Indian. Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Lesses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen,

^ .

The Security of the Association is now generally
adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acta of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required;

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.LA.,

_ .
Secretary.

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay, •’

OR,
F. A. COHEN,

7i Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

Agent, for BENGAL.

INNES & CO.
(J.Innes.Late Head Assistant to Steuabt& Co.)

CARRIAGE BUILDERS.

36 and 37, Bentlnck Street,
f

Calcutta.
^ I .
\

.

Carriages of every description, built to order

latest designs and improvements, material and
workmanship guaranteed.

Repairs carefully and promptly executed.

Oiling rates to be had on application.

Carriag*e3 sold on commission @ 5 per cent.

ESTIMATES A DRAWINGS FURNISHED.

CHARGES MODERATE.

THE INDIAN MIRROR.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town.

The Str

.

Scinde will leave
for Assam from Goalundo

on Thursday, the 6th May.
_ t'

For further information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO.
0-32

Austro-Hangrarian' Lloyds’ Steam *.

Havlgration Company,
Lin* of Steamers between Calcutta and

Trieste viA "^Suee Canal,

TaklnS? Cargo for ‘Egypt, the Levant, Black Sea t

Mediterranean, and Adriatic Ports.
’

rpHB company's ' S. S. Ndrent -, will arrive I

here on or about the 25th March, and will
leave on -or about the 5th April next, calling at
Colombo, Aden, Suez, and Port Said. Has ex-
cellent ' accommodation for Passengers, and carries
an experienced Surgeon.
The Company also cover risks of Insurance on

goods and specie shipped by their Steamers to any
of the above-mentioned places, and grant Bills of
Lading accordingly.

For Freight, Passage, and Rates of Premiums
kc,, &c., apply to ’

DAVID SASSOON & CO
Agents, 104‘J Clive Street.

Dentistry.

For One Month
Three Months
Six Months
Twelve Months

Rs. As, P.,280
6 0 0
12 0 0
24 0 0

J» CORFIBZ.D <k CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

lyi-fAY, be consulted daily on all branches of
their Profession.

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-
manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-
tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They
cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free.

3 6
'8 0
16 0
32 0

0
0
0
0

J. CORFIELD & CO.,

..•vT-
aiS^ - Old Court Ptoust Street, Calcutta,

‘o tb.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil.

For One Month
Three Months
Six Months

,, Twelve Months
Foreign.

For Twelve Months (uio Southamnton) 48 6 0
'» >» Brindisi)' ... 64 10 0Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil. "i

For One Month ... ... ^

, Tlrree Months ... ...

***

9
„ Six Months ... ...

-

„ Twelve Months...
... |o

( Single Copy Four Annas. )
Foreign.

For Twelve Months yvia Southampton) 12
'« »i ('*'’*« Brindisi) ... 14 14 q

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.
For casual Advertisements 2 annas oer line.
^0 Aavertisement charged for than aRuoee.

For social contract rates apply to the Manager.

Printed and published for the Proprietor bv W. CSooR, at the Sen Press at Noi^.Britisil Indian
otr6Gt| vAlOUttAi

0 0
8 0
0 0
0 0

7 0
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All the malcontents with some petty ex-

ceptions have made their submission to him
and he has raised about 150 recruits for his

infantry regiment. The neighbourhood of

Khillati Ghilzai is said to be generally quiet-

ing down, though armed parties still hover

about. No news from Herat.

(Sditorial

EEUTSB’S TBliEGBAXaS.

THE NEW VICEROY.
London, 8th May.

The Marquis of Ripon, in reply to a depu-

tation of the Indian Council at Downing Street

yesterday, said that as regards the question

of education he should follow the lines of the

Court of Directors’ despatch of 1854.

TRADE RETURNS.
The Board of Trade returns of exports for

the last month show a decided improvement
and a large increase of imports.

COLONEL COMMERAOFP.
The assassin of Colonal Corameraoff is

sentenced to death.

MR. FAWCETT’S RE-ELECTION.
London, 7th May.

Mr. Fawcett, having accepted office under
the new Ministry, presented himself to-day to

the constituency of Hackney, when he said,

after thanking them for his re-election, that

the finances of India were the first

question before Government
;

that the er-

roneous estimate in Sir J. Strachey’s budget
most be closely investigated, and those res-

ponsible for it peremptorily called to account,

and that India must he aided to defray the

Afgan War expenses.

The Euphrates passed the Canal homeward
bound on the 7th instant.

mOM TKB PRESS OOnKMIS-
.SZONBR.

We beg to acknowledge with many thanks
the receipt of a money order for 19 shillings

from Miss S. D. Collet.

:o:—

—

The Indian Evangelical Eevkw which has

disappeared for some time, will, it is said,

make its re-appearance in Calcutta in July
next.

:o:—

—

The Indian Herald blames us for having
expressed the regret that Lord Lytton should

not leave behind him any monument of bis

greatness. Is the writer sure that he has

understood our meaning ?

——— :o:

Dr. Newman says;—“ I do hereby pro-

fess ex animo with an absolute internal assent

and consent,that Protestantism is the dreariest

of all religions, that the thought of the Ang-
lican service makes me shiver, and the thought

of the Thirty-nine Articles makes me shudderT
-o:

It is said that the decrees of the French
Ministry for the suppression of religious

orders will be extended to the colonies. In
that case we think the French settlements of

India will be obliged to expel their Jesuit

missionaries also. Fortunately we live in

British India.

:o:

Said Mr. Goschen in the course of a speech
at Margate, “if you could take the backbones
of Sir Stafford Northcote, Mr. Cross, Lord
John Manners, and Colonel Stanley, and
combine them all together, they would not be
nearly so strong as the backbone of Lord
Hartington alone.” We are proud to say that
such a man is our Secretary of State.

:o:

In another column will be found an earnest

and impassioned epistle from the pen of

Mr. Channing addressed to his fellow-

religionists in America. The letter breathes

a tone of fervent piety which is truly refresh-

ing in these days when every sincere devotee

is denounced as a mystic. We hope our
readers will not miss the epistle. It will

be found among the Selections.

o::

The Spectator quotes a lecture delivered by
a German Professor in which some of the

evils of the present system of public education
are dealt with. He says that “ headache in

schools decidedly increases, until in some
schools one-third of the scholars suffer from
it. He believes that the cause is over in-

tellectual exertion, caused partly by tbe

adoption of too many subjects, but principally

by the tendency to demand night.work.”

———:o;——

—

We understand that a Society of //Native

gentlemen has been established at Multan
with a view to watch the attitude of the

Punjab Government towards the educational

institutions of the province. That Government
has unfortunately begun to imitate the policy

of the N. W. P. rulers in accordance with

which educational institutions of long standing

and great usefulness are allowed to be abolish-

ed with little remorse or grief.

:o: —
It may not be generally known that in the

year 1774 the Court of Directors wrote to

the Governor of Madras strictly forbidding

the erection of any Roman Catholic Churches,

or the presence of any priest in the Presi-

dency, and enjoining that if any Papists had
received situations under Government, they

should be immediately dismissed. Mark the

progress of ideas, for it is a Roman Catholic

that comes out to us as our next Viceroy,
:o:

The Calcutta correspondent of the

iMcknow Witness, speaking of the Oxford
Mission, says it were to be wished that

the appeal to educated Hindus should have
come from another source than high Angli-

canism. “ Some of its representatives certain-

ly preach Christ with unction and power
;

and if we could be sure the members of

this promised Oxford Mission would confine

themselves to preaching Christ and not the

Church, we could bid them an unqualified

welcome, and wish them all succees.” it

is the story of “ brother needle” again. Does
Methodism preach Christ, and not itself ?

:o:

The Unitarian journals received by the last

mail from England contain full particulars of

the centennial festivities in honor, of the late

Dr. Channing. Some of the speeches delivered

on the occasion were really good,' and we hope

to utilise them in a future number.' In the mean-
time what an amount of discredit does the

action of the Unitarians throw? by contrast

upon us to whom the memory of Rajah Ram
Mohun Roy ought to be as dear as that of

Channing is to Unitarians. The hundredth

birthday of our Rajah has passed away, and
not one movement was inaugurated to

celebrate his memory. What are the Brahmos
doing ?

:o;

'

A PRIVATE letter lately received from a
leading Theist in England, for whose profound
scholarship we have very great respect, con-

tains the following passage, which, we have
no doubt, will be read with interest by our
readers :

—“ I read regularly the devotional

column in the Mirror, which gives so much
offence. I find no difficulty in separating

the allegory in it from the principles incul-

cated, and see no cause to be offended at it,

though of course it is written in a style alien

from Eaglieh modes of thought.^' ’As to the

objeotioa that it is a parody oq passagss ui

CABUL NEWS.
Simla, 7th May 1880.

Cabul fitb^May. Tbe large' bodies of

Eohistanis in the'' neighbourhood of Cabul
have dispersed^ to their homes. Letters of

last’ Sunday ' received' from Sirdar Mahomed
Alam Khan, Governor of Ghazni, state all

ireH there and 'that Masa* Khan had entered

the City same day;*arrangements being made
for keeping open' communication between

Ghazni and Cabul. Large quantities of goods of

private traders are dying at Jellalabad awaiting

transport. From Candahar 6th May,the Sirdar

Shere' Ali'is siill in' Afghanistan district.
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CHBBBiKa words come across the Atlantic,
which mnst cause a thrill of joy in every
Theistio heart in India. While the subject
of Ood-vision is exciting such bitterness and
derision in this country among scoflfers, a
Theistio sister in Philadelphia thus gives
out a pious and hopeful forecast of what is

coming .on “Sometimes I wonder whether
the vision of God that seems to have come
to you in India is not to be the opening up
to the world of a new and deener insight
into Divine things than any the 'world has
yet known. At any rate, I feel sure that
God who at * sundry times and in diverse
manners’ has spoken to men, is now speak-
ing to Mr. Sen, and I am listening with
intense interest to hear what His message
will be.”

-:o:

Thb Tories have diligently spread a state-

ment that a Northampton Baptist voter,

being puzzled as to whether he should vote
for Mr. Bradlangh or no, made an inquiry of
Mr. Spurgeon, and received for answer that

the latter would vote for the Devil, if he were
a Liberal. Mr. Spurgeon writes to the papers
to contradict the statement as utterly false.

At the same time he declares his own theory

of Parliamentary representation. He says:

—

The fitness of a man to represent us politically
cannot be measured by his piety or his orthodoxy.
We employ a physician, not because he is a
Baptist, but because he understands medicines;
and so we vote for a man to sit in Parlia-
ment, not because he is orthodox in religion,
but because he holds views in politics which
we regard to be right. The less sectarian-
ism comes into this question the better. The
moral element in politics should be mainly re-
garded, and peculiarities of creed only so far as
they are involved in the’present union of Church
and State, and other kindred subjects.

We beg leave to differ.

:o:

The Salyatiou Army is thus described by
Christopher Crayon in the columns of the
Independent ;

—

The audiences are not select
; the services would

not please a fashionable congregation
; but

wonderful results have been wrought. Eight
years ago the Water Street Mission was opened,
in the midst of the vilest haunts and the most
wicked and wretched population to be found in
the city. Men and women, who have fallen as
low as mortals can descend in immorality and
wretchedness, have In these years been attracted,
from various causes, into the chapel, and have
been led, by the simple personal appeals, by the
reading of the Scriptures, which some had never
heard before, and by spirted singing, to resolve
upon a better life, and many have lived since their
conversion morally and usefully. At the Chapel
meetings, some thirty or forty old converts attend
regularly, and testify by their changed external
aopearance, as well as in earnest devout language,
the change they have undergone. Here are d runk-
ards, thieves, roughs, ex-convicts and outcasts,
who have heard and received the Gospel, and now
show forth its power In changed lives. Hundreds
have thus been reclaimed. Sailors return after
a long absence and tell how they have persevered
in the new life; and converts die rejoicing in a
blessed hope. A work which has been so signally
successful ought to be continued and enlarged.

The American Free-thinkers, says an
English paper, have been rent in twain by the
same conduct which recently split the English
secularists into two hostile camps the
publication of immoral literature by some of
their leaders. It seems that in America as in
England, the great majority of the party
117 societies against eight—belong to what
Mr. G. J. Holyoake emphatically calls “the
polecat section.” Their ablest man, Mr.
Abbott) writes almost despaiiingly in appeal to

them. He says Tl.a vary lifa „nib„.Uam
at stake. If the great liberal body,

organised and unorganised, is ali^eajy too
far corrupted by the poison of free love
to care for these revelations, if it feels
no burning immediate necessity of speech
and action in defence of its own purity and
good name, if it lazily or stupidly consents
any longer to be represented by the men who
have thrust themselves forward before the
world as our martyrs,’ then its damnation

11 ^ »‘ow soon it
comes. The breach between the genuine and
he spurious is made. Let it grow wide as
the Amazon, and deep as the bottomless

The London Graphic of 10th April last
thus notices our Pilgrimages “Spiritual
Pilgrimages to Departed Saints have been
instituted by Babu Keshub Chunder Sen and
h.s fo owers m Bombay(?) Last month Moses
was the chosen saint, and the faithful who
wished to conyerse with the spirit ot the pro-
phet were bidden to undergo a week’s pre-
paration, and on the following Sunday to
meet on the spiritual Sinai to hold com-

of the Jewish dis-
pensation. In Its next issue, which reach-

again the fol-
lowing The Spiritual Pilgrimage to Moses,
undertaken by Calcutta Brahmists, of which
we spoke last week, proved so edifying thatMe sect have now held prilgrimage to

1 1 the Indian
Mirror states the pilgrims dwelt for
eight days with Moses in the heavenly man-
sion, w 1 e the same journal gives extracts
roin a song of the new dispensation,’
as follows ‘ Chanting the name of Hari
Saints dance. Moses dances and the great
rishi Narad dances, playing on the lyre.
Dances the pious King David of old, and
with him are Janak and Yudhistri, noble-

.

o^^ted. The great Yogi Mahado dances in
joy,with whom dances John with his disciples.
Nanak, Prahlad, and Nityanand all dance,
and in their midst are Paul and Mahomed.’ ”

;o:

Does Brahmoism give peace to the mind ?
Assuredly it does. For if it did not, wo
should perish of sheer despair and inanity.
10 us nothing is more hopeful than the
present position of our church. There
are many earnest souls among us, and
if they had not obtained peace in the
religion which they profess, they would
assuredly have run mad with despair. At
the present moment there is simply no occa
Sion for despair, for the moment the soul is
in need of consolation, our kind Father brings
the relief immediately. So many new things
are transpiring before us, so many new truths
are being revealed, so many modes of prepar-
ing the mind for the holy bliss of salvation,
and the soul is so much engaged with things
o God, that literally we may say we
haVfl no time to despair. Besides, look at
the beauty, the harmony, the peace which the
New Dispensation has revealed. Evidently
the world has put on a new dress. He who
18 nectar has filled the world with nectar.
The clouds are full of nectar, the rivers
carry nothing but nectar, the flowers are
nectar

;
the toils, trials and troubles of life,

behold, they also liavo theirj sweets’to offer.

^1 I It is an admirable world we*reside in.
Who says it is a bad place to live in ? Has
not the devotee extracted honey from the
bitterest gall ? Despair not, brother. Be in-
toxicated with faith, and the dreariest desert
of life will suddenly bloom into a beautiful
garden, and you will see everything with new
eyes.

The great difficulty in the acceptance of
truths found in the Bible is the hard literalis.ii

which accompanies their exposition. Beauti-
ful figures and tropes conveying veritable
jewels of spiritual meaning, are interpreted
literally, thus killing their spirit unaccounta-
bly and for ever. Eminent Christian divines
recognise this difficulty, though it is hard for
them even to be rid of the fatal error. Let
us quote Canon Farrar. Christ was near
Sychar, by the side of the well, conversing
with the woman of Samaria. “ The Samaritans
instantly flocked out of the city at her words,
and while they were seen approaching, the dis-
ciples urged our Lord to eat, for the hour of
noon was now past, and he had had a weary
walk. But all hunger had been satisfied in the
exaltation of his ministry. 'I have food to eat,’
he said, ‘which he knew not.’ Might they
not have understood that from childhood up-
wards, he had not lived by bread alone ? But
again wo find the same dull, hard, stolid
literalism. Their scriptures, the very idioms
in which they spoke, were full of vivid
metaphors, yet they could hit on no deeper
explanation of his meaning than that perhaps
some one had brought him some thing to eat.
How hard must it have been for him thus
at every turn to find even in his chosen ones
such a strange incapacity to see that material
images were but the vehicles for deep spiri-
tual thoughts. But there was no impatience
in him who was meek and lowly of heart.
‘ My meat,’ he said, ‘is to do the will of Him
that sent me, and to finish His work.’ ”

Yes, the chosen ones of Christ, even his
missionaries, are guilty of this “ dull, hard,
stolid literalism.”

-.'o:

It is amusing to notice the tone which
characterises the utterances of Anglo-Indians
in reference to the recent elections. It is

quite natural that the policy of despotism and
aggression carried on by the “ late-present ”

Government should be endorsed by persons
of this class. It is only necessary to
say that the Vernacular Press Act
was at the beginning supported by
most of the Anglo-Indian papers. That
shows the worth which we are to attach to their
utterances. What a pity that the really good,
virtuous and able among members of the ruling
race—of whom there are so many—do not
possess a larger share in the press manage-
ment of the country. That Anglo-India has
come into disrepute is owing only to these
amiable representatives of the press who
never fail to misrepresent the Christianity
and virtues of their countrymen at home.
One of them is so filled with disgust and
chagrin at the results of the elections that he
suggests vox populif vox asini as the motto
by which he might properly characterise the
decision of the people. One symptom of the
malady from which Anglo-India is just now
suffering may be recognised in the feeling of
impatience, marked by intense hatred, at the
mention of Mr. Gladstone. We wish these
sapient writers who make so much parade of
their political foresight and independence had
taken their chance at the recent elections and
fought for a few seats in Parliament like their
prototype, Mr. Maclean. This latter gentle-
man plaintively describes how gangs of boys
threw “ flour and crow’s eggs at the Tories,”
how he escaped himself without much damage,
and how some of his supporters fared badly,and
among them an episcopal clergyman who was
seriously injured by missiles thrown at him.
Yes, a man who, while in India, never lost
an opportunity of abusing and vilifying the
Natives, is himself hissed, hooted and assault-
ed in freedom-loving Scotland. The sight is

edifying enough, and we advise our Anglo-
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Ind’an contemporaries to go and try the same
experiment themselves, if for nothing else

at any rate to give their much abused Native
fellow-subjects some fun in this dull, hot

season.

^:o:

M. Renan was, when the mails left Eng-
land, almost the lion of London society.

His speeches are regularly reported in the
Times and other newspapers, and he is greeted
with cheers wherever ha goes. There was
a time, we believe, when he would have been
received with cold disdain by society. The
changes in the modes in which such men ns

Colenso and Renun are now received, are,

indeed, quite significant. We extract the
following particulars of his three Hibbert
lectures as given briefly in the Christian
World :

—“ M. Renan’s second lecture in con-
nection with Hibbert Trust, was delivered on
Thursday last week in London. We regret

that our space forbids anything more than
the briefest note of the subjects and method
of treatment. The second lecture was on
“ The Legend of the Roman Churoh

—

Peter and Paul.” A graphic description
was given of the social and religous
life of the Jewish colony in Rome, which
dates from about the year B. C. 60.
The rise of the Christian community was
sketched with much vividness, the lecturer
saying of its first members—“ A small group
flocked together, everybody smelling of
garlic—poor, dirty proletarians—these an-
cestors of the Roman prelacy—unknown,
unmannered men, clad in malodorous
stable-slops, with tainted breath like ill- fed

people.” M. Renan accepted it as probably
true that Peter visited Rome, and also regard-
ed as credible and probable the tradition of
the martyrdom of Peter and Paul. Tiie third
lecture ot the series was delivered on Tuesday
last, and was devoted to showing how the
rival teaciiings of the two apostles had
been made to agree, or, as he put it,

“ how legend cut short all historical scruples,
and in what manner tlie Cliurch con-
summated a reconciliation between the two
great leaders, a reconciliation which their
death had probably foreshadowed,” He argued
tliat altliougl) seemingly incapable of alliance,

the Jewish Christianity of Peter, and the
Hellenism of Paul, were equally necessary to

the triumph of the future work. Tlie fourth
and final lecture was to be delivered last

evening. M, Renan expressed himself, in the
course of his remarks on Tuesday, as deeply
gratified with the reception which had been
accorded to him in England.”

LANGUAGE.

Language is often a serious stumbling-
block in the way of men of little faith. They
do not seem able to pursue the high flights of
devotional poetry. Imagery, parable, alle-

gory they relish not and cannot tolerate.
They say to the world’s prophets—give up your
mysticism and speak to us in the common
language of the market, or we comprehend
not. And yet Jesus must speak in para-
bles. lie lieeds not the remonstrances of
men of the world. They may protest
unceasingly, they may stumble, they
may misconstrue and misrepresent his teach-
ings, the world may pervert through ignor-
ance all his doctrines and precepts, yet he
persists in speaking allegorically. He mysti-
fies and perplexes them; he gives them dark-
ness instead of light. Yet Jesus finds it im-
possible to teach except in poetry and parable.
The world ought to remember that in demand-
ing plain diction and commonplace teaching,
it demands an impossibility.^ Men of faith

speak as they see and feel, not as professors
but as seers. They speak not from the under-
standing, but from inspiration. They com-
municate the sights and sounds of the spirit-
world, not the carefully shaped thoughts of
the logician. They do not think out but
pour out doctrines. They speak as they
are touched by the live coal of Divine in-
spiration. Hence their language is the
language of nature, full of poetry, simplicity
and beauty. It is eloquent, yet child-like,
so true to nature and God. The wise are
confounded

;
they cannot enter into the spirit

of such eloquence. It is unintelligible because
ot Its extreme simplicity and its unalloyed
purity. But Heaven’s truth is revealed unto
the babe, while it is hidden from the philoso-
pher. Those among us who wish to speak
naturally and eloquently ought to speak
under inspiration, in the spirit and after the
example of the world’s great masters, and not
employ the studied and mechanical language
of current and commonplace literature.

WHAT IS YOGA ?

Yoga in arithmatic means addition, and in
religion it bears the same meaning. When a
person enters into communion, he is said to be
engaged in yoga. Now what is the meaning
of this expression ? In other words, what do

God when we commune with
Him . Men differ in their estimates about
everything, as their standpoints vary in each
case. The same human face has one sort of
expression when seen from one point of view
and a new one when contemplated from
another. No object has the same ap-
pearance to all men and at all times. If this
be true of things, how much so must it be of
God whose extent is infinite and whose
manifestations are endless. As it is we
observe one face of God here, another ’there
and a third in another place. I’he God of
Asia is different from the God of Europe •

tdie God of iho Rishi is different from the
idolator; and so is the God of

Christ different from the God of his disciples.
Evem monotheists do not worship the same
God. One Hrahmo has one conception of
Him, another has an altogether different
one. Some people worship Him as a stern
Lawgiver and Judge, others as a loving
Father; some regard Him as the dear obiect
of adoration and love, others as a Master
whose will is to be obeyed. Some take re-
ligion to be service, others see in it nothing
but contemplation. Thus the same God
is worshipped by the same people, yet
under different aspects. It is a mistake
therefore, to suppose that even Brahmos
worsiiip the same Supreme Being. The
estimates of divinity are thus varied, and
yet none ot them is false. There is truth in
each of them. If God is Love, He is also the
Lawgiver,Creator, Father and Saviour. It was
reserved to our fore-fathers to discover the
true method of contemplating the Deity •

but while they stopped with the simple
discovery of the method, it has been reserved
to us to fiml out its practical application. The
true method was to collect all the aspects of
the Lord and to think of Him under all of them
collectively. The worshippers in the Brahma
Mandir begin with the solemn chant of the
Satyam. &c. That means that the worship of
God begins with a due realisation of all His
attributes, and this enumeration is followed by
the injunction to meditate Him. To collect the
various aspects, to add up the attributes is to
contemplate God in His totality. This process
is called dhyan. Yoga thus means the contem-
plation of tho Supremo Being—.the adding

together of all the ideas which' men hold
regarding Him—the yoga of the various frag-

ments of God, and the realisation of the indivi-

sible essence. How beautifully does the
spirit of yoga coincide with that of eclecti-

cism I A Brahmo who realises his Father
in the heart cannot, by the very essence
of his being, discard the religions of
other men and other countries. Since no
aspect of the godhead entertained by a
nation can be false,—it is false, when it is

thought to be the only attribute—a devotee
has only to include that aspect or attribute

in his yoga or process of addition. Thus
when he is a yogi, he is a Hindu, Christian,

Mahomedan all. The sum total of all re-

presents God. In the highest exercises of our
devotional faculties, we cannot be false to the
scientific spirit of the age. The comparative
method which we so dearly prize, finds full

play in the lonely solitudes of the devotee.

When we behold the Lord we observe Him as
the God of love, philosophy and science, the
God of the yogi in short. The beauty of
Theism lies in the fact that it so beautifully
reconciles and harmonises the conflicting

principles of religion and science on the one
hand, and of religion and sectarianism on
the other. There is nothing discordant in
our faith, in which all truth harmonises
with all truth. The noblest dictates of
philosophy and science are already fulfilled

in the discipline of a solitary devotee’s heart.
To a student nothing is a source of greater
relief and consolation than this universal
harmony to be found in all his conceptions
of the cosmos. It is a beautiful unity, a
wonderful harmony—this Theism which we
profess. Fellow Theist, be worthy of the
religion you profess. Discord and quarrel
are eminently foreign to a faith whose
genitisis unity. Rest assured, this Theism,
this yog'll will alone give peace and salvation

to our dear motherland.

SCEPTICISM AND SUPERSTITION.

SCEPTICI8.M is in many cases the mother of
superstition. We find this especially true in
India, where with the progress of education,
real faith almost often disappears, and unbelief
comes to be associated with the belief in most
abject superstitions. Educated 'Natives are
found who laugh at the doctrines of the
Brahmo Somaj, and condemn us because we
speak with emphasis of the being and at-
tributes of

^

God. They tax us “for our
credulity which is manifested in our incoherent
utterances about tho voice of God heard
through conscience, about G/)d-vision, inspira-
tion and so on. We are known to believe in
a personal Deity and acknowledge His pro-
vidence, and these are things which our
educated countrymen find it very hard to
understand. The beautifully simple creed of
theism is resolved by them into empty,
superstitious fancy. Such a creed, they
say, is an anachonism in the nineteenth
century. Plain theism they understand; but
speak of believing God with the reality and
vividness of actually seeing some one, of
hearing Him as we hear any body talk ? That
is an Absurdity which the spirit of the age
readily disowns. This mad talk would
have sounded very well in the fourteenth
century; but in the full blaze of the nineteenth,
it is more than simple superstition, it is

positively mischievous. Such is the way in
which Theism is disposed of. Turn we now
to criticise our critics. Wo shall ask them
to toll us what things they do believe
and what they do not believe. There are
some who do believe in God, but to these
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vivid faith is nonsense. There are others
j

who ignore God and Providence, while

there are those who profess indifferentism

to be the most glorious religion of tlie nine-

teenth century. Not one of these is intel-

leotrally convinced of the truth of Hinduism.

English education has revealed unto them

the light of knowledge. It is absurd to

think that they can believe in the existence of

that voraciou8*monster who devours the sun

and moon on the occasion^ of the eclipses. We
are sure they are convinced of the pernicious

consequences of the institution of priesthood
;

and it is next to impossible that they can

believe in the gods of their country.

Heavens ! When people condemn us for

venturing to speak of God in a manner the

most intelligible, how can they be supposed

to believe in the existence of millions

of gods and goddesses ? Yet will the troth be

told? There is nothing in the heavens above or

the earth below which they would not swallow

as soon as their interests are touched. We
have seen men the furthest gone from the

path of faith who, on the approach of the

least danger, would forthwith send offerings

to Kali, who, when they are ill, would invite

Brahmins to pray for them, and who, when

a dear one is indisposed, would get conjurers

to expel ghosts and evil spirits. An educat-

ed man who assaults us with the whole

quiver of inductive philosophy, is known

to believe in the existence of ghosts

innumerable—he-ghosts, she ghosts, horse-

ghosts, and cow-ghosts 6t hoc genus

07WW5,—and he is not the man to boldly face

darkness, as he is ready at the same moment

to hold forth with the utmost eloquence upon

the deep mysteries and scientific truths of

spiritualism. Our brother is deeply versed

in the history of the past and the hidden

things of the future. He would spend lots

of money to get a seer to reveal the name of

a thief, or a priest to disclose the future.

Horoscopes and astrological calculations
^

are

freely resorted to to get a foretaste of what is to

happen. He has heard of the Theosophical

Society and its utterances about the occult

powers of nature, and these go a great deal

to strengthen the innate superstition of his

heart. A disciple of the mo'lern school of

astronomy, a worshipper of Newton and

Herschel, he is also a zealous upholder

of the science, as he calls it, of as-

trology. He lays stress upon the induc-

tive and scientific method when he has

occasion to refer to the Brahmos, but resorts

to priests and horoscopes as soon as his

future has to be consulted. Thus in his case

there is superstition in the very act of

avoiding superstition. Minds before which

all the idols are broken, find the void in them

too deep to bo endurable, and in the fright

to which they are reduced, they see spectres

in the passing cloud and an ill omen in every

ruffle of the wind. There is no absurdity

which they are not capable of swallowing.

In fact, their very scepticism renders the

existence of superstition inevitable. Such

is the unnatural condition to which the

Indian mind is reduced, thanks to the

secular education which is in vogue in the

country. This education has broken down

and smashed the entire superstructure of

faith, and in the dreary decay and solitude of

the ruins nothing is seen but the dim owls

and night-birds of superstition. As a matter

of fact, English education in destroying faifh

in idolatry has made the Indian mind more

proae to superstition than ever.

Bhai WooMANATH.after visiting Burdwan,Patna
and Lucknow, leached Nyni Tal on Wednesday
last.

The seventeenth anniversary of the Shambazar
Brabmo Somaj took place on Saturday, the 20th

Baisak

.

Bhia Protap ChunderMozumoar gave a lecture

at the Assembly Roomb, Nyni Tal, on Wednesday
last. Subject;—“Harmony between Knowledge
and Reason.’’

A CORRESPONDENT Writing from Bankipore says

that the local Brahmos are showing signs of action

and vitality. A Sangat Sabha has been established.

On a recent Sunday Bhai Wooma Nath Oupta
preached a sermon onAdesh in the Brahmo Somaj.

Bhai Dino Nath Moz0.:dar has, in the course

of the last few days, visited Khulna, Naipati,

Maheswarpara, and Kalia. The villagers every-

where accorded him a cordial reception. There
have been kirtan, open-air addresses and services

everywhere. At Khulna a branch Band of

Hope has been established-

We have been favored with a copy of “The
Voice of God,” being a repr’ut of what appeared

on the subject in the Devotional column of the

Sunday Mirror. It comes to us from America.

Thisisoneof the many proofs we have lately

had of the growing spiritual communion between

India and America. How the same Holy Spirit

works in the hearts of the devout in distant

landsl

Mr. Edgar, the Magistrate and Collector of

Ar.’ah,whois soon to be the Commissioner of Patna,

showed great friendliness to one of our preachers

who lately lectured at that station. Mr. Edgar

is an authority on the subject of Buddhism, and

has evidently much respect for, and confidence in,

the Brahmo Somaj. Higher officials like him

serve as the connecting link between our movement
and the rulers of the country.

The fourteenth Anniversary of the Hazaribaug

Brahmo Somaj was celebrated on the 12th ultimo.

Bhai Troylucko Nath Sannyal was invited to be

present on the occasion.and he reached Hazaribang

on the morning of Friday, the 9th April. Our
friend delivered a lecture on “True Humanity” on

the 10th before a crowded meeting in th e local

Girl School House. On Sunday, there was Nagar-

kirtan,after which an address in Hindi was deliver-

ed by our friend. The Utsab on Monday was a

great success. An esteemed correspondent says;

—

“We hope the local Brahmos will endeavour to

cherish the enthusiasm and fervour produced

amongst them. This Brahmo Somaj was for some

time in a very sad state, it has now been re-

organised, and it is trusted it will continue to live

well the new life it has been blessed with.’

Bhai Troylucko Nath is now at Ranchi,

WHAT AND HOW THE MINISTER
TEACHES.

M. Do you know I am the worst sinner among
you 1

We would not believe it.

M. So it is. I say the truth. Believe.
M, Ye are not my disciples.

We believe we are.

M. No, you are not. Ye are my friends and co-

workers, valued instruments I am thankful

for.

M. Why do ye call mo a prophet ? I am not

worthy of the title.

Thy peculiar life marks thee out as a prophet,

raised by Providence.
M. Beware. Put me not in the rank of prophets,

for thereby ye insult them and contaminate
your own hearts with a palpable lie. A ser-

vant of all the prophets—this is my title.

M. Ye wish to immitate me and follow me ?

Yes, we do.

M. Do not, for imitation is death, and blind

obedience is slavery. Imitate and follow

your God. He among you who says I am
your master and can save you, tells an
untruth. May my Father teach you and lead

you 1 Deny me as a teacher, deny me.
M. If you regard me as a teacher do you criticize

my teachings ?

Yes, we judge ocitically*

M, Ye shoul d not. Neither shall ye receive

aught from me for my sake, nor shall ye
deny and reject my words for your learning’s

sake. Ask your God in every instance

whether what 1 say is truth or not, and
accept or discard as He directs you.

BRAHMO PULPIT.

War between God and this World. *

Since the creation this world is a scene of con •

tinral warfare. There are two places where this

struggle takes place. One, within the heart of man;
and the other, in the midst of human society. In

the heart of every man and woman, there is a

great struggle going on with all sorts of sin and

prejudice. Man always wars with God, though he

is endowed with liberty by God himself. The
son of man has employed every weapon and
every means that is needed for his success.

Old weapons have broken and new ones

have been made, old plans of warfare have

given place to new ones. But through the

irresistible power and majesty of God, these means
have utterly failed ;

and still man desists not.

But how is the war begun ? Endowed as man is

with free will, he began to go against the will of

God, and from that day commenced his fall. But
when man failed to baffle God, then he called some
of his brothers and sisters, and being banded toge-

ther renewed the warfare with great vigour. And
when these men failed, they brought together

others, and thus almost the whole world is

arrayed against God. Thus we find tbere is strug-

gle both in the individual and in the

community. As on the one hand we find

every man and every society waging war
with the Most High, so on the other hand, God
continually sends down from Heaven every

means by which the warfare may be put a stop

to. When the fire of war burns in this earth, then
there is a heavy downpour of peace and
righteousness from Heaven. In order to stop this

two-fold contest, God enters into individual

hearts and into communities, and in order to

banish sin and superstition. He Himself
devises means by which both the individual and the

community are overthrown. When thousands
and thousands of people are on the battle field,

it will not do to defeat one here and one
there, but the whole army must be subdued.
For this God has been sending into every country
and in every age army after army under
some commander, in order to subdue this re-

bellious World and to establish the kingdom
of Truth and Righteousness. Every one of these

commanders, with his own band of soldiers and
according to the light and power within
him, has endeavoured his best to destroy sin

and untruth. But as darkness and ungodli-

ness have been dispelled by means of their

action, some truth and righteousness have .also

disappeared along with them. Their fighting

could not bring about the total destruction of ail

sin. And hence arose the necessity of another
religious sect. God supplied this new sect with

all the necessary implements of war. They also

achieved some amount of success. But they too

failed to gain an entirely successful issue. Hence
arose the necessity of a third sect. Thus in every
age and in every country various religious sects

have come into existence.

We are Brahmos, we find that all religious

denominations that have come into this world,

since its creation, have been engaged in propagat-
ing and fighting for our religion. All leaders

of religious warfare belong to us, all religious

horoes have shed their blood for us. All religious

dispensations are ours. No shastra, no rishi, no
pious man is excluded from our Dispensation, They
have brought in their respective scriptures, and
the Brahmo Somaj has accepted them. All truths

that have been preached, all saints and prophets
that have ever been born, belong to us. At the*

command of the Lord, these men have shed their

blood,in consequence of which mighty results have,

from time to time, taken place which have greatly

benefited the religious world. The blood of the
saints and martyrs of all countries in the world,
flows in one gigantic stream. In like manner, the

influence, wisdom, love and holiness of the saints

and prophets of the world have been flowing

in one stream. No trace can be found of any one
truth being solely preached by a particular saint.

All have now united
;

the truth, love and
holiness of all men have joined together.

Hitherto they Were separate, but now they are one
and the same. We, Theists, have been for-

The substance of a sermon delivered by the

Mioister At the Brahma Maadir.
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tunate enough to be the inheritors of the truths

and wisdom of past ages. The concentrated

experiences of ancient saints and prophets have

been converted into blood which flow in our veins.

We are nourished and supported by that blood.

Take one drop of it, and examine it by the help of

your telescope, and you will find that all great souls

of the world are dwelling in it. The Merciful Lord

is Our Commander ;
He is seen in the midst of the

battle and in the blood of all His devpted

children that has been split in propagating
!

particular religions this He is no Theist who
says religion or that dispensation does not

belong to him. All truths are the property

of the Theist. We do not say that we revere

five or ten saints such as Christ, Mahomed,
Buddha, Chaitanya, Nanakh, &c. ;

but we hold that

all saints are welcome. We regard all dispensations

as one. There can be no quarrel or discord here.

The Kingdom of Love is come, when all sects

and, schism, will disappear into one family.

Such words as “This religion is yours, that

is mine” do not sound well now. God has

vouchsafed unto the Brahmo Somaj that scrip-

ture in which all scriptures of the world

have found a place. Study with the eye of faith.

The faithful of God do not love quarrel, they love

peace Love is their motto and love s/taW triumph,

God’s scripture is not yet finished, God vvill

write chapter after chapter in it for eternity.

In each truth all other truths are reconciled.

Christ and Chaitanya are not different. In

every mode of Faith, of Love, Forgiveness.

Communion, in a word. Salvation, '^there is per-

fect harmony. All prophets lead to the One Way.

All are ours. All have made our paths clear. Each

dispensation of God helps our dispensation. We
can say to all religious teachers of the world,

“Ye are ours, for ye are doing our Father’s work,

ye are blessed.” Truly wonderful is the New Dis-

pensation !

the slightest faith in the awful unseen world
being available for evening parties at so much per

night, and although I should be ready to receive

enlightenment from any source, 1 must say I have
very little hope of it from the spirits who express
themselves through mediums, as I have never yet

observed them to talk anything but nonsense,

of which (as Carlyle would say) there is probably
enough in these days of ours, and in all days,

among mere mortality.”

The Lancet has the record of a case in which a

man thought he had swallowed his false teeth

—

a complete set of molars. He was nearly suffocat-

ed, as they lodged in his throat. A doctor tried

to dredge them out with hooks
;

but the spasms
were so severe he could not do it. A second
physician was telegraphed for, and found the

patient almost dead. But, instead of looking in

the throat, he looked on the top of a chest of

drawers, and there he found the teeth. The
patient suddenly recovered. Some cases of hydro-
phobia are doubtless caused in the same way by
imagination.

The twenty-seventha nniversary of the London
Open-air Mission was lately held in the LectureHall
of the South Kensington Museum. Sir William
Muir, K.C.S I., occupied the chair. The Secretary

stated in his report that open-air preaching was
increasing. Pour hundred members work hard in

promoting the ends of the Society. The income
for the year was 1,227L, and the expenditure
1,160Z., leaving a bahance of 67L Sir William Muir
maintained in his address that the greater part of

the poorer population in the kingdom would not

be reached at all, were it not for this League. He
urged upon those who undertook to take part in

its difficult work to exercise courage and tact.

from the great tenaciousness of vitality exhibited

by his several members.” Gengo, or Gengulphus,

is represented in the legend as a Palmer returned

from the Holy Land before his lady expected

him. She amuses herself with a paramour in

his absence. They murder him on his return.

Having severed his limbs and head, they

buried them all in different places, to avoid detec-

tion or to render it very difficult, the head being

thrown into a well. A day or two after the Prince

Bishop gives a dinner-party, and a maid, sent to

draw water, for the guests while at dinner, fishes

up the head which exclaims “Do help up 1 That’s

a good girl 1“ aud followed her into the dining-hall

bouncing on the table. At once the arms, legs,

and trunk force themselves into the apartment and

attach themselves in their natural order,and Gengo

stands up a natural and perfect man. Hence

the living “Jingo.” The oath, therefore, “by the

living Jingo’’ is not quite so offensive or profane

as some may imagine. We first met the phrase in

the “Vicar of Wakefield,’’ used by two city demi-

reps, while conversing with the Vicar’s daughters.

But recently it has obtained a wide and popular

use in England and a new application . As applied

to Earl Beaconsfield’s policy.it means jytrsonnl

government, or a mild imperialism, which he is ac-

cused of encouraging Her Majesty to adopt.

Wb are requested to announce that the next
meeting of the Band of Hope will be held at the

Albert Hall on Thursday next at 6-30 P.M., when
the Rev. J. Hector.of the BVee Church Institution,

will deliver a lecture on “The Importance of

Beginnings.”

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Persons favoring us with coniinunicalions are

requested to write legibly and on one side ot the

paper only.

Umuthenticated communications will not he

inserted

.

T.— Declined with thanks.

A Well-Wisher, E.B.B.S.—The subject may

drop here. If the minority have been overcome

by the tyranny of the majority, so much the better

for the minority, for they will now have to depend

upon their own resources and faith,

A CoRrespondbkt at Calicut has sent us a

number of questions most of which relate to the

publications of the Mission Office. Will he be

BO good as to write to the Manager of that Office ?

Letters intended for the Mirror will, of course,

receive careful attention. It is not always con-

venient to reply by means of private letters.

A CONGRESS of Freethinkers is to be held at

Brussels in August.

paper that

975 hours
It appears from a Parliamentary

in 1879 the House of Commons sat

before midnight, and 170 hours after midnight.

Jean Jacques Rousseau’s first home in Paris

is still in existence. It is an old house in the

Rue Des Cordiers, and is inhabited by workmen

and poor residents. Rousseau in bis “ coutes-

sions” speaks of the house which was then the

Hotal St. Quentin, and in later years George

Sand lived there, and there wrote her Indiana.

We read in an English paper that lately some

disturbance was created by a woman at the house

of Lord Beaconsfield in Downing Street. The

woman knocked loudly at the Premiers door

shouting that “ England must be better represen t-

ed ” Her justification before the magistrate for

makintv these remarks was that “England, as a

nationr was only represented by Germans and

Irishmen ” Not altogether a mad remark, neverthe-

less, she is alleged to be insane and has been re-

manded to the workhouse.

Charles Pickens sent the following very

hannv reply to a lady who had invited him

The New York Hci'ald s&ys that a girl who has

never seen dayligh t in the whole of her existence,

has been discovered in St. Louis. She is a charming
young lady of nineteen, whose parents, Germans,
lost their first four children by a gradual fad-

ing away from unknown causes, Margarethe, a
baby in arms, be' ng alone left. The father con-

sulted a certain B iron von Micliaeloff sky, a Rosi-

crucian. on the reason of this family blight, and
the Baron cast Margarethe’s horoscope, with the

result that the parents have ever since kept her

strictly immured from the light of day, although

never divulging the result of the horoscope. The
inevitable reporter, however, managed to interview

the prisoner, and found her highly educated, sur-

rounded by every luxury, and longing for her

twenty-first birthday, when she will be allowed to

go out into the world. Four years ago she tried to

eseape, regardless of her father’s warning.that if she

once stood in the beams of the sunlight, she would
die within the year, but her plan was frustrated,

and since then she has been confined to her room.

Her face is stated to be blanched to the hue of

wax, without the slightest tint of red in her

cheeks.

A French author, M. Sequin, writing a pam-
phlet under the title of “The ComingWar,” supplies

the following tabular summary of the war-footing

of the several nationalities of Europe, as they now
stand in time of peace :

—

Germany ... 765,000
France ... 648,000
Austria and Hungary _ 650,000
Italy ... 315,000
Russia ... 300,000
Turkey ... 200,000
Spain ... 157,000
Belgium ... 85,000
Sweeden and Norway ... 78,000
Great Britain ... 60.000
Portugal ... 62,000
Holaud ... 44,000
Denmark ... 40,000
Greece ... 23,000

Total ... 3,414,000

Here, says an English paper, is a grand total of

nearly three millions and a-half of soldiers, not
counting reserves, which would more than double,

perhaps treble, these figures, standing ready for

any war that may at any moment call them, or
part of them, into active service !

It is sometimes asked what is the origin of|the
words Jingo, the living Jingo, and the asse-

veration by the living Jingo. In a note to the
Ingoldsby Legend; A Lay of St. Dunstan, the
word Jingo is thus derived :

“ St. Jingo, or Gingo
(Gengulphus), aometiines styled the Living Gingo,
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1. The New Park Street Pulpit Series, contain-

ing the following:—
1. Christ in the Covenant.
II. The God of the Aged.
HI. The Resurrection of the Dead.
IV. The Tomb of Jesus.
V. Unimpeachable Justice.

VI. A Caution to the Presumptuous,
VII. Waiting only upon God.
VIII. Portraits of Christ.

IX. The Sin of Unbelief.
X. The Majestic Voice.
XI. A Woman’s Memorial.
XII. The two Effects of the Gospel.
XIII. The Exaltation of Christ.

XIV. The Kingly Priesthood of the Saints.

2. 'Hie Sioord and the Trowil. January 1880.

3. 'H\\e Sword and the Trowel, 1880.

4. Le Bulletin Continental, 15 April 1880.

5. Durgesh Nandini, translated into English

Prose, by Charu Chandra Mukerji, Calcutta : H.
M. Mukerji & Co :

6. Parker Memorial Hall Lectures on Salvation,

Prayer, &c. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. Boston,

Colby aud Rich.
7. Buddhism and Christianity face to face,or an

Oral Discussion between the Rev. Mr. Cettuwatte,

a Buddhist Priest, and Rev. D. Silva, an English
Clergyman, held at Pantura, Ceylon, with an
Introduction and Annotations. By J, M. Peebles,

M. D. Boston : Colby and Rich.

FUBXiIC BNaAG-BMBNT.
Theological Institution.

Tuesday, 11th May, at 6-.S0 p. m.— Lecture by
Babu Krishna Behary Sen, M.A., at the Albert

Hall. Subject God in History.

LIFE AND WORK OF BUCKLE.’"

[Second Notice.]

( Spectator.)

Has Buckle any claim to be called the founder

of the science of history? So far is this from

being the case,that in our opiniou,his work amounts

to no more than a passing phase in the history of

*TlLe Life and loritings of Henry 1 homas Buckle,

By Alfred Henry Huth. London: Sampson Low,
Maistou, Scaile, and Rivington. 2 vols. 1880.
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hutnau thought. It reads like an overgrown lead-
ing article, written to commemorate the progress of
the species about the time of the Great Exhibition
in 1851 . Some people remember how at that time,
peace was to reign, physical comforts were to be
indefinitely increased, knowledge more widely
diffused. How far removed are we of a later time
from that glowing period. Mr. Buckle had, it
seems, demonstrated that the military spirit and
the theological spirit must decay, and the spirit of
physical comfort and of extended knowledge take
their place. He apologised for the Crimean war, as
a war, between a race but little civilised and
one not civilised at all. Since then France has
been twee at war, Austria twice, Germany twice,
Italy also, and our own England has had to invent
a new name for the new outbreak of the military
spirit. Doubt itself has ceased to be what it was
in Buckle s time

; Atheism has become fervent,
and Agnosticism has grown to be Methodist,
while the questions which agitate the foremost
intelligences of our time are those which Hr.
Buckle regarded as laid on the shelf for ever.
This state of things may not of itself be sufiBcient
to discredit Mr, Buckle’s philosophy, for it may
also be a passing phase, but it shows him to have
been singularly wanting in the power of
prevision.

Air. Buckle assumes as fundamental the posi-
tion that unless the doctrine of the causation of
human actions is true, no science of history is pos-
sible. It may be conceded that no science of
history is possible on his method, if there be such
a thing as Free-will

; but there may be a science
of history notwithstanding, only it will have to be
by a wider method, and with a more comnre-
hensive grasp of subjects and forces. The laws of
historical progress are to be sought for in mind as
well as in physical conditions

; in freedom, as well
as in causation

; in the moral, intellectual, and
spiritual ideals of the people, as well as in the
necessary consequences of preceding circum-
stances. Climate, soil, food, and the general
aspects of Nature will not have so important an
influence assigned to them, for while the climate
and soil of Greece and Italy are now what they
were two thousand years ago, neither to Italy has
returned the Imperial genius of Rome, nor to
Greece the ago of Plato, nor the song of another
Homer. Without climate, &c., these countries
would not have been what they were

; but the
physical coaditions were the occasion, not the
cause, of Greek and Roman greatness. Causation
can never explain progress. To deny the freedom
of the will, 18 to deny the only rational cause of
progress. Between motive and action, there is a
third thing interposed, the volition of theman himself. In the external world effect
follows cause without the intervention of any
third. In the world of mind, action does
not follow motive as effect follows cause. Voli-
tion comes between. Between the multiplicity
of motives and desires man makes his rational
choice. fAnd this freedom is rational, not arbitrary
the freedom of a being not fettered and driven
by the strongest motive, but who is both intelli-
gent and moral We dispute the first principle
of the philosophy of Mr. Buckle, and further say
that on his view progress is impossible. If motives
produce action, as cause produces effect, then it
follows that as they fiud man, .so they leave him
Each generation has its character determined by

predecessor, and determines its successor.
Everything save rational progress is possible.
Revolution is possible, and reproduction is pos-
sible, but not progress. Progress can only be
explained by freedom.

But Mr, Buckle claims to have demonstrated by
a new method that inquiries like those in which
he was engaged might be conducted -‘without
regard to the volition of those particular men ofwhom society is composed.” The fundamental
principles of his method are “that political economv
and statistics form the only way of bridorjng over
the chasm that aeparates thestudyof nature from
the study of mind. ’ Vol. I., p. 15I). Statis-
tics have thrown more light on the study ofhuman nature than all the sciences put to<^ether
Statistics prove “that the offences of men are the
result not so much of the vices of the individual
offender, as of the state of society into
which that individual is thrown.” Statistics prove
that so many murders, so many suicides, so manv
crimes of various kinds will take place every year •

that so many letters will be misdirected, and so
on. Statistics prove also that the number of mar-
riages increases as food grows cheaper, and dimi
nishes as food becomes scarce,—a conclusion
which ought to comfort the followers of Malthus
who mourn over the improvidence of the
working-class. But after we are thus led byMr. Buckleand by his biographer to expect that
statistics will disclose to us some grand and

wide-sweeping laws, we are miserably disap
pointed to find that the net result of all is that
statistics illustrate the fact that there are laws
and leave these still to be discovered. What carl
statistics do? They can give averages, and thev
can give no more. Suppose, for instance, tha“t
daring all thisceutury the height, the weight, and
the size of head of all those who have been Mem-
bers of the House of Commons, had been ri<rorous-
ly ascertained every year, and accurately recorded,
a comparison would give a certain avera»e height
a certain average weight, and a certain aver’

^
then, that the

Thl
a few pounds, and

the height by an inch, and the size of head had

Buckle of the present time for perorating grandlyabout the progress of our rulers. Increased com-mand of food, owing to the repeal of the corn lawsand the increased knowledge of the physical uni-
verse had increased the weight and height ofour legislators; while the repeal of the Pres^
duty, and the wider diffusion of knowledge had

led to the demand for larger hats for th«
/ use of Members of the House. Still, it will be
admitted that had we these statistics, they wouldthrow little light on the peculiar tradition, andon the many subt^ influences which have made
the House of Commons what it is. Just asmuch light, and no more, do the statistics,
so loudly eulogised by Mr. Buckle, throw on the
constitution and progress of society,and on the laws
which guide Its progress. Statistics throw all
differences out of sight, and yield an average from
which nothing can be inferred. If statistics form
a necessary part of Mr. Buckle’s proposed bridge,we are afraid the chasm is still unbridged.
But political economy.the other part of the bridge,

will it not carry us over the chasm which separates
the study of nature from the study of mind ? We
are afraid that political economy will not serve Mr.
Buckle s purpose. Few writers of authority at the
present time took on political economy with the eyes
of Mr. Buckle It is mainly a hypothetical science.
It assumes that man has wants, and will seek to
gratify them. It seeks to study the free action of
comppditive individualism, and from this, deduces
the whole mechanism of exchange. If competitive
individualism had free course unhindered by the
remnants of feudalism, then human wants would
be more readily supplied. Political economy is
valuable while restricted to its own sphere, but
that sphere IS confessedly a limited one. Many
things lie outside of its province. According to
Mr. Buckle, the love of wealth and the love of
knowledge are the two great principles which move
the wolrd. Political economy can only deal with the
farst .and by common consent, it is admitted now
that love of knowledge lies outside of the law of
supply and demand. Elucation is a proper part
of the business of the State, and the State is bound
to see that no child is permitted to grow up in
ignorance. Other social forces enter in, to modify
indefinitely the conclusions to be drawn from the
limited science of political economy. It is per-
mitted to the political economist to limit his view
to one phase of human action, and to study all
the phenomena belonging to that phase exclu-
sivay. The historian of civilisation must deal
with man as rnan, and must have regard to all
the forces which move, and arouse, and urge him
onward. Here lies the fundamental mistake of
Mr. Buckle. He saw that political economj'^, with
its limited view of man and society, gave valu-
able and trustworthy results

;
and he transferred

his method from the sphere where it is appli-
cable, to where it no longer obtains. The bridge
which Mr. Buckle has thrown across the chasm
IS but a Fay Bridge after all, and is unable to
stand the tress and strain of elemental warfare.

Mr. Huth tells us that Mr. Buckle proceeded
step by step, eliminating law after law. The
statement is not quite clear, but we seem to see
how Mr. Buckle proceeded. He needed a principle
wliich would be to the science of history what the
principal of self-interests is to the science of poli-
tical economy. Political economy regards men
mainly as links in a chain forged by motives of
self-interest. Let Air. Buckle generalise that
view, and make man in all his aspects a link in the
chain of cause and effect. So the first step is

won. Let him now find some principle which
will cover the whole action of man, as completely
as the principle of self-interest covers the range
of economic investigation. In what part of man’s
complex nature will he seek that principle? Not
in man’s moral nature

; it is too complex.
Not in that part of his nature which unites
him to the unseen world

; for that would be
inconvenient. “ Let us seek it,” ho seems to
say, “ in man’s intellectual nature, for logic
rales there, Let us ascribe to intelligence all

dynamical power. Let moral motive be statical,
and let religion be set down as result and product
of the intellectual state of society, and we have
for the science of history, what Adam Smith found
for the science of political economy.” We do not
wonder that this conception of the science of
history dawned on the mind of a youth between
the ages of eighteen and nineteen, who, at the
time, had read little except Shakespeare, the
Arabian Nights, aud the Pilgrim's Progress.
It was a fit soil for the germination of such
an idea. As regards moral motive, and
whether it has a dynamic influence, there
cannot be two opinions on the subject.* For
motives are of two kinds

; those which are
created by the necessity of maintaining life, and
those which are spiritual, and are formed hy the
higher creations and aspirations of mind. Ideal
motives are either those of the heart, of the
imagination, of the intellect, or of the intellect
or of the conscience. Corresponding to these are the
conceptions of the good, the beautiful, the true
and the right. And all these in reality are blend-
ed together, and though, for purposes of study,
they may be treated apart, whosever would con-
struct a science of history must reckon with each
and all of them. Whoso would estimate the civilisa-
tion of the world at any stage of its history, must
place in the front rank not the extent of its acquire-
ments in useful knowledge, but the ideals which
were before the mind of that people, and the goal
at which they consciously or unconsciously aimed
Having freedom as our first postulate, and the power
of their ideal over any race or nation, as our second
we have two abiding influences, which help us to
understand the position of great men and of great
races in history. We have, as the instruments for re-
search, the great methods of psvchology,individual
and comparative; the study of language

; the com-
parative study of laws, institutions,and in short, the
whole wide circle of extending human know-
ledge. We shall look on morality not as consistincr
of a few trite phrases, known at all times to most
men, but recognise that morality may be touched
with emotion, and so obtain a motive-power which
changes the destiny of men and nations. We
shall not look on races as mere products of climate
and food and soil, but shall recognise in the perma-
nent qualities which distinguish peoples the
result mainly of those spiritual ideas which were
the goal of the race. We shall look on those
characteristics of man which link him with the
unseen and eternal, not as the products of the
intellectual state aud condition of the nor as
the rare possessions of a few gifted minds, ’but a5
the permanent and inalienable endowments of the
race, and as, the outcome of the religious spirit
through which “we have obtained possession of
those truths which raise us above the instincts of
the hour and infuse into us those lofty asuirations
which reveal to us our immortality.”

*P“ations

The maintenance of his thesis has led Mr
• Buckle into strange ways. And Mr. Huth has
foUowed faithfull^v in his steps. They stoutlv

j
affirm that the influence of moral and relio-ious

/motive naay be disregarded in estimating” the
forces of civiliaatioa. Progress, accord ino^ to them
varies directly as doubt, and inversely as faith’
Well, once faith came to a few scattered tribes iri
Arabia, bound them into a unity unknown before
and hurled them in a career of conquest half
accross the world. Faith was strong enough to send
the nations of Europe iu Crusade after Crusade t o
the Holy Land

; and religious faith aud moral
motive are strong enough to-day to orc/anise tlie
splendid charities of our hospitals and in'farmaries
and to send help to the millions who sufferfrom famine in India or in Ireland. These thin<vs
are counted as worthy of the name of civilisation
though they he outside of the sphere of political
economy, aud are unrecognised, or if recoo-nised
frowned upon, in Mr. Buckle’s scheme of rhin/rs’
For It may be maintained that every o-ain "of
science only seems to increase the area Sf man’s
spontaneous action, The larger the snhere
of necessity, the wider is the sphere of freedom
This IS the contradictory of Mr. Buckle’s pJono-
sition, but It IS none the less true. Another nro
position we should like to examine is, that the
religion of a country is the product of its state ofknowledge. Yet, according to Mr. Buckle thetrench are better than their religion, and' theScottish people are worse than theirs. The lew,
also bad a religion which was far in advanoo of
themselves. Where could they have obtained tlie^J

wonder! Following Mr. BuckleMr Huth sayS; “Their morals, their learnin/v’
andtheir laws were obtained from their neigh’-
bours. He is pleased to allow that their “mono-theism was, perhaps, independently evolved.” Tlie

* See the beautiful analysis of the motive-power
of morality

,
la that work of genius, Eocc Ham,
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opinion that the Jews had obtained their learning,
morale, and laws from their neighbours was once
current, but is now obsolete. Destructive criticism
of the Old Testament has now taken another path,
and the phenomena cf Jewish history are now
sought by many to be explained on the hypothesis
of a Semitic monotheistic instant. We do not be-
lieve either hypothesis. We end by saying that by
whatever name Mr. Buckle’s book may be called,
the title it at present has is a misnomer. It might
be called “ A History of the Progress of
Knowledge,” or some such name

;
but a history of

civilisation it most certainly is not. A science
of history is to be sought for and won in another
way and by other methods than those of Mr.
Buckle.

AN APOSTOLIC EPISTLE FROM MR.
CHANNING.

(Inquirer.)

The Rev. W. H. Channing sent a letter from
England to the semi-centennial celebration of his
former congregation at Cincinnati, which is pub-
lished in the Christian Register. We transcribe the
following passages : —
We are living in a perplexed era

; when, under
the dense fogs of agnosticism, pessimism, atheistic
materialism, and mystic pantheism, the most enter-
prising seekers may lose their way. A veteran ex-
plorer, who, old in years, yet young in spirit, hum-
bly presumes to believe himself after long search,
a seer would save others from wandering in by-
paths which he had trod with bleeding feet. Come
trustingly with me, then, young climbers, to “ find
the bine” up the ‘‘Mount of Vision.” Look abroad
with a steady gaze, and recognise this luminous
fact,—the Overuling Will that guides unseen the
moving masses of mankind is using the person of
Jesus Christ, the inspiring truth of the Christian
religion, and the sanctifying influence of the Chris-
tian Church as the Dynamic Centre, around which
He is reorganising universal humanity. Behold
for yourselves, and interpret justly, the signifi-
cance of events, passing right beneath our eyes.
Under the combined attraction of world-wide,
geographical surveys, commercial enterprise, the
growing needs of co-working industry around the
globe, the swift intelligence girdling the earth
through land and ocean telegraphs, ethnological,
archaeological and philological investigations” the
ever-widening applicationof the law of development
to history, and finally the irrepressible distribution
of peoples of all kindreds, and the intermingling
of nations from pole to pole by incessant imigra-
tions and colonisasions—the human race is becomia
conscious of its vital organic oneness, with an
intensity of feeling such as the poets, philosophers,
statesmen, and prophets of the ages never faintly
conceived before this nineteenth century. Such is
the plain fact. What does it signify ? What means
this ‘‘ tide of tendency” toward the unification of
humanity, so spontaneous,unforoseen,and resistless?
Nay, why call it a tide ? Can these mighty move-
ments thrilling through all the circulations of
human existence simultaneously be anythin^' less
than pulsations of the heart of man universlil, fed
afresh by influx from the fountain-heart of Infinite
Love?
And how can this aspiration, after the Integra

solidarity of our race, be fulfilled? Can commerce
industry, force, science, art, legislation, all com-
bined, appease ingrained antagonisms, allay trans-
mitted hatreds, melt and remold repuc'rant cus-
toms, laws, institutions, and in one word reconcile
thf restl^s, turbluent, half-maddened nations?
Never! From above, and prevading all other
agencies, must be poured through the brain and
nervous centres of the race of a moral influence to
remold them from a new will within. And the
spiritual energy of such an influence must be a
religion ; that is an inflowing and indwelling of
the Spiritjof spirit and Will of wills.

“

But what religion has there ever been, or is there
now, of living power to work this miracle of trans-
formation, except the Christian religion ? The onlv
other religion that can possibly be compared with
It is Buddhism. And fortunately for my purnose
the enthusiasm with which manv of our compeers
are just reading Edwin A. nold’s pathetic noem
called ‘; The ^ght of Asia,” suppliL the aptest
illustration. No one can enjoy more than I this
unique work of genius, which pre ents as faithful a
portrait of the sublime Saint of the Orient as it
does a lovely panorarna of a by-gone age. Butwhen we contrast the spirit, character, deeds ore
cepts, promises and ideas of Gautama-magnLi’
mous as they were, yet overhung by the fathom
less gloom of the “Unknown,” and wranned
in the vapours of fanciful mataphysics and
comfortless gnef-with the translucent good-
ness, serene wisdom, boundless compassion,

heroic disinterestedness, submissive patience, in-
domitable trust, abiding peace, overflowing joy,
and meek majesty of Jesus, glorified as he was
through his whole being by a glowing conscious-
ness of communion with the All-Good, and
crowned with the foregleam of immoral life upon
his brow, we feel as if passing from a polar night,
lit up with fitful auroral steamers, into the golden
effulgence of a summer solstice.
Read Darwin and Herbert Spencer, Haeckel

and Virchow, Draper and Fiske, and all the pro-
foundest scientists of Europe and America, if

you will, only testing their theories of their
avowed standards of verification, and gladly
accept the laws of analogy, correspondence,
graduated ascension, so far as demonstrated
in the natural universe. But after learning
the best lessons of the laboratory, anatomical
room, and museum, be more assured than
ever that the absolute religion, which science seeks
for in vain, was given centuries ago, through the
Beloved Son, filled with the fulness of the Spirit.

And then open the iron gates of Law, which sense
can never pass, with the golden key of Ideas

; and
hand in hand with the reverent mathematician who
has studied the harmonies of celestial movements
till his heart is humbled as a little child’s, enter
the palace, the throne-room, the presence of the
Being of beings, and, bending before His Majesty
with lowly thanksgiving and adoring trust, cry,
“Abba, Father !” Read, too, with hearts trembling
insympathy for the suffering, struggling,sinful mul-
titudes of fellow mortals, the heroic socialists of
all lands and times, from Lao-Tse and Confucius to
Pythagoras and Plato,from the mediaeval “Brethren
of the Free Spirit” and Campanella and Sir
Thomas More to St. Simon and Robert Owen,
Fourier and Auguste Comte,—then answer back to
the Positivists, proclaiming the religion of
humanity in the tone of that high -soul ed
socialist, Frederick Denison Maurice, that the
real religion of humanity shines out like a central
sun from the “ glory of God in the face of Jesus
Christ.”

Apply now^ these principles of godlike life,

of the real Christ-life, to the age in which Our
destiny is cast. Once 'more, from the “Mount of
Vision” whereon we have been conferring, look
abroad upon this seemingly distracted generation !

And everywhere, to the eye of faith, appear the
promises of a real second advent of the Prince
of Peace ! He is coming, swiftly coming,
not in wrath to the world, “ lying in
wickedness,” but in mercy to save the "wick-
edest, however unwilling. He is coming and his
advent is very near

; not in outward miracles of
fire, earthquake, and worldwind, but in the still

small voice of holy and heavenly humanity. His
bright-winged hosts of angels are descending every
where, scattering flowers of hope on each wasted
wilderness. Christendom is becoming Christianis-
ed, in spite of its faithless inconsistencies

; and
the encircling ethnic peoples are thronging to enter
the New Jerusalem ! Listen to India, as plain-
tively through the persuasive lips of her Brahmo
prophet ,

she asks, “ Who is Christ !” Have you
caught the high import of those wonderful words of
Chiinder Sen ? “ It is not nolitios. if ia nr>f rlirvlr.Chunder Sen ? “ It is not politics, it is not diplo-
macy that has laid firm hold of the Indian heart.
It is not the glittering bayonet, nor the fiery can-
non that can make our people loyal. No : none
of these can hold India in subjection. Armies never
conquered the heart of a nation. . , But your
hearts have been touched, conquered, subjugated
by a superior power. That power—need I tell

you ?— is Christ. It is Christ who rules British
India, and not the British Government. . . ,

None but Jesus, none but Jesus, none but Jesus,
ever deserved this bright, this precious diadem’
India ;

and Jesus shall have it ! . . . He is

coming: in the fulness of time, he will come to
you, 0 young men of India 1 He will come to you
as self-surrender, as the life of God in man, as
obedient and humble sonship.” Do not such sub-
lime predictions, from the mouth of a Brahmo,
put to utter shame our sluggish death-in-life of

Holloway’s Pills,—The sudden changes, fre-
quent fogs, and pervading dampness sorely impede
the vital functions, and conduce to ill health. The
remedy for these disasters lies in some purifying
medicine like these Pills which is competent to
grapple with the mischief at its source, and stamp
it out without fretting the nerves or weakening the
system. Holloway’s Pills extract from the blood
all noxious matters, regulate the action of every
disordered organ, stimulate the liver and kindneys,
and relax the bowels. In curing chest complaints’
these Pills are remarkably efrective,especially when
aided by friction of the Ointment on its walls.
This double treatment will ensure a certain,steady
and beneficent progress, and sound health will
soon be re-established.

half belief? Be whole-hearted liberal Christians,that
Jesus may come also to you, as “ self-surrender as
obedient, loving sonship.” Bles.sed be the har-
bingers <« who bring glad tidings and publish
peace from the mountains of the Gentile world !Now turn your gaze to the signs of promise on
the lowlands of Christian civilisation. Dwellers
in the “ happy valley” of the West, have you
watched the late triumphal progress of the grand-
est statesman of Great Britain, and have you re-
cognised how the heart of the people has
everywhere responded to his thrilling elo-
quence? What is the secret of William Ewart
Gladstone’s sway over the multitudes of hia
countrymen, in an hour so big with fate
for hia nation ? What is the charm whereby he
renews his strength and runs without being weary
and walks without faintness, under burdens of
toil and care beneath which even young heroes
might fall ? This peerless scholar, critic, economist
statesman, orator, and many-sided humanitarian
is a Christian

, a man of prayer, a trustful
servant of providence. In the audience hall of
conscience, this patriot waits in awe to hear what
the All-Just shall command for his people.
Consider what is implied in the fact that in these
trying times of Prince Bismark, with his stern
dogma of “blood and iron,” when the grass has
not yet hid from sight the bloody skeletons on
the plains of Bulgaria, in the track of the hideous
Russo-Turkish war, and while the soil of Europe
trembles beneath the tread of eight millions of
countermarching hosts,—one who in intelligence,in-
spiration, influence, represents, as no prime minister
could, the will of that nation which is appointed
by the King of kings to wield the widest sovereign-
ty upon this planet, should proclaim, as the prime
principle of international law, the golden rule of
brotherly kindness! Hear the prophetic strain with
which he preaches to Christendom in arms “that
the fruits of righteousness are sown in peace of
them who make peace.” “Christianity,” he says,
“even in its sadly imperfect development, is, as a
matter of fact, at the head of the world. As the
first existing power, it rules the world; and, of all
the noisy pretenders who are prematurely disputing
for the succession, there is notone which has given
evidence either of being capable to fill, or of being
accepted for, the place it has long held .... The
principle of equality among nations lies at the' basis
of Christian civilsation

;
and when that principle

is abandoned, with it must depart our hopes
of tranquillity and of progress for mankind.
It is a sacred principle that Christendom forms a
band of nations, uniting to one another in the
bond of right that without distinction, great and
small, there is absolute equality among them; and
he who brings that principle into peril is in.
flicting injury upon his own country, and endanger-
ing the best aud most fundamental interests of
Christian society. . . But the pulpit, rather than
the platform, is the place from which to impress
upon the mind of a Christian nation the enormous
guilt, the immesurable responsibility, incurred by
the countries which indulge themselves with levity
nay, often ivith exultation, in those wilful, unjust,
and destructive wars.”

. . . William Gladstone,
with his intensely sensitive temperament, his equit-
ably balanced judgment, his finely intuitive idealism,
his crystal clear reason and his delicate conscience
adjusted to denote each changing current in the
moral atmosphere, is a trustworthy index to an-
nounce an advincing age of justice, peace,and mercy
which shall convert Christendom into a Free and
United Commonwealth of Confederated States.
And, now, brethren and sisters, co-citizens of our

freed and united Republic, from India famishing
amid her arid wastes of wilted superstitions, and
holding forth faint hands for the “bread of life ’’

and from Europe vibrating with volcanic throes of
Russian Nihilism, German Socialism, French Com-
munism, and widespread Internationalism, turn
your look homeward with ever renewed gratitude.
Could yon but behold the unequalled privileges and
possibilities of our people, as they appear to an
exile, who follows with longing eyes the descending
sun as he sinks to shed noontide on the lands of the
West, how would you rejoice and take courage.
Receive, then, my benediction acro.ss the sea. Be
worthy of your heritage of hope. There is coming,
swiftly coming, to repeat my refrain, a new era of
Christendom, the celestial signs of which will
be the revival of real Christian life. Hence- •*

forth, the united Christian Church Universal can

Darling-ton’s Pain-Ourer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats, Coughs]
Oolds.Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache’,
Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism. Paralysis, Pains in
the Groins, Contracted Joints. Gout, Sciatica, Bad
Legs, Bad Breasts. Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring-
worms, PimpleS) Freckles, & Eruptions on the skin.
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be content with nothing less than living communion
with the Father through the Son, in the spirit of

holy, heavenly human love. Consecrate your whole

being to receive this influx of the real God with us

Give your best energies heartily up to the currents

of charity pulsating through our communities.

But clearly comprehend that this blessed bene-

ficence, beautiful as it is, serves but as a John the

Baptist to proclaim the advent of the real Christ.

Does there not flow through youlike a cleansing fire,

the consciousness that the Son of Man in His perfect

manhood, made glorious as Son of God by the

Fatiier-a indwelling presence, was the Adam of

a new-born race ? That one transfigured Man was
the ideal prophecy and pledge of a transfigured

humanity !

Brethren, sisters, co-sovereign children of God,
our nation ofl united freemen may be, if only

wise enough to will it, the elect people to realise

this divine ideal, and so fulfil the ” desire of all

nations,” by organising in every township of our

co-ordinated Christian Common Wealth perfect

societies, as heavens on earth.

Sdcfirtisnnents.

Makliun Ziall G-liose,

No. 91, Radha Bazar, Calcutta.

Begs to invite the attention of the public to

several consignments of commercial and
fancy stationery of all sorts, including account
books of all sizes, made of handmade and machine-
made paper, by steamers recently arrived, and
which he is disposing of at moderate prices. He
baa been long in the trade, and presumes he has
always afforded every satisfaction to the numerous
merchants here who have constantly favored him
with orders. Mofussil orders accompanied with
lemittanoes shall be promptly attended to. a-.3

Kasipore (Kosipore.)

Late Babanagorb and Dttckjnsore.

CHEMICAL WORKS.
Near Calcutta.

Acids, Ethers, and other Chemical preparation,

used in Medicine, Photograph and the Arts
made at these Works and supplied to wholesale pur-

chasers.

Sulphuric Acid and other requisites for the manu-
facture of .(Erated Water supplied.

Ether and Ammonia for ice-machines.

Spirit of Wine, pure. Methylated and Gout chicen-

ed.

Carbolic Acid, Cloiid of Zinc, other Disinfec-

tants.

Lists can be had on application.

Tebm Cash.
0-47 DAVID WaLDIE.

[Established 1833.]

H. C. GANGOOLV A CO.,

ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, &co.

19, 20, it. 24, nKangfoe X«ane, Calcutta

The following is a description of some of the
works undertaken and goods sold by us ;

—

Engravlngr department.
Zinc Plates for marking cases, Ofiice Seals,

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for

Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon. Branding
Irons, &c., Engraving on plated-ware, Gold, Sil-

ver, Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.
Rubber Seals are also supplied.
Printing* department.

Books, Mercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any
character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards,
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either
from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery department.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety.

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-
ness, Invitation, Ball Programme, Playing, &c.
Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing Paper,
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth-
day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,
Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery
Account Books of various descriptions.

Terms—For Mofussil Cash or reference for pay-
ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the
trade.

Catalogue on Application.
H. C. GANOOOLY& Co.

Mangoe Lane, Calcutta,

f^-20

SMITH. STANISTREET, & OO.

Pbarmaceutloal Cliomlsta and
Z>rugg-lsta,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

To His Excellency the Right Hon'ble

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-General of India,

&c.. kc., kc.,

Have received a large and choice selection

from the best makers of the following :

—

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.
Rs. A. P.

Artery Forceps 'From ...

„ „ Fenestra ’

Belts, Abdomen
Corpulency ,,

„ Riding ,,

„ Carson’s Patent ,,

Catheters, Silver Plated ,,

Caustic Cases „ i>

Dissecting Cases ,,

Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings ,,

„ ., in Cases ,, Complete ,,

,, Trumpets for Deafness ,,

„ Cornets, Double ,,

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c. 1

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks V ,,

Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk ,, ,,

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. ,,

Electro-Magnetic Machines)
very powerful, single (

”

Do. do. double ,,

Do. do. pocket ,,

ENEMA APPARATUS.

Brass, single and double From
action

Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe ,,

Kennedy’s Syphon ,,

Eye Instrument Cases ,,

„ ,,
Macnamara’s ,, ,,

Cataract Knives and Needless ,,

Scissors, curved. Probe, and
Sharp, pointed. Cross

Action ,1

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs,I&c. ,,

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

byns, Mudges, &c., &c. ,,

Minor Operation Instruments

Aneurism needles ,,

Abscess Knives, Symes ,,

„ Lancets ,,

Bistouries n

Bleeding Lancets „

Directors, Silver Plated ,,

Dissecting Cases „

Exploring Needles ,,

Gum Lancets „

Pocket Cases filled „

„ Army Regulation „

Probes, Silver „

Scalpel and Finger Knives „

Scalpels >>

Scissors ,)

Spatulas, Silver Plated „

Tenaculum „

Stethoscopes ,,

Speculums Ear „

„ Spring Kramers „

„ Nose „
Rectum ,,

Vagina ,,

Silver Plated ,,

Spray Producers, Listers ,,

,,
Richardson’s Complete ,,

,, Various Makers „
Suspenders „
Subcutaneous Syringes ,,

Aluminum Cases ,,

Silver Plated Mounts „
Clinical Thermometers ,,

,, With Kew Certificate ,,

From Mow and Sons, Arnold,

3

7
4

2 0 0
4 8 0
9 0 0
12 0 0
5 0 0

16 0 0
3 0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

8 0 0
3 0 0
9 0 0

5 0 0

8 0 0
2 0 0

20 0 0

25 0 0
18 0 0

Rs,

12
4

9
60
36
3

4

12

A. P.

0 0
8 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
8 0

0 0
0 0

M

... 2

... 2

... 1

... 2

... 1

... 1

... 7

2

2

16

... 80

... 1

... 6

... 2

... 1

... 1

2

2

... 2
ft

• •• /

... 7

... 3

... 3

... 6

... 18

... 16

... 8

... 2

... 8

... 36

... 8

... 5

... 7

Gray

.-380
0 0
0 0

12 0
8 0

4 0

8 0

0 0
8 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0
8 0
8 0
0 0
0 0
8 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
8 0
and

Sons, &C., &o.
aiCK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-

METERS.
Which on holding in a certain position

the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-

ing the reading much easier from ...7 0 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0

THE NEW PH(ENIX THERMOM METER.
Has solved the chief difficulty belong-

ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the

column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register the tem-

perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners and Patients

is obviated from ... 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOB

H. & T. Kirby Co.’s Unoxidised
Phosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBRD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given

with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-

tration from overwork. Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal

System.
Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.

The largest and best assortment of Drugs and
Chemicals in India,

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. &
O. Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers.

Wholesale rates on application.

9 k 10, Dalhousie Square,
and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street. a-40

rpiHE undersigned beg to inform the Public that

JL they have the undermentioned goods in large

quantities in stock, and orders supplied,—and
contractor.

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syringes
from ^ oz. to 31b., Mugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds,
Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallons,
Freezing Pots, and other Pewter Articles of every
description.

Terms—Cash.
Price moderate,

BISSONAUTH CHUNDER & SONS,
a-78 1, Bentinck Street, Calcutta.

ICE SEASON 1880.

Patent Pneumatic Zee Macblnes

OF THE NEW MODEL.

With Enlarged Cylinders for Acid and with Cooling
Water Troughs, Producing two Pounds of

Pure Tasteless Ice in about 20
minutes.

Arlington & Co. invite attention to the improve
ments introduced in the Pneumatic Ice Machinet
of the New Model, a supply of which has ’.been

consigned to them for sale during the presens

season.

The Improved Ice Machines are fitted with
Cylinders of greater bulk for a larger supply of

Acid, and also with Cooling Water Troughs,

from which a number of jets of water, conducted
by perforated pipes, can be made to stream over

the entire body of the Acid Cylinder to preserve

it against overheating.

Under these improvements, an Ice Machine of

the New Model can be worked continuously for a

longer time, and be made to produce a larger quan-
tity of Ice than a Machine with a small Cylinder

as heretofore made.
An Illustrated Pamphlet containing full instruc-

tions for use is supplied with each Machine.

Cash Prices.

For an Improved Double Action or

Two Decanter Ice Machine, fitted with
all requisites for working and packed
in one case ... ... ... Rs. 275 0

For an Improved Single Action or One
Decanter Ice Machine, fitted with all

requisite for working, and packed in

one case ... ... ... „ 190 0

Sulphuric Acid in Stone Jars, contain-

ing about 401bs., packed in case ... „ 10 4

ARLINGTON & CO.,

ffl.13 B. DalBousib Square, Calcutta. ]
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For the study of Sanskrit.
Oramviars,

A SANSKRIT GRAMMAR, including both the

Classical . Language
.
and the Older < Dialects of

Veda and Brabmana. By William DwiGiHT
Whitney. 8vo. Rs. 8-8.

A PRACTICAL GRAMMAR of the Sanskrit

Language,! arranged with ‘Reference to the

Classical. Languages of Europe for the use of

English Students. By Monibe Williams. M. A .

D. C. L. Fourth EditionV Svo.'- Rs. 10-12.

A SANSKRIT GRAIAMAR for Beginners in

Devahagari and Roman Letters throughout. By
F. Max M^liJeR, M. A! Second Edition, revised

and accentuated. -8to. Rs. 10*12.

A PRACTICAL .GRAMMAR of the Sanskrit

Language for the use of Early Students. By
Theodore Bbnfbt.V Second Edition, revised

and corrected. Svo.liRs. 7*8.
’

'Manuals.

FIRST LESSONS IN SANSKRIT GRAMMAR
together with an Introduction to the Hitopa-

desa. Second Edition.® By James R. Ballan*
TYNE, LL.-D. 8vo. Rs. 2*8.

SANSKRIT MANUAL. By Monieb Williams,

M. A. Second Edition, enlarged; with Voca-

bulary. By A; E. Gough, Rs. 5-6. Key, by

A. E. Gough, Rs. 244.

Dictionaries .

A SANSKRIT-ENGLISH DICTIONARY, Ety-

mologically and Philologically arranged with

special- reference to Greek, Latin, Gothic,

German, Anglo-Saxon, and other Cognate

Indo-European Languages. By Monieb Wil-
liams, M. A. 4to., iiloth, Rs.i67-<8. *

A SANSKRIT-ENGLISH DICTIONARY, with

references to the Best Editions of Sanskrit

Authors, and with Etymologies and Comparisons

of Cognate Words, chiefly in Greek, Latin,

Gothip, and Anglo-Saxon, Compiled by Theo-
DOBE Benfey, Professor in the .University of

Gottingen. 1 vol., 8vo., 1,100 pages.
,

Rs. 37-8.

A DICTIONARY iii Sanskrit and English, trans-

lated, amended, and enlarged from an original

compilation prepared by learned Natives for

the College of Fqrt William; By H. H. Wilson.

The Third. Edition, edited by JaGUn Mohana
TarkalankabA and Khettra Mohana Mukbr-
jEA 4to,, doth, Rs. 12.

A SANSKRIT AND ENGLISH DICTIONARY,
being an Abridgment of Professor Wilson’s

Dictionary, with an Appendix explaining the use

of AflSxes in Sanskrit. By Pundit Ram JAsan.

8vo. Rs. 10,

Classical Tetds,

SAKUNTAL^, a Sanskrit Drama in Seven Acts.

By Kalidasa. The Devanagari Revision of the

Text, edited with literal English translations of

all the Metrical Passages, Schemes of Metres and

Notes, Critical and Explanatory. By MoNiee
Williams, M. A., D. 0. L. Second Edition.

8vo. Rs. 16.

NALOPAKHYANAM—Story of Nala : an Epi-

sode ot. the Mahabharata, the Sanskrit i.Text

with a copious Vocabulary and an Improved

Version of Dean MilmAn’s Translations. By
Monier Williams, M. a., D. C. L, Second

Edition. 8vo. Rs. 10-12.

THE HYMNS OP THE RIG VEDA in the

Samhita and Pada Texts, reprinted from the

Edition Princeps. By F. Max Muller, M.‘ A.

Second Edition, with the Two Texts on paral-

lel pages, in two volumes. ' 8vo., paper. Rs. 24.

The FIRST' book OP THE HITOPADESA,
Sanskrit Text with Transliteration, interlinear

Translation; and Grammatical Analyds. Edited

by F. „ Max Muller, M. A. Royal 8vo.;

Rs. 6-6 ;
or'the Sanskrit Text only. Rs. 2-8^

HITOPADESA,. Books II, 111, and IV (comple*

tion), containing the Sanskrit .Text with
Transliteration, Interlinear English

,
Translation,

and Grammatical Anaylsis. Edited by F. Mux
Muller, M. a. Royal 8vo.. Rs 6-6

;
the

Sanskrit Text separately, Rs. 2-8.

Terms 10 per emt. discountfor cash with order.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

6 A 6 GOVERNMENT PLACE,

«.34 Calcutta.

L. R. C. P., EDINBURGH,

AND

L. F. P S., GLASGOW,
10, Creek Row,

Can be consulted daily from 6 to 8 a, in.

Family engagements under special arrangements.

Apply to the Maliger,
FOR

Illustrated Price List,
At 66, College Stref.t.

W. NEWMAN dc CO.

Standard Series of Books.
INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC SERIES.

Tyndall’s Forms of Water {3 6) Rs. 3 12

Bagehot’s Physics & Politics (2 8) Rs. 2 12

Smith’s Foods (3 6) -i
Rs. 3 12

Bain’s Mind and Body (2 8) Rs. 2 12

Balfour Stewart on the conservation of

Energy (3 6) Es. 3 12

Pettigrew’s Animal Locomotion (3 6) Rs. 3 12

Maudsley’s Responsibility in Mental

Disease (3 6) Rs. 3 12

Cooke’s New Chemistry ( 6) Rs. 3 12

Amos, Science of Law (3 6) i Rs. 3 12

Marey’s Animal Mechanism ' (3 6] Rs. 3 12

Schmidt’s Doctrine of Descent and Dar-

winism (3 6) Rs, 3 12

Draper’s, Conflict between Religion and

Science (3 6) Rs. 3 12

Cooke’s Fungi, edited by the Rev, M. J.

Berkeley (3 6) Rs, 3 12

Vogel’s Chemical Effects of Light and

Photography (3 6) Rs. 3 12

Whitney’s Life and Growth of Language

(3 6) Rs. 3 12
Jevon’s Money and the Mechanism of

Exchange (3 6) Rs. 3 12
Lommel’s Nature of Light (3 6) Rs. 3 12
Van Beneden’s Animal Parasites and

Messmates (3 6) Rs. 3 12

Schutzenberger’s Fermentation (3 6) Rs. 3 12
Bernstein’s Five Senses of man (3 6) Rs, 3 12
Blaserna’s Sound in its relation to

music (3 6) Rs. 3 12
Lockyer’s Studies in Spectrum Analysis

(4 6) Ra. 4 10
Thurston’s Growth of the Steam-Engine

(4 6) Ra. 4 10
Bain’s Education as a Science (3 6) Ra. 3 12

De Quatrefage’s Human Race (3 6) Rs. 3 12
Huxley’s Crayfish. With 82 Illustra-

’ tions, (3 6) ^ Rg g j2

NATURE SERIES. I

Rodwell’s Birth of Chemistry (2 4) Rs. 2 8

Lockyer’s Spectroscope and its applica-

tions (2 - T 4) Rs. 2 8

Forbes, Transit of Venus (2 4) Rs. 2 8

Mivart’s Common Frog (2 4) Rs, 2 8

Spottiswoode’s Polarisation -of Light

(2 4) Rs. 2 8

Sir John Lubbock on British Wild
Flowers considered -itf 'tb

'

sects (a 14) Bi, 5 ^

Chisholm’s Science of Weighing and

Measuring (2 14) Ra. 3 4

Professor Mayer on Sjound (6 4) Rs. 2 8
Professor Clifford’s Seeing'ahd*Thinking

(2 4) Ra. 2

Routledge’s Standard Zilbrary.
Price each Volume (2A) Rg. 8-8.

Arabian Nights Entertainments.

D’Israelia Curiodties of Literature.

A Thousand and one Gems of English Poetry.

The Works of Shakespeare, Edited'* by
'

*OBa8«

Knight,

Boswell’s Life of Johnson.

Motley’s Spectator.

The Modern Speaker and Reciter.

Works of Josephus translated by Whiston.

Russell’s Book of Table Talk; !>
- ' ' '

Froissart’s Chronicles. With Illustrations.

D’Aubigne’s Story of the Reformation,

White’s History of England,

English Epigrams—Selected by W. D. Adams.

Xilbrary Edition of Standard
Works.

In large demy 8vo„ handsomely bound, <
j

.

Roxburgh style, gilt top, price each

Vol. (3 6) Rs. . 3 12

Burn’s Complete Works.

Goldsmith’s Miscellaneous Works.
•

'

1
’

Lord Byron’s Poetical Works.

The Works of Flavius Josephus.

The Arabian Night’s Entertainments.

Dean Swift’s Works.

The Canterbury Tales & Faerie |Queene.
^ ^

The Scottish Minstrel.
' -

Moore’s Poetical Works.
'

‘-

The Writings of Henry Fielding,
f v

The Works of Lawrence Sterne.'-
’

Boswell’s Life of Dr. Johnson.

Mrs. Heman’s Poetical Works. --

Cowper’s Complete Works.
'

'

Cicero’s Life & Letters.

The Complete Works of Xenophon.

The Works of Samuel Johnson..

English Essayists from Lord Bacon to John

Ruskin.

The Tatler and the Guardian complete in I Vol.

The Treasury of British, Eloquence.

G’36 W. NEWMANt* C(X ibii --

h
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CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

i>i

AND
BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS '

BY APPOINTMENT TO
HiaExoellenoy the Viceroy and Governor r.

General of India.
"

Nos, 46 47 Bentirick Street,-
" Calcutta. -

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied

at the shortest notice.
‘

‘

,,,

A large collection of ready-made ^Fumiture avail-
‘

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.„v,..

The entire fumisbing of house sundertaken, at

the most moderate rates of cha^e,
Orders executed for Billiard Tables ‘of all seieea

.

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
;
a largo

stock of both being always kept on hand.

Estimates supplied on application. a-11

NOTICE.
»

The Press at No. 2, British Indian .Street, at
which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press

at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public

information that the Press in Briti^ Indian Street,

where the Mirror is now, and -will hereafter
be printed, is henceforward to be called the
“ Sen PrM^^ All commanlcatlons for the Indian
Mirror Newspaper and the Sen Press to be
Addreiitd MgeiolDglyt

*
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A. J. PARKER & CO.

1 I

-

J. PARKER & CO. offer special advantages to those desirous of selling their Household Furniture

at their own residen ea.

A Liberal Cash Advance made where required.

M, I>AV AND CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS.

AND REPAIRERS
OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tlnsmltbs,Electroplater8,Bronzera

Xiaoquerors and Railway Con-
tractors, dec., Ac.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes

;

Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hoti
water Cans

; garden watering pots
; Tea, House,

Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps

; Railway Lamps of every descriptions.
&o.,&c„

Always in hand and made to order. .

Also
Portable Cooking stoves of single and double

1^, 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate,

NETTROXiOXiZi DAY A CO.,
IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND

COMMISSION AGENTS.
4 & 6, Hare Street, Calcutta.

A. J. Parker & Co. beg to draw attention to their large Range of Commission Sale Rooms where
. T

there is a fine collection of Household Furniture, Billiard Tables, Pianos, Mirrors, Pictures, Dinnei

Pesiert and Breakfast Serviees. Toilet Sets, &o., on view for Private Sale.

WARRANTED

!

SURE ! ! & SAFE ! !

!

DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.WONDERFUL Blood Purifier aud certain An.
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising thereform.
Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Chronic Venerial affec-

tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimples, Cutaneous
Eruptions, several kinds of Skin Di8eaae8,Dyspep8ia,
and general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful
property of removing the Mercury from the system
and of purifying the blood of all its impurities
from whatever cause arising, of invigorating the
system and imparting fresh energy and vitality

to it. The brilliant and extraordinary efficacy of
this Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic and
almost hopeless cases, proves its effects to be un-
rivalled and unparallelled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ; and 1-12 in the Mofussil
including packing.

Ointment for SKercurlal and Syphi-
litic Vloers and Eruptions. Price per
pot 8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Ansemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet. Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,
rMtores the internal organs to their normal func-
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1

.

Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To he had of
MAISON DE PARIS,

% OHOWBINGHEE, NEAR DflURUMTOLLAH,
Caloxttta. a.60

XiONDON AND ZiANCASKZRE
1.IPE ASSUARANCE OO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.
This Company offers to the Public the Com-

bined Advantages op
Unquestionable Security and tow

Rates of Premium.WHILE the adoption of all the improved
modern conditions under which Policies

are now issued enables the Directors to grant un
usual facilities to all intending Assurers.
That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-

versally recognized as the MOST SECURE AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT, is sufficiently
proved by the following statistics, “ startling in
their magnitude but quiet power,” extracted from“ The Review” of January 1st, 1879.
“ In the years 1870—1878, the accumulated Life

Funds of the Offices have risen from
£117,600,000, or at the rate of

£3,000,000 per annum. This is after paying out
£71,500,000 in claims and bonuses on policies alone,
entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or
management expenses. The total sum received by
the Life Offices on life account in the eight years
was £128,700,000. Against this was paid in
claims, £71,600,000 ; annuities, £3,350,000

; and
surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being

Policy-holders of about
£84,000,000; after this £27,000,000 were added
to funds.

The LONDON & LANCASHIRE returns 80 per
cent, of the profits, divided every five years to
participating Policj'-holders. English rates of pre-
mium only charged for such period as the Assured
spends westward of Suez.

Prospectuses and every required information
can be immediately obtained by application to
the undersigned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.
The Manager of the Indian Mirror is authorized

to be our Agent.
A. B. SHEKLETON,

General Agent ^ Secretary for India,
<*•66 A. Lall Bazaar, Corner of Mission Row.

30

20

12

American Keroslne Oil

I

Of the Brightest Quality, per case ... Rs, 5 o

Candles. ‘

0

Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to
the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 26
Packets to the case, per case ... „ 12 8

Surmah Clg-ars.
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, ^r 1,000 ... ... 3Q QBurmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 3, per 1,000 ... ...

Coconada Clg^ars.
" Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100

Do. small (do.)
“ Babington” No. 1 (do.)

Do. No. 1

Do. small ^

“Burmah”
“ Leisure Hour”
” Medium size”
“ Queen”
” Half Hour”

Chlorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Ohlorodyne ... „ 0 12

Terms : Cash only.
NETTHOLOLL DAY & CO.,

4 J’ 5, Hare Street, Oulcutta,

>1

n
i}

>1

3
2
2
I

1

1

1

1

1

1

0
0
8
12
4
0
8
0
0

12

Dr. Xiazarus’B Domestic Medicines.—0-

Inh-antile Fever Powder (for Fevers,
Teething, &c., &c.), ... ...4Rs.

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and

1 4

diseases of a periodic

Notice.

Life of Maharajah Nava Krishna Deva Baha-
door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

Behary Mittra, which the Press have opined to
be highly interesting, is ready for sale at the

depository, the Canning Library,

/D . M
Ci^’oabazar, and 116, Chitpore Road,

(Burtollah.) ’

Price six Annas.
(All rights reserved,)

1

Spleen and
character), ... ...

’
... ,,14

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of
cases of enlarged spleen),... ...

, 1 4
Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

’

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... , 2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ... 2 0
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

"

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,
^0.), ... ... ... I g

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
”

useful purgative, ... ... 20
Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ... j 4

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ... ... ... j 4

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
”

Children), ... ... .. £0
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pr<jl

"

ducing growth of the Hair), ... 2 0
Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-

”

nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... ... , 1 8
The above are most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands

cases have been cured by their judicious uses :A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is
vrapped round each lottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazaurs &Co..
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’ss
original receipts and sold by all Madicine Ven-
Pera. ^.37
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY,
SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE GENTRY.

THB NEW FZ.EXZBX.S SAND NBCKZ.BT,
THE MOST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,

Manufactured of rich colored Crold. We keep a larg-e variety in Stock
of all sizes and prices, from Ss. 80 to Ss. 250 each.

A very nice Chain, sufficiently

PSESBSVB YOUR SIGHT.

JBWBX.Z.EBY
for

WEDDINGS AND
BIRTH DAYS,

AND
ALL FESTIVE

AND
Commemorative

occasions.

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

Garnet Ear-
rings, Rs. .36

cash.

Amethyst
Earrings to

match Pen-
dant, Rs. 27

cash.

EUREKA

Gold Ear-
rings, Rs. 32

cash.

Carbuncle Ear-
rings, Rs. 30

cash.

A handsome Gold Pendant set with a fine Amethyst, Gold fringe,
and glass for portrait at back.

Price Rs, 60 cash.

To match. Bracelet, Rs. 65, Broocb Rs. 36, and Earrings, as above.

Illustrated Catalofjues post Jrce to Mofussil Comtituents,

<1-18

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
Jewellers Zn Ordinary to K. E. the Viceroy and to K. B. K.

the Prince of Wales,
CALCUTTA.

Bad Watches are Sold
BY HUNDREDS IN INDIA.

Black and Murray beg to inform their
Customers and the Public, that they have

lately introduced a new description of ENGLISH
SILVER HUNTING WATCH, with Patent Lever
Escapement, and all the latest improvements.

Price— iis. 55 nett.

These Watches are guaranteed for two years
and will be found strong, neat, and serviceable

having been especially manufactured for India
by Black & Mukbay. They are warranted to

be entirely English made. (Many so-called English
Watches are Swiss, put in English cases).

Just to hand a consigment of their

celebrated RACING C H R 0 N 0-
GRPHS, Nett, Rs 46
ELECTRIC BELLS for House or

Office with Push, Wire and constant
Battery ... ... ... Nett, Rs. 20
BINOCULARS, all sizes, from

Rs. 30 to Rs. 60

BLACK. AND MVB.BAY,
CHRONOMETER, WATCH AND CLOCK-

MAKERS.
Hastinos-Strebt, Calcutta,

DBB CKATTEBJBB CO.
(From late De Leemans Co.,)

manufacturers, DEALERS, k REPAIRERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS.

TINSMITHS, ELECTRO-PLATERS, BRONZERS,
Ztacquerers, and Railway Con-

tractors, iSfcC., dtc.
NO. 2, CHOWIllNOIIEE.

Baths of sizes
; Block Tin-made Deed and

Despatch Boxes, Sugar, Coffee, & Tea Cans
;

Garden-watering Pots
;
Tea, House, Street, Portico’

Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railway
lamps of all descriptions

Altoays in hand and mnde to Order,
PORTABLE COOKING STOVES of single and

double 3 and 4 inch burners, Tiu and Wrought-
iron Enamelled Ware, &c.

Terms—Very Moderate.

SPBCTACZiES a. BTB-OZiA8SSS:
af

rjpHE determination of the proper epectaoles for

any defect of the eyes, is undoubtedly a

matter of the greatest importance.

This importance is increased on the one hand

by the number of patients requiring such assist

ance— a number that throughout the civilised

world, may be reckoned by millions—on the other

by the actual injury inflicted by unsuitable glasses,

and lastly by the customary sale of most spectacles

by persons who have no adequate knowledge of

the conditions of their utility.

For the guidance of those who cannot con-

venieuUy visit me, I have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions.

f

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, “ How to

preserve the Sight,” with testimonials explaining

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

application.

NOTICE,

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders-
commission will be charged according to the value
as the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
of ascertained by application to the Manager. a-13

N. LAZa.RVS,

5, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET,

Calcutta.

Conimltatlon Free.

(I
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NEW GOODS!-NSW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnishlngr Eequlsltes.
VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

to 36 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard.. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 26 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.
BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c., &c., &c.

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OF
LACE, MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS, Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS

AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Onr selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

N, B,—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,

Brnssels Tapestry and Velvet Pile
Carpetings.

An immense Hock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical
manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.
The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
‘ We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, tbe.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin,

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coat
Blankets.

Door Mats.
English—made from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.
M «» »» It 38 by 24 „

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

II I, ,, I, 38 by 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Hugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Pelt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah Hepps.
Oreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. SAB.BB da CO..
HOSIERS, DRAPERS, SILK MERCERS, &c., &o.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE.

CA.LCUTTA, a-51

ADVANTAGES OF ASSURING WITH TRS
ORIENTAL LIFE OFFTTF

All that Experience has proved Practicable and
Furdent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,
Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be
obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever

j

(1.) Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.
Amalgamations Impossible.
Funds in Government Securities only.
Native Lives assured at European Rates.

Premiums reduced to English Rates from
leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

( 11 .)

(12 .)

(13.)

(14.)

(15.)

(16.)

(2.)
(3.)

(4.)

(5.)
date of

China.

Annual Premium for Assurance
Rs. 1,000 under New System.

of

Age. 30 36 40 45

Premium Rs, As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.
21 5 4 24 8 8 28 10 0 33 14 8

Lower Safe Rates than any other Office.

(6.) Office young, and therefore free from Old
Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can be paid Yearly, Half-yearly,
Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of

Yb&tb •

(8.)' CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OF DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 35 per cent.

(10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,
and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

Entire Direction in India.
Special Protection to Assignees,
The Most Economical Management.
Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-15-0 olny.
Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine.

, Policy-holders can appoint their own
Trustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.

(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere
to suit Assurers.

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.
(19.) No Restriction on Travel.

""

POLICY-HOLDERS IN THE ‘‘ORIENTAL"ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER
Unequalled Liberality.

Being established in India, all arrangements for
the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” are
made with a view to the convenience and benefit of
its own members,—European and Native,—who
alone participate in the advantages arising from
its succssful progress.
Yearly list of new Assurers closes 31st

December.
Special attention is invited to the Peculiar

System of Life Assurance introdnced by this
Company, and to the New and extremely favorable
Conditions (as regards Rates, Profits, Limits
OF Kesidence, Non-liability to Forfeiture, Ac.)
under which its policies are issued.
The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when

Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

“THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AND
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT, IS RAPIDLY
gaining THE CONFIDENCE OF THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY.”
Intending Assurers—Native or European—are

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the
‘ Oriental ” with those of any other Company.

Detafied Prospectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports, and full particulars on application to-
F. A. COHEN, AgentJor Bengal, or D. MoLAUOHLAN SLATER P T A

7, WliMSMir PUCE, OALOUITA. A AraS, BOMBAr.

R. PINKERTON di. CO.,
" ENGINEERS, BUILDERS, & CONTACTORS

Drainage, Water, and Gas,
Office and Work shop, 39, Bentinck Street.

C. ZbAZARUS di. CO.,
House and Eand Agents.
61 , Bentinck Street, Calcutta.

The following properties to let and for sale.

For Sale.
0 ... 2, .Madge’s Lane.

To ZiOt.

A SPACIOUS Dry and' Airy Godown, No. 2,
Mission Row,with entrance on the Road side.

T<i Ziet.

The flat consisting of 34arge rooms. No. 2-1,
Mission Row, admirably adapted for Mer-

can tile Offices, now occupied by Messrs! Stanley
& Co,, who will vacate the premises on the 1st
June next, from which date they are available.

Apply to

C. LAZARUS & CO.

For Sale.WORTHY the notice of Capitalists, Shipping

^
Agents, Mill-owners, or Noblemen desirous

of having a residence on the river bank.

AMANSION on the bank of the River Heoghly,
with 40 biggahs of beautifully laid-outland

attached, having several tanks of very sweet water.
Situ^ated in the southern suburbs of Calcutta,
withni 20 minutes’ drive of Government House,
This ground has a river frontage of about 300 feet
with water of such a depth as to admit of a
ship anchoring close to the bank.

For Sale.

A very fine bungalow situated at
GYA. It stands in its own compound,

which is a very large one, is pukka built through-
out, and has a good range of pukka stabling;
also an extensive range of out-offices. It can be
disposed of at a moderate price, the owner havine
left India.

"

For Sale.

ALOWER-ROCMED House, on the banks of the
river at Baranagore (Bhaduri Ghaut), 8

cottahs, 4 chittacks land. Price Rs. 2,800. Govern-
ment ground rent, Rs. 1-5-3 annually.

For Sale.

A FINE two-storied Mansion, situated at Ali-
pore, within 20 minutes’ drive of Govern-

ment House, well adapted for the residence of a
Native Prince or Rajah.
The Ground-floor is marbled throughout, the

Reception-Room and Hall on the upper-storey is
teak-floored. There is a fine verandah to the South,
the whole length of the house overlooking a large
ank, and a grand pillared portico, the whole
height of the house to the North front. It has
excellent out-offices, and stabling with extensive
compound. Two fine tanks, one of which to the
south of the house, is very prettily embellished
with a fine pukka-built marble ghaut, and contains
sweet wholesome drinking water. A road with a
beautiful avenue of full-grown trees leads from the
entrance lodge to the house.

There is a large range of Racing Stables to the
south end of the compound, which has a separate
entrance.

The whole extent of ground measures more
than forty biggahs. The yearly Government rent
is Rs. 52-5.

This Mansion, with grounds, has been decoratea,
mproved and laid out, regardless of expense, and
is now being offered for sale, consequent on the
owner having left for England.

To ZiOt at No. ZO, Hare Street.
Suitablefor Mercantile offices—Barristers' Cham-

bers—Attomies or Brokers,
Four large light airy and lofty rooms—having

entrances from either Hare Street or Council
louse Street could be let separately, one portion
having the Council House Street entrance, and the
other the Hare Street.

O. LAZARUS <& CO.,
HOUSE AND land-agents.
61, Bentinck Street, Calcutta. a-28
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20, OX.D COITRT KOUSS STREET, CAECXTTTA,

UANUFAC'rURERS OF FINE AND COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA,

MODEL WATSeS FOR INDIA.
The Model Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. They are entirely of English manufacture having powerful full-plate. Lever movements,
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, -Maintaining Power, &c.

Silver Half Hunting Case
Cash Ils. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 230 to 250.

COOKE AND KELVEY’S GE
Silver Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 60 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.NEVA WATCHES OF GUARANTEED QUALITY.

GOES
A magnificent assortment, many

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 cash.

o

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs, 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 '"ash.

A Zi B E R T CKAZNTS.
and of a novel characterFrom Rs. 40 to 300.

The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of massive
elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

a-9

COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA,

Rotice.

The Hookah-shop carried on by Radha Nath
Chowdhry, in Jorasanko, has been removed to

81, Bentinck Street, and will henceforward be to

conducted by the undersigned.

A large assortment of Bengalee and Mahomedan
shaped Hookahs of new designs just to hand at

moderate prices. Inspection invited.

Prices ranging frpm Rs. 2 to 10 each, inclusive

Chillam.

1S8UR CHUNDER BEED,
8i, BenLinok Street, Calcutta,

NATZONAZ. BANK OF ZNI>ZA,
EZI«IZTEZ>.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.
On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%

,, Six Months’ Deposits 4^
Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short

periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

1

* J. Campbell,
a-34 Manager,

Established 1846.

THE DRVGGZSTS’ HAZiZi,
36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S S. “ Duke of

Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”
“ Hydaspes,” &c., &o.
Ziactopeptlne

Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion
combined in the same proportion as they exist in

the human stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the influence
of the natural gastric juice. It will be found
far superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,

Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly

indicated in Anaemia, general Debility, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, am.
impoverished condition of the blood.

Direction for use, formuloe and dose measure ac-

company each phial.

Price Rs. per phial and packing As. 4.

ZHorson’s IMCediolnal iPepslne.
loz. phial Rs. 3. Packing As. 4.

Norton’s Camomile Pills.
A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and

all stomach complaints.
Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.

Kemrod’s cure for Asthma.
Catarrh, Bronchitis,Croup, Hooping Cough,

ORDINARY Colds, and a 1 diseases of the Respira-
tory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin.

Price Rs. 3-8. Packing As. 2.

Grlmault’s Vegetable’injection of
Matico.

A few injections of very short duration are
sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges

Price Rs. 2 perphial. Packing As. 4.

Whitmore’s Compound Zilniment oi
Arnica.

An effectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasms,
Lumbago, weak Joints, &c., and as a counter-irri-
nant in a sluggish state of the liver.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. -Packing As. 4.

Wilkinson’s Ginger and. Camomile.
Price Rs. 2. Packing As. 4.

Whitmore’s Stomachic and Ziiver
Pills.

Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.

Savory and Moore’s Pancreatine
Wine.

For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod-
liver Oil solid fat and food generally.
Price Rs, 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.

W. F. Smith’s Pile Powders.
For the cure of Piles & Prevention of Fistula.

Their gentle etnollient action subdues irritation,

regulating the bowels without leaving a disposition
to costiveness, their decided tonic properties give
power to the system, arrest all tendency to and
counteract the weakening effect of the disease, and
their intrinsic value will prove that they fully
merit the title of a specific cure of Piles and pre-
ventive of Fistulas.

Price Re. 1-8 per box. Packing As. 2.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINE,
Concentrated Compound Essence or

Fluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.
This preparation is decidedly preferable to any

other form in which Sarsaparilla can be adminis-
tered, on account of its portability and superior
efficacy. It contains the whole active and medi-
cinal properties of the root in the highest state
of concentration combined with the ingredients
of the compound decoction directed by the college
of Surgenos. The beneficial effects of this Fluid
.as an Alterative or Restorative, its great useful-
ness iu all disorders of the Skin, Indigestion,
general Debility, and after a too free administration
of Mercury, have been universally admitted and
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most emiuent practitioners of the presen-
day.

Di rection for use accompany each bottle.

Price per bottle Rs. 2. Packing .4s. J^.

Best assortment of Drugs and chemicals. Guar-
anteed fresh, and received direct from the respect-
able manufacturers of London.
Terms moderate.—Wholesale rates on

application. Price list supplied to Mofussil doctors
and Dispensaries. Orders proinptlu executed on
remittance of cash, or a respectable reference in
Calcutta,

GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT & CO.,
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS

Wholesale and Retail Rruggists
And

Manufacturers of i&rated Waters

.

a-ll
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HAROLD & CO,
3f DAZiKOUSXE SQUARE, CALCUTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobilitv arul r- i 1.1.

the Mofuasil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and witLut thfHaJn nrpaniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been raanufactu^ndand will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of nVh t
^ special order,

and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.
^ ’ perfectly m tune

o

1. Poor*?e*
® Bengrall tunes, 1st series.

^ Xtniii
-oassanto.

3 . Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). g.

_ « ^ « Ca,sh price Rs. 100.

Maroo (Dbama Kauralie). e' Peehuf*^*^'

_ „ ,
Cash price Rs. 125.

Saru?e°*
playingf 6 Bengrall tunes, 2nd series.

*
r» T.

Kawalee.
„ Cash price Rs. 100,

1 . Sa’Sur P»»y*”S 2nd sorle-B

KaSjf"’’ '• BhSabee!'
6. Kawalee.

Cash priceRs. 125.

HillfMUliPounja. ^
_ « _ C!^sh price Rs. 100.

flfeX?**
“®' "®”i' «

“Mb*?”;*'
2. Doogiree. t'

^hate iiyore.

3. Him Milli Punya. | IhaSf
^

Cash price Rs. 126.
a-19

2.

3.

1 .

2 .

3.

2.

3.

1.

2 .

3.

DR. D. JAYNE’S
Family Medicines.

Per Bot. Per Doz.
A. Rs. A.

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24

1

0
0

8
11

5

Rs
EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and

Colds) out of stock at present...
Hair tonic (to cure hair falling

off and baldness)
alterative (valuable tonic and

blood purifier)

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for
cure of fevers and agues)

LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair
of any other colour to a beautiful
WacA without injury to the skin)

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for
cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera)

TONIC VERMIFUGE ..!

LINIMENT, OR COUNTER-IRRll
tant(an outward application for
Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, See.)

SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints)

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes,
The * Alcdicoil AlmaTuio" for current year is

available on application.

Sykes dc. Co.,
1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,

Sole agents fob

l>r. B. Jayne <k. Son.
PHILADELPHIA. U.S.A. a-57

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to^ drawn up, are respectfully solicited
to address themselves in writing to X care of

0 « 5 8

0 8

Rs. 20)
5 8

IIXCSOEES di. CO..
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS

8. Old Court Home Street, Calcutta.
'

London ;—

1

Whltefriar’aStreetFleet St.E.O.

Cttbbent OB Floating Accounts.
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheone'^

received, or payments
made, after 3 P.M., and on Saturdays after 1 p.mQovbbnmknt Papkb and Secubities
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.
Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rares, and advances made on Government Paper orother approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange.
,

negotiated, and remittances madeby Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10 davs’notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on deposfts

for longer periods at the following rat es, payablein Calcutta, or in IjondMn, at par :

Repayable at 10 days’ notice _
), at 3 months’ notice
I, at 6 months’ notice
I) at 12 months’ notice
„ at 2 years’ notice

,

Pay-Bills, Pensions, and Allowances drawnPremia on Life Policies paid on due dates Bills
corrected and rents realised.

’

Putinets rulet forwarded on applieatim. o-37

For Sale.
Olcott, Presi-dent of the New York Theosophical Sneipfvon the 23rd March 1879, at the

Institute, Bombay. Price two annas a copyapply to the Indian Mirror Office.

3 per cent,

5 „
6

7

[May 9
, 1880.

QUICK! 8AFE ! ! SURE ! ! f

PAUXi dL CO.’S
Proprietory Medicines,

Pbbpabbd and Sold only by Paul & Co,,

DRUGGISTS.
No. 285-13, Bowbazar Street, Calcutta,

Prophylactic Mixture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable
and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
^ng Malaria-strickea sufiEerer, by purifying the
Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Dio^ns*
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone oAhe
system, Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Bxpectoratingr Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-

administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this
repeated at night or at any time when the cough is
troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.
Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheu-

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the
B ood. By Its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly rest ored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

-B—Full directions accompc-iny each bottleM ofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
twith full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

best quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above address
it the cheapest rate po Bible. ^.38

THE GREATEST

WOUBER OP lOrEEE TIMES!

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to bs
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies of
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

bush*^
to the life of a miner, or to those living in th*

Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system
against those evils which so often beset the human race,
viz;—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and cholera

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT
Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,

ulcers, rheumatism, nnd all skin diseases ; in fact^ when
used according to the printed directionsi it never fails tQ
cure alike, deep and superficial ailments,

Ihe Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

533, OXFORD STREET, lONDON,

Civilized
Medicines throughout the

language
^ directions for use in almost every

frrSTtbf^ >
Of counterfeits that may emanatefrom the United States, Purchasers should look

to the Label on the Pots and Boxes, f the

g-21
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

! AX>MXRABlrE TRAlTSFOlEtXMCATZON OP MECRANXOAZ.INTO TORRENTS OP EXiECTRXOZTV !

ENBRGV

TH^ncreased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Light in EnglandFrance and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time be ex’
tensively used for lighting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lighting.

We are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills. Public Halls
Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and RailwayHride WorKS. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Ks. 25 per night
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs, 15 per night

Rs. 60 0
„ 175 0
„ 450 0

f ! ! The coat of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rs. 15 per night at
the monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! ! I

t s

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine, Carbon

Elect icLanf^'**R
'^2^000*^ improved Hurricane proof, Self Adjusting, Self Lighting

1 Second fland Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

(TRUE COPY.)

Mr. Fleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Bakrala
Bridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards.

The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

Bakrala Bridge,)
?8th October 1879, f

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst, Engineer, Bakrala Sona Division, P, N. State Railway,

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Rallders and Electrical Engineers,

No, 63, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta.

Demy
Royal

NOW LANDED ! !

From the S.S. “DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH
The following :

—

ALEXANDRIA—ALBION PRESSES
Quarto or Royal 8vo.

Foolscap Folio

Post Folio

Foolscap Broadside

Crown

10
15
16
19
21
24
26

7
9i

ll"'

15
16
18
20|

NO MORS PAXNS!!!

DARLINGION^PAINCURER

Iron Ink Tables.

Rule and Lead Cutters.

Roller Frames and Stocks.

Expanding Roller Frames.
Composing Sticks, 8, 10 & 12 inches.

Brass Rules Plain 8to. Pica, 24 in.

Dotted Brass Rules, 16 inches.

Rule Case, No. 1.

Ditto, No. 2.

Hand Lever Perforating Machines.
NO MORK trouble WITH INK ROLLERS!

PBOCUEE ONE OF

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLERS
6 in. ... Rs. 12 0

10 „ 16 0
12 „ ... „ 20 0

These are the Rollers for India
tliey will not melt away, but last for

years ! !

!

Stationery, Printing and Wiriting Papers of all sorts.

Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.

Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.

ERASMUS JONES, Printers’ Agent, 6 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA,

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worni, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the outward aoplioation only of this medicine,
when all the skill of the medical art has been tried
without effect.

Per bottle Re, 1, Large side Rs. 2, packing As. 8
DARLINGTON & CO.

Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.
*if The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains 1 !

!

are our trade marks. Unprincipled parties in-
fringing on our trade rights will be criminally
prosecuted.

i®“ (3^ Beware of a base worthless frandnlent,
native imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-
Curer.
83“ CAU’TION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of

ignorant imitators who cannot express their
thoughts in their own words, but servilely imitate
Darlington & Co.

<3* Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
Mr. George Ostocke, Manager, Collingeerah

Indigo Concern, N. W. P., took a large bottle of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, found it efficacious, &
twice sent orders for half a dozen large bottles at
a time.

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes :

—“ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAIN-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneflcial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dora, Bombay Presidency, writes :—“ We find
Darlington’s Pain-Curer efficacious, and are
glad to know of it as being a useful medicine.
Sister Theodorine, Superioress F de la Croix. ”
The Lady Superior of St. Mary’s Convent,

Allahabad, writes “ Darlington’s Pain-Curer
has been found most beneficial in a case of local
Paralysis. M. J. Schmidt, Superioress."

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. L, after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 more large bottles of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer through Captain Percy Gough his
Private Secretary.

’

General Jeet Jung Bahadoor, Rana, of Nepaul
after ordering one large bottle of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer, expressed his approbation, and
ordered for a dozen large bottles of the same.
Rajah S. S. Ghosal, after taking more than 20

large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, said that
he found the medicine efficacious in every instant.

T'" send me
another bottle of Darlington’s Infallible PainCURER which is undoubtedly worthy of its name’
P. Thorpe, 39, Anderson Street. Black Town’
Madras.” •

Mr. G. Dessa, of Howrah, has used more than
a 100 large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curfr
and finds it his only friend that affords him animmunity from disease, or rids him of it when he
is

Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor Sc Proprietor of theBengal Times, writes from Dacca “ i ha
*

lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by preat pain, for theremoval of which Darlington's Pain-cUer wasprescribed. Swelling and pain abated after acouple of applications, and in about 4 davs
appeared Thia i, ona of .everal inslSL ta

Mn-OureiT
“ DarlioBtou”

Steamer “ Bombay ”
Master Mason, writes-" I gave a bottle of Dar-lington’s Pain-Curer to a friend of mine whowas ill. It having relieved him greatly, he wrote
to me for another bottle. Kindly let bearer harea large bottle of Darlington’s Pain-Curer ”

*

a. 12 DARLINGTON &• OO
‘

Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.
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Koog'bly Srldg-e KTotioe.

The Bridge will be closed for traffic on

Tuesday, the 11th May, 1880, from 3

to 6 P. M.
G. H. SIMMONS,

a-6 Secretary to the Bridge Commissioners,

AngrlOf^Zndlan Rubber Stamp Co.

(Specially Cheapest Mannfacturers of the

above stavip,

)

No 99, College Street.

The promoters of the Company beg to intimate

the public, that they are prepared to under-

take works at exceedingly moderate rates and

execute jobs to the satisfaction of constituents.

Price list supplied on application. Specimens may
may be sent

The Str . Indore will leave
for Assam from Goalundo

on Thursday, the 20th May.

For further information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO.
a-32

Austro-Kungrarlan Ziloyds’ Steam
Ravlgratlon Company,

him of Steamei's between Calcutta and
Trieste vid Svee Canal,

Takin^ 'Cargo for Egypt, the Levant, Black Sea,
Mediterranean, and Adriatic Ports.

The Company’s S. S. Narenti, will arrive
here on or about the 25th March, and will

leave on or about the 5th April next, calling at
Colombo, Aden, Suez, and Port Said, Has ex-
cellent accommodation for Passengers, and carries
an experienced Surgeon.
The Company also cover risks of Insurance on

goods and specie shipped by their Steamers to any
of the above-mentioned places, and grant Bills of
Lading accordingly.

For Freight, Passage, and Rates of Premiums,
Icc., &c., apply to

DAVID SASSOON & CO.,
Agents, 104, Clive Street,

»R. J. O. ANOERSON, J i !

MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND
ACCOUCHEUR,

.

'

No. 1.39, Dhurbumtollah Street,

May be consulted a.t ctll hours dally.
{At homefrom 11 to 12 a. m.)

Family engagements in and about Eutally under
special arrangements.

COOK AND CO.’S

Crushed Food for Horses.- r

Price ... ... Rs. 3 permaundl Exclusive
Cattle Food
Chaff

„ 1-4 per maund of

„ 1-8 per maund
) Bags.

-^rr—rr— -

ZNDXA GBMBRAli STBAK HAVX-
ftA^XOK'COlttPAHT, T

• r f
/ •

)

RCHQENK. Kilbttbn & Co,—Managmg Agents,

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,,

and Qpalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward every Saturday.
,

/Tf^HE Str. Simla wili leave Cal-

J cutta for Assam, on Friday,

'the 7th instant.
^

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Godowns,

Nimtollah Ghat.’up till noon of Thursday, the

6th instant.

The str. Mirzapore will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
' dayi the 9th instant. •

Cargh f
Will ^^e^* received at the Company’s

Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 7th instant, . o

Passebgers should leave for .Goalundo ^.by Train

of Saturday^the Sfh instant.

i .

OAOHARoLINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers. leave Calcntta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

/VHB Sti Madras will leave

J. iCalcutta for Cachar on Tues-
'day, the 11th instant. i

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah .Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 10th instant.

For further information regarding rates of freight

or passage money, apply to

4, Fatrltr Place, i Q. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 6th May, 1880. 1 Secreta‘>-y,

a-23

BXVBRS STBAM HAVXGATXOH
CO., “ Z.X2M[ZTEX>.”

The Steamers of this Company run weekly from
Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

The Steamer Punjaub will

leave Calcutta for Assam
on Tuesday, the 11th May.

CRXMXHAB COURT COMPANXON
.. .

PRAN KISSEN GHOSE ttf

Intebpretor, Chief Magistrate’s Court,

Calcutta,

Price reduced to Rs. 6.' Postage As. 8.

To be had of Messrs. Thacker Spink & j-Co/i or
of the Compiler,

NEW TOXZiET PREPARATXONS
AND '

SPECIFICS. “

FRAGRANT EXTRACT OF PETROLIA
(A NEW PRODUCT OF VaSELINE)

Supersedes all other preparations Invent-
ed for the cure of Baldness.

Ladies are strongly recommended to make
trial of this admirable, Restorative, which

has been attested by persons of the highest res-

pectability. In numerous cases where the Hair
has fallen off, from illness, change of climate, or
debility of the system, the use of this preparation
has been found very efficacious; ). |May .be used
also as a handkerchief perfume. Per bottle,
Rs. 2-12

;
per ^ dozen, Rs. 14

;
per dozen, 7 ; post-

free to any part of India.

Molluscum.—This cosmetic is of vital import-
ance to the support of Female Loveliness—powerful
of effect, yet mild of influence; This admirable
Specific eradicates Freckles, Pimple, Spots, and
Redness, from whatever cause originating, gradually
producing a delicately clear soft skin, per bottle,
Rp. 1-8.

The Ozonic Hair Oil.—Of unfailing efficacy
for aiding the growth of Hair to an extent surpass-
ing belief, per bottle. Re. 1-4. The Specific Mix-
ture, per bottle, Rs. 2-8. The Specific Injec-
tiou, per bottle, Rs. 2. Malarious Fever Mixture,
per bottle, Rs. 2. Beriberi Mixture, per bottle,
Rs.3.

TO BE H4D OF

E. A. D’SILVA.

,
Chemist and Druggist, *

Between P. O. and Bengal Club,

A-1, Park Street, Calcutta.

Dentistry. '

J. COBFXEX.B,<b, CO., >

REGISTERED SURGEONj DENTISTS, r
i

'

MAY be consulted daily on all branches of

their Profession.-
1 ]

1/ . . .

' '

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-
manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They
cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free.

, J. CORFIELD & CO..
1 'll

I

a-8 11, Old Court Home Street, Calcutta,

r I— - - - -
- • ' ' - f ''

r
P***"—»-.«

Tbe'^Xndlan 0uarant6e’‘and
Suretyship Association.

1
^ the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Lessee
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmep. , . ,

The Security of the Association is now generally
adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government hmd Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are'^

exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others. v o

n Moderate rates, according to <the nature ot tbe^
employment, on the amount of security required,

PreTfiivpis periodically reduced,
- For Prospectqses #nd iP-a>posal Forms apply to rr
' D. McLAUGHLAK SLATER, F.I.A,,

• Secretary.
9, BIphinstone Circle, Bombay, . , . , , ,

(
Qjj I C" ! . I

F. A. COHEN,° ,
V

7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,'
'

jxr ' Agent, BENGAL. '

• f: T . .O -

(J. Innes,Late Head Assistant to Steuart& Co.)

riV ’

CARRIAGE builders;
• ' -• ' Ml

36 and 37, Rentinck Street,

Calcutta,

I

* » V ’

Carriages of every description, built to
’

atest designs and improvements, material and

workmanship guaranteed.

Repairs carefully au'i promptly executed.

Oiling rates to be had on application.

Carriages sold on commission fS) 5 per cent.

ESTIMATES ^ DRAWINGS FURNISHED.

CHARGES MODERATE.

For One Month
„ Three Months
.. Six Months

Twelve Months

THE XNDXAN MXRROR.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town,
Rs. As. P.

... 2 8 0

... 6 0 0

... 12 0 0
,

_ ... ... 24 0 0
N, i7.—The above includes subscription to the

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil.

For One Month ... ... 3 6 0
,, Three Months ... ... 8 0 0
,, Six Months ... ... 16 0 0
,, Twelve Months ... ... 32 0 0

Foreign.
For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 48 6 0

It M {via Brindisi) ... 64 10 0
Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )
For One Month ... ... ... i

,
iirree Months ... ... ... 2

„ Six Months ... ... ... 5

„ Twelve Months... ... ... 10
( Single Copy Four Annas. )

Foreign.
For Twelve Months Vvia Southampton) 12 7 0

M » (wa Brindisi) ... I4 14 0
ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas per line.
No Advertisement charged for less than a

Ruoee.
For special contract rates apply to the Manager.

0 0
8 0
0 0
0 0

Printed and published for the Proprietor by W, C,
SooR, at the Sen Pres? sft No. 2 British
Street, Oaloatte.

v?. . .

,
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not worth having, not having known a parent.
1 may therefore take what theory I like for my
existence, either Darwin’s or Topsy’s of Uncle
loni s Cabin, ami being perfectly coinpes men
tis you are at liberty to give what verdict you
like, tor ki' ' moc <.r ea -th does not care a fio
what verdict y^u give.— Yours truly, An

An English church
utility of having

the

REUTEE’S TBEEGaAltt.

SOUTH KENSINTON MUSEUM.
London, 15th May.

.J"? “« of
the South Kensington Museum yesterday.

IRELAND.
It is stated that the Government do not

intend to renew coercive measures in Ireland.

T-t--

(Kditarial

An American clergyman has, it is saidvaried his pulpit doings by reading to his

NiZlenthCentw^^^

thatptewayo has been seven months a prisonerm the castle
_

at Cape Town, but Voulnumerous visitors are allowed to see hif
Zwn7 the castle who are’

Ccdenso
oo^munication with Bishop

of tHs sift 8a, “rcism from many quarters. In the opinionof many ,t will have the effect of lower.

fnf
Christian Church

for the simple reason that the Maharaiah
IB one of the heathen. The English ChJch-rmn, in reference to this, asks which is themore appropriate conr.e-to accept gifts ofa heathen or to worshio in « tvt j
shrine dedicated to a murdered slave gir°Thi7
18 at present the place where the Bishop ofLahore holds his services?

^

oTdfbfS' 1“‘ to"
was fouo6 a"loclaT,”;ia7'’rx“Vbir’'‘‘
phj of Life,” which in .ddfti„„ to eo™!'!.!"'
contained the following .-—‘iMr. Coroner Ihave come to the cnclusion that life is really

paper discnsses
- ---> missionary agencies i..

this cf.nntry. .Its quotes Canon Wesfcott’s
.IeclH.at.on to the effect t>.at the religion
Hsj-.iy

^

Iniiais an epitome of the re-
ligious i,.bi.j.y of heathend'im. “ If then ”
PHVS 'm writer, “ we find in India the
reprec,,,iai,xes of the most powerful and
popular systems of heathenism, by the conver-
sion of India we should be best prepared for
the con version of Japan, and China, and Tur-
key, and none would make more successful
missionaries than Buddhist or Mahomedan
converts, if sent to Turkey,or Japan,or China.”
The conversion of India, on this ground,would
bean attempt worth making. But consider
the reponsibilities involved in the position
Nothing but Christian life can convert India*
Before we are influenced it is natural to
suppose that the entire machinery of the
administration should be deeply Chrisfian.

The rejection of the Marquis of Queensberry

English life m general. While his Lordship
IS rejected by his brother peers of Scotland
for having openly disowned Christianity, Mr
Bradiaugh is returned to Parliament for
having openly den^d the existence of God

fol‘‘>^sthat the same crime hastwo different modes of punishments accorded
to It. But there is some thing worse. There
are men in Parliament who have in manv
ways declared their unbelief

; only they have
not openly rejected Christianity. ^ Andyet they are quietly allowed ^o e^ov
the privileges of M. P.g. it J
therefore, that punishment is to be inflict’
ed upon that person who boldly declares
his unbelief, while those who silently under-
mine faith are to be tolerated. This does notseem to be fair; but sneh is the condition of
lings in a country which is passing throuo-h

a transition.
^ ‘'Uiuu^^u

Db. Rajendralala Mitra, as we expect-
ed, has replied to the Indian Antiquary's

Mu?’®"Ar“w^‘"
“ Hermitage of Wya

m::Jsoltt%dlM

r.™ '.00. Dr.

sincerely and painfully sorry. No one canregret them so much as I do. In justice to myself
I must adti, however, that thev form no part ofhe I lu.strationa that have

, been arrayed against me;
those I denounce as blundering, mendacious and
malicious m. representations. “O. Pecksniff

trT®m»rL?
undying legacy thou hast left

The nfrororsy is interesting, and we
hope It will go on

One of the most interesting ceremonies in
•onnection with the general elections was the
election of sixteen Scotch peers to represent
‘Scotland in t^- ’ House of Lords, and the most
interesting inc' tent on tha^ occasion was the
rejection of one of the peers, the Marquis of
Queensberry, on the ground of his apog.acy,
I he Marquis had of late publicly declared his
disbelief in Christianity, and at the time this
declaration was made, significaiit hints wore
conveyed to him that his apostacy wonld be
followed hy his rejection as a member of the
House of Lords. On the occasion in ques-
tion the Marquis made a vigorous protest
against the movement got up against him,and
said that the spirit that persecuted him was
the same that lighted the martyr fires of
Southfield, and that led to the stake gallant
and noble souls such as Bruno. “ It is noble
company yon are placing 'me in, my Lords,
and I shall thank you for it.” But the
appeal was made in vain. His Lordship was
supported by only three votes. The Mar-
quis of Lothian rose to declare that the noble
Marqnis was not only not a Christian, but
that he denied, as far as he understood him,
the existence of a God. Is not the Marquis
a theist?

th«
m“’

s.°'

oer.am,oo«„Utted « g«.t mauy,

Mr. Talboys Wheeler has brought out“ A Short History of India, and of the
frontier states of Afghanistan, Nepanl and
Burmah.” The Academy notices it, awarding
on the whole more blame than praise to the
author. A few points of detail are criticised,
for instance, the theory of the Afghans being
descended from the ten lost tribes. Mr.
Wheeler draws a parallel between the sitna-
tion of Afghanistan and that of Pales-
tine, and between the characters of the
Durani dynasty and of the house of David.
“ Granting,” says the reviewer, “ that points
of similarity may be discovered, it is sufficient
to point out as a dominant mark of distinc-

'

tion that the Afghans have little national
feeling, and are more at home as conquerors
in the plains of Hindustan than on their own
hills.” The reviewer, Mr. J. S. Cotton, also

"

finds Mr. Wheeler deficient in the element
of sympathy. The following remarks may

"

be quoted and read for their own sake
rather than in reference to the work itself
which it criticises, and which we have not
read:—
The inhabitants of India, says Mr. Cotton

are not a mere herd of human units, whose highest
destiny is to provide a career for enterprisine
English and Scotch officials. They cherish tbo ,

memories of by-gone greatness, and count amon«
thexr numbtr ladividuala bora with cgpwity
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to rule and to command. We are now placing in

the hands of the people the powerful weapon of

education. If we desire to render our alien rule

not altogether intolerable, it can only be by study-

ing more deepl3
^ the: development of Native

character, and by fosWring such indigenous insti-

tutions as may bs' fotind worthy to live. To
anglicise India is a vain dream of the present

generation. How to teach Natives to govern them-
selves is the problem which our descendants will

have to learn ; and we regret that Mr. Talboys
Wheeler Has ‘ not used' his experience and learning

to ixrtaftibute'towartls the solution of this problem.

-:o:

An interesting controversy is being carried

on in tbe columns of the Indian Church

QaZeUt oni the merits of Freemasonry. One
correspondent asserts that Freemasonry is

anti-Christian, witness the admission into its

ranks of Farsis, Mahomedans, and Hin-

dus, that it is not moral, for vulgar songs

are' sung after drunken bouts, that the true

Masons, as distinguished from those who are

mere novices and from whom the real know-

ledge of the craft is concealed, are

“Satan’s angels,” “that Masons are under a

kind o[ Mesmeric influence^ in that they are

pierced or pricked by the sharp point of a

compass (in the first degree on their left

breasts, and in the second on their right

breasts), and they are,therefore,utterly incapa-

ble of uttering aught about freemasonry ex-

cepting to an accepted Brother. They are

deprived of all metallic contact, even nails

in the shoes, prior to being hoodwinked and'

initiated,for metallic contact would counteract

the proper effect the prick would prodnce”.

The writer also adds the following terrible

oath which Freemasons are compelled to

take before admission into the order

ri—of my own free will and accord in preaencfr

of Alnilghty God and this worshipful Lodge of

free and accepted Masons, erect^' to God and
dedicated to the Holy St. Johni do hereby and
hereon most solemnly and sincerely promise and
swear that I will always hail, ever conceal,

and never reveal any part or parts,, art

or arts, point or points, of the secret arts

and’ mysteries of ancient freemasonry which
I have received, and abont to receive, or

irlay hereafter be instructed in, to any person or

persons in the known world except it be to a true

and lawfnl-brother Mason, or within the body of

just and lawfully constituted Lodge of such, and

nob unto him nor unto them whom I shall hear to

be so, until after strict trial and due examination-

or lawful information—Fur' hermore do I promise

and swear that I will not write, print,

•tamp, stain, cut, cause, indent, paint, or

engrave it, on anything moveable or immove-
able under the whole canopy of heaven
whereby or whenever the least letter, fi?ure,

character, mark, stain, shadow or resemblance of

the' same may become legible or intelligible to

myself or to any other person in the known world,

whereby the secrets of Masonry may be unlawfully

obtained through my unworthiness. To all of

which I do most solemnly, and sincerely, promise,

and swear without the least equivocation, mental
reservation or self evasion of mind in me whatever;

hindinff myselfunder no less penalty then to Have my
throat cut across rrom ear to ear, my tongue

ofnt by the roots and my body buried in rough

sands of the sea, a cable’s tow length from the

shore at low water mark where the tide ebbs

and flows during 24 hours, so help me God
and keep me steadfast in the dne performance of

the same.”

In reply to all this “ Delta” proposes

a dilemma. The writer of the letter in question

is either a Mason or not. If he is, he is a

perjared person and as such his sentiments

are not of value. If he is not, he has

availed himselt of the writings of a perjured

person. We confess “Delta” has the best of the

argument. For whatever may be said of the

secrets of Freemasonry it strikes us as some-

vrhat startling that they have been kept from

oozing out through so many centuries.

last ten years.” Sir Douglas Forsyth pre"

sided. The lecture was delivered before', an

admiring audience, and. the traveller’s auti*-

Russian views elicited loud shouts of applause

from every side. We must confess, however,

the perusal of the lecture has disappointed'us.

Professor Vambery spoke of the demoralising

influence of Russian rule over the manners

and customs of Central Asia. In reality,

however, his attacks might well bo directed

against the action of unsympathetic civilisa-

tion upon barbarism in general. The Profes-

sor’s charges against Russia may be thus

summalrised.

(1) Even the greatest admirer of the Russian

cultural mission in Central Asia would not deny
that the material well-being of the natives in Rus-

sian Turkestan was rapidly declining, that their

impoverishment was increasing from day to day.

(2) What rested most heavily upon the laborers

of the field was the abnormal taxation introduced

by Russia every where in Central Asia, a taxation

which rose with the continuously increasing deficit

of Russian administration. The Russians had in-

creased five-fold or six-fold the original scale of

taxation in Central Asia, and the burden arising

from the cattle-tax, land-tax, and personal taxes

was, under regulated administration, far more op-

pressive than’with the old patriarchal despotic

regime

-;o:-

PnoEBasoE Vambery, the well-known

traveller, delivered a speech at the Society of

Arts in London on “ Russia’s Influence over

the 'iohabiWnts of Central Asia' during the

(3) The incurable evil and irreparable loss was
the moral decline spreading in Central Asia in such

a deplorable* way, a decline which was entirely

owing to the Russians themselves, and could,

therefore, hardly be healed by Russia. You well

know that the social condition of Central Asia is

entirely founded npon the religious Constitution,

a Constitution which took the place of the former

old Persian culture and of the Turanian
patriarchal rule, a Constitution which had become,

]

in the course of time, the sole regulator of social,

I legal, and ethical life. The first apparition

of the Russians on the scene sufficed to unite the

bonds of religious law and to shake tbe basis of

I
ethical life to its very foundations.

(4) The Russians, wherever they came forward

as masters, looked noon the representatives of the

Moslem culture with haughtiness and contempt,

and it was almost impossible to create an approxi-

mation between these two contrary elements.

The unavoidable consequence of such dealing had

been that Russia had become’most deeply hated by

all followers of Mahomed, that the name of Urns

was regarded os identical with anti-Christ : and

between them and the Central Asiatics not the

slightest rapprochement bad hitherto been made;

and that the relations between conqueror and cou-

-quered still remained the same’as’in.Bagtche Sera"

and Kazan.

(5) The domestic industry of Bokhara and

Khokand had greatly suffered by the preponder-

ance of Russian imports ;
and this was one of the

chief causes of the rapid impoverishment of the

inhabitants of the towns.

May not these very charges be brought

against the English rule in India? It is un-

fortunately too true that the advent of the

British has destroyed many of our most

valuable domestic industries, has intro-

duced heavy taxation, has shaken the ethical

life of the people to its very foundations; and

it is too true also that the English conquerors

look upon the representatives of Indian

civilization with haughtiness and con-

tempt. It is clear, as Sir Erskine Perry

very properly remarked at the meeting,

that if an Englishman were to deliver a

lecture in St. Petersburg on English

rule in the East, he might present a

picture} a«' dark as that which the

lecturer had of Russia. Our opinion is

that Professor Vambery mistook the inevit-

able results of the contact of a higher civi-

lization with a one lower for the mischievous

tendencies of Russian rule in particular. If

he had studied Indian life at the present day

with half the attention and zeal with which

he has conducted bis inquiries in Central

Asia,he would have been induced to generalise

upon a broader basis and not spend all his

enihusiasm upon the mere minor premiss of

ft syllogism.

WE OP THE NEW DISPENSATION.

We are a handful of men gathered in this

Tabernacle of the New Dispensation, Thou-

sands there were in our ranks, but as devotion

and faith deepened and the demands of the

Lord increased, sceptics and scoffers, deists

and rationalists, materialists and infidels,

worldly-minded men and sensualists de-

serted us. Alas ! Our brethren have

dispersed in all directions. And our

number has thinned away considerably. Tbe

Lord lias used the winnowing fan, and

the ancient prophecy has been fulfilled,

—

they that live in the senses shall not stand,

but they only who live in faith. How

small our number! Blessed be the God of our

salvation that we still live,—we poor persecut-

ed, hated, much-abused believers in the New

Dispensation ! We are as nothing amid

the overwhelming numbers of our opponents.

But we are mighty in the power of our New

Faith. Its length! and breadth, its height

and depth who can measure? The Lord has

made us lion-like in the power of this faith,

and the lying calumnies of the world shall not

touch us. Who can venture to come near us ?

The mighty Jehovah shall rout them, albeit

numerous as sands on the sea shore.
as

We rejoice in our faith, so pu*"^?

fresh, so heavenly ! We are apostles of

our dear Lord, chosen and deputed for a

lurpose, even the- establishment of the king-

dom of heaven in this laud. We are not

His favorites, for we are sinners, but we are

His “ elect.” He hath chosen us, and we

lave been specially commissioned to co-work

with Him in strengthening and extending

His New Church. We truly believe that

Heaven has confided to us this great work,

and we must gtrive to be worthy of it.

One is our God, the Ever True and Real.

We count it impious to reason ourselves into

belief or to argue away unbelief from our

minds; He says uuto ns I AM and His word

is sufficient evidence. W e abjure idolatry,

superstition, pantheism and mysticisin, and

realize our God as Supreme Spirit with

the eye of faith, and love Him as our

Father with tho heart’s personal attachment.

An absent deity is to us no dtity.

We believe not in an uncertain distant

heaven. We realize a present heaven in the

inmost heart, peopled with the spirits of de-

parted saints. Prayer opens unto us heaven
;

the highest communion is the highest heaven.

We believe in prophets. But none, not even

our dear master Jesus, do we reckon

as equal to the Infinite Lord, Their

deity we deny
;

their divinity
^

we aoknow-

—the Father dwelling in the son.

We believe in natural not supernatural

inspiration,—the direct operation of the Holy

Spirit in men’s souls for their enlightenment

and sanctification. In larger measure it was

given to the highest spirits ;
in smaller

measure to-day it is vouchsafed unto us

now and then. Shakespere was an in-

spired poet
;
Jesus an inspired prophet.

We have a scripture written in the verna-

cular of every man’s heart upon the tablet of

the heart, whose old testament is conscience,

and new testment, inspiration, holy instincts,

and impulses.

We believe in the harmony of character.

We despise neither intellect nor emotion,

neither faith nor the will, neither imagination

nor matters of fact. All these are divine

and in the synthesiftr of divine life we try to

harmonize them.

W ' believe iii the harmony of all truth and

all rHlitjiou, of all prowlin''* and ab saints.

With the torch of reason in one hand and of
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faith in the other, vre climb to the topoftlie

hill of communion, and there behold and enjoy

tl»e harmony of all ancient and modern

dispensations in the Eternal Trntli of God.

We believe the day of universal harmony
is drawing near, and that the New Dispensa-

tion will establish the kingdom of love and

peace and good-vvill on earth.

THE TERRIBLE ALTERNATIVE.

Thb presence of M. Renan in London for

a few weeks has been the occasion for ranch

comment, favorable or unfavorable, in the

English jonruals. TIte able^and thoughtful

Spectator sees in M. Renan’s discourses no-

thing but “ honeyed words which the Pan-

theists of the new culture use about Chris-

tianity.” Speaking of “the sweet Gali-

lean vision” in which the gifted French-

man indulges, our English contemporary con-

tends that if there be no more truth in it than

M. Renan finds, there should be less sugar in

his language concerning it. “ Christianity is

either a very grim reality, or an illusion

which, whatever its nobler elements,has misled

the human race for centuries, and guided it far

out of the straight path of human
development.” Now this alternative wo

do not readily accept. To a theist the

matter does not commend itself in this

manner. We admit the mission of Christ,

we admit his teachings, we admire and wor-

ship the spirit of truth that was in him.

We see in his life a glorious vision of

things heavenly embodied in the sweetest

and most touching of creeds. We recognise

in him the centre of a mighty dispensation

which has done more for the world than all

other agencies put together. But while we
admit Ill's and more than this, we may
not accept the varied interpretation^ put

upon bis words and teaching; we may not

endorse the tough literalism which has well

nigh marred the unity of bis character; anil

we may not accept tlie several outward

plienomena which have been conceived to

lend eclat to bis person. As theists, therefore,

we admire Christ and can put in as

much “ syrup” to our panegyrics as

we like, at the same time that we take

care to discard the unrealities which have

clustered round him from generation to

generation. We say,a theist’s love for Christ as

a person is as vivid as that of any Christian.

It is that of a person who has drunk deep of

the spirit, and cares not for the letter which

killeth. Indeed, we believe the time is

coming when this gloomy alternative must

be given up by Christendom. The man of

faith will decline to listen to a proposal

which is calculated to deprive him of an im-

mense source of strength and comfort. For

it can lie proved, and proved it must h^,

and in some cases it has been, that a man
can love Christ as warmly as any one else, that

he can be saved through his teaching, thathe

can draw hope and strength and faith from

that perennial source now and for ever. What
matters it to him if he believes or does not

believe in miracles ? The Spectator has more

than once declared that the fai'h whicli is not

founded upon miracles is a poor faith. We say

that is a matter upon which opinions might

differ
;
for as the case stands, we know of

feilow-theists whose faith in God is as vivid

ns anything can be, and yet he does not

believe in miracles. In such cases we sub-

mit it is facts which sliould guide us. If the

Spectator means to say that no faith can

stand except upon the ground of miracle«,

well, let lie take facts. An! what are the

facts 7 We know of fellow-tbeiets whose

faith in God is of the old apostolic type, vvho,

deeply imbued with the si»irit of science, see

and realise the Divine presence every wliere anh

in all the incidents of the world. Will you not

call that faith? If it is not faith, we

wonder what it can be to any rational being.

Then there is another thing which we do

not understand. Is Protestantism oonsisfen'

with itself? It believesm the miracles worked

by Christ, bat does not believe in the pos-

sibility of miracles now. May not the apostolic

age come back, in fact has it nor often re-

curred in this world ? Have not Christians

appeared with all the fervid zeal and fire of

the old apostles ? Why should they not work

miracles ? To us Roman Catholicism is

more consistent, for it believes in the possi-

bility of miracles at the present day. But to

believe that the age of miracles is passed is

only to compromise with the spirit of the

age and to hold fast to a dobtrine which

must be exploded sooner or Infter.

Theism, we believe, is consistent because it

recognises the spirit onlyunnd has very little

to do with outward manifestations. God
works in the spirit, and the spirit revolu-

tionises the world. That is the truth which

theism preaches.

buddhism in INDIA.

Mn. Prbbi.e? of Boston has been good

enough to s end us a very interesting pam-

phlet, entitled “Buddhism and Christianity

face to face.” It contains the report of a

striking controversy carried in Ceylon between

a Buddhist priest and a Christian Missionary

on the subject of religion. We hone to l^e-

produce the proceedings of the meeting in a

subsequent issue. lu the present number we

shall discuss some of the salient features

of the movement which at one time

humbled Brahminism and gave rise to a

revival of the national spirit as striking

in its results as it was wonderful in its nature.

One important fact we learn in the pamphlet

before us, and that was the very little im-

pression which tlie Cliristian Missionary

could make upon the thousands of the Bud-

dhist hearers who gathered on the occasion

to watch the controversy. Tiiio shows how

well the religion of Sakya Muni has taken

root in the soil of Ceylon and how difficult

it is for even a Christian missionary to destroy

its prestige among the inhabitants. The

question that strikes ns now is, if Buddhism

is so firmly believed in so many countries of

Asia, Ijow is it or whv is it that it had no

permanence in India, the land of its birth ?

The question is a very interesting one, but

we doubt whether all the materials are at the

disposal of the scholar to enable him to return

a satisfactory answer to the question. Biid-

Ihism, let us say, vvas the peculiar product of

India
;

it grew out of the circumstancea under

which Hindu society was placed some five or

SIX centurios before Christ. And more than

fhis the religion of Goutnma Buddha repre-

sented the peculiar hopes and aspirations of

the Native intellect of the time. In

this sense Sakya Muni was the represent-

itive of his age. It is, therefore, a wonder

how a religion horn in India, and peculiarlv

uliaped to meet the wants of India could travel

out of the country and find enthusiastic dis-

ciples in other lands—-lands in which the

same circumstances did not exist,and in which

the solution to the wants and a hopes spoken

of could not be the same Yet the fact is that

not only was Buddhism found acceptable to

the people of those countries, but it was' so

warmly received and so eagerly embraced that

they became in after ages the places for re-

Mige to those laissioimnes wlio had to flv from
he persecution of the Bra'i'nms. Buddhism
which was peculiarly Indian in ita scope .and
conception found acceptance among j,pe9ple
who had no resemblance whatever to the
nation for which it was intended. Now

,
if the

question were asked what we mean by
Buddhism being Indian we shonbi say that
in every important respect it was meant ;to

further the salvation of Hindus. Indirectly,

it was meant for mankind, but directly it had.

to deal with the Hindus. We have only to
picture to ourselves the condition of India at

the time. It is clear that the power of the
priesthood had grown enormously before the
advent of Buddha. The Brahmins had mono-
polised power and position, while the. ignor-

ance and superstition of the lower classes

knew no bounds. The spirit of religion had
departed, and what remained of the primi-

tive faith consisted of empty formnlas and
useless penances. Pnranic idolatry had »not

yet appeared—all the gods and goddesses
belonged to the Vedic pantheon,or were rather

emblems of the old powers of nature. With
the disappearance of faith and tlie advent of

dry literalism came also corruption and im-
morality of the darkest color. In the physical

as in the moral world there was degradation,

destitution, misery, ignorance and unbelief.

The nation looked for a change and
the change did come in the fulness

of time. How did Sakya Muni respond,to

the call of the times ? He came forward

to meet the evils which loudly called

for redress. Now the greatest evil that lay

on the surface was the influence of

the priestliood, and one of Sakya’s first at-

tempts was to cripple the power of the

biechy. He inaugurated a grand plan

of reform the object of which was prim-
arily to raise all 'men to the standard of

perfection, irresprective of caste or oree'dj while

his other great aim was to humble the

Brahmins. Sakya Buddha did not abolish

caste
;

lie recognised it .-evenjTO a neces-

sary evil, being the fruit of a previous life.

We read that in the days of Binhlhrsm
the Ksliestryas retained their power and
position as usual; yea, tJie kings who
were Kshetryns gloried in their birth.

So did the Vaisyas and Sudras ply their regu-

lar trades. The Brahmins only were crushed,

and in this manner. The institution of monks
was recruited from all classes of the .corapm-

nity. Brahmins, Kshetryas, Vaisyas, .Madras

and Cliandals, all were freely admitted. The
rich and the poor were equally esteemed.

In course of time, when Buddhism became tlie

state religion, it is those monks,'those priests

of the holy law that were invited to ceremo-

nies and honored by kings. The sacred

functions of the Brahmins were transferred to

the Buddhist priesthood, and for .centuries the

Brahmins were overlooked or they retained a

1 iwlier position content to eke out their exist-

ence by ministering to tlie wants of the

Hindus. We may hence understand the rage

and fury with wiiich the Brahinins in a subse-

quent age wreaked their ven*»eauce upon the

Buddhists, and we have here the solutieti of

the quesrioi)' how Buddh'.sni c.^lttpsed .so coni-

pleteiy before' the deva.statino 'ury and mortal

hatred of Its Brahmin adversaries. We may
thus understand also with what vehemence and
fervour Sankaracharya preached his crusades

against that hateful system. Having thus

smashed the power of the Brahmins and
paved tlie way for the elevation of the lower

classe.s, Sakya Sing had to offer a posi-

tive faith to the people in the pIsco of the

effete superstitions which had survived

the theology of the Vedic times. He
bad a noble theme to descant upon. It
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was tha misery which he saw aromid
him. To remove destitutioa he preaclieii

poverty ;to banish corruption he advocated
purity; and to obtain immunity from misery
he held out the doctrine of Nirvana. It

was not abstract truth or purity, however, that
appealed to the sympathies of the people.

He must reach the masses, and ho gfot hold
of^ two of their most powerful beliefs. He
said that the man who was pore, who had
extinguished his passions, and was guided by
the laws of charity and mercy, was freed there-

by from the law of transmigration and became
the greatest of gods, even God himself,

endowed with the power of working miracles.

Miracles and transmigration were thus the

two prevalent doctrines which he utilised

in the best way. It will be seen that Bud-
dhism did not ignore the existing gods as he

did not ignore caste. But its founder held that

the man who became a Buddha, was superior

to the gods themselves—a being to whom

the gods ministered. Thus armed with

miracles and the doctrine of re-births^

appealing to the mercies and tender feel-

ings of his ceuntrym''n—feelings which before

him bad not been ^••o’-'erly roused—crnsbing

the flower of the only tyrants who ’ll-ne<’d and

oppressed them, and at <^he s«me titne recotr.

nising be ex’e^mg gods and —S .kya

Muni became ' e ^rand " un'^ • of '•eiie'ion,

the influence of which was irresistible from one

end of India to the other. Tt may be

said that the strength and weakness of the

system lay in the constitution which its

founder gave to it, so that the very same

circumstances which led to the triumph of

Buddhism, became afterwards the powerful

causes of its overthrow.

[ 'I ff do not hold ourgelnon in any way rexponsihle
tor the opiniom ofour correspondents.— 'R'd. S. M.~\

An esteemed Brahmo has written an epic on
the New Dispensation. We hope it will appear
toon.

OUr minister was to have delivered a lecture

on “the Secret of England’s greatness, ’’ at the
Assembly Booms, Naini Tal on Friday, the 14th
May 1880.

In another column will be found the sub-
stance of a lecture on the “ Harmony between
Knowledge and Faith” delivered by Bhai Protap
Chunder at Naini Tal.

BhAi DinANAth MozUmdAR has proceeded to
Assam. Recently he visited Jalma Bazar, Khulna,
Naihati, Senhatty, Dowlutpore, Maheshwarpasha,
and Kulia, travelling through an area of upwards
of 300 miles around Khulna which he made the
centre of bis operations.

Bhai Amirta Lal Bose has visited Burdwan,
Gushkhara, Bhedia, Boypore and other places on
the loop line of the East Indian Railway. At
Burdwan there was an open-air gathering and
sankirtan at which about two thousand people
mere present. Our friend contemplates visiting

the Sonthal Districts.

We have to acknowledge with many thanks the

receipt of a copy of Hymn-book (Sangit Har)
composed by a gentleman well-known as the

Pundarik Mahashay of Jamalpore. Some of these

hymns are excellent and are sung in the Brahma
Mandir. They reflect faithfully the devotional

spirit of the Brahmo Somaj of the present day.

A WORD FOR THE MINISTER.

TO THE editor OP THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”
Every thing concerning a public man

seems subject to criticism. Such is not the case
with those who live and work in humbler spheres

^bo occupy high places must con-
sent to have thousands of critics always prying:
and peeping even into their domestic concerns, and
discussing the secret points of their character.
Our minister’s pecuniary affairs do not seem to
have passed unobserved, and hostile criticisms
have flowed freely from many a quarter. Perhans,
we have no right to know how much he is worth,
and what is the total value of his property,
but the public unquestionably have some
right to know how he and his family get
on, how his affairs have been hitherto managed
by the Mission Office, whether he is involved
in debt, and if so, what steps have been
taken towards its liquidation. These are in «ome
measure matters of nnblic interests. Don’ vou
Sir, think so too ? The Brahmo .Somaj of tndia
has undertaken to provide for all onr mis-
sionaries and meet their wants. Tn the case of
the Minister it has undertaken only the mannqo..
meni of his family aflBairsont of the hinds and nro-
needs of the property belonging to him. The
w-.rk IS comparMvely simple, as neither the
Hrahmo Somaj of India nor the oon.rreo’a-
lon has to pay a farthing for the” snb-
istence of the minister’s family. With his own
money his family have to be fed and clothed The
responsibility of the Mission Office does not go
>evond t^s. The question now is, -has the
Hission Office discharged the responsibility faith-
fully and honorably ? I think not. For it is a
fact well known to many of his friends that the
Minister is involved in heavy liabilities, and thatms debt has been steadily increasing of late years.
His garden-house near Konnaghur has been sold •

all his Government Securities in the Bank of
Bengal have been sold, and the proceeds have
been applied to the liquidation of the debt of
the Bharat Asram, the Albert Hall &c. Owin<r
to mismanagement the minister’s Press has also
suffered, and its income has gone down. I do
not know who is responsible for all this. But of
^is I am aware that the minister, like other
Brahmo Missionaries, has left himself and his
family in the hands of the Mission Office, and
does nothing and knows nothing regarding his own
pecuniary affairs and household expenditure.
Evidently the Mission Office is at least partly
responsible for the troubles and trials thus caused
to the minister, of course without meanino’ to do
any such thing. Its intentions are blameless,
but the result of its action is most unfor-
tunate as regards a particular family. So
far have matters gone that I hear it has
been gravely proposed of late that the
minister s dwelling house and the whole of his
ancestral property must be sold off to meet his
liabilities and the pressing wants of his family,^at next? I ask. Of coarse, the Mission
Office has every

_
right to adopt this extreme

measure, if there is no other alternative, and Iam sure the minister will never blame anybody
if poverty comes to him providentially. But
perhaps, a too trusting servant like him ought not
to be so cruelly treated by the Church he so faith-
fully serves. Has he no friends who can avert
the catastrophe ?

Yours &o,

,

Justice.

treating solely of religious matters, will be
hailed by the whole juvenile community. As the
Sulabha Sdinachav has been the precursor to cheap
Vernacular Literature, so this will be the means
of infn.sing in our minds true ideas of God and
imraortlity.”

J. G.—Received.

_
Brahmo Yogi.—We shall wait till the letter

18 finished. Pray, be careful about your postage.

iPiiouiiiqial.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Persons favoring us with eoniniunications are
requested to write legibly and on one side of the
paper only.

Unauthenticated communications will not be
inserted.

A WELL-WISHER OP THE E. B. SOMAJ.—Strug-
gle on, brave soul I

“A Friend” WRiTEs.-“The time has come when
people are beginning to devote a part of their
time and attention to Theology. The Brahmo
Somaj by issuing a few periodicals has been doinc'
no small amount of good to our country?
The publication of a pice weekly paper,

NYNI TAL. /

A LECTURE ON THE HARMONY BETWEEN
KNOWLEDGE AND FAITH.

[from a correspondent.]

Babu Protap Chunder Mozumdar delivered
alecture on Harmony between Knowledge aad
iaith at the Assembly Rooms, Naini Tal, on Wed-
nesday, the 5th May 1880, before a large audience,
at which all the classes of the educated community,
both Indian and Euro>aan, were largely re-
presented. Among those present we noticed
General Michael, commanding Rohilkhund *

Mr. Atkinson, C. S.. Accountant-General, N.W P. and Oudh; Mr. J.S. Mackintosh, C.S., Secre-
tary to the Board of Revenue; Colonel Barrow
Deputy Inspector-General of Police

; Mr. Hutchin’
son, Postmaster-General

; Captain King Har-
man, Aide-de-Camp to the Lieutenant-Governor *

Captain Beauchamp, R. E., Uuder-Secretary to
Government, P. W. D.

; Colonel H. Thompson
;Major Holt, Commanding Officer, Naini Tal •

and a large number of European ladies and
gentlemen. The lecturer began by getting

j

forth the views of the Brahmo Somaj on
I

the subject of the present disharmony between
I

philosophy and religion. He said, in ancient

j

times religion and philosophy were identified.

I

The great minds in India, Greece, Egypt,and other
; civilized countries studied and developed religion
as well as philosophy. Our greatest sages“and

!
philosophers were the authors aud prophets of the

j

ancient religions of the country. The rishis of
:

Aryan India, who sang the Vedio hymns to wor-
ship their Creator, and dwelt on His nature and
attributes, also studied the philosophy of the
creation. The sages of Greece, who spent their
lives in establishing the existence of the Deity
and immortality of the soul, also entered
into the most abstruse and subtle depart-
ments of metaphysics and physical philoso-
phy. However, the culture of knowledge being far
more extensive aud popular than the culture and
recognition of faith, philosophy, or what was called
assuch in subsequent times, gained the ascendant,
and religion found the necessity of submitting and
making compromises to it. When a new religion
emerges into the world, it always vindicates the
separate and independent claims of faith
and distinguishes faith from knowledge. But as
religion developes, grows older, and mixes itself
with the tendencies and affairs of the world, its
original and independent conceptions of faith
decline, and it unconsciously slides into the regions
of secular knowledge. Philosophers and men of
knowledge take silent cognizance of this submis-
sive spirit of compromise and acknowledged
inferiority, and they seldom lose an opportunity
of using it to the disadvantage of true religion.
Thus whenever the teachings of religion in any way
clash with the teachings of what is rccogaized as
the philosophy of the day, the arbitratio i of those
who represent the latter, is taken as final
The majority of men uphold tha* decision,
the conflict ending in the defea* of faith.
Among those sections of men wheia religion
still maintains her traditional ascendency, as
for instance, among the Hindus and' ’

very
orthodox Christians, the converse of what is
mentioned above generally takes place. That is
to say, the controversy between knowledge and
faith is summarily decided in favor of the latter
without any real consideration being shown to the*
respective merits and claims of the two. Thus
the stronger always wins the day, and the conflict
between knowledge and faith promises to be
endless. How a harmony may be brought about
between the two, has been a problem not only with
the Brahmo Somaj but with all religious bodies
and all earnest men throughout the world. The
provinces of religion and philosophy, in

’

order
that such a harmony might be brought about
should be very clearly demarcated. Un’-
for tunately such a demarcation is seldom
attempted. Philosophy should not be allow-
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ed to tresp'iss upon the claims of religion,
and vice versa,. The province of science is

to observe, record, methodise, and draw con-
clusions from facts of the physical and mental
worlds, and make these facts subservient to the
temporal interests of man. The province of faith is

to discover the facts and laws and objects of the
spiritual world, to realize the Divine existence
and attibutes as well as the destiny, welfare and
responsibilities of man’s soul, and make these
subservient to the purposes of our salvation.
Science ministers to the needs of the outward
man, as faith ministers to the longings
and yearnings of the inward man. Science may
make the lightning descend from the clouds,plough
the unexplored oceans to subserve the comfort and
and material interests of man

;
but faith only can

raise him to the dignity of a spiritual being,
made in the likeness of^ the Great Eternal, and
serve him as the ministering angel to share the
glories of a blessed eternity. Never did science
demonstrate the existence of the Deity or of the
soul, nor can it ever do. The domain of faith
begins where that of science ends. Its ma-
thematical proofs on such subjects, it is absurd
to expect. It is neither the province nor the
privilege of mathematics to demonstrate things
that are not only beyond the five senses, but even
beyond the intellect. Some new organ, some
new power, must step forward to give legiti-

mate and acceptable evidence on the subject
of spiritual things and their relations. What
is that organ ? What is that faculty ? Faith is

that new organ, that hidden faculty. Science may
speak with authority and give its evidence
upon subjects of knowledge such as Geology,
Astronomy, Chemstry, and even to a large
extent, upon the relations of matter and mind.
There her guidance is safe, and religion must
accept that guidance without contradictiou and
without scepticism : but when we approach the
transcendental regions of the spirit-land, when
we approach the presence of the Infinite, when
we approach the awful attributes of spiritual
perfection, or the eternal prospects, the far-reach-
ing perspectives of the soul’s futurity, the torch
falls from the fainting hands of philosophy, and
is taken up by the great angel of faith ! Know-
ledge thus freely and naturally makes over
to religion the things that legitimately belong to
her, and if religion is faithful to itself and true
to God, it cannot fail to make over to Philosophy
the things of which the latter alone is competent
to take cognizance. Nor is that all. Religion en-
riches the fields -of science by importing into
them a beauty, a personality, a poetry, a life, a
beneficence, which do not fall within the scope
of science, properly so called, to discover or ex-
patiate upon. In the structure and developments
of the habitable earth, in the laws and relations
of the vegetable and animal kingdoms, in the
subtle aflBnities of the primitive elements and phv-
sical agencies, in the great spaces of stellar and solar
glory, religion beholds and establishes the depths
of an All-pervading Spirit and Intelligence. Thus
religion lends double enchantment to the dis-

coveries of philosophy. No researches, no new
facts, no undiscovered revolutions now placed
before the gaze of a wondering world, can daunt
the faithful and trustful spirit of religion, because
she carries into the outward creatiou no precon-
ceived theories, whose explosion is ruinous to
her cause. The inward creation is her sphere and
domain of discovery. As faith does not con-
tradict knowledge in the dominiau of material
nature, but silently accepts its testimony and
glorifies that testimony with the wealth of devotion
and devout thought, so when religion gives forth

her utterances in the domain of spiritual Nature,
let science accept the role of reverent silence, if

she can do nothing better. But she can do better.

Science can enrich religion, as religion must
enrich science. Science may formulate, metho-
dise, give exactitude, logical strictness and
sober observation to the transcendental perceptions
of faith which in their essence .and substance
must remain uncontradicted. The organ of

faith shall behold its realities, and accomplish its

great spiritual discoveries alone and unaided,
and knowledge shall confirm and arrange
them afterwards. Thus, if the provinces of

faith and knowledge be duly differentiat-

ed, and if the two be made to render
mutual service in their respective spheres of

discovery and operation, the apparently endless
conflicts between philosophy and religion shall

cease, and the world shall repose under the grand
harmony between the mind and the soul of

mankind. The history of nations furnishes

such instances of harmony in primitive times.

There was harmony in our great fatherland, when
the Aryan rishis pursued their profound specula-

tions upon the spirit and upon matter on the

banka of the Saraswati. Both their minds and

souls were ^emancipated by what they believed
|and what they knew. And in the AVestern world

of Europe, did not Christianity em.ancipate the
darkened and enslaved nature of barbarous hordes
that upset the mighty empire of the Caesars ?
What has converted fierce Germans and barbarous
Britons into the civilized masters of the world ?
It is the magic of Christianity, which, touching
Europe with its miraculous wand, has opened a
hundred fountains of knowledge and civilization.
And if the past is any indication of the future, and
if it be true that history repeats itself, we may
very well expect and believe that the proposed
reconciliation between Knowledge and Faith will
restore to India that national greatness and superior-
ity, before the memories of which the mighty
nations of the world still stand in admiration
and awe.

Sitiimrir, Scientific,

Cahdisal Newman indulges in one carnal plea-
sure, which is to take a cup ot coffee after dinner,
and talk of matters sublunary with his brother
Oratorians. But this is the utmost license he
permits himself.

The largest shapphire in the world is held
by the Berlin Polytechnic Society. The gem
weighs nearly 15 oz.,and if it were of the first water
would be worth £3,200,000. Its owner has refused
all offers of purchase and constituted it an heir-
loom in his family placing the jewel, however,
in the custody of the state authority.

A SHOWER of iron fell at Catania in Sicily on the
night of March 29th, For several hours there
was a constant fall of meteoric dust, acco.-npanied
by rain, and this dust contained fragments of iron
either in a pure metallic state, or in metallic
particles surrounded by an oxidized crust, the
fragments being of all shapes and sizes, and being
immediately attracted by the magnet. They
only differed in size from a shower of aerolites.

At a recent meeting of the French Academy the
subject of the flight of insects was discussed by M.
Jousset de Bellesme, who stated that birds can,
but insects in general cannot alter at will the angle
at which the wing is vibrated. The muscles of in-
sects are not inserted in the wing but in the piece
of thorax which supports them. Direction of flight
is determined in insects by altering the relative
position of the centre ot gravity and the axis of
sustentation, the former being most commonly
displaced— in some cases by movements of the

as well as public, to do the work of horses. In

New York, a tramway system is already worked
upon this principle. Reservoirs of compressed air

are situated at certain street-stations, where the

cars are charged. They can then run for two miles

or more before the air-supply becomes exhausted.

It is also suggested that compressed air might be

laid on like gas for the performance of domestic
work..

Water-Power for Householo Purposes.

Water power for household purpo.ses has been
brought into use at Zurich. Firewood, for example,
is to be sawn into convenient lengths for burning.
A small sawing-machine on wheels is drawn by
two men to the front of a house. They connect it

by a flexible tube with the nearest hyd^unt : the
water flows to the machine

;
the saw dances, and

cuts up the wood with suprising rapidity. The
quantity of water used is shown by an ' licator

affixed to the saw ng-machine. A port/, de tur-

oine has also been in vented, an * employed in many
places in the city, in driving a Gramme machine
for the production of electric light. is sold

very cheap in Zurich; but there are, perh aps, other
towns in which this, so to call it, dojr''*tic water-
power could be advantageously introduc d. A
turbine of American origin, about four incl'es in

diameter, has for some time been sold in London.
Its office is to work a sewing-machine. An India
rubber tube is attached to the ordinary water-sup-
ply—a similar tube acting as waste-pipe to the
nearest sink.

Electric Messages,

Dr. Schwendler, the electrician-general of India,
as he may be called, has shown that the cumber-
some galvanic batteries which now produce the
currents used by telegraphers for me.ssages and
signals may be done away with, and advantageous-
ly replaced by a current from a dynamo-eiectric
machine. A machine of this kind, as is pretty
well known, converts mechanical power directly
into magnetism and electricity. The current thus
produced can be employed in various ways : as
light, and as a mechanical helper in domestic and
official work. It can be set to swing punkhas,
raise lifts, ring bells, drive a wheel, impel
currents of air, and to the other useful em-
ployments

; and at night it will light np a
telegraph office, a railway station, or a street.

While the main current is thus busily employed,
it may be tapped, so to speak, and weak currents
drawn off for telegraphic purposes. Experiments
tried at the Government telegraph-works, \lipore,
India, proved completely successful, for messages
were sent by the weak current to Agra, eight hun-
dred and fifty miles distant, without any diminu-
tion of the light by which the works were illumi-

nated. Not less successful were experiments made
abdomen

;
m others, ot the elytra

; m others, of the
balancers.

Professor Haeckel, says Charles Sedgwick
Minot, is “inaccurate and untrustworthy to a degree
surpassing any other scientific writer I can recall,

for on almost every page are mistakes it requires
little knowledge to detect. He is, therefore, utter-
ly useless to a beginner. I mention this not alone
as my personal conviction but also as the judgment
of competent and distinguished critics, some of
whom are even more severe in their condemnation.
For these considerations, I shall not quote Haeckel
as an authority.’’ Upon this the Independent
observes;—“If Haeckel’s science is bad, what is

left of him, for his philosophy and his temper are
atrocious

The Crown Diamonds of France are not
to be entirely lost to the country, as was at first

supposed, if the project to dispose them
should be carried out. The diamonds of any his-
torical or great artistic value will be preserved
in tact in the Galerie d’ Appoloii of the Louvre

;

those stones presenting any particular miuera-
logical feature would be kept in the Natural His-
tory Museums, while those which are only
remarkable for their monetory value would be
sold, and the proceeds applied to the purchase
of objects for the National Museums, the funds
for which are much restricted.

The Rise and Fall of the Tides.

( Chambers' s Journal.

)

It has been shown that the rise and f.all of the
tides all around our coast might be made to work
naachinery to compress air.aud that this compressed
air could be applied to vehicles of all kinds, private

m the office at Calcutta, where fourteen telegraph
lines terminate. Messages were sent along each
of these lines at the same time, and not more than
5'0 per cent, of the main current was required.

MR. GLADSTONE.

At Twenty-nine.

(Graphic.

)

More than forty years ago there was published
a little book, entitled the “ British Senate in 1838.’’

It is full of those personal de.scriptioDs of eminent
men in their public capacity, which written m our
own time, we very properly reprobate, but for
which historians and biographers, writing many
years after, are exceedingly grateful. The
anonymous writer has preserved for us a picture
of the young mau eloquent which is rare and inter-
esting.

“ Mr. Gladstone’s appearance and manners,’’
he says, “ are much in his favor. He is a
fine-looking man. He is about the usual height
and of good figure. His countenance mild and
pleasant, and has a high intellectual expression.
His eyes are clear and quick, his eyebrows
dark and rather prominent. There is not a
Dandy in the house, but envies what Truefitt
would call his ‘ fine head of jet black hair.’ It is

carefully parted from the crown downwards to his
brow, where it is tastefully shaded

; his features
are small and regular, and his complexion must be
a very unworthy witness, if he does not possess
an abundant stock of health. Mr, G. -dstone’s
gesture is varied but not violent. When he rises
he generally puts both his hands behind bia back,
and having there suffered them to em‘ *a''e each
other for a short time, he unclasps them, and
allows tbem to drop oa either side. They are
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not permitted to remaia long ia the locality, be-
fore you aee them again clo'ied together and
hanging down before him. Their re-nnion is

not suffered to last for any length of time.
Again a separation takes place, and now the
right hand is seen moving up and down
before him. Having thus exercised it a little

he thrust it into the pocket of his coat, then orders
the left hand to follow its example. Having
granted them a momentary repose there, they
are again put into motion

;
and in a few seconds

they are seen reposing vis-a-vis on his breast. He
moves his face and body from one direction
to another, not forgetting to bestow a liberal
share of attention on his own party. He is

always listened to with much attention by the
House, and appears to be respected by men
of all parties. He is a man of good business
habits

; of this he furni^hed abundant proof when
TJnder-Secertary for the r'olonies during the short-
lived administration of Sir Robert Peel.”

At SavENTY.
It is curious to know th.at some of these man-

nerisms of forty years ago are preserved bv the
great statesman we know to-diy. It is particular-
ly notable that to this day, when Gladstone rises
and begins what ia intended to be a great oration,
he has a tendency to Cl.••sD his hands behind his
back. This attitude, however, like the subdued
mood of which it is an indication, prevails during
the opening sentences. Age has fired rather than
dulled his oratorical energy. He has even during
the existence of the present Parliament increased
in rapidity of gesture almost to the point of fury.
The jet black hair of forty years ago has
faded and fallen leaving only a few thin wisps of
grey carefully disposed over the grandly formed
head with which, as he told a Scotch deputation the
other day, London hatters have had snch a trouble.
The rounded cheeks are sunken, and their
bloom has given place to pallor

;
the fine

brow is wrinkled
;
the dark eyes bright and

flashing still, are underset with innumerable
wrinkles

;
the “ good figure” is somewhat rounded

at the shoulders
;
and the sprigh ly step is growing

deliberate. But the intellectual fire of forty
years ago is rather quick°ned than quenched,
and the promise of health has been abundantly
fulfilled in a maintenance of phvsical strenth and
activity that seems phenomenal. Mr.Gladstone will
outsit the youngest member of the House, if the
issue at stake claims his vote in the pending divi-
sion. He can speak for three hours at a stretch and
he will put in the three hours as much mental and
physical energy as, judiciously distributed, would
suffice^ for the whole debate. His magnificent
voice is as true in^ tone and ns insensible to
fatigue as when it was first heard within the
walls of the House. By comparison he is far
more emphatic in gesture when addressing the
House of Commons than when standing before a
public meeting.^ This doubtless is explicable by
the fact that, whilst in the one case, he is free
from contradiction, in the other he is, more
particularly during a period of Tory ascendency,
outrageously subject to it. Trembling through
•very nerve with the intensity of conviction and
the wrath of ^ttte, he almost literally smites his
opponents hip and thigh. Taking the brass-
boundbox upon the table as representative of “the
Right hon’ble gentleman” or the “noble Lori”
opposite, he will beat it violently with his right
band creating a resounding noise that sometimes
makes it difficult to catch the word he desires to
emphasise. Or standing with heels closely pressed
together, and feet spread out fan-wise so that he
may turn as on a pivot to watch the effect of his
speech on either side of the House, he will assume
that the palm of his left hand is his adversary
of the moment, and straightway he beats upon it
with his right band with a ferocity that causes to
curdle the blood of the occupants of the Ladies’
Gallery, At this stage will be noted the most
marked retention of the early House of Commons
habit, in the way in which the orator continually
turns round to address his own followers, to the
outraging of a fundamental point of etiquette
which requires that all speech should be directed
to the Chair.

M. RENAN’S HIBBERT LECTURES.

The degree of interest manifested in the Hibbert
lectures of M. Renan increases rather than
diminishes. Notwithstanding that extra seats
have been added to the St. George’s Hall, it is

impouibld to find accommodatioa forallwlMare

desirous of hearing them. The quiet, good hum°“‘‘
of the great Oriental scholar, scarcely Ies.s th®*^
his simple but polished style of composi-
tion, and his deep learning, has doubtless help-
ed to secure for him so hearty a welcome in Eng-
land. By reading his manuscript with a certain
deliberation, he brings home his meaning forcibly
to his appreciative hearers, who for the most part,

it may be assumed, are more or less unaccustomed
to grasp the French language when spoken. The
second lecture, which was delivered yesterday
week, dealt with the subject of the establishment
of the Christain faith in Rome. M. Renan said
that he had shown in his last lecture how there had
sprung nn in Rome general feelings of sympathy
and charity among a vast aggregate of the popula-
tion, inspring the need of intimate associations
with their fellow-men

,
and how there was an im-

mense protest of the human conscience against the
religious sacrifices made in Rome. Judaism, from
which sprang the Christian Cliurcb, was the only
religion capable of responding to these feelings

and to man’s need for assurance as to his

destiny after death. What characterised the Jew
above all, what had always been his most pro-
found belief, was his confidence in a brilliant

and happy future for mankind. The establish-
ment of the Jews in Rome dated from about 60
B. C. Although they multiplied rapidly, and
afterwards became very powerful, at first they
inhabited a part of the city in bad repate, near
the port of Rome ; they were mostly hawkers,
for at that early period, the Jews were all poor
—(laughter)—and the Jews and Syrians, as Cicero
told us, were nations born to servitude. Here
they established schools and other public estab-
lishment. and their creed steadily gained con-
verts. Proceeding to describe the constitution
of the Chureh of Rome, the lecturer said that
it was strongly antagonistic to the Protestant ten-
dency of St. Paul. The Church of Rome did not
understand St. Paul’s epistle, of which it was
reserved for Martin Luther fourteen hundred years
later to grasp the meaning. (Applause.) In the
great and courageous revolt in the sixteenth century,
which raised half of Europe against the authority
of the Eccl“siastical Court of Rome, the Catholics
contended that the Bishop of Rome was the suc-
c’ssor of St. Peter, and consequently the chief
of Christendom. Formerly, however, religious
history was the mere servant of theology, and was
written with the object not of narrating, but of
proving. What could be more decisive than to
assert that St. Peter never in all his life set foot in
Rome ? Yet that view had been held by raanv
theologians. Speaking purely in an impartial and
disinterested manner, the lecturer was hound to
say that he did not in the least think Jesus intended
to give any chief whatever to his Church, and least
of all a chief in Rome, the city which Jews only
knew of vaguely, and which they detested. As
for the contention of the Church of Rome that
St. Peter had arrived at Rome in 42, that was at
the age of twenty-three or twenty-four, nothing
could be more inadmissible, for it was sufficient to

dispose of it to draw attention to the persecution

of which St. Peter was the object in Jerusalem in

44, two years afterwards. With regard to the
question as to whether St. Peter had ever been in

Rome, which was one of merely curious interest,

the lecturer submitted evidence from the Scrip,

tures and from the Apocrypha in support of his

conclusion that it was at Rome that St. Peter

suffered his martyrdom, although the death of the
Apostles Peter and Paul would for ever remain
involved in obscurity. It seemed probable that
they had fallen victims to the great massacre of

the Christiana which had been accomplished
by order of Nero after the great fire of

the first of July in the year 64. Nero, who
was popularly supposed to have set fire to Rome
himself in order to build no a magnificent city

upon its site, to be called Neropolis, and who was
represented in legend as playing upon the lyre

while the flames were raging, accused the Chris-

tians of having destroyed the city, putting large

numbers of them to death by revolting tortures.

The great strength of Christianity rested upon the

fortitude and heroism of its first martyrs. The
great tyrant of ancient Rome did not know that

he had established in the world a new creed

which should remain more powerful than ever

after the lapse of more than eighteen hundred

years, M. Renan concluded by saying that in

his next lecture (on the 13th instant) he would

attempt to abow bow Cbristiaoity bad effeeted

a reconciliation after their death of two
contending apostles, St. Peter and St. Paul. From
the one they learnt precepts of conservatism, from
the other they learnt to value the march of pro-

gress, without wTiich nothiug could exist in this

world, life being the result of a conflict between

two opposite forces. (Loud cheers.)

In tlie third of his series of lectures in French
at St, George’s Hall, on Tuesday, M. Ernest Renan
remarked that nations born to play a part in
universal civilisation, like Judah, almost in-
veriably exerted their influence over the world
only after having been the victims of their
own grandeur. Peoples must almost invaria-
bly choose between long tranquil and often
ob.scure destinies in living for themselves alone,
and the troubled stormy career of one who
lives only for humanity. In order that Judah
should make the conquest of the world, it was
necessary that she should disappear as a nation.
Any nation which cherished dreams of a kingdom
of God, and which aimed at fulfilling a mission of
universal interests, sacrificed its own destiny and
enfeebled and destroyed its own existence as an
exclusive community. The Mosaic law, the code
attributed to Moses, held up a powerful social ideal,
and, like Lslamism, excluded all possibiUtr of a
society founded upon a purely social basis. From
the day Israel became a people of God, a kingdom
of priests, a saintly nation, it was written
that Israel would not be a nation in the same
sense as other people ware nations. The Jews
were a people brought up in international ideas,
with an ideal conception of Jerusalem, not as a
city but as a synagogue. They had patiently borne
the disappearance of their political existence since
the days of Nebuchadnezzar, but they were resolute
in upholding their religious existence. The theo-
cracy of the Jews, however, wms not at all the
same as a dominion of priests. The Driest played
hut a small part in the history of Judaism and
lslamism. The p„wer belonged to the direct
representative of God. to him whom God had in-

spired. to the prophet who h.ad proved his mission
by miracles that was to say, by success. In the
conflict which began between Christianity and
Judaism the conquest of Jerusalem by the
Romans played an important part. According
to Tacitus, the victorious general Titus seemed
to have thought that the destruction of the
Temple would be the ruin of Christianity as
well as of Judaism, but never was there a
greater mistake. Had the temple remained,
people would never have ceased to perform
pilgrimages and to take tributes, to the shrine.
The Ghurch of Jerusalem would have received
homage from all the world, and would have
continued to persecute the Church of St.
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matism and Gout.—These purifying and soothing re-
medies demand the earnest attention of all persons
liable to gout, sciatica, or other painful affections
of the muscles, nerves, or joints. The Ointment
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patiently fomented with warm water, when the
unguent should be deligently rubbed upon the ad-
jacent skin, unless the friction should cause pain.
Holloway’s Pills should be simultaneous! v taken to
redmee inflammation and to purify the blood.
This treatment abates the violence, and lessons the
frequency of gout, rheumatism, and all spasmodic
diseases which spring from hereditary predisposi-
tion,or from an accidental weakness of coustitn-
tion. This Ointment checks the local remedy.
The Pills restore the vital powers.

Uarlin^ton’s Pain-Curer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. Coughs
Colds.Tightness of the Chest, Headache. Toothache*.
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Legs, Bad Breasts. Swellings, Old Sores. Piles,‘Ring-
woms,Fimplesi Freoklos & Eroptioas oa the akin.
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Paul as it had never failed to do. The Temple
once destroyed, Christiana soon came to look upon
it even as a profane spot

; Jesus became all to
them and Jerusalem nothing. After the cam-
paign of Titus, the Church of Jerusalem sank
into second-rate importance. Henceforward the
extinction of the heresies of the Ehiouities or
Nazarenea, and the recognition of the equality
of all Christians as opposed to the doctrine of the
superiority of the descendants of the family of
the Saviour, were not long delayed, and the re-
conciliation of the Apostles Peter and Paul after
their death was about to rid nascent Christianity
of a cancer which was eating into it. The Church
of Rome became more and more the heir and
substitute of the Church of Jerusalem. James
had been a kind of Pope in Jerusalem. By-and-
by there would be a Pope of Rome. Without
Titus there would have been a Pope of Jerusalem,
who would have strangled Christianity. The fun-
damental principle of the Church of Rome was
subordination, according to which humility and
submission were accounted superior to the most
sublime gifts. Having paid a tribute to the memory
of Clemens Romanus, the lecturer proceeded to
quote an anonymous epistle attributed to that
early Pope of Rome in support of his views as
to the autboritativeness of the Roman Church
from its beginning. The history of the
formation of the ecclesiastical hierarchy was in

some sort the history of a triple abdication. The
community in the first place resigned their power
into the hands of the presbytery, of the priest

;

the presbyterian body next resolved itself into
one central authority, the bishop

; and finally the
bishops recognised one among themselves as chief,

the Pope. The founders of the Roman Catholic
Church perceived that with evangelical liberty

there was disorder, but they did not see that
with the hierarchy they would have uniformity and
death. The lecturer proceeded to comment
upon the manner in which the rival teachings
of St. Peter and St. Paul have been made to
agree. It had been suggested by Strauss that the
miraculous draugnt of fishes as related by St.

Luke was symbolical of the positions of the two
Apostles, the independent exertions of both being
represented as necessary to capture'^tbe multitude
of fishes ready to be taken. M. Renan, who con-
cluded by expressing gratification at the kind recep-
tion he had met with in England, was again
loudly applauded on retiring.

The fourth and last of M. Ernest Renan’s
Hibbert lectures was delivered on Wednesday
evening, before a numerous and distinguished
audience, which filled every seat in the
St. George’s Hall. It was clear, M. Renan
began by remarking, that the Church, found-
ed both by Peter and Paul, would possess
the advantage of a real superiority over all other
Churches, and it was the real triumph of the skill

of the Church of Rome to have contrived to estab-

lish the belief as to its owing its origin to those
two Apostles. The destiny of the Church of Rome
thenceforth was fixed. Rome having played its

part in profane history was to play a part like

Jerusalem in sacred history. Under Antoninus and
Marcus Aurelius, Rome attained the highest
point of its grandeur. Its reign over the
world seemed undisputed, and it was thither that
men flocked from all parts. Already, under
Antoninus, Rome had become the centre of Catho-
lic orthodoxy, which by degrees began to show
indifference towards intellectual speculation.
The creation of the episcopacy was essentially a

Roman work. Thenceforth the episcopate or
officers became the only representatives of the
Church; the oishop was alone the successor of the
Apostles, and the mere faithful had totally dis-

appeared as a power. The Church became the
instrument of its chiefs, and held its power not
from the community, but from a spiritual author-
ity transmitted in direct line from the Apostles.
The Church might be considered as saved from
the day, when it was admitted that it had a direct

power representing that of Jesus. Obedience, first to

tho Church, then to the bishops,became the first of
duties, and innovation was itself the mark of false-

hood. It was incontestable that without the
episcopate the Church of Jesus, with the schisms
which divided it would have been dispersed. The
great danger of Gnosticism, which was to divide
Christianity into numberless sects, was thereby
averted. It was a curious commentary upon the

doctrine of unreasoning obedience to the Church,
that Tertullian, who was the first to promulgate
it, died a heretic. The Roman Empire was, as

it were, the mould in which the Christian religion

was formed. The dioceses were almost identical

wiih the Roman provinces. Authority ever loved

authority, and those who exercised power volun-

tarily held out their hand to each other, Thus, the

early chiefs of the Christian Church were careful

to live in harmony with the Roman Government,
and St. Luke in particular, who bore a great resem-
blance to Clemens Romanus, carefully avoided
everything which would present the Romans in

the guise of enemies to Christianity. This atti-

tude with regard to the authorities sprang from
external necessities. One fact became evident,

that Christianity could not live without the Em-
pire, and that the Empire could not do better than
adopt Christianity as its religion. Constantine
perceived the internal force of Christianity.

After pointing out that the effect of Constantine’s
policy was, however, to make him the real author
of tho schism between the Latin and the Eastern
Churches, the lecturer said that here his tasks

ended. He left to others that of recounting the

prodigious history of thcChurch of the Middle Ages,
its grandeur and its abuses. Some other historian,

also, would narrate the reaction against its abuses
taking the form of Protestantism, which in its

turn, divided the Latin Church, and return-

ed, in a sense, to the piimitive concep-
tion of Jesus. Catholicism had been a

power inimical and dangerous to liberty, and the

human mind was right in resisting it. The pre-

sent era was one of doubt in matters of dogma.
(Cheers). Whatever helped to teach man some-
thing as to his destiny and his end must be wel-

come. if a doctrine should only teach a portion
of the truth, it deserved to be followed, but the
lecturer warned his readers to beware of any
absolute formula which should become some day
an obstacle jto the free expansion of people’s

minds. (Cheers). The effects of the pontificate of

Pius IX. could not but end in a catastrophe, but
the Catholic Church was a woman, and let them
beware of the seductions which she would prac-

tise even in her death throes. Great and glorious

England had resolved a practical part of

the question in time, and this might be
summed up in the one word “ liberty.”

It was not incumbent upon anybody to

believe that of which he was not convinced,
and the denial of the liberty of thought was in a
certain sense a contradictory position, and one
that was disrespectful to the truth. Liberty, the
great dissipator of fanaticism, was the best weapon
to turn against the enemies of liberty, M,
Renan concluded by saying that he thanked his

hearers from the bottom of his heart for the sym-
pathy and unfailing attention which had been
given to him, and which he should ever hold in

prqfound remembrance.

I

DR. MARTINEAU’S ADDRESS.

' M. RenAK ; I sincerely wish that the Hibber
Trustees had selected as the organ of their final

thanks to you some one whose word would be
more adequate than mine to the eminence of the
lecturer and the interest of the occasion. I can
not, however, disobey them, sharing, as I do,

their gratitude for a visit, of which the benefit

to us has been rendered, I fear, at the cost of some
suffering to you, and sharing also the delight of
your hearers in following a series of historical

sketches, at once constituted into a whole by a

tissue of philosophical conceptions and separately

I

rich in picturesque coloring and dramatic

i
situations, and presented with that marvellous

j

charm of literary form, in the command of which
the French are the first among European nations,

! and, may I not add, M. Renan among the French.

!
I know not how it may be with others

;
but to

i

me the interest of these lectures has been
deepened by a number of resemblances which
they suggested between the age which they

I depicted and our own. The break-up of tradi-

! tional bsliefa which you so powerfully described,
the severance of higher culture from the still

j

recognised religion, are surely phenomena largely

!
repeated in the modern European mind. The un-

i
satisfied wants and eager tentatives which found

I

expression in the ethics of the philosophical

I

schools of the Empire are evident again in the

i anxieties and throughout the conflicts and even
I behind the levities, of contemporary thought.
* The introduction of foreign gods into Roman re-

! cognition is not without its counterpart in our keen-

I

er curiosity about foreign religions
;

if we do not
reserve a niche for their divinities,we find a publish-

er for their sacred books, and use Paternoster-row
as our Pantheon, During the ancient suspense of

faith the question seemed to lie between Hellen-
ism and Judaism, as now we hear that the alterna-

tive is, Catholicism or Agnosticism. The answer
of history then was, that the victory should belong
to neither and yet to both

;
the Christianity which

won the crown blending in itself what was universal

in either. May we not predict a similar result to

the strife of modern tendencies, and expect the

^
1—I

—

'

emergence of some faith remote alike, from me»
dimval orthodoxy and present negatioas

; so that
neither in this mountain r*''' yet at JerusaVin,

will men worship the Father, i ut on some height
of thought and piety veiled yet in cloud.
These .are, perhaps, fanciful analogies

; for Iam aware how illusory such historical parallels
are apt to be. At all events, they suflace to show
us that we are living in a critical age which sifts
the products of the past rather than in a creative
age, which takes the initiative of an original
and affluent future. It is only in such an
age that lectures like these have an important
place. They assume that religion is a perifta?
nent and powerful element in human life

;

that it involves beliefs about the relation oe-
tween finite things and the infinite

; that
these beliefs cannot be uniform and stationary
through the changing contents of finite experience
and the changing capacity of thought for adjusting
their relations

; that it is of great importance to
save religion from discordance with knowledge, by
opening to it a possibility of movement par ipasgu;
and that it is useful for this end to compare together
religions of different source and different age, so as
to obtain an insight into the human and historical
conditions of their existence. Their opposite errors
will thus cancel one another

; and what is obsolete,
what is partial, what is false in all, will withdraw
in favor of whatever residual truth is enshrined
within the withered husk. No doubt, we gain thus
nothing but an eclectic result

, but a critical age
is in competent to more; and in doing this, pre-
pares a clear space for the returning forces of the
creative spirit.

For large help towards such preparation, accept,
however, this expression of acknowledgment

;and forgive its English gau^herie, I know, indeed,
that I may rely on your beu volence to translate it
into something better than it is ; for in listening
yesterday to the neat and ( Jegant sentences th vt
came through your lips from the feeble and un-
polished Clement of Rome, I conld not but feel
that he had found a generous interpreter. I
must pray you to extend the same grace to me,
and translate my poor words into what I might
have said, had 1 at command the Parisian language
and culture of to-day. I need this indulgence :

for alas ! I have lost all that I should have
derived from France— the laud of my fore-fathers—
except my name and rry descent, and let
me add, my ready homage to all such genius and
learning as have placed M. Renan among her
foremost scholars and most brilliant literatenres.

3aur,
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and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.
Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. k

0. Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers.
Wholesale rates on application

.

9 k 10, Dalhousib Square,
and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street. o-40

Spring Kramers M • •• ^ 0 0
„ Nose

1 f ... 7 0 0
Rectum

f ) ... 3 0 0
M Vagina

t f ... 3 0 0
Silver Plated

ff ... 6 0 0
Spray Producers, Listers ff ... 18 0 0
M Richardson’s Complete

f f ... 16 0 0
9 t Various Makers n ... 8 0 0

Suspenders 2 0 0
Subcutaneous Syringes

,, ... 8 0 0
Aluminum Cases 36 0 0
Silver Plated Mounts „ ... 8 0 0
Clinical Thermometers

,, ... 5 0 0
,, With Kew Certificate ,, ...7 8 0

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &o., ScQ.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from ...700

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PH(ENIX THERMOM METER.
Has solved the chief difficulty belong-

ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners and Patients

is obviated from 8 0 0

The undersigned beg to inform the Public that
they haVe the undermeutioned goods in large

quantities in stock, and orders supplied,—and
contractor.

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syringes
from J oz. to 31fc., Mugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds,
Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallons,
Freezing Pots, and other Pewter Articles of every
description. ^

Terms—Cash.
Price moderate.

BISSONAUTH CHUNDER k SONS,
“'^8

1, Bentinck Street, Calcutta.

Dentistry.

J. COBFZEIiD d(. CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

jl/rAY be consulted daily on all branches of

their Profession.

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-
manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-
tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They
cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free,

J. CORFIELD k CO.,

a-8 11, Old Court House Street, Calcutta,

XiONDON AND Z.ANCASKXAB
XiIFE ASSVAUANCB CO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.
This Company offers to the Public the Com-

bined Advantages of
Vnquestlonable Security and X.ow

Dates of Premium.WHILE the adoption of all the improved
modern conditions under which Policies

are now issued enables the Directors to grant un-
usual facilities to all intending Assurers.
That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-

versally recognized as the MOST SECURE'^AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT; is sufficiently
proved by the following statistics, “ startling in
heir magnitude but quiet power,” extracted from
The Review” of January 1st, 1879.

“ In the years 1870—1878, the accumulated Life
Assurance Funds of the Offices have risen from
£90,700,000 to £117,600,000, or at the rate of
£3,000,100 per annum. This is after paying out
£71,500,000 in claims and bonuses on policies alone
entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or
management expenses. The total sum received by
the Life Offices on life account in the eight vears
was £128,700,000. Against this was paid in
claims, £71,600,000 ; annuities, £3,350,000 : and
surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being
a total paid out to Policy-holders of about
£84,000,000; after this £27,000,000 were added
to funds.

The LONDON & LANCASHIRE returns 80 per
cent, of the profits, divided every five years to
participating Policy-holders. English rates of pre-
mium only charged for such period as the Assured
spends westward of Suez.

Prospectuses and every require-! iuformatinii
can be immediately obtained bv application to
the uudersiijued, at the Head Office in Calcutta.

llie Manager of the Indian Mirror is authorized
to be our Agent.

A. B. SHEKLETON,
General Agent Sf Secretary for India.

a-65 A. Lall Bazaar, Corner of M iaaion Row,
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THACK.SB,, SPXiriL <b. CO.
CALCUTTA.

New Books To 'Arrive By The Xn-
comlngr Steamer.

WHEELER (J. TALB0YS)-A Short History
of India, and of the Frontier States of Afghanis-
tan, Nipal, and Burma. With Chronological
Maps and tables. Bs. 8 8.

ANDREW (W. P* )—Our Scientific Frontier. With
Sketch Map and Appendix. Rs. 4 4.

COOKSON (LIEUT. -COL. )-With the Armies of
the Balkans and at Gallipoli in 1877-78. Maps
and Plans. With numexous Illustrations. Cheap
Edition. Rs. 3 8.

STENHOUSE(MRS.T. B. H.)—An Englishwo-
man in Utah. The Story of a Life’s Experience
in Mormonism. An autobiography. With intro-
ductory Preface by Mrs. H. Beecher Stowe,
Fully Illustrated- Rs, 7 8.

HUXLEY (PROP.)—Introductory Science Primer.
As. 12.

POOLE (B. LANE)—A History of the Huguenots
of the Dispersion at the Recall of the Edict of

Nantes. Rs, 4 4.

BAIRD (H. M.)—History of the Rise of the Hugue-
nots. Two vols. V Rs. 10 12.

FORMBY (REV. H'.)—Ancient Rome and its con-
nection with the Christian Religion. An Outline
of the History of the City from its foundation,
B.C. 763, to A^D.' 42-47. Profusely Illustrated.

Rs. 35.

CHANDOS classics! /
THE SPANISH NOVELIST. Translated by T.

Roscoe. Re, 1 6.

THE ITALIAN NOVELIST. Translated by T.
Roscoe. Re. 1 6.

THE GERMAN NOVELIST. Translated by T.

Roscoe. Re. 1 6.

QILLMORE (P.)—On Duty ; a Ride through
Hostile Africa. ^ Rs. 11 6.

ELECTION SQUIB.—The Liberal Misleaders.
Clever Illustrations and Classical Quotations
By the Author of “ New Gleanings from Glad -

stone.” As. 8.

THE GENERAL ELECTION OF 1880-New
Parliament, New Men, New Measnres, New
Taxes, Facetise, and Anecdotes. Illustrated.

Folio, Re. 1 2.

CLUER (A. R.)—Xenophon. Memorabilia Soc-
ratis. Rs. 4 i,

PENNING (W. H.)—Engineering Geology. With
Illustrations and Colored Plates. Rs. 2 8.

KINGSLEY (C.)—At Last. A Christmas in the
West Indies. Illustrated. Rs, 4 4.

ROUGHING IT IN VAN DIEMEN’S LAND,
&c. By Author of The “Boy in the Bush.”
Re, 1 12*

BATHGATE (JUDGE)—New Zealand ; its Re-
sources and Prospects. Re, 1 2.

THEODEOP'LIFB. 'By the Author of “The
Epic of Hades.” Rs. 3 8.

STURGIS (JULIAN)—Little Comedies. Rs. 3 8.
CLAREE (COL.O A. R,)—Geodosy, (Clarendon

Press.) fcR8,''<8 14.

HODGKIN (THOS.)—Italy and Her Invaders,
376-476.- , Two vols. Rs.'23.

THOMPSON (KATE)—A Handbook to the Public
Picture Galleries of Europe,'^ With a Brief
Sketch of the History of the Various Schools of
Paintingj Third Edition. With very numerous
Illustrations. : Rs. <5^ 6. ‘

CURTIUS (G.)—The Greek Verb, its Structure
and Develpment. Translated by A. S. Wilkins
and Ei B, England. Rs. 12 14.

LAKEMAN (SIR STEPHEN)-What I Saw in
KaflBrland.

f,
Rs. 4.

THE VINAYA PITAKAM One of the Principal
Buddhist Holy Scriptures in the Pali Language,
Edited by Hermann Oldenberg, Vol. II.—The
Cullavagga. Rs. 15.

MONGAN. (R)—Homer’s Odyssey."' Complete.
Literally translated. Rs, 2 8.

REPORT ON THE FINAL EXAMINATION AT
the Staff College held in December 1879, with
copies of the Examination Papers. As. 12.

THE WHITE MONTH. By the Author of “ The
Rose Garden,” “ Unawares,” &c. Rs. 5 6.

CAREY (EO^ \ ' Nellie’s Memories. A Domes-
tic Story. Us. 4 4.

HOLLAND (Dr. J. G.)—Paul Benedict
; or

Written in Light. Re. 1 6.

BLACK.—Sunrise : a Story of These Times
Part I To be completed in 16 Parts, As 12.

LYNN LINTON (E.)—The Atonement of Learn
Dundas. Re. 1 6.

PAYN (J.)—Halves
; a Novel. Re. 1 6.

MATHERS (HELEN)—My Lady Green Sleeves,
Fourth Edition. Rs. 4 4.

JURY ROOM TALES, and other Stories.
Re. 1 2.

XAVIER DE MONTEPIN,—Les Filles de Bronze
Vol. V,—Dieu Dispose. Rs. 2 2.

ULBACH (LOUIS)—Le Crime de Martial.
Rs. 2- 8.

CAPUALLE MENDES, Les M6rea Ennemies*
Rs, 2 2.

DESLYS (CHARLES)—Miss Eva. Rs. 2 2
ZACCONE (PIERRE)—La Vertu de Charbon-

nette. Rs. 2 2,

COLLAS (LOUIS.)—Le Fils du Garde-Chasse
Rs. 2 2.

GUEROULT (CONSTANT)—Un Heritage Tragi
que. I.—Les Vengeurs. II,—Les Condamnees
Rs. 4 4.

(EUVRES DE MOLIERE, pr6c6d6es d’une Notice
sur sa vie et ses Ouvrages. Par Sainte-Beuve.
Two vols. Rs. 6.

FORTUNE DU BOISGOBEY. L’H6ritage de
Jean Tourniol. Rs. 2 8.

DAUDET (E.)—Lamaison de Graville j Mceurs
Mondaines. Rs. 2 8.

QUATRELLES. —Les Amours ExtraVagantes de
la Princesse Djalavann. Rs. 2 8.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,
6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

a-34 Calcutta.

NATURE SERIES.

I^well’s Birth of Chemistry (2 4) Rs. 2 8

Lookyer’s Spectroscope and its appHca-

tions (2 4) Rs. 2

Forbes, Transit of Venus (2 4) Rs. 2 8

Mivart’s Common Frbg (2' 4; Rs. 2 8

Spottiswoode’s Polarisation of Light

(2 4) Rs. 2 8

W. NEWIIKAN dc CO.

Standard Series of Books.
INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC SERIES.

Tyndall’s Forms of Water (3 6) Rs, 3 12
Bagehot’s Physics & Politics (2 8) Rs. 2 12
Smith’s Foods (3 6) Rs. 3 12
Bain’s Mind and Body (2 8) Rs. 2 12
Balfour Stewart on the conservation of

Energy (3 6) Rs. 3 12
Pettigrew’s Animal Locomotion (3 6) Rs. 3 12
Maudsley’s Responsibility in Mental

Disease (3 6) Rs. 3 12
Cooke’s New Chemistry

( 6) Rs, 3 12
Amos, Science of Law (3 6) Rs. 3 12
Marey’s Animal Mechanism

) (3 6) Rs.’ 3 12
Schmidt’s Doctrine of Descent and Dar. ,

winism (3 6) Rg. 3
Draper’s, Conflict between Religion and
Science (3 6) Rg, 3 jg

Cooke’s Fungi, edited by the Rev. M. J,

,
Berkeley (3 6) Rg. 3 j2

•Vogel’s Chemical Effects of Light andir

Photography 1 (3- 6) Rg.'’ 3 -12.

Whitney’s Life and Growth of Languagei 01 .

6) Rs. 3 12
Jevon’s Money and the Mechanism of^"^

Exchange^ (3 .6) . Rg. .3 12
Lommel ’S' Nature of Light'.^^fS' 6) Rs.' 3 12'

Van Beneden’s Animal Parasites and
^^1 Messmates (3 6) Rg. 3 12
Sohotzenberger’s Fermentation (3 6) Rs. 3 12
Bernstein’s Five Senses of man (3 6) Rs, 3 12
Blaserna’s Sound in its relation to

music (3 6) Rg. 3 22
Lockyer’s Studies in Spectrum Analysis

6) Rs. 4 10
Thurston’s Growth of the Steam-Engine

„ (.4
,
6)^ Rs. 4 10

Bain’s Education as a Science' "(3 6) Rs. 3 12
De Quatrefage’siumaitlteee (3 ^ 6) 12
Huxley’s Crayfish, With ‘

tions, (3 6) Rg, 3 12

>

Sir John Lubbock on British Wild

Flowers considered in relatioa to In-.^

sects (2 14) Rs. '3 4
Chisholm’s Science of Weighing and

Measuring (2 14) Rg, 3 4
Professor Mayer on Sound (2 4) Rs. $
Professor Clifford’s Seeing and Thinking

(2 4) Rs. 2

Routledgpe’s Standard Ziibrary,
Price, meh Voluvie (2A) Rs. 2-8.

Arabian Nights Entertainments.

D’lsraelis Curiosities of Literature.

A Thousand and one Gems of English Poetry.

The Works of Shakespeare, Edited by ChaSi

Knight
I

•

Boswell’s Life of Johnson,

Morley’s Spectator.

The Modern Speaker and Reciter.

Works of Josephus translated by Whlston.

Russell’s Book of Table Talk.

Froissart’s Chronicles. With Illustrationg.

D’Aubigne’s Story of the Reformation.

White’s History of England.

English Epigrams—Selated by W. D. Adatns^tfi

lilbrary Bdltlon of Standard
Works.

In large demy 8vo., handsomely; boiind,'

Roxburgh style, gilt top^l price each 1

Vol. (3 6) Rg. 3 12

Burn’s Complete Works.

Goldsmith’s Miscellaneous Works.

Lord Byron’s Poetical Works.

The Works of Flavius Josephus.

The Arabian Night’s Eutertainmeuts.

Dean Swift’s Works.

The Canterbury Tales & Faerie Queene.
The Scottish Minstrel.

Moore’s Poetical Works.
The Writings of Henry Fielding.''

The Works of Lawrence 'Sterne. '

Boswell’s Life of Dr. Johnson.'^':

Mrs. Heman’s Poetical Works. *

Cowper’s Complete' Wo^ks.''

Cicero’s Life & Letters. '

The Complete Works ofXenophon .
• 1 ^

The Works of Samuel 'Johnson-.- - ^
English Essayists from Lord Bacon to John

Ruskin.' iS. OiC

The Tatler and the Guardian complete !n' I Voli"
'^

The Treasury of British Eloquehc'e.”’’ '

a-36 W. NEWMAN CO."
-J-. M £

Bad Watches ^are’ Sold
BY hundreds IN INDIA.;.

Black and Murray beg
, to inform their ;

Customers and the Public, .^jthat
f
they .have suor-

la'^ely introduced a new description of, ENGLISH
SILVER HUNTING WATCH, with Patent Leva?,
Escapement, and MI the latest improvements..!,.
ton Prlpe--a8.'.S5

t,.

These Watches -are guaranteedojfora twq ^ynWii Vv;
andi will be found

; stronjg^7neat,^an4 ..^erviceablei^-sri

having been especially <y manufactured for IndinAa
by BlACE & Murray. They are warranted^. to
be entirely English made. (Many so-cs,lled English
Watches are Swiss, 'put- in English casf^.'*^

Just to hand a consigment of their

celebrated ' RACING CHKONO^
GRPHS, Nett, Rs 45
ELECTRIC BELLS for House or •

Oflfice with Push, Wire and constant'
Battery ... ... .., Netfr,’Rsi20

’

BINOCULARS, all sizes, from
Rs. 80 to Rs. 601

BLAOXL AMB> MBBlEtAiilr,
CHRONOMETER, WATOH AND CLOCK.

MAKERS.
QASXIROS^X^T, OAMyXXA*

ijj

•j> •

r

1

1
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A. J. PARKER & CO.

J. PARKER & CO. oflEer special advantages to those desirous of selling their Household Furniture

' at their own residences.

it

A Liberal Cash Advance made where required.

ZCB SSASOB 1880.
Patent Pneumatic Zee Machines

OF THE NEW MODEL.
With Enlarged Cylinders for Acid and with Cooling

Water Troughs, Producing two Pounds of
Pure Tasteless Ice in about 20

minutes, ‘

I

A, J, Parker & Co. beg to draw attention to their large Range of Commission Sale Booms where

there is a fine collection of Household Furniture, Billiard Tables, Pianos, Mirrors, Pictures, Dinner

Dessert and Breakfast Services. Toilet Sets. &o., on view for Private Sale.

WASZIANTED !

SURE ! ! & SAFE ! !

!

DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising thereform.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Chronic Venerial affec-

tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimples, Cutaneous
Eruptions, several kinds of Skin Diseases, Dyspepsia,
and general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful
property of removing the Mercury from the system
and of purifying the blood of all its impurities

from whatever cause arising, of invigorating the
system and imparting fresh energy and vitality

to it. The brilliant and extraordinary efficacy of

this Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic and
almost hopeless cases, proves its effects to be un-
rivalled and unparallelled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for Mercurial and Syphi-
litic Ulcers and Bruptions. Price per
pot 8 annas.

Znfallible Malaria Specific perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Ansemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet. Anasarca, Jaundice, &c, It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,
restores the internal organs to their normal func-
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Qlntment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Infiammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.
Cutes guaranteed in all cases.

To be had of
MAISON DE PARIS,

2, OHOWBINGHEE, NEAR DHUBUMTOLLAH.
< Caiovtta. (t.60

/

z>r. ZiazaruB’s Z>omestlc Medicines.

Inkantilk Fever Powder (for Fevers,
Teething, &o., &c.), ... ...4Rs. 1 4

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... 1 i

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of
”

cases of enlarged spleen),... ... i 4
Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

’

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... , 2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time>, ... ...
^ 2 0

Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for
”

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,
^^•)f ••• ... ... ,,18

Family Laxative, a safe, certain and
useful purgative, ... ... 20

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... j 4

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
”

than above), ... ... ... j 4
Family Carminative (Invaluable for

”

Children), ... ... £ 0
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-

”
ducing growth of the Hair), ... 2 0

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
”

nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... ... j g
The above we most strongly recommended to

P^ents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands

cases have been cured by their judicious uses :A printed paTnphlet giving full instructions is
vrapped round each bottle,

Messrs. E. J. Lazaubs & Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Madicine Ven-

a-27

^PPly to the Mahger.
FOR

Zllnstrated Price List,
At 66, COLLsaa Street,

Arlington & Co, invite attention to the improve
ments introduced in the Pneumatic Ice Machinet
of the New Model, a supply of which has been
consigned to them for sale during the presens
season.

The Improved Ice Machines are fitted with
Cylinders of greater bulk for a larger supply of
Acid, and also with Cooling Water Troughs,
from which a number of jets of water, conducted
by perforated pipes, can be made to stream over
the entire body of the Acid Cylinder to preserve
it against overheating.
Under these improvements, an Ice Machine of

the New Model can be worked continuously for a
longer time, and be made to produce a larger quan-
tity of Ice than a Machine with a small Cylinder
as heretofore made. i

An Illustrated Pamphlet containing full instruc-
tions for use is supplied with each Machine.

Cash Prices,

For an Improved Double Action or
Two Decanter Ice Machine, fitted with
all requisites for working and packed
in one case ... ... ... Rg. 275 0

For an Improved Single Action or One
Decanter Ice Machine, fitted with all
requisite for working, and packed in
one case ... ... ... 290 0

Sulphuric Acid in Stone Jars, contain-
ing about 401bs., packed in case ... „ 10 4

a-13
ARLINGTON & CO.,

B, Dalhousib Square, Calcutta.

4 [Established 1833.]

K. C. GANCfrOOLY dt. GO.,
ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, & co.

19, 20, db 24, Mang^oe Ziane, Calcutta.

The following is a description of some of the
works undertaken and goods sold by us

Engravlngr Zlepartment,
Zinc Plates for marking cases, Office Seals

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for
Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon. Branding
Irons, &c„ Engraving on plated-ware. Gold Sil-
ver. Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.

4S" Rubber Seals are also supplied.
Printing' Department.

Books, Mercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any
character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either
from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery Department.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety.

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-
'

ness. Invitation, Ball Programme, Playing, &c.
Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing Paper'
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth-
day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo
Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery
Account Books of various descriptions.

^

Terms For Mofussil Cash or reference for pay-
ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the
trade.

Catalogue on Application.
H. C. GANG00LY& Co.

Mangoe Lane, Calcutta.

a-20
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES.

The Hallway Watch.

The Railway Watch, as sup-
plied to the Indian Railway
Companies, has an English
lever movement o£ the finest

quality and strongest possible
construction. Hamilton & Co.
confidently recommend it as a
Watch not easily disarranged by
rough usage. The apparent dis-

advantage of the large size is

.'imply compensated for in wear
by the increased excellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.
Recommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use of
Travellers and Explorers.

Cash.

In German Silver case...Rs. 95
In Sterling Silver case... ,, 135
In Silver case, Keyless 180

The “Exhibition” Eng-
lish Xtever Watch.

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely English-
made throughout, has a substan-
tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Full Plate System ! with Jewel-
led Lever Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-
ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me-
dium size.

I

Cash.

PRESERVE VOUR SIGHT.

-I,

/ ’
.

EUREKA

Silver, best quality
Second quality

Rs. 8.'!

M 75

spectaci.es
ill.fftJl'I

di. STE-OXiASSES.

THE STANDARD EEVER WATCH.
In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, 3

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-
ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled
Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We
have devoted particular attention to the good
finish of its mechanism, and as we can confidently
guarantee its performance, we recommend it to all
classes of buyers.

f

I
iHE determination of the proper spectacles for

any defect of the eyes, is undoubtedly a

matter of the greatest importance.
/)

Price, Rs, 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Rs. 200 cash.
With Keyless movement. Hunter or Half-hunter, Silver, Rs. 100 cash.
J i mm mm m ^ J V hh _The Aluminium or Silver Hevlesa
Crystal Watch.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for
winding or for setting the hands.

This in India is a great advantage, dust and damn
being kept out. ^

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.
Works visible.

Silver case, Rs. 45. Aluminium case, Rs, 40.

Eadies’ Gold Watches.
Substantial 18-Carat Gold cases, engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughly
timed and tested. Fitted in Morocco case. Gold
Key supplied.

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200. .

The Patent Silver Eever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOB ORDINARY WEAR.

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable
time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-
faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass,
strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only
_ _ R3 4Q

Superior QUALiTY,in Hunting Case, Rs. 65 Cash
Eadies’ £leg-ant Enamelled Watches
WUh cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great ^anety of styles and pretty designs, with
highly finished Jewelled movements. Rs. 125 to 300

nt f , . , ,
G-old Guard and Albert Chains

.ppltatl™" ‘ ‘ al«a„ in Slock, ITicc, ol

Lockets, Seals, and Watek Keys, charms and Trinkets, <kc.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and Clock Makers In ordinary to H. E. the Viceroy

and to H. R. h. the Prince of Wales,
a-18 CALCUTTA.

Itt, DAV ANE CO.,
MANUrAOTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS
OP

ETTNE ANX> GO.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

And
BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS

BY APPOINTMENT TO r-.rrrrr.^ _
HisEzoollenoy the viceroy and Governor

, Tif ifaGeneral of India. ii ^*“f“**^®»®l®ct**oplaters,Bronzera
^0., « J « Bentlnck Street,

ff
;

No, 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

ahfe'KSr I

I

This importance is increased on j the one hand

by the number of patients requiring such assist

ance— a number that throughout the civilised

world, may be reckoned by millions—on the other

by the actual injury inflicted by unsuitable glasses,

and lastly by the customary sale of most spectacles

by persons who have no adequate knowledge of

the conditions of their utility.

For the guidance of those who cannot con-

veniently visit me, I have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions.

'i'he Second Kdition of iny Pamphlet, “ How to

preserve tlie Sight,” with testimonials explaining

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

application.
;--n,

i i

the most moderate rates of charge
Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard lable Requisites of all kinds : a large
stock of both being always kept on hand.

Estimates supplied on application, a-11

Always in hand and made to order.
Also

Portable Cooking stoves of single and double
li, 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens.Terms very moderate.

N. LAZARUS,

5, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET,

Calcutta.

a-13 Gonsoltatlon Free.
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All that Experience has proved Practicable and
Pnrdent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,

Annnities, Endowments and Pensions, can be

obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever :

—

(1.) Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.

(2.) Amalgamations Impossible.

(3.) Funds in Government Securities only.

(4.) Native Lives assured at European Rates.

(5.) Premiums reduced to English Rates from

date of leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

China.

Annual Premium for Assurance of
Rs. 1,000 under STew System.

Age.
1

30 36 40 45

Premium Rs. As. P.

21 5 4|

Rs. As. P.

24 8 8
Rs. As. P.

28 10 0
Rs. As. P.

33 14 8

Lower Safe Rates than any other Office.

(6.) Office young, and therefore free from Old

Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can be paid Yearly, Half-yearly,

Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of

(8.)* CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OF DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 35 per cent.

(10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,

and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

THE SUNDA^Y MIRROB

(11.) Entire Direction in India.

(12.) Special Protection to Assignees.
(13.) The Most Economical Management.
(14.) Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-15-0 olny.
(16.) Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine.
(16.) Policy-holders can appoint their own

Trustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.
(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere

A/% fliiiA Aciaiii*at*o

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.

(19.) No Restriction on Travel.
———

Policy-holders in the oriental"
ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER.

Unequalled Liberality.
Being established in India, all arrangements for

the conduct of the business of the " Oriental” are
made with a view to the convenience and benefit of
its own members,—European and Native,—who
alone participate in the advantages arising from
its succssful progress.

Yearly list of new Assurers closes 31st
December.

Special attention is invited to the Peculiar
System of Life Assurance introduced by this
Company, and to the New and extremely favorable
Conditions (as regards Rates, Profits, Limits
OP Residence, Non-liability to Forfeiture, &c.)
under which its policies are issued.
The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when

Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

“THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AND
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT. IS RAPIDLY
GAINING THE CONFIDENCE OF THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY.”
Intending Assurers—Native or European—are

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the
“ Oriental ” with those of any other Company.

C. X.AZARUS <{c CO..
Souse and Xiund /Lg^ents.

61, Bentinck Street, Calcutta.

' The following properties to let and for sale.

For Sale.
O. 2, Madge’s Lane.

To Ziet.

A SPACIOUS Dry and Airy Godown, No, 2,
Mission Row,with entrance on the Road side.

To Xiet.

The flat consisting of 3 large rooms, No,, '2-1,

Mission Row, admirably adapted Tor Mer-
cantile Offices, now occupied by' Messrs. Stanley
& Co„ who will vacate the premises "on ‘the Ist
June next, from which date they are available.

Apply to '

C. LAZARUS & CO.

' Tor Sale.WORTHY the notice of Capitalists, Shipping
Agents, Mill-owners, or Noblemen desirous

of hsving a residence on the river bank.

AMANSION on the bank of the River Heoghly,
with 40 biggahs of beautifully laid-out land

attached, having several tanks of. very sweet water.
Situated in the southern suburbs of Calcutta,
within 20 minutes’ drive of Government House.
This ground has a river frontage of about 300 feet
with water of such a depth as to admit of a
ship anchoring close to the bank.

For Sale.

A very fine bungalow situated at
GYA, It stands in its own compound,

which is a very large onej' is pukka built through-
out, and has a good range of pukka stablingi
also an extensive range of out-offices. It can be
disposed of at a moderate price, the owner having
left India.

For Sale.

ALOWER-ROCMED House, on the banks of the
river at Baranagore (Bhaduri Ghaut), 8

cottahs, 4 chittacks land. Price Rs. 2,800, Govern-
ment ground rent, Rs. 1-5-3 annually.

For Sale.

A FINE two-storied Mansion, situated at Ali-
pore, within 20 minutes’ drive of Govern-

ment House, well adapted for the residence of a
Native Prince or Rajah.
The Ground-floor is marbled throughout, the

Reception-Room and Hall on the upper-storey is

teak-floored. There is a fine verandah to the South,
the whole length of the house overlooking a large
ank, and a grand pillared portico, the whole
height of the house to the North front. It has
excellent out-offices, and stabling with extensive
compound. Two flue tanks, one of which to the
south of the house, is very prettily embellished
with a fine pukka-built marble ghaut, and contains
sweet wholesome drinking water. A road with a
beautiful avenue of full-grown trees leads from the
entrance lodge to the house.

There is a large range of Racing Stables to the
south end of the compound, which has a separate
entrance.

The whole extent of ground measures more
than forty biggahs. The yearly Government rent
is Rs. 52-6.

This Mansion, with grounds, has been decoratea,
improved and laid out, regardless of expense, and
is now being offered for sale, consequent on the
owner having left for England.

To Xiot at No. 10, Hare Street.
Suitablefor Mercantile offices—Barristers' Cham-

bers—Attomies or Brokers,
Four large light airy and lofty rooms—having

entrances from either Hare Street or Council
House Street—could be let separately, one portion
having the Council House Street entrance, and the
other the Hare Street.

O. LAZARUS & 00..
HOUSE AND LAND AGENTS.
61. Bentinck Street, Calcutta. a-28

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders-
commission will be charged according to the value
as the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
of ascertained by applioation to the Manager,

Detailed Prospectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports, and full particulars on application to—
F. A. OOHEN, Agentfor Bengal, or D. MoLAUOHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.

7, Wellesley Place, OALOUTTA. Manager & Actuary, BOMBAY.

NEW GOODS! NSW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnlshlngr Requisites.

VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &c. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 26 per set, BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c„ &c., &c.
A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OP

LACE. MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS, Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India,

N. B.

—

Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,

Brnasels Tapestry and Velvet Pile
Carpetings.

An Immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, dec.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin,

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Scarlet

Blankets.
Blankets in various sizes. Infants’ Coat

Door Mats.
English—made from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

,, ,, ,, ,, 38 by 24 ,,

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches,

„ ,, ,,
_

,, 38 by 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Hugs and Sofa Carpets,
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah Hepps.
Green, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAKER d(. CO.,
HOSIERS, DRAPERS, SILK MERCERS, &c., &c„

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,

CALCUTTA. d-51

ADVANTAGES OF ASSURING WXTH THE
ORIENTAL LIFE OFFICE
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20. OZiD COTTIIT HOTTSS STREET, CAXfCXTTTA,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE ANF COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.
The, Mod"?! Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
, * 1. 1. u i.

These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. They are entirely of English manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements,

Capped, Jewelled, Gold'Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.

Established 1846.

THE DRVGGZSTS’ BAZiZi,

36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Silver Half Hunting Case,

Gash lls. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHES OF GUARANTEED QUALITY.
ci;i— Silver Rnnf.inty
Silver Half Hunting Case

Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 60 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
R.S. 45, 5 cash.

o

AZ.BERT CKAZ .

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 ''ash.

GOES
A magnificent assortment, many of the pattern being recently designed and of a novel character

From Rs. 40 to 300.
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The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of massive

elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

0-9

COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.

BATZONAZi banbl of zndza,
ZiZMZTBD.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 6%
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4%

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short

of^On*Carrent Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed

the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under

one lac. _ „
J. Campbell,

^^34 Manager,

Botlce.

The Hookah-shop carried on by Radha Nath
Chowdhry, in Jorasanko, has been removed to

81, Bentinck Street, and will henceforward be to

conducted by the undersigned.

A large assortment of Bengalee and Mahomedan
shaped Hookahs of new designs just to hand at

moderate prices. Inspection invited.

Prices ranging from Rs. 2 to 10 each, inclusive

Chillam.
ISSDR CHUNDER BEED,

a-36 81, Bentinck Strut, Calcutta,

Fresh consignments to hand ex S S. “ Duke of

Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,"
“ Hydaspes,” &c., &c.

Ziactopeptlne
Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion

combined in the same proportion as they exist in

the human stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the influence

of the natural gastric juice. It will be found

far superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,

Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly

indicated in Anaemia, general Debility, Chronic

Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, am.

impoverished condition of the blood.

Direction for use, formuloe and dose measure ac-

company each phial.

Price Rs. 4 per phial and packing As. 4,

XNEorson’s xaediclnal Pepstne.
loz. phial Rs. 3, Packing As. 4,

Borton’s Camomile Fills.
A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and

all stomach complaints.

Price Re. 1, Packing As. 4.

Bemrod’s cure for Astlima.
Catarrh, Bronchitis,Croup, Hooping Cough,

ORDINARY Colds, and al diseases of .the Respira-

tory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin.

Price Rs. 3-S. : Packing As. 2.

Grlmault’s Veg’etable Znjectlon of
IMtatico.

A few injections of very short duration are

sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.

Whitmore’s Compound Z«inlment of
Arnica.

An effectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasms,

Lumbago, weak Joints, &c., and as a connter-irri-

nant in a sluggish state of the liver.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing. As. 4.

Wilkinson’s Ging-er and Camomile.
Price Rs. 2. Packing As. 4.

Whitmore’S Stomachic and Zilver
Pills.

Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.

Savory and ZlSoore’s Pancreatine
Wine.

For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod-
liver Oil solid fat and food generally.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.

W. F. Smith’s Pile Powders.
For the cure of Piles & Prevention of Fistula.

Their gentle emollient action subdues irritation,

regulating the bowels without leaving a disposition

to'costiveness, their decided tonic properties give

power to the system, arrest all tendency to and
counteract the weakening effect of the disease, and
their intrinsic value will prove that they fully

merit the title of a specific cure of Piles and pre-

ventive of Fistulas.

Price Re. 1-8 per box. Packing As. 2.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINE,
Concentrated Compound Sssence or

Fluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.
This preparation is decidedly preferable to any

other form in which Sarsaparilla can be adminis-

tered, on account of its portability and superior

efficacy. It contains the whole active and medi-

cinal properties of the root in the highest state

of concentration combined with the ingredients

of the compound decoction directed by the college

of Surgenos. The beneficial effects of this Fluid

as an Alterative or Restorative, its great useful-

ness iu all disorders of the Skin, Indigestion,

general Debility, and after a too free administration

of Mercury, have been universally admitted and
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most eminent practitioners of the preaen

day.
Di rection for use accompany each bottle.

Price per bottle Rs. 2. Packing As. 4 .

Best assortment of Drugs and chemicals. Guar-

anteed fresh, and received direct from the respect-

able manufacturers of London.

Terms moderate.—Wholesale rates on
application. Price lid supplied to Mofussil doctors

and Dispensaries. Orders promptly executed on
remittance of cash, or a respectable reference in

Calcutta.

GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT & CO.,
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS

Wholesale and Betail Brugglsts
AND

PKanufaotarers of JBSrated Waters

.

0.11
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAZ.k6vSZ& square, CAZ.CUTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobilitv anti
the Mofuasil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without th^HaJJ nr ?panitnent, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have L^mWanh,7J^naad will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rioh

order,

and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed ireach box
— o

Poorfb"””'

rr ! Kalangrah.
Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.

„ „ Cash price Rs. 100.

f **" P'aylng 6 Bengali tunes, 1st

1 .

O

3.

1

2.

3.

Poorabee,
Imni.
Maroo (Dhuma Kanralie).

series.

1 .

2.

3.

1

2 .

3.

4. Bassanto.
5. Kalangrah.
6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 125.

<?nrn?tf*
^©75^ playingT 6 Bengali tunes, 2nd series.

4. Jhinjuttee.
5. Bhoifabee.

^ ^ 6. Kawalee.
Gash price Rs. 100.

. irr^n^
6 Bengsall tunes, 2nd series.Sarung.

Bhoirabee.

Kaflfee.

Jhinjuttee.
Bhoirabee.

Kawalee.

4.

5.

6 .

• Cash prieeRs. 125.

HUlfSi Puneja. | S'‘al”fj'
Cash price Rs. 100.

“re fb*r/a“°*
2. Doogiree. 5 k!o ^n^n S
3. Hilll Mill! Poaja. | ih“^bg“

Cash price Rs. 126.

1.

2 .

3.

MZCZZOZ.X.S <!c CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8. Old Court House Street, Calcutta,
London:—IWhitefriar’sStreetFleet St.E.C.

DE. D. JAYNE’S

Family Medicines.

Current or Floating Accounts.
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheque-

paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made, after 3 p.m., and on Saturdays after 1 p.m.

Government Paper and Securities
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.
Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

,

Exchange.
Sterling Bills negotiated, ana remittances made

by Bills on the London Finn, or by Bank Drafts,
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10 days’

notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on deposits
for longer periods at the following rates, payable
in Calcutta, or in Londo'n,, at var

Repayable at 10 days’ notice

), at 3 months’ notice

), at 6 months’ notice

„ at 12 months’ notice

„ at 2 years’ notice
Pay-Bills, Pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates. Bills

corrected and rents realised.
Burmese ruU^s forwarded on, appUeatiov. o-.87

Per Bot. Per Doz.
Rs. A.

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24

— 3 per cent.

I Rs A
I EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and
' Colds) out of stock at present ...Hair tonic (to cure hair failing
I

off and baldness)

I

ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
I

blood purifier)

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for
cure of fevers and agues)

LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair
of any other colour to a beautiful
hlach without injury to the skin)

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for
cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera)

TONIC vermifuge
liniment, or count’er-irriI
^nt (an outward application for
Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, &c.)

SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints) ... „ „

P®f tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)
The ‘ Medical Almanac" for current year is

available on application.

Sykes At. Co.,
1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,

1

0
0
8

11

6 8

0 « 5 8

0 8 5 8

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott, Presi
dent of the New York Theosonhical Society *

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji-
Institute, Bombay, Price two annas a copy
»p<e ly to the Indian Mirror Office.

sole Agents for
Br. I>. Jayne <k Son.
PHILADELPHIA. U.S.A. a-57

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited

the pSter
writing to X, care of

[May 16 , 1880 .

QUICK! SAFE ! ! ^ SURE ! ! 1

PAUIi <Si. CO.’S
Proprietory Medines,

Prepared and Sold only by Paul &; Co.,

DRUGGISTS.
No. 285.13, Bomhazar Street, Calcutta.

Prophylactic Mixture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable
and rnarveUous effects in the constitution of the
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Pois<mous State of the Blood, improving the Digns-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system. Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating: Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-
tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this
repeated at night or at any time when the cough is
rioublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.
Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheus

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneou-
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of theB ood. By Its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly rest ored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

directions accompany each bottle
Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
twith full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

e

A-i
quality and genuine patent

Medicines are always available at the above address
It the cheapest rate poesible. 0.33

THE GREATEST

vonrEE or lODm TniEsr

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to ha
most j^ectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in^
pdental to the life of a miner, or to those living in tha
bush. “

Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system
against those evils which so often beset the human race,
viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
Stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery*
diarrhoea, and cholera-

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT
Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,

ulcers, rheu^tism, and all skin disease.; ; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never failc {g
cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

Ihe Pills and Ointment are Manufactured bnly at

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,

CKdlireH
Medicines throughout the

kinguagl''^
for use in almost every

Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the Dnited States. Purchasers should look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes f the
address is not 588^ Oxford Street, Lonr

,

.they
axe spnrioiu^ — > * #-

a-21
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

ENBB6V! ADMZBABtrE TRANSFOBlMCATXOir OP MECKANZCAZ.INTO TORRENTS OP EZiECTRZGZTV !

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Light in EnglandFrance and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time be ex’
tensively used for lighting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of LightingWe are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills, Public HallsLarge Durbar Tents, Court Yards. Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and RailwayBride Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof

f
Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensity

of 2,000 Standarq Tandles at the following low rates,
^

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs, 15 per night

Rs. 60 0
„ 176 0

n 450 0

! I ! The c^t of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
hearge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rs. 15 per night at
hot monthly rate or | one quarter the price of Oil Lights !! !

i b

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine, Carbon

EleSric*Lamp Rs^
improved Hurricane proof. Self Adjusting, Self Lighting

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,500.

(TRUE C O P V.)

Mr. :^eury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the BakralaBridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards.
The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

NO MORE PAZNS!!!

mSFAm-CURER

Bakkala Bridge,)
28th October 1879, j

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst. Engineer, Balrala Sana Division, P. N. State Railway.

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Sullders and Electrical Engineers,

No. 63, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta,

NOW LANDED !

!

From theS. S. “DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH”
The following :

—

ALEXANDRIA—ALBION PRESSES.
Quarto or Royal 8vo.

Foolscap Folio

Post Folio

Foolscap Broadside
Crown
Demy
Royal

10

15
16
19
21
24
26

7

n
11

15
16
18

20|
Iron Ink Tables.

Rule and Lead Cutters.
Roller Frames and Stocks.
Expanding Roller Frames.
Composing Sticks, 8, 10 & 12 inches.
Brass Rules Plain 8to. Pica, 24 in.
Dotted Brass Rules, 16 inches.
Rule Case, No. 1.

Ditto, No. 2.

Hand Lever Perforating Machines.
NO MORE TROUBLE WITH INK ROLLERS!

PBOCUBE ONE OF

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLERS
6 in. ... Rs. 12 0

10 » ... „ 16 0
)f ... ,, 20 0

These are the Rollers for India
they will not melt away, but last for
years ! !

!

Stationery, Printing and Wiriting Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

^ything in the Printhxg Trade can he supplied at once
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class StvleEEASMua JONES, Printers’ Agent. 6 & e. British Indian Street, CAICOTTA.

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear, Neuralgia, Colics,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the outward aoplication only of this medicine,
when all the skill of the medical art has been tried
without effect.

Per bottle Re. 1, Large side Rs. 2, packing As. 8
DARLINGTON «fe GO.

Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.
The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains 1 ! I

are our trade marks. Unprincipled parties in-
fringing on our trade rights will be criminally
prosecuted.

Beware of a base worthless fraudulent,
native imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-
Curer.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
ignorant imitators who cannot express their
thoughts in their own words, but servilely imitate
Darlington & Co.

Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
Mr. George Ostocke, Manager, Collingeerah

Indigo Concern, N. W. P., took a large bottle of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, found it efficacious, &
twice sent orders for half a dozen large bottles at
a time.

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairmaii of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes “ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAiN-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”
The Rev. Mother of St, Joseph’s Convent, Pan-

dora, Bombay Presidency, writes ;
—“ We find

Darlington’s Pain-Curer efficacious, and are
glad to know of it as being a useful medicine.
Sister Theodorine, Superioress F de la Croix.''

^

The Lady Superior of St. Mary’s Convent,
Allahabad, writes “ Darlington’s Pain-Curer
has been found most beneficial in a case of local
Paralysis. M. J. Schmidt, Superioress,"

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. L, after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Captain Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary.

General Jeet Jung Bahadoor, Rana, of Nepaul,
after ordering one large^ bottle of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer, expressed his approbation, and
ordered for a dozen large bottles of the same.

Rajah S. S. Ghosal, after taking more than 20
large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, said that
he found the medicine efficacious in every instance.

“ Gentlemen,—I beg you will kindly send me*
another bottle of Darlington’s Infallible Pain-
Curer which is undoubtedly worthy of its name
P. Thorpe, 39, Anderson Street, Black Town!
Madras.”

Mr. G. Dessa, of Howrah, has used more than
a 100 large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curer
and finds it his only friend that affords him an
immunity from disease, or rids him of it when he
is attacked.

Mr. E. C, Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the
Bengal Times, writes from Dacca. “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple of applications, and in about 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlint'ton’s
Pain-Curer.”

“

Capt. Heath of the Steamer “ Bombay ”

Master Mason, writes—" I gave a bottle of Dar-
lington s Pain-Curer to a friend of mine who
was ill. It having relieved him greatly, he wrote
to me for another bottle. Kindly let bearer have
a large bottle of Darlington’s Pain-Curer.”
a- 12 DARLINGTON &• OO.,

Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.

1
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aooffbly Srldg'e Ifotioe.

THFj Bridge will be closed for traffic on
Tuesday, the 18th May, 1880, from 8

to 11 A, M.

G. H. SIMMONS,
a-6 Secre.tai'v to the Bridge Commissioners,

Anglo>rXndian Rubber Stamp Co.

/ Specially Cheapest Manufacturers of the

above stamp.

)

No 99, College Street.

The promoters of the Company beg to intimate
* the public, that they are prepared to under-

take works at exceedingly moderate rates and
execute jobs to the satisfaction of constituents.

Price list supplied on application. Specimens may
m&Y be sent gratis.

XKDXA OBMERAXi STEA9K KAVI.
GATZOM COMPAKT.

' t

ScHOENE, EilbURN & Co .—Managing Agents.

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goaluudoievery Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward every Saturday.
ri'tHB Str. Agra wili leave Cal

J cutta for Assam, on Friday,

^ibe 14th instant.

Cargo wi 11 be received atthe Company’s Godowns,
Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

IStb instant,

The str. Simla will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
’ day, the 16th instant.

Cargo 0 will be received at tl^e Company’s
Godbwnsii No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till^noon of

Friday, the 14th instant.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train
of Saturday, the 15th instant.

OACHAR LINE NOTICE.'
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-

diate 'Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

ritHB str Assam will leave

X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-
’day, the 18th instant.
It

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 1 7th instant.

For further information regarding rates of freight

or passage money, apply to

4, Fairlik Place, 1 G. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 13th May, 1880, i

Seoreta<ry,

a-23

KIVSRS STSAAK MAVZGATZOM
CO., “ XiIiaZTSD.”

The Steamers of this Company run weekly from
Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

1
1
iHE Steamer Nepaul will

X leave Calcutta for Assam
on Tuesday, the 18th May.

P it

’ rilHE Str , Indove will leave
X for Assam from Goalundo
on Thursday, the 20th May.

For furtlier information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO.
a-32

Austro-Kungrarlan Xaloyds* Steam
XTavig-atlon Company,

Line, of Steamei's between Calcutta and
Trieste vid Suez Canal.

Takinr Cargo for Egypt, the Levant, Black Sea,
Mediterranean, and Adriatic Ports.

The Company’s S. S. Naretitr, will arrive
here on or about the 25th March, and will

leave on or about the 5th April next, calling at
Colombo, Aden, Suez, and Port Said, Has” ex-
cellent accommodation for Passengers, and carries
an experienced Surgeon,
The Company also cover risks of Insurance on

goods and specie shipped by their Steamers to any
of the above-mentioned places, and grant Bills of
Lading accordingly.

For Freight, Passage, and Rates of Premiums,
ice., Sec., apply to

DAVID SASSOON & CO.,
Agents,• 104, Clive Street.

A
Notice.

LL remittances for the Sunday Mirror should
be made payable to the Proprietor.

Crushed Food for Horses.
REDUCTION OF PRICE,

COOK AND CO.

Are glad to announce a further reduction of

the price of the above to

Hs. 2-12 per maund,
exclusive of bags. Also a reduction of the price

of their

Crushed Food for Cattle,
to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

Chaff as before 1/8 per maund, exclusive of
bags.

13th May 1880.

»R. J. G. ANDERSON,
MEPICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhubrumtoi.lah Street,

May be consulted at all hours dally.

{At homefrom 11 to 12 a. m.)

Family engagements in and about Entally under
special arrangements.

K. G. SIRCAR, M.B.,
L. R. C. P., EDINBURGH, 5

and

L. F. P. S., GLASGOW,
10, Creek Row,

Can be consulted daily from 6 to 8 a.m.

Family engagements under special arrangements,
I

Notice.

The Annual Meeting of the Indian Association
will be held at the Albert Hall, on Saturday,

the 15th instant, at 6 p. m.
The public are respectfully invited to attend.

A.M. BOSE,
Honorary, Secretary,

321 Indian Association.

Notice,

Life of Maharajah Nava Krishna Deva Baha*
door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

Behary Mittra, which the Press have opined to
be highly interesting, is ready for sale at the
Sanskrit Press Depository, the Canning Library,
39, Old Chinabazar, and 115, Chitpore Road.
(Burtollah.)

Price six Annas
("All rights reservedi)

NEW TOIZiET PREPARATIONS*
AND

SPECIFICS.
FRAGRANT EXTRACT OF PETROLIA

(A NEW PRODUCT OF VaSELINE)

Supersedes all other preparations invent-
ed for the cure of Baldness.

Ladies are strongly recommendedfifo make
trial of this admirable ^.Restorative, which

has been attested by persons of the highest res-
pectability. In numerous cases where the Hair
has.fallen off,! from illness, change of climate, or
debility of the system, the use of this preparation
has been found very efficacious. May be used
also as a handkerchief perfume. Per bottle,
Rs. 2-12

;
per ^ dozen, Ra. 14 ; per dozen, 7 ; post-

free to any part of India.

Molluscum.—This cosmetic is of vital import-
ance to the support of Female Loveliness-—'powerful
of effect, yet mild of influence. This admirable
Specific eradicates Freckles, Pimple, Spots, and
Redness, from whatever cause originating, gradually
producing a delicately clear soft skin, per bottle,
Rp. 1-8.

The Ozonlc Hair Oil.—Of unfailing efficacy
for aiding the growth of Hair to an extent surpass-
ing belief, per bottle, Re. 1-4. The Specific Mix-
ture, per bottle, Ra. 2-8, The Specific Injec-
tioD, per bottle, Rs. 2, Malarious Fever Mixture
per bottle, Rs. 2. Beriberi Mixture, per bottle’,
Ba. 3,

TO BE HAD OP

E. A. D’SILVA.
Chemist and Drug'g'lsty

Between P« O. and. Bengal Club,

A-1, Park Street, Oaloutta.

NETTROX.OXiX. DAY dc CO.,
IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND

COMMISSION AGENTS.
4 «SC 6, Hare Street, Calcutta.

American Keroslne Oil
Of the Brightest Quality, per case ..oRs, 5 0

Candles. '
.

Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz., to . . .1, .

the Packet, 6 to the pouhd, and 2§'^

Packets to the case, per case '

„ 12 ^8
Burmah Clg;ars.

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000 ... „ 30 0

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed QuUlijiy^
No. 2, per 1,000 "o

Burmah Cigarat,! Unsurpassed Quality
No. 3, per 1,000 ... ... „ 12 0

Coconada Clg^ars.
“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100 „ 3 0

Do. small (do.) „ „ 2 0
“Babington”No. 1 (do.) „ 2 8

Do. No. 1
,, 1 12

Do. ‘ small
, J' , ... ‘ j 4“ Burmah”

“ Leisure flour’/fr

Cu' - U t

II

ft

9 9

99

91

99

99

ff

.99

99

99

99

99

1 0
1 8
1 0
1 0
1 12

" Medium size”

“Queen”
“ Half Honr’*- >

Chlorodyne.
Dr. Gollis Browne’s Chlotbdyne ... „ 0 12

Terms : Cash only.
NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,T

d ^ 5, Hare Street, Oulcutta.
'

DEB CKATTERJEE A CO.
(From late De Leemans ^ Co,,)

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, & REPAIRERS
OP EVERY DESCRIPTION OP LAMPS,

TINSMITHS, ELECTRO-PLATERS;> BRONZERS,^
Iiacquerers, and Railway Con-

tractors, 4ii.c., Ac.
NO. 2, CHOWRINQHEE.

Baths of sizes
; Block Tin-made Deed and

Despatch Boxes, Sugar, Coffee, & Tea Cans
;

Garden-watering Pots ; Tea, House, Street, Portico,
Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railway
lamps of all descriptions

Always in hand and made to Order.
PORTABLE COOKING STOVES of single and

double 3 and 4 inch burners. Tin and Wrought-
iron Enamelled Ware, &c.

Terms-Very Moderate.

THE INDIAN MIRROR.

RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town,
Rs. As. P

For One Month ... ... 2 8
0*

„ Three Months ... ... 6 0 0
,, Six Months ... ... 12 0 0
„ Twelve Months ... .„ 24 0 0
N. .B,—The above includes subscription to the

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil.

For One Month ... ... 3 6 0
,, Three Months ... ... 8 0 0
,, Six Months ... ... 16 0 0
,, Twelve Months ... ... 32 0 0

Foreign.
For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 48 6 0

II II .

(via Brindisi) ... 64 10 0
Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )
For One Month ... ... ... 1 0 0

,
T'mce Months ... ... ... 2 8 0

„ Six Months ... ... ... 6 0 0
„ Twelve Months... ... ... 10 0 0

( Single Copy Four Annas. )

Foreign.
For Twelve Months vvia Southampton) 12 7 0

)i II (via Brindisi) ... 14 14 0
ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas per line.
No Advertisement charged for less than a

Runee.
For special contract rates apply to the Manager.

N. B .—All remittances should be made payable
to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor;

Printed and publiehed for the Pronrifitor by W. C
SooR, at the Sen Presp, at No, 2, British India]

Street, Calontu.
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CABUL NEWS.
Simla, 22nd May.

Tiio force from Peshbolak moved early on the
20th to Hissarak and louud the enemy near
Magina four thoasand strong, holding a reiy
strong position whence they were ejected after
obstinate resistance, and pursued as far as
Sheikh Maidan, dispersing iu every direction.
The enemy’s loss is about 100 killed.
Fakir escaped. The gathering included
Mandazai Shiuwaries, whose standard was
captured by villagers from Kud Chiprihar
and some Khugiauis. Our casualties are
one officer severely, one slightly, wounded.
Names not given. Two Europeans of the four-
teenthfoot killed, two wounded, and one
sepoy of the twenty -third pioneers wounded.
The force was to return on the twenty-first

(Editorial |lot^s.

The Marquis of Ripon left Suez yesterday
for Bombay in the P. and 0. Company’s
Steamer Ancona.

:o:

Wb hear of European converts to Maho-
medanism

; we have even heard of an English
Hindu

;
but not till now do wo hear of one

proclaiming himself a Bnddhist. An Ame-
rican gentleman, Mr. E. D. Root, has accom-
plished this feat. He has written a poem
called “ Sakya Buddha, a versified, anno-
tated narrative of his life and teachings.” In
his r.reface he boldly declares himself to be an
American Buddhist.

— :o:

The French Government, after decreeing
the breaking up of unlawful religious associa-
tions, takes care to inform the world through

nu ifc will protect its
Christian Missionaries in the East. “ Our
solicitude for religious interests and our res-
pect for individual rights,” it says “are in
no wise impaired.” The declaration is rather
curious and cannot be reconciled with the
action of the Government with regard to the
Jesuit missionaries. Still we are glad to hear
that the Republic is anxious for the relioious
interests of the people.

®

The length of pedigree, so highly prized bv
the iimnerons British families who claim that
their aiicestoi: .;,i. urer with the conqueror.

is far surpassed by the decent of many Af-
g;i'in nobles, whoso history is now being
sMidied ‘.y Major Hastings, the chief piolitical

office! with the Cabul Field Force. Accord-
ing to the Times of India^ho has established a
sort of Herald’s College at Sherpore t« trace

the line of the chief notabilities of Afghanis-
tan, and finds their families most ancient
one elderly gentleman, indeed, claiming to

trace his lineage from Adam himself.
o: : —

I

Tre Marquis of Queensbnry’s creed ap-
pears to be drawing a great deal of attention
in England. The Times lately hazarded the
assertion that he belonged to the con-
gregation of Langham Hall, and upon
this Mr. Voysey wrote :

—“ Only last

November I took occasion to preaoii

strongly against the view which Lord
Queensbury has recently declared in the
public Press. Subsequent conversation and
correspondence with His Lordship only
servsd to bring out more clearly the im-
mense contrast between his views and
ours. His sympathies are with the Positivists
and Agnostics—with South-place Chapel, as
he declared, and not with ns.”

: o:

An English minister lately preached «n
the results of the general election, and
he took for bis text the following :

And when the thousand years are expired,
Satan shall be loosed out of his prison, and
shall go out to deceive the nations which are
in the four quarters ef the earth,” and he
then explained that the thousand years
had now expired, and that the devil is

now let loose, and has blinded and deceiv-
ed the people to return these so-called
Liberals to Parliament. Another Divine has
gently hinted that the sudden death of Mrs.
J. 8. Wright, one of the new M. P. S.
for Nottingham, was a manifestation of the
wrath of Heaven.

diatoly recognises its defeat, and arouses
wonder by its calmness, a victorious party
which observes the greatest respect towards its
adversaries, and accepts victory as a grave
responsibility, a man who, after having power-
fully contributed to the victory, refuses the
honor, and almost declines to accept the
power, a Queen who immediately yields to the
will of the nation, doing violence, perhaps to
her own sympathies,—all this is a spectacle
which Italy is a long way from being able to
offer.”

-:o:-

The National Indian Association of
London lately held a meeting to consider why
the Natives of India do not take readily to the
trades that demand manual labor. The
cause, we think, may be easily told. It is the
spirit^ of caste that keeps them aloof from
plebeian pursuits. English education has'not
crushed this monster

; on the contrary, it has
fostered it by creating a separate caste which
seeks to gratify its pride by flocking to the
dignified professions of law and medicine. We
believe that true religion is needed to destroy
this spurious aristocratic feeling and infuse
into the minds of our countrymen the’right
view of duty and true nobility.

-:o:

Italy is highly delighted at the prospect
of ft Qlftdstono Cabinet^ and loudly 6xpr6sfi6s
her admiration of the manner in which the
crisis has been solved in England, the Dissitto
declaring that “the more we study this
lait period of English political life, the more
t.iere is for us to learn and admire. A
prople which itself rules its rulers and its own
destinies

j a conquered party whiclj imme-

Professor Blaokie is nothing if not ori-
ginal. A Scotchman as he is, he is a warm
admirer of Scottish songs. Here is one of his
strong sayings. Presiding at one of a series
of weekly concerts given in Glasgow, Pro-
fessor Blackie remarked that Scottish nation-
ality consisted mainly of two things—thb
Scottish Presbyterian religion, and Scottish
national song. If, added thr Professor, an
angel were to come down from heaven and say
to him, “ Blackie—(laughter)—for the many
faults you have committed during your septua-
genarian march in this sublunary world—

i

(great laughter)—we mean to take away from
you all your accomplishments and all youc
virtues, except one

;
now think, Blackie.”—

(roars of laughter). He would answer
“ Take away my Greek, take away my Latin*
take away my German, take away my Qaelio
-(I«ngliter)-buUe«ve the gooj Scottisli
song, —(great laughter)

——;o.‘—
The New York Independent says vw

have not objected to meditations published
in the Indian Mirror, put in the form of
conversations between God and his Brahma
Church,for they could not be understood as
anything else than imaginary. But that in
vented report of a meeting of ' the Christian
Missionary Conference at Calcutta in which
the Brahmos were both defended and scurri
lously abused passed very far the limits of’
propriety. Many less intelligent readers
would take it as gennine, while no missionary
however he might feel, wonld dare to use'
SMch abusive aud persecuting language ”
Wa are glad to receive this assurance of
Missionary tolerance and good-will It

'

must be said, however, that some of the
recent missionary allusions to our church were
not so devoid of personality and bitterness
as oar contemporary would seem to imagine.

Thu following ia an analysis of the varioHs
professions and positions of G,a ga?

|

7"Barristera, retired or in
practice (28 of this number are Q C ^ 10*5 •

merchants, retired from or in business 64 •

manufacturers, retired from or in business 44*
captains in the army, nsvy,or voIunte«os *58 • •

lieutenant-colonels, 18; colonels, 17; lieute!
Hants, 17; major-generals and maiors 14 •

cornets and ensigns, 3 ; generals and hW
nant-pner^s^ 2 ; rear-admiral,

1 ; newspaper
proprietors anif journalists, 18; civil and agri-
cultural engineers, 16

; bankers, retired of in
buaioMi, 19 ; aoliQUori, retind or m pmtioe,
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13 ; pt'^arnsL' ami shipowners and builders,

10 ;
orewen, . ^tillers, and wine merchants,

11 ;
colliery piopnetors,9

;
professois on poli-

tical • numy. &c., 6; t<nanc farsners, 6 ;

diph nr* 'iiists aiii^ex-ambassadors, 9 ;
chairnien

ol '•*' Iway eo'hnanies, 6 ;
printers, booksellers

Ac-., 4 ;
lui^ri rs of the ine(Jical profession,

3 ;
rer .^eseoi ire vroikiug men, 4 ;

Presby-
terian iuiuic-' \.r, 1. The remainder may be
classified as follows :— Magistrates, L. L.

of peers,
Insli, Or Scoit H peers, 40.

-:o: •

A ROOM hung with pictures is a room hung
with thoughts. We cut this suggestive

sentence from an English journal. It is need-

less to say that the truth embodied in these

few worths should be carefully studied by every

educated Native. Our countrymen probably

do, not think much on the subject, but

they do not know how their character is

judged_ as soon as a stranger enters into

their drawing rooms and sees the pictures hung
upon the walls. Do they require to be told

that these pictures are often an index to their

character ?,. As the man so the pictures he
purchases

;
apd if this observation be true,

then the sooner the drawing room pictures

of aristocratic houses are pulled down the

better. Noti that they, are- often bad
;
but

they are the worst selection possible, consist-

ing mostly of figures of women, redeemed
here and there by war pictures or landscape
drawings or those relating to the turf or chase.

SomCipf .these are good, some bad, and most

qI them, are indifferent. Some may be called

lascivious too. But very few are tasteful. The
prefwence shown everywhere is for women.Now,
if pictures betray the man, then our country-

men are,already betrayed, for it must be a morbid
‘

liking for woman which is shown all round
the walls of their drawing rooms.
be,,mistaken, and we hope we are.

tastes of our countrymen are not
^e maxim we have quoted at the

of the paragraph will continue *to

for the establishment of technical schools
tliroiigliout the country. The numerous
schools and college^ supported by private
bodies are well .at-ja t>^take care of, the educa-
tion of the liigher classes and it is proper
that these shoul 1 bemore largely -re-

oognissd in futur-'’, and the Govern
meat Colleges converted into technical
institutions tor the benefit of those classes.
The subject is assuming day by day an air of
imperial importance, and we hope that Lord
Ripon’s attention will be directed to it

as soon as His Lordship has time to think
of home affairs.

BE CHRISTLIKE &c.

The advice vouchsafed to all men who
wish to abide by the spiritual precepts of their

prophets and get tbeir salvation in the end,

is to become Christlike Now what is

the meaning of Christlike &c. ? We are

told to be like Christ and other masters,

become full of their spirit and be imbued

with their life. This word full ” contains

We may
But if the

improved,

beginning

be applied
to them. Our advice to all educated Natives
is—Make your drawing rooms fit for visitors.

v>- •:o:-
(

The Marquis of Ripon’s declaration that
be should abide by the principles of the Educa-
tion Despatch of 1854 may be interpreted in

various ways. But one tbingi's certain! If the
Despatch in question is to be practically

observed, a large portion of the present educa-
tional machinery of the land must be broken
to pieces. That important State paper ig

marked by a spirit of justice which is seldom
respected. It is said for instance that
Government is pledged to see that both high
and mass edneation are fostered in this coun-
try. it is notorious, however, that Govern-
ment cares only for high education, and so
far the mass education scheme of Sir George
Campbell has been a failure. It is also
stated that as soon as high education has
become self-supporting^ the funds alloted

to it should be diverted to other sources
and spent on more useful undertakings. We
think high education has become self-sup-

porting, and is it not the duty of our country-
men to insist upon greater attention being

paid to ®Qd technical education ? ,We
do not think we commit a heresy when we
say ttmt, the .ime has come when high edu-
cation should be left to itself, for it it goes qu
fed and pampered at file present rate, it will

aooa^row into a eurse. Tnousau'is of gra-
duates wthoij .any opening to the professions
ortr^ca oi in -ustried are ve:_) likely to starve

in the long run, and for the interests of the
country at large, it is time that Wi abould call

esr . . I. ...I,

the kernel of the matter W6p are going to

discuss. To be filled
,
with some thing

means that the objept to be filled must

be emptied of, its contents in order that

something else may enter into it. One should

empty a jug before water could be poured

into it. To be. full of Christ means, there-

fore, that, one should first empty his soul

before Christ could come and take possesion qf

it. How can we empty, the soul ? What is

found there whiqli prevents the entrance into it

of another? A little,, consideration suffices

to coDviuce us that this thing is the self. So
long as <I am master of myself, I have every

thing which I call my own. It is my bouse,

my family, my property, everything belonging

to me. I am proud of my knowledge, my
wisdom, my wealth. But when the Christian

says that he should be Christlike, he means
that Christ should take possession of his soul,

and that he should vacate it. Everything his

should now be Christ’s. His seZ/’raust be ex-

tinguished. This process of self-annihilation

was termed by Sakya ,)Muni nirvana or ex-

tinction, All my desires, passions and emo-
tions, all my estate and property should

cease to be, aud when the soul becomes a void,

it is then that the spirit of God enters into

it. We thus see that religious elevation

is another name for nirvana, or, it would be

more precise to say it follows the (extinc-

tion of self. A man who becomes Christ-

like has, therefore, nothing to call his own.
He thinks Christ, he sees Christ, lie feels

Christ, he acts Christ, he is Christ. The
spirit that animated that soul fills this soul

also, and m the congenial region of the spirit

the difference between this man and Christ

disappears, for we see the individuality of the

former vanishes away and Christ is seen to

live in two,bodie8 or souls, iliut what is the

spirit of Christ ? We have often ex-

plained in these columns that even
Jesus, before he became full of God, bad
to empty his self. It was when he had an-
nihilated his individuality that God poured
His spirit into the vacuum. Tlie spirit that

filled Jeans was, therefore, the spirit of God;
and when one says that he shonld be Christ-

like, he means in fact tliat he should he filled

with the spirit of God. Theism thus
holds out a beautiful harmony in the spirit

world. It repeats one uniform story of

Divine mercy. God pours down His spirit

into the souls of men in order that they may
reveal under the world what He is : and

to sit at the feet of our masters, empty our

selj before them
,

and get into it the spirit

of God that is.- in them. And thus

the world is led to the throne of God. There

is no need of intercession or mediation, no
appeasing by sacrifices, no celebration of pro-

pitiatory rites. The spirit of God is every-

where around us. Wo have to empty this

self and receive that spirit in ns in order

that we may become Godlike in the end.

M. RENAN’S LAST LECTURE.

We made an incidental allusion last week
to the sensation caused in London edneated

circles by the .^presence among them of M.
Renan, the accomplished and highly-gifted

French scholar, whose various utterances on
the origin and growth of Christianityjha ve

introduced almost a new era in the his-

tory of theological criticism. The last

lecture he delivered was on Marcus Aurelius,

the gifted Pagan emperor. We are pretty

familiar with the line of panegyric taken by a

certain class of critics when speaking of “ the

most pious of meufunot Christian. Gibbon’s

chapter on Julian the Apostate is a typical

production. We do not hesitate to say that

the estimate which the great historian has

formed of Julian is one of the most remarkable

and impartial we have read. All the great

virtues are carefully delineated, while the de-

fects or blemishes are as clearly set forth, then

explained away or mitigated, y. The tendencies'

of this type of criticism are apparentj

when one places Gibbon’s
,
estimate of Julian

side by sido,,;With his chapters on Con-
stantine. There is on the. face of them a

determination to make the most of Paganism,
an attempt to show that morality is not on the

whole dependent upon religion, and that the

best of men may be found in places the least

influenced by religious thought. A virtuous

Pagan is in short a triumphant refutation of

Christian exclusiveness. We suspect there

ia much in M. Renan’s description of Marcus
Aurelius which belongs to this type of criti-

cism. The tone is admirable for its calm im-
partiality, and if we are to find any fault with
it, it errs rather on the side of undue pallatiou

or apologetic explauation.nWheai for instance,

we come to the persecution of Christians

in the reign of Marcus Aurelius, M. Renan
makes as little of it as he can and
apologises for his hero by bringing the

charge of exclusiveness upon the' perse-

cuted 1 Now tlfis might be a serions

offence so far as the Christians were con-

cerned
;
but oertainly no amount of pahiation

could lessen the darkness of the crime
which the most pious of men had the

heart to allow. There are many other

things which M. Renan speaks of as

defects mu ‘ the emperor character,- the
true causes of which are not fouu d out by
him but are passed over in the same apologe-
tic manner. It is striking that a man so good,
so able, so deep and learned, should have con-
sistently erred in respects in which a man
of ordinary attainments would not have
been found wanting. M. Renan admits
that there was some void in the Em-
perors’ character, a void at once “ deli-

cious and cruel.” It was caused by the

absence of a clear, well-defined faiths Speaking
of his “ Thoughts ” he says : “ Veritably, an
everlasting gospel, the book of the ‘Thoughts ’

of Marcus Aurelius will never grow old, for

it affirms no dogma. The virtue of Marcus
Aurelius, like our own, rests on reason, on
nature. St. Louis was a virtuous man, because

whoa we try

-.1 .1

to

ei

be Godlike,
1

-

he was a Christian, Marcus Aurelius was the

we have only ‘ naost pious of men, not because he was a
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Pagan, but because he was a perfected man.
He was the honor of Imraan kind, and not
of any doterminate religion. Science would
come to destroy seemingly God and the im-
mortal soul, which the book of the ‘ Thoughts’
would give us back still young in life and
truth. The religion of Marcus Aurelius ‘ is

the absolute religion, that which results from
the simple fact of a lofty moral conscience
confronting the universe, it is of no race,

of no country either. No revolution, no
change, no discovery, can alter it.”
“ In tiieology,” he says, “ .Marcus Aurelius
floats between pure Deism, polytheism in-

terpreted physically in the Stoic manner, and
a sort of osraical pantheism.” “Marcus
Aurelius had no speculative pliilosopliy

;
liis

theology was altogether ma le up of oontra-

<lictions
;
he had no formed idea 'about the

soul and immortality.” “ Never did ho care

to nut himself in harmony with him-
self as to God and the soul.” And this

void M. Renan consi'lers as delicious, though
cruel. “I want,” he says, “ the future world
to remain a riddle.” Why ? Because “ too

nrecise belief as t the destiny of man wouhl
sweep away all moral merit.” Now to an
Indian theist this must be a curious grOtiml

for demanding that the future world should
remain a riddle. He continues: “It
might ha said without paradox that if

these doubts were removed, the truths them-
salves which they attack would vanish by the

same strokes of the pen. Let us suppose, in fact,

future punishments and rewards to be proved
directly, practically, in a manner evident (o

all, where would be the merit of well-doing ?

None but mad men would light-heartedly luir-

ry on to their damnation. A crowd of ignoble
souls would win their salvation, with the
cards on the table

;
they wo'ild f'>rce, in a

manner, the hand of the Ddity. People <lo

not see that in .such a system there is no
longer any morality or 'religion. In the

moral and religions order of things, it is

indispensable to believe without deinonstra-
ti(<n. It is no longer a question of certainty

hut of faith.” As if certainty ainl faith were
contradictory terms ! M. Reman says he
would, “ refuse to go aud see it,” if a
full proof of the reality of the next world
were offered to him. There is a consi-
derable amount of confnsion in the use of
the term “ faith.” In the sense in which
M. Renan uses it, it may be taken to denote
something better than donht, but partaking of

its character to a very large extent, being
equivalent to every thing that is vagueor
uncertain. We ilo not like to be told that
M. Renan is himself uncertain of the existence
oi God or t)i8 next world. The following
passage tells ns a different thle. Adverting
to the calm spirit of resignation wit i wbicli

Marcus Aurelius contemplates the prospect
of his own annihilation, he says :

—

Ah ! that is carrying resignation too far, dear
master ! Were it in tmth so, we have a right to
complain. To say tliat if this vvorhi has no coun-
terpart, the man wlio sacrifices himself for good-
ness and truth ouglit to leave it contentedly and
absolve the gods, is too naive. No,—he has a
riglit to blaspheme them. For why so cruellv
abuse his credulity? Why plant within him de-
ceptive instincts, of which he has be ui the honest
dupe ? Why this premium granted to the fribble,
or the scoundrel ? It is he, then, who is not cheated
who is the wise man. But in that case, cursed be
the gods who choose their favorites so ill 1 I waut
the future world to remain a riddle; but if there be
no world to come, this world is a frightful ambus-
cade. (Remark, in fact, that our wish is not that
of the course crpwd..,,What we want i? not ,to
gloat oyer the ch.ai^tisement of the culnrit, nor i,,tq

draw the dividends on ouc virtue. What we want
hasnothing egotistical about it. It is simply to. be,
and to stay

; coquepted ,fyith (?od, to carry op -ppr
thinking as we have begun, to get more knowledge
out of it, to be rejoiced one day with the sight of

the truth we are seeking with so much travail, the
triumph of tlie goodness we have loved. Surely,
nothing could be more legitimate.

So that M. Renan speakg of being “rejoicecl

one day with the sight of the truth we are
seeking with so much travail.” Wh4n that
day comes he will gurejy not see a riddle,

but have a/i actual sight of the truth. It
follows then that even M. Renan is not con-
sistent with the views which he has ex-
pressed ; and can It bo conceived that any
man or number of men will remain
contented with the gloomy ' creed he
offers ? We are told that .Marcus Aur-
relius’s faith is absolute religion, because
the riddle he keeps In view will always
remain a riddle. Wo do not call this
absolute religion. It is the religion of in-

fancy—the cry of an infant, crying for the
the light, crying in the night, with no lan-
guage but a cry. We do npt believe that we
are to remain in tills state of infancy for ever,
riio lispings of early'age are converted to the
articulate language of manhooil, and the first

words of faith certainly do not remain the last.

As faith grows from more to more, the
certainty of our beliefs increases with it. There
are states also in which this faith flashes like
lightning before our eyes. They are those
in which the heart communes with God and
gets His responses, in wliidi the Divine
spirit constantly rushes into the vacant
soul and fills it with truths as positive and
absolute as truths properly may become.
If we are to lielieve M. Renan, we are to
discard the inspiration of such divinely-
gifted men as Christ and the propliets. Tliese
uttered words of wisdom an! faitli which
will outlive the world, and if we enquire how
they came forth, we shall say they arose not
horn the vague uncertainties of a riddle but
from a faith clear and bright as the noonday
sun. Talk not then of riddles. We are as
positive in our belief in the existence of God
an i tlie next world as w.’ a*o of our own
existence in this.

THE SECREr OK ENGLAND’S
GREATNESS.*

How small is Englr.o i. bow great Ir.iHa I

Imlla with her teeming in’Ilions, her Stiipen-

ilons nionntains and majesitic rivers, and her
endless diversities of language and religion
is a vast and gigantic continent in compa-
rison with which Eiiglan'l looks dwarfi'^h,

A II Indian travelling in Englanil contes
across a series of disappointing surprizes.
Ihe rivers ami hills are so small, the journey
from one end of the country to the other so
short, tlie traveller is apt to e?tclaim, a ridi-

culously small island is this ! And yet we
all know, gentlemen, how very errnneons it

is to form an estimate of a country’s
mental re-sourcea by its pliysical dimen-
sions. Matter furnishes no measure of
tire mind. A nation’s capabilities cannot be
determined by gongraphioal limitations. Its
soul may bo infinitely greater than the area
it occupies. Such is freculiarly the case wifli

England in relation to India. A vast country
has been conquered by a handful of men. The
huge Indian elephant lies trembling and sliud-
dering before the British lion. The spectacle
is edifying. How the English have taken
possession of this country, how a number of
traders formed a trading setttlement which de-
veloped into a consolidated empire, is a

,

tale of wonder which few would believe but

(, The substance of a lecture delivered by our
minister at Naini Tal on Friday the I4th May
1880.

for the irresistible logic of facts. We may
wonder, but we must believe that Englaud is
to-day India’s ruler. But though this fact
is aiimitted on all hands, there are diflerent
ways of accounting for it. No one disputes
the event, but opinion is divided as to its,,

wherefore. Superficial observers attribute ,

England s conquest of India to physical prow-
ess and military tactics, to astute states-
manship and far-seeing diplomacy. India
has been won, they say, and is held to thiSj,.

day at the point of the bayonet. This viewj; I
need hardly say, finds favor among the great;
majority of the students of history. Bpt
those who read events with the eye of faifU
differ widely in opinion. I think with. them,,
ami I hope the military portion of the apdi-
tory will excuse my saying this that the power
of the bayonet has been very much exaggerat-
ed in these days. I look up.pu India’s,
conquest as a purely moral conquest. India),
has been subjugated not by brute force, nor
by military skill, 'nor even by political^,

,

sagacity.' Neither strategy in the field,.,
nor diplomacy in council can account
or a conquest so unique, so marvellous...
in the world’s history. It argues might,' in?i,.

ileed, hut the might of the soul and not . of^,.

the hand. In it artillery was employed, but.,,
it was the artillery of moral force that shook
and conquered India. In this conquest 'wp,.,
see the triumph of truth over error, .of light
over darkness, of civilization over barbarism,
of science over superstition. The history of
fhi.s conquest is a chapter in the liistory of,,
Divine Providence. The whole thing from
begiiming to end is providential. It shows,
Divine not human economy. It reveals Gpd’Sjj^
power and wisdom, not man’s, England woul^,
not have succeeiled imt for the iaterposiliion ..

of Providence. I verily believe that the com-
mission which empowers you, Englishmen, to,,,

hold Indifi, bears tho Divine signal! ',e and
seal, or you c.annot IioM it. E gland haa^no
bnsinesa to l)e in India. She is here only be-
cause she is called to accomplish srecial ,jirovi,.

dential [inrposes, anil minister t india's deep,,
moral w.tnf.s. This call to the m.iniatry. this
national ordination who can iienv ? Here
is a clear election, the election oin rarti-
cular nation in the West to lc.”riend
and succour another in the East. You
see that elect race, hundreds a ’ thousands
of them, coining out annually to India ro do
their appointed work, an annual exodus of i

civil and military officers, clcgymen and
missionaries, merchant.®, traders, doctors and
barristers. Lo ! they come headed by their,

Captain, Christ Jesus ! It is the march of
modern Israel to the promised land in the
Last. Tliia great country was promised by
the

^

Great Jehovah unto ti e English people
a.s a reward for faith and sacrifice, and whoso
comes here under Christ’s guidance and in a
truly Christian spirit, and works loyally in
his Master’s service, making this distant land
the field of his temporal and moral mission,
will verily discover in regenerate India the
fabulous country “ flowing with milk and
honey.” The devout pilgrims from the
West undoubtedly 6nd in this land a hundred-
fold return for their exertions. Butdoall
Englisliinea come out to India as pilgrims in-
spired by holy zeal as thorough Christinn be-
lievers lient upon the redemption of this
country? No. Far from it. Most of those who
come have no higher motive than worldly

Some there are who belie
Christianity in their lives, and retard, ratlievi
than promote, the regeneration of the people
amongst whom they live. A solemn reckon-
.ing awaits these men. Their unrighteous-
ness the Lord shall surely judge. Bat
I speak not ol individuale. I speak of

\
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the E ia ladit as a whole. Cons vons-

ly or iM loosoioualy iliey are Join;' tha work

of the Lord. They are all iostraai'iuts

in His hands for the acoomplislim^at of His

purposes. Even when they seek t > promite

their own worldly ends, thav nnconseionsly

serve the interests of India, Whatever they

may be as individuals, as a c )m:minity, as

men sent and oonanaissionei by Heaven, they

are exerting a moral inflaence upon the

natives of the soil, calculated to promote their

best interests. They may not moan to do it,

but they do it nevertheless. They are

raising India continually in the scale of

nations. They are dianelling the mists of

darkness an 1 ignorance and superstition wh'f'h

covered the hf’i ot the land for a^es. Th^r

renovating and rogeneratin influence on the

masses of the people reca’is to mind the beauti-

ful passage in the <5ospel about leaven.

“ The kingdom of heaven is like unto leaven,

which a woman hid in three measures of

meal till it leavened the whole.” Exactly

this process of leavening is going on in onr

midst owing to the secret influonce of Chris-

tian thought and character. That influence

has gone into the very core of Hindu

society, and is imperceptibly, yet surely, per-

meating and leavening the entire mass of

the Indian population. It is not a few out-

ward institutions established here and there,

not a number of legislative or eoon )mi'’al re-

forms carried out in this or that pres lency

that show England’s greatness in the East

;

but the all-pervading and irresistible influence

of Christian life secretly reforming the whole

fabric of Native society. You probably

do not see it, it is so deep. You cannot

measure it, it is so widespread. It is only an

influence, an overpowering moral influence,

permeating the entire nation. You see its

revolutionary effects in the intellectual, social,

moral and political constitution of the people.

The whole life of the nation has been convulsed.

Its ideas and tastes, its hopes and aspirations,

its habits and usages have all been revoln-

tionized. The whole social
^

atmosphere of

India seems to be surcharged with deep Chris-

tian influences. We breathe it daily and hourly,

and we unconsciously imbibe aU that is pure

and elevating in it. We drink the life and

light of Christian character in the literature

and science, the politics and commerce,

the social and domestic usages of the West.

The spirit of Christ has caught hold of the

Hindu’s heart. A good Christian, Judge or

Collector, physician or trader, in a high or an

humble rank of life does a kind act or says a

kind word. Its inflaence at once goes

forth into the snrrounding atmosphere,

and sanctifies and blesses all whom it

touches. Every God-fearing philanthropic

Christian who has done soma service

to India lives still in the grateful memory

of the people. Those devout Christian

ladies who did noble work for the benefit of

their Indian sisters may be dead and gone.

But it is not a toucliiug epitaph liere and

there that forms their only memorial in this

land. Their examples still live as fresh as

ever in the enduring gratitude of my country-

men and country women. Will India ever

forget her Lawrences and Northbrooks ?

Is it possible to obliterate from the

tablet of the Indian’s heart the names

of those Christian statesmen and phi-

lanthropists wlio have benefited India ?

We not only honor good Cluistians and feel

profoundly grateful to tliem,but their teachings

and e.xamples live inns, and continue to

benefit the country. Know yon not, Christian

friends,that you come here as am!)assadors, as

missionaries and apostles of Christ, and that

aU your science and literature, your specula-
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tions and practices, all reflect before our eyes the

light of Christ’s character. Tell me not to go

j

to your churches and chapels to see and
witness the power of Christ. It is not

your ministers and missionaries alone who
are called to represent Christ in this land.

I look upon every Englishman in India as

! a Christian missionary deputed to give un-
to ns, by exam ole and precept, the treanures

of Christ’s life and character. No English-

mancan shirk the responsibility. His daily

life, whatever the sphere of work in

which he is engaged, must be a perpe-

tual witness unto the Divine character of

Jesns Christ whom he ia sent by Go! to

I
reveal unto the nations of the East. My Cliris-

’ Han friends, remember and realize your

I

responsil’ilitles, and let it be your ambition

I

to nour the sweets of Christ’s lifs into the

I

Hiiraty heart of India. Do you mean ^o hold

India with your Penal Code and your Civil

Procedure Code,vour endless laws and com-

plex regulations ? One only is your law, even

the Sermon on the Mount. Let the eternal law

of righteousness ansi peace embodied in that

sermon supersede all man-made law,and lei all

onr Governors and L'entenant-Governors and

Commanders-in-Chief and all the judicial and

executive officers of the State follow this lofty

and heavenly code unto their own salvation

and the salvation of the people they are

called to rule. Do this, and you shall ;nake

j

the Empress-Queen’s rule a source of unmix-

•d blessing to the Indian people, and ('ive

the way to the establishment of the kingdura

of heaven in the land. Yon cannot he so self-

forgetful as to imagine that you are owners

of this country. You are mere ('nstees
;

you hold India as a trust confided to your

keeping by an over-ruling Providence, end

yon are accountable to Him for this sarced

trust. If you live and die as Christian men
and women, making known unto us the

riches of that heavenly life which is sum-

med UP in the Sermon on the Mount, India

shall exclaim joyfully— Lo, the kingdom of

heaven is at hand ! The moral influences

which the spirit of Christ has been exerting

through yon upon the masses of the people

seem to have concentrated as in a focus in

a certain section of the Native community,

and assumed an organized concrete shape.

Look at the Brahrao Somaj. What is

it? How has it grown into a power in

the realm ? The son’ of England married

the soul of India, and the result of this spiri-

tual union is the national Theistic church

known as the Brahmo Somaj, Its origin is

to be traced to the joint influences of the faith

of England and India, In it you find com-

bination of all that is good iu the east and

west. This two-sided character is the dis-

tinguishing feature of this hopeful band

of young reformers. Their devotion and

faith, their ideas and habits, their intellectual

pursuits and social usages show a peculiar

and striking synthesis of western and eastern

civilization. They are half-European and

half Asiatic, if I may so say
;
half-English

and half-Indian
;

half-Christian and half-

Hindu
;

half-occidental and half-oriental.

They represent the deep spirituality and com-

munion of the Inilian rishi and the high

moral earnestness of the Christian martyr.

They repudiate the idolatry and supersti-

tion of later Hinduism, and honor the One

True God of their forefathers. They hate and

abominate all the evils of Hindu society, but

conserve and seek to perpetuate all that is

good in its institutions. They guard their

nationality with jealous c^re and religious de-

votion. All the prophets of their country,

ancient and modern, are dear unto them, and

at their feet ,they eit and gather wisdom

unto salvation. Yet Christ is not treated
as an alien or an exile. Though Hindus,
tl»ey honor and love Christ with all tlieir

heart and mind. Not the Christ o*’ the
Baptist nor the Christ of the Methodist,
bat the Christ sent by God, the Christ of

love and meekness, of truth ami self-

sacrifice, whom the world delights to honor.
If you say, we must renounce our nationa-
lity and all the purity and dovotion of

eastern faith for yonr se^^tarian and western
Christianity, we shall say most emphatically,

~-No. It is our Christ, Asia’s Christ yon
European Christians, oar Aryan cousins from
the far West, have come to return to us.
The E.ast gratefully and lovingly welcomes
back her Christ. But we shall not liave yonr
Christianity, which suits not tlie spirit of the

East, Our religion is the religion of har-

nfi''ov. The Lord is harmonising eastern and
western, ancient and modern forms of devotion
and piety in the New Dispensation. Here
yon see the liarmonv of faith and science, of

inspiration and philosophy, of asceticism and
domestic duty,of ancient devotion and modern
civilization, of Christianity and Hinduism.
Mav the Lord help us to cultivate this spirit

of harmony ! May we, a small and despised

eominnnity,placed in the midst of overwhelm-
ingnurabers of antagonists, always receive

' from you, honored Christian friends,your sym-
pathy .and encouragement in the great work of
national reformation to which God has called

ns,and in which yon are divinely commissioned
to he onr helpers and co-workers. Here upon
^he heights of these hills let ns all feel the

spirit of Christ who went to the mountains to

pray, and also the spirit of the venerable risMs
of India who used to come hero centuries ago to

cultivate communion with the supreme spirit.

May we learn here to unite the holiness of

Christ with the devotion of our forefathers !

DURGESH NANDINI. *

Wb have received a cony of “ Durgesh Nandini”
or the Chieftain’s Daughter” by Babu Bankim
Chunder Chatterji, trans!i‘^^ed into English by
Babu Cham Chunder Mukerji. We must say

we have been highly delighted with the

perusal of this work. Babu Cham Chunder
Mukerji is a young man of promise and high

literary culture, and his perform.ances on more
occasions than one point him out to us

distinctly as one from whom we may expect

many good things in future. In the present instance

he has performed a difficult task. He has ventured

to translate a work which in the original Bengali

created an epoch in the history of the vernacu-

lar literature of the province. Babu Bankirn

Chunder’s prose is something unique. It

may have got many imitators ;
but as

in the case of all imitation the original re-

mains as pure and unsullied as ever. It is as

with artificial diamonds which the more they at-

tempt to sparkle, serve to add the greater lustre

to the original. Now we cannot say that Babu
Charu Chunder has exactly reproduced the

style and tone of his author. If he had
done so. it would have been something like

a miracle. For it is in vain that one should

try to imitate the balanced, sweet, harmonious
style of the original and produce that complicated

structure of sentences rendered douh'y so by
the very weight of the sentiments and thoughts

which find their emnodiment therein. One should

strive in vain also to imitate that rich arid play-

ful fancy which seems to scatter flowers, as it were,

upon fields already heavy-leaden with the abundant
products of thought. To strive to do so in the verua-

culnr is difficult enough. Fancy what it would
be -f one were to reproduce the same style, the same
wealth of imagery, the same playful imagination

in English the genius of which varies so essential-

ly from that of Bengali. We do not say, there-

fore, that the work before us professes to convey to

the English reader all that is contained in the ori-

ginal work. It! aim is far more modest. An English
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reader will find in it all that the Duresh
contains, clothed in idiomatic P]nglish and

in a style which he wilt come to appreciate. To
translate a sentence is not so difficult as to trans-
late an idiom, and Rabii Cham Chunder had to
contend with this difficulty at almost every stage of
his work. Our opinion is that he has done his task
well. One piece at least of our great novelist is be-
fore the English public,and its English dress surely
does not disgrace him. We recommend the book
to all those whose ignorance of Bengali would
not allow them to read it in the original. But
we say again its style would give no one an idea
of the peculiar Bengali of Babu Bankim Chunder
Ckatterji. The plot, the thought, the execu-
tion are all here to be found

; and more
than this, the English of the book is excellent
and all the translator’s own. We hope our
friend will not stop here, but give to the world
the other raastemieces of the same author.

* Durgesh Nandini or the Chieftain’s Daughter,
a Bengali Romance by Bankim Chunder Chatterji,
translated into English Prose by Cham Chunder
Mukerji. Calcutta : H, M. Mukerji & Co. 1880.

BiiAi BaNga Cuundkr has proceeded to Kissore*
gunge, Mymensing,

It is proposed to organize a pilgrimage to Jesus
Christ on the return of the minister and other
missionary brethren from Naini Tal.

OUr minister delivered a lecture on “ The Secrets
of England’s Greatness” at the Assembly Rooms,
Naini Tal, on Friday, the 14 May, 1880. The
substance of the lecture will be found in

another column. There was a large audience
chiefly composed of Europeans, among whom our
Naini Tal correspondent noticed Mr. R. M. Ed-
wards, C. S., Commissioner, Rohilkhand Division,

Col : H. A. Brownlow, C. B., Secy, to Govt.,

P. W. D,, Major G.E. Erskine, Secretary to Govt.,
Oudh, Rev: Department, Capfcain Beauchamp, R.E.,

Under-Secy, to Govt., P. W.D., Col : G.S. Macbean
Deputy Commissary General, Dr. Walker, Inspec-
tor General of Prisons, Dr. Planck, Sanitary Com-
missioner, Mr. R. Wall, Commissioner of Excise
and Stamps. Mr. Wrigl>t, C. S., officiating Direc-
tor of Agriculture and Commerce, the Revd. B. T.

Attay, M, A,, Revd. Bock, Col. Hunter-Thompson
and a large number of Military Officers, ladies and
gsntlemen.

dPorresuoiulence.

[ ITe do not hold ourselron in anif waij rexponsihle
for the ojnnions ofoar correspondents,— Ed. S, M,~\

A REPLY TO •' J. T. T.”

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “INDIAN MIRROR.”

Sir,—My object in writing to you on “J. T. T’s”j
“ Palpable Contradictions” was not to enter into

controversy with that gentleman, but simply to

show to your readers that the text of Holy Scrip-

ture does not contradict itself. I (believe I) ex-
pressly disclaimed all inferences and arguments,
which depend upon the color and twist of a man’s
mind. As the sermon you quoted in your im-
pression of 2nd May shows, men have taken this

or that attributo of the Deity that pleased them

Rhai Aghore N.ATh .addressed about sixteen
hundred people at Kanti, and greatly impressed
the audience. He spoke of the New D.spensation,

The Dacca Upasak Mandali have addressed a
letter to the Brahmo Somaj of India reporting
their conversion into a branch of the above Somaj.
This is as it should be.

There was to have been an open-air meeting at
Naini Tal yesterday. A social union is also
talked of in honor of eur missionaries. The local

Native public including the Pahari Hindustanis
are said to be greatly interested in the agitation
and the proceedings of our missionary friends.

which they could swallow, if I may be allowed the
phrase, and have left the rest.

Though one is prepared to find various shades of
unbeliefin your columns—foxes who have lost their
tails seeking to form acquaint.ance, for their own
credit, with a young fox who is erowing his (for-
give a harmless joke)—yet it did not seem to me
that attacks upon Holy Scripture should.be allowed
to pass unreplied to : at the same time. 1 did not
pretend that it needed my arguments, but my onlv
object was to let it speak for itself. By way of
simile—ardent Hindus may say now-a-days that
Ram’s magic obariet was really an antici-
pation of the modern railway : that the Somojuice
to the use of which Aryan gods and rishis were so
addicted means hhakti, &c., &c. Well, we can
imagine some. Pundit saving, “I have nothing to
do with your inferences from the text, whether your
mind inclines in the direction of railways or of
hhaJitl, but the original Sanskrit text means
this and no other (flying chariot, juice ol the
Asclepias, fee.,) whatever interpretation you may be
pleased to put upon it.” Or to use another
metaphor, as an interpreter has simply to
convey the sense of the words spoken bv
some foreign potentate, let those words be
afterwards interpreted for peace or for war. I
hope “ J. T. T.” will not think me uncourteous in
declining his challenge, or at least, declining the
rather singul.ar conditions that he lays down—1st.
that I should sign my name in full, 2nd, .that T
should confine myself to one point at a time. I
say singular, because ray personality has nothing
to do with the Truth which is impersonal— in
whose search one should avoid all human perso-
nalities. and because my coming late into the
field is no reason why I should confine myself to
firing single shots, instead of a volley. My
aim, as I have said above, is not to enter into
controversy, but to show your readers that this
“ vener.able” Book. (Simla April 2.8rd) may be
deserving of a little veneration, and not be
“ hollow or honey-combed” (Simla. April 26th).
I will only say to your correspondent that
“ palpable” means that which may be touched,
which does not require even eyes to see it, but
is evident to the grossest of the senses, a sense
possessed by the lowest animals, even inanimate
objects, which have not the higher senses ; and
if so, it cannot require an endless series of
letters to establish a palpable contradiction.

It was the Printer, by the way, who altered
ray initials in my former letter,

J. G.
Bombay, 8th May.

BIBLICAL INSPIRATION AND INFALLIBI-
LITY.—NO. XIX.

The “Temptation” Continued,

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”
Sir,—Now for a few quotations and remarks on

the subject of the following New Testament
passage:

—

“Again the devil taketh him up into an exceed-
ing high mountain, and sheweth him all the king-
doms of the world and the glory of them in a
moment of time.”
There is wo mountain in Palestine, there is wo

mountain in the world, there can he none, from
which “ all the kingdoms of the world” can be

let alone the “glory of them.” I hear an
orthodox whisper telling me that instead of
“sheweth” I should read “describeth,” Let it be so.
although the primary meaning of deihmmi is not to
“describe” but to “shew” or “point out. ” Having
granted this, I ask where was the necessity for
Jesus and the Devil ascending an exceeding high
mountain, if the latter merely intended to describe
in words the kingdoms of the world and their
pomp and vanities? Could not the description
have been given in the plain or wilderness as
well ? Or, as Dr. MacKnight, an orthodox com-
mentator, says : “For. had it been either a deli-
neation of the kingdoms in a map, or a vision of
these in an ec.stacy, or a sight of them in a dream,
or a view of them by being carried round the globe
in a moment of time, that is meant, it might have
been done anywhere as well as on a high moun-
tain.” Bishop Hall too says, “ wherefore is Christ
carried up so high but for prospect?” I agree with
these authors so far

; but I totally dissent from
them, when, regarding the vision as a real
one, they it to the “land of promise.” For
(1) that little slip of territory is much too small,
and at the time in question was much too magni-
ficent, to have been described as “all the kingdoms
of the world” : (2) its “glory” was absolutely
nil : (3) the whole territory, small as it is, coulil
not have been seen from the sammit of any

mountain within its limits
: (4) “’all the kingdoms

of the world” could not, as Dean Alford and
others remark, have signified “all the kingdoms
of Palestine,” because the latter country was
markedly distinguished from the world." Such an
interpretation he calls, as indeed it is, a “mere sub-
terfuge.” But what is his own interpretation 7

He has none to offer, but passes over the matter
witli a brief remark as to its supernatural ch,aracter!
Archbishop Summer says: “It is among the
things not clearly explained and left to our
faith” ! ! 1 If His Lordshi p were accessible. I
would beg to ask him the follow question : — Who
has I'ft it to our faith that xoe shoxild believe it in
the face of the palj)able contradictions which beset
the narrative, contained moreover as it is in boohs
th'it are realy anonymow 7 Bishop Wordsworth
in his commentary on the Gospels passes over the
matter in “judicious silence” (Colenso), Thomas
Scott, the well-known Evangelical commen-
tator, says—“ This must have been an illu-
sion of the imagination, over which Satan
seems to have a peculiar influence 7” Evan-
gelical commentators seem to be fully informed
on the subject of the powers and peculiar in-
fluences possessed by Satan. He adds “ For it is

naturally impos ihle that all the kingdoms of the
world could be seen at once, as by far the greatest
part of them must be beneath the visible horizon.”

5.—-This ooinmentator thus virtually tells us
that an inspired writing contains a statement of
a fact that is naturally imp ssible !

He fur' her adds, “They were, however, pre-
sented to the mind of Christ, as if he
had seen them with his eyes,” This
appears to mean that Jesus did not really
see them, but was deceived into the belief that
he did. If this is what .Scott means, then we
have Jesus deceived in the moment of victory 1

A few words in conclusion for the present,
touching this miserable hodge-podge of inter-
pretation. Bishop Colenso, that good man who
spoke up right nobly for the Zulus, and to whose
writings I am much indebted, after noticing the
above interpretati no, and dwelling more parti-
cularly upon the inconsistencies contained in that
of Archbishop Thomson of York, which I have
no place to quote, says :— “ It appears to me
that this in only trifling with the scripture. * * *

Far better will it be,— far less injurious to our
moral sense, to our sense of truthfulness and
honesty—far more conducive to a spirit of devout
reverence for what is excellent, to a firm belief
in what is really God’s word in the Bible—that
we should say at once that this narrative cannot
be a narrative of actual facts : it is one of those
numerous mythical or legendary additions to the
true story of the life of our Lord which the
devout imaginations of bis followers have de-
veloped in later days, while pondering in pious
thoughts upon his work when on E.arth.” Most,
of us will agree with him. The Gospel account
is intrinsically absurd, and I have shown that it

contains palpable contradictions. Can it be
inspired ?

Yours &c,
J. T. T,

Simla, the 8th May 1880,

iSiiouiiiciiil.

DACCA.

[from our own CORRESPONDENT.]

The 16th May 18S0,

You will, indeed, be glad to learn that your
friends at Dacca held an open-air meeting here
on the 13th instant, which was well attended.
Yop Bhai Banga Chunder Roy delivered an inter-*
eating lecture on the occasion. The subject
taken w.as “ The New Dispensation.” He clearly
pointed out that the light of knowledge chased
away the darkness of ignorance from the face of the
land, and thereby set it free from all superstitious,
but failed to give true ideas of God, the liumail
soul, the next world, vice aud virtue; because know-
ledge is not perfect light. Nothing but true religion
can chase away this inner darkness from the s^oul.

Hence it has pleased the God of the Universe who
is at once the Dispenser of Knowledge and Religion
to work out the regeneration of the coantry iii a
marvellous way. According to the Brahmabadis
of yore the Infinite God was not only formless but
also inactive, i. e., without Will, and, according to
iho bhakt'is, the holy spirit of God was not only
active, but also manifested itself in some human
form as avatar In the New Dispensation, he said,
the elements of yoga a.i\6. hhxkti are united, inas-
much as the Divine Spirit has revealed itself, as
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identify the cause

strause that men
believe that the
positively asserts

the f lite Soul which is formless but all active
Her the Tevout among the Brahmos address
thoi.’ (lod noi only as Brahma, but also as Lilaraoy
Hi tu fact, from the belief that the Infinite
God was inactive resulted such false notions as
avatai'ism, as well as Maya and Admitabad.
The New Dispensation in which the Infinite
God has revealed Himself not only as Formless,
but also as All-active, has set us free from
all those false notions alluded to above. It is

a great mistake, he said, to believe in mate-
rialism and to expl.ain away the All-activity of
the Sp rit God. Science teaches us quite a
different lesson, inasmuch as it traces every
thing to the Primary Force which, if properly
understood, can never mean anything else but
the force of the Divine Will, for. to call
that I. CO material is to
with the effect. It is not
of little faith should not
primary force which science
to be the cause of all things, is nothing but the
will-force of God, even as unscientific men would
not believe that it is the unseen power of steam
that moves huge machines and railway carriages
on the land, and big steam boats on the water with
wonderful rapidity. In conclusion, he said we re-
quire both the gifts of God—both knowledge and
Faith are absolutely necessary even as the light of
the sun and the moon. We must, therefore, with
hearts full of gratitute, receive both the blessings,
in order that we may be free from sin as well
as ignorance. We must receive the gift of faith
with as much willingness as we have been receiv-
ing the gift of knowledge, and be saved. Our
Father and Mother in Heaven taketh care of the
human soul which is destined to glorify the
Holy Name of God. Therefore, he said, it is our
bounden duty to believe in God as the substance of
all things that are, and to depend upon His will-
force as the only support of our life everlastin?.
I wish God-speed to the endeavours of the small
band here.

Sitijnirir, Scientific,

An .advanced centenarian has died at Warsaw
at the age of 118, He was followed to the grave by
235 descedants.

as settled by the chief treaties signed during the
past ISO years. From this it appears that they
have gradually decreased from 15,404 square
miles in 1693 to 4,559 in 1879,

More sweetmeats are said to be eaten by Ameri-
cans than by the rest of the world combined, and
most of the ‘‘ candy ” is made in New York,

Philadelphia. Boston uses annually
some -5,000 b.arrels of sugar to manufacture 5,000

New York yearly produces
about 7,000 tons, some of which is exported to the
West Indies, South America, and even to Europe.

Berlin has never been looked upon as a
C'l-y, but those who have not read

Mr. Visetelly’s recent work will be surprised at
the correspondent of the Times stating, with
tererence to the new law for liceusins theatrical

I managers, that “ Christianity as understood and
j

m erpreted by Luther, has almost ceased to exist

I

as a governing power here in a city boasted of

I t • 7®,/."”‘'*'^itants as being the modern home
j

of intelligence.” He adils, however, that “ it is

I

consoling to relief that the arbitrary authority
or the Police is nowhere more extensivelv exer-
cised, and nowhere more readily respected.”

agree’

The seventh volume of the late Mr, Lane’.s

Arabic]Laxicon will shortly be ready for publica-
tion under the editorshio of Mr. Stanley Lane
Pof'ie.

The title of Mr. Tennyson’s poem which
'' -ar in the May number of the Nineteordh

is to

Cen-

PICKINGS FROM PUNCH.

The Two Voices.

{By an ex-Ministcr.)

When my voice and the voice of the oeople
yeel bound to proclaim it the only Fra Dei.‘
But when vny voice opposes the crv of the rabble, I

am forced to pronounce Fox Diaholi !

Stupendous Star-showers.
Talk of the gre.atest recorded August and Novem-

ber flights of aerolites, what are they to those of
April 1880? It 13 proposed to give this the dis-
tinguishing title of “The D^sraelite Star-shower.”
They all rise in the region of “Leo Britan-

mcus,” and observers describe their brilliancy as
anything but remarkable.

NeAt and Appropriate.

It is stated that at the l.ast Social Cabinet
Meeting, the Prime Minister read, with much
Pathos, the scene from Shelley's Prometheus vn-
bound, ending with the coup'et.

—

“Till they fail, .as I am failing,—
Dizzy lost yet unhewailing !”

^

Initials on a Rock.

newborn child.

tury is”De Profundis. ” It is a greeting to a ^d?e"iuseri"tself'ts” op^^^^^^

I

and Romanism.” These may he called

i

Three Rs ahead. R for Rock is a Fourth;
a ritth IS the Religion it sets up exclusive claims
to which may be added a sixth, the Risibility
it provokes.

only a letter.

An early number of the Magazine ofArt will con-
tain a paper on “Queen Victoria andArt,” which,
by permission of Her Majesty, w’ll be illustrated
by CO es of sketches by herself and the late
Princ' o'onsort.

There has been recently held at Cambridge wbat
is termed ” a vegetarian banquet, ” the guests
presen ' numbering about one hundred and fifty.

One of the ^oeaker8 was a clergyman who siated
that hv baa not drunk any liquid for a year
and a half, having found sufficient moisture in a
vegetarian diet

R? ecte<l—L (iberals):
Ejected—J (igoes).

AN electric girl is now living at London, Can.ada,
tbe S«n Francisco Neivs Letter tells us. She is

•n years of age, and 011 recovery from a two
yea dness has become a perfect walking battery,
for I ne possessed of ordinary nerves can shake
ha is ith her or even place the hand in the same
pai. if ter as this highly charged maiden.

NKW gy . jm of shorthand is announced as in
pr .3p.i’atiou by the bon. secretary of the Shorthand
Writers’ Association (Mr. E. Pocknell). The
author claims to be the Inventor of an original
alphabet and of some novel principles which will
overcome the great drawback of shorthand—viz,,

that want of sufficient legibility which has caused
•0 large a percentage E learners to cease the
steady pursuit of the art.

Col. Stelbitzky, of the Russian staff, has
recent j published an atlas of fifteen maps, ac-
companied by explanatory texts, in which he shows
tbe extent of Jbe Turkisb possessions in Europe

The following genflcmen have become Life
Members of the Calcutta Zoological G,ardens
Capt. J. S. Gardner, J. W. O’Keefe, R q., Capt,
G. J. Scott, and E. Morris, Esq.

A .special telegram to a contemporary say.s •-

Bombay, May 22.—The Times of India pnblishe
the following telegram from its special correspoii
dent in Loudon this morning : -In consequenc
of unpleasant rumours concerning the Orient'i
Bank, there has been a serious fall in the Bank’
shares. An official declaration was, however, is

sued to-day stating that these rumours are en
tirely groundless .and that the market is nov
recovering.

THE LECTURE ON CHRIST.

(Christian Union,')

The Brahmauical religion in India is probably
the oldest religion in the world except tbe Hebrew.

[Ma\ 23, 1880.

It certainly dates from a period but little po.sterior
to the age of Moses. Theology in India is poetry,
in the West, it is .science ; and it is not easy to
translate the laiigu.age of poetry into that of
science. Briefly, however, it may be said that the
Brahminical conception of God is that of a Being,
who exists without consciousness, .and without the
possibility of auy direct relations with finite huma-
nity, to whom he is represented only by a
number of minor deities. Its conception of man
is that of a sinner who has need to appease the
wrath of offended deities, and to find his
escape from the burden and misery of sin by pain,
either by self-inflicted penance in this life or by
successive purgatories in the life to come. Its
conception of religion, therefore, is of supreme
asceticisra.repressive and cruel. In the sixth century
before Christ, there arose a prote.st against the
Brahmanical religion, probably inaugurated by a
prophet, known in history as Gotaina, or, more
popularly, as Buddha. In its primitive period,
Buddhism taught that nothing could be known
respecting God

; that man lives under a reign of
iuevit.ahle and inexorable law ; that sin and
misery are essential to his exi.steuce

;
that his only

escape therefrom is by the way of practical
righteousness, not by forms and ceremonies or
penances—but that he will only escape therefrom
as he escapes from existence itself. Heaven to
Buddhism is the haven of an unconscious existence.
About the beginning of the present century a

new Buddhistic sect arose, known as the Brahmo
Somaj (worshipping-assembly), whose creed was
Buddhistic, modified by Christian influences. It in-
cluded belief in a personal Father, (iod, in’repent-
auce, gratitude,and prayer towards him, in conscious
immortalit}', and in preparation for that immorta-
lity by a life of purity, rectitude, ainl love.
It was essentially a creed of a pure and uncoii-
soioiisly Christian deism. The great modern
prophet of the Bramho Somaj is Bahu Keshiib
Chiinder &en, who, only a few years ago, was
called—we will not undertake to say with wb.at
degree of jutice—the Toeodore Parker of India.

This is the man whose extraordinary sermon on
the nature of Christ we publish on another page,
condensing some portions of its mistical philo-
®opl'y. but giving all that is essential iu it. Tlie
sermon would be extraordinary from any source
for its spiritual profundity

;
it is still more ex-

traordinary coming from .a pagan, who with bis
present creed, would not, probably, be ordained

I

as a Christian teacher by any sect in Christendom,
I

and who would find it difficult even to gain admis-
sion as a lay member of most of our Christian

i

Churches, because the Christ which lie adopts, is

not a “ Western Christ.” Tlie study of tliis ser-
mon for it is well worth stud 3'iiig will — give occa-
sion of thought to all thonglitfiil readers, and we
leave it to their meditative and devout stud^'^ with-
out further pre>ent cominciit, reserving that pos-
sibly for a future time.

TO AN AGNOSTIC.

(Modern Review.)

What ! Hast thou never felt His nresence,—
known

That He was near thee,—when in the still

night
Innumerable stars looked down on thee
Through the unfatboined blue: when the hush-

ed air

Stirred not the branches of the listening trees
Heavy with blossom, and the dewy flowers
Moved not a leaf in the soft darkness, till

Earth seemed to hear a coming footstep; when
Space brooded over thee with strange vastwinos
Of wouder’-

®

In the cool dim light
That follows afeer sunset, when the far
Horizon of infinite is bright
With pure pale radiance, and the either quick
With swift pulsations,treaimilous, passionate—
In such a inoineut h.ast not thou too kuowu
A little of His meaning?—Even as
Two friends who look each other in the eyes
Before tliey part, in that one look learn more
Each of the other than in all the hours
Of spokeu thought.

Amid the blaze of noon.

When heaven le.ans earthward, and the silent
sea,

—

The sea of gold,—lies waiting for His feet,

Or glimmers opalescent underneath
The shadowy clouds ; has not thy spirit leaped

Like some caged creature prisoned from tbe
sun,
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Who through his narrow window feels a ray
Of summer greet him, and in ecstasy
Of longing beats against the bars, than hold
Him still a captive, thiuUing so to soar
Into the light and warmth and splendour ?—
Oh,

Hast thou not felt that could thy soul’s clear
eyes

But pierce the flesh, thou wouldst behold Him,
live

Thy life out iu that moment, and then die
Of that great rapture ?—

Plucking a sweet rose,
Was it to thee mere color, circling lines,
And delicate aroma ?—Yet unless
It bodied forth some lovely thought of God,
One ripple in the endless tide of love
Creative, wherefore should it move in thee
So subtle a delight?

—

Has music then
No message for thee from the invisible?—
Is melody mere scientific sound
Made rhythmic?—Hast thou never felt therein
A greatness other than thyself, that caught
Thy half-despairing thought into its sweet
Magnificence of conflict, till it rose
On quivering wings into the wordless joy
Of a diviner possibility ?

—

Or, if thine ear be deaf and thy tired eyes
A little blind, yet when some noble deed
Made the world echo, didst thou hear no voice
Greater than man’s ?

—

Hast thou then never loved,
Or sinned, or suffered ?—Oh, unhappy man 1

In the uplifted gaze of struggling xirowds
Who yearn for something higher than they

reach,

And, dogged by sorrow, poverty, and death.
Still seek the unseen good, surely sometimes
Thou hast been stirred to kinship with thy

race.

And known thy brethren in the sons of God
The Father f—Hast thou never met
Iu moments of supreme aud awful grief
The Man of Sorrows ?—Knowing not His name
Hast thou not leaned upon His circling arms
And felt His Godhead ’—Hast thou” never

found
In Him sublime comoassion that could stoop
To save thee from thyself ?—

If thou hast not.

This wondrous universe to thee must be
A lonely graveyard, soulless animal,
A ghastly counterfeit of fair and grand
Imaginations.
Yet have courage ; thou
Art seeking Him who wrestles with thee. Strive
With Him till He has told His name, and thou
Hast won a blessing!—Though the night endure
A dreary “lifetime, when the morning breaks
What will the night be in the dawninelov

Of light ineffable ?

—

Then wilt thou see
The gathered harvest of those toiling years
When the Immortal overshadowed thee.
And thou, being mortal, couldst not vet see

God.
At last, beholding Him, thou wilt behold
Life’s inmost meaning, love’s deep mystery,
And all eternity will be thine own 1

’

Annie Mathbson,

THE BUDDHIST CONTROVERSY.

As SELD AT PantjrA, NEAR COLOMBO. CeYLOK
On Twesday, 26th August, 1873.

Those who are acquainted with the every-day
village life in Ceylon can fonn no idea of the ap-
pearance Pantura presented on the occasion of the
great controversy between the Protestants and
Buddhists. The time appointed for commenc-
ing the discu8.sion was eight o’clock in the
niorning, and long before that our thousands
of Natives were seen wending their way
attired m their gayest holiday suits,, into the
large enclosure lu which stood the ample
bungalow where the adversaries were to meetBy seven the green was one sea of heads. Each
district bad seat its quota of villagers and
Colombo was represented by a few intellectual
l.iokine, silk-g.rbed young Singhalea-, determined
to give up all for the great champion of Buddhism—Migettumatte.
Th» Protestant party too was very strong

irom Monday catechists aud clergymen of every
denomination, Baptist, Wesleyan and Church
Mission irv, flocked from various parts of the
laland in o the large house prepared for

them, one of them, an Oriental scholar of some
note, leaving the itinerating work in the wilds of
Unurajapura, to take part in thij importan
discussion, aud assist the Protestant spokeams,.
Rev. David Silva The temporary buildino-' thethe scene of this polemical strife, was a neat cadian-
roofed structure with a raised platform and narte 1
oBE i„ tbo midJ e; one portion „c4&
the Rev. David Silva and his party, and tlie otherby the Rev. Mohattiwatte Ganunda, common^^^^known as MigeetiiwaUe, and about 200 nriestsAn attempt had bc3n made to ascertain
the numerical strength of each faction bv
parting off the compound, by a fence put up in
a line with the partition of the platform on which
the reverend gentlemen sat, but the increasinrr
nnmbets prevented the arrangement beiii<r carried
out. The bungalow itself presented a "very gay
appe.arance; the half of it occupied by the
Protestant party was decorated with ever.»reen«
and bad a ceiling and cloths on the table as” white
as snow. The Buddhists, however, went in
for more color

; they had rich damask table
covens, a ceiling which reminded one of the
tri-color flag of the French, and festoonings
of variegated hues, in addition to the yellow
SI k or satin robes of the priests themselves.
T hese were not all. A posse of the Ceylon Police
were also there, officered by Inspector Ekenayeke.
who was in his uniform

; gloved, belted, and
mounted on his noble steed, he was seen drilling- a
handful of Police—some fourteen men—and per-
forming all sorts of evolutions amongst the crowds ;but the order and quietness which prevailed
amongst the five or six thousand men were not due
to their presence, as was evidenced in more than
one instance during the meeting.

All this, the yellow-robed priests, the sable attire
of the Protestant clergymen, the fantastic dresses of
tlie immense multitude, the Inspector stalkiuw per-
fectly erect on the walk lined on I’each side by
children of all ages and complexions, the slow mur-
mnr of humane voices rising at times like the
waves of the ocean, interspersed occasion,alIy by the
clear voices of the ubiquitous sherbet-vendor,and the
roasted gram-seller—the invariable concomitants
of a Ceylon crowd rendered the scene perfectly
picturesque. Larger crowds may often be seen in
very many nlaoes iu Europe, but surely su-h a
nintley gathering as that which congregated on this
occasion can only he seen in the East. Imagine
them all seated down and listenting with wrapt
attention to a yellow robed priest, boldines forth
from tne plauvirm filled with Buddhist priests,
clergymen, and Singhalese clad in their national
costume, and your readers can form some idea a
very faint one indeed—of the heterogeneous mass
that revelled in a display of Singhalese eloquence
seldom heard in this country.
So much for the general appoaran ce of the s-ene;

and row a few wards concerning the speakers—at
least concerning one of them—the Buddhist priest.
Migettuwatte—as he is comparatively unknown to
very many. He is a well-made man of app.irently
forty-five or fifty years of age, rather short, very
intellectual looking, with eyes expressive of great
distrust, and a smile which may either mean
nrofound satisfacaion or supreme contempt
Years ago, owing to some differences with hia co>t.
freres, he left the sect to which he belonged, and
established a temple of his own at Cottanchina (in
close proximity to St. Thomas’ College, Mutwal)
and commenced, with the aid of a well-educatec
Nati ve, regularly delivering a series of lectures, am'
publishing, in a printing press, astahlished by him
self, pamphlets against Christianity, The Wes-
leyans, the only denomination whoever took the
trouble to come forward in defence of the religion
of Christ, hold various meetings, and the addresses
delivered by the learnad Pali scholar, Rev, Silva
th* Rev.Perera.andMr.John Perera at these gather^
ings.to the substance of whose speeches permanence
was subsequently given in the several periodicals
issued by this Society, terminated this quiet con-
troversy in about the year 1867. The desirability

Kolloway’A Pills -With the darkening
days and changing temperitnres, the dio-estion
becomes impaired, the liver disordered, and the
mind de8pondent,unless the cause of the irregulari-
ty he expelled from the blood and the body by an
alterative like these Pills. They go directly to
the source of the evil, thrust out all impurities
from the circulation, reduao distempered organs to
their natural state, and correct all defective and
contamiuated secretions. Such easy means of
instituting health,Strength,and cheerfulness should
be in tho^ possession of all whose stomachs are weak,
whose minds are much harassed, or whose brains
are overworked. Holloway’s is essentially a blood-
tempering medicine whereby its influence, reaching
the remotest fibre of the frame, effects a universal
good. W . » t.;. ,

of personal argument, however, occurred to the
minds of the disputants only a few years afterwards
and the Baddegame monoster meeting, in wiiich
the Cliurch missionaries took a leading pan, was
the first important assembly of the ki.ul ; hut as
on that occasion, the discussion was entireh oarrio I

on in writing, no opportunity was afforded to the
general public of judging of the comparative me it’
of the leading men of the two parties On the pre-
sent oecasion no such conditions hampered the
disputants. Each man was allowed one full hour to
speak, aud either td expose the unsoundness of
the opponent’s religion, or to reply to his adver-
sary’s strictures,or both.
As the Rev. David Silva was the first to make

some statements adverse to Buddhism, in one of
a series of sermons which he was then preaching
ill the Pantura Wesleyan Chapel, to which
Migettuwatte took exception, and de-
nounced as as untrue and the accuracy of which
he called upon any Christian to establish, he (Mr.
Silva) was asked to open the proceedings by statin^
hi.s arguments against Buddhism.

*

The proceedings commenced each day at 8 A. M.,
and closed at 10 ; they were again resumed at 3
iu the afternoon, and terminated at 5 o’clock

; and
as only two days were fixed for the controversy,
each speaker thus had four hours. The Buddhist
priest, it will be seen, had by this arrangement
the privilege of having the last word, no mean
privilege on any occasion, and to such a consum-
mate master of public speaking as Migettuwatte
the advantages of this position were incalculable
The Christian advocate— Mr.Silva—is a learned and
fluent speaker ; full of Pali and Sanskrit, h«
addressed the audience as if each of his hearers
was a James Alwis, a Louis Zoysa, a Childers, or
a Max Muller

; he was never at a loss for words,
but he forgot that the powers of comprehension in
his audience were limited, and that the abstruse
metaphysic of Buddha and the learned disquisi-
tions on The Skandhas, Ayatanas and Paticha-
tampuhada, in which he seems to be quite at home
are not adapted to the capacities of his heare.
It is doubtful whether there were even
thirty out of the five or six ^thousand how
were present at this ^controversy, whoeven
understood the (ornate, though chaste
and classic language in which his explauatioae of
these almost incomprehensible subjects were couch-
ed, much less the subjects themgslves. His ren-
derings of the Pali extracts may be correct, but
whe vvas to judge of fids ? Certainly not the pea-
sant.-y who hailetVfrom the jungles of Raigam and
Pasdoom Cories. Even the Christain party was so
conscious of this error of judgment, if nothing
more, that they felt chagrined

; and several gave
vent to their opinions in rather forcible language
at the apparent success of the Buddhists on the
first day. The Rev. Migettuwatte Gunanda
is just the reverse of this. He adapts himself to
the capabilities of his audience, aud uses the
plainest language that the proper treatment of the
subjects will allow. Laughing at the idea of Mr.
Silva, who,in his opinion, has only a mere sm -tter-
iiig of Pali, attempting to transla e diffiealt
extracts from works in that iaiiguage, he gets er
difficulties by arguments more plausible than
sound. Of all the weak points in Protestan.'^m,
he only touches upon those which will « He
the ridicule of the people and evoke a Mi-.Ie
of derisive contempt, and winds up a v ,ry

effective speech, rendered the more attractive oy
motions made with consummate skill, with a
brilliaut peroration to which the “great u’nwasheu”
listen with deep attention, and the accents of
which riug in their ears for some minutes after
delivery.

Amongst those present in the bungalow w«
noticed the Revs. S. Langdou, R. Tebb, 8. Coles
0. Jayesinghe, P. Rodrigo, Jos. Fernando, L.’
Nathanielsz, O. J, Gunasekara, J. H. Abayasc-
kara, H. Martensz, H. Silva, Juan de Silva. D
Fonseka, 8. Soysa, Modliar, Dr. Staples, Proctors
Jayesinghe, Daniel, and Alwis, and a host of
catechists and others. Supporting the Buddhist
champion were the learned High Priest of Adam’s
Peak, Sipkaduwe Sumangaabhildhana, Bulatgama
Dhammalankara Sri Sumnatissa, Dhammalankara
Subhuti, Potuwilla Indajoti, Koggala Sanghatissa,’
Amaramoli, Gunaratana, and Weligame Terunanses,
—the ablest Oriental scholars amongst the
Buddhist priests of this Island.

Sarlingrton’s Paln-Ourer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs
Lumbgo. Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats, Coughs’
Colds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache,
Neuralgia Colics. Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in
the Groins. Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Ban
Les,Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring
worms, Pimples, Freckles^ & Eruptions oathe ekin'
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HIGH COURT.

OsiaiiTAL SiBB—Peremptory Cause Board,

For Tuesday, the 26th May 1880.

{Before the Hon'hle Mr. Justice Wilson.)

Defended Cases,

(Final Disposal.)

Dwarkanath Khettry t H. C. Love {pt, 7id,)~
Grej^ory—Kallynath Witter.

H. C. Love V Dwarkanath Khattry—Kalinath
Mitterr-Gregory.

E.C. Morgan ora. v. The Camperdown Trad-
ins and Pressin r Co., Ld.—Sanderson & Co.— Orr.
Juggernauth Roy & ora. v. Joygopaul Khemka—

E, 0. Mo.sea— Zorab.

Kanhyaloll Sharrowjee v. C. Hischhorn & anr.—
Sitananth Doss—O.C. Cbunder.

T. Chrisnan v. F. J, Fergusson—G. C. Chunder
—Roberts Morgan & Co.

Ki’rtiba^ Mundle v. The Camperdown Pressing

Co., Ld,— Mitler Sc Bhunjo.—Orr.

Nobeen Chnnder Neoghy v.J. Schroder—Beeby &
Rutter— Pittar,

Khyaliratti v. Obinash Ch. Bonnerjee & ors.

—

Trotman & Watkins—Beeby Sc Rutter, G.O. Cluin-
der.

Denonauth Bose v. Roeooburdoyal Sing 4 anr.—
Plaintif?in person—N, N. Sen,

Sreenauth Doss V. Jadub Chunder Doss & ors.—
Ghose Sc Bose— S. N. Doss,

J. N. Bullen Sc ors v. Roop Chand—Sanderson &
Co.— Beeby & Rutter.

( Before the Hon'hle Mr. Justice Broughton.

)

Defended Cases.

Important New Books.

JUST PUBLISHED,

In Elephant 4to, with sixty-one Original full
page Illustrations, and 23 Woodcuts. Handsomely
bound in cloth. Price thirty -five mpeea Nett.

The Second Volume of

The Antiquities of Orissa

AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,

Calcutta.

BY

RAJENDRALALA MITRA, LL.D., C.I.E.,

Puilislted under the Orders of the Government
of India.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

The Life of

The Right Honourable
WILLIAM EWART GLADSTONE,

M.P., D.C.L., Sec.,

BY

GEORGE BARNETT SMITH
Popular Edition

(3 6) Rs. 3-12.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

356, 432
Machines,

Sold in 1878,

SINGER’S
LOOK-STirCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Hand Machine
without cover,

Rs. 65.

Science Primers

Introductory
BY

PROFESSOR HUXLEY
(As. 12) As. 14.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LCCK-STITCH polished cover and

_ • lock.
Sewing Machines. Rs. 80.

(Final Disposal.)

Balkissgn v Roy Lutchmeput Sing Br. (pt.hd.)—
Carruthers & Jenninga—Beeby & Rutter, M. N.
Holdar.

Sdufutisemiut.?.

RBADV FOB. SAX<E.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

. - BY
MR. LAL MOHUN GHOSE,

AT THE Town Hall,
CALCUTTA.

On March 4, 1880.

To be had at the “ Indian DXirror”
office,

No. 2, British Indian Street, Calcutta.

And at the Canning Xilbrary,
55, College Street,

Price 6 annas a copy. 326

Kaslpore (Kosipore.)

Late Babanagore and Duckinsore.

CHEMICAL WORKS.
Near Calcutta,

Acids, Ethers, and other Chemical preparation'
used in Medicine, Photograph and the Arts

made at these Works and supplied to wholesale pur-
chasers.

Sulphuric Acid and other requisites for the manu-
facture of ..Erated Water supplied.

Ether iiild Ammonia for ice-machines.

Spirit of Wine, pure. Methylated and Cout chicen-
ed,

Caibolic Acid, Oloiid of Zinc, other Disinfec-
tants.

Lists can be had on aoplication.

Term Cash.
a-47 DAVID WaLDIE.

ST APPOZNTMBNT
TO

HIS EXCELLENCY THE VICEROY
* AND

GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF INDIA.

THE! GAl,tJirrTA fiXXTSICAZi
BSTA3 SH 3MCBSTT

,

13A, Governmont Place.
LATE BURKINYOUNG & CO.

Founded A.D. 1814.
Proprietor, CHARLES GOULD.

N. R.— C;it.:.loguj with prices of Music, and
every descriprian ci Musical Instrument, for the
Drawing-room or Military Band, may be obtained
on application. a-3

A SHORT

History of India
And of the Frontier States of

Afghanistan, Nipal, and Burma,
BY

J. TALBOYS WHEELER
With Maps and Tables

[7.12) Rs. 8-8.

Cl adle-Land

OF

Arts and Creeds

OR

Ni thing new under the Sun

BY

CHARLES J. STONE,
Late Advocate, High Courts, Bombay,

{8-12) Rs. 9-12

The Life and Writings

OF

HENRY THOMAS BUCKLE
BY

ALFRED HENRY HUTH
2 vols, S VO. {20-12) Rs. 23-2.

The nxarquess Wellesley
Architect of Empire
An Historic Portrait

BY •

W. M. TORRENS, M.P.,

{9-0) Rs. 10-0.

England

Under Lord Beacbnsfleld

The Political History of six years from the end
of 1873 to the beginning of 1880.

BY

P.W.CLAYDBN
{10-0) Rs. 11-4

a-35
“ W. NEWMAN & CO.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table,

Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH
Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STiTCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,
Rs. 95.

SINGER’S ]

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Maheines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.
cover and Hand Accessorv

Rs. 105,

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

The Medium Machine on po-
lished Table,

Rs. 100.Sewing Machines.
(

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

dewing Machines.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

), Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,
Rs. 115,

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

The Arm Machine with mov-
able feed for Shoemakers

Rs. 120.

1

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Packing for
Hand Machines, Ra. 2-8.
Treadle ditto, Rs. 5.

(

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

'Price Lists free on application. '

a-2S
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAXiKOVSZE SQUARE, CAEGVTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the MofuBsil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom-

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order,
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfectly in tune
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box,

o
Sox No. 1073, playingr 6 Bengfali tunes, 1st series.

1 .

2 .

3.

Poorabee,
Imni.
Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

Harp or Setar Box No.
1. Poorabee,

Imni.
Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie),

1st series.

2.

3.

1. Bassanto,
5. Kalangrah.
6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 100.
1073^, playingr 6 Bengrall tunes,

4, Bassanto. I

6. Kalangrah,
6. Peeloo,

Cash price Rs. 125.
Box No. 1075^, playlngr 6 Bengrall tunes. 2nd series.

Sarung. 4. Jhinjuttee.
Bhoirabee. 5. Bhoirabee,
Kaffee. 6. Kawalee.

Cash price Rs. 100,
Harp or Setar Box No. 1075^, playing* O Beng-all tunes, 2nd series.

1. Sarung. 4. Jhinjuttee.
Bhoirabee. 5, Bhoirabee.
Kaffee. 6. Kawalee,

Cash priceRs. 125.
Box No. 1077, playlngr 6 Beng-ali tunes, 3rd series.

1 .

2 .

3.

2 .

3.

1. Taza Bhee Taza,

2. Doogiree.

3. Hilli Milli Punnya.
Cash price Rs.

Harp or Setar Box No. 1077^, playlngr
1. Taza Bhee Taza.

2. Doogiree.

3. Hilli Milli Punya.
. Cash price Rs.

Denga Chate Ayore,
Kia Hoga Bhola Janee.
Khambaj.

4.

5.

6 .

100 .

6 Bengrall tunes, 3rd series.
4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhala Janee,
6. Khambaj.

125. a-19

DR. D. JAYNE’S

Family Medicines.

Per Bot. Per Doz.
Rs. A.

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24

1

0
0
8

11

5

Rs. A,
EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and

Colds) out of stock at present...

HAIR TONIC (to cure hair falling

off and, baldness)

ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
blood purifier)

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for

cure of fevers and agues)

LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair

of any other colour to a beautiful

hlaci without injury to the skin)

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for

cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera)

TONIC VERMIFUGE
LINIMENT, OR COUNTBR-IRRI-

tant (an outward application for

Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, &c.)
SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints)

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes.
The “ J/etficof Almanao" for current year is

available on application.

Sykes A. Co.,

1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA, .

BOLE AGENTS FOE

Dr. D. Jayne A Son.
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A. a-57

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited
to address themselves in writing to X, care of
the Printer, ,l

0 8

0 8

Rs. 20)

5 8

5 8

NZCKOZ.X.S <S(. CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Cov/rt Home Street, Calcutta,
London

1

Whltefriar’aStreetFleet St.E.O.

CUBKENT OK FLOATING ACCOUNTS.
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheque-

paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made, after 3 p.m., and on Saturdays after 1 p.m,

Government Paper and Securities
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.
Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange.
Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10 days’

notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on deposits
for longer periods at the following rat es, payable
in Calcutta, or in London, at par ;

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice

„ at 3 months’ notice

„ at 6 months’ notice

„ at 12 months’ notice

„ at 2 years’ notice
Pay-Bills, Pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates, 'Bills

corrected and rents realised.

Butineta rulea forma/rded on application, a-37

For Sale.

Address delivered by .Colonel Olcott, Presi
dent of the New York Theosophioal Society*

on the 23rd March ,1879, at the Framji Cowasji-
Institute, ‘ Bombay. Price two autas a copy

J'apply to thd Inddan Mirror Office.

.. 3 per cent,

.5 „ ,,

6
' ‘

7

QUICKl SAFE 1! SURE / / /

PAVZi dk. OO.’S
I ' Proprietory Medines,

Prepared and Sold only by Paul 9t Co.,

DRUGGISTS. ^ i\“-
i» 1 I * »

ATo, 285-13, Bmbazar Street, CalouUa.

Prophylactic Mlxtnre.
'

It is the only Specific that has ever been dis->

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens.
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produces the most . desirabla
and marvellous effects in the' constitution of tha
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges*
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system, Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating* Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-
tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this
repeated at night or at any time when the cough ifl

troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous * reliefi

Price 1 Re. per bottle,

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheua

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneou-
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of tha
Blood. By its mflueuce the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly rest ored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

If, 5.—Full directions accompany each bottle
Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
twith full remittance of price andi packing charge!
are promptly attended to, /sT i v I; .

Drugs of the best quality and gpUulne patent
Medicines are always available at the above address
it the cheapest rate possible,

^ a>33

THE GREATEST

of modem TIMES!

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to b«
most eflectual in caring either the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

cidental te the life of a miner, or to those living in thw
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the tystem

against those evils which so often beset the human race^

viz;—ceughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,

diarrhoea, and cholera. f

’

Is the most cflfectual remedy for old sores, wounds^'

. ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin diseases ; in fact, whea —
used according to the priut^ directions, it BCTer failsM
cure alike, deep and superiiciai ailments.

.

1 he Pills and Ointment are Manufactured pnly it
^

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, R
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
(civilized World; with directions for use in almost every
liinguage.

, 'a

Hi' Beware of counterfeiti that may emanate :t

from the United States. Purchasers sho'^ld look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes. f tho >

address is not 683, Oxford StTMt, Loni
,
they,

arospuri^Uf,
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Inkantilb Fever Powder (for Fevers,
Teething, &c., &c.), ... ...4Rs. 1 4

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a" periodic
character),

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of
cases of enlarged spleen),...

Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,
Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.).

Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken
in time).

Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,
&c.), ... ... ...

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative.

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe),

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ...

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
Children),

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair),

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... •••,,18
The above are most strongly recommende''! to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands

cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full inutructions is
vrapped round each hottle.

Prepared only by Messrs E. J. Lazaurs & Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazarus’
original receipts and sold by all Madicine Ven-
pers. a.27

XOB SEASON X880.
Patent Pneumatic Zee Machines

OF THE NEW MODEL.
With Enlarged Cylinders for Acid and with Cooling

Water Troughs, Producing two Pounds of
Pure Tasteless Ice in about 20

minutes.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs, 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 2.30 to 250.COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHES OP QUABANTPPn nriA r

Silver Half HuntinK Oiue.l Silver HnriHe, n...
« IJAHAW lEED QUALITYSilver Half Hunting Casfe,*

Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

Silver Huilting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 6 cash.

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 cash.

A majnMeent aeeortmeat, many
^

• ^ 2 CO

oS’g 22
cr “ so H

iS.
^ CD

o ^
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nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection ofelegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.
selection of

COOKE & KELVEY,
C,ALCUTTA.

Notice.
The Hookah-shop carried on by Radha Nath

Chowdhry, in Jorasanko, has been removed to
81, Bentinok Street, and will henceforward be to
conducted by the undersigned.
A large assortment of Bengalee and Mahomedan

shaped Hookahs of new designs just to hand at
moderate prices. Inspection invited.

Prices ranging from Rs. 2 to 10 each, inclusive
Chillam.

ISSDR CHUNDER BBBD,
»*36 81

, B&ntinck Street, Oedcutta,

NATZONAZ. SANK OP ZNZ>ZA.
ZiZhZZTBD.

T^ Bank’s present rates of interest are.
On Twelve Months’ Deposits 57

,, Six Months’ Deposits 47
Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short

p»*nod8

Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one iac.

J. Campbell,
Manager,

massive

Arlington & Co. invite attention to the iraprov-
ments introduced in the Pneumatic Ice Machinet
of the New Model, a supply of which has been
consigned to them for sale during the presens
season.

The Improved Ice Machines are fitted with
Cylinders of greater bulk for a larger supply of
Acid, &nd also with Cooling Water Troughs
from which a number of jets of water, conducted
by perforated pipes, can be made to stream over
the entire body of the Acid Cylinder to preserve
it against overheating.
Under these improvements, an Ice Machine of

the New Model can be worked continuously for a
longer time, and be made to produce a larger quan-
tity of Ice than a Machine with a small Ovlmder
as heretofore made.

^

An Hlustrated Pamphlet containing full instruc-
tions for use is supplied with each Machine.

Casb Prices.
For an Improved Double Action or
Two Decanter Ice Machine, fitted with
all requisites for working and packed
in one case ... ,,, j^g 075 n

For an Improved Single Action or One
’

Decanter Ice Machine, fitted with all
requisite for working, and packed in
one case ... ... ,q., ^

Sulphuric Acid in Stone Jars, contain-
' '

' '

mg about 401bR., packed in case ... „ 10 4

a-13
ARLINGTON & CO.,

B, Dalhousib Square, Calcutta.

GOOKE & KELVEY,
Z6, OZ.l> OOVBT KOVSS STKPFT, C LCITTTA,

MAJ\ri/^ACTf7Ji£lJl<i OF FINE AND COMPLICATED WATCHES,
,

WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WATMeS FOR INDIA.
The Modal Watches are constructed upon the moat scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
i' These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

knowh makers. They are entirely of English manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements.
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.
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NEW GOODS! NEW GOODS I

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnisklng’ Requisites.

VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per y^lrd.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &c., &c., &c. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 25 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &C., &c., &c.
A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OF

LACE. MUSLIN AND LBNO CURTAINS, Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

y. B .

—

Specul Rates to Messes and Lakgk Consumers.

firussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coat

Carpetings. Blankets.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wasiage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspect! >n,

Cr<! tonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Ourtains, Screens, <ke.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs,

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some hue
Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Door Mats.
English—made from }Fest India Fibre,

Strong Coco.’ H'ibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

,, ,, ,, ,, 38 by 24 ,,

Best Cocoa i ibrc Mats 32 by 20 inches.

„ M
.

38 by 24
Cocoa Fil le Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Beartk Bugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdak Bepps.
Oreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Kepps

and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAXLBB dt. CO..

HOSIERS, DRAPERS, SILK MERCERS, kc„ kc„

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,

CALCUTTA. a~5l

ADVANTAGES OF ASSVBING WITH TKB
ORIENTAL LIFE OFFICE

All that Experience has proved Practicable and

Purdent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,

Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be

obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATUllES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever :

—
(1.) Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.

Amalgamations Impossible.
Funds in Government Securities only.

Native Lives assured at European Rates.

Premiums reduced to English Rales from

leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

(
2.)

(3.)

(4.)

(5.)

date of

China.

Annual Premium for Assurance
Bs. 1,000 under New System.

of

Age. 30 35 40 45

Premium Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

1

21 5 4 24 8 8 28 10 0 33 14 8

Old
Lower Safe Rates than any other Oflice.

(6.) Office young, and therefore free from
Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can be paid Yearly, Half-yearly,

Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of

Years.

(8.) CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OF DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of .35 per cent.

(10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,

and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

(11.) Entire Direction in India.

(12.) Special Protection to Assignees.

(13.) The Most Economical Management.
(14.) Preliminary Expenses lls. 970-15-0 oluy.
(15.) Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine.
(16.) Policy-holders can af>point their own

Trustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary,
(17.) Mediual Examinations arranged anywhere

to suit Assurers.

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.

(lO.") No Restriction on Travel.
”

POLICY-HOLDERS IN HIM ORIENTAL"
ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER.

Dnequulle^Liberallty.
Being established in ludia, alTarrausrements for

the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” are
made with a view to the convenience and benefit of

its own members,— European and Native,—who
alone participate in the advantages .arising from
its succssful progress.

Yearly list of new Assurers closes 31st
December.
Special attention is invited to the Peculiar

System of Life Assurance introduced by this
CorapaHy, and to the New and extremely favorable
Conditions (as regards Rates, Profits, Limits
OF Residence. Non-liability to Forfeiture, Ac.)
under which its policies are issued.

The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when
Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

“THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AND
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT. IS RAPIDLY
GAINING THE CONFIDENCE OF THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY.”
•Intending Assurers—Native or European— are

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the
“ Oriental ” with those of any other Company.

Detailed Prospectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports, and full particulars on application to

—

F. A. COHEN, Agent Jor Bengal, or D, McLAUOHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.

7, WBiiLBSi^Y Flack, CALCUTTA. Manaour k Actuary, BOMBAY.

Established 1846.

TKB DBDGGZSTS’ KABIi,
36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. “ Duke of

Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”
“ Hydaspes,” &c., &c.
Ziactopeptlne

Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion
combined in the same proportion as they exist in
the human stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the influence
of the natural gastric juice. It will be .-found

far superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,
Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Alpo'p^rtjcqlarly
indicated in Anseraia, general Debill^, phijonic
Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, ant-

impoverished condition of the blood,
'

Direction for use, formuloe and dose measure ac-
company each phial.

''

Price Rs. 4 per phial and pgcMhg .As, 4,

Morson’s Medicinal '^epslne.
loz.jHiial Rs. 3, Packing As. 4,

Norton’s Camomile Pills.
A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and

all stomach complaints.
Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.

Kemrod’s cijire for Asthma.
Catarrh, Bronchitis,Croup, Hooping Cough,

ordinary Colds, and a 1 diseases of the Respira-
tory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin.

Price Rs. 3-8. Packing As, 2.

Grimault’s Vegetable Injection of
Matlco.

A few injections of very short duration are
sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.

Whitmore’s Compound Ziiniment of
Arnica.

An effectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasms,
Lumbago, weak Joints, &c., and as a couuter-irri-

nant in .a sluggish state of the liver.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.

Wilkinson’s Ginger and Camomile.
Price Rs. 2. Paching .^Is. 4.

Whitmore’s Stomachic and Diver
Fills.

Price Re, 1, Packing As, 4.

Savory and Moore’s Pancreatine
Wine.

For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod-
liver Oil solid fat and food generally.

Price Its. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.

W. F. Smith’s Pile Powders.
For the cure of Files & Prevention of Fistula.

Their gentle emollient action subdues irritation,

regulating the bowels without leaving a disposition

to cosbiveuess, their decided tonic properties give

power to tlie system, arrest all tendency to and
counteract the weakening effect of the disease, and
their intrinsic value will prove that they fully

merit the title of a specific cure of Piles and pre-

ventive of Fistulas.

Price Re. 1-8 per box. Packing A s. 2,

PROPRIETORY MEDICINE,
Concentrated Compound Bssenoe or

Fluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.
This preparation is decidedly preferable to any

other form in which Sarsaparilla can be adminis-
tered, on account of its portability and superior
efficacy. It contains tlie wh6le active and medi-
cinal properties of the root in the highest state

of concentration combined with the ingredients

of the compound decoction directed by the college

of Surgenos. The beneficial effects of this Fluid
as an Alterative or Restorative, its great useful-

ness ill all disorders of the Skin, Indigestion,

general Debility, and after a too free administration

of Mercury, have been universally admitted and
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most eminent practitioners of the presen-
day.

Di rection for use accompany each bottle.

Priceper bottle Rs. 2. Packing As. 4 .

Best assortment of Drugs and chemicals. Guar-
anteed fresh, and received direct from the respect-

able manufacturers of London.
Terms moderate.—Wholesale rates on

application. P7-ice lit supplied to Mofussil doctors
and Dispensaries. Ordei-s proniptlg executed on
remittance of cash, or a respectable reference in

Calcutta,

GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT & CO.,
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS

Wholesale and Betail Druggists
AND

Manufacturers of HSrated Waters -

a-11
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY'
SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE GENTRY.

"

TKB NBW F1jBXZBX.Z! BABD NBCKZ.BT,
THE MOST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,

Manufactured of rlob colored Gold. We keep a largre variety in Stock
of all sizes and prices, from Bs. 80 to Bs. 250 each.

I

JBWBZ.ZiBBY
FOR

WEDDINGS AND
BIRTH DAYS,

AND
ALL FESTIVE

AND
Oommemorative

occasions.

A very nice Chain, sufficiently

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

A*handsome Gold Pendant sot with a fine Amethyst, Gold fringre,
and grlass for portrait at back.

Price Rs. 60 cash.

To match, Bracelet, Rs. 65, Broocb Rs. 30, and Earrings, as above.

Illustrated Catalogues post free to Mofussil Constituents.

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
Jewellers Zn Ordinary to H. E. the Viceroy and to K. B. B.

the Prince of Wales,
«*18 _ CALCUTTA.

.. V'Mi »AV AND CO.,
, MANUFA'qTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS
•

- OF
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,

Tinsmiths,Bleotroplaters,Bronzers
X<aoquerors and Ballway Con-

tractors, <S(.c., <ftc.
No. 27 ,‘ Loll;Bazak, Calcutta.

Block Tinmade; Deed'* and Despatch Boxes
;

• Baths of sizes,' Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
water Cana

; garden watering pots
; Tea, House,

Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps ; Railway ' Lamps of every descriptions,
Ac., &c., V. .• •

j

Always in hand and made to order.
‘ Also <

•
.

,

Portable Cooking stoves of single and double
j IL 3, and 4 Jnch j burner , with ovens.

Terms very moderate.

, N O 'T I

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may'^_be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders-
commission will be charged according to the valua
as the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
of ascertained by application to the Manager.

Appy to the Mahger.
Foil

Illustrated Price List,
At 65, College Street.

NOTICE.
rpHE Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at

which the Indian Mirror has been printed since
the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street,
where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, is henceforward to be called the
“Sen Press.” All communications for the Indian
Mirror Newspaper and the Sen Press to be
addressed accordingly.

[May 23, 1880.

DVNN AND OO.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND
BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS

BY APPOINTMENT TO
HiaEzoellenoy the Viceroy and Governor

General of India.
Nos. 46 4" 47 Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.
Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied

at the shortest notice.
A largo collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of house sundertaken at

the most moderate rates of cha^e.
Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiar Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.
Estimates supplied on application, a- 11

ZiONDON AND X.ANCASHZBB
ZiXFB ASSVABANCB TO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.
This Company offers to the Public the Com-

bined Advantages op
Unquestionable Security and Z>ow

Bates of Premium.WHILE the adoption of all the improved
modem conditions under which Policies

are now issued enables the Directors to grant un-
usual facilities to all intending Assurers,
That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-

versally recognized as the MOST SECURE AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT, is sufficiently
proved by the following statistics, “ startling in
their magnitude but quiet power,” extracted from“ The Review” of January 1st, 1879.
“ In the years 1870—1878, the accumulated Life
Assurance Funds of the Offices have risen from
£90,700,000 to £117,600,000, or at the rate of
£3,000,000 per annum. This is after paying out
£71,500,000 in claims and bonuses on policies alone,
entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or
management expenses. The total sum received by
the Life Offices on life account in the eight years
was £128,700,000. Against this was paid in
claims, £71,600,000 ; annuities, £3,350,000 ; and
surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being
a total paid out to Policy-holders of about
£84,000,000; after this £27,000,000 were added
to funds.

The LONDON & LAN9ASHIRE returns 80 per
cent, of the prohts, divided every five years to
participating Policy-holders. English rates of pre-
mium only charged for such period as the Assured
spends westward of Suez.

Prospectuses and every required information
can be immediately obtained by application to
the undersigned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.
Ihe Manager of the Indian Mirror is authorized

to be our Agent.
A. B. SHEKLETON,

General Agent Sf Secretary for hulia,
a-66 A. Lall Bazaar, Comer of Mission Bow.

[Established 1833.1
K. C. GANGOOLY dk CO.,

ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, & co
19, 20,di. 24, Mang-oe Ziane, Calcutta.
rr^HE following is a description of some of theX works undertaken and goods sold by us ;

Engrravlngr Department.
Zinc Plates for marking cases, Office Seals,

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for
Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon, Brandinn-
Irons, &c.. Engraving on plated- ware. Gold, Sil"^
ver. Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.

iSS“ Rubber Seals are also supplied.
Printing* Department.

Books, Mercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any
character, Pattahs, Kohuliuts, Wedding Cards,
V isitiug Cards and other Fancy Printing either
froin Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery Department.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-
ness, Invitation, Ball Programme, PIayin», &c.
Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing Paper
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth’
day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo
.Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery
Account Books of various descriptions.

^

Terms For Mofussil Cash or reference for pay-
ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the
trade.

Catalogue on Application.
H. C. QANGO0LY& Co.

Mamgoe Lame, Calcutta.

a-20
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SPIUK. dt, CO.

CALCUTTA,

New Books To Ai*rlve By The Xn»
comingr Steamer.

WHEELER (J. TALBOYS)-A Short History
of India, and of the Frontier States of Afghanis-
tan, Nipal, and Burma. With Chronological
Maps and tables. Ks. S 8.

ANDREW (W. P’ )—Our Scientific Frontier. With
Sketch Map and Appendix. Rs. 4 4.

COOKSON (LIEUT. -COL. )—With the Armies of
the Balkans and at Gallipoli in 1877-78. Maps
and Plans. With numerous Illustrations. Cheap
Edition. Bs. 3 8.

STENHOUSE (MRS. T. B. H.)—An Englishwo-
man in Utah. The Story of a Life’s Experience
in Mormonism. An autobiography. With intro-
ductory Preface by Mrs. H. Beecher Stowe,
Fully Illustrated. Rs. 7 8.

HUXLEY (PROF.)—Introductory Science Primer.
As. 12.

POOLE (R. LANE)—A History of the Huguenots
of the Dispersion at the Recall of the Edict of

Nantes. Rs, 4 4.

BAIRD (H. M.)—History of the Rise of the Hugue-
nots. Two vols. Rs. 10 12.

FORMBY (REV. H.)— Ancient Rome and its con-
nection with the Christian Religion. An Outline
of the History of the City from its foundation,
B.C. 763, to A. D. 42-47. Profusely Illustrated.

Rs. 36.

CHANDOS CLASSICS :

THE SPANISH NOVELIST. Translated by T.

Roscoe. Re. 1 6.

THE ITALIAN NOVELIST. Translated by T.
Roscoe. Re. 1 6.

THE GERMAN NOVELIST. Translated by T.
Roscoe. Re. 1 6.

GILLMORE (P.)—On Duty : a Ride through
Hostile Africa. Rs. 11 6.

ELECTION SQUIB.—The Liberal Misleaders.
Clever Illustrations and Classical Quotations
By the Author of “ New Gleanings from Glad-
stone.” As. 8.

THE GENERAL ELECTION OP 1880-New
Parliament, New Men, New Measures, New
Taxes, Facetise, and Anecdotes. Illustrated.
Folio. Re. 1 2.

CLUER (A. R.)—Xenophon. Memorabilia Soc-
ratis. Rs. 4 4.

PENNING (VV. H.)—Engineering Geology. With
• Illustrations and Colored Plates. Rs. 2 8.

KINGSLEY (C.)—At Last. A Christmas in the
West Indies. Illustrated. Rs. 4 4.

ROUGHING IT IN A’AN DIEMEN’S LAND,
&c. By Author of The “Boy in the Bush.”
Re. 1 12-

BATHGATE (JDDGE)-New Zealand
;

i Re
sources and Prospects. Re. 1 2

.

THE ODE OP LIFE. By the Author of “The
Epic of Hades.” Rs. 3 8.

STCRGIS(JULIAN)—Little Comedies. Rs. 3 8.
CLARKE (COL. A. R.)—Geodosy. (Clarendon

Press.) Rs. 8 14.

HODGKIN (THOS.)—Italy and Her Invaders,
37fi-476. Two Vols. Rs. 21.

THOMPSON (KATE)—A Handbook to the Public
Picture Galleries of Europe. With a Brief
Sketch of the History of the Various Schools of
Painting. Third Edition. With very numerous
Illustrations. Rs. 5 6.

CURTIUS (G.)—The Greek Verb, its Structure
and Develpment. Translated by A. S. Wilkins
and E. B, England. Rs. 12 14.

LAKEMAN (SIR STEPHEN)-What I Saw in
Kafifirland. Rs. 6.

THE VINAYA PITAKAM ; One of the Principal
Buddhist Holy Scriptures in the Pali Language.
Edited by Hermann Oldenberg, Vol. II.—The
Cullavagga. Rs. 15.

MONGAN. (R)—Homer’s Odyssey. Complete.
Literally translated. Rs. 2 8.

REPORT ON THE PINAL EXAMINATION AT
the Stafif College held in December 1879, with
copies of the Examination Papers. As. 12.

THE WHITE MONTH. By the Author of “ The

Rose Garden^’' “ Unawares,” Rs, 5 6.

THE SUNDAY MIRHOR IS

' CAREY (ROSA N.)— Nellie’s Memories. A Domes-
tic Story. Rs. 4 4.

—Paul Benedict
;

or
Written in Light. Re. 1 6,

BLACK.-Sunrise : a Story of These Times
Part I To be completed in 15 Parts, As 12.

L\NN LINTON (E.)—The Atonement of Leam
Dundas. Re. 1 6.

PAYN (J.)— Halves; a Novel. Re. 1 6.
MATHERS (HELEN)—My Lady Green Sleeves.
Fourth Edition. Rs. 4 4.

Jl^Y ROOM T4LES, and other Stories.
Re. 1 2.

XAVIER DE MONTEPIN,-Les Filles de Bronze
Vol. V,—Dieu Dispose. Rs. 2 2.

ULBACH (LOUIS)—Le Crime de Martial.
Rs. 2- 8.

CAIUALLE MENDES. Les Meres unemies
Rs. 2 2.

DESLYS (CHARLES)-Mi88 Eva. Rs. 2 2
ZACCONE (PIERRE)—La Vertu de Charbon-

nettc Rs. 2 2.

COLLAS (LOUIS.)—Le Fils du Garde-Chasse
Rs. 2 2.

GUEROULT (CONSTANT)-Un H(5ritage Tragi
que. I.—Les Vengcurs. II,—Les Condamnees
Rs. 4 4. ,

(EUVRES DE MOLIERE, pr6ced<Scs d’une Notice
sur sa vie et ses Ouvrages. Par Sainte-Beuve.
Two vols. Rs. 6.

FORTUNE DU BOISGOBEY. L’Hdritage de
Jean Tourniol. Rs. 2 8.

DAUDET (E.)—Lamaison de Graville
; Mceurs

Mondaines. Rs. 2 8.

QUATRELLES. —Les Amours Extravagantes de
la Princesse Djalavann. Rs. 2 8.

ft
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THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

6*6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,
fl-34 Calcutta.

nXakhun Ziall Ghose,
iVo. 9J, Radha Bazar, Calcutta.

Begs to invite the attention of the public to
several consignments of commercial and

fancy stationery of all sorts, including account
books of all sizes, made of handmade and machine-
made paper, by steamers recently arrived, and
which he is disposing of at moderate prices. He
has been long in the trade, and presumes he has
always afforded every satisfaction to the numerous
merchants here who have constantly favored him
with orders. Mofussil orders accompanied with
lemittances shall be promptly attended to. a-3

SMITH, STANISTREET, & CO.
Pharmaceutical Chemists and

2> rug-grists,

BY SPECIAL Appointment
lo Hii Excellency the Right Hon'hle

LORD LYTTON, Q.M.S.I.,

ViCEKOY AND GOVERNOE-GkNKRAL OF INDIA,

kc.. Ice., • Ice.,

HAI E received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

, . -A.
Artery Forceps From

)! „ Fenestra
,,

Belts, Abdomen
,,

„ Corpulency
' „ Riding

,, Carson’s Patent
,,

Catheters, Silver Plated
,,

Caustic Cases „
Dissecting Cases
Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings

’’

,, ,, in Cases
,, Complete

,,

,, Trumpets for Deafness
,,

„ Cornets, Double
,,

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.)
Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks > ,,
Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk
,,

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. ,’

Electro-Magnetic Maehiue.s)
very powerful, single J ”
Do. do, double '

,,

Do, do, pocket
,,

2

4
9

12

5
16
3

3

7

4
8

3

9

P.

0
0
0

0

0
u
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

6 0 0

8

2
0
0

0
0

20 0 0

25
IS

0
0

0

0

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From

action ,,

Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe ,,

Kennedy’s Syphon
Eye Instrument Cases

„ ,, Macnamara’s i,

Cataract Knives and Needless ,,

Scissors, curved, Probe, and
Sharp, pointed, Cross
Action ,,

Opthalmoacopes Liebrichs,f&c.
,,

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-
byns, Mudges, &c., &c. ,,

Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles ,,

Abscess Knives, Symes ,,

„ Lancets
Bistouries

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

„ Army Regulation
Probes, Silver

Scalpel and Finger Knives
Scalpels

Scissors

Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaculum
Stethoscopes
Speculums Ear

Spring Kramers
„ Nose

Rectum
Vagina
Silver Plated

Spray Proilucers, Listers ^

,, Richardson’s Complete
,, Various Makers

Suspenders
Subcutaneous Syringes
Aluminum Cases
Silver Plated Mounts
Clinical Thermometers

,, With Kew Certificate ,,

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &c., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from ... 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate 8 8 0
THE NEW PHCENTX THERMOM METER.
Has solved the chief difficulty belong-

ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
'

Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from

Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOR

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxidised
Phosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PKK-
SCRIBHD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork. Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received bv each P.&
0. Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers.

Wholesale rates on application.
9 A 10, Dalhousib Square,

and 47. Dhurrumtollah Street. a-40

tt

9t

ti

tl

u
If

9f

tf

•

ft

ft

ff

ft

tf

tf

tt

ft

tf

it

tt

tf

tt

ft

tf

tt

Rs. A. P
... 12 0 0
... 4 8 0
... 9 0 0
... 60 0 0
... 36 0 0
... 3 8 0

... 4 0 0

... 12 0 0

.- 3 8 0

... 2 0 0
... 2 0 0
... 1 12 0
... 2 8 0
... 1 4 0
... 1 8 0

• 0 0
... 2 8 0
... 2 0 b
... 16 0 0
... 80 0 0
... 1 0 0
... 6 0 0
... 2 0 0
... 1 8 0
... 1 8 • 0
... 2 U 0
... 2 0 0
... 2 8 0

n
• •• $ 0 0
... 7 0 0
... 3 0 0
... 3 0 0
... 6 0 0
... 18 0
... 16 0 fl

... 8 0 0

... 2 0 0

... 8 0 0

... 36 0 0

... 8 0 0

... 5 0 0

... 7 8 0

8 0 0

The undersigned beg to inform the Public that
they have the undermentioned goods in large

quantities in stock, and orders supplied,—and
contractor.

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syringes
from J oz. to 31b., Mugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds,
Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallons,
Freezing Pots, and other Pewter Articles of every
description.’

Terms—Cash.
Price nwderate, '

'

BISSONAUTH GflUNDER 4 SONS.
Bentinok Street, Ciileutte
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ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS

ON MONDAY EVENINO, 2ith MAY,

QUSSN’S BZATKDAir.

Monday, from 7 to 8 p. m., we shall illuminate a portion of the Gardens with our Dynamo*

Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles. Splendid Chromatic effects will be produced with the
t

Electric Light. A Splendid Fountain will play from 5 to 7 p. m.

Admission to the Gardens 4 annas.

P. W. FZ.EUBV,

NOW LANDED!!
From the S. S. "DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH’

The followiiig :

—

ALEXANDRIA—ALBION PRESSES.
Quarto or Royal 8to.

Foolscap Folio

Post Folio

Foolscap Broadside
Crown
Dem^
Royal

Iron Ink Tables.

Rule and Lead Cutters.
Roller Frames and Stocks.
Expanding Roller Frames.
Composing Sticks, 8, 10 & 12 inches
Brass Rules Plain 8to. Pica, 24 in.

Dotted Brass Rules, IG inches.
Rule Case, No. 1,

Ditto, No. 2.

Hand Lever Perforating Machines
NO MORE TROUBLE WITH INK ROLLERS

PROCURE ONE OF

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLER!
6 in. ... Rs. 12 0

10 „ ... „ 16 0
12 „ ... „ 20 0

These are the Rollers for Indij
they will not melt away, but last foi

years ! !

!

Stationery, Printing and Wiriting Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.

BBASMUS JONES» Printers’ Agent, 6 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.

[May 23
, 1880.

NO ItZOBB PAZNS!!!

DARLINGTOHSPAIHIIURER

WARRANTED to cure paina of every deacrip.
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Paina in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Cheat,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear, Neuralgia, Colics,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm. Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Pains of every description have been cured by

the outward application only of this medicine,
when all the skill of the medical art has been tried
without effect.

Per bottle Re. 1, Large side Rs. 2, packing As. 8
DARLINGTON & CO.

Dlivrrumtollah Street, Calcutta.
The words Pain-Curcr and No More Pains 1 ! 1

are our trade marks. Unprincipled parties in-
fringing on our trade rights will be criminally
prosecuted.

1^ Beware of a base worthless fraudulent,
native imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-
Curer.^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
ignorant imitators who cannot express their
thoughts in their own words, but servilely imitate
Darlington & Co.

Call for Darlington’s Pain-Cdrer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
Mr. George Ostocke, Manager, CoMingeerah

Indigo Concern, N. W. P., took a large bottle of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, found it efficacious, &
twice sent orders for half a dozen large bottles at
a time.

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes “ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAIN-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Pan-

dora, Bombay Presidency, writes “ We find
Darlington’s Pain-Curer efficacious, and are
glad to know of it as being a useful medicine.
Sister Thkodorine, Superioress F de la. Croix ”

The Lady Superior of St. Mary’s Convent,
Allahabad, writes “ Darlington’s Pain-Curer
has been found most beneficial in a case of local
Paralysis. M. J. Schmidt, Superioress.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G, C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Captain Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary.

General Jeet Jung Bahadoor, Rana, of Nepaul,
after ordering one large bottle of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer, expressed his approbation, and
ordered for a dozen large bottles of the same.

Rajah S. S. Ghosal, after taking more than 20
large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, said that
he found the medicine efficacious in every instance.

” Gentlemen,— I beg you will kindly send me
another bottle of Darlington’s Infallible Pain-
Curer which is undoubtedly worthy of its name,
P. Thorpe, 39, Anderson Street. Black Town!
Madras.”

Mr. G. Dessa, of Howrah, has used more than
a 100 large bottles of Darlington’s Pain-Curer,
and finds it his only friend that affords him an
immunity from disease, or rids him of it when be
is attacked.

Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the
Bengal Times, writes from Dacca, “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer w^as
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple of applications, and in about 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer.”

Capt. Heath of the Steamer “Bombay,”
Master Mason, writes—” I gave a bottle of Dar-
lington’s Pain-Curer to a friend of mine who
was ill. It having relieved him greatly, he wrote
to me for another bottle. Kindly let bearer have
a large bottle of Darlington’s Pain-Curer.”
a- 12 DARLINGTON &• OO.,

Dborramtollah Street, Oalontta.
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A. J. PARKER & CO.

AUC TIONEERS ^ COMMISSION AGENTS,

1, LALL BAZAR.

J. PARKER & CO. offer ipecial advantages to those desirous of selling their Household Furniture

at their own residences.

A Liberal Cash Advance made where required.

A. J. Parker & Co. beg to draw attention to their large Range of Commission Sale Rooms where

there is a fine collection of Household Furniture, Billiard Tables, Pianos, Mirrors, Pictures, Dinner

Dessert and Breakfast Serviaes. Toilet Sets, &o., on view for Private Sale.

EUREKA

SPBOTACX.SS tfi. STS-OXiAS8BS«

N 0 TI CE.

WARRANTED !

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. PARE’3 PATENT MEDICINES.WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-

tidote against Mercury and the numerous
affections arising thereform.
Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Chronic Venerial affec-
tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimples, Cutaneous
Eruptions, several kinds of Skin Diseases, Dyspepsia,
and general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful
property of removing the Mercnry from the system
and of purifying the blood of all its impurities
from whatever cause arising, of invigorating the
system and imparting fresh energy and vitality
to it. The brilliant and extraordinary efficacy of
this Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic and
almost hopeless cases, proves its effects to be un-
rivalled and unparallelled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ; and 1-12 in the Mofussil
including packing.

Ointment for Mercurial and Syphl*
litlo Ulcers and Eruptions. Price per
pot 8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,
restores the internal organs to their normal func-
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and Quart
bottle 1-8.

^

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains— Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.
Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To he had of
MAISON DE PARIS,

OHOWRINGHEE, NEAR DflURUMTOLLAH.
Camutta, a.go

The Indian G-uarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Leases
arising through dishonesty of persona holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

• « T., . .
Secretary,

9, Blphinstone Circle, Bombay,
OR,

a-73

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

Agent, .for BENGAL.

Sad Watches are Sold
BY HUNDREDS IN INDIA.

Black and Murray beg to inform their
Customers and the Public, that they have

lately introduced a new description of ENGLISH
SILVER HUNTING WATCH, with Patent Lever
Escapement, and all the latest improvements.

Price—As. 55 nett.
These Watches are guaranteed for two years

and will be found strong, neat, and serviceable
having been especially manufactured for India
by Black & Murray. They are warranted to
be entirely English made. (Many so-called English
Watches are Swiss, put in English cases).
Just to hand a consigment of their

celebrated RACING C H R 0 N 0-
GRPHS, Nett, Ri 46
ELECTRIC BELLS for House or

Office with Push, Wire and constant
Battery ... ... ... Nett, Rs.20
BINOCULARS, all sizes, from

Rs. 30 to Ra. 60
BLACK. AND MUBKAY,

CHRONOMETER, WATCH AND CLOCK-
MAKERS.

Hastings-Sibbbt, Calcutta.

rjlHE largely increasing demand for my Eartkt

Spectacles and Eye-QIaases from all parti of

India has necessitated the opening of a brancli

establishment at Madras and of having the assii-

tance of several oculists opticians.

I am now pleased to inform the public that

having made satisfactory arrangements with

Messrs. Harris db Ziawrenoe, of Eon*

don, I have admitted those gentlemen into part-

nership with me.

As the proper selection of Spectacles for any

defect of the eyes is of the utmost importance.

the Public may rely on always finding at our

establishments in Madras and Calcutta, as well aa

at our Agencies the advice and attention neceisary

in all such cases.

IJM
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aooffbly Brldire ITotlce.

The Bridge will be closed for traffic on
Tues^lay, the 25th May, 1880, from 3

to 6 P. M.
G. H. SIMMONS,

a«6 Seeretai'y to the Bridge Commissioners.

Cruftbed Food for Horses.
REDUCTION OF PRICK,

COOK AND CO.

Are glftd to announce a further reduction of

the price of the above to

Ks. 2-XZ per maund,
exclusive of bags. Also a reduction of the price

of their

Orusbed Food for Cattle,
to Sts. 2 per inannd, exclusive of bags.

Chaff at before 1.8 per maund^ exclusive of
^

JSth May 1880,

regarding rates of

Notice,
LL remittances for the Sunday Mirror should

. be made payable to the Proprietor.

K. O. SZHOAXl, M.S.,
L. R. O. P., EDINBURGH,

’ AND , 0 /.

L, F. P. S., GLASGOW,
10, Creek Row,

Can he consulted daily from 6 to 8 a.vi.

Family engagements under special arrangements.

--i— ^

JhDgrlo-Zixdlau Hubber Stamp Co.

(Specially Cheaptst Manufacturers of the

i’ • T
' above stamj),

)

No 99, College Street.

f 'omoters of the ''ompany beg to intimate

X the public, that they are prepared to lender-

ta&e w6r‘'* ’at exceedingly moderate rates and
execute p-bs to the satisfaction of constituents.

Price list supplied on application. Specimens may
tn.s 7 be sept gratis,

JL-. * 1_

ZSfHXA GBNEHAli STBAZIZ NAVI.
OATZON COnXPANT. “BB.”

feCHOKKE, Kilbcbn & Co .—Manaoing Aerents,

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Qoalnndo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur
downward every Saturday.

,
ri'lHR Str. R^mehal will leave Cal-
J ' cutta for Assam, on h'ridaj,

the 21st instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Qodownp,
NimtoUab Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

20th instant.

IHE Str. Agra will leave
Goalundo for Assam on Sun-

’ day, the 23rd instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’.?
Godowus, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of
Friday, the 21st instant. ,

•

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train
of Saturday, the 22nd instant.

OAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-
diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday,

rpHB Str Assam will leave
X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

^day, the 18th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
(towns, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 17th instant.

For further information regarding rates of freight
or passage money, apply to

4, Fairlie Place, i G. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 15th May, 1880, ( Secretary.

^

8.XV8H8 STBAM NAVZG-ATZON
CO., ZiZb’CZTBD.’'

The Steamers of this Company run weekly from
Calcutta and Goalundo to A.'sam and back.

The steamer Mysore will
leave Calcutta for Assam

on Tuesday, the 26th May.

fpHE Str. Nepaul will leave
J. for Assam from Goalundo

— on Thursday, the 27th May.

For fujt'>er information

freights or passage, apply to

-w. .MACNBILL & CO,

Notice.

Life of Maharajah Nava Krishna Deva Baha-
door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

Behary Mittra, which the Press have opined to
bo highly interesting, is ready for sale at the
Sanskrit Press Depository, the Canning Library,
39, Old Chinabazar, afld 115, Chitpore Road,
(Burtollah.)

Price six Annas,
fAll rights reserved.)

^ ^

B. A. D’SZBVA,
CHEMISIS AND DRUGGISTS,

A-1, Park Street, Calcutta,

Invites attention to the following
unique preparations.

FRAGRANT EXTRACT OF PETROLIA
(A NEW PRODUCT OF VaSELINE)

Supersedes all other preparations invent-
ed for the cure of Baldness.

Ladies are strongly recommended to make
trial of this admirable Restorative, which

has been attested by persons of the highest res-

pectability. In numerous cases, where the Hair
has fallen off, from illness, change of climate, or
debility of the system, the use of this preparation
has been found very efficacious. May be used
also as a handkerchief perfume. Per bottle,

Rs. 2-12
;
per ^ dozen, Rs. 14 ; per dozen, 7 ;

post-

free to any part of India.

i Burnett’s Cocoaine.
No other compound possesses the peculiar pro-

perties which so exactly suit the various condit ions

of the human hair.

It softens the hair when bard and dry.
It soothes the irritated scalp skin.

It affords the richest lustre.

It remains longest in effect. Per bottle 3.

Cantharidlne Hair Oil.—Recommended by
the faculty. Per bottle Rs. 2.

Specific for Dyspepsia,—A trial will con-
vince the most spectical. Per bottle Rs. 2-4.

Neuralgic Drops.—For all nerve pains and
toothache reljeved without recourse to dental

I
operations. A few drops produces a magical effect.

Per bottle Rs. 2-8.

Cough Specific,
_
per bottle Ra. 2.

Specific for Diarrhoea and Dysentery, per bottle
Rs. 2.

Spleen Mixture,per bottle Re. 1-4.

Patent and Proprietory medicines of all de-
scriptions in stock at moderate rates.

d«32

SR. J. G-. ANDERSON,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhubrumtollah Street,

May be consulted at all hours dally.

(At homefrom 11 to 12 a. m.)

Family engagements in and about Entally under
special arrangements.

Dentistry. '
.

' f r-

/ . i

J. COBFZBZ.D <k CO.‘,

^
1 .

i V

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

'Ityf*AY be consulted daily on . all branches of

their Profession, * ‘

I -f' I
' <

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-

manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They

cause no pain or discomfort in wear, ' *

il'. . II ; ,

- . ;I

Consultation free, J

.-riO.U u J.'CORPIfilLD A CO.,

.A'l i JOJAV L'

s

a*8 11, 0J4 CtmrtHomi Street, Calcutta,

DBB CHATTBBJEB <b. CO.
(From late De Leemans ^ Co.,)

MANUFACTURERS. DEALERS, & REPAIRERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS.

TINSMITHS, ELECTRO-PLATERS, BRONZERS,

Bacquerers, and Railway Con-
tractors, ^C., dbC.

NO. 2, CHOWRINQHEE.

Baths of sizes ;
Block Tin-made Deed and

Despatch Boxe4,* Sugar, Coffee, & Tea Cans;

Garden-watering Pots
;
Tea, House, Street, Portico,

Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railway
lamps of all descriptiobs '

Always in hand and made to Order.

PORTABLE COOKING STOVES of single and
double 3 and 4 inch burners. Tin and Wrought-,
iron Enamelled Ware, Ac.

Terms—Very Moderate.

NETTROBOZiZi DAVdt. CO.,

IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND
COMMISSION AGENTS.

4 & 5, Hare Street, Calcutta.
T
"

American XXeroslue Oil

Of the Brightest Quality, per case ... Rs. 5 0

Candles.'

Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, .and 26
Packets to the case, per case ... „ 12 8

Burmah Cigars.

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality

No. 1, per 1,000 ... ... „ 30
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality

No. 2, per 1,000 .> ..y -• „ 20
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality

No. 3, per 1,000 ... ... ,, 12

Coconada Cigars.

0

0

0

“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100 3 0
Do. small (do.) M 2 0

“ Babington” No. 1 (do.)> e :

• Do. No. 1 ) ;

if 2 8

ff 1 12
Do. small " i \iT ‘ - -"VC

'

t| 1 4
“ Burmah” . i i

'

fl i 0
“ Leisure flour”

, ,, 1

1

1 8
*' Medium size”

,, II 1 0
” Queen” ,, II 1 0
“ Half Hour”

• 1 12
Chlorodyne.

Dr. Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne
I 0 12

Terms : Cash only.
NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

4 A 5, Hare Street, Calcutta.

TKB INDIAN MIRROR.
RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.

(In Advance.)
Town.

For One Month ...
"

•

„ Three Months
Six Months
Twelve Months

f »

n

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil,

For One Month
,, Three Months

,, Six Mouths
,, Twelve Months

Foreign,
nths (via Southampt<

(via Brindisi)

Sunday Edition.

For One Month
,
Titree Months ...

Six Months
Twelve Months...

9f

fl

Rs. As. P.

2 8 0
6 0 0
12 0 0
24 0 0
ition to

'X

the

3 6 0
8 0 0

16 0 0
32 0 0

48 6 0
64 10 0

!.)

1 0 0
2 8 0
5 0 0
10

1 .

0 0

12 7 0
14 14* 0

Foreign.
\via Southamp
(via Brindisi)

For casual Advertisements 2 annas per line.

No Advertisement charged for less than a
Rupee. "

'

For special oontraot rates apply to the Manager.
N. B.—All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

Printed and published for the Proprietor by W. O.

.

SooB, at the Sen Press, at No. '2, British Indian
' Street, Calontta,
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AFGHAN WAR.
Simla, 28th Mat.

All qoiet in Candahar. There is much dis-

tress among the Acbakzai and Nurzai tribes in

consequence of drought, and largo numbers
have driven their flocks to the neighbourhood
of Candahar. A party of ninety Achakzais
from Toba has been plundering private cara-
vans on theChaman and Barghana road, but
have returned to their hills. Sadu Khan,
one of the two rival chiefs of the Hotak Ghil-
zais, has come to Candahar. A Nurzai of
Kadanai yesterday attacked a grass-cutter with
sword, and wounded him slightly, but was caps
tured and hanged yesterday afternoon. All i-

quiet in the neighbourhood of Cabul, except
that theKohistan chiefs are quarrelling among
themselves. General ' Roberts is encamped
at Maidan. General Ross relieves General
Roberts On Saturday.

CASHMERE.
!

Abundant rain has fallen in Cashmere,
and the prospects ot crops are much improved*

BURMAH.
The telegraph wire between the frontier

telegraph station in British Burmah and
Mandalay has been cut in several places, it

is said, by the followers of a man who pro-
claims himself prince, and is attempting
to raise rebellion. '

STAR OF INDIA.

The Government of India have received
intimation that there will this year be no
issue of a Gazette of nominations to the Star
of India on the occasion of the Queen’s
Birthday.

Mb Gladstone is the oldest, and the Mar-
qnis of Lans ? the youngest, member of

the new Ministry, the former being seventy-

one, and the latter thirty-five, years of age.

:o:-

The Asiatic Society of Bengal has honor-
ed itSelfby nominating the following gentle-

men to be Honorary Members:— M. Ernest
Renan, Professors Cowell, Regnaud and
H. Milne-Edwards, and Drs. Rajendra Lala
Mitra, Jaussen and Gunther.

-:o.'-

The London correspondent of the Indo-
European says :

—“ That the Viceroy should

be a Catholic cannot, I should say, be without

its influence upon the social condition of the

Church in India. I remember hearing that

a Catholic lady, on arriving in an out-of-the-

way town in India, asked the way to the

Catholic church, upon which her Native
servant showed her to the Protestant church
instead, and when she objected, told her
this was the first class church, which he
thought she would prefer to the second class.

Possibly the Church to which the Governor-
General belongs may no longer be looked
upon as the second class Church !” We
hope it will not.

-:o:-

We understand that a number of our
countrymen intend to form an Association
of spiritualists and start a periodical to be
devoted to the interests of spiritualism. We
hope the projectors will admit scientific men
as members of their body, for our belief is

that spiritualism belongs to the region of
the physical and mental sciences, .and not
the theological. There is a region in our
constitution in which the mind and the body
act and react upon each other. If we are
not mistaken, spiritualism deals with the
phenomena of this department of the human
organisation, and the case being so, we are
of opinion it should be dealt with by scienti-

fic men, and none others.

-;o:-

We hear that the Cathedral Mission
College will soon be abolished. The reason
is probably that the presiding authorities
have seen very few conversions resulting from
the education imparted there, and it is

thought that the Church of England should
not have to do mnch with secular education.
Mr. Dyson, we believe, was the Prin-
cipal of the Collego

,
and we wonder

that his repeated onslaughts against the
Brahmos had no effect upon the minds
of his pupils. Are we to be serionsly told,
however, that because missionary schools
produce so few converts, they should be
abolished ? In that case the Free Church
and the General Assembly should also be
made to close their doors.

•:o!-

A SOCIETY has been established at
Bhowanipore which goes by the name of the
Amboshtha Sammilani Sabha, one object of
which is to train up Kahirajts or Native

physicians according to the Hindu method.
The Society holds annual' examinations and
awards prizes to the most successful students.

The object is a laudable one, and we sincere-

ly hope it will succeed. But we do not like

the constitution of the body. It appears

to US to be too exclusive, the mem-
bership being confined to the Vaidyas
only. Now, we do not think it is desirable to

foment this caste spirit among any portion of

our educated countrymen, especially when we
come know that among the Vaidyas this

caste spirit rages with very great vehemence
Instead of uniting the Vaidyas, we should try

to unite the Bengalis. Shouldn’t we ?

-:o*

The Spectator devotes a long article to the

spread of Mahomedanism in India, , This
question may assume imperial importance in

the course of time. We learn from the mis-
sionary records left by Livingstone and others

that whole Africa or tribes are becoming
Mussulman while Christianity can do
very . little. In Arabia, we are informed
fanaticism is daily on the increase. In India

Bengal is fast growing into a Mahomedan
province. The Spectator says that in China
the same story is heardi/ Now, what is the
cause of this ? It is said that the one God
of Islam and its simple ceed is more attrac-

tive to the untutored Asiatic mind than the

trinity and complicated theology of the Chris-
^

tians. If that be true,—and facts seem to

prove it,—we think thereiis good reason why
Christian Missionaries should proceed to

,

simplify their creed as fast as they can.

Would it be believed that Babu B,
Pyne, of the Government Telegraph Depart-
ment, actually employed a monkey to pull his >'

punkha ? At a recent meeting of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal Mr. Schwendler brought
forward this curious fact which, if true, '

may effect a complete revolution in the
economy of household management in this
country. The facts^’as mentioned by Babu
B. Pyne, are these :— i'*

»

Some years ago, I had a * Langur which,
when standing erect, measured fully 2* 6”. The
animal was very powerful, and could easily pull niu
a punkha measuring 8' in length, It was a male i
and, even when young, showed a disposition to ^
be highly savage. The older he got, the more ^

savage he became. Seeing the great power
this monkey had I wanted to utilize it, and
therefore, intended to employ him for the pur-
pose of pulling punkhas. The teaching I effect-
ed in the following manner :—the monkey wai
tied by the waist close to a strong pole, so
that it could not move either backwards ' or
forwards, or right or left. Both hands Were'
tied to a rope attached tq a punkha which Was >

regularly pulled from the' other sido.'ljy a man

.

Thus the animal had to sit in one place, and
could only move its hands up and down with
the punkha rope. •'

In this way the monkey, in a comparatively
short time, learnt to pull the punkha by himself,
and was so employed hy me for several years.
He always k«pt in 'first, rate health, enjoyed his
work immensely, and did it equally well, If nq.,;

’ ‘ is ' / -
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better, than » oooly. Daring the rains he goffer-

ed from fever and ultimately died. Patting
now this trained monkey in the place where the

man used to pull the punkha, and a new Langur
in the place where the trained monkey formerly
sat, I attempted to teach successively /our more
monkeys two of which were females. I succeeded
perfectly in teaching the males, bat was quite

unsacpessful with the females.
MHT 'I ' Ii;rj 1 :l i

I'.S’,')!
- iO 1

' "

The recent eleotions have considerably im-

proved the prospects of two of the most im-

portant movements now going on in England.

The Liberation Society has a party of more
than 150 members in the new Parliament,

while the temperance societies can connt more
than 300 supporters of the legal option prin-

ciple.' The disestablishment question is not

likely to be settled in this Parliament, but

the temperance triumph is only a question

of time. Sir Wilfrid Lawson has,with admi-

rable punctuality, been the first on the

field, for he has given notice that

on an^ early day he will move his

well-known local option resolution. The
friends of the temperance cause in India will

be glad to learn that this time the hero of the

movement will not have to face the frowning

countenances of a hostile majority. The
parties for and against may be equal, and so

far it is a show of progress. The British

mind has been roused to a sense of the evil

caused by drink, and it will crush it sooner

or later. All this is doe to the wonderful

temperance organisation known by the name
of the United Kingdom Alliance for the

legislative suppression of liquor traffic, and to

the labors of its President, Sir Wilfrid

Lawson. This gentleman was as indefatig-

able in his labors before the elections

as probably Mr. Gladstone himself, and

if tWe is now a strong party in the

House of Commons in favor of tem-

perance, it is all because of his disinterested

exertions on its behalf. We, in India, watch

the struggle with very great anxiety and

attention, for the issues in England will

decide our attitude. If the principle of local

option triumphs in the land of our rulers,

why should we not have it here ? Let the

friends of temperance in in this country be

np"and doing, for their share of the fight

will come next.

Mr. Bradlaugh’s case is still exciting con-

iderable discussion in Parliament. It has,

we read, been referred to a Select Committee
which will decide whether the form of affirma-

tion which prevails in courts of law, ought to

be extended to Parliament and substituted

for the usual oath of allegiance. The
papers' received on Friday last tell os

that the question could not be decided

at the time the mails left England, because

the law officers of the Crown had not

yet been re-eleeted, and their presence was
necessary tp decide a problem which was
strictly legal. The law requires every M. P.

to tak<* an oath of allegiance—-to make an af-

firmatioh, in short, of loyalty to the Crown
'ud constitution, and the oath ends with

usual formula, "so help me God.” Now
-'^radlaugh is a Republican, and he is

heist. So that the difficulty in his
'

*beological and legal or political,

’ogical point we do not think
ftlsoRtt*!

. difficulty so far as the
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horrible thing to us, no doubt, to think of
an atheist legislating for an empire

;
but

we have too firm a faith in the solid common
sense of the English people to believe that
the admission of a solitary atheist into
Parliament would set the land on fire

and upset the moral constitution of the
people. But whatever the effects, we
think the right of free judgment ought
to be fully conceded. Truth has nothing
to fear in the midst of a free atmosphere. It
would lose much, on the contrary, by restric-
tive measures. As regards the legal question
involved, we fear there is some difficulty.

Here also the same principle may be brought
forward, namely, that a man has as much
right to be a Republican as to be a monarchist
or imperialist. But the British constitution
is something above principle or individual
judgment. According to it every one who
becomes an M. P. must swear that he
should be loyal to the Queen, and keep the
constitution in tact. Inasmuch as Mr.
Bradlaugh is a Republican, and he does
not wish the monarchy to remain, he violates
a rule of the constitution and cannot be admit-
ted into Parliament. We are told, however
that Mr. Bradlaugh does not object to
acknowledging fealty to the Queen so long as
she can keep possession of the throne and no
doubt this may practically lead him over
the difficulty. The question is a deeply
interesting one, and we wait with impatience
to hear the final result. Whatever it may be
we think the decision will be a final one.

^

OUR MISSIONARIES.

Why should not our community call our
missionaries " apostles ?” We wonder. Do
they not deserve the title, or is it a high-
sounding expression implying vain-glory ?

If employed, it might mean boasting, but
would it mean untruth? Would it be

a misnomer in the case of our mission-

aries ? They are not ordained by men. No
organized society or church called them to

office or gave them the title. They came of

^

their own accord. They felt they were called

I

by Heaven. They came, or rather were
brought into the Brahmo Somaj minis-
try, expecting neither pay,nor rank, nor honor.

They are, in the strictest sense of the expres-

sion, Nature’s Elect,and there is no reason why
they should not bo treated as such. We give

them no remuneration, no compensation for

labor. We give them precarious alms,

whioh may be withheld at any moment. And
if we withhold the pittance,these men of God
will be cast adrift on the tempestuous sea of

life. They are deputed by God Almighty to

preach His truth, and both for patronage

and guidance they look above, not be-

low. Then clearly they are apostles of the

New Dispensation one and all of them. As
such they are bound to preserve a very high
tone of devotional and moral life, such as

may identify them with their title. Their
vocation and character must be thoroughly
apostolical, and far above the ordinary

standard of missionary life. They should never
receive pay, however small,directly or indirect-

ly. A definite sum in the shape of renumera-
tion must never be claimed as a matter of right,

nor even desired. The very wish is currupt,

and defiles the heart. The demand is outrage-

ous,and argues a scandalous breach of contract

with God and man. Our missionaries origi-

nally gave our church distinctly to under-

stand that they would give themselves up
entirely to missionary work without looking

for wages. They said they would serve dis-

interestedly. Let them remember their

solemn and inviolable pledge. If they com-
plain of poverty,or injustice, or ill-treatment,

or insufficiency of funds, they ought to feel

that what has befallen them is the inevitable

consequence of the ascetic vow they bad
imposed upon themselves, and that they

cannot blame others for it. Secondly,

apostolical missionaries ought to work very

hard, and should regard indolence'and inade-
quate labor as morally wrong. They must
not work by fits and starts, under the idea

that unusually heavy work for a week makes
up for an idle month. Their energy and per-

severance must be of a sustained character.

They must be as regular and full-day workers
in God’s vineyard as his paid servants. By
the fullest measure of their toil they must
meet the pressing necessities of the country.

Their idleness is others’ ruin. Their sel-

fishness is their country’s death. Thirdly,they

ought to undertake and carry on respon-

sible work. To do a work for a time and
then to relinquish it, thinking others might
take it up, is unworthy of the apostle’s

office. His work is appointed by the Lord,

and it is in its main features destined to

be the work of his whole life. For such
calling he must hold himself perfectly res-

ponsible. He cannot swerve from it
;
he

cannot conveniently transfer it to others’

shoulders. Let Brahmo apostles do each

his appointed work with a full sense of

responsibility, and our church will fulfil her

mission in the land in all its bearings, and
God’s purposes will be thoroughly achieved.

Above all, the moral character- and daily de-

votion of our brethren ought to be of so

exalted an order that their lives may be

an example unto others in all matters of

discipline and duty, faith and love. More on
this subject hereafter.

UNBELIEVERS.

Unbelief is a relative term and its appli-

cation may be almost unlimited. Ordinarily

it is applied to the absence of belief in the

Godhead
;
but it will be seen that it is a term

employed with respect to those that do not
accept a dispensation. The Hindus of one
sect are known to make use of it, when they

speak of another rival one, and so do the

Mahomedans with reference to their two prin-

cipal sects
;

and so also do the Christians,

among whom the division into Roman Catholic

and Protestant is the faithful source of not a

few terms seeming to point out the existence

of unbelief. Does unbelief exist among
Theists ? No, if wo are to interpret theism
etymologically. But Theists are not exceptions

to the general rule,for let not the troth be con-

cealed,there is a hideous amount of unbelief

already exinting in the theistio world. God
may be believed in, but there are beliefs

and beliefs. One may say that God
exists, but he may have no notion of what
that God is, or he may not believe in the real

God. There are some who stop at the

bare existence of a First Cause whose actions

after the creation are little known to

us
;
there are others to whom the Great

Unknown is clothed as an abstract idea,

the embodiment of the good, the true and the

beautiful
;

there are some to whom He is

associated with laws which are firm and in-

flexible as He, and to them the idea of

prayer is absurd
;

while there are others

who believe that they may pray, but
prayer, they think, need not reach the throne

of Heaven, for to be effective it must depend
upon itself. By a sort of reflex action the

mind that prays is benefited and lifted from
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its original level. There is another class

of men who aiJmib that God does hear prayers,

but deny that His providence may be general

as well as special. There are circumstances
under which no sort of prayer goes up to

heaven; but God,out of his own pity,hears the

groans of the world and takes measures to re-

move the distress. Hehas notonly special favors
for the man who prays, but His dispensations
are for the benefit of whole communities,
nations or ages. In special times and under
special circumstances, He does act for the
good of individuals as also of communities.
How can He ?—a few Theistg may exclaim.
Is not God guided by His own laws, and are
not those laws inflexible—applicable in all

ages and under all circumstances to mankind,
collectively as well as individually ? If
He is a slave to anything, it is to laws
which are eternal and unchangeable like
Himself. The argument is flimsy, for to
say that God is a slave to his own laws,
is to say that He is a slave to His own nature—
to Himself. He is law

;
His will is law •

and this will He may assert nnder any circumi
stances and at any time. The universe with
its numberless changes and transformations,
the human nature with its infinite variety of
wants manifested in a series of endless permu-
tations and combinations—all these require
the constant exertion of the Supreme
Will and the mainfestation of His love.
The creative force, the energy that is neces-
sary to meet new combinations is still in ex-
istence. Those who conceive a Being who is

not this omnipresent, indwelling energy,
acting everywhere to produce results suited
to His holy intentions, a personal God, the
direct Father of the universe and of every
individual being, fall so far short of the ideal
of a Theist,and we decline to recognise him ns
such for the purposes of the digpensati n
under which we live. A dear line of demarka-
tion may be drawn in the theistic church, on
one side of which stand the few who worship a
personal God, and, on the other, the vast
majority who call themselves Brahmos, hut
to whom God is either an abstract concep-
tion or a reality fettered or bound down
by disbelief in His omnipotence. We
of the New Dispensation refuse to reckon
them as ours

;
for however great or able

they may be, they are, tor all intents and
purposes, outside the pale of the region
we inhabit. They may he Brahmos, Theists,
deists or rationalists, but to us they are only
unbelievers, men to be persuaded, influenced
and converted, but if unwilling to be brought
over to the new faith, shunned and avoided.
Let all Brahmos know this and understand
the attitude of the New Dispensation. We
refuse to believe in the efficacy of compromises;
we shall admit of no half-heartedness. Give
us the unbroken God, the living, personal God
of the bhakta, or none at all—a God who
exists everywhere, acts everywhere, lives in

our blood, is the breath of our breath, the life

of our life, and the eye of the eye—the God of
Jesus, of Chaitanya, of Mahomed, the God of
yourself and of myself,the Supreme Father of

all. Those who do not give us this, even if

they be Brahmos, are unbelievers. The New
Dispensation calls us to conquer and over-
come these men who, living in the Brahrao
Somaj, do not worship the God of their

church.

IRRESPON8TRLR AND RESPON-
SIBLE THEISTS.

Op course, all men who believe in one God
and abjur« every form of idolatry ara Tbeiitg.

And perhaps we have no right to deny the

name of Theist to any one who, on the above

condition, is willing to claim it. But still

there are very great differences between
theists. We are going to take note
to-day of the greatest of these differences.

The one peculiarity of the Brahmo Somaj
of India is that it wants to make its re-

Iigion,the religion of the whole nation,oi whole
life concerned with every relation, every act,

every duty, every thought. We make our-
selves responsible for the future of our
country. Every Brahrao Missionary ought
to feel that in becoming a missionary he

undertakes the gravest responsibility, the

responsibility of moulding the religious life

of the whole nation. He is a man whose
words, whose actions, whose manners, whose
opinions, dispositions, prejudices, beliefs,whose

aspirations, efforts, and private ch:.!acter will

be watched by the whole country. He is a man
who will be taken as an example to the whole

nation. Any Brahmo Missionary who hears this

in mind constantly shall be true to his voca-

tion. AnyBrahrao Missionary who is apt to for-

get this shall be a disgrace to his cause. A
most formidable trust is thus placed in the

hands of the Missionary of the Brahmo

Somaj of India, and he must discharge it

to the satisfaction of his conscience and of

Mie fraternity to which he belongs. Not so,

however, are all theists. They consider them-

selves in the light of individual thinkers,

men who believe what they think fit, who
act and live in any way tiiev think best for

their own welfare and the welfare of those who

immediately depend upon them. What they

write or think or preach they do as irresponsible

men, whose views belong to themselves,

and need not be necessarily taken up by the

community, much less by the whole nation .

They may wish it, but they do not expect

this. Tliev do not carry in them the sense of

responsibilitp. They mav he reformers, they

mav he very enlightened men, they may he

good preachers and lecturers, but they are

not responsible theiSts. They are not pre-

pared to answer for the fitness of their lives

in forminsT and modelling the life of the wliole

nation. They cannot conscientiously say

God has given them the great trust of com-

pletin? the faith of the future. And hence

their ideas on the subject of Divine Pro-

vidence always implv a remoteness between

the personal affairs of men and their Father

in heaven. They do not seek from Him
ffiiidance in every detail and every duty of life.

They do not believe in an inspiration that

r'c'*'meate8 every relation and every act of life.

We are ready to admit that there are theists

outside our circle in many ways superior

to UR. In learning, in thought, in conduct,

in morality, even in devotions, their superior-

ity may be undoubted. But none excent

those who feel that they are called by God

to preach and exemplify the religion before

the world can he taken ns responsible theists,

and unless theistg he responsible for their

faith, and carry in them the deep sense of

trust reposed in tliem by God and man, they

cannot make any impression upon the world.

The responsible theist feels every one of his

beliefs is divinely given. He feels all his

relations of life are adjusted divinely. He

feels his family is divinely supported. His

conduct is divinely regulated and inspired.

He solely depends upon God in every thing

he does and says. What he says, therefore,

is not his saying, but God speaks through his

mouth. We are quite aware how very few

men there are of this stamp, aa d 1)0W Tery

irresponsible we all are in ^ur own life and
conduct. But we speak here of what theista

ought to be, and not what they are. We
speak of what we aspire to ''be, and not of
what we have succeeded in becoming. i Let
all theists only acknowledge this principle,

and there! shall be greater unity in their

midst jthan there has been in any other
religious' community. Personal independence
is a good thing. But let us bear in mind
that it has had the greatest tendency among
theists in making them irresponsible and
turning them into solitary thinkers, whose
thoughts represent nobody and are ^ bat the
passing waves in the ocean of “ human
belief. Churches are divided from churches,
communities from communities, men from
men, so long as this religious irresponsibility

continues. And the whole religions world
becomes a sort of opposition bench. Let
each theist only begin to feel that he is respon-
sible for every thing ‘that concerns his faith
and life before the tribunal of his nation, and
of the world, and then will be the spectacle
of narrowing differences and coalescing in-

dividnalities, until a unclens is formed of that
fraternity which will one day inclnde within
its area all men and all nations. i '

AN ADDRESS TO THE DEITY.
1 . , 7 ‘

Wbat art Thou, O Mysterious Presence
before me? Thou art a besetting reality. I see

Thee, I feel Thee, an all-pervading Presence.

But I understand Thee not. I see Thee
wlierever I turn mine eyes, here, there, and
everywhere. Yet I cannot say who or what
Thou art. 0 Glorious Mystery, can man
know Thee ? 0 unavoidable, O inseparable

breath of life, can man shake Thee off ?

Thou art interwoven with my inner life-

Can I li'^<’ without Thee ? Tliefo' is no

denying Thee. Buoyant 'Spirit,' Depress

Thee down, Thou surgest up/:* tl 'draw

Thee out. Thou reboundest within.' I am in

Thee, Thou How can that be ? Yet

so it is. A 'vessel full of water 'sunk in the

ocean go is I'ftl® of oiy I'f'*- Within

and without Thou fillest me. What have I

said? Thon fillest nie ! .
Art thou then water

or air, or empty apace ? None of these, O vast

Spirit. Then what art thou ? A burning Fire /

that maketh all nature ablaze. A resplendent

Li»ht which shineth - iiv all objects witli

dazzling brilliancy,’' BO that havipg eyes all

must see. Art Thou then fire or light ? No,

none of these. Spirit art Thou, matter Thou

art not. Thou (canst not be. Self-manifesting;

Power, Thou liohlest me firmly and fully in'

Thine energy, a prisoner helplessly enchained

in the castle of Thine all-conquering force.

But I comprehend Thee not, , Infinite

Power. Who can measure Thee, who can

fathom Thee ? I soar aloft, I dive below, I

am lost in infinity. How can' this little worm
understand Thee ? My proud reason is con-

founded. My highest philosophy declares Thee

Unknowable. Fain wo»’ld my- understanding

sleep in conscious ignorance of Thy nature

after banisliing Thee from beyond the utter-

most limits of the regions of thought. Fain

would I draw the veil over the Unknown,

and intellectually die unto Thee. But I

cannot know Thee. Who can ? Into my
inmost thought and faith Thou hast so

thoroughly penetrated that I must know
Thee and believe in Thee. But I know
Thee in part, imperfectly. I know Thee

not, yet 1 know Thee. Thou art too far

to be known, too near not to be known,

’too high to be comprehended, too real
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to remain unapprehended. Before Thy

yastness I tremble and feel the vastnesa

of my ignorance. Before Thy reality, the

little that I know and touch and feel, 1 am
ure of my ground and feel no doubt. Of

Thee, Infinite Ocean, ^ a drop only I have

known and tasted, and so far as I know I am

certain and firm. Upon the millionth part

of an inch I stand, but with sure footing. To

whom am I speaking ? If Thou art only a

power, how absurd it is to address Thee !

Never man talked with unconscious matter. Do

I hold converse with the firmament? No. Thou

art intelligent and hearest, or I would not

speak. Through Thy power the intelligence

peeps. Anon it bursts upon me, wisdom

profound, thought sublime, regulating the

entire universe and suffusing all nature with

marvellous order and skill. O omnipresent

Design, O’, deeprooted Science of mind and

matter, O perfect Logic and Philosophy and
j

Poetry, I wonder and marvel as I read Thee.
'

Thou art an amazing volume, every line

is a sea of thought into which I dive to rise

no more. Thou art Mind, and Heart too.

Dost Thou love, Great Being? Yet how canst

Thou love? I know not. Nor can I persuade

myself that Thou dost not love. But Thine

affection is not as man’s affection. To com-

pare Thee to man, man having hands and feet,

eyes and ears, affections and passions, is

rank infidelity and gross lie from which I

recoil trembling. Perfection of abiding

love art Thou. Thou lovest eternally

and invariably. Thou canst never hate,

never be angry. Love is Thy nature

and Thy necessity. Not like earthly father

or friend, yet Thou lovest with perfect because

eternal sweetness. If Thy wisdom
^

is
^

in-

finite, thy softness, thy tenderness too is infi-

nite. My little heart is immersed in the re-

freshing sweetness of a vast ocean of love.

As I write and feel, Thou hast touched ray

bosom with a very sweet spirit-touch. What is

this, O heart’s Jewel? Can it be that Thou

art pulling secret wires in ray heart? Or why

does my heart suddenly start up and dance

joyfully ? This is joy indeed, this is ray

salvation. O Grand Mystery, O Inconceiv-

able Secret, Thy name to me still remains

unknown. Yet, whether Thy name be Jeho-

vah or Hari, I rejoice in Thee. Sweet Spirit,

may I rejoice in Thee for ever

!

Sitaltmu

Wb insert elsewhere a letter from an esteemed

Dacca correspondent on the subject of the schism

in the Eastern Bengal Brahmo Soma]. It repeats

a sickening tale of persecution of which we are

almost tired. Our friends should now cease to

notice these things. They have far greater and

nobler work to do. When do we expect ^e church

of the New Dispensation to be set up at Dacca .

BHAi Ambita Lal Bose has visited since we

wrote last, the following places Raipore, Bi]a-

pore, Teen Pahar, Rajmahal, Sahebgunge, Samas-

tipore and Roserah. At most of these places there

were the usual open-air addresses, Sankirtan, &c.

New Brahmo Somajes are likely to be established

In some of them. Our friend visited one or two

Sonthal villages, but the great difficulty m
preaching was that the Sonthals could not under-

B^band him. The Brahmo Somaj ought to insist

upon greater attention being paid to the study

of languages than now.

The Naini Tal Gazette says Yesterday

evening, Babu Keshub Chunder Sen delivered

a lecture in the Assembly Rooms on ‘ the Secret

of England’s greatness.’ We have not the space

to give even a brief resume of the address, but

this is the less to be regretted as many of our

readers had the pleasure of hearing it themselves

There was a very large auditory, who listened

with rapt attention to the lecturer for more

thna «a Ubwr. Tbe Babu has certamly been

richly endowed with the gift of eloquence,
and though the majority of his audience doubt-
less did not concur in all ho said, they must
have felt that the time they had given him had
not been unprofitably spent, Mr. Ewdards pro-

posed a vote of thanks to the lecturer which was
heartily accorded,” The Lucknow Witness says, in

reference to the lecture, that one-half of it was full

of flattery and the other half of ooneeit.

There were about four hundred persons, mostly
Paharis, at the open-air meeting at Naini Tal,

on Saturday, the 22ud instant, to hear the

minister. One Sanskrit and two Hindi hymns
served as an introduction, and prepared the minds
of the auditory for what was to follow. The
minister then stood on a platform in his Native
dress, with a large sheet of crimson broad cloth

loosely hanging down, and after a suitable invo-

cation in Bengali, addressed the people first in

English and then in Hindi. The full moon shone
overhead. The immense sheet of water of the

Naini Tal Lake stretching far away, with a

stupendous range of hills rising on either side,

formed a most picturesque landseape before

the preacher’s eye, and must have greatly impress-
ed him with its beauty and sublimity. He evident-

ly caught his inspiration from the romantic scenery,

and it seemed as if the moon above and the bills

below echoed and reciprocated his sentiments.

He spoke of Christ and Moses and the venerable

Rishis of ancient India as having communed with
God upon mountain tops, and exhorted the present

generation to do likewise. He made touching
appeals to the national religious instincts and sen-

timents of his countrymen, and stirred them up by
saying:—-“Bhai, kumur bandho aur Iswarki taraf

ohalo.”

[ We do not hold ourselves in any way resyonsiile
or the opinions of our correspondents .

—

Ed. S, M.'\

THE EASTERN BENGAL BRAHMO SOMAJ.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—I believe you are not unaware of the per-

secution your Bhai Buugo Chunder Roy and his

friends have been undergoing here at Dacca. For
two years they have been persecuted by those who
were at one time their friends.

About ten years ago, Bungo Babu and his fr’ends

having been prevented by the Managing Com-
mittee of the Eastern Bengal Brahmo Somaj from
enjoying a special in the Somaj Hall by
chanting the Holy Name of the Lord with khol and
teT’toZ, had to leave the Somaj and hold weekly
services in different places for a couple of years.

But afterwards they got from the trustees the privi-

lege of holding their weekly services as an indepen-

dent body in the Somaj Hall, and accordingly, for

eight years, they have been regularly holding their

weekly services there every Sunday morning.
But all on a sudden the Secretary to the Managing
Committee, which is composed mostly of the lead-

ing protestors, wrote a letter to Bungo Babn
and his friends to say that they had got
the privilege of holding Divine service in

the Eastern Bengal Somaj Hall not as an in-

dependent body, but as part and parcel of the

Somaj, and, therefore, they were bound to obey
the rules that had been passed by the trustees

for the guidance of the enlisted members. Hence
a dispute arose, and a long correspondence passed
between the parties, and though Bungo Babu and
his friends conclusively proved their right of

holding service in the Somaj Hall as an inde-

pendent body by producing, as an evidence, a true

copy of the document by which they had got the

privilege, and which was duly published in the

Dacca Prakash by one of the trustees, the

Managing Committee, determined as most of its

members were, to oust Bungo Babu and his friends

from the Somaj, did not scruple to at once prevent

them from holding their weekly service any more
in the Somaj Hall under the pretext that

Bungo Babu and his friends were enemies
of the Somaj, and that they did not attend

the Sunday evening services of the same. The
most shameful thing in the affair was that a

leading member of the Committee here did not

scruple to disturb Bungo Babu and his congrega-
tion, when they were engaged in prayers in the

Somaj Hall the Sunday before they were told

not to use the Hall any longer.

Yours &c.,

Fact,
Dacoa, the 4tb May 1880.

QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Orthodox Christians are earnestly request-

ed to give answers to the following questions :

—

1st,—As we are required to love our enemies,

may we safely infer that God loves His enemies?

2nd,—Would endless punishment be for the

good of any being?

Srd.—G&a God design the ultimate evil of a

single soul?

dth.—As we are forbidden to be overcome of

evil, can we safely suppose that God will be over-

come of evil?

5th.—Would not the infliction of endless

punishment prove that God had been overcome
of evil?

Gth,—Would the infliction of endless punish-

ment be overcoming evil with good ?

Tth.—If you had sufficient power,would you not
save all mankind 7

8th,—Are you more merciful than God who
made you ?

9th.—C&n the sin of one naturally weak be an
infinite crime 7

loth.—If man cannot commit an infinite crime,
can he deserve endless punishment?

11th,— If there be a personal devil, who made
him ?

ISth.—As sin presupposes temptation of some
sort, who or what tempted an holy angel to sin 7

13th,—If an angel could sin without a devil to

tempt him, may we not sin without a devil to

tempt ns ?

lith,—If an angel became a devil by sinning,

was Adam’s the original sin 7

15th.—Would there be any more impropriety
in imputing my sins to Adam than in imputing
his sins to me 7

I6th,— “ Come now let us reason together’’

(Isa. I. 18) If reason bo delusive, why should
some folks reason against the use of reason 7

17th.—Can Jesus be “ the Saviour of the

world” (I. John Iv., 14) if the world be not saved
by him ?

18th,—Must not the thing to be believed be
true before it is believed 7

19th,—Must not the thing to be believed conti-

nue to be trne whether it bo believed or dis-

believed ?

20th.—Can God be “ especially the Saviour
of them who believe” unless He be actually the
“Saviour” of all? (I. Tim. rv., 10)

21st,—What proof have we that God has made
the Bible infallible by divinely inspiring the
writers of it in all they wrote ?

22nd,—Is it not very wrong for any one to dare
to say God wrote what is apparently untrue or
immoral, unless he had the most convincing proof
of the fact ?

23rd,— it true that there are some statements
in the Bible which are apparently untrue, some
apparently immoral, and some contradictory to
other statements in the Bible ?

2dth,— Is it right for any one to say that God
wrote all these things, unless he can prove that
he did?
“ Be ready always to give an answer to every

man that asketh you a reason of the hope that is

in you with meakness and fear” (I Peter iii, 15.)

Yours, &o.

,

W. T.

inouiiuiiul.

CONTAI.

[from our own CORRESPONDENT.]

The 26th May 1880.

BabU Aohore Nath Gupta, a Missionary of
the Brahmo Somaj of India, arrived at Contai on
the 1st of May, and held an evening service at the
local Brahmo Somaj the same day. On the 3rd
of May he delivered a lecture on “ True Life in
India” in the Sub-Divisional buildings. There
was a large gathering on the occasion.
On Sunday, the 9th of May, there was a Brahmo

procession, and an open-air meeting was held
in the market place. More than 900 persons
were present on the occasion. We noticed
that the educated as well as the uneducated
all sat together on the grassy field before
the pulpit. Each and all heard the preacher
for more than an hour without stirring. On
Sunday, the 16th of May, about 50 persons with the
preacher in their front with khole and hartal went
in procession to the sea-coast, and morning ser-
vice was held on the sands on the shore.
We hear that the Missionary next proceeds to

BalMore yisiting DantuD on bit way*
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There can be no doubt that auch visits of Brahmo
Missionaries may do much good in the way of
ameliorating the condition of the people.

NAINI TAL.

[from a correspondent.]

Babu KesHOB ChUNder Sen addressed a large
open-air gathering in English and Hindi at Naiui
Tal on Saturday, the 22nd May 18S0. The address
was announced by means of notices printed in
English and Hindi, and a proclamation, with beat
of tom-tom, saying that Babu Keshub Chunder
Sen. a bhaktt from Ca’cutta, Was to hold Ilari-
hatha. A platform was raised on a plain near the
entrance to the west bazaar, and flags bearing
the inscriptions, “ New Dispensation” in

English, and Nava-Vklhana in the Divanagari
characters, were planted around the platform at a
distance. The time appointed was 5-.30 p. M. As
the lecturer advanced towards the platform, there
was a great rush in the crowd behind him, and the
pushing, elbowing, and confusion continued, while
hymns, which were translated from Bengali
into Hindi and adapted fo singing for
the occasion, were being sung. He made a
short prayer in Bengali, and then addressed
the English-knowing portion of the audience,
having assured the rest that an address in

Hindi would follow. The English address lasted
nearly half an hour. He then commenced the
Hindi address with an apology for bis imper-
fect knowledge of the language. The speaker
commanded a full view of the lake, and
had hills covered with deep green forest,

in his right and left. The scenery supplied
him with many figures and illustrations, and as the
address had considerably advanced, the moon,
nearly full,appeared in all its splendour,as the even-
ing was exceptionally clear, and the speaker, with-

drawing his attention from the audience, took to

apostrophizing the moon. He spoke in Hindi
for more than an hour. After the address

was over, a procession passed through the

bazaar with flags, the party of the Brahraos

singing hymns with unbounded enthusiasm.

This scene had a moat thrilling effect

on the spectators. The success of the whole
affair was far in excess of the most sanguine expec-

tations. Enquiries on the following day brought

to notice the fact that the teachings were not only

favorably received by men of every religious

denomination, but were identified by each with

the highest teachings of its own religion. Thus
the Hindus declared that what they heard was
in perfect unison with what they knew of the

Vedas, and the Mahomedans said it was the essence

of the Koran. This fact may be taken as the

most conclusive proof of the true eclecticism of the

Brahmo Somaj. The effect of the address may be

further judged from the fact that some of the

orthodox Hindus were willing to allow the

teacher to violate the rules of caste— a conces-

aion which can be expected from them under

no ordinary circumstances. They are of opinion

that he may well trample upon the restrictions

intended for them. Some went to hear the

address with the sole purpose of fault-finding, but

they returned home with their captiousness wholly

disarmed; and these very men are now the most

enthusiastic in their praise. The whole thing was

the first of its kind here, and may be the last.

Sitpu’ir, ^dcntiJiCt ku

The Rev. Ernst Faber, a Rhenish missionary in

Canton, has issued at Hong Kong a '^critique of

Professor Max Muller and other authors,” under

the title of “ An Introduction to the Science of

Chinese Religion.”

A wbitbb in the last Fraser observes, we suspect,

truly enough;—“Russians have the opportunity of

knowing England very thoroughly both from our

freedom of the Press, and also from the fact that

almost every educated Russian can read English.

It is extremely rare for an English person to pos-

sess the slightest knowledge of theRussian language.

We in England consequently know very little of

Russia.'’

The Asiatic Society of Bengal intends to bring

out the following Sanskrit works in due time :—
1. Maitrayani Sanhita, edited by Dr. L.

Schroeder.

2. English translation with notes of the Katha

Sarit Sagara, the well-known treasury of Indian

Folklore, by C. H. Tawney, Esq., M. A.

3. English Translation with notes, of the

Charaka. the oldest Hindu work oa Mediciae,

by Dr, Mftbeodrftlftla S»rkar.

Victor Hugo’s new poem, “ Religion at Reli-
gions,” has been brought out in Paris and is an
ardent argument in favor of Deism. Divided into
five parts, “Quarrels,” “ Philosophy,” “Nothing,”
“ Voices,” and “ Conclusion,” the work examines
the truth of the various religious dogmas of the
world, and bear^ the curious preface, ‘ This hook
was beeun in 1870; it is finished in 1880. The
year 1870 ga^e to th«’papacv Infallibity, and to

the Empire Sedan. What will 1880 bring forth 1”

pal line of action extending over the Lake of
Geneva to Basle.

ThR following about the elections may be read
with interest

A

New York sentleman, on being
asked by a renorter to express bis opinion on the

results of some local voting, replied as follows ;
—

(1) “ The collocation of protoplasmic matter must
eventuate in the bringing forth ef a correlated

result. (2) The result, when involuted hack to

its germinal entity, will vibrate along the F string

of the meningea keyboard in protoplasmic aria.

Hence— (.8) The co-phinging of this collocated

entity within homogeneons xylic environments
brings ns to the inevitable conclusion—(4) That

the candidate consociated with the superior allot-

ment of the entire collocation must corral the

election.”

! It appears, says the Independent, that the
,

great Southern Comet (which did not coma north
; at all, as it was at first expected to) was rather a
! curious object in many respects.When first discover
ed, and for some days after, the head was so near
the sun as to be entirely invisible, though the tail
was a magnificent one. It was not until February
8th that M r, Gill,the astronomer royal at the Cane
of Good Hope, obtained the first view of the
nucleus, which he describes as “ a very poor
affair—a faint, nebulous thing, entirely un-
worthy of so fine a train.” Its path, more-
over, was such .as to present peculiar diffi-

culties to the orbit computors, leading to ex-
treme discordance between their results, as com-
pared with each other and the subsequent facts. The
later observations have, however, settled every-
thing

;
and the comet is now quietly receding, hid-

den in the evening twilight and faint even in the
telescope. A new comet, discovered at Ann Arbor,
on the Gthinst., may, perhaps, give the Northern
Hemisphere a spectacle in a few weeks. It is as
yet very small and faint

; but it is already
completely formed, with a star-like nucleus and an

OoLONEi, J. F. Tenna’^t draws attention to

Professor Newcomb’s “Astronomical Paners for the

use of the American Nautical Almanack,” in which
he has given an investigation of the laws of the

recurrence of eclipses, and obtained some relations
not generally known or appreciated. Aided by
these, and taking Hanssen’s’ Tables as a basis,

he has given tables which enable one to ascer-

tain, in a very short time, what eclipses occur
in anv year between B. C. 700 and A. D 2300,
and to recognize their nature. Further tables
enable one to compute, with great ease, the funda-
mental numbers required for comnuting the
phenomena of the eclipsa by Bessel’s method.
All the results are approximate, but, when
dealing with ancient records, the«e anproxima-
tions are sufficient, and, even in modern times,
the tables will give accuracy enough to enable
one to know the character of an eclipse and the
rough limits of its several phases.

A SINGULAR incident occurred in the cruise of H.
M. S. TP>/e. Staff Commander Sarratt, wh'ch was
dispatched in search of the missing training-sh'p
Atalanta. Commander Sarratt started from
Gibralter on the 20th nit. in search of the
Atalanta and arrived at Vigo on the evening of
the 23rd. He left Vigo on the morning of the 24th.
When about six miles from that place a smaU fish-

ing-boat, with a man in a crouching posture, was
observed. It was blowing hard at the time from
the north-east, with a heavy sea. A boat having
been lowered, the fisbing-hnat was taken in tow.
brought alongside the Wye, and hoisted on board.
The occupant'turned out to be an old fisherman,
apparently about seventy years of age. He was
perfectly unconscious when brought on board,
and only lived about twenty minutes, although
every effort was made by the medical officer, Dr.
Lyon, to restore animation. The Wye returned to
Vigo and delivered the body to the Spanish author-
ities, who expressed their gratitude to the Com-
mander for the attention shown. It is supposed
the man was a Spaniard. The boat had only one
oar, and had evidently drifted off the shore or out
of one of the bays; the old man being unable, when
he had lost an oar, to withstand the strong easterly
gale.

The Volcanic Eruptions and Earthquakes of
1879 were not so numerous as usual, according to
Herr Fuchs, who annually furnishes the statistics

of these phenomena. There were only three erup-
tions of any importance, the chief of these being in
San Salvador last December, when anew volcano
appeared in LakeHopango, increasing the number
of volcanoes in the state to eleven—five of which
are extinct The eruption of Etna in May lasted
eleven d.ays, and was notable for the length of the
lava stream — nearly ten miles. and that of the volca-
no Merapi in Java in March lasted only one day,
while several other Javan volcanoes and Vesuvius
were much disturbed. Of the ninety-nine earth-
quakes the worst was in China in June, when
hundreds of lives were lost, in Mexico
in May, in the Romagna in April, when
numerous buildings fell in Palazzuolo, and in

Persia in the same month. Water-jets frequently
accompanied the earthquakes, particularly in

Bessarabia and the Lower Danube, Austria
suffered considerably, particularly in Carinthia
and Oarniola ;

while there were earthquakes in

the German Empire on thirteen days, the Rhine
region having been much affected since 1873.
Indeed, lately a vast earthquake region has been
formed embracing Western Switzerland, Eastern
Fraaoe, Md Soutb«Weiteia Genuaoyi the priaci«

elegant little tail, some 5 minutes long—a perfect
miniature of the finest comets. It is at present
(April 15th) in the Constellation of the Camelopard
about 12® west of and above the Pole Star, moving
less than a degree a dav down toward the sun,
and there is no reason yet apparent why it may not
turn out a large and brilliant affair by and by. It,

however, is too early to assert with any confidence
that such will certainly be the case.

There seems no longer to be room for the least
doubt that Mr. Hannay, of Glasgow, has actually
made artificial diamonds. The crystals he pro-
duces have all the mechanical, optical, and chemi-
cal qualities of the gem, and are admitted by the
highest authorities in England to be real fragments
of diamond. In a preliminary paper, read for him
by Professor Stokes before the Royal Society, on
February 26th he gave an account of the main
points of liis method, reserving details for a future
and more elaborate communication. He has
found that when a gas contai/iing carbon and
hydrogen is intensely heated under oressure in
presence of certain metals, of which magnesium is

one, the hydrogen is attracted by the metal and
the carbon set free; and if, further, this decompo-
sition takes place in the presence of a stable com-
pound containing nitrogen,, the whole being near
red heat and under high pressure, then the carbon
is obtained in the clear crystalline form. The
great difficulty lies in the construction of a
vessel strong enough to stand the necessary
pressure. Iron tubes of 4 inches diameter
and only half an inch bore were burst nine
times out often. Mr. Hannay does not tell
what compound of nitrogen he uses

; but, from
some known facts connected with the formation of
graphite. Prof. Dewar conjectures it to be a
cyanide. For the present, at least, however,
the owners of diamonds need not fear that
their gems will lose their value, as every
carat of artificial diamond made by the pro-
cess, as thus far worked out, world cost a
great deal more than a natural diamond of the
same weight. Thus far the largest one made would
only weigh about one one-hundredth of a carat.

luluit

CHRIST’S UNIVERSAL KINGDOM AND HOW
IT COMETH.

An unknown friend has sent us a pamphlet con.
taining this sermon preached by the Rev. C. H.
Spurgeon at the Metropolitan Tabernacle. A short
message accompanies this gift. Our friend says :

—

“ The reading of this sermon has given me much
comfort ;

and I hope, dear brother, that it will

give the same to you. May God bless you and
your paper.” We accept the message in the
spirit in which it has been written. Under
other circumstances we should haye reproduced
the sermon in these columns. But as we do not
accept the doctrine embodied in it, we shall con-
tent ourselves with making a few extracts which
will show the moral earnestness of the cele-

brated preacher of the Tabernacle. We admire
piety and moral enthusiasm everywhere, and in the
case of Mr. Spurgeon these have passed for

proverbial things. The sermon we extract from
is a protest against the scepticism of the times.

There is a vigour in his thouglits which, we have
no doubt, will be appreciated by our readers.

We proceed to make the extracts, ‘reser Ting one

couuoeatsfor anotbvriHoe f—
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Jesps the Sole King.

Aa ia&del natioa is abroad that these different

rfllit^ioas hare sprung up at diSarent times aa deve-
lopments of the religious instinct, and that they
may all profitably exiat side by side with ours.

It is admitted that the religion ofChriat is excellent,

and that it deserves a large following, but still

other religions have their advantages and must
not be despised, nay something batter than the

gospel of Christ may yet be discovered. This is

the onrreat talk in certain circles, and we
would at once express our horror at it.

Jesua is not to share a divided throne, Cast
ye with abhorence from vour souls every

such blasphemous thought. Jesus must reign till

all enemies are put under his feet, and to him
all rivals are enemies. If Jesua be King, he is

the only Potentate. Christians are enlisted under
a banner which does not brook another standard
side by side with it, they serve a prince who
will not share dominion with other^, who will

not submit that even a province shall be rent
away from his government. He shall reign for

ever and ever. King of kings, an I Lor I of lords.

Hallelujah I Like a burst of thunder let all hearts

that love him say. Amen.
Cry Aloud and Spare not.

Let our prayer be wide and far-reaching. Let our
desires embrace the world. Pray not for your own
country only, though it needs it, and God alone
knows how much

;
but pray for the colonies, the

continent,and the far off lands. Ask that all heathens
may become Christians, Plead that the whole
round earth may be the Lord’s, that the uttermost
parts of the earth may resound with songs in his

praise. On this earth his blood has fallen ;
the

precious drops could not be gathered up again,
and so this globe remains blood-marked,—the one
star upon which the Son of God poured out hia

life. It must be the Lord’s : the sacrifice of Cal-
vary has made it sacred to the Son of God. As
our Government marks with the broad arrow those
•tores which belong to it, so did Christ upon the
tree, when the blood fell from hia hands, and feet,

and side, mark as it were, with something more
full of meaning than the broad arrow, this round
earth on which he bled, and it must be
for ever and ever his by right of purchase
and ransom. It was made subject to vani-
ty for a little season, but it jg to be redeemed
from it

;
and when it shall be purified and beauti-

fied in the day of the manifestation of the sons of
God, you will not know it; for it will come forth
as “ a new heavens and a new earth wherein
dwcll6th right6ousD638. Its sister stftrs have loner
wonderedat its silence or its discord,but at the sight
of its restoration to the choirs of holiness they
will sing in deep delight and chant a new song
unto

^

the^ Lord. With what admiration will they
perceive ruing up from this once beclouded orb.
a flame of unquenchable praise with pillars of
perfumed smoke, the insense of eternal
gratitude. Sweeter the offering of this once
fallen world than that of any other sphere,
for it has been redeemed, and upon it have
been seen marvels of free grace and dying love
such as no other world baa known Oh, may this
oon come to pass; may the prayer be heard; and
God be praised; but it can only be accomplished
^rough his own appointed method, the asking of
Christ, the pleading of the church, Oh, rouse thee,
church, to ask. Awake thee from thine unholy
lethargy, and cry day and night unto God. Cease
not, but with anguish, like a woman in travail, cry
aloud and spare not, until be give the risen Lord
the heathen for his inheritance, and make his
throne higher than the kings of the earth,

, Power of Caesar can do.
I believe, brethren, that the length of time spent

in the accomplishment of the divine plan has much
of it been occupied with getting rid of those many
forms of human power which have intruded into
the place of the Spirit. If you and I had been
about in our Lord’s day. and could have had every-
thing managed to our hand, we should have covert-
ed Caesar straight away by argument or by ora-
tory ; we should then have converted all his
legions by every means within our reach

;

and, I warrant you, with Caesar and his
legions at our back we would have Christianised
the word in no time : would we not? Yes, but that
is not God’s way at all, nor the right
and effectual way to set up a spiritual kingdom.
Bribes and threats are alike unlawful,eloquence and
carnal reasoning are out of coart, the power of
divine love is the one weapon for this campaign.
Long ago the prophet wrote, “ Not by might, nor
by power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord.” The
fact is that such conversions as could be brought
about by physical force, or by mere mental energy,
or by the prestige of rank and pomp, are not
conversions at all. The kingdom of Christ is not
a kingdom of this world, else would his servants
figbt ; it rests on a spiritual basis, and is to bo

I

advanced by spiritual me ans. Yet Christ’s ger-

I

vanta gradually slipped down into the notion that
I

his kingdom was of this world, and could be up-
held by human power. A Roman emperor pro-
fessed to be converfce i, using a deep policy to
settle himself upon the throne ; then Christianity
became the State-natronized religion : it seemed
that the world was Christianized, whereas, indeed,
the church was heathenized. Hence sprang the
monster of .a State-church, a conjunction ill.

assorted, and faught with untold ills. This in-
congruous thing is half human, half divine; as a
theory it fascinates, as a fact it betrays ; it promises
to advance the truth, and is itself a negation of it.

Under its influences a system of religion was
faahionod which beyond all false religions and
beyond even Atheism itself is the greatest hin-
drance to the true gospel of Jesus Christ. Under its

influence dark ages lowered over the world; men
were not permitted to think ; a Bible could scarce-
ly be found and a preacher of the gospel, if found,
was put to death. That was the result of human
power coming in with the sword in one hand and the
gospel in the other.and developing its pride of eccle-
siastical power into a trinle crown an Inquisition
and an infallible Pope. This parasite, this canker,
this incubus of the church will be removed by the
grace of God. and by his providence in due season.
The kings of the earth who have loved this un-
chaste system will grow wearv of it and destroy
it. Read Revelation xvii.. 16, and see how terri-

ble her end will be. The death of the system will

come from those who gave it life: the powers of
earth created the system, and they will in due time
destroy it.

Not Civilization.
Frequently do we meet with the idea that the

wo Id is to be converted to Christ by the spread of
civilization. Now, civilization always follows the
gospel, and is in a great measure the product of
it; but many people put the cart before the
horse, and make civilization the first cause.

According to their opinion trade is to regenerate
the nations, the arts are to ennoble tl’em. and
education is to purify them. Peace societies are
formed, against which I have not a word to say,
but much in their favor; still, I believe the onlv
efficient peace society is the church of God, and
the best peace teaching is the love of God in

Christ Jesus. The grace of God is the great in-

strument for uplifting the world from the denth of

its ruin, and covering it with happiness and holi-

ness. Christ’s cross is the Pharos of this tempes-
tuous sea, like the Eddystone lighthouse flinging

its beams through the midnight of ignorance over
the raging waters of human sin, preserving men
from rock and shipwreck, piloting them into the
port of peace. Tell it out among the heathen
that the Lorvl reigneth from the tree; and
as ye tell it out believe that the power
to make the peoples believe it is with God
the Father, and the power to bow them before
Christ is in God the Holy Ghost. Saving energy
lies not in learning, nor in wit, nor the eloquence,
nor in anythig save in the right arm of God, who
will be exalted among the heathen, for he hath
sworn that surely all flesh shall see the salvation

of God The might of the Omnipotent One shall

work out his purposes of grace, and as for ns. we
will use the simple processes of prayer and faith.
“ Ask of me, and I shall give three.” Oh. that we
could keen in perpetual motion the machinery of

prayer. Pray, pray, pray, and God will give,

give, give, abundantly, and snrernaturally,
above all that we ask, or even think.

The Rod of Iron.

Woe to all human societies and brotherhoods
which are framed to resist the Lord. Mark
the conflict and its end ? It is brief enough. A
stroke 1 Where is the hope of the Lord’s adver-
sary ? Gone, gone, utterly gone

; only a few
potsherds remain. Oh for such a smiting of the
apostacy of Rome ! Oh for one touch of the iron

rod upon the imposture of Mahomed ? Oh.
for a blow at Buddhism, and a back stroke at

the superstition of Brabminism. and at all

the idols of the heathen ! Woe unto the

gods of the land of Sinim in that day;
a single stroke shall set the potsherds flying.

Wherefore, then, should we fear, although the
plot and plan, although a solemn conclave of cardi-

nals be held, though the Pope fulminate his bulls,

though the Sultan ordain that every convert to

Christianity shall be put to death, though still the
scoffers revile at Christianity and say that it

spreads not as once it did? A speedy answer shall

confound them, or if not speedy, yet the stroke
shall be sure.

The gospel stone, which owes nothing to human
strength or wisdom, is breaking the image, and
scattering all opposing powers. No system, society,

confederacy, or cabinet can stand which is op-
posed to truth »ud righeousneis. I, even I, that am
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but of yesterday, and know nothing, have seen one
of the mightiest of empires ©f modern times
melt away on a sudden as the rime jf the morn-
ing in the heat of the sun. I have seen
monarchs driven out of their tyrannies by the
powers of a single man, and a free nation
bom as in an hour. I have seen states which
fought to hold the negro in perpetual captivity
subdued by those whom they despised, while the
slave has been set free. I have seen nations
chastened under evil governments, and revived
when the yoke has been broken, and they have
returned to the way of righteousness and peace.
He who lives longest shall see most of this.
Evil is short-lived. Truth shall yet rise above all.

FAITH.

Looking out of his window one summer even-
ing, Luther saw on a tree at hand a little bird ranks
ing his brief and easy dispositions for a night’-
rest. “Look,” said he, “how that little fellow
preaches faith to us all. He takes hold of his
twig, tucks his head under his wing, and goes to
sleep, leaving God to tJiinkfor him."

THE TONGUE.

“ The tongue of the wise is health.”
*' A wholesome tongue is a tree of life.”
“The tongue devigeth mischiefs, like a sharp

razor working deceitfully.”
“ The tongue can no man tame

; it is an unruly
evil, full of deadly poison.”

Death and life are m the' power of the tongue,
and they that love it shall eat of the fruit of it.”
“The words of a talebearer are as wounds

;
they

go down into the innermost parts of the belly.”
Which tongue have you ?

HEALTH PROMOTED BY FAMILY MUSIC.
0

Music refines and elevates. Song is the language
of gladness, and it is the utteiance of devotion.
Bat coming lower down, it is physically beneficial

;

it rouses the circulation, wakes up the bodily ener-
gies, and diffuses life and animation around. Song
is the outlet of mental and physical activity, and
increases both by its exercises. No child has com-
pleted a religious education who has not been
taught to sign the songs of Zion. No part of our
religious worship is sweeter than this. In David’s
day it was practised as a study.

A SHORT SERMON ON MANLINESS.

Learn from the earliest days to inure your prin-
ciples against the perils of "ridicule

; you can no
more exercise your reason if you live in the con-
stant dread of laughter, than you can enjoy your
life if you are in the constant terror of death. If
you think it right to differ from the times, and to
make a point of morals, do it, however rustic, how-
ever antiquated, however pedantic it may appear

;do it not for insolence, but seriously and grandly—
as a man who wore a soul of his own in his bosom,
and did not wait till it was breathed into him by
the breath of t&ahion.— St/dney Smith,

CHARITY.

Charity embraces the wide circle of all pos-
sible kindness. Every good act is charity

; your
smiling in your brother’s face is charity

; an exhor-
tation of your fellow-man to virtuous deeds is equal
to almsgiving

;
your putting a wanderer in the

right road is charity
; your assisting the blind is

charity
;
your moving stones and throns from the

road is charity
; your giving water to the thirsty

is charity. A good man’s wealth hereafter is the
good he does in this wjrld to his fellow-mau,
When he dies, people will say, “ What property
has he left behind him ?” But the angels will ask
“ What good deeds has he sent before him ?”—
Washinyton Irving,

WHO TEACHES THE BIRDS?

You could not build so neat and nice a nest as
the sparrow or the wren. Man can make steamboats
and railroads, and houses

; but he cannot build a
sparrow’s nest. Man needs to study, and learn,
and practise for years, before he can do any of hia
works

f the birds do their works at ouct^ without
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school or teacher. How is this ? God teaches them.
He teaches the swallow to build one kind of nest
and the robin another,and the dove a third. And the
birds never bungle their work; nor do they commit
mistakes. The sparrow never builds a swallow’s
nest by mistake. All that the birds do is correctly
done

; because the great God who made them
is their teacher. He teaches them, though they
do not know how to ask Him

;
will He

not much more teach those who ask Him?
God teaches

^

the birds to speak
; and they have

words of their own which only God could have
taught them. I read lately a curious fact in a
book called the “wild-fowler,” regarding the solan
goose, which you know frequents several rocky
islands in Scotland, such as a Ailsa Craig, the Bass
Rock, the Fair Isle between Orkney and Shetland,
and St. Kilda in the far west. The St. Kilda fowl-
ers have, it seems, learned the language of the
solan goose, and when in pursuit of it,they watch
the sounds which come from the bird. The bird is
very shy and will not let them come near, so they
have to hide themselves and creep up or along
the rocks, and their success in this depends very
much on their knowing accurately the goose’s
language. When the fowl has no suspicion of
any danger, and does not observe the fowler, he
moves about muttering “grog, grog, grog and so
long as the St. Kilda man hears this, he creeps
nearer and nearer knowing that the bird
does not notice him. W^hen the fowl sees anything
in the shape of danger, it changes its note in a
moment, to “ birr, birr, birr,” As soon as the
fowler hears this, he stops and hides himself, for
he knows that “ birr” is the watchword sounded
by the sentinel, and that the whole flock
will be on the watch. He lies still a few
minutes, or longer till the fear of danger
has passed, which it does very soon if he keeps
himself hidden. Then he hears “ grog, grog,
grog” as before, and knows that the bird is off
its guard once more, for the sentinel has thus
signalled to the flock that all’s right.
Thus it is that God teaches the birds, and He

who cares for the fowl of lonely St. Kilda, will He
not much more care for you? He who gives them the
means of warning each other against the approach
of the fowler, will He not watch over you When
the fowler of hell comes to destroy you ?

THE MARQUIS OF QUBENSBERRY.

(Thestic Quarterly Review.)

The cause of true and sincere religion in
England has lately received a considerable impulse
from an avowal made in a journal, called Vanity
Fair, by no less a person than the aged and
respected Marquis of Queensberry.
The number of Vanity Fair for Nov. 1, 1879

contains a paragraph headed “Lord Queensberry
and Christianity,” which commences as follows :

“We publish the subjoined letter, not without
hesitation, at Lord Queensberry’s earnest solicita-
tion and request,—a request repeated after he had,
at our instance, reconsidered the matter in refer-
ence to the effect his declaration might have.
When a man of his position, with nothing to gain
and so much to lose by it, displays so settled a de-
termination thus to avow himself,things must seem
to have come to a pass which requires very serious
attention and a very serious remedy.’’
Then follows Lord Queensberry’s letter which

^gins by discussing a subject already raised in the
journal, namely, the superiority of burial in a
wicker coflSn over burial in a leaden one. In the
course of this discussion Lord Queensberry men-
tions that he had, by his will, directed his own
body to be buried in a wicker coflSn and in
nnconsecrated ground : and his letter concludes
as follows:

—

“ As for my own reason for refusing consecrat-
ed ground, the reason is simply this : I am not a
Christian, and 1 will not allow at my death that
my burial should give the lie to what I have

Kolloway’s Ointment and Pills.—
Coughs, Influenza.—The soothing properties of
these medicaments render them well worthy of
trial in all diseases of the lungs. In common colds
and Influenza, the Pills taken internally and the
Ointment rubbed externally, are exceedingly
efficacious. When Influenza is epidemic, this treat-
ment is easiest, safest and surest. Holloway’s Pills
and Ointment purify the blood, remove all obstruc-
tions to its free circulation through the lungs, re-
lieave the overgorged air tubes, and render respira-
tion free without reducing the strength, irritating
the nerves, or depressing the spirits. Such are the
ready means of saving suffering, when afflicted
with colds, cough, bronchitis, and other com-
plaints by which so many are seriously and perma-
nently afflieted in most countries.

declared during my life. I implore of you to i

publish this. I have given the matter anxious
consideration, and have long made up my mind
publicly to declare myself, as I have .already
done in America, and will do here whenever
I have the opportunity. I hope some day in the
hearing of the whole bench of Bishops. The
question is becoming national, and I consider my-
self that it is time that those who think as I do,
should boldly step forward and declare them-
selves as I do now. One word to the many to whom
I shall give offence, because they will not under-
stand me. The man Christ I love and respect as
I do all great humanitarians—that is all. I would
ask of those also to whom I give offence,
if they would endeavour to understand the
spirit in which I have said this, that they should
read Strauss’ ‘The Old Religion and the New,’
the chapters in which he asks ‘are we still Chris-
tians ? ’ and to which he answer ‘ no’ and to which
I also answer ‘no.’ Why, therefore, should I lie
in my death when I have endeavoured to be truth-
ful in my life ? My avowal will do no harm

; and
wild horses won’t hold me from declaring myself
now.”
The following number of the Vanity Fair con-

tained three letters on the subject thus started.
The first of these was signed “E. C. H.,” and re-
marked ;

—

“Men like the ilarquis of Queensberry forget
that Christ, by the resurrection of his own body
from the dead, gave the one incontrovertible proof
that the gospel be had brought was God’s own mes-
sage. The absurdity is great for any one to say
‘they admire the man Christ as a humanitarian,
and in the same breath deny him as God, If he was
not God, he was a liar and impostor.”
The second letter was signed “M. A.,” and

said :—
“Will you allow one, whose personal interest have

been greatly affected by the question at issue to
thank you heartily for inserting Lord Queensberry’s
letters? Would that the great mass of educated
Englishmen who think with him would speak
out as be has done ! Then, perchance, the many
clergymen who hold similar opinions, would take
courage and resume the allegiance they have for-
saken—the only allegiance binding in rational man—allegiance to truth.”
The third letter alluded to the question of what

matter Lord Queensberry’s religious opinions could
possibly be to any one but himself.
Then the following number of Vanity Fair, that

of Nov. 15, contained three more letters. The first
of these was from Lord Queensberry saying :—
“ I had not forgotten that it has been asserted

that Christ rose from the dead, but as - E. C. H.,’
must know, I utterly deny that there is any
reasonable evidence to show that this marvellous
occurrence ever did take place.

“ Neither is there any absurdity in my sayino
that I respected the man Christ as a humanitarian
The gospels were not written by him, but by his
followers years after his death, in a most credulous
and superstitious age. Why, then, am I to believe
that he really did represent himself as the actual
God, or that he gave utterance to half the things
he has been supposed to have said, because
said so ? I at any rate prefer to consider his dis-
ciples the impostors and exaggrators in the place
of considering Christ as such, which ‘E. C. H ’

affirms him to have been, should this marvellous
story be untrue, as it is believed to be by the
greater part of the human race.”
He then notices the remark that the majority of

people don’t care what Lord Queensburry’s views
are,and adds:—‘•yes,but a very large and increasing
minority care very much, indeed, that these opi-
nions should find expression. This is not my
private individual opinion. I am only acting as the
mouth-piece of thousands, perhaps millions, withwhom I have a faith in common,”

Further on he says “ We are accused of
wishing to pull down and to destroy.” I
deny if our religion “is an outgrowth of Chris-
tianity, as that Christianity was an outgrowth
“ of something previous to it, and teaches
that man is a rising race, not a fallen one. Reli-
gion has all along been progressive, with all other
things in this world of ours.”
He then proceeds to compare the various forms

of religion m the world to a number of different
buildings erected by means of scaff ddings, and at
length, united into one complete edifice, able to

stand after the scaffoldings have |been removed.
Another letter follows from “M. A." in which

hesays.-—
“The tenacious and uninquiring adherence to

Christianity which characterises masses of con-
scientious and intelligent persons is mainly due
to their crediting it with the comfort and strength
derived from certain beliefs and practices that
have no necessary connection with it. They think
the miraculous in Christianity must be true, be-
cause they seem to draw strength from prayer and
consolation from the hope of immortality.

“ Why, Sir, there are those who have rejected the
miraculous in Christianity, who yet lead, I believe
lives of communion with God as close as that of
the early Christian, or medieval saint, whose
thoughts, whether from the study or from the
street, are ever passing upwards to the Father, in
whose love they confide onwards towards the glad
time when they ^hall meet in His presence that
elder brother, whose bright example and helpful
words, although partially obscured by the mists of
the past, have done so much to guide them here.”
A letter follows from Lord Archibold Doug-

las, Lord Queensberry’s younger brother, stating
that he adheres to Christianity, and remark-
ing amongst other things that all who have
taken to heart the doctrine that it is impos-
sible to serve God and mammon, who, in the words
of David, “have not stood in the counsels of the
ungodly, nor walked in the way of sinners, nor sat
in the chair of pestilence, but whose will is in the
law of God,” such a one’s life even here is like
that of a tree planted by the running waters
bringing forth fruit in due season.

*

A note follows by the Editor to the effect that
no further correspondence on the subject can be
admitted.
The expressions in Lord Queensberry’s letters

certainly are not sufficient to make it clear that he
has imbibed that same faith in a living God which
characterises the Brahmo movement in India, but
the honesty of his conduct makes it certain that
unconsciously, if not consciously, he is actuated
by this faith, and now that he has taken
the step of avowing his convictions, we can-
not doubt that his confidence in the wisdom
and goodness of the God of truth will gain strength
from day to day.

It may safely be affirmed that Lord Queens-
berry’s avowal will have no small influence in in-
ducing others, who have formed the same conclu-
sions, to declare them to the world.

Sauj.

Darllngrton’a Paln-Ourer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs

in the Chest, Sore Throats, Coughs’
Colds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache’.
Neuralgia Colics. Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in
the Groins. Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bap
Les, Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Rine
worms, Pimples,FreokleA 4 Eruptions ou the akin.
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Holdar.
Chunder Gaunt Mookerjee t Hursook Roy and

ors.—Pittar and Wheeler —Goodall.

Ki Heeralall Johurry V Mahtap Chand Sarrowjee-

Wheeler & Sowton—Fink,
Autnernath Ghose & anr. v Gopaul Chunder

Ghose - W l;.oa & Chatterjee— B. M. Doss,

A. H. L?ioonius & a.«r. v. C, Koegler—Roberts
Morgan* «)o.— Pittar & Wheeler.

Sharalo .i Soor v S. D. J. Ezra—Roberts Morgan

k Co.—N. 0. Buraul,

Dhoneoiouey Dossee v Umesh Chunder Dhur &
ore.— Mookerjee k Deb—E. O. Moses, Wilson &
Chatterjee.
Guoganarain Bysack v Beharryloll Mullick—

Gillanders—Bolye Chand Dutt.

Ramloll Augurwallah t Thakoor Doss & ors.—

Trotman & Watkins— Pittar k Wheeler.

Bollydoss Mullick v S. M. Doyamoyee
Dossee—T.N. Roya— M. D. Sen.

Premsook Doss v Pertap Chunder Khandelwal
—E. 0. Moses—M, Camel 1.

S. M. Monee Dossee v Shamachurn Lahoory

—

Ghose k Bose—Swinhoe & Co.

;jdcei!tiscmeuts.

XIBADT FOXt SAZ.X:.

AN ADDRESS^DELIVERED
BY

MR. LAL MOHUN GHOSE,
AT THE Town Hall,

CALCUTTA,
On Marcli 4, 1880.

To be|had at the “ Indian mirror”
Office,

No. 2, British Indian Street, Calcutta.

And at the Cannlngr tlbrary,

55, College Street.

Price 6 annas a copy

SMITH. STANISTREET. & GO.
piiarxnacetitlcal Chemists and

Drug:grists,
BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

2o Hit Excellency the Richt Hon'hle

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-General op India,

&c., ikc.i icc.,

Have received a large and choice selection

from the best makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.
Rs. A

Artery Forceps From
, „ „ Fenestra „
Belts, Abdomen

Corpulency ,,

„ Riding ,,

„ Carson’s Patent ,,

Catheters, Silver Plated ,,

Canstic Gases „ ,,

Dissecting Cases ,,

Bar Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings ,,

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete ,,

,, Trumpets for Deafness ,,

„ Cornets, Double ,,

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.
|

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks > ,,

Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk ,, ,,

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. ,,

Electro-Magnetic Machines)

very powerful, single 1

”

Do. do, double ,,

Do. do. pocket ,,

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From

action «>

Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe ,,

Kennedy’s Syphon .

Bye Insfrument Cases ,,

„ ,,
Macnamariji’s .. ,,

Cataract B^nives and Needless ,

2

4
9
12
5

16
3

3
7
4
8
3

9

8

2

0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

25
18

Rs.
12
4

9
60

0
0

8

0
0

36 ,0
3 8

P.

0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6 0 0

0

0

20 0 0

0
0

A. P.
0 0

0
0
0
0
0

Scissors, curved. Probe, and
Sharp, pointed. Cross

Action 4 0 0

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c.
Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

byns, Mudges, &c., &c.

... 12 0 0

» »
3 8 0

Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles »| 2 0 0

Abscess Knives, Symes n • • • 2 0 0

„ Lancets M 1 12 0

Bistouries It • • • 2 8 0
Bleeding Lancets M •1* 1 4
Directors, Silver Plated It • » . 1 8

Dissecting Oases It 7 0 0
Exploring Needles >1

2 8 0
Gum Lancets It • « • 2 0 0
Pocket Cases filled M 16 0 0

,, Army Regulation It 80 0 0

Probes, Silver It • •• 1 0 0
Scalpel and Finger Knives It • • • 6 0 0
Scalpels 1

1

2 0 0
Scissors II 1 8 0
Spatulas, Silver Plated II . « • 1 8 0
Tenaculum II • . • 2 0 0
Stethoscopes II • • • 2 0 0
Speculums Ear II ... 2 8 0

„ Spring Kramers
II • • •

n
4 0 0

„ „ Nose II A* • 7 0 0

„ Rectum II • • • 3 0 0

„ Vagina • • • 3 0 0

„ Silver Plated II • • • 6 0 0
Spray Producers, Listers

II « • • 18 0 0

,,
Richardson’s Complete If • • » 16 0 0

,, Various Makers II ... 8 0 0
Suspenders II • • • 2 0 0
Subcutaneous Syringes II • • • 8 0 0
Aluminum Cases

19 t • • 36 0 0
Silver Plated Mounts It • • • 8 0 0
Clinical Thermometers II • • • 5 0 0

,, With Kew Certificate II 7 8 0
From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and

Sons, &o., &o.
HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-

METERS.
Which on holding in a certain position

the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-

ing the reading much easier from ... 7 0 0
With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PHCENTX THERMOMMETER.
Has solved the chief difficulty belong-

ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the

column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners and Patients

is obviated from ... 8 0 0
Wholesale and Retail Agents

FOR
H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxidised

Phospborus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBHD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given

with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,

Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-

tration from overwork. Loss of Virile Power,

and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal

System.
Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.

The largest and best assortment of Drugs and
Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. &
0. Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers,

Wholesale rates on application.

9 k 10, Dalhousik Square,
and 47. Dhurrumtollah Street, o-40

E undersigned beg to inform the Public that

they have the undermentioned goods in large

quantities in stock, and orders supplied,—and

contractor.

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syringes

from \ oz. to 3tb., Mugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds,

Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallons,

Freezing Pots, and other Pewter Articles of every

description.
Terms—Cash.
Price moderate,

BISSONAUTH CHUNDER k SONS,
a-78 1, Bentinok Street, Calcutta.

PRBSB&VB TOUR SXOKT.^

EUREKA

SPBCTACI.es &. BTE-0-1.ASSES.

rjTHE determination of the proper spectacles for

any defect of the eyes, is undoubtedly a

matter of the greatest importance.

This importance is increased on the one hand

by the number of patients requiring such assist

ance—a number that throughout the civilised

world, may be reckoned by millions—on the other

by the actual injury inflicted by unsuitable glasses,

and lastly by the customary sale of moat spectacles

by persons who have no adequate knowledge of

the conditions of their utility.

For the guidance of those who cannot con-

veniently visit me, I have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions.

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, ” How to

preserve the Sight," with testimonials explaining

the construotion of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

application.

N. LAZARUS.

Angrlo-Xndlan Rubber Stamp Co.
(Specially Cheapest Manxifacturers ofthe

above stamp,

)

No 99, CoLLBGB Street.

The promoters of the Company beg to intimate

the public, that they are prepared to under-

take works at exceedingly moderate rates and

execute jobs to the satisfaction of constituents.

Price list supplied on application. Specimens may

by lont gratis*

6, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET,

Caloctta.

a-13 Consultation Free.
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K. G. S X B, C A R, Za.B.,
L. R. C. P., EDINBURGH,

AND

L. F. P. 8., GLASGOW,
10, Creek Eow,

Can be consulted daily from 6 to 8 a.m.

Family engagements under special arrangements

Crtislied Food for Korses.
REDUCTION OP PRICE,
COOK AND CO.

Are glad to announce a further reduction ol

the price of the above to

Bs. 2-12 per maund,
exclusive of bags. Also a reduction of the price
of their

Crushed Food for Cattle,
to Bs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

Chaff as before 1/8 per maund, exclusive of
bags.

ISth May 1880.

TBACK.BB, SPIKK. <S». CO.
CALCUTTA.

New Books To Arrive By The In-
comlngr Steamer.

WHEELER (J. TALBOYS)-A Short History
of India, and of the Frontier States of Afghanis
tan, Nipal, and Burma. With Chronologica
Maps and tables. Rs. 8 8.

THOMPSON (KATE)—A Handbook to the Public
Picture Galleries of Europe. With a Brief
Sketch of the History of the Various Schools of
Painting. Third Edition. With very numerous
Illustrations. Rs. 6 6,

CURT^roS (G.)—The Greek Verb, its Structure
and Development. Translated by A. S. Wilkins
and E. B. England. Rs. 12 14.

LAKEMAN (SIR STEPHEN)-What I Saw in
KafiSrland. Rs. 6.

THE VINAYA PITAKAM : One of the Principal
Buddhist Holy Scriptures in the Pali Language.
Edited by Hermann Oldenberg, Vol. II.—The
Cullavagga. Rs. 15.

MORGAN. (R)—Homer’s Odyssey, Complete.
Literally translated. Rs. 2 8.

REPORT ON THE FINAL EXAMINATION AT
the Staff College held in December 1879, with
copies of the Examination Papers. As. 12,

THE WHITE MONTH, By the Author of “The
Rose Garden,” “ Unawares,” &c. Rs. 5 6.

CAREY (ROSA N,)—Nellie’s Memories. A Domes-
tic Story. Rs. 4 4.

HOLLAND (Dr. J. G.)—Paul Benedict
; or

Written in Light. Re. 1 6.

BLACK,—Sunrise : a Story of These Times
Part I To be completed in 16 Parts, As 12.

LYNN LINTON (B.)—The Atonement of Learn
Dundas. Re. 1 6.

PAYN (J.)—Halves; a Novel. Re. 1 6.
MATHERS (HELEN)—My Lady Green Sleeves,
Fourth Edition. Rs. 4 4.

QUICK! SAFE!! SURE!!!
FAUX. ^ CO.’S

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES
Prepabed and Sold only by Paul & Co„

DRUGK3-ISTS,
No. S85-1S, Bamhamr Street, Calcutta.

Bmbrooatlon.

An external application for Rheumatic Affec-
tionsi Numbness of the LhnlM, pains in the

Sides, Back, Chest, or Joints. It* is highly effie
cacious where Anodynes and Counter Irritant-
are required. Besides, when used with Detersivg
Mixture, it materially assists the same in speedily
allaying the Pains and Swelling attendant on
obstinate cases of Rheumatism. Price 1-8 Re,
per 4 oz. Bottle.

Kair Preserver.
An agreeable and well perfumed preparation

for the Preservation, Restoration and Growth of
the Hair. It not only prevents it from falling off
or turning prematurely grey, but by its gently
stimulant properties excites the scalp to a new and
healthy action, cleanses it from Scurf and Dandruff^
exerts its curative influence in the most obstinate
forma of Baldness, and promotes the Growth and
Strength of the newly grown Hair. Besides, it is
a safe, useful and elegant Hair Oil—always tending
to keep up the vitality of the growth, and far
superior to the ordinary Preparations in benefit
and perfume. Price 1 Re. per 4 oz, Bottle.

ANDREW (W. P' )—Our Scientific Frontier. With
Sketch Map and Appendix. Rs. 4 4.

COOKSON (LIEUT. -COL. )-With the Armies of

the Balkans and at Gallipoli in 1877-78. Maps
and Plans. With numerous Illustrations, Cheap
Edition. Rs, 3 8.

STENHOUSE(MRS. T. B. H.)—An Englishwo-
man in Utah. The Story of a Life’s Experience

in Mormonisra. An autobiography. With intro-

ductory Preface by Mrs. H. Beecher StoWe,
Fully Illustrated. Rs. 7 8.

HUXLEY (PROF.)—Introductory Science Primer.

As. 12.

POOLE (R. LANE)—A History of the Huguenots
of the Dispersion at the Recall of the Edict of

Nantes. Rs, 4 4.

BAIRD (H. M.)—History of the Rise of the Hugue-
nots. Two vols. Rs. 10 12,

FORMBY (REV. H.)—Ancient Rome and its con-

nection with the Christian Religion. An Outline

of the History of the City from its foundation,

B.C. 753, to A.D. 42-47. Profusely Illustrated.

Rs. 35.

CHANDOS CLASSICS

:

THE SPANISH NOVELIST. Translated by T.

Roscoe. Re. 1 6.

THE ITALIAN NOVELIST. Translated by T.
Roscoe. Re. 1 6.

THE GERMAN NOVELIST. Translated by T.

Roscoe. Re, 1 6.

QILLMORE (P,)—On Duty : a Ride through
Hostile Africa. Rs. 11 6.

ELECTION SQUIB.—The Liberal Misleaders.
Clever Illustrations and Classical Quotations
By the Author of “ New Gleanings from Glad-
stone.’* v As. 8.

THE GENERAL ELECTION OF 1880-New
Parliament, New Men, New Measures, New
Taxes, Facetiae, and Anecdotes. Illustrated.
Folio. Re. 1 2.

CLUER (A. R,)—Xenophon. Memorabilia Soc-
ratis. Rs. 4 4.

PENNING (W. H.)—Engineering Geology. With
Illustrations and Colored Plates. Rs. 2 8.

JURY ROOM T4LES, and other Stories.
Re. 1 2,

XAVIER DE MONTEPIN,—Les Filles de Bronze
Vol. V,—Dieu Dispose. Rs. 2 2.

ULBACH (LOUIS)—Le Crime de Martial.
Rs. 2- 8.

CAFUALLE MENDES. Les M6res nnemies
Rs. 2 2.

DESLYS (CHARLES)—Miss Eva. Rs. 2 2
ZACCONE (PIERRE)—La Vertu de Charbon-

nette. Rs, 2 2.

COLLAS (LOUIS.)—Le Fils du Garde-Chasse
Rs. 2 2.

GUEROULT (CONSTANT)-Un Heritage Tragi
que. I.—Les Vengeurs. II,—Les Condamnees
Rs. 4 4.

(EUVRES DE MOLIERE, pr4c4d4es d’une Notice
sur sa vie et ses Ouvrages. Par Sainte-Beuve.
Two vols. Rs. 6,

FORTUNE DU BOISGOBEY. L’H6ritage de
Jean Tourniol, Rs. 2 8.

DAUDET (E.)—Lamaison de Graville • Moeurs
Mondaines. Rs. 2 8.

QUATRELLES. —Les Amours Extravagantes de
la Princesse Djalavann. Rs. 2 8.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,
6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

0-34 Calcutta.

Appy to the Mahger.
FOR

KINGSLEY (C.)—Af Last. A Christmas in the
West Indies. Illustrated.. Rs. 4 4.

ROUGHING IT IN VAN DIEMEN’S LAND,
Ac. By Author of The “Boy in the Bush.”
Re. 1 12*

BATHGATE (JUDGE)—New Zealand
; Re-

sources and Prospects. Re. 1 2.

THE ODE OP LIFE. By the Author of “The
Epic of Hades.” Rs. 3 8.

STURGIS (JULIAN)—Little Comedies. Rs, 3 8.CLARKE (COL. A. R,)—Geodosy. (Clarendon
Press.) Rs. 8 14.

HOPjQEIN ('I'll Italy and
876-476i Two yol*. 83,

Her Invaders,

Illustrated Price List,
At 65, College Street.

NOTICE.

The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at
which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street
where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, is henceforward to be called the

I “Sen Press.” All communicaHons for the Indian
I Mirror Newspaper &nd Pifess to be
addressed acflordingly,

Tooth Powder.
It is a harmless and most agreeable preparation

for
^

the Teeth. It cleanses the Teeth, preserves
their Enamel, arrests their Decay, eradicates
Tartar and all Injurious Secretions, and renders tha
Teeth sound and useful. Besides, it removes Spon-
giness, Recession, Tenderness and all Painful
Affections of the Gums, gives them Strength and
Natural Ruddiness, Dispels the Disagreeable Odour
of the Mouth and imparts a Delightful Fragrance
to the Breath. It is an excellent Denti&ce—
perfectly free from all injurious ingradients, and
eminently calculated to preserve and beautify the
Dental Structure. Price 1-8 Re. per J IhBottle.

Tooth-ache Reliever.
A safe and instantaneous Cure for painful Tooth-

ache. Price 8 As. per Bottle.
iV.R.—Full directions accompany each Bottle.
Mofussil orders for these medic ines, accompanied

with full remittance of price andpacking charges,
are promptly attended to.

1®“^ Drugs of the best quality and genuine Patent
Medcines are always available abe the above ad
dress, at the cheapest rate possible <z.38

[Established 1833.]

K. C. 6ANGOOLT dt. CO.,
ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, A cO.
19, 20, di. 24, nXangroe Iiane, Calcutta.

The following is a description of some of tha
works undertaken and goods sold by us
Engrravlngr department.

Zinc Plates for marking oases, OflSce Seals
Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for
Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon. Branding
Irons, Ac., Engraving on plated-ware. Gold, Sil-
ver. Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, Ac., Ac.
er Rubber Seals are also supplied.

Printing- department.
Books, Mercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any

character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either
from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em.
bossing Presses.

department.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety.

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busil
ness. Invitation, Ball Programme, Playing, Ac
Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing Paper
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birthi
day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,
Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery '

Account Books of various descriptions.
^

Teems-For Mofussil Cash or reference for pay-
ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the
trade.

CATALOaUB ON APPLICATION.
H, e. Q4N000LYA oo.

Mangoe Lmt^ OcdeuMa,
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A. J. PARKBR AND CO.

/

WHO ABE PREPARED TO RECEIVE

Conveyances
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For sale by Auction and will hold a weekly sale every Thursday,

Terms

f
•

'

' COMMISSION 6%

Half commission where lots are withdrawn.
‘

Special Arrangements may be made.

i.^

-J I'

TT WARRANTED

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-

tidote against Mercury and the numerous
afifections arising therefrom.

Warranted to cnre'thoroughly and radically all

diseases,' arising from impurities of the Blood,

Injudicious use of Mercury, Chronic Venerial affec-

tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimples, Cutaneous
Eruptions, several kinds of Skin Di8ea8e8,Dyspepsia,

and general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful

property of removing the Mercury from the system

and of purifying the blood of all its impurities

from whatever cause arising, of invigorating the

gystem and imparting fresh energy and vitality

to it. The brilliant and extraordinary efficacy of

this Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic and
almost hopeless cases, proves its effects to be un-

rivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

' Ointment for Mercurial and Syphi-
litic Ulcers and Eruptions. Price per

pot 8 annas.

(Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly

free from quinine,
- Snre and certain cure from all cases of Malarious

intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or

Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the

legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses

and purifies the blood and the system from the

Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,

restores the internal organs to their normal func-

tions, 'regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-

tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after

the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

'Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle 1-8.

‘

'Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure pf enlarged Spleen and Liver, Price 8 annas.

Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Infiammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-

tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1

.

Cures guaranteed in all cases.
'

fj
To be had of

MAISON DE PARIS,
CHOWBINGHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH.

,
Calcutta. a.60

The Xndlan Guarantee and
Suretyship Assoeiatlon.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Leases
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and . defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen. '

The Security of the Association is now generallv
adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies,

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically red'uced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Secretary.
9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

OR,

a-73

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

Agent, '.for BENGAL.

Bad Watches are Sold
BY HUNDREDS IN INDIA.

BLACK AND MURRAY beg to inform their
Customers and the Public, that they have

la ely introduced a new description of ENGLISH
SILVER HUNTING WATCH, with Patent Lever
Escapement, and all the latest improvements.

Price—As. 55 nett.
These V^atches are guaranteed for two years

and will be found strong, neat, and serviceable
having been especially manufactured for India
by Black & Murbay. They are warranted to
be entirely English made. (Many so-called English
Watches are Swiss, put in English cases).
Just to hand a consigment of their

celebrated RACING CHRONO-
GRAPHS, Nett, Rs 46

ELECTRIC BELLS for House or
Office with Push, Wire and constant
Battery ... ... ... Nett, Rs. 20

BINOCULARS, all sizes, from
Ra. 30 to Rg. 60
BLACK AND MURBAT,

CHRONOMETER, WATCH AND CLOCK-
MAKERS.

HABTINaS-SXRBBT, CALCUTTA.

ZaONDON AND X.ANCASKXRB
I.XFB ASSUARANCB CO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.

This Comtany offers to the Public the Com-
bined Advantages of

Unqnestionahle Secnrity and I*ow
Rates of Preminm.

WHILE the adoption of all the improved
modern conditions under which Policies

are now issued enables the Directors to grant un-
usual facilities to all intending Assurers.
That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-

versally recognized as the MOST SECURE AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT, is sufficiently
proved by the following statistics, “ startling in
their magnitude but quiet power,” extracted from
“ The Review” of January 1st, 1879.
“ In the years 1870—1878, the accumulated Life
Assurance Funds of the Offices have risen from
£90,700,000 to £117,600,000, or at the rate of
£3,000,000 per annum. This is after paying out
£71,500,000 in claims and bonuses on policies alone,
entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or
management expenses. The total sum received by
the Life Offices on life account in the eight years
was £128,700,000. Against this was paid in
claims, £71,500,000 ; annuities, £3,350,000 ; and
surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being
a total paid out to Policy-holders of about
£84,000,000 ; after this £27,000,000 were added
to funds.

. ,

The LONDON & LANCASHIRE returns 80 per
cent, of the profits, divided every five years to
participating Policy-holders. English rates of pre-
minm only charged for such period as the Assured
spends westward of Suez.

Prospectuses and every required information
can be immediately obtained by application to
the undersigned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.
The Manager of the Indian Mirror is authorized

to be our Agent.
A. B. SHEKLETON,

General Agent ^ Secretary for India,
a-65 A. Lall Bazaar, Corner of Mission Bow,

THE GREATEST ^ • i

WOUDIIE OP MOIEEir TIMES!

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to ha
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or

the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

cidentS to the life of a miner, or to those living in tha
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the systen*

against those evils which so often beset the human race,

viz;—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, ^dysentery,

diarrhoea, and cholera.

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT

o

Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,

ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin diseases in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails to

cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.
,

.

I ' I

The Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World; with directions for use in almost every
language.

C-fS* Beware of connterfeits that may emanate ‘

from the United States. Purchasers sho’rid look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes, f the
address is not 683, Oxford Street, Lorn ,

they
•re ipurioai.

a-2l J ^
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES.
The iindernoted Watchef? are specially adapted for persons who, having costly watches, are

reluctant to use them for rough purposes, such as travelling, sporting, &c. They have been

manufactured by Hamilton and & Co. expressly to supply the demand for a fairly finished and accurate

time-keeper at a moderate cost.

The Railway Watchi.

The Railway Watch, as sup-

pli^ to the Indian Railway

Companies, has an English

lever movement of the finest

quality and strongest possible

construction. Hamilton & Co.

confidently recommend it as a

Watch not easily disarranged by

rough usage. The apparent dis-

advantage of the large size is

.amply compensated for in wear
by the increased excellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.

Recommended by the Royal Geo-

graphical Society for the use of

Travellers and Explorers.
Cash.

In German Silver case...Rs. 95

In Sterling Silver case 135

In Silver case, Keyless... ,, 180

The ‘‘Exhibition” Eng-
lish Xiover Watch.

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely English-
made throughout, has a substan-

tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Full Plate System ! with Jewel-

led Lever Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-
ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me-
dium size.

Cash.

Silver, best quality

Second quality

Rs. S.'i

75

THE STANDARD XiEVER WATCH.
In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case,^

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-

ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled

Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We
have devoted particular attention to the good

finish of its mechanism, and as we can confidently

guarantee its performance, we recommend it to all

classes of buyers.

Price, Rs, 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Rs. 200 cash.

With Keyless movement. Hunter Half-hunter, Silver, Rs. 100 cash.

The Aluminium or Silver Keyless
Crystal Watch.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for

winding or for setting the hands.

This in India is a great advantage, dust and damp
being kept out.

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.

Works visible.

Silver case, Rs. 45. Aluminium case, Rs. 40.

Xiadies’ Gold Watches.
Substantial 18-Carat Gold cases, engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughly

timed and tested. Fitted in Morocco case. Gold
Key supplied.

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200.

The Patent Silver Eever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOR ORDINARY WEAR.

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable

time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-

faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass,

strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only ... Rs. 40

Superior quality,in Hunting Case, Rs. 65 Cash.

Xiadies’ Elegrant Enamelled Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with

highly finished Jewelled movements. Rs. 125 to 300

Gold Guard and Albert Chains
Of every fashionable pattern now worn, and of the usual lengths, manufactured of the best rich

colored Gold. We solicit inspection of our large and varied stock, but a sheet of patterns with prices

will be forwarded per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta.

Silver Guard and Albert Chains, a large assortment always in Stock, Prices on

application. , _ . .

Sockets, Seals, and Watch Keys, charms and Trinkets, dtc.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and Clock XMEakers in ordinary to H. E. the Viceroy

and to K. R. H, the Prince of Wales,

a-18 CALCUTTA.

EVNN AND CO.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
BY APPOINTMENT TO

His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor
General of India.

,

''

Nos. 46 ^ 47, Bentinch Street,

Itl, DAV AND CO.,

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS
OF

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmiths,Electroplaters,Rronzers,

Ziacquerors and Railway Con-
tractors, dec., dec.

NO MORE PAINS!!

'SPAW-CURER

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-

tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for

Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,

Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the

Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,

Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics,

Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Cld Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-

worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.

Many of the best Physicians of the day pres-

cribe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very worst

forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the outward application only of this medicine,

when all other medicines have been tried without

effect.

Per bottle Re. 1, Large side Rs. 2, packing As. 8
DARLINGTON & CO.

Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains ! ! 1

are our trade marks. .

"

ifg- Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native'’

imitation of Darlington’s celebrated’ Pain-Curer.
''

^ CAUTICN TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of

imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their

own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.

Call for Darlington’s Pain-CUrer and see

that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the

marvellous cures by this remedy.

The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dora, Bombay Presidency, writes :
—“ We find

Darlington’s Pain-CUREK efficacious, and are

glad to know of it as being a useful medicine.

Sister Theodorine, Superioress F de la Croix. ”

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has

from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles

of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes

“

Please

send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAIN-Cnrer. I am happy to observe that I have

witnessed beneficial results from its application.

Some of my friends used it, & I also gave' to some

of my servants : I was pleasingly surptised to

see that in fevery instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after

ordering for a couple of large bottles of

Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,

and ordered for 6 and again for 12 morelarge bottles

of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Captain Percy

Gough, his Private Secretary.

Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the

Bengal Times, writes from Dacca. I have

lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of

a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the

removal of which Darlington's Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a

couple of applications, and in about 4 days dis-

appeared. This is one of several instances in

which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s

Pain-Curer.”

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied

at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.

Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

stock of both being always kept on hand..

Estimates supplied on application. a- 11
J

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tlnmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
;

Baths of sizes. Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
water Cans

;
garden watering pots

;
Tea, House,

Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps

;
Railway Lamps of every descriptions,

&C.
,
SCG.,

Always in hand and made to order.

AL.SO

Portable Cooking stoves of single and double

1^, 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate.

Calcutta Magazine, a journal of Literature,

Politics, Science, and the Arts. Yearly subscrip-

tion, Ka. 12, postage, 12 annas. The Calcutta

Magazine should find many readers.

—

'The Tiin^s- of

India. “ It is ably and judiciously conducted by

Mr. Owen Aratoon.”

—

Friend of India,
,

^

We should like to see the Calcutta Magazine on

the tables of the Public Library and Literary Ins-

titute. To our thinking it is quite on a part with

any average home monthly of the 6dy ‘.-^Bangalore

Examiner,
Apply to the Manager, Calcutta MagwAne, 49,

Dhurrumtollah-street, Calcutta. a-L2
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAXiHOUSXE SQUAXIB, CAXiCUTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the Mofuasil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order
and will be found to be excellent m mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone nerfeetlv in fnni
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

periecuy in tune

o

Sox Wo. 1073, playing- 6 Bengrall tunes, 1st series.
1 .

2 .

3.

Poorabee.
Imni.
Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

Harp or Setar Box No.

1.

Poorabee,
Imni.
Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

2.

3.

Bassanto.
Kalangrah

.

Peeloo.

100 .

Beng-all tunes,
Bassanto.
Kalangrah.
Peeloo.

1st series.

1 .

5.

6.

Cash price Rs.
1073^, playing- 6

4.

6.

6 .

Cash price Rs. 126.
Sox No. i075L playing- 6 Beng-all tunes, 2nd series.

Sarung. 4. Jhinjuttee.
Bhoirabee, 5. Bhoirabee.
Kaffee. 6. Kawalee.

Cash price Rs. 100.
Harp or Setar Box No. 1075^, playing 6 Bengrall tunes, 2nd series.

1. Sarung. 4. Jhinjuttee.
Bhoirabee. 5. Bhoirabee.
KaSee. 6. Kawalee.

Cash priceRs. 126.

Box No. 1077,1>laylng- 6 Seng-ali tunes, 3rd series.

1 .

2 .

8.

2.

3.

1. Taza Bhee Taza.
2. Doogiree.

3. Him Milli Punnya.

Harp or Setar Sox No.
1. Taza Bhee Taza.

2. Doogiree.

3. Hill! Milli Punya.

Denga Ohate Ayore.
Kia Hoga Bhola Janee,
Khambaj.

4.

5.

6 .

Cash price Rs. 100.
1077^, playing- 6 Seng-all tunes, 3rd series.

4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhala Janee.
6. Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 126.

NXCBOX.Z.S <b. CO.<
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Cov/rt Houte Street, Calouita,

London ;—IWhitefriar’sStreetFleet St.E.C.

OUBBENT OB FLOATING ACCOUNTS.
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques

paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made, after 3 p.m„ and on Saturdays after 1 p.m.

Govbbnmbnt Papeb and Secueities
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange.
Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts,
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
fimt of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10 days’

notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on deposits
for longer periods at the following rates, payable
in Calcutta, or in London, at par :

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice
at 3 months’ notice

at 6 months’ notice

at 12 months’ notice

at 2 years’ notice

DR. D. JAYNE’S

Family Medicines,

>•

II

II

II

. 3 per cent.

5 „
6

7
Pay.Bills, Pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates. Bills

corrected and rents realised.

Buiinete rulet maa-dad on applioation. o.37

For Sale.

ADDRESS delivered by Colonel Olcott. Presi-
dent of the New York Theosonhical Society

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Pramji Cowasji
Institute, Bombay, Price two annas a copy.
Apply to the IndUm Mirror Office,

Per Bot.

Rs. A.
EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and

Colds) out of stock at present...
HAIR TONIC (to cure hair falling

off and baldness)
ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and

blood purifier)

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for
cure of fevers and agues)

LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair
of any other colour to a beautiful
WacA without injury to the skin)

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for
cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera)

TONIC VERMIFUGE ...

LINIMENT, OR COUNTER-IRRI-
tant(an outward application for
Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, &c. )

SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints)

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes,
The “ Medical Almanac'^ for current

available on application,
Sykes it, Co.,

1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,
SOLE AGENTS FOB

X>r. X>. Jayne dt Son.
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

Per Doz
Rs. A

2 8 24

2 8 24

2 8 24

2 8 24

2 8 24

I

0
11

5

0 8

0 8
Rs. 20)

year is

0-67

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentl
men, wishing political and other petitioi

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicitt
to address themselves In writing to X, care i

the Printer,

Established 1846.

THE DBVGGXSTS’ HAX.X.,
36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. “ Duke of
Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”

“ Hydaspes,” &c., &c.
Xiactopeptlne

Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion
combined in the same proportion as they exist in
the human stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the influence
of the natural gastric juice. It will be found
far superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,
Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly
mdicated in Anesmia, general Debility, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, am.
impoverished condition of the blood.

Direction for use, formuloe and dose measure ac-
company each phial.

Price Rs. 4 per phial and packing As. 4.
Morson’s Ittediolnal Pepslne.

loz. phial Rs. 3. Packing As, 4.
Norton’s Camomile Pills.

A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and
all stomach complaints.

Price Re. 1. Packing As, 4,

Xlemrod’s cure for Asthma.
Catarrh, Bronchitis,Croup, Hooping Cough,

ORDINARY Colds, and a ,1 diseases of the Respira-
tory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin.

Price Rs, 3-S. Packing As. 8,

arlmault’s Vegetable Xnjectlon of
Matloo.

A few injections of very short duration are
sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.
Whitmore’s Compound Xiiniment of

Arnica.
An effectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasms,

Lumbago, weak Joints, &c,, and as a counter-irri-
nant in a sluggish state of the liver.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.

Wilkinson’s Ginger and Camomile.
Price Rs. 2. Packing As, 4.

Whitmore’s Stomachic and Xiiver
Pills.

Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.
Savory and Moore’s Pancreatine

Wine.
For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod-

liver Oil solid fat and food generally.
Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.
W. F. Smith’s Pile Powders.

For the cure of Piles & Prevention of Fistula.
Their gentle emollient action subdues irritation,

regulating the bowels without leaving a disposition
to costiveness, their decided tonic properties give
power to the system, arrest all tendency to and
counteract the weakening effect of the disease, and
their intrinsic value will prove that they fully
merit the title of a specific cure of Piles and pre-
ventive of Fistulas.

Price Re. 1-8 per lox. Packing As. 2.
PROPRIETORY MEDICINE,

Concentrated Compound Essence or
Fluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.

This preparation is decidedly preferable to any
other form in which Sarsaparilla can be adminis-
tered, on account of its portability and superior
efficacy. It contains the whole active and medi-
cinal properties of the root in the highest state
of concentration combined with the ingredients
of the compound decoction directed by the college
of Surgenos. The beneficial effects of this Fluid
as an Alterative or Restorative, its great useful-
ness iu all disorders of the Skin, Indigestion,
general Debility, and after a too free administration
of Mercury, have been universally admitted and
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most eminent practitioners of the presen-
day.

Di rection for use accompany each bottle.
Priceper bottle Rs. 2. Packing As. 4 .

Best assortment of Drugs and chemicals. Guar-
anteed fresh, and received direct from the respect-
able manufacturers of London.

^

Terms moderate. -Wholesale rates on
application. Price list supplied to Mofussil doctors
and Dispensaries. Orders prompth/ executed on
rjmittance of cash^ or a respectable reference in
Calcutta,

GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT & CO.
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS

**

Wholesale and Retail Bruggists
And

Manufacturers of JBrated Waters

.

a*ll
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ADVANTAGES OF ASSURING WITH THE
ORIENTAL LIFE OFFICE

All that Experience has proved Practicable and
Prudent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,
Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be
obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever :

—

(1.) Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.

(2.) Amalgamations Impossible.

(3.) Funds in Government Securities only.

(4.) Native Lives assured at European Rates.

(5.) Premiums reduced to English Rates from
date of leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

China.

Annual Premium for Assurance of
Rs. 1)000 under New System.

Age. 30 35 40 45

Premium Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

21 6 4 24 8 8 28 10 0 33 14 8

Lower Safe Rates than any other Office.

(6.) Office young, and therefore free from Old

Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can be paid Yearly, Half-yearly,

Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of

Years.

(8.) CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OF DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 35 per cent.

(10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,

and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

(11.) Entire Direction in India.

(12.) Special Protection to Assignees.

(13.) The Most Economical Management.
(14.) Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-16-0 only.

(15.) Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine.

(16.) Policy-holders can appoint their own
Trustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.

(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to al l Races.

(19.) No Restriction on Travel.
——

—

POLICY-HOLDERS IN 'HIE “ ORIENTAL"
ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER.

Unequalled Liberality.
Being established in India, all arrangements for

the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” are

made with a view to the convenience and benefit of

its own members,—European and Native,—whn
alone participate in the advantages arising from
its succssful progress.

Yearly list of new Assurers closes 31st

December.
Special attention is invited to the Peculiar

System of Life Assurance introduced by this

Company, and to the New and extremely favorable

Conditions (as regards Rates, Profits, Limits
OF Residence, Non-liability to Forfeiture, Ac.)
under which its policies are issued.

The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when
Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

“THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AND
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT. IS RAPIDLY
GAINING THE CONFIDENCE OF THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY.”
Intending Assurers—Native or European— are

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the
“ Oriental ” with those of any other Company.

C. X.A.ZARUS dk CO.,

AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,

Calcutta.

SINGER’S Gold Medal.
LOCK-STITCH Paris Exhibition

Sewing Machines. 1878.

SINGER’S 366, 432
LOCK-STITCH Machines,

Sewing Machines. Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

Detailed Prospectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports, and full particulars on application to—
F. A. COHEN, AgentJor Bengal, or D. McLAUOHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.

7, Wellesley Place, CALCUTTA. Manager & Actuary, BOMBAY.

' NEW GOODS! NEW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnishing' Requisites.

BRASSRHFPIP^^INRTO curtain POLES, from Rs. 16 to 26 per set.

® 10-8 to Uch window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PuS)AH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &C., &C., &c.

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OF

MH^^LTN AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair, PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
CRETONNES, at all prices.

Onr selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

^^_Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,

LACK,

BruBsela Tapestry and Velvet File
Carpeting'S.

An immense »toch now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit al

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

ma^er, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection,

CretonneB.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long

Curtains, Screens, Ac,

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
new stock of real

also some fine

Scarlet

Blankets.

Blankets in various sizes. Infants’ Coat

We are now showing our

Whitney Blankets in all sizes,

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Door Mats.
English—made from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

,» M ,1 ,, 38 by 24 ,,

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches,

» »» »» >> 38 by 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Bugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes, Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah Repps.
Oreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAK.EB di. CO.,

HOSIERS, DRAPERS, SILK MERCERS, ice., Sec.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA, <t-51

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine

LOOK STITCH with polished cover and
lock.

Sewing Machines. Ra.80.

SINGER’S New Family Tread»«> Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs, 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Maheines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,
Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po*
LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

LOCK-STITCH „ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover.

Sewing Machines. Es. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov*
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S Packing for

LOCK-STITCH Hand Machines. Rs. 2-8.

Sewing Machines. Treadle ditto, Rs, 6.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application, a-28

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-

pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders.

Commission will be charged according to the value

as the order on a sliding scale of rates which can

I of •scertained by appUoatioa to the Manager.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

[May 30, 1880.
- ...

fiNBRGV! ADMIRABLE TRANSFOYtlMCATZOTr OP MECKANZCAZ.IHTO TORRENTS OP EZiECTRZOZTV !

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Light in EnglandFrance and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time be ex-’lensively used for lighting up larga spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lightin’<rWe are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills Public Halls
Rrf/fo

Yards Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railway^nae works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane nroof

W. NEWMAN dc CO.

Important New Books.,
JUST PUBLISHED.

'

In Elephant 4to. with sixty *one Original full
page Illustrations, and 23 Woodcuts.' Handsomely
bound in cloth. Price thirty-five rtonees Nett.

The Second Volume of ^c
The Antiquities of Orissa 7!

BY

Bs. .^0 0
„ 175 0

450 0if

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses
Dynamo Eleotrio Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs, 15 per night

! ! ! Tbo cost of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will
hearge for one Eleotrio Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles,
hct monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! ! I

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Eleotrio Light Machine, with leading Wine, Carbon

Electric LamptRs'^iSO
Hurricane proof. Self Adjusting, Self Lighting

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
will be only Ra. 15 per night at

RAJENDRALALA MITRA, LL.D., C.I.E.,

Pvhlished wnder the Orde.re of the Government
of India,

The Life of

Th6 Right Honourable
WILLIAM EWART GLADSTONE,

M.P., D.C.L., &c.,

BY

GEORGE BARNETT SMITH
Popular Edition

r-5 e; Rs. 3-12.

(TRUE COPY.)

a Dynamo Eleotrio Light for use on the Bakralagndge. Ihe Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards.
The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

Science Primers

Introductory
BY

PROFESSOR HUXLEY
(As, 12) As. 14.

Bakrala Bridge,)
2Sth Ootoier 1879. f

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst. Engineer, Bakrala Sana Division, P. N. State Raihcay.

/

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Builders and Electrical Engrlneers,
r

. ... aa
No. 63, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta,

A SHORT

History of India
And of the Frontier States of

Afghanistan, Nipal, and Burma,
BY

J. TALBOYS WHEELER
With Maps and Tables

(7-75) Rs. 8-8.

FROM

E. S. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. PESUAWUR:^

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Ks. 800

These small Engines are specially adapted foi

Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness
and great strength, are easily managed, occup)
very little space, and require no fixing. They an
now fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinan
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entin
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are o
the best Stafibrdshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines anc

1 Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water
Tank, which forms also the ash-pan and an efficieni

Water-Heater.
®^^^^oner^ Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts,
rinting Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

• .^lyihing in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.ERASMUS JONES, Printers’ Agent, 6 & 0, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA,

STEAM EN&INE
Cbadle-Land

OF

Arts and Creeds

OR

Nothing neto under the Sun
BY

CHARLES J. STONE,
Late Advocate, High Courts, Bombay,

(8-12) Rs. 9.12

The Life and Writings

Op

HENRY THOMAS BUCKLE
BY

ALFRED HENRY HUTH
2 vola, 8 VO, (50-72) Rs. 23-2.

The Marquess Wellesley
Architect of Empire
An Historic Portrait

BY

W. M. TORRENS. M.P.,
(9-0) Rs. 10-0.

England
Under Lord Beaconsfield

The Political History of six years from the end
of 1873 to the beginning of 1880.

« 1

BY

P. W. CLAYDEN
(70-0) Rs. 12-4

. a-35 W. NEWMAN & CO.
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COOKE & KELVEY,
^ 20, OZ,D COURT HOUSES STREET, CALCUTTA,

’ MANUFACTURERS OF FINE AND COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH.MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA,

MODEL WATTES FOR INDIA.
The Model Watohea are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.

These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. They are entirely of English manufacture havjng powerful full-plate, Lever movements,
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.

Silver Half Hunting Case
Cash Bs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80,

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHES OP GUARANTEED QUALITY

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 60 cash.

G O Xi O

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs, 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 cash,

o

A Zi B E R T CKAZHS.

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs, 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 cash,

A magnificent assortment, many designed and of a novel character.

o o

2 .

o P< n o
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The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of massive
elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

COOKE & KELVEY,
a-9 CALCUTTA.

Hotloe.

The Hookah-shop carried on by Radha Nath
Chowdhry, in Jorasanko, has been removed to

81, Bentinck Street, and will henceforward be
conducted by the undersigned.

A large assortment of Bengalee and Mahomedan
shaped Hookahs of new designs just to hand at

moderate prices. Inspection invited.

Prices ranging from Rs, 2 to 10 each, inclusive

Chillam.
ISSDR CHUNDER BBED,

a>36 SI, Beniinck Street, Calcutta,

NATZONAE BARK OF ZNDZA,
ZiZMXTBB.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.
On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4^

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short
periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J. Campbell,
«*34 Manager,

Dr. XiazaruB’s Domestic ItXedlclnes.

Infantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,
Teething, &o,, &c.), ... ... Rs. i 4

Tonic Antipeeiodic Pills (Invaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... ... „ 1 4

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),... ... ^, x 4
Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... ,,2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... 2 0
Expectorant Drops (for
Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

Xi;

(mild, prompt
»> 20

Balsamic
Coughs,
Pain in

&c.), ... ... ... „ 1 8
Family Laxative, A safe, certain’ and

useful purgative.

Family Aperient Pills
and safe), ...

Family Antibiliotts Pills (stronger
”

than above), ... ... ... 1

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
*

Children), ... ... 2
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair),

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... ••• ,, 1 8
The above are most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instruction is
wrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazarus’
original receipts and sold by all Madicine Yen-
pers. 0.27

1 4

7or-

2 0

ZCB SEASON 1880.
Patent Pneumatic Zee Machines

OF THE NEW MODEL.
With Enlarged Cylinders for Acid and with Cooling

Water Troughs, Producing two Pounds of
Pure Tasteless Ice in about 20

minutes.

Arlington & Co. invite attention to the improve-
ments introduced in the Pneumatic Ice Machines
of the New Model, a supply of which has been
consigned to them for sale during the present
season.

The Improved Ice Machines are fitted with
Cylinders of greater bulk for a larger supply of
Acid, and also with Cooling Water Troughs,
from which a number of jets of water, conducted
by perforated pipes, can be made to stream over
the entire body of the Acid Cylinder to preserve
it against overheating.
Under these improvements, an Ice Machine of

the New Model can be worked continuously for a
longer time, and be made to produce a larger quan-
tity of Ice than a Machine with a small Cylinder
as heretofore made.
An Illustrated Pamphlet containing full instruc-

tions for use is supplied with each Machine.

Gash Prices.
For an Improved Double Action or
Two Decanter Ice Machine, fitted with
all requisites for working and packed
in one case ... ... ... Rs. 275 0

For an Improved Single Action or One
Decanter Ice Machine, fitted with all

requisite for working, and packed in
one case a ... ... ... „ 190 0

Sulphuric Acid in Stone Jars, contain-
ing about 401bs., packed in case ... „ 10 4

ARLINGTON & CO.,
d.13 B, Dalhousib Square, Calcutta.
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Roog’Hly Brldgre XVotioe.
Bridge <vill be closed for traffic on

X Tuesday, the 1st June, 1880, from 9 A. m.
to 12 A. M.

G. H. SIMMONS,
<1-6 Secretary to the JBridffe Commissionerg.

Silver Cream.

For plating articles of Brass or Copper with-
out the aid of a Battery, and for silvering

Barne.'S mounting, Jcc., as well as for cleaning all

kinds of silver and plated articles.

T}ii- preparation is guaranteed not to contain the
slightest trace of mercury, and from the simplicity
of its application supersedes anything of the kind
ever before introduced, it being pnly necessary to

rub it over the article (Copper and Brass), with a
piece of rag or the fingers, and polish with a
ebamois leather in order to produce a coating of
pure Silver

As this Cream deposits a coating of pure Metal-
lic Silver, articles of that metal cleaned with it in-

crease in weight and value in proportion to the
amount of coating received.

Price Re. 1 2 and Rs. 2 4 per bottle, packing
As. 4.

Remittance made in postage stamps should
carry one anna extra per Rupee to cover discount.

Agents for the Manufacturers.
" •• HOWARTi&CO.,

Barrack pore.

Vltiltors to Barrackpore.
THE EXCHANGE.

ON the completion of repairs now being made
on the premises leased by us, we shall set

apart a portion of the buildings for the purpose of

an HOTEL.
The rooms to be so devoted will be furnished^

with elegance and comfort, and the ^Bedrogj
fitted with every requirement provided in a ^at-
clasa European Hotel.

HOWARD &

A
Botice.

LL remittances for the Sunday Mirror should
be made payable to the Proprietor.

BB. J. O. ANBBBSOB,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhitrrumtollah Street,

DKay be consulted at all hours daily.
{At homefrom U to 12 a. m.)

Family engagements in and about Entally under
special arrangements.

Botice.

Life of Maharajah Nava Krishna Deva Baha-
door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

^

Behary Mittra, which the Press have opined to
1 be highly interesting, is ready for sale at the
Sanskrit Press Depository, the' Canning Library,
39, Old Chinabazar, and 115, Cbitpore Road,
(Burtollah.)

Price six Annas.
fAll rights reserved.)

ZBBZA GENEBAZf STEAM B
OATZOB COMPABT, •*Z<B.’'

SCHOKNE, Kilbtjrn & Co.

—

Manaavng Aaentg^'^
ASSAM LINE NOTICE. “

j

Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday, ’

and Goalmido every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur
downward every Saturday.

Str. Lahore will leave Cal-
1 cutta for Assam, on Frida>,

‘the 28th instant.
|

Cargo will be received attheOompany’s Qodowns,
'

Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the
27th instant.

The Str, Rajmehal will leave
'

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
^ day, the 30th instant.

|

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of
Friday, the 28th instant.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train
of Saturday, the 29th instant.

OAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-
diate Stations ' every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday,

TITHE Sti Silohar will leave
A Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

^day, the 1st June.

Jargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 31st instant.

For further information regarding rates of
freight or passage money, apply to

4, Fairlie Place, i q. j. Scott
Calcutta, 22nd May, 1880. ( SeeretaTi,,

^3
mZVEBS STEAM BA'VZOATZOB

CO., *‘Z.ZMZTSE.”
The Steamers of this Company run weekly from

Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

The Steamer Punjaub will
leave Calcutta for Assam

on Tuesday, the 1st June.

The Str, Mysore will leave
for Assam from Goalundo

on Thursday, the 3rd proximo.

For further information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

MACNSILL
a>82

E. A. E*SZZ.VA,
CHEMISIS AND DRUGGISTS,

A-1, Park Street, Calcutta,

Invites attention to the following
unique preparations.

FRAGRANT EXTRACT OF PETROLIA
(A NEW PRODUCT OF VaSELINE)

Supersedes all other preparations invent-
ed for the cure of Baldness.

Ladies are strongly recommended to make
trial of this admirable Restorative, which

has been attested by persons of the highest res-
pectability. In numerous cases, where the Hair
has fallen off, from illness, change of climate, or
debility of the system, the use of this preparation
has been found very efficacious. May be used
also as a handkerchief perfume. Per bottle,
Rs. 2-12

;
per h dozen, Rs. 14 ; per dozen, 7 ! post-

free to any part of India.

Burnett’S Cocoaine.
No other compound possesses the peculiar pro-

perties which so exactly suit the various conditions
of the human hair.

It softens the hair when hard and dry.
It soothes the irritated scalp skin.
It affords the richest lustre.

It remains longest in effect. Per bottle 3.

Cantharidine Hair Oil.—Recommended by
the faculty. Per bottle Rs. 2.

Specific for Dyspepsia,—A trial will con-
vince the most spectical. Per bottle Rs. 2-4.

Neuralgic Drops.— For all nerve pains and
tootliache relieved without recourse to dental
operations. A few drops produces a magical effect.
Per bottle Rs. 2-8.

Cough Specific, per bottle Rs, 2.

Specific for Diarrhoea and Dysentery, per bottle
Rs. 2.

Spleen Mixture,per bottle Re. 1-4.

Patent and Proprietory medicines of all de-
scriptions in stock at moderate rates.

Dentistry.

M

J. OOBFZEZiE d«. CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

AY be consulted daily on all branches of

their Profession.

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-
manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They
cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free,

,
J. CORFIELD & CO.,

a-8 II, Old Cmrl Himt Street, (Jalcv,tta,

EES CKATTBEJEB A CO.
(From late De Leemans ^ Co,,)

MANUFACTURERS. DEALERS, & REPAIRERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS.

TINSMITHS, ELECTRO-PLATERS, BRONZER8,
Xtacquerers, and Eallway Con-

tractors, dbC., dbC.

NO. 2, CHOWRINOHEE,

Baths of sizes
; Block Tih-made Deed and

Despatch Boxes, Sugar, Gdffee, & Tea Cans ;
Garden-watering Pots ; Tea, House, Street, Portico,
Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railway
lamps of all descriptions

Always in band and made to Order.
PORTABLE CffOKING STOVES of single and

double 3 and 4 ipoh burners. Tin and Wrought-
iron BuiitUCiicU I

Terms-’Very Moderate.

BETTEOZiOX.1, EAV du CO.,
IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND

COMMISSION AGENTS.
4 & 6

, Hare Street, Calcutta.

American ZCierosine Oil
Of the Brightest Quality, per case

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 26
Packets to the case, per case

Surmah Cigars.
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 3, per 1,000 ...

'

...

Cooonada Cigars.

Rs. 5 0

12 8

30 0

20 0

12 0

“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per lOO
Do. small (do.)

II 3
2

0
0“ Babington” No. 1 (do.)

1

1

If

99 2 8
Do. No. 1

91 1* 1 12
Do. small 1 4

“Burmah”
M II

1 0“ Leisure Hour”
1

1

tl

i 8
” Medium size”

1

1

II

1

1

0
“ Queen”

1

1

II \J

0
” Half Hour”

^ ^ Chlorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne

9 9

M
II

II 1 12

... 1) 0 12
Tebms : Cash only.
NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

d A 5, Hare Street, Culcutta.

THE ZBEZAB MZEEOB.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(In Advance.)
Town.

Rs. As. P
For One Month ... ... 2 8

0*

„ Three Months ... ... 6 0 0
„ .Six Months ... ... 12 0 0
„ Twelve Months ... ... 24 0 0
Y. .B.—The above includes subscriptioa to the

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil,

ForOne Month ... ... 3 6 0
,, Three Months ... ... 8 0 0
„ Six Months ... ... 16 0 0
,, Twelve Months ... ... 32 0 0

Foreign.
For Twelve Months (wa Southampton) 48 6 0

•» i> (via Brindisi) ... 64 10 0
Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil, )
For One Month q q

,
Tatee Months ... ... ... 2 8 0

„ Six Months ... ... ... 5 q 0
„ Twelve Months... ... ... 10 0 0

( Single Copy Four Annas. )
Foreign.

For Twelve Months vvia Southampton) 12 7 0
II II (via Brindisi) ... 14 14 n

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.
For casual Advertisements 2 annas per line.
No Advertisement charged for less than a

Rupee.
For special contract rates apply to the Manager.
N, B.—All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

Printed and published for the Proprietor by W. C.
Soon, at the Sen Press, at No. ?, British Indian
Street, Caloatta,
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CABUL NEWS.
Simla, 5th June.

Landahar, 4th Jime.—News from Herat
states that the march on Candahar is post-
poned. Abdul Khan Nasiri had gone to as-
semble Charaimak sowars. The Cabnli and
Herati troops were quarrelling as to which
should leave the Oitj first, neither wishing
to do SO, the Cabulis fearing that the Heratis
would not follow, and the latter declining to
leave their families at the mercy of the
Cabulis.

Simla, 4th June.
General Arbuthnot marched from Safed

Sang on the 3rd to enter into Lughman and
punish the cattle raiders, and restore order in
parts of Lughman near the line of communi-
cations. No opposition is likely either in
Kamah or Lughman. The Wali left Canda-
har on Monday, and proceeded to Girishk.
He is accompanied by about 450 Infantry
and 800 tribal Cavalry. On the 3rd
June a reconnoitring party, under Cap-
tain Harris, started for Mawand, a few
miles north of the Girishk road. Mawand
is the property of the Wali and his family
and 18 said to be fertile, cool and healthy
No disturbance has taken place on the
Chaman road lately, and the country is
generally^ quiet. No fresh news is from
Herat. The report that Ayub has left the
city IS unconfirmed.

George Eliot, the distinguished authoresswas married on the;6th ultimo to Mr. Cross aLondon merchant.
vross, a

We understand that the Church of En«land contemplates opening a Theological In-stitute for the benefit of the Native youths ofthe city, and that it will be located in thepremises now occupied by theMW„„ Ooneg,

Mr. Bradliugu.w'TT^I,
obtnho ,! asnmrnoasagam:' uo Secretary and Z

the directors of the Bnh’sh Empire news-
paper company for publishing an alleged
ibel, asserting that in one of his lectures he
had said. If there be a God, let Him strike
mo dead wit un the next five minutes,” and
waited watch in hand until the time had
expired. The article complained of goes
on to ^discuss Mr. Bradlaugh’s claim to
affirm instead of taking the oath in

Parliament, and remarks that it is ridiculous
to suppose that conscience has anything to
do with the matter.

®

— :o:

The undergraduates of University College,
Oxford, have been rusticated by the author!

-

ties, because a certain number of them had in-
sulted the Senior Proctor and the others had
not disclosed the names of the offenders when
told to do so. Here is a fine point of casuis-
try to solve. School-boy morality does
not_ prevent offenders from confessing
their guilt hut stoutly forbids others to
divulge their names. In the present
case the large majority, who are in-
nocent, suffer on account of the reticence
of guiUj. There Is manliness
in the former. But the question is
ought they to suffer in this manner ? I
not, how is college discipline to be main-
tained ?

fi
Gazette, called by Punch

Gazette, has changed hands.Mr Frederick Greenwood writes an angry
etter to the papers against his proprietor,and
threatens to bring out another journal which
IS to be conducted according to the well-known
principles which paper made the Pall Mall
famous The latter journal will now be
Liberal all over. We are sure the news will
bring relief to many hearts. The Pall Mall
Gazette hnd hY its violent rancour against
Mr. Gladstone and its open advocacy of the
doctrine of material greed, rendered itself al-
most sickening to the general reader. We

new nndertak-
the general elec-

ing

-:o:-

will succeed, for with
tions, public opinion has greatly changed.
England IS Liberal, and there is no place for
the old Pall Mall.

Mr. Bradlaugh’s case has been decided
by the Select Committee of the House of
Commons in a manner by no means
favorable to that gentleman. In a Com-
raittee, composed of sixteen members, eight
voted for admitting a person on mere affir-
mation, and eight against it, the casting vote
of the Chairman, Mr. Walpole, giving the
majority to the latter. Thus the Government
IS left to the alternative of bringing in
a bill for the benefit of Mr, Bradlaugh.
The question is not, however, likely
to bo solved in this way. Even if the bill be
passed in the House of Commons, it will
probably be thrown out by the House of
Lords, where the Conservative party is very
strong. We regret the action of the Com-

’^“•ess the Commons think of nrmea oycue nne tone of
g on tlje question again, their treatment bis^ letter, The more

of Mr. Bradlaugh would appear very muchhke persecution and they would make amartyr of him—a character which he doesnot deserve. It is surely enough, as Punchwould have it that “Northampton has madea member of Mr. Bradlaugh, without the

fXr ® saob,

peraoD.”
” PromiDent aod important

At the Na&nal Health Society, LoudonDr. Samue Wilks read an intor-Jl-„ ” ims reaa an interesting paperon Overwork and Underwork. The sub-stance of his remarks was that too much ofone thing was destructive to health, but that

work
‘

as food. The body requires physical laborand the necessity is shown by^tho studiousman pacing his room, as the^nimals paLtheir cages in the “ Zoo”, showing that evenwhen the mind is most exercised, the bodyworks voluntarily even against your know-
ledge, Dr. Wilks maintains that with proper food, sleep and labor, a man may givehimself up to heavy intellectual exercises.But the mental labor should be varied and
not limited to a certain kind. It is found
that s eeplessness afflicts those who give
themselves up to one exclusive mental em-
p oyment, while those who are diversely em-
ployed retain the perfect use of their health
and faculties. Almost an ideal in this re-
spect IS the present Premier of England—
a man who at the age of 70 combines physical
labor with mental work of the most varied
sort. He is a person who is never satisfied
with one kind of occupation. Felling trees
now, he would be employed upon the most
difficult of financial calculations at another
moment, while the study of Homer and a
desperate hit against the Pope would redeem
the monotony of his life almost immediately

f,
[’•

,

Variety, in short, is the best me-
thod of keeping health.

The public are rather taken aback by the
announceinerU that Cclonel Gordon resigned
his post of Private Secretary to the Viceroy
immediately on his arrival in ^his country
He has written a letter to -fae Bombay
papers, expressing his regret at crheetenhe
was going to take, but that he had perceived
his mistake while it was too late. There was
evidently no misunderstanding between him
and the Viceroy, as we come to know ^rom
ihe flattering terms in which he speaks of the
atter. What then was the cause ? We
suspect that religious difficulty was at tb^
bottom of the affair. Colonel Gordon is a
sincere Christian of

,
the Evangelical school

and we think his association with a Roman
Datholic, whom he must hate as such, pricked
lis conscience all the while he was on his way
io India. We do not think there can be any
other solution, and our supposition is con-

peryados
is tbe pity, we
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say. For Colonel Gordon is one of the most
distinguished officers in the service of the

Queen. Able to a degree almost unsur-
passed, high-bred, conscientious, philanthro-

pic and of an eminently religious turn, he is

a man most urgently required in India at the

present moment. By the side of a pious

Viceroy his presence would have been a tower

of strength to the Government. Colonel

Gordon’s services as the stubborn foe and par-

tial destroyer of slave trade in Africa led us

to believe that his stay would be productive of

tjie greatest good to India as well.

We think the public had better leave the

minister alone in his pecuniary difficulties.

We are too well aware of his feelings and prin-

ciples to believe that he is either anxious to

be relieved or likely to receive any friendly

help, if offered. His life is based upon that

principle of asceticism which finds expression

in the emphatic injunction of Christ,—“ Take
no thought for the morrow.” How he has

managed to get on without any effort at money-
making is a mystery to all save those who
believe in Providence. The paternal property

he had and which is held as trust for his

family by the church to which he has devoted

his life, has become less and less year after

year, owing chiefly to demands for public

purposes, and now he is involved in liabi-

lities. For himself he has not sought gold,

for others he has not hesitated to give

what he had. And the result is privation.

But we have been assured that the minister

will not permit any human hand to interfere

in any way with the course of Providence.
He means to settle his account with the

counsel and help of his best Friend on earth

and in heaven, and he does not wish that
the Brfthnao pnbHo should trouble iteolf in

the matter. Already the light of Heaven
has been vouchsafed, and we have authentic
information that a large amount of money is

likely to be soon realized from the sale of

certain ancestral properties. The Lord
helps those who trust in Him.———:o:

We publish elsewhere an extract from the

Edinburgh Daily "Review. The writer makes
an earnest protest against the appointment of

a Roman Catholic to the Viceroyalty of India,

asking what the Brahmo Somaj, among
others, will think of it. We confess we
ahall disappoint him when we say that

we see no wrong done to England or to

India by the measure in question. We do
not in fact understand why there should be a

loud outcry against it. Lord Ripon is nick-

named “pervert” by many sincere Protestants.

We do not know why? His Lordship is

a convert from one form of Christianity to

another, and in making the change he has

been none the worse for it. Are we to be

told that by ceasing to be a Protestant he

has ceased to be a good, truthful and
trustworthy man ? It is said, on the nu-
thority of Mr. Gladstone, that a Roman
Catholic cannot be a loyal subject of the

Queen. We do not believe the assertion,

in the first place because Mr. Gladstone
has appointed him, and in the second place,

because Lord Ripon has himself practically

refuted it in the course of a public speech
delivered by him before his departure from
England. In it he declared a policy of

studious neutrality both as regards the reli-

gion of the subject"population and in dealing

with the various religious bodies that are

working here for the good of the people.

Now that cannot be a very disloyal utter-

ance on the part of His Lordship. Besides,

we think the English view of the extent

to which Catholics are compelled to sarrender

their judgment to the Pope exaggerates, if I

it does not distort, the actual position a great

deal. If Lord Ripon had been an abject

slave of the Pope in the way represented

by Protestants, he could never have pledged

himself to a course of religious neutrality in

the manner he did before leaving England.

A loyal servant of the Pope, and ergo a dis-

loyal subject of Her Majesty, would have

openly promised to support the .Jesuit mis-

sionaries and kept the road clear for the

secret emissaries of the Pope. But all that

excels absurdity itself.

:o:

In the course of his inaugural address as

President of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

Mr. Medlicott alluded to the very little

support and co-operation which the Society

received from Native scholai's. He said :

—

However Englishmen may conduct themselves

in India, they can never of themselves form the

normal community which it is the function of

civilization to establish. Superficially it did not

seem an unreasonable hope that the seeds of know-
ledge would take root in this country, and in time

yield an abundant crop of Native scientic workers,

amongst whom this Society would find its natural

support, It is not to be doubted that this hope is

yet to be realised, but it seems as if the time requir-

ed for the evolution were to be reckoned by
geological rather than by ordinary life periods. I

find, indeed,the names of some 60 native gentlemen
in our list of members, but a very small minority

of them are working partners, and these are still

exclusively attracted to the less exact branches

of research, such as philology and archfpology,

the cultivation of which studies had been long
carried on under indigenous methods. It seems as if

a nidus for the seed of natural science had not as
yet been formed, or else even such teaching as has
been given must have borne fruit.

The state of things revealed here is deplor-
able, no doubt. But we think that a
great portion of the complaint might ho
made to vanish away, if the senior
working members took a number of youn^r
Natives under their protection. There
is certainly very little encouragement to

independent research on the part of
young graduates, and what little pro-
gress may be made in this respect
is not made simply because of their
ignorance of the right mode to begin, Mr.
Medlicott also complains that the few
Natives who take an active part in the work
of the Society restrict themselves to philology
and archaeology—the less exact branches,
as he calls them. We are afraid we a^e
unable to agree with the President here. In
the first place, it is some thing that we have
eminent philologists among us who may work
in the same field with Max Muller and
others. But secondly, who has told

Mr. Medlicott that the sciences mentioned
above are “ less exact” ? So far as history is

concerned, we think* philology and archaeo-

logy have done more to ascertain the dates

and epochs of India, than the more exact
sciences whose champion Mr. Medlicott

seems to be. Now, we are not to call history

a less exact branch of^study—are we ?

:o:

There is something quite extraordinary

in the present public feeling against Sir John
Strachey. Every body seems to be against

him, and, what is more, there is a tinge of

bitterness in all that every body says against

him. We do not think there is one deiender of

him in the Indian Press. Lord Lytton has

many enemies, but he has friends too
;
Lord

Beaconsfield is cursed by his opponents,

but he is worshipped by his ad-

mirers
;

Sir John Strachey is feared by

his admirers and hated by his enemies.

The first two statesmen can inspire love,

but the latter inspires nothing but dis-

like and hatred. It would be interesting

to know the reason why. The explanation,

we think, lies in a nutshell. Sir John
has no sympathy. He is the most hard-heart-

ed of rulers—one who thinks bis doty consists

in calculating rather than in winning, to

whom a few cut and dry principles of politi-

cal economy are as gospel,and whose political

morality may bo construed into an obstinate

carrying out of his heartless philosophy irres-

pective and quite regardless of the feelings

and convenience of those for whom it is ap-

plied. He has a creed for governing, no
doubt, but it is political rather than religious.

All his strength, or rather all his weakness,

is derived, not from an humble reliance

upon the higher law, but from a stout as-

sertion of man-made law of which he is the

framer. Along with this consciousness of

strength. Sir John Strachey has a supreme
contempt for the opinions of others. He
cares a straw for public opinion, and
the public will soon come to care a

straw for him. But the greatest defect in his

character is his want of sympathy for the
people. It is believed that he dislikes the

Natives, and is seldom accessible to them. His

love for them, at any rate, is not unbounded,

and he does notseem to sympathise with their

higher aspirations. It is this want of love or

sympathy which has made him a failure. As
a Lieutenant-Governor, he never attracted

the love of the people, as a member of Council

he did much to alienate the subject population

from Government, as a famine administrator

he never cared for the lives of those who re-

quired to be saved, and as a financier he only

taxed us. This, in short, explains the un-

popularity of Sir John Strachey. With more

of Christian love and faith ne would have

been a model ruler.

WHO CAN UNDERSTAND CHRIST?

Does Europe understand Christ fully ?

Can she ? No. We say again. No. We
have good reasons for answering this ques-

tion so unhesitatingly and unceremoniously

in the negative. Christ is a many-sided

character. To comprehend the whole is to

realize all sides of the character. It is

certainly not an easy thing. To understand

exalted characters is not a purely intellectual

process. It is not judgment,but realization. It

is not conception,but assimilation. Who knows

Christ but he who is in some measure at

least like Christ ? Can the wolf comprehend

the nature of the lamb ? Can the vindictive

and vengeful form a correct idea of the

forgiving saint ? Whoso has read the Gospel

carefully knows what sort of character

Christ had. This knowledge, how-

ever, ifl mere intellectual acquiescence. It

is saying with a dry intellect,—Christ, thou

art meek and righteous, obedient and self-

denying, and so forth. But it does not in-

dicate faith or affinity of character. Even the

most un-Christian of men are known to pro-

fess thorough acquaintance with Christ. We
do not see how this can be. How can

practical enmity with Christ be compatible

with intellectual loyalty ? Many profess to

know him, but only those who are Christ-

like really know him. Let us see if Europe

is Christ-like. The nations of Europe are

eminently practical and intellectual. They

cultivate their brains and their muscles. If so,

it is only these two aspects of character which

they are fitted to appreciate and understand.

Only what they have in themselves can they

realize in others. The hard logical intellect

of the European sees the troth which

is in Jesus in the light of a doctrine, philo-
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sopljises, argues, infers, and elaborates dog-
mas and creeds. Literature and science,
metaphysics and logic, all enter into his con-
ception of his great master. Oe is nothing if

no!i critical. His “Saviour” must crystallize

himself into a hard creed, or he is no saviour.

He also comes to him as an example of prac-
tical righteousness, and he is prized as
such. He rejoices in looking upon his

Christ as one who “ went about doing
good.” His Christianity is the sum total of
reformatories, hospitals, schools and philan-
thropic societies. Christ’s Western votary
knows him and can know him only so far.

His talents and tastes do not at present
seem able to go further. The other half of
Christ is reserved for Asia. She alone can
do justice to the remaining elements of

Christ’s life and character, devotion and
emotion. Europe takes no notice of the fact

that the great prophet “ went to the moun-
tains to pray;” Asia does. The Aryan
Hindu prizes this above all things. He also

appreciates the feeling-element which gives to

the founder of Christianity the peculiar beauty
and the grand mystery of his character.

His touching forgiveness, his concern
for the lost sheep, his pathetic conse-
cration of his disciples to his Father,
all thrill the Asiatic heart. His love is so
awe«t to us ! Only one-half of Christ Europe
understands, the other half Asia. Lo ! between
Europe and Asia that great spirit shines !

The West takes and reveres his mind and
will, the East his heart and soul. When
the two unite then shall he be known in his

fulness. But not till then.

THEISTS, BEWARE.

Thr rapid progress of l•lltel•iali,sln nuglit
to put the Theists on their guard as to the
definite amount of faith which tliey may claim
for themselves. Not merely Theism but
Christianity also is being ravaged by the
silent progress of this insidious foe. Nothing
strikes us more than the half-convinced and
half-apologetic tone of eniment Christian
writers, whenever they have occasion to speak
of materialism. There are Christians who
have already in a manner made their peace
with well-known sceptics, and whose chief
endeavour is now to reconcile Christianity
with the doctrines of the new school.

Protestant Christianity, iu the ranks of
which we may include Unitarianism, is

in danger if this spirit of compromis-
ing goes on a little longer; and if this

be true of Christianity, much more is it

so of the various Theistic schools that
flourish in Europe and in India. Yes,
the religious instinct is being deceived every-
where. Proud of its freedom, it ventures too far

upon the vast sea of speculation, till it goes
beyond its depths and is absolutely lost.

For the present there may be a feeling of

confidence which leads the inquiring mind to

avoid danger
;
but beware, there are many

shoals and hidden rocks upon which your
faith may get itself wrecked. We speak
particularly of those persons who pro-
fess to be Theists, for, to speak the
truth, their position does not inspire us
with confidence. Their ground is a
slippery one, and they may be carried
away almost every moment. We speak
from experience, and our experience tells

us that wherever there is the least tamper-
ing with unbelief, faith cannot be of long
duration. Hundreds of Brahmos have been
in this way dragged down into the mire of

scepticism, and their nebulous faith has been

of no use to them in the moment of danger.
The same story may be heard in England
also. Many eminent and thoughtful Theists

who bravely fought the battles of free

thought in other days have silently col-

lapsed through despair or the sil ent
growth of scepticism. The fact is that nothing
but faith—strong, unswerving, uncompro-
mising faith—can preserve us in the midst
of the violent scepticism raging within
and without. Faith in what? Faith in a per-

sonal God. Many will say— But we do
believe in such a God. Impossible, we say, for

a man who believes in a personal God to turn
sceptic at any moment of his life. One who
is a true Theist is bound fast as if to

an iron pillar, and no amount of agita-

tion or struggle will shake him from his

position. The whole world may totter to

its foundations, yet his faith in his God,
his loyalty to the cause remains firm and
immovable to the last. To all Theists we
hold forth such a faith and such a
loyalty. The religion of the new dispensa-
tion is exactly the faith which will keep
the world safe against the influences

of scepticism. Our cause, we confess, has
raised many opponents. In India and in

England many of our warmest supporters

have given us op. They have detected supersti-

tion in our creed. They have discovered the

secrets of our decline. But our critics may
be sure of one thing. It is not we that

are going backward, but they; not we that

are growing superstitions, but they that are

growing sceptical. Our faith in a Supreme
God is as firm, as stern, as immovable as ever;

only it is becoming sweeter and stronger

in the course of time. They tell us that

we are growing superstitious ! as if in-

creasing faith is really what they mean by

superstition. They say that our reliance

upon the Supreme Mother is superstition,

as if there is any tiling superstitious in

a child fondly and trustfully clinging to the

arms of its mother. No, no
;

call us no

names. We love our Mother
;
we worship the

sweet God. Our religion inculcates lieliefina

personal God. Those who bear this in mind
will no longer misunderstand us or detect

flaws in what appears in these columns. It!

has become almost a fashion to ridicule

the devotional columns of the Sundcaj
Mirror. Ah, it is hard for thee, brother, to

kick against the pricks. Whatever may bo

said against us, there is no question that the

true faith which we represent is gaining
ground in tliis country, slowly, we adiuit, but

none the less surely, and prevail it must
in the long run. For we are arrayed against

scepticism, and our Supreme Mother stands

on our side, encouraging us with Her majestic

voice and ensuring us victory in the end.

LORD RIPON’S EDUCATIONAL
POLICY.

Twenty-five Chairmen or Secretaries of

fourteen religious societies in England
formed a deputation to wait upon the Marquis
of Ripon shortly before his departure for

India, to impress upon His Lordship
the importance of practically carrying out
the provisions of the Education Despatch
of 1854. The deputation was headed by
no less a person than Viscount Halifax, the

author of the Despatch—a fact, important in

itself, as showing that the working of the
great educational scheme in India has roused
anxiety in the ruling country, and a desire to

test it by the opinions of the framers of

the Despatch themselves. Well, the expres-

sion of views which took place on the occa-
sion referred to and the mutual exchange of
sentinents were both calculated to leave the
impression that at last the true issues of the
question had been clearly brought to light,

and that we were about to enter upon a new
epoch in the history of Indian education. Ten
years ago, this very question was raised by
Lord Lawrence

;
but the angry con-

troversy raised by the action of Govern-
ment so blinded the parties engaged in it,

as to leave the real issues altogether un-
perceived. A thick mist overhang the whole
question, and the impression was produced
that Government actually wished for the
abolition of high education. It was in vain
that sober and thoughtful men brought to
light the real drift of the Education Despatch;
it was in vain that they explained the main
policy which underlay the action of Govern-
ment, All to no purpose. After a great deal
of flash and fury,the community settled down
in calm Tepose, the repeated assurances of
Lord Northbrook and Sir George Campbell,
given in a tangible shape by the erection of the
Presidency College building, having convinced
it at last of the humane and benevolent
intentions of Government. The present is a
time of reaction, and we are afraid the real

solution is as far from coming about as ever.
We believe, however, the time has come,when
the rulers may calmly face the question once
more. We observe that all the authorities,

including Lords Halifax and Ripon, are

agreed upon one point,that the withdrawal of

Government from all share in the direct

management and support of high education
should be gradual, and not abrupt, should be
simultaneous, that is to say, with the success

and popularify attained by tlio colleges and
schools. Government is bound to create the
demand for high education, and not to

smother it. In this sense the rulers of

the N. W. P. and the Punjab have distinct-

ly violated the pledge given in our educa-
tional charter by abolishing the Delhi and
Bareilly colleges—institutions which, accord-

ing to the terms of the Eilucation Despatch,
ought to have been maintained and not
destroyed. The deputation that waited upon
Lord Ripon very truly said ;

—“ After a
quarter cf a century has elapsed, and al-

though the higher education had been in

operation a generation before these rules

came into force, we can discover no record

of any colleges having been given up or

transferred as directed. Colleges, it is true,

have been, and are now being, abandoned for

want of success. This, liowever necessary,

is no part of the Government plan. It was
when they had raised a demand for educa-

tion, and were most successful, that they

were to be given up or transferred.” We
are left, therefore, to deplore the exceed-

ingly narrow and short-sighted policy of those

Governments in closing the institutions before

a taste for education had developed itself in

the minds of the people. We think wo have

every right to complain and protest, if the

authorities think of closing a college merely on

the ground of its not paying. Our country-

men of Upper India will do well to raise

another agitation,and petition the Viceroy for

the re-opening of the colleges now closed.

But this point being conceded, we have to

face another question,upon the merits of which

the authorities alluded to are equally agreed.

The Despatch clearly lays down that when
a college or school becomes popular. Govern-
ment should withdraw its connection

with it, leaving it in the hands of a local

committee,and diverting the funds,thus saved,

to the purposes of mass education. The
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point raised is a very important one, and, as

Lord Ripon is in a manner pledged to consider

it, we may look to a new departure m the

educational policy under the new Viceroy.

We shall take up the subject in

another issue, observing in the meanwhile

that if our rulers mean to be entirely guided

by the spirit of the Education Despatch, as

Lord Ripon has assured us he will, then we

have nothing but good to expect from their

action in the matter.

Iplutto

Bhai Amrita Lal Bose started for Bangalore

on Thursday last.

Our brethren at Daeca recently organised a

small expedition party and went it to a number
of villages in the neighbourhood. The party met
with welcome wherever it went.

The spirit worked itself in a way, I cannot des-
cribe. Our mission here is a success.”

BRAHMO MISSIONARIES.

(Friend of India.)

The Sunday il/«V)'o?',Babu Keshub Chunder Sen’s
organ, is clearly of opinion that there is a good
deal in a name. In an article entitled '• Our
Missionaries” in its last issue, it claims for these
persons the right to be called “Apostles.” It
admits that the use of this title “ might
mean boasting,” but does not therefore consider
it inapplicable. We do not suppose that anybody
will quarrel with Mr. Sen for calling his Mission-
aries apostles, if the title pleases him and them.
The name is no doubt generally appropriated to
“ The Twelve” sent forth by Christ to preach his
kingdom ; but it has been applied to others, and
there is no reason why Keshub Chunder Sen should
not have his apostles. But, as it will no doubt in-
terest many of our readers to know what he
desires the new name to connote, we shall quote
the greater part of the notification on the sub-
ject;—

Our readers are probably informed that the

minister’s sermons in Bengali are being brought out

in monthly parts. Before being sent to the press,

most of them are carefully reproduced, and have

the further advantage of being revised and correct-

ed by the minister. The price per copy is 4 annas,

each number containing no leas than four ser-

mons. Subscriber’s names are being registered

at the Mission Office, No. 6, College Square.

The last number of the Iheistie Quarterly

Review ia just out. The following is the table of

contents Divine Maternity
;
What is Nirvana ?

Nanak’s Call ; The Prophets of the World in the

Brahmo Somaj ; the Schools of Religious Thought
in England, by Mr. A. D. Tyssen ; The Higher

and the Lower Life, by Mr, P. H. Wicksteed
;

The Progress of Ideas ;
Miss Oobbe ou Miss Car-

penter ;
Pickings from Tukaram ;

Short Notes. We
think the number is an unusually good one. The Ed-
tor’s articles are all written in his best style.

Mr. Tyssen’s contribution is very interesting,

giving, as it does, in a short compass, the leading

traits of the various schools of religious thought
that prevail in England, Mr. Wicksteed’s article

will be valued by those who appreciate genial

thoughtfulness and spiritual culture.

There are two ways of looking at this matter.
One is the jealous Christian ( rather unchristian)
way, by which we see in it a mere aping of Christ
rendered more offensive hy what seems arrogant,
presumptuous, spiritual claims and pretensions.
But if, on the other hand, there are any Christians
among us who count amons our virtues a small
admixture of the charity which thinketh no evil,

and which is eager to hope and believe the best
of all things, we may find in the transcendentalism
of the Brahmo Minister ( or shall we sav Master?)
a clearer apprehension and a more faithful re-

production of the true apostolic spirit than we
Christians can verj' readily show among ourselves.
We do not know, indeed, how near the Brahmo
apostles come in reality to the high ideal of the
Minister; all we shall say at present is, that when
we see an apostle or missionary, whether

j

he he called Brahmo or Christian, visibly strivins;

j

after such an ideal, we shall accord him all

I honor and shall expect to see him carrying captive

j

the faith of multitude. In our Christian churches
; the ideal is so fondly cherished that a man would
i hardly bo allowed to live who should attempt to
drag it into the grossness of reality. If you
would continue to admire vour ideals, never at-

tempt to realise them* That seems to be the
modern Christian maxim. Is it the Brahmo
maxim also ?

We published last Sunday a letter describing the

proceedings of Bhai Aghar Nath at Contai and
the neighbouring villages. The following further

account (translated from the Dharma Tatwa)
will, we hope, be interesting On the 2nd
May there was a serman on the New Dis-

pensation in the course of service in the family

house of a private gentleman. The worshippers were
visibly affected, and they did nothing but cry, so

much so that the sermon was loft incomplete.

On 9th May there was Nayarhirtan and open-.air

address The news of this brought in crowds upon
crowds of people from the neighbouring villages. A
little before we started a number of Vaishnavas
came and joined us. Six kholes, eight pair

of liartals, two trumpets, and a number of

good singers accompanied us. All who were
with us, the higher Government officials, the
Pleaders, the villagers, women of respect-

table families ranged themselves in lines, and
joined us with reverence. Never before did we
enjoy such a spectacle. The gathering extended
over half a mile. Wherever we went, through
the streets or the bazar, people fell down-right
before us, and began to prostrate themselves upon
the road. When we arrived at our destination,

the address began, and lo ! there was a large mass
of human heads everywhere. From thirteen to

fourteen hundred people were present. The speech
had lasted for a quarter of an hour, when a
fearful storm arose accompanied by thunder and
rain. The people became thoroughly drenched.

Yet even under this downpour they did not cease

to hear. At last when it became absolute-

ly impossible to stand the audience began to

melt. * * On Sunday last we held an ntaah on
the sea-side. Fifty of us went there. After hirtan

we proceeded to bathe. About a hundred waves
passed over our heads. It was a delicious both.

The service after this was of the most agreeable

kind. On the one hand you could see the huge
billows rolling before you, on the other you could
hear the solemn roar ; the blue sky above and the

Tasb mass of saads below; the spectacle was grand.

dforr(!,^uoitd[enfe.

[ We do not hold ourselves in any way responsible

for the opinions ofour correspondents ,

—

Ed. S. M.'\

THE MINISTER AGAIN.

TO THE EDITOR OR THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Dear Sir,—The letter published in the Sunday
Mirror not long ago regarding the minister’s

liabilities seems to have created some sensation
among the Brahmos as well as the outside public.

But I ask, cwi ? I do not think any practical

good will result from the agitation. Some will

say of the minister with reference to his trials

and troubles—well served. Others will regret
that such has been the case. Some will say it was
altogether Babu Keshub Chunder Sen’s fault that he
went beyond his means,and that the Brahmo Somaj
of India is not at all to blame. Others with equal
earnestness will argue that the matter would not
have gone so far, had the Mission Office been a
little more careful in time. But all this is theo-
rizing. None will do anything. If nothing is done,
what is the good of newspaper agitation ? Are we
to work on the principle— if you cannot relieve

your minister, try to degrade him in public esti-

mation by exposing his poverty, and thus add in-

sult to injury? Admitting, for argument’s sake,
that what “Justice” has said is all true. I ask,

what and where is the remedy ? Our minister is

neither rich nor poor. He is what God has made
him. Will he accept any aid from the public, if

offered towards the liquidation of his debt ? I
think not. Mr. Editor, you should not remain
silent in the matter, but should help the solution
of the difficulty, if possible.

Yours &c..

Practical.

iiiouimiial

NAINI TAL.

[from our own Correspondent.]
Tlie 2nd June 1880.

The Naini Tal Institute held an Evening Party
in honor of Babus Keshub Chunder Sen and
Protap Chunder Mozumdar, on Saturday, the
29th May 1880, in a spacious hall in Naini Tal.

Besides the office bearers and the members of

the Institute, a large number of Native gentle-

men, specially invited for the occasion, were
present. The hall was beautifully decorated with
ferns, flowers and evergreens, and splendidly

illuminated. Before the party assembled at the
above hall, the Committee appointed for the

purpose met near the Assembly Rooms to give a

welcome to the distinguished guests of the even-

ing. A number of boats then started one after

another from the English bathing Ghat, and the

party had an agreeable excursion across the lake,

and it was eviient that those who had charge of

tlie oars, especially the guests, enjoyed the exer-

cise heartily. After an hour’s rowing, the party

returned to the wharf at 7 P- m. amid loud

cheers. They then walked in a procession over the

Polo ground to the place of meeting. On arrival,

the guests were received at the gate by the com-
mittee, and conducted to the hall, the entrance of

which was overhung with a crimson cloth, bearing

the inscription “Welcome” As the guests entered,

the assembly rose up,andou their taking their seats

on a rich piece of carpet stretched on the ground,

the Vice-President of the Institute, Munshi Ramji
Mai, served uttar and to them. They were

then entertained with an exhibition of photographs

and with stereoscopic views. Pundit Maharaj

Narain Sheopuri read an interesting and im-

pressive address, written in ehoice Urdu,

which was received with cheers, and Pundit

Srikrishna Joshi then spoke as follows :

—

“ Gentlemen : We assemble here to do honor to

our distinguished countrymen, Babus Keshub
Chunder Sen and Protap Chunder Mozumdar. In

doing honor to them we honor our own good

sense, because we show that we are capable of

appreciating their work. To honor our great men
is a duty which we owe to our country. Merit

pines in the land, where it is disregarded and

despised. It is, therefore, the duty of every man to

encourage it by acknowledging and honoring

it. I do not mean to say that merit cannot thrive,

unless it is encouraged. On the contrary, we have

before us examples of men whose towering in-

tellectual eminence and exalted moral excellence

have been attained not only in the total absence

of encouragement, but in spite of violent

opposition and fearful persecution. But because

we have here and there instances of extraordinary

genius which scorn all discouragement and trample

upon all opposition, are we to suppose that

we are exempt from the duty of cherishing

and cheering the geniuses of our country? No. The
wild fire which devours all that comes in its way
and cannot be quenched even if you attempt to

extinguish it, may not require you to help its pro-

gress; but the feeble fire in a wintry night does re-

quire a helping hand to feed it with fuel. I make
these remarks to show that honor done to our

great men is a service done to our country. My
remarks have no special reference to our guests.

Theirs is a greatness before which encouragement

and opposition is the same. Theirs is a greatness

which it is not for us to admire and honor. It will

be admired and honored by posterity—by hundreds

of generations hence—by those who will see

the magnitude of the results which their

great work is destined to accomplish. It is,

therefore, indifferent to our guests whether we
honor them or not. We do them honor simply

to prove that we are worthy of the honor

of being their countrymen. Future generations

will know them only by their teachings, and thus

they will know only a very small part of

what they are. I can speak from experience

that when I knew them only by their sayings

and writings, I had not half the reason that

I have now of admiring them. Without pro-

tracting my remarks any further, but with a

tribute of respect and praise, I beg to take my
seat.”

The Italian Harpers engaged for the occasion

entertained the assembly. Babu Protap Chunder
Mozumdar recited Tenysou’s well-known poem, the
“ May Queen,” with a few appropriate introduc-

tory remarks on the plot and character of the poem.
The recitation was very effective, the last nart

of which greatly moved the audience. Babu Hem
Chunder Singha then addressed the meeting in

the following words
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"Gentlemen, I confess that my ardour as a speaker

has been considerably damped by the recitation of

the poetical piece just now made by Baba Protap
Chunder Mozumdar. I had a wish at first to elec-

trify you with an eloquent speech, but the fate of the
May Queen warns me not to be very ambitious.

Among the nations of the West, the Indians are

considered to be the most oriental of all orientals.

They are supposed to be the most imaginative
people in the East. But paradoxical as it may
appear, we Indians are destitute of that true ima-
gination which can take in its sweep the realities

of the past and the possibilities of the E’uturc. If

we possessed, gentlemen, the idealistic tendencies
for which our ancestors were remarkable, we
should be able to take a more accurate and truer

view of a state of things around us than we now
do. Our mental vision is circumscribed by nar-

rower limits than it should be, and it seems to me
that we are bliud to the far-reaching effects

of the indications and movements visible

around us. But unfortunately we live in a mate-
rialistic age which does not encourage the

natural play of either imagination or idealism.

I ask you, however, gentlemen, if you do not

find anything more enduring aud abiding in the

pageant and pomp we witness in this evening’s

large gathering than is apparent on the surface.

^Vill you say that the meeting of the represent-

atives of the various sections of the community this

evening is of no social or moral consequences ?

Gentlemen, I cannot persuade myself to believe

that the f ’elings which have prompted you to

come here to honor our distinguished guests are

merely evanescent,and will not produce any lasting

impressions. To me this meeting, heterogeneous as

it apparently is, affords a practical illustration of

the unanimity and good will which have brought

together the different elements of society, as it were,

into a harmonious whole. I can assure yon, gentle-

men, that there are subtle influences underlying

social gatherings composed of men of diver.'e opi-

nions and persuasions, and to be able to truly ap-

preciate their significance we must enlarge

our mental visions and realize in anticipa-

tion what is foreshadowed by them. These
gatherings are, at any rate, a happy augury

of the great future which lies before us
;

and

I fervently hope, gentlemen, that they will

lead to permanent results conducive to our social

advancement, and help in the augmentation of

that spirit of mutual sympathy, good will and
kindliness between the various sections of the now
scattered Indian community, without which

national progress will be impossible.’’

After a short interval Babu Keshub Chunder Sen

read, at the request of many of his friends.a few se-

lect passages from Shakespeare’s“Hamlet,” such as

Hamlet’s soliloquy, his address to the Ghost,

the King’s soliloquy, &c-, in the right

dramatic style. The reading was prefaced

by a short account of the plot of the Drama

;

and he observed that, though he was a Padri by

profes8ion,he thought it was no sin to read Shakes

peare, and quoted the well-known words, "The

man who is possessed of the Bible and Shakespeare

is above the world.” The audience was agree-

ably struck to find that Babu Keshub Chun-

der Sen could produce such a life-like representation

of Shakespearean characters. A band of Native

musicians treated the audience with instrumental

music for a few minutes, after which Babu Protap

Chunder Mozumdar rose and addressed the

meeting in an exquisitely humorous aud pleasant

style. He said ;

—

“ Gentlemen,—I do not mean to be grave.

My friends, the previous speakers, have been

solemn, and we have heard of Ghosts, and

murdered kings, and princes gone mad, and

all sorts of fearful things. I must not, therefore,

be grave, but, if possible, gay. ‘ I a,n full within,’

said the Irishman, when he had fed a little too

much on potatoes, red herrings and whiskey. But

I. your humble servant, am full within, having

eaten of the bread of your kindliness, and drunk

the wine of your cordiality. This evening party

here opens a train of thought in my mind. An
evening party is like a locomotive engine. It

draws many people behind it, makes a great deal

of noise and ends in smoke. Will that be the

case with this evening party also ? I hope not.

It is an evil wind that blows no body good But

the wind that has blown a handful of chaff from

Calcutta to Naini Tal has brought a great deal

of good with it. It has brought dinners, and ova-

tions and evening parties and all manner of

pleasant things. But, above all, it has brought

around me a garland of friendly, cheerful, glowing,

affectionate faces which 1 will remember at

times and especially at times when 1 shall be far

away’ I have the pride of owning friends in all parts

of the country, and among every Indian nationali-

tv I have now the satisfaction of adding the

names of » Paharis to that list, and bring it

nearer to completion. On my way up and down
life I have met with a considerable amount of rub-
bish, and gone through a good deal of heat and
dust

;
but I have now and then dug out from the

rubbish a few nuggets of real gold in the characters
of my friends that I cherish as treasure. Aud when
such nuggets are to be found at this party, how can
I say it is empty of good ? I may not be able to do
justice to the present oecasion; being deficient in
speech. I am glad you have got musical parties

to come to the rescue of a stumbling speaker. In
ancient times they always got musicians to cover
the sins of unmusical speech-makers, and even the
classical town-crier, when proclaiming the public
laws, had a hand of drummers and pipers behind
him to sweeten his utterances. It was Cicero, I be-

lieve, who stamped out this practice, and said

“Leave the pipe at home, and carry thy eloquence
with thee.” The Cicero of the evening on my right
hand (Babu Keshub Chunder

,
Sen) will dispense

with your band as well as all defioiences of

speech; but I cannot end my imperfect words
without once more alluding to the happiness
I feel in your company. I cannot hope to

he with you long. I shall be far removed
from you to-day. Mountains, rivers, and seas raav
divide us. But the union of hearts c.annotbe sever-

ed. We are all one people, one paternity, and
I cannot conclude without quoting the last words
of Tennyson’s May Queen just read to vou

—

" For ever and for ever, all in a blessed home

—

And there to wait a little while till all of

you come

—

To lie within the light of God, as I lie upon
your breast.

And
weary are at rest.

After a Hindi song sung by the Native band,
Babu Keshub Chunder Sen made a short speech

in conclusion, in the course of which he exhorted
the gentlemen present to cultivate brotherly love

and fellowship in spite of inevitable differences of

opinion. Let every educated Native work honest-

ly and sincerely in the sphere where God had
placed him, and leave the issues entirely in

His hands. The truth of God. whatever it was.

was sure to triumph in the end. As the Hindu
scripture said ,

—“ Sntifantfiva jaiate nanritam"— " Truth will triumph not untruth.”
The proceedings terminated at about 10-30 P.M.,

and the party separated after having spent a most
pleasant evening.

the wicked cease from troubling, and the

literanjr, Scientific,

A COMMITTEE has been form ed at Montpelier for

erecting a statue to Auguste Comte, who was born

therein 1798. All the departmental municipal and
scientific bodies throughout France will be invited

to contribute.

The monument to Goethe at Berlin was to have

been unveiled on June 1st, before the German
Emperor and Empress. The Empress Augusta was
intimately acquainted with Goethe in her youth at

Weimar, her father, the Grand Duke of Saxe-Wei-

mar, being the great friend and patron of the poet.

A NUMBER of gentlemen, residing at Bhowani-

pore, have brought out a Punch in Bengali. The
experiment is worthy of all encouragement, pro-

vided the spirit of its London prototype is well re-

produced and imitated. We regret to say, however,

Punchmanda, is an utter failure. Indeed, we are

ashamed to see that Bengali witticism can rise no

higher. Its jokes are hideous, and its humorous
allusions are here and there vulgar. If the managers

are really anxious to make their concern pay, they

may profitably imitate the Oudh Punch, a paper

written in Urdu, but so far superior to any effort

of the kind we have seen made in this country.

A Marble fragment from the Parthenon at

Athens—the gift of the king of the Hellenes—

is to be encrusted in the pedestal of the Byron

Memorial inscribed with a single word “ Byron.”

The statue itself is to be erected as speedily

as possible In Hamilton Gardens, Hyde Park,

and will temporarily occupy a wooden pedestal

until the arrival of the five blocks of rosso-

antico which have been presented by Greece,

and have been quarried and brought to the

seacoast near cape Mataphan, whence they will

be shipped to England. No further inscription

will be placed on the Memorial, except the date

and the circumstances of its erection, Should

Lord Beaconsfield, the Cbairmau of the Committee

be unable to inaugurate the statue, it will

simply be unveiled without any ceremony.

^ The Secretary of the Spelling Reform Association

reports that besides the Chicago Tribune and Home
Journal, are two hundred papers in all parts of

the United States that have adopted, in Whole or

in part, the mo lifted spelling, and are trying to

repair the miuds of readers fora still further

change. The rules at present in force are as

follows :
-

' 1. Omit a from the digraf ea when pronounced
as e short as in hed, helth, etc.

2. Omit silent e after short vowel, as in hav,
giv, definit, infinit, forbad, etc.

3. Write f for in such words as alfabet,

fantom. camfor, filosofy, telegraf, etc.

4. When a word ends with a double letter, omit
the last, as in shal. wil, clif, eg, etc.

a. Change ed final to I where it has the sound
of t as in lasht, imprest, fixt, etc.

BANAFULA.*

This book, we believe,first appeared in the pages
of the Jnananlciir. It is well that it has been
exhumed from the catacomb of a defunct journal
and brought to the light of the day to live a
new life and run a larger currency. Indeed it is

too good a book to be allowed to be lost that way.
Slender in structure as it is, it is full of spirit,

elegance, and lyrical beauty. The style is clear

and the versification melodious and unaffected.
Some of the descriptions are, indeed, very vigorous.
The beginning of the third canto, the closing
lines of the second, where the heroine bids fare-

well to her mountain home, as well as those where
she puts an end to her unhappy existence, clearly

evidence the power the author has of giving
faultless expressions to lyrical moments.

It is a simple love story. The plot, however,
does not possess much dramatic interest. It is

based upon the love course of an unsophisticated
little girl brought up by her father in all igno-

rance of the world and its ways, away in their

mountain home on the Himalayas. The divine
image of Miranda, it seems, has suggested this

portrait, which, though not strictly original, still

claims some distinctive charms of its own. The
other three characters are unimportant, and re-

main'all the while on the back ground.
Mr. Tagore, we know, is still a very young man,

and his book, excellent as it is in many respects,

bears evidence enough of this fact. The
exuberance of emotional outbursts and the
consequent absence of the poetry for sober

feeling and meditative calm and the exces-
sive richness of coloring are faults which are
incidental to youth, which, we doubt not,

will disappear with years. He is a poet of still

greater promise than performance. Young as ho
is, he has the sacred fire within him.

MALATIt

It is a sweet short story simply told. It is

gratifying to see that the talented authoress does

not allow her powers to remain idle. We have

not much to say in regard to it. It gives the

readers a pleasant half-hour.

* Banafula. By Rabiudra Nath Tagore. Printed

and published by Matilal Gupta, Gupta Press.

t Malati. By the authoress of Dip'Nirhan.

Printed and published by Kalikinker Chakravarti,

in the Balmiki Press.

THE TRANSFORMING POWER OF DUTY.

[FROM A SERMON BY CANNON FARRAR, j

And surely this sense of duty, in so marked
a feature in every good man’s character, is a

thing of extraordinary dignity. Certainly with-

out it, life is singularly contemptible, inevitably

miserable. Compare a river which has burst

its banks and whose waters, shallow, polluted,

dangerous, first flood the fields with devastation,

then poison them with malaria—compare it, 1 say,
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with the same river flowing in its ordered
courses, majestic with its rejoicing depth, en>
riching the plains with fertility and health,
filling (as an Arab poet expresses it) its

bosom with gold, and robing its path in emeralds
—such is a human life without, and a human
life with, the sense of duty. Or compare, again,
a vessel, rolling waterlogged or helpless, at the
mercy of the storm—a wind-tossed, melancholy
hulk on the waste of waters, or a desolate wreck
upon the lonely shore—compare it, I say, with
the same vessel obeying a very small helm, and,
therefore, cutting through the frustrate billows
in victorious career, and making the very
hurricane speed it onward towards the des-
tined shore ; such, again, is a human life with-
out, and a human life with, a sense of duty. A
life regardful of duty is crowned with an object,
directed by a purpose, inspired by an enthusiam,
till the very humblest routine, carried out con-
scientiously at the bidding of God, is elevated into
moral grandeur ; and the very obscurest office,

filled conscientiously at the bidding of God, be-
comes an imperial stage on which all the virtues
play. To one who lives thus the insignificant
becomes important, the unpleasant delightful, the
evanescent eternal.

“A servant with this clause.

Makes drudgery Divine ;

Who sweeps a room as for Thy laws.

Makes that and the action fine.”

And do not for a moment suffer this idea of
duty to wear a harsh or repulsive aspect to your
thoughts. Oh, give your hearts to her, serve her
with a manly devotion, and so far from being

,

severe or unlovely, this “ stern daughter of the
voice of God,” hand in hand with her sister

Wisdom, shall guide you along the path of a godly
and honorable life, till at the touching of their
sacred feet the very wilderness, aye, the very '

thorns of the wilderness, shall blossom as the
rose.

GEMS FROM CARLYLE.

Hope,
Man is, properly speaking, based upon Hope,

He has no other possession but Hope; this world
of his is emphatically—The Place of Hope.

Peospebity and Adversity.
For a hundred that can bear adversity, there is

hardly one that can bear prosperity.

Truth.
Welcome the beggarliest truth, so it be one, in

exchange for the royalest sham! Truth of any
kind breeds ever new and better truth; thus hard
granite rock will crumble down into soil under
the blessed skyey influence; and cover itself with
verdure, with fruitage, and umbrage.

Freedom and Obedience.
Whoso cannot obey, cannot be free, still less

bear rule; he that is the inferior of nothing, can
be the superior of nothing, the equal of nothing.

The True Philosopher.
The philosopher is he to whom the highest has

deeended, and the lowest has mounted up, who
is the equal and kindly brother of all.

The true Sovereign.
The true Sovereign is the Wise Man.

The Right Thing.
Give a thing time; if it can succeed, it is a right

thing.

Great Men.
Great men arc the inspired (speaking and act-

ing)Texts of the Divine Book of Revelations,where-
of a character is completed from epoch to epoch
and by some named History.

True Work.
All true work is sacred, in all true work, were

it but true hand-labor, there is something of
divineness. Labor, wide as the earth, has its
summit in heaven.

A Great Soul,
There needs not a great soul to make a hero

;

there needs a God-created soul that will be true to
its origiu, that will be a great soul.

The Ideal and the Real,
The Ideal always has to grow in the Real, and

to seek out its bed and board there, often iu a
,ery sorry way.

Laughter.

laughter the cipher-key
wherewith we decipher the whole man ! Somewear an everlasting barren simper; in the smile

ahl^fTi
glitter as of ice; the fewest are

nni», c -ff
I’® called laughing, but

on w snigger from the throat
1

,

® produce some whiffling
''^®^® laughing

through wool ; of none such comes good.

ALL about the NEW MINISTRY ANDTHE NEW PARLIAMENT.

{Graphic.)

speaking the other
^ ^

*jddennck, said that the Long Parliament,
opened L40 years ago, resembled in some respects
that which had been just elected. The churches
and churchyards were then given up to Presby-
terians, Independents, Baptists and Fifth
i onarchy men, and that was precisely what was
about to be attempted in the country at the pre-
sent time If we allowed the churchyards to be
surrounded m this way, we should open the flood-
gates of heresy and blasphemy.

HE Rev, Father Ignatius, preaching at New
Lianthouy Abbey, on the occasion of the annual
pilgrimage thither by pilgrims from all parts of
England, said that he was glad to hear that Mr.
Bradlaugh had been elected a member of the
House of Commons, because when Christian Eng-
lisuiuen saw such a phenomenou in the political
atmosphere, a feeling of inquiry would be excited,
aud when they had got onto their ver\' worst
Christ would appear.

The Committee of the Protestant Alliance havi
issued a form of petition to Parliament protest
ing against the (appointments of the Marquis o
Ripou to the Viceroyalty of India and the Earl o
Keumare to the post of Lord Chamberlain, which
they say, can only be regarded with indigna
tion aud alarm, and have already elicitct
earnest protest from all denominations. Tin
Record he.a.xa that since public attention bai
been drawn to the matter, the Governmen
have issued au order directing that, during (Ik
occ ipancy to the office of Lord Chamberlain bi
wie Earl of Kenmare, the appointment of al
Queens Chaplains and of the Lent Preacheri

® shall be transferred to th(
Lord Steward (Earl Sydney) and, says that paper
it now rernama to be .seen whether public opinior
Will not also induce the Government to transfer al
the Cburcb of England appointments, and all dealmg with the Bishops of Calcutta, Madras, Bombay,
and Colombo, from the hands of the new Governor.
General of India to the Duke of Buckingham, the
Governor-General of the Madras Presidency.

( Ptmeh.)

Humanitarianism(hme Piospect for a Reforming Liberal Majority).
-Positirism.Teetotalism,Vegeta

iraternity. Free Love, and Phonetic

A Bright Idea from Practical Lancashire
How to get the most good out of the New PLament. Put it on Peace-Work.

Distinction between the two Members f

Northampton.

Tml'L -Ti.®
presides over the Revelati.

Revelation
strongly denies ths Trutl

THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

[to EHE editor of; THE EDINBRUOH “DAILY
review. ”]

Sir,—

I

n your excellent article in your issito-day on the new Government’s appointmentyou take exception of that of the Marquis <Ripon to the Viceroyalty of India, as there is
peculiarity in his case, viz., his being a perveifrom Protestantism to Romanism; that “ tl
fact of his appointment will be viewed with it
tense interest at the Vatican

; and that th
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millions of idolators whose old beliefs have been
shaken by advancing education present a tempt-
ing field to the votaries of a religion so pliable to
the weakness of a credulous humanity.
The appointment will also be viewed with a
close regard, perhaps with wonder, by the thou-
sands of educated Natives who are the hope of
India, and are year by year increasing in numbers
and intelligence, and in development of the inquir-
ing spirit. What are the members of the Brahmo
oomaj to think of a Protestant country like Eni^-
land which sets up as the representative of the
Queen in India the most conspicuous and dis-
Ungmshed convert whom Rome has lately won in
England ?” I send you a report from the Friend
of India of part of a lecture by Babu Keshub
Chunder Sen, of the Brahmo Somaj, and trust
you will give it a place in the Revieto of to-
morrow, as it may interest many of your
readers to know what the opinions of the
Natives of Iridia really are with regard to
Christianity. They will see that India does notwant the Oriental Christ put in western costumeand mannerism, but profoundly respect the simple
missionary brmging to them the Bible containing
the life of Christ and its teaching, which, of
course, Rome would forbid or burn. It is to be
hoped that Protestant Britain will let its voice be

opposition <o the rule ofRoman Catholicism over India as it was in favor
of Liberalism at the late election until the appoint-ment is ®anc®>I^ed by the Government or dSined
to be confirmed by Her Majesty.—I am. &c.,

TT - j -
, . ,

A Liberal Elector.
Kincardineshire, 29th April 1880
(Ilei-e folloios an extract from the lecture onIndia asJts— Wlw is Christ ?”)

NANAK’S CALL.

{Theistio Quarterly Review.)

Guru Nanak, the founder of Shikhism, from his
earliest days, manifested signs of his future
greatness. He was more mindful of the
things of the invisible world than the

i®^i
biographer says

that the holy fire of God’s love consumed hiswhole being, and sometimes he spent days and
nights together covering himself in a sheet o f
cloth, vyiihout talking to any one, and without
taking either food or drink. He was absorbed in
the love o( that God, who subsequently chose him
as his servant. The unusual mauners of Nauak
led his pareuts to suspect that their only sou was
subject to some physical disorder, or the influence

I

anxiety for the life of the
child,they,therefore,had recourse to a neighbouring
physician for help

; but it was soon found out thalNanak a malaoy was not of this world. Nanak
however, was married at an early age, and thromrh
the importunities of his parents, he for some time

VP ® ®*^®P yultanpore, but the greater part
ot his time and income was spent in feeding the
hermits and Fakirs that abounded in those parts
or the country. One day a Sanyasi met him, and
after a short conversation with the young shon-
keeper, perceived that Nanak was not like other
men, and that he was destined for higher work.
Ihe hermit, in intense admiration for the great-
ness of the future Guru, said— “O Nanak '

bhopkeeping does not befit thee, thou shonldst
glorify the name of the Formless One before the
children of men.” The words of the Sanyasi sank
deep into the heart of young Nanak, and he

meditate deeply upon them. Soon after
this Nanak went to bathe in the waters of the river
Beas.and for three days and for three nights he was
in the midst of the water, deeply absorbed in
communion with the spirit of God. The following
account of what passed in his mind at this time.
13 given by his biographer in the Gurmuhki
danamsakhi “ Taken before presence of the
Lord, Nank beheld God, and bowed down his head
before Him. Then the Formless One gave him a
cup of nectar to drink, and said, ‘O Nanak, this
18 the nectar of my name, take it and drink.’ And
Nanak took the cup, and drank and laid himself
prostrate before God. The Lord became °'racious
unto him, and said, ‘O Nanak, I am with thee
everywhere, 1 have blessed thee. Henceforth he
that will take thy name shall have my blessing. I
shall give my salvation to those that will
follow thy path, therefore,take thou my name, andpye It unto the world

; but keep thyself from the
taiut of worldliness. Bathe and be thou clean
hare love and holiness in thy heart. Be vepways mm-ciful to others, and preach my name
freely. Guru Nanak answered, and said, “q
great God, Thou knowest that this kalijuya
IS the time of great sinfulness. It deludesmen to wicked actions, therefore, my God, givem® Bheltej under Thy feet,” Then the FMmless
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One said, ‘‘0 Nanak ! fear not, I pive thee my name:
no cne will be able to obstruct thy path. Heaven
and earth shall make way for thee. Be thou
always absorbed in my thought, behold I send my
power and love with thee.” Then Nanak prostrated
himself before God, and began to adore Him.
Again the Lord said: •‘Whomsoever ye shall look
upon graciously, he shall find my grace. As my
name is God the Great, henceforth thy name shall

be the true Guru and the Great. Nanak
bowed down before God, who took a crown
of light and put it on his head, and keeping, com-
manded him to leave ofif the occupation of shop,
and enter into the work which was given him to
do from above.”

AMONG DEMONSTRATING WOMEN.

(Christian 1Vorld
,

)

Modesty and diffidence being the well-known
characteristics of a journalist, it was with no little

trepidation that I entered the lobby of St. James’
Hall on Thursday evening to attend a National
Demonstration of Woman, convened to support the
claim of woman ratepayers to the Parliamentry
frachise. Nervously 1 threaded my way amidst
the fair agitators,who were pouring in a continuous
stream into the Hall, and soon found myself,
with a few other privileged scribes, who
were the only males admitted to the body of

the building in a scene of sweet excitement.
The platform was densely crowded with earnest
demonstrators, old and young, and not less

crowded was the floor of the Hall, whilst from
the galleries, where women, however, still pre-
ponderated, a score or two men, who had been
admitted on payment of half-a-crown, looked on
and wondered whereto this thing would grow.
Women to right of me, women to left of me, a sea
of bonnets in constant motion, the rustle of silks,

the sweep of velvets, the shrill buzz of a
thousand feminine voices, the triumphant peal-

ing of the organ over-head. These were the
first impressions. Having been provided, after

some little del.ay, with a seat by the attentive

and courteous young ladies who were superin-

tending the demonstration, I began to collect my
bewildered senses, and scan the delightfully

enthusiastie assembly somewhat more carefully.

There were large-eyed, prophetess-looking women,
who clearly saw far into unborn time

; rapturously

-

poetic women, whose gaze was full of th’ngs in-

effable ;
solemnly-stern women, on whose knitted

brows were marked the lines of duty
; pen-

sively-sad women, who, with gentle touch,

were ready to sweep away the wrongs
and ills of generations ;

and boldy-questioning

women, such as sit under Mr. Moncure Conway,
and sharpen their wits upon the problem of the

universe. Women of good social standing formed,

if not the majority, yet a considerable proportion

of the assembly. But their poorer sisters were
also represented. From the Army Clothing
Department at Westminster, which one of the

speakers, with charming contempt for geography,
referred to as the East-end, had come a number
of working women, bearing a banner, on which
was inscribed an invitation to women to attend

the meeting, and the lines, ‘‘We’re far too low to

vote the tax, but not too low to pay.” This banner
was displayed in front of the platform, and at the
conclusion waved aloft by two enthusiastie young
demonstrators. As the time for the meeting to

commence drew near, the crush, the excitement,

and the confusion increased ;
but the appearance

of the noble chairwoman, the Viscountess Harber-
ton, and the orators of the evening upon the plat-

form at once caused the delicious uproar to subside.

The fluttering and cooing, which had reminded me
of the pigeons that haunt the windy heights of

Rochester Castle, ceased, and gave place to the

Holloway’s Ointment and Pills.—
Chest and Stomach Complaints—The source and
centre of almost every ailment is impurity of

the blood; dislodge this poison,and disease departs.
Holloway’s Pills exercise the inestimable power
of thoroughly cleansing each component part of

the blood, and rendering this fluid fit to perform
its important functions. They cope most success-

fully with chest disetses, stomach complaints,liver

disorders, and many other maladies which were
once the besetting dangers of mankind at certain

season in town and country. The directions for

use enable every one to regulate the operation of

these Pills with the greatest nicety. Chronic in-

valids, nervous sufferers, and all whom other

treatment had failed to relieve, are respectfully

invited to try Holloway’s celebrated medicine,

which will strengthen and cure them.

j clapping of a multitude of pretty little hands, as

the Viscountess, who was a handsome woman,
in the prime of life, and bewitchingly attired,

rose to address the meeting. She did so with

great ease and dignity, and, indeed, conducted

the whole proceedings in a firm and business-like,

but exceedingly graceful manner. An overflow

meeting, she said, had been organised in another

part of the building,and the speakers,after address-

ing the larger gathering, would proceed to that.

Letters had been received from several ladies,

expressing their regret at being unable to

be present. Among others Mrs. Crawshay, of

Cyfartha, had written and promised £200 towards

defraying the expense of the demonstration, which

would not be less then £500. It was w'ell that

the public should understand, continued the

Viscountess, what they had met to protest against.

They did not wish to give the franchise to

women, who had not the properly qualification,

and they did not Want women to vote instead of

men. There were questions, such as those relating

to the property of married women, the regu a-

tion of the drink traffic, and female labor,

in the settlement of which women ought to

have a voice. It had been said that if women
had the franchise, they would have to take

the rough with the smooth. But at Present

they had the rough without the smooth. She meant
women had to pay, but were not allowed to vote.

It would lead, some ar ued, to women becoming
M,P.’s. But at present there was a class—the clergy

—who had the right to vote, but who could not sit

in Parliament. The first resolution, declaring that

the franchise ought to be extended to women, was
moved by Mrs. 0. Scatcherd, of L®cds, By the

bye, the name of each speaker written in large

letters on a scroll of white paper was held up at the

commencement of her address by a couple of

young ladies, apian which might be followed with

advantage at most great meetings. Mrs. Scatcherd,

who had a quiet and grave manner of speaking,

pointed out that every extension of the franchise

had been looked upon with terror. At one time

the magnificent middle class were feared, and

supposed to be the enemies of their own nation.

Now they were happy and contented, for they had

the franchise. There were double laws for men
and women, double laws of divorce, and unequal

marriage laws, woman being treated as a mere
infant. Mrs. Arthur Arnold, who followed, burst

at once into a poetic flight. A clever, but somewhat
saucy, young lady. Miss Rhoda Garrett, came
next. Miss Tod, of Belfast, in a very sensible speech,

delivered in a very natural way, then urged the

demonstrators to retain what was good in the

methods of men in public life, and contended that

women, if they had the franchise, would bring

a healthy moral and religious influence to bear

upon the Legislature. An addres-s, spoken in

tragic tones, followed from Miss Helen Taylor.

It was with an unwonted feeling of pleasure that

she began with the word ^“Ladies.” The names
of the venerable aud illustrious Mrs.l Somerville

and the gentle and lovable Florence Nightingale

would live in the history of this crusade for

woman suffrage. Women who were cherished and
protected did not want the franchise for

themselves, but for the sake of helpless girls, of

tortured and the degraded wives. The reso-

lution having been carried with one dissentient,

Miss Becker moved an address to the Prime

Minister, praying that in any measure for the

extension of the franchise in the counties

provision should be made for its exercise by all

duly qualified women in boroughs and counties.

Under the present electoraj law, 3,000,000 men
were qualified to vote, and if the franchise were

now enjoyed by women under the same conditions,

some 500.000 women would possess it, a propor-

tion not large enough to stultify or overbear the

votes of men, but sufficient to ensure due attention

to their interests. Various instances of injustice

to women were cited by this lady, who spoke

with both ease and force, and the man
must have been bold indeed, who would

have ventured into an argumentative en-

counter with her flashing glasses. The next

speaker, Mrs. Webster, a plump, rosy little lady,

said that every class had some grievance of its

own,and women had their special grievances. Miss

Downing, who followed, remarked, in a somewhat

dry, sarcastic fashion, that she had lately read

Harling'ton’s Pain-Cnrer h.as been

found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,

Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats, Coughs,

Colds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache,

Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism, Paralysis, Fains in

the Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad

Legs, Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring

worms, Pimples, Freckles, & Eruptions on the skin.

in a very old-fashioned book two passages which
struck her as almost prophetic. The first,

‘•The liberal deviseth liberal things,” might have
been addressed to the Liberal party

; and the se-
cond, “Rise up, ye women that are at ease; hear
my voice, ye careless daughters

;
give ear unto

my speech,” might have been an exhortation to
the women of England. Miss Craigen, a rather
formidable-looking lady, who spoke with remark-
able ability, next contributed to the flow of
eloquence. Already, she said, the top of the
mountain of difficulty was bathed in light. There
was one more round of the ladder to climb, and
that was to the vote. Mrs. Petterson, a slender,
earnest-eyed woman, with a pleasant, persuasive
mode of speeh, remarked that she thought it only
fair, in commencing her address, to say, ‘‘ Gentle-
men” as well as ‘‘Ladies,” as the former had paid
half-a-crown for their seats. Working women
she went on to say, who knew the practical diffi-

culties they had to meet in the struggle for
life, gave no half-hearted support to the move-
ment. And then, after two ladies had moved and
seconded a vote of thanks to the noble chair-
woman which was acknowledged with courtly grace
the demonstration came to an end, and amidst
what seemed to my morbid fancy withering glances
of contempt, scarcely less withering glances of
pity, from the demonstrators, I, a poor male biped,
shuffled and shambled away into the outer
darkness, feeling that I belonged to a race of cruel,
cowardly, and despicable tyrants, against which
sentence had gone forth. That night dreams such
as I dare not dwell upon visited me. Suffice it

to say that even my infant daughter seemed to
point her tiny finger of accusation at me, and to
lisp out from her mother’s arms an oration on the
Rights of Women.

Rambleb,

Sauj.

HIGH COURT.

Original Side—Peremptory Cause Board,

For Monday, the 7th June, 1880.

{Before the llon'hle Mr. Justice Wilson.)

Undefended Causes.

H. S.King V. H. H. Hammick—Sanderson &
Co.
Dwarkamohun Doss v Sreekissen Khettry—Doss

& Sen.
Soorendronauth Paul Chowdry v Soorjee Coomar

Surbadheekarry—Roberts Morgan & Co.

Prosono Coomar Ghose v Kadornauth Mitter

—

B. M. Doss.

Protab Chunder Ghose v Ram Chunder Ghosaul

& anr.—Ghose & Bose.

Rajender Dutt v Issen Chunder Ghosaul— B. M.

Doss.

II.—Special Peremptory List.

(For Judgment upon award).

S. M. Kadumbeeney Dossee v Modoosoodnn
Auddy—Swinhoe & Co.—G. C. Chunder.

Suit Under Section 525 of Act X of 1877.

E. B. Goodall v C. J. Sutherland—Linton—Dhur
Dhur,

Defended Cases.
(Final Disposal.)

Nobeen Chunder Neoghy v.J. Schroder—Beeby &
Rutter—Pittar.
Khyaliram v Obinash Ch. Bonnerjee & ors. { nof

to he taken until the 9th Trotman & Wat-

kins—Beeby & Rutter, G. C. Chunder.

Denonauth Bose v. Rogooburdoyal Sing & anr.

—Plaintiff in person—N. N. Sen.

Sreenauth Doss V. Jadub Chunder Do8S& ors.—

Ghose & Bose—S. N. Doss.

, J. N. Bullen & ors v. Roop Chand—Sanderson &
Co.—Beeby & Rutter.

Nittololl Day v Anundololl Doss & ors,— Pittar

& Wheeler- G. C. Chunder.

Radharomun Mitter v Amirtololl Mitter & anr.

—Gillanders— S. D. Dutti

Russomoye Dossee v Eoonjolotta Dossee-Ghose

& Bose—M. D. Sen.

Bibee Solomon v Abdool Azeea & ors.—Pittar—

Harriss & Co.

Toritabhoosuu Bonnerjee v Tarraprossonno

Bonnerjee &• anr.— S. D. Dutt—-Zorab, M N,

Bonnerjee, Joykissen Gangooly,

The Secretary of State v Gocool Chunder Mitter

—Upton—M. D. Sen.

Rajender Chunder Chatterjee v L P. D. Brough-

ton & ors.—Swinhoe—S. N. Chunder, N. N. Sen.

Aashootosh Dhur, Gocool Ch. Dhur,

Audhur Chunder Chatterjee & ors. v L. P. D.

Broughton & ors.—D. N. Bose—S. N. Chunder,

N. N. Sen, Aashootosh Dhur, Gocool Ch. Dhur,
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{Before tJie Hon'ble Mr. Justice Brmghton.')
Defended Cases.
(Pinal Disposal.)

Balkiasen v Roy Lutohmepufc Sing Br. (pt.hd.) —
Carruthers & Jennings—Beeby & Rutter, M. N,
Holdar.

Kustoor Chand Bora v Mahtap Chand Sar-
rowjee— M. Camell—Fink.
Cbunder Gaunt Mookerjee v Hursook Roy and

ore.—Pittar and Wheeler— Goodall.

Heeralall Johurry v Mahtap Chand Sarrowjee—
Wheeler & Sowton—Fink.
Aumernath Ghose & anr. v Gopaul Chunder

Ghose—Wilson & Chatterjee—B. M. Doss.

A. H. Lemonius & anr. v. C. Koegler—Roberts
Morgan & Co.—Pittar & Wheeler.

Shamloll Soor v S. D. J. Ezra—Roberts Morgan
Sc Co.—N. C. Buraul.

Dhonemoney Dossee v Umesh Chunder Dhur &
ors.—Mookerjee & Deb—E. O. Moses. Wilson &
Chatterjee.

Gunganarain Bysack v Beharryloll Mullick—
Qillanders—Bolye Chand Dutt.

Ramloll Augurwallah v Thakoor Doss & ors.—
Trotman & Watkins— Pittar & Wheeler.

Bollydoss Mullick v S. M. Doyainoyee
Dossee—T.N. Roya—M. D. Sen.

Premsook Doss v Pertap Chunder Khandclwal
— E. O. Moses—M, Camell.

S. U. Monee Dossee v Shamachurn Lahoory

—

Ghose & Bose—Swinhoe k Co.

3t(luerti,^ements.

aSADV FOB. SA£.£.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

BY
MR. LAL MOHUN GHOSE,

AT THE Town Hall,

CALCUTTA.
On Marcli 4, 1880.

To befhad at the “ Indian Mirror”
Office,

No, 8, BritisTi Indian Street, Calcutta,

And at the Canning^ Xilbrary,
55, College Street.

Price 6 annas a copy

Bad Watches are Sold
BY HUNDREDS IN INDIA.

Black and Murray beg to inform their
Customers and the Public, that they have

la‘ely introduced a new description of ENGLISH
SILVER HUNTING WATCH, with Patent Lever
Escapement, and all the latest Improvements.

Price—Bs. 55 nett.
These Watches are guaranteed for two years

and will be found strong, neat, and serviceable
having been especially manufactured for India
by Black & Mdrhay. They are warranted to
be entirely English made. (Many so-called English
Watches are Swiss, put in English cases).
Just to hand a consigment of their

celebrated RACING CHRONO-
GRAPHS,

ELECTRIC BELLS for House or
OflBce with Push, Wire and constant
Battery

BINOCULARS, all sizes, from
Ra. 30 to

BLACK AWri> MURKAV,
CHRONOMETER, WATCH AND CLOCK-

MAKERS.
Haatings-Street, Calcutta.

Nett, Rs

Nett, Rs. 2C

Rs. 6C

M.'BAV and CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS
OP

EVERT DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmiths,Blectroplater8,Bronzers.

Xiaoquerors and Railway Con-
tractors, A.C., dtc.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.
Tinrnade Deed and Despatch Boxes

Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Ho
watering pots

; Tea, Hous
Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Chiirc

&o™&V
Lamps of every description

Always in hand and made to order.

Portable Cooking- stoves of single and double
li, d. and 4 inch burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate.

SMITH. STANISTREET, & OO.

Pharmaceutical Chemists and
Drug-g-lsts,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT
7/> Hit Excellency the Right Hon'ile

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-General of India,
ice., ice., ke.,

AVE received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.
Rs. A.

H
From

I

n

Artery Forceps

„ Fenestra
,,

Belts, Abdomen
,,

„ Corpulency
,,

„ Riding
,,

„ Carson’s Patent ,,

Catheters, Silver Plated ,,

Caustic Cases
,, ,,

Dissecting Cases ,,

Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings ,,

,, ,, in Cases ,, Complete ,,

,, Trumpets for Deafness ,,

„ Cornets, Double
Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.l
Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks >

Stockings, Thread, per pair)
Ditto, Silk

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz.
Electro-Magnetic Machines)

very powerful, single
Do. do, double
Do, do. pocket ,,

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From

action ,,

Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe ,,

Kennedy’s Syphon
,,

Eye Instrument Cases ,,

„ ,, Macnamara’s ,,

Cataract Knives and Needless
Scissors, curved, Probe, and

Sharp, pointed, Cross
Action

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c,
Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

byns, Mudges, &c., &c.
Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles

Abscess Knives, Symes
„ Lancets

Bistouries

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

„ Army Regulation
Probes, Silver

Scalpel and Finger Knives
Scalpels

Scissors

Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaoulnm
Stethoscopes
Speculuras Ear

2

4
9

12
5

16
3

3

7

4
8

3

9

0
8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

p.

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

6 0 0

8

2

0
0

20 0 0

25
18

0
0

Rs. A.

12 0

> >

f f

4

9
60
36
3

4

12

0
0

P.

0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0

-380

2

1

2

1

1

7

2

2

16

80
1

6
2

1

1

2

2
2

0
0

12

8

4
8

0

8
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

8

0
0
8

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
Spring Kramers M • • • 4 0 0

„ Nose
• ) ... 7 0 0

II Rectum M ... 3 0 0
ft Vagina

/ > ... 3 0 0
M Silver Plated

ft ... 6 0 0
Spray Producers, Listers

tt ... 18 0 0
>1 Richardson’s Complete

f

)

... 16 0 0
M Various Makers

tf ... 8 0 0

M

2

8

36
8

5

7

0
0
0
0
0
8

Suspenders
Subcutaneous Syringes
Aluminum Cases
Silver Plated Mounts
Clinical Thermometers

,, With Kew Certificate ,, ... , _

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &c., «SSc.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from ...700

With Kew Certificate „ ...8 8 0
THE NEW PHOENIX THERMOMMETER,
Has solved the chief difficulty belong-

ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from .„ 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Agents

for

H. & T. Kirby <& Co.’s Unoxidised
Pbospborus Pills,

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.
Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. &

0. Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N, Co.’s Steamers,
Wholesale rates on application,
9 <k 10, Dalhousib Square,

and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street. a-40

The undersigned beg to inform the Public that
they have the undermentioned goods in large

quantities in stock, and orders supplied,—and
contractor.

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syringes
from I oz. to 3tb., Mugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds,
Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallons,
Freezing Pots, and other Pewter Articles of every
description.

Terms—Cash.
Price moderate.

BISSONAUTH CHUNDER & SONS,
ct'78 1, Bentinck Street, Calcutta,

K. G. S X B C A B, »X.B.,
L. R. C. P., EDINBURGH,

AND

L. F. P, S., GLASGOW,
10, Creek Row,

Can he consulted daily from 6 to 8 a.m.

Family engagements under special arrangements.

Dentistry.

J. COBFIEZiD Ac CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,'

llyrAY be consulted daily on all branches of

their Profession.

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-

manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They
cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free.

J. CORFIELD & CO.,

a-8 11, Old Court House Street, Calcutta,

DVKN AND OO.

CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,
AND

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
BY APPOINTMENT TO

His Excellenoy tbe Viceroy and Governor
General of India.

Nos. 46 4* 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at tbe shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-
able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.

Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
;
a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.
Estimates supplied on application, a-11
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TUACK.EB,, SPXNXL <k CO.
CALCUTTA,

New Books To Arrive By The Xn«
coming' Steamer.

WHEELER (J. TALBOYS)-A Short History
of India, and of the Frontier States of Afghanis-
tan, Nipal, and Burma. With Chronological
Maps and tables. Bs. 8 8,

ANDREW (W. P' )— Our Scientific Frontier. With
Sketch Map and Appendix. Rs. 4 4.

COOKSON (LIEUT. -COL. )-With the Armies of

the Balkans and at Gallipoli in 1877-78. Maps
and Plans, With numerous Illustrations. Cheap
Edition. Rs, 3 8.

STENHOUSE(MRS. T. B. H.)—An Englishwo-
man in Utah. The Story of a Life’s Experience
in Mormonism. An autobiography. With intro-

ductory Preface hy Mrs. H. Beecher Stowe,
Fully Illustrated. Rs. 7 8.

HUXLEY (PROF.)—Introductory Science Primer.
As. 12.

POOLE (R. LANE)—A History of the Huguenots
of the Dispersion at the Recall of the Edict of

Nantes. Rs, 4 4.

BAIRD (H. M.)—History of the Rise of the Hugue-
nots. Two vols. Rs. 10 12.

FORMBY (REV. H.)—Ancient Rome and its con-

nection with the Christian Religion, An Outline

of the History of the City from its foundation,

B.C. 753, to A. D. 42-47. Profusely Illustrated.

Rs. 35.

CHANDOS CLASSICS

;

THE SPANISH NOVELIST. Translated by T.

Roscoe. Re. 1 6,

THE ITALIAN NOVELIST. Translated by T.
Roscoe. Re, 1 6.

THE GERMAN NOVELIST. Translated by T.

Roscoe. Re. 1 6.

QILLMORE (P.)—On Duty : a Ride through
Hostile Africa. Rs. 11 6.

ELECTION SQUIB.—The Liberal Misleaders.
Clever Illustrations and Classical Quotations
By the Author of “ New Gleanings from Glad-
stone.” As. 8.

THE GENERAL ELECTION OP 1880-New
Parliament, New Men, New Measures, New
Taxes, Facetiae, and Anecdotes. Illustrated.

Folio. Re. 1 2.

CLUER (A. R.)—Xenophon. Memorabilia Soc-
ratis. Rs, 4 4.

PENNING (W. H.)—Engineering Geology. With
Illustrations and Colored Plates. Rs. 2 8.

KINGSLEY (0.)—At Last. A Christmas in the
West Indies. Illustrated. Rs. 4 4.

ROUGHING IT IN VAN DIEMEN’S LAND
&c. By Author of The “Boy in the Bush.”
Re. 1 12*

BATHGATE (JUDGE)-New Zealand
; Re-

sources and Prospects. Re. 1 2.

THE ODE OP LIFE. By the Author of “The
Epic of Hades.” Rs. 3 8.

STURGIS (JULIAN)—Little Comedies. Rs. 3 8.
CLARKE (COL. A. R,)—Geodesy. (Clarendon

Press.) Rs. 8 14.

HODGKIN (THOS.)—Italy and Her Invaders,
376-476. Two vols. Rs. 23.

THOMPSON (KATE)—A Handbook to the Public
Picture Galleries of Europe. With a Brief
Sketch of the History of the Various Schools of
Painting. Third Edition. With very numerous
Illustrations. Rs. 5 6.

CURTIUS (G.)—The Greek Verb, its Structure
and Development. Translated by A. S. Wilkins
and E. B, England. Rs. 12 14.

LAKEMAN (SIR STEPHEN)-What I Saw in
Kaffirland. Rs. 6.

THE VINAYA PITAKAM : One of the Principal
Buddhist Holy Scriptures in the Pali Language.
Edited by Hermann Oldenberg, Vol. II.—The
Cullavagga. Rs. 15.

MONGAN. (R)—Homer’s Odyssey.
Literally translated. Rs. 2 8.

Complete.

REPORT ON THE FINAL EXAMINATION AT
the Staff College held in December 1879, with
copies of the Examination Papers. As. 12.

THE WHITE MONTH. By the Author of “ The
Rose Garden,” “ Unawares,” &c. Rs. 5 6

CAREY (ROS A v ^ NoHje’s Merporios. A Domes-
tic Story, li . ( ,

HOLLAND (Dr. J. G.)—Paul Benedict
; or

Written in Light, Re, 1 6.

BLACK.—Sunrise : a Story of These Times
Part I To be completed in 15 Parts, As 12.

LYNN LINTON (E.)—The Atonement of Learn
Dundas. Re. 1 6.

PAYN (J.)— Halves
; a Novel. Re. 1 6.

MATHERS (HELEN)—My Lady Green Sleeves,
Fourth Edition. Rs. 4 4.

JURY ROOM T4LES,
Re. 1 2.

and other Stories.

XAVIER DE MONTEPIN,—Les Filles de Bronze
Vol. V,—Dieu Dispose. Rs. 2 2.

ULBACH (LOUIS)—Le Crime de Martial.
Rs. 2- 8.

CATUALLE MBNDES, Les M6res nnemies
Rs. 2 2.

DESLYS (CHARLES)—Miss Eva, Rs. 2 2
ZACCONE (PIERRE)—La Vertu de Charbon-

nette. Rs. 2 2.

COLLAS (LOUIS.)—Le Fils du Garde-Chasse
Rs. 2 2.

GUEROULT (CONSTANT)-Un Heritage Tragi
que. L—Les Vengeurs. II,—Les Condamnees
Rs. 4 4.

OEUVRES DE MOLIERE, pr6c6d(5es d’une Notice
sur sa vie et ses Ouvrages. Par Sainte-Beuve.
Two vols. Rs. 5.

FORTUNE DU BOISGOBEY. L’HAritage de
Jean Tourniol. Rs. 2 8.

DAUDET (E.)—Lamaison de Graville
; Mceurs

Mondaines. Rs, 2 8.

QUATRELLES. —Les Amours Extravagantes de
la Princesse Djalavann, Rs. 2 8.

Dr. Xiazarus’8 Domestic Medicines.

Infantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,
Teething, &c,, &c.), ... ... Rs. 1 4

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... 14

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of
cases of enlarged spleen),... 1 4

Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,
Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... „ 2 0

Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken
in time), ... ... ... „ 2 0

Expectorant Drops (for
Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

(mild, prompt

Balsamic
Coughs,
Pain in

&c.).

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative.

Family Aperient Pills
and safe).

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ...

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
Children),

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair),

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &c.), ...

The above are most strongly recommended to
parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions ii

wrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus &Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazarus’
original receipts and sold by all Madicine Ven-
ders. a-27

1 8

20

1 4

1 4

2 0

2 0

1 8

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

5 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,
a-34 Calcutta.

Crushed Food for Horses.
reduction of price,
COOK AND CO.

Are glad to announce a further reduction of
the price of the above to

Xls. 2«12 per maundy
exclusive of bags. Also a reduction of the price
of their

Crushed Food for Cattle,
to Its. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

Chaff as before 18 per maund, exclusive of
bags.

13th May 1880.

[Established 1833.]

K. C. GANGOOLV dc CO.,
ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, 6c Co.

19, 20, db 21, Mangroe X*ane, Calcutta.
ri^HE following is a description of some of theA works undertaken and goods sold by us :

—

Sug'ravlng' Department.
Zinc Plates for marking cases, Office Seals,

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for
Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon. Branding
Irons, &c., Engraving on plated-ware. Gold, Sil-
ver, Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.

Rubber Seals are also supplied.

Printing* Department.
Books, Mercantile Forms', Rent Dakilas, in any

character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards,
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either
from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses,

Stationery Department.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety.

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-
ness, Invitation, Ball Programme, Playing, &c.
Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing Paper,
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth-
day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,
Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery
Account Books of various descriptions.

Terais—For Mofussil Cash or reference for pay-
ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the
trade.

Catalogue on Application.
H, 0. GANGOOLY& Co.

Afangoe LanCf Calcutta,

a«20

XCB SBASON 1880.
Patent Pneumatic Xoe Machines

OP THE NEW MODEL.
With Enlarged Cylinders for Acidand with Cooling

Water Troughs, Producing two Pounds of
Pure Tasteless Ice in about 20

minutes.

Arlington & Co. invite attention to the improve-
ments introduced in the Pneumatic Ice Machines
of the New Model, a supply of which has been
consigned to them for sale during the present
season.

The Improved Ice Machines are fitted with
Cylinders of greater bulk for a larger supply of
Acid, and also with Cooling Water Troughs,
from which a number of jets of water, conducted
by perforated pipes, can be made to stream over
the entire body of the Acid Cylinder to preserve
it against overheating.
Under these improvements, an Ice Machine of

the New Model can be worked continuously for a
longer time, and be made to produce a larger quan-
tity of Ice than a Machine .with a small Cylinder
as heretofore made.
An Illustrated Pamphlet containing full instruc-

tions for use is supplied with each Machine.

Cash Prices.
For an Improved Double Action or
Two Decanter Ice Machine, fitted with
all requisites for working and packed
in one case ... ... Rs. 275 0

For an Improved Single Action or One
Decanter Ice Machine, fitted with all

requisite for working, and packed in
one case ... ... 190 Q

Sulphuric Acid in Stone Jars, contain-
ing about 401bs., packed in case ... „ 10 4

ARLINGTON k CO.,'
ei*13 B, DAlboVSIB SqVABB, OAXCUtIAi
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A. J. PAXl&BB. AND CO.

WILL SELL BY AUCTION,

Monday and Tuesday 7th and 8th June,

, i- } .
r

•!I j7 '

SALE OF MORTGAGED JEWELLERY,

.G-8' :

GOODS ON VIEW.

WARRANTED

!

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
^DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-

tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising therefrom.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the^ Blood,

[niudicious use of Mercury, Chronic Venerial affec-

tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimples, Cutaneous

Elruptions, several kinds of Skin Diseases,Dyspepsia,

ind general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful

sroperty of removing the Mercury from the system

ind of purifying the blood of all its impurities

'rom whatever cause arising, of invigorating the

lystem and imparting fresh energy and vitality

;o it. The brilliant and extraordinary efficacy of

;his Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic and

dmost hopeless cases, proves its effects to be un-

•ivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

ncluding packing.

Ointment for Mercurial and Syphi-
litic Ulcers and Eruptions. Price per

lot 8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly

ree from quinine.
^ .

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious

iltermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or

Ipleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the

Bgs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses

,nd purifies the blood and the system from the

lalarious poisons and other effete Materials,

estores the internal organs to their normal func-

ions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-

ite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after

he subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-

eiful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,

omplicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which

lave baffled the attempts of the healing art and

rhere all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart

ottle 1-8.

Spleen und Liver Ointment, for the

ore of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.

Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

ains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-

latic &c., instantaneously by the external applica-

ion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To he had of

MAISON DE PARIS,

OHOWRINQHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH,
/CAUIvm, <i*60

QUICK! SAFE!! ^ SORE!!'
FAUX. it. CO.’S

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES
Prepabed and Sold only by Paul & Co,,

DRUGGISTS,
No, 285-1 S, Bomiazar Street, Calcutta,

Embrocation.

An external application for Rheumatic Affec-
tions, Numbness of the Limbs, pains in the

Sides, Back, Chest, or Joints. It is highly effi-

cacious where Anodynes and Counter Irritants
are required. Besides, when used with Detersive
Mixture, it materially assists the same in speedily
allaying the Pains and Swelling attendant on
obstinate cases of Rheumatism. Price 1-8 Re.
per 4 07.. Bottle.

Kalr Preserver.
An agreeable and well perfumed preparation

for the Preservation, Restoration, and Growth of
the Hair. It not only prevents it from falling off
or turning prematurely grey, but by its gently
stimulant properties excites the scalp to a new and
healthy action, cleanses it from Scurf and Dandruff,
exerts its curative influence in the most obstinate
forms of Baldness, and promotes the Growth and
Strength of the newly grown Hair. Besides, it is

a safe, useful, and elegant Hair Oil—always tending
to keep up the vitality of the growth, and far
superior to the ordinary Preparations in benefit
and perfume. Price 1 Re. per 4 oz. Bottle.

Tooth Powder.
It is a harmless and most agreeable preparation

for the Teeth. It cleanses the Teeth, preserves
their Enamel, arrests their Decay, eradicates
Tartar and all Injurious Secretions, and renders the
Teeth sound and useful. Besides, it removes Spon-
giness, Recession, Tenderness and all Painful
Affections of the Gums, gives them Strength and
Natural Ruddiness, Dispels the Disagreeable Odour
of the Mouth and imparts a Delightful Fragrance
to the Breath. It is an excellent Dentifrice
perfectly free from all injurious ingredients, and
eminently calculated to preserve and beautify the
Dental Structure, Price 1-8 Re. per J IbBottle.

Tooth-ache Reliever.
A safe and instantaneous Cure for painful Tooth-

ache. Price 8 As. per Bottle.

W.R.—Full directions accompany each Bottle.
Mofussil orders for these medic ines, accompanied

with full remittance of price and packing charges,
are promptly attended to.

1^ Drugs of the best quality and genuine Patent
Medoines are always available at the above ad-
dress, at the cheapest rate possible a.S8

PRESERVE YOUR SIGRT.

EUREKA

SPECTACX.es it EYE-6Z.ASSES.

/ Jil

rjlHE determination of the proper spectacles for

any defect of the eyes, is undoubtedly a

matter of the greatest importance.

This importance is increased on the one hand

i'l

by the number of patients requiring such assist
I .

^
I » : I

ance—a number that throughout the civilised

world, may be reckoned by millions—on the othei

by the actual injury inflicted by unsuitable glasses.

and lastly by the customary sale of most spectacles

by persons who have no adequate knowledge of

the conditions of their utility.

For the guidance of those who cannot con-

venieiitly visit me, I have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions.
: i

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, “ How to

i
' >

preserve the Sight,” with testimonials explaining

the construction of ,the eye, the defects of vision.

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

application.

.! -

:T

N. LAZARUS.

a-13

5, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET,

Calcutta.

Oonsaltatlon Free,
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAXiHOUSlE SQUARE. CAZiCVTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the Mofussil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom-

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order,
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfectly in tune
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

o

W. NBWMAN lb. COi

Important Ifew Sooksi

JUST PUBLISHED.

In Elephant 4to. with sixty -one Original full-

page Illustrations, and 23 Woodcuts. Handsomely
bound in cloth. Price thirty-five ruvees Nett.

The Second Volume of

The Antiquities of Orissa

BY

RAJENDRALALA MITRA, LL.D„ C.I.E.,

Puhlished under the Orders of the Qovernwent
of India,

Box No. 1073, playing’

1. Poorabee.
2. Imni.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

1st series.

6 Bengali tunes, 1st series.
1. Bassanto.

5. Kalangrah.
6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 100.

Harp or Setar Box No. 1073^, playing 6 Bengali tunes,
1. Poorabee. ‘

4. Bassanto.
Imni. 5. Kalangrah.
Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 0. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 125.

Box No. 1075L playing 6 Bengali tunes, 2nd series.
Sarung. 4. Jhinjuttee.
Bhoirabee. 5. Bhoirabee.
Kafifee. 6. Kawalee.

'"ash price Rs. 100.

Harp or Setar Box No. 1075^, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 2nd series.

O

3/

I.

9

3.

The Life of ,

The Right Honourable
WILLIAM EWART GLADSTONE,

M.P., D.C.L., &c„

BY

GEORGE BARNETT SMITH
Popular Edition

(3-6) Rs. 3-U.

Science Primers

Introductory
BY

].

O

1 .

2 .

3.

Sarung.
Bhoirabee.
Kafifee. 6 .

Jhinjuttee.

Bhoirabee.

Kawalee.
Cash priceRs. 125.

Box No. 1077, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.
Taza Bhee Taza.
Doogiree.

Hilli Milli Punnya.

Harp or Setar Box No.
1. Taza Bhee Taza.
2. Doogiree.

3. Hilli Milli Punya.

4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhola .Tanee.
fi. Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 100.

1077.^, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.
4. Denga Chate Ayore,
5. Kia Hoga Bhala Janee.
6. Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 126.

PROFESSOR HUXLEY
(As. IS) As. 14.

A SHORT

History of India
And of the Frontier St.ateB of

Afghanistan, Nipal, and Burma,

J. TALBOYS WHEELER .

With Maps and Tables
(7-12) S-S.

NZCHOX.X.S <&. CO.,

.
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8. Old Court House Street. Calcutta,

London :—1Whitefriar’sStreetFleet St.E.G’

Current or Floating accounts.
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheoues

paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made, after 3 p.m., and on Saturdays after 1 p.m.

Government Paper and Securities
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.
Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

ExCH.a NOE.
Sterling Bills negotiated, ana remittances made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts,
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10 days’

notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on deposits
for longer periods at the following rates, payable
in Calcutta, or in London, at par ;

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice

,,
at 3 months’ notice
at 6 months’ notice

„ at 12 months’ notice

„ at 2 years’ notice
,

Pay-Bills, Pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Polioies paid on due dates. Bills

corrected and rents realised,

1 Business rules warded on applieation, a-37

DR. D. JAYNPys
Family ZIZedicines.

Per Bob. Per Doz.

Rs. A.

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

8 24

1

0
0

—. 3 per cent,

,

Rs. A.
' EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and

I

Colds') out of stock at present...
HAIR TONIC (to cure hair falling

off and baldness)
ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and

blood purifier)

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for
cure of fevers and agues)

LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair
of any other colour to a beautiful
Uack without injury to tthe skin)

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for
cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera)

TONIC VERMIFUGE ...

LINIMENT, OR COUNTER-IRRl'.
tant (an outward application for
Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, &c.)

SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints)

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes,
The Aledical Almanac ^

for current year is

available on application.

Sykes dc. Co.,

1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,
SOLE Agents for

l>r. I>. Jayne <b Son.
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A. a-57

11

5

0 8 5 8

0 8

Rs. 20)

5 8

Cbadle-Land

OP

Arts and Creeds

OR

Nothing nexo under the Sun
t

'

BY

CHARLES ,T. STONE,
Late Advocate. High Courts, Bombay,

(S-12) R.<i. 9-12

The Life and Writings

OF

HENRY THOMAS BUCKLE
BY

ALFRED HENRY HUTH
2 vols, S VO. (20-12) Rs. 23-2.

The Marquess Wellesley
Architeet of Empire
An Historic Portrait

BY

W. M. TORRENS. M.P.,
(9-0) Rs. 10-0.

England
Under Lord Beaconsfield

The Political History of six years from the CE
of 1873 to the beginning of 1880.

BY ][’

P. W. CLAYDEN
(10 0) Rs. IJ .4

a-35 W. NEWMAN & CO.
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY,
- SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE GENTRY. ^

TKB NBW FZ1EXZSX.E BAND NECKLET,
THE MOST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,

Manufactured of rich colored Gold. We keep a larg^e variety In Stockof all sizes and prices, from Bs. 80 to Bs. 250 each.
A very nice Chain, suflSciently

JEWELLERY
FOB

WEDDINGS AND
BIRTH DAYS,

AND
ALL FESTIVE

AND
Commemoratlve

occasions.

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

Garnet Ear-
rings, Rs. 36

cash.

Amethyst
Earrings to

match Pen-
dant, Rs. 27

cash.

Gold Ear-
rings, Rs. 32

cash.

Carbuncle Ear-
rings, Rs. 30

cash.

Gold fringe,
A handsome Gold Pendant set with a fine Amethyst

and glass for portrait at back.
Price Rs, 60 cash.

To match, Bracelet, Rs. 66, Brooch Rs. 36, and Earrings, as above.

Illustrated Catalogues postjree to Mofussil Constituents.

a-18

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
Jewellers Zn Ordinary to H. E. the Viceroy and to K. R. H.

the Prince of Wales,
CALCUTTA.

The Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of t -e Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Secretary.

9, Blphinstone Circle, Bombay,

OR,

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

i

«-7S Agent, '.for BENGAL.

Appy to the Mabger.
FOR

Illustrated Price List,
At 65, College Street.

Auglo-Indlau Rubber Stamp Co.
(Specially Cheapest Manufacturers of the

above stamp,

)

T
No 99, College Street.

beg to intimate
the public, that they are prepared to under-take works at exceedingly moderate rates andexecute jobs to the satisfaction of constituents

Price list supplied on application. Specimens may
be sent gratis, ^

LONDON AND LANCASHIRELIFE ASSVARANCB CO.
ESTABLISHED 1862.

This Company offers to the Public the Com-
BiNED Advantages of

Unquestionable Security and Low
Rates of Premium.WHILE the adoption of all the improved

modern conditions under which Policies
are now issued enables the Directors to grant un-
usual facilities to all intending Assurers.
That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-

versally recognized as the MOST SECURE AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT, is sufficiently
proved by the following statistics, “ startling in
their magnitude but quiet power,” extracted From“ The Review” of January 1st, 1879,
“ In the years 1870—1878, the accumulated Life
Assurance Funds of the Offices have risen from
£90,700,000 to £117,600,000, or at the rate of

This is after paying out
*.<i,oUO,U00 in claims and bonuses on policies alone,
entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or
management expenses. The total sum received by
the Life Offices on life account in the eight years
was £128,700,000. Against this was paid in
claims, £71,500,000

; annuities, £3,350,000 ; and
surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being

Policy-holders of about
000,000; after this £27,000,000 were added

to funds.
The LONDON & LANCASHIRE returns 80 per

cent, of the profits, divided every five years to
participating Policy-holders. English rates of pre-
mium only charged for such period as the Assured
spends westward of Suez.

Prospectuses and every required information
cau be immediately obtained by application to
the undersigned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.
The Manager of the Indian Mirror is authorized

to be our Agent.
A. B. SHEKLETON,

General Agent ^ Secretary for India,
A. Lall Bazaar, Corner of Mission Row.

THE GREATEST

VOMUR OP lOBEEU TIMES!

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to ha
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-
cidenbQ to the life of a miner, or to those Uvinz in tha
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race^
viz;—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and cholera.

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT
Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds

ulcers, rheumatism, and ^1 skin diseasej ; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails to
cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

ihe Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
Medicines throughout the

Civilized World
; with directions for use in almost every

liinijuage.

Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho”M look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes f the
address is not 5 88. Ozford Street, Lom

,
they

are spurious.
> #

a-21

'TVJ'ATIVE Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited

the pSto*’
writing to X, care of
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

! ADMXRABIrS TRAITSFOl&lKCATZOir OP MBCKAITZC A r.INTO TORRENTS OP EI.BCTRICITV f

IHE

ENERGY

Dynamo Electric Light in England
sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short tirao^e ex’tensi^ly used for ^ 'gating up largs spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lichtin^

T
prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills Puhllp TTnllq

Baud-Stand’s, SteaS v““e!a and RaU^^^^
ElenfidiW

^ apparatus with our iraproTcd Hurricane nrO(^

f^tSSS 8^l?d"ar1«dlIa»fo°S^ »

Dynamo Eleotrio Light for one night including all expensesDynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per nightDynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night

Rs. 50 0
„ 176 0
„ 450 0

nhor* '
f

oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamns per night, will be at least Rs 60 whereas ourcharge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Oandles, will be only Rri?ner m^»ht afthe monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! 1 !

7 9. & per ni„ht at

PenHU°®^°c
handle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with Icadin<r Wine, Oarhon

Sic^^amp^Rs" Adjusting, sSlf Lighting

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs, 1,500.

(TRUE COPY.)

Bridal:-

The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

Bakrala Bridge, )

Sth October 1S79. J

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst, Engineer, Bakrala Sana DivYmi, P. N. State liailwiy.

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Builders and Electrical Engineers,

No. 63, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta,

STEAM ENftINE
FROM

E S. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. PESHAWUE”

NO MORE PAINS!!

DARLINGTON’SPAM-CURER
V^ARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip.
T t tion arising from whatever cause, on any

[
part of the human frame. A certain cure forPams in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Jhroats Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics’
Lheumatisra, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con

^

tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts Swellings. Old Sores, Ulcers, PileVRing.
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the 3kin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pres-cnbe Darlington 8 Pam-Curer, in the very worstforms of these ailments, with success.
Pains of every description have been cured bythe use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when allother medicines have been tried without effect

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains I ! 1are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large side Rs. 2, packing As 8DARLINGTON

Street, Calcutta.
Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native

imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer

. ^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Be^re ofimitators who cannot express their thoughts in theirow^ords, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co^ Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and seethat you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of themarvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dora, wr^es ‘ We find Darlington’s Pain-Curer efficacious, and are glad to know of itas being a useful nmdicine. Sister Theodorine.
Superioress F de la Croix. ”

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &\ice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, hasfrom time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington s Pain-Curer, & writes • “ Please

P
^ of Darlington’S

PAiN-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.

^ Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G, C. S. I. after
ordering for a couple of large bottl’es of
D.'xrlingtons Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more lar^e bottles
of Darlington 8 Pam-Curer through Major PercyGough, hi3 Private Secretary,

Mr, E. 0. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the
Bengal fimes, writes from Dacca. “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Cuber was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple of applications, and in about 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pam-Curer.” °

To lovers of gpood reading*. ,e*

A 2-Hoi’se Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
foundation, with Eire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working Es. 800

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. Ihey combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. Tliey are
now fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staftbrdshire plates, proved to a pressure

^ 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank, which forms also the ash-pan and an efficient
Water-Heater.

Stationerjs Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
.Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.

oTiAo-M-TTa
Brauches in First-Class Style.ERASMUS JONES, Printers’ Agent, 6 & 0, British IndianJStreet, CALCUTTA,

Calcutta Magazine, a journal of Literature
Politics, Science, and the Arts. Yearly subscrip,
tiou, Rs. 12, postage, 12 aimas. Times of India
says I The Calcutta Magazine should finti many
readers.” Friend of India says " It is ably and
judiciously conducted by Mr. Owen Aratoon.”
Bangalore Examiner 8a.ya:— We should like to
see the Caleutta Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day,”
Apply to the Manager, Calcutta Magazine, 42,

Dhurrumtollah-street, Calcutta, ali2
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NEW GOODS! NEW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnlslilng- Requisites.

VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &c., &c., &c. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 26 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &C., &C., &c.

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OP

LACE MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India,

jyr —Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coaf>Brussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile
Carpetings.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, &c.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Blankets.

Door Mats.
English—made from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

i» >> n i> 38 by 24 „
Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

,, ,, ,, ,, 38 by 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Bugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah Bepps.
Qreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAXLBB CO.,

HOSIERS, DRAPERS, SILK MERCERS, &c., &c.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA. a-51

ADVANTAGES OF ASSURING WITH THE

OR IEN ]'A L L IF E OFFICE

C. EAZABVS d(. CO.,*

AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,

Calcutta.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

356,432
Machines,

Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover,

Sewing Machines. • Rs. 65.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Maohine

LCCK-STITCH polished cover and
lock,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 95.

All that Experience has proved Practicable and

Prudent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,

Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be

b tained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever :

—

(1.) Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.

(2.) Amalgamations Impossible.

(.3.) Funds in Government Securities only.

(4.) Native Lives assured at European Rates.

(5.) Premiums reduced to English Rates from
date of leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

China.

Annual Premium for Assurance of
Bs. 1,000 under New System.

Age. 30 35 40 45

Premium |Rs. As. P, Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P,

21 6 4 24 8 8 28 10 0 .33 14 8

Lower Safe Rates than any other Office.

(6.) Offiioe young, and therefore free from Old
Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can be paid Yearly, Half-yearly,

Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of

t

(8.)‘ CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OF DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 35 per cent.

(10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,

and thus easily NEGOTIABLE ASA MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

(11.) Entire Direction in India.

(12.) Special Protection to Assignees.
(13.) The Most Economical Management.
(14.) Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-15-0 only.
(15.) Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine.
(16.) Policy-holders can appoint their own

Trustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.
(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere

to suit Assurers.

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.

(19.) No Restriction on Travel,
'

POLICY-HOLDERS IN 'IITE ‘'ORIENTAL"
ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER

Unequalled Liberality.
Being established in India, aTTarrangemcnts for

the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” are
made with a view to the convenience and benefit of
its own members,—European and Native,—who
alone participate in the advantages arising from
its succssful progress.

Yearly list of new Assurers closes 31st
December.
Special attention is invited to the Peculiar

System of Life Assurance introduced by this
Company, and to the New and extremely favorable
Conditions (as regards Ratk.s, Profits, Limits
OF Residence, Non-liability to Forfeiture, &c.)
under which its policies are issued.

’

The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when
Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

‘•THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AN
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT, IS RAPIDLY
GAINING THE CONFIDENCE OP THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY.”
Intending Assurers-Native or European— are

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the
“ Oriental ” with those of any other Company,

Detailed Prospectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports, and full particulars on application to—
F. A. COHEN, Agent Jor Bengal, on D. MoLAUOHLAN SLATER F I A

7, Wellesley Place, CALCUTTA. Manager & Actuary, BOMBAY,

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs, 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Mahoines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.
cover and Hand Accessory,

Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-
LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

LOCK-STITCH „ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120,

SINGER’S Packing for

LOCK-STITCH Hand Machines. Rs. 2-8.

Sewing Machines. Treadle ditto, Rs. 6.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a-28

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances ^ accompany orders,
CommiBsion will be charged according to the value
as the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
ot ascertained by application to the Marnier,
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20, OZ.J> COURT HOUSE STREET, CALCUTTA,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE ANI) COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WAT^M for INDIA.
The Model Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. They are entirely of English manufacture having powerful fnll-plate, Lever movements,
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Es. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Es. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Es. 230 to 250.COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHES OF on a I a

Silver Half Hentiae Caee, Silvtr H„tw GDAEANTEED QUALITY.Silver Half Hunting Case,
Es. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

GOES

Silver Hunting Case,
Es. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 cash.

A X. B E R T CHAINS.

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Es, 45 ‘'ash.

A magnificent assortment, many of the pattern being recently designed 'anH «
Froin Rs. 40 to 300.

^ assigned and of a novel character.

O
>
ct O
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The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of •

elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.
massive

a-9

COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA,

Notice.
The Hookah-shop carried on by Eadha Nath

Chowdhry, in Jorasanko, has been removed to
81, Bentinck Street, and will henceforward be
conducted by the undersigned.

A large assortment of Bengalee and Mahomedan
shaped Hookahs of new designs just to hand at
moderate prices. Inspection invited.

Prices ranging from Es. 2 to 10 each, inclusive
Chillam.

ISSUE CHUNDER BEED,
a-36 81, Bentinck Street, Calcutta,

NATZONAE BANK OP ZNBZAEZMZTBD. ’

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.
On Twelve Months’ Deposits sy

,, Six Months’ Deposits 4ySpecial rates are allowed on Deposits for short
periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J. Campbell,
Manager,

Established 1846.

THE DRUGGISTS’ HADE,
35-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S, S. “ Duke of
Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”

“ Hydaspes,” &c., &c.
Eactopeptlne

Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion
combined in the same proportion as they exist in
the human stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the influence
of the natural gastric juice. It will be found
far superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,
Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly
indicated in Anaemia, general Debility, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, ani»
impoverished condition of the blood.

Direction for use, formuloe and dose measure ac-
company each phial.

Price Rs. J -per phial and packing As. 4.
IMforson’s Medicinal Pepsine.

loz.paial Rs. 3. Packing As. 4.
Norton’s Camomile Pills.

A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and
all stomach complaints.

Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.

Hemrod’s cure for Asthma.
Catarrh, Bronchitis,Croup, Hooping Cough

ORDINARY Colds, and all diseases of the Respira-
tory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin.

Price Rs. 3-S. Packing As. 2.
Grimault’s Vegetable Injection of

nxatico.
A few injections of very short duration are

sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges.
Price Rs. 2 pes' phial. Packing As. 4.

Whitmore’s Compound Ziinlment of
Arnica.

An efifectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasms,
Lumbago, weak Joints, &c., and as a counter-irri-
tant in a sluggish state of the liver.

Price Rs. 2 gfer phial. Packing As. 4.
Wilkinson’s Ginger and Camomile.

Price Rs. 2. Packing As. 4.
Whitmore’s Stomachic and Ziiver

Pills.
Price Re, 1. Packing As. 4.

Savory and Moore's Pancreatine
Wine.

For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod-
liver Oil solid fat and food generally.
Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.
W. r. Smith’s Pile Powders.

For the cure of Piles & Prevention of Fistula.
Their gentle emollient action subdues irritation,

regulating the bowels without leaving a disposition
to costiveness, their decided tonic properties give
power to the system, arrest all tendency to and
counteract the weakening effect of the disease, and
their intrinsic value will prove that they fully
merit the title of a specific cure of Piles and pre-
ventive of Fistulas.

Price Re. 1-8 per hex. Packing As. 2.
PROPRIETORY MEDICINE,

Concentrated Compound Essence orFluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.
This preparation is decidedly preferable to any

other form in which Sarsaparilla can be adminis-
tered, on account of its portability and superior
efficacy. It contains the whole active and medi-
cinal properties of the root in the highest state
of concentration combined with the ingredients
of the compound decoction directed bv the college
of Surgeons.

_

The beneficial effects of this Fluid
as an Alterative or Restorative, its great useful-
ness in all disorders of the Skin, Indigestion
general Debility, and after a too free administration
of Mercury, have been universally admitted and
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most eminent practitioners of the present
day.

Direction for use accompany each bottle.
Price per lottle Rs. 2. Packing As. 4.

Best assortment of Drugs and chemicals. Guar-
anteed fresh, and received direct from the respect-
able manufacturers of London.
Terms moderate.—Wholesale rates on

application. Price list supplied to Mofussil doctors
and Dispensaries. Orders promptly executed on
remittance of cash, or a respectable reference in
Calcutta,

GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT & CO.
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS

*’

Wholesale and Retail Brugglsts
And

Manufacturers of SSrated Waters

.

a-ll
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Hoogrbly Bridgre Notice.

The Bridge will be closed for traffic on

Tuesday, the 8th June", 1880, from 2-30 to

6-30 P. M.

Q. H. SIMMONS,
a-6 Se.cre.tai'y to the Bridge Commissioners.

Silver Cream. -

For plating articles of Brass or Copper with-

out the aid of a Battery, and for silvering

Harness mounting, &c„ as well as for cleaning all

kinds of silver and plated articles.

This preparation is guaranteed not to contain the

slightest trace of mercury, and from the simplicity

of its application supersedes anything of the kind

ever before introduced, it being only necessary to

rub it over the article (Copper and Brass), with a

piece of rag or the fingers, and polish with a

chamois leather in order to produce a coating of

pure Silver. v.
,

c
,

As this Cream deposits a coating off pure Metal-

lic Silver, articles of that metal cleaned with it in-

crease in weight and value in proportion to the

amount of coating received.

Price Re. 1 2 and Rs. 2 4 per bottle, packing

Remittance made in postage stamns should

carry one anna extra per Rupee to cover discount.

Agents for the Manufacturers,
HOWARTi & CO.,

Barrackpore.

Visitors to Barrackpore.
THE EXCHANGE.

ON the completion of repairs now being made
on the premises leased by us, we shall set

apart a portion of the buildings for the purpose of

an HOTEL.
The rooms to be so devoted will be furnished

with elegance and comfort, and the Bedrooms

fitted with every requirement provided in a first-

olasa European Hotel.^ HOWARD Sc CO.

ZnDXA CtBNBBAli STBABE NAVI-
GATION COMJPANV, “LB.’*

SCHOKNE, RilbuRN & Co.

—

Managmff Agents.

ASBAM line NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward every Saturday,
,rpHE Str. Behroocjhur wiL leave

X Calcutta for Assam, on Fridaj,

'the 4th instant.

Cajgo^l be received attheCompany’s Godowns,

Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

3rd instant. ^ ,

MIB Str. Lahore will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-

^ day, the 6th instant,

Cargo will be received at the Company’s

Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 4th instant.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train

of Saturday, the 5th instant,

CACHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGDLAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar

downward every Thursday,
"ItHE Str Silehar will leave

_ Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

^day, the 8th instant.

*Carg^^Bl be received at the Company’s Go-

downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,

the 7th instant.

For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4, Fairlik Plac?, I Q. J. Scott,

Calcutta, 3rd June, 1880. I
Secretary.

a-23

&ZVEB.S STEAM NAVIGATION
CO., Z.IMITEB.”

The Steamers of this Company run weekly from

Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

rfWIE Steamer Caslmcre will

I leave Calcutta for Assam
OE Tuesday,'the 8th current.

rpHB Str, Scinde will leave

JL for Assam from Goalundo
on Thursday, the 11th instant.

For further information regarding rates of

freights or passage, apply to
* MACNEILL & CO.

a>32

A
Notice.

LL remittances for the Sunday Mirror should
be made payable to the Proprietor.

Notice.

Life of Maharajah Nava Krishna Deva Baha-
door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

Behary Mittra, which the Press have opined to
be highly interesting, is ready for sale at the
Sanskrit Press Depository, the Canning Library,
39, Old Chinabazar, and 115, Chitpore Road,
(Burtollah.)

Price six Annas.
fAll rights reserved.)

POSITIVELYFOR ONE WEEK ONLY!

!

The Parses Elphinatone Dramatic Glut),

ON THEIR WAY TO BOMBAY^
M.. WILL PLAY AT THE

TKEATXtB B.OYAII
CnOWRINGHI.

For six nights only, when an entire change of
Beautiful Scenery and Select Programme

will be made every evening,

GRAND OPENING NIGHT
Wednesday, 9th June 1880.

On whicJi occasion mill be ])layed the India ?-e-

nomned Fairy Opera of

INDUE SABHA.
With brilliant New Scenery, Superb, Dresses, and

Mechanical Effects. The above piece will
not be repeated.

To hefollowed by the Comic Farce of

TASIRE ADUT.

Prices of Admission.
Private box for 4 ... ... Rg

,, Box for 6
Box
Orchestra Stall

Gallery
Pit As.

12
18
3
2
I

8

0
0
0
0
0
0

NETTBOZiOr.!. BAY dc CO.,

IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND
COMMISSION AGENTS.

4 & 6, Hare Street, Calcutta.

FRAGRANT EXTRACT OF PETROLIA
(A NEW PRODUcr OP Vaseline)

Supersedes all other preparations invent-
ed for the cure of Baldness.

Ladies are strongly recommended to make
trial of this admirable Restorative, which

has been attested by persons of the highest res-

pectability, In numerous cases, where the Hair
has fallen off, from illness, change of climate, or
debility of the system, the use of this preparation
has been found very efficacious. May be used
also as a handkerchief perfume. Per bottle,
Rs. 2-12

;
per ^ dozen, Ra. 14 ;

per dozen, 27 ;
post-

free to any part of India.

Bit. J. G. ANBEBSON,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhueeumtollah Street,

May be consulted at all hours dally.
(At homefrom 11 to 12 a. m.)

Family cugagements in and about Entally under
special arrangements.

12 8

S. A. B*SIZ.VA,
CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTS,

A-1, Park Street, Calcutta.

Mixture for Hepatitis and all its attendant
Maladies. Safe, sure, and certain in its

;

effects. Tlie many sufferers of liver complaints
and bilary disorders, will find the above a far

better preparation than the different compounds
of Podophyllin, which only cause nausea. A
single bottle will astonish the most sceptical.

Price 2 4a bottle.

Dr. T. W. Wilson’s celebrated strengthening
Food. The properties that this preparation pos-
sesses is beyond comment.ation. For weak chests
and general weakness, there is no other compounds
under the sun. Sole Agent E. A. D’Silva.

Dr. T. W. Wilson’s Life Elixir not only a won-
derful invigorator, but surpasses all the innumer-
able mixtures and pills now in use, and prescribed
so largely for spleen and the different complica-
tions that follows it. A few doses will be suffi-

cient to let the patient form an opinion of the
preparation offered. Sole Agent E. A. D’Silva.

American ILerosine Oil

Of the Brightest Quality, per case ... Rs. 4 8

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 25
Packets to the case, per case

Burmah Clg'ars.

Burmah Cigars, Unsnrpassed Quality

No. 1, per 1,000
Burmah Cigars, Udfeurpassed Quality

No. 2, per 1,000 .
'

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality

No. 3, per 1,000

Coconada Cigrars.
“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100

Do. small (do.)
“ Babington”No. 1 (do.)

Do. No. 1

Do. small
“ Burmah”
“ Leisure Hour”
•' Medium size”
“ Queen”
“ Half Hour”

Chlorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne

Teems : Cash only.
NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

4 4" 5, Hare Street, Oulcutta.

BBB CHATTEBJBS dk. CO.
(From late De Leemans ^ Co.,)

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, & REPAIRERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS.

TIN^THS, ELECTRO-PLATERS, BRONZERS,
liacquerers, and Ballway Con-

tractors, 4(.c., dec.

NO. 2, CHOWRINOHEE.

Baths of sizes ; Block Tin-made Deed and
Despatch Boxes, Sugar, Coffee, & Tea Cans ;

Garden-wateriug Pots ;
Tea, House, Street, Portico,

Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railway
lamps of all descriptions

Ahoays in hand and made to Order,
portable COOKING STOVES of single and

double 3 and 4 inch burners. Tin and Wrought-
iron Enamelled Ware, &c.

Terms—Very Moderate.
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TKB INBIAN MIBROR.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town.
Rs. As. P.

For One Month • • • ... 2 8 0
Three Months • • • ... 6 0 0

) }
Six Months • • • 12 0 0

M Twelve Months ... !!.' 24 0 0
N, B ,—The above includes subscriptiou to the

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil,

For One Month ... ... 3 6 0

,, Three Months ... ... 8 0 0

,, Six Months ... ... 16 0 0

,, Twelve Months ... ... 32 0 0
Foreign.

For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 48 6 0

„ ,, (via Brindisi) ... 64 10 0
Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )

For One Month ... ... ... 1 0 0

,
Three Months ... ... ... 2 8 0

„ Six Months ... ... ... 5 0 0

„ Twelve Months... ... ... 10 0 0
( Single Copy Four Annas. )

Foreign.
For Twelve Months vvia Southampton) 12 7 0

,, ,, {via Brindisi) ... 14 14 0
ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas per line.

No Advertisement charged im irss tb-an a

Rupee.
For special contract rates apply no the M .

N. B.—All remittances should be made payable
to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor,

Printed and published for the Proprietor by W, C,

SooB, at the Sen Press, at No. 2, Briiiah Indian

Street, Calcutta.
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THE LOAN.
Simla, 11th June.

The following notification will appear in

to-morrow’s Gazette of India. In continuation
of notification No. 960, dated 5 th June,
notice is hereby given that loan certificates
with coupons payable to bearer will hereafter
be issued at the option of holders in exchange
for scrip receipt, granted under clause
15 of Notification numoer 461, dated
14th May 1^80, published in the Gazette of
India Extraordinary of the same date or for
prornissory notes issued under the same noti-
fication as some delay may occur in the
preparation of such loan certificates and in
needful preliminary legislation, it is impossible
to fix the exact date on which they will be
ready, but no avoidable delay will be allow
ed in their preparation.

(Ktlitorial

Mr. John Morley has accepted the editor-
ship of the Pall Mall Gazette.

:o’

Vegetarianism has recently gained many
converts in Cambridge, particularly in the
University.

— ;o:

There is a church in New York that ac-
tually abolished sermons from its services.
After a year’s experiment the plan failed, and
we learn that sermons have been resumed.

;o:

The undergraduates’ frolic at Oxford which
led to their rustication is said to have been
the result of undue indulgence in spirituous
liquors.

-:o:-

There is already a considerable band of
female agnostics in this country (England)
Mys Miss Clapperton in the Nineteenth
Century. So much the worse for England
say we.

’

:o:

Sir Wilfred Lawson, in the course of a
temperance speech at Exeter Hall, said:—

.

“I like to quote the Prime Minister,’ because
whenever I mention his name you go on cheer-
ing a minute or two, and I get my wind.”
Such is the charm of Mr, Gladstone’s name.’

A Passion play is held once every ten
years at Ober Ammergau. It consists of
dramatic representations from the Bible and
attracts thousanns of people from all parts
of Europe. We publish elsewhere a des-
criptions of it which, wo hope, our readers
will appreciate.

*o:

A very rough love spell, we read, was
recently applied to an indifferent husband in
one of the Russian provinces. The peasant
declared that he had ceased to love his better
half, and the village council sentenced him
to twenty blows with rods, to “ compel him
to love his wife again.”

-:o:

An American journal assures us that the
idea of preaching by telephone is “ not all a
joke.” Only a few Sundays ago, Mr. Beecher’s
sermon was telephoned to some fifty different
points in Brooklyn, New York, Elizabeth N.J.,
and Newark. At the house in Elizabeth with
which connection was established, » all the
morning service, including the singing,
prayer, and reading of the Scriptures, eve^y
word of the sermon and the applause of the
congregation was heard as distinctly as if all
the party had been worshipping in Plymouth
Church.”

-•o:

A WORTHY writer endeavours to make out
that Mr. Gladstone is the Beast, for his num-
ber is six hundred three score and six, as the
following will show :

—

G amma • • • ... 3
L ambda • • • ... 30
A Ipha « • • ... 1
D elta • • • ... 4
S
T

igma ...200
au • • . .. 300

0 micron • • « ... 70
N u

• • • ... 50
E ta ... ... 8

Gladstone 666
to:

Mr. Spurgeon’s Metropolitan Tabernacle
Colportage Association sold 80,848 books
and 259,778 periodicals last year

5 besides
203,000 tracts were distributed. The Brah-
mos can show a good sale so far as periodicals
are concerned, the Sulahha Satnachar itself
having had more than a lac of copies sold
during the last year

;
but they cannot

approach Mr. Spurgeon’s association so far
as books or pamphlets are concerned, not
to say anything of the free distribution of
tracts. We think wo ought to show greater
activity in this respect than we usually do.
A book’s committee ought to look over the
distribution of our publications over as wide
an extent as possible.

-:o;.

The Ttecord is not very complimentary to
the Brahmos. It says “ Very recently
we furnished^ our readers with an account
of the pilgrimftge made by the members of

the Brahrno Somaj, the last phase of Indian
enlightenment, to Moses, with a hymn to be
sung in the New Dispensation. This strange
and revolting folly is the spawn of Euro-
pean infidelity, scattered freely in the tropic-
al soil of Bengal, teeming with rank vege-
tation. It may be looked upon as the
first fruits of what European infidel philo-
sophy is accomplishing for the regeneration
of India. There is, therefore, interest attach-
ing to it beyond the intrinsic folly displayed.

In this instance modern infidelity is com-
mingled with ancient superstition and the re-

sulting production is hybrid. The idea of the
pilgrimage is borrowed not from Parker or
Spencer, but from the prevailing institution
of idolatry.” Bigotry may invent anything.

:oS—

—

Mr. Gladstone’s letter to the Austrian
ambassador has brought forth a howl of indig-
nation from the Tory Press. There is nothing
to prevent us from interpreting his action
as another example of that manly straight-
forwardness which does not shrink from
a confession of error. Mr. Gladstone’s
letter is significant in another way. The
confession of error has been brought about
by Austria’s declaration that she does not
mean to extend her influence to the Balkans.

’

This is just what was wanted to give
Mr. Gladstone the key to the solution of
the Eastern Question. But the Tories would
not read it in this light. T!\iq Spectator tells us
what they would have done in a similar case.
‘ Lord Beaconsfield would have defied Austria
to three campaigns, and made her by secret
agreement a present of Salonica

;
and Society

—which does not know where Salonica is,—

.

would have exclaimed, ‘ What a hero 1
’ ”

:o:

Ip our Christian rulers were under the
impression that India would accept one
or other of the various forms of Christianity
brought to us by the missionaries, they should
disabuse themselfof the idea as soon as they can,
especially after the recent outburst of sectarian
rancour consequent upon the appointment
of Lord Ripon to the Viceroyalty of India.
The way in which Protestants speak of
Roman Catholics would lead one to suppose
as if there were no troth, no honesty, no
candour in the new Viceroy. Of course these
were prominently present in His Excellency’s
character so long as he was a Protestant

;

but as soon as he became a convert, or
pervert as they prefer to call him, all

the gold in him was changed into base
metal. What is more interesting, the same
transformation is said to take place, when
a Roman Catholic becomes a convert or
pervert to Protestantism. The Native of
India has no alternative to prefer in this case.
In sheer dls.TQay and confusion he must needs
go to the very fountain-head of all inspira-
tion—the Supreme God—who alone can
instruct him as to where truth lies.

:o:

Let India rejoice that she has been bless

ed with a truly devout and God-fearing

Viceroy, We may differ in doctrine, but we
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honor the spirit of godliness,wherever it \a i

found. Our new Governor-General takes

the helm of the state with firm trust and faith

in God, therefore he must command the

respect and confidence of all sections of

the community. His creed may not find

favor, but his character will. Those who

are theologically disposed may quarrel about

his theology. But the general public will

ask not what Lord Ripon believes, but

whether he prays regularly and earnestly and

whether he means to rule India conscientious-

ly. And if they are satisfied on these points,

they will with one heart hail the new regime.

If it be true that a man of consience and God

has been appointed to rule over us, we must

all rejoice with profoundly grateful hearts.

Will Lord Ripon govern the country accord-

ing to the higher teachings of the Sermon

on the Mount? Let him show practically

that true statesmanship means conscience, not

diplomacy.
:o;

OuB worthy countryman. Rajah Sourendro

Mohun Tagore,has got another laurel added

to his brow. The Batavian Society of Arts

and Sciences has awarded its diploma to the

Rajah in consideration of his valuable services

in the cause of Hindu music. The letter which

accompanies this diploma states :
—“ Your

researches on this subject interest us to a

high degree. Javanese music has enjoyed

only a very small share ot scientific attention,

and as it is probable that this art has been

introduced by Hindu immigrants, your works

may prove a valuable guide.” We doubt

not but that the Rajah’s works will throw

a flood of light upon the subject.

The Hindu settlements in Java are

of a very old date. They are mentioned

by Fahian as early as the beginning

of the fifth century of the Christian era.

The Brahmins who were his companions

on board the vessel which carried him from

Java to China,threatened to throw him into

the sea, the rough and boisterous character

of which they attributed to the presence of a

Buddhist heretic among them. We are about

sure the Hindus who settled in Java at that

early period of our history, must have carried

with them our music also in a pure and

unalloyed condition.

:o:

Mr. Bradlaugh’s case still excites con-

siderable discussion in England. The Work-
ing Men’s Protestant League have petitioned

the House of Commons to confirm the decision

of the Committee and exclude Mr. Bradlaugh

from membership, and the Rev. Bravin Grant,

one of Mr. Bradlaugh’s old platform oppo-

nents, has sent in a similar petition. In the

meantime, as we learn from a letter written by

him to the Times, Mr. Bradlaugh has con-

sented to take the oath to which a few days

ago he had said he could not conscien-

tiously subscribe. He says:—“My duty to

my constituents is to fulfil the mandate

they have given me, and if to do this I have

to submit to a form less solemn to me than

the affirmation I would have reverently made,

so much the worse for those who force me
to repeat words which I have scores of times

declared are to me sounds conveying no clear

and definite meaning. * * * The Com-
mittee report that I may not affirm and pro-

testing against a decision which seems to

me alike against the letter of the law

and the spirit of modern legislation, I

comply with the forms of the House.” So
the matter ends here. In Mr. Greville’s en-

tertaining Memoirs the story is told of a

drunkard who, passing by St. Paul’s, stopped

to hear the clock strike twelve. He
patiently counted the strokes of the hell, and

'^hen the clock had struck, he cried in a rage
—“ Damn you, why did you not say

all that at once ?” If the public had

known beforehand that the affair would end

in this manner, they would most probably

have asked Mr. Bradlaugh to end his farce

sooner than he has done.

MR. CONWAY ON GOD AND MAN.

Mr. Moncure D. Conway’s opinions, as

recently expressed, are not very intelligible

to us. In an article written by him in

the Nineteenth Century on Shakespeme’s
Merchant of Venice he shows in a very curi-

ous and interesting manner that Shylock repre-

sents tne majesty of law or justice confront-

ing an opposing world,while Antonio, “stands

for the Christ, the forgiver, the sufferer,” and

Portia is “ that human heart which in every

age, amid hard dogmatic systems and priestly

intolerance, has steadily appealed against the

whole vindictive system—whether Jewish or

Christian—and, even while outwardly con-

forming, managed to rescue human love and

virtue from it.” The argument is drawn

in a very learned manner and the whole

article is full of interesting matter.lt is

the last paragraph which contains the kernel

of his doctrines, that appears to us to

be open to objection.We shall quote it here:

—

Forgiveness is the attribute of man. We may
reserve Portia’s statement and say that, instead of

Mercy dropping as the gentle rain from heaven,

it is projected into heaven from compassionate
human hearts beneath. And heavenly power
doth then show likest man’s, when mercy seasons

the vengeance of nature. From the wild forces

1 above not only droppeth gentle rain, but thunder
and lightning, famine and pestilence ;

it is man
with his lightning-rod, his sympathy, his healing
art, who turns them from their path and interposes

a shield from their fury. Consequently all reli-

gions, beginning with trembling sacrifices to ele-

mental powers personified—powers that never
forgive—and with the worship of an ideal man,

the human lover and Saviour. That evolution is

invariable. Criticism may find this or that par-

ticular deified man limited and imperfect, and
may discard him. It may take refuge in pure

theism, as it is called. But it amounts to the same
thing. What it worships is still a man,—an invi-

sible, vast man, but still a man. To worship eter-

nal love, supreme wisdom, ideal moral perfection,

is still to worship man, for we know such attri-

butes only in man.

This does not seem to be the position which

theism occupies. Mr. Conway does not tell

us anything about God explicitly. What he

implies is this, that what we call God is only

“ an invisible, vast man, but still a man.”

On this ground he begins the paragraph by

saying that “ forgivensss is the attribute of

man.” That is our conviction also, for we
hold that God cannot forgive, since

forgiveness is not consistent with His

nature. So long as a man sins he cannot be

forgiven, and when he is freed from sin he

requires no forgiveness. Mr. Conway here

evidently combats the anthropomorphic

doctrine of Christianity which represents tlie

Divine Being as arrayed in all the fickleness of

human character and required to forgive like

men dressed in authority. We have nothing

to object to in a doctrine like this. But when
he says that mercy is also the attribute of

man “ projected into heaven,” we think he

takes up the position assumed by writers

like J. S. Mill and adopted as correct by

the whole host of agnostic thinkers. The
passage about thunder and lightning is a terse

summary of Mill’s essay on Nature. It re-

presents God as imperfect and either not

omnipotent or not all merciful, and it

holds that God is perfected only when
man comes to His rescue and supple-

ments His work in the universe. It is the

same principle which is a material shape

explains Greek mythology, which, as a strictly

moral element, explains Buddhism, and which,

combinging both moral and material, explains

modern agnosticism. But it is not the

position which theism assumes. The
theism which we profess beholds God arrayed

in His perfect majesty—the same Being
who, as the Father and of all, descends

into the human heart and makes it perfect

even as He in heaven is perfect. In Greek
mythology, in Buddhism and in modern
agnosticism it is man who is made to

ascend till ho becomes God
;

in theism it

is God who descends and makes us God-like.

With us the doctrine is—the kingdom of

Heaven- is at hand
;
with them it is—the

kingdom of Man is at hand. We
do not know whether Mr. Conway believes in

a personal God
;

if he does, we are afraid a

very small residum of that Being is left after

so many concessions made to man. At any
rate between his position and that of Profes-

sor Clifford there is but one step. The late

Professor said in one of his writings :

—

t^The dim and shadowy outlines cf the super-
human deity fade slowly away from before us ;

and as the mist of his presence floats aside,we per-

ceive with greater and greater clearness the shape of

a yet grander and nobler figure—of Him who made
all Gods and shall unmake them. From the dim
dawn of history, and from the inmost depths of
every soul, the face of our Father man looks out
upon us with the fire of eternal youth in his eyes
and says, “ Before Jehovah was, I am.”
We cannot speak with certainly about Mr.

Conway’s theological position
;
but it appears

to us that the argument about man and
nature is, or ought to be, only a prelude to

the refined blasphemy which Professor Clif-

ford uttered. We shall be very glad indeed

to know that we are mistaken.

LORD RIPON’S EDUCATION
POLICY.

We said in our last issue that if Lord
Ripon were guided entirely by the spirit of

the Education Despatch in any measures that

he might think fit to undertake in the

interests of the people, there would be nothing

from such a policy. From the year 1854
down to the present moment, the education

policy of Government has flowed through

one main channel, and the training of

the masses has been hitherto treated

with a neglect which the importance of the

subject does not deserve. Sir George Camp-
bell did, during the period of his-, lieutenant-

governorship, initiate an elaborate measure

for their education. But with a strange

fatality which hangs upon the question, the

subject has either been forgotten or

it is treated as a purely local matter which
does not need a large imperial eye to watch
it, or preserve it from decline. Many of the

salient features of Sir George Campbell’s

scheme have been dispensed with, and mass
education goes on with no father or with no
mother, as the Bengali expression would have
it, to be interested in its welfare. Now
the question is, ought we to treat a

large imperial concern in this shabby
and disgraceful manner ? Has not the time

come when we should devote a greater

amount of attention to the subject ? To
discuss the question it is right that we should
study the Despatch itself, and find out what
it really meant when it laid so much impor-
tance upon mass education. This is the

very point which the London deputation so
forcibly brought to the attention of the Mar-
quis of Ripon. The framers of the Despatch
recognised tlie importance of both high and pri-

mary education, but with this reservation that

Government should begin with the former, and
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as high education flourished, its efforts should
gradually be diverted to the channel of mass
education. They recognised the great utility

of the former, at the same time clearly

foreseeing that the time would come when that

education should not require the fostering care

of a paternal Government, but that it

would be self-supporting, when it might
be safely left into the hands of independent
bodies. More than a quarter of a century

has elapsed, and we may just enquire whether
the statesmanlike foresight of the framers
of the Despatch has been realised. In the

year 1874 Lord Northbrook than whom a

greater friend of high education did not exist,

declared that that education had arrived at a

state of maturity too deep, and its perma-
nence had been too much assured, to be affected

orshaken by a hostile policy. And we believe

His Lordship was right. Of Govern-
ment were now, by the promptings of some
malignant genius, persuaded to close all

colleges, them,speaking for Bengal,we may say
that in this province the step in question
would not abolish high education. New
colleges would spring up in large abundance,
and the yearly accession of undergraduates
and graduates would be kept up at the same
high normal rate. It would be not as it has
been in the Punjab or the North-Western
Provices,where the abolition of a single college

is often tantamount to the virtual abolition

of higli education. The case being so, we
may look with unconcern at any plan that may
be devised for the encouragement of primary
education. In our last issue we proved that
Government could not abolish a college

where it was urgently wanted, and that the
abolition of the Delhi and Bereilly Colleges
was a clear infringement of the rules laid down
in the Education Despatch. In our present,

we are trying to prove that where a
college is given over to local bodies for

management, the step cannot be prejudicial

to high education, for the simple reason that
education • with ns is too deep to be
easily aSected by any action of Govern-
ment. We shall go further and say that
the withdrawal of Government control
would be highly beneficial to the numerous
private educational institutions of the city.

At the present moment it is rather difTficnlt

for any private enterprise to compete with a
Government college with its highly-paid
staff of Professors. But we are glad to say
that even under such disadvantages, one
private institution, at least, and that con-
ducted entirely by Natives, has been able
all along to compete with Government
colleges upon equal terms. We allude to

the Metropolitan Institution which, during
the short period of its collegiate existence, has
always maintained a very high i lace among
tlie educational agencies of this city. If
Governtnent were induced to withdraw its con-
trol from the colleges, there would still be such
a large college as the Metropolitan Institution
to fall back upon, and we are sure that when
such a lime should come,there would be many
other private institutions ready to come into
existence. How then stands the case ? So far

as technical education is concerntd, such
the law and medicine, we know that it

already pays its expenses. The Government
schools of Calcutta are also more than
self-supporting—they leave an ample sur-
plus every year. In the general department
we believe that Natives can well take care of
themselves,so far as the teachings in literature,

history, philosophy and mathemetics are con-
cerned. It is only in the department of
science that Government control is indispen-
sable, for this branch had up to this moment
been very greatly neglected, and it would still

require a deal of careful fostering. We speak

of Calcutta, and of nowhere else
;
and of

Calcutta we may say.that the time has come
when the Education Despatch may receive a

fair play. It is a marvel to us that the

metropolis of all places, with its numerous
colleges and high schools, has not its primary

schools. If Lord Ripon is seriously determined
to abide by the spirit of the Education Des-
patch,we sincerely hope he will turn his atten-

tion to the state of primary education in Cal-

cutta. We believe the time has also come
for his lordship to enquire whether private

enterprise and Native public spirit in the

field of education should not be more largely

fostered and encouraged.

HUSBAND-SOUL TO WIFE-SOUL.

Beloved,—Thou art a mystery to me.

A perfect stranger before I . married thee,—but

now a friend ! Thee I knew not
;
me thou

didst not know. Thy home was there, ray

home here. Now my home is thy home, and

all my things are thine. And our children

call thee their mother and me their father,

and they speak of us jointly as their parents.

Beloved, we were two, now we are one spirit,

or two in one. A remarkable mystery !

Who can account for it? What power was it

that established such close relationship and

affinity between hearts that stood wide apart

as strangers? Verily, the Infinite Spirit that

regulates the universe united us. Why ?

I know not. How? I know not either. The
dealings of that Being, called Providence, who
can understand? They are past finding out.

Truly, O loved spirit, I know not why or how
I married thee. Methinks thou earnest to me
all of a sudden borne on the wings of Divine

I

mercy. Who can this person be?—sai l I

j

within myself. Rent by Providence, said a

voice within, to cheer thee and help thee in

life’s work. An apostle, heaven-sent, to be thy

partner in jov and sorrow. Accept her, bow be-

fore her, and make her thine. So I lieard, so

I acted, but my understanding comprehended
not the transaction, nor has it ever since.

As I cast my first glance on thy face, there

were peculiar feelings stirred in me. My
heart was drawn towards thee. Surely thou

didst pull me by secret magnetic wires sup-

plied by Him who sent thee. Or why '’id I

feel as I did? This feeling they call Love.

What is love? lam conscious of it, but I

cannot tell what it is. I love thee; that is,

I cherish towards thee a profound emotion.

Beyoml this I know nothing. Why do I not
love any other person in this wiile world as I

love thee? Is there none so good as thou
art ? None so accomplished ? Then whv
dost thou draw my heart’s allegiance anil

attachment as none else can ? Ah ! it is

given to thee to rivet my love and draw my
heart. Or thou couldst not. It is thy God
who has given thee this secret yiower and
influence over me. Fair child of Heaven,
thy Father has bound thee firmly in my heart-

strings, and so I am thine and thou art mine
in love divine. Have I said love divine ? Yes.
Let the world say what it will, true conjugal

affection is a sacred emotion. The love of

husband and wife is a he.avenly passion. Who
can doubt it? They insult the Most Holy who
regard this as a carnal passion. Can it be
that it is the animal nature in me that loves

thee, O soul beloved ? No. It is a divine

impulse which effects the absorption of one
immortal soul in another. My friend, l>ear

witness unto the heavenly character of our
affection, and shrink not. A sceptical age,

a perverse getveration requires the assurance,

end we must give it without hesitation,

without equivocation. I would not love thee
but for God’s command. I could not
love thee but for the power God gave ra*
to love thee. The relation, the sentiment,
the power, the duty, the joy of conjugal
love are all divine. When thou first earnest
to me and stoodst by me before the hy-
meneal altar, I pat the marriage garland
not round thy neck, but round thy soul’s
neck. I never married thee, woman, but
thy soul. 1 married not for pleasure’s sake,
hut because thou earnest to me with a com-
mission from heaven to marry me -and be
unto me a fellow pilgrim in the path of
immortality. We have received a solemn and
direct command from the Supreme Spirit to
organise a heavenly home, an affectionate
family of devout faquirs and ascetics in the
midst of the world’s traffic and temptations.
Thou standest before me as a soul, decked in
the Unseen jewellery of heaven, ray beloved
companion in prayer, my faithful friend in the
spirit world. Tby husband is bound, therefore,
to love tliee with spiritual love and unite with
thee in religious fellowship. Even when we do
our daily household woik, we are co-workers in
God’s vineyard. Is our love less ardent because
it is religious, less enthusiastic because it is

prayerful ? No, there are, indeed, men who
hate their wives in order that they may serve
the Lord with ascetic devotion. Others there
are who become indifferent to religion and God
that they may please and serve their wives.
But, O beloved partner, I do not endorse
such opinions. I do not share such idiosyncra-
cics. Mine is a higher doctrine. If thou art
of God I cannot hate thee. To hate thee ia

sin. To honor thee, to love thee, is a duty.
I will pray with thee, I will sit with thee in
the Father’s presence. Thou shalt sing His
name with thy sweet voice and captivate my
heart. Thou shalt give up all worldly cares
and all impure thoughts, pride, anger,jealousy
ami all evil propensities, levity, frivolity and
love of gold, and adopt the ascetic’s vow of
poverty and modesty. Tliou shalt always join
me in adoring and serving our Heavenly Master
and in discharging the great duties of life.

Thus shall we be united as one spirit in the
Lord for time an 1 eternity, and blessedness
and joy everlasting sliall be ourS. Let our
love grow into unearthly ascestic affection

and into lasting spiritual fellowship. It is

not the worldly-minded, the oarnally-
niinded husl>and who loves the wife.

'I'he ascetic .alone can love with true affec-

tion and enthusiastic attachment, for his
love coineth from the Lord. May such love
be ours! O spirit, as I write thy body seems
to vanish and thy worldly surroundings too,

and nought remains but a spiritualized wife.

O blessed sight! A spirit-husband and a spi-

rit-wife seated in prayerful rishi attitude u|)on
the lap of the Supreme Mother ! Beloved, may
God bless thee !

UPON THE MOUNTAIN TOP.
o

Why hast thou retired to the mountain
top ? To worship alone in the dark cathe-
dral of oaks that hold by each other with
their black weird branches, hung with ivy,
and wreaths of strange moss. To worship
the Everlasting, the Spirit of ages, in the
gloomy ancient forest, the rocky wilderness,
where every thing bears witness of God, and
takes the sonl so far away from the low-
lands of life. To grow incorporate with
the trees, with the summits, apd take their
strength, durability and loftiness, to grow on
with the deep, deep swelling, misty valleys,
to grow incorportate with the spirit of Nature’
and feel myself an atom in the marvellous
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expanses of the universe, only a film in

the vast warp and woof of creation. Why
should not the mountains ho as bread to mo

and the pure wonderful streams of water and

air as wine? Cannot the soul live by eating

and drinking of tho same ? Behold the

white cloud rises like a thin mysterious veil,

faintly screening the summits of the ever-

lasting Himalayas. The eternal sky bends

its depth over the green trees that

crown those high hills. My mind yearns

after the Infinite, aspires and eagerly longs

for Eternal Blessedness. What is earth,

what is life, what is manhood, or woman-

hood, that I should always reflect upon its

meannesses, quarrels, frivolities, cares, fevers,

and animosities ? Is there no sublimity

on the blue heavens yonder, no consolation

in the breezes that travel for me from the

region of ever-lasting snows ? Is there no

suggestiveness in the deep tranquil shadows,

the chequered cimerful sunlight under the

trees in the morning ? Let me tread gently

on the fern-strewn, moss-strewn, flower-strewn

ground. Let me move solemnly through

the green lane, the fragrant labyrinth of

silent, bright, glossy plants reared by an

Unseen Hand with strange art, and scattered

in strange carelessness.—Unseal for me, 0
Spirit, the profoundest and most secret sym-

pathies of Nature. I uncover my head to Thy

still besetting presence which calmly stands

by. I receive in ray soul thy awful whisper

and thy awful touch. Let nature within and

without become one. In the beauty and

grandeur of that union let me blend, and

lose the meaner consciousness of carnal life.

Endless compassionateness is on all sides of

A formless face of marvellous beautyme.

shines upon the struggles, cares, and joys of

life. In the light of that face everything is read

and found to yield a new meaning. Pain and

pleasure become parts of one great purpose.

The sight of evil is lost. Infinite Gladness is

with me, and runs in my arteries like rich

fiery wine. Serinity and dignity are mine.

Sin and misery I have left behind. On
these everlasting hills, as on Horeb and

Hermon, my God claims me for his own.and I

claim Him for my own. The highest, holiest

inspiration opens unto me. I will look up

to my God, I will go to my God. The
mountain shadows speak of great rest in

Him. The mountain-streams speak of

the perpetual flow of truth. Tlie clouds

beneath,' above, and around, carry strange

messages from heaven. I cannot say

what exaltation I feel within my heart.

This solitude is stirring, though stern.

Why did the greatest prophets seek these

stirring and stern solitudes ? Tlie mountains-

are barren, but there is an awful Soul burst-

ing out of them. It is the Eternally Alone.

He utters in my soul unheard-of aspirations.

He promises infallible guidance. He offers

for my acceptance a life of inexpressible

glory !

But is that all ? Do you retire to the

mountains for no other purpose ? To
meditate on the great spirits and
characters of the world, and especially

on the faith and piety of my sainted

ancestors—the Rtshis and Munis of blessed

memory. To chant the hymns of the Vedas,
and contemplate on the profound utterances of

the Upanishads, and find their applications to

nature, to the soul, and the Paramatman. In
the depths of the forest to tliiuk of the Ara-
nyaks,and realize the conviction and sentiments

of the greatest of Aryans in the fastnesses

which they found naost favorable to the culti-

vation and growth of their transcendental

spirituality. 1 am here to learn in solitude from

their spirits anlal lessons of self-sanctifica-

tion and practise the conquest of speech
j

passion. To train the spirit, to take mastery
over the flesh, and silently imbibe the sublime
ethics of unity with the perfection of holiness
in God. Purity dwells on the mountain top. In
the forests, there is deep,yet tender,asceticism.
None but those who know how to be solitary
can curb their tongue and their desires. With
a pure and sublime brow the prophets used
to descend from the mountains. And the
holy scriptures are read with an unearth-
ly

^

solemnity and inspiration. Let me
retire to tho mountain top, if I am to
understand the prophets and apostles, and
learn to be what they must have been. Moses,
Jesus and Zoroaster, Sakya, Sankaraebarya
and Gargya walked on mountain tops. Let
me think on them, read of them, invoke their
spirits, be spiritually united with them on
these hills. Let me seek higher, better, holier
company than the company of friends and
family

^

on these hills. It is the departed
and sainted only for whom I search. Let
them speak to me from behind the cen-
turies, from above the regions of space, from
the solitary crests of those hills, far off hills,

and the fathomless depths of the mysteri-
ous valleys and plains. Speak of self snnfifica-
tion to me, 0 awful Spirit,Thou who sittest on
the cloud-covered summit of that bare, rugged
mountain, O Thou who dwellest in rain and
sunshine, in storm and thunder, unmoved,
iriimovable, whom tlie clouds, storm, light-
nings affect not, neither life nor death, neither !

change nor time—raise my longing soul from
|

passion and sin to the heights of Thy purity,
raise me from earth to heaven. Yet
'9 it mere abstract self-sanctification, mere
meditation on the precepts and senti-
ments of the scriptures for which you have
retired to the mountain top ? No,there is more,
much more. I have ascended these mountains
that I niay know how to descend upon the
plains again. I am herein solitude that T may
know how to mix with men. My destiny is

revealed to me here. The deepest relations of
life are here shaped out,and placed before mein

unmistakable light. My future is

pointed out to me, and my vocation made
clearer, and more undoubted. The com-
mandments and directions of the Divine
Master are uttered unto me, and I hear
them in faith. Faith, living, strong,

practical faith dwells on the mountain top.

For the servant of God, who wants to devote
himself to the good of humanity, no place is

fitter than those hills. Every problem is to

be solved here, every resource is to be here

obtained, every discord is to be here settled.

The man of faith will come down from the

mountain top refreshed, invigorated, fraught

with a new life, to scatter life, joy, and light

in the world.

The minister’s open-air address at Naini Tal
has, we see, been published in the Almorah
Akhar.

We are requested to state that Maharani Sarna-
moyi has with her wonted literary subscribed a

sum of Rs. 20 to the Matigal Bari building fund.

There was a special devotional festival on the
top of Ayapetta at Naini Tal, on Monday last.

The minister conducted service, which was in

keeping with the sublimity of the surrounding
mountain scenery.

Bhai Aughore Nath Gufta is now at Bala-
sore. He has delivered a lecture there,
(he subject of which was the “Journey to the
Promised Land.'’ He will celebrate the anniver-
sary of the local Somaj to-day,

While at Manbhum the Singing Missionary was
invited by Colonel Gordon, the District Superin-
tendent of Police, and Mrs. Gordon, to a friendly
conversational meeting, at which many others
were present He was asked to sing Brahmo
hymns which he did to the accompaniment of a
harmoniun. Tho meeting, we are told, was a
cordial one.

Bhai Trailokya Nath Sanyal arrived at Calcutta
on Friday last. During liis late tour be visited
Hazaribaugh, Ranchi and Pimileah. During his
stay^ at Ranchi several prayer meetings were held
in different quarters of the town

;
services were

held on two occasions for the Hindu ladies and
once for the Beharis. are glad to learn
that the ladies of the place are very
fond of reading our publications. At Man-
bhum Bhai Trailokyauath held two prayer-
meetinss and delivered a public lecture in the
local Circuit House, the subject of which was
the good Government of Providence. Almost all
the educated and influential gentlemen of the
town were present. Our fri-'nd spoke of the
perfect and well regulated system of Divine ad-
ministration which adjusted all thiims in their
respective places and carried humanity in a most
irresistible manner, by a mysterious process,
towards its proper destination. The eternal justice
of God is a hard reality in the history of every
nation and in the life of every individual. This
doctrine was illustrated by a reference to Mr.
Gladstone and the present political condition of
England. What, the asked, do 3'ou observe in the
recent change of ministry in England ? Why do
Englishmen so highly extol Mr. Gladstone ? Even
in politics the justice of Heaven is perceived. We
see in him not a man of flesh and blood, not a mere
talking machine, but the idea, the embodiment, the
incarnation of justice. To honor him is to glorify
God’s justice. It is this living God, this God of
action who is our God. We are glad to learn
that a Brahmo Somaj has been established at
Manbhum through the exertions of our friend. Many
educated men take an interest in the institution.
God bless their noble work !

(Uflrres}jomIeitc«.

[
fVe do not hold ourjielves in any way rexponsihle

for the. opinions ofom correspondents.—Ed. S. M.'\

THE JOURNEY OF A BRAHMO YOGI
TO NAINI TAL,

TO THE EDITOR OF THE •' SUNDAY MIRROR.’’

Sir,— I started for Naini Tal without a pice in

my pocket, with the scanty clothes that covered
my body, and with a broken health. The mail
train with the friends whom I accompanied to
Howrah, had already left the station. As I had
given up the idea of returning home, the thought
of where to pass the night followed in conse-
quence. I crossed the Hughly bridge and
lay me down on the dusty floor of a Ghaut
on the Calcutta side of the river. A few
minutes had elapsed before I was startled by the
sensation of a heavy weight on my body. On
rising I found it was a goat. A stern word of

rebuke frightened the animal, and it scampered
away. I had closed my eyes for a short
interval when the voice of a Policeman re-

awoke me. I told him I meant to pass tire

night there, but his repeated importunity
to leave the place in an authoritative, though res-

pectable, tone compelled me to seek repose else-

where. The sky was by this time cloudy, the wind
was strong.and it threatened a rain soon. I thought
of trying my chance on the Howrah side, I there-

fore re-crossed the liughly bridge,exposing myself
to the strong blasts of the wind and the rain that
was then pouring down, being much overpowered
by a weak health. The shed for the third class

passengers on the outside of the station, received
me. A bench was this time my bed. But
before long a big constable made his ap-
pearance, and would question me as to the
right of my staying there. I made him un-
derstand that the night was far advanced, that
there was a war of the elements outside, and that
if my removal was necessary, I would leave the
place as soon as the sky became clear. The
man said that there was no order for any to

stay there, and that rain and storm could be no
obstacle to my walking out. The mention of the
name of one of his superior officers as my
friend at last brought him to reason. At
murniug I came up lo the station. The platform
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was crowed with passengers, intending to travel

to Nairn fal, but there was no money even to buy aticket with for the next station. I would askno Brahmo friends to help me in the personal
enteiprize. I was moving to and fro^at thestation for a long time, when suddenly I came across
a young gentleman bound for Hiighly and Iinformed him of my position, requesting himto buy a ticket for me to Serampore. He atonce kindly consented, and gave me three annas
after he had purchased his own ticketMy God had said he would take me to N.aini Tal
so the accidents of the last night could not disturb
the tranquillity of my heart. I called upon the
principal Native medical'^ractitioner of Serampore,who was my class-fnend. He did not hesitate tJgive me a cordial reception, although I was very
shabbily dressed His talents and moderate
habits have made him the master of a decent
house and some fortune, and is now a res
pectable cilizm of the town. By his simple and
affectionate treatment I found myself almost
as at lome, and a stay of four days greatly
benefited my health. Although the local Brahmo
oma] had not its sittings for someti nie, myBrahmo friends got up a special service which was

conducted by me. In my sermon I inculcated the
truth that either one should behold his God with
his own eyes, and hear Him with his own ears, or
he should discard Him as au unreliable God, the
probable induction of the intellect or a mere crea-

I" >"y conversation
with the Brahmos, whose minds had been greatly
affected by the recent agitation in the Brahmo
Soma], I was rather delighted with the remark
which came from the lips of the best among them
that the perusal of the short prayers in the Sunday
ilfm-m- often convinced him of the sincerity
and goodness of the writer, and made him think
of the impossibility of such a man’s imposing
upon the public and violating his principles merely
to agpandize Ins earthly prospects; but that he
would be again staggered by the violent attacks
hurled against him. He seemed to understand
the real version of the disruption which I could
give him. My frieiid,the Doctor, although not a
Brahmo, mainly agreed with our views. He seemed
to be greatly influenced by my mode of
life, and on the day of my departure helpedme with the good sum of Rs. 10. To the tie
of early friendship was now added that of
gratitude, for to me the kindness was not small
It beiug directly providential. My Heavenly
Mother thenceforwaid led me by the hand to the
house of my school-friend at Burdwan. The friendwho was Ignorant of the great change wrought inme by my faith, there having been scarcely any
regular interview between us since our school-days
was rather puzzled to think bow he should offer me
a meal prepared by his female relatives who
belonged to a different caste. He, however
soon understood that being a Brahmo I could
have no objection to such meals. My friend
was very charitable to me,and was highly deli<rhted
to revive our old familiarity. On the “very
evening of the day I arrived at Burdwan. the
sound of Kkol and Kurtal seemed to approach my
eats from a distance. My friend related tome that it was the fruit of the late Brahmo
expedition which had been led here by BahuKe hub Chunder Sen. Since that time a hand
of Native gentlemen hat been formed who have
been regularly practising Brahmic kir am and
hymns independently of the local Brahmo
bomaj. Surely such unexpected results testify
to the mighty power which the Brahmo
expedition carries with it. At two of the
meetings of the local Brahmo Somaj I conducted
Divine ervice. In my first sermon, I narrater
some of the truths of the New Dispensation. In niv
second, I spoke of the intellect of man as a
volcano which was the seat of vanity and nride
and wlmh continually sent forth' smoke and
flame. One day I retired to the solitude of
the side of one of the splendid tanks ofthe Rajah, and was offering mv nraverswhen the singularity of my conduct seemed’
to gather round me a good by numhr>r
of people. They began to make remarks
and some would call me aloud. I heard an nh
servation to this effect Without doubt thi^must be the man. When I had finished I found aMahoinedan peasant sitting close by me whovery humbly asked my whereabouts At th«
conversation which took place, the man seemed
to be a I.ltle mo..d, I bad „ot bod. far.

, isaw a man of the Police at my heels He won! 1

take me to the Police, where, as he said, the Babiisand bahibs were waiting for me. As he niad«
repeated requests to that effect, and gave me as-surance that the place was near, 1 obeyed binOn my arrival there,

J. surprised to find thatthere was no bahib, and that the Babua took no

5

notice of me. At the request of the man I was
put to the test by the Babiis who showed me
greater respect than I expected, when thevcame to know that I had formed one of tlie
party of the late Brahmo expedition there Theman on being questioned, why he brou<r'ht me
here, pointed out to my bald head, and said
that one Ashutosh Dhur of Calcutta, who had
absconded,had a bald head like mine. This caused
great laughter among us. Of course, I was released,
and 1 went away as free ns air. This friend of
mine._ tt'otigh not a member of the Brahmo
‘ oniaj, held some of our principal tenets.
FTe was not of the well-to-do ohass

;
so

he mane a little collection from his friends .and
added to it his own money. On mv taking leave
of him, he very affectionately offered me the
above sum which was 14 rupees. He too thus
s rengthened oiir early friendship with the great
obligation of kin Ine s

I left Burdwan by the Loon Line Up Mail. Some
of the passengers in the carriage were men from
very remote villages and seemed to he innocfnt
of any knowledge of Brahnioism. They helon'red
to my c.aste. and became a little interested in me.
Happening to know that my creed was Brahmoi.sm.
thev were struck with the strange word, hut
understaiifl ing that it was the religion of one God
they would not he dis.satisfied with me for mv
heterodox belief, for, as they said, it was the faith
of .all the Hindus. But another passenofer ex-
plained that though I believed in ' the n'nitv of
the Godhead in common with other Hindus
yet T would how down to or worship none of the
stocks or stones which they worshipped. At this
ray friends were greatly disconcerted', and felt
regret that one of their caste had gone to such a
length of heterodoxy. The night had been a little
advanced and I had laid myself down on the
bench when a new comer, a. yonntr man.
with a watch and gold ehain, repeatedly and
with some vehemence asked me to what caste I
belonged. 1 kept quiet, hut reiterated remon-
strances fmm him brought out the reply from
one of my fellow travellers who gave out my caste,
hut further added the new religious communitv
to wln’ch I belonged. The m.an felt he was
j’listified in putting me the question, for he had a
pot of i^andusli for his domestic deitv, and the
same had come in contact with my heels. T asked
where he was coming from. His reply was
that he had only changed carriage, but that he
had started from Calcutta, I told him if he
knew

^

Bahu Keshnh Chunder Sen. On his
answering in the affirmative. I made him under-
stand that I formed one of liis party. The man
though still out of breath, made himself
greatly enthu.sia.stic in relating that Bahii Keshnh
Chunder Sen had recently been on a pilgrima<»e
to Brindahnn, where he had stayed for two
months, had shaved all his hair there, and putting
on the T%ihi Mala round his neck had
given himsclf^ up to the name of Hari, I
contradicted him. He would vouch for the truth
of his statement by representing that he had been
personally present at the late open-air gathering
at. the Beadon Square, and had been personal
witness of the great change in Ke=hnb Sen to
which he had suhmilled since the Kuch Be'har
marriage. In short the ITarinam was now all
in all to him. I humbly told him that as a
follmver of Brahmoism I was a close companion
of Bahu Ke.shiih Chunder Sen. He is reallv
a great lover of Hari, the Supreme God, and very
fond of taking the name, but that ho had never
visited Brindahnn. and the snb.sequent storv in
connection with it had. therefore, no ground
to rest upon. He believed my version
and we soon became friends. Mnkflmeh wasmy next place of halting. Here I conducted
family prayers in the house of a Brahmo friend
whose generosity .added some linen and a wrapper
to my dress After a few hours’ stay and respite,
1 eft for Patna city, and w.as taken to the house
of the Assistant Surgeon in charge of the station
a

^

distant relation and a very close early
friend of mine. From here I went to take
part in the weekly service of the Bankipore
Somaj, ana took for the subj-^ct of mv sermon the
hearing of God’s voice. At Patna a'meeiing w.as
held by the Bengali merohants. in which I spoke
on the great reality of the spirit world. My
friend at Patna made up the remaining amount
that I might require to reach my destination. Tima
here also early friendship was strengthened hy anew bond. My halt at Mogul Ser.ai was short.
I had my prayer with my ftfogul Serai friend. My
Brahmo friends at liiicknow made me stay with
them longer than I had desired. I conducted
the weekly service of the Somaj, and spoke of
the principal characteristics that a Brahmo should i

exhibit in his life. One of my Brahnjo friends here }supplied me with some warm clothing and bedding
and another with a pair of shoes, So Providence

left nothing unfurnished, and I was safely carried
at nigiit to Ranibaugh at the foot of the
Himalayas, At daybreak, I bowed down to the
God of the lofty Himalaya and then to worldlineas
and the world below me, bidding them adieu,
I started for the abode of the yogis and rishis which
my mind had so earnestly longed for.

litemrir, kt.

Tub Berlin Congress was not a very expensive
affair to the German Empire. The entertainment
of the Delegates during their five weeks’ stay cost
£2,907-10.5 , and the most expensive items were
the printing expenses, £990. The twenty
luncheons of the members amounted to £500.

Titm following books are announced bv Messrs
Truhner and Co : -Extracts from the Koran in
the original with an English rendering by 8ir Wil-
liam Muir; Metrical Translations from Sanskrit
writers hy Dr. J. Muir

; Illustrations of the
Physiology of Religion. Adapted for the use
of schooD, hy Henry Lee.

Old Postage Stamps in France are ingeniously
turned into new by a chemical process, which re-
moves all trace of their having been cancelled
The Post Office Director noticed that numerous
tobacconists sold stamps without buying any from
the authorities, and thus discovered tbe“fraud. Ac-
cordingly in future all stamps will he cancelled
by a special ink made with petroleum, which can
not be extracted from the stamp without tearing
the paper. *

C. W. Siemens has recently presented to the
Royal Society a paper of much interest upon the
effect of the electric light upon vegetation. He
finds it to answer perfectly the purpose of sunlight.
Chloropbyl is formed, and all the functions of plant
life are perfectly carried on under its influence •

and, what is interesting and important, he finds
that plants^ need no rest or sleep for their perfect
growth. So that, by illuminating a hot-house at
night with the electric light, the fruits and flowers
can be brought forward with great rapidity and
without injury to the plant tree or vine.

Mr. Val Pkinsep’s picture of the Imperial
Assemblage at Delhi, now exhibited at the Royal
Academy, is thus criticised in the Sjjectator
•‘It is inipassihlo to do much more than laucrh
at the pompous title or the pretentious perform-
ance of Mr. Prinsep. Serious criticism would he
out of place, if bestowed upon this half-acre of
canvas, which tries, as Mr. Ruskin said of the
Renaissance Sculpture, ‘ to he grand by bigness.’
Perhaps, it was almost au impossibility to make a
good picture out of such a subject, but certainly it
need not have been so crudely colored, so
coarsely painted, and so discordant in its “'eueral
effect.”

The Court-Martial trying a certain Lieutenant for
desertion, while a distinguished personage was sur-
rounded by the Zulus, acquitted the officer of all
the caunts against him. The General commanding
disapproved the finding, and recorded the follow-
ing observations which have been endorsed by
tlie Duke of Cambridge aud ordered to he read at
the head of every regiment in Her Majesty’s ser-
vice- Had I released this officer without makiim
any remarks upon the verdict in question, it would
have been a tacit acknowledgment that I concurred
in what appears to me a monstrous theory tiz.
that a regimental officer who is the only officer pre-
sent with a party of soldiers actually and serious-
ly engaged with the enemy can under any pretext
whatever be justified in deserting them, and
hy so doing abandoning them to their fate,
The more helpless the position in which an officer
finds his men the more it is his houndeii duty to
stay and share their fortune whether for good or
ill. It is because the British officer has always done
so that he occupies the position in which he is held
in the estimation of the world, and that he
possesses the influence he does in the ranks of
our array. The soldier has learned to feel that
come what may, he can in the direst moment of
danger look with implicit faith to his officer,
knowing that he will never desert him under any
possible circumstances. It is to this faith of the
British soldier in his officers that we owe most of
the gallant deeds recorded in our military annals
and it is because the verdict of this Conrt-Martia
strikes at the root of this faith that I felt
it necessary to make officially my emphatic dissent
from the theory upon which the veidict has been
fonnded,”
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Thk Bharali is as punctual as ever. The
number just issued is not quite varied in its

contents, nor, we think, is the readable matter
sufficient to detain the reader for more than an
hour. The best thing, of course,is the letter written

by the able young man who has so long delight-

ed his readers with his clever description of

English society. We advise all who like to read

good Bengali, enriched with an unusual quantity of

happy thought and fine ob ervations.to go through
these delightful letters. The article on Hiouen
Thsang is a compilation from several authors,

the writer undertaking to dwell upon the China-
man’s account of his travels through Bengal,
What a pity that M. Stanislaus Julien’s excellent

rendering of Hiouen Thsang has not been
translated into English. It would have saved the
writer a world of trouble and labor. We wish
the controversy on Sakuntala were closed. The
article on this subject is well written; but there is

an end to all things, and we do not know why
there should be an exception to the rule in this

case. Besides we are tired of those endless com-
parisons between Sakuntala and Miranda. Could
not tbe heroine of Kalidasa be made to stand on
her own merits, whatever tbe worthy graduate or

undergraduate who began the discussion might
say to the contrary ?

PICKINGS FROM PUNCH.

Two EDGES OK AN OLD SAW,

“ England’s necessity is Ireland’.s opportunity ”

(for evil).—Daniel O’Connor. “ Ireland’s neces-

sity is England’s opportunity” (for good).—Fran-

ces Marlborough.

A Sbaight Tip

Tramp .
—“ Whose ’ouse is this, Sir ?”

Gardener .
—“ Squire Noakes’s ”

Tramp .
—“ Do you think I conld get any thing

there ?”

Gardener .
—“ Well, I don’t know, the last o’

your sort got twenty-one days !

”

The Last Cross Awarded.

George Eliot’s !

The Magnanimity of exasperation.

Sir William Harcourt’s lai>t loords nt Oxford (on
Saturday, Sth Afa.y J880.)—“ Good night, and
God bless you, ’.^11 1”

Affidavit and Affirmation-

Ad Agnostic you call yourself, do you ?

Why loth.

When such is your creed, to be put on your
oath ?

Can an oath in your system be more than
patter

;

And from that point of view what docs
taking it matter?

Yet to taking an oath why confine your negation,

While accepting a solemn, so-called affirma-

tion ?

If onto the former there’s no respect due,

What solemnity, pray,has the latter for you?

After all, you’re, perhaps, not quite sure of the

ground
Upon which you object by an oath to be hound.

Have a conscience too timid for telling a lie.

And but doubt the belief you profess to deny.

Cowper’s “Task.”

To Govern Ireland.

^election.').

an election story of by-gone days.

The Duchess of Marlbormuh in the reign of

George II., played one of the most audacious
tricks in the way of treating, that is probably to

be met with in all the annals of electioneering.

Her Grace’s grandson, Mr. Spencer, father of

the first Lord Spencer, was a co-ndidate

for the borough of St. Albans,^ near a

Place the Duchess had a country seat. Knowing
that the lower class of electors were bitterly op-

posed to Mr.^Spencer, and that they were numerous
enough to carry bis rival to the head of the poll,

sh^seut on the morning of the election for upwards
of a hundred of these irrecoucilables whom she

addressed as follows ;—T congratulate you gentle-

men, on your opposition to Mr. Spencer; for though
he is my grandson. I think him totally unfit to

represent your ancient borough in Parliament. I

am much pleased with your independent spirit,

and to show my pleasure I have provided a slight

collection for you, I beg that you will remain
and breakfast with me.” It is hardly neces-

sary to say that the invitation was heartily

and enthusiastically accepted. Her Wily Grace
of Marlbough, however, took care to ply her guests

with the strongest ale and bumpers of brandy
to follow, till she had made every mother’s son
of them so helplessly drunk that they could not
stand, let alone walk. When the hour of polling

came, these incapable were peacefully sleeping off

the effects of the Duchess’ insidious hospitality,

and there being no one to awaken them, Mr.
Spencer was voted with a large majority. As
in love and war, everything was regarded as fair

in electioneering.

THE PASSION FLAY AT OBER-AMMERGAU.

[from the “ times’ ” OWN correspondent.] ’

Ober-ammergau, May 17.

The streets of this village were all astir early this

morning with moving crowds of country folk,many
of whom must have left their homes in the night

time, and long before 6 o’clock, the theatre was
besieged by an immense and eager throng—pocket
and sachels well stuffed with humble provender
for the day—awaiting the hour which should admit
them to the unnumbered seats. About 5 o’clock

1 was attracted by the firing of cannon and the

strains of the village band, which had thus early

begun to dispense its music, and rouse the rest of

the strangers and inhabitants from their unholy

sleep. Sallying forth and proceeding to the parish

church, I was in time to witness the ceremony of

High Mass, which, as the chief introduction of

the day, was attended by a dense crowd of deeply

reverential, if not very intelligent-lcokine, peasan-

try, every pew and passage being crammed.
By 8 o’clock the large auditorium, estimated to

contain about 5,000 persons, was crammed in every

part, and precisely at that hour three cannon shots

fired at short intervals, roused the mountain

echoes and hushed the vast assemblage, all the

country folk reverently taking off their bats and
straining to listen Presently the orchestra,

numbering about 30 performers, imperceptibly

broke forth into a soft and sweet solemn overture.

The morning was genial and mild, and our theatre

was roofed in only by bright blue sky, flecked with

fleecy cloudlets and perfumed by the healthful

odours that were wafted down from the surround-

ing mountains. The bells of the’ browsing ca'tle

might be heard tinklins in the distance, while the

twittering swallows flitted about overhead and
among the wings of the .sta<je. It was a pleasant

thing in itself to sit in such a playhouse so classic-

ally constructed, yet so thoro:igtily ventilated.

Very soon, the chorus, consismr of 19 members

—

ten maidens and nine men— came on to the pros-

cenium from temple-like retreats on either side,

and, forming up in line facing the audience,

chanted an appropriate prologue. It would be

iinpos.sible within the limits of a telegram to give

you a complete account of the main and the

subsidiary action of the play and to describe in

detail the various tableaux vivanta taken from the

Old or the scenes borrowed from the New Testa-

ment, so I shall take for granted the Biblical

erudition of Christian readers and confine myself

for the present to conveying to you some general

impressions on the wonderful performance.
The Passion Play is divided into two parts or

acts, the first beginning with Christ’s triumphal

entry into Jerusalam and ending with his betrayal

and imprisonment, while the second introduces the

Redeemer before Annas and winds up with the

resurrection. Each scene is preceded by one or tvvo

tableaux vivtnts arranged from the Old Testement,

as symbolizing the various ovents in the ceareer of

the descendant of David, and it must in all candour
be confessed that if these mute historical groups are

not calculated to prove the truth of prophecy, they

are,at least, a splendid testimony to the ingenuity of

the play-wright. The parallel is not,itis true, always
perfectly exact, as, for example, where Judas’s

bribe of 30 pieces of silver is shown to have been
typified by the sale of Joseph by his brethren to the
Midianites for 20; but still, where Jewish history

is thus pictorially represented in cennection with
what is held to be its later interpretation and
fulfilment, it has a mervellously vivid and
impressive effect on the mind of the spectator.

The sacred dramatist has supplied words where
Scripture does not supply him with them

;
though

he has not sought, by what some might regard as a

fair poetical license, to transpose any of the

incidents of Christ’s earlier life into the period

between his triumphal emry into Jerusalem and his

death. No parables are told and no miracles are

wrought, except that of healing the wounded
so’dier’s ear. The entry into Jerusalem was
preceded by two splendid tableaux of the

expulsion of Adam and Eve from Paradise

and the sacrifice of Isaac
;
and it must be

owned that nothing more perfect of their kind

could well be produced than all the historical

groupings presented—and there were nearly 30 al-

together of them—denoting as they did great

training on the part of the mutes, and accuracy in

the mise en .'scene. Some of them, as, for example,

the selling of Joseph by^iis brethren, the Bride’s

Lament from the Song of Solomon, the despair of

Cain, Moses raising h'gh the brazen serpent, and
the Israelites crossing the Red Sea, were truly

grand,and do infinite credit to their rustic devisers.

Every man, woman, and child did their difficult

duty. There was no looking up or aside at the

spectators to note the effect, as is too frequently

the case in Paris and London theatres,

but all remained as rigid and stolid as statues, a

task which the well-knit thews and sinews of

these strong and healthy rustics enabled them to

perform, perhaps, with greater ease; but, indeed, it

often required the assistance of the glass to con-

vince one that assistance had not been derived
from the plastic art of Madame Tussaud.
The main dramatic scenes pourtrayed were the

Sanhedrim taking council to circumvent Christ
;

the parting in Bethany
;
the Last Supper, forming

an almost perfect living copy of Leonardo da
Vinci’s well known picture; then the ap-
pearance of Christ before His Judges

; the
bearing of the Cross after Paolo Veronese

;
the

descent therefrom, patterned on Rubens ;

and the Entombment af'er Raphael. It is

needless to say that the most engrossing scene was
the Crucifixion, which was regarded as the proper
and natural denoument of the sublime and awful
tragedy, and it must be confessed that better
histrionic art and technical skill could hardly have
been expected of the moat celebrated actors. The
material is such as few could hope to touch without
disfiguring it

;
yet these simole villagers, profiting,

perhaps, by the accumulated experience and
traditions of their forefathers, managed to acquit
themselves of their delicate task in a way which
deserves the very highest praise. Yet every
scriptural detail was carried out to the letter (the

nailing to the cross, it is true, was done behind the
scenes),and even with the aid of the strongest glass

one could not have positively ventured to assert

that nails had not been driven through hands and
'eet. A distinctly audible expression of almost,
terrified surprise ran through the vast assemblage
when the thrust of the ceuturian’s spear pro-

duced a crimson stain over the heart of the
crucified one. Mary Magdalene, who looked
her part very well, and indeed acquitted herself

much better all through than the Virgin, produced
a good effect on the audience when, interfering

between the brutal Roman soldier, who had with a
hammer broken the limbs of the malefactors and
the suspected object of his further inhumanity, she
cried out “Spare him 1 spare him !” It is a pity,

as I overheard a spectator say, that th’s scene
was not accompanied and intensified by the peals
of natural thunder which threatened to interrupt
the performance some hours earlier, w hen
Christ was standing for the first time before
Caiaphas. About that point the sky, chang-
ing from its beautiful morning look, sud-
denly became overcast, the lightening flashed
once or twice over heads of the awe-stricken
audience, aud the rain came pouring thickly down.
Ultimately the play had to be suspended for about
a quarter of an hour or so, but though compara-
tively few of the spectators were provided with
umbrellas, they stubbornly stuck to their seats,

and underwent a thorough drenching rather than
relinquish the opportunity of seeing out to the end
a performance which seemed to engross them so
very much. One of the most brilliant;, if sad,
spectacular scenes in the whole play was the
bearing of the Cross, in which the Christ admirably
performed his part, and in which the grouping of
the Roman soldiers (one of them mounted and bear-
ing a crimson eagle-topped banner, inscribed in
white with tho letters “ S. P. Q. R. “ and embody-
ing all the majesty of the Empire), with the priests
and scribes and the mothers and daughters of
Jerusalem made a very fine effect. Deeply impresive,
too,was the scene where the populace,headed bythe
high priests, after having vainly tried before to pro-
cure ratification of the capital sentence from Pilae
and Herod, oncemoro crowd round the balcony of
tbe Roman Governor, and clamour for the blood oj
their victim. Beyond praise is the mien of
Filate, whose character is probably better enact-
ed than that of any other in the play, partly to be
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sure, because the bumble woodcarver (Herr Rendl)
who takes the part of a man of such fine physique
and lofty bearing that he could easily pass
for a noble Roman anywhere, without assum-
ing the gorgeous corslet and glittering diadem
of a pro-consul. The sympathy of the spec-
tators was deeply moved on first discerning that in
the fradk and soldierly Pilate the stern and immo-
vable fairness of the judge predominated, after all

over the force of the conqueror. It was a splendid
picture, when Chirst crowned with thorns and
robed in royal mockery ^8tood confronting the
gallant Roman, for in those two personages the
historic eye. could detect the embodiment of the
two mightiest forces which have moulded the
modern world. One could not help being angry
with him for finally yielding to the clamours of

the populace ;
but, on the other hand, one reflected

that a Roman conqueror was generally inclined to
be a Constitutional ruler. After Pilate, the best
acted part, was unquestionably that of Judas.
The scowls, the visible avarice, the shoulder
jerkings, the stealthiness, and suspicious face
of this character were truly admirable, and his
haggling for an increase of the bride offered him
could scaicsly have been better done even by Shy
lock. His ravings, resulting from a guilty conscience
(typified previously by a tableau representing Cain
moralizing in solitary agony over Ihe body of his
murdered brother), were probably a little too Ion
and wearisome, and there w.is a feeling of some-
thing like relief when the villain of the piece pro-
ceeded in apperent earnesthess to hang himsslf, but
up to that point he never failed deeply to interest
the audience. Once or twice, too, a breezy ripple
of subdued laughter at the eccentricities of this
disciple might a most be discerned among the spec-
tators, though it was instantly checked, as was also
some incipient cheering, when the curtain once
fell on an exceptionally fine tableau. On the
whole, however, the spectators, of whom the great-
er part may have consisted of pea.santry from the
region round about, behaved themselves during the
performance of the play with the utmost quiet-
ness, reverence, and decorum, nor do I ever re-
member to have seen so large a holiday gathering of
men and women of the poorer sort, whose manners
required to be amended so very little, either by the
censorious form of the person or by the coercive
baton of the Police. Of the other disciples Peter
was fortunate enough to have his character visibly
stamped by nature upon his countenance, though
his acting in the denial scene might have been a
little more elaborate. St, John was fairly well
portrayed, and for the rest the twelve looked
pretty much as ifjthey had stepped from the fresco
of Leonardo da Vinci, nor could anything have
been better than their faces, grouping, and pic
turesqne attitudes, as they lay slumberino- in
a rocky part of mount Olivet, while their Master
was enduring His blood agonv—an experience
I may hear incidentally remark which, by some
neat technical device, was visibly presented to
the spectators on the brow of the sublime
sufferer. But, while referring to the disciples
asleep in the garden, it may be well here to ob-
serve that as a rule most of the actors played
their parts much better when requiring repose than
motion or the exercise of the voice. When being
scourged or otherwise passively enduring suffering
an insult, Joseph Mair pourtraved his sacred
original with what must have seemed to the greater
part of the spactators a wonderful degree of veri-
similitude, and, indeed,no one could have seen him
hanging on the Cross without being fairly amazed
at the accuracy with which the traditional likene.ss
in all things had been copied to the very life • but
nevertheless, there was a decided want of some
element in his speech and demeanour which a bolder
and more intellectual actor would es.sav to
supply. On the other hand, some of the characters—
Caiapha for example, as enacted by Burgomaster
Lang erred precisely in the opposite respect for
while possessing undoubted originality and energy

Holloway’s Pllls.-Dismiss your doubts -

let no one be longer oppressed with the notion that
his malady is incurable till these purifying Pills
have had a fair triah When ordinary preperations
have failed, these Fills have been used with the
most marked success. A course of this admirable
medicine clears the blood from all impurities and
improves its quality. The whole system is thus
benefited through the usual channels without re-
duction of strength, shock to the nerves or anv
other inconvenience

; in fact, health is retiewed by
natural means. For curing diseases of the throat
windpipe, and chest those Pills have pre-eminently
established a world-wide fame, and in complaints
of the stomach, liver, and kidneys they are equally
efficacious. They are composed of rare balsa

^

without a single grain of mercury,
deleterious substance.

of mien, he wholly failed to control his voice mak-
ing all due allowances even for the long open-air
distance to which he had to send it. The honest
burgomaster, however, has probably not yet risen
to consciousness of the fact that calm dignity of
manner, great and impressive as it doubtless is. and
necessary to enhance the authority of the ruler of a
mountain hamlet in Bavaria, would scarcely suffice
to^ shed impressive lustre on the office of the high
priest of Jerusalem. A word as to the female partg.
They were enacted with great modesty and taste,
but not very much invention, and an inferior and'
subordinate character in all respects, Magdalene
was more successfully pourtrayed than the Virgin
Mary. Probably, however, the rigorous abstention
of all the players from anything like facial
appliances was the reason why one or two of them
who ought now aud again ro have been the livin«^
picture of statuesque grief, failed to destroy their
usual appearance of ruddy rustic happiness, dashed
with just the very slightest streak of per-
plexity or pallor; but then, in a community
numbering under 1,500, of whom about the
half have to be requisitioned for temporary
service on the stage, there is little room to
pick and choose. But where pretensions are hum-
ble they ought not to be severely criticized, and
it affords me great pleasure to say that on the
whole, the sacred dramtic performance which
about seven good hours to-day engrossed the un-
flagging attention of about as many thousands
of men from far and near is a perfectly marvel-
lous phenomenon of its kind. While the subject
is one which, despite the progress of opinion and
the development of theological thought, must
for ever contiuue to engage and even chain the
human mind, it was treated in a way which
could never offend the eye or the ear of religious
piety, and on'y now and then, perhaps, infringe
the rigid ru’es of art. There are many things,
no doubt, for which the inhabitants of Ober
Ammergau might be indebted to the most accom-
plished actors of the age

; but on the other hand,
it wonUl be well for the prosperity of high
dramatic art in certain countries would its pro-
fessors but condescend to come and pass a summer
Sunday here. For they would learn that simple
nature after all is the best preceptor in their
calling and that simplicity of mien ig the most
attractive stage manner. There is no rouo-e used
here, no coaly pencil for the eyebrow.s, no wigs
and no opportunity for the gaslight beauties but
on the contrary the garish sun to dispel iilusion
if it can. What splendid Roman soldiers to be
sure these muscular mountain fellows make ! You
can almost fancy yourself in the camp of A«ricola •

how well these shepherds from the hills, with their
shaggy locks and brozen faces, play the nart of
Joseph’s brethren; and where in so smifil a compass
would you find an equal number of men whom
a disciple’s robe, a consul’s corslet, or ajkings crown
so well and naturally become

! Every one took
unflagging pleasure in their mien and movements
from the time when the curtain rose on the exit
from Paradise of Adam and Eve till the chorus
sange in a beautiful hymn the insurrection of the
Redeemer.
Thus ended the first performance of the renown-

ed Passion Play, compared with which all other
subjects ever treated by the dramatist pale away
to almost nothing in importance and human interest
This latter quality is proved by the thousands—
a great part of them hailing from England

America—who had pilgrimed hither to
watch the denotim-ent of the awful tragedy with
their own eyes, and by the great number of news-
paper correspondents who were present to satisfy
the equally profound curiosity of those who could
not come themselves. As a work of art the per-
formance was noble and good, and would unques-
tionably do credit to a company of the best train-
ed actors, if, indeed, in the portrayal of such
characters the peasant amateur is not better fitted
to achieve success, and the religious spectacle calcu-
lated to produce a moral impression on reverential
Catholic people which sermons and masses could
scarcely make. The voice of loud and emphatic
protest, it IS true, has been raised in many
quarters against the continuance of the practice
one English clergyman alone having taken it upon
him to address open letters, which I have seen, to
an eminent villager here, denouncing, the me-
morial custom in the strongresfc language, calling
it devilish, blasphemous, and the like.

ims,
or any other

I*3,lH“Ciir6r has been
founfi to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. Cout^hs
Colds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache
Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism.^Paralysis, Fains in
the Groins, Contracted Joints. Gout, Sciatica, Bad
Legs, Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring
worms, Pimples, Freckles, & Eruptions oathe skin

HIGH COURT.

Obiginal Side—Peremptory Cause Board,

Monday, the 14th June 1880.

(Before the Ilon'ble Mr, Justice Wilson.)

Undefended Ca.ses:

Radharomun Mitter v Amrairtololl Mitter & anr,—Gillanders—S. D. Dutt.
Kally Mohun Doss v Monseermcodowal & ors.

V Pertaub Chander

Dutt & anr.

Doss.

Mohun Dc
— Doss & Sen.

Borodaprasaud Mookerjee
Khandelwal—Gliose & Bose
Prosono Coomar Gliose v Sreenauth

— B. M. Doss.

Ouauthnath Deb v Sreenauth Dutt—B. M,
II.— Special Peremtory Llst,

(For Judgment upon Award.)

S* M. Kadumbeenee Dossee v Muddoosoodun
Auddy—Swinhoe& Co.—G. C. Chunder.

(For Further Directions on Report.)

S. M. Mooni Bibee Sreemaleeney v Dabey Churn
Day— Leslie—Ghose & Bose.
R. E, Gwyther v J. E. Dean & ors.—Zorab—

Sanderson & Co. Chick.

Defended Cases.

(Final Disposal.)

Kbyaliram v Obinash Ch. Bonnerjee & ors,

—

Trotman & \Va kins—Beeby k Rutter, G. C,
Chunder.
Juggernath Roy & irs. v Joygopal Kbemka—E.

0. Moses—Zorab.
Rus'omoye Dossee v Koonjolotta Dossee—Gbose

& Bose— M. D. Sen.
Bibee Solomon vAbdool Azeez & ors.—Pittar

—Harriss & Co,
The Secretary of State v Gocool Chunder Mitter

—Upton—M. D. Sen.
Mondakini Dossee & anr. v Kally Doss Ehan—

M. D. Sen— G. 0. Chunder.
Hurrydoss Ghose v Omernanth Ghose & anr.

—Smith—Wilson & Chattel jee.

Tunsook Roy v Chunder Gaunt Mookerjee & ors.

—Hart— C. D. Linton.
Debidoss Bhuttacharjee v Nobin Chunder Dutt—

H. H. Remfry— Pittar.

Chuudercaunt Mookerjee & anr. v Munnoololl—
Pittar & Wheeler—Sanderson & Co.
Chundercaunt Mookerjee & anr. v Buldeo Doss—

Pittar & Wheeler—Sanderson & Co.
Muttyloll Petty v Ruttonloll & anr.—Gbose

& Bose— B. N. Dutt.
Chand Hurry Moity v Gopal Chander Mooker-

jee & anr.— Mookerjee & Deb—A. T. Dhur,
Toritabhoosun Bannerjee v Tarraprosono Bonner-

jee & anr.—S. D. Dutt—Zorab, M. N. Bonnerjee,
J. K. Gangooly,

(Before the Hon'ble Mr, Justice Broughton.')

Defended Cases.

(Final Disposal.)

Balkissen v Roy Lutchmeput Sing Br. {pt.Jid,)—
Carruthers & Jennings—Beeby & Rutter, M. N
Holdar.

Kiistoor Chand Bora v Mahtap Chand Sar-
’

rowjee— SJ. Camell—Fink.
Oinirtonaiith Mitter v Chunder Gaunt Mooker-

jee & anr.—Pittar—C.D. Linton.
Chunder Cannt Mookerjee v Hursook Roy and

ors.— Pittar and Wheeler— Goodall,
Heeralall .Johurry v Mahtap Chand Sarrowjee—

Wheeler & Sowton—Fink.
Aumeriiath Ghose & anr. v Gopaul Chunder

Ghose—Wilson & Chatterjee—B M. Doss.
A. H. Lemonius & anr v. C Koegler—Roberts

Morgan & Co.—Pittar & Wheeler.
Sharaloll Soor v S. D. J. Ezra—Roberts Morgan

& Co.— N. C. Buraul.

Dhonemoney Dossee v Umesh Chunder Dhur &
ors,—Mookerjee & Deb— E. O. Moses, Wilson &
Chatterjee.

Gunganarain Bysack v Beharryloll Mullick—
Gillanders—Bolye Chand Dutt.

Ramloll Augurwallah v Thakoor Doss & ors.—
Trotman & Watkins- Pittar & Wheeler.

Bollydoss Mullick v S. M Doyamoyee
Dossee—T.N. Roya— M. D. Sen.
Premsook Doss v Pertap Chunder Khandelwal—E. 0. Moses—M. Camell.

S. M. Monee Dossee v Shamachurn Lahoory—
Ghose & Bose—Swinhoe & Co,
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CALCUTTA.

New Books To Arrive By The Xn-
coming* Steamer.

WHEELER (J. TALBOYS)-A Short History

of India, and of the Frontier States of Afghanis-

tan, Nipal, and Burma. With Chronological

Maps and tables. Rs, 8 8.

ANDREW (W. P- )-Our Scientific Frontier. With
Sketch Map and Appendix. Rs. 4 4.

COOKSON (LIEUT. -COL. )—With the Armies of

the Balkans and at Gallipoli in 1877-78. Maps
and Plans. With numerous Illustrations. Cheap

Edition. Rs. 3 8.

STENHOUSB (MRS. T. B. H.)—An English Wo-
man in Utah. The Story of a Life’s Experience

in Mormonism. An autobiography. With intro-

ductory Preface by Mrs. H. Beecher Stowe.

Fully Illustrated. Rs. 7 8.

HUXLEY (PROF.)—Introductory Science Primer.

As. 12.

POOLE (R. LANE)—A History of the Huguenots

of the Dispersion at the Recall of the Edict of

Nantes. Rs, 4 4.

BAIRD (H. M.)—History of the Rise of the Hugue-
nots. Two vols. Rs. 10 12.

FORMBY (REV. H.)— Ancient Rome and its con-

nection with the Christian Religion. An Outline

of the History of the City from its foundation,

B,C. 753, to A.D. 42-47. Profusely Illustrated.

Rs. 35.

CHANDOS CLASSICS:

THE SPANISH NOVELIST. Translated by T.

Roscoe. Re. 1 6.

THE ITALIAN NOVELIST. Translated by T.

Roscoe. Re. 1 6.

THE GERMAN NOVELIST. Translated by T.

Roscoe. Re. 1 6.

GILLMORE (P.)—On Duty : a Ride through
Hostile Africa. Rs. 11 6.

ELECTION SQUIB.—The Liberal Misleaders.

Clever Illustrations and Classical Quotations

By the Author of “ New Gleanings from Glad-
stone.” As. 8.

THE GENERAL ELECTION OF 1880 -New
Parliament, New Men, New Measures, New
Taxes, Facetim, and Anecdotes. Illustrated.

Folio. Re. 1 2.

CLUER (A. R.)—Xenophon. Memorabilia Soc-

ratis. Rs, 4 4.

PENNING (W. H.)—Engineering Geology. With
Illustrations and Colored Plates. Rs. 2 8.

KINGSLEY (C.)—At Last. A Christmas in the

West Indies. Illustrated. Rs. 4 4.

ROUGHING IT IN VAN DIEMEN’S LAND
&c. By Author of The “Boy in the Bush.”
Re. 1 12-

BATHGATE (JUDGE)-New Zealand
;

Re-
sources and Prospects. Re. 1 2.

THE ODE OF LIFE. By the Author of “The
Epic of Hades.” Rs. 3 8,

STURGIS (JULIAN)—Little Comedies. Rs, 3 8.

CLARKE (COL. A. R,)—Geodosy, (Clarendon
Press.) Rs. 8 14.

HODGKIN (TUOS.)—Italy and Her Invaders,
376-476. Two vols. Rs. 23.

THOMPSON (KATE)—A Handbook to the Public
Picture Galleries of Europe, With a Brief

Sketch of the History of the Various Schools of

Painting. Third Edition. With very numerous
Illustrations. Rs. 5 6.

CURTIUS (G.)—The Greek Verb, its Structure
and Development. Translated by A. S, Wilkins
and E. B, England. R.s. 12 14.

£aKEMAN (SIR STEPHEN)-What I Saw in

Kaffirland. Rs, 6.

THE VINAYA PITAKAM : One of the Principal
Buddhist Holy Scriptures in the Pali Language.
Edited by Hermann Oldenberg, Vol. II.—The
Cullavagga. Rs, 15.

MONGAN. (R)— Homer’s Odyssey. Complete.
Literally translated. Rs. 2 8.

REPORT ON THE FINAL EXAMINATION AT
the Staff College held in December 1879, with
popies of the Examination Papers, As. 12.

THE WHITE MONTH. By the Author of “ The
Rose Garden,” “ Unawares,” &c. Rs. 5 6.

CAREY (ROSA N.)— Nellie’s Memories. A Domes-
tic Story. Rs. 4 4.

HOLLAND (Dr. J, G.)— Paul Benedict ;
or

Written in Light, Re. 1 6.

BLACK.— Sunrise : a Story of These Times
Part I To be completed in 15 Parts, As 12.

LYNN LINTON (E.)—The Atonement of Learn
Dundas. Re. 1 6.

PAYN (J.)— Halves ; a Novel. Re. 1 6.

MATHERS (HELE^)—My Lady Green Sleeves.

Fourth Edition. Rs. 4 4.

JURY ROOM TALES, and other Stories.

Re. 1 2.

XAVIER DE MONTEPIN,—Les Filles de Bronze

Vol. V,—Dieu Dispose. Rs. 2 2.

ULBACH (LOUIS)—Le Crime de Martial.

Rs. 2- 8.

CATUALLE MBNDES, Les Mdres nnemies
Rs. 2 2.

DESLYS (CHARLES)—Miss Eva. Rs. 2 2

ZACCONE (PIERRE)-La Vertu de Charbon-
nette. Rs. 2 2.

COLLAS (LOUIS.)—Le Fils du Garde-Chasse
Rs. 2 2.

GUEROULT (CONSTANT)-Un Heritage Tragi
que. I.—Les Vengeurs, II,—Les Condamnees
Rs 4 4.

OEUVRES DE MOLIERE, prdc6d6es d’une Notice
sur sa vie et sea Ouvrages. Par S.aiute-Bcuve.

Two vols. Rs. 5.

FORTUNE DU BOISGOBEY. L’Hdritage de
Jean Tourniol. Rs. 2 8.

DAUDET (E.)—Lamaison de Graville
;
Mceurs

Mondaines. Rs. 2 8.

QUATRELLES. —Les Amours Extravagantes de
la Princesse Djalavann. Rs. 2 8.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

5 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

fl-34 Calcutta.

W. NEWXNCAlNr 6c CO.

JUST PUBLISHED.
Ilandsomehj printed in Atlas Quarto, with C)1

fidl page Ilhistrations, and 23 JVbodctits,

bound in Cloth, bevelled edges :

Price thirty five Rupees.
The Antlquitlos of Orissa.

BY RAJENDRALALA MITRA, LL. D., C. I. E.

Vol. XX.
PUBLISHED UNDER ORDERS OP THE

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA.
"Tlie.’ie are some ofthe Relics of the Post

Weeping over a lost Civilizo,tion and
an Extinguished Grnndeur.”

IfXiw BOOKS.
Engineering and Architecture.

HOUSE architecture. By J. J. Stephen-
son, Fellow of the Royal Institute of British

Architects. With numerous Illustrations. 2
vols.

,
royal 8vo. (2310) Rs, 26-4

STEEL : Its History, Manufacture, Properties,

and Uses. By J. S. Jeans. With numerous
Illustrations. 8vo. (23-10) Rs. 26-4

THE CONSTRUCTION OP LARGE TUNNEL
Shafts. A Practical and Theoretical Essay. By
J, H. W. Buck. Royal 8vo. (7-12) Rs, 8-8

A TREATISE ON FUEL, Scientific and Practical.

By Bobert Galloway, m. r. j. a. With Illus-

trations. (3-14) Rs. 4-4

THE ENGINEER AND ARCHITECTS’ POCKET
Book, for the year 1880. Bound in leather.

(3-14.) Ra. 4-4

THE NAVAL ARCHITECTS’ AND SHIP-BUIL-
ders’ Pocket Book of Formulae, Rules, and
Tables. By CLEMENT Mackron, Bouud in

leather, (8-0) Rs. 8-12
TRAVERSE TA BLES. Computed to four places

of decimals, for every angle up to 100 of
distance. For the use of Surveyors .and Engi-
neers. By Richard Lloyd Gurden. Folio,
hf-bonnd, (19-2) Rs 21-4!

THE PRINCIPLES OF GRAPHIC STATIG.S.
By George Sydenham Clarke, Lieut. R. E.
4to. I 'loth. (8-0) Rs. 8-12

LONDON GRADUATION MATHEMATICS,
comprising the University of London Questions,
for the degrees of b. A. and B. Sc. complete,
from 1839 to 1879. By Thomas Kimbku. m. a.

(4-6) Rs. 4-10

ELEMENTARY APPLIED MECHANICS, By
Thomas Alxander, c. e. (3-0) Rs. 3-4

GEODESY. By Oollonel A. R. Clarke, c.B.,

R, E. {Clarendon R'css Series,) 8vo. (8 0) Rs. 8-12

AID TO SURVEY PRACTICE, for reference in

Surveying, Levelling and Setting ont. With
T.ables, Illustrations and Record.s. By Louis
D’B. Jackson, a. m. i. c. e. (8-0) Rs. 8-12

SEWAGE DISPOSAL, By Henry Robinson,
M. Inst. C. B. (2-8) Ra. 2-12

INSTRUCTIONS FOR TESTING TELEGRAPH
lines and the Technical Arrangement of Offices.

By Louis SCHWENDLER
; Vol II. (5-10) Rs. 6-4

*** Copies of Vol. I. are available,

G-eneral Sclenoe-
THE BOTANICAL TEXT BOOK. P.art 1.

Structural Botany or Organography, on the
basis of Morphology, 6th Edition. By Isa Gray,
LL. D. (6-12) Ra. 7 8

BOTANY FOR CHILDREN : An Illustrated
Elementary Text-Book. By the Rev. Geo.
Henslow, M. A. (2-8^ Rs. 2-1

MACMILLAN’S SCIENCE PRIMER Introduc-
tory Primer. Ry Professor H oxley, f. r. s.

(as. 12) As. 14
CHAPTERS PROM THE PHYSICAL HISTORY

of the earth. An Introduction to Geology and
Pa’aeoutology. By Arthur Nicols, f, g. s.

Crown 8vo. With numerous Illustrations

(3-6) Rs. 3 12
FOSSIL MEN AND THEIR MODERN REPRE-

sentatives : A attempt to illustrate the Charac-
ters and Conditions of Prehistoric men in
Europe by those of the American Races. By
Dr. J. W. Dawson, (4-12) Rg, 5-4

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON PRACTI-
cal Chemistry and Qualitative Inorganic Ana-
lysis, for Schools, Colleges, and Beginners. By
Frank Clowes, d. Sc. lond. 3rd Edition.
(4-12) Rs. 6-4

LIGHT SCIENCE FOR LEISURE HOURS.
By Richard A. Proctor. 4th Edition. (4-12)

Rs. 5-4

OUR PLACE AMONG INFINITIES : A series

of Essays contrasting our little abode in Space
and Time with the Infinities around us.

By Richard A. Proctor. New Edition. (3-14)
Rs. 4-4

ROUGH WAYS MADE SMOOTH : Familiar
Essays on Scientific Subjects. By Richard A,
Proctor. (6-12) Rg. 7-8

THE PREPARATION AND MOUNTING OF
Microscopic objects. By Thomas Davies.
Edited by John Matheus, m. d. (1-12) Re. 1-14

EASY LESSONS IN LIGHT. By Mr. W
AUDRy. Illustrated. (1-12) Re. 1-14

EASY LESSONS IN HEAT. By C. A. Mar-
tineau. Illustrated. (1-12) Re. 1-14

0-35 W. NEWMAN k CO.

Dr. X<azarus’s Domestic medicines.
o

Inkantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,
Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rg. 1 4

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... ... „ 1 4

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),.., ... ,, 1 4
Rbstringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), 2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ... ,,2 0
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

&c.), ... ... 1 8
Family Laxative, A safe, certain and

useful purgative, ... ... ,, 20
Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ... ,,14

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ... ... ... ,,14

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
Children), ... ... ... ,,2 0

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair), ... 2 0

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
”

nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... i 8
The above are most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Digtricis
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instruetions is

wrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Laearus &; Co
,

at the Medical Hall, Beuarea, from Du. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Madicinti Ven-
ders. a-27
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET, CALCUTTA,

manufacturers of fine and complicated watches,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA,

watches for INDIA.
atreugth.durabilityfatrtimeke'^^^^^^^

the most scientific principles, combining simplicity

known
^ reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

Capped Jewelled
® ^uglish manufacture haviqg powerful fnll-plate, Lever movements,.Jewelled, (jOld Balance. Maintaining Power, &c.

Established 1846.

THE DRUGGISTS’ HALL,
36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash Bs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,-
Es. 230 to 250.

QUALITY.

.
I R.S. 45, 5 cash.

Lever Escanemenf.

GOLD
Amagoiflcen. assortment,

Ks. Ho cash,
-Ditto Lever Escaperaent

45 ^ash.

a novel character,
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The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invitpd o ... -c
elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship

selection of massive
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COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.'

Notice,
The Hookah-shop carried on by Radha Nath

Chowdhry, in Jorasanko, has been removed to
81, V Bentinck Street, and will henceforward be
conducted by the undersigned.

A large assortment of Bengalee and Mahomedan
shaped Hookahs of new designs just to hand at
moderate prices. Inspection invited.

Prices ranging from Rs. 2 to 10 each, inclusive
Chillam,

I.S.«!np. CHUNDER BEED,
fjl, Beritinck Street, Calcutta.

national rank op INDIAlimited.
On^Twpi®

® ’“‘erest are.On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5<y
Six Months* Deposits ao/

pe%da °° Deposits forlhort

Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed

oSelaa'^^^
l>a‘ances ov^r^jR?, 1,000 and under

^.34 oiMPMLIi,
'

Manager,

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. “ Duke of
Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”

“ Hydaspes,” &c., &c.
Lactopeptine

Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion
combined in the .same proportion as they exist in
the human.stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the influence
of the natural gastric juice. It will be found
far superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,
Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly
indicated in Anaemia, general Debility, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, anu
impoverished condition of the blood.

Direction for use, formuloe and dose measure ac-
company each phial.

Price Rs. 4 per phial and packing As. 4.
BXorson’s Medicinal Pepsine.

loz. phial Rs. 3. Packing As. 4.

Norton’s Camomile Pills.
A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and

all stomach complaints.
Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.

Hemrod’s cure for Asthma.
Catarrh, Bronchitis,Croup, Hooping Cough,

ORDINARY Colds, and all diseases of the Respira-
tory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin.

Price Rs. 3-8. Packing As. 2.

Grimault’s Vegetable Injection of
Matlco.

A few injections of very short duration are
sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.
Whitmore’s Compound Liniment of

Arnica.
An effectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasms,

Lumbago, weak Joints, &c., and as a counter-irri-
tant in a sluggish state of the liver.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4. f
Wilkinson’s Ginger and Camomile.

Pnce Rs. 2. Packing As. 4.

Whitmore’s Stomachic and Liver
Pills.

Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.

Savory and Moore’s Pancreatine
Wine.

For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod-
liver Oil solid fat and food generally.
Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.
W. P. Smith’s Pile Powders.

For the cure of Piles & Prevention of Fistula.
Their gentle emollient action subdues irritation,

regulating the bowels without leaving a disposition
to costiveness, their decided tonic properties give
power to the system, arrest all tendency to and
counteract the weakening effect of the disease, and,,
their intrinsic value will prove that tfiey fully
merit the title of a specific cure of Piles 'and pre-
ventive of Fistulas.

Price Re. 1-8 per box. Packing As. 2.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINE,
Concentrated Compound Essence or

Pluld Extract of Sarsaparilla.
This preparation is decidedly preferable to any

other form in which Sarsaparilla can be adminis-
tered, on account of its portability and superior
efficacy. It contains the whole active and medi-
cinal properties of the root in the highest state
of concentration combined with the ingredients
of the compound decoction directed by the college
of Surgeons. The beneficial effects of this Fluid
as an Alterative or Restorative, its great useful-
ness in all disorders of the Skin, Indigestion,
general Debility, and after a too free administration
of Mercury, have been universally admitted and
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most eminent practitioners of the present
day.

Direction for use accompany each bottle.
Price per bottle Rs. 2. Packing As. 4.,

Best assortment of Drugs and chemicals. Guar-
anteed fresh, and received direct from the respect-
able manufacturers of London,
Terms .moderate.—Wholesale rates on

application. Price list suj)plicd to Mofussil doctors
and Dispensaries. Orders promptly executed on
remittance of cash, or a respectable reference in
Calcutta.

GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT & CO.,
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS

Wholesale and Retail. S>rugglsts
and

Manufacturers of a:rated Waters

.

a-ll
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A. J. PARKER & CO,
WILL SELL BY AUCTION ON THE PREMISES,

No. 1, Lall Bazar,

This day, Saturday, 12th June,

A QUANTITY OF MISCELLANEOUS GOODS,

GLASS & PLATED WARE. DINNER SERVICE, TWO PAIRS OLEOGRAPHS, &c., &c.

AT 2 o’clock

HANDSOME HOUSEHOLD FURNITURES & FITTINGS,

COMPRISING

MARBLE CENTRE & SIDE TABLES, SUITES. ALMIRAHS, TOILET TABLES. WASH AND
STAND DINING TABLES, SIDEBOARDS, &c., &C.

The property of Gentlemen.

Sale op

HORSES AND CONVEYANCES.

Thursday, 17th June, current.

WARRANTSll !

SURE ! ! & SAFE ! !

!

DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

aflFections arising therefrom.
Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
Injudicious use of Mercury, Chronic Venerial affec-
tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimples, Cutaneous
Eruptions, several kinds of Skin Diseases, Dyspepsia,
and general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful
property of removing the Mercury from the system
and of purifying the blood of all its impurities
from whatever cause arising, of invigorating the
system and imparting fresh energy and vitality
to it. The brilliant and extraordinary efficacy of
this Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic and
almost hopeless cases, proves its effects to be un-
rivalled and unparalleled.

_
Price per phial Re. 1-8

; and 1-12 in the Mofussil
including packing.

Ointment for hIerourla,l a,nd Syphl^
lltic Ulcers and Bruptlons. Price per
pot 8 annas.

Infallible hlalarla Specific perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic 'hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,
lestores the internal organs to their normal func-
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
fvhere all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Infiammatory'and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in rU cases.

To be had of

MAISON DE PARIS,
OHOWRINGHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH

Calcutta. a.60
*

Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

TS the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

. .

India to provide Security against Losses
ansing through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN slater, F.I.A.,

o6Cr6ii&TV
9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

Or,

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

“73 Agent.lfor BENGAL.

Bad Watches are Sold
BY HUNDREDS IN INDIA.

Black and Murray beg to inform their
Customers and the Public, that they have

lately introduced a new description of ENGLT<?W
SILVER HUNTING WATCH, with PaStLever
Escapement, and all the latest improvements.

Price—.as. 55 nett.
pese Watches are guaranteed for two years

and will be found strong, neat, and serviceable
having been especially manufactured for India
by Black &MuRyy. They are warranted to

^ entirely English made. (Many so-called English
Watches are Swiss, put in English cases).
Just to hand a consigment of their

celebrated RACING CHRONO-
GRAPHS, Nett T?a AK

ELECTRIC BELLS for House or
’

Office with Push, Wire and constant

BINOCULARS, all ‘sizes, from
Rs. 30 to

BLACK A1TZ> MURRAY.
CHRONOMETER, WATCH AND CLOCK-

MAKERS.
HASHNaS-STRKBT, CALCUTTA,

Rs. 60

ZiORDON ARB ZiANCASKZRB
ZiZPB ASSUARANCB CO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.

This Company offers to the Public the Com-
bined Advantages of

Unquestionable Security and Xtow
Rates of Premium.

WHILE the adoption of all the improved
modern conditions under which Policies

are now issued enables the Directors to grant un-
usual facilities to all intending Assurers.
That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-

versally recognized as the MOST SECURE AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT, is sufficiently
proved by the following statistics, “ startling in
their magnitude but quiet power,” extracted from
“ The Review” of January 1st, 1879.
“ In the years 1870—1878, the accumulated Life
Assurance Funds of the Offices have risen from
£90,700,000 to £117,600,000, or at the rate of
£3,000,c00 per annum. This is after paying out
£71,500,000 in claims and bonuses on policies alone,
entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or
management expenses. The total sum received by
the Life Offices on life account in the. eight years
was £128,700,000. Against this was paid in
claims, £71,600,000 ; annuities, £3,350,000 ; and
surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being
a total paid out to Policy-holders of about
£84,000,000; after this £27,000,000 were added
to funds.

The LONDON & LANCASHIRE returns 80 per
cent, of the profits, divided every five years to
participating Policy-holders. English rates of pre-
mium only charged for such period as the Assured
spends westward of Suez.

Prospectuses and every required information
can be immediately obtained by application to
the undersigned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.
The Manager of the Indian Mirror is authorized

to be our Agent.
A. B. SHEKLETON,

Oemeral Agent ^ Secretary for India,
A. Lall Bazaar, Corner of Mission Bow,a>65

THE GREATEST

WmJR OF MODERN TIMES!

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

Lokg experience has proved these famous remedies to b«
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

cidental to the life of a miner, or to those living in tho
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race^

viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,

diarrhoea, and cholera.

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT

3s the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,

ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin diseases ; in fact, when
used according to the print^ directions, it never tails to

cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

'Ihe Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World; with directions for use in almost every
language.

Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers should look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes, f the
address is not Oxford Streotf Loni

,
they

are spurious,

a-21
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DR. ALLEN’S ELIXIR OF LIFE,
A Powerjuc Toniand la Reliable Remedy for Nervom and Chronic Diseases.

This invaluable preparation is a powerful agent in replenishing the vitality of the body, and in
developing all the powers and functions of the system to the highest degree. It imparts the

vigour of youth and nervous energy even to the most debilitated and shattered constitution; restores
to the human frame the animating element of life wasted by au indulgence in irregular habit

; purifies
and enriches the blood

; and thoroughly renovates a constitution broken down by long-protracted
nlness, debauchery, intemperance, &c. Most astounding cures are daily being effected by it in cases of

—

General Debility, Nervousness, Palpitation of the Heart, Trembling of the Hands and Limbs,
Loss of Memory, Mental Depression, Epileptic and Fainting Fits, Female Irregularities, Indigestion,
Dyspepsia, Bilious and Liver Complaints, Bronchitis, Consumption (Early stages only), Asthma,
Hypochondria, and all disorders originating from a deficiency of nervous force and an impoverish-
ed state of the blood. Price Rs. 2 per bottle.

DR. ALLEN’S MALARIA TINCTURE,
An Infallible Remedy in Enlargement of the Spleen, Intermittent, Remittent, and

Malarious Fevers.

Unlike the numerous worthless compounds sold in the Bazar under the name of “Specific,” this
Tincture is a concentrated preparation, the efficacy of which is such that, however large the Spleen or
however long-standing the disease may be, a thorough cure is guaranteed in a short time in propor-
tion to the duration of the complaint, In recent cases one bottle is sufficient. Price Rs. 1-4 per bottle.

DR. ALLEN’S GOLDEN LINIMENT,
A Specific for Rheumatism, Gout, Dumbago, Swelling and Stiffness af the Joints,

Paralysis of the Limbs, Sprains, Dislocations, and Pain in any part of the body.

^

By its outward application only pains of any description and by whatever cause produced are
instantly cured. The speedy and assuaging relief that has been afforded by it to thousands who had
been suffering from the agonies of Rheumatism justly entitles this extraordinary medicine to be
proclaimed as the only certain remedy yet discovered for the cure of pain. By its judicious application
numerous chronic and long-standing cases have been perfectly cured. Price One Rupee p r bottle.

Numerous testimonials from various quarters testify to the efficacy of Dr. Allen’s filedicines.
Agents wanted in the Mofussil

; liberal terms.
An extra charge of 8 annas will be made for packing (from 1 to 6 bottles) on orders for despatch

by post. Parcels can be sent “bearing.”

SURDETT & CO , SOEE AGENTS,

3 A, WATERLOO S'IRRET, CALCUTTA.

IMPORTERS OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, &c.,

6, Chitpore Road, Corner of Lall Bazar, Calcuti
Clarionets in B, 0, E, & A, 13 keys, From Rs. 20 to 65 “
Cornets with 5 Crooks,
Flutes in D, & F, 8 keys
Piceolos in B, D, & F, from 1 to 6 keys
Flageolets in D,

,,

Banjos 5 and 6 strings
German Concertinas, 20 keys
Anglo-German Concertinas, 24 keys
German Accordions
Saxhorns ...

Musical boxes 2 Tunes.
BVench Violins
Bugles of Copper and Brass
Clarionet Reeds B and E fiat
Music Tutor <fec. As.

16 to 25
15 to 25
2 to 12

3 to 12

8 to 16

3 to 9
20 to 25
6 to 12

35 to 65
7 to 8
5 to 45
4 to 15
1 to 3
8 to 1

Strings and Fittings always kept in stock.

NO MORE PAINS!!!

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Golds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics’,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Let's, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring,
worm. Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pres-

cribe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very worst
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when alb i

other medicines have been tried without effect.
’*** The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains I ’ 1

are our trade marks.

DARLINGTON & CO •

49 Dhwrrumtollah Street, Calmtta.^ Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated’ Pain-Curer

. ^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Berre of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in theirown words but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.^ Call for Darlington’s Paik-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

® Darlington’s Pain-CURER efficacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Theodorine
Superioress F de la Croix. ” ’

Mr Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, hasfrom time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington 8 Pam-Curer, & writes* “Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’sPAiN-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants ; I was pleasingly surprised to
see that m every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. L, after
ordering lor a couple of large bottl’es ofDarhngton s Pam-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington s Pam-Curer through Major PercyGough, hia Private Secretary.

‘ ^

Mr. E C. Kemp Editor & Proprietor of theBengal Times, writes from Dacca “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for theremoval of winch Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple of applications, and iu about 4 davs dia
appeared. This is one of several instances in

Sin-Cure^^’’"
“ Darlington’s

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of Literature
Politics, Science, and the Arts. Yearly subscrip-
tion, Rs. 12, postage, 12 annas. Times of India
says:—“ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—“ It is ably and
judiciously conducted by Mr. Owen Aratoou.”
Bangalore Examiner s&js -.—'' should like to
see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day,”
Apply to the Manager, Calcutta Magazine, 4D

Dhurrumtollah-8trwt» Calcutta. o-12
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

! AX>MXRABT.E TRANSFOXtniATIOXf OF ZMCBCKAMXOA^INTO TORRENTS OF E1.ECTR1C1TV !

ENERGY

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric T.la-hf in
France, and America affords sufficient evidence that Sricity S in f shorf

’

tensively used for I’ghting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lightin-^We are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills Public HalitsLarge Durbar Tents, Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands Steam VPHa«i« on

’

Bridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with
Electric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine ffivin^a Jr ft ^
of 2,000 Standard Vlandles at the following low rates!

a I'gbt of the intensity

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expensesDynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per nightDynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night

.iii

Rs. .50 0

„ 175 0
I) 450 0

!!! The cost of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night will be at leant Pa m Tn-Viannoei
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candirs Si he nnW p \
the monthly rate or i one quarter the price of Oil Lights !

Per night at

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Maebine wPii w n u
Pencils, &c,, fitted with our improved Hurricane proof Self Adi’imttTio*
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2,000.

^ Adjusting, Self Lighting

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,500.
'

I

(TRUE COPY.)

Mr, Fleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Eleotrio Tfo*ht lu i

®"‘*The SShPnf
^ for helping out-door night working withb four hundred jLdS S

^

The Light,permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.
yaras. i

Bakkala Bridge, 1

8th October 1879, 1

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst. Engineer, Bakrala Sana Division, P. N. State Railway.

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Rullders and Electrical Engineers,

No. 63, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta.

STEAM ENGINE
FROM

E. S, HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. PESHAW UR.’*

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on AVater-Tank
foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Rg, sqq

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chineiy. I hey combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They arenow fitted with a quick-,speed equilibrium Governor
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
^ Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
ot 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron AVater-
iank, which forms also the ash-pai
AVater-Heater.

Stationery^ Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts,rrintmg Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office '

Anyth«g .a tlie Pn,Ui,u, Tmde can be applied at once

mitts® Style.

-pan and an efficient

EEASMUS JOHES. Erintars'W. 5 & e,' BrSMianjstreot, CALCUTTA,

.LilT . < f

‘jh i-
'

• ^

c. LAZARUS CO.,

AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,
CAI.OOTTA. I- 1 >

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

356, 432
Machines,

Sold in 1878,

LOCK^STITPR without cover,Sewing Machines. Rg, 55,

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LCCK-STITCH ""'th polished cover and

Sewing Machines.
lock,

Rs. 80.

L0CK®ST??PP
Family Treadle Machine

LUCK-STITCH on polished Table,
Rb. 85.

Sewing Machines.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH polished Table, with

sewing Maohlnes. KrS”'’

SINGER’S New Faniily Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH polished Table, with

Sewing Machines.

f .

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine

LOCK-STITCH polished Table with do.
cover and Hand Accessory,

Sewing Mahoines. Rs. 106.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-
LOCK-STITCH lighed Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs, 100.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,
„ Tailors and Shoemakers,

with cover,
Rs. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov*
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Packing for

Hand Machines, Rs. 2-8,

Treadle ditto, Rs. 6.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a-28

NOTICE.
The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-

pared to undertake any agency business,
with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactoril}'. Remittances to accompany orders.
Commission will be charged according to the value
as the order on a sliding scale of rates whioh can
of ascertained by application to the Manager.

7

t.-r
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F U R N I S-H IjN;G " DEPARTMENT.
:'-lZ

F. W, BAKER & CO.
, BEG TQ.CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnishing- Requisites
VELVET Pip AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH n. ft «to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. OOCOANUT MATTING Rs ISFLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS Rs l'to ^.lr vn^rH

^

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C.. &c., &c.'^ BP.ASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 J 25 ppCORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS Ra 2 4 7 SBKASS PD EDAH RINGS, m all aiaea. BRASS CURTAIN EINGsI^iJ, io to
’’

ACE, MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS.^Rs^^^^^^^^
afairpHcT’

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheanness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India
Special K.at£s to Messes and Large Consumers*

Brussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile
Carpetings.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the
newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical
manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest
value to the purchaser.
The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, <tc.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin,

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,
in uew and handsome designs,

In great variety.

Blankets.

Blankets*
various sizes, Infants’ Coat

Boor mats.
English—made from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.
Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.
Hearth Bugs and Sofa Carpets.

Felt Carpets in several sizes, Felt Carpetine by
the yard.

* ^

Purdah Bepps.

EUREKA
V- .,liT

..i.'ifl 'ii’J of

i ,
vif!j.qill<‘ 1

tini i-j'iA

.
ytilf.np

.'flirtllMl

...liiilfioo

J" I n-jtirilf

(Ij>!j(Vi

, -a * r .. ..;j 10
' Ti ff. , vlqritft

SPECTACX.BS BVE-GX.ASSES.“* '

I

7,. 7d f

7: ' I i.ir;

. I I'

”

(
rpHE determination of the proper spectacles for

ff! I ) M
" ' .:?!•( III

any defect of the eyes, is undoubtedly a

Or<^n, Blm, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and FancyBordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Reppsand several other Materials.
f > pp

W’e are now showing our new stock of real
Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine
Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.
F. W. BAXLEB CO.,

HOSIERS, DRAPERS SILK MERCERS, kc.. Sec.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE.
CALCUTTA.

a.51

advantages of assubing with the
ORIENTAL T/rFF. OF l^inp

All that Experience has proved Practicable and
Prudent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,
Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be
btained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever :

—

(1.) Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.
(2.) Amalgamations Impossible.
(3.) Funds in Government Securities only.
(4.) Native Lives assured at European Rates.

(5.) Premiums reduced to Euglish Rates from
date of leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or
China.

Annual Premium for Assurance ofBs. 1,000 under New System.

Age.

1

30 ' 35 40 45

Premium

1

Rs. As. P.

21 6 4
Rs. As. P.

24 8 8
Rs. As. P.

28 10 0
Rs. As, P.

33 14 8

( 11 .)

( 12 .)

(13.)

(14.)

(15.)

(16.)

Old

Lower Safe Rates than any other Office.

(6.) Office young, and therefore free from
Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can be paid Yearly, Half-yearly,
Quarterly, Mouthly, or for a Limited Number o
Years.

(8.) CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTFPPROOF OP DEATH. AUER
(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 35 per cent
MO.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes

and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKFt’ABLE SECURITY.

Entire Direction in India.
Special Protection to Assignees.
The Most Economical Management.
Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-15-0 onlvLapsed Policies Revived without Fine,

rn
' ' l^olicy-holdera can appoint their nwn

riustees. Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.
(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere

to suit Assurers.
»uywnere

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.
(19.) No Restriction on Travel.

“

POLICY-HOLDERS IN 'IHE "ORIENTAl"ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVElt
Unequalled Liberality.

Being established in ludia, III arrangements for
the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” aremade with a view to the convenience and benefit of
Its own members,-European and Native,—wh«
alone participate in the advantages arising from
Its succssful progress.
Yearly list of new Assurers closes 31stDecember.
Special attention is invited to the Peculiai

System of Life Assurance introduced by this
Lorapany, and to the New and extremely favorable
Conditions (as regards Rates, Profits, Limits
OF Residence, Non-liability to Forfeiture, Ac.)
under which its policies are is.sued.
The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when

Entrants before 81st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

CAREFUL AND
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT, IS RAPIDLY
gaining the CONFIDENCE OP THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY.”
Intending Assurers—Native or European— are

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the
OriBotftl with those of any other Company.

matter of the greatest importance.

This importance is increased on the one hand

r

by the number of patients requiring such assist i

ance—a number that throughout the civilised

world, may be reckoned by millions—on the othei

by the actual injury inflicted by unsuitable glasses,

and lastly by the customary sale of most spectacles

by persons who have no adequate knowledge of r

r

the conditions of their utility.

For the guidance of those who cannot con* '
. ,

1 Iliw

veniently visit me, I have published a pamphlet, --—r
c: -

giving all necessary instructions.

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, ” How to
“ -

f I

preserve the Sight,” with testimonials explaining
t

-

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

japplication.

.
• - J ,V- X

A^OOHE^^^ Roporta, and full particulars on application to—
7. WBLLBSLBX vilZ MoLAUOHLAn'slATER, F.I.A.

MANAaBR & ACTUARY, BOMBAY, a-13

N. LAZABU8.

6, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET,

Calcutta.

Oonsoltatlon Fr«e.
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES.
The undernoted Watches are specially adapted for persons who, having costly watches, are

reluctant to use them for rough purposes, such as travelling, sporting, &c. They have been
manufactured by Hamilton and & Co, expressly to supply the demand for a fairly finished and accurate
time-keeper at a moderate cost,

The Railway Watch.

The Railway Watch, as sup-
plied to the Indian Railway
Companies, has an English
lever movement of the finest

quality and strongest possible
construction. Hamilton & Co.
confidently recommend it as a
Watch not easily disarranged by
rough usage. The apparent dis-

advantage of the large size is

amply compensated for in wear
by the increased excellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.
Recommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use of
Travellers and Explorers.

Cash.

In German Silver case...R8. 95
In Sterling Silver case... ,, 135
In Silver case, Keyless... „ 180

The “Exhibition” Bngr-
lisb Xicver Watch.

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely English-
made throughout, has a substan-
tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-tqmed Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Full Plate System ! with Jewel-
led Lever Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-
ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me-
dium size.

Cash.

Silver, best quality ... Rs. 8.’’

Second quality ... ,, 75

TKB STANDARD X.BVBB WATCH.
In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, ^

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-
ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled
Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

Price, Rs, 75 cash.

This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We
have devoted particular attention to the good
finish of its mechanism, and as we can confidently
guarantee its performance, we recommend it to all

classes of buyers.

In Gold Hunting Case, Rs. 200 cash.
With Keyless movement. Hunter Half-hunter, Silver, Rs. 100 cash.

The Aluminium or Silver BLevless
Crystal Watch.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it forwinding or for setting the hands.

WorlT.iuibl’e'!
Silver case, Rs. 45, Aluminium case, Rs, 40.

Xiadies’ Gold Watches.
18-Carat Gold cases,engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughly
timed and testnd. SUmed and t^ted. Fitted in Morocco ’cair.Key supplied.

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200

Gold

The Patent Silver Xiever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOB ORDINARY WEAR.

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable
time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-
faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass,
strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only ... Rs. 40

SupEnioR QUALITY,in Hunting Case, Rs. 65 Cash.

Xiadies’ Blegrant Bnamelled Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with
highly finished Jewelled movements. Rs, 125 to 300

Of fo u- ui
®old Guard and Albert Chains

colored Gold v -4.
worn, and of the usual lengths, manufactured of the best rich

will be forwarded ^ patterns with pricesed per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta.

•ppli^Uom**
Albert Chains, a large assortment always in Stock, Prices on

Ziockets, Seals, and Watch Keys, charms and Trinkets, dtc.

E. A. 1>’SZZ.VA,
Cff£M/SlS AND DRUGGISTS,

A-1, Park Street, Calcutta.

MIXTURE for Hepatitis and all its attendant
Maladies. Safe, sure, and certain in its

effects. The many sufferers of liver complaints
and bilary disorders, will find the above a far
better preparation than the different compounds
of Podophyllin, which only cause nausea. A
single bottle will astonish the most sceptical.
Price 2 4 a bottle.

Dr. T. W. Wilson’s celebrated strengthening
Pood. The properties that this preparation pos-
sesses is beyond commentation. For weak chests
and general weakness, there is no other compounds
under the sun. Sole Agent E. A. D’Silva.

Dr. T, W, Wilson’s Life Elixir not only a won-
derful iuvigorator, but surpasses all the innumer-
able mixtures and pills now in use, and prescribed
so largely for spleen and the different complica-
tions that follows it, A few doses will besufiS-
cient to let the patient form an opinion of the
preparation offered. Sole Agent E. A. D’Silva.

FRAGRANT EXTRACT OF PETROLIA
(A NEW PRODUCT OF VaSELINE)

Supersedes all other preparations Invent-
ed for the cure of Baldness.

Ladies are strongly recommended to make
trial of this admirable Restorative, which

has been attested by persons of the highest res-
pectability. In numerous cases, where the Hair
has fallen off, from illness, change of climate, or
debility of the system, the use of this preparation
has been found very efficacious. May be used
also as a handkerchief perfume. Per bottle,
Rs. 2-12

;
per ^ dozen, Rs. 14 ; per dozen, 27 ; post-

free to any part of India.

Appy to the Mahger.

FOR

Illustrated Price List,
At 65, College Street.

STTNN AND GO.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

And
BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS

BY appointment TO
His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor

General of India.
Nos. 46 4* 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and Clock Makers In ordinary to K. E. the Viceroy

and to K. K. K. the Prince of Wales,a-I8 CALCUTTA.
M, DAY AND CO.,

manufacturers, dealers,
AND repairers

OF
EVERT DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,

Tinsmlths,Electroplaters,Bronzers,
Ziaoquerors and Railway Con-

tractors, dtc., Ac.
No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Despatch Boxes
;

water Cans
, garden watering pots

; Tea House
Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental’ Church

&c.T&c’
Lamps of every descriptions.

Always in hand and made to order.

Also
Portable Cooking stoves of single and double

li, 6, and 4 inch burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate.

Anglo-Indian Rubber Stamp Co
( Specially Cheapest Manufacturers of the

above stamp,

)

No 99, College Street.

The promoters of the Company beg to iiitima
the public, that they are prepared to unde

take works at exceedingly moderate rates ar
execute jobs to the satisfaction of constituent
Price list supplied on application. Specimens m£
be sent gratis.

Crushed Food for Horses.
reduction op price,
COOK AND CO.

Are glad to announce a further reducti
the price of the above to

1 •
P®r maund,

exclusive of bags. Also a reductiou of the
of their

Crushed Food for Cattle,
to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

Chaff as before 1/8 per maund, exclusiv
bags.

Isth May 1880,

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-
able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.
Estimates supplied on application. a- 11

BY APPOINTMENT
to

HIS EXCELLENCY THE VICEROY
AND

GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF INDIA.

THE CAIiCtTTTA MtTSICAIi
ESTABIiZSKMBNT,
13A, Government Place.

LATE BURKINYOUNG & CO.
Founded A.D. 1814.

Proprietor, CHARLES GOULD.
N. .5.—Catalogue with prices of Music, and

every description of Musical Instrument, for the
Drawing-room or Military Band, may bo obtained
on application. ,a
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAZiXXOUSZE SQUARE, CAliCUTTA,

15

ENEMA APPARATUS.
From

»»

M

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobilitu n i. « « ,

the Mofussil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and witLut
Calcutta and

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been
accom-

and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct ofand of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed"in%ach"To?.‘'

Box No. 1073, playing' 6 Bengrall tunes, 1st series.
Bassanto.

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). % Peetoo*^^^’
Cash price Rs. 100.

Imni,
Bassanto,

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). g'

Cash price Rs. 125.
Box NOi 1075^, playing: 6 Bengrall tunes, 2nd series.

lElbee. i-

.
t

Cash price Rs. 100,
**" *'”•

*»<»

&e. i
Kaffee. J

Bhoirabee.

_ , . _ 6. Kawalee.
Cash priceRs. 126.

1 .

2 .

3.

2.

3.

1 .

2 .

3.

2 .

3.

1 .

2 .

3.

Sox No. 1077, playing: 6 Bengrall tunes, 3rd series
Taza Bhee Taza.
Doogiree. «

*

fyore.

Him Milli Pu„Dya. I |t“Sr '
Cash price Rs. loO.

"‘VVZ f
“ ® »'o

2 : Do?g®ee t K?:®HHoga Bhala Janee.3, Hilli Milli Punya,
Cash price Rs. 126.

MZCSOEES dc CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8. Old Court House Street^ Calcutta,

London

1

Whitefriar’sStreetFleet St.E.C*

OUBBBNT OB FLOATING ACCOUNTS.
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques

paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made, after 3 p.m., and on Saturdays after 1 p.m,

Qovbbnmknt Papbb and Secubities
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.
Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange.
Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee,

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10 days’

notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on denosits
for longer periods at the following rates, payable
in Calcutta, or in London, at va/r :

Repayable at 10 days’ notice ^
„ at .3 months’ notice

„ at 6 months’ notice

„ at 12 months’ notice

„ at 2 years’ notice
Pay-Bills, Pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates. Bills

corrected and rents realised.

Busine ss rules warded on e^pplioation, a-37

a-19

3 per cent.
i „
5

6

7

SMITH. STANISTREET, & GO.

Pharmaceutical Chemists and
I>rug:g:l8ts,

BT SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

7o His Excellency the Right Hon'hle
LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

ViCEBOY AND GoVEBNOB-GeneEAL OP INDIA
<kC., &c

Have received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following •

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES
‘

Artery Forceps From
^

i> ), Fenestra
Belts, Abdomen

Corpulency
Riding
Carson’s Patent

Catheters, Silver Plated
Caustic Cases „
Dissecting Cases
Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings

,, in Cases
,, Complete

Trumpets for Deafness
„ Cornets, Double

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.)
Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks V
Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk „
Elastic Syringes, loz,, to 16oz,
Electro-Magnetic Machines)

very powerful, single
|

Do. do, double
Do. do, pocket

D

H
H

M
• t

I »

»f

tt

t$

If

If

I

I

M

M

2

4
9

12

6

16
3

3
7
4
8

3

9

0
8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

p.

0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6 0 0

'• II

8

2
0
0

20 0 0

25
18

0
0

Brass, single and double
action

Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe’,’,
Kennedy’s Syphon

,,
Eye Instrument Cases

\\

„ ,, Macnamara’s
,, ,,

Cataract Knives and Needless
,,

Scissors, curved, Probe, and
Sharp, pointed, Cross
Action

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c.
Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

by ns, Mudges, &c,, &c.
Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles

Abscess Knives, Symes
tt Lancets

Bistouries

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

tt Army Regulation
Probes, Silver
Scalpel and Finger Knives
Scalpels

Scissors

Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaculum
Stethoscopes
Speculums Ear

Spring Kramers
tt Nose

Rectum
Vagina
Silver Plated

Spray Producers, Listers

,, Richardson’s Complete
,, Various Makers

Suspenders
Subcutaneous Syringes
Aluminum Cases
Silver Plated Mounts
Clinical Thermometers
M With Kew Certificate

Rs. A. P.
... 12 0 0
... 4

... 9

... 60

8 0
0 0
0 0

36 0 0
3 8 0

...4 0 0

... 12 0 0

- 3 8 0

f f

It

ft

It

It

tt

tt

If

tt

f

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

f|

tt

It

It

tt

If

tt

II

If

It

II

tl

t|

II

II

tl

II

... 2
... 2
... 1

... 2
... 1

... 1

... 7

... 2

... 2

... 16

... 80

... 1

... 6

... 2

... 1

... I

... 2

... 2

... 2

... 7

... 7

... 3
... 3
... 6
... 18
... 16
... 8
... 2
... 8

36
... 8
... 5

0 0
0 0

12 0
8 0
4 0
8 0
0 0
8 0
0 0
0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0

0
0

8 0
0 0
0 0
8 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 ‘o
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
8 0

8 0 0

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &c., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is
greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from ..^700

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0THE NEW PH(ENTX THERMOMETER.
Has solved the chief difficulty belong-

ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the -loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from

Wholesale and Retail Agents

FOB
H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxldised

Phosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBED BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-

I

tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.
Guaranteed fresh and received by each P.Jc

0. Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers.
Wholesale rates on application.
9 St 10, Dalhousie Square,

and 47. Dhurrumtollah Street. a-40

The undersigned beg to inform the Public that
they have the undermentioned goods in large

quantities in stock, and orders supplied.—and
contractor.

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syrinaes
from i oz. to 3ft., Mugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds
Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallons’
Freezing Pots, and other Pewter Articles of everv
description. ^

Terms—Cash.
Price moderate,

BISSONAUTH CHUNDER & SONS,
1, Bentinok Street, Calcutta
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Boogrlily Brldgre Botice.

riT^HB Bridge will be closed for traffic on

X ‘Tuesday, the lth5 June, 1880, from 5-30 to

8-30 A. M... ..
' •“

,
• G.H. SIMMONS,

0.6 Secretary to the Bridge Commissioners.

»». J. a. ANDERSON,
medical practitioner and

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhurrumtollah Street,

May be consulted at all bours dally.

(^At havie from 11 to 12 a. m.')

Family engagements in and about Entally under

special arrangements.

Sllvo. o'reani*

For plating articles of Brass or Copper with-

out the aid of a Battery, and for silvering

Earness mounting, &o., as well as for cleaning all

kinds of silver and plated articles.

This preparation is guaranteed not to contain tlie

slightest trace of mercury, and from the simplicity

of its application supersedes anything of the kind

ever before introduced, it being only necessary to

rub it over the article (Copper and Brass), with a

piece of rag or the fingers, and polish with a

chamois leather in order to produce a coating of

pure Silver.
,

As this Cream deposits a coating of pure Metal-

lic Silver, articles of that metal cleaned with it in-

crease in weight and value in proportion to the

amount of coating received.

Price Re. 1 2 and Rs. 2 4 per bottle, packing

^"Remittance made in postage stamps should

carry one anna extra per Rupee to cover discount.
^

Agents for the Manufacturers.
HOWARH & CO.,

Barrackpore.

ZNDXA AENERAIj STEAM KAVZ-
OATZON COMPAKT, “ED.”

SCHOENE, Rilbebn & Co .—Managing Agents.

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward every Saturday.
rriHE Str. Tevpore wili leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Fridaj

.

^the 11th instant.

Cargo will be received at theCompany’s Qodowns,

Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

10th imtant.

r
HH Str Simla ivill leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-

day, the 13th instant.

Cargo ^11 be received at the Company’s
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 11th instant.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train

of Saturday,,the 12th instant.

OAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

rilHE Str Silchar will leave

X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-
’day, the 15th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 14th instant.

For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4, Fairlie Place, » G. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 10th June .1880. i

Secretary,

a-23

RZVERS STEAM NAVZOATZON
CO., X.ZMZTED.”

The Steamers of this Company run weekly from
Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

ripHE Steamer Bnrmah will
X. leave Calcutta for Assam
on Tuesday, the 16th instant.

Str. Cashmere will leaveA for Assam from Goalundo
on Thursday, the 18th instant.

For further information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

,
,, MACNEILL & CO.

'
^

fl.32

A
Notice.

LL remittances for the Sunday Mirror should

be made payable to the Proprietor.

Notice.

Life of Maharajah Nava Krishna Deva Baha-

door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

Behary Mittra, which the Press have opined to

be highly interesting, is ready for sale at the

Sanskrit Press Depository, the Canning Library,

.39, Old Chinabazar, and 11."), Chitpore Road,

(Burtollah.)
Price six Annas.
fAll rights reserved.)

K.. G. S Z R C A R, M.B.,

L. R. 0. P., EDINBURGH,

and

L. F, P. S., GLASGOW,

10, Creek Row,

Can he coisulted daily from 6 to 8 a.m.

Family engagements under special arrangements.

BEADY FOR SALE.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

BY

MR. LAL MOHUN GHOSE,
AT THE Town Hall,

CALCUTTA,
On March 4, 1880.

To be had at tbe “ Indian Mirror”
Office,

No. 2, British Indian Street, Calcutta,

And at the Canning* Xilbrary,

55, College Street.

Price 6 annas a copy

PZZLEPARAK NURSERY.
New Seeds ! Good Seeds ! ! Fresh Seeds ! !

!

The following are the rates, fixed upon our
Seeds for the current year just landed per

Steamer Manchester.

60 Kinds of fresh American
Vegetables including sever-

al varieties of cabbages,

mostly new. Cauliflowers,

Knol Koles, and the others

per packet ... ... Rs. 8
,50 Do. of do. ... ,, 7 0
40 Do. of do.

or just the same as the
last year ... ... „ 5 0

30 Kinds of choice and double
flower seeds ... ... „ 5 0

25 Do. of do. ... ,, 4 0
20 Do. of do. ... „ 3 0
20 Do. of fresh Ame-

DEB CBATTEBJEE A GO.
. a.

{From late De Leemans ^ Co.,)

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, & REPAIRERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS.

TINSMITHS, ELECTRO-PLATERS, BRONZERS,
Ziacquerers, and Railway Con-

. tractors, ifcc., dec.

NO. 2, CHOWRINOHEE.

Baths of sizes
;

Block Tin-made Deed and
Despatch Boxes, Sugar, Coffee, & Tea Cans

;

Garden-watering Pots ;
Tea, House, Street, Portico,

Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railway
lamps of all descriptions

Always in hand and made to Order.

PORTABLE COOKING STOVES of single and
double 3 and 4 inch burners, TitT and Wrought-
iron Enamelled Ware, &c.

Terms—Very Moderate.

NETTROZiOLZ. DAY dt CO.,
IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND

COMMISSION AGENTS.
4 & 5, Hare Street, Calcutta.

American ILerosine Oil
Of the Brightest Quality, per case ... Rs. 4 8

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 25
Packets to the case, per case 12 8

Burmah Cig'ars.

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000 ... ... „ 30 0

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,000 20 0

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 3, per 1,000 ... ... „ 12 0

Coconada Cig'ars.
” Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100 „ 3 0

Do. small (do.)
,, „ 2 0

” Babington”No. 1 (do.) ,, „ 2 8
Do. No. 1 „ „ 1 12
Do. small „ „ 1 4

“Burmah” • „ „ 1 0
“ Leisure Hour”

,, ,, 18
*' Medium size”

,, ,, 10
“Queen”

,, „ 10
“ Half Hour” „ ,, 1 12

Chlotodyne.
Dr. Collls Browne’s Chlorodyne ... „ 0 12

Term's : Cash only.
NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

4 J* 5, Hare Street, Culcntta.

THE INDIAN MIRROR.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
W A) (In Advance.)
a ^
a ce • Town.

PQ « Rs. As. P.

od" S 3 For One Month 0
• • • M 8 0

„ Three Months ... 6 0 0
,, Six Months ... 12 0 0
„ Twelve Months ... 24 0 0

rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our
country

8 Do. of field and
grass seeds ...

Sea Island Cotton seed (long

staple) per seer

Country vegetable seeds for

present sowing per packet „ 1 0
Osage Orange or Hedge seed

per tola

4 kinds of Bird seeds per
packet

Up country big headed Cauli-

flower per tola

Tobacco seeds of sorts per

paper
Plants of all descriptions are available in large

numbers for sale. Price lists are supplied ou appli-
cation free.

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s
monthly Bengali journal “ Krishi Tatwa” are re-
quested to send their names and subscriptions.
Rs. 3-6 to the undersigned.

Price list for Seeds of all sorts—can be supplied
if required.

NETTO GQPAL CHATTERJEA,
Proprietor, Piheparah^Nursery, Calcutta,

3 0

1 8

1 12

1 0

1 0

1 0

0 4

N. .B.—The above includes subacriptiou to the
Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil.

For One Month 3 6 0
,, Three Months 8 0 0
,, Six Months 16 0 0
,, Twelve Months 32 0 0

Foreign.
For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 48 6 0

„ ,, (via Brindisi) 64 10 0
Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )
For One Month ... ... ... 1 0 0

,
Three Months ... ... ... 2 8 0

„ Six Months ... 5 0 0
„ Twelve Months... 10 0 0

( Single Copy Four Annas. )
Foreign.

For Twelve Months vvia Southampton) 12 7 0
„ ,, (via Brindisi) 14 14 0

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.
For casual Advertisements 2 annas per line.
No Advertisement charged for less than a

Rupee.
For Bpeciai contract rates apply to the Manager.
N, B .—All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

Printed and published for the Proprietor by W, C.

SooR, at the Sen Press, at No. 2
,
British Indian

Street, Caloatta.
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I

A COLORED preacher, commenting on the
passage, “ Be ye, therefore, wise as serpents
and harmless as doves, ” said that the
mixture should be made in the proportion
of a pound of dove to an ounce of serpent.

:o:

The Hibbert Lectures for 1881 will be
delivered by Mr. T. W. Rhys Davids, who
will take as his oubject Buddhism, with spe-
cial reference to the development of its doctrine
and the history of its internal organisa-
tion, as compared with the corresponding
events in the history of Christianity.

: o:

The Natives of India are singularly indif-
ferent to the creed of the new Viceroy.
They are, on the contrary, glad that Lord
Ripon has been appointed Viceroy, and the
reason why they are so is that they believe His
Lordship to be a God-fearing man. Roman
Catholic or Protestant, our rulers should be
thoroughly honest and sincere.

:o,

> The London correspondent of the Liverpool
Mercury says » The Rev. Charles Voysey
regards the Marquis of Queensberry as a
heretic, and preaches against his Positivist
views

;
and the Marquis of Queensberry looks

upon the Rev. Charles Voysey as still in
the bondage of antiquated superstition. ”

From this we may gather what sort of creed
the Marquis of Queensberry holds.

i

We regret that the first few months of
Lord Ripon s administration should be snent
at Simla. We wish his lordship had p^ass
ed his first days with us in Calcutta. Simla
society IS so narrow and confined that we are
afraid his first impressions of India may not be
altogether favorable to the reception of those
healthy ideas of administration which the free
atmosphere of Calcutta alone can engender
Besides, Simla is not healthy in more'senses
than one.

1

paper quotes a saying of the
late bir Muttu Cumaraswamy, uttered at a
meeting of the Social Science Congress in
England m which he expressed a hope that
the time would come when “ a Hindu crew
commanded by a Hindu captain, should
steam into New York or ’London,
IP a steamer luilt by Hindus in Bom-

bay or Calcutta.’’ It is a golden dream,
we confess, but one that will take a
long time to come to pass. The education
which Hindus receive is of so wretchedly
elementary and imperfect a character that we
should hope for its immediate replacement by
a better system before anything like the hope
expressed by the worthy Knight is actually
brought to happen.

;o;

In one case, at least, the appointment of
Lord Ripon has led to the loss of a
Liberal seat. The Lord Advocate, who was
the member for the Wigtown Burghs,
while seeking for re-election, was defeated
by a majority of 23, and the reason,
we are told, was the “ unreasonable dislike of
the Scotch Puritans to the appointment of a
Roman Cotholic Viceroy of India and a
Roman Catholic Chamberlain.” In the
meantime petitions are being sent to Parlia-
ment from some quarters for the recall of
Lord Ripon. We hope for the best, and be-
lieve that a prevalence of religious fanaticism
will not lead to the weakening of one of the
strongest Governments formed in England
within living memory.

;c:—
We deeply regret to hear of the death of

Babu Jodu Nath Ghose, for many years the
Principal of the Seal’s Free College and late
a Professor of the Metropolitan Institu-
tion, Calcutta. The deceased was a familiar
face to many of us. Educated at the Hindu
Metropolitan College, he was a student to the
last day of his life. So much was this true
of him that while still a Professor he
appeared for the University examinations
and vied with the younger generation in the
spirit of a youth. He passed one examina-
tion, but found mathematics to be his <»reat
stumbling block. He was, however an'’ ex-
cellent English scholar. His library was
one which any zealous student might covet.We remember the deceased by the days we
spent with him while he was passing through
his second collegiate course of life, and the
opinion we formed of him then is what we
hold still, namely,that he was a man formed
by nature to be a genial friend, an ardent
patriot and a useful member of society.

— ;o:

The Theosophists have received a warm
welcome in Ceylon. Tbs deputation consists
of eight persons, three Europeans, three
Hindus and two Parsis. On arriving at
Galle, they were welcomed by some 6,000
persons. Since then there” have been
lectures, meetings, discussions, &c. On
one occasion a Buddhist priest spoke
welcoming the deputation.’! fColonel Olcott
said (we quote the Pioneer)^'i\mi “ the uni-
versal yearning of humanity for some know-
ledge of divine things was satisfied pre-
eminently in the system which Buddha be
queathed to the world. This faith, which is
already professed by 470 millions—fully

a third of the earth’s population—was des-
tined to attack thousands, if not millions
more from that great body of thinking
men whom the statisticians classified as
Christians, but who had lost all faith
in their nominal creed. Within the
past ten years, he said, and especially
within the past two years there has been a
marked interest throughout the English-
speaking countries to know what Buddha’s
doctrine really is. To satisfy this need a
society of intelligent, zealous Buddhists
should be organized

;
tracts and other publi-

cations should be disseminated broadcast
;

and if it could be brought about, learned Bud-
dhist missionaries should be sent to Europe
and America.” Why do not the Theosophists

come to Calcutta?

The Bradlaugh controversy has at last
come to a satisfactory conclusion. The
Committee appointed on Mr. Gladstone’s
motion to report on the matter, has come to
the decision that Mr. Bradlaugh may be
allowed to make an affirmation on taking his
seat in Parliament. The circumstances under
which this conclusion has been come to are
worth telling. At a recent sitting of Parlia-
ment Mr. Bradlaugh advanced to the
Speaker to take his oath, when Sir
H. D. Wolfif rose to object to the admi-
nis^^ration of the oath to an atheist. A
fiery discussion thereupon arose, a stron»
feeling having been evinced that oaths should
not be allowed to lose their sacred character
in this way. The debate was, on the whole
an edifying one, and one ought to read it|

though it occupies many columns of the
Times. Mr. Bradlaugh was treated with
very little consideration by many members of
the House. Lord R. Churchill quoted portions
from one of his books, and then threw the
book from which he had been reading upon
the floor amid loud cheers. Mr. O’Donnell, in
his usual raanner,took up the suppositional case
of a man having tried to corrupt the morals of
young men and woraen,havin^been punished by
a court of justice and having still endea-
voured to preach his pernicious principles far
and wide, and asked if such a man should be
admitted to the membership of the House
of Commons. Mr. Gladstone’s motion for
a Committee was, however, carried, and the
results of its deliberations have been already
made known to us by

. telegraph. We are
glad this result has been arrived at, for the
last thing one should wish is any’ apoear-
ance of martyrdom in the case.

A curious book has been sent to our
gifted countryman. Rajah Sourendro Mohan
Tagore, by the educational authorities of
Japan. It is entitled ToTcio DaigaJcu or the
Calendar of the University of Tokio, for the
year 2539-40 (1879-80). Our first feeling
on reading the book, which has been kindly
lent to us for perusal, was one of unmix-
ed astonisbmeat tba( eucb a far-off and



hitherto unnoticed country as Japan should
have made this wonderful progress in educa-
tion—a progress, we beg to say, which is far

more solid, lasting and ultimately beneficial
than any that we can boast of with all our
antiquity and civilization. We may begin
by saying that more than one-half the book is

written in English, which shows that Japan
has made America or England tlte moilol

of its new civilization. The University
of Tokio consists of the four departments of

law, science, medicine and literature, and the
standard of education in all these branches is

of a very high character. In the department
of science, for instance, we find the follow-
ing professorships mentioned, namely, of

analytical and applied Chemistry, Physics and
Mechanics, Civil Engineering, Botany,
Mining and Metallurgy, Zoology and Physio-

logy, Mineralogy and Paleontology, Architec-
ture, Machine, Drawing, &c. In the depart-

ment of literature we find the following:

—

Japanese literatore,Chinese literature,English,

French and German. In the department of

law we observe Japanese, English and French
laws are taught. The examination papers
are mostly of a very respectable order,

and shall we say they are as difficult as any
set in any of the great universities of Europe ?

All this shows that Japan possesses the great
requisite of self-help. In page 163 we
observe that the University sends every year

a number of its most distinguished students
to Europe to complete their education

;
in

1879 it sent 9 students to America, 10 to

England and 4 to France. The influence

which these young men will bring to bear
upon the future progress and destinies

of their country, cannot be calculated.

What have we to show by the side

of the splendid results which Japan, uncon-
trolled by foreign agencies and depending
entirely upon her own resources, has been
able to accomplish ?

PIETY IN POLITICAL LIFE.

Those who are of opinion that politics is a

subject too hard or too dry to admit of

being called sacred, or that inspiration is a
thing unknown among politicians, ought to

read the little episode of the last Derby elec-

tion. Our readers are aware that every newly-
elected M. P., who is appointed a Cabinet
Minister, is required by law to seek re-election

from his constituents. As a matter of fact

the Ministers of the Crown are generally re-

elected. But this time, as the fates would
have it, Sir William Harcourt, the new
Home Secretary, was, in a manner almost
inexplicable, rejected by his constituents at

Oxford. Sir William had to bide his

time and chance when help from a

most unexpected quarter came to him.
Mr. Plimsoll was the member for Darby.
He is one of the most remarkable political

characters of the day. Ardent, impulsive,
generous, and most disinterested he
believed that he bad a mission which he
was called to carry out in the House of

Commons* That mission was the further-

ance of the happiness and comforts of seamen.
His earnestness in carrying through
measures with this view in Parliament made
him lose his discretion more than once, and*
compelled him to apologise, at the same time
that it furthered his cause by rousing greater

public interest in it. When Sir William
Harcourt lost his seat through the fickleness

of the electors of Oxford, Mr. Plimsoll took
up a novel resolution. He generously and
chivalrously resolved to vacate his seat on
behalf of the new Home Secretary. This

determination he communicated to his con"
stitaents in a manner no less remarkable. He
said that he had resolved to take his wife into
his confidence from the very first,and gave the
electors an account of his discussions with her.
Here 13 the remarkable passage:

—

“I can lay
my present matter before you best, perhaps by
relating our conversation:—‘Eliza, the Home
Secretary has been defeated at O.xford,
and I want to ask my constituents to
let me give him my seat for Darbv.’
‘Why.’ ‘To help the sailors.’ ‘How
will that help them ?’ ‘This way ; Sir
William has helped me before

; he has shown
a great willinemess at all times to do the sail-
ors justice. Will he be le.S3 willing when he
wi 1 1 owe them so much ? Consider a moment.
You know that the Acts of 1875 and 1876
are simply murderous impostures

;
that the

preventable loss of life is still as great as ever.
Well, this is how the matter stands with the
Government.

^

(I speak here without any
authority

;
it is my idea only of the present

Situation.) Their Home Secretary is without
a seat, and a seat must be found. There will
be no lack of offers, but they will all
probably be for trumpery little places
which It will be one of the first duties of
the new Government to disfranchise. To
accept one of them would seriously embarrass
their future course. To secure ev«n ore of
these would involve degrading personal can-
vassing, and It is undesirable in a high de-
gree that a high officer of State should be
subjected to this; and lastly, even the right
to canvass must be reached through dirty
bargaining with the present representative.’”
After further conversation the story ends
thus:— ‘The Liberal party will be saved, the
sailors will be benefited, and no single
friendship need be sacrificed; but it is an
unusual state of things we have to
consider,

_

and we may easily make a
great mistake. Let us take the matter
to God and seek his guidance.’ We did

;we reminded Him of the word of His pro-
mise upon which Ho had caused us to rely,

—

If any man lack wisdom, let him ask God,
who giveth to all men liberally, and upbraid-
eth not. And when we rose the path of
duty was as clear and plain before us as a
turnpike We looked at each other

;
it was

enough Conduct such as this is almost
unrivalled, and we do not wonder that it
look Derby by storm. Sir William
Harcoart was elected without oppoaition, and
already Mr. Plimsoll i,,, been asked if
he would ^.„d for Oxford, iu case Mr.
Hall, bir William’s successful rival, were
unseated, a petition having been laid against
him for unlawful means adopted in the recent
election. Mr. Plimsoll’s conduct is admired
everywhere, though the eminently religious
turn he gives to it is not liked. One paper
calls him fanatic, another sneers at him, be-
cause he ventured to dictate to God and so on.
But believers in prayer and providence view
the matter in a different light. How good
it would be if every legislator, states-
man, or ruler were in the habit of in-
voking God and praying for counsel and
guidance in every act or measure of public
importance. Mr. Plimsoll is a statesman of
the true puritanic type, and it is a relief
to us to know that even in the materialistic
days of the nineteenth century, there are men
who so openly profess to be guided by the
dictates of God.

^

{

religious and TECHNICAL
EDUCATION.

We reproduce elsewhere an elaborate letter
oa the subject of Uniyersity education, written

by Mr. Hastie, the accomplished Principal o
the General Assembly’s Institution, to Mr.
Croft, the Director of Public Instruction.

Sometime ago we adverted in these columns
to certain revolutionary resolutions passed
by the Faculty of Arts of the Calcutta Univer-
sity—resolutions which, taken in the abstract,

we pronounced to be good. While support-

ing them to the best of our power, we ex-
presssed our opinion at the same time that

the details of the new scheme required care-

ful revision and improvement. Sooner or

later it will coma up before the Senate for

adoption. It is right, therefore, that atten-

tion should be drawn to the measure
in order that, under the full light of public

cirticism, it may undergo such changes and
improvements as may be conducive to the

interests of the country Mr. Hastie, who
has throughout taken an eager interest

in the question, has come forward with a

scheme of his own which, he is of opinion, will

better serve the purposes of education than

the one aleady adopted by the Faculty of

Arts. Without entering any further into

the matter we may say that this

gentleman accepts the principle of the

measure, though he thinks that its details

are open to serious objections. In that case

we have not much to say against Mr. Hastie’s

scheme, for when the principle has been once

accepted, the management of the details may
well take care of itself. We shall only say

that his proposals are worthy of the deepest

study and attention, and we hope that they

will be discussed before the Senate thinks

of accepting any scheme to alter the

present course of studies. In fact, we may
leave Mr. Hastie’s plan to stand upon its

own merits. Our object in directing attention

to it is two-fold. In the first place, we are

glad to see that in reference to the manage-
ment of high education in this country, the

letter in question takes the very same views

which we hold upon the subject-views which
we clearly expressed in our article on Lord
Ripon’s Educational Policy in our last issue

;

and, in the second place, the writer takes a
decisive attitude towards the religious question

—an attitude which, we are also glad to

observe, is exactly what we have held

all along. Indian education has run upon the

same groove for the last quarter of a century,

and experience tells us that two more elements

at least should be added to it, if it is meant
to be of any use to the country. It should be

scientific, and it should also be moral.

With reference to both of these it is

necessary that a sort of revolution should
be effected in the policy of Government. We
have said that in Calcutta at least the time
has come when the purely literary part of the

education given 'to Native youths may
be transferred to private enterprise and
Government charge itself with the duty of
imparting scientific knowledge—knowledge
which, we are aware, is far too expensive and
difficult to be communicated by any private

body or society
;

and we have said that

so far as the literary course is concerned,

private institutions are eminently fitted

to be entrusted with the task. In the
present condition of our society such a division

of work has become eminently desirable.

Hundreds and thousands of our young
countrymen are being educated in the “ arts,”

without receiving any thing like a practical

training which is to fit them for the arduous
struggles of life. All the professions have be-
come overcrowded, and if the state of things
goes on at this rate, there is nothing but
starvation or beggary awaiting them all.

The cry is everywhere for scientific and
technical education, and Government is the
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great party to which the courury looks for
;

relief.
:

The Native mind is in need of another

remedy of even far greater importance and
urgency than the first. If scientific educa-

tion is necessary for existence, religious edu-

cation is doubly so to enable people to live

and make life worth living. It is a truism

that for the great struggles of life one should

be furnished with all the moral and spiritual

powers, all the abiding forces which duty,

principle and, above all, religious culture may
furnish. Without these life is a vessel

without a rudder and a compass. Strange

that for these thirty or forty years Govern-

ment has contented itself with the mere

task of fitting out rudderless and com-

passless lives over the vast sea of life.

Strange that it has not observed that upon the

shoals and sandbanks, the numerous tempta-

tions and sins of the world, many of these

have got themselves sadly wrecked and

destroyed. This is what has actually taken

place,and we ask our rulers if they can honest-

ly lay their hands uron the breast and say

that such a fatal scheme of education is one

which they should conscientiously give effect

to for the welfare of the millions of men

placed under their protection and care by an

overruling Providence? Upon the simple

ground of duty or honesty we think there can

be one answer returned to the question.

We, therefore, say that far above the duty of

imparting general and scientific education, is

that of forming the character of the people.

We were concerned to hear an eminent speaker

at one of the meetings of the University can-

diflly confess that of the two requirements of

education, namely, the communication of

knowledge and the formation of character, the

University of Calcutta recognised only the

former. It was the simple truth candidly and

honestly stated. So much the greater sliame,

we say, that Government has hitherto blindly

led itself to take part in a scheme of education

so greatly fatal to character, life, and all.

Now in what way can the University or for

the matter of that Government take part in

the religious education of the people?

Its policy of neutrality virtually prevents

it from taking any part in a general scheme

of religions education. But we «av that

no violation of the kind is needed or called for.

Government cannot say that it does not teach

religion even under its present system of neu-

trality. Such books as Paley and Butler or the

Rig Veda and Manu are taught to pupils pre-

paring themselves for University examina-

tions. In philosophy such a book as Aber-

crombie openly inculcates the doctrines of

Christianity. We do not object to these

being read in our colleges. Only wedo not un-

derstand why in the presence of the original

second hand books sliould be taught at all
;

why the Bible should be rejected and Abercro-

bis |)referred; why Monier William’s Indian

Wisdom should be retained and the Shastras

rejected. If the object of studying philosophy

aiiil literature be to fill the mind with the

best thoughts of tlie best of authors, why

then let us have the very best of every th ing

that we have. Now the best men in every

country are those that founded its religion

and moulded its character, and the best books

are those written or inspired by its prophets.

Let us then stmly these, for when we know

that an entire nation has been influenced

by them, we may also be similarly influenced,

if we seek to be led by the spirit of those

great men. With this view we suggested

sometime ago that the Bible, the Vedas, the

Koran and the Zendavesta should be made the

textbooks for the higher examinations in arts

of the Oalcatta University. Wearegladto

observe that the learned Principal of the

General Assembly’s Institution has made the

very same suggession. He suggests that

Comparative Theology should be one of the

branches for the M. A., and that it should

consist of the various scriptures enumerat-

ed above. We need not say that we wish

him every success in his excellent efforts

to improve the curriculum of the University,

and we shall be particularly happy

if his arguments have the effect of bringing

all the members of the Senate to his view

of the question.

A VOICE FROM THE HIMALAYAS.

An Epistle to Fellow-Indians.

Naini Tal, IGth June 1880.

Dearly BELOVED brethren,—Unto your

souls may the Lord of Mercy semi his choicest

blessings! May peace and joy descend upon

you from heaven ! And from your affectionate

brother and humble servant accept cordial

greetings. My heart’s love give I unto you,

and my sincerest prayer is that you may all

prosper in truth and in spirit, and enter the

kingdom of heaven. Of this I am assured

that the Lord our God, our dearest Friend on

earth and in heaven, has sent a fresh dispen-

sation to redeem India from the bondage of

error and sin, and give her a place in His

Kingdom. Touching this Dispensation my
heart is full of blessed news and glad tidings

which I must as a loyal steward deliver unto

you. Know and believe that like several others

i too humbly claim the title of an apostle and

servant of the New Dispensation. Am I

not one of those whom Providence has or-

dained for this liigh purpose ? To d'sclaiin,

to deny my commission would be to convict

my soul of lying and rebellion before the

the throne of the Almighty. Shall I be

a liar and a perjurer before God, and burn

my soul in hell-fire? God forbid! J am
an humble servant sent by my Father to do

His work on earth, and 1 must be true to

the salt 1 eat. Wherefore am I amongst

yoti, but to give my fellow-sinners the tid-

ings of the New Disfiensation ? Honor me

not, flatter me not, bow tiot before me

as before a saint or a prophet or a meiliator,

but treat me as a servant at your feet and

graciously acce[)t my services. Deny me not,

[beseech you, for, bretliren, the water where-

with I wash your feet shall baptize me unto

salvation. !\Iany a message have I received

of the Lonl in my inner consciousness, which

will no doubt cheer and gladden you as it has

done me. Hearken then unto your servant,

while I deliver my Father’s messages unto

you.

Hear, O Hindusthan, the L >rd thy God is

one. It has pleaseil Him to open tlie trea-

sure house of a special dispensation for thy

benefit, and vouchsafe unto thee the riches of

a New Faith with New Love, New Ho[>e, and

New Joy. Wilt thou not rejoice to hear

this? This joyful news I proclaim unto you,

fellow Indians, from these sacred Himalayan

heights. Let it go forth rolling throughout

the length and breadth of the land, gladden-

ing every heart and every home. How sweet

is this new gospel ! My soul dances lost in

rapture Divine, and with the instrument of one

string sings the glory of the Blessed God.

Do ye likewise, beloved brethren. In this

season of joy let no heart mourn. Let us all

meet before the throne of India’s God, and

raise unto Him a joyful and united chorus

of national thanksgivings for this testimony

of His Grace.

S

The Infinite Spirit,whom no eye hath seen^

nor ear hath heard, is your God, and ye ahal

have no other god. There be two false gods
which ye Indians have set up in opposition to

the Most High,and against the temples where-

in they are lodged the artillery of theAlmighty

shall be fired. The divinity which the hand of

the ignorant hath shaped and the divinity

which the conceited imagination of the intelli-

gent hath fancied,are both enemies of ourLord,

and ye shall deny and abjure both. Many of you
have cast away the visible gods of stone and
clay, but have only transferred your allegiance

to the invisible idols of modern scepticism, the

superfine quintessence of abstraction and fancy,

airy phantoms of evolution and protoplasm,

lifeless, unreal, and dead. Can death give

life? Then worship neither dead matter, nor
dead man, nor dead abstraction. Adore the

Living Spirit, who seeth without eyes, and
heareth without ears and speaketh without

lips, who quickeneth and saveth souls to-day

as yesterday and for ever, the Great Spirit

Jehovah, whose name “ I AM ” the clouds

thunder forth and the earth and heavens con-

tinually proclaim. With the eye of intelligent

faith see His burning Presence, with the ear

of conscience hear His spirit-whispers within

and without, and with the hand of trust grasp

the finger of His Providence in passing

events. So shall ye find life everlasting in

the True God.
The soul’s communion with God and with

the spirits of departed saints shall be unto

yon your only true heaven; ye shall look for-

ward to no other heaven. The dreamer’s

fairy land above the clouds, the sensualist’s

conception of a higher scene of earthly plea-

sure beyond the grave ye shall despise. In
' the sfiiritual exaltation of the soul seek ye the

' joy and sanctity of heaven. The whereabouts

! of departed spirits no man can tell; nor can

they be seen and spoken to as men of flesh

: and bones. In your own inmost souls, there-

I

fore, must ye seek their fellowship, in faith

and love and unity of character. Even
in your daily prayer ami communion ye shall

finil glimpses of God’s holy and heavenly

mansions, and taste the joys of your Father’s

home. Your heaven is not fa** off but

within.

Ye shall honor and love all the elders

of the human family, prophets, saints,

sages, martyrs, apo.atles, missionaries and
philanthropists of all ages and countries,

unfettered l>y caste-prejudices. Let not

Indian saints monopolize your affectiop.and

homage. As Indians give them your

national love, gratitude and reverence; as

men render unto them the cosmopolitan

loyalty and attachment of the human heart.

Each good man and great is the impersona-

tion of a special element of Divine truth and
goodness. Therefore, sit humbly at the feet

of every messenger from heaven, and
receive from him the message he has to

give you. Nay more, assimilate his example
and character, his special teachings and vir-

tues so thoroughly to your lives that

his flesh may be your flesh,and his blood your

blood and his spirit your spirit. Thus shall

all the saints of God, of whatever nation or

denomination.ba incorporated into your being.

Ye sliall abide in them, and they shall abide

in you everlastingly.

Bigotry, fanati'^ism, intolerance ye shall

always shun as eminently hostile to the spirit

of the NewDispensation. Let your faith be all-

inclusive, not exclusive. Let your love be uni-

versal charity, not sectarian attachment. If ye

love your own people and the scriptures and
prophets of your own na'ion only, what credit

have ye ? If ye love and honor your own
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sect only, and hate the rest of the world, does

not every little narrow sect do tlie

same? If ye think only one chnrc!), one

book, one prophet is of God, an 1 all besides

is lie and abomination, do ye not follow the

narrow-minded bigots of the world into dark-

ness and deadly bitterness ? Be it yoar glory

and aspiration to love all truth and all goodness
wherever found as Divine. Ye shall not

form a new sect, but take in all sects. Ye

the

shall not have a new creed, but shall harmo-'
|
The peace and

nize all creeds. Behold all scriptures and

all dispensations fulfilled, and the wisdom
of all ages summed up in the New] Testament
of Catholic Faith.

Ye shall take nothing upon trust as the

superstitious do. Science shall be our religion,

thus saith the Lord our God. Ye shall

respect soieace above all things, the science

of matter above the Vedas and the science of

the soul above the Bible. Astronomy and

geology, anatomy and physiology, botany and

chemistry are the living scriptures of nature’s

God. Philosophy, logic and ethics, yoga
inscription and prayer are scriptures of the

soul’s God. In the new faitli every thing is

scientific and nothing unscientific. Mystify not

your minds with hidden mysteries, indulge not

in dreams or fancies, l)Ut with clear vision and
sober judgment prove all things and hold

fast that which has been proved to be true.

In all your beliefs and in all your prayers,

faith and reason shall be unified in the true

science.

Let not your religion and morality

be separated, but always identified. For both

are of God, and are only different aspects of

truth and character. Seek not devotion at

the expense of morality, nor sliall ye strive

to be dutiful and righteous without godliness.

Do not honor those forms of pietism and

sanctimoniousness, asceticism and devo-

tion wherein morality is sacrificed and

violated. Nothing can be religious which

is immoral, and be assured nothing can

be truly moral which is not religious or

godly. The New Dispensation is at once the

fulness of devotion and the perfection of

moral purity. Beware of Divine justice

which, however apparently profound your

devotion, will surely visit the least transgres-
i

sion of moral law and duty with adequate
j

punishment here and hereafter. My
brethren, assiduously strive after perfection

in all things, and let infinite progression be

your watchward. Neglect no virtue. Rest

not satisfied with mediocrity. Do not halt

after a few days’ march. But go on in the

path of eternal progress, perfecting every

faculty and sentiment Heaven has endowed

you with. In poverty and resignation, in prayer

his faith in Giirist, whom he so warmly loved
and revered, and in whom he parpotuallv lived.
I write my humble epistle to yo”u, my
fellow countrymen, not in the name or
under the inspiration of any single prophet,
but of all the prophets in heaven and on
earth, living and dead; I write not as a
Hindu or a Christian, but as a Theist, an l]I
solemnly ask you to enter into the sweet and
sacred fellowship of all the saints above

glory of

heavenly

the blessed confra-

family I cornniendternity of

unto you.

Here am I on the Himalayas, the sacred
hermitage of our revered Aryan forefathers.

Hallowed memories of India’s ancient great-
ness are callel fortii by these mountain
retreats. How solemn, how sacre 1 is the spot
wliere sat many a Hinilu Rishi absorbed
in devotion !

Inspire me, 0 Himalaya, and let me
sing with thee the glory of India’s
Goil. Brace me with raiuntain air and with
mountain inspiration, and make me fit

to commune with the mountain Ddtv, that
I may have exalted thoughts an! sentiments
worthy of my mission. Now I take leave of

thee, O revered Himalaya, whom my fathers
rejoiced in glorifying. In my heart may I

always realisse thee !

fpitnta

Our Minister is expected to

within a few davs.
return to Calcutta

Bhai Aghors Nath Gctpta has received a most
cordial reception at Contai and at Balasore. In
the former place several hundreds of people came
to hear him.

The Dacca Expedition party has proceeded to
Myinensiug. It has been cordially received where-
ever it h.as gone. This shows how readily the peo-
ple receive and how well they appreciate the
truths of the New Dispensation.

NAINI TAL CORRESPONDENCE.

and communion, in benevolence and justice,

in veracity and honesty, in meekness and for-

giveness, in intellectual culture and physical

health, in all domestic and social virtues try

to reach the highest ideal of perfection. So

shall ye realize the harmony of cliaracter in

its highest development.

Lastly, my friends, make prayer the highest

concern of your life. Trust not yourselves,

but trust the Lord. Pray sincerely, earnestly

and unceasingly. Let daily prayer bring

unto you strength and wisdom, holi-

ness and joy from heaven. Pray alone,

pray together, pray with your wives and

children, pray amid the activities of daily life.

Subordinate all your interests and pursuits to

prayer. Let prayer be the Alpha and Omega
of your lives. May India be the land of fer-

vent prayer and joyful communion.

I write this epistle, dearly beloved brethren,

in the spirit of St. Paul, however unworthy I

may be of my honored master. He wrote, as

few baye eyer writteU) out of the fulness of

(Pioneer, 7th June 1880.)

But we can boast of more than this
; for have we

not in NainiTal such world renowned characters as
Ali Baba on the one hand, and Keshuh Chuiider
Sen on the other ? It is true that Naiui Tal has
not educed from Ali Baba’s facile pen “ one more
day ” in India

;
bat even to have heard him ask

for salt at dinner is a thing (if some of my friends
are to be believed) both to remember and to be
proud of. The great apostle of advanced Brah-
moism, however, has not been altogether silent : a
large and appreciative crowd assembled to hear
him lecture, a few evenings ago, on the secret of
England’s greatness. We, whose proudest boast
it is that we are Eugli.shmen —citizens of an
empire on which the sun can never wholly set-
ought surely to have been able to forestall the
lecturer on such a subject. But although I en-
deavoured to gather from the more intelligent

portion of the audience what their idea of the
secret was, I founi that neither Mephistopheles
(who fancied free thought anl Dirwinism.) nor
the Professer (who opined education.) nor
the g'oup of gay young militaires, headed by the
cheery and loquacious guuuer (vvho all went in as
in duty bound for the service) had hit the mark.
And when, as the lecture progressed, it became
apparent that to her religion,in the Babu’s opinion,
does England owe her proud supremacy among
the nations—that Dun I the sacred central figure

of Christ are there gathered all the true elements
of her greatness, I saw that many of the hearers
were much astonished .at what seemed to them so

strange a doctrine from the lips of one whose creed
(for he ha.s" no religion, properly so-called)

seems to be an eclecticism of Vedantic
philosophy and Christian thought. Be that as it

may—and I am no narrow bigot who believes in

the attainment of heaven by clinging to the priest’s

cassock, or blindly adhering to the dictates of an

[June 20, 1880.

intolerant Church—the lecture was certainly ft
deeply interesting one

; well thought out, well
expressed, and well delivered. Osisiconines! wasmy thought as my bye wandered over the varied
crowd that thronged the hall that evenino'.

fiiouiiuiial.

EIGHTH ANNIVERSARY OP THE TEZPORE
BRAHMO SOMAJ.

[PRJM OUR OWiV CORRESPONDENT.
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Tezpore, the 11th June 1880,
Residing at a place as we do a good way

off from the metropolis, in a remote and solitary
corner on the hilly plains of Assam, on the banks
of the Brahmaputra, surrounded by the Bhutias,
the Akas and the Dufias of the notorious expedi-
tion, all within a distance of thirty miles at most, is
it not very natural, Mr. Editor, for us to expect
your sympathy in our movements ?

Bhai Denonath Mozumdar of the Brahmo Somaj
of India was invited to celebrate the. Anniversary
of our Somaj this year. He kindly accepted the
invitation, and left Calcutta on the 14th May,
and on his way passed through Sadya Pushkarni
and Kurigram in Rungpore and Dhubri, and
Gauhati in Assam, and held Divine Ser-
vices in the local Somajes at those stations, be-
sides a public lecture delivered at Dhubri, where
he was detained for a couple of days to avail him-
self of the next steamer which arrived at the sta-
tion on the 19th, and left the following morning,
reaching this in the afternoon of the 24th ultimo',
when the local Brahmosall in a body warmly re-
ceived him on board the steamer Simla of the
I.G.S.N, Co. He is accommodated in the dwellino'
house of Bibu Abhimukutteshwer Singh, the Secre-
tary of the Somaj, where he holds Divine service
every morning, and all the male members of the
Somaj join him regularly in right earnest, to-
gether with some of their nou-Brahtno friends, who
appear to feel themselves interested in our
services.

Wednesday , the 2^t\x .—He delivered a lecture in
Bengali in theZillah School Hall on the “Past,
present and future of India.”

The gathering was large and respectable, and the
audience heard the able and eloquent discourse of
our revered lecturer with rapt attention for
full two hours after their day’s works.
Friday, ti>e 2S^7i.—Divine service was con-

ducted in the family house of Babn Durga Churn
Sen, a Pleader of the Deputy Commissioner’s Court,
and a sermon on “ God, the Mother of the family ”

was preached.
The tdsab coming oflf on Sunday, the 30th, a

preparatory service was held in the Somaj on
the morning of the 29fch. In the after-

noon a meeting of the Native girls was
convened in the Secretary’s house to com-
memorate the birthday of the Empress of India,
which was presided by Babn Denonath Mozumdar,
who, in addressing the little girls, narrated a few
ncidents in the admirable life of Her Majesty as
instances of benevolence and truth in a high
family life. The meeting closed with distribu-

tion of toys and sweetmeets, &e. In the even-
ing, we went in a procession singing the name
of the spirit God, Hari, with mrUlanga, bugle,
karatal and flags bearing words signifying different

ideas of the Godhead, through the principal
streets of the town. Almost aU the Bengali residents
joined us.

Sunday, the 30th. —The sitsah commenced
in the Maudir at 7 A. M, with sankirtan which
was followed by morning service, alms to the
poor, conversation, reading of a sermon from
the Dharinatatw% and texts from the Malta-
bharata, Srhn Ubhayab 'ta and the Christian
scriptures, prayers offered by individual members,
Sankirtan, and evening service one after the
other. The subject of the sermon in the morning
was “The eternal progress of the human soul,”

In the evening the subject of the sermon was
“The object of religion.” The festival exhibit-
ed a scene that poor Tezoore never experienced.

Monday, 3 1st ,—The Nanizkaran ceremony of
a daughter of the local Minister Babii Shama Churn
Sen, was celebrated with eclat. The place was
beautifully decorated with plaintain trees, flowers,
and green leaves. The whole of the Bengali
town, besides a few Assamese friends, was invited
on the occasion, and after the child Purnapraoi
received her name the ceremony was over, which
attracted the hearts of those beyond the pale of
the Brahmo Somaj, and excited some to bold
similar ceremonies on similar occ.asious in the
family.
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respectable

were moved

Wednesday, the 2nd Jjojc.-Eveninc; Divine
service was held in the family house of BalmK 3 Lrisua Ghose, P. W, Overseer, a member of
the boma], who also invited all the Bengalis of tlie
town on the occasion, and gave a public dinner,
&ft6r the spiritu&I treat wa^ over.

Ihursday, the 3rd .—Bhai Denouath favored
ns with a second public lecture on “the progress of
the religion of humanity”, when with remarkable
cloquenee for about an hour and a half he address-
ed his audience composed of all the
Native gentlemen of the station who
and deeply impressed.
Friday,the4th.—'^lv.G. J.F. Mode, Judicial

bi^erintendent in the Deputy Commissioner’s
Uthce, invited our Missionary to his residence,
where he was warmly received, and was nresent-
ed with a piece of “Khoni%" cloth made by an
As.sameselady, generally used by the respectable
Natives of the province.
SMurdaij, the 5th —A meeting of the respe.c-

table Assamese of the Station and its neighbour-
hood was convened by the Secretary at
his g place in the afternoon, where, after they

their national way by the offering
of Pan tambul,k,c.

,

familiar conversation was held
on the forms of religion and the social
and customs prevailing in the Provi S e

manners

litentrijr, Scientific, il^c.

Syud Amir Ali has written an article on “ Some
Indian Suggestions for India ” in the Nineteenth
Century.

It is announced
of telephonic renown
seeing by telegraph.

that

has
Professor

invented
Graham Bell

i means of

The “wire age” is the apt title given to the
present epoch by a Boston journal in consideration
of the multitude of wires used throughout the
world for telegraphic and other purposes.

favored at your Excellency’s hands with a con-
tinuation of the countenance and patronage ac-
corded to it by previous Representatives of our
Most Gracious Sovereign, and on behalf of our
numerous co-religionists, whom we are accustomed
to represent in public matters and on public oc-
casions, beg leave to approach your Excellency, with
an expression of our sentiments on your approaching*
retirement from the Government of this country.
The Mahomedans of India feel deeply grateful

to your Excellency for the interest your Excel-
lency has always taken in their education and pro-
gress, the one being a necessary correlative to the
other. The encouragement given by your Excel-
lency to the cause of Mahomedan education in India
by presiding at the laying of the foundation-
stone of the Mahomedan Anglo-Oriental College
of Aligurh, as \yell as by the prominent allusion
you made to it in your address at the Convocation
of the Punjab University College,—shows that
your Excellency fully recognised the peculiar
difHculties which surround the question of Maho-
medan education in this conntrv,—a matter
which has engaged the attention of this Society
ever since its foundation, seventeen years ago, and
upon whch it has been our privilege to address
successive Governments, Local and Imperial.

In matters of foreign policy, notably the war
in Afghanistan, the Alahomedans of India have
always appreciated the intention of your Excel-
lency’s Government, to promote the security of
Her Most Gracious Majesty’s Indian Empire and at
the same time to establish a strong.prosperous, and
independent kingdom in Afghanistan, on terms
of active friendship and permanent alliance with
the British Government in this country.

We feel confident

SOME REMAR^^.S
UNIVERSITY

ON THE SCHEME
EXAMINATIONS.

-o

Messrs. Karby and EndeAn are about to pub-
lish a lecture recently delivered by Sir Joseph
Fayrer at the Royal Engineering College, “ On
the Preservation of Health in India.”

After the publication of the concluding volume
of his Origines du Christianisme, M. Renan will

bring out a translation of Ecclesiastes, with a
critical introduction, which, it is said, has long
been ready for the press.

Mr. T. W. Rhys Davids’ work on the Buddhist
Jataka tales with an Introduction on the connec-
tion between the fable and story literature of East
and West has passed through the press, and will be
published shortly. Mr, Truckner’s edition of the
Pali text of the Milinda Panha, a series of discus-

sion between the Greek King Menander and the

Buddhist priest Nagasina, which ended in Menan-
der’s conversion, will be ready for publication
almost immediately; and Mr. Truckner has express-

ed his intention of then devoting himself to the
preparation of au edition of the Majjhirna
Nikaya.

DOMESTIC OGOURRENOE,

[the charge for NOTIFYINa A DOMESTIC OCCU-
RENCE I.S ONE RUPEE, AND THE ANNOUNCE-

MENT MU.ST BE AUTHENTICATED.]

BENGAL.
BIRTH.

Bimbhat.— At Ho.shiarpore, on Friday, the 2Sth
November 1879, at 2 P. M., the wife of Lalla
Ram Bimbhat, of a sou.

OlaUutta

THE ADDRESS PRESENTED BY THE MA-
HOMEDAN LITERARY SOCIETY TO EALR
LYTTON.

To THE Right Honorable Edward Robert
Lytton, BulwAr-Lytton, Earl of Lytton and
Viscount Knebworth in the County of

Hertford, and a Baronet op the United
Kingdom, G. M. S. I., Viceroy and Governor-
General of India.

May it please your Excellency,

We, the undersigned members of the Com-
mittee’ of the Mahomedan Literary Society of

Calcattft, oa behalf of out Society, which had been

that your Excellency, if

your^ connection with this country had lasted
for its natural term, w>)uld have succeeded in
securing the high objects which have so long
occupied your anxious care, and that, as a neces-
sary result, your Excellency would have been
in a position to recommend relief in taxation and
a relaxation in the measures for the better pre-
.servation of peace within the limits of the Em-
pire which the disturbed state of the Frontier
had, in the judgment of your Excellency’s
Government, rendered necessary.

We fervently wish your Excellency a prosper-
ous voyage home, and trust that in the high
careers still open to your Excellency, the people
and the afifairs of this country will continue to
receive at your hands favorable consideration
and kindly interest.

We liave the honor to subscribe ourselves, your
Excellency’s most obedient and moat loyal
Servants.

Mahomed Rnhimnddin (of the Mysore Family),
President

;
Jahau Kuddur Mirza Mahomed Wahid

Ali (of the Oudh Family,) Mahomed Nussirnddin
Hyder (of the Mysore Family,) Vice-Presidents;
Mirza Asman Jah (of the Oadh Family,) Maho-
med Wahajiiddin (of the Mysore Family,) Syud
Sadick Shushtri, Mirza Mahomed Bakur Shirazl,
Mahomed Ahdur Rowuf, Falakud Dowlah, Samand
Dowlah. Shaikh Morad Ali, Abdul Hai, FuzH
All, Shaikh Mahmud Jelani, Niir Mahomed
Ahmud, Wahiduddin Alimud, Buzlul Huck,
Motuhhur Ali, A. K. M. Abdus Subhan, Meraoers
of Committee

;
Abdul Lutif, Member and Secre-

tary.

Calcutta, the 31st May 1880.

His Excellency’s Reply.

Government House,
Simla, 8th June ISSO.

Sir,—His Excellency the Viceroy directs me to

expre.ss to you and to your Association bis gratifica-

tion at the kindly terms of the Farewell Address
you have forwarded.

It has always been a pleasure to the Viceroy to

evince, by his attendance at your annual gather-

ings in Calcutta, liis personal sympathy in the

efforts of your Association to promote intellectual

and artistic progress among the Mahomedans of

India Lord Lytton has, on occasions, observed
with pleasure that the Moslems of India have,

during the past cwo years, evinced a hearty sym-
pathy in the success ot British arms, even wheu
those arms were directed against fellow-believers

in the faith of Islam. And His Excellency be-

lieves that Her .Majesty the Queen-Empress has

few more loyal subjects than the Mahomedan
gentlemen of Bengal. Thankiug you and the

Members of your Association for your good wishes

for Lord Lyttou’s future career.

I am, Sir, your obedieutly,

H. Brackenbury, Lieut.-Col. ,

Private Secretary to the Viceroy,

Nawab Abdul Lutif Khan Bahadur.

To A. W. Crop, Esq., M. A. . President of the
Faculty of Arts, University op Calcutta,
and Director of Public Instruction, Bengal.

General Assembly’s Institution,

2Uh May 1880.

My dear Mr. Croft,—As the Report of the
Committee appointed to define the limits of
the Subjects of the proposed Courses in Arts
has been passed by a small majority through
the Faculty, and as the whole Scheme is
likely to be soon referred to the Senate for final
determination, I beg to submit again, for your
consideration, the principal objections to the
Scheme, which I urged upon you privately after
the meeting of the Faculty in August last.. I
shall also reproduce the outline of a New Sheme
which I then laid before you, in the hope that it
would meet your appoval, aud lead to a more satis-
factory solution of this important question in
the Faculty, before deciding to submit it to the
Senate. As my object is mainly to facilitate the
discussion of a somewhat complicated subject, by
marking the leading features of theFaculty’s Scheme
in contrast to the existing Scheme, and to my
own, I shall not enter upon the remarkable history
of this movement, which I have traced with much
interest throngli the University Minutes (where for
more than three years it “ like a wounded snake
drags its slow length along”)

;
nor shall 1 consider

it as yet from those more general points of view
which will be more in place when the question is

raised in the Senate. I shall only touch a few
salient features in the Scheme, and then present the
Outline of my plan, leaving its details to be more
jully filled up afterwards.

I. Remarks on the Faculty’s Scheme,

At the last two meetings of the Faculty, when
the matter was under consideration, 1 have
freely criticised the Report, as regards its

definitions of the limits of the proposed
courses. On the last occasion, while confining
myself to the limits recommended, as I was formal-
ly bound to do, I urged against accepting the
Report (1) that it showed a glaring want of propor-
tion in the relative amount of study required in
the several optional subjects; (2) that it recognised
aud provided for the capricious and desultory shift-
ing of the student from one course to another

; (3)
that it recommended the undesirable element of
having two different standards at the same stage
of study; and (4) that the Honors Scheme, which
proceeds entirely upon the old lines, is unsatisfac-
tory, both in what it recommends and in what it

fails to recominetid. From these positions au un-
favorable judgment was iuferentially reflected
upon the principles which had guided the Faculty
ill adopting an arrangement of Courses which
inevitably led to such disproportoiu aa«l con-
fusion. But as it was not then in order to dis-
cuss the merits of these courses them.selves, which
ha i been already accepted by the Faculty as
the bases of the Committee’s Report, I beg to
remind you nowof some of the more obvious objec-,jf,
tions which may be practiciUy urged against them.

’

(I.) And first of a’l, the reducibility of the
prescribed subjects of study in the P. A. Examin-
ation of the A. Course to three (English,
Classical Language), and History), and to
tioo iu tlie B. A. Examination (English and
Classical Language, seems to give much to
narrow a range of study for a general student
of .Arts. The Faculty, iu thus contracting the too
diffused range of study now, have fallen upon a
worse Scylla in wishing to avoid the present trou-
blous Charybdis. (2). Graduation in the B. Course
in English, Mathematics, and History, seems
equally unsatisfactory. (3). The optional subjects
appearquite unnecessarily multiplied, especially in

the F. A. of the A. Course. They present the
student—at a stage when he is quite unqualified
to judge of the essential advantages of these sub-
jects, and when lie \vill be almost always guided
iu his selection by the supposed easiness of their

acquirement- with “ a bewildering multiplicity,”
indeed, so that he would be found too often iu-

the position of Buridanus’s Ass, starving from iu

decision in the midst of too great plenty. (4.)

The double Courses are specially objeoiioiiable,

not only as narrowing the basis of jstudy overmuch,
and as likely to give great trouble iu arranging
them but as limiting the student’s view ot the
sphere of knowledge to a very small field, and as

certain from the very nature of the subjects to

encourage special cram, (o.) The difiicaltica
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imposed upon the affiliate i Oollewes in tench -

ing up to such a system would be insuperable

and there would be a great probability, on the

other band, of its giving rise to a largo number of

sham affiliated Colleges, which would teach only
the number of possible subjects, and would
really communicate no substantial or living cul-

ture. (6). The work of the University System
would become at once much more complicated, the

number of Examination Papers.and consequently of

Examiners, would be largely increased, and, to say
nothing of the extra expenditure thus incurred,
the burden thereby thrown uoon our learned
friend, the Registrar, would be overwhelming even
to his energy and resource. (7). The academic
result of applying the Scheme would be to strip

the Calcutta P. A. and B. A of all distinctive

connotation by making them represent the most
incommensurable and unrelated qualities and
attainments of knowledge. (8.) And it may be
finally remarked that the bearing of the serveral

Examinations inArts on the professional Examina-
tions in Medicine, Law. and Engineering, seems

not to have been taken into account, as might have

been done, in order to connect the Arts subjects

more directly and practically with those of the

other Faculties.

Such are some of the particular o'^jections which

live on the face of this Scheme, and which seem to

me fatal to its practicability ,in the form at least in

which it is now presented. It appears certain to

lead to irregular and disjoin*^ed courses of study, to

very imperfect and one-sided culture in most of onr

graduates, and to the overthrow, not only of the

present teaching arrangements in the affiliated

Colleges, but of the most recognised charac-

teristics of the Calcutta University. The Schme
now put forward, if carried through, would

amount, not to a reform but to a revolution of

your previous academic poUcy.

And I may add generally that this scheme

seems to me still more certain to defeat the very

end for which the movement was inaugurated.

The end proposed by the late Mr. Woodrow’s
letter of the 7th October 1876, which started the

movement, was to encourage the study of the

Physical Science”, and to make such arrangements

in the courses as would enable the student to take

them up at as early a stage as possible. But

while most desirous to see this excellent end

attained, I am fully convinced from my own
experience, that Hindu students will not yet

take up a Science Course in preference to a

Literary Course, so long as a University Degree of

the same public import can he more easily acquired

through the latter than the former
;
and this is

manifestly the case under yonr proposed arrange-

ments. Were this scheme fully sanctioned and

floated, an immediate result would be the alrnost

universal abandonment of the Mathematical

Sciences by the students, who find their greatest

difficulties in these departments, and no amount of

inducement would bribe more than a very few to

devote themselves to those severe and exact sub-

jects. Nor do I think any checks could bo devised

that would obviate this issue in view of the general

aversion of the great majority of the students to

the stain of high mathematical sudy. The scheme,

in its present form,thus appears likely, if adopted,

to prove practically suicidal ;
and it seems to me

to be preferable to adhere to the present system,

if the friends of reform and progress in the Arts

Faculty cannot devise a better Scheme.

II.

—

The Proposed New Scheme.

The leading features of the Scheme which I

propoee, are its simplicity and symmetry as a

whole, its thoroughgoing realization of Mr. Wood-
row’s conception of giving a more distinctive recog-

nition to scientific study, its preservation of the

^st tried elements in the present system, and its

attempt to give, as far as practicable,a representation

of the general elements of contemporary science.

It is certainly not the best theoretical scheme pos-

sible, but it aims at a workable advance upon the

present system by a new combination and re-ad-

justment of its elements and of the most valuable

of those in the scheme adopted by the Faculty.

The general relations of the new scheme to the

present system and to the Faculty’s scheme, will

be seen by a glance at the Conspectus which I

shall append. In the meanwhile, it may suffice

to point out a few of its distinctive and special

features.

It Will be at once observed that the attempt

is made to develope the present A. and B. Courses

into a distinct Litracy and a dlitinct Scientific

Course. and to carry the two lines of

study harmoniously and symmetrically throught

from the beginning to end, without, how-

erer, breaking any of their present or possible

connections. The recognition of a First Science

Examination and the institution of the New
Degrees of Bachelor of Science and Master or

Doctor of Science (as may be arranged), would
give proper significance, popularity, and perma-
nence to Mr. Woodrow’s conception (which is

also your own) of the B. Course. You will notice

th^t I have adapted the Science Course to the

Faculty’s Scheme in its original intention, and that

I have adopted its arraugemeut almost in its

entirety.

a. F. A. AiTD F, Sc,

The compulsory subjects are so arranged

as to determine the student either to the

Literary or the Science Course from the outset,

the importance of which, in the int '.rests of real

progress, will be at once recognised. The option

in either case is confined to one of three subjects ;

but by making what are optional subjects on the

one side compulsory on the other, a great economy
of teaching and examining work is attained, I

do not think the options should go further at this

stage, and were it not from a deference to the

Faculty’s Scheme, I would not mvself have gone

so far. The proposal to exclude Philosophy, even

in its simplest outlines, from the compulsory

subjects of a Literary Course, will hardly com-

mend itself to those who are aiming at a richer

and higher culture for the Hindu students.

Very reluctantly have I made Pure Mathe-

matics optional in the Literary Course at

this stage, but the options are such that no

student can advance to his B. without some
initiation into scientific study. The options in the

P. Sc. are such as to encourage breadth of view

and lirerary interest in the scientific student, and

they require no additional special teaching, f

consider, that every well-equinoed College should

be able to teach the whole F. A. and F. Sc,

Courses, and no institution should be reaognised as

academical which cannot. These examinations

should furnish a good standard for those who
are preparing to become teachers in higher schools.

The F. A. might in time form a sufficient introduc-

tion to the study of Law, when jurisprudence is

more fully treated in the University. The P. Sc.

would form the proper iutro iuction to Medicine

and Engineering, when this latter subject has

gradually obtained its promiied desirable develop-

ment.

b. B. A. AND B. Sc.

Hardly any remarks are necessary regarding

these examinations. The English, Mixed Mathe-
matics, and 1 uluctive Logic mav he common, and
would mointain the living affinity between the

two Courses. Such a B. A., with a higher

standard in every subject, would undoubt-
edly be an improvement upon the present

one. In the B. Sc., Inductive Lojiic is transferred

from one of the alternative subject (Physics) in

the Faculty’s schera", and made compulsory,

with Classification of the Sciences added. Tliis

will probably be approved by every friend of the

B, Course. I would have preferred fewer options

in the B. Sc. Examination, but I am willing to

believe that this point has been moat carefully

considered. Very few Colleges could teach both

the B. A. and the B. Sc. Courses
;
but the B. A.

may be thoroughly taught in any well-equipped

English Institution.

c. Scheme for Honors.

This Scheme is much more tentative, and I would
prefer it to be considered after deciding on the

merits of the previous parts. The aim is to carry up
the essential elements in the two lines of study

to their highest attainable issue and form. The
subjects might be multiplied, hut these seem
enough to give more life and definiteness to the

Honors department. As i roposed. the subject of

Theology should receive the cordial support of all

parties in the Senate from its nnsectarian and
catholic character. I trust that no attempt
will be made to exclude or disparage this subject,

which is BO essential ro the completeness of a

University system which is even now of such

living interest in the most advanced schools of

Europe, and which Eastern students are so pecu-

liarly qualified to further, if they take it up in

the broad scientific spirit of our age.

d. Limits op Subjects.

With regard to the limits of the subjects in this

new scheme, I may briefly say that if it be adopt-

ed, almost all the definitions and bibliographical

recommendations in the Committee’s final Report

would be immediately applicable to it. As I have

not contributed anything to the Report, although

a member of the Committee, I am free to say again,

that in my opinion it contains the most valuable

practical material for any Siheme that may be

accepted. Almost all my objections to it would
ditappoAii with such a rearcaDgemont of tho sab*

jects as is here proposed. And all that would be

necessary in the way of carrying out this Scheme
would be a simple transference, with slight modifi-

oatons,of its recommendations. If the opportunity

come, I shall point out the few objections which I

have to the recommendations iu those subjects

with which I am best acquainted
;
but I willingly

recognise the authority of the distinguised scholars

who have contributed to the Report, and the

weight that is due to their experience as academic
teachers.

Such, briefly, is the Scheme which I would fain

see substituted for that of the Faculty, iu the

interest at once of the University of

the affiliated Colleges, and of the students.

It has been under my hands for the last nine

months, yet neither our discussions nor my
extended experience of Indian teaching, has

led me to modify it in any essential points. But
I am open to suggestion and correction, and would
most willingly adapt it in detail, to meet any
general agreement of opinion in the Faculty, I

believe there would be no difficulty in carrying

the whole through this year, if it secured your
sftpport.

There are many general bearings of the

Scheme which might be dwelt upon, but I shall

only point out one which seems to me most im-

portant and relevant at this time. In any funda-

mental change of the University cur iculum
of general studies, it would be inexcusa-

ble to overlook its bearing on the present

vexed question of the future relation of the Indian

Government to the higher collegiate education,and
this would hardly be possible for any one in your

official Dosition. Without entering at length upon
this difficult and delicate question, I beg leave to

say that, notwithstanding my connection with the

largest and most promising Missionary College in

India, I am by no means an advocate of the iintne-

withdrawal of Government from direct par-

ticipation in the higher education to any large

extent, even in the presidency cities. On the con-

trary, in view of all that is being said by Mission-

aries on the subject, I consider that it

would be as unfortunate as it would be

impolitic, to have the prestige and stimulus of

the Imperial example withdrawn until the affiliat-

ed colleges managed by private societies, and

especially the Native institutions, shall have

attained to greater expansion and stability. But

undoubtedly the time is coming when the ^provi-

sions of the Educational Despatch of 18.54 will

have to be put into more practical ’operation, and

when the intention of Paragraph 6'2, now perhaps

too rigidly insisted upon, may be to some extent

safely realised. I cannot, however, believe that it

will ever lieoine a wise or practicable policy to

" close” such an institution as the Presidency

College, or “ to hand it over to the management of

a locM body,” as the extreme advocates of Govern-

ment non-interference are now demanding.

I conceive that the great practical diffi-

culty would Vie more satisfactorily solved

by yradually transforming the general Oovern-

meni Colleges info pernuDient Scientific Colleges,

which would continue to be the vitalising

centres of professional and technic.al studies

in the se%'eral Presidencies. Apart altogether

from the clamant demand for economising in the

interest of the primary education of the masses,

it would be a waste of power for the Government
to continue teaching elementary literary subjects

which may be sufficiently guaranteed by the

other affiliated Institutions. And. on the other-

hand. the gradual limitation of its higher ednea

tioual work to the department of Science would
not only issue in perfect harmony with its prin-

ciple of religious neutrality, but would prove

equally satisfactory to the enlightened mem-
bers of the Native community and to the mis-

sionary bodies who cannot fully undertake this

most difficult and expensive teaching. 1 am not

able to speak of the Government Colleges in the

Mofussil.'some of which are evidently in a very

anomalous and precarious condition, but looking

at the equipment of the Presidency College under
your supervision, and at the surrounding conditions,

an experimental step might soon be taken by it in

the direction indicated. The teaching of the

F. A. subjects, at least, might be entrusted to the

other metropolitan Colleges, and the energy of the

other highly competent stafiE in the Presi-

dency College might be applied to the

development of the Honors Department, and
to the systematic establishment of the new
Science Course. The Scheme which I submit for

consideration is much more adapted for such a

policy than the one recommended by the Faculty,
which would be specially objectionable to the
mi”sionary bodies, an 1 which, in my opinion, were
it forced upon them, would probably lead to their
'withdrawal from the higher instruction. I merely
throw oat tbit practical auggestioa ia coanootioa
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with the arrangementB of my Scheme as tending
to recommend it, and as one which, you are emi-

• nently qualified, by your philosophical and scien-
tific training, to realise, and the realisation of
which would give a lasting import to your oflScial
adminhtration.

Considering my recent introduction to the
Senate, I would apologise for taking 8o
prominent a part in the discussion of this subject,
did not ^e l^rge responsibility entrusted to my
care in this College force it as a duty upon me, and
did I not believe that your knowledge of my varied
academic experience would make such an apo-
logy seem uiniecessary. I beg,however,to assure you,
notwithstanding my divergence on this particular
question, of my earnest desire to support you,
according to my opportunity and power, in the
arduous duties of your important offic<>.

Belie'^e me.
Yours faithfuHv,

„ „ „ . . . .
William Hastie.

P, S, Having just received the Report of the
Committee, as circulated by the instructions of the
Vice-Chancellor and Syndicate for opinions, I
shall print copies of ^lis letter and send them to
the Members of the Facnlty of Arts, in the hope
of receiving their opinions and suggestions like
wise regarding my proposed schame.

W. H.

Conspectus op the three Schemes.

I.—Present Scheme,
F. A.

English.

A Classical Language.
Ancient History,
Mathematics.
Logic.

A, Psychology or

B. A.

A. Course.
English.

Mixed Mathematics.
A Second Language,
fTwo of

—

(1) Philosophy.

(2) History.

(3) Pure Mathematics.

B. Course.
English.

Mixed Mathematics.
Inorganic Chemistry.
Physical Geography.
One of

—

(1) Physics.

(2) Botany.

(3) Zoology.

(4) Geology.

1

2
3
4
5
6

1

2
3

4
6

1

2
3
4

B, Chemistry.

1

2
3
4
5

'I

1

2

3
4
5

II.—Faculty’s Scheme.
F. A.

A. Course.
English.

A Classical Language.
History.

Any two of

—

(1) A Second Course in English.

(2) A Second Course in the Classical
Language.

(3) A Second Course in History.

(4) A third Language.

(5) Pure Mathematics.

(6) Deductive Logic.

(7) Philosophy.
B. Course,

English.

Pure Mathematics.
History,

fAny two of

—

I (1) A Classical Language.

•{ (2) Analytical Geometry.
I (3) Inorganic Chemistry.

(4) Physics.

1 .

2 .

3.’

1,

2 .

3.

B. A.
A. Course.

English,
A Classical Language,
r One of

®

(1) A second Course in English,
(2) A second Course in the Classical

Language.
(3) A third Language.
(4) Pure Mathematics.
(5) Philosophy and its History.
(6) Comparative Grammar.

. (7) History and Political Economy.
B. Course.

English
One of these Groups.

'2. Pure Mathematics
-Mixed Mathematics
Mixed Mathematics
Physics and Inductive Logic.
Mixed Mathematics
Chemistry and Mineralogy.

(2. Chemistry and Mineralogy,
<3. Botany o)> Zoology or Geolo gy
( with Physical Geography

Any of

English

III-—Proposed Scheme.
M, A.

(
1 )

(2)

(
3)

(4)

If-

II Philology

Ill Phiiosophy

IV Sociology

1

2
3

4

1

2
3
4
5

1

2
3

4

1

2

3

4

HI.—Proposed Scheme.
F. A.

English,

A Classical Language.
History.

Mental Philosophy,
One of—

(1) Pure Mathematics.
(2) Experimental Physics Vasin F. Sc
(3) Igorganic Chemistry

F, Sc.

English,
Pure Mathematics.
Experimental Physics,
Inorganic Chemi.stry.
One of

—

(1) A Classical Language
(2) Il'story ).ag in p. a.
(3) Mental Philosophy,

B. A.
English.
A Classical Language.
Mental Philosophy.
One of

—

(1) Comparative Philology and Third Lan-
guage.

(2) Mixed Mathematics & Astronomy.
(3) History and Political Economy.

B, Sc.
English,

Inductive Logic, with Classification of the
Sciences.

Any Group of —
13 Pure Mathematics.

Mixed Mathematics.
Mixed Mathematics.
Physics.
Mixed Mathematics.
Chemistry & Mineral.
Chemistry & Mineral.
Botany o?’ Zoology or Geology,
with Physical Geogranhy.

[Almost identical with Faculty’s Scheme
q. V.]

Theology,
the Science
Religion

as

of

1 1 With its Literature and
[2 Its special Philology.
fl would prefer this to be

developed into, a Divi-
sion under such a name
as Angliology, to in-
clude (1) English Lan-
guage, (2') English Liter-
ture, (3) English Con-
stitutional History.]

'1 A Classical Language,
Sanskrit, etc., , with
History of its liter-

ature.

The General Principles
of Comparative
Philology.

Mental Sciences.
History of Philosophy.
Period of Ancient or

Modern History,
Principles of Social

Science.

Political Economy and
Natural Jurispru-
dence, or Philosophy
of History.

Natural Theology.
^

The Scriptures of a
Classical Religion
[Hinduism, Buddhism,
Parseeisno, Maho-
medanism, Judaism,
Christianity.]

Comparative Theology.
D. Sc. /

L

I2
1

'*1

2

3

ORM. Sc
Any two with their History.

I Pure Mathematics.
II Mixed Mathematics,

III Astronomy*
IV Physics.

V Geology <fe Zoology.
VI Chemistry & Botany
VII Biology (Anatomy and Physiology.)(’) 0 /

PZX.BPARAK NVRSBRV.
New Seeds ! Good Seeds f ! Fresh Seeds f ! f

rpHE following are the rates, fixed upon ourX Seeds for the current year just lauded per
Steamer Manchester. ^

60 Kinds of fresh American
Vegetables including sever-
al varieties of cabbages,
mostly new, Cauliflowers,
Knol Koles, and the others

I

per packet
50 Do. of do. ...

40 Do. of do.
or just the same as the
last year ...

30 Kinds of choice and double
flower seeds ...

Bs.

P-( .S p

25 Do. of do
20 Do. of do.
20 Do. of fresh Arne-

5
4
3

0
0
0

Holloway’s Ointment and Pills.—
Sure Belief.—The weak and enervated suffer severe-
ly from nervous affections when storms or electric
disturbances agitate the atmosphere. Neuralgia,
gouty pangs and flying pains, very distressine
to a delicate system, may be readily removed hy
rubbing this Ointment upon the affcted part after
it has been fomented with warm water. The Pills
taken occasionally in the doses prescribed by the
instructions, keep the digestion in order, excite a
free flow of healthy bile, and regenerate the
impoverished blood with richer materials, resulting
from thoroughly assimilated food, wanting which’
the strongest must inevitably soon sink into
feebleness, and the delicate find it difficult to
maintain existence. Holloway’s Ointment and Pills

aie infallible remedies.

Scheme for Honors.
1.—Present Scheme,

M- A.
One or more of

I, Languages.
II. History.

HI, Mental and Moral Philosophy.
IV. Mathematics, Pure and Mixed.
V. Natural and Physical Science.

II.—Faculty’s Scheme.

Same as present Scheme.

Darling-ton’s Pain-Curer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest. Sore Throats, Coughs
Colds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache
Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumafi.sm. 'Paralysis, Fains, in
the Groins, Contracted Joints. Gout. Sciatica, Bad
Legs, Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring
worms, Pimples, Freckles, & Eruptions on the skin,

,
rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our
country ... 30

8 Do. of field and “ ‘

grass seeds ... ... „ 1 8
Sea Island Cotton seed (long

‘

staple) per seer ... „ 1 12
Country vegetable seeds for

present sowing per packet „ 1 0
Osage Orange or Hedge seed ,,

per tola ... ... „ 1 0
4 kinds of Bird seeds per

packet ... ... „ 1 0
Up country big headed Cauli-

flower per tola --• « 10
Tobacco seeds of sorts per

paper ... ... „ 0 4
Plants of all descriptions are available in large

numbers for sale. Price lists are supplied on appli.
cation free. ..

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s
monthly Bengali journal “ Krishi Tatwa" are re-
quested to send their names and subscriptions.
Rs. 3-6 to the undersigned.

Price list for Seeds of all sorts—can be supplied
if required.

NETTO GOPAL CHATTERJEA,
Proprietor^ Pikeparah Nursery, Calcutta,
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TaA.cs.sic, spxas <u, co.,

CALCUTTA.

i\0MJ Ready.
'

^'^'aLARIA : its Cause and Efifects, Malaria and the

MSpleen, Injuries of the Spleen ; an Analysis of 39
Cases. By E. G. Eussoll, M. B., B. Sc., Lond.,
Surgeon, Bengal Medical Service, demy 8vo.,

cloth, Bs. 8.

THE HINDU LAW OF ADOPTION
;
a Critical

Essay. By an Hindustani Hindu Vakeel, royal

8vo., Rs. 3.

THE RACES OF AFGHANISTAN
; being a brief

Account of the principal Nations inhabiting that
Country. By Surgeon-Major H. W. Bellew,
C. S. I., late on special political duty at Kabul.
8vo., cloth, Rs. 3-8.

THE BENGAL ARM Y REGULATIONS, correct-

j ed to 1880, and approved by His Excellency
the Commander-in-Chief. Royal 8vo., Rs. 4 ;

in-

terleaved, Rs. 5.

ROYAL SCHOOL DICTIONARY IN ENGLISH
and Roman Urdu. Etymological, Pronouncing,
and Idiomatic. Paper boards, Re. 1 ; cloth.

Re. 1-4.

OUR EDUCATIONAL POLICY IN INDIA.
Dedicated to the Right Hon’ble Viscount
Halifax. By the Rev'. James Johnston. 8vo.
As. 12.

THE SOVEREIGN PRINCES AND CHIEFS
of Central India. By G. R. Aherigh-Mackay,
Principal, Residency ('Rajkumar) College,
Indore, Central India. Illustrated with Por-
traits and Views, Volume 1. Royal 8vo,, cloth,

extra gilt, and gilt top. Rs. 12.

ARNOLD’S ECLOG^ OVIDIAN.^. A transla-

tion. (For the Entrance Examination 1880,)
Re. 1-2, post-free.

MILTON’S ODE ON THE NATIVITY OF
Christ. With Todd’s Notes. As. 4.

VOL. II. HINDU TRIBES AND CASTES
;

Together with an account of the Mahomedan
Tribes of the North-West Frontier and of the
Aboriginal Tribes of the Central Provinces, By
the Rev. M. A. Sherring. M. A., LL. B.
Demy 4to., cloth. Rs. 16.

This Volume contains an account of the Tribes
of the Punjab and its Frontiers. Central Piovinces
and Berar, Bombay Presidency and Frontiers of

Scind.

QOODEVE’S HINTS FOR THE MANAGEMENT
and Medical Treatment of children in India.
By Edward A, Birch, M. D., Surgeon-Major.
Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo., cloth. Rs. 7,

DUKE.-HOW TO GETTHIN; OR, BANTING
in India. By Joshua Duke, Surgeon, 3rd

Punjab Cavalry, Arthur of “ Queries at a Mess
Table.” Second Edition. 18mo., boards, Re. 1.

A MANUAL OF GARDENING FOR BENGAL
and Upper India. By T. A. C, Firminger, 8vo.,

Rs. 10.

A MANUAL OF SURVEYING FOR INDIA. By
Col Sir U. L, Thuillier and Col. Smyth. 8vo

Rs. 12.

INDIAN DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND RE-
ceipt Book. With Hindustani names. By Dr,

R. L. Riddell. Fcap. 8vo., Rs. G.

ROXBURGH’S FLORA INDIOA : OR DESCRIP-
tions of Indian Plants. Reprinted litertim from
Carey’s Edition 8vo., Rs. 5.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO AGRA
and its Neighbourhood. By H. G. Keene,

Esq., M.R.A.S., &c. E’ourth Edition, Enlarged
and Improved, Rs. 2-8.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO DELHI
and its Neighbourhood. By H, G. Keene, Esq.

Maps. Fcap. 8vo.
,
Rs. 2.

ANCIENT INDIA AS DESCRIBED BY M RG-
Asthene.s and Arrian

;
being a Translation

of the fragments of the Indica Megasthenes,

collected by Dr. Schawqback and a Tr.anslation

of the first part of Indica of Arrian. With
introduction, Notes, and a Map of Ancient

India. By J. W. McCrindle, Esq., M.A. Prin-

cipal of the Patna College. 8vo. Rs. 2-8.

A GUIDE TO TRAINING AND HORSE MA-
nagement in India, with Hindustani Stable

and Veterinary Vocabulary, and Calcutta Truf

Club Tables for weight for Age and Class, By
Capt. M. Horace Hayes. Author of “ Veterinary
Notes for Horse-Owners.” New Edition, re-ar-

ranged and much enlareed. Crown 8vo., Rs. 5.

CALCUTTA TO LIVERPOOL BY CHIMA,
Japan, and America, in 1377. By H. W, N,,

Rs. 2.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

a-34 Calcutta.

W. NSWAIAN dc GO.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Handsomely printed in Atlas Quarto, with 61

full jjage Illustrations, and 23 Wbodctits,

hound in Cloth, bevelled edges :

Price thirty five Rupees.
Tlie Antiqultios of Orissa.

BY RAJENDRALALA MITRA, LL. D„ C. I. E

ELEMENTARY APPLIED MECHANICS. By
Thomas Alxandek, c. k. (3-0) Rs. 3-4

GEODESY, By Oollonel A. R. Clarke, c. B.,

R, E. [Clarendon P-ess Series.) 8vo. (8 0) Rs. 8-12

AID TO SURVEY PRACTICE, for reference in

Surveying, Levelling and Setting out. With
Tables, Illustrations and Records, By Louis
D’B. Jackson, a. m. i. c. e. (8-0) Rs. 8-12

SEWAGE DISPOSAL. By Henry Robinson,
M. Inst. C. E. (2-8) Rs. 2-12

INSTRUCTIONS FOR TESTING TELEGRAPH
lines and the Technical Arrangement of Offices.

By Louis Schwendler ;
Vol II. (5-10) Rs. 6-4

Copies of Vol. I. are available.

General Science-
THE BOTANICAL TEXT BOOK. Part 1.

Structural Botany or Organography, on the

basis of Morphology, Gth Edition. By Isa Gray,
LL. D. (6-12) Rs. 7 8

BOTANY FOR CHILDREN : An Illustrated

Elementary Text-Book. By the Rev. Geo.
Henslow, M. A. (2-8^ Rs. 2-1

MACMILLAN’S SCIENCE PRIMER Introduc-
tory Primer. Ry Professor Huxley, p. r. s.

(as. 12) As. 14
CHAPTERSFROM THE PHYSICAL HISTORY

of the earth. An Introduction to Geology and
Pa’aeontology. By Arthur Nicols, f. g. s.

Crown 8vo. With numerous Illustrations

(3-6) Rs. 3 12
FOSSIL MEN AND THEIR MODERN REPRE-

sentatives : A attempt to illustrate the Charac-
ters and Conditions of Prehistoric men in

Europe by those of the American Races. By
Dr. J. W. Dawson, (4-12) Rs, 6-4

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON PRACTI-
cal Chemistry and Qualitative Inorganic Ana-
lysis, for Schools, Colleges, and Beginners. By
Frank Clowes, d. Sc. lond. 3rd Edition.

(4-12) Rs. 6-4

LIGHT SCIENCE FOR LEISURE HOURS.
By Richard A. Proctor. 4th Edition. (4-12)

Rs. 6-4

OUR PLACE AMONG INFINITIES : A series

of Essays contrastin? our little abode in Space
and Time with the Infinities around us.

By Richard A. Proctor. New Edition.
i (3-14)

4*4

ROUGH WAYS MADE SMOOTH : Fam'iliar

Essays on Scientific Subjects. By Richard A.

Proctor. (6-12) Rs. 7-8
THE PREPARATION AND MOUNTING OF

Microscopic objects. By Thomas Davies,
Edited by .John Matheus, m. d. (1-12) Re. 1-14

EASY LESSONS IN LIGHT. By Mr. W.
Audry. Illustrated. (1-12) Re. 1-14

EASY LESSONS IN HEAT. By C, A. Mar-
TiNEAU, Illustrated. (1-12) Re. 1-14

a-35 W. NEWMAN & CO.

“ I have no hesitation in saying that the present
one is for many reasons superior to its predecessors.
It is written very carefully, and with much know-
ledge and experience on the author’s part, whilst
it possesses the great advantage of bringing up the
subject to the present level of Medical Science.”—Dr. Goodeve.

THE COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION OF
the Erythreeau Sea

; being a Translation of
Periplus Maris Erythroei by an Anonymous
Writer, and of Arrian’s Account of the Voyage
of Nearkhos from the mouth of the Indus to the
head of the Persian Gulf, with introduction.
Commentary Notes, and Index. By J. W.
McCrindle, Esq., M. A., Principal of the Govern-
ment College, Patna, Rs. 3,

THE STEEPLECHASE HORSE
; How to Select,

Train, and Ride Him, With Notes on Accidents
and Diseases, and their Treatment. By Capt. J.
Humfrey, cloth, limp, Rs. 3-8.

THE LAW OF INHERITANCE as in the Virami-
trodaya of Nitra Misra. Translated by Golap-
chandra Sirkar, Sastri, M. A. B. l. Royal 8vo
cloth, Rs. 10.

,

THE 8EA CUSTOMS LAW, 1878, and Tariff Acl
with Notes and Appendices. By W. H. Grimle
Esq, B. A,, LL. B., C. S. Derny 8vo., clot
Rs. 7-8

; Interleaved, Rs. 8-8.

LAYS OF IND. Ry Aliph Cheem. The Sixth
Ed tion. Enlarged with six new Lays and several
Illubtratious. Imperial 16mo., cloth, extra gilt
and gilt edges. Rs. 7 nett.

DUKB-QUERIES AT A MESS TABLE - What
shall we eat? Whall we drink? By Joshua
Duke, Surgeon, 3rd Punjab Cavalry, Author of
“Banting in India.” Rs, 2-4.

Vol II.
PUBLISHED UNDER ORDERS OF THE

GOVERNMENT OP INDIA.
"These are some of the Relics of the Past

Weeping over a lost Civilization and
an Extinguished Grandexir."

KXiw BOOKS.
Eng'lneerlng' and Architecture.

HOUSE ARCHITECTURE. By J. J. Stephen-
son, Fellow of the Royal Institute of British

Architects. With numerous Illustrations. 2
vols.

,
royal 8vo. (2310) Rs. 26-4

STEEL : Its History, Manufacture, Properties,
and Uses. By J. S. Jeans. With numerou.s
Illustrations. 8vo. (23-10) Rs. 26-4

THE CONSTRUCTION OF LAl.GK TUNNEL
Shafts. A Practical and Theoretical Essay. By
J, H. W. Buck. Royal 8vo. (7-12) Rs. 8-8

A TREATISE ON FUEL, Scientific and Practical.

By Egbert Galloway, m. r. j. a, With Illus-
trations. (3-14) Rs. 4-4

THE ENGINEER AND ARCHITECTS’ POCKET
Book, for the year 1880, Bound in leather,
(3-14.) Rs. 4-4

THE NAVAL ARCHITECTS’ AND SHIP-BUIL-
ders’ Pocket Book of Formulae, Rules, and
Tables. By CLEMENT Mackron. Bouud in
leather. (8-0) Rs. 8-12

TRAVERSE TA BLES. Computed td four places
of decimals, for every angle up to 100 of
distance. For the use of Surveyors and Engi-
neers. By Richard Lloyd Gurden. Folio,
hf-bound. (19-2) Rs 21-4

THE PRINCIPLES OP GRAPHIC STATICS.
By George Sydenham Clarke, Lieut. R. E.
4to. Cloth. (8-0) Rg. 8-12

LONDON GRADUATION MATHEMATICS,
comprising the University of London Questions,
for the degrees of b. a. and B. Sc. complete,
from 1839 to 1879. By Thomas Kimber m. a.

(4-6) Rs. 4-10

X>r. Iiazarus’s Bomestic Medicines.

Inkantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,
Teething, &c., &c.), - ... ... Rg. i 4

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable
Intermittent Fevers, Ague and

1

1

2 0

in

Spleen and diseases of a"^ periodic
character).

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of
cases of enlarged spleen),...

Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,
Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.).

Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken
in time).

Balsamic Expectorant Drops Itor
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,
SziC. ), ... ...

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative.

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe),

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ...

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
Children),

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair),

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... .. ^ ^
The above are most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses •

A printed pamphlet givitig full instructions 'io

ivrajjped round each bottle
Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co

‘

at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Madicine Ven.
dera.

^.37

1 8

20

1 4

1 4

2 0

2 0

1 8
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20, OtU COURT ROUSE STREET, CALCUTTA,MANUFACl'URERS OF FINE AND COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH.MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

Dentistry.

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.
Sbll

known'Stk"r.''’’ThSr4fen;M^^^^^
‘™ekeeping fully equal to those of the best

Capped, Jewelied, G^oirB^au^thtS

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gpld Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHES OE pt?a n

Silver Halt Huntiua Cate,
GUARANTEED QUALITY.Silver Half Hunting Case,

Rs, 40 cash.
Ditto Lever Escapement,

Rs, 50 cash,

G- O X. E

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 6 cash.

-o-

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Level Escapement
Rs. 45 '"ash.

. uta^uldoept ae.ort.eu,
, novel ebaraeter.
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Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection ofelegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.
selection of massive

a-9
COOKE & , KELVEY,

CALCUTTA, a

.

Rotloe,
The Hookah-shop carried on by Radha Nath

Chowdhry, in Jorasanko, has been removed to
81, Bentinck Street, and will henceforward be
conducted by the undersigned.
A large assortment of Bengalee and Mahomedan

shaped Hookahs of new designs just to hand at
moderate prices. Inspection invited.

Prices ranging from Rs, 2 to 10 each, inclusive
Chillam,

JSSUR CHUNDER BEED,
,

fi<intinck Street, (Mlcutta.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.On Twelve Months’ Deposits k®/
,, Six Months’ Deposits l°/

peS^^ short

On Current Accounts Interest , at 2% is allowedi lac.

balances over Rs. 1,000 and under

'^.34
J- Campbell,

J. CORFZEXiR d(. CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

AY be consulted daily on all branches of

their Profession.

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-
manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They
cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free,

J. CORFIELD & CO.,

a-8 11, Old Ckmrt House Street, Calcutta,

E. A. D’SZZ.VA,

CHEMISIS AND DRUGGISTS,

A-1, Park Street, Calcutta.

Mixture for Hepatitis and all its attendant
Maladies, Safe, sure, and certain in its

effects. The many sufferers of liver complaints
and bilary disorders, will find the above a far
better preparation than the different compounds
of Podophyllin, which only cause nausea. A
single bottle will astonish the rtiost sceptical.
Price 2-4 a bottle.

Dr. T. W. Wilson’s celebrated strengthening
Food. The properties that this preparation pos-
sesses is beyond commentation. For weak chests
and general weakness, there is no other compounds
under the sun. Sole Agent E. A. D’Silva.

Dr. T. W. Wilson’s Life Elixir not only a won-
derful invigorator, but surpasses all the innumer-
able mixtures and pills now in use, and prescribed
so largely for spleen and the different complica-
tions that follows it. A few doses will be sufiS-
cient to let the patient form an opinion of the
preparation offered.. Sole Agent E. A. D’Silva.

FRAGRANT EXTRACT OF PETROLIA
(A NEW PRODUCT OF VaSELINE)

Supersedes all other preparations invent-
ed for the cure of Baldness.

Ladies are strongly recommended to make
trial of this admirable Restorative, which

has been attested by persons of the highest res-
pectability, In numerous cases, where the Hair
has fallen off, from illness, change of climate, or
debility of the system, the use of this preparation
has been found very efficacious, May be used
also as a handkerchief perfume. Per bottle,
Rs. 2-12

;
per ^ dozen, Rs. 14 ; per dozen, 27 ; post-

free to any part of India.

Bad ‘Watches are Sold
BY HUNDREDS IN INDIA.

Black and Murray beg to inform their
Customers and the Public, that they have

la’ely introduced a new description of ENGLISH
SILVER HUNTING WATCH, with Patent Level
Eacapement, and all the latest improvements

Price—AS. 55 nett.
These Watches are guaranteed for two years

and will be found strong, neat, and serviceable
having been especially manufactured for India
by Black &• Murray, They are warranted to
be entirely English made. (Many so-called English
Watches are Swiss, put in English cases).
Just to hand a consigment of their

celebrated RACING CHRONO-
GRAPHS,

. Nett Ra 46
ELECTRIC BELLS for House or

Office with Push, Wire and constant
Battery ... ... Natt 90

BINOCULARS, all sizes, from
’

Rs. 30 to

BLACK. AUTO lttUBB,AV,
CHRONOMETER, WATCH AND CLOCK-

10 ,'>Vv' . MAKERS.
Hastinos>Stbbs!t, Calcutta,

Rs. 60
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PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH.
0

Established 1846,

THE DRUGGISTS’ XXAZ.Z.,

35-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

DR. ADDEN’S

ESSENCE OP SARSAPARILLA AND HEMIDESMUS.

(The Great Purifier of the Blood).

This remedy has received the sanction of the Medical Faculty, and is prescribed by feminent
physicians, both European and Native, for purifying, the blood from all mobid impurities, for

freeing the system from mercurial and syphilitic taints, and in cases of Chronic Rheumatism, Wasting
Diseases, Mercurial Sores, Leprosy, &c. It checks all morbid conditions of the system, and imparts
fresh vitality to constitutions shattered by irregular indulgences, use of mercury, venereal disease
&c. Price Its. 2 per hottle, ’

DR. ALLEN’S MALARIA TINCTURE,
An Infallible Remedy in Enlargements of the Spleen and Liver, Intermittent, Remittent, and

Malarious Fevers.

Unlike the numerous worthless compounds sold in the Bazar under the name of “Specific,” this
Tncturc is a iconcentrated preparation, the efficacy of which is such that, however large the Spleen or
however long-tanding the diseases may be, a thorough cure is guaranteed in a short time in propor-
tion to the duration of the complaint. In recent cases one bottle is sufficient. Price Rs. 1-4 per lottle.

DR. ALLEN’S GOLDEN LINIMENT,
A Specific for Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, Swelling and Stiffness af the Joints,

Paralysis of the Limbs, Sprains, Dislocations, and Pain in any part of the body.

By its outward application only pains of any description and by whatever cause produced are
Instantly cured. The speedy and assuaging relief that has been afforded by it to thousands who had
been suffering from the agonies of Rheumatism justly entitles this extraordinary medicine to be
proclaimed as the only certain remedy yet discovered for the cure of pain. By its judicious application
numerous chronic and long-standing cases have been perfectly cured. Price One Rupee per hottle.

i^F- Numerous testimonials from various quarters testify to the efficacy of Dr. Allen’s Medicines.
Agents wanted in the Mofussil

;
liberal terms, which can be learnt on application.

An extra charge of 8 annas will be made for packing (from 1 to 6 bottles) on orders for despatch
by post. Parcels can be sent “bearing.” Telegraph stamps preferable to postage stamps.

BURDBTT & CO., SOXiE AGENTS,
3 A, Waterloo Street, Calcutta.

DWARX.XN & SON,
IMPORTERS OP MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, &c.,

1, OMtpore Road, Corner of Lall Bazar, Calcutta,
larmoniums 5 Octaves by Alexandre, From Rs. 86 to 90 ea.

larmoniflutes 3 Octaves by Bussons, „ „ 45 to 65 ,,

llarionets in B, 0, E, & A, 13 keys „ 20 to 66 ,,

'ornets with 6 Crooks, ... ... ,, ,, 18 to 50 ,,

’lutes in D, 8 keys ... ... „ ,, 15 to 30 ,,

’iccalos in B, D, & P, from 1 to 6 keys „ „ 2 to 12 „
'lageolets in D, ,, „ ... » 2 to 15 ,,

letal Harmonicons ... „ 3 to 16 ,,

lanjos 5 and 6 strings ... ... „ „ 8 to 16 ,,

lerman Concertinas, 20 keys ... ,, „ 2 to 6 ,,

inglo-German Concertinas, 24 keys... „ „ 20 to 26 ,,

lerman Accordions ... ... „ „ 6 to 8 ,,

luitars with Machine head ... „ „ 8 to 12 „
axhorns ... .•• ••• » » 36 to 65 ,,

mall Musical boxes 2 Tunes ... „ „ 6 to 7 ,,

Strings and Fittings always kept in stock,

Price list on application,

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S, “ Duke of

Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”
“ Hydaspes," &c., &c.
Ziaotopeptine

Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion
combined in the same proportion as they exist in

the human stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the influence
of the natural gastric juice. It will be found
far superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,
Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly
indicated in Anaemia, general Debility, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, anu
impoverished condition of the blood,

Direction for use, formuloe and dose measure ac-
company each phial.

Price Rs. 4 per phial and packing As. 4.

Morson’s Medicinal Pepslne.
loz. phial Rs. S, Packing As. 4,

Norton’s Camomile Pills.
A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and

all stomach complaints.
Price Re. 1, Packing As, 4.

Kemrod’s cure for Asthma.
Catarrh, Bronchitis,Croup, Hooping Cough,

ORDINARY Colds, and all diseases of the Respira-
tory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin.

Price Rs. 3-S. Packing As. 2,

Grlmault’s Vegretable Injection of
Matlco.

A few injections of very short duration are
sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As, 4.

Whitmore’s Compound Zilnlment of
Arnica.

An effectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasms,
Lumbago, weak Joints, &c., and as a counter-irri-

tant in a sluggish state of the liver.

Price Rs, 2 per phial. Packing As. 4,

Wilkinson’s Ging'er and Camomile.
Price Rs. 2. Packing As. 4.

Whitmore’s Stomachic and Diver
Pills.

Price Re, 1. Packing As. 4.

Savory and Moore’s Pancreatine
Wine.

For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod-
liver Oil solid fat and food generally.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As, 4.

W. F. Smith’s Pile Powders.
For the cure of Piles & Prevention of Fistula.

Their gentle emollient action subdues irritation,

regulating the bowels without leaving a disposition

to costiveness, their decided tonic properties give

power to the system, arrest all tendency to and
counteract the weakening effect of the disease, and
their intrinsic value will prove that they fully

merit the title of a specific cure of Piles and pre-

ventive of Fistulas.

Price Re. 1-8 per box. Packing As. 2,

PROPRIETORY MEDICINE,
Concentrated Compound Essence or

Fluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.
This preparation is decidedly preferable to any

other form in which Sarsaparilla can be adminis-
tered, on account of its portability and superior

efficacy. It contains the whole active and medi-
cinal properties of the root in the highest state

of concentration combined with the ingredients

of the compound decoction directed by the college

of Surgeons. The beneficial effects of this Fluid
as an Alterative or Restorative, its great useful-

ness in all disorders of the Skin, Indigestion,

general Debility, and after a too free administration

of Mercury, have been universally admitted and
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most eminent practitioners of the present

day.
Direction for use accompany each bottle.

Price per hottle Rs. 2. Packing As. 4 .

Best assortment of Drugs and chemicals. Guar-
anteed fresh, and received direct from the respect-

able manufacturers of London.
Terms moderate.—Wholesale rates on

application. Price list supplied to Mofussil doctors
and Dispensaries. Orders promptly executed on
remittance of cash, or a respectable reference in

Calcutta,

GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT & CO.,

PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMLSTS
Wholesale and Retail Drugrgrlsts

AND
Manufacturers of Slrated Waters

.

a-ll
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THE

CALCUTTA AUCTION MART
1, LALL BAZAR,

A. J, PAKER AND CO.

WILL SELL BY AUCTION ON THE PREMISES

On Wednesday next, 23rd instant.

JEWELLERY.
GOLD & GEM RINGS, LOCKETS, BROOCHES. EARRINGS, BRACELETS &c.,

and a number of

VALUABLE GOLD AND SILVER WATCHES

notice.
HORSES AND CONVEYANCES.

OUR NEXT SALE WILL TAKE PLACE

On Thursday, 24th Instant.

later^au^Tue?dayr2laf

WARRANTED

!

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-

tidote against Mercury and the numerous
affections arising therefrom.
Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Chronic Veuerial affec-
tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimnles, Cutaneous
Eruptions, several kinds of Skin Diseases, Dyspepsia,
and general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful
property of removing the Mercury from the system
and of purifying the blood of all its impurities
from whatever cause arising, of invigorating the
system and imparting fresh energy and vitality
to it. The brilliant and extraordinary efficacy of
this Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic and
almost hopeless cases, proves its effects to he un-
rivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8
;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for Mercurial and Syphi-
litic TTlcera and Eruptions. Price per
pot 8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic tcypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, It clean.ses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,
restores the internal organs to their normal func-
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 j and quart
bottle 1-8.

^

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.
Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To be had of

MAISON DE PARIS,
CHOWRINGHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH.

Calcutta, a-60

The Indian G-uarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses
i
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies,

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A..

Secretary,
9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

OR.

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellesaley Place, Calcutta,

«-'f3 Agent, for BENGAL.

DUNN AND OO.

CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

and

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
BY APPOINTMENT TO

His Excellency the Viceroy o.nd Governor
General of India.

Nos, 46 Sf 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at the shortest notice.
A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.The entire furnishing of houses undertaken atthe most moderate rates of charge.

Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizesand Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a largestock of both being always kept on hand.

®

HistimateB supplied on applioation, o-ll

XiONDON AND ZiANCASKZRB
ZiIFB ASSUARANCB OO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.

This Company offers to the Public the CoW«
BiNED Advantages of

Unquestionable Security and ZiOtir
Rates of Premium.WHILE the adoption of all the improved

modern conditions under which Policies
are now issued enables the Directors to grant un-
usual facilities to all intending Assurers.
That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-

versally recognized as the MOST SECURE^AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT, is sufficiently
proved by the following statistics, “ startling in
their magnitude but quiet power,” extracted from
“ The Review” of January 1st, 1879.
“ In the years 1870—1878, the accumulated Life
Assurance Funds of the Offices have risen from
£90,700,000 to £117,600,000, or at the rate of
£3,000,000 per annum. This is after paying out
£71,500,000 in claims and bonuses on policies alone,
entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or
management expenses. The total sum received by
the Life Offices on life account in the eight years
was £128,700,000, Against this was paid in
claims, £71,500,000

; annuities, £3,350,000 ; and
surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being
a total paid out to Policy-holders of about
£84,000,000; after this £27,000,000 were added
to funds.

The LONDON & LANCASHIRE returns 80 per
cent, of the profits, divided every five years to
participating Policy-holders. English rates of pre-
mium only charged for such period as the Assured
spends westward of Suez,

Prospectuses and every required information
can be immediately obtained by application to
the undersigned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.
The Manager of the Indian Mirror is authorized

to be our Agent.
A. B. SHBKLETON,

General Agent ^ Secretary for India,

d-65 A, Lall Bazaar, Corner of Mission Bow,

THE GREATEST

VOUDER OP MODERN TIMES!

HOLLOWAY’S-PILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to h«
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

cidental to the life of a miner, or to those living in tha
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

ag.ainst those evils which so often beset the human race^

viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stom.ach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and cholera.

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT
Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,

ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin disease., ; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails to
cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

Ihe Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only al

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
Vendors of Medicines throughout the

C-ivilized World; with directions for use in almost every
(aiv^iiage.

Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho^ffl look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes. f the
address is not 38Sji Oxford Street, Loin

,
they

are sporions.

a-21
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ADVANTAGES OF ASSURING WZTK THE
ORIENTAL LIFE OFFICE

All that Experience has proved Practicable and
Prudent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,

Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be

btained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever :

—

(1.) Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.

(2.) Amalgamations Impossible.

(3.) Funds in Government Securities only.

(4.) Native Lives assured at European Rates.

(5.) Premiums reduced to English Rates from

date of leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

China.

Annual Premium for Assurance of
Rs. 1,000 under New System.

Age. 30 35 40 45

Premium Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

21 5 4 24 8 8 28 10 0 33 14 8

Lower Safe Rates than any other OfSce.

(6.) Office young, and therefore free from Old

Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can be paid Yearly, Half-yearly,

Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of

Y0ftrs •

(8.)' CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OF DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 35 per cent.

'vlO.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,

and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

(11.) Entire Direction in India.
(12.) Special Protection to Assignees.
(13.) The Most Economical Management.
(14.) Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-15-0 only.
(15.) Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine.
(16.) Policy-holders can appoint their own

Trustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.
(1/ .) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere

to suit Assurers.

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.

(19.) No Restriction on Travel.
~

POLICY-HOLDERS IN 'IHE ‘^ORIENTAL"
ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER.

Unequalled Liberality,
Being established in India, all arrangements for

the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” are
made with a view to the convenience and benefit of
its own members,—European and Native,—whe
alone participate in the advantages arising from
its succssful progress.

Yearly list of new Assurers closes 31st
December.

Special attention is invited to the Peculiai
System of Life Assurance introduced by this
Company, and to the New and extremely favorable
Conditions (as regards Rates, Profits, Limits
OF Residence, Non-liability to Forfeiture, &c.)
under which its policies are issued.
The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when

Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

“THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AND •

EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT. IS RAPIDLY
|

GAINING THE CONFIDENCE OF THE I

NATIVE COMMUNITY.” !

Intending Assurers—Native or European— are ^

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the ;

i
“ Oriental ” with those of any other Company.

Detailed Prospectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports, and full particulars on application to—
F. A. COHEN, Agent Jor Bengal, or D. McLAUOHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.

7, Wellesley Place, CALCUTTA. Manager & Actuary, BOMBAY.

G. X.AZARUS dc CO.,
AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,
2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,

Calcutta.

SINGER’S Gold Medal.
LOCK-STITCH Paris Exhibition

Sewing Machines, 1878.

SINGER’S 356, 4.32

LOCK-STITCH Machines,
Sewing Machines. Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine

L'^CK-STITCH polished cover and
lock.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 80.

UBW GOODS! N£W GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnlsklng Requisites.

VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 25 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair
BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c., &c., &c.

a choice assortment op
LACE, MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS

AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our seleotions of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

N. R.—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,

Scarlet Blankets inSruasels Tapestry and Velvet File
Carpetings.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, &c.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

in all

various sizes, Infants’ Coa
Blankets.

Door Mats.
English—made from West India Fibre,

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.
<1 >> If ,, 38 by 24 ,,

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.
II II II ,, 38 by 24

Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.
Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Bugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah Bepps.
Green, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAXLBB CO.,

HOSIERS, DRAPERS SILK MERCERS, Ac., Ac.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA,

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Mahcines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,
Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-
LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners A Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover.
Rs. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCfl able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.
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SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Packing for
Hand Machines. Rs. 2-8.

Treadle ditto, Rs. 6.

Up-country orders with remittances promptl
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a-28

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre'
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders.
Commission will be charged according to the value
as the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
of ascertained by application to the Manager.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

TK,ANSrOH.nXATION OP IttECHAMIC AT.INTO TORRENTS OP EEECTRICI^! RNERGV

The increased aud widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Liffht in Frio-laTirtFrance, and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will in r
tens.vely used for %hting up large spaces, and will supersede every Sher Method of Lightin-^®

Large’

Eleofrlo Lamp'o^mpreto wJkedVo^t Portlwe "Sm“E?Kin” Hurnoane
of 2,000 Standard handles at the’^fSio^°riow rata

® “ ''8'’^"'

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expensesDynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per nightDynamo Electric Light for one mouth at Rs. 15 per night

Rs. 50 0
» 175 0
„ 450 0

the monthly rate or i one quarter the price of Oil Lights !

P^r night at

Pencfls'°\f
° Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine OarhoniSW Lamp! Ea ?00a ^olf Adjusting, silf Lightfng

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600

(TRUE COP V.)

Mr. Fleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Eloptrin rio.itf ( ^ t. , ,

^"‘^The Lit^hif
‘

•?
for helping out-ifoor night working withffi four hundred J^ds

'^

The Lightjpermits of masonry work being carried on as well as by 'daylight.
^

PRESBRVB YOUR SZCrKT.

EUREKA

SPECTACLES dt. EYE-GLASSES.

THE determination of the proper spectacles for

any defect of the eyes, is undoubtedly a

matter of the greatest importance.

This importance is increased on the one hand

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Bakkala Bridge, )

Som Diolswn, P. JV. State Railway.

Sth October 1879. f

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Sullders and Blectrloal Bnglneers,

No. 63, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta.

by the number of patients requiring such assist

ance— a number that throughout the civilised

world, may be reckoned by millions—on the other

by the actual injury inflicted by unsuitable glasses,

and lastly by the customary sale of most spectacles

STEAM EN&INE
FROM

E. S. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Jast Landed from S. S. PESHAWUE.”

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Rs. 800

/
These small Engines are specially adapted for

Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
now fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fiy-wlieels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
ot 150 lbs. per square incli. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
d ank, which forms also the ash-pan and an efficient
Water-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything in the Printing Trade can be supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.

BEASUUS JON28S» Printers’ Agent, & & 0, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA,

by personp who have no adequate knowledge of

the conditions of their utility.

For the guidance of those who cannot con-

veniently visit me, I have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions,

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, “ How to

preserve the Sight,” with testimonials explaining

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

application.

N. LAZARUS.

5, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET,

Calcutta,

^13 Oonsoltation Free,
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAX.KOVSZ£ SQUARE, CAZ.CVTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
tbe Mofuasil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom-

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes, These Boxes have been manufactured to special order,
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfectly in tune
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

o

Box No. 1073, playingr 6 Bengrall tunes, 1st series.
1. Poorabee.

2. Imni.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

Barp or Setar Box No.
1. Poorabee,
2. Imni.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

Bassanto.
Kalangrab.
Peeloo.

100 .

Bengrall tunes,
Bassanto.
Kalangrah.
Peeloo.

1st series.

Box No.
1. Sarung.
2. Bhoirabee.
3. Kaffee.

1075^

Harp or Setar Box
1. Sarung.
2. Bhoirabee.

3. Kaffee.

1 .

5.

6 .

Cash price Rs.
1073^, playing- 6

4.

5.

6 .

Cash price Rs. 125.
playing 6 Bengali tunes, 2nd series.

4. Jhinjuttee,

5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

Cash price Rs. 100.

1075^, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 2nd series.
4. Jhinjuttee.

5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

Cash priceRs. 125.

Box No. 1077, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.

3 »

No.

1. Taza Bhee Taza.
2. Doogiree.

3. Hilli Mill! Punnya.

Harp or Setar Box No.
1. Taza Bhee Taza.

2. Doogiree.

3. Hilli Milli Punya.

Cash price Rs.
10771,, playing

Denga Chate Ayore.
Kia Hoga Bhola Janee.
Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 126.

4.

5.

6 .

100 .

6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.
4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhala Janee.
6. Khambaj.
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MICHOZ.Z.S tSt. CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Coii/rt Hon«e Street. Calcutta.

London:—IWhitefriar’sStreetFleet St.E.C.

Current or Floating Accounts.
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques

paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made, after 3 p.m., and on Saturdays after 1 P.M.

Government Paper and Securities
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or

other approved securii^y on favorable terms.

Exchange.
Sterling Bills negotiated, ana remittances made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts,

Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the

payee.
Fixed Deposits.

Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10 days’
notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on deposits

for longer periods at the following rates, payable
in Calcutta, or in London, at va,r ;

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice _ 3 per cent.

„ at 3 months’ notice 4 ,,

„ at 6 months’ notice 5 „

„ at 12 months’ notice 6

„ at 2 years’ notice 7 ,,

Pay-Bills, Pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates. Bills

corrected and rents realised.

Busineta rvZes warded on applioation. a-."9

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited

to address themselves in writing to X, care of

the Frintert

SMITH. STANISTREET, & GO.

Pharmaceatlcal Chemists and
Druggists,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

To Hit Excellency the Right Hon'hle

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-General ok India,

&c„ <kc., Jcc.,

HAVE received a large and choice selectio
from the best makers of the following :—
INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

Artery Forceps From
„ „

'

Fenestra
,,

Belts, Abdomen
,,

„ Corpulency ,,

„ Riding
,,

„ Carson’s Patent ,,

Catheters, Silver Plated ,,

Caustic Ca.ses „ ,,

Dissecting Cases ,,

Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings ,,

„ ., in Cases ,, Complete ,,

,, Trumpets for Deafness ,,

„ Cornets, Double
Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.|
Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks >

Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk ,,

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz.
Electro-Magnetic Machines)

very powerful, single

Do. do, double
Do, do. pocket

> »

t»

99

Rs.
2

4

9

12

5

16

3

3

7

4
8

3

9

A.

0

8

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

5 0

8

2-

20 0

25
18

0
0

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From Rs. A. p.

action • • • 12 0 0
Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe

Kennedy’s Syphon
tl • • • 4 8 0

»f ... 9 0 0

Eye Instrument Cases 1

1

60 0 0

„ ,, Macnamara’s ,, M • • • 36 0 0
Cataract Knives and Needless

Scissors, curved. Probe, and
»» 3 8

Sharp, pointed, Cross

Action • • • 4 0
Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c.

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-
• » • 12 0

byns, Mudges, &c., &c.

Minor Operation Instruments
1 • — 3 8 0

Aneurism needles 99 • • • 2 0 0
Abscess Knives, Symes 9f • •• 2 0 0

„ Lancets n • t * 1 12 0
Bistouries 99 • •• 2 8 0
Bleeding Lancets 99 • • • 1 4 0
Directors, Silver Plated 99 • t • 1 8 0
Dissecting Cases 99 • . • 7 0 0
Exploring Needles 99 • •• 2 8 0
Gum Lancets 99 • • • 2 0 0
Pocket Cases filled 99 « • • 16 0 0

„ Army Regulation 99 • • • 80 0 0
Probes, Silver >9 • • • 1 0 0
Scalpel and Finger Knives 99 • • • 6 0 0
Scalpels

9 9 • •• 2 0 0
Scissors 99 • • • 1 8 0
Spatulas, Silver Plated 99 • * • 1 8 0
Tenaculum 99 ... 2 0 0
Stethoscopes 99 • t* 2 0 0
Speculums Ear 99 2 8 0

„ Spring Kramers 99 • • • 7 0 0

„ „ Nose 99 • • • 7 0 0
„ Rectum 99 3 0 0
„ Vagina /> 3 0 0
„ Silver Plated 99 • • • 6 0 0

Spray Producers, Listers 99 • •• 18 0 0
,, Richardson’s Complete 99 • • • 16 0 0

,, Various Makers 99 ... 8 0 0
Suspenders 99 . . . 2 0 0
Subcutaneous Syringes 99 ... 8 0 0
Aluminum Cases

9 9 • • • 36 0 0
Silver Plated Mounts

99 . . . 8 0 0
Clinical Thermometers

9 9
... 5 0 0

,, With Kew Certificate «> ... 7 8 0

From Mow and. Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &c., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from ... 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate ., ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PHCENTX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register tbe tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from ... 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOB

H. & T. Kirby <fe Co.’s Unoxidised
Phosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROITESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melaucholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.

The largest and best assortment of Drugs and
Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. ic

0. Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers.
Wholesale rates on application.
9 ifc 10, Dalhoitsib Square,

and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street. a-40

The undersigned beg to inform the Public that
they have the undermentioned goods in large

quantities in stock, and orders supplied,—and
contractor.

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syringes
from i oz. to 3ft., Mugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds,
Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallons,
Freezing Pots, and other Pewter Articles of every
description.

Terms—Cash.
Price moderate,

BISSONAUTH CHUNDER & SONS,
,

‘‘78 ^1, Bentinok Street, Oalcutta*
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY,
SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE GENTRY.

"

T»B NBW FZiEXZBXiS BAND NECKZ.BT,
THE MOST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,

Manufactured of rich colored Gold. We keep a largre variety In Stockof all sizes and prices, from Bs. 80 to B.s. 250 each.
*

A very nice Chain, sufficiently
thick and massive to suit most

BO MORS PAINS :il

AKRURER

JEWEL,SER-F
FOR

WEDDINGS AND
BIUTH DAYS,

AND
ALL FESTIVE

AND
Commemoratlve

occasions.

presentation
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

Garnet Ear-
rings, Rs. 36

cash.

Amethyst
Earrings to

match Pen-
danf, Rs. 27

cash.

Gold Ear-
rings, Rs. 32

cash,

Carbuncle Ear-
rings, Rs. ,30

cash.

Gold frlngre.
A handsome Gold Pendant set with a fine Amethyst

and grlass for portrait at back.
Price Rs, 60 cash.

To match, Bracelet, Rs. 65, Brooch Rs. 36, and Earrings, as above.

Illustrated Catalogues postJree to Mofussil Constituents,

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
Jewellers Zn Ordinary to H. E. the Viceroy and to H r tr

the Prince of Wales,

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip.
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure forPams in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache.
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics,
Klieumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts Swellings. Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples aiid Eruptions on the Skin
Many of the best Physicians of the day pres-

crihe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very wors
forms of these ailments, with success.
Pams of every description have been cured by

the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all
° ^

medicines have been tried without effect.
* The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains 1 »

1

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packing As 8DARLINGTON & CO*^ r,

Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.
Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native

imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer

^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Berre of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in theirown words but servilely imitate Darlington & Co

Darlington’s Pain-CdIer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of themarvellous cures by this remedy.

1 The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-
dora, writes “ We find Darlington’s Pain-CDRER efficacious, and are glad to know of itas being a useful medicine. Sister Theodorine
Superioress F de la Croix. ” «ine,

influential Zemindar, &Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
froni time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington s Pain-Curer, & writes :

— ‘‘ Pleasesend me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAIN-Curer I am happy to observe that I havewitnessed beneficial results from its application.Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name ”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S I after
•ordenng for a couple of large bottles ofDarlington 8 Pam-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington;s Pain-Curer through Major PercyGough, his Private Secretary.

* ^

Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of theBengal Times, writes from Dacca. “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Cdber was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple of applications, and in about 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in

S/mCure^^’^®
efficacy of Darlington’s

To lovers of g>ood reading*.

<i-18 CALCUTTA

DEB CKATTEBJEE ck CO.
{From late De Leemans Co.,)

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, & REPAIRERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS.

TINSMITHS, ELECTRO-PLATERS, BRONZERS,
Ziacquerers, and Railway Con-

tractors, iSbC., dec.

NO. 2, CHOWRINQHEE.

BATHS of Sizes
; Block Tin-made Deed and

Despatch Boxes, Sugar, Coffee, & Tea Cans
;

Garden-watering Pots
;
Tea, House, Street, Portico,

Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railwav
lamps of all descriptions

Always in hand and made to Order,

PORTABLE COOKING STOVES of single and
double 3 and 4 inch burners, Tin and Wrought-
Iron Enamelled Ware, &c.

Terms—Very Moderate.

Appy to the Mahger.

Zllustrated Price List,
At 66, College Street.

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott. Presi-
dent of the New York Theosophical Society

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji
Institute, Bombay. Price two annas a copy.
Apply to the Indian Mirror Office.

NOTICE.
The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at

which the Indian Mirror has been printed since
the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street
where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter

is henceforward to be called the
Sen Press. All communications for the Indian

Jfzrror Newspaper and the Sen Press to be
addressed accordingly.

Calcutta Magazine, a journal of Literature
Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-
tion, Re. 1, postage, 1 anna. Times of India
says:—“ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says “ It is ably and
judiciously conducted by Mr. Owen Aratoon.”
Bangalore Examiner says:— " We should like to
see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”
Manager, Calcutta Magazine, 49 Dhurrumtollah-

street, Calcutta, Remit in half anna postage stamps
0-12
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Boogrlily Brldgre Botloe.

The Bridge will be closed for traffic on
Tuesday, the 22nd June, 1880, from 2 to

5 p. M.

G. H. SIMMONS,
«-6 Secretai’y to the Bridge Commissionerit,

Notice.

SB. J. G. ANDERSON,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhubrumtollah Street,

Kay be consulted at all hours daily.

{At home from 11 to 12 a. m.)

Family engagements in and about Entally under
. special arrangements.

.
‘ ' g- . .

' Silver Cream.{

For plating articles of
,
Brass or Copper with-

out the aid of a Battery, and for silvering

Harness mounting, &c., as well as for cleaning all

kinds of silver and plated articles.

This preparation is guaranteed not to contain the

slightest trace of mercury, and from the simplicity

of its application supersedes anything of the kind

ever before introduced, it being only necessary to

rub it over the article (Copper and Brass), with a

piece of rag or the fingers, and polish with a

chamois leather in order to produce a coating of

pure Silver.

As this Cream deposits a coating of pure Metal-

lic Silver, articles of that metal cleaned with it in-

crease in weight and value in proportion to the

amount of coating received.

Price Re. 1 2 and Rs. 2 4 per bottle, packing

As. 4.

Remittance made in postage stamps should

carry one anna extra per Rupee to cover discount.

Agents for the Manufacturers.
HOWARH & CO.,

Barrack pore.

XITDXA GENRRAli STEAK NAVI-
GATION COMPANY, “ED.”

SCHOKKE, KilbttBK & Co.

—

Managmg Agents,

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debroogimr

downward every Saturday.
ri'lHE Str. Debroogimr will leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Friday.
" the 18th instant.

Cargo will be received at theCompany’s Godowns,
Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

17th instant.

The Str Tezpore will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
’ day, the 20th instant.

Cargo ^ill be received at the Company’s
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 18th instant.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train

of Saturday, the 19th instant.

CACHAR LINE NOTICE.
^

,
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

rilHE Sti Madras will leave

X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

"day, the 22nd instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 21st instant.

For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4, Fairlir Place, ) G. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 17th June, 1880. | Secretary,

a-23

ALL remittances for the Svnday Mirror should

be made payable to the Proprietor.

LAST NIGHT BUT ONE !

TKEATBE BOYAXi,
Chowrinchi.

The Parses Elphinstone Dramatic Club
PERFORM TO-MORROW

Monday, 21st June 1880.
An entirely new play entitled

[JEHANGIRSHAH GOWHAR
AND

SHAKERBEE.
Notice.

Applications under section 21 Act ii of

1880 B C. (License Tax Act) from per-

sons assessed in Calcutta, will be received by
the Commissioner of the Presidency Division at the
Board of Revenue, No. 2, Bankshall Street, on
Wednesday, the 16th June, and every Thursday
in each week following between the hours of

12 and 2 o’clock p, M.
.T. MONRO.

Offg, Commissioner.

Oommr’s. Office, Precy. Dn.,|
Alipore >

The 10th June, HSO. ) 351

K.. G. S X B. C A B, K.B.,
L. R. C. P., EDINBURGH,

AND

L, F. P. S., GLASGOW,
10, Creek Row,

Can be consulted daily from G to 8 a.m.

Family engagements under special arrangements.

BXVEBS STBAM NAVIGATION
CO., “ XiXMXTBD.”

The Steamers of this Company run weekly from

Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

rflHE Steamer Punjab will

JL leave Calcutta for Assam
OE Tuesday, the 22nd instant.

rriHE Str. Burmah will leave

X for Assam from Goalundo
on Thursday, the 24th instant.

For further information regarding rates of

freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO. '

A-32

Crushed Food for Horses.
reduction op price,

COOK AND CO.

Are glad to announce a further reduction of
the price of the anovo to

Bs. 2-12 per maund,
exclusive of bags. Also a reduction of the price

of their

Crushed Food for Cattle,
to Bs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags,

Chaff as before 18 per maund, exclusive of

bags.

13th May 18S0,

Notice.
T IFE of Maharajah Nava Krishna Deva Baha-

door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin
Behary Mittra, which the Press have opined to

he highly interesting, is ready for sale at the
Sanskrit Press Depository, the Canning Library,

39, Old Chiuahazar, and 115, Ohitpore Road,
(Burtollah.)

Price six Annas
CAll rights reserved.)

BBADY FOB SAX.D.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

BY

MR. LAL MOHUN GHOSE,
AT THE Town Hall,

CALCUTTA,
On March 4, 1880.

To he had at the “ Indian Mirror”
Office,

No, 2, British Indian Street, Calcutta,

And at the Cannlngr Dlhrary,

55, College Street.

Price 6 annas a copy

An^lo-Xndian Buhber Stamp Co.

( Specially Cheapest Manufacturers of the

above stamp,

)

No 99, College Street.

The promoters of the Company beg to intimate

the public, that they are prepared to under-

take works at exceedingly moderate rates and

execute jobs to the satisfaction of constituents.

Price list supplied on application. Specimens may
be sent qratisy

M, day and CO.,

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,
AND REPAIRERS

'rr-T'?' '

* t » .s

B

EVERT DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmiths,XiiectroplaterSjBronzers,

Xiacquerors and Ballway Con-
tractors, <ScC., dec.

No. 27,
_
Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

LOCK Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
Baths of sizes, Su^r, Qoffee, Tea and Hbt-

svater Cans garden Watering' pots Tea, House,
Street, Pfistico, Lobjjy au^tGrhalaaeotal Chntfch
Lamps ; Railway Lamps 'of eveigr. idfitftffeipttdhs,

^

&C,
,
&C., ' ' f ^

A hvays iit kandg^ fo ormr,\
'' JnSro ft

Portable Cooking stoves of single and double

1^, 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate.

NBTTBOXfOXiXi DAY dc. CO.,

4 & 6, Hare Street, Oalcntta.

American Kerosine Oil
Of the Brightest Quality, per case

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 25
Packets to the case, per case

Burmah Clg’ars.
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality

No. 1, per 1,GO0

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality

No. 2, per 1,000
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality

No. 3, per 1,000

Coconada Clg^ars.

Rs. 4 8

12 8

30

20

12

3

0

0

0

0
Do. small (do.) ,, 9» 2 0

” Babington” No. 1 (do.) ,, 2 8
Do. No. 1 ,, J* 1 12
Do. small ,, 9) 1 4

“ Burmah” ,, it 1 0
” Leisure Hour”

,, n 1 8
” Medium size”

,, 91 1 0
“Queen” ,, i/ 1 0
“ Half Hour” 99 1 12

Chlorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne • •• 99 0 12

Spirits.
Methylated and Cautchicened ... ))

2 8
Pure for Medicine ••• 99

3 0
Absolute Alchohol ••• 99 4 0

Terms : Cash only.
NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

4 Jr 5, Hare Street, Oulcutta.

TKB INDIAN MIBBOB.

9 I

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town.
Rs. As. P.

For One Month ... ... 2 8 0

,,
Three Months ... ... 6 0 0
Six Months ... ... 12 0 0
Twelve Months ... ... 24 0 0

N. B.—The above includes subscription to the

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofusail,

For One Month ... ... 3 6 0

,, Three Months ... ... 8 0 0

,, Six Months ... ... 16 0 0

,, Twelve Months ... ... 32 0 0
Foreign.

For Twelve Months {via Southampton) 48 6 0

„ ,,
{via Brindisi) ... 64 10 0

Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )

For One Month ... ... ... 1 0 0

,
Three Months ... ... ... 2 8 0

„ Six Months ... ... ... 6 0 0

„ Twelve Months... ... ... 10 0 0
( Single Copy Four Annas. )

Foreign.
For Twelve Months vvia Southampton) 12 7 0

,, ,, {via Brindisi) ... 14 14 0
ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas per line.

No Advertisement charged for ics.s than a

Runoe.
For snecial contract rates apply to the Manaew.
N . B.—All remittances should be made payable

to Baba Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

Printed and published for the Proprietor bv W. C.

SooR, at the Sen Press, at No. 2, R-irisii Indian

Street, Caloutta,
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RETTTEB’S TBZfEGXt aitXS.

MR. BRADLAUOE’S CASE TO BE
RECONSIDERED.

London, 26th June.

In the House of Coratnons Ust night the

Premier, in reply to a question, said that the

Government will reconsider the position of

Mr. Bradlaugh arising out of the recent de-

cision of the House.

SUNDAY CLOSING.
The resolution in favor of Sunday closing

was proposed and agreed to, but opposed by

the Secretary of State, Home [Department.

MARRIAGE WITH A DECEASED
WIFE’S SISTER.

The House of Lords read the third time

dnd passed the Bill legalizing marriage with a

aeceased wife’s sister.

THE TICHBORNE APPEAL.

The court of appeal has discharged the

writ of error in the Tichborne appeal case.

ABYSSINIA AND EGYPT.

Cairo, 26th. June.

Peace has been concluded between Abys-

sinia and Egypt.

THE BERLIN CONFERENCE.
Berlin, 25th June.

The conference at Berlin has agreed that

the Greek frontier shall include Janina,

Metzovo and portion of Zagari.

In Englan.l a person is not allowed to

iparry hip dc^cpsed sister| as is the case

in India. A movement has been going on
for many years, headed by most distinguish-
ed gentlemen, to get a law passed to allow such
marriages. Prom the telegrams published
elsewhere our readers will find that a bill to
that effect has passed the House of Lords.

:o:

Lxichnow Witness announces that the
Rev. Joseph Cook ot Boston will come to In-
dia next year, and will deliver lectures in all

the large cities. Mr. Cook is one of the
ablest and most eloquent lecturers of America,
and his speeches, which we find published
in the Independent, are full of noble and bril-

liant thoughts. His visit will be a gain to

us.

Lord Ripon has ordered that hence-
forth no official work should be done on
Sundays in any of the offices connected with
the Government of India. It is said that
his lordship has contributed Rs. 20,000 to-
wards the building of a Roman Catholic
Cathedral at Simla. Some one says that
Roman Catholicism has become a fashion at
Simla—among Europeans, and not among
Natives certainly.

:o:

Thr following letter appears in the Chris-

tian World :

—

Sir,—The appointment of the Marquis of Ripon
as Governor-General of India has awakened an-

xious feelings in many of the foes, and even in

some of the warm supporters, of Mr. Gladstone.
Fears have been expressed lest the appointment
may prove prejudicial to Protestant missions in

India. Now, it is known in this part of

Yorkshire that the Marquis has acted most
impartially and honorably ever since he be-

came a Roman Catholic towards all he has in

his employ, or who are in anywise dependent
on him at Studley Royal and Ripon. Change
of views has'produced no change in his conduct to-

wards those who adhere to Protestant and Evan-
gelical truth. Thinking that this fact is not gener-
ally known, and that its announcement may allay

the fears of many, I shall be obliged by your
inserting it in your paper. Yours truly,

F, Fox Thomas.
The Manse, H.arrogate, June 1,1880.

:o:

Pandit Dayanand Saraswati is making a
decided impression upon the people. Our
missionaries, who have returned from the
upper provinces, speak of the great influence
which his teachings have begun to exercise
upon the educated Natives. At Benares, we
are told, orthodoxy has begun to totter in

many hearts. Some one recently remarked that
the number of bathers at the ghats of the
holy city was not so large as a few years ago,
and this, he observed, was the result of

Danyanand’s teaching. Whether true or not,
it indicates the direction the wind is blowing.
From many places we hear the same story.

We do not agree with the brave Pandit in
some fundamental opinions

;
but there can

be no doubt that he is doing a noble work.
His vehement denunciation of idolatry
has done much to unsettle people’s minds,
and his philippics against the Brahmins
are often fierce and scorching. We
can feel nothing but sympathy for this re-

former. He is surely making the road clear

for us.

:o:—

—

A MEETING of the Women’s Peace and Ar-
bitration Society was held in May last to hear
Mrs. Southey’s report on the women’s crusade
against war carried on during tho last year.
Among the various speakers was our country-
man, Mr. Lai Mohun Ghose. The Christian
World says ;

—“ A little enthusiasm was
infused in the meeting by the advent of
Lai Mohun Ghose, who had come to England
in order to represent the feeling of his fel-

low-countrymen—the Natives of India—as in
India ‘hey had every reason to regret the
tawdry Imperialism, of which England had
been the victim. He declined to admire
the new title for the Queen of Empress of
India, and maintained that the conduct of
tho Government in devoting to war pur-
poses a famine fund w^ a gross violation
of faith. There never was a more un-
justifiable war than that with Afghanistan,
and the way in which it had been carried on
was a disgrace to the British name. He
augured well for the future that Mr. Gladstone,
the first statesman to agree to the principle
of arbitration, was at the head of aftairs, and
that no less a member of the Peace Society
than Mr. John Bright was in the Cabinet.’’

;o:

Mr. Aitchison, Commissioner of British
Burmah, has been appointed a member of the
Viceregal Council, and Mr. Bernard will, go
to take Mr. Aitchison’s place in that pro-
vince. Both the appointments are unexcen-
tionally good. The former is one of the
ablest and most Christian of rulers, and of the
latter we may say that there is not another
more hard-working, conscientious and honest
civilian to be met with in the service than he.

Mr. Aitchison did wonders in Burmah.
The high tone of morality which charac-
terised his administration did much to purify

the hitherto unclean atmosphere of Burmese
society. It certainly required boldness in an
official to expose the immoralities prac-
tised in a community, especially when the
parties concerned belonged to of the ruling
race. The late Commissioner did it, and he
deserves the thanks of all right-minded men for

his upright conduct. We sincerely trust Mr,
Bernard will continue the work begun by hia
predecessor. There is every probability, we
hope, that Mr. Aitohisou will some day '’step
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into Belvedere, and Mr. Bernard take his

seat in the Viceregal Council.

:o:

A MARRiAaE was solemnised on the 10th
of last month at Pollockville, New Connecti-
cut, in circumstances of a peculiarly romantic
nature. The bride was Miss Leonora Lloyd,
the daughter of Colonel Lloyd of Pollockville.
Two gentlemen, Mr. Moses John Miller and
Mr. Alexander Bibb, were deeply in love with
her, but for the life of her she was unable to
decide which she liked best. On Sunday
ihorning, the 9th ult,, Mr. Bibb walked
home from^ church with her, and left her

f under the impression that she said she
would marry him the next day. Mr. Miller
walked home with her after the evening
service, and understood her clearly to say that
he was her intended husband. Early the next
morning both gentlemen went to the Court-
house, and obtained, each of them, a license to
marry—Miss Lloyd. They met at the Court-
house door, and after some talk agreed that
the first man who reached the lady’s house
should marry her. The residence of Colonel
Lloyd was one mile distant, and both divest-
ing themselves of their upper garments, start-
ed on the race for bride. The struggle was one
of the most exciting on record. Bibb, quit-
ting the main road, tried a short cut through
a wood, but Miller, keeping the road, got in

on the homestretch” eight seconds before
his rival. At the finish Bibb’s efforts
to overtake Miller in the lane leading
to the house were “almost superhuman.”

' When they reached the porch. Bibb
fell at^ the feet of Miss Lloyd in a fainting
condition. On the situation being explained to

her, she said she had come to the conclusion
• that she liked Bibb best; and would, therefore,
marry him. Her sympathies were won over by
seeing him faint. Miller was too cool and un-

' concerned. She was accordingly married to
Bibb in the afternoon by the Rev. Aaron
Jasper, the well-known Baptist minister.
Miller was present at the ceremony, and wept
copiously. He looked jaded and careworn.

One of the greatest triumphs of the
present session of the new Parliament must .

be the passing by the House of Commons of
]

Sir Wilfrid Lawson’s Local Option resolution.

To those of our readers who do not know
what this phrase means we may say that it

is a proposal to confer on the inhabitants of

a place the power of opening or closing

drink shops. This motion was brought
forward on the 5th March last, when the

last Parliament was about to be dissolved.

But as there was no hope of a measure like

this being passed by a Parliament sworn to

uphold the publican interest, it was lost. The
new Parliament, as we said sometime ago, is

composed of members the majority of whom are

pledged to push forward the temperance cause.

The resolution was moved on the 18th in-

stant, and we learn from Reuter that it was
passed by a majority. Mr. Gladstone was
against it, but Mr. Bright was for it. This
most be a splendid triumph to Sir Wilfrid
Lawson and his friends, who, for many years,

gave their life to the cause—gave it in the

same sense in which Wilberforce and Clarkson
devoted themselves to the abolition of the

slave trade. We dare say that Sir Wilfrid
Lawson will not stop here, but bring forward
his bill to the principle of which the House

of Commons has pledged itself. The passing

of a temperence law is now only a question

of time. We give the resolution here

below :

—

# That inasmuch as the ancient and avowed
object; of licensing the sale of intosicating liquor

ia to supply a supposed public welfare, this House
is of opinion that a legal power of restrainittg the
issue or renewal of licenses should be placed in
the hands of the persons most deeply interested
and affected—namely, the inhabitants themselves—
who are entitled to protection from the injurious
consequences of the present system by some effi-

cient measure of local option.

:o :

Now that Parliament has passed the Local
Option resolution, should we in India re-

main idle? England’s most frightful curse

is about to be removed
;

there is pros-
pect, at any rate, of a visible decrease in the

drink sale of the country. Why should we
not have the local option principle here also ?

Tiie drink traffic is causing' unheard-of
havoc in India. The educated Natives are

taking to wines more and more every year.

Many a household has been deprived of

its most valuable members. Many a wife

has become widow
;
many a child has become

orphan. The most promising members of

the comnounity are being taken off one by
one. In a few years drunkenness may be

as general as it is in England. Why
should we not try to stifle the monster while
it is growing? Goverment will not—no, it

cannot remain deaf to onr representations.

The principle has been accepted by Parliament
which governs Ind'a. It is right that our
temperance societies should be up and doing,
and get their petitions ready as soon as the
bill passes Parliament. We need not tell them
what local option may do for India. If it

be applied here, there may not be one
drink shop found throughout a district. The
majority of the population are teetotallers.

DIALOGUES.

Have you just returned from the Hima-
layas ?

Yes.

Did you enjoy the place ?

Ob, very much.
And did you see Mahadeo there ?

Oh yes, and spoke to Him.
And did He speak to you ?

Yes.

Did you see any of the ancient Aryan
Rishis there ?

Yes. They are all living there in spirit.

Did you draw near to them ?

Yes, we sat together and had sweet inter-

communion.
Did you see them bodily present ?

No. I saw only disembodied spirits with

the spiritual eye.

Did old Himalaya speak to you at all ?

Certainly he did. Hoary-headed venerable

Bimalaya proved my preceptor, and helped me
to see the Great Mahadeo.
Was not the old mountain sleeping for

centuries ?

Perhaps he was. But he is awake, he is said

to have received a commission from Heaven
which must be executed.

What sort of commission ?

I am to’d Himachal has received orders to

reveal and glorify once more the ancient

mountain Deity of India.

But will it be done in the old Vedic style?

Not wholly. Modern civilization and an-

cient asceticism shall be harmoniously
mingled.

Who told you all this ?

Himalaya and all his surronndings.

Everything there seemed to speak of the

glorious commission entrusted to Himalaya
and the good days coming.

What do you mean? Any flood expect-

ed ?

Yes, from' the Himalayan height a flood

of new Yoga and new inspiration shall come

down to the plains, and wash away infidelity

and worldliness, imparity and sorrow.

I thank you, brother, for the good news.

Mere thanks will not do. You must pre-

pare. Spread the intelligence far and wide, and

tell everybody to prepare the pahari in-

spiration which awaits us all, ' All India and

wife shall be called upon to receive the new

inspiration from the hills,and become grihastha

yogis. Is not this good news?

Cheering. I hope educated India will

attend to the matter properly.

Old Himalaya means to send messages to

all the devout spirits in the land inviting

them to drink the waters of true Yoga.

Grand ! Truly grand ! Men and women
will all go on pilgrimage to Father Himalaya

to receive the waters of life. How refreshing

and cheering the thought ! Good bye
;
I must

go and give my wife and children this glad

news.

SUPERSTITION AND UNBELIEF.

It is a mistake to suppose that English

education has driven away superstition from

the Indian mind. Up to this moment it

has not done so except in certain cases, where

religion has come to fill the void created

by education. The generality of our educated

countrymen are as superstitious and credu-

lous as ever. They may not theoretically

believe in the absurdities that belong to

their mythology, but as the Hindu mind must

believe in something, and there is nothing

nobler that is left to it, it unconsciously re-

verts to the credulity and superstition

inherent to the country. We thus see

educated men, freed from the restraints

of belief, willingly submitting to the bondage

forged by their priests. It is thus that we

see so little of true heroism or moral courage

in the assertion of principles, and so little

readiness to join the cause of reform, lu most

cases our countrymen have become greater

idolaters and slaves to custom than when

ignorance was with them simple bliss.

Now, what is the cause of all this abuse

of the true principles of education ? The

advocates of secular*^ training find in it

the panacea for all the evils which afflict

Native ‘ society. They seem to think that

literary and scientific culture will give them

all the manliness ^ necessary for the elevation

of the country. They wish in short to make
an experiment—an experiment which be it

said has not* been made in England— to

see how far a complete course of secular

education, untinged by the least element of

i*eligion, can < exalt a' fi'ition. 'We helibt^e
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they will be very greatly disappointed when
they observe the disastrous effects of their

short-sighted scheme. It is absurd to think
of a people being influenced by a godless
education. It is moral foi '—the force
produced by conviction, courage, virtue and
truth, the force communicated to us by the
living contact of God with the human soul-
that can move a nation. It is great men,
moral giants such as Christ, Mahomet
and Chaitanya that moved the world, and
theirs was no mere intellectual conviction
brought out by the friction of wordy
warfares. They were neither philosophers,
nor scientists nor educated men bred in the
universities. They owned a higher birth,
theirs was a higher power, and it is these
that made them mighty instruments in the
conversion of nations. This moral power is

one which neither literary nor merely scientific

education can impart. It is of God that
we may have it. The framers of our
educational systems sedulously try to

hide from us this God, this source of all

the life, the power, the strength and the
motive that can impel a nation. Now, let us
enquire what the result has been of the god-
less training iinparted to our countrymen. An
eminent French writer defines superstition to

be an endeavour to dispense with God. The
ordinary human mind, he says, is afraid

of a direct contact with Him, and, in

the absence of a superior power, it sub-
stitutes some other delusion or idol with
which it may deal more easily. Afraid to

confront Him, it satisfies its credulity by
referring to any of its own inventions. Thus
when in the midst of misfortune or danger,
the devout heart should look up to God
and resignedly surrender itfelf to His will,

the sceptic not easily to be overcome,
consults a charm or a horoscope, has
recourse to mantras or daily ablutions with
the view of driving away the misfortune or

danger in question. Instead of resigning

himself to the will of God, he endeavours to

find out if any mystical power in the world
has the power to upset the^^Diviue will. In
C*3e the misfortune is averted, the gratitude of

the sceptic is directed 'not to Heaven, but to

the charm, drug, or mantra in question. Thus
God is totally dispensed with, and in

His place an easy faith is substituted.

Beginning with an imperfect faith the educat-

ed Hindu ends by giving himself up
to superstition and unbelief. He is ready
to swallow absurdities, with greater ease

than most of his uneducated country-
men. He will now fast and pray,

honor Brahmins and celebrate rites, believe in

ghosts and credit witchcraft, consult the stars

and wear charms with greater readiness than
when he was innocent of any knowledge of

English. All this shows that secular educa-
tion has made it easy for him to dispense with

God. It is a matter of grave regret to us
that this tendency to superstition is increas-

ing in our educated countrymen. You may
speak of education, of physical training,

of social reform or political improvement.
These, be assured, may go hand in hand
witli the most wretched superstition and
unbelief. For when a mind has once learnt

to dispense with God, he will continue to

do so and call something else God, or recog-

nise some other power as God, even tliough

he may be the greatest social reformer or

political prophet. Scepticism in such cases is

not really the destroyer of superstition, but

the immediate harbinger of it. A superstitious

sceptic is no contradiction in terms, at any
rate in India, where education does not

accompany religious and morl culture.

ATHEISTS IN PARLIAMENT.

The Bradlaugh controversy is by far the
most interesting constitutional question of
theda^. The point to be discussed is whether
an atheist who has, both by preaching and
practice, openly defied the providence of God,
and challenged his fellow-countrymen to dis-
pute the soundness of his views, should be

j

allowed to sit in Parliament,one of the rules
for admission to which is the administration of
an oath of allegiance ending with a solemn in-
vocation to God. When we wrote last we
were under the impression that the matter had
ended by the determination arrived at by
the Committee to allow Mr. Bradlaugh to
make an affirmation, instead of taking the
usual oath. We were mistaken

5
since the

receipt of the telegram containing the above
news, there have been stormy debates in
the House of Commons and strange
scenes resulting in the arrest of Mr. Brad-
laugh. An event so momentous does require
a brief chronicling. We shall quote here the
telegrams on the subject:

—

23rd June.

After two days’ debate the House of Commons
last night negatived by 275 to 230 the motion of
Mr. Labouchere to permit Mr. Bradlaugh to make
an affirmation in lieu of the oath of allegiance,
Mr. Gladstone, Lord Hartington, and other promi-
nent ministers voted in the minority. The Con-
servative papers criticise the result as a defeat
of the Government.

23rd June.

This afternoon Mr. Bradlaugh presented himself
at

^

the Bar of the House of Commons, and
claimed his seat as a duly returned member, when
he was ordered by the Speaker to withdraw. Re-
fusing to obey, he was ordered into the custody of
the Serjeant at arms.

25th June.

In the House of Commons, Sir Stafford North

-

cote introduced the following motion, that the
House having asserted its authority, Mr. Bradlauah
be released. The motion was ag eed.to without
a division

It will be seen from the above that the
House of Commons has upset the decision
of the Committee which allowed Mr.
Bradlaugh to make an affirmation. He
must now stand excluded from the
House as long as a law is not passed in liis

favor by both Houses.of Parliament. But as
it is almost certain that a bill of this nature
if introduced, will he tlirown out by
the House of Lords, he has the opl
tion, for the present, of either resign-
ing his seat, or getting himself arrested
again and again by the orders of the
Speaker. In the meantime let us try to
understand the issues involved in the great
question. It will be enough to say that Mr.
Gladstone, Lord Hartington, Mr. Bright and
other prominent members of the ministry
were for allowing the atheist to take his seat
with a mere affirmation or oath. Now as re-
gards affirmation, we may say, as we have
already said, thrt the House of Commons
might well have allowed it to the offending
member, if for nothing else, at least to pre”
vent a possible pp'^^arance of martyrdom.
By an easy admiHance Mr. Bradlangb would
soon have found his natural level, and the
cause of ath'.' ra would have probably died
a naturpJ de«atli by the sheer inability of
its champion. Now, however, ,a howl is

raised
;
the most determined advocates of the

freedom of thought will fight for freedom,
and in this s^juggle even those who are not
a(hei8ts,thoso who are ardent theists,churchmen
and Christians of all denominations will join.
It is enough to say that Messrs. Gladstone

and Bright are for admitting Mr. Bradlaugh.
There is another reason. A shock to
atheism is a shock to agnosticism as well.
C .n it be concealed that there are many ag-
nostics in the House of Commons ? Vir-
tually the House has conceded the principle
tO agnostics, the only difference being that
Mr. Bradlaugh, on entering Parliament,
openly made a show of his atheism, whereas
the former recognised the existing state of
things and quietly took their oaths. The
prevailing hypocrisy may be quietly removed
by the recognition of the affirmation principle.
We are not so sure about the advisability of
administering oaths to atheists. Mr. Gladstone
and others did not object to Mr. Bradlaugh^s
taking the oath. If the report be true, all we
c?Q say is that the majority did well to shatter
the arguments of the minority to pieces.
It was asserted that the administration of an
oath was a purely judicial question-one
which the House was not competent to decide.
It was said that the lawyers alone could decide
whether an oith was binding upon an atheist.
We are not surprised to read that this prin-
ciple was angrily scouted by the majority.
An oath con^iins an invocation to God

;
it

cannot, therefore, be conscientiously sub-
scribed to by an atheist. But an effort was
made to prove that the words “ So help*
rne God ” did not constitute an esseu-,
tial portion of the oath, and that the real oath,
was the affirmation or promise. A decision of

I Lord Campbell was cited to that effect. Hence
the minority, and along with them, the most,
prominent members of Government, contend-'
ed that since the words “So help me God”
were not an essential part of the oath
and since the using of ttiose words, however
meaningless to a person, would not lessen the
force of the real promise, Mr. Bradlaugh,
might properly be permitted to take the oath.'‘
Ihe question thus presented was, they main-
tained,a subject for lawyers to solve,which t\ie

,

members of the House of Commons were not
competent to discuss. With all the deference

'

due to the mighty names enlisted on behalf
of this argument, we may say that it was a
mere quibble which the House of Com-
mons rightly thought it was not going to en-
tertain. If the invocation was unnecessary
in any sense, why retain it at all ? The major-
ity certainly did not take this view, ami, tliey

properly concluded that the oath carried with
it all the force of a solemn religious sanctron.
They thought tlw t u person who liad in a most
offensive manner attacked the religion of the"^

country ami declared the last words of the
Oiith to he meaningless to him, coiiiii not be
allowed to take it. 'I'he House would lose

its dignity if it allowed him to do so, and
therefore it sternly forbade him to take the
oath. It is a great relief to us to observe
that there is so much religious, fire

to be found in the House of Commons,
radical Ihougli it be in its present constitution.

A Parliament that is so firmly determined
to maintain the solemnity of religion and pre-

vent the name of God from being turned into

a mockery and farce, is surely competent
to govern the world. We maybe sure that it

will never take a false step so far as the interests

of religion are concerned. It has solemnly
maintained the' sanctity of oatlis. How or

whether it will deal with atheistic members as
such, remains yet to be seen.

REASON IN THEISM.

Does Theism undervalue reason ? Is it

an advocate of blind faith ? No. If there

is any religion which thoroughly harmonizes
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with reason it is Theism, the religion of

GoJ. We cannot conceive a more intellec-

tual creed, a more rational system of faith.

A more genuine tribute of loyal homage was

never paid to the throne of Reason than by

Theism. Unfettered by the authority of books

or priests,it alone can and does honor truth.

Its only scripture is science, its only doctrine

is philosophy. It believes in nothing except

th".t which has been proved and demonstrated.

Pl^ce before a Theist anything which has the

semblance of superstition, and he will hate

it and renudiate it with unmixed abhorrtnce.

Every form of untruth and error he regards

as nothing short of an abomination unto

the Lord. He is a sworn enemy of every thing

that is unphilosophical and uncientific. In

the Theist’s vocabulary error and lie are con-

vertible terras. As he hates lying, so he

hates error. He is the most intellectual and

rational of men. Convince him of lus errors,

and he instantly abjures them. Show him

there is an iota of assuinption or hypothesis or

superstition in his creed,and he will cast it off

as a loathsome and venomous snake. It will

said that there are men among

appears in the rationalistic literature of the

age,diagusts the scientific Brahmo by its in-

tellectual hollowness. Both in India and in

England numerous critics have from time to

time severely animadverted 'upon the com-
munion of devout men with Moses and Christ

and other saints; and if the Theist laughs at

their strictures, it is because of the extreme

mental obtuseness which they display. The
votary of science and philosophy cannot pos-

sibly put up with the thousand and one super-

stitions which abound in the writings of

modern materialists. Before true wisdom
and thought he Is ever respectful and reverent;

but from the conceited boaster who does not

understand God and prayer and manifests a

strange poverty of brains in all matters con-

cerning the spirit-world, and yet audaciously

ventures to criticise God Himself, from such a

man he turns away indignantly. The Brahmo
is surely no respecter of earthly knowledge.

He honors divine

never condescend to

reason. But before

bound to

cess of our late open-air gatherings and processions

in connection with the New Dispensation :
—“I

was very happy to hear from you of the great suc-

cess with which you have recently carried your

faith into the liea'’t and life of your countrymen.

You are right in arguing that the masses of the

people can only be brought together to hear by be-

coming attracted by a nov elty. Processions with

flags and trumpets for political purposes are a

well-known feature in Europe as well as America.”

denounce reason, hate
probably be

the Brahmos who
, , , r n

books, will not listen to argnment, bat follow

tbe promptings of Mm^l faith. Sad, men nre

not Brahmos of the genn,no stamp, .fthey

rebelagainst reason, they rebel agams Go,l.

They may profess to l>e rhe.sts, but tl.ey are

not. Can one be a true The, st, and yet pro-

intellect and the understanding?

assert that we Brahmos
of the reasoning

divine. We dare not

intellect is made in the

scribe the

We emphatically
_

form a very high estimate

faonlly. We regard

aishonor it. Man’s mtelleol ,s

image of God’s intellect, as man s love ,s only

divine love. And if we honor

“ove shall we not honor the intellect too ?

The sacred instrnment with which we acquire

and elicit troth no disciple of God can treat

with contempt. We know God «nd , mler-

Him through our reason. With its

form our conception of His nature.

divine reason ! To scorn

God. Nay reason itself

stand

aid we
Blessed organon,

thee is to scorn thy mi • a i
•

ipjje true Theist worships
is God

greutly kneels before that
reason,

j^gtens to its utter-

Whv* then it o^ay be asked, do

the Theists hate the literature of modern

free thought and exalt prayer above reason-

ing ? Simply because such thought is

most thoughtless and such reasoning some-

times most unreasonable. Scepticism, posi-

tivism, materialism, agnosticism, and ration-

alism, such as we see in these days, are so

uuiatellectual as to prove qmte repul^ve to

the spirit of enlightened Theism. We are

opposed to them, not because they are oo

intellectual, as some opine, and we too

sentimental, but because ^ ‘ey show such a

terrible poverty of intellect. If rationalism

savs it cannot understand the philosophy of

prayer and the science of natural in-

spiration, if it fails to realize what spirit ,s

and how God can personally love and guide

the human spirit,it certainly deserves to be ab-

inred as irrational rationalism. If scientists

aver that man is only an improved edition of

the monkey, and that death is the final perfec-

tion of developed humanity, tlie Theist must

in obedience to divine reason scout such non-

sense as intellectual insanity, quite as absurd

as the superstitions of the Raraayan. If

professed scholars come forward seriously

\o assure us that Providence is a delusion

and that God never speaks to the devout

spirit, and that communion is only imagina-

tion, the iutelUgent Brahmo can only smile

abtUeU stupidity. Ttie trash which often

IS asnme an

wisdom. He will

bow before human
eternal Reason he

attitude of loyal

devotion. The worshippers of Go 1 are not

expected to render obeisance to the idols of

the world. In many of the sages of the

nineteenth century, it is earthly reason that is

conspicuous. Such men, seemingly wise but

really ignorant, cannot command the respect

of the Theistic comumnity. Your Bains and

Bradlanghs, your Darwins and Spencers are

learned men, but they are not wise. Your
well-read deists and rationalists and scien-

tists may boast of university scholarships,

but are they wise ? He who wishes <o

be a trdo scholar ought to read astronomy

and geologv, metaphysics and physics at the

feet of the Deity, or he will be puffed up with

vulgar learning and impure literature. “ An
nndevout astronomer is mad.” The nngodly

philosopher is an idiot. The man who wishes

to be esteemed wise, must he possessed

of an intellect thoroughly imbued with

and ruled by Divinity, so that his thoughts

and conceptions and ideas, his inferences

and reasonings shall always be not only

sound but divine. Such a man the Theist

loves to honor. He alone is wise whom the

Lord hath made wise, whose literature and

science come streaming from the heavenly

Fountain of Truth. May such men always

receive the world’s homage?

The Mini.ster retured from
day last. He will resume
Brahma Mandir this evening.

Naiul Tal on Tues-
his duties in the

The new epic of the New Dispensation is likely

to be put ere long in the printer’s hands. Those
who have heard portions of it read speak highly

of its merits.

Bhai AghoeexATH Gupta has had a most cor-

dial reception at Balasore. His preachings there

have, we are told, prO(juogd ® great sensation. He
is now on his way to the est^l'® ^^® f®r*da-

tory chiefs of Orissa,

At a meeting of the Brahmo Missionary Con-

ference the following resolution was passed :

—

“ The fundamental truths of Brahmo Dharma in

which we had faith before,we still continue to hold.

Our faith in this respect has not been in the least

shaken. But though these truths are certain and
immutable, our characters and social lives are

neither certain nor immovable. In the course of time

the religion of the Brahmo Somaj will find its way
into the lives of Brahmos, and will be embodied
in customs, usages, language, literature, social

rules and institutions, as well as forms of worship

and devotional discipline. How this will hap-

pen we do not know, it is known to God only. Led
by His Spirit we are making progress in this direc-

tion. According to the wants we feel from time

to time, according to the emergencies and dangers

of our position, according to our inward condition,

God sends unto us His dispensations. And we too,

instead of being sceptical and obstructive, in

obedience to the vows of our service, follow these

dispensations. So long as a particular dis-

pensation remains in force, we obey it and realize

its spirit, when the want is supplied and the

crisis is over and our condition varies, a new dis-

cipline is administered unto us which become.s the

object of our obedience again. Therefore, our out-

ward proceedings are subject to variation. Those

variations are temporary, conformable to circum-

stances, and ordained by Providence. From ob-

serving them no one ought to conclude that there

has been any change in us, so far as fundamental

truths and sentiments are concerned. As the

tree grows out of the seed, so does the Brahmo
Somaj grow out of its seed truths. In regard to

language and usages there has been change, and

there shall be more change in future. But

through the midst of it all, we shall, with our

families and friends, acquire greater merci-

fulness, holiness and enthusiasm. Let our generous

friends wait with hope and patience. Let them
not be offended by agitation and change. And
in the end, in the fulness of time, they will

understand the real organization of the Brahmo
Somaj and the harmony of its parts.

”

The Pioneer says : —Those who have watched
the progress of the Brahmo Somaj, will observe

with interest that it is drifting towards the

doctrines which Hepworth Dixon described in his

Spir.tual Wives. In the last number of the

Indian Mirror is printed a rhapsody addressed

by the ‘husband-soul to the wife-soul.” “Oh
blessed sight,” the writer says, “ a spirit husband
and a spirit wife seated in prayerful, Rishi

attitude upon the lap of the Supreme Mother.”

An esteemed and influential gentleman thus

writes to a friend from Bavaria regarding the sue

[Fbom a Brahmo.]

It is with a feeling of unfeigned gladness that I

communicate to you the news of the laying

of the foundation stone of the local Somaj house
this day. Taking advantage of the holiday

in the courts, the Brahmos here assembled this

morning at the spot selected for the building,

and in an unostentatious but fervent spirit laid

the first foundation of it. The local Brahmo Somaj
counts about a score of years for its age, but all

this time it had no building for the congregation

to assemble in for purpo ses of worship. This

long-felt want the almost half-hearted exertions

of the members could not so long remove; and now
at last Providence, in His inscrutable ways of

mercy, has Himself removed it. The torpor which,

like the darkness of night, so long pervaded the

exertions of the members, has at last failed to

resist the effects of the steady dawning light as

it were arising out of the Divine hand ; and, after

all, we see now the sure beginning of an actual

edifice. May Heaven hasten on its completion,

and may the house prove a real house of God, and
become the nucleus of holiness, love, and pious

activity 1

The building will be suited to the requirements

of the locally, and will thus not be a large one. It

will have a roof to avoid the necessity of

constant repairs; and to give it a little peculiarity,

the front will bo made to bulge out in a semicircle

having on the top somewhat of a tower-like
appearance. All the costs of the building are

being defrayed through the most laudable muni-
ficence of a single friend of the Brahmo Somaj—
a sympathizer with its cause, and the actual

construction of the building is under the personal
superintendence of Babn Ram Lai, the District

Road Cess Overseer, who is himself a member of

the Brahmo Somaj, and of Babu Chunder Cumar
Pal, a retired Overseer of the Public Works
Department, and a man of very noble feelings.

The Brahmos here cannot be sufficiently grate-

ful to all these gentlmen.

Bhagulpore, 23j;d June 1880,
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(K’Orres|toiu(^nce.

[ IVe do not hold ow'xelces in any way rexponsiMe

for the opinions ofOUT correspondents.—Ed. S. il/.]

QUESTION’S TO BE ANSWERED BY
ORTHODOX CHRISTIANS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir.—In j'our iasire of .30th M«v a correspondent
“ W. T.” challenges orthodox Christians to answer

twenty-four questions which he, no doubt, tlu'nka

cannot be answered satisfactorily to the credit of

orthodox Christianity. Of course. Mr. Editor, I

do not PiiDpose that you are in the least res-

ponsible for these questions, no more than you are

for tlv's letter
;

but it would have been a

real kindness in you to have reminded

“W. T.” that he had not made any new
discovery or enriched theology hr the questions

asked, since the religions world has been familiar

with them for the last eighteen centuries. The

tone of the questions is decidedly offensive, and

shows the writer of them to be anything but well

informed, as is also manifestly seen in the ohsen-

rity, repetition and want of arrangement which

characterises the whole. Let me fast instance

generally one or two of these and have them
eliminated from the other questions at once.

Thus question No, 16, if it indicates^ any

thing, would seem to infer that Christians discard

the vse of reason. Now, this is quite absurd,

and ought not to receive serious attention from

any one, unless the writer means the ahuse of

reason. Again, the quesMon of the insniration of

the Bible is asked, as if no proof existed for this

doctrine; and it is also charged with “immorality.”

“untruth,” and “contradictory”, without one

instance riven to show that these crude state-

ments are well founded. “W. T.” cannot expect

that any one is to rush into print and answer

every question which the “ignorant and unlea”n-

ed ” may choose to ask. These quest’ons are all

answered in every theological work in Europe,

and to ask us to p'ove insniration is to

ask us to quote a volume. 'Would it not

be much wiser for “ W. T.” to acquaint

himself first with the reasons advanced bv

orthodox scholars, and then to give ns his

own views,and to show where and why he differs

from them? Further, questions 18 and 19 are

not intelligible^ He says (18), “ Must not the

thing to be believed be true before it is believed.?”

Certainly not. “ W- T.” may believe a lie which
will be a lie before and after he has believed it.

It is evident that in these two questions he means
to say that a truth remains a truth, whether it

is believed or not. This is s^lf-evident, and re-

quires no demonstration; but what connec-

tion has this with what follows ? Though
I am not a theologian in the technical

sense of that term, and though I have no faith

in the theory that conviction logically forced on

one against his will is lasting or beneficial— “ con-

vince a man against his will, he’ill hold the same
opinion still

—
” yet since no other one has noticed

these questions (and I do not blame them for it',

I will endeavour to answer them briefly in the

hope that among your readers there are not a few

who, though ignorant of the character of God and

of theology, ^‘should seek the Lord, if hapnily they

might feel after Him and find Him, though He
be not far from any one of us.”

Permit me, therefore, after having eliminated

questions Nos. 16,18, 19, 21,22, 23 and 24 as above,

to arrange his questions in intelligible form,

which will facilitate the clear apprehension of

them, and render easy the task of answering them
briefly.

The first ten questions resolve themselves into

a statement ridiculing the doctrine of eternal

punishment supported by ten reasons thus

—

Eternal punishment cannot be the desert of sin.

because by that doctrine (1) God is not a God
who loves his enemies ; (2) it cannot be for the

good of any being
; (3) it implies ultimate evil

to the soul
;

(4, 5 and 6) it would represent

God as overcoming evil by evil instead of by good;

(f) it limits the power of God; (8> makes him less

merciful than man; (9 & 10) and repre.sents frail

man’s natural weakness as an infinite crime.

Now, Sir, before the other questions are stated,

I shall endeavour to answer these ten reasons. First,

let me give a definition of some ambiguous phrases

and words that are fatally misleading to the

unsophisticated reader. Orthodoxy defines God as
follows;—“God is a spirit in and of Himself infinite
in being.glory, blessedness, and perfection, all suffi-
cient.eternal, unchangeable, incomprehensible.every,
where present, almighty, knowing all things, moat
wise, mo.st holy, most just, most merciful and
gracious. long suffering and abundant in goodness
and truth ”

I will assume that “ W. T.” believes in the
existence of sin, and that sin is opposed to the
holy character of God. The question, however, to
decide is “ In what relation does God stand to
sin?” The answer must be one of three. (1) As
each and all the attributes are iofinite, and as
holiness iaidiametricaliy opposed to sin, we should
expect God’s opposition of, or hatred to. sin to be
ioiinite', (2) or he is only partially opposed to sin,

(3) or He is n t at all opposed to it. But it can-
not for a moment be supposed that love of sin is

essential to.or possible in. the nature of God; there-
fore, he must be infinitely opposed to ein. If to

this we add that man carries his moral character
with Him into eternity—there existing as a free

responsible being capable of exercising choice
among motives, then we can proceed to consider
the questions in detail.

Lest ‘W. T.” should find fault and object to mv
re-arrangement of his questions, I shall quote each
separately in his own words, except when sever.al

have the same meaning, and do not require separate
consideration.

1st Question.—“ As we are required to love our
enemies, may we safely infer that God loves his
enemies ?”

Answer.—That God loves sinners (His enemies)
in this world is abundantly manifested, for He
makefh His sun to shine on the evil and on the
good

;
and sendeth rain on the just and on the un-

just
;
sparing their lives though they are outraging

hi.s law
;
giving health and energy though these

are spent in deeds which His soul abhoreth —deeds
upon which He cannot look but with loathing.
But it would be inconsistent with ho’iness and
justice.—of which God is the fountain—if this
should continue throughout eternity

;
for th-^n

would God encourage vice and discourage virtue,
since virtue and vice would have equal rewards,
each basking in the love of God. If God could
so love the sinner as to ignore H's own justic;
and holiness by overlooking the just desert of sin.
the moral law would be a myth, our consciences
a lying standard, and the universal dread among
men of a coming judgment-giving rise to the
universal practice of sscrifice to the gods for
sin—a meaningless outcome of the guilty con-
science. The love of God cannot be conceived as
acting at the expense of any or all His other attri-

butes,for loye without holiness might foster and
perpetuate evil, and without justice might become
the patron of wickedness

;
all of which we con-

ceive to be impossible with God. God cannot
love sin. and if the sinner refuses to be separated
from his sin, he must bear the punishment due to
it.

Qnestion2.—“Would eternal (or endless) punish-
ment be for the good of any being ?”

Answer.—As stated above, it is inconceivable
that God should act towards any being in any
way not in harmony with nil His attributes. To
suppose that whatever God does to the sinner
must be for His good or happiness is strange
theology. The punitive jusdee of God is a
necessdy of His nature

; so that if we sunposes sin
to exist, its punishment must follow. We do not
punish people merely for their good ; we
punish them for the good of society and the
vindication of just laws, Suppose a murderer
were to take refuge in my house and that I

knew his guilt, it would be a good act to the
murderer, if I could save him by concealment and
lies, because I thereby saved him from pain, and
prolonged his life; but would it be just to the law
or to society ? Nay, could I do so without, in the
eye of the law, ray own soul partaking of the
guilt attached to the murder? According to
“ W. T,” the object of punishment is the good
of the transgressor

;
doubtless it has that in it

ere the tr<ansgression is committed, for the
fear of punishment has a gooi effect on a
certain class of criminals

;
but once let the

law be broken, whether it is natural or civil law,
and the just consequences follow not certainly to

the i” or happiness of the transgressor. Let
“W. T.” reflect for a moment on the terrible con-
sequences which follow an infringement of natural
law, physical or organic, and he can therefrom
have some faint idea of the penalty which must be
attached to the higher and more sacred moral law.
How small an offence it seems to swallowafew
drops of poison by rais*^ake, yet the result is the
death of the body. How small an offence it

seems to miscalculate the centre of gravity, ye.
iDQQtnerablQ lives have been lost by indiffereno^

to this great physical law. How innocent seems
a few moments’ unlawful gratification, yet a
disease may follow from which the third generation
of his offspring will not be free. There is more
implied in penalty than the “ good” of the in*

dividual, if we are to judge from the physical and
organic laws which are admittedly less important
than the moral. It is clear, therefore, that just
punishment is both a “good” and an evil. It is good
by its deterrent influence,—good for the species that
it provides for the survival of the fittest and the
eternal death of the wicked. Evil to the individual,
for punishment implies suffering

; and by the ter-
rible law of final permanency allows the soul to
become filled with his own ways. Evil and
good are self-propagating germs which require
only opportunities of growth, tending by fixed
laws to become final and permanent in opposite
directions— sealing the righteous in everlasting
joys, and the wicked in eternal misery.

Questions —“Han God design the ultimate evil
of a single soul ?”

AnsTvet.—God can and does design the just
punishment of sin, and just punishment cannot
be reckoned as an evil. This question is more fully
answered above.

Que tioo. —“As we are forbidden to be over-
come of evil, can we safely suppose that God will be
overcome of evil?”

— “ W. T.” assumes that just punish-
ment and “ evil” are synonymous terms ; this no
oue will admit. To punish justly is not to he
overcome of evil, or justice would be evil whereas
all know it is good and the absence of it evil.

Question .5.
— “ Would not the infliction of end-

less punishment prove that God had been over-
come of evil

Answer.—No, for the reasons given above.
Questiosi 6.— “ Would the infliction of endless

punishment be overcoming evil with good ?”

Answer.—Yes, and no, as answered under
question 2.

Questioa 7.— If you had sufficient power, would
you not save all mankind ?”

Answer.—Although God is omnipotent. He
cannot use His power on the side of evil

or injustice. Almighty power without holiness,

justice and truth is almighty concentrated
wickeiness. It is not possible for God to do
any thing unjust, unhol.y or untrue. To clear

the guilty without vindicating His own law and
character, or aw.arding sin its due desert, would be
inconsistent with the character of God. There-
fore it follows that God cannot save all mankind
irrespective of holiness and justice, nor would it

be just or even possible to force holiness on a soul
against its will

;
for then man would cease to be

responsible for his actions, and become an inert

machine moved at the will of another.

Question 8.—“ Are you more merciful than
God who made you ?’’

Answer.—No.
Question 9.— “ Can the sin of one naturally

weak, be an infinite crime ?”

kimver.—Natural weakness is not synonymous
with sin. Wo are not published for natural
infirmity or weakness, but we shall be for our sins;

and if sin can be eternal, as has been already
proved, then must punishment be commensurate
with the sin. Orthodoxy teaches that natural
infirmity is no sin, and that man’s wrong
choice—choosing evil rather than good, is

his sin, and this conscience invariably bears
witness to. “W. T.” evidently supposes that
sin is merely an imperfection of our finite nature;
if this were so, God would be monstrously cruel
in allowing so much suffering and wretchedness
in the world

;
and all his judgments in pro-

vidence on nations and individuals is al-

mighty injustice, since he created us with these
imperfections. How different is the orthodox
view which looks upon sin as the great cause of all

these miseries, so that the miseries of this life

resolve themselves into the sins of humanity.
Take away sin, and you transform the earth into
paradise,but let it remain, and you must have the
bitterness of God’s displeasure manifested in cala-

mities, pains and miseries by judgments on
nations. tribes, families and individuals.

Question 10.—“If man cannot commit an in-
finite crime, can he deserve endless punishment?’’

Answer.—Man may continue to sin through-
out eternity, therefore his punishment ought to

he justly proportioned; and if eternal sin is pos-
sible, then may eternal punishment accompany it.

The second series of questions resolve themselves
into an affirmation that there is no personal Devil
supported by five reasons thus :

—
There can be no personal Devil, (1) be-

cause Ho is representeil as being made by
God, (2) there was no one to tempt him
except God. (3) He fell without a devil
to tempt Him, (4) Adam’s sin was not the
urigiaal aia,but the devil’* was, (5) therefore, it is
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wrong to impute Adam’s sin to as. But I shall

quote “W. T’s. ’ own words, so as to take away any
imputation of unfairness in the re-arrangement
that might be made by “ W. T.”

Question 11.—“If there be a personal Devil,

who made him?”
Answer.—God created holy angels with the

possibility of choosing contrary to the Holy Will
of God, and shaping their actions accordingly.
What a being chooses freelj’ that lie loves. The
Devil chose evil, and thereby made himself a Devil;
but God created him as an angel of light.

Question 12.— “As sin presupposes temptation of

some sort, who or what tempted an holy angel to

sin?”

Answer.—Sin does not necessarily presuppose
external temptation. Our natural desires and affec-

tions are not sinful in themselves when lawfully

gratified and properly directed. Thus ambition
is natural to man and a holy laudable sentiment
when to please God is our object; but unholy
and detestable when subservient to unholy
objects and wicked motives Again, the

matrimonial relationship is holy, just and
good, and the accompanying paramount de-

sires form at once the most powerful factor in Ihe

preservation of the speci s and the order and
welfare of society ;

but the unlawful gratification

of this passion becomes the most abominable and
degrading sin, repulsive alike to God and man.
Surely, therefore, there was no need of external

temptation to induce the Devil to sin. He had only

to abuse the freedom of choice permitted him by
God, and choose what God hated, or change the

object of his ambition from O d io himself.

This he did and was not spared, but cast into

outer darkness.

Question 13. — “ If an angel could sin without a

Devil to tempt him, may we not sin without a

Devil to tempt irs
?’’

A7iswer.—Yes certainly. The words of Holy
Writ are “ Let no man say when he is tempted,

lam tempted of God, for God cannot be tempted
with evil, neither tempteth he any man; but every

man is tempted when he is drawn away of his own
lus^, and enticed.”

Question 14.—

U

&n angel became a Devil by
sinning, was Adam’s the original sin ?”

Ansioer.—Yes, the original sin of the human
family.

Question 15.— “ Would there be any more
impropiiety in imputing my sins to Adam than

in imputing his sins to me ?”

Answer.—Yes for the above reasons, and
because the order of nature is from root to

branch, not from branch to root.

Q:iestion 16.—“ Come now, let us reason to-

gether (Isa I., 18) If reason be delusion, why
should some folks reason against the use of

reason ?*’

kTWver.—This is nonsense, and requires no
answer.

Question 17.—Can Jesus be the Saviour of the

world, if the world is not saved by Him ?.

Answer.—Yes. The lifeboat that goes to save a

shipwrecked crew is still a lifeboat, though some
prefer clinging to the wreck. and are lost.

Questions 18 & 19 are treated in the introductory
remarks.

Questions 20 to 24 treat of inspiration and allied

subjects which can best be answered by consulting

any handbook of theology.

Apologising for trespassing so far on your space
and refusing to notice any more questions from
“ W. T.,”

Yours &c.,

An Orthodox Christian.

Sir Louis Cavagnari’s favorite pug-dog was
found roaming about Cabul on the arrival of the
British troops, having escaped the massacre. The
little creature has just arrived in England.

A DOG CLUB has been established in Paris,

whose members consst exclusively of lovers of

the canine species, while no one is admitted to

the club room, unless accompanied by a bull-dog,

a king charles, a terrior, or a setter.

Prof. Max Muller’s paper “on the Discovery

of Sanskrit Texts in Japan,” which is to appear in

the forthcoming number of the J urnal of the

Royal Asiatic Society, has been translated into

Japanese. A French translation of it by M. de
Millone will appear in the Annales du Music
Ouisnet.

A “ SLRifPiNG girl” now exists at Turville, a
small village near High Wycombe, Bucks, wao has
neither spoken nor opened her eyes for nine
years. When only thirteen, the girl fell into a som-
nolent state and became paralyzed, and her con-
dition has never since altered. Though she can-
take liquid nourishment, the girl is most attenuat-
ed, and neither her hair, nails nor feet have grown
since she was first attacked.

The Rev. Alexander Napier, the editor of Bar-
row’s works, is preparing a new edition of Boswell’s
Life of Johnson with the Tour in the Hebrides.
While preserving all that is of value in Croker’s
edition, it will also comprise the results of researches
by more recent students and admirers of the sub-
ject of these works. Moreover the text, which has
been much tampered with, will be scrupulously
restored to its original integrity. The volumes will
be published by Messrs. Bell.

•

Paris still possesses a relic of the old Empire
in the person of Mme. Fetter, ^vivindiere of the
campaigns of Nepoleon I She is 93 years’ old.
and was present at the battles of Leipzig, Dresden,
and Austerlitz, and participated in the Russian
campaign and the disastrous retreat from Moscow.
She receives a pension of 100 francs fron the
Government, and lives with the only one of her
twelve children who still survives. She knew the
famous Marshal Neil as a child and nursed him
on her knee.

M.De. Lessep's Panama Canal scheme has been
thoroughly sifted by a generous minded American,
who, according to JEngineering. claims to have dis-

covered the French Engineer’s black designs, and
has introduced a resolution into congress against
the project. He declares that M. de Lessep’s real

aims is to divert the warm gulf stream which now
gives Great Britian her temperate climate, and
so to freeze out the English speaking nation,
and he appeals to congress ag o net the “ inhuman
designs of France in thus attempting to destroy
her chief European rival and to injure the com-
merce of the United States.”

The Pompeian House, which was first laid
bare on the recent commemoration of the de-
struction of the city, has now been almost entirely
disinterred, and is noted as the largest about the
best preserved of all the Roman dwellings yet
discovered. The villa which covers the whole
space between thr'^e streets, and evidently be-
longed to some rich citizen, has two atria, four
wings, and a suacious peristyle, in the middle of

which is an or amental fountain, while there is a
complete bath, so that the doubt on the style of

the arrangement of Roman baths may possibly
he cleared up. The interior paintings are
beautifully preserved, those on the first floor re-

presenting marine animals, one room being de-
corated with the r presentation of an aquarium.
Scenes from animal life ornament the wings.

Mrs. Booth, wife of General Booth of the
Salvation Army, recently delivered a lecture on
the ‘•Pdnciple.a, Measure^, and Aimes of the
Salvation Army.” She stated that, according to

the most carefully compiled statistics, more than
90 per cent, of the working population of England
never crossed the threshold of either church or

chapel. Until she had mixed among the masses
of the Ipeople she had never imagined that mch
human|beings existed as she had seen by the Tyne
side, in South Wales, and in Lanca.shire, where
men had pulled a poor little girl-captain down
a flight of steps, and kicked her only because
she had tried to bless them and to do them good.
It was to reach the untaught, unthinking, and
unwashed, over whose heads the ministrations of

the Church had flown that her husband had started

the Salvation Army, and acting on the principle of

adapting means to ends, they had sou 'lit to arouse
attention by striking and novel appeals, just as

prophets of old had done things strange in the

sight of the Jews, to awaken them to a sense of

their iniquity. Much good had been efifected, and
much more might have been done, had the Magis-
trates and Police protected the preachers and kept
the “ roughs ” in order, instead of siding with
them against the preachers. They had now
5,280 men and women speaking in public every
Sunday and nearly every night. These were unpaid;
and there were besides 267 “captains,” paid
Evangelists. There were 151 stations throughout
the country, and during the year ended the 12th
of last month I4,669i. had been collected locally

and expended locally, every penny ao taken and
spent having strictly accounted for.

PICKINGS PROM PUNCH.

Survival op the Fittest.
Times Advertisement .‘—Qioverness required.

English, French, German, Music. Liberal salary.”
Three hundred applications received. Fifty

selected. Applicants invited to be interviewed,
(addressing hungry half-hundred) ;

—
“ All those who are over twenty-seven may retire.”

{^Exuent ten.
“All those who do not profess the higher Mathe-

matics may retire.”
i [Exuent fifteen.

“All those who do not undertake the rediraents
of Latin may retire.” {Exuent five.

“All those who are not preparefrto teach counter
points and harmony may retire.”

{Exuent ten.

^

“ All those who do not undertake to ground in
oil and water-colored painting may retire.”

{Exuent seven, leaving three.
Advertiser.—“ I offer five-and-twenty pounds. ”

{Exuent tivo, leaving one, face to face with the
liberal salary

!

The European Concert,
But now they sing great Gladstone’s praise,
In tones of all unwonted love !

Beaconsfield’s “ Peace with Honor !” had its
hour,

Tine robs such sounding phrases of their power
Now William’s note of unison is heard.
And Europe, heart and voice, is stirred
To love, and warble— like a bird

THE HIBBERT LECTURES.
o

Buddhist Monasticism,

Mr. T. W, Rhvs David gave his first lecture

on the Sacred Books of the early Buddhists on
Thursday, the 20th ultimo. He began by stating

that the numerous divisions rendered it necessary
to bear constantly in mind that what might be
true of oue kind of Buddhism, might be untrue
of another. Referring to a large map of Asia,

he sketched out the history and spread of Buddh-
ism, and commented on the distinction between
the Northern and Southern forms. The sacred
language of the northern Buddhists was Sanskrit,
and in Sanskrit only three Buddhist texts had as
yet been published, all of comparatively late date,
such as the Sukavativyuba, from which extracts
were read. The earliest documents of au hority
for the history of Buddhism are the Pali Pi takas,
the first of which deals with the Vinaya, or Rules
of conduct for the members of the Buddhist order
of mendicants. The second deals with the
Dhamma, or Religion ; and the third with
the books not included in the other too. The
book, named Patimokkha, is the oldest part of

the Vinaya, and contains all the rule.s, the origin
of which is explained at length in the other parts
of the Vinaya. The ordination service is contained
in the Upasampada, Kammavara, and is of a
very simple character. But these books deal only
the outer aspects of, the Buddhist monasticism,
and to understand the reason of the great
influence and long continuance of the Buddhist
order of mendicants, it is necessary to have
recourse to the Dhamma or Religion which shows
what the aim in life of mendicants was. The rules
of the order required self-conquest, poverty and
celibacy ;

unchastity, theft and murder entailed
on the culprit irrevocable expuhsion. A monk
might possess only three specified robes, a girdle
an alma bowl, a razor, a needle, and a water-
strainer. Like other orders, that of the Buddhists
deteriorated after a time

;
but it has been and still

remains, at least in the southern church, a school
of plain living and high thinking, and has been
of great temporary service to the peoples among
whom it has existed.

“

Early Buddhistic Religion.
Mr.T. W. Rhys Davids, in beginning his

second lecture on the sacred writino's of
the Early Buddhists, given on Thursday
May 27, said that it would be impo.ssible to
understand the widespread power and lono- stabi-
lity of the great Buddhist Sangha, or mendicant
order (which for more than two thousand years
influenced half the human race ), by a mere
study of the dry rules which regulated its daily
life. It is necessary to enter into the soirit of the
“Dhamma” or “Religion,” the cause of its
strength. From its negative side early Buddhism
protested apinst the whole of those super-
natural b'liefs which formed the religion
of the populer Brahminism. This was shows
from the Teryja Suita, which included is
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Are worSi?
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condemned as useless and
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^cd theological theories

tL Brahmins, as was shown fromthe Brahma^ada Suita which maintains that alknowledge IS derived from the impressions madebythe outside vvorld on the six organs of sense.From Its positive side early Buddhism had a
“orality for o dinary

of^.^ ;on«
Sigalovad Suita, whose

lofty tone of morality ig entirely iiidenend-

w»\ supernatural. There

Noble
system, that of “ the

tb? 1

according to which
the only true salvation was an inward growth
to be gained ind realised in this^ life,
consisting of right views, high aims, kindly
spirit, upright behaviour, a harmless livelihood,
perseverance m well doing, intellectual activitv.

thought. Those who were familiar
^

-
hierarchy and Crastin emanations

of the later northern Buddhism, might be
disappointed with the simple non-super-
natural views of the early Buddhists, just as
a Japanese scholar who know Christianity
from medioeval Catholic works, might find the New
Testament little to hi,s taste. But Mr. Davids said
it woiild be a mistake to conclude from the
similarity of some of the precept senunciated, that
early Buddhism resempled Christianity of the New
Testanaent. It was based upon a theory of life not
only different from, but antagonistic to. that

;
and

it resembled rather the views of the tioaitive and
agnostic schools of modern thought. Without any
attempt to decide how far early Buddhism was
right or wrong,Mr. Davids said it might be conced-
ed that the very recent discovery of the early
Buddhist system was one of the most interesting
and instructive results of modern oriental reaserch

MARRIAGE WITH DECEASED WIPE’S
SISTER.

Opinions.

Rev. Dr. Chalmers.
"In verse 18 of Lovitious xviii, the prohibition is

only against marrying the Wife’s Sister during the
lifetime of the first wife, which of itself implies the
liberty to marry the sister after her death."

Rev. Dr. Eadie.

"Is the marriage of a widower with his late
Wife’s Sister within the prohibited degrees ? In all
frankness and honesty I am obliged to answer

—

No. It is interdicted neither by expressed veto,
nor yet by implication. Canonical austerity is not
to be indentified with moral purity or matrimonial
fidelity.”

Rev. Dr. Eadie, late Professor of Biblical Literature
to the United Presbyterian Church, Scotland.

Rev. Dr. MofAt.

"In reference to marrying a Deceased Wife’s
Sister, mv opinion is that the command < not to
take a vvife to her sister to vex her beside the other
in her lifetime,’ can have only this one meaning,
that after the death of a wife, the widower is at
perfect liberty to marry her sister. How any one
can view the text in any other light is to mo
incomprehensible.”

Rev, Dr. Norman Macleod.
" I had occasion last year to ask the opinion of

the late Rev. Dr, Norman Macleod, of the Barony
Church, regarding the ‘marriage with a Deceased
Wife’s Sister Bill.’ He told me that he knew
nothing, either in Scripture or in nature
againqt it

; on the contrary, consent was implied
in Scripture, and in certain circumstances he
believed it was the very best second marriage a
man could make. He was convinced the Bill

wouM shortly become law. and that thereafter
the Church would make no difficulty about it.

" I am, dear Sir, vours truly

•MOfu A .
Black, Eld^.

KJth August 1872.

Sir David Brewster.
"I have read, with great attention the pamphlet

you were so good to send me on tbe Marriage Ques’
tion, and I cannot conceive how any intelligen*^
and right-minded person can resist the force o^
the arguments they contain. I consider it clear
that the Old Testament directly permits Marriage
with a Deceased Wife’s Sister.”

°

The Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, M. P.

-Hale Constitutions.-
When the Imman frame has become debilitated
from the effects exposure, excesses of neglect
these Pills will repair the mischief. If they be
taken according to the lucid directions wrapDed
round each box, Holloway’s Pills exert the most
exemplary tonic qualities in all cases of nervous de-
presion, whereby the vital powers are weakend ani
the circulation is rendered languid aud imsteadv
They improve theapetite, strengthen the digestion
regulate the liver, and act as gentle aperients’
The Pills are suited to all ages and all habits A
patient writes: " Your Pills to be valued require
only to be known. During many years I sought a
remedy in vain, was daily becoming weaker when
your Pills soon restored me.”

’

For many years I have felt the pressure of this
subject to be extreme. Among certain classes the
change proposed would not be without a disturbing
effect on domestic relation.s

;
but these classes are

limited and select, and it is the mass of the com-
munity we must look to in dealing with such a ques-
tion. When I consider the weight of testimony
given by ministers of religion, among the most res-
pected in their several commnnions—men among
the Roman Catholics, the Nonconformists, the
Established Church. High Church, and Low Church,
including such a man as Dr. Hook, who mioht,
perhaps, be described as the first parish minister
of his day when I consider the pressure of motives
which have induced so many persons who have
had practical experience of the consequences
produced bv the present state of the law to support
the prnposed change, I do not shrink from the
responsibility it would entail. Some twelve or four-
teen years sgo, I formed the opinion that the
fairest course would be to legalise the marriave
contracts in question, and legitimise their issue,
leaving to each religious community the question
of attaching to such marria^jes a religions cha-
racter

;
and the bon. and learned Member for

Marylebone (Sir T. Chambers) has shown a wise
judgment and conciliatory temper in reducing his
demand to a rainirnum, and introducing a Bill to
do no more than obviate the ruinous consequences
of the present state of the law.”
Speech nr the Prince of Wales, May 6th, 187^.

My Lords, I have to present a petition, signed
by 3,258 farmers of Norfolk.praying for the legalis-
lation of Marriage with a Deceased Wife’s Sister.
I present it,my Lords.on local and general grounds
It is my firm conviction that, if this Bill is passed,’
it would he of advantage to the community at
large, and I therefore, give my heartv support to
the noble Lord who moves the second reading of
the Bill.”

°

"A Poor Parson,” 1829.

—Extract from a Lette/ in the Standard of
i'ebrnary 17 th, 1879,
" To declare that this question is not an impor-

tant one is to ignore facts. The question would be
the burning question of the day, if the good-sense
and right feeling of the public did not extend that
indulgence^ and absolution to the perpetrators of
tbese’marriages which only a small section of the
Churchy of England denies, I sincerly hope that
something will be done to remedy the painful
position of thousands of de.serving families dnrino
the coming Session of Parliament; f ir if not, I am
convinced that the question will be made very
prominent in the next General Election, and !

would not support any Member who would not
pledge himself to vote for the removal of this
oppressive law,”

The Right Honorable John Bright, M.P,
April 21st, 1869.

" He had never hear 1 vet, and he felt satisfied
that he never should hear, an argument such as
an honest and learned lawyer could offer to a
learned Judge against the prooosition of his honor-
able and learned friend. the Member for Marylebone
(Mr.Thomas Chambers). An ccumvlated sense of the
inconveniences arising from the present state of the
law, and a knowledge of the grle'^ous and fearful
cases of injury and suffering arising from that law.
made him feel he could not give a silent vote on
that occasion, and that he ought to use any argu-
ment that occurred to him, with the hope of
influencing some of tho.se who heard him to give
their vote for a final and satisfactory settlement of
the question. He had heard this question discussed
many times in the so''iety of wowen—women of
cultivation and admirable in their lives— and yet

Darlin-ton’s Pain-CnrerJ hag beenound to be a certain cure for Pains in the BacksLumbago Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. Couerhs
Colds. Tightness of the Ohe.st. Headache, Toothache
.Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism. P.aralysis, Fains in
I he Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica Bad
Legs, Bad Breasts, Swellings. Old Sores, Piles, Ring
worms, Pimples,Freckles, tt Eruptions oathe skin

anvT fl
“®ver heard in that societyany of those fearful vaticinations which he hadheard from the Opposition side of the House. Heneld that personal freedom should be the great rule

fhi women were themselves
the best judges on the whole of the matrimonial
contracts they shou d make. He asked the House
to supDort the Bdl on grounds of common justice
as beU-een the rich class aud the poor. He asked
tlie House by an emphatic vote to affirm the

libpr‘;'’'f

’’ all he asked-of personal
ilierty for the men and women of this country in

concern of their lives, as against a law inrespect of which there w-es no pretence that it

?ri reSot°“ « ^notion

The Countess of Charlemont, May 1st, 1879.
“’There is one argument, and Lady Charlemont

eonsider,s It a strong one, in favor of such mar-
riages which IS that now the foolish opponents
thereof say that a woman would never feel safe inadmitting her sister to her house as a resident, if
after the wife s death a marriage between thewidower and the sister were possible. This is sheer
folly. Why,such a degrading idea would prevent awoman having a cousin—often dear as a sister-or
a friend to stay with her. Now, if a kind girlgoes to nurse and comfort her dead sister’schildren—for whom she must have a natural
affection-old gossips shake their heads and malign
her, though, as the law stands (not, we hope, for
long) she 18 in her brother’s house. Who would
cherish the motherless things like her? A stranger ’
Well, the kind aunt would be thrust aside for somegiddy girl who would have no love for them, per-haps even a feeling of repulsion I”

^

The Rev, Dr. Vaughan (Master of the TsMPLF'iFebruary 28th, 1871.
•‘I am decidedly in favor of a change in the lawregarding Marriage with a Deceased Wife’s Sister

It appears to me to be at present in a position mostunsatisfactory, both in point of justice and policyand I have never scrupled to express that opinion’We have no right to create sins; and I believe

food’s™' creating SGod 8 The argument against them from Scripturehas always appeared to me to break down utterlyAnd my experience of social life among the poor ina Northern town eads me to lament the existence
of any arbitrary hindrance (such as I believ^Ma
o b.) to .he le.al union of two per.onrX,e ii-legal union is the certain alternative.”

Cardinal Wiseman.

gviii, 18) as prohibiting marriage with a Deceased
saying that a man shouldnot take two wives together, at the same timebeing so related? Certainly that verse appears to

“V®"
meaning, that two siste^s^shonldnot be living together in the same house as wivesof the same person Ig gueh a marriage held byyour Church as prohibited in Scripture ? Certainly^

ARB BBAFSCT*WATCHES?
Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction^
It is specially manufactured for India bv Mapht"NBaV of THEfE OWN invent/on

'

“s onlv

n'f Tn*
Ibis Watch wilTbafound both accurate and lasting.

Price, Xls. 55 nett.
Guaranteed for 2 years. Ri-«rv ;

Watch”*''*'' ("'“"V ao-oaned’En^liah

Silver KEYLESS English

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS in v«..- ^

SMH THOMAS Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30
*

SPECIAL AT2ENTION TO REPAIRS.

RZiAGK & SEUBRAY.
6-1

, Hastings Sibbex, CAioum;
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TSACKEB., SPXirXC. 6c CO.,

CALCUTTA.

Now Ready.

MALARIA : its Cause and Effects, Malaria and the

Spleen, Injuries of the Spleen ;
an Analysis of dJ

Cases. Bv E. G. Russoll, M. B., B. SC., Lond.,

Surgeon, Bengal Medical Service, demy avo.,

cloth, Rs. 8.

THE HINDU LAW OP ADOPTION ;
a Critical

Essay. By an Hindustani Hindu Vakeel, royal

8vo., Rs. 3.

THE RACES OF AFGHANISTAN ;
being a brief

Account of the principal Nations inhabiting that

Country. By Surgeon-Major H. W.
C. S. I., late on special political duty at Kabul.

8vo., cloth, Rs. 3-8.

THE BENGAL ARMY REGULATIONS, correct-

ed to 1880. and approved by His Excellency

the Commander-in-Chief. Royal 8vo., Rs. 4 ;
in-

terleaved, Rs. 5.

ROYAL SCHOOL DICTIONARY IN ENGLISH
and Roman Urdu. Etymological, Pronouncing,

and Idiomatic. Paper boards. Re. 1 ;
cloth.

Re. 1-4.

OUR EDUCATIONAL POLICY IN INDIA.

Dedicated to the Right Hon’ble Viscount

Halifax. By the Rev. James Johnston. 8vo.

As. 12.

THE SOVEREIGN PRINCES AND CHIEFS
of Central India. By G. R. Aberigh-Mackay,

Principal, Residency ('Rajkumar) College,

Indore, Central India. Illustrated with Por-

traits and Views. Volume 1. Royal 8vo„ cloth,

extra gilt, and gilt top. Rs. 12.

ARNOLD’S ECLOGiE OVIDIANiB. A transla-

tion. (For the Entrance Examination 1880,)

Re. 1-2, post-free.

MILTON’S ODE ON THE NATIVITY OF
Christ. With Todd’s Notes. As. 4.

VOL. II. HINDU TRIBES AND CASTES ;

Together with an account of the Mahomedan

Tribes of the North-West Frontier and of the

Aboriginal Tribes of the Central Provinces. By

the Rev. M. A. Sherring. M. A., LL. B.

Demy 4to., cloth. Rs. 16.

This Volume contains an account of the Tribes

of the Punjab and its Frontiers. Central Provinces

and Berar, Bombay Presidency and Frontiers of

Scind.

GOODEVE’S HINTS FOR THE MANAGEMENT
and Medical Treatment of children in India.

By Edward A. Birch, M. D., Surgeon-Major.

Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo.. cloth. Rs. 7.

" I have no hesitation in saying that the present

one is for many reasons superior to its predecessors.

It is written very carefully, and with much know-

ledge and experience on the author’s part, whilst

it possesses the great advantage of bringing up the

subject to the present level of Medical Science.

—Dr. Goodeve.

the commerce and NAVIGATION OF
the Erythrcean Sea

;
being a Translation of

Periplus Maris Erythroei by an Anonymous

Writer, and of Arrian’s Account of the Voyage

of Nearkhos from the mouth of the Indus to the

head of the Persian Gulf, with introduction.

Commentary Notes, and Index. By J. W.
McCrindle, Esq., M. A., Principal of the Govern-

ment College, Patna, Rs. 3.

the steeplechase horse ;
How to Select,

Train, and Ride Him. With Notes on Accidents

and Diseases, and their Treatment. By Capt. J.

Humfrey, cloth, limp, Rs. 3-8.

the law of inheritance as in the Virami-

trodaya of Nitra Misra. Translated by Golap-

ebandra Sirkar, Sastri, M, A. B. l. Royal 8vo.,

cloth, Rs. 10.

the sea customs law, 1878, and Tariff Act

;

with Notes and Appendices. By W. H. Grimley

Esq,B. A., LL. B., C. S. Demy 8vo., cloth,

Rs. 7-8 ;
Interleaved, Rs. 8-8.

LAYS OF IND. By Aliph Cheem. The Sixth

Edition, Enlarged with six new Lays and several

Illustrations. Imperial 16mo., cloth, extra gilt,

and gilt edges. Rs. 7 nett.

DUKE—QUERIES AT A MESS TABLE ; What
shall we eat? Whall we drink? By Joshua

Duke, Surgeon, 3rd Punjab Cavalry, Author of

“ Banting in India.” Rs, 2-4.

DUKE.-HOW TO GETTHIN; OR, BANTING
in India. By Jo.shua Duke, Surgeon, 3rd

Punjab Cavalry, Arthur of “ Queries at a Mess

Table.” Second Edition. 18mo., boards. Re. 1.

A MANUAL OF GARDENING FOR BENGAL
and Upper India. By T. A. C, Firminger, 8vo.,

Rs. 10.

A MANUAL OF SURVEYING FOR INDIA. By

Col Sir U. L. Thuillier and Col. Smyth. 8vo

Rs. 12.

INDIAN DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND RE-
ceipt Book. With Hindustani names. By Dr.

K. L. Riddell. Fcap. 8vo., Rs. 6.

ROXBURGH’S FLORA INDIOA : OR DESORIP-
tious of Indian Plants. Reprinted litertim from

Carey’s Edition 8vo., Rs. 5.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO AGRA
and its Neighbourhood. By H. G. Keene,

Esq. ,
M.R. A.S., &c. Fourth Edition, Enlarged

and Improved, Rs. 2-8.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO DELHI
and its Neighbourhood. By H, G. Keene, Esq.

Maps. Fcap. 8vo.
,
Rs. 2.

ANCIENT INDIA AS DESCRIBED BY MEGAS-
thenes and Arrian

;
being a Translation

of the fragments of the Indica Megasthenes,

collected by Dr. Schawnback and a Translation

of the first part of Indica of Arrian. With
introduction. Notes, and a Map of Ancient

India. By J. W. McCrindle, Esq., M.A. Prin-

cipal of the Patna College. 8vo, Rs. 2-8.

A GUIDE TO TRAINING AND HORSE MA-
nagement in India, with Hindustani Stable

and Veterinary Vocabulary, and Calcutta Truf

Club Tables for weight for Age and Class. By
Capt. M. Horace Hayes. Author of “Veterinary

Notes for Horse-Owners.” New Edition, re-ar-

ranged and much enlarged. Crown 8vo., Rs. 5.

CALCUTTA TO LIVERPOOL BY CHINA,
Japan, and America, in 1877. By H. W. N.,

Rs. 2.

By Louis
Rs. 8-12

Robinson,
Rs. 2-12

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

a-14 Calcutta.

W. NEWMAN <Sfc CO.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Handsomely printed in Atlas Quarto, with G1

full page Ilhhstrations, and 23 Wbodczits,

hound in Cloth, bevelled edges t

Price thirty -five Rupees.

The Antiqtiities of Orissa.

BY RAJENDRALALA MITRA, LL. D., C. I. E
Vol. 11.

PUBLISHED UNDER ORDERS OF THE
government of INDIA.

These are some of the Relics ot the Past

Weepinfj over a lost Civilization and

an Extinguished Grandeur."

NEW BOOKS.
Eng'iiieerliig' and Architecture.

HOUSE ARCHITECTURE. By J. J. Stephen-

SON, Fellow of the Royal Institute of
_

British

Architects, With numerous Illustrations. 2

vols., royal 8vo. (23-10) Rs. 26-4

STEEL : Its History, Manufacture, Properties,

and Uses. By J. S. Jeans. With numerous

Illustrations. 8vo. (23-10) Rs. 26-4

THE CONSTRUCTION OF LARGE TUNNEL
Shafts. A Practical and Theoretical Essay. By

J, H, W. Buck. Royal 8vo. (7-12) Rs. 8-8

A TREATISE ON FUEL, Scientific and Practical.

By Egbert Galloway, m. r. j. a. With Illus-

trations. (3-14) Rs- 4-4

the ENGINEER AND ARCHITECTS’ POCKET
Book, for the year 1880. Bound in leather,

Rs. 4-4

THE NAVAL ARCHITECTS’ AND SHIP-BUIL-

ders’ Pocket Book of Formulae, Rules, and

Tables. By Clement Mackron. Bound in

leather. (8-0) Rs. 8-12

TRAVERSE TABLES. Computed to four places

of decimals, for every angle up to 100 of

distance. For the use of Surveyors and Engi-

neers. By Richard Lloyd Gurden. Folio,

hf-bound. (19-2) Rs 21-4.

THE PRINCIPLES OP GRAPHIC STATICS.

By George Sydenham Clarke, Lieut. R. E.

4to. Cloth. (8-0) • Rs. 8-12

LONDON GRADUATION MATHEMATICS,
comprising the University of London Questions,

for the degrees of B, A. and B. Sc. complete,

from 1839 to 1879. By Thomas Kimber. m. a.

(4-6) Bs. 4-10

ELEMENTARY APPLIED MECHANICS, By
Thomas Alxander, c, k. (3-0) Rs, 3-4

GEODESY. By Oollonel A. R. Clarke, c, B ,

R, E. (Clarendon P'ess Seines,) 8vo. (8 0) Rs. 8-12

AID TO SURVEY PRACTICE, for reference in

Surveying, Levelling and Setting ont. With
Tables, Illustrations and Records.

D’B. Jackson, a. m. i, c. e. (8-0)

SEWAGE DISPOSAL. By Henry
M. Inst. C. E. (2-8)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR TESTING TELEGRAPH
lines and the Technical Arrangement of Offices.

By Louis SCHWBNDLER ;
Vol II. (6-10) Rs. 6-4

*%* Copies of Vol. I. are availab’e.

G-eneral Scienoe-
THE BOTANICAL TEXT BOOK. Part 1.

Structural Botany or Organography, on the

basis of Morphology, 6th Edition. By Isa Gray,

LL. D. (6-12) Rs. 7 8

botany for CHILDREN : An Illustrated

Elementary Text-Book. By the Rev, Geo.

Henslgw, M.A. (2-8^ Rs. 2-1

MACMILLAN’S SCIENCE PRIMER Introduc-

tory Primer. Ry Professor Huxley, f. r. s.

as 12) As. 14

CHAPTERS FROM THE PHYSICAL HISTORY
of the earth. An Introduction to Geology and

Palaeontology. By Arthur Nicols, f. g, s.

Crown 8vo. With numerous Illustrations

(3 -6 )
3 12

fossil men and their modern REPRE-
sentatives : A attempt to illustrate the Charac-

ters and Conditions of Prehistoric men in

Europe by those of the American Races. By
Dr. J. W. Dawson. (4-12) Rg, 6-4

an elementary treatise on PRACTI-
cal Chemistry and Qualitative Inorganic Ann-
lysis, for Schools, Colleges, and Beginners; By
Frank Clowes, d. Sc. lond. 3rd Edition.

(4-12) Rs. 5-4

LIGHT SCIENCE FOR LEISURE HOURS.
By Richard A. Proctor. 4th Edition. (4-12)

Rs. 5-4

OUR PLACE AMONG INFINITIES : A series

of Essays contrastlne our little abode in Space
and Time with the Infinities around us,

Bv Richard A. Proctor. New Edition. (3-14)

Rs. 4-4

ROUGH WAYS MADE
_

SMOOTH : Familiar

Essays on Scientific Subjects. By RiCHaRD A.

Proctor. (6-12) Rs. 7-8

THE PREPARATION AND MOUNTING OF
Microscopic objects. By Thomas Davies.
Edited by .John Matheus. m. d. (1-12) Re. 1-14

EASY LESSONS IN LIGHT. By Mr. W.
Audry. Illustrated, d-12) Re. 1-14

EASY LESSONS IN HEAT. By C. A. Mar-
TiNEAU. Illustrated. (1-12) Re. 1-14-

a-54 W, NEWMAN & CO.

itz:ttroXiOx.x. z>av <&. co.,
4 & 6, Hare Street, Calcutta.

American Kerosine Oil

Of the Brightest Quality, per case

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz, to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 26
Packets to the case, per case

Burmah Clg'ars.

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 3, per 1,(K)0

Coconada Clg’ars.
“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100

Do. small (do.)

Rs. 4 8

„ 12 8

„ .30 0

„ 20 0

M 12 0

(do.)
t »

»»

»>

ft

9 9

9 9

“ Babington” No. 1

Do. No. 1

Do. small
“ Burmah”
“ Leisure Hour”
“ Medium size”
*' Queen”
“ Half Hour”

Chlorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne ... „

Spirits.
Methylated and Cautchicened ... ,,

Pure for Medicine ... ... „
Absolute Alchohol ... ... ,,

Terms ; Cash only.
NETTROLOLL DAY & PO

a-44 4 Jl' 5, Hare Street, Culc

3 0
2 0
2 8
1 12

1 4

0
8

1 0
1 0
1 12

0 12

2 8
3 0
4 0

•nttn,

I '
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THE

CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

"\/rAY be consulted daily, on all branches of

their Profession.

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-
manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They
cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free,

V A. XL E XL ik IT E C O-

WILL SELL BY AUCTION

1, LALL BAZAR,

WAXIRANTED !

SURE ! ! & SAFE ! !

!

DR. PARE’3 PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising therefrom.
Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Chronic Venerial affec-

tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimples, Cutaneous
Eruptions, several kinds of Skin Diseases, Dyspepsia,
and general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful
property of removing the Mercury from the system
and of purifying the blood of all its impurities
from whatever cause arising, of invigorating the
system and imparting fresh energy and vitality

to it. The brilliant and extraordinary eflficacy of
this Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic and
almost hopeless cases, proves its effects to be un-
rivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8
;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for mercurial and Syphi-
litic TTlcers and Eruptions. Price per
pot 8 annas.

Infallible malaria Specific perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic hypertrophy. Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,
restores the internal organs to their normal func-
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Infiammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.
Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To he had of
MAI30N DE PARIS,

GHOWRINGHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH.
C4WyXTA, a-40

Oti Zi3rZa«riis’s Xloniostic DXedic inos

Inh'Axtile Fever Powder (for Fevers,
Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rg. i 4

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... ... j

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of
”

cases of enlarged spleen),.,. ... \
Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

"

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), 2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ... 2
Expectorant Drops (for

”

Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

1

(mild, prompt

Balsamic
Coughs,
Pain in

&c.),

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative.

Family Aperient Pills
and safe).

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ...

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
Children),

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair),

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... ... j j
The above are most strongly recommended t

parents, guardians and others residing in District
where medical aid is not available. Thousand
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses ;A pTvnted ’pamphlet giving full instructions i

Tvrapped round each hottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co.
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’i
original receipts and sold by all Madicine Ven
ders. „.27

1 A

1 4

2 0

2 0

^PPY to the Maliger.
FOR

Illustrated Price Llst,'>s^’‘j''
^•55 At 55

, College Street,

J, CORPIELD & CO.,

(

I

IJ, Old Court House Street, Calcutta,

Notice.

Life of Maharajah* Nava Krishna Deva Baha-
door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

Behary Mittra, which the Press have opined to
be highly interesting, is ready for sale at the
Sanskrit Press Depository, the Canning Library,
39, Old Chiuabazar, and 116, Chitpore Road,
(Burtollah.) <

’

Price six Annas.
("All rights reserved.) a-8

Z<ONI>ON AJSSU XiANCASKXB.B
XiIFB ASSITARANCE OO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.
This Company offers to the Public the Com-

bined Advantages of
Unquestionable Security and X.ow

Rates of Premium.WHILE the adoption of all the improved
modern conditions under which Policies

are now issued, enables the Directors to grant un-
usual facilities to all intending Assurers.
That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-

versally recognized as the MOST SECURE AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT; is suflaciently
proved by the following statistics, “ startling in
their magnitude but quiet power,’’ extracted from
“ The Review” of January 1st, 1879.
“ In the years 1870-1878, the accumulated Life

Assuarance Funds of the Offices have risen from
£90,700 000 to £117,600,000, or at the rate of
£3,00),000 per annum. This is after paying out
£71,500,000 in claims and bonuses on policies alone,
entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or
management expenses. The total sum received by
the Life Offices on life account in the eight years
was £128,700,000. Against this was paid in
claims, £71,600,000 ; annuities, £3,350,000 ; and
surrend rs or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being
a totals paid out to Policy-holders of about
£84,000,000 ;

after this £27,000,000 were added
to funds.

The LONDON & LANCASHIRE retffrps 80 per
cent, of the profits, divided every five years to
participating Policy-holders. English rAtes of pre-
mium Only charged such period as the Assured
spends westward of Suez.

Prospectuses and every required information
can be immediately obtained by application to
the undersigned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.
The Manager of the Indian Mirror is authorized

to be our Agent.
A. B. SHEKLETON,

Oeneral Agent Sf Secretary for India,
a-4 A, Lall Bazaar, Corner of Mission Bow.

i I

NOTICE.

The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at
which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street,
where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, is henceforward to be called the
“ Sen Press. ” All communications for the Indian
jlfirror Newspaper and the Sen Press to be
addressed acooidingly.
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HEALTH RESTOKED
LIFE PROLONGED
o

BY USING

SR. AX.Zi£N’S EX.IXZR OF X.XFE,

The New Remedy for Nervous aud Chronic Diseases.

This invaluable preparation is a powerful agent in replenishing the vitality of the body and in deve-
loping all the powers and functions of the system* to the highest degree. It imparts the vigour of

youth and nervous energy even to the most debilitated and shattered constitution
;

restores to the
hnman frame the animating element of life wasted by an indulgence in irregular habits

; purifies and
enriches the blood

;
and thoroughly renovates a constitution broken down by long-protracted illness,

debauchery, intemperance, &c. The most astounding cures are daily being effected in cases of—
’

General Debility,

Nervousness,
Palpitation of the Heart,

Trembling of the Hands and Limbs,
Loss of Memory,
Mental Depression,

Epileptic and Fainting Fits,

Female Irregularities,

Indigestion,

Dyspepsia,
Bilious and Liver Complaints,
Bronchitis,

Consumption (Early stages only).
Asthma do.
Hypochondria,
Impoteucy,

and all disorders originating from a deficiency of nervous force aud an impoverished state of the blood*
Us, S per bottle ; packing for niofussil 8 annas.

The beneficial effects of Db. Allen’s Elixir of Life are frequently manifest from the first day
of its use by a remarkable increase of nervous power throughout the body

;
digestion is improved,

and the appetite increases wonderfully
;
the bowels become regular

;
the chill watery blood becomes rich

and healthy
;

the tremulous nerves are strengthened
; and the relaxed muscles invigorated. By the

use of this medicine.all debilitated organs return to their sound state, and perform their natural func-
.tions, and the whole system undergoes a thorough renovation.

The eflScacy of the Elixir of Life is now well known, and is acknowledged by the first medical
men, by, whom it is recommended as the most efficacious medicine hitherto discovered for weak
and enfeebled constitutions, nervous debility, exhaustion through overwork, aversion to business
incapacity for study, dimness of sight, loss of memory, drowsiness, impoteucy, and all those diseases
for .which phosphorus, iron, quinine, strychnia, &c., are not only given in various forms, but
often to the destruction of the sufferer’s health.

DR. ALLEN S GOLDEN LINIMENT,
A Specific for Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, Swelling and Stiffness af the Joints

Paralysis of the Limbs, Sprains, Dislocations, and Pain in any part of the body,
^

By its outward application only pains of any description and by whatever cause produced are
Instantly cured. The speedy and assuaging relief that has been afforded by it to thousands who had
been suffering from the agonies of Rheumatism justly entitles this extraordinary medicine to be
proclaimed as the only certain remedy yet discovered for the cure of pain. By its judicious application
numerous chronic and long-standing cases have been perfectly cured. Price One Rupee per bottle.

Numerous testimonials from various quarters testify to the efficacy of Dr. Allen’s Medicines
Agents wanted in the Mofussil ;

liberal terms, which can be learnt on application,

A detailed List of Dr. Allen’s Medicines can be had on application.

8URDETT AND CO., SOX.S AGENTS,
3 A, Waterloo Street, Calcutta,

a-31

DWARKIN & SON,
IMPORTERS OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, &c.,

5, Chitpore Road, Corner of Lall Bazar, Calcutta,
larmoniums 5 Octaves by Alexandre, From Rs. 85 to 90 ea.

larmoniflutes 3 Octaves by Bussons, „ „ 46 to 65 ,,

Clarionets in B, 0, E, & A, 13 keys,,,, ,, ,, 20 to 66

lornets with 6 Crooks, ... ... „ „ 18 to 60
flutes in D, 8 keys ... ... „ ,, 15 to 30

’iccalos in B, D, & F, from 1 to 6 keys „ „ 2 to 12

'lageolets in D, ,, „ ... i, „ 2 to 15

letal Harmonicons ... ... ,, » 3 to 16

ianjos 5 and 6 strings ... ... „ g, 8 to 16

lerman Concertinas, 20 keys ... ,, „ 2 to 6

inglo-German Concertinas, 24 keys... „ „ 20 to 26

lerman Accordions ... ... gg ,g 6 to 8

luitars with Machine head ... „ „ 8 to 12

axhorns ... ••• » » 35 to 65

mall Musical boxes 2 Tunes ... „ ,g 6 to 7

Strings and Fittings always kept in stock,

Price list on application,
'

a-28

G. X.AZARVS dc. CO.,

AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,

Calodtta.

SINGER’S Gold Medal.
LOCK-STITCH Paris Exhibition

Sewing Machines. 1878.

SINGER’S 366, 432
LOCK-STITCH Machines,

Sewing Machines. Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

New Family Hand Machine
with polished cover and

lock,

Sewing Machines. Rs, 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs, 96,

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

SAwiTifi? Mahclnes

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,
*Ra IHn

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-
LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

LOCK-STITCH „ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 116.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with raov-

LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,
Sewing Machines. Rs. 120,

SINGER’S Packing for

LOCK-STITCH Hand Machines, Rs. 2-8.

Sewing Machines. Treadle ditto, Rs. 6.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a-3

NOTICE.
The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-

pared to undertake any agency business,
with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders.

Commission will be charged according to the value
as the order on a sliding scale of rates which c?m
of aKertained by application to the Manager.
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STEW GOODS! NEW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnishing- Requisites.
VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS Rs 6-8

to So each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8, COCOANUT MATTING, Rs, 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 26 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per nair
BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c., &c„ &c.

‘

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OP
LACE, MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS DAMASKS

AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our seleotions of these for variety, riohness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

. We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.N. B.—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,

Brussels Tapestry and Velvet File
Carpetings.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the
newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the moat economical
manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.
The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for FurnUure^ Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, dkc.

The largest assortment in India.

Window jpqrtains,
Lace and Muslin‘s

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,
in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes. Infants’ Coat
Blankets.

Door Mats.
English—made from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.
*> i» <> » 38 by 24 „

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.
i> »> » M 38 by 24

Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.
Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.
Hearth Hugs and Sofa Carpets.

Felt Carpets in several sizes, Felt Carpeting by
the yard.

Furdah Bepps.
Oreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repns

and several other Materials.
^Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in

F. W. BAK.EB. dt. CO.,

HOSIERS, DRAPERS SILK MERCERS, &c., &c.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA.

India.

?23

ADVANTAGES OF ASSURING WITH THE
ORIENTAL LIFE OFFinF.

All that Experience has proved Practicable and
Prudent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,
Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be
btained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever
(1.) Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.

Amalgamations Impossible.
Funds in Government Securities only.
Native Lives assured at European Rates.

Premiums reduced to English Rates from
leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

( 2 .)

(3.)

(L)

(5.)

date of

China.

Annual Fremlum for Assurance
Rs. 1,000 under New System.

of

Age. 30

1

35 40 45

Premium Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.
21 5 4 24 8 8 28 10 0 33 14 8

Lower Safe Rates than any other Ofli ce.

(6.) Oflice young, and therefore free from Old
Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can be paid Yearly, Half-yearly,
Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of
Years.

(8.) CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OF DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 35 per cent.
HO.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,

and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

( 11 .)

( 12.)

(13.)

(14.)

(15.)

(16.)

Entire Direction in India.
Special Protection to Assignees.
The Most Economical Management.
Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-15-0 oub
Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine,

m .'
1.

^o''°y-holders can appoint their ow
1 rupees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.

(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhei
to suit Assurers.

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.
(19.) No Restriction on Travel,

'

POLICY-HOLDERS IN 'HIE "ORIEN'TALARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WTIA'IEVElUncquuHed Llhorality,
Being established in India, lill arransements f(

the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” ai
made with a view to the convenience and benefit (

its own members, European and Native,—wh
alone participate in the advantages arising froi
its succssful progress.
Yearly list of new Assurers closes 3L

December.
Special attention is invited to the Peculii

System of Life Assurance introduced by th
(Jompany, and to the New and extremely favorabl
Conditions (as regards Rate.s, Profits, Limit
OF Residence, Non-liability to Forfeiture, Ac,
under which its policies are issued.
The next Valuation takes place in 1880, whe

Entrants before 31st December 1879 will ran
for Profits.

ITS CAREFUL ANI
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT, IS RAPIDLY
GAINING THE CONFIDENCE OF THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY,”
Intending Assurers—Native or European— ar

in^ted to compare the Rates and Conditions of th“ Oriental ” with those of any other Company,

Detailed Pro^ectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports, and full particulars on application to-
iF- A. COHEN, Agent Jor Bengal, or D. MoLAUOHLAN SLATER F I An.WBLLESLBY Place, CALCUTTA. Manager &lcTuARY7BOM^BAt a-

lit

PRBSBRVB VOVR S^^BT*

EUREKA

SFECTACX.BS <k BTE-GBASSBS.

r
1
1HE determination of the proper spectacles for

HI

any defect of the eyes, is undoubtedly''

a

I

matter of the greatest importance.

This importance is increased on the one hand

by the number of patients requiring such assist

ance—a number that throughout the civilised

world, may be reckoned by millions—on the other

by the actual injury inflicted by unsuitable glasses,

and lastly by the customary sale of most spectacles

by persons who have no adequate knowledge of

the conditions of their utility.

P’or the guidance of those who cannot con-

veniently vi.sit me, I have published a pamphlet'

giving all ncce.ssary instructions.

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, ” How to

preserve the Sight,” with testimonials explaining

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

application.

N. LAZARUS.

5, OLD COURT HOUSE STREEf,

Calcutta.

a-19 Oonsultatlon Free.
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. SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES.
The undernoted Watches are specially adapted for persons who, haying costly watches, are

reluctant to use them for rough purposes, such as travelling, sporting, &c. They have been

manufactured by Hamilton and & Go. expressly to supply the demand for a fairly dnished and accurate

time-keeper at a moderate cost.

The Railway Watch.

The Railway Watch, as sup-

plied to the Indian Railway
Companies, has an English

lever movement of the finest

quality and strongest possible

construction. Hamilton & Co.

confidently recommend it as a

Watch not easily disarranged by
rough usage. The apparent dis-

advantage of the large size is

amply compensated for in wear
by the increased excellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.

Recommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use of

Travellers and Explorers.
Cash.

In German Silver case...Rs. 95
In Sterling Silver case 135
In Silver case. Keyless... ,, 180

THE STANDARD LEVER WATCH.
In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, f

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-

ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled

Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

Price, Rs, 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Rs. 200 cash.

With Keyless movement. Hunter Half-hunter, Silver, Rs. 100 cash.

This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We
have devoted particular attention to the good
finish of its mechanism, and as we can confidently
guarantee its performance, we recommend it to all

classes of buyers."

The Aluminium or Silver Keyless
Crystal Watch.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for
winding or for setting the hands.

This in India is a great advantage, dust and damp
being kept out.

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.
Works visible.

Silver case, Rs. 45. Aluminium case, Rs. 40.

Ladies’ Gold Watches.
Substantial 18-Carat Gold cases, engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughly
timed and tested. Fitted in Morocco case. Gold
Key supplied.

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200.

The Patent Silver Lever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOK ORDINARY WEAR.

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable
time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-

faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass,

strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only ... Rs. 40

Superior QUALiTY,in Hunting Case, Rs. 65 Cash.

Ladles’ Eleg'ant Enamelled Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with
highly finished Jewelled movements. Rs. 125 to ,300

Gold Guard and Albert Chains
Of every fashionable pattern now worn, and of the usual lengths, manufactured of the best rich

colored Gold. We solicit inspection of our large and varied stock, but a sheet of patterns with prices
will be forwarded per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta.

Silver Guard and Albert Chains, a large assortment always in Stock, Prices on
application.

Lockets, Seals, and Watch Keys, charms and Trinkets, dec.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
JeweHlers, Watch and Clock Makers in ordinary to H. E. the Viceroy

and to K. R. K, the Prince of Wales,
CALCUTTA.a-49

M, EAV AND CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS
OP

EVERT DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmiths,Electroplaters,Bronzers,

Lacquerors and Railway Con-
tractors, d(.C., dec.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-

water Cans
;
garden watering pots

;
Tea, House,

Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps

; Bailway Lamps of every descriptions,
&c,, &c.,

Always in hand and made to order.

Also

Portable Cooking stoves of single and double
IL 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate, a-33

DUNK AND GO.

CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

And
BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS

BY APPOINTMENT TO

His Excellency tlie "Viceroy and Governor
General of India.

Nos, 46 ^ 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-
able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.
Estimates supplied on application, a-50

NO MOHS PAINS

AiNiCURER

The “Exhibition” Eng-
lish Lever Watch.

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely English-
made throughout, has a substan-
tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Full Plate System ! with Jewel-
led Lever Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-
ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me-
dium size,

Cash.

Silver, best quality ... Rs. 8.*'

Second quality 75

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame, A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia. Colics,

Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pres-

cribe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very wors
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all

other medicines have been tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains I !

!

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packing A.s. 8

DARLINGTON & CO.
49, Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.

Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer.^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.

Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dera, writes :
—“ We find Darlington’s Pain-

Curer efiBcacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Theodorine,
Superioress F de la Croix. ”

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes “ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAiN-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary.
Mr. E. 0. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the

Bengal Times, writes from Dacca, “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple of applications, and in about 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer.”

To lovers of grood reading*.

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of Literature

Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-

tion, Re. 1, postage, 1 auna. 2'imes of India
says:—“ The Calcutta Magazine 'should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—“ It is ably and
judiciously conducted by Mr. Owen Aratoon.”
Bangalore Examiner says VI

Q

should like to
see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day,”

Manager, Calcutta Magazine, 49 Dhurrumtollah-
street, Calcutta. Remit in half anna postage stamps

a-24
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAliKOUSZi: SQUARE, CALCUTTA.

^ attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta andthe Mofuasil to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar^ accom-n ri? K'’ "'•im'laolareci to spoSll orderaod Will be fouDd to be excellent 10 iiiechaniani, and mi, aical'y correct ot rich toue, norteotlv in timeand of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.
^ ^

—o

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From Rs. A. P.

action
,, ... 12 0 0

Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe ,, ... 4 8 0
Kennedy’s Syphon

,, ... 9 0 0
Eye Instrument Cases ,, ... 60 0 0
„ ,, Macnamara’s ,. ,, ... 36 0 0

Cataract Knives and Needless ,,

Scissors, curved. Probe, and
... 3 8

Sharp, pointed, Cross
Action

,, ... 4 0
Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c. ,,

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-
... 12 0

byns, Mudges, Ac., Ac. ,,

Minor Operation Instruments
3 8 0

Aneurism needles ,, ... 2 0 0
Abscess Knives, Symes 2 0 0

6 Beng'all tunes, 1st series.
1. Bassanto.
5. Kalangrah.

Peeloo.

o
3.'

1.

2 .

3.’

2.

3.

1 .

2.

3.

Bassanto.

Kalangrah.
Peeloo.

1st series.

Box No. 1073, playing*
1. Poorabee.
2. Imni.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6.

Cash price Rs. 100.Harp or Setar Box No. 1073|, playing 6 Bengali tunes,
1. Poorabee. 4.

’

Imni. 5 _

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6.

Cash price Rs. 125.
Box No. 1075^, playing 6 Bengali tunes. 2nd series.

Sarung. 4 , Jhiniuttee.

Bhoirabee,
Kaffee. 6. Kawalee.

'^ash price Rs. 100,
Harp or Setar Box No. 1075^, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 2nd series.

Jhinjuttee.
Bhoirabee, 5 . Bhoirabee.
Kaffee. 6, Kawalee.

Cash priceRs. 125.
Box No. 1077, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.rri_

^ Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhola Janee.
6. Khambai.

Cash price Rs. 100,
1077^, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.

4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhala Janee,
6. Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 126.

Taza Bhee Taza.
Doogiree.

Hilli Milli Punnya.

Harp or Setar Box No.
1. Taza Bhee Taza.
2. Doogiree,

3. Hilli Milli Punya.

a-51

NZGHOLLS & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta.
London: -IWhitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.

Current or Floatino Accounts.
No account opened for leas than Rs. 200. Cheques

paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 p. m., and on Saturdays after 1 p. m.

Government Paper and Securities.
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.
Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange,
Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,
payable in Calcutta, or in London at par :

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice — .3 per cent.

,, at 3 months’ notice 4 ,,

„ at 6 months’ notice 5 ,,

,, at 12 months’ notice 6 ,,

„ at 2 years’ notice 7 ,,

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn

.

Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.
Bills corrected and rents realised.

Business rules awarded on application. a-45

SMITH, STANISTREET, & GO.

Pharmaceutical Chemists and
Brugglsts,

BY SPECIAL Appointment

!o Hu Excellency the Right Hon'Uf

LORD LTTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-General ok India,

•kc.. Ac.. Ac.,

Have received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following t

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

, . T. A. P.
Artery Forceps From

II „ Fenestra
Belts, Abdomen

Corpulency

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited
to address themselves in writing to X, care of
tke Printer,

,, Riding

I, Carson’s Patent
Catheters, Silver Plated
Caustic Cases „
Dissecting Cases
Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings

I) in Cases
,, Complete

,, Trumpets for Deafness
„ Cornets, Double

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.)
Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks >

Stockings, Thread, per pair)

^
Ditto, Silk

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz.
Electro-Magnetic Machines)

very powerful, single
j

Do, do, double
1^0, do, pocket

2 0 0
4 8 0

9 0 0
12 0 0
5 0 0

16 0 0
3 0 0

3 0 0

7 0 0

4 0 0
8 0 0
3 0 0
9 0 0

5 0 0

8 0 0
2 0 0

20 0 0

25 0 0
18 0 0

„ Lancets M 1 12 0
Bistouries

1) 2 8 0
Bleeding Lancets

)l 1 4 0
Directors, Silver Plated 1) 1 8 0
Dissecting Cases 7 0 0
Exploring Needles • « • 2 8 0
Gum Lancets 2 0 0
Pocket Cases filled 16 0 0

„ Army Regulation
t9 ... 80 0 0

Probes, Silver
)> 1 0 0

Scalpel and Finger Knives 6 0 0
Scalpels

« 9 ... 2 0 0
Scissors

9 9 1 8 0
Spatulas, Silver Plated

99 1 8 0
Tenaculum

99 2 0 0
Stethoscopes

99 2 0 0
Speculums Ear

99 2 8 0
„ Spring Kramers

99 • • •

97

4 0 0
I, „ Nose

99 • • • 7 0 0
„ Rectum

99 3 0 0
„ Vagina

1 > • • • 3 0 0
„ Silver Plated

99 6 0 0
Spray Producers, Listers 99 18 0 0

,, Richardson’s Complete
9 9 16 0 0

,, Various Makers
9 f 8 0 0

Suspenders
99 2 0 0

Subcntaneous Syringes
99 • • • 8 0 0

Aluminum Cases
9 9 36 0 0

Silver Plated Mounts
9l • • • 8 0 0

Clinical Thermometers
9 9 5 0 0

,, With Kew Certificate
« 9 • •• 7 8 0

0
0

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &G., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from ... 7 0

With Kew Certificate „ , g g
THE NEW PH(ENTX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An

' Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from ...

Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOB

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxidised
Phosphorus Pills.

PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRB-
BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
THE PROFESSION. They are given

with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. A
0. Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers.

Wholesale rates on application.
9 A 10, Dalhousie Square,

and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street. a-17

8 0 0

THESE
SCRIBED
BERS OF

The undersigned beg to inform the Public tha
they have the undermentioned goods in largi

quantities in stock, and orders supplied anc
contractor.

’

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syringe
from ^ oz. to 31b., Mugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds
Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallons
Freezing Pots, and other Pewter Articles of ever>
description. •’

Terms—Cash.
Price moderate.

BISSONAUTH CflUNDER & SONS,
1. Beatinok.Street, Oalcuttu
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

I ADMIRABLE TRANSFORUXATIOIT OF XMCBCKAN'IC AX. ENEBCrV
INTO TORRENTS OF EX.ECTRXCZTV !

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Eleotrio Light in England,
France, and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time, be ex-

tensively used for lighting up largs spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lighting.
We are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills, Public Halls,

Large Durbar Tents, Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railway
Bridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof
Electric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensity
of 2,000 Standard iiandles at the following low rates.

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses ... ... Rs. .50 0
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night ... ... „ 175 0
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night ... ... ,, 450 0

! 1 ! The cost of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs, 60, whereas our
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Caudles, will be only Rs. 15 per night at
the monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! 1 I

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine, Carbon
Pencils, &c., fitted with our improved Hurricane proof. Self Adjusting, Self Lighting
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2,000.

j e s

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

(TRUE C O P V.)

Mr. Fleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Bakrala
Bridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards.

The Light|permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Bakrala Bridge, )

2Sth October 1879. )

a-37

Asst.\Enffineer, Bakrala Sona Division, P. N. State Raihvay,

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Builders 3a,nd Electrlca.1 Engineers,

No. 63, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta,

STEAM ENGINE
FROM

E. 8. HiNDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. PESHAWUR.”

A 2-lTorse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Rs. 800

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strengtli, are easily maiiaged, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
now fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and tliere is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank, which forms also the ash-pan and an efficient
Water-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything m the Printing Trade can he supjglied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.

ERASMUS JONES, Printers’ Agent, 5 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.

[June 27, 1880l

Established 1846.

THE SRUGCrXSTS’ ZZAX.Z,,

36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S S. “ Duke of

Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”
“ Hydaspes,” &c., &c.
Ziactopeptine

Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion
combined in the .same proportion as they exist in
the human stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the influence
of the natural gastric juice. It will be found
far superior to aTl other remedies in Indigestion,
Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly
indicated in Anaemia, general Debility, Chronic
Diarrhcea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, am-
impoverished condition of the blood.

Direction for use, formuloe and dose measure ac-
company each phial.

Price Rs. per phial, and packing As. 4.

Blorson’s Medicinal Pepsine.
loz. phial Rs. 3. Packing As. 4.

Norton’s Camomile Pills
A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and

all stomach complaints.
Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.

Kemrod’s Cure for Asthma.
Catarrh, Bronchitis,Croup,Hooping Cough,

ORDINARY Colds, and all diseases of the Respira-
tory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin.

Pi•ice Rs. 3-8. Packing As. 2.

Grlmault’s Vegetable Xnjection of
Matlco.

A few injections of very short duration are
sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4 .

Whitmore’s Compound Xiiniment of
Arnica.

An effectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasm®,
Lumbago, weak Joints, &c., and as a counter-irri-
tant in a sluggish state of the liver.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4,
Wilkinson’s Ginger and Camomile.

Price Rs. 2, Packing As. 4.
Whitmore’s Stomachic and Xiiver

Pills.
Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.

Savory and Moore’s Pancreatine
Wine.

For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod-
liver Oil solid fat and food generally.
Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4
W. F. Smith’s Pile Powders.

For the cure of Piles & Prevention of Fistula.
Their gentle emollient action subdues irritation

regulating the bowels without leaving a disposition
to costiveness, their decided tonic properties give
power to the system, arrest all tendency to, and
counteract the weakening effect of, the disease* and
their intrinsic value will prove that they ’fully
merit the title of a specific cure of Piles and pre-
ventive of Fistulas. ^

Price Re. 1-8 per hex. Packing As 2
PROPRIETORY MEDICINE,’

Concentrated Compound Essence orFluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.
This preparation is decidedly preferable to any

other form in which Sarsaparilla can be adminis-
tered, on account of its portability and superior
efficacy. It contains the whole active and medi-
cinal properties of the root in the highest state
of concentration, combined with the ino'redients
of the compound decoction directed hv the College
of Surgeons. The beneficial effects olf this Fluid
as an Alterative or Restorative, its great useful-
ness in all disorders of the Skin, Tndi<^estion
general Debility, and after a too free administration
of Mercury, have been universallv admitted and
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most eminent practitioners of the present
day.

xv/i 11 I

Price per bottle R.s. 2. Packing As A
Best assortment of Drugs and chemical’s. ’

Guar-
anteed fresh, and received direct from the resnect-
able manufacturers of London ^

Terms moderate. -Wholesale rates on
application. Price list supplied to Mofussil doctors
and Dispensaries. Orders promptly executed onrcmdtance of cash, or a respectable reference in
(Jalcutta,

crtuii Douije.

pharmaceutical chemists,
Wholesale and Retail Bruggists

And ’

Manufacturers of Rlrated Waters.'
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FIKEPARAK KVRSEZLY.
New Seeds f G-ood Seeds ! ! Fresh Seeds f f

^

The following are the rates, fixed upon onr
Seeds for the current year just lauded per

Steamer Manchester,
60 Kinds of fresh American <

Vegetables including sever-

al varieties of cabbages,
mostly new, Cauliflowers,

Knol Koles, and the others

per packet Bs, 8 0)
00
a ^

50 Do. of do. 7 0 S'®
40 Do, of do.

or just the same as the
last year ...

'

n 5 0

» «; 3
g s g

CVi

30 Kinds of choice and double
flower seeds ... 5 0

25 Do. of do. if 4 0
20 Do. of do. n 3 0
20 Do. of fresh Ame-

'

'

rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our
country D 3 0 . Iv

8 Do. of field and
grass seeds ... D 1 8

Sea Island Cotton seed (long

staple) per seer 1 12
Country vegetable seeds for

present sowing per packet 1 0
Osage Orange or Hedge seed

per tola 1 0
4 kinds of Bird seeds per

packet 19 1 0
Up country big headed Cauli-

flower per tola D 1 0
Tobacco seeds of sorts per

paper »> 0 4
Plants of all descriptions are available in large

numbers for sale. Price lists are supplied on appli-

cation free.

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s
monthly Bengali journal “ Krishi Tatwa” are re-

quested to send their names and subscriptions,

its. 3-6 to the undersigned.
Price list for Seeds of all sorts—can be supplied

if required.

NETTO GOPAL CHATTERJEA,
a-18 Proprietor, Piheparah Nursery, Calcutta,

itatzokaz. bank, of zndza,
ZiZMZTBD.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six M onths’ Deposits 4%

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short

periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed

on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under

one lac.
J, Campbell,

a-52 Manager,

It, G. S Z R C A B, m.B.,
L. R. O. P., EDINBURGH,

and

L. F. P.. S,, GLASGOW,
10, Creek Row,

Can he consulted daily from 6 to 8 a,m.
Family engagements under special arrangements,

COOKE & iKELVEY,
20, OZjB court KOUSb! street, CAZ.CUTTA, j

t
.

Manufacturers of fine anf complicated watches,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.
The Model' Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
These watches have attained a reputation for acdurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. They are entirely of Eugiish manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements,
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Powei*, &c.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Gash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 2.30 to 250.COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHES OF GUARANTEED QUALITY

Cf • 1 LX 1 l-J Ctrl TT . . . I* v
Silver Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Bs. 50 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
R.S. 45, o cash.

-o-

Silver Crystal Case,
Bs. .35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 '’ash.

G O Z. 1> A 1. a E R T CHAZNS.
A magnificent assortment, many of the pattern being recently designed and of a novel characterFrom Rs. 40 to 300.

P,S o
Vi O^ H

O <D ^ 43

rr* K. ^
<D •S CO

5p4s

5 S 2o 2

m
-v»

<D

o
o
kI

o v-

O »s

5^ Q.

The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of massive
elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

COOKE & KELVEY,
a-29 CALCUTTA.

THE GREATEST

VOIDEE. OF lOBEEI TIMES!

HOLLOWAY’S- PILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to ha
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or

the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

cidental to the life of a miner, or to those living ia tha

bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the systenj

against those evils which so often beset the human race,

viz;—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,

diarrhoea, and cholera.

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT

Is the most effectual remedy for old (sores, wounds,

ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin diseases ; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails to

cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

The Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

633,' OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World ; with directions for use in almost every
language.

C4S* Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho"M look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes. f the
address is not 68^ Oxford Street, Loik

,
the^

are spurions.

a-26
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Soopbly Bridgre Botice.

The Bridge will be closed for traffic on
Tuesday, the 29th June, 1880, from 6-30

to 9-30 A, M.

G. H. SIMMONS,
<1*53 Secretary to the Bridge Gonimdssioners,

I
-

-

BB. J. G. ANBEBSOZO',
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, DfiURRXJMTOLLAH STREET,

BKay be consulted at all hours dally.

{Athoviefrom 11 to 12 a. m.')

Family engagements in and about Entally under
special rrangements. a-7

Silver Cream.

For plating articles of Brass or Copper with-
out the aid of a Battery, and for silvering

Harness mounting, &c., as well as for cleaning all

kinds of silver and plated articles.

This preparation is guaranteed not to contain the
slightest trace of mercury, and from the simplicity
of its application supersedes anything of the kind
ever before introduced,, it being only necessary to
rub it over the article (Copper and Brass), with a

piece of rag or the fingers, and polish with a
chamois leather in order to produce a coating of
pure Silver.

As this Cream deposits a coating of pure Metal-
lic Silver, articles of that metal cleaned with it in-

crease in weight and value in proportion to the
amount of coating received.

Price Re. 1 2 and Rs. 2 4 per bottle, packing
As. 4.

Remittance made in postage stamps should
carry one anna extra per Rupee to cover discount.

Agents for the Manufacturersh-^,_^
HOWARD & COTT^

a-W Barrackpore.

CAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-
diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

11HE Str Madras will leave
Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

^day, the 22ud instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 21st instant.

For further information regarding rates of
freight or passage money, apply to

4, Fairlik Place, i G. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 21st June, 1880, j Secreta'^y,

a.\

XI^BZA GEMEBAl^ STEAZVE ZTAVZ-
GATION COmPAN'S’, “LB.” ^

Schoene. Rilburn & Co.—Ma/naamg Age^s:''
ASSAM LINE NOTICE.

' Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur
downward every Saturday.

rilHE Str. Mirzapore will leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Fridaj

,

' the 25th instant.

Cargo will be received attheCompany’s Godowns,
Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the
24tli instant.

1
1HK Str. Dehrooghur will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
day, the 27th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of
Friday, the 25th instant.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train
of Saturday, the 26th instant.

ITotice.

All private communications for the Proprietor
of the Indian Mirror and the Sunday Mirror

should be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumtollah Street.

Students’ Guide to Eng-lish Zdoms.
In three parts.

Containing c pious Explanations and Illustrations
oj the use of Prerositions, Phrases, Idioms,

and the Articles,

BY

BHOLANAUTH PAUL, M, A.,

Head Master, Hindu School.

Price with postage, Rs, 3-4-G.

To be had at the Canning Library, the Central
Library, or of the author. Early applica-

tions requested. a-5

BBABV FOB SALE.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

BY
MR. LAL MOHUN Q-HOSE,

AT THE Town Hall,
CALCUTTA,

On MarcR 4, 1880.

To be had at the “ Indian mirror”
Office,

No. 2, British Indian Street, Calcutta.
And at the Canning Library,

55, College Street.

Price 6 annas a copy. a-l2

Crushed Food for Borses.
reduction of price,

COOK AND CO.

RE glad to announce a further reduction of
the price of the above to

Bs. 2-12 per maund.
Also a reduction of the price

A
exclusive of bags.

I

of their

j

Crushed Food for Cattle,
to Bs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

I

Chaff as before 1/8 per maund, exclusive of

j

bags.

I

ISth May 1880. a-9

BZVEBS STEAIMC NAVIGATION
CO., “ LIMITEB.”

The Steamers of this Company run weekly from
Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back,

f~’1ARGO for the Steamer Indore
leaving Calcutta for Assam

will be received at the Com-
i pany’sGodown, Juggernathghaut,

up till noon of Saturday, the 26th instant.

ri'IHE Str. Indore will leave
JL for Assam from Goalundo
on Thursday, the 1st proximo,

For further information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

Qo
,

MACNEILL & CO.
«.2

The Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forma apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Secretary.

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,
OR,

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

a-16 Agent, for BENGAL.

BEB CKATTEBJEE du CO.
{From late De Leemans Co.,

)

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, & REPAIRERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS.

TINSMITHS, ELECTRO-PLATERS, BRONZERS,
. Laoquerers, and Bailway Gon-

tz-aotors, dto,, dec.

NO. 2, CHOWRINOHEE.

Baths of sizes
;

Block Tin-made Deed and
Despatch Boxes, Sugar, Coffee, & Tea Cans

;

Garden-watering Pots ; Tea, House, Street, Portico,
Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railway
lamps of all descriptions

Always in hand and made to Order.
PORTABLE COOKING STOVES of single and

double 3 and 4 inch burners, Tin and Wrought-
iron Enamelled Ware, &c.

S«rms~Very Moderate.

BBZSX. ANB XiIVELir
OB

THE UNIVERSAL PEG,

I
T is unsurpassed as an agreeable sparkling drink,

especially for the overworked. Brisk and
Lively is (par excellence) a beverage for balls,

fetes, picnics, pleasure parties, banquets, and other
festive occasions. Brisk and Lively is a very
pleasant beverage, quite free from medicinal taste,

and is an agreeable thirst allaying drink.
Manufactured from the purest ingredients, Rs. 2.

per dozen.

FRA GRANT EXTRACT OF PETROLIA
(A NEW PRODUCT OF VaSELINE)

Supersedes all other preparations invent-
ed for the cure of Baldness.

Ladies are strongly recommended to make
trial of this admirable Restorative, which

has been attested by persons of the highest res-
pectability, In numerous cases, where the Hair
has fallen off, from illness, change of climate, or
debility of the system, the use of this preparation
has been found very efficacious. May be used
also as a handkerchief perfume. Per bottle,
Rs. 2-12

;
per ^ dozen, Rs. 14 ; per dozen, 27 ; post-

free to any part of India.

Allan’s Anti-fat.
Corpulency reduced without starvation. Per

bottle Rs. 4-8; per dozen Rs. 48.

Glng'er Ale (Glng'er Ade.)
For purity an'd its agreeable pungency it is un-

equalled. Per dozen Re. 1-4.

Tonic Water.—Made from the Purest Quinine,
Per dozen Re, 1-4.

Lemonade (sparkling,) pleasantly flavoured and
highly-charged per dozen 1-4.

Soda Water (Treble Crated) large bottles per
dozen 12 annas.

N. B.—Being now in receipt of a first class
machine, one of the newest style and from the
best makers, I am prepared to supply the public
and constituents the above-mentioned aerated
waters with the fullest confidence, and can further
assure, that in a short time there will be a reduction
of prices. Special quotations for Messes, Hotels,
and large consumers.

E. A. B’SILVA,
CHEMIS2S AND DRUGGISTS,

A-1, Park Street, Calcutta. -fll5

THE ZNBIAN 2HEZBBOB.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town.

Rs.

2

6
12
24

As.

8

0

0
0

P.

0
0
0
0
the

0
0
0
0

For One Month
„ Three Months
,, Six Months
„ Twelve Months
N. B .—The above includes subscription to

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil

.

For One Month ... ... 3 6

,, Three Mouths- ... ... 8 0
,, Six Months ... ... 16 0
,, Twelve Months ... ... 32 0

Foreign.

For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 48 6 0
M ,, {ma Brindisi) ... 64 10 0

Sunday Edition.
( Both for Town and Mofussil, )

For One Month ... ... ... 1 0 0
,
rurce Months ... ... ... 2 8 0

„ Six Months ... ... ... 5 0 0
„ Twelve Months... ... ... lo 0 0

( Single Copy Four Annas. )
Foreign.

For Twelve Months vria Southampton) 12 7 0

,, „ (via Brindisi) ... li I 4 o
ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas uer line.
No Advertisement charged for itas than a

P.ur)ee.

For aneciai contract rates apply to the M .inaeer.
N, i?.—All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Noreudronath Sen, Proprietor.

Printed and published for the Proprietor W. C,
SooR, at the Sen Pres®, at No. 2, R-iiisri Indian
Street, Caloatt»i
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MR. BRADLAUGH.
London, 3rd July.

Mr, Bradlaagh took his seat in the House
of Commons last night as member for North-
ampton.

A REPORT CONTRADICTED.
The report in the London Press that Mr.

Adam is appointed Governor of Madras, is

officially denied.

AN ANGLO-FRENCH
TION.

DEMONSTRA-

The report is current that an Anglo-French
Naval demonstration in Turkish waters, is

contemplated. The Pall Mall Gazette depre-
cates assembling a European conference on
Turkish questions.

TURKEY PREPARED TO RESIST.
Constantinople, 2nd July.

The Turkish Government is determined to
resist the demands arising out of the decision
of the late conference at Berlin.

Turkey is mobilizing an army corps.

FROM THE PRESS COMMIS-SIONER’S OFFICE. ’

AFGHAN WAR.
Cabul, 1st July.—General Hills marched

on the 30th of 'June to Zargan Shah. All the
neighbouring Malliks have visited General
Gough’s camp to pay respects. There are'
very conflicting ’accounts of the number of
enemy in iMaidan. 'In Dogor Kohistan and
Khodaman things are generally quiet.
Hostile parties in Lugbman' have bro-
ken op, and the valley is now reported to be
quiet.

Candahar, IH JMfy.—Information received
that Ayob, with troops from Herat, has ar-
rived near fFurrah..His advanced Cavalry
being someway ahead on’’ Candahar road.
Quetta mail runners were attacked and rob-
bed by Suni Pathans near that Chotiali, but
mails are recovered by the military. In Slbi
District near,Tl.-illi 9otne Murri robbers were
killed I'V i Il ls.'.

dfflitornil

We read that Mr. Bradlaugh is a Freema-
son, and as a Freemason he must have taken
many oaths.

:o:— - —
Mrs. Oliphant promises to write a Life

of Her Majesty the Queen in the next sum-
mer number of the Graphic.

:o:

With the exception of the RowJay Guar-
diaUf as we see it stated, the entire
Indian Press agrees in upholding the ap-
pointment of a Roman Catholic Viceroy.

The Indian Evangelical Review, which has
ceased to appear for sometime, has been
fortunate enough to secure the services of
Mr. Macdonald for its editor. The first num-
ber, we are told, will appear this month.

'

:o;

An article on Indian Buddhism from the
pen of Mr. Edgar appears in the last Fort-
nightly Review. It contains an interesting
sketch of the development of the chief schools
of Buddhistic theology and metaphysics. The
writer wants to prove that the extinction of
Buddhism in the land of its birth was not
owing to Brahmin but to Mahomedan perse-
cution. This is a novel view, we confess, but
how far tenable we cannot say till we have
read the article.

Professor Max Muller writes to the
Academy cannot close this letter without
stating that not only Japan but China
too is at last surre ndering some of
the literary treasures which beginning
with the first century of our era were
poured into it from India. I have now
the Sanskrit text of the Vagra-Kkhedi-
kaand some other Sastras published in China,
and I hope soon to find leisure to report
more fully on those new trcmvailles.'^

The news about George Eliot’s marriage
has been contradicted in many quarters. The
Christian Lije, however, says :

—“ We sup-
pose it is settled at last that “ George Eliot”
is really married to Mr. Cross. After con-
firming it one week, and denying it the next,
a contemporary promptly corrected the denial
in its' last issue. The lady’s original name
was Mary Anno. Evans, but when she ap-
peared in print as the translator of Strauss
and Ffeuerbach she altered Mary Anne into
Mariaii.” . ...

— :o:

Th^ i’mtieer. describes a- new Sikh asso-
ciation established at Amritsar which
goes -by the name of the Singh Sabha
(the Sbcioty of Lions ?) Its main object,
we afe told, is to revive the Sikh
religiob. “ Sikhs of the old rock naturally
object to the Braliraanising process which
has been going on steadily for the last
thirty Vears, and would like to see the creed
of Guta Nanak restored 'to it . former ^ supre-'

macy.” The Sikhs ought to take up the cry
of the New Dispensation of the Brahmo
Somaj.

;o;

We believe the best friends of Peace Societies
are those who have fought in wars. General
Sherman of the United States thus spoke at
a recent Sunday-School meeting:—“You may
think, children, when you read about us war-
men that we like battles and fighting. It
isn’t so. Most of ns hate it. So far as I am ^

concerned I have been engaged in wars and
with business connected with wars for forty
odd years, and I hate it with a deep and
growing hatred. No, children; let me warn
you to prize and strive far above all other
things, the inexpressible blessings of peace, ''ifoii

We soldiers love peace above every thing
else; we love it so well tha't we are willing to
die for it.” General Sherman is a true sol-
dier of Christ.

•:0!—

\

The appointment of Major Evelyn Baring as
Financial Minister of India is a pleasant sur-
prise to most of us. - Many people seem to re-
cognise no particular qualifications in him to
entitle him to this important post. Well we
need not be uncharitable so early. Major
Baring had something to do with Egyptian
finance, and besides be is a Baring ! But we
need not emphasize these more than may ’ be
necessary. What we wish to lay special
stress upon is that Major Baring is a friend
of the Natives, and is not likely to be
hard upon Native resources. We expect him
to be a sympathetic financier, orie wli6 will
combine Christian love with first rate busi-
ness habits. Native India ought to ac-
cord him a cordial welcome when he
arrives.

Mr. Macdonald, in his book- on Vedic
Religion just receivedj’says of the doctrine
of the Fatherhood ‘of God and brotherhood”
of man :

—“There is no doctrine that has of
late years become more popular among the
more advanced Hindus of the Presidency
towns than this. Sermons, lectures” es-
says and speeches multiplied upon it. • This
is specially true of the ( Brahmo Somaj. The
doctrine may be regarded as the foundation on
which the Somaj is built, only that of late it
has assumed another form—the Motherhood '

of God leading naturally 'to the sisterhood
'

of mah 1 The joke is rich. According’to
this logic the Fatherhood of God would
naturally lead to'the' brotherhood of WomAnV"
We should not obje'ct^if aVter this some one •

(

agreed to accost the writer with the fair bn a

appellation of Sister Macdonald.
I

•

I :o:———I 1

if)7

ii.

;!')

- !('

Ml

Rungpore boasts of a Wesleyan" Mission-
ary in the person of the Rev. S. Arnold, who
evidently thinks the best wa'y of attrBoting
the heathen heart lies through a process 'of
wholesale abuse. Of the district itself he
says Morally, it is one mass of weeds and "b
jungle; and there is scarcely < one of God*s f.n jT
tMhtiog’ anywherhi” I do tiht think thore ate

®
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a score of Christians, either Native or English,

throughout the whole District.” Nevertheless

we are told that whenever Mr. Arnold speaks

he is sure to get an audience numbering from

400 to 1000 persons. Of the Hindus ho

says :
—“They are timorous and treacherous

and the greatest liars under the sun. Their

morality seems to be : It is a sin to tell a lie,

if you are found out
;
but if you can do it

without being found out, then lying is »

virtue. In addition to all this, the falsity of

their own system has so shocked them that

they are very slow in adhering to any other.

Thousands of them are practical atheists

believing in the existence of God but denying

his claims upon them.” The reason why Mr.
Arnold has made so few converts, is now
quite explicable to us.

;o:-

The mother of the present Dean of West-
minster formed many years ago the following

estimate of the excellences and defects of

churches. It is found in the Dean’s recent

Memoir of his father and mother:—
Unitarianism.

—

Good tendencies ; toleration, libe-

rality, active usefulness in all benevolent and cha-
ritable purposes, high attainments in science,

universal philanthropy: Deficiencies: want of

spirituality, humility, Christian zeal and love,

literature, and scholarship. Evil tendencies ; in-

deference, want of reverence, scepticism, coldness,

not) caring for the souls, only bodies, resting in

outward moral works not in outward unction and
holiness.

Catholicism.— Good tendencies : devotion, sub-
mission, faith, reverence, self-sacrifice, saints. Sis-

ters of Charity. Evil tendencies : superstitions
;

inward corruptions, moral sense destroyed or vi-

tiated by the distinction between venial and mor-
tal sins ;

by interposing virtually, though not
nominally, between ourselves and God, by the
continual sacrifice of sense and perception to the
absurdities of the Mass, and the equivocations
necessary to keep hold the fallible doctrines of

an infallible Church.
Evangelicalism.

—

Good tendencies
; spirituality,

zeal, liberality as to the boundaries of the Church,
willing for its extension, and for co-operation with
all who unite in the great fundamentals of the
Gospel, dwelling on the Church of Christ rather
than the Church of England. Evil tendencies

;

over zeal as to doctrine as compared with work,
consequent deficiency in common points of moral
conduct, and exclusive in phraseology, habits and
intercourse narrow.

Scotland is in the throes of a great reli-

gious controversy. Professor Robertson Smith
had maintained that Deuteronomy was not

written by Moses, and this was thought to be

a pill too bitter to swallow. So after

three years of angry controversy the

General Assembly of the Free Church
of Scotland—which, by the way, an English
contemporary stigmatises as “the least free

really of the three great churches in the

country”—met the other day to discuss the

question whether the heretical Professor

should be dismissed from his chair. To the

credit of liberal Scotland, the motion for ex-

pulsion was negatived by a majority of seven

in an assembly of six hundred members. This

is a small majority, no doubt, but it is enough

for such a creed-ridden country as Scotland

is. The victory of liberal thought is thus

celebrated by the redoubtable Professor

Blackie:—
Good news 1 good news 1 truth triumphs after all I

Though fools are many, yet the wise are more’
The biggest fools still make the loudest brawl
And triumph—till the votes are counted over.

Stand firm, my soul, and hold no place for fear !

Though priests and bigots stand in stiff array I

Large-hearted Truth, with sense for engineer.

O’er stock and stone will steam its conquering
way.

God bless |thee, Smith I Thou did’st not slink

away.
With shifty compromise from bruit of battle

;

No lion’s road thou heard’st in asses’ bray,

No Jovian thunder in a baby’s rattle
;

True soldier thou, and faithful to thy Lord,

Who said—“Not peace I send you but a sword,'

In civilized and matter-loving Europe,
there is at least one institution which is

essentially Indian in spirit. We allude to the

passion-play which takes place once every

ten years in the village of Ober, Am-
mergau. The place is almost shut out from
civilization except when, once in a decade, it

brings a large number of Englishmen
and Americans to it. The population is

distinguished by a piety and simplicity

very remarkable. Every thing is cleanly

and godly about it. The play includes the

whole gospel narrative of the life of Christ.

The players are chnsen from among the

inhabitants. They receive no pay for acting

—the Imnor of being elected is sufficient.

The acting, we read, is irreproachable, each

one of the dramatis "personas seems iden-

tified with the character he represents
;

there is no ranting, nothing trivial, no-

thing vulgar or grotesque to jar upon on

,

the cultivated taste. Calm self-possession,

dignity of attitude, sobriety of gesture and a

natural nobility and grace united to a vivid

intelligence, render these simple mountain-
eers masters and models of the histrionic

art. Joseph Maier acts the part of Christ.

“It will be difficult to substitute so perfect an
impersonation of the Redeemer. To surpass

him would be impossible. His whole bearing

is faithfully in keeping with the Divine Ideal
;

his voice is sympathetic penetrating and ca-

pable of the deepest pathos. In the Mount
of Olives and Last Passion scenes he moved

the spectators to tears, and provoked a

murmur of applause respectfully repressed.”

A VERY interesting experiment is being

made at the Alipore Jail to which every

right-minded person should wish godspeed.

A Reformatory School has been set up for

the benefit of juvenile delinquents, and

from Dr. Harvey’s report we are glad

to see that it has made steady progress

np to date. The total number of boys on the

rolls was 96, of whom 49 were Hindus, 43
Mussulmans, 2 Native Christians, 1 Jew and

1 Eurasian. It would be interesting to know
how the young criminals at first liked the re-

straint of school life. The Vice-President of

the Committee complains of the spirit of dis-

obedience and resistance by all the juveniles.

“ I may mention,” he says, “ that on the very

first evening when counting the boys, a stone

was thrown at me by one of them,which struck

the clerk who was standing by my side, the

stone being thrown from the midst of a

number of boys. The offender was not found

out, but it showed me that great efforts had to

be made to improve the behaviour of the boys,

who resented every attempt at enforcing

discipline.” This condition of things is said

to have much improved of late, though the

number of punishments inflicted last year

does not seem to bear out this

punishments were as follow

opinion. The

Penal diet ... 503
Flogging ... 292
Marks cut ... 107
Warned ... 61

Sweetmeat stopped ... ... 13
Locked up in cell ... ... 26
Degraded from monitorship 3

Hand-cuffs 6

giving a total of 1,011 punishments in 1877,

against 876 for nine months in 1878. The
industies taught are classed under the follow-

ing heads :—Garden, blacksmith, book-bind-

ing, carpentry, cane-work and tinsmith.

We learn with some relief that the

number of hours devoted to book-learning

has been reduced from five to three in the

summer, and from six to four in the winter.

We use the word “ relief” advisedly, for if the

five and six hours’ study had continued for

oometime longer, we should not have been

surprised if a proposal had come from an

enthusiastic educationist to send up the boys

to the University Entrance Examination.

We are of Lord Sherbrooke’s opinion that

in the case of juvenile delinquents at least

the teaching of the three Rs. is more
than sufficient.

CHRIST AND INDIA.

Spirit of Christ.—Come unto me weary

India, I will give thee rest.

1.—Yes, 1 am weary and heavy-laden and
1 long for rest. These long years have I

roamed in search of it, but in vain. I am
dying of exhaustion. Who will save me ?

Who can give me peace ?

G.—1, Jesus Christ. Dying India, accept

me and be saved.

7.—Canst thou save me, O Christ ?

Thou lookest, indeed, like a messenger from

heaven. The rich crown on thy head shows

thy nobility and greatness. Truly thou art the

son of God. But art thou able to save a

dying nation ?

C.— Yes.

1.—How ?

G.— By leading thee to God, the Living

God, the True Saviour of nations. He alone

can save, and to whom I will bring thee.

7.—Art thou then not the Christian’s

Christ ?

G.—No, I am God’s Christ, not man’s

Christ. Not the Christian, but God Himself

made me. The Christ of Christianity was
made and manufactured on earth. But the

Christ of God, O India, came down from

heaven. I am the real Christ. Wilt thou

not have me ?

7.—Yes, if by accepting thee I do not deny

God. I will not profess Christianity nor

assume the Christian name, for these are of

the world. But Christ is of heaven. There-

fore, him I will receive.

G.—I am he.

7.—Then deny the divinity with which

thy unthinking votaries have invested thee.

(7.—I will not. For I am divine.

7.—Divine ! And yet not God ?

G.—I am not God. I am not even good.

Yet am I divine, for God is in me. I am the

Son of God.

7.—But not “ God the Son,” as the

Christians designate thee.

G.—I know not what God the Son means.

God in the Son is the right expression.

I,—Thou hast spoken well, O Christ.

What terrible difference does a small preposi-

tion make in the world ? Had thy disciples

and followers always spoken of thee as God in

the Son, I would never have denied or doubted

thee. I would long ere this have accepted and
honored thee and relieved my anguish. But
tell me one thing. Would you have me cast

away all my national prophets and sages ?

Does thy religion mean enmity with what is

good in India ?

G.—Whatsoever is good is my Father’s,

and I am identified with it. I am opposed to

no form of truth or goodness. But 1 am
commissioned by my Father to give thee

Faith and Obedience and Purity. Thy na-

tional prophets will teach thee communion and
rapturous love and spirituality.

/.—Well said, noble Chiist. Tliou hast

gladdened me. Gladden mo perpetually.
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VICTOR HUGO ON RELIGION.

M. Victor Hugo has just publishotl a
book of French poetry entitled “ Religions
and Religion.’’ He enunciates in it his own
convictions, and argues against the false views
which are held by others around him. The
principles of the book may be gathered from
the following extract, which is an answer
addressed to Milton, or any one else who
urges the doctrine of the atonement. We
are^ ourselves responsible for the trans-
lation :

—

You attribute the following reasoning to the
good God.—Long ago I placed the first woman
with the first man in a charming and well chosen
place. They ate an apple, despite my prohibition.
For that reason I tuinish mankind for ever. I
make them miserable on earth, and promise them
in hell, where Satan wallows in the embers, an
endless chastisement for the fault of another.
Their soul falls into fiame and their body to coal’
Nothing is juster, but as I am very good, this
afflicts me. Alas I what can be done? I have
an Idea. I proceed to send my son to them in
Judea. They will kill him. Then—this is why
I agree to it—having committed a crime, they
will be innocent. Seeing them thus commit a
complete fault, I will pardon them that which
they have not done. They were virtuous

; I
render them criminal

; then I can re-open to
them my old paternal arms, and in this
manner the race is saved, their innocence
being cleansed by a heinous crime. Man being the
mouse, to which the devil is thecal, one calls'’ this
Redemption, Re-purchase, Salvation of the world •

and Christ died, therefore man is free: and every-
thing is henceforward founded on the equal
weight of a theft of an apple with the assassation
of Go"^, So be it.

This is forcibly pat. The only point on
which exception can be taken to Victor
Hugo’s argament is that he attributed the
death of Jesus to all mankind. He ought
rather to have said that by force of a few
men committing a crime, the whole race
should be counted innocent. This, however,
would only make the absurdity of the
doctrine more clear, and Victor Hugo makes
it clear enough. We could wish that Victor
Hugo, and the many in France who think
with him, would devote themselves less to

attacking the absurdities which are involved
in the system of their religious neighbours,
and seek more to pick out the true principles

of universal religion which underlie them, and
impress those principles upon their irreligious

neighbours. Let them write books of true de-
votion, catechisms, hymns, books of instruc-

tion for the young. Let them found schools
and churciies, compose services, and preach
constructive sermons. Let them do the
positive work which is being done by
the Brahmos in India and by the Theists
and Unitarians in England, and they
will do more to free their countrymen
from false theological opinions than any
amount of adverse criticism can do, however
ably written, however poetically expressed,

do more for his country than any
amount of clever argament of this nature can
ever do. Indeed, just as the fear of infidelity

supports the cau<>e of Rome in France, so do
the errors of Rome and the influence exercised
by priests over women and dying men, support
the cause of infidelity, and arouse a detestation
of religion, through hatred of the prac-
tices with which it is connected. Let
Victor Hugo, therefore, show to his country-
men a system of religion free from evil prac-
tices as well as absurd dogmas, and he will do
much to remove this abomination of religion
from his neighbours’ mind, and prove himself
the greatest benefactor that his country has
seen for many a year.

ami though endorsed with a name of such
repute as that of Victor Hugo. There
are millions of men in France who do
not believe in the atonement., but we
regret to say also that they do not believe

in a Divine Governor of the Universe, or

in the administration of justice to mankind
hereafter. And it is the fear of this infidelity,

and of the crimes perpetrated by it at ‘.he time

ot the Great Revolution and during the re-

cent Communist rising, tliat loads all God-fear-

ing men and women in France to place them-
selves under the protection of the organised and
powerful Catholic Church. Let Victor Hugo
aim at finding a Theistic Church which
shall incorporate the good elements of the

Church of Rome without including its bad

principles—and that it has many bad

principles we fully admit—and he will

disowned as an ignorant and superstitious
fool, has all along borne the reproach quietly.
He feels that his Western brethren are be-
coming more rationalistic and less prayerful,
more intellectual and less devotional, more
materialistic and less spiritual, more pruden-
tial and less apostolical than before. This
mutual estimate may be somewhat exag-
gerated. The truth, however, is that English
Theists are becoming too intellectual for Indian
Theists, and the latter are becoming too
devotional for the former. In such a state
of things there seems to be no dishonesty,
no dangerous error on either side. Why
then should the two sections of the Thestic
Church fight ? The English Theist ought
to remember that in India Theism is not,
as it is in theWest, a mere opinion or theory.
It is here a living and organized Church
which is entering daily into the national

A CLOSER alliance and intercommunion seem
J

I'f® of the people. It is not individual
desirable between the eastern and western tlieorists who are propounding opinions of

their
’ ' ~ '

EASTERN AND WESTERN THEISTS.

branches of the Theistic church than exist at
present. So great is the divergence tliat tiie

two communities seem to be two different
denonainatious. Nay as years roll on, the
disunion grows and mutual distrust increases.
The history of the last decade has convinced
us that a wider estrangement has taken place
year after year between ourselves and our i

- • —
brethren in the West. Not only in doctrine ^

conquer atheism and infidelity, and every
but also in the heart’s fellowship has there must, therefore, stand forth and
been a growing divergence. Tlie fact Jg

,

^P®»k as one having authority, or the nation

r own
;

it is God Almighty who
is carrying on our national redemption
through the Theistic Church. Hence our
entire movement must be apostolical. Every
manifesto must go forth in the name and with
the authority of God. Every prayer must be
offered in the presence of the Real God, un-
seen yet seen and felt. We have been called

painful, but it is a fact, and those interested
ought to take notice of it and adopt remedial

will not hear. Let intellectual England
point out our errors. We shall welcome her...

' r ,r V./ 4J O

I

measures. Some effort ought certainly to he Outlet not rationalistic England
nvtfli a Tr\avo f/\ i I f/% /anil ata 4 U ^ 1 _venture to call in question the heavenly

spirituality of the New Dispensation.

PLEASURE TO
THE THIEF!

CATCH

made with a view to remove misunderstanding
and bitterness. That there should be some
difference between western and eastern forms ______
of Theism few will deny. Anything like '

unanimity no sane man would propose. Let
j

WHAT A
the different types grow luxuriantly, each in !

its own way. What we complain of is not
j

0
healthy variety, but antagonism. Why

j

In our small town of devotees a great
should eastern Theism and western Theism

|

number of cases of tlieft occurred lately. And
quarrel? We have no doubt English I

though watchmen were at their posts and
Tlieists are quite alive to the fact that

|

detectives were employed, no clue was
sucli disharmony is prejudicial to the I

found. The most careful enquiries proved
common church, and may

j

fruitless. Night after night the most valu-
interests of our

seriously retard the progress of Theism in |

able things disappeared. Now a diamond ring,
the world. Is it not desirable, is it not pos-

;

now a gold watch, now a richiy embroidered
sible to bring about harmony? We put this

i

ehawl, was reported missing. After a time the
question to the leading Theists in England ,

houseliolders began to complain of the theft
and India, and we pause for a reply. Let I ot heavier articles, such as iron safe full of
them realize their responsibility in the matter,

|

jewellery, marble table,and even carriages and
and concert timely measures to arrest the

|

borses began to disapper from the stables.
evil. The estrangement began some five years
ago,when theory of asceticism was first raised
in the midst of our community, and ascetic
practices were organized among our mlvanced
minils. The subsequent classification of
devotees, perhaps, served to widen the breach.
The recent marriage alienated a few of our
Western friend.«,our devotion to Jesus annoyed
others, and then the “ vagaries ” of the New
Dispensation came in to mature the growing
distrust into positive antagonism. Our friends
in England, Unitarian, Theistic and Deistic,

seem to think that the more prayerful and
devout Brahmos in India are running fast into
the path of mysticism under the guidance of
a deluded and self-sufficient leader. They are
angry and they are anxious. They cannot for-

give our “irreverent” and “blasphemous”
prayers. They cannot honor our asceticism,
our mysticism, our communion of saints, our
God-vision. And tiiey are so much annoyed
that tliey can no longer love us, far less treat

us with respect. The European Brahmo
feels that the Asiatic Brahmo has so far

fallen from his high position as to

forfeit his character as a Theist.
; Tlie

poor Asiatic Brahmo
;
thus denounced and

'I'lio litlle girl came and said to her mother
that somebody had taken away all her orna-
ments

;
and the wife made the same complaint

to her husband concerning her jewellery.

There was anxiety in every house, and steal-

ing and theft seemed to be the only subject of
conversation among neighbours. What was
to be done? How could tlie thief be arrest-

ed ? Who was competent for the task ? The
impression began to gain ground that some
practised thief was at the bottom of the affair,

and was causing all this trouble. There was
alarm everywhere, and there was surprize too.

Everybody marvelled at the ingenuity and
cleverness of the thief who had so successfully

eluded the most diligent search. The more
simple among the denizens said awe struck,

—

“It must be a superhuman and mysterious
spirit. Can man do such wonders?” Really the
whole thing seemed exceedingly strange, and
human wisdom failed to account for it. The
depredations ot the thief did not stop here.

The rich became poor, the wealthy penniless.

Privation and loss soon followed in other
forms. Reputation, titles and honors were
not spared; the thief pilfered these too. Nay
more. The scholar’s scholarship,the wise man’s
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wisdom, talents, accomplishraenta, capacities

refinement and culture were all adroitly

stolen away from the possessor without his

knowing how, or when, or by whom. Nay the

richest treasures of the heart-known as affec-

tions and trust and love, did not prove safe

against the clever manipulations of the

mysterious thief. All the rich people m
the town were thus gradually impoverished,

and they found that both their material and

mental treasures bad left them, they were

poor indeed, without wealth, without wisdom,

without honor, without influence. At as a

most desperate effort was resolved upon,

strong Detective Committee was formed, con-

sisting of select and able men. These men

were resolute and energetic, and they watched

day and night unceasingly. They watched

and prayed also. For they knew that without

prayer they had no hope of success, ror y

days and forty nights they prayed most fer-

vently and earnestly. And at last there

appeared a ray of hope in their weary

Subterranean passages were discovered, dark

and deep and hid from the human eye. Ihese

led to the homes of the denizens. T he detec-

tive devotees courageously but secretly

searched this hidden net-work of passages,

and found these inBnite ramifications had no

end. Trees and mountains were all hollow

and the thief’s path and bye-path lay

through these. These passages led into

invisible alleys through ti e skies, which

were connected with a terminal strange

house above. Here most of the things miss-

ing were discovered. Great was the joy of

the discovery. But it was mixed with regret

at not being able to trace out the thief.

Again the detectives prayed and again they

watched. Each went to his bed and there

lay waiting for the thief’s ingress. Incessant

prayer had sharpened the eye of faith, so

that even in darkness it could see. As the

clock struck two, the mysterious thief en-

tered the room from below. After pilfering

several valuable things he gently drew near to

the bed of the detective with a view to steal

his heart. The devotee felt that the thief had

already pushed his hand into hisbreast and was

about to snatch away his affections ;
and he

ft ought this was the golden opportunity, bo

without any ceremony he instantly caught

hold of the mysterious hand. ‘‘There you

are,” he exclaimed and sprang in joy from his

bed. And what was his surprize when he found

the thief was no other than the Lord of the

universe? Benignant was His countenance.

His eyes shrewd but tender, a silvery halo en-

circled His head,and shining brightness formed

His raiment. His hand, now in the clutches

of the devout detective, was soft like

mother’s arm destined only to caress and

fondle. As he looked at his God he smiled

and the Lord smiled too. They read and

understood each other’s smiles, and they

smiled the more. Why hast thou adopted

the thief’s profession, O God ? What is it

that has driven Thee to this trade ?

Thou rejoice in stealing the hearts of Thy

children? Yes, said the Divine Stealer

Perverse are the hearts of my people, and

though I asked them to surrender themselves

and their things they would not. Thus am

I compelled to steal what they would not

fairly give, (and night after night and day

after day I go about men’s homes stealing

and robbing

What a pleasure to catch Thcc while Thou

art stealing !

Yes, my child. I steal my devotee’s heart

and 1 allow myself to be arrested, that we

may both enjoy the sight and smile.

Then smile, 0 God, and let me smile also,

fcr I • have caught my God while stealing

my heart.

Bhai Pbotap Chunder was to have left Naini

Tal on Friday last.

Bhai Geish Chunder returned from Dacca

last week. He is engaged in translating a large

Persian work comprising the lives of a great num-
ber of Dervishes.

Bhai Amrita Lal Bose, who is now on his

way to Bangalore, stopped at Bankipore on the 18th

ultiino, and conducted services in the local Brahmo
Somaj. He also delivered public lectures at

Dinapore and Patna city.

It is proposed to publish every week the sermoiis

preached in the Brahma Mandir, so that Mofussil

congregotions may use them shortly after their

delivery. The sermon preached last Sunday ou “the

great Himalaya rising from bed after centuries of

sleep” has been published, and will be sold at the

gate of the Mandir to-night.

At the last meeting of the Business Committee

general alterations were made in the management.

The mission fund was transferred to other hands,

the collection of arrears and outstandings forniing

a separate department. The Press and ali things

appertaining to the Minister have gone out of the

Mission Office, no one undertaking the respon-

sibilities in the matter. Price per copy, 1 anna

We are glad to learn that the Bramho Somaj

at Balasore is in a flourishing condition. A Mandir

is being erected for weekly services. The Brahmos

have also established a school which teaches up to

the minor schorlarship course and contains some

170 pupils. They abo conduct a newspaper

writtin in TJrya which they call the Sd'nibcid

Bahika. About .30 or 40 persona form the regular

congregation of the Mandir.

Bhai Aghorenath received a most cordial re-

ception from the Rajah of Mayurbhanj in Orissa.

Our friend writes that wherever he went and spoke

of the New Dispensation he was enthusiastically re-

ceived. He delivered two lectures at the Durbar hall

of the Rajah—one on the Religion of the ancient

Rishis and another on Prayer, On the last day of

lis stay beheld a disputation there with the Pun-

dits. Truth triumphed in the end. Our missionary

lad a garland placed round his^ neck by the

brother of the Rajah, and the Rajah earnestly

requested him tovisii ’dm agam.

The Luc? vow Witness says;— “The claim is more

and more openly irade that Brahmoism, not only in

‘spirit’ but in authority and importance does not

differ from the older systems including, of course,

Christianity. Babu Keshub has taken to calling

his more immediate followers, Apostles, and in

other ways, throws out intimations that he expects

to be reckoned in the same category with Jesus

Christ and other great founders of religions. It is

these high pretentions that alienate, not to say

disgust, many who would otherwise be willing to

help the new movement and see in it a promise

of good. Only time can conclusively show whether

these lofty words of the Brahmos are truly sublime

or merely ridiculous. Our idea is that the verdict

will be the latter.” Our contemporary is not

an authority on the subjr'ct of the Brahmo

Somaj, as is evident from the many ndi

culous things he has said of it from time to

time. In the present instance he has as usual mis-

read the spirit of our movement. The Brahmo

Somaj never seeks to imitate Christianity and the

older systems. It recognises the divine spirit

that is in all religions, and some thing more—some

thing, that is to say, which is not in them,

It recognises universal truth and eschews exclu-

siveness which is one of the features of Christian-

ity A Brahmo admits Christianity to be a divine

institution; does Christianity recognise Brahmo-

ism to be such ? There is all the difference which

exists in the “spirit” of the two religions. As

for the Lucknow paper’s verdict on our claims,

we ask our friend in all friendliness not to haaard

any such prophecies iu future, for the Brahmo

Somaj has already survived one verdict passed by

our contemporary. It has not died, in spite of the

epitaph written for its tomb 1

1 A BhAhmo has written a Catechism on the New
Dispensation. We publish below a portion of it :

—

Q.—You say that your God is a collection

of all the broken gods which men worship. Does

it not follow from this that your reli ion is merely

a collection of the truths found in all reli-

gions ? . 11

^._Yes, the New Dispensation is the 'collec-

tion, aggregate, or fulfilment of all religions.

Q.-If so, how car} there be anything new

in the New Dispensation ? If I took the

trouble to understand aright the truths of

Christianity &c., should I not be a Brahino?

A. Not necessarily. A Christian, Mahomedan

or Hindu may not be a BrahniOi Nor is he a Brahmo

who mechanically unites all truths and in-

tellectually assents to them.

Q. But is your Dispensation any thing more

than a mere collection ? Is it not Hinduism

Christianity plus Mahome danism everything

else ^

A, No. Theism is not a mere combination ;

if it is one, it is a chemical combination,

Q. What do you mean ?

A. Listen to me. If you take a quantity of

clay and mix it with a quantity of dust, the mix-

ture retains both clay and dust in their

original composition. The resulting compound

is nothing different from the ingredients, and

partakes of the character of both.
_

This is

what you call a mere mechanical combination. There

is, however, another combination which you may

call the chemical one. As, for instance, when

you bring hydrogen and oxygen together, the result

is a combination which is neither hydrogen nor

oxygen, partaking of the character of neither, but

it is a thing which we call water, entirely different

from both. Our New Dispensation is a chemical

combination. It unites the truths of all re-

ligions and brings together all the prophets,

and yet the result is not Christianity plus

Hinduism pZtfS Mahomedanism, &c., but something

essentially different from all, something new and

unheard of. Bring hydrogen and. oxygen to-

gether, they will not unite until you pass a spark

of electricity through both. In the same way

the mere collection of other religions will

not make them unite; but the fire ot heaven,

the Divine inspiration, is needed to produce

a combination which is not any of the forms

of religion mentioned above. It is a new ob-

ject, a novelty in the spiritual world. It is

Hinduism and not Hinduism Christianity and not

Christianity. In other words it is the New Dis-

pensation,

1 [ We do not hold ourselves in any way responsible

\for the opinions of out correspondents.— S. A/.]

UNTENABLENESS OP ORTHODOX CHRIST-
IANITY.

To THE EDITOR OP THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.’’

Sir —Orthodox Christians commonly quote a

favorite passage of the Bible in support of the

dogma of the deity of Jesus Christ, »nd very few

are aware of the untenableness of their argument

as based on that passage. The passage runs

thus “ For unto us a child is born, unto us a son

ia given, and the government shall be «pon his

shoulder : and his name shall be called Wonderful

Counseller, The mighty God, The everlasting

Father, The Prince of Peace. —Is. IX. b.

We should possess a fall knowledge of the Scrip-

ture usage in order to understand such passages.

Nothing is more common in the Bible than such

descriptive names as the following
:

^

An altar was called by Jacob El-Elohe

“ Israel ” God the God of Israel. Another by

Moses “Jehovah Nissi,” Jehovah my banner.

“ Elias ” means my God ;
Elijah, my God

Jehovah ;
Zedehiah, the righteousness oi Jehovah ;

« Gabriel,” the strong God.

Huso Grotius and Samual White, Fellow of the

Trinity College, Cambridge, both of them Trinita-

rians,say that the words in Isaiah, ix. 6, v^re origi-

nally spoken not of Christ, but of King Hezekiah.

The words of Samuel White are as follows: The

Government shall be upon his shoulder ;
that

is that he, King Hezekiah, shall reign on the

throne of David, as the met.phor signifies and

as the prophet more fully explains himself m the

following verse; which cannot be literally true

of our saviour whose kingdom was not of this

world as David’s was,” &c,, &c.
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“The mighty God,” the word translated God
means literally strong. We may read mighty
Potentate, if we prefer.

The phrase “Everlasting Father” cannot be

applied to Christ in a literal sense, for it would
confound the distinction between the Fiither and
the Son. Accordingly Colvin and Grotius translate

the words “the Father of the age” or dispensation.

Bishop Lowth, Carlile, and Dr. Adam Clarke trans-

late it “ Father of the everlasting age.” Dr. Wells

of the Church of England says that when Christ is

called everlasting Father, it means that he is the
“ Author of our eternal salvation.” Martin
Luther says that the title denotes not a person,

but his work. Dr. Robert Rodolph Suffleld states

in a sermon preached on Trinity Sunday at the

Free Christian Church, Croydon, near London, “As
to the supposed prophesy in Isaiah of (Christ being

God), the Jews say that the English translation

is so maliciously distorted that an educat-
ed Hebrew boy scorns such dishonest per-

versions of the sacred books of his nation.”
* * * >‘ True religion needs no critical and

learned arguments, no gods who have to be proved
by texts and supported by arduous apologies ;

the living truth is in the conscience and
the soul of man. Be true to yourself, and
you will be true to God. Let worthy ecclesiastics

prove out their gods ;
we will be content, if we

can love somewhat better the God and Father of

all and in Him love and serve our brethren.”

The New Testament simply requires men to

believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Messiah who
was promised to the Jews, and whom, when he

came, they rejected. To prove any thing beyond
this simple truth, we have to labor and labor

in vain.

Yours, &c.,

W. T.

A REPLY TO “ AN ORTHODOX
CHRISTIAN.”

TO THE editor OF THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—Please allow me space for a few words in

reply to “ An Orthodox Christian,” who apoears

in your issue of this day .Sunday, the 27th June. I

will be“in by stating certain facts or asking

certain 'questions that, according to their reply,

must act as a basis to the argument.

Is a Christian’s God Omnipotent ? i.e. Almighty ?

Powerful without limit? I do not k^ow if a

Christian’s God is so or not, but state here that

my God—that is my conception of God is—that

He ia so.

Is the Christian’s God Omnipresent ?

The God of my conception is so.

Is the God whom Christians believe in Omni-
scient? i. e. Infinitely wise- knowing without

bounds ?

The God I believe in is so also,

Is the Christian’s God Infallible ? i.e. incapable

of either error, or mistake ?

The only conception I can have of any God is

that He must be infallible, or He is no God,

Is the Christian’s God Kind, Good, Beneficent,

Just, Merciful and Loving ?

My answer to these is, yes.

Is the Christian’s God Supreme ?

My God is.

Has the Christian’s God any equal, or any

Superior, {i. e.) is it considered that there may be

a race of Gods, if I may use the expression, the

same as there is a race of man, but of which

we have no knowledge. Nor any right to Wor-

ship, or adore. “ That Jehovah reigns a universe

alone.” I believe that this last is the common
and usual idea of a Christian about God. That
there is no equal, no other of His kind, that is

companion or equal to Him. That he lives and
reigns alone in solitary Glory. But I ash
nevertheless for a reply to this last question.

My own idea is that there Je myriads of

gods all equally powerful possessing equal

attributes. But of which we have no actual know-
ledge, and which also it would be sinful for us to

worship. Just as the world has different monarchs,
emperors, kings, queens, &c., and we as English

subjects have only one of these to obey
; so there

may be different gods for different universes or

systems—gods who live eternally and in com-
munication and fellowship and companionship one

with another, as kings on earth do with one

anothei. This last question and my own views on

it are to me the only loophole that the orthodox

Christian can have for his belief ia punish-

ment and sin, if, as I expect, his answers

to my questions accord with my own.

If God created the world—and God is Omni-
potent, Omniscient, Infallible, Supreme—He
created it for some express purpose. Being om*
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nipotent, he was ahle to do all that his omniscience
revealed to him was required, and being infallible
he made no mistake in his work. (If man conse-
quently eat an apple, God intended he should do
so.) If, therefore, God made man, intending that
man should be good, and man ia not good, God
must have made a mistake, which an infallible
God cannot make. Therefore, either man is good,
or man was not intended to be good, (?. e.,

what ooe may call good, may not after all

be God’s good.) If God, therefore, having all

power and every material at His Wish and
Will, all knowledge of hom to perform His work,
turns it out like an incompetent Engineer might
turn out an imperfect or faulty steam engine or
a watch-maker an irregular time keeper, there
would be either fault, neglect, want of wisdom, or
incompetency displayed on the part of God. As
God cannot have any of these latter attributes,
He could not have bungled over his woik, but
made “The World, the Flesh (and the Devil,” if

there is one) for his own secret and wise purpose,
and if they, the World, the Flesh or the Devil
do not do what he intended them to do, He (God)
must have bungled on His work which he cannot
do. If He made man with sufficient strength of mind
to withstand what we consider temptation, the gift

I

was His, and He intended that man to withstand.

I
If He gave another man less strength and allowed
the Devil (if there is one) to tempt that man
heyond his strength, the temptation is given by
God—by creating a Devil, and if the Devil keeps
injuring God’s works and spoiling them

;
(just

as my neighbour’s pigs getting into my garden
might spoil it; but from which I should drive
them out) and God does not prevent the Devil or
drive him out, God is the author of evil. But
as God cannot he the author of evil, there can-
not be evil. Or God is powerless to destroy or

withold the Devil, in which case God is not God,
But the Devil would he God. Therefore,
there is no Devil. No future eternal punish-
ment. No future punishment at all. But there

may be and no doubt is a future state when all will

he happier or less happy, according to their lives

in this state. That is those who have most in-

t tftllect will he in a more intellectual state here
after, and their happiness will be of a purer and
more enjoyable kind than the happine.ss o^

the lower natures. Of course, if mv last

proposition is answered, as I expect it will not

be answered, then God is only Omnipotent, as

far as our human mind can conceive. He i^

still our God, yet He mav be constrained

from doing, as He would do, by other con-

temporary Gods (of whom wt know nothing)
as some king and rulers on earth are countenanced
by their contemporary kings and rnlers.

Yours &c.,
A. \V. Phipson.

“ Jehovah reigns ; let every nation hear.

And at his footstool bow with holy fear ;

I

Let Heaven’s high arches echo with his name.
And the wide-peopled earth his praise proclaim.”

—Barhau Id.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Persons favoring us roith communications are
requested to write legibly and on one side of the
paper only.

Unauthenticated communications will not he
inserted.

\

A. D. T,—Received.
W. T.— Ditto.

J. D. M.— Ditto.

Bipin B. DAtiA,—We have not received the
tetter alluded to.

An Unknown.—Will you kindly send us your
name ?

M. L. Bannerji informs us that Brahmoisra is

making great progress at Basantapore.

jprcuiiicial.

NAINI TAL,

[from OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.]

The 23rd June 18SO.
In an extraordinary meeting of the Naini Tal

Institute, held on the 11th instant, Babu Protap
Chuuder Mozumdar gave an addro's on the “Right
Sense of Education” to tho following effect :

—
Gentlemen, while speaking to you on the subject

of education, I cannot but remind you that you
have come to listen to an uneduoated maa, I never

received what is generally called education. My
university career was as short as it was ignoble; but
I have had frequent opportunity to think. on the
subject of education, and I wish just now to set

forth in a few simple words such thoughts as

occur to my mind. Gentlemen, I believe you know
that I am not an idolater, I do not believe in the
idolatry of intellect. I have much respect for

men of knowledge, but knowledge is one thing,

and education another. I think school boys know
a great deal more than many wise men. It is ob»
servation that educates. How few of our graduates
know how to o&wt>e. True knowledge is never
learnt at second hand. It is experience only, in-

dependent, personal, original experience produced
by long and careful observation that begets genu-
ine knowledge. Books may be helpful,, but books
never really make us know anything. Books may
induce us to acquire knowledge, books may
confirm the knowledge acquired, but books are

other people’s property, and we have no right to

appropriate it as our own. Our true knowledge
is our experience, our observation, the book of

thought that we make and read in our own mind.
And if we were to be suddenly turned inside out

like coat pockets, how unsightly poor and foolish

would those thoughts appear. It is thoughts
that make the man, as the Buddhists say. Our
educated men lack in thought. There is so little

original and really thoughtful in our literature.

Our newspapers are vapid or abusive. Our
nnblic speeches are hollow like sounding brass.

Without thought the intellect is barren,

all learning is mer.i parrot lesson, and all

knowledge is mere sham. Learn to cultivate your
thoughts, if you aspire to the title of educated
men. But thought is not all. With thought
there must be feeling. I am sorry to say our
educated friends are not always found to over-

flow with feeling. The great masses of our
countrymen do not always find in us friends. Our
sympathies are often widely separated from
theirs. We have no sympathy for their suffering,

for their wants, for their aspirations. Do you
know the educating influence of genuine sorrow for

others? Areal, sympathetic, patriotic tear has more
education in it than a whole college of doctors. A
genuine sigh of sympathy with hapless, helpless

humanity educates the best nature in man more
than whole libraries of worthless poets. The best

ornament of a man’s eye or of woman’s either, is a
disiutere.'ted tear for an other’s good. Let benevo-
lence, patriotism, philanthropy, domesticity, neigh-

bourliness call out what is deepest, tenderest,

warmest and most intense in you, and then only

can your education approach any thing like

completeness. Clever men, who have not got these

feelings to show, ought not to be in this world,

where we need so much compassion and mutual
kindness. They ought to go either to a higher

region, where every body is above sympathy,

or to a lower region, where sympathy can-

not come
;

perhaps, the latter place would
be a fitter abode for them. But character

is even more necessary than feeling or thought,

and want of character in the educated ia unpardon-
able. Two evils a’^e generally observable—im-

purity and intemperance. In Bengal and other

places many educated men have conceived a fatal

liking for the bottle. And Western luxuries and
tastes have greatly loosened the restraints of

personal morality. The indecency of a great deal

of our national literature is simply fearful. And the

Conversation of many of those who pass for men
of education is shameful in the extreme. To men
whose minds, habits,practices are unchaste, I advise

you to give no quarter. Scorn to mix with them,
scoin to have any social connection with them.
Oh, for the days of the great Sakya Muni, who
came to destroy evil passions and foul deeds !

Could any one at the present day be a more intellec-

tual, better educated and nobler champion of know,
ledge than be was ? Anfl yet could any one be
purer, holier, and more pious in self-control than
he and his followers ? Can nothing, no agency
give us back the pure character, the adorable mo-
rality of those gh rious times ? Must we always, in

imbibing the knowledge and civilization of Europe,
continue to drink from the tainted sources of

European carnality and self-indulgence? No, no.

Educated Hindus, learn to be in character, in self-

control in ascetic morality what Aryans had once
been. Make no compromise to animalism, to

prostitution, to intoxication. Above all things,

educate your consciences. Let your moral sense

be the highest common sense in you, and by the
niirity of your character prove the worth of your
education. And one parting word in conclusion.

To what shall I direct you in order that you may
have the true light of education ? I can but tell

you to go where I have been. I have always been
and shall be in the presence of Him whose name is

Marvellous lutelligenoe, whose thought is the
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highest wisdom and whose communion calls on the

deepest mind, the deepest experiences in us,

To try to understand Him is to understand the

mysteries of all knowledge, and master the secrets

of spirit and matter, of life and death. To feel

His love and to love Him is the profoundest poetry
of existence, is to love all beings, all thiuga,

aud to be in harmony with happiness and sorrow
alike. To love Him, to be devoted to Hun, is the
only true patriotism that I know. It is the only
secret of domestic peace, of doing our duty to our
neighbour and to every one else. The sense of

His holiness, the majesty of His character, what
can excel, what can equal ? And if in that
presence we abide as in a perpetual sunshine,
and if in trust and humble obedience we
look up to the burning glory of His purity,
all that is evil and filthy in us shall be burned
away. My friends, my countrymen, let your loyal-

ty and faithful devotedness to the God of your
land and nation, truly educate your heart, mind,
conscience and your soul forever.
At the conclusion of the adrlress a vote of thanks

was unanimously accorded to the learned lecturer,
on the motion of Babu Hem Ohunder Singh, who
made a short speech in commendation of the

lecturer.

A BOA of natural flowers tied on the left side

after encircling the throat has been adopted by
fair Parisiennes anxious for novelty.

Db. W. W. HtiNTKR will take the chair at the
annual meeting of the Bnelling Reform Association
on the 21 instant. 1’he first number of the
Journal of the Association was to have anpeared on
July 1, under the title of The Spelling Reformer.

Professor Stanley Jevons h.ns in the press a
volume of Studies in Deduotire Logic, being a ae-

ries of logical problems, exercises, and questions
prepared with the view of placing logic more on a
a par with methematics as an instrument of intel-

lectual training. It is, in fact, a fuller develop-
ment of the idea which Professor Jevons had be*‘ore

him in writing his Elementary Lessons in Logic,
Messrs. MacMillan & Co. are the publishers.

Young ladies who adopt a semi-mascoline g-irb

should take warning by a recent ocourience in a
New York church. A couple came in, dressed alike
in ulsters and round hats, and on being shown
to a pew one of them immediately doffed his hat.
The usher waited a reasonable time for the other
to show the same token of respect, and at last, out
of patience, reached over and knocked off the
offending headgear, when to his horror he found
that he had uncovered the curly head of a young
lady.

The Athencenm says Mr. Trevelyan’s “Kar-
ly History of Charles James Fox ” will be an at-
tempt to combine history and biography, Mr. Tre-
velyan holding the theory tliai past events are
most likely to come home to readers of the present
day, if those events are set forth as they appeared
to some prominent actor in them. This theory is

not pedantically insisted on
;
indeed, it is not once

mentioned
;
but it underlies the book, and the pe-

riod is treated as it presented itself to Fox, and
the events as they group themselves round him and
his family, with fulness of detail proportioned to
the part he took in them. The work will fill one
good-sized volume, and will be published next Oc-
tober by Messrs. Longmans.

The bird’s nest hunting tenlencies of small
boys have been ingeniously turned to account
by a French Provincial School Master, who has
formed his pupils into a “ Society for the Protec-
tion of Small Birds and the Destruction of
Hurtful Insects,” The Association is divided into
five classes, and a certain portion of ground is

alloted to each class, whose members are bound
to report the number of nests and their inhabi-
tants in their section, and to watch that they
are not molested, or in winter time the
birds do not starve. Any member who removes
a nest is reprimanded on the first offence, and on
a second is at once expelled from the Society, and
so well have the lads discharged their duty this
bitter winter that fifty-five nests have been taken
under their protection and large quantities of
cock chafers’ and caterpillera’ eggs destroyed. The

lads are thus led to study practically natural
history, and to practise kindness to the feathered
race.

Mr. T. VV, EyS Davids, in his third and con-
cluding lecture on the Sacred Books of the Early
Buddhists, given on Thursday, the 3rd instant,
described the third of three divisions of the Pali
Pitakas as consisting of seven complete works and
a collection of fifteen shorter poetical books. The
name of this third division, the Abhidharma
Pitaka has often been incorrectly exnlained as
signifying “ the metaphysical collection,” but
almost all that is known of the contents is devoted
to elucidating and enlarging on the topic of “ The
Noble Eightfold Path” the connected system of
mental self-culture summarised in ” The Six
Jewels of the Law,” The Abhidharma doctrine
was not later than the doctrine of the Satta Pitaka,
as erroneously asserted jthough doubtless some parts
of the Buddhist Bible were of different dates.
Ihe doctrine of Karma on which the first book
of the Abhidharma was based, was the same

that which underlies the teaching of fhe Satta
Pitaka. The separate existence of any individual
whether man, plant, gold, or animal was merely
temporary. There was no abiding principle, as
taught in theolder theory of soul, in any indivi-
dual of either of these classes. At the dissolution
of each being, a new person inherited the Karma
or character of the deceased; but there was no such
idea as that summed up in the well-known expres-
sion “ transmigration of souls” in the Buddhism
of the Pali Pitaka. The early Buddhist belief
may be well summarised as “ the doctrine of in-
herited character.” In accordance with this theory,
it was held that the insight, knowledge and good-
ness which constituted Buddha-hood. could not be
acquired in one life-time. Thev were the accumu-
lated results of the continual efforts of many gene-
rations of successive Buddhists. An account of the
actions and characters of those Buddhists was the
sub’ect of the Jataka Book, a collection of Jataka
tale.s, which was one of the hooks of the Khud-
daka Nikaya included by Buddhaghosa in the
Abhidharma Pitaka. Another work in the same
division was the Dhamapada or scripture ver.ses,
a collection of 423 moral verses, expressing very
enlightened and elevated sentiments, supposed to
be brought from the other parts of the Pali
Pitaka, Mf. Davids read translations from several
passages of these books, and concluded bv saj’ing
how the Jatakas had come to be included in the
current collection of stories. Wrongly called
“ Ai/sop.s tables.” and how the romance of Barlam
and Josaphat, based upon the Jataka book, had
led to the Buddha being enrolled among the
Christian saints.

ACKNOWLEDG-MENTS.

The Vedic Religion or the Creed and Practice
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ejection.

CANON FARRAR’S FURTHER WORDS ABOUT
THE BIBLE.

In humblest reverence for the Holy Scriptures-
in devout acceptance of their eternal principles •

in heartfelt thankfulness for the inestimable boon
of theirguidance and consolation

;
in glad admira-

tion of the divine beauty which they exhibit • in
the deepening certainty that there is neither help
nor comfort for man to be found anywhere except
in the lessons which they teach

; I yield neither
to the most learned nor the most ignorant wor-
shipper of the letter. Rut I regard a blind letter-
worship as a dishonoring invention which is
the main cause of unbelief in this age, and
has been prolific of evil in ages past. To
put all the Bible s different utterances on
the same level

; to speak as though human
peculiarities were obliterated

; to assume that
a precept which had a special and temporal
reference to Isreal in one dispensation, is to be
made a fin.al guide to England under another- to
hold up as a moral example the deed of Jael, and
to give strange typical significance to the aberra-

ions of Samson, is to violate every rule of tenable

criticism; to introduce into religion a monstrous
casuistry, to crush the very life out of an intelli-

gent and honest faith. More than this, it is to run

counter to the plainest principles laid down both

by the Prophets and by Christ Himself. The Law
was holy, and just, and good, yet St. Peter spoke of

it as ‘ a yoke which neither they nor their fathers

were able to bear;” St. Paul characterised its

ordinance as “beggarly elements, ’ and our blessed

Lord Himself contrasted what had been said to

them of old time with what He said, and declar-

ed that the Jews had suffered things not intrinsical-

ly desirable because of the hardness of their hearts.

And yet the method of treating all Scripture as if

every word of it were equally divine, though dis-

claimed in words, is pursued in fact alike by the

learned and by the ignorant
;

and you
may see whole commentaries written even in

these days on the tacit assumption that Scripture

is a talisman, "equivollent in all its parts,” of

which even the most incompetent tacitly claim the

power of infallible interpretation. My brethren, as

one who loves and honor the Bible with all his

heart; who would willingly devote his life to make
known its truths, and to help clear their inter-

pretation from centuries of errors, I still say that

no man can love the Bible aright who asserts for

it more than ever it claims, and much that its

whole structure and history as well as its own
express utterances discountenance. No man can

be its wise interpreter who mainly, on the strength

of a single mistranslated text stretched to the ex-

tremest limit of impossible and unnatural inference

—asserts the equal supernatural inspiration of

every word, syllable, and letter, no man who does

not admit that it can only be interpreted by the

rules which govern all human language, who does

not see the meaning of the wise principle which

even the Jews theortically accepted that “ the law

speaks in the tongue of the sons of men.”
It is one thing to be true to the Bible, and

quite another to be true to the masses of traditional

systems which crowd the commentaries upon it ;

and he who dreads above all things the pestilent

air of religions insincerity, must refuse to act like

those Ghurches, and sects, and parties, who, in

many different epochs and many different manners
have as it were, betrayed the Bible with a kiss.

Take one instance of the way in which the Bible

has been grievously misused by the perversion of

its isolated expressions to arrest the beneficieut

progress of science. The unholy antithesis between
science and religion should alone be a shame to

us. True religion chn never come into collision

with true science, though true science to the great

blessings of mankind has often flung to the four
winds the arrogant errors of a false theology. How
can science, which means a right knowledge of

the laws and phenomena of nature, ever clash with

religion which means established truth respecting

the relations between God and man? Religion has

alas been too often identified with the views and
practice of this or that party or sect—walls of

untempered mortar which the progress of science

has left in hopeless ruins. And since the posi-

tive results of science, those even which have
in their origin been most fiercely denounced
as beritical, have been an inestimable blessing to

mankind; what a disgrace to false religious assump-
tions have been the m.artyrdom of science; what an
insult to mankind has been the sight of

“Blind authority beating with his staff
The child that might have led him!”

Is there no significance in the fact that science
should have utterly slumbered during those long
ages in which it was falsely assumed that the
Church and the Bible were the only sources of
scientific truth? Is there no warning against
the assumption of an ignorant infalliblity in
such names as ihose of Virgilius. Roger Bacon.
Copernicus, Campobella, Vaniui, Columbus, Vesali-

us, GalileOf Kepler, Des Cartes ? What was it
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that led Sr. i^mbrose to assert with indi<?natioii
the existence of a solid sky ? That made thewhole orthodox world of the early centuries deny

^ irreligious the existence of the antipodes'?Which entangled physicists in all sorts of erroneous
hypotheses? Which originated the portentous
theories of crowds of religious pamphleteers ?Which made the clergy, in an overwhelming
majority, oppose the inauguration of the Koval
Society ? Which, in the suspected dawn of every
nascent science, has led those who sheltered them-
selves under misappHcation of texts to sadden the
hearts—which God had not made sad—of the bene-
factors of mankind? What led in the early days
of geology to sentences like this on the pat^es of
the clerical and university author of Popular
Geology Subversive of Divine Religion'!, “What”
he vvrote, “ was God doing before the first of the
SIX days of creation? He was preparino- an ever-
lasting hell for all infidel inquirers.”^ We may
profess to blush for such language now, but
in Its day it was welcomed with unbounded ap-
plause as an uncompromising anathema of sinful
error. All this wrong and ingratitude, and
retardation of the progress of mankind, has
been duo to the blindness and folly of men,who preferred to claim a monopoly of the
private interpretation of Scripture-the sin of

Pbarisis—dogmatising about that of
which they did not understand so much as the
very rudiments

; professing to hold the key of
knowledge, while they neither went in themselves,
nor suflFered others to enter. Few follies have
been so unfortunate in their issues as the pre-
sumptuous defication of their own opinion, by
those who imposed upon the senses of men, as
the words of God, and laid them upon men’s con-
sciences together under the equal penalty of death
and damnation;
And yet, disastrous as have been the negative

consequences of thus perverting Scripture to pur-
poses for which it never was intended, they are as
nothing to the positive evils which the persistent
aggressiveness of this error has inflicted upon man-
kind. By the fruits of this practice you shall
know It. The greatest of all the boons which the
progress of the ages has brought to us have been
connected with the cause of freedom, of toler-
ation and of enlightenment. We might have
learnt from the spirit of Scripture those
glorious lessons. Past ages, by rightly under-
standmg the principles of Scripture, might have
enjoyed them. But the letter of Scripture has
been used to murder its spirit, and its eternal
principles have been strangled for centuries by the
misappropriation of its chance expressions, Alas
that slavery, alas that persecution, alas that super-
stition, should have drawn their deadliest inquiries
from the perversion of Scripture texts? Does it not
furnish us with but too melacholy a proof that
“ The Devil can quote Scripture for his purpose.”
And again that in religion,

“What damned error but some sober brow.
Will bless it and approve it with a text.
Hiding the grossness with fair ornament.”

If I were to ask you which are the most thrilling
pages in the whole history cf Europe, you would
probably answer those which narrate to lis the
achievement of civil liberty. Now the spirit of the
Bible from end to end is a spirit of liberty

;

and in the very earliest books of the Bible
you may read some of the very noblest pmans
to liberty which were ever sung. And yet
did not the most crushing tyrannies—social,
ecclesiastical, and civil -build the stronghold
of which they boasted as of an impregnable
fortress, in the habitual misuse of isolated "texts?
Take civil liberty first, and suffer me to ask you
two questions. First, are even the rudiments of
civil liberty permanently possible to a people
which, accepting the slavish doctrine of non-resist-
ance and passive obedience, suppose that God has
created man to be the footstool of a few familesi.

Holloway’s Ointment and Pills.—
Diseases of the Bowels,—A remedy, which has
been tested proved in a thousand different ways,
and capable of eradicting poisonous taints from
ulcers, and healing them up, merits atrial of its

capacity for extracting the internal corruptions
from the bowels. On rubbing Holloway’s Oint-
ment repeatedly on the abdomen, a rash appears,
and asit thicknens, the alvine irritability sub-
sides. Acting as a derivative, this unguent draws
to the surface, releases the tender intestines from
all acrid matters, and prevents inflammation, dy-
sentery and piles for which blistering was the old
fashioned, though successful, treatment, now from
its painfulness fallen into disuse, the discovery of

this Ointment having proclaimed a remedy possess-

ing equally derivative yet perfectly painless

powers.

And next, did these two sl.avish doctrines ever put
forth even a pretension to exist other than that they
w'ere derived from an array of texts—multitudi-
nous enough, I admit, but interpreted and applied
with no referrence to the general spirit of the
Bible and in flagrant violation of all rules of
historic circumstance and of common sense ?

Undoubtedly scripture wisely teaches the
rule of obedience to kings, and uses such
expressions as the “ Lord’s anointed but
since alike the common sense and the religious
instinct have taught us that such texts, however
unlimited their statement, are not to be so used as
to subject millions of mankind to the intolerable
wickedness of one who, like a Nero, a Domitian,
may be the vilest of their race

;
this onght alone to

teach ns that texts of Scripture are not to be thus
wrested to the perdition of national happiness.
Yet how was Scripture used in the great contests of
England for civil liberty? For one sermon preached
on faith and repentance, three were preached on
the divine right of kings; and “ ’Tis hard to say,”
write.s a contemporary, “ whether Jesus Christ
or King Charles the First where oftener mentionel
and magnified «' the theory of Government,” as
the historian tells us, “ which had long been
taught by the clergy, was so absurd that it could
lead to nothing but absurdity;” and yet though
the clergy had taught, so longiand so persistently,
that passive obedienee was enjoined, without re-
striction or exception, by the divine law, so hollow
was the belief inspired by a false scriptural method
that Oxford itself.the head-quarters of the doctrine
of non-resistance, had to be kept down by sword
and carbine, when their theories were put to the
test of practice. And if after all this “ the double
cloak of loyalty” was well lined with the fox-fur
of hypocrisy, what was the cause why the
teachings of the clergy were heart and soul on
the side of tyranny ? Why was it that they so
long hindered the cause of progress, when the
nation was fighting for its just and necessary
liberty ? The mischief was due. not to dishonesty,
not to baseness of nature, but simply and solely
to wrong methods, to baseless dogmas, to un-
intelligent liberalism in the interpretation of
isolated texts.

Again, consider what a wrong to Europe, what
a shame to Christianity, was the ecclesias-
tical despotism of the middle ages. On what
was it built ? Why were the Popes able to im-
pose on the free. conscience of mankind that crush-
ing yoke! How came the nations to tolerate for
a single moment the portentous pretentions of the

Anscultafilia.nd Unain, Sanotum’l What made
the horrified world submit to the domination of
five such monsters in succession as Paul II.

SextuxIV.
, Innocent VIII., Alexander VI,, and

Julius II? What can the whole system even
pretend to be, except an inverted pyramid of false
inferences resting upon its apex in a misapplied
text? Christ said to his apostle, “ Thou art Peter,
and on this rock will I build my Church.” The
exact meaning of the words must ever remain
uncertain; but though all subsquent history shows
that it conferred on Peter no primacy whatever;
though he was not even Bishop of Jerusalem,
thought beyond all question he did not found the
Church of Rome; though it is not even historically
demonstrable, however probable, that he ever was
in Rome at all; yet by this single text, which they
have blazoned as the very charter of their usurpa-
tion round the great dome of St. Peter’s, the
Roman bishops first asserted for Peter a spiritual
supremacy which he never possessed

; then
stretched this imaginary spiritual supremacy
into a claim for the supreme arbitrariment of
infallible inspiration

; then by a monstrous leap
of inference asserted an impossible extention of
this supposed supremacy of Peter as inalienable
right of all his supposed successors

;
then, by

another monstrous leap of inference, claimed
that the spiritual supremacy, thus daringly usurp-
ed, involved also the feudal supremacy, till

in the days when Rome had made the world
drunk with the wine of her fornication, the Popes
in great swelling words of vanity claimed to be
treated as gods on earth; the abused, deluded
world could gaze calmly on such spectacles of
sacerdotal tyranny as Henry IV., of Germany,
shivering half-naked for three wintry days in the
castle-court receiving on his neck the foot of the
proud pontiff till at last when the priest had
turned Atheist as did Eli’s sons who filled with

“lust and violence the house of God,” the sense and
I

the scorn and the genius of Luther shook the
whole baseless fabric in ruins to the ground.
Take again the institution of slavery itself.

“ Would you come between a man and his
freehold?” Said a supporter of the slave trade to
0 Connel. “I started,” said the great orator, f‘as if
something unholy had tr nipled on my father’s
grave, and I exclaimed with horror, ‘A freehold
in human beings 1’ ” Yet this claim to “ freeholds
in human being ’’—this violation, by deeds of
cruelty for purposes of greed, of the very primary
rights of man— was regarded as positively reli-
gious, because it could be defended by the rude
letter worship which thinks it sufficient to uphold
any folly, however glaring, and any wrong, how-
ever gross, if it can pretend to be sheltered under
the cover of a text ? Why was it that when, here
at Cambridge, in the year 1785, the subject was
set for an essay “ Is it lawful to enslave people
against their will ?” That subject was regarded
an open question. Never was the setting of a
subject so prolific of blessing. It touched to the
quick the conscience of Clarkson, who won the
Essay Prize; and so led, twenty-two years after, to
the abolition of the slave trade, and forty-eight
years after, to the emancipation of 800,000 souls.
But why did the Society for the Propagation of
the Gospel once derive a part of its income from
slaves ? Why did John Newton say he had never
had Such heavenly hours as when he was the master
of a slaveship ? Why did Whitfield reckon
slaves, after carts and horses, as part of the pro-
perty of his orphanages in Georgia ? Why, but
becau^se, by one of those grotesque perversions (of
which other specimens, nearly as bad, still pass
current as reverence for scripture) God was
supposed to have ordained slavery, because Ham
had behaved wickedly towards his drunken father.
1 his vast crime against humanity, in spite of
the horrors with which it was accompanied, and
against which Turner preached his vivid sermon
of the slaveship, was defended, and solely defended.

It ® abuse of Scripture texts
;

and it is
but this month that a voice from America has
accounted for the failure and acerbity of the
Rulpit of the South, because, when it has touched
on earthly affairs at all, it has exhausted its logic
and passion upon apologies for slavery ,and because

form of piety which the Church
of the Southern States sent forth over the world,
vvas an argument that the bondage of the negro to
the white race was a relationship natural and
valuable, and that it must for ever be esteemed
and preserved.

Darling-ton’s Paln-Curerl has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats, Coughs
Colds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache
,!leuralgia. Colics, Rheumatism, Paralysis, Fains in
we Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bap
hegs. Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring
Lorma, Pimples, Freckles, & Eruptions on the skin,

3NTETTR01.01.li DAY dc CO.,
4 & 5, Hare Street, Calcutta.

American Keroslne Oil
Of the Brightest Quality, per case ... Rs. 4

Candles.

Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to
the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 26
Packets to the case, per case

Burmah Glg-ars.

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 3, per 1,000

Goconada Glg-ars.
“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100

Do. small (do.)
“ Babington”No. 1 (do.)

Do. No. 1

Do. small
“ Burmah”
“ Leisure Hour”
“ Medium size”
“ Queen”
“ Half Hour”

Chlorodyne.
Dr, Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne

Spirits.
Methylated and Cautohicened
Pure for Medicine
Absolute Alchohol

12 8

30 0

20 0

12 0

0
0
8
12

4

0
8
0
0

12

0 12

2
3

4
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Terms : Cash only.

NBTTROLOLL DAY k CO.,
445

, Bare Street, Culcutia,

8
0
0
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TaACK-BlC, SPXBK. <k CO.,

CALCUTTA.

Now Ready.

MALARIA : its Cause and Effects, Malaria and the

Spleen, Injuries of the Spleen ; an Analysis of 39

Cases. By E. G. Russoll, M. B., B. Sc., Lond.

,

Surgeon, Bengal Medical Service, demy Svo.,

cloth, Bs. 8.

THE HINDU LAW OF ADOPTION ;
a Critical

Essay. By an Hindustani Hindu Vakeel, royal

8vo., Rs. 3.

THE RACES OP AFGHANISTAN ; being a brief

Account of the principal Nations inhabiting that

Country. By Surgeon-Major H. W. Bellew,

0. S. I., late on special political duty at Kabul.

8vo., cloth, Rs. 3-8.

THE BENGAL ARMY REGULATIONS, correct-

ed to 1880. and approved by His Excellency

the Commander-in-Chief. Royal 8vo., Rs. 4 ; in-

terleaved, Rs. 5.

ROYAL SCHOOL DICTIONARY IN ENGLTS H
and Roman Urdu. Etymological, Pronouncing,

and Idiomatic. Paper boards. Re. 1 ;
cloth.

Re. 1-4.

OUR EDUCATIONAL POLICY IN INDIA.
Dedicated to the Right Hon’ble Viscount

Halifax. By the Rev. James Johnston. Svo.

As. 12.

THE SOVEREIGN PRINCES AND CHIEFS
of Central India. By G. R. Aberigh-Mackay,

Principal, Residency fRajkumar) College,

Indore, Central India. Illustrated with Por-

traits and Views. Volume 1. Royal 8vo,, cloth,

extra gilt, and gilt top. Rs. 12.

ARNOLD’S ECLOGiE OVIDIAN.®. A transla-

tion. (For the Entrance Examination 1880,)

Re. 1-2, post-free.

A MANUAL OP SURVEYING FOR INDIA. By
Col Sir H. L. Thuillier and Col. Smyth. 8vo
Rs. 12.

INDIAN DOMEvSTIC ECONOMY AND RE-
ceipt Book. With Hindustani names. By Dr.

R. L. Riddell. Fcap. 8vo., Rs. 6.

ROXBURGH’S FLORA INDIOA : OR DESCRIP-
tions of Indian Plants. Reprinted litertira from
Carey’s Edition 8vo., Rs. 6.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO AGRA
and its Neighbourhood. By H. G. Keene,

Esq. , M.R.A.S., &c. Fourth Edition, Enlarged
and Improved, Rs. 2-8.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO DELHI
and its Neighbourhood. By H. G. Keene, Esq.

Maps. Fcap. 8vo.
,
Rs. 2.

ANCIENT INDIA AS DESCRIBED BY MEGAS-
thenes and Arrian

;
being a Translation

of the fragments of the Indica Megasthenes,

collected by Dr. Schawnback and a Translation

of the first part of Indica of Arrian. With
introduction. Notes, and a Map of Ancient

India. By J. W. McCrindle, Plsq., M.A. Prin-
cipal of the Patna College. 8vo. Rs. 2-8.

A GUIDE TO TRAINING AND HORSE MA-
nagement in India, with Hindustani Stable

and Veterinary Vocabulary, and Calcutta Truf

Club Tables for weight for Age and Class. By
Capt. M. Horace Hayes. Author of “ Veterinary
Notes for Horse-Owners.” New Edition, re-ar-

ranged and much enlarged. Crown 8vo., Rs. 5.

CALCUTTA TO LIVERPOOL BY CHINA,
Japan, and America, in 1877. By H. W. N.,

Rs. 2.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

fl-14 Calcutta.

I>I7XY>r AND OO.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND
BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS

BY APPOINTMENT TO
Hi3 Excellency tRe Viceroy and Governor

General of India.
Nos, 46 Si 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.
Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied

at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make,
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.
Estimates supplied on application, a-60

W. ITEWMAN d(. CO.

Ma^ic Lanterns.
Japanned Tin, Complete with Chimney, Lamp,

Lamp Glass, Reflector, Lenses, and with one dozen
Comic Slides :

—

Size, 8| by 6 inches, with 2f inch
lens. (25 0) Rs, 27-12

Size, 90 by inches, with 3 inch
lens (30 0) Rs. 33-6

Superior quality. Size lOJ by 7 inches,

with 3 inch lens, complete in black
wood box. (40-0) Rs. 45-0

{This size Lantern will take the Comic movable
Slides as noted below

.

)

Superior quality. Size, 12 by 7^ inches,

with 3^ inch lens, complete in black
wood box. (64 0) Rs. 60-0
(ITiis size Lantern will take any size of Slide,')

DISSOLVING VIEW APPARATUS.
MILTON’S ODE ON THE NATIVITY OF

Christ. With Todd’s Notes. As. 4.

VOL. II. HINDU TRIBES AND CASTES 5

Together with an account of the Mahomedan
Tribes of the North-West Frontier and of the

Aboriginal Tribes of the Central Provinces. By
the Rev. M. A. Sherring. M. A., LL. B.

Demy 4to., cloth, Rs. 16.

This Volume contains an account of the Tribe.s

of the Punjab and its Frontiers. Central Piovinces

and Berar, Bombay Presidency and Frontiers of

Scind.

QOODEVE’S HINTS FOR THE MANAGEMENT
and Medical Treatment of children in India.

By Edward A. Birch, M. D., Surgeon-Major.

Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo.. eloth. Rs. 7.

“ I have no hesitation in saying that the present

one is for many reasons superior to its predecessors.

It is written very carefully, and with much know-

ledge and experience on the author’s part, whilst

it possesses the great advantage of bringing up the

subject to the present level of Medical Science.”

—Dr. Ooodeve.

THE COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION OF
the Erythrcean Sea

;
being a Translation of

Periplus Maris Erythrcei by an Anonymous
Writer, and of Arrian’s Account of the Voyage

of Nearkhos from the mouth of the Indus to the

head of the Persian Gulf, with introduction.

Commentary Notes, and Index. By J. W.
McCrindle, Esq., M. A.,Principal of the Govern-

ment College, Patna, Rs. 3.

THE STEEPLECHASE HORSE ;
How to Select,

Train, and Ride Him. With Notes on Accidents

and Diseases, and their Treatment. By Capt. J
Humfrey, cloth, limp, Rs. 3-8.

the LAW OF INHERITANCE as in the Virami

trodaya of Nitra Misra. Translated by Golap-

chandra Sirkar, Sastri, m. A. B. l. Royal 8vo,,

cloth, Rs. 10,

THE SEA CUSTOMS LAW, 1878, and Tariff Act

;

with Notes and Appendices. By W. H. Grimley

Esq ,
B. A., LL. B., C. S. Demy 8vo., cloth,

Rs. 7-8 ;
Interleaved, Rs. 8-8.

LAYS OF IND. By Aliph Cheem. The Sixth

Edition, Enlarged with six new Lays and several

Illustratious, Imperial 16mo., cloth, extra gilt,

and gilt edges. Rs. 7 nett.

DUKE—QUERIES AT A MESS TABLE : What
shall we eat ? Whall we drink ? By Joshua

Duke, Surgeon, 3rd Punjab Cavalry, Author of

“ Banting in India.” Rs. 2-4.

DUKE.-HOWTOGETTHIN; OR, BANTING
in India," By Joshua Duke, Surgeon, 3rd

Punjab Cavalry, Arthur of “ Queries at a Mess
Table.’’ Second Edition. 18mo„ boards. Re. 1.

A MANUAL OF GARDENING FOR BENGAL
and Upper India, By T. A. C, Firminger, 8vo.,

Ra. 10.

The Indian G-uarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses

arising through dishonesty of persons holding

situations of trust, and to obviate the

inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear

of those pecuniary losses to which persons are

exposed who become responsible for the acts of

others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the

employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.

For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Secretary.

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,
OR,

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

a-16 Agent, for BENGAL,

WKAT ARE PERFECT

WATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine-

MADE English Lever WATCH in sterling

Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.

It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only

the best material is employed, this Watch will be

found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 netti

Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted
to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only Swiss movements fitted in

English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
WATCHES, warranted MACHINE MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will

WIND ANY WATCH, Rs. 3 to 20,

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.

RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIC BELLS, with appurtenances, Hs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

SPECIAL AT2ENTION TO REPAIRS.

RX.ACK. & HKVRRAV.
6*1,, HASTINQS StEEET, CALCUTTA.a-So

A very Superior DISSOLVING VIEW APPARA-
TUS, with 4-inch condencing lenses, Rackwork
adjustments, and complete apparatus, with a
supply of wicks and extra chimneys, specially
fitted with a Silber Lamp to burn Kerosine,
The whole fitting into a strong locked box.
(180 b) Rs. 200-0

A linen screen for ditto, with rings, &c, 10 feet

square Net 15 0
DISSOLVING VIEW APPARATUS, with 4-inch
condensing lenses, Rackwork adjustments, &c,,
complete ; Argand lamp, no chimney required.
Pitted in a strong box. (135-0) Rs. 180-0

ma^ic Lantern Sides.
Comic Movable Slips, double and trible, a great

variety each Rs. 1-12, per dozen, (18 0) Rs. 20-0
Colored Views of Scenery on the Overland Route

;

Scotland ; and the Continent. ('2-8) Rs. 2-12
Photographic Slides, Views of Paris, Rome, &c.

(2-0) • Rs. 2-4

Westminster Abbey By Day— ) 2 slides (10-0)
By Night

) Rs. 11-4

The Tower of Loudon :— 1

By Day—Moonlight— > 3 slides. (14-0) Rs. 15-8

The Tower on Fire j

Gibraltar The Rocks—

)

In the Caves 1

The Lighthouse Day

)

—Night—A Storm (2)1

Vesu,W,:-D.y- j2,Hdes,

Faust apd Marguerite, 2 slides (10-0) Rs. 11.4

The Watermill Summer
j

—Night—The Swan— V 5 slides.(35-0)Rs.37-12

Winter—Snow Storm )

The Fountain, 2 slides, (17-0)

The Beehive. (9-0)

The Windmill. (9-0)

Lever Slides, each. (5-0)

“Music Hath Charms.”

Breaking Stones.

The Ship.

The Camel.

The Monkey and the Cat.

Stag drinking.

Horse drinking.

Domestic Amenities.

The Fair.

Chromotropes in great variety.

The Old Nursery Tales.

Cinderella. 10 slides. (29-0) Rs.

Little Bo-Peep. 8 slides. (20-0) Rs.

Pussy’s Road to Ruin. 12 slides. (28-8) Rs,
Whittington and his Cat. 8 slides. (20-0)

Rs.

The Old Man and his Donkey, 6 slides.

(17-0) Rs. 18-12

2 slides.(13.8) Rs. 15-0

4 slides. (17-0)Rs.l8-12

(11-4) Rs. 12-8

Rs. 18-12
Rs.

Rs.
Rs.

10 0
10-0
5-8

(9-0) Rs. 10 0

32-4

22-4
31-4

22-4

a-64 W. NEWMAN & CO. oq
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THE

CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,

A. J. PARKER & CO.

WILL SELL BY AUCTION ON THE PREMISED

1, LALL BAZAR.

a-21

WARRANTEE

!

SURE ! ! & SAFE ! !

!

DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising therefrom.
Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Chronic Venerial affec-

tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimples, Cutaneous
Eruptions, several kinds of Skin Diseases, Dyspepsia,
and general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful
property of removing the Mercury from the system
and of purifying the blood of all its impurities
from whatever cause arising, of invigorating the
system and imparting fresh energy and vitality

to it. The brilliant and extraordinary efficacy of

this Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic and
almost hopeless cases, proves its effects to be un-
rivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re, 1-8
;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for iMCercurlal and Syphi-
litic Ulcers and Eruptions. Price per
pot 8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,
restores the internal organs to their normal func-
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.
Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To be had of
MAISON DE PARIS.

2, CHOWRINOHEK. NEAR DHDRUMTOLLAH.
(’4l.rFTTA. «.40

ti-

Dr. Ziazarus’s Domestic Medicines.

InkAntile Fever Powder (for Fevers,
Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rs. 1 4

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... ... „ 1 0

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),... i Q
Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), 2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... 2 0
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

&c.), ... ... ... ,,18
Family Laxative, A safe, certain and

useful purgative, ... ... „ 20
Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ... ,,14

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ... ... ... ,, 1 4

Family Carminative (Invaluable for

Children), ... ... 2 0
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair), ... ^. 2 0

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... 1 8
The above are most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is
wrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Madicine Ven-
ders. „.58

Makhun Xiall G-hose,

No. 91, Radha Bazar, Calcutta.

Begs to invite the attention of the public to
several consignments of commercial and

fancy stationery of all sorts, including account
books of all sizes, made of handmade and machine-made paper by steamers recently arrived, andwhich he is disposing of at moderate prices He
has been long in the trade, and presumes he has
always afforded every satisfaction to the numerous
merchants here who have constantly favored him
with orders. Mofussil orders accompanied with
remittances shall bo promptly attended to, a-4p

'

Dentistry.

J. COBFXEZiD <!(. CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

"ITAY be consulted daily on all branches of

their Profession. «

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work*
manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They
cause no pain or discomfort in wear. '

Consultation free.

£1-13

J. CORFIELD & CO.,

11, Old Court House Street, Calcutta,

QUICK! SAFE!! 4- SURE!!!
PAUZ. St. CO.’S

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES

Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co„

DRUGKJISTS,
’

: f,.

'•

No. 285-lS, Bmvbazar Street, Calcutta,"

Embrocation.

An external applieation for Rheumatic Affec-
tions, Numbness of the Limbs, pains in the

Sides, Back, Chest, or Joints. It is highly effi-

cacious where Anodynes and Counter Irritants
are required. Besides, when used with Detersive
Mixture, it materially assists the same in speedily
allaying the Pains and Swelling attendant on
obstinate cases of Rheumatism. Price 1-8 Re.
per i oz. Bottle.

ZZalr Preserver.
\

An agreeable and well perfumed preparation
for the Preservation, Restoration, and Growth of
the Hair. It not only prevents it from falling off

or turning prematurely grey, but by its gently
stimulant properties excites the scalp to a new and
healthy action, cleanses it from Scurf and Dandruff,
exerts its curative influence in the most obstinate
forms of Baldness, and promotes the Growth and
Strength of the newly grown Hair, Besides, it is

a safe, useful, and elegant Hair Oil—always tending
to keep up the vitality of the growth, and far
superior to the ordinary Preparations in benefit
and perfume. Price 1 Re. per 4 oz. Bottle.

Tooth Powder.
It is a harmless and most agreeable preparation

for the Teeth. It cleanses the Teeth, preserves
their Enamel, arrests their Decay, eradicates
Tartar and all Injurious Secretions, and renders the
Teeth sound and useful. Besides, it removes Spon-
giness, Recession, Tenderness and all Painful
Affections of the Gums, gives them Strength and
Natural Ruddiness, Dispels the Disagreeable Odour
of the Mouth and imparts a Delightful Fragrance
to the Breath. It is an excellent Dentifrice:

—

perfectly free from all injurious ingredients, and
eminently calculated to preserve and beautify the
Dental Structure. Price 1-8 Re. per J It) Bottle.

ir

Tooth-ache Kellever.
A safe and instantaneous Cure for painful Tooth

ache. Price 8 As. per Bottle.

N.B .—Full directions accompany each Bottle.
Mofussil orders for these^ medic ines, accompaniec

with full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

1
^" Drugs of the best quality and genuine Paten

Medcines, are always available at the above ad,

dress, at the cheapest rate possible a.38
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ADVANTAGES OF ASSURING WITH THE

ORIENTAL LIFE OFFICE
All that Elxperience has proved Practicable and

Prudent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,
Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be
obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever
(l.J Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings,
(2. Amalgamations Impossible.

(3.^ Funds in Government Securities only.

(4.) Native Lives assured at European Rates.

(5.). ‘Premiums reduced to English Rates from
date 'of leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or
China.

'

Annual Premium for Assurance of
Rs»lyOOO under New System.

Age. 30 35 40 45

Premium Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.
21 6 4 24 8 8 28 10 0 33 14 8

Lower Safe Rates than any other Office.

<6.) Office young, and therefore free from Old
Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can be paid Yearly, Half-yearly,
Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of

(8.)’ CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OF DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 35 per cent.

'10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,
and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

(11.) Entire Direction in India,

(12.) Special Protection to Assignees.
(13.) The Most Economical Management,
(14.) Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-15-0 only.
(15.) Lapsed Policies Revived without Pine,
(16.) Policy-holders can appoint their own

Trustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.
(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere

to suit Assurers.

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.

(19.) No Restriction on Travel,
~

POLICY-HOLDERS IN IHE ORIENTAL"
ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER.

Unequalled Liberality.
Being established in India, all arrangements for

the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” are
made with a view to the convenience and benefit of
its own members,—European and Native,—who
alone participate in the advantages arising from
its succssful progress.

Yearly list of new Assurers closes 31st
December.

Special attention is invited to the Peculiar
System of Life Assurance introduced by this

Company, and to the New and extremely favorable
Conditions (as regards Rates, Profits, Limits
OF Residence, Non-liability to Forfeiture, &c.)
under which its policies are issued.
The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when

Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

“THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AND
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT, IS RAPIDLY
GAINING THE CONFIDENCE OF THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY.”
Intending Assurers—Native or European— are

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the
“ Oriental ” with those of any other Company.

Detailed Prospectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports, and full particulars on application to

—

F. A. COHEN, AgentJor Bengal, or D. MoLAUOHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.
7, Wellesley Place, CALCUTTA. Manager & Actuary, BOMBAY, a-16

HEW GOODS! HEW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

* Splendid Stock of Furnlslilng’ Hequisites.
VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 25 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c., &c., &c.
A CHOICE assortment OP

LACE. MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS, Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

N. R.—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,

Brussels Tapestry and Velvet File
Carpetings.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth Inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, &c.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin,

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

The largest and most varied Stock

F. W. BAB

I

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes. Infants’ Coa*
Blankets.

Door Mats.
English—made from, West India Fibre,

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.
u n >1 38 by 24 „

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.
>» II II II 38 by 24

Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.
Green, Blue, Crimson, &o.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Hugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes, Felt Carpeting by

the yard

.

Purdah Hepps.
Oreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.
,

of Furnishing Drapery in India.

BH di. CO.,

HOSIERS, DRAPERS SILK MERCERS, &o., &o„

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA,

.......
a>23

PHESEHVB YOUH SIGHT.

EUREKA

SPECTACLES <b. EYE-GLASSES.

rjlHE determination of the proper spectacles for

any defect of the eyes, is undoubtedly a

matter of the greatest importance,

This importance is increased on the one hand

by the number of patients requiring such assist

ance— a number that throughout the civilised

world, may be reckoned by millions-on the othet

f

by the actual injury inflicted by unsuitable glasses,

and lastly by the customary sale of most spectacles

by persons who have no adequate knowledge of

the conditions of their utility.

For the guidance of those who cannot con-

veniently visit me, I have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions.

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, “ How to

preserve the Sight,” with testimonials explaining

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

application.

\

H. LAZAHUS.

S, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET

Calcutta.

a-19 Oonsultatlon Free.
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HEALTH RESTORED
LIFE PROLONGEDAND

BY USING
I

OR. AZ.X.EM’S EZ.IXXR OP EZFE,
The New Remedy for Nervous and Chronic Diseases.

the Vilalily Ol the body and in deve-

Y, niemperance, &c. Ihe most astouadmg cures are daily being efiEected in cases of—
'

••
General Debility, Indigestion,
Nervousness,

Dyspepsia,
Palpitation of the Heart, " ^ ^

Trembling of the Hands and Limbs,
Loss of Memory,
Mental Depression,
Epileptic and Painting Fits,
Female Irregularities,

Bilious and Liver Complaints,
Bronchitis,

Consumption (Early stages only),
Asthma do.
Hypochondria,
Impotency,

““ »l»te ot the blood

ot iS neX a’VemSbt“nofea« '""“.r 'P””
and the appetite increases wonderfully • the

throughout the body
; digestion is improved,

and healthy ; th^tremuirs ^^tery blood becomes rich
use of this medicine all debilitated organs

relaxed muscles invigorated. By the
tions and Uie whole" their natural Lnc

men, by whom it is^e*comme^ded*^^a/'^^h^ Tffi
^°^?o'^Je<Jged by the first medical

and enfeebled constitutiTs nervous debili^ Lb^ discovered for weak
incapacity for study, dSss of St through overwork, aversion to business,
for which phosphorus. Tr^ ouinife ^tr^^^^^^

drowsiness, impotency, and all those diseases
often to the destruction of the 8ufferer’’s health.

’ *
’ ^ various forms, but

DR. ALLEN’S GOLDEN LINIMENT,

SBlSSSiS“ =« S

AOea’. Medina
A aetailea Lust of Dr. Allen s Medicines can be had on application.

es.

OT7RDETT AND CO., SOEE AGENTS,
3 A, Waterloo Street, Calcutta.

a-,Sl

DWARKIN & SON,IMPORTERS OP MUSZCAE INSTRUMENTS, &c.
6, LOWER CHITPORE ROAD, CALCUTTA.

IMPROVED HARMONIFLUTES,

nininiipniramK

Superior Improved Harmoniflute, 3 octaves, 0, G. Side 1 stop, highly finished 1n box
nr c • T A .

PEOPLE’S HARMONIUMS, ’ -
Of Superior lone and Finish, 5 octaves, in polished solid oak case, by Alexandre

Superior Improved plated Cornet, Military Model with waterkey 5 crooks in box
r\t it j • r. n CLARIONETS, ”‘ ”

Of Cocoawood, in B flat, 13 German Silver keys, 2 rings, in box
. FLUTES,

*” ” ••• »

Of Superior Quality, in D, Cocoawood, 6 German silver keys, in box
VIOLINS, •" ”

Of Superior Tone and Finish, with Good Bow and box by Stardnarins
Assorted

Rs. 55 each.

» 85 „

>» 50
,,

D 45 „

15 „

45 „

(X'28

***ltBPARAH NURSERV.
New Seeds f Good Seeds ! ! Fresh Seeds 1 1 f^HE following are the rates, fixed upon our

Ste.Jrtai°LS,l
60 Kinds of fresh American

Vegetables including sever-
al varieties of cabbages,
mostly new. Cauliflowers,
Knol Eoles, and the others
per packet ... ... Es.

50 Do. of do
40 Do. of do.

or just the same as the
last year ...

30 Kinds of choice and double
flower speds

25
20
20

09 Oa ^
S (u 'O

m.s.§
” .5 3
g^-3
P4«e.S

8

Do. of do. ...

Ro. of do.
Do. of fresh Ame-

rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our
country

Do. of field and
grass seeds ...

Sea Island Cotton seed (long
staple) per seer

Country vegetable seeds for
present sowing per packet

Osage Orange or Hedge seed
per tola

4 kinds of Bird seeds per
packet

Up country big headed Cauli-
flower per tola

Tobacco seeds of sorts per
paper ... ... „ . ,
Plants ot all descriptions are available in large

numbers for sale. Price lists are supnlied on aoDli.
cation free.

‘

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s
monthly Bengali journal “ Krishi Tatwa” are re-
quested to send their names and subscriptions.
Es. 3-6 to the undersigned.

Price list for Seeds of all sorts—can be supplied
if required.

NETTO GOPAL CHATTERJEA,
a-18 Proprietor, Pikeparah Nurgery, Calcutta,

3 0

1 8

1 12

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

0 4

THE GREATEST

WOlfDER OF M0J)EEir TIMES!

HOLLOWAYS PILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to be
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or

CIlO-ri^Af* r'rvt-rml t n*-^
r AAA ^..laAAAig v.Ai.its.1 me %l«lll^CiUUi UicLIjftUlCS Ul
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-
cidental to the life of a miner, or to those living in
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

ngainst those evils which so often beset the human racew
viz:—coughs, colds, and -all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and cholerx

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT
Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds;

ulcers, rheumatism, and idl skin diseases : in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails to
cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

'Ihe Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
all Vendors of Medicines throughout the

la'nguage
directions for use in almost every

Css* Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
ftom the United States. Purchasers should look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes f the
address is not 683^ Oxford Stroot, Lon,

, theyare spurious,

a-26
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAXiKOUSXB SQUARE. CAZiCVTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the Mofuasil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom-

paniraent, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order,
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfectly in tune
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

0

Sox No. 1073, playlngr 6 Beng'all tunes, 1st series.
1 .

2 .

3.

Poorabee.
Imni.
Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

Harp or Setar Box No.
1. Poorabee,

Imni.
Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

2 .

3.

Bassanto.
Kalangrah.
Peeloo.

100 .

Bengrall tunes,
Bassanto.

Kalangrah.
Peeloo.

1st series.

1 .

5.

6 .

Cash price Rs.
1073L playing' 6

4.

5.

6 .

Cash price Rs. 125.

1075L playing 6 Bengali tunes, 2nd series.
4. Jhinjuttee,
5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

Cash price Rs. 100.

Harp or Setar Box No. 1075L playing 6 Bengali tunes, 2nd series.
1. Sarung. 4. Jhinjuttee.

Bhoirabee. 5. Bhoirabee.

Kaffee. 6. Kawalee.
Cash priceRs. 125.

Box No. 1077, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.

1 .

2 .

3.

2 .

3.

Box No.
Sarung.
Bhoirabee.

Kafifee.

1. Taza Bhee Taza.

2. Doogiree.

3. Hilli Milli Punnya.

Harp or Setar Box No.
1. Taza Bhee Taza.

2. Doogiree.

3. Hilli Milli Punya.

Cash price Rs.
1077L playing

Denga Chate Ayore.
Kia Hoga Bhola Janee.
Khambaj.

4.

5.

6 .

100 .

6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.
4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhala Janee,
6. Khambaj.

Cash price Rs, 125.

NXGHOXiZiS & CO.,

FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,
8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta,

London:—iWhitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.O.

CURRENT OR Floating Accounts.

No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques

paid from Rs. 10, No sums received, or payments
'

made after 3 p. m., and on Saturdays after 1 p. m. :

Government Paper and Securities.

Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market

rates, and advances made on Government Paper or

other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange.
Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.

Special attention paid to family remittances, the

first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the

payee.
Fixed Deposits,

Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on

deposits for longer periods at the following rates,

payable in Calcuttav or in London at par :—
Repayable at 10 days’ notice — 3 per cent,

,,
at 3 months’ notice 4 ,,

„ at 6 months’ notice 5 ,,

,,
at 12 months’ notice 6 ,,

,,
at 2 years’ notice 7 ,,

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn.

Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.

Business rules awarded on application, a>45

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Geiitle-

men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited

o address themselves in writing to X, care of

the Printer,

SMITH. STANISTREET, & GO.

PBarmuceutical Chemists and
Druggists,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

To His Excellency the Right Hon'hle

LORD LYTTON, G.M.8.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-General of India,

&c., ckc., ikc.,

Have received a large and choice selection

from the best makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.
Rs. A. p.

Artery Forceps From ... 2 0 0

„ „ Fenestra M ... 4 8 0

Belts, Abdomen
) 9 ... 9 0 0

„ Corpulency )) ... 12 0 0

„ Riding >9 ... 5 0 0

,, Carson’s Patent 99 ... 16 0 0

Catheters, Silver Plated 99 ... 3 0 0

Caustic Cases „ 99 ... 3 0 0

Dissecting Cases 99 ... 7 0 0

Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings
9 9 ... 4 0 0

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete,, ... 8 0 0

,, Trumpets for Deafness 99 ... 3 0 0

„ Cornets, Double
Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c. 1

99

1

... 9 0 0

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks
Stockings, Thread, per pair]

" II ... 6 0 0

Ditto, Silk ,, 9 9 ... 8 0 0

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. ,, ... 2 0 0

Electro-Magnetic Machines]
t

... 20 0 0
very powerful, single f

”

Do. do, double
9 9 ... 25 0 0

Do. do. pocket ff 18 0 0

ENEMA APPARATUS,
Brass, single and double From Rs. A,

action 1 9 ... 12 0

Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe 99 ... 4 8

Kennedy’s Syphon
9 9 ... 9 0

Eye Instrument Cases 99 ... 60 0

„ ,, Macnamara’s ,, 99 ... 36 0

Cataract Knives and Needless

Scissors, curved, Probe, and
Sharp, pointed, Cross

9 9 ... 3 8

Action 99 ... 4 0

OpthalmoBcopes Liebrichs, &c.

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-
99 ... 12 0

byns, Mudges, &c., &c.

Minor Operation Instruments
99 3 8,

Aneurism needles 99 ... 2 0

Abscess Knives, Symes 91 ... 2 0

„ Lancets 99 ... 1 12

Bistouries 99 ... 2 8

Bleeding Lancets 99 ... 1 4

Directors, Silver Plated 99 ... 1 8

Dissecting Cases 99 ... 7 0
Exploring Needles 99 ... 2 8

Gum Lancets 99 ... 2 0
Pocket Cases filled 91 ... 16 0

„ Army Regulation 99 ... 80 0
Probes, Silver 99 ... 1 0
Scalpel and Finger Knives 99 ... 6 0
Scalpels 9 9 ... 2 0
Scissors 99 ... 1 8
Spatulas, Silver Plated 99 ... 1 8
Tenaculum 99 ... 2 0
Stethoscopes 99 .« 2 0
Speculums Ear 99 ... 2 8

„ Spring Kramers 99 ... 7 0

•1 II Nose 99 ... 7 0

„ Rectum 99 ... 3 0

„ Vagina M ... 3 0

„ Silver Plated 99 ... 6 0
Spray Producers, Listers 99 ... 18 0

,, Richardson’s Complete 99 ... 16 0

,, Various Makers 99 ... 8 0
Suspenders 99 ... -2 0
Subcutaneous Syringes 99 ... 8 0
Aluminum Cases

9 9 ... 36 0
Silver Plated Mounts 99 ... 8 0
Clinical Thermometers 99 ... 5 0

,, With Kew Certificate 99 ... 7 8

P.
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &c., «Scc.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from .« 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PH(ENTX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difliculty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners and Patients

is obviated from ... 8 0 0
Wholesale and Retail Agents

FOB

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxidised
Phosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBED BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork. Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.

The largest and best assortment of Drugs and
Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. &
O. Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers.

Wholesale rates on application.
9 Jc 10, Dalhousib Square,

and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street. a-17

The undersigned beg to inform the Public that
they have the undermentioned goods in large

quantities in stook, and orders supplied,—and
contractor.

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syringes
from I oz. to 31b., Mugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds,
Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallons,
Freezing Pots, and other Pewter Articles of every
description.

Terms—Cash.
Price moderate,

BISSONAUTH CHUNDER & SONS,
a-46 1, Bentinok Street, Oaloutta,
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY,
SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE GENTRY.

THE NEW FZ.EXXBX:.E BANE NBCKZ.ET,
THE MOST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,

Manufactured of rich colored G-oldi We keep a largre variety In Stock
of all sizes and prices, from B.s. 80 to Rs. 250 each.

A very nice Chain, sufficiently

JEWEZ<X.ERY
FOR

WEDDINGS AND
BIRTH DAYS,

AND
ALL FESTIVE

AND
Commemorative

occasions.

Garnet Ear-
rings, Rs. 36

cash.

Amethyst
Earrings to

match Pen-
dant, Rs. 27

cash.

Gold Ear-
rings, Rs. 32

cash.

Carbuncle Ear-
rings, Rs. 30

cash.

a-18

A handsome Gold Pendant set with a fine Amethyst, Gold fring'e,
and ^lass for portrait at back.

Price Rs. 60 cash.

To match, Bracelet, Rs. 65, Brooch Rs. 36, and Earrings, as above.

Illustrated Catalogues post Jree to Mofussil Constituents.

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
Jewellers In Ordinary to K. E. the Viceroy and to K. R. K.

r the Prince of Wales,
; CALCUTTA.

«-55

Appy to the Mahger.

FOR

Illustrated Price List,

At 65, College Street.

. NOTICE.

The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at

which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press

at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that

date was printed, it is hereby announced for public

information that the Press in British Indian Street,

where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter

be printed, is henceforward to be called the

“Sen Press.” All communications for the Indian

Mirror Newspaper and the Sen Press to be

addrewed accordingly.

M, DAY AND CO.,

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,
AND REPAIRERS

OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmiths,Electroplaters,Bronzers,

Ziacquerors and Railway Con-
tractors, d(.C., dec.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tiumade Deed and Despatch Boxes
Baths of sizes, Sugar, Cofifee, Tea and Hot-

water Cans
;
garden watering pots

; Tea, House,
Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps

; Railway Lamps of every descriptions,
&c., &c..

Always in hand and made to order.

Also
Portable Cooking stoves of single and double

IL 3, and i inch burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate. a-33

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott. Presi-
dent of the New York Theosophical Society

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji
Institute, Bombay. Price two annas a copy.
Apply to the Indian Mirror Office,

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

G. X.AZARVS di. CO.,
AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,
2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,

Calcutta.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

356, 4.32

Machines,
Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Hand Machine
with polished cover and

lock,

Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 93.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Mahclnes.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,
Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-
LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,

Rs. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Packing for

Hand Machines, Rs. 2-8,

Treadle ditto, Rs. 6.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a-3

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders.
Commission will be charged according to the value
of the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
be Mcertained by application to the Manager,
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20, OLD COURT HOUSB STREET, CALCUTTA,

MANUFACTUREBS of fine ANT) COMPLICATED WATCHERWACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WAIWES FOR INDIA.
Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simnlicitvBtreugh, durability, and timekeeping qualities.

^ ^ simplicity,

ihese watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the beef

^“pMrj‘e^w3iea"s.rB:Sf

Established 1846.

THE DRUGGISTS’ HALL,
35-36, Oollejje Street,

Calcutta.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Gash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 2.30 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,

COOKE AND kELVEY'S GENEVA WATCHES OP GUAKANTEPn OTTiT rrvSilver Half Hunting Case, Silver fluntino- Cacp
-*-EED OUALl 1 Y.

Rs. 40 on«h
^

’

Rs .35
® Crvst!x} Case

Ditto Lever Escapement,
R.s. 45, 5 ca.sh,

o—GOLD ALBERT CRAINSA magnificent assortment, many of the pattern being recently designed ’and nf .From Rs. 40 to 300
^ assigned and of a novel character.

Rs. 40 cash.
Ditto Lever Escapement,

Rs. 50 cash.

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 85 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rb. 45 c ish.
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The attention of the Native nobility and "entrv isinvi «d tn o . ,

elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.
” selection of massive

a*29

COOKE & KELVEY^
CALCUTTA.

NATIONAL BANK. OF INDIA,
LIMITED.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.
On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six. Months’ Deposits 4^

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short
periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J. Campbell,
Manager,

K, G. SIRCAR, M.B.

,

I li. R. O. P., EDINBURGH,
AND

F. P, s., GLASGOW,
10, Creek Row,

Gan be consulted daily from 6 to 8 a.m.

Family engagements under special arrangements.

a-6

Fresh consignments to hand ex S S, *' Duke of
Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”

“ Hydaspes,” &c., &c.
Lactopeptine

Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion
combined in the same proportion as they exist in
the human stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the influence
of the natural gastric juice. It will be found
mr superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,
Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly
indicated in A.naeinia, general Debility, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, am.
impoverished condition of the blood.

Direction for use, formuloe and dose measure ac-
company each phial.

Price Rs. 4 per phial, and packing As. 4.
Morson’s Medicinal Pepsine.

loz. phial Bs. S. Baching As. 4,
Norton’s Camomile Pills

A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and
all stomach complaints.

Price Be. 1. Packing As. 4.
Kemrod’s Cure for Asthma.

Catarrh, Bronchitis,Croup, Hooping Cough
ORDINARY Colds, and all diseases of the Respira-
tory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin,

^ •'

Price Bs. 3-S. Packing As. 2.
Grimault’s Veg>etable Injection of

Matico.
A few injections of very short duration are

sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharpps
Price Bs. 2 per phial. Packing As A

Whitmore’s Compound Liniment of
Arnica.

An eflfectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasms
Lumbago, weak Joints, &c., and as a counter-irrL
tant in a sluggish state of the liver.

^ Packing As. 4.Wilkinson’s Ginger and Camomile
Price Bs. 2. Packing As. 4.

Whitmore’s Stomachic and Liver
Pills.

Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.Savory and Moore’s Pancreatine
Wine.

For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod-
liver Oil solid fat and food generally
Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4

P. Smith’s Pile Powders
For the cure of Piles & Prevention of Fistula
Their gentle emollient action subdues irritation

regulating the bowels without leaving a disoositinn
to costiveness, their decided tonic propeHres efvepower to the system, arrest all tendency to andcounteract the weakening effect of, the disease’ andtheir intrinsic value will prove that they 'fullvmerit the title of a specific cure of Piles and oreventive of Fistulas. Bra-

Price Re. 1-8 per box. Pickina As 9PROPRIETORY M HOINE
Concentrated Compo/^>

Fluid Extract of .

This preparation is decided. ^O- 'a tA =
other form in which Sarsaparifla ^^
tered, on account of its portahilit,

minis-

efficacy. It contains the whole acti. 4^^
cinal properties of the root in the hi
of concentration, combined with the in? >
of the compound decoction directed bv the
of Surgeons The beneficial effects of this Pias an Alterative or Restorative, its great useful-ness in all disorders of the Skin
general Debility,and after a too free admimS^f”
of Mercury, have been universaHv ^S^^^^^^
established by the Banction Tnd r,--
of^the most eminent practitioners of th^ prlent

IRrection for use accompany each bottlePnoe per bottle 2. Packing As. ABest assortment of Drugs and chemicals. Guar-anteed fresh, and received dirpnf tt!
^“ar-

able manufaAturers of London
Terms moderate. ^Wholesale rates on

aSd ‘ihspensarieT^

m

CHUNDER DUTT & CO

ManufaotupeK''of asrated Waters.
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FROM

E. S. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. “ PESHAWUR”

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Eoundation, with Eire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Rg. 8qo

These small Engines, are specially adapted for
(Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printin^^ Ma-
cliinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
now fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of

to a pressure
ot 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
^nk, which forms also the ash-pan and an efficientW ater-Heater.

ERASMUS

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything
^

in the Printing Trade can be supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style
JONES, Printers’ Agent, 6 & e, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.

^•67

ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

! ADMIRABLE TRANSFOSSKATZON OP MECKAMZCAT.INTO TORRENTS OP ELECTRICITV !

energy
1BE increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Li»ht in_ France, and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will in a short

tensively used for lightinc? up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of f i^Uin;,We we p.fe pared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills Pnhlin ttoii
Large ^rh ar Tents, Court Yards. Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels
Bridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved HurricaneElectric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, givino- a light of
of 2,000 Standard ilandles at the following low rates.

° ^ intensity

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night

Rs. 50 0
„ 175 0

450 0

m The cost of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs fiO wliAroo«
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will 5^004 -

the monthly rate or i one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! 1 1

’ ^ »<=

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine with leadintr Winn n u
Pencils. &c.. fitted with our improved Hurricane prooff Self Adjusting
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2,000.

» ^ujusung, self Lighting

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

<T R V E OOP Y.)

Mr. Fleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use nn fi,n i ,

adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred^J!r.i
^

The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight'.
yards.
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STEAM EN&INE
NO MORE PAINS I!!

AW-CURER
V^ARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip.

tion arising from whatever cause, on any
part of the human frame. A certain cure for

Pains in the Chest,Sore Throats Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the

n Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear, Neuralgia, Colics

Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, BadBreasts Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-

P*™P\®s and Eruptions on the Skin.Many of the best Physicians of the day pres-

foims
Pain-Curer, in the very worsforms of these ailments, with success.

^

Pams of every description have been cured by
Pain.Curer alone when all

^ Jicines have been tried without effect.The words Pam-Curer and No More Pains I ' I

*
are our trade marks.

Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packing As. 8

40 n;
^^KLINGTON & CO.

Tiarrr
Dhurrunitollah Street, Calcutta.

_
i^.Pewareof abase worthless fraudulent nativeim^tion of Daj>llngton’s celebrated Pain-Curer^

. ^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC Beware ofimitators who cannot express their thoughts in theirow^ords, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co,^ Pain-Curer and seethat you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of them^vellous cures by this remedy
The Rev Mother of St.. Joseph’s Convent Ban

D«i.,»GTOrt pI?k:CURER efficacious, and are glad to know of it
^ medicine. Sister ThbodorineSuperioress F de la Croisc. ”

influential Zemindar &Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisauffroin time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottlesof Darlington s Pain-Curer, & writes Ploaoo

PainT ^ size) of Darlington’sPAiN-Curer. I am happy to observe that T
witnessed beneficial results from its appR-Jat^nSome of my friends used it, & I also gave 1^80^6of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised ^osee that in every instance it keptiue to its name ”
His Excellency Sir Salar Jung. G. C. S I Xrlordenng or a couple of large bottles of

I

Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine
' and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more Iar?e bSesof Darlington 8 Pam-Curer through Mafor PercyGough, his Private Secretary.

•'

^e™P> Editor & Proprietor of thAR^fful Times, writes from Dacca. “ I havelately witnessed a speedy and complete cure ofa swelled foot attended by great nain
removal of which Daelington^s Pa^ gU?/
prescribed. Swellia, a”d “p"f„ ^b.';;?aHer™couple of app ications, and in about 4 dayrdis^appeared. This is one of several instances fa

?ain.C„'ren’'
»'

T^lo^rs of g'ood reading*.

Bakrala Bridge,)
). fS8th October 1879.

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst.lEnginecr, Bahrala Sana Division, P. N, State Railway.

<1*37

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Rullders and Electrical Eng’lnoers,

No. 63, DhurrUMTOLLAH, CALCUTTA,

Calcutta Magazine, a journal of Literature
Politics, Science, and thelArts. Monthly subsorip-
tion. Re. 1, postage, 1 anna. Times of India
says:—“ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers. Friend of India says It is ably and
judiciously conducted by Mr. Owen Aratoon.”
Bangalore Examiner says “ We should like to
see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of thePubhe Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is q^uite on a par with any averagehome monthly of the day.”

^

Manager, Calontta Magazine, 49 Dhurrumtollah-
street, Calcutta, Remit in half anna postage stamps

a-2i

1
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KooiTlily Srid^e' Notice.

T5[R Bridge will be closed for traffic on

Tuesday, the 6th July, 1880, from 1

to 4 P. M.

G. H. SIMMONS,
a-53 Secretai'y to the Bridge CommissionerH,

Silver Cream.

For plating articles of Brass or Copper with-

out the aid of a Battery, and for silvering

Harness mounting, &c., as well as for cleaning all

kinds of silver and plated articles.

This preparation is guaranteed not to contain the

slightest trace of mercury, and from the simplicity

of its application supersedes anything of the kind

ever before introduced, it being only necessary to

rub it over the article (Copper and Brass), with a

piece of rag or the fingers, and polish with a

chamois leather in order to produce a coating of

pure Slfver.

As this Cream deposits a coating of pure Metal-

lic Silver, articles of that metal cleaned with it in-

crease in weight and value in proportion to the

amount of coating received.

Price Re. 1 2 and Rs. 2 4 per bottle, packing

As. 4,

Remittance made in postage stamps should

carry one anna extra per Rupee to cover discount.

Agents for the Manufacturers.
HOWARn & CO„

fl.ll Barrackpore.

DN. J. a. ANDEaSON,
,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhuerumtollah Street,

May be consulted at all hours daily.

At home from 11 to 12 a. in.)

Family engagements in and about Entally under

special rrangements. «-7

Notice.

All private communications for the Proprietor
of the Indian Mirror and the Sunday Mirror

to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-should be directed

rumtollah Street,

o
Wanted to Kent.

FFICE and Godowns in Bentinck Street, or
Mangoe Lane, A. T., C/o. Printer. 36G

Students’ Guide to Engrlish Idioms.

In three parts.

Containing c pious Explanations and Illmtrations
oj the use of Pre /positions, Phrases, Idioms,

and the A rticles.

BY

BHOLANAUTH PAUL, M. A.,

Head Master, Hindu School.

Price with jfostage, Rs. 3-4-6.

To be had at the Canning Library, the Central
Early applicA'Library, or of the author.

tions requested. rt-5

A‘

INDIA OENERAD STEAM NAVI-
GATION COMPANV. “ED."

Rr-HOTCNE. Kilburn k Co .—Managing Agents.

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Kooshtea every Sunday, and leave Bebrooghur
i

downward every Saturday.

rpHE Str. Agra wiL leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Frida}

,

the 9th instant.

Car^fo will be received attheCompany’s Godowns,

Nimtoilah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

8th instant. ^ ,— Str. Sudiya ivill leave

Kooshtea for Assam on Sun-

‘day, the 11th instant.

be received at the Company’s

Crushed Food for Horses.

REDUCTION OF PRICE,

COOK AND CO.
RB glad to announce a further reduction of

the price of the above to

Its. 2-12 per maund,
exclusive of bags. Also a reduction of the price
of their

Crushed Food for Cattle,

to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

Chaff as before 1/8 per maund, exclusive of
bags.

13th May 1880, a-9

Cargo will
ofGodowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon

Friday, the 9th instant.

Passengers should leave for Kooshtea by Tram

of Saturday, the 10th instant.

OAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Oachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cach.ar

downward every Thursday.
rilHE Str will Assam leave

X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

‘day, the 6th instant.

Cargo Ivill be received at the Company’s Go-

downs, Nim'.ollab Ghat, up till noon of Monday,

the 5th instant.

For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4, Faiulir Place, i G. J. Scott,

Calcutta, 3rd July, 1880. I
Seoreta‘>’y.

a-1

READV FOR SAEE.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

BY

MR. LAL MOHUN GHOSE,
AT THE Town Hall,

CALCUTTA,
On March 4, 1880.

To be had at the “ Indian Mirror”
Office,

Ab. 2, British Indian St'ect, Calcutta,

And at the Cannlugr Eibrary,
55, College Street,

Price 6 annas a copy. a-12

B

BRISK AND ZiZVEBY
OR

THE UNIVERSAL PEG,

I
T is unsurpassed as an agreeable sparkling drink,

especially for the overworked. Brisk and

Lively is (par excellence) a beverage for balls,

fetes, picnics, pleasure parties, banquets, and other

festive occasions. Brisk and Lively is a very

pleasant beverage, quite free from medicinal taste,

and is an agreeable thirst allaying drink.

Manufactured from the purest ingredients. Rs. 2,

per dozen.

ERA GRANT EXTRACT OF PETROLIA
(A new product of Vaseline)

Supersedes all other preparations Invent-
ed for the cure of Baldness.

Ladies are strongly recommended to make
trial of this admirable Restorative, which

has been attested by persons of the highest res-

pectability. In numerous cases, where the Hair

has fallen off, from illness, change of climate, or

debility of the system, the use of this preparation

has been found very efficacious, May be used

also as a handkerchief perfume. Per bottle,

Rs. 2-12
;
per \ dozen, Rs. 14 ; per dozen, 27 ;

post-

free to any part of India,

bt'vbrs steam navigation
. OOm “lilMXTBD.”
The Steamers of this Company run weekly from

Calcutta and Kooshteah to Assam and back.

ri^HE steamer Punjab will

X leave Calcutta for Assam

on Tuesday, the 2nd July.

The Str. Cashmere will leave

Kooshteah for Assam on

Thursday, the 8th instant.

information regarding rates of

DEE CKATTERJEE dk CO.

(From late De Leemans ,)[' Co.,)

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, & REPAIRERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS.

TINSMITHS, ELECTRO-PLATERS, BRONZERS
Eacquerers, and Railway Con-

tractors, dec., dec.

NO. 2, CnOWRINOHEE.
ATHS of Sizes

; Block Tin-made Deed and
Despatch Boxes, Sugar, Coffee, & Tea Cans

;

Garden-watering Pots ; Tea, House, Street, Portico^
Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railway
lamps of all descriptions

Always in hand and made to Order,

PORTABLE COOKING STOVES of single and
double 3 and 4 inch burners, Tin and Wrought
ron Enamelled Ware, &c.

Terms—Very Moderate, a-43

For further

freight, or pa..»ge,
»PPg‘“oNEILL & 00.

a-2

Allan’s Anti-fat.
Corpulency reduced without starvation,

bottle Rs. 4-8; per dozen Rs. 48.

Per

Gingier Ale (Ginger Ade.)
For purity aud its agreeable pungency it is un-

equalled. Per dozen Re. 1-4.

Tonic Water.—Made from the Purest Quinine,

Per dozen Re, 1-4.

Lemonade (sparkling.) pleasantly flavoured and
aighly-charged per dozen 1-4.

Soda Water (Treble iErated) large bottles per

dozen 12 annas.

N, B ,—Being now in receipt of a first class

machine, one of the newest style and from the

jest makers, I am prepared to supply the public

and constituents the above-mentioned a3rate<l

waters with the fullest confidence, and can further

assure, that in a short time there will be a reduction

of prices. Special quotations for Messes, Hotels,

and large consumers.

Notice.

Life of Maharajah Nava Krishna Deva Baha-
door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

Behary Mittra, which the Press have opined to
be highly interesting, is ready for sale at the
Sanskrit Press Depository, the” Canning Library,
39, Old Chinabazar, and 115, Ohitpore Road’.
(Burtollah.)

Price six Annas.
(All rights reserved.) a-8

CHEMISIS 'and DRUGGISTS,
A-1, Park Street, Calcutta. a-15

THE INDIAN MIRROR.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(In Advance.)

Town,

For One Month
Rs.

... 2
As.

8

P.

0

„ Three Months • • • ... 6 0 0

,,
Six Mouths • • • ... 12 0 0

„ Twelve Months • • t ... 24 0 0

N, B .—The above includes subscription to th

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
M ofussil.

For One Month ... ... 3 6 0

,, Three Months • • • ... 8 0 0

,,
Six Months • •• ... 16 0 0

,, Twelve Months • •• ... 32 0 0

Foreign.

For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 48 6 0
,, ,, (via Brindisi) 64 10 0

Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )

For One Month 1 0 0

,
Three Months ... 2 8 0

„ Six Months 5 0 0

„ Twelve Months... 10 0 0

( Single Copy Four Annas, )
Foreign.

For Twelve Months yvia Southamnton) 12 7 0

t) ,1 (via Brindisi) 14 14 0
ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 ann-T-s per line.

No Advertisement charged for ir-Hn
Rupee.

For special contract rates appiy co the
N, All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

Printed and published for the Proprietor hr W. C.
SooR, at the Sen Press, at No. ?, Hriiiti!. Indian
Street, Oalontta,
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RUSSIA AND CHINA.
Berlin, 9th July.

The Chinese have captured the Russian ex-
plorer Prjevalsky, and pillaged a Russian
caravan. General Skobeleflf has sent officers

to Orenburg to hire 5,000 camels.

THE AMNESTY BILL.

Paris, 9th July.

The French senate have voted an amend-
ment to the Anmesty Bill excepting assassins

and incendiaries whose sentences were passed
for crimes not committed under the commune

(Editorial gotes.

We read in Mr. Macdonald’s book, noticed
elsewhere, that there are some Bengali Chris-
tians who give the name Narayana to Christ.

:o:

The Faculty of Arts of the Calcutta Uni-
versity at its last meeting declared it to be
desirable to institute degrees in science in

connection with the University.

:o;

While Mr. Bradlaugh is setting the
country on fire by his wild atheistic declama-
tions, his converted brother. Mr. W. R.
Bradlaugh, is preaching every evening in the
Gospel Tent, Richmond, Surrey.

Different persons take the same thing
very differently. Thus an old miser, having
listened to a powerful discourse on charity
at a local Baptist chapel, said thoughtfully to
a friend afterwards, “That sermon so strong-
ly proves the necessity of almsgiving that I’ve
almost a mind to beg,”

:o: —
Sabbatarianism, says an English paper,

is causing great excitement across the
Atlantic, where at Louisville, in Kentucky,
the Police recently made a raid on the news-*
paper offices directly after midnight on
Saturday. All public houses were closed,
and cabs and tramcars sent to the stables!
May we ask I v wbnf, law newspaper offices

are oj ea on buudays ?

The opinion is generally held in this coun-
try that Christinity is losing ground in

England and that the majority of Englishman
are not Christians. We are afraid this

is a mistaken notion. The d<»bate on
Mr. Bradlaugh ia alone sufficient to

prove that the vast generality of English-
men are still Christians. The majority that
voted against him were Christian, and even
most of those who were for him were
Christian. Scepticism is confined among
the learned.

:o:

The American atheist (Ingersoll) has been

lecturing against Christianity in Boston.

An American paper describes his business in

the following humorous way:—“Bob Inger-
soll walks up to a large and ancient structure,

shakes his fist, pulls off his coat, and goes
to work to tear it down. ‘What are you
doing. Bob?’ asks a looker-on. ‘Going to tear

the old thing down,’ says Bob; ‘don’t like the

looks of it.’ ‘Well,’says the looker-on ‘suppose
now, instead of trying to tear that old thing

down, you go to work and put up an other

to beat it; and, if you beat if, why, then. I’ll

turn in and help you to pull down this one.’

‘Oh, go West,’ says Bob, ‘I’m no architect.’”

:o:

Himself a devout Christian Lord Ripon
ought to have his hands strengthened by
Christian advisers. Such an adviser we hail

in the person of Mr. Aitchison, who has been
well described by Mr. Bernard, on a recent
occasion, as “ a clear-sighted, strong-headed,
kind-hearted Scotch gentleman who does his
doty, and who fears God and knows no other
fear.” “ I feel sure,” he added, “ that his

name will some day find a high place in the
roll-call of India’s worthies with names like

Henry Lawrence, John Lawrence, John
Malcolm and Arthur Phayre.” Mr. Aitchi-

son certainly deserves the high encomium.

:o."

The opium debate in the House of

Commons, though it ended in nothing,

succeeded in eliciting the following opinion

from Mr. Gladstone. He said :
—“ They

could not give a promise on this question, but
he entertained the sincerest and most fervent

desire that it should be in their power, with
justice to the people of India, to take steps

for the gradual termination of their con-

nection with this painful subject. Let it be
understood that they reserved to themselves the

free and deliberate examination of the ques-
tion.” Well, this is something. It is some-
thing, we say, if Government once for all de-

clares that the opium monopoly is a sin, and
that its connection with it will gradually

cease. Hitherto the authorities had support-

ed it as just and innocent.

;o:

While coming through College Street
yesterday we,8aw a painful Bight, At one of

the butcher shops devoted to the goddess
Kali a kid was killed in the presence of
numerous spectators and a number of poor
animals stood tied together very close by.
The butcher, is cruel enough, but the pre-
sence of the harmless kids looking on at the
barbarous scene was more cruel still. We
do not think these heartless scenes should be
allowed to take place publicly. The Munici-
pality has made proper arrangements for the
slaughter of animals by Mahomedan botchers*
why should Hindus have any privilege at all*
in this respect? It makes no difference if
their butcher shops are presided over by Kali.
We should certainly remove them to the
furthest end of the metropoIis,if only to rescue
the public from the horrors of a barbarous
traffic.

:o:

Mr. Bradlaugh recenuly delivered a lecture
at the Hall of Science on “Oaths, Affirmations
and Outlawries,” at the close of which he is
reported to have said in reference to the
Parliamentary oath that he intended to
let the matter have fair course, and let the
debate follow on the subject

;
but he should

then go to the table and either take the
oath and his seat, or the House would have
to use whatever power it could against him
for he would never give way. The result
of this decision is known to our readers.
We may say by the way that the second
committee of enquiry on the Bradlaugh affair
recommended that he should be allowed to
substitute an affirmation for the oath at his
peril, and should be subject to the costs of
any prosecution, as well as a heavy fine, in the
event of any qualified legal tribunal deter-
mining that affirraatfbh was not valid and
sufficient. This will explain a subsequent
telegram which informed ns that legal pri?-

ceedings had already been taken against Mr.
Bradlaugh in the matter.

The Buddhists hold that every prophet
must be handsome, and that personal beauty
is one of the means by which his success is

ensured in the world. SakyaMuni was a good-
looking individual

;
his disciples recognised

in him thirty-two primary and eighty
secondary signs of beauty. If the Buddhist
dictum be correct, then we have no hesitation

in voting that Christ was singularly favored
in this respect. Two opinions were current
regarding his personal appearance in 'the cen-
turies immediately succeeding bis death • one
represented him as exceedingly ugly and the
other as incomparably handsome. Our in-
clination is to accept the latter view. Maho-
met is believed by his followers to have been
possessed of a beautiful countenance. Coming
nearer home, we have testimonies innumer-
able to prove that Chaitanya had a most fair

exterior. It cost those near and dear to him
an effort to see him quietly take off the
hairs from his head and appear in the dress
of a sanyasi. We believe Nanak was also
handsonje. The only exception is Sqcrates,

But he H7as no prophet.
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Mr. White is a bold and an upright

Judge. A sailor was brought before him at

the Criminal Sessions for having without

any cause murdered a Policeman doing
duty on the P and O. Go’s yard. The Jury
composed entirely of Englishmen, (the Native

jurors having been challenged) found the

prisoner guilty,but as usual in such cases, re-

commended him to mercy, as they were con-

yinced that there was no malice prepense.

T!.ose gentleman did not know of course that

the term malice prepense did not pply >

the laws of India. His Lordship entirely dis-

regarded the recommendation of the Jury and
sentenced the prisoner to receive capital punish-

ment,saying that if he had not been convinced

of the guilt of the prisoner he would have

referred the matter to the opinion of other

Judges. But “ he was convinced that the

prisoner was the man that committed this

cold-blooded murder and, however painful

it might be, it was his duty to pass a con-

dign punishment.” As might be expected,

the action of Mr. Justice White has given

rise to comment. A contemporary complains

that the question of race-antagonism has

been introduced into the matter, and that any

allusion to race or creed would render the

relations between the rulers and the ruled

unpleasant. We do not attach any import-

ance to these objections. The fact is

that one such decision does more to

make British justice respected throughout

India than any number of simple miscarriages

of it, supported though they may be by all

the technical and trivial flaws which on such

occasions are not wanting to frustrate the

course of the law. George Nairn has been

rightly punished, though we regret that he

has so causelessly cast a stain upon the fair

fame of the ruling race. We sincerely hope
that Europeans in India should be above

suspicion, that they should be strictly

Christian, honorable and just. But when
one among them has once committed a crime,

by every means punish him, for otherwise

British justice would be a fiction. This is

the second instance that we can remem-
ber of a European being visited with

capital punishment in the city of Calcutta.

The last European that suffered was John
Rudd, and it was during the Viceroyalty of

Lord Elgin.

Mr. Ball has published a very inter-

esting report of the Unitarian Mission which
has now existed twenty-five years in Calcutta.

We learn that Unitarianism (Mr. Dali calls it

Liberal or non-trinitarian Christianity
) was

first begun in the metropolis about the year

1825,and was joined by Hajah Ram Mohun Roy
and Rev. William Adam, a convert of the Rajah.

A letter from Dr. Tuckerman to Rev. W. J.

Fox, Secretary to the British and Foreign
Unitarian Association, London, dated the

19th May 1876, gives the following interest-

ing particulars :

—

Your letters by the “ Beverly” were received on
the 15th ultimo, with a letter from Ram Mohun
Royi A meeting of our Indian Association was
called, and they were submitted to its members.
They were heard with great interest, and it was
the unanimous opinion of the gentlemen present
that measures should be immediately devised to
give efficient aid to the cause of Unitarian Chris-
tianity in Bengal. Dr. Channing, Mr. H. Ware,
Jr., and myself were appointed a Committee to
bring the subject before the public. At the first

meeting, called in Dr. Channings Vestry seventy
gentlemen attended. A Hall was afterwards ob-
tained, and there were not less than fo?r hundred
pr'"ent : and the resolution w»s unanimously
adopted to raise, as soon as may be, by subscrip-
tions, a fund for the promotion of Christianity in
India, Ten gentlemen were appointed to ask for
th>.ie subscriptions. You will be glad to ,;.know
that wehave lost none of our interest in th’s caus**,

that, indeed, a greatly extended interest is felt in
J

it
; and that we are not and shall not bo idle in

regard to it.

The movement collapsed on the death
of Rajah Ram Mohun Roy and the re-

moval of Mr. Adam to America. “No Mis-
sionary was sent out. The friends of

the work in America waited with open
purses, to give it ‘ six hundred dollars a

year for ten years.’ But India was far, and
Home Mission calls were near. At length,

there was nothing for it, but to sell the

vJHurch-iot,dispose of the library that had been
gathered,return such of the local subscriptions

as had not been used, and close the Mission.

About Rs. 22,000 (£2,100 stg.) were sent to

London from Bengal ;—and known for a time

as ‘The Calcutta Fund.’ The money was,

year by year, spent for various good objects

by the British and Foreign Unitarian Asso-
ciation. By them the Mission was thus closed

about 1835, to be opened again by Americans
in 1855 ’leaving a long intermission of

twenty years. For twenty-five years,from 1855
to 1880, it has been in charge of Mr. Dali.”

The Calcutta Committee for the establish-

ment of a Unitarian Mission in Bengal had
for its Secretary the Rev. W. Adam, and
with five English members were associat-

ed Rajah Ram Mohun Roy, Dwarka Nath
Tagore and Prosunno Cumar Tagore. The
Calcutta Unitarian Committee conclude

their (1826) Report with the assurance that
“ under whatever name they may act they will

continue sacredly to devote their best exertions

to the extension ofpure Christianity in India."

And “ they earnestly invite all who value

rational religion to co operate with them.”
They “invite all Unitarians here, whether
Christian or Hindu, to form themselves into

Associations auxiliary to the ‘ British Indian

Unitarian Association,’ of Calcutta.” Among
tlfe donors to the Mission were Such well-

known names as David Hare, Ram Mo-
hun Roy ( Rs. 5,000), Dwarkanath Tagore
(Rs. 2,500), and Prosunno Cumar Tagore
Rs. 2,500. The facts given here are in-

teresting. They show how very unsectarian

and liberal were the Bengalis of the las*'

generation.

THE MAKER’S NAME.

I AWOKE after a long sleep and found

myself in a quite new world. Upon every

object was stamped the Lord’s name. The
change struck me very much. I had seen

before times beyond number the sun and the

moon and the stars; those hills and trees and
rivers I had often seen. But not a single

letter did lever see writtenupon them. But
now the Maker’s name shines resplendently

in each object above and below. Nay these

articles of furniture in my room,—they

too bear the inscription of God’s name.
The names of their earthly makers and manu-
facturers have been omitted, and instead of

“Lazarus & Co.” and “T. E. Thompson &
Co.” I found the words “Made by the Lord
of heaven and earth.” I took a glass of water

to drink, and lo! the name of the Divine
Maker was there. The cloth I wore showed
the impression with blue ink of his great name.
The pencil and thej pen, the inkstand, the ink
bottle, the paper and the writing materials I

used all unmistakably showed that their

maker was not man but God. From every

picture, every table, every chair came forth

a dazzling light in which I read the sacred

name of God. In the house where I was
that thrilling name peeped through every

piece of stone and every bit of masonry work
and carpenter’s

J

work. I was overpowered by

this besetting evidence of Divine authorship.
I marvelled wd rejoiced as I read the name
of the Alniighty everywhere and killed

atheism and worldlineSs outright. Every spot
was sacred, e^^erything was holy. I felt I was
sitting in a vast cathedral.

WARNING.

When the Angel of the Past came to

bless the New Dispensation on its auspicious

birth-day, she thus addressed the child

and pronounced benediction :—0 child of

Heaven, beware of all the errors and iniqui-

ties which the Chronicles of all ancient and
modern churches which have gone before thee

have recorded. Do not repeat the sad tale

of error and superstition, of woe and disaster

and bloodshed in the world’s past history.

Thou art New, let thy career bo a new and
glorious career of New Light and New Truth.

Sectarian bitterness,rancour and bigotry raged

with virulence in days gone by. May thy

days be days of charity and love and peace !

The past has witnessed the effects of supersti-

tion, dreams, visions, ecstacies, hallucinations,

mental illumination, fancies, and delusions.

May thy votaries have none of these things !

May science always fly round thy banners !

Many false prophets and Avatars rose in time

past, and pretending to be Heaven-inspired,

imposed upon thousa'nds of credulous men and

women, and propounded atrocious lies and

ingulfed the world in sin and sorrow. Take
care, blessed child, that no imnoster may do

the like in thy Church ! Watch carefully

the conduct of thy leaders and minis-

ters and apostles, and see that they do

not deceive their follow'ers by their false pre-

tensions. Test them always and see that

they are sound. There were prophets and

Gurus in days past, who while manifesting

in their daily devotion the height and depth

of piety and prayer and rapturous communion,

led immoral lives, and were vile, dishonest and

lascivious in their character. With other’s

wealth they unscrupulously enriched them-

selves, and under the mask of sanctity wan-

tonly violated social morals and converted

the very sanctuary of the Lord into a

den of vice and prostitution. May thy

Church put down lust and avarice in her lead-

ing men, and always enjoin moral purity

with devotional elevation! Let the world

believe that in the New Dispensation religion

divorced from morality means irreligion.

From bad men no Church is free. Nor will

thy Church be free.
,,
But punish with a

high hand all cases of perjury and dishonesty

and covetousness and sensuality in those

among thy people who sit in high

places. Let not thy missionaries set bad

examples. Keep them under rigorous dis-

cipline. Many an honest devotee began

well, but in after life became a conceited and
dangerous impostor through the world’s

flattery. May not this calamity befall thy

leaders ! Take good care of thy chief mi-

nister and the other apostles whom thou hast

appointed to do thy work, and carefully

watch the development of their character,

and see that too much adulation does not

make them sink in future into a self-deluded,

vain-glorious and corrupt priesthood. May
purity and peace always adorn thy Church !

EASTERN AND WESTERN
THEISM.

Hinduism in India and Christianity in

Europe have given rise to the present free-

thought movement in I oth the continents.
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As long as this movement is negative, both
Indian and European thinkers happily agree.

The Theisfs had hitlierto tins ground in com-
mon that they all agreed in denouncing the

establislied faith. Brahraos assailed both
Hinduism and Christianity, and English
Theis ts also did the same. This was the

ground of a long friendship between the two.
English Theists cordially extended to us the

right hand of fellowship and did their utmost
to make the Brahino Somaj known and
appreciated in other lands, Wiiile the

Brahmos gratefully accepted those sincere

offers of friendship, and endeavoured faithfully

to represent the spirit of Western philosophy
and culture before their countrymen. To
no period of our church history.do we look with
greater relief and happiness than that during
which this friendship between the East and
the West lasted. A single letter received

from a sympathising brother or sister in

the West brought together a large

number of familiar faces, and the very reacl-

ing of it expanded the hearts of not a few

with hopes of the most pleasurable kind.

Thus our day passed on
;
the East and the

West were for a while united
;

our
pleasantest dreams were in a manner realised.

The evil day, however, came. Alas ! Our
friendship was broken. The West came to look

upon the East with suspicion and vice versa,

and it must be confessed there is a daily grow-
ing estrangement between the two. Our
best friends have in a manner forsaken us,

and we are once again left alone, solitary

travellers on the high road to truth. There
is a charm in friendship, no doubt

;
and we

long for it with our whole heart. But the

decrees of Providence must be obeyed. We
are bound to accept the estrangement pro-

duced between us, and faith tells us not to

lose heart. In the work tliat we have
to do we do not, we cannot, expect the sym-
pathy or co-operation of outsiders. Hitherto we
had agreed, but agreed upon mere negations
There is this falsehood in Hind asm, that in

Christianity
;
and in this manner a happy

chorus of denunciation was raised from all

sides. Men agree so long as they have a

common enemy to face. But as soon as

that enemy is vanquished or disappears, and
there is notlung else to do, those who were
friends cease to be such, and they

fimf other works to occupy themselves witii.

Friendships upon negative grounds do never
last. In religion we must have something
positive, (or the heart cannot be satisfied

with negative results. We observe that
Brahmos and English Theists agreed so
long as there was an ample ground of

negative work between tliem. But their

friendship came to an end as soon as posi-

tive work began with one of them. The
Brahmo Somaj is an organised church, estab-

lished for the regeneration of the people of

India, whereas the English Theists do not
form a church in this special sense. In India
we have carried our destructive work long
enough till our very denunciation of Hindu
idolatry has become old, stale and thrice-told.

We are tired of telling bur countrymen that
their idols are false, tlieir religion is not of

the right stamp. We are tired of declaiming
against miracles, revelation and superstitions.

Controversial literature has censed to give
us delight. We feel no admiration when
wo read of the discussions between rival

creeds. What if Hinduism is proved to be
false? Have we anything better to offer in

its place ? This question once raised puts an

end for ever to the negative work of our mis-

sion. We mean to say it throws the negative

on the back ground, and brings someth'ng

positive, tangible and substantial to the
front. It is clear this state of things
has not been obtaineil in England where
Christianity still maintains its towering
head on high, and ’science is engaged in a
death struggle with religion. There Theism
must have to carry on its destructive and
negative work for a long time yet to come. It
IS when superstition is vanquished and theism
finds t.iat it has nothing else to do, tnat the
work of reconstruction will begin, and then
that there will be a chance of another friend-
ship springing upon Iietween the Theists of
^le East and of the West. But not till then.
For the present we should bear with our
isolation and be contented with the guidance of
Heaven in all that we do and say. Our cause
must henceforth be entirely consecrated to
the elevation of India. To regenerate her,
to reconstruct her, to create life under
the ribs of death, so to say, must henceforth
be the sole mission of Brahmoism

;
and in

this work the peculiarly oriental side of the
religious element will be revealed and brought
to play. Europe will see with discontent this
practical carrying out of Theistic ideas.
But the dissatisfaction will not last long.
T. he time will come when our European
brethren, rich in their own theism, will recog-
nize the heavenly elements in our church and
enter once more into fraternal onion with us.

TWO SIDES OF THE EMANCIPA-
TION MOVEMENT.

[
Communicated.]

I DO not hate the Brahmo religion, but I
hate these Puritan Brahmos who always take
extreiiie views of things.

Why, what have they done ?

They stand in the way of all rational

amusements and are doing infinite mischief
by, their so-called asceticism.

vSurely they don’t object to your innocent
pleasures;—do they?

Yes, tliese fellows even go the length of

proscribing our habits of eating and drink ng.
If I eat meat, they say it is carnal. If I
drink a glass of sherry, it is put down as an
abomination by these nineteenth century
saints. If I attend a nautch party they get
awfully furious, and would treat me as a

villain. And if I am found to flirt with
handsome ladies, I am “ past redemption.” I

am so glad I am not a Brahmo, or these men
woifid tear me into pieces. I know every
man of my school who loves amusement,
abhors these Brahmos.

They have done you no tiarni personally,

why then are you so angry ?

They are injuring the best interests of the
couptry by their old antediluvian theories of

which even Pythagoras would be ashamed.
And then they are gradually influencing
public opinion and giving a wrong bent to the

.«ent|iment8 and views of our youths. They
thus retard civilization and refinement.

People are already beginning to talk against
drinking and female emancipation and court-

ship and free love and all other needful
reforms. This is what annoys me as it would
every true reformer.

But you can’t say the Brahmos are in-

sincere. They may be conservative, but
certainly they are honest.

Ha ! Ha! There may be sincere thieves

and honest murderers ! If they do mischief,

it is all the same whether they are sincere

or insincere. The Brahmos would suppress all

ginshops and brothels and houses of ilUfrme,

and would have thePolice look after theZen na,
so that no gentleman,not even if heis a friend’
might inv deits sanctity. They are surely injur-
ing the cause of reiorm'.tion. Our schools and
colleges have turned out a capital class o’ n-,en
who are out and out Englishmen, who dv'nk,
flirt and do anything to amuse themselves;
A better class, a more honorable set of men
could not be found in any other part of the
world. Would you have these gentlemen
superseded by those vulgar looking sanctimoni-
ous Brahmos who would bring their fastiuioas
deity to regulate even matters of eating and
amusement ? It would be a lamentable re-
trogression. I confess all ray exaltedness I owe
to English education. It has taught me to
drink a little brandy every day,and as an edu-
cated man, I am very fond of woman’s company
which my ignorant forefathers were not.
ihose who wish to banish wine and woman
from Native society are the bitterest enemies
of India, and they most be put down.
Do you n commend a free use of wives and

spirits and a general emancipation of all
Indian women?

Oh yri. A dinner party where our young
men and women eat and drink and amuse
themselves without any restraint is the

of Indian salvation, the very per-
fection of Baikuntha, which ray heart yearns
after.

I am afraid this sort of carnal indulgence
will lead to evil.

your pardon. It will educate us.
Don’t you know woman’s company and wine
are both potent civilizing agencies ?

You mean accomplished saintly woman.
No, no

;
any woman.

Don’t you think the promiscuous inter-
course of ungodly men and women whose only
aim was amusement would lead ‘to carnality
rnd worse evils ?

^

Let me think about it.

What do you think of the cases I told you -
thr other day ? Are they not authenticated
facts ? Do tliey not make your heart an-
xious ?

\es, they ^do. But they are exceptioal
cases. If such cases occur in great numbers
I fear I must modify my judgment.

’

The majority of Babu drinkers in all parts
of India are immoral men. Do you not admit
this ?

I fear what you say is true.

And are you not aware of cases of scandal
liaving occurred among the limited class of
reformers, Brahmo and non-Brahmo, who have
been trying the female emancipation experi-
ment on rather dangerous ground ? Has not
this emancipation movement led our youn<». .

men to mix more freely with public women
and even to convert their intimacy into
marriage ?

Too true, indeed.

Are not those of our Brahmo friends who
ye too fond of women the most backward
in church-going and devotion?

Quite true. These are conclusive facts.
Are there not bad men among those re-

formers who visit houses of ill-fame and whose
polluting company, therefore,every good, lady
should avoid ?

Yes.

And do you not know of girls who have been
ruined and men who have been demoralized by
this so-called emancipation movement ?

All this is so true that I must k*^3p silent
for decency’s sake. The actual cases of
wreck of morals are simply appalling. Your
facts are undeniable, but my theories r.’-e

sound.
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Chaveterig above all thin»g. I do not

care about your locfic so lonsf ag it is contra-

dicted by the superior losfic of facts.

What then do you propose ?

I pi’opose to join the Puritan Brahmo Club

and try to put down drink alto»etber, and the

imraoralitieg of the emancipation movement

I like their vows to each of which I subscribe

most heartily.

What are they ?

First.—I will abstain from liquor. 2nd.—
I will shun the company of women of loose

character. 3rd.—I will not countenance or

encourage flirtation. 4th.—I will treat as an

excummunicated outcast every man guilty of.

systematic fornication and adultery.

I am not yet Teady to take these vows,

and must take time to think and decide.

How many have joined the Club ?

More than a thousand. Many hot-headed

emancipation-wallahs have repented and re-

canted and joined the membership.

rAdvertisements.]

THE BRAHMA MANDTR.

ThR Sermons presched by the minister of the

Brahma Mandir are beins reapilarlv published In-

tending subscribers will be eond enough to send in

their names to the Mission Offiee, No, 6. College

Square, as soon as convenient. The, sermons^ are

published every Sundav ;
but for the convenience

of Mofussil subscribers it has been arranged that

copies will be despatched by nost just in time to

reach them for use in their weekv prayer

meetings. For further narticulors annlv to

PEARY MOHAN OHOWDRY,

6.

CoU‘>ge Sguare. Brahmo Mission Office,

loth July 18SO.

Bhai Aghore Nath returned from Midnapore

on Friday last.

The usual monthly service takes p’ace in the

Brahma Mandir this morning.

The Minister’s sermon on Sunday last on " One
or Three hundred and thirty millions?” has been

published as No. 2 of the New Series.

At the last meeting of the Arya Nnri Somaj the

subject of the precept was Household Cleanliness

and Order or the Idea of Lakshmi.

ERRATUM.

In last issue of the Sunday Mirror d. 2, col. 3.

“Christ and India,” line 54, for “would you”
read “ wouldst thou.

”

(Kurresuomlencg.

[We do not hold ourselves in any way responsible

foi' the opinions of our correspondents .

—

Ed. S. il/.]

THE NEW DISPENSATION.

TO THE EDITOR OB' THE “cTJNDAY MIRROR.”

—The New Dispensation is an eyolutlon of

all religions. I believe in the “ struggle theory.

The New Dispensation is the result of a long,

long spiritual struggle ever since man is on the

platform of the world. It is the measure of all

religions. Its aspect is the manifestation of the

essences of all religions, ancient and modern, har-

moniously blended together in the fusion of the

spirit of saints and prophets to make a perfect

God, a living God before whom the whole

world will bow with one heart, It is the full

moon of the religious world to be redeem-

ed under its genial rays into peace and har-

mony. In it the Hindu and the Mahomedan,
the Christian and the ,Tew. the Budhist and the

Pantheist, all, all will in holy friendship and in one
snirit worship the Father of all. The Hindu will

find his Rishis in deep devotion and com-
munion, the Mahomodan his Mahomed by the

side of them, the Chrjstian to his wonder his Christ

On the mount in full prayer delivering sermons ;

the Jew his Moses in devout spirit giving laws ;

the Buddh'st his Buddha teaching indifference to

worldly things. It is thus a mighty tabernacle of

the holy snirits of saints and prophets tuning
“hallelujah” in one sympathetic chorus. Oh ! for

the day when India, nay the world, will join in

that chorus.

Yours. &c..

An Unknown.

“J. T. T.” VERSUS “ AN ORTHODOX
CHRISTIAN.”-/.

TO THE EDITOR OF the “.SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—In your issue of the 27th June I find a
letter from an “orthodox Christian” noticing

certain questions of one “ W. T.” who, it would
appear, had challenged Orthodox Christians to

answer them. With your permission I will make
a f'ew remaks in this and a subsequent communica-
tion on your correspondent’s letter. As a pre-

liminary to considering “ W. T’s” first 10 ques-

tions, bearing on the doctrine of Eternal Punish-

ment, he gives an orthodox definition of God.

That definition I heartly accept ;
but the dogma

of eternal punishment I as heartily reject. I per-

fectly agree with “ Orthodox Christian” that there

is and must ever be an opposition between God and
Sin. but I totally deny that heenuse the attnhutes

of God are infinite, such opposition must find ex-

pression in the infliction of punishment of

infinite duration.. God, according to onr definition,

is infinite, b^t man is finite. Mis punishment,

therefore.will be meted out according to his deserts,

fini^eness. Does “Orthodox Christian” say that

punishment must be infinite, because God and His

attributes are infinite? I reply it must definite,

because man [the principal party where His own
punishment is concerned] is finite.

Again, according to our definition, God is

“most just,” and “Orthodox Christian” truly

calls Him “the fountain of justice.” If so,

the magnitude of sin cannot be estimated with-

out respect to the natural weakness and
infirmity of man. Let “ Orthodox Christian” re-

member that man comes into the world without

any choice or action of his own
;
that, according to

orthodoxy, he is born in sin and is utterly de-

praved ; that his righteousness is as a filthy rag
;

and that he cannot even think a good thought. Let

him further remember that man is, in almost all

cases, called away by Death against his will

:

and
then let him tell me whether it would be just in

the “ fountain of justice” to sentence such
a creature to eternal punishment ! 1 Even the

justice (alone) of God forbids this. But, according

to our definition, God is also “most merciful.”

What then becomes of this God-dishonoring
dogma ? It has not a leg to stand on I It is

already in the pangs of dissolution all over

Christendom. It is writhing in pain among its

worshippers. It will soon be one of the dead beliefs

of Orthodoxy ! 1

Your correspondent seems to regard the justice

of God as that attribute of Jehovah which finds

expreaion in punl.shment only. I maintain that it is

that attribute in the exercise of which a just award
shall be meted out to each man in the next phase

of life. I perfectly agree with “Orthodox Christian”

that man “ carries his moral character with him
into eternity” [or what I prefer to call “ the next
phase of life”], and that he there “ exists as a free

responsible being capable of exercising choice

among motives.” Permit me to congratulate your
correspondent on his having been able to see

his way to the latter unorthodox statement. It

is perfectly orthodox (and at the same time true)

to say that man carries his moral character into

the after life
;
but it “heretical” to say that in

that life he is “ a free responsible being capable of

exercising choice among motives.”

Orthodoxy (omitting a comparatively very few
thinking men, here and there,) has even taught that

man’s state isfixed at death : that there is no re-

pentance after death : that as the tree falls there

it lies. Your correspondent’s glorious conces-

sion which would make Spurgeon and Moody,
Bonar and Talraage gape, and Jonathan Edwards
“ turn in his grave ” if he on’y were there, in-

volves all the convictions (on this head) of the
“ rationalist and I am sure that “W, T.,” whoever
he may be, will hail it, as 1 have done.

For if after death a man is free to exercise choice

among motives, he can be motived in the direction

of repentance and faith, and so attain to “ Eternal

life.”

I make no doubt that you will allow this

letter to appear in your truth-seeking journal. I

will, therefore, net wait for its appearance, but
(D.V.), speedily follow it up with another.

Yours &c.,

J. T. T.

Simla, 5th July 1880.

AN ANSWER TO “ W. T.”

o

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—Allow me to preface what answers I can

give to the questions proposed by your corre-

spondent • W. T.,” by saying that “ the hope that

is in us” is not that we, as Christian, shall be able

to answer any question that may occur to the

enquiring mind of man on the subject of religion}

but to be saved from death and sin by the sacrifice

of the death of Christ and by His Resurrection,

a fact test’fied to by the lives of men whose good

faith is uow-a-days unimpeached. If I seek to

give what answers I can to the questions of "W.P.,

it is not because I consider any Christian bound

to be re ,dy to answer such, but because I believe

he is hoi estly anxious to arrive at some solution

of difiSculties, which have, 1 dare say,troubled every

one, Christian or non-Christian, from time to time.

1. It is stated that “God so loved the world that

He gave his only begotten Son to the end that

all th**t believe in him should not perish, but have

ever'asting life.” St. Ju ; iil. 16.

“For if when we were enemies, we were reconcil-

ed to God by the death of his Son much more &c.,”

Rom : V. 10. , j

2. Endless punishment of obstinate evil-doers

cannot be for their good, but may well be for the

good of a regenerated and perfected society.

3. God designs the ultimate good of all. By

rejecting, bv the power of free will, that ultimate

good, obstinate evil-doers make their own

ult-'mate evil.

4. There are three alternatives :

5! (a) to overcome evil by good and win an

enemy ; , 1. v

(b) to be overcome of evil, and so to become

to fail to overcome evil, and to remain good;

(d) must be possible with regard to God, if we

believe that man’s will is and always will he,

flee. St. Jn. V. 40.

6 No. But as owing to the free will of man,

we cannot now overcome evil always with good,

so we mav conceive the same result of God’s

eflforts possible.
, ^ - ,

j9,_We are taught that God is now work-

ing bv every means short of coercion to overcome

evil with good.

7. Certainly.

8. Certainly not.

Ergo. God has not the power to save a wilful

sinner Dossessed of free will.

9. Every sin goes towards forming.

16. Habit of sin and habits of fleshly sin even,

if abandoned after a time, always leave lifelong

effects, and frequently cause death. What miracle

short of coercion can prevent these results con-

tinuing in the spiritual life as long as the obstinate-

ly sinful being exists ?

11. We are taught that God made him an holy

angel, and he by sinning made himself Devil.

12. God has not told us, therefore we do not

know.
13. Sinful man does often fall by temptations

from within or around him, without any special

evil angel to tempt him.

14. Original sin, as spoken of in Christian theo-

logy, refers to human sin only.

15. We may do so if we will, but that will not

better our position, since sin is in us, and sinners

cannot live with God.

16. I have no desire to reason against the use of

reason, but I consider the/ttW understanding of

all the workings of the ruler of the universe to be

beyond the reason of any of the beings, who
inhabit one of the smallest of the many million

worlds known to us in that universe.

17. Given that.

20. (a) All the world is in sin, and needing

salvation.

(&.) All men have free wills to accept or reject

that salvation.

I understand that Jesus has wrought what may
save each and every mau, and is, therefore, rightly '

called the Saviour of the World.

But since some free willing men reject the

offered salvation. He is rightly called the
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Saviour “ especi.ally of them who believe.”
18-19 I do not understand.
21-24. This subject is obviously beyond the

scope of a newspaper. I would alle':'e briefly

(a.) That the Bible is a'“solutely unique.
(b.) Written at intervals of more than 2000

years, by perhaps more than 40 different writers,
it is one in aim and tone.

(o ) It contains prophecies, many of a datniled
character, which have been accurately fulfilled.

(<i.) In particular, it contains the prophecy of a
comine Saviour, whose fulfilment is detailed in the
New Testamant.

(e.) It presen ts us with morals under the Jewish
dispensation superior to any then known, and
from the life of Jesus Christ, such as have
never been equalled in purity and simplicity
before or since.

(/.) These writers frequently claim to be sneak-
ing by the direct inspiration of God. and we
cannot account for their writinofs otherwise.
With regard to the last three questions,! would

observe

—

1. We believe that the Bible was designed to
teach reUgiove and only religious tru*-h.

2 It was not written by the finger of God,
but by men inspired for the purpose, and there-
fore, represents stages even of moral development
for a full investigation of this subject* V. Dr.
Lee on •' the Inspiration of Holy Scripture.

”

In conclusion, let me remind your correspondent
of the saying of the famous Sir Isaac Newton, one
of ttje greatest of modern scientific discoverers,
“we are but little children picking up pebbles on
the shore of a boundless ocean.” Can we expect to
sound that ocean,and know exactly what is on the
opposite shore ?

Yours &c.,

J. D. M.

Jproiniictii!.

DACCA.

[from our own correspondent.]

The 30th June 1830.

Now that the small expedition party which bad
proceeded so far as Muktagacha has come back
to Dacca after a month and a few days.

I deem it worth while to publish an
account of it in your esteemed journal. The
places visited are as follow :—Naraingunge,
Panebdona, Mattra and Kaligunge in the Dacca
District; Jangalbari,Kishoregunge, Hosenpore, the

town Nasiradad and Muktagacha in the District

of Mymensingh. In all these places ther^ were
held open-air gatherings and sankirtm except in

Muktagacha, where the public lecture was delivered

in natch-maridir. Besides open-air gatheings, there

were Divine services and lectures in some of these

places. Altogether there were delivered eleven public

lectures and eight sermons. All these were attend,

ed by about 2500 people. In all the open-air gather-

ings “The New Dispensation” was proclaimed,

and the two songs representing the same, such as
“ Hear the glad tidings of the New Dispensation,”

&c., were chanted with great enthusiasm. People
heard the addresses and sanhirtan with

rapt attention. Educated gentlemen, some
of them occupying important positions, both in

society and under Government, joined the

sanhirtan with enthusiasm. The party was
generally composed of six persons. When it started

from Dacca, it had not sufficient funds. The ex-

penditure including diet and boat hire

in the way amounted to aboat forty rupees,

and the voluntary contributions given in the

shape of bhiksha amounted to Rs. 48,

and passage money given by the Kishoregunge
Brahmo Somaj,as it had invited the party, amount-
ed to Rs. 15. Altogether an amount of Rs. 60

was voluntarily contributed,and it exceeded the ex-

penditure by an amount of Rs. 23, which is being

spent for such purposes as concern the expediton

Babu Amrita Narayan Acharjya Ohowdhry, who
took the expedition party to Muktagacha, and
Babu Jogendra Narayan Acharjya Chowdhiy as also

another young Zemindar of Muktagacha contributed

largely in fbn shape of bhihsJuz. Both of the

above-named Zemindars, who are of theTheistic

persuasion, and are great friends, received the party

on its arrival, and joined in all its proceedings with

great zeal and pleasure. Some other Zemindars,

such as Babu Durga Dass Acharjya Chowdhiy,

Babu Surja Kanta Acharjya Chow.- bry, Babu
Harendra Narayan Acharjya Ohowdhry and

others attended the lecture and sankir.

tan. The first«mamed Babu and his elder

brother, who are devout Hindus, expressed

great delight at the doings of the expedition party,

when your Bhai Bunga Chunder Roy with some
others went to see them in their house. On the

eve of departure from Nasirabad, the expedition

party held another meeting in the local Mandir,
where a goodly numbers of Pleaders, Deputy
and Sub-Depnty Magistrates, Mnnsiff and other

educated gentlemen were present. The lecture

delivered on the occasion was on the sub-
ject of Brahmo Dharraa and the educated

children of the soil. It was clearly pointed out

in the lecture that as it has pleased Providence

to set India free from ancient idealism and
pantheism by vouchsafing scientific knowledge
through Western education, so it has pleased the

same over-ruling Providence to save our nation

from modern “cepticism and materialism by means
of a New Dispensation in which the science of

the West is happily reconciled with the True
Religion of the ancient Rishis of the East. In con-
clusion the lecturer exhorted the audience to

accept the New Dispensation or the Light of

True Religion with the same earnestness with

which they had been receiving the light of

Western Education.

SetJip.

THE VEDIC RELIGION.*

This book is chiefly intended for rais.sionariea,

at whose hands a clear summary of the Vedic
religion may, in the absence of a knowledge of

Sanskrit, be a useful instrument in^ dispelling

the average Hindu’s arguments against Christianity

.

We give credit to the learned author for th°
exemplary diligence with which he has studied
the literature of the subject, and the single-hearted

zeal with which he pursues the end aimed
at. namely, to represent primitive Hinduism
in its faithful colors. Almost all the learned
authorities are quoted, and reference are
given with a fidelity and exactness beyond
praise. We are sure that even those who
do not agree with the writer in his views,
will find the book worth reading. It contains
many interesting notices of tbe state of society

in those early days, and within a convenient com-
pass it reproduces the leading customs which
rendered primitive Hindu society interesting.

We cannot say the writer does justice to the
religious instinct of our forefathers

;
there are

pa,ssages here and there, where a deep bias is

visible, rendering a proper degree of hesitation in

the easy acceptance of his opinions justifiable.

To non-Christian readers there seems to he a dis-

position on the part of the writer to minimise
whatever there Tis of original beauty in tbe
sacred books. We reckon it as a great

disadvantage under which genuinely Christian
scholars labor that they attempt to settle every-
thing in Indian chronology or history by reference
fo Biblical dates. Their endeavours to settle Indian
history are unnecessarily hampered by the desire

to reconcile everything to the chronology as given
in the Bible. Pull independence in this respect
would have been more to the interest of human
knowledge. Geology is the only science that
has shaken off the incubus of Biblical in

terpretation. and no wonder that there is

a freshness, a yigour, a bold originality in

its speculations which are nostively refreshing.

Now the particularly weak feature in this book
is the presupposed conception that everything
that is good in our sacred books is either not so

good as IS .ordinarily sunposed, or is taken from
tbe Bible. If there is monotheism in the Rig Veda,
it is either the precursor of pantheism or it em-
bodies “ the faint recollection of the Biblical

story of the creation.” The writer quotes certain

passages which arc evidently and on the face of

them monotheistic in conception, and it is a matter
of pride that any portion of theArvan family .should

have thus arrived at notions of God independent-
ly of the aid derived from other sources. It is

easy to believe that the Rig Veda contains the
lispingsof the human race in its boyhood.and that
its hymns are the early outpourings of the heart to-

wards the great Unknown. To say that they
came spontaneously out of the heart, would be to

recognise a fact of human progress, a law of nature,
whereas to trace them to- the fabulous records of

* The Vedic Religion, or the Creed and Practice
of the Indo-Aryans. three thousand years ago, by
the Rev. K. S. Macdonald, M. A.. Missionary,
Free Church of Scotland, Calcutta : Herald Press:
1880 ;

f,he Genesis is unfair as also eminently uncientifio'

We regret to say the entire book is in this manner
spoilt by the Chri.stian bias of the writer. He
believes that the Hindus are descendants of Noah,

that the latter were monotheists, and that

when our forefathers dispersed and settled

themselves on the banks of the Indus, they

still retained in their minds certain faint

recollections of their ancient faith. Hence
the monotheistic passages in the Rig Veda
are .

all borrowed from the Christian Scrip-

tures ! The writer quotes almost no author-

ities when he makes these startling assump-

tionL His only authority is Dr. K. M. Bannerji,

whose crotchets on the Biblical origin of the

Shastras have rendered his later writings so mani-

festly uninteresting and fruitless. We believe

these opinions and assumptions stand self-con-

demned in the face of the growing eclecticism

of the age. Max Muller and most of the great

scholars of the age have admitted the simultaneous

growth of tbe human race. Like everything in

nature, our race grows, and borrowing is most

foreign to the scope of growth. It would be

taking a just, fair and hopeful view of human
nature to think it capable of growing as the

condition of its own existence. Mr. Ma-’donald

and others who possess the ungracious and ungene-

rous knack of attributing every good thing in our

country to the Bible, and every evil to the

perverse, unlettered and sophisticated Hindu, know

very well that the world has already outgrown

their childish philosophy, and before the growth

of scientific thought, the dim light of Bible clnono-

noloey which flickers in their hands will pale

away into nothingness. The age demnuls the

rigorous adoption of the comparative method in all

our researches and speculations. To resist the

call would be sheer madness and indiscretion.

There is another point to which wc may call

attention. If the writer of tbe book thinks that

he has smashed Hinduism by proving the absurdity

of the Veda, be is very greatly mistaken m
his calculations. As a matter of fact, the Rig

Veda does not form the only sacred book of the

Hindus When people speak of the Vedas as

formint» the infallible scriptures of their nation,

they m'lin not merely the four Vedas, but along

with them all their authoritative interpretations,

.all the codes founded upon them, all the philo-

sophies based upon their speculaiions, and all the

subsequent developments of those opinions. In

this sense the Vedas, the Vedanta, the

Upanishads, the Law books, and the Puranas

all form the Scriptures of the Hindus. The Rig

Veda does no*' represent modern society. The

laws and institutions represented in it are not

those that regulate national existence at the

present day. One should not, therefore, flat-

ter himself with the belief that if he has

successfully disproved the Rig ^ eda,^ he has

laid the axe at the root of Hinduism. No,

far from it. It is difficult to discover what

con-stitutes and what does not constitute

Hinduism, Books of the most conflicting and

mutually contradictory character command the

homave and adoration of our countrymen. It

is this vast and indefinite pnge of the

subject that makes Hinduism so difficult to un-

derstand. We should also remember the fact, now

borne out by historical testimonies, that the Vedic

religion has ceased to dominate India for many

centuries. The Vedic gods were worshipped down

to the commencement and even the middle of the

era of Buddhism, but they disappeared towards

the latter end, when Puranic gods rose to

take Dossession of the Hindu heart. Ihe modern

relitrion is Puranic and not Vedic. The gods

and" goddesses of the modern national patheon

are not found in tbe Vedas. Nor are modern

institutions like those in vogue among the an-

cient-’. In minv respects, they conflict with

Vedic' usages. Mr. Macdonald says Every

tbin<», whether founded on individual opinion,

or local custom, or Tantras, or Puranas, nay

even, on tbe lawbooks of Mann, must be given

up by the consistent orthodox Hindu as soon as

it can be proved to be in direct conflict with a

single sentence of the Veda.” Not at all, say we.

The Hindus parted company with the Vedas many
centuries ago. It is a mistaketo suppose that the

infallibility of the Vedas is more than nominally

insisted upon by the Hindus. Christian critics

ought to remember that the Vedas were be-

lieved in only for a time. These were sup-

plemented, and in many ca.ses replaced by the

legal codes and philosophical systems of sub-

sequent ages
;

and these again declined and had

to pass through the crucial test of Buddhism.

Afterwards, when they emerged from tbe fire, when
Buddhism itself died, they cam i out in an alto-

gether new shape, and went by the name of

Puranic Hinduism. It is this which forms the

religion oC modern India.
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Scientific, vl^c.

The T'rench Academy of Sciences has awarded
the Lalande prize to Professor Peters, of Hamilton
College, for the discovery of thirteen asteroids,
eight of which he first saw during the past year.

It is said that Thiers, the French statesman,
would not have an almanac in his study, and was
often unable to date a letter, because he could not
remember the day of the month.

The house of Nice, Italy, where Grsri'inldi was born,
was lately demolished, the materials being bought by
a Frenchman for 3,300. A large number of English
people were present to see the house pulled down,
and every one of them carried away a fragment as
a relic.

A LADY has recently visited Emerson. She
thus decribes the place and the poet :

—“ The
house is two stories high, of the simplest style of

cottage architecture, and is approached by a lawn;
we called at the door where we were met by the
poet himself. An air of serenity and repose
pervades both the interior and exterior of the

house. The parlour is tastefully but unostenta-
tiously furnished. The library is well stocked with
books in Quaker garb with little show in outfit.

The walls are decorated with few paintings, notice-

able among them ‘ The Three Fates.’ from an
exact copy of the old work. In speaking of the
architecture of his house he remarked :

‘ This is a
good house,’ and we try to be good people
conveying the idea that goodness and purity, no
magnificence, constitute home.

A Swiss statistician has taken the trouble to
make some elaborate calculations as to the number
of suicides which took place in various European
countries during the year 1878. The statistics show
that Saxony bears away the bell, the proportion of
suicides being 3'7 to everv 10,000 inhabitants.
Denmark follows with 2-6, a figure which
may, perhaps, be accounred for by the large
amount of lunacy obtaining in the Paero Is-

lands. The third place is taken by Switzerland
with 2'3 ;

and Germany claims the next three
positions on the list with Baden, 18 ;

Prussia, 1'6; and Wurtemburg, pfi. France and’

Austria-Hungary vie for the seventh place with 1'4;

Bavaria follows with IT ;
then comes Sweden with

0-9. Belgium and Norway with 0 7, and then in

spite of the thousands of Englishmen who are
supposed by our lively neighbours to leap from
Waterloo Bridge in the mouth of November
England with 0 6 per 10.000 The list is closed by
Italy, which shows 0'4 only, in spite of the fiery

and impetuous characrer of its inhabitants. Russia
is not included in the list.

FLEUSS THE DlVEPv.

We lately presented an account of Mr. Fluess’
discovery of n method of diving and living un-
der water without, recourse to air-tubes, as corro-
borating what we stated regarding this remarkable
person and his discovery, the following appears in
the Tiimsot April 27.
“Mr. Fleuss made his first appearance at the

Royal Aquarium Westminster last night in the
large tank built for the whale, and"used by the
seals. His remakable performance under water
was better seen than it has been elsewhere either
during the few months of the exhi ution of his
apparutus at the Polytechnic or at Brighton.
He can stay under water for five hours
without an air—tube or any other communica-
tion with the surface and this absence of en-
cumbrance gives him much greater freedom
than other diverse possess. He can, for in-
stance, lie down and bend his body in any

)
osition

without fear of being lifted or floated up, and with-
out suffering from the obstruction of the long pipe
which usually connects the head of a diver vvith a
boat above. In short, he possesses the principal
advantage which distinguishes an animal from a
plant

; he moves independently insteail of being
rooted to one spot. Fore-shortened in the water he
presents a curious appearance with great goggle
eyes in his burnished helmet, a strong water-tTght
dr^ss and water-boots. The spectators amuse
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themselves by throwing pen "!e for him to pick up
or by writing messages to him on card board which
he reads and answers on card board always under
water. He sharpens his pencil under water,
gives and receives signals with a cord, and is to
experiment on the submarine use of the telephone.
At Ride he walked for a quarter of a mile under the
sea

;
at Brighton he went down in five fathoms hy

the chain pier in rough weather- If he could eat
under water, Mr. Fleuss says he could stay for a
longer period than the five hours which he
gives as the ordinary limit. Yesterday afte noon
he remained two hours and seven minutes under
water in the Aquarium, and again went down
for half an hour in the evening. In a short lecture on
his apapratus which Mr. Fleuss gave in the evening
immediately on returning to the upper air, he stated
that his method is no secret, that it is petanted
and that the specifications are accordingly publish-
ed, in every draught of breath we draw we take in a
certain amount of oxygen with four times as much
nitrogen. A little of the oxygen becomes fixed in
the form of carbonic acid, and the air thus de-
teriorated becomes unfit to breathe. If, however,
the place of the missing oxygen is taken by a
fresh supply, the mixture becomes again fit for
breathing. According to Mr. Fleus.s, he takes down
compressed oxygen to supply the place of that
which is breathed : in other words, he has invented
a set of anti-lungs which perform a function
preci.sely the reverse of that of the lungs
proper. This was confessedly a rough, popular,
hasty, and generali.sed explanation. A more sientific

account may be expected from the lecture ou the
subject which Gr. B. W. Richardson, F. R.S.,
who is especially qualified for the investigation by
his well-known experiments on ozone, is to deliver
at the Society of Arts. It will be remembered
that it was to the same Society that Professor
Tyndall explained the fireman’s respirator, which
has since proved in practice so valuable an instru-
ment in straining the bad air at fires before it

reaches the lungs, and so enatling the fireman to
breathe what air is left among smoke and noxious
vapours; Mr. Fleuss’ method is still more effec-

tual, because he ca ries his own supply of oxygen
with him in a compressed form, and has thus
been enabled to breathe in an atmosphere in
which there is no appreciable quantity of air at

all. He states that he has gone through fire-damp
(carburetted hydrogen) and choke-damp (carbonic
acid), and could ex st in the charged receiver
of a gas factory. In the great helmet and in the
hollows of his armour, there is room for a certain
quantity of air, and this is kept fresh and con-
stantly renewed by a steam of oxygen, the pres-
sure of which he regulates by a tap at will. To
refresh himself he increases the flow of oxygen

;

and when he requires no stimulus, diminishes it.

Mr. Fleuss is a young and vigorous man, who has
served in the steamboats of the Peninsular and
Oriental Company. His apparatus is certainly
very ingenious and effective, and well worthy of
attention.”

DOMESriO 03 CURRENC5 S.

[the charge for notifying a domestic OCCD
RENCEISONB UtTPEE, AND THH ANNOUNCEMENT

MUST BE AUTHENTICATED.

J

BENGAL.
BIrTH.

Bimbhat.—At Hoshiarpore, on Friday, the 28th
November, 1879, at 2 p. m , the wife of Lalla
Rnlla Ram Bimbhat, of a male child—
ti.ird son.

^clccjiciis.

FINAL DISAPPEARANCE OP BDDDHISM.

(From Mr. Edgar's Article in the
Fortnightly Review.)

It seems an accepted notion among people
who get their ideas from the worthless books
which have long passed current as Buddhist
histo'y,. that the religion was driven out by
Brabmiulst persecutions somewhere about the
end of the seventh or beginning of the eighth
•er ury after Christ; but I believe this to be an

1 most groundless fiction. These two centuries seem
to have been pre eminently a tiine of public con-
troversy,when Brahmins challenged Buddhists, and
men of one sect of Buddhism challenged those of

other sects, to support their opinions in puolic.

it being often agreed that the losers should forfej[

lives, or, in the case of Buddl "sts, their
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teries. There are many instances of this

in Hwen Tsang, and the Tibetan books
allude to such controversies with Sankhyans and
others, in which, no doubt, the Buddhists were
sometimes defeated, and had to pay the penalty.

It is also quite possible that local disputes may
have led to loc .1 persecutions. But it is a matter
of absolute certainty to me that the Brahminisfa
and Buddhists lived on f.iirly good terms till

Buddhism in India was destroyed by the Mussal-
mans in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, and
that the period between Hwen Tsang’s visit and
the first Mussulman irruption was materially one
of the most flourishing in the whole history of

the religion in India. I cannot stay to put forth

in detail the evidence on which I base this.

But I may say that I rely upon the inscriptions

and movements which show that Buddhism was
powerful up to the eleventh century in Magadha
and Beneras, and most probably so far as Mathura,
if not further north, upon the extraordinary deve-
lopment of doctrine and production of hew works
which took place during the last four hundred
years, and on the silence of the Tibetan books
about serious Brahmanical persecutions, and
on their statements about the mischief done by
Mussulman enemies.

ILLUSIVE VISIONS.

( Chambers's Journal.

)

.Modern science has made ns aware that the old
belief in apparitions rested ou nothing more tlian
illusive fancies, caused by some kind of physical
derangment of the person so affected. It is impor-
tant that young persons should be made thoroughly
aware of the fact, that there never was, add never
will be, any such fancy which is notuapableof
being explained up on natural grounds. A person
in weak healTi, though in perfect posse.ssion of all
his faculties, begins to be troubled by waking
visions of persons with whom he may be
familiar, or who may have been long dead, or
who sometimes may appear as perfect strangers to
him. The spectres who fleet before him, “come
like shadows” and ‘so depart.” They represent, in
the most perfect manner, the reproductions of
things that are or were—utterly intangible crea-
tions, The subject of these visitations may hear
the spectres converse, and they may even talk in
turn to him. He is perfectly aware of their vision-
ary nature, and is as convinced of their unreality
as is the friend who sees them not, and to whome
the phantoms are described. No suspicions of
insane delusion as to tliese visitations can be enter-
tained fora moment, and the question may, there-
fore, naturally be put to the man of science, “How
can these illusions be accountei for ?” Tlie answer
is to be found in one of the simplest studies in
the physiology of nerves and of mind, and shows
us that these illusions have a material basis, or
that in the words of the poet, the “shadow proves
the substance true.”

TothorouKhly elucidate the suliject of illusions
within a brief space, we may begin by selecting
one or two illustrations of illusive vision, such as
have been recorded for instruction and edifioatiou
in the pages of the physiologist. One of the best
known cases—deriving its interest from the fact
that the subject of the visitations in question
himself nairatea the facts—is that of Nicola, a well-
known citizen and bookseller of Beilin, who read
an account of his case before the Berlin
Academy of Sciences. We shall give the
account in his own words. “During the few latter
months of the year 1790,” says ^icolai, “I had
experienced several melancholy incidents, which
deeply affected me, particularly in September,
from which time I suffered au almost uninterrupt-
ed aeries of misfortunes that affected me with the
most poignant grief. I was accustomed to be bled
twice a year, and this had been done once on the
9th of July, but was omitted to be repeated at
the end of the year 1790. . . I had, in .lanuary
and February of the year 1791, the addi-
tional misfortune to experience several ex-
tremely unpleasant circumstances, which were fol-
lowed on the 24th of February by a most violent
altercation. My wife and another person came
into my apartment in the morning in order to
console me; but I was too much agitated by a series
of incidents which had most powerfully affected
my moral feeling, to be capable of attending to
them. Ou a sudden, I perceived at about°the
distance of ten steps, a form like that of a deceas-
ed person. I pointed at it, asking my wife if she
did not see it. It was hut natur.al that she should
not see anything; my question, therefore, alarmed
her very mucli, and she sent immediately for a
physician. The phantasm continued for some
minutes. I grew at length more calm, and being
extremely exhausted fell into a restless sleep,monag, I
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wbi( h lasted about balf an bour. The physician
ascribed the vision to violent mental emotion, and
hoped there would be no return

;
but the violent

agit ation of my mind had in some way disordered
my nerves, and produced further consequences,
which deserve a more minute description.

“ At four in the afternoon, the form which I had
seen in the morning re-appeared. I wae by myself
when this happend, and being rather uneasy at
the incident, went to my wife’s apartment

;
but

there likewise I was persecuted by the form, which,
however, at intervals disappeared, and always
presented itself in a standing posture. About siv.

o’clock there appeared also several walking
figures, which had no connection with the first.

After the first day, the form of the deceased
person no more appeared

; but its place was
supplied with many other phantasms, some-
times representing acquaintances, but mostly
strangers

; those whom I knew were composed of
living and deceased persons, hut the number of
the latter was comparatively small. . . When I

shut my eyes, these forms would sometimes vanish
entirely, though there were instances when 1 be-

held them with my eyes closed
; yet, when they

disappeared on such occasions, they generally
returned when I opened my eyes. . . They all

appeared to me in their natural size, and as

distinct as if alive, exhibiting different shades of

carnation in the un overed parts, as well as differ-

ent colors and fashions in their dresses, though
the colors seemed somewhat paler than in

real nature; none of the figures appeared
particularly terrible, comical, or disgusting

most of them being of an indifferent shape
aud some presenting a pleasing aspect. The
longer these persons continued to visit me,the more
frequently did they return, while at. the same time
they increased in number about four weeks after

they had first appeared. I also began to hear them
talk; sometimes among themselves, but more fre

quently they addressed their discourse to me
their speeches being uncommonly short and never
of an unpleasent turn. At different times, there

appeared to me both dear and sensible friends ol'

both sexes, whose addresses tended to appease my
grief which had not yet wholly subsided

their consolatory speeches were in genera
addressed to me, when I was alone. Some
times, however, 1 was accosted by these eon
soling friends, while I was engaged in company
and not unfrequently, while real persons were
speaking to me. The consolatory addresses consisted

sometimes of abrupt phrases, and at other times

they were regularly executed. ’

Such was Nicolai’s account of the phantom visit-

ors who addressed and consoled him in his

domestic affliction. It is interesting to pursue
still further his account of their disappearance
The reader will recollect that Nicolai had neglect

ed to repeat at the end of 1790 the blood-letting

in whiah it was customary in the days we speak of

for our forefathers to indulge. It was at last

decided that leeches should be used, and on Apri
20, 1791, at eleven o’clock in the morning, Nicolai
informs us the operation was performed. “No
person,’’ he continues, “was with me besides the
Surgeon; but during the operation,my chamber was
crowded with human visi)nsof all descriptions

This continued uninterruptedly till about half an
hour after four o’clock, just when my digestion
commenced. I then perceived that they began to

move more slowly. Soon after, their color

began to fade, and at seven o’clock, they were
entirely white. But they moved very little,

though the forms were as distinct as before
; grow-

ing, however, by degrees, more obscure, yet not
fewer in number, as had generally been the case. . .

They now seemed to dissolve in the air, while
fragments of some of them continued visible for a
considerable time. About eight o’clock, the
room was entirely cleared of my fantastic
vistitors. Since that time, ’’ adds Nicolai, “ I
have felt twice or three times a sensation, as if they
were going to re-appear, without,however, actually
seeing anything. The same sensation surprised me
just before I drew up this account, while I was
examining some papers relative to these phenomena,
which I had drawn up in the year 1791.”

Such is a historical account of what may appear
to the senses of a sane and reasonable individual.
Before entering on the scientific explanation.it will
be advisable to give one or two further examples
of the phenomena in question. On the occasion
of the fire wtiich destroyed part of the Crystal
Palace in th ; winter ofl866-7part of the menagerie
had been sacrificed to the flames. The cliim-
panzeo, however, was believe! to have escaped
from his cage, and was presently seen on the roof
endeavouring to save himself by clutching in wild
despair one of the iron beams which the fire had
spared. The struggles of the animal were watched
with an intense curiosity, mingled with horror

and sympathy for the supposed fate which
awaited the unfortunate monkey. What was the
stirtiriso of the spectators of an imminent tragedy
to find that the object which in the guise^of a
terrified ape, had excited their fears, resolved
Itself into a piece of canvas blind, so tattered,
that to the e^'e of the imagination, and when
moved by the wind, it presented the exact counter-
part of struggling animal 1

We may now turn to consider the scientific ex-
planation of such curious phenomena in human
existence. The causes of these illusions are not
difficult to understand.since they, in reality, depend
upon a slight derangement of the powers, whereby
we see and hear in an ordinary §nd normal method.
To make our meaning dear, let us briefly consider
what lakes place in ordinary sensation, when we
see or hear the objects and sounds of every-day
existence. The eye alighting on an object transfers
an impression of that object to the brain through
the special (optic) nerve of sight which leads fro"m
the eye to the part of the brain exercising the
sense of sight. We, in reality, do not see with the
eye. That organ is merely an arrangement of lenses
adapted to receive, focus and otherwise adjust
rays of light streaming from the objects we see.
The function of the eye is simply that of adjusting
aud co-relating the conditions necessary for the
production of an impression. This impression is
carried in due course to a special part of the brain,
where it beconies transformed into a special sensa-
tion—that of sight We thus truly see not with the
eye but with the brain, o>’ rather xoith that portion
of the b’-ain which lies in direct relation with the
nerves of sight. The eye represents the lenses of the
photographer’s camera

; but the brain corresponds
to the sensitive plate which receives the image of
the sitter, and on which all subsequent alterations
of the image are effected. Of the other senses, the
same prominent feature may also be expressed—
namely that in the brain and not in the mere organ
of sense must be allocated the true seat of know-
ledge. The ear modifies waves of sound

;
but it is

the brain which distinguishes, appreciates, and acts
upon the information conveyed by the organ of
hearing. The finger touches an object; but the
seat of knowledge does not exist at the extremity
of the hand. The impression of touch is duly con-
veyed to the brain as before there to be analysed,
commented upon, and, if necessary, acted upon as
well.

On the appreciation of the simple fact that the
brain is the true seat of the senses, rests the whole
explanation of the ghosts and apparitions which
occasionally attend the footsteps and meet eyes of
humanity. When we are conscious of looking
at a real object, a sensation of sight is formed in
the brain, as we have seen. Such a sensation we
called an “objective” one, because it is derived from
a veritable object. So also, when we hear a tune
played by a person whom we see, or of whose exist-
ence, even when unseen, we entertain no doubt,
the sensation of sound is then called “subjective.”
But there are many familiar instances in which the
power of the mind to reproduce the sensations,
sights, and sounds we have received, is demonstrat-
ed. T'he day-dreamer can sometimes bring the
scenes in which he has once taken part so vividly
before his mental gaz?, that- his reverie may
actually be broken by the words, which un-
consciously flow from his lips, as his imagina-
tion starts into bodily action. Such a power of
fancy and imagination is the beginning or faint
imitation of a still more powerful means which we
po'sessof bringing before ourselves the forms and
scenes which have once been objectively present
with us. In the dream this power is illustrated
typically enough. From the background of con-
sciousness, so to speak, we proje t forwards, in our
sleep, the pictures which a busy brain is reproduc-
ing, or it may be piercing together from the odds
and ends of its fancy to form the ludicrous
combinations we are familiar with in the “ land of
Nod.” And if we carry the idea of this same power
being exercised in our waking moments, to form

Holloway's Pills.—With the darkening
days and changing temperatures the digestion be-
comes impaired, the liver disordered, and the mind
despondent, unless the cause of the irregularity be
expelled from the blood and body by an alterative
ike these Pills. They go directly to the source of
the evil, thrust o it all imparities from the circula-
tion, reduce distempered organs to their natural
state, and correct all defective and contaminated
secretions. Such easy means of instituting health,
strength, and cheerfulness should be in the posses-
sion of all whose stomachs' are weak, whose minds
are much harassed,or whose brains are overworked,
riolloway’s is essentially a blood tempering medi-
cine whereby its influence, reaching the remotest
fibre of the frame, effects a universal good.

the ghosts of science, the explanation of the other-
wise curiom aud mysterious subject of illusive
visions will be complete.
We know then, that the brain has the ordinary

power of forming images which may be projected
outwards in the form of the fancies of every-day
life. But these projected fancies may grow into
plain aud apparent sensations or images under the
requisite conditions. When we hear “a ringing in
the ears,” we know perfectly well that no objective
sound exists, and scientifically we say that the
sensation of hearing in such a case is an internal oe
subjective one. When we see flashes of lighr
which have no exi.stence in the outsidt
world on which we happen to be gazing, we
explain their occurrence in the same way, Nowe
on such a basis, the ghosts of science are both
raised and laid. The ithages and phantoms
of Nicolai, like the sparks or flashes of light, .

are subjective sensations. They arise, in other,
words, some irritation of that part of the brain
which would have received the impressions of sight,
had the objects in question had an actual existence.
But the subject also involves a reference to bodily
condition and to memory itself. Primarily, it will
be found that illusive visions appear only, when the
health of the subject of these visitations is in a
weakly state. The derangement of the health
is the primary cause of these curious states.
It is, however, equally worthy of remark that
many of the phantasms of Nicolai were persons
whom he knew. Such visions then may be
supposed to simply represent the effects of very
recent images which had been received and
stored in the brain, and which were evolved
by the exercise of unconscious memory. Of the
deceased persons whose images appeared to him,
the same remark may be made—memory again
reproducing, by the subjective impressions on
the brain, the forms of dead friends. But what, it
may be asked, of the strange visions whom Nicolai
did not recognise the reply which science offers.
is that these also were images or conceptions of
persons whom Nicolai must have seen at
some times, but whom he could not re-
member

;
mysterious reproductions by the

brain, of events which had been impressed
thereon, but which had escaped remembrance by
ordinary memory. Even the characters whom
Nicolai may have simply heard described, could be
thus produced, and present apparently the images
of persons with whom he was not, as a matter of
conscious memory, familiar. The brain, in other
words, registers and remembers more than memory
can evolve

;
and it is reasonable to conceive that

forgotten images of things or persons once seen
formed the mysterious strangers of Nicolai’s wak-
ing dreams.

It is noteworthy that only after a long period of
visitation from his fantastic friends, did Nicolai
begin to hear them speak. Thus, the sense of
hearing had also come in time to lend its aid
in propagating the illusions, and the fact that the
visions addressed Nicolai concerning his own im-
mediate affairs and his personal griefs and sor-
rows, clearly shows the unconscious action of a
mind which was brooding over its own trials, and
which was evolving from within itself the comfort
and consolation of kindly friends. Last of all
that the material basis of these visionary friends
resided in the -weakly body of their host, is proved
by their disappearance on the resumption of the
customary blood letting and the improvement of
the health—an additional fact showing the rela-
tion of the healthy body to the sound mind.

All such illusive visions are thus readily explain,
ed as the creatures of an imagination which
through some t>rain-disurbance, is enable to pro-
ject its visions forward, on the seats of sense, as
the “ringing” in our ears is produced by some
irritation of the hearing-centre of the brain. The
known vision is a reproduction of a present me-
mory, and the unknown vision is the reproduction
of a forgotten figure which has nevertheless been
stored away in some nook or cranny of the memory-
chamber.

Science may thus— as we have before had fre-
quent occasion to assure our readers dispel the
illusion by its free explanation, and science has
no higher function or nobler use than when by its
aid a subject like the present is rescued from the
domain of the mysterious aud brought within the
sphere of ordinary knowledge.

I>arling-ton’s Pain-Curer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains m the Backs
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. Couc^hs
Colds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache
Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism. Paralysis, Fains in
we Groins, Contracted Joints. Gout, Sciatica Bad
hegs. Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, ’fiin
Loruis, Pimples, Freckles, 4; Eruptions outhe skin^
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SaXSXL AND ZilVSXiV
OR

THE UNIVERSAL PEG.

I
T is unsurpassed as an agreeable sparkling drink,

especially for the overworked. Brisk and
Lively is (par excellence) a beverage for balls,

fetes, picnics, pleasure parties, banquets, and other
festive occasions. Brisk and Lively is a very
pleasant beverage, quite free from medicinal taste,

and is an agreeable thirst allaying drink.
Manufactured from the purest ingredients Rs. 2,

per dozen.

FRAGRANT EXTRACT OF PETROLIA
(A NEW PRODUCT OF VaSELINE)

Supersedes all other preparations invent-
ed for the cure of Baldness.

Ladies are strongly recommended to make
trial of this admirable Restorative, which

has been attested by persons of the highest res-

pectability. In numerous cases, where the Hair
has fallen oS, from illness, change of climate, or
debility of the system, the use of this preparation
has been found very efficacious. May be used
also as a handkerchief perfume. Per bottle,

Bs. 2-12
;
per ^ dozen, Rs. 14

;
per dozen, 27 ;

post-
free to any part of India.

Allan’s Anti-fat.
Corpulency reduced without starvation. Per

bottle Rs. 4-8; per dozen Rs. 48.

G-lngrer Ale (G-ingr^r Ade.)
For purity and its agreeable pungency it is un-

equalled. Per dozen Re. 1-4.

Tonic Water.—Made from the Purest Quinine,
Per dozen Re, 1-4.

Lemonade (sparkling.) pleasantly flavoured and
highly-charged per dozen 1-4.

Soda Water (Treble iErated) large bottles per
dozen 12 annas.

N. B.—Being now in receipt of a first class
machine, one of the newest style and from the
best makers, I am prepared to supply the public
and constituents the above-mentioned aerated
waters with the fullest confidence, and can further
assure, that in a short time there will be a reduction
of prices. Special quotations for Messes, Hotels,
and large consumers.

E. A. D’SXX.VA,
CHEMISIS AND DRUGGISTS,

A-1, Park Street, Calcutta. a-15

HETTROTmO 1*1m DAV di. CO.,
IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND

COMMISSION AGENTS.
4 & 5, Hare Street, Calcutta.

American XLerosine Oil

Rs. 4 8

12 8

30 0

20 0

12 0

Of the Brightest Quality, per case

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 2.5

Packets to the case, per case

Burmah Clg-ars.

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No, 3, per 1,000

Coconada Clg-ars.
“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100

Do. small (do.)
“ Babington” No. 1 (do.)

Do. No. 1

Do. small
“ Burmah”
** Leisure Hour”
*' Medium size”
•* Queen”
“ Half Hour”

Cblorodyne,
Dr. Collie Browne’s Chlorodyne

... „

Spirits.
Methylated and Cautchicened
Pure for Medicine ...

” ”

Absolute Alchohol ...

” ”

Terms : Cash only.
’ ”

NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,
^ Hare Street, Culcutta,

ii

»>
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NOTIFICATION.
DaCosta of Bhaugulpore on behalf of the Registrar of theTO be peremptorily sold by Mr.

Court at Calcutta, in the compound of the Judges Cutchery, at Bhaugulpore aforeraid, on the

High
_ . ,3 4th

day of August 1880, and the following day s at the hour of 2 o’clock in the afternoon, pursuant to a
decree of the High Court of J idicature. at Fort William, in Bengal, in its Ordinary Original Civil Juris-

diction, made in a suit No. 295, of 1876, [wherein Samuel Edward Sbarphan Rose is plaintiff, and
Sreemutty Biddadhury Dassee and another are defendants] and dated the 12th day of August 1878,

a 1-5 undivided part or share belonging to the estate of the late Babu Heeraloll Seal in the following

properties, viz \

—

Zlllah Bhaugrulpore.

Lot
No.

1

2
3
4

a

7

8
9

10
11

12

13

14

15
16
17

Collectorate

Towjee
Numbers.

364
32.59

289
261
317

3240

200
272
3261
276
4668
774
429

4099

4200
4100
4100

Names of Talooks.
Number

of

Share.

Names
of

Pergunnah.
Station,

Govern-
ment.

Revenue.

Talook Muddoosoodunpore 16 as. share Choyee Lokemanpore 3,.585 0 0
Do. Noyam Sooknagore Do. Colgong Colgong 2,466 7 0

Monjah Rajenderpore Do. Do Do. 9)8 0 0
Do. Etmanapore Do. Lokemanpore 1,037 13 0
Do. Gobindpore Koomar

Sahed Do. Colgong 70 0 0
Do. Mohespore 1-8 Share)

of Talook Dinmaha> 2 as. share Bhaugulpore Do. 16 8 0
medpore

Talook Snnkurpore Kodowai' 2 as. share Colgong Do. Nizshare 649 1 0
Monzah Jote Gobind As. 10-8 p. ,, Do. Lokemanpore 1,078 13 0
Do. Gungarampore 16 as. share Do, Colgong 2.38 1 0
Do. Sonarpore Do. Do. Lokemanpore 630 15 0
Do. Hurreehurpore Do. Bhaugulpore Bhaugulpore 6 15 0

Avagi Anddar 100 Biggahs Do. Colgong Colgong 158 14 0

Avagi Muddoosoodunpore Do. Chooye Lokemanpore 50 0 0

nershund Rustee Chowkee ) q , ~ ,

Proorno Chuck }
^ Colgong

Ram Naggore

Jote Gobind Chowkee

8 as. share Do.
16 as. share Do.
10 as. 8 pie Do.

share

Colgong

Do
Do

Lokemannore

1003 0 9

239 0 0

26 2 0
34
19 1 0

Lot
No.

Collectorate

Towjee
Numbers.

18 858

19 919
20 127

21 1876

22 1877
23 1804
24 1797
25 1788
26 1799

27 1918

28 1973

29 1906
30 1935
31 1929
32 2002

33 2020
34 2005

35 1994
36 2027
37 2062

38 2683
39 2072
40 2085
41 2205

42 2206
43 2232
44 2242

45 2234

Names Names
Names of jageerdars. of the of the

Pergunnahs. Stations,

Quantity Govern-
of ment

land. Revenue.

Road
cess.

20

25

0

0

0

0

4 0 0

4 9 0

1 4 6

0 5 6

Colgong. Colgong. 113| 0 300070
>»

• f

I)

} )

M
»>

If

ff

if

ff

II

1

1

37
6
87
9
1

30

2
1

0
10
10

0

0
0
0 27
0
0

9 9 0
1 7 0

1 0
2 13 0
0 10 0

2 3 9
0 0 0
6 4 6
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 10 5 0 3 2 0

8 0 0 2 1 0

Thannah BhaugU>PO’’e)
,

JageerdaTRam]honkh> Bhaugulpore Bhaugulpore 81 0 0 12 11 0 8 6 3

Soobadar '

Haat Khan Hnskar
Thannah Mohnnnores Ja-1

gper Haider Sing >

Thannah GoganunedKadar)
Sing 8eepoyee )

Luchraun Sing Seepoyee

Peer Mamood Nyack
Jan Mamood Jemadar
Ram Churn Soobadar
Jageer Eaehun Howaldar
'lhannah Durrinpore Raj-[

dhur Howaldar
|

Jageer Rogunauth Sing)
Sepoy )

Jageer Rek'un Sepoye
Protab Sing Nyack
Rustom Nuskur
Thannah Colgong Goreer

[

Sing Sepoye 1

Russoram Sing Sepoye
Jageer Goor Mahomed

|

* Howaldar f

Dhurmo Tandnll

Kolabul Sing Nyack
Thannah Shab,ajudbad Ha-1

beebuHa Zemadar
j

Kollooroo Tandall

Gopanl Sing Howaldar
Amambux Nyack
Thannah Nusseerabad Ba-

)

hookhan Soobadar
)

Shahebazkhan Howaldar
Khadabux Howaldar
Thannah Snltanabad Mur-1

mamood Tandall f

Aorroo Tandall

»1

II

ft

II

24 10

30 0
27 12
19 6

52 3

32 11

30 0

53 2
42 16

0
0
0

0

0

0

2 11 0
4 13 0
2 9 0

0

0

6 15 0

3 6

1 5

>80
3 0 0
1 6 6

3 19
1 10 9

0 3 6

0 15 6

0 8 3
0
0

4 0
3 5

9

0

54 4 0 10 11 0 0 14 6

Colgong. Colgong.

II

63 2

56 13
40 6

0 6 12 0
0 11 12 0
0 7 8 0

2 5
2 7
1 13

100 0 0 19 13 0 11 6 9

II

II

100
30

30

30

0
0

0

0

0
0

16 9 0
2 11 0

2 II 0

46
Patburghatta Pottery Concern consisting of a lower-roomed Cutchery house

2 lower-roomed Pucca Godowns each containing 4 large rooms
Large Karkhana Tiled rooms ... ... ... ...

Pipes &c.

Vat for burning ... ... ... ... ... ...

Large and Small Engines
Bungalow on the top of the Hill with furniture

Quantity ofland.

0 2 11 0
' articles, &c.

8
1

1

1

2
3

7

4

9
0

6
1

1

8
2

4
2
1

Purchased Lakraz land of Dabee-
pooree Mowzah Madhubram-
pore &c.

Pottery concern as per plan called

Khellutt Nos. 33,39.40,94, 99
109, 1029, 133, 135, 141, 142,

143, and 144
Total 65 8

Bounded as follows; on the west by the residence of
Chuttro Majee, on the east by our Lackraj land
purcliased from Bhobaui Paudah, on the south by
the Ganges, and on the north by Rufteseurnath

0 Tliakoor and Hill.
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Land of Bhobanee Pandah with
Garden as per Khellutt Plan
Nos, 30, 135, 136, 137, 138 and
139 17 4

Land of Bhojohurry Manjoo Nos.61,
62 and 63, 66 19

148 11

Bounded on the east by the boundary of Meeopp’
on the west by our purchased Lakraj of Dabee
Pooree, on the south by the Mall waste land, and

0 on the north by the boundary of Meeopp Gayree-
mine.

Bounded on the east by the Mall land of the
0 boundary of Aundee Chock, on the west and

north by the Mall land of boundary of Mouzah
Modhoorampore, and on the south by the

0 Mudhoorampore Hill.

Lot No. 47.—Ghoga Indigo Factory consisting of 6^ pairs Houz (or vats) with other
articles &c. ... ... ... ... ... '^... 1

Pucca godown for cakes ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
Pucoa Cutchery House containing 2 rooms ... ... ... ... i

Cutcha Booms ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8
Pucca lower-roomed house for Europeans ... ... ... ... i

Mokaioree land within the Compound
The abstract of title and conditions of sale may be seen at the office of the Registrar of the High

Court, Original Jurisdiction, Calcutta, or at Bhaugulpore aforesaid, at the house of the said Mr. J.
DaCosta or at the office of Messrs. Watkins and Watkins, Plaintiff’s Attorneys, No. 2, Old Post Office
Street, Calcutta, and will be produced at the sale.

Watkins and Watkins, 1

PlaiutifiTs Attorneys, Calcutta, High' R. BELCHAMBERS,
Court, Original Jurisdiction.

j’ Registrar.
The 1st July 1880. 372

TSCACS-EH,, SPXXK. <Sc CO.,

CALCUTTA.

Now Ready.

MALARIA : its Cause and Effects, Malaria and the

Spleen, Injuries of the Spleen
;
an Analysis of 39

Cases. By E. G. Russoll, M. B., B, Sc., Lond.,
Surgeon, Bengal Medical Service, demy 8vo.,

cloth, R«. 8.

THE HINDU LAW OF ADOPTION
;
a Critical

Essay. By an Hindustani Hindu Vakeel, royal

8vo., Rs. 3.

THE RACES OF AFGHANISTAN
; being a brief

Account of the principal Nations inhabiting that
Country. By Surgeon-Major H. W. Bellew,
C. S. I., late on special political duty at Kabul.
8vo., cloth, Rs. 3-8.

THE BENGAL ARMY REGULATIONS, correct-

ed to 1880. and approved by His Excellency
the Commander-in-Chief. Royal 8vo., Rs. 4 ;

in-

terleaved, Rs. 5.

ROYAL SCHOOL DICTIONARY IN ENGLISH
and Roman Urdu. Etymological, Pronouncing,
and Idiomatic. Paper boards. Re. 1 ;

cloth.

Re. 1-4.

OUR ' EDUCATIONAL POLICY IN INDIA.
Dedicated to the Right Hon’ble Viscount
Halifax. By the Rev. James Johnston. 8vo.
As. 12.

THE SOVEREIGN PRINCES AND CHIEFS
of Central India. By G. R. Aberigh-Mackay,
Principal, Residency ( Rajkumar

) College,
Indore, Central India. Illustrated with Por-
traits and Views. Volume 1. Royal 8vo,, cloth,

extra gilt, and gilt top. Rs. 12.

ARNOLD’S ECLOGiE OVIDIAN.®. A transla-
tion. (For the Entrance Examination 1880,)
Re. 1-2,' post-free.

MILTON’S ODE ON THE NATIVITY OF
Christ. With Todd’s Notes. As. 4.

VOL. II. HINDU TRIBES AND CASTES
;

Together with an account of the Mahomedan
Tribes of the North-West Frontier and of the
Aboriginal Tribes of the Central Provinces. By
the Rev. M. A. Sherring. M. A., LL. B.
Demy 4to., cloth. Rs. 16.

This Volunoe contains an account of the Tribes
of the Punjab and its Frontiers. Central Provinces
and Berar, Bombay Presidency and Frontiers of
Scind.

QOODEVE’S HINTS FORTHE MANAGEMENT
and Medical Treatment of children in India.
By Edward A. Birch, M. D., Surgeon -Major.
Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo., cloth. Rs. 7.

“ I have no hesitation in saying thafthe' present
one is for many reasons superior to its predecessors.
It is written very carefully, and with much know-
ledge and experience on the author’s part, whilst
it possesses the great advantage of bringing up the
subject to the present level of Medical Science.”—Dr. Ooodeve.

THE COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION OF
the Erythrcean Sea; being a Translation of
Periylus Maris Erythrcd by an Anonymous
Writer, and of Arrian’s Account of the Voyage
of Nearkhos from the mouth of the Indus to the
head of the '^Persian Gulf, with introduction.
Commentary Notes, and Index.- By J. W.
McCrindle, K.*q.. M. A.,Principar6f the Govern-

College, 'aiii.a, [Is. ,3.

THE STEEPLECHASE HORSE
; How to Select,

Train, and Ride Him. With Notes on Accidents
and Diseases, and their Treatment. By Capt. J
Humfrey, cloth, limp, Rs. 3-8.

THE LAW OP INHERITANCE as in the Virami
trodaya of Nitra Misra. Translated by Golap-
chandra Sirkar, Sastri, M. A. B. l. Royal 8vo..
cloth, Rs. 10.

THE SEA CUSTOMS LAW, 1878, and Tariff Act
;

with Notes and Appendices. By W. H. Grimley
Esq, B. A., LL. B., C. S. Derny 8vo., -cloth,
Rs. 7-8 ; Interleaved, Rs. 8-8.

LAYS OP IND. By Aliph Cheem. The Sixth
Edition, Enlarged with six new Lays and several
Illustrations, Imperial 16mo., cloth, extra gilt,
and gilt edges. Rs. 7 nett,

DUKE-QUERIES AT A MESS TABLE : What
shall we eat? Whall we drink? By Joshua
Duke, Surgeon, 3rd Punjab Cavalry, Author of
“ Banting in India.” Rs. 2-4.

DUKE.—HOW TO GET THIN
; OR, BANTING

in India. By Joshua Duke, Surgeon, 3rd
Punjab Cavalry, Arthur of “ Queries at a Mess
Table.” Second Edition. 18mo., boards. Re. 1

A MANUAL OP GARDENING FOR BENGAL
and Upper India. By T. A. 0. Firminger, 8vo.,
Rs. 10.

= . .

A MANUAL OP SURVEYING FOR INDIA. By
Col Sir H. L. Thuillier and Col. Smyth. 8vo
Rs. 12.

INDIAN DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND RE-
ceipt Book. With Hindustani names. By Dr.
R. L. Riddell. Fcap. 8vo,, Rs. 6.

ROXBURGH’S FLORA INDICA : OR DESCRIP-
tions of Indian Plants. Reprinted litertim from
Carey’s Edition 8vo., Rs. 6.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO AGRA
and its Neighbourhood. By H. G. Keene
Esq., M.R.A.S., &c. Fourth Edition, Enlarged
and Improved. Rs. 2-8.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO DELHI
and its Neighbourhood, By H. G. Keene, Esq.
Maps. Fcap. 8vo., Rs. 2.

ANCIENT INDIA AS DESCRIBED BY MEGAS-
thenes and Arrian being a Translation
of the fragments of the Indica Megasthenes,
collected by Dr. Schawnback ‘and a Translation
of the first part of Indica of Arrian. With
introduction. Notes, Jaind a -Map of Ancient
India. By J. W. McCrindle, ’Esqi, M.A. Prin-
cipal of the Patna College. 8vo. Rs. 2-8.

A GUIDE TO TRAINING AND HORSE MA-
nagement in India, with Hindustani Stable
and Veterinary Vocabulary, and Calcutta Truf
Club Tables for weight for Age and( Class. By
Capt. M. Horace Hayes. Author of “ Veterinary
Notes for Horse-Owners.” New Edition, re-ar-
ranged and much enlarged. Crown 8vo., Rs 5

CALCUTTA TO LIVERPOOL BY CHINA,
Japan, and America, in 1877. By H. W. N

’

Rs. 2.
’’

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

5 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,
<1-14 0A4i0trTTA.

DR. D. JAYNE’S

Family XtXedlclnes.

Per Bot. Per Doz.
Rs. A.

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8 24

1

0
0
8

11

5

Rs. A.
EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and

Colds) out of stock at present ...

HAIR TONIC (to cure hair falling
off and baldness)

ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
blood purifier)

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for
cure of fevers and agues)

LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair
of any other colour to a beautiful
Hack without injury to the skin)

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for
cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera)

TONIC VERMIFUGE ...

LINIMENT, OR COUNTER-IRRI-
tant (an outward application for
Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, &c.)

SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints)

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)
The ” Medical Almanac'' for current year is

available on application.

Sykes db Co.,

1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,
SOLE AGENTS FOB

Sr. D. Jayne dc Son.
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A. a-34

Dentistry,

OS 5 8

0 8 5 8

J. COBFIEX.D db CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

'lyrAY be consulted daily on all branches of

their Profession,

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-
manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They
cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free,

J. CORFIELD & CO.,

a-13 11. Old Court House Street, Calcutta,

WKAT ABE PEBFBCT

WATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine-

made English Lever WATCH in sterling
Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.
It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
the best material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 nett.
Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted

to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
TTCT.J.-1

gypjgg movements fitted in

Hunting or Guard
MACHINE MADE,

Watches are only
English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English
WATCHES, warranted
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to
WIND ANY WATCH, Rs.

MORGAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety
RAGING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEc’-
TRIO BELLS, with appurtenances, Rs. 20 net

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rg. 8 to 30.
SPECIAL ATI ENTION TO REPAIRS.

wear on
3 to 20.

chain, will

6 -1
,

BXiACK & MUBRRT.
a-36
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES.

The Railway Watch.

The Kailway Watch, as sup-
plied to the Indian Railway
Companies, has an English
lever movement of the finest

quality and strongest possible
construction. Hamilton & Co.
confidently recommend it as a
Watch not easily disarranged by
rough usage. The apparent dis-

advantage of the large size is

amply compensated for in wear
by the increased excellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.
Becommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use of

Travellers and Explorers.

Cash.

In German Silver case...Rs. 95
In Sterling Silver case... ,, 135
In Silver case. Keyless 180

The “Exhibition” Eng-
lish Xicver Watch.

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely English-
made throughout, has a substan-
tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Full Plate System ! with Jewel-
led Lever Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-
ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me
dium size.

Cash.

Silver, best quality ... Es. 85
Second quality ... „ 75

XiOKTROR AX7S ZiAITCASKZRB
ZiIFB ASSTTARAXCB CO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.

TKB STANDARD ZiBVBR WATCH.
In London 9^ii**w^rhed Silver Hunting Case, |

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-
ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled
Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We
have devoted particular attention to the good
finish of its mechanism, and as we can confidently
guarantee its performance, we recommend it to all
classes of buyers.

This Company oepebs to the Public the Com-
bined Advantages op

17nqueBtloxiable Security and Z.ow
Bates of Premium.WHILE the adoption of all the improved

modern conditions under which Policies
are now issued, enables the Directors to grant un-
usual facilities to all intending Assurers.
That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-

versally recognized as the MOST SECURE AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT, is sufficiently
proved by the following statistics, “ startling in
their magnitude but quiet power,” extracted from
The Review” of January 1st, 1879.
“ In the years 1870-1878, the accumulated Life

Assuarance Funds of the Offices have risen from
£90,700 000 to £117,600,000, or at the rate of
£3,000,000 per annum. This is after paying out
£71,500,000 in claims and bonuses on policies alone,
entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or
management expenses. The total sum received by
the Life Offices on life account in the eight years
was £128,700,000. Against this was paid in
claims, £71,500,000 ; annuities, £3,350,000 ; and
surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being
a total paid out to Policy-holders of about
£84,000,000; after this £27,000,000 were added
to funds.

The LONDON & LANCASHIRE returns 80 per
cent, of the profits, divided every five years to
participating Policy-holders. English rates of pre-
mium only charged for such period as the Assured
spends westward of Suez.

Prospectuses and every required information
can be immediately obtained by application to
the undersigned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.
The Manager of the Indian Mirror is authorized

to be our Agent.

A. B. SHEKLETON,
General Agent ^ Secretary for India,

a-4 A, Lall Bazaar, Comer of Mission Row.Price, Rs, 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Es. 200 cash

With Keyless movement. Hunter Half-hunter, Silver. Rs. 100 cash
The Aluminium or Silver Keyless

Crystal Watch.
Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for

winding or for setting the hands.
This in India is a great advantage, dust and damn

being kept out. ^

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.
Works visible.

Silver case, Es. 45. Aluminium case, Rs. 40.

Ziadies’ Gold Watches.
Substantial 18-Carat Gold cases, engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughly
timed and tested. Fitted in Morocco case. Gold
Key supplied.

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200.

The Patent Silver Bever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOB ORDINARY WEAR,

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable
time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-
faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass,
strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only ... Rg. 40
SUPERIOR QUALiTY.in HUNTING CASE, Rs. 65 Cash.

Xiadles’ Blegrant Bnamelled Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with
highly finished Jewelled movements, Rs. 125 to 300

f .. ®old Guard and Albert Chains
colored GoW lengths, manufactured of the best ric

^
j

solicit inspection of our large and varied stock, but a sheet of patterns with pricewill be forwarded per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta.

applicauL***
Guard and Albert Chains, a large assortment always in Stock, Prices o

Zicckets, Seals, and Watch Keys, charms and Trinkets, <Sco.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and Clcck Makers In crdlnary tc K. B, the Viceroy

and to H. R. K. the Prince of Wales,
CALCUTTA,

RVNN ANI> GO.

CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,
AND

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
BY APPOINTMENT TO

His Excellency tbe Viceroy and Governor
General of India.

Nos, 48 4” 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

stock of both being always kept on hand,

£2fltimatcs on appUgfttion, a-60

BBS CHATTBRJBB di. CO.

(From late Be Leemans ^ Co,,)

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, & REPAIRER
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OP LAMPS.

TINSMITHS, ELECTRO-PLATERS, BRONZERl

Ziaoquerers, and Railway Con-
traoters, d^c., <kc.

NO. 2, CHOWRINGHEE.

Baths of sizes; Block Tin-made Deed and
Despatch Boxes, Sugar, Coffee, & Tea Cans

;
Garden-watering Pots

; Tea, House, Street, Portico,
Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railway
lamps of all descriptions

Always in hand and made to Order,

PORTABLE COOKING STOVES of single and
double 3 and 4 inch burners, Tin and Wrought-
ron Enamelled Ware, &c.

Terms^Very Moderate, a-43

Dr. Ziazarus’s Domestic Medicines
o

Inkantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,
Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rs. 1 4

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... ... „ 1 0

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),... ... ,,10
Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... ,,2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... 2 0
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

&c.), ... ... ... ,,18
Family Laxative, A safe, certain and

useful purgative, ... ... „ 20
Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ... „ 1 4

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ... ... ... ,,14

Family Carminative (Invaluable for

Children), ... ... ... ,,2 0
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair), ... „ 2 0

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... 18
The above are most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is

wrapped round each lottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Madicine Ven-
ders. 1 0-68

BBADV POR SAXiE.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

BY

MR. LAL MOHUN GHOSE,
AT THE Town Hall,

CALCUTTA,
On March 4, 1880.

To be had at the “ Indian Mirror”
Office,

No. 2, British Indian Street, Calcutta,
And at the Canning* Xiibrary,

55, College Street.

Price 6 annas a copy. o-12
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THE

CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,

1, lalxj bazar.

A. J. P A R K B R & CO.

JgEG to draw the attention of those about to furnish to their fine range of Commission Sato Booms

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at loioest prices.

Those desirous of Selling their Furniture privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu-

ation cash advances made.

STEAM ENGINE
FROM

E. 8. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. “ PESHAW UR.”

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Eoundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,

&c., with Directions for working ... Rs. 800

These small Engines are specially adapted for

Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,

and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are

now fitted with a quick-.speed equilibrium Governor,

having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary

speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire

absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,

and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of

the best Stafiordshire plates, proved to a pressure

of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank, wbiqb forms also the ash-pan and an efficient

WaterrHeater.
1

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.

Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything in the Printing Trade can be supplied at once.

Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.

ERASMUS JONES, iPrinters’ Agent, 6 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.
»-67

Established 1816.

THE RRUGGZSTS’ ZZAZiZ.,
36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. “ Duke of

Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”
“ Hydaspes,” &c., &c.
Ziactopeptine

Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion
combined in the same proportion as they exist In
the human stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the influence

of the natural gastric juice. It will be found
far superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,

Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly

indicated in Anaemia, general Debility, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, anu
impoverished condition of the blood.

Direction for use, formulce and dose measure ac-
company each phial.

Price Rs. 4 phial, and packing As. 4,

XIXorson’s nxedlcinal Pepslne.
loz. phial Rs. S. Packing As. 4.

Norton’s Camomile Pills
A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and

all stomach complaints.

Price Re. 1, Packing As. 4.

Kemrod’s Cure for Asthma.
Catarrh, Bronchitis,Croup, Hooping Cough,

ORDINARY Colds, and all diseases of the Resipra-
tory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin.

Price Rs. 3-8. Packing As. 2,

G-rimault’s Vegetable Injection of
Matico.

A few injections of very short duration are
sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packihg As, 4.

,

Whitmore’s Compound Zilniment of
Arnica.

An effectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasms,
Lumbago, weak Joints, &c., and as a counter-irri-

tant in a sluggish state of the liver.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.

Wilkinson’s Ginger and Camomile.
Price Rs. 2. Packing As.

Whitmore’s Stomachic and Xilver
Pills.

Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.

Savory and IMCoore’s Pancreatine
Wine.

For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod-
liver Oil solid fat and food generally.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing A s. 4.

W. r. Smith’s Pile Powders.
For the cure of Piles & Prevention of Fistula.

Their gentle emollient action subdues irritation,

regulating the bowels without leaving a disposition

to costiveness, their decided tonic properties give

power to the system, arrest all tendency to, and
counteract the weakening effect of, the disease, and
their intrinsic value will prove that they fully

merit the title of a specific cure of Piles and pre-

ventive of Fistulas.

Price Re. 1-8 per box. Packing As. 2.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINE,
Concentrated Compound Essence or

Fluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.
This preparation is decidedly preferable to any

other form in which Sarsaparilla can be adminis-

tered, on account of its portability and superior

efficacy. It contaiiis the whole active and medi-
cinal properties of the root in the highest state

of concentration, combined with the ingredients

of the compound decoction directed by the College

of Surgeons. The beneficial effects of this Fluid
as an Alterative of Restorative, its great useful-

ness in all disorders of the Skin, Indigestion,

general Debility,and after a too free administration

of Mercury, have been universally admitted and
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most eminent practitioners of the present

day.
Direction for use accompany each bottle.

Price per bottle Rs. 2, Packing A s. 4.

Best assortment of Drugs and chemicals. Guar-
anteed fresh, and received direct from the respect-

able manufacturers of London.
Terms moderate.—Wholesale rates on

application. Price list supplied to Mofusail doctors

and Dispensaries. Orders promptly executed on
remittance of cask, or a respectable reference in

Calcutta.

GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT & CO.,

PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS,
Wholesale and Retail Druggists,

And
Manufacturers of RSrated Waters.
<»-47
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NEW GOODS! NEW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Farnlshlng- Eequlsites.
VELVET. PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTHRUGS Rs 6-8

to 35 each, COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. GOCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 25 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair
BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, kc„ &c., &c.

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OP
MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS. DAMASKS

AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Onr selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India,
N. B .

—

Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers.

W. NBWMAN di. CO.

Rs. 33-6

LACE,

Brussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile
Carpetings.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, dsc.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin,

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Scarlet

Blankets,
Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coa*

Door mats.
English—made from West India Fibre,

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.
i> ,, ,, „ 38 by 24 ,,

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.
>1 >1 M ,, 38 by 24

Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.
Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Hugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Felt Carpeting

the yard.

Purdah Repps.
Green, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

Rs. 45-0

movable

Rs. 60-0

by

and several other Materials.

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some due
Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in

F. W. BAS.EB, di. CO.,

HOSIERS. DRAPERS SILK MERCERS, &c., kc„

India.

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,

CALCUTTA. a-23

ADVANTAGES OF ASSURING WITH THE

ORIENTAL LIFE OFFTflF
All that Experience has proved Practicable and

Prudent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,

Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be

obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever
(!. Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.

Amalgamations Impossible.
Funds in Government Securities only.

Native Lives assured at European Rates.

Premiums reduced to English Rates from
leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

(2.

(3..

(4.)

(5.)

date of

China.

Annual Premium for Assurance
Rs. 1,000 under New System.

of

Age. I 30 35 40 45

Prem ium Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P
21 6 4 24 8 8 28 10 0 33 14 8

( 11 .)

( 12.)

(13.)

(14.)

(16.)

(16.)

Entire Direction in India.
Special Protection to Assignees.
The Most Economical Management.
Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-16-0 only.
Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine
Policy-holders can appoint their own

Irustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.
(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere

to suit Assurers.

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.
(19.) No Restriction on Travel,

'

POLICY-HOLDERS IN 2HE '' ORIENTAL"

magic Lanterns.
Japanned Tin, Complete with Chimney, Lamp,

Lamp Glass, Reflector, Lenses, and with one dozen
Comic Slides ;

—

Size, 8| by 6 inches, with 2| inch
lens. (26 0) Rs. 27-12

Size, 90 by 7J inches, with 3 inch
lens (30 0)

Superior quality. Size lOJ by 7 inches,
with 3 inch lens, complete in black
wood box. (40-0)

{This size Lantern will take the Comic
Slides as noted helmv,

)

Superior quality^. Si?ej l^by 7^ inches,
with 3i inch lens^ oomplete in blacK
wood box. (54 0)
{This svze Lantern mill take any size of Slide.)

DISSOLVING VIEW APPARATUS.
A very Superior DISSOLVING VIEW APPARA-
TUS, with 4-inch condencing lenses, Rackwork
adjustments, and^ complete apparatus, with a
supply of wicks and extra chimneys, specially
fitted with a Silber Lamp to burn Kerosine.
The whole fitting into a strong locked box.
(180 0) Eg, 200-0

A linen screen for ditto, with rings, &c. 10 feet
square Net 15 0

DISSOLVING VIEW APPARATUS, with 4-inch
condensing lenses, Rackwork adjustments, &c.,
complete

; Argand lamp, no chimney required.
Fitted in a strong box. (135-0) Rs. 180-0

magic Lantern Sides.
Comic Movable Slips, double and trible, a great

variety each Rs. 1-12^. per dozen, (18 0) Rs. 20-0
Colored Views of Scenery on the Overland Route •

Scotland
; and the Continent. ('2-8) Rs. 2-12

Photographic Slides, Views of Paris, Rome,’ &c.
(2 0) Es. 2-4

Westminster Abbey By Day—) 2 slides (10-0)
By Night

) Rs. 11-4
The Tower of London
By Day—Moonlight
The Tower on Fire

Gibraltar:—The Rocks—

)

In the Caves t

The Lighthouse Day)
—Night—A Storm (2))

,.1
}

3 slides. (14-0) Es. 15-8

2 8lides.(13-8) Rs. 15-0

4 slides. (17-0)Rs.l8-12

I
2 slides, (11-4) Rs. 12-8

!
3 3iae.. (20.0, Bs. 22.4

Es.
Es.

Es.
Rs.

18-12

10 0
10-0
6-8

Lower Safe Rates than any other Office.

and therefore free from Old

Half-yearly,

Number of

(6.) Office young,
Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can be paid Yearly,

Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limite(i

Y0^rg

,

(8.)’ CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OF DEATH. >

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 35 per cent.

'10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,
and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER
Unequalled Liberality.

Being established in India, all arrangements for
the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” are
made with a view to the convenience and benefit of
Its own inembers,—European and Native,—whe
alone participate in the advantages arising from
its succssful progress.
Yearly list of new Assurers closes 31st

December.
Special attention is invited to the Peculiar

System of Life Assurance introduced by this
Company, and to the New and extremely favorable
Conditions (as regards Rates; Profits, Limits
OF Residence, Non-liability to Forfeiture, &c.)
under which its policies are issued.
The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when

Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

“THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AND
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT, IS RAPIDLY
gaining the confidence op THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY.”
Intending Assurers—Native or European—are

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the“ Oriental ” with those of any other Company.

Faust and Marguerite, 2 slides (10-0) Rg, 11.4
The Watermill :—Summer)
—Night—The Swan— > 5 slides .(35-0)Rs.37-12
Winter—Snow Storm )

The Fountain, 2 slides, (17-0)
The Beehive. (9-0)
The Windmill. (9-0)

Lever Slides, each. (5-0)

“Music Hath Charms.”
Breaking Stones.

The Ship.

The Camel.
The Monkey and the Cat.
Stag drinking.

Horse drinking.
Dompstic Amenities.
The Fair.

Chromotropes in great variety.
The Old Nursery Tales.

Cinderella. 10 slides. (29-0)
Little Bo-Peep. 8 slides. (20-0)
Pussy’s Road to Ruin. 12 slides. (28-8)
Whittington and his Cat. 8 slides. (20-0)

Rs. 22-4
The Old Man and his Donkey, 6 slides.

(17-0) Kg. 18.12

(9-0) Es. 10 0

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

32-4
22-4

31-4

tt-54 W. NEWMAN k CO.

Detailed Prospectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports, and full particulars on application to—
Y. N.COlS.'EfN, Agent jor Bengal, or D. McLAUOHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.

7, Wbllbsley Place, CALCUTTA. Manager & Actuary, BOMBAY^ a-16

3H, DAV AND CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS

AND REPAIRERS
OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmltlis,Dlectroplaters,Bronzers,

Lacquerors and Railway Con-
tractors, dbC., dbC.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tlnmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-

water Cans
;
garden watering pots

; Tea, House,
Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps

; Railway Lamps of every descriptions,
(See., &c..

Always in hand and made to order,
also

Portable Cooking stoves of single and double
1^, 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens.

Terms very mpdqirate, o-33
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HEALTH RESTORED
AND LIFE PROLONGED

BY USING

I>R. AX.Z.EN’S EX.ZXia OP 1.1PB,

The New Remedy for Nervous and Chronic Diseases.

powerful apit in replenishing the vitality of the body and in deve-
^ ^ P functions of the system to the highest degree. It imparts the Ti<^our of

human shattered constitution
; restores °to the

enriches^Klo^d • a“nd
^“^"Igence in irregular habits

; purifies and
“ u

“
• ?

“ ’ “ thoroughly renovates a constitution broken down by Ion e-nrotracted illnessdebauchery
, intemperance, &c. The most astounding cures are daily being effectedia cases of—
General Debility,
Nervousness,
Palpitation of the Heart,
Trembling of the Hands and Limbs,
Loss of Memory,
Mental Depression,
Epileptic and Fainting Fits,
Female Irregularities,

Indigestion,

Dyspepsia,
Bilious and Liver Complaints,
Bronchitis,

Consumption (Early stages only).
Asthma do.
Hypochondria,
Impotency,

and an impoverished statemf the bloodPrice Ps. 2 per bottle; packingfor mofussil 8 annas.
puvcuaueu state oi tne oiooa

, ^
efifects of Dr. Allen’s Elixir OF Life are frequently manifest from the first davof its use by a remarkable increase of nervous power throughout the body : digestion is improved

and
wonderful^

; the bowels become regular
; the chill watery^blood becom^es rich

Use of fSa ™id- L-rf
strengthened

; and the relaxed muscles invigorated. By theuse of this medicine all debilitated organs return to their sound state, and perform thfir natural func-tioDs, Aod the wholo systsm undersroes a thoroui^h renovation,

men
Elixir of Life is now well known, and is acknowledged by the first medical

^d^LhlT efficacious medicine hitherto” discLered for Sand enfeebled constitutions, nervous debility exhaustion through overwork, aversion to ' busilssincapacity for study, dimness of sight, loss of memory, drowsiness, impotency, and all those diseasesfor which phosphorus, iron, quinine, strychnia, &c., are nob only given^in various forms butoften to the destruction of the sufferer’s health.
/ s* lu vauous rorms, nut

DR. ALLEN’S GOLDEN LINIMENT,
A Specific for Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, Swelling and Stiffness of the Joints

Paralysis of the Limbs, Sprains, Dislocations, and Pain in any part of the body.

^

By ife outward application only pains of any description and by whatever cause produced areinstantly cured The speedy and assuaging relief that has been afforded by it to thousands w^o hadbeen snffering from the agonies of Rheumatism justly entitles this extraordinary medicine to beproclaimed as the only remdy yet discovered for the cure of pain. By its judicious applicationnumerous chronic and long-standing cases have been perfectly cured. Price One Rupee p^r bottle

A r-
Numerous testimonials from various quarters testify to the efficacy of Dr. Allen’s MedicinesAgents wan ed in the Alofussil

;
iberal terms, which can be-learnt on application.

J-'^euicines.

A detailed List of Dr. Allen’s Medicines can be had on application.

BTJRDETT AND CO., SOXiE AG-ENTS,
3 A, Waterloo Street, Calcutta.

DWARKIN & SON,
IMPORTERS OP MVSZCAE INSTRUMENTS, &c.,

6, LOWER CEITPORE ROAD, CALCUTTA.
IMPROVED HARMONIFLUTES,

a-31

Superior Improved Harmoniflute, 3 octaves, O. G. Side 1 stop, highly finished in box
PEOPLE’^ HARMONIUMS,

Of Superior Tone and Finish, 5 octaves, in polished solid o.ik case, by Alexandre
IMPROVED CORNETS,

Superior Improved plated Cornet, Military Model with waterkey 5 crooks in box
CLARIONETS,

Of Cocoawood, in B flat, 13 German Silver keys, 2 rings, in box
FLUTE'S,

Of Superior Quality, in D, Cocoawood, 6 German silver keys, in box
VIOLINS,

Of Superior Tone and Finish, with Good Bow'ani box by Stardnarins
Assorted Instruments, Strings and Fittings always kent in £

Price List on application.

Rs. 65 each.

D 85

M 50 „

II 45 „

II 15

II 45

a-28

EUREKA”

SPECTACLES <f(. BTE-GLASSES.

NOTICE ON REMOVAL.

ON THE 1st august.

I SHALL REMOVE TO

No. 13, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET,

AND

NO. 1, MANGOE LANE.

CLately occupied by the French Bank.)

N. LAZARUS.

0-19 Oonsultation Free.
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COOKP] & KELVEY,
20, OLD COXTRT HOTTSB STREET. CAE017TTA,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE AND k^OMPLICATEB WATCHES,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.
The Model Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. They are entirely of English manufacture having powerful full-plate. Lever movements.
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance. Maintaining Power, &c.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,

Rs, 2.30 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.S.XW. — vv^ XkO. ^0\J lU ZOU.

COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHES OF GUARANTEED QUALITY
.'fi_ TT_1f TT j.! rv .• . _

Silver Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
R.s. 45, 5 cash.

o

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs, 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 cash.

GOES A X, B E R T CRAINS.
A magnificent assortment, many of the pattern being recently designed and of a novel character.

From Rs. 40 to 300.
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The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of massive

elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

a-29

COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.

NATIONAL BANK. OF INDIA,
EIIMEITED.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4%

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short

periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed

[>n the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under

sne lac.

J, Campbell,
0-62 , Manager,

K. G. SIRCAR, M.B.

,

L. R. C. P., EDINBURGH,
AND

L. F. P. S., GLASGOW,

10, Creek Row,

Can he consulted daily from 6 to 8 a.m.

Family engagements under special arrangements.
‘ 0-6

The Indian Student’s iDompanlon
TO

ARITHMETIC.
(Being a collection of nearly all the Examina-

tion Papers in Arithmetic of the Indian Univer-
sities, &c., with Answers.) Price with Postage
As. 13. To be had only of Messrs. D. N. Ghosh
&Co, The Central Library, 67, College Street.

fl-65

C. EAXARTTS dc CO.,

AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,

Calcutta.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S 356, 4.32

LOCK-STITCH Machines,
Sewing Machines. Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine

L^'CK-STITCH with polished cover and
lock.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine

LOCK-STITCH on polished Table, with
Hand Accessory,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 95.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine

LOCK-STITCH in polished Table, with
polished cover.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Mahcines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,
Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine ou po-
LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing MaoRines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,

Sewing Machines. Rs, 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S Packing for

LOCK-STITCH Hand Machines. Rs. 2-8.

Sewing Machines. Treadle ditto, Rs. 6.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a-3
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HAROLD & CO,
DAIiKOVSIE SQUARE, CALCUTTA

*
M

f >

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobilitv anft fionf-w
the Mofuasil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes with and without thn TT«rn

paniment, playing Bengali Ld Native Tunes. TheS^Serhave L^man^and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rir'h +r>no
or^ler,

and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each bol
^

—o
Sox No. 1073, playing'

1. Poorabee,
2. Imni,
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

6 Beng-ali tunes, 1st series.
1. Bassanto.
5. Kalangrah.
6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 100.
1073^, playing* 6 Beng-all tunes, 1st series.

4. Bassanto.
5. Kalangrah.
6. Peeloo.

_ „ ,
Cash price Rs. 125.

playing* 6 Beng*ali tunes. 2nd series.
4. Jhinjuttee.
5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

100 .

Harp or Setar Box No
1. Poorabee,
2. Imni.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie),

2 .

3.

1 .-

2 .

3.

6 Bengali tunes, 2nd series.
4. Jhinjuttee.
5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

1. Sarung.
2. Bhoirabee.
3. Kaffee.

^ash price RsHarp or Setar Box No. 1075^, playing
1. Sarung.

Bhoirabee.

Kaffee.

Cash priceRs. 125.
1077, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.

4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhola Janee. ^
6. Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 100. .

1077i, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.
4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhala Janee.

^ ,
6. Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 126.

Taza Bhee Taza.
Doogiree.

Hilli Mini Punnya.

Harp or Setar Box No.
1. Taza Bhee Taza.
2. Doogiree.

3. Hilli Mini Punya.

NZOHOX.Z.S & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta.

London:—! Whitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C,
Current or Floatino Accounts.

No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques
paid from Ra. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 p. M., and on Saturdays after 1 p. m.

Government Paper and Securities.
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.
Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange.
Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates
payable in Calcutta, or in Loudon at 'pa/r
Repayable at 10 days’ notice — 3' per cent.

,, at 3 months’ notice 4
„ at 6 months’ notice 5

”

,, at 12 months’ notice 6
**

„ at 2 years’ notice 7
”

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn’.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.

Business rules awarded on application. a-46

SMITH. ,STANISTREET, & OO.

Pharmaceutical Chemists and
Druggists,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

Jo His Excellency the Right Hon'hle

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-General op India,

ikc., ike.. kc..

H
From

»

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited
to address themselves in writing to X, care of
the Printer

AVE received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

Rs. A.
Artery Forceps

It II Fenestra
Belts, Abdomen

Corpulency
Riding

„ Carson’s Patent
Catheters, Silver Plated
Caustic Cases „
Dissecting Cases
Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete
,, Trumpets for Deafness

„ Cornets, Double
Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.

|

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks V

Stockings, Thread, per pair)
Ditto, Silk

,,

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz.
Electro-Magnetic Machines (

very powerful, single
Do. do, double
Do. do, pocket

2

4
9

12
6

16
3

3
7
4
8

3

9

P.

0
0
0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0
0

6 0 0

8

2
0

0

1
20 0 0

u

M

»

f I

If

ff

ff

II

ff

fl

If

ff

ff

• ff

f f

f I

ff

ff

Rs,. A. P.
... 12 0 0

... 4 8 0

... 9 0 0

... 60 0 0

... 36 0 0

... 3 8

... 4 0

... 12 0 0

3 8 0

... 2 0 0

... 2 0 0

... 1 12 0

... 2 8 0

... 1 4 0

... 1 8 0

... 7 0 0

... 2 8 0

... 2 0 0

... 16 0 0

... 80 0 0

... 1 0 0

... 6 0 0

... 2 0 0

... 1 8 0

... 1 8 0

... 2 0 0

... 2 0 0

... 2 8 0
P!

• •• 4 0 0
... 7 0 0
... 3 0 0
... 3 0 0
... 6 0 0
... 18 0 0
... 16 0 0
... 8 0 0
... 2 0 0
... 8 0 0

ff

f f 5

7

0 0
8 0

• I

25
18

0
0

0
0

enema APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From

action
,,

Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe ,,

Kennedy’s Syphon
Eye Instrument Cases

„ ,, Macnamara’s ,,

Cataract Knives and Needless
Scissors, curved, Probe, and

Sharp, pointed. Cross
Action

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs. &c.
Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

byns, Mudges, &c., tkc.

Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles

Abscess Knives, Symes
„ Lancets

Bistouries

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

„ Army Regulation
Probes, Silver
Scalpel and Finger Knives
Scalpels

Scissors

Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaculum
Stethoscopes
Specuiums Ear

Spring Kramers
„ Nose

Rectum
Vagina
Silver Plated

Spray Producers, Listers

,, Richardson’s Complete
,, Various Makers

Suspenders
Subcutaneous Syringes
Aluminum Cases

,, ... 36 0 0
Silver Plated Mounts „ ... 8 0 0
Clinical Thermometers

,, With Kew Certificate

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &c., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate n ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PHCENTX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers,
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from ... 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Agents

FOR

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxldised
Pbospborns Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBED BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OP THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.
Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. &

0. Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers.
. Wholesale rates on application.

9 k 10, Dalhousib Square,
and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street. a-17

The undersigned beg to inform the Public that
they have the undermentioned goods in large

quantities in stock, and orders supplied,—and
contractor.

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syringes
from \ oz. to 31b., Mugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds,
Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallons,
Freezing Pots, and other Pewter Articles of every
description.

Terms

—

Cash.
Price moderate,

BISSONAUTH OHUNDER & sons,
1, Bentinck Street, Calcutta
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Boogrlily Sridg'e XVotlce. 1

THB "Bridge will be closed for traffic on

Tuesday, the 13th July, 1880, from 4

to 7 P. M.
G. H. SIMMONS,

fl.53 Secrptanj to the Bridge Co^nimissionerfi,

Silver Cream.

For plating articles of Brass or Copper with-

out the aid of a Battery, and for silvering

Harness mounting, &c., as well as for cleaning all

kinds of silver and plated articles.

This preparation is guaranteed not to contain the

slightest trace of mercury, and from the simplicity

of its application supersedes anything of the kind

ever before introduced, it being only necessary to

rub it over the article (Copper and Brass), with a

piece of rag or the fingers, and polish with a

chamois leather in order to produce a coating of

pure Silver.

As this Cream deposits a coating of pure Metal-

lic Silver, articles of that metal cleaned with it in-

crease in weight and value in proportion to the

amount of coating received.

Price Re. 1 2 and Rs. 2 4 per bottle, packing

As. 4.

Remittance made in postage stamps should

carry one anna extra per Rupee to cover discount.

Agents for the Manufacturers.
HOWAR*^ & CO.,

<1.11 Barrack pore.

Students' G-uide to Engrllsli Idiom s.

In three parts.

Contoing copious ExplAtiations cind Idustra tions

of the use of Prepositions, Phrases, Idioms,

and the Articles,

BY

BHOLANAUTHPAUL, M. AT,

Head Master, Hindu School.

Price with postage, Rs. 3-4-G.

To be had at the Canning Library, the Central

Library, or of the author. Early applica.

tions requested.

ITotlce.

All private communicaiions for the Proprietor

of the Indian Mirror and the Sunday Mirror
should be directed to No, 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumtollab Street.

CAX.CUTTA BOOK. BEPOT.
The following Books may be had for cash only :

Rs. As. P.

Civil Court Manual, by Mr, Cranenburgh... 8 8 0
The Unrepealed Bengal Regulation, by
Mr. Cranenburgh ... 8 8 0

Criminal Court Assistant, by Mr. Cranen-
burgh ... 4 4 0

Civil Procedure Code,by Mr. Cranenburgh 4 4 0
The Unrepealed Acts of the Bengal Coun-

cil, by Mr. Cranenburgh ... 5 8 0
Notes on the Indian Penal Code ... 1 2 0
Secrets of Success at the Bar ... 1 1 0
The Evidence Act, by Mr. Cranenburgh... 12 0
Mahomedan Law ... 0 8 0

Apply to

RY MOHUN SEN & COUSINS,
No, 134, Shedoshiir Chunder's Lane, Champatolla,

a-66 CALCUTTA.

‘TXTANTED a Surveyor to find out, survey, and
VV , map all the village roads in the Sudder

Sub-Division of Bhaugulpore. Engagement for

three months, pay Rs. 60, and Travelling allowance
Rs. ,30 per mensem. Application with copies of

testimonials to be forwarded to undersigned,

,,C. R. MARIN DIN.
'

Chairman, B. R. C.,

S’JO Head Quarter Sub-Division, Bhaugulpore.

BH.. J. G. AKBEB.SOIO’,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139 , Dhurrumtollah Street,

Ztlay be consulted at all hours dally.

{At home from 11 to 12 a.m,')

Family engagements in and about Entally under
special rrangerctents. a-7

XlTBXA GBKEB.AB STBABI KAVI- !

&ATION COBIPAWrY, “LB.”
Schokne. KilbuRK & Co.

—

Managmg Agents,
j

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
j

Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward every Saturday,
rilHE Str. Agra wiL leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,

' the 9th instant,

TargoTill be received attheCompany’s Godowns,

NimtoUah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

8th instant. .,, ,

The Str. Sudiya will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-

•day, the 11th instant.

"Cargo^wlll be received at the Company’s

Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 9th instant.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train

of Saturday, the 10th instant.

CACHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SBRYICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar

downward every Thursday.
f|1HE Sti. Madras will leave

X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

•day, the 13th instant.

'Targ^^viTl be received at the Company’s Go-

downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,

the 12th instant.

For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4, Faiblik Place, i Q. J. Scott,

Calcntta, 7th July, 1880. {
Seeretwry,

ffl-1

Notice,

Life of Maharajah Nava Krishna Deva Baha-
door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

Behary Mittra, which the Press have opined to

be highly interesting, is ready^ for sale at the
Sanskrit Press Depository, the Canning Library,

39, Old Chinabazar, and 115, Cbitpore Road,
(Burtollab.)

Price six Annas,
fAll rights reserved.) a-8

Crusbed Food for XXorses.
REDUCTION OP PRICE,

COOK AND CO.

Are glad to announce a further reduction of

the price of the above to

Bs. 2>12 per mauud,
exclusive of bags. Also a reduction of the price

of their

Crushed Food for Cattle,
to Xls. 2 per mauud, exclusive of bags.

Chaff as before 1/8 per maund, exclusive of

bags.

12th May 1880. a-9

BIVBXtS STBAM NAVXGATXON
CO., “ LXnXXTBB.”

The Steamers of this Company run weekly from

Calcutta and Kooshteah to Assam and back.

rilHB Str. Nepaul will leave

X Kooshteah ifor Assam on
Thursday, the 15th instant.

^or further information regarding rates of

freights or passage, apply, to

i
MAONBILL & CO.

a-2

Tbe Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the

inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear

of those pecuniary losses to which persons are

exposed who become responsible for the acts of

others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.

For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER. F.I.A.,

Secretary.

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,
OR,

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place', Calcutta,

a*16 Agent, for BENGAL.

WABBANTEB

!

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. PARE’3 PATENT MEDI0INE3.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising therefrom.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically nU
diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,

injudicious use of Mercury, Chronic Venerial affec-

tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimples, Cutaneous

Eruptions, several kinds of Skin Diseases, Dyspepsia,

and general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful

property of removing the Mercury from the system
and of purifying the blood of all its impurities

Torn whatever cause arising, of invigorating the

system and imparting fresh energy and vitality

to it. Tbe brilliant and extraordinary efficacy of

this Blood Purifier in thousauJi* of < /-.nic and
almost hopeless cases, proves its effects to be un-

rivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8
;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for nierctirlal and Syphi-
litic Ulcers and Eruptions. Price per

30t 8_ annas.

infallible malaria Specific perfectly

i'ree from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious

intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or

Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the

egs and feet. Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses

and purifies the blood and the system from the

Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,

restores the internal organa to their normal func-

tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-

tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after

the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
lave baflded the attempts of the healine art and

where a)l other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart

)ottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the

cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.

Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external L-*plica-

tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To be had of
MAISON DE PARIS,

2, CHOWRINGHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH.
Calcutta. a-40

TKB INBXAN miKKOR.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(In Advance.)

Town.

Rs. As. p.

For One Month ... 2 8 0

„ Three Months ... 6 0 0

,,
Six Months ... 12 0 0

„ Twelve Months- ... 24 0 0

N, B.—The above includes 'subscription to the

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil.

For One Month ... ... 3 6 0

,,
Three Months ... 8 0 0

,, Six Months ... 16 0 0

,, Twelve Months ... 32
, 1

0 0

Foreign.

For Twelve Months (®ia Southampton) 48 6 0

„ ,,
{via Brindisi) ... 64 10 0

Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )

For One Month ... ... ... 1 0 0

I
1 tt*,e ^lonths ... ... ... 2 8 0

,,
Six Months ... ... ... a 0 0

„ Twelve Months... 10 0 0

( Single Cooy Four Annas, )

Foreign.
For Twelve Months vviaSouthamoton) '

12 7 0

,, „ (via Brindisi) 14 14 0
ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas per line.

No Advertisement charged for less than a

Ruoee.
For special contract rates apply to the Manaee-.

N, B ,—All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

Printed and published for the Proprietor bv W. C,

SooK, at the Sen Pres®, at No. 2, Briiis'' Indian

Street, Calcutta,
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FROM TKB PR.BSS COnxmxS-SZONER’S OrPlCE.

A STEAMER ATTACKED BY
ROBBERS.

Simla, 17th July, 1880.
The Euphrates Company’s steamer Khalii

going from Basorah to Bagdad, was attache
by Arabs near Ezra’s tomb on the 8th July
Fire kept up by the assailants for an hour
and an attempt was made to board steame
which failed. A quarter-master and on
passenger was killed and the Captain wounded

ffilttforrat llotijs.

In the leng run,” says an English journi
and says truly, “ lie cannot be trusted i

public affairs who is unwholesome in hi
private life. Minor morals determine majc
issues in the life of an official, as elsewhere.

;o:

There was what they called a Duff Jubile
meeting at the Free Church Institution o
the 13th instant, to commemorate the 50t
anniversary of the educational movement in
augurated by Dr. Doff.

:o:

The Indian Evangelical Review was, w
believe, at first started in Madras. It wa
then, if we are not mistaken, removed to Bom
bay

;
and from Bombay it has at last com

to Calcutta. Let us hope it has found saf

Wi h Mr. Macdonald as Editor it ought t
pay and prosper. We sincerely trust it will

Northampton wishes to retrieve its repu
>08 t by its rotes in favor o

Mr. Bradlaugh. A motion was brought be
To^n Council to allow the us

of the Town Hall on Sundays. It was reject

fi

majority. A good desorption o
Uie animated scene that took place in th
House of Commons on the Bradlaugh affai
is reproduced elsewhere from ihcGraphic

Long live Sir Wilfrid Lawson! Indi*
ought to contribute to the swelling tide o
congratulations pouring in from all sides. The
Indian Reform Association and other societiei
interested m lemperance ought to send con-
gratufatory messages. Now that the princi
pie of the Permissive Bill has been acknow
ledye I we must all be up and doinJ i.j I^dia

The London correspondent of the Indian
Church Gazette ends his last lette r to that
joi rnal with the following query :— “ I heard
yesterday from an Indian Native gentleman,
recently arrived in this country, that Keshub
Clumder Sen had boldly and blasphemously
proclaimed himself an Avatar. Is this the
case ?” We should like to learn the name
of this “ Indian Native gentleman.”

:o:

America is the only country in the world
where genius finds the fullest amount of
fair play, Mr. James A. Garfield, who has
been nominated President of the United
States by the Republican Convention at
Chicago, has risen to his present position
from the lowest ranks. He began life as a day-
laborer. He then » became a teacher, then a
lawyer, then an officer in the war, created
Ma^jor-General for his conduct in the battle of
Chickamauga. then a Congress man, and then
Senator elect for Ohio.” He is pre-eminently
the people’s Garfield.

We have received the first three num-
bers of a new missionary journal called
the Star in the East. The most note-
worthy feature in connection with it ig

that it is the organ of no particular
Christian sect, but it faithfully chronicles the
doings of the Church as a whole. More than
this. It has a column of religious intelli»ence
in which even the Hindus and Theosophisfg
are represented. This is a novel feature in
Calcutta journalism,and as it is a good feature
also, we have no hesitation in welcoming our
new brother and sincerely wishing him" long
life and prosperity.

.‘o:

Doolittle in his « Social Life of the
Chinese mentions that sometimes a prisoner
who^ is condemned to be beaten has a man
provided to receive the blows which should
fall upon his own person

;
this individual is

usually connected with the establishment, and
men have been known to take the place of
criminals condemned to bo executed, and to
suffer the extreme penalty of the law in their
stead, provided a sum of money be given to
their friends.This fact is quoted by a religious
contemporary to show “that the principle
of vicarious suffering is not unknown in
China,” and that “ it will enable the Chinese
the more readily to understand the fact of
Christ’s dving for the guilt of the sinner.”
How profound !

:o:

Another good cause has triumphed in the
present Parliament. Mr. Richard moved in
the House of Commons that an address
be presented to Her Majesty praying that she
would instruct the Foreign Secretary to enter
into communication with other powers with a
view to bring about a mutual and simul-
taneous reduction of European armaments
The motion was withdrawn, when Mr. Glad-
stone aasured tbe House that tbe sume spirit

which dictated the Alabama treaty would still
animate liiinself and his colleagues. But he
deprecated the motion as unnecessary, sayin»
that example in this respect was better than
precept. Mr. Courtney would, however, not
be satisfied with this. He carried an
amendment to the following effect : “ That
in the opinion of this House it is the duty
of Her Majesty’s Government, on all occa-
sions, when circumstances admit of it, to
recommend to foreign Governments a reduc-
tion of European armaments.” The Premier
assented.

The Protestant meeting at Exeter Hall to
protest against the appointment of the
Marquis of Ripon as Viceroy of India,
was disorderly and disgraceful through-
out. One gentleman writes “ A motion
was made, seconded, and supported to
the effect that the appointment of the
Marquis of Ripon is unconstitutional, il-
legal, and impolitic

;
but all who attempted

to speak in opposition to it were uncere-
moniously turned outside. I, too, induced
by the absurd propositions, which were laid
down for law and by the irrelevant matter
with which the speeclies abounded, having
presented myself at the bar, could advance
no farther than “ I rise. Sir, to oppose the
motion.’’ Instantly, without a word from
the Chairman, a person beside me ordered me
to be ejected

;
and on my offering resistance,

violent hands were laid upon me, and after
being bruised and buffeted to and fro, and
loaded with opprobrious names, I was pushed
downstairs and into the street.” It is this
fanaticism which means to govern India.

-.‘o:

The proposal of making Comparative
ihoology li branch of study for the Honors
which we have been advocating in these
columns for a long time, and which has found
an able exponent in Mr. Hastie of the
General Assembly’s Institution, has we
observe, been favorably received by

’

the
missionary journals. In that case, we are
of opinion, an attempt should be immediately
made to bring the subject before the Univer-
sity in a definite shape. Mr. Hastie has done
so in his elaborate scheme submitted to Mr.
Croft long ago. We may be permitted, how-
ever, to say that as the Faculty has already
adopted a scheme of courses, and it
is not even certain that the Senate
will adopt It, any chance of Mr. Hastie’s
scheme being approved is remote. So that
his excellent idea of making Comparative
Theology a subject of study, must take its
chances along with the whole scheme submit-
ted by him May we suggest to the learned
Principal of the General Assembly’s Institu-
tion the desirability of detaching this im-
portant element from the larger project and
bringing it before the Senate in the shape of
an abstract resolution? The subject is im-
portant enough to deserve separate con-
sidfratiga.
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^1r. E« J. Soott of Btiroilly discussos onco
more the question of an Eastern Christ and
maintains his old position that Christ is nei-
ther Eastern nor Western. Our readers
are^ quite familiar with his arguments
•which ho expressed in these columns
many months ago. We need not recur
to them h^re. But there is a passage in

an article which he writes in the Evangdiced
Ecvi6w which we may just notice in a few
words. He says :

—

writes to the Indian Church Gazette to say
that Knldja, the country in dispute between
tl>e Russians and the Chinese, lies on the
border of the old land where the garden of
Eden was situated ! “ The description of
Eden in Genesis implies the existence of a
fertile plateau, well-watered, from which
four rivers issue, and towards the west of
which lies a desert and sterile country.”
The platean in question is that of Kashgar.
“ Tlie strongly marked Jewish features of the

Is it not a fact for our critics to ponder, that the
West reveals a genius for linguistic and his-
torical interpretation ? Hence Zoroastrian, Hindu
Confucian and other Oriental books are findincr
their most trusted expounders in the West
The East and particuliarly India, while pos-
sessing a wonderful genius for bold and profound
speculations in philosophy of some kinds, has dis-
played no true historic spirit. Hence, there fs much
more danger that Hindu speculators will present
the “ life and teachings of Jesus,” “ through the
colored medium of ” Hindu philosophy and of an
Indian imagination than that the Christian .Mis-
sionaries present Christ “ through the colored
medium of European theology.” Fairly put,
which of these sections of the globe possesses the
severer scientific habits and the truer historic in-
stincts ? And our Brahmo friends should remember
^at for centuries nay during all the history of
Christianity the West has been submittin" the
Gospel record and the character of Jesus to the
severest scrutiny.

Yes, but our friend forgets one thing.
Though linguists and historical interpretors
are to be found in the West, the founders of
the religions which they expound are with-
out exception Eastern. The West has
never given birth to a religion, and it is,

therefore, probable that it may over-
look some 01 the most salient features
in expounding the religions of the East.
What we say is not that missionaries willingly
misrepresent Christ, but tliey overlook those
sides which are not natural to them, and
make most of those which nature fits them
to appreciate.

Robinson, though old, is a §fay youth
Ramchurn, though young, is a grave old man.
Really a Native of India, a Bengali especially,
is found very heavy when weighed, being
naturally of a very philosophical and serious
turn of mind. There is an awful amount
of gravity about him, which we do not find
in the character of Western nations.
An old Saheb is always childish

;
a

young Babu is oldish always. When he has
completed his three score and ten and it is
time to think of the great hereafter, our Eng-
lishman would not object to be found in the
heyday of wild frolic and gaietv. An old
Englishman is still desperately fond of his
cricket match, badminton and foot ball, and
as he plays, his philosophical Babu Kerani
smiles in his sleeves, and cannot bear
to see such intolerable childishness. When
old Sahebs who ought to have been in their
graves long ago dance in lively style, all
Bengal is driven into fits of laughter. Why
because the thing seems so ludicrous to our
countrymen. They think that only boys and
girls^ ought to dance. They do not regard
dancing as

^

a sin, but they look upon
it ^as childish. Even running, swimming,
riding and physical exercises generally are con-
signed to “ little folk” and to adult Babudom
seem injradtg. Between such extreme na-
tional prejudices truth, wo apprehend, is to be
found in the golden mean. The Saheb ought
to become a little more serious, and the Hindu
more lively and child dike, if not childish.

Afghans would lead one to suppose that
the Adamites inhabited the whole surround-
ing country but, when the inhabitants of
Kashgar were gradually driven from their
country by the influx of still more Eastern
tribe.a, that the Afghans were left unharmed,
as the Hindu Kush mountains presented too
formidable a barrier to invasion, and thus the
Jewis expression of features was preserved
there. It is unreasonable to suppose that
the Afghans have any connection with the
ten lost tribes of Israel.” The first river
alluded to above is the Indus or Panz
Sni Pishon. The country througli which
the Pishon runs is called Kavilah in Genesis.
This is easily recognisable as Cabul. It is

strange, says the writer, that very similar to
that of Eden exists among the Brahmins,
ihese make the holy lake of Mansarowar in

Thibet the special place of inter est. So the
Bible story is slowly migrating to the region
of the rising sun, from whence it ori«>i-

nally started. We should not have miTch

I

to complain if after this the Genesis were

I

proved to be a lost chapter of the Rig Veda.

TWO WILD THEORIES.

•:o:-

Anothbr great Biblical discovery, and the
discoverer is Mr. G. T. Carruthers, who

In the last number of the Calcutta Review,
Mr. Keene writes two articles, one on his
favorite subject, the Indian Military Adven-
turers of the last century, and another on the
Early Aryans and their Invasion of India.
Weeannotsay the latter will add much to the
reputation of the writer as an antiquarian.
The most interesting portion of it is that which
relates to the Dards and Shiaposh Kaffirs of
Central Asia. But the entire beginning is we
conceive, a mistake. Mr. Keene starts a
theory, but it is one entirely unsupported by
facts. Ho is evidently of a school of thinkers
made fashionable by the late Mr. James Mill
whose sole object is to minimise the part taken
by India in the production of thought. He
is of opinion that the “ earlier hymns and
ballads of the Vedas are not of Indian
origin, but are the remains of Proto-Aryan
songs which the element worshippers used
before their great migration into Cashmere
and the Punjab.” This is a theory as con-
clusive and convincing as the other one
held by many authorities that the mono-
theistic ideas of the Rigveda were borrowed
from the writings of Moses. Mr. Keene is

the bolder of the two, for he goes the length
of asking— Is it necessary to suppose tliat

the Vedas were written in India ? May not,
at least, the very old portions represent the
breviary of the old Bactrian Church before
the Zoroastrian reforms?” We think it

would have been better if the writer had
first satisfactorily proved that there
was such an institution as “ the old Bactrian
Church ”, and that a breviary was really used
in it. There is not a tittle of evidence to
show that the writings of our early forefathers
could have been the production of any but a
strictly Hindu genius. The mould of thought
is entirely Hindu, and the peculiarities that
mark it do not belong to any other nation or
race. Then there is a bolder suggestion which

the writer makes. He does not believe that

Buddhism was a re-action against Hinduism,
and in this he follows Fergusson, by no means
reliable authority on the subject, in holding
that Buddhism was “ a Turanian system !”

And there is another miracle of a con-

jecture :
“ there seems,” says this writer,

“ grave reason to doubt whether that

teacher (Sakya Muni) over existed, and the

records of his teaching bear a much more
modern date” !! We lose our breath at these

wild suggestions. Is the writer really in

earnest, or does he joke? A theory prevail-

ed in days gone by that Sakya Muni was a

Negro. Mr. Keene does not maintain this,

but be says that Sakya’s system is Turanian.
If that be correct, how has it come to

pass that the entire body of Buddhistic
writings are so full of references to Indian
names, things and institutions, and that they

contain no allusion whatever to Turanian
names ? If Mr. Keene has read M. Bour-
nouf’s admirable and exhaustive Introduction

to the His ory of Buddhism, he must be con-

vinced that that system can be nothing but a

protest against Hinduism,and that in no other

country and under no other circumstances was
Buddhism ever possible. A large portion of

tlie existing literature on the subject, we admit,

is unreliable, and grounded upon assumption.
Bnt to attempt to run against the current

and to counteract all the existing tendencies

of speculation by assuming them to be mons-
trously false is a feat reserved for rare

scholars but surely not such a one as Mr.
Keene is aupposed to be.

HAIL ACCOMPLISHED MUSICIAN !

It was a wonderful performance. Through-
out it was perfection beyond all praise. I

listened with rapt attention from beginning

to end, and the voice was like sweet bells

ringing. How powerful, how charming that

voice ! It captivated me, and I am. a captive

still. Many an eminent singer I had heard
before, amateur and professional, many a

scientific hand had I seen play on diverse

musical instruments with marvellous skill,

but none can be compared for a moment to

this new musician. Who can this strange

person be ? What country does he hail from

Where did be learn music to such perfection ?

No doubt, he comes from that land of music,

that garden of the world, Italy, where all is

poetry. There were musicians of all nation-

alities and creeds assembled the other day
to hear the clever artist’s performance, and
all admired his skill, and not only cried

encore several times, but with tremendous
applause shouted forth,—glory, glory, glory

to the • unsurpassed musician whom the

heavens and the earth delight to hear !

Our city is now full of praise and
admiration concerning him, and men, women
and children are always and everywhere glori-

fying his rare merits. Especially the men of

the New Dispensatio
,

for whose benefit he

has come out, are overjoyed, and are

always longing to hear him again and
again. I have had no rest since I heard

him, and I have at once engaged him
for the next fifty years. He will come into'

my chamber of music every morning and per-

form new pieces daily. He has been serving

as regularly, and we are getting quite ena-

moured of his music. Yesterday he quite en-

raptured me, my family and my friends, with
what I should characterize as superhuman
music. I was so greatly moved that I

flung away at his feet a quantity of

pearl-drops from ray eyes. The musician

thereupon felt greatly encoiKaged and ex-
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'^ited, and went on

and sweeterhigher

to amnse us with

airs wliich soeine 1

cinlto enchanting. As lie got more and more

excited wesiw inarvellons things. I’lie great

artist brought in a variety of diverse-shapvi

musical instruments. Some looked like

tall trees, others like hills
;

some wore

like the surging sea, others like a

volcano. Those he plied with his fingers

most dexterously, and tliey discoursed ex-

cellent music. Wonder of wonders ! Can

trees and mountains produce musical sounds

!

Yes, in the hands of a clever artist they can.

Then the professor arranged many species of

birds and beasts and insects, and ho began

to play on them so that their mingled notes

formed a beautiful chorus. Ah ! who can

describe the grand choral symphonies coming

from the whole animal world, which we

heard the other day. As if not content with

this astonishing feat the musician wont ou

to perform greater miracles. All of a sud-

den ho caught hold of me and began to play

upon me. Now he seems to be blowing me
as a flute with his mouth, causing musica[

sounds by his wonderful inspiration. Now
he played upon the hard muscle strings

and the soft nerve strings in my system

as upon a harp. I was lost’ in amaze-

ment as deliciously sweet tunes were

evolved one after another out of this rotten

instrument. I knew not which to admire

most, the fingers playing or ttie instrument

played upon. A worthless worn-out old
j

bamboo pipe it was, I myself detested it. And
j

yet in the hands of a master of music even

this detestable piece of Indian bamboo dis-
|

coursed heavenly music. T was transported

with joy. I gave all my silver and gold and all

1 had, even m^ heart and mind I gave to

this wonderful artist, and at last I exclaimed,

—Adorable master, I am thine. Now com-

menced the music of a church organ. About

a hundred of os present in the temple were

selected and arranged in groups, and so

adjusted as to form one vast instrnment,

A hundred different sounds were so at-

tuned as to swell into most solemn

devotional music. We were no longer dis-

united individuals, but an organized and

united choir, nay one vast church organ in

the Temple of the New Dispensation. I

could no longer control myself, but ran to the

musician before me and fell at his feet com-

pletely entranced. As soon as T recovered

my full heart burst into words like these :—
O wonderful musician, thou art not man,

thou art not of this earth. Thou are the

very God of the universe. Thou hast come

into this world of ours only to captivate us

with thy sweet music. Every word tliou ut-

tereat is sacred music, every object thou touch-

est is converted into a charming instrument.

This vast universe is continually discoursing

heavenly music. A book of psalms I see every-

where, and sacred hymns I hear on all sides.

Divine Musician, thou hast filled me with

rapture. Unspealcable Joy of my heart, dear

Bansidhar, continue to gladden me with thy

music. Give me thy sweet music, and I will

give thee tears of joy for ever and ever.

DID THE HINDUS EVER DER-
SECUTE ?

Mr. Edgar’s article on the causes of the final

disappearance of Buddhism from India, which

we reproduced a week ago from the Fortnight-

ly Review, ought to receive the attention

which the writings of this indefatigable work-

er in the field of Indian research deserve.

One of the novel positions assumed by him in

1

connection with the subject, relates to the part

which Mahomedanism took in the suppression

of that system. It has been assumed by

almost all the autliorities that tlie expulsion

of Buddhism was duo to a general persecution

commenced by Hindus,and carried on by them
to the hitter end. Mr. Edgar holds there is

no ground for this supposition. Prom inscrip-

tions and legends he has obtained the

conviction that at no period was Buddhism
in so flourishing a condition as when it was
supposeil to bo persecuted, that Hindus
and Buddhists pulled well with each

other during the period in question, that the

Mahomedans were tire bitterest foes of the

system, and tlrat when they came to India,

they at once suppressed and spoliated the

monasteries which were scattered over the face

of the country. Without entering into

details, we may say that we have been struck

with one particular feature of the question.

In subscribing to a general theory of perse-

cution. many authorities seem to over-

look the character of the supposed perse-

cutors. It may be safelv asserted tliat Hindu
persecution differs materially from that which

obtained in Mahoniedan or Christian coun-

tries. Those bloody scenes and fierce on-

slaughts which fertilised Islam and Christen-

dom with the best blooil of the inhabitants,

are inconceivable in India. We read no-

where of that general process of killing

which rendered the reign of Diocletian, for

instance, so liatefiil and horrible to the

general reader. We reail of persecutions in

the national epics and legends
; but they

everywhere end in the triumpii of the heroes.

They are not tragedies in anv sense of the term.

The boy Prahlada was thrown into the fire,

trampled upon by an elephant, made
to swaMow poison, and hurled headlong

down from a rock
;

but he triumph-

ed in the end. Indian persecution is

harassing, but it seldom terminates in

death. Many and various are the systems

that took their birth in India, but none of

them caused bloodshed. Buddhism itself never,

at least up to a very late moment of its exist-

ence, gave rise to sanguinary scenes. So also

we may say of Vaishnavaism, Rikhism,

and others. If Christ had been born in India,

we are sure ho would never have been cru-

cified. While such is the general character

of the nation, it may seem to be extremely un-

natural that Buddhism in any sense

owed its death to a system of general

persecution. We think we have said

enough to show that persecution is never a

trait of the Hindu character. Mr. Edgar

maintains in one passage that the annoyances

generally suffered were those which resulted

from the defeat of the Buldhists in argu-

ment with their Brahmin opponents. A
Buddhist, for instance, was obliged to

sacn'fice his monastery when overcome

by a Hindu in dedate. In this way

during the period of Buddhistic decline,

many such monasteries may have disappeared.

There was another curious feature in connec-

tion with these intellectual wranglings. Two

priests usually met in single combat, and

one of the conditions entered into was

that if either party were defeated, he should

instantly allow his head to be cutoff. We
read of two such instances in the life of

Hiouen Thsang, the Chinese traveller, who

came to India in the seventh century. In

1 one case he was challenged by a Hindu, and
in the other it was ho who challenged

a body of rival Buddhist sectaries. To both
the condition mentioned above was attache

Hiouen Thsang came victorious from both

the encounters, but fortunately no heads were
lost. We do not know, indeed, whether any
heads were actually chopped off from the

body. In an able anil thoughtful Bengali
book, entitled “ Kula Kalima”, written by
Babu Jadub Chunder Lahiri, we read of

Udayanacharya, a well-known philosopher

,

who is said to have sent to death one hun-
dred Bhuddist philosophers as the result of

his victory over them, and who died upon the

funeral pyre himself in expiation for so

many deaths. This circumstance is men-
tioned with some pride in the family history

of this remarkable man, and certainly we
should make a reasonable allowance for ex-

aggeration,which in a country like India is al-

1 ways inevitable, if not justifiable. But the story

is valuable as corroborating in a clear man-
ner our view on the nature of Indian persecu-

tions. From what we have said it is evident

that this process of decapitation, if any
such actually existed, was the result of a

defeat in an intellectual struggle, carried on
between two giants, and it cannot explain

or justify any theory of a general persecution.

We have said that by the very constitution of

his being an Indian cannot persecute. Under
the circumstances we think Mr. Edgar’s theory

is reasonable and is deserving of attention.

DAILY PRAYER.

[Translated into Urdu by a Friend.]

Ai oarib-Dost, tere mamle se ham hairan

hai. Tu ajub jadugar hai. Tujadu se Isa

Musa og.aira agio zamane ke mardane Kho-
dako lahaze me inka hazir karke ham so

milata hai, anr dunia dost logonko Khoda
dost abid banata hai, Tere jadu ke sabab kal

jo jahel tha aj wuh dana, jo muflis tha lahaze

me wuh mal lar ho gaia. Sab tiro jadu Id b.tzi

hai. Tu ne kaha, lag jadu,wukin dekha ham no

hamara mokan saharai ibadat hua, jo iwan tha

wuh kuh Himalaya ban gaia. Tere jadu so

palak biiar me dunia behest ho jata hai.

Ah mitti ko ham sone mardozan ko feriste

dekhten hai. Tu ankhonmeajub dlionka deta.

Tere jadu se palak me samne se ijnas nr jate

hain, ya uske rang o shakal badal jate hain.

Jadugar ne gole aur gurieko hat par lia, aur

jadu Ida, wuh hi un sab ur gai, kuch baki

nahi rahe, ia us ne gole ko ande aur gurieko

per banaia. Teri karrawai bhi aisi hai. Tu
sakht jadugar hai. Abhi dekha ajiin shahar

hai, hamara charon taraf raste bazaron me
laklion admion ki bliir lagi, is wakt dhyan

lagaia tere* jadu ki barkat se dekha

shahar viran ho gai, koi inha manjid nahin,

sarasar khalwat hai. Ival meri bibi

bari beiman dunia parasth thi, aj tere afsun

se wuh mumina o zahida ban gai, bari

dhyan lagai, dunia se bilkul kinarakash hui.

Tu kahin jadu se aurothon ko zabardast mar-

donko zerdust karta hai, khamtaba larko

ko rishdar jvvan ke se sakbt dil pakke banata

hai, aur buddheko larke ki tabiat me zahir

karta hai. Baze shaks ka sir kat kar uske

gardan par Sakrates ke sir nasab karta

hai
;
dusre ka sir urai ke Buddh dev ka

sir uske gardan par barpa karta hai,

ia kisi ke sine me Isa ka dil dal deta

liai, yano Sakrates Buddh Isa ke haksanasi

inatiabat o ilm un logonko iiasib hota hai.

Kabhi ham dekhte liain koi kadam ko sir

or sir ko kailam karke chala, yaiie akal ki

hidayat so rah clialue laga. Kal jo apne Icq

gonga samajhta aj wuh sangskrib zaban ra^

i
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takrir karta hai, anr jo shaka apne ko bare

alira guraan kartlia tha wuh jahal ban "aia.

Sab inklab o adafc ke barkhilaf hai. Teri

jadagari se aisi rupani tilismath hamare dar-

mian hamesha hoti rahti hai, Tu masbiit

jadugar hai. Ta hast ko nest karta hai,

aur nest ko hast karta liai. Sirf yih nai

sunnat 3 ine naba bi(ihan ki mahiat hai.

Ilahi teri sahar jadu ke aise tamashe ha-

raesha dekhte rahe yih hamari arzn hai.

[Advertisement,]

— o

—

THE BRAHMO MANDIR.

The Sermons preached by the Minister of the

Brahmo Mandir are being regularly published. In-

tending subscribers will be good enough to send in

theirnames to the Mission Office, No. 6, College

Square, as soon as convenient. The sermons are

published every Sunday ;
but for the convenience

of Mofussil subscribers, it has been arranged that

copies will be despatched by post, just in time to

reach them for use in their weekly prayer meetings.

For further particulars apply to

PEARY MOHAN CHOWDHRY.
6, College Squire, Brahmo Misson Office,

10th July im.

Bhai Protap ChundeR returned to Calcutta

last week.

Bhai Gour Govinda Rai left last night for

Arrah to celebrate the anniversary festival there.

The minister’s sermon on the Speaking God.

preached last Sunday, is ready for sale. Price 1

anna.

An old menial servant from Scind has kindly

presented Rs. 10 to the Missionary Home Build-

ing Fund. His donation 'has a peculiar value.

We sometimes do not understand what the

missionaries say of us- Thus Mr. Macdonald in the

course of an article on the “ Primitive Religion

aud the Rig Veda” remarks “ Keshub Chunder

Sen and his friends find it more difficult to give up

the worship of the trees, mountains and rivers,

than that of Kali. Krishna, Vishnu and Durga.

See late numbers of the Sunday edition of the

M-ivvov^^ Now what is the meaning of

this ? Can any body say ?

It is proposed to republish in a collected form

selections from our Devotional columns.

AN APPEAL.
Our workers and their families need clothing,

of which there is rot an adequate supply at

present. Many among the well-to-do classes in

the metropo'is and the provinces might feel in-

clined to meet the want and help our brethren

.

This humble appeal, therefore, goes forth in the

name of God, on behalf of His servants, and it is

to be hoped clothes for fifty souls, adults and

children, will be forthcoming, and that no kind-

hearted gentleman will think it too much to pre-

sent at least two Ahoties every year. Money

contributions will not be received, but only

dhotves and saris, not rich but decent, will be

thankfully received by the Minister.

We have received a copy of “ A Discourse on the

Brahmic Doctrine of Inspiration” by Babu Durga

Das Roy of Dacca, which we advise all Brahmos

to read It contains a clear and elaborate summary

of our doctrine of inspiration, and contains besides

much that may be of interest to the general reader.

Its perusal has giveh us very great pleasure, for it

states from an independent standpoint of view

some of the strongest arguments in favor of the

doctrine. We are convinced that in coming to any

decision about the points so much contested in the

nresent agitation, there are only two courses open.

One should take the ground of human reason and

iudge of God and religion by the ru es of his own

intellect, or he should unconditionally declare for

the supreme standard, the voice even of God in

the human soul. There is no third course open to

the Iheist; and what is very vyonderful, there, is

a singular unanimity among those who take up

one or the other of these sides. Men who ^e^'are

reason to be the only standard by which they

may judge of Divine Government, have the same

ing(hg(J Qt Btfttiog their arguments, the .[same

reaso'^.ing and the same reasons too. One may tell
whether a man is a rationalist from the very way in
which he states his arguments. There are those, on
the other hand, who are entirely guided by the
voice of God, and to whom the morality of
actions is determined by the way in which that
voice is heard. “ How do you know that this
thing is moral ?”—is answered by the assertion.
“ Because God has said so.” Speaking of the
recent marriage, the author of the book says :

—

“Were it necessary for me to declare one wav or
the other in regard to this marriage, I would direct-
ly go to the Fountain Head of all truth, to God him-
self, from whom Mr, Sen says he has received his
inspiration, and settle the question for ever in a
right B'-ahmic way.” So there is but one mode
of ascertaining the morality of an action. If a
person says he has been guided by God in a certain
step that he has taken, the proper way to test the
sincerity of his words is not by imputing to him mo-
tives and seeking to explain his course by them,
but to apneal straight to Him who dictated the
action. Those who adopted this course in refern ce
to the late agitation had no difficulty in coming
to a satiafactory conclusion. Indeed, such men are
found to agree wonderfully as regards all things.
They have the same voice from “ China to Pern,”
and the samo words were spoken in ages gone by.
Speaking of the former class of Brahmos, Babu
Durga Das Roy says truly enough “ When once
in the wrong path, we find our friends in a hopeless
maze, from which it is no easy task to get thems-
selyes extricated. As a consequence they have been
obliged to abandon, one by one, the most essential
truths of Brahmoism as a practical religion.”
This is inevitable. There is no road to truth but
one. and if a person lo=es si"ht of that, there
is no knowing what falsehoods he may not come
to in time. We regret to say this tendency to
infidelity and scepticism has become painfully
apparent in those Brahmos who have rejected the
New Dispensation. May their misguided souls be
brought to see the light as it is in God !

BRAHMO PULPIT.

ONE OR 330 MILLIONS? *

[Translated.]
The Vedi of the Brahma Mandir ought to decide

to-day a long standing quarrel which has been
raging in this country. Is God one or three
hundred and thirty millions? In the deep root of

the tree of Hinduism we observe only one God.
But count its branches, and, lo ! there are three
hundred and thirty millions. Millions of branches
sprang from one seed. How could one multiply
itself into three hundred and thirty millions,
and how could so many millions remain hidden
in one? It is very interesting to listen to the
particulars of this wonderful mystery. But who
can recite the marvellous tale ? Our answer is,

“ The New Dispensation.” The union of conflict-

ing opinions is to be seen only where the New
Dispensation unfurls its standard. Let then India
hear the good tidings of the New Dispensation.
The pantheon of our country is as the husk, a
mere outward covering, in which the various
fragments of God exist in the shape of
seeds. These ought to be carefully extracted
before idolatry is banished from the land. The
Brahmo Somaj has not been able to subdue the
gods merely because the seeds alluded to have
been allowed to remain concealed so long. It is

the mission of the New Dispensation to under-
take this task. In India, where 4,000 years ago
the flag of one God streamed high in the air,

have now been established in accordance with
circumstances the temp’es of innumerable gods
and goddesses. Do you not perceive a wonderful
mystery in this circumstance ? To the eye with-
out yoga all this appears to be idolatry and
supersition ;

but when yoga is developed, the
330 millions present nothing but different forms
and attributes of God. Each of them embodies a

truth which every Brahmo must adopt. Let us
beware that in forsaking the images we do not
forsake the spirit that is incarnate in them. All

the recognised gods of India are so many parts and
reflected fragments, so to say, of the Supreme
Deity. Whan you behold light, you naturally
suppose that it represents only one color. But
science reveals to us seven wonderful colors in

that white ray of light. Can the eye or

the imagination of the ignorant conceive so

many colors in the rays of the sup ? When
the philosopher passes a ray of light through a

prism and sees it broken up into saven
different colors, he is wonderstruck, and says unto
the Almighty—“ Blessed art Thou, O God,

* The substance of a sermon preached by the
Minister in the Brahma Mandir on Sunday, the
4th July, 1880,

blessed is Thy cunning, inscrutable wisdom. Thou
alone canst work so much wonder.” Even so in

the case of God. Analyse Him, and you will find

that three hundred and thirty millions remained
concealed in Him. 0 Hindu, your Mahadeva, your
Vishnu, your Saraswati, your Laskhmi, your
Ganesaand Kartik, your Durga, Kali and
Jugatdhatri exist as so many forces and attributes

in God. In Ajodhya, and Briudaban, in Puri, Gya
and Benares, every where I feel that I am in the

temple of God. My God is to be found in your
temples. When Divinity is passed through the

prism of faith, lo I it is refracted aud breaks itself

up into millions of wonderful forms and colors.

Seek ye to unite them ? Look with the eye of

yoga, and you will find them as by magic united
and become the one unbroken God. We are not
to worship the images of idols, but the attri-

butes that exist in them. To reject one attri-

bute of God is a sin. If you revere Him, you
are also expected to revere His attributes. Hence,
like an eclectic, accept whatever there is of good
in the Hindu divinities. Extract Brahma out
of all the Avatars and Saints, male and
female, of this country. No idol should have
been established here if it had not re-

presented a Divine attribute. There could have
been no temple dedicated to Rama in Ajodhya,
to Krishna in Brindaban. to Juggernath in Orissa
aud to Buddha in Gya, if there had not been hid-

den in them some particular attributes of the God-
head. Do not suppose, however, that 330 millions

is a definite number. It is indefinite, and re-

presents not one, not so many millions, but some
thing that is innumerable and incalculable. What
is innumerable ? Is God innumerable ? No. Hari is

one, and cannot be many. But His manifestations
are various. The root is one, but the branches
are many. In one God there are incalcul-

able attributes. Hindustan has forgotten its

Hari, and has taken to the worship of

images representing His various manifestations.
This has been the source of great mischief.

Brahmo India became idolatrous India as
soon as the attributes of its God assumed various
forms and images. The New Dispensation has come
down from Heaven to protest against this idolatry,

and release God from a physical embodiment. 0
devotee, if you could live millions of days in the
world, you would find a new manifestation of God
every day in your life. When you study the
Divine wisdom, you shall learn many new truths
and be versed in many sciences. When you con-
template and worship Him as Lakshmi, you will

find the mother of the universe actually adjusting
the affairs of your household, and enriching you
with gifts of grain and corn. When you worship
Him as Sakti or Force, a new strength
will be infused in your weak heart, and
fresh energy, fire and vigor will sparkle through
your frame. Again, when you shall conceive Him
as Mercy, you will find Him maintaining the world
in the form of an infinite and omnipotent Vishnu,
and sending new Dispensations from time to time
for the regeneration of the sinful world. Some
day, again, you will see Him as the personation

of nirvana, and then all the lust and desires of your
heart will be extinguished, and you will attain the
state of perfect equilibrium. Some time you will

contemplate Him as the abode of joy when you will

find yourself suddenly snatched from the fetters of

mrery and plunged into the endless oc=an of rejoic-

ing. The happy son will sit on the lap of the Happy
Mother. In this way you will daily worship Him
with a new spirit, and every day you will see a

new God. Sometimes as Father, sometimes as

Mother, now the King, now the Judge, now the

Stealer of the human heart, then its Almighty
Tempter, now the Slayer of demons, then the
Trampler of the infidel—your Hari will appear be-

fore you arrayed in all His varied garbs
;
and the

newness of your culture shall have no end. In this

manner you will find innumerable sides of

One Invisible God, Blessed are they who see

One in three hundred and thirty millions, and
three hundred and thirty millions in One. Unless
ye do this, O Brahmos, ye shall never taste of the

sweets of the true Brahmo Dharma, and ye shall

never be able to see the living God. Your daily

prayers shall be old and dry. Those whose pray-

ers are every day the same and have no newness
or variety in them, are idolaters in one senie.

Their deity is dead
;

it stirs not, it lives not
;

it

retains one aspect throughout, and is therefore sus-

ceptible of no change. The worshipper of a dead
God is as lifeless as the dead. The worship of

images or pictures renders the worshipper as lifeless

as the image or picture. If you be real worshippers

of God, then your prayers shall be new and fresh

for ever. Our God is not like a dead stone ;
but,

0 Brahmo, He is ever new. Wherever there is life,

there is change and newness. The living Hari is

ever new, and therefore His culture is ever fresh.

Worship to-day the pure Haii; to-moirow the God

L
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oiyoga, the day after the Lover of the devout; in
this way worship Him in new ways all the days of
your life. If you persevere, you will find, if you
will consult your devotional diary, that in 3G5 days
you have prayed in 365 different manners. Conceive
what It will be if you live for .'3 i million
days ! But, O Brahmo, your life is of longer
duration than this. Eternity is your life. Hence
111 tins world, ns well as in the next, you will
have the privilege of seeing God in infinite
ways and worshipping Him with garlands culled
irom the devotion and sentiment of innumerable
nations. Eschew idolatry, therefore, by all
means. Your God is the Eternal Fountain
or attributes. From Him flow the ceaseless enr-
rents of new and ever new sentiments, and in that
^ream you shall cool your dry and parched life,
our God is an endless mine of wealth

;
gather

rom Him every day varied and variegated treasures
ot new sentiment and love. Ever sing of the Newm new tunes and in new moods, and dance in the
sweet intoxication of His wonderful love.

NOTICES TO CORiiESPONDENTS.

Pei'sonx favoring ns with communications are
requested to write legibly and on one side of the
paper only.

_

Unnuthentieated communications will not be
tnserted.

Keuar Nath Mittra.—

B

eceived.
W. T, r)-. '

j. T T. S;
P. N. M. Do

any thing vou like
against atheism, but nothing against a particular
individual who may be an atheist.

dlom’.^jjonrfeiKc.

[ ir<? do not hold ourselves in any way responsihlc
for the opinions of out correspondents ,—Ed. S. il/.]

CHRIST UNDER THE NEW DISPENSATION.

TO the editor op the “sonday mirror.”
Sir,— I have gone through, over and over again,

the sacred biography of Jesus as contained in the
Gospels. As a moral teacher of a very high order.
Jesus even in my early days wonderfully succeeded
in exacting my heart’s allegiance. 'Reverently
1 sat at his feet to learn the exalted ethics in-
culcated in his Sermon on the Mount. .My in-
debtedness to this ethical code is more than I could
say. As a friendly light it helped my youth to
steer clear of the Scylla and Charyhdis of immorali-
ty and sensuality. But Jesus, other than a moral
force,—the truer and higher Jesus long remained
a vealed book to me. Who could know the verit-
able Christ of God without light from above ?

It was, therefore, not till the dawn of the
New Dispensation, which has now in God’s own
timejburst upon the Brahmo Somaj, that I could
begin to unravel his mysterious divine nature.
The blessed Dispensation of heaven 1 It has
brought home to my heart the great Pronhet of
Nazareth in his true glory, and shed a flood of
light in unfolding the mysteries of the Gosnels.
It has furnished me with the right key to unlock
the untold treasures hidden within his fathomless
soul. And it has taught me not to mnrder the
spirit of his scriptures by attaching too much
importance to their letter. The Gospel of St,
John which was to me a mass of meaninvlegg
jargon, opens up a world of Tnew thouehts-'now
that it is read with the eye of spirit. The whole
Bible in the light of the New Dispensation, as it
now appears to me. is replete with fine allegorips
and beautiful tropes. Not a chapter I go through
but reveals hidden spiritual jewels under-
lying some “ material images”—which, as Canon
Farrar rightly observes of the Bible, are but “ the
vehicles for deep spiritual thoughts.” Truly it
is said—“The letter killeth but the spirit giveth
life.” To interpret and accept Christ’s utter-
ances in hard literalism is, indeed, fraught with
danger.
Ha l God’s Christ,the Christ of the New Dispen-

sation 1 For nineteen centuries have men,
not caring to find thee out, accepted and wor-
shipped an unreal Christ manufactured out
of thy shadow. Alas ! this ideal Christ they have
made to usurp the throne of the Most H gh to
whom thou dost unreservedly ascribe all glory and
adoration. Alas ! for the Christ of orthodoxv
that has perverted thy Church, and made it
the Church of this sect or that nation
Thou art not of this sect or of that people, bat as
nniveraal as hamaaitj. Let the whole world

acknowl edge thee and hear thee. Seated on thehigh rn ountain of communion, may we all realizeand behold thee 1 Not obscured by the mists oftime and in the reflected effulgence of thy gloriousFather, thou art even to-day preaching unto all

faUb"n®\®^"”rr^ asceticism,
faith and obedience. 0 holy Spirit 1 Thou artrebuking every one of us for our many weaknessesand fai ures

;
yet guiding us in the path to Heaven.Thou hast come down, 0 Christ of God I notGod the Son, but the varitable^on of

a8

the express commission'to iead u7 unto" thy “heaved
ly Father—the only Saviour of all , *
ly Fa.her-the only Saviour of Ml ;:aUo;7an;ra;Ts:As a mighty spiritual force, thou wouldst workmiracles in the daily lives and characters ofmillions of men and women

; reclaim nation afternation from the invincible power of sin and world-hness
,
and conquer mighty empires and kinadomsThy electrifying spiritual influence would "revT';the aead

, restore eyes to the blind
; and loosen thetongues of the dumb. Prince of peace ! at thvsovereign Father’s bidding thou hast co ne wUhChaitanya, Sakya, and all the Aryan Riahirof oldand nj^ny other prophets and saints to establishon earth the blessed kingdom of peace and love.Under the New Dispensation, I behold thee0 Christ of Heaven, more brightly than ever’

1 he dark clouds that once overshadowed thycelestial face are being removed. To m** thouart not an inexplicable mystery, not a hard tbiiigbut as simple and real as nature herself. Tho^that art Heaven s best gift to man, hast been sentdown for our redemption. For thou hast mani-^sted unto the world thy heavenly Father—His

Hi:Tede::Sg^“g"racir';^runS^^^^

Nirvaned or annihilated tb,, ^

seen the Father ,» ,.,<1 h, ,|„t honorrth not rtlt

Iro'ly thou'°l,ast Sd 'rfThySr’Thmf^S't’’”
wilhin not thine own hard self b,« only tS
ilre'S “ Th? lZl‘-„r"dt '’it““‘‘h

f/p fw ’ spiritual pre-exigicnceFor thou wast really the embodiment of Divinewisdom, holiness and truth which are eternaTThe ever living Christ nf I'',,! t ...
«®einai.

world be like i
whole

fl an assimilate thee to theirflesh and blood
; and may every man an,isay-“ To me to live is Christ ” Let iTT""

abundance of the “spirit of truth ” ohlri'-'’
»eir..,crifice

; and -e eh^ll'airhe oStrir'ih?;'and eventually one with the Father aZ • •

news hast thou brought home to 7; !dwell together with thee and Ih
^'11 all

fraternity nf n'l i i,
blessed con-

bosom of t, , PJi"
' “ i" ‘he

Disnensdtion t
Ford of the NowUispensation, to serve and adore whom is thvnghest joy, reveal thee more and more unto the

Yours &c.,
A Theist prom Chinsurah.

IDOLATRY.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”
Sir, In Christian lands, the worship of idols

IS an unpardonable sin. Lord, we thank Thee^at we are not as other men are.— idolators.
Good God. deliver us, above all things, from
insulting Thee by the worship of idols. The
V"!?? by reason
ot ’d^s. How the tears would come, when, as
a child I stood before some hideous black and
red fetish, in the Museum in Baltimore, and
was told by my father, that there were millionsm Asia and Africa, who prayed to that disgustin<i
figure, and had no other God but that > Mv
Heavenly Father was around me as the air in
which I lived and breathed

; but they, the poor
heathen, had no Heavenly Father. Thev hated
and feared a hideous ghoul or devil which they
tried to picture in that idol

; and then in their
dying agonies told that beast that thev loved him
that they honored him above all else ! And their
prayer was not only a word of terror, but a lie
and they knew it was a lie.

’

I have now been studying idolatry
a quarter of a century in India, and
to understand it a little better. I
confess that my childhood’s impressions
strangely con fir raed the first time I
down to Kali Ghat, and heUeved that men,
of cholera, could roll on the ground before
seemed to me a great blood-drinking,
neck-laced she-devil,—the idol of Kali.
“ Mother Kali, my only Savior I Kali

roJthya Korro !

Thv child 1”

Well, has
of idolatry

hideousness,

it appear
India

Inflictor cholera 1 deliver

in

jungle. What do you
The excess of a good
it is that. I do not

for

seem
must
were
went,
dyin
what
skull-

-crying
” Ma^

new light come ot your study
? Has it now lost any of its

madness, and abomination ? Does
any the less damnable to the man
than it was to the child in America ?

I answer yes. I do not see it now as I did
then. The manly view is not the childish
view I had of it; I still see it as an evil. It is

India’s curse to-day, I long and pray that
she may be delivered from it, and more
especially from the crushing evils that in the
course of centuries have become associated with
it, and have overgrown it, like the creepers and
parasitic monsters of the

’

now consider it to be?
thing, I suppose? Yes; .. - — „„„
forget that all excess is bad

;
and tends from bad

to worse. Blessings beget blessings, and cufscs,

curses. Two mischiefs will always attend the
worship of fetishes (idols ;) namely national weak-
ness and individual stupidity ; that stupidity

which comes of losing the spirit in the
form. Worship is weakened as its objects are

divided
;
just as polygamy weakens conjugal affec-

tion. And the manor woman who can believe

that Kali is God,—that a bundle of hideous mud
and straw is or contains, even for an hour, the

beauty, glory and power of the Infinite and Omni-
present One,— must bo stultified, befooled, robbed,

cheated and stunned by such a spirit-killing

superstition. Still and finally after all

the mischiefs and robberies of idolatry have
been fairly catalogued there are worse things in

the world, and more destructive superstitions and
cajoleries than the worship of idols just as a

man’s crime is worse than a child’s folly. Heathen
idolatry is a mistake of the childhood of nations.

It is the little girl tending and talking to her rag
baby. And its perpetuation into maturer moral
and spiritual life, by a cunning priesthood, for

the money it brings, is the unnatural sin of a

parent searing the tender leaves of thought and
aspiration, and burning the buds of life and growth
to the cruel dwarfing of his own child. This I

call the child’s misfortune more than his fault.

On the other hand, I regard Christian drunkenness
as worse than heathen idolatry. God simply
pities the idolater. He cannot be angry with him,
God knows the idol is generally sought as a help

to worship. Symbolism is good so far as it really

helps the wor-hinper to get away from himself

and move towards a being higher thin himself.

And idolatry proper is symbolism in excess.

Drunkenness is animalism in excess. ’Tis putting
the brute above the man below. Idolatry is no
insult to God, until the worshipper thinks and sees

beyond it ;—hears the word of common sense,

which is the word of God, tell him that his per-

severance in such outgrown babyhood is folly

and falsehood. But when a man of higher
birthgifts than “ the heathen,” dares to say. as

I’ve lately heard men said,—aye “ gentlemen,”

—

that “ It is a jolly thing to get drunk when a

“gentlem'n” who, with his mother’s milk, and in

his father’s blood received God “ Our Father,”
Parampita,—I say,—when that man snatches
from his head bis reason, his manhood’s crown,
and deliberately flings it in the face of the Giver
— nothing but Divine paternity, — nothing but

Infinite mercy could allow him ever to take
that crown again. God, if not just, would not
be God. He does begin to deprive a man of reason
from his first hour of chosen insanity by drink.

Little by little the drinker goes on into habitual

madness, delirium tremens. His conscience begins
to burn in his first willing worship of this

Juggernauth—tenfold wor.se than the one at

Puri. None can say exactly how much sym-
bolism his brother needs. To me a necessary
mediator between God and my own soul
would be idolatry. To me there would be
sinful idolatry in the worship of our elder brother,

Jesus 1—Jesus, who, wh#»n they asked him, “Who
art thou”? “ Whom makest thou thyself ?”—spoke
the truth which I may not pervert, and said “ I
am a man, who has told you the truth, which f

have heard of God.” (John, vill. 40) God
was in Christ”; so He was. So He is in the
morning sky and in the evening breeze. The
artist is best known in his best works.
Man is God’s best work ;—so far as we
know. So God is best seen in Jesus, the best
man. Bat to bow the head to Jesus and not to
his Father and our Father, as is done in the great
and glorious Church of England whenever the
creed is recited

;
and, to speak, as the Litany does,

of men’s circumcising God, (when he was eight days
old,) and of the “ death and burial ” of the Infinite

One,— this, for me, would be rank idolatry, I

know it is not so for others, who are near and
dear to me. So, I say, let no man judge his
brother for his Cbriitian or his heathen “idols*
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try ”
;
but help him npiuto the spirit by the form

that is true to him.
Yours &c.,

Dall.

The London correspondent of the Manchester

Guardian says that M. Renan intends to devote

himself to writing a history of the Jews, and hopes

to bring the work within the compass of three

volumes.

Professor Max Muller in a congratulatory

letter to Ralph Waldo Emerson on his seventy-

seventh birthday, sanscritices his ’name into

Mokshamula-ra, and that of his ywrii into Amara-
suuu.

An old friend has re-appeared before the public

after a long time. We mean Babu Bhola Nath
Chunder, whose inimitable “Travels” appears in the

last number of the Cal'-utt% Revieio, BabuBhola-
nath Chunder is one of the most graceful writers

of Bengal, We dare say his article will be greedily

read by hundreds of educated Bengalis.

Singing is one of the most healthful exercises

in which men, women, and children can engage.

The medical Wochenscrift, of St. Petersburgh, has

an article based upon exhaustive researches made
by Professor Monassein during the autumn of 1878,

when he examined 222 singers ranging between the

ages of nine and fifty-three. He laid chief weight
upon the growth and absolute circumference of the

chest, upon the comparative relation of the latter

to the tallness of the subject, and upon the pneu-

mato-metric and spirometric condition of the sing-

er. It appears to be an astertaiued fact from Dr.

Monassein’s experiments that tlie relative, and
even the absolute circumference of the chest is

greater among singers than among those who do
not sing, and that it increases with the growth and
age of the singer. The Professor even says that

singing may be placed physically as the antithesis

of drinking spirituous liquors.

Have our readers heard of travelling stones?

The American Architect tells us that they are to

be found in plenty in Nevada. They are de-

scribed as almost perfectly round, most of them
being as large as a walnut, and of an irony

nature. When scattered about upon the floor,

table, or other level surface, within two or three

feet of each other, they begin travelling towards

a common centre, and there lie huddled
like a lot of eggs in a nest. A single stone remov-
ed to a distance of three and a half f et, upon being

released, at once starts off with wontlerful and
somewhat comical celebrity to join its fellows

;

taken away four or five feet it remains motionless.

They are found in a region that is comparatively

level, and is nothing but bare rock. Scattered over

this barren region are little basins, from a tew feet

to a rod or two in diameter
;
and it is in the bottom

of these tnat the rolling stone's are found. They
are from the size of a pea to five or six inches in

diameter. The cause of these stones rolling to-

gether is doubtless to be found in the material of

which they are composed, which appears to be

load-stone or magnetic iron ore.

€';iluuU;i.

The Syndicate of the Calcutta University have

selected Green’s Readings from English History

as the English text-book for the Entrance Ex-

amination of 1881.

The Indian Evangelical Review thus notices

the Band of Hope lately established in Calcutta

Let the Band of Hope, while yet in the freshness

and fervour of its youth, put forth determined

efforts towards extension throughout Bengal. Let

its missionaries visit the Mofussil stations
,
and plan

the seed of new Bands, and so let the enterprise

be multiplying itself on every hand. This pushing

on and out, taking new positions and holding them,

in short, this growth is a thing of vital importance.

Tne great Napoleon said “The army that stays

in its intrenchments is already beaten.” We wish

this Band of Hope to live and be a great and abid-

ing blessing to India, hence we bid its members take

fresh courage and push boldly on. God’s gracious

and plentiful benediction must attend a movement

like this of Native birth and inspiration. Let this

Band prove what young Bengal with a sober brain

and ready hand can do.

We beg to draw the attention of the Calcutta
Municipality to the following passage which we
cut from the American correspondence of the
Christian World, It tells us of the street cars

of San Francisco :
—“I begin with the street cars.

With no little astonishment I saw them gliding

along without either horses or steam, or any
visible means of locomo i >n. There they were
moving along, quietly, rapidly, up hill and down,
stopping when required to take up or set down a

passenger, and travelling at the rate of about
six miles an hour. It is the pleasantest sort of street

travelling I ever saw, and free from the smell of

horses or the noise of steam. It is cheap travellinsr

too, for, with a return ticket, you are carried ten
miles for five cents. These cars are drawn by
means of an endless rope, midway between the rails

and about eighteen inches under ground, which is

kept in motion by a stationary engine. This
rope works in an open groove, and a grip, connect-
ed with the car, drops through the groove and
seizes the rope. When the conductor desires to

stop the car he loosens the grip and puts on the

break, when he desires to move on this process is

reversed. As the rope is underground it is in

nobody’s way. So far as I know, there is only one
difficulty in the way of the universal adoption
of the Californian Street car, viz., that it requires a
climate without frost or snow.”

The following passage from a Police report re-

minds us of the mo e edifying scenes that took

place in Parliament some days ago ;
—“ At the trial

of a case in the Police Court (Wednesday) one of

the witnesses cited was Mr, John Christie Douglas,

Officiating Superintendent of Telegraphs, attached

to the Calcutta Office. On the Interpreter hand-
ing Mr. Douglas the Bible for the purpose of

swearing him, the witness objected to take the

Bible in his hand, or taking an oath, on which Mr.

Trevelyan, Barrister, who was engaged in the

case, asked leave of the Court to examine him as

to his religious belief.

Mr. Trevelyan .—What denomination do you
belong to ?

Mr. Douglas .—I belong to no religious sect.

Mr. T,—Do you believe in the existence of a

Deity ?

Mr. D .—Am I bound to answer that question ?

Magistrate—Yes, certainly.

Mr. /).— Well, I do not.

Mr. 7’.—You have been so brought up ?

Mr D.—No, I gave up religion some years ago.

Mr. Y.— What value do you set on your affima-

tiou— rather do you fear any consequences beyond
those mentioned in the Penal Code if you speak an
untruth ?

Mr, D.—The consequence I most fear is a loss of

self-respect, wh'ch to me is far more important
than the consequences mentioned in thePenal Code.

Witness was, after this, solemnly affirmed.

THE SCENE IN THE HOUSE OP COMMONS
DURING THE DEBATE ON MR.

BRADLAUGH.
o

( Graphic .

)

There was a pretty lively scene in the House of

Commons atone o’ldock on Saturday morning, when
Sir Wilfrid Lawson vanguished in sixteen fights,

appeared at the table carrying the flag of victory

on which was inscribed the numbers that gave a
majority to his Local Option Resolution. But the
scene sinks into insignificance, as compared to the
spectacle presented at the same hour on Wednes-
day morning, when it was known that a majority
had rejected Mr. Bradlaugh’s claim to make affir-

mation. The proceedings of the night had been
prolonged and dull. It is probable that from the
first members had made up their minds which way
they would vote, and that the flood of ta.k which
had commenced on Monday evening might have
poured itself into the sea with precisely equal
effect*

Nevertheless, speeches were prepared, and
speeches must be delivered. Mr.Newdegate resumed
the debate in an oration of p>-odigious length and
unfathomable solemnity. Mr. Newdegate is a man
of cullur and he historical research. He had spent
much time in reading Universal History in search
of matters bearing upon the issue before the
House, and became down with a sheaf of notes
the result of hia labors. The House, had it been
so minded, might now have had its memory
refreshed with a summary of French his-

tory, more particularly bearing on the reign

of the First Nepoleon. There is little question
that it might hare been much better so employed
that in listening to some of the speeches made
with no olosei; reference to the text. But the theo-

logical faculty predominated, and Mr. Newdegate
was somewhat unceremoniously ejected from the
chair of History in which he had seated himself for

the benefit of Hon.Members. The speaker in his

most frigid manner protested that he could see
no connection between the Hon. Member’s remarks
and the motion before the House and Mr. Newde-
gate sadly sat down.
He was followed by Mr. Gladstone, who inter-

posing unexpectedly early, found for audiance only
the few who had survived an hour, or Mr. New-
degate’s ponderous oratory. But it speedily be-
came known that the Premier was on his feet, and
the House filled with a rush. Mr. Gladstone speaks
so frequently and always at such a high level of
or atorical ability, that it is difficult to institute
a comparison in respect of his successive
speeches. But it by common consent is agreed
that he has rarely delivered a finer speech than
that to which the House now listened with rapt
attention. Late on Monday night, Mr. Bright had
fallen upon the opposition and harried them with
fierce invective and scathing scorn. Mr. Gladstone
with truer appreciation of the force of argument,
scrupulously divested himself of anything like
passion. He undertook to argue the matter dryly,
and although Nature has deprived him of
the capacity (spread elsewhere with compensat-
ing liberality) of dealing with any matter dryly,
he at least kept scrupulously within the bounds of
legal and logical argument. He did not, as Mr.
Bright had done, shake an angry forefinger at
hon’ble gentlemen opposite, and remind them with
bitter scorn of days gone by, when they had re.sisted

the claims of the Catholic and the Jew. But he
went over the same ground and drew a striking
picture of Parliamentary Purist who had given up
the tests of Church, of Protestantism, and Chris-
tianity, and who made a final rally on the narrow
and slippery ledge of theism.

Mr. Girsou, Attorney General for Ireland in
the late Government, once more proved his supe-
riority to his colleagues on the Front Bench in
respect of debating ability. But the House would
not stay to hear him. Mr. Gladstone having
spoken, and having demonstrated with great clear-
ness the precise ground the Government took up,
it seemed that there was nothing more to be said.
But of course, a great deal more was said. Late at
night Mr. Cohen, the ncwly-elected member for
Sauthwark, provided some amusement for a
wearied assemlily. The matter of Mr. Cohen’s
sp ech w’as admirable, but his manner was well
calculated to excite the hilarity of a laughter-
loving House. Mr. Cohen, fresh from practice
befoie emotionable juries, brought with him all

the nersuasiveness of gesture and all the varieties
of intonation that bad won him many verdicts.
But when he raised aloft his hand, and violently
wagged his forefinger, when he smile! with a
sweet air of knovvingness upon his “ le.iriied fri ;nd
the member for Launceston,” and, above all, when
he sudd?nly lowered his voice to depths of most
tragic bass, the House literally shrieked With
laughter, the humour of the situation increasing
in intensity by reason of Mr. Cohen’s evident un^l

consciousness of the point of the joke.

Another new Member, later still, achieved
even greater distinction. Sir Stafford Northcote
had wound up the debate from the Front Opposi-
tion Bench, when Mr. Tborold Rogers rose with
evident intention of making a speech. He had
vot so far in the declaration of his iniention
as to state that he ‘‘desired to give his

reasons for his vote.” For these reasons, interesting
in themselves, the house protested the most abso-
lute and most angry indifference. It shouted at the
new Member with hearty accord, and Mr. Tborold
Rogers, who is apparently more learned than
wise, boldly a-cepted the challenge. He had
made up his mind to speak

; the House had
evidently made up its mind that it would not bear
him. He wouM see which would win. So he
stood, deprecatingly shrugging his shoulders at
the uproar and attempting whenever there was
anything like a lull to get in a sentence. One
could gather that at least a portion of his remarks
where in the Latin tongue; but, as far as they
were intelligible, they might as well have been
in Low. Dutch. Finally, a well-meaning Member
near suggested that xMr, Rogers should address
the Press Gallery, The learned Professor, quick
to take the hint, and in defiance of an elementary
rule of Parliamentary procedure, which requires
that all speech should be addressed to the Chair
lifted up to his face and roared at the reporters.
At this the uproar redoubled, and Mr. Rogers gave
in at last, and possibly began to be convinced that
he would have done better to have given in at first.

As Members arose and mingled in the broad passage
on the way to the division lobbies, it seemed as^if
the majority was declaring for Mr. Labouchere’s
motion. Up to the last moment the fullest uncer-
tainty and anxiety prevailed, No one knew how
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wasthe issue would go. No Ministerial whip
issued, and Mr. Gladstone had emphatically declar
ed that the question was one in respect of which
the Government had no responsibility, which is no
wise affected their policy, and which was left to
the consciences of individual members. As the fatal
monieut drew near the excitement intensified. Mr.
Sullivan, rushing in, brought the first news of the
figures. Members below the gangway on the Op-
position side loudly cheered, when the informal
communication was made to them. When the
clerk handed the paper to Mr. Winn, thus indica-
ting that the motion had been lost, such a cheer
went up from the crowded House as has not been
heard in this Parliament. For what seemed an inter,
minable time the tellers stood at the table waiting
for an opportunity to tpeak. Cheer rung upon
cheer, some Members standing up on the front
Opposition Benches and waving their hats. An
athletic Member below the gang\<ay seized Mr.
Sullivan the bringer of the good tidings and held
him in a warm embrace. When it was seen that Mr.
Labouchere’s motion had been defeated by 275 to
230, the cheers broke forth with renewed vigour,
and died away only as the thought simultaneously
occurred to Hon. Members that now they had
vindicated Christianity it would be well to be in
the first flight for cabs.

The business found a fitting conclusion on
Wednesday, when Mr. Bradlaugh, in accordance
with a resolution he had not disguised, presented
himself, and claimed to take his seat. A debate
lasting for three hours followed. Mr. Bradlaugh
himself being heard to great advantage from the
Bar, whence he made an eloquent speech in defence
of bis position. He declined to withdraw except
upon compulsion, and was finally led off in the
custody of the Sergeant-at-Arms and lodged in the
Clock Tower, only seven votes being raised in
protest, two hundred and seventy-four voting for
the undoubted law to take its course.

THE LOCAL OPTION DEBATE.

{Alliance Neii's.)

Friday, the 18th of June— ‘’Waterloo day”—will
be a memorable red-letter day in the history of
the temperance movement, and of the agitation on
behalf of the legislative suppression of the liquor
traffic. On that day or rather soon after its mid-
night hour, the British House of Commons, by a
majority of twenty-six, affirmed its approval and
acceptance of Sir Wilfirid Lawson’s now famous
Local Option Resolution. It seldom falls to the
lot of any leader of a grant popular movement
to have the gratification that has fallen to Sir
Wilfrid Lawson to have the opportunity of twice
rasing a debate and obtaining a division in the
House^ of Commons within about three months,
and vyith the intervening advantage of a general
election, in which the question at issue came
fairly and very widely before the electorate of the
United Kingdom. It will be remembered that on
Friday, March 5th, Sir Wilfrid, after an earnest
debate, lasting over eight hours, divided the House
on a motion for the adoption of his Resolution,
and that 136 voted for it, and 251 against, being a
majority of 114 against the motion.
By a singular coincidence, the announcement of

the intended dissolution of Parliament was made
on the vey next day that the House met, Monday,
March 8th This tended to mark out the Local
Option question as one of the distinct and most
prominent and important issues before the consti-
tuencies in the great-national crisis then impend-
ing.

At the earliest moment, on the assembling of
the new Parliament, Sir Wilfrid Lawson, with his
usual tact and courge, introduced his Local
Option Resolution, and by aid of the ballot secur-
ed the earliest suitable day for a motion in behalf
of its adoption by the House. On Friday, June
18, on the Government motion for going into Com-
mittee of Supply, Sir Wilfrid Lawson rose at a

Holloway’s .Ointment and Pills,.—Sud
den changes of temperature sorely try all persons
prone to rheumatism, sciatica, ticdoloreuxe
and many maladies scarcely less painful, though
of shorter duration. On the first attack of stiff-
ness or suffering in any muscle, joint, or nerve
recourse should immediately be had to fomenting
the scat of disease with hot brine and rubbing
ill this remaikable Ointment, which will assuaae
the uneasiness of the part, subdue inflammation
and reduce the swelling. The Pills, stimultaue-
ously taken, will rectify conitstutional distur-
bances. and renew the strength, No remedy
therefore discovered has proved so effective
as the Oiumentand Pills for removing gouty, rheu-
matic, and scrofulous attacks, which afflict all
ages, and a e commonly called hereditary.

quarter past nine to submit his resolution as an
amendment. There was an unusually large
attendance of members in their places, especially
on the Ministerial benches, and the Hon. Baronet
was warmly' cheered on rising to address the
House. The speech was excellent, pertinent in
its points, and cogent in its arguments, and was
well delivered to a very attentive and largely sym-
pathetic audience. The Prime Minister, the Home
Secr-'tary, the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancas-
ter, and the Chief Secretary for Ireland, who with
other Cabinet Ministers were on the front Treasury
benches, paid marked attention to Sir WiJrid’s re-

marks; and when the Hon. Baronet made his
strong and touching appeal to the Prime
Minister not to use his vast executive authority
and influence to bias the judgment aud wishes
of hon. members, but to leave them just to

reflect the opinions and convictions of their
constituents,

_
it was obvious that the right

keynote bad been sounded, and that it vvould be
sympathetically responded to by the Premier.
The address of Sir Wilfrid was shorter than usual,
occupying only three quarters of an hour. He
was frequently cheered throughout, and was
warmly applauded as he resumed bis seat at ten
o’clock. Mr. Hugh Mason, the new member for

Ashton-under-Lyne, iramediatly rose as seconder,
and caught the Speaker’s eye, though several other
eager members also rose at the same moment.
Mr. Mason at once riveted the attention of

the House by saying that he felt a gave res-

ponsibility would rest upon the House of Com-
mons, if they opposed the present effort to

promote national sobriety. He concluded an
earnest and effective speech (amid the hearty
cheers of the House) by saying that the working
men wanted to protect themselves, and he im-
plored the House not to turn a deaf ear to

their prayer.

The Prime Minister, who had been in earnest
conversation with the Speaker of the House, rose

as soon as Mr. Mason had resumed his seat, and
instantly every eye and ear was directed to catch
the omens of the coming deliverance, each word,
as uttered, being carefully weighed. It was
soon seen that Mr; Gladstone was in sympathy
with the proposal of Sir Wilfrid Lawson in its

main principle, scope and object, and that though
hft could not, under the then circumstances, give
his own vote against his own motion for going into
Committee of Supply, ho was notat all inclined to

put the slightest restraint upon his official colleagues
and party supporters. He made this point very
clear and satisfactory as a glance at his speech
will show. He also emphatically expressed his
adhesion to the principle of the Local Option
Resolution, saying “ to that principle itself I

am friendly,” adding, with earnestness, “I do
earnestly hope that at no distant period it may
be found practicable to deal with the Licensing
Laws, and in so doing to include reasonable
and just application of the principle for which my
hon. friend, the member for Carlisle, contends.”
Having expressed his profound dissatisfaction with
the present licensing system, and his intense anti-
pathy to the liquor monopoly which the present
system builds up, the Prime Minister concluded his
address with the following significant words :

—

“ With regard to the question of my hon. friend,
I will only say these two things in conclusion:
First, that among the great subjects to which the
attention of the Executive Government shall be
directed as early as the pressure of business
will allow, will be the task of reforming the
licensing laws

;
secondly, I believe that in that

reform which is so loudly called for and favored
by the circumstances in which we now stand, we
shall take as an essential principle the motion of
my hon. friend.”

This was greeted with applause, loud and con-
tinued

After Mr, Gladstone sat down, it was felt by the
friends of Wilfrid Lawson’s Resolution that the
immediate object of the debate had been accom-
plished, and that, as the Resolution, in its esaen-
trial character, had been accepted by the Govern-
ment, it would certainly be adopted by the House
at the conclusion of the discussion.

It was now but twenty minutes past ten, and
many honorable members on both sides of the
House were anxious to take part, several rising
to follow Mr. Gladstone. Sir Robert Cunliffe,
the news member for the Denbigh Boroughs, had
the call of the Speaker, and spoke well and

Sarling’ton’s Pain-Curer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains m the Backs
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. Coutrhs’,
Colds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache
Neuralgia, Colics, ilheumaiiam, Paralysis, Pains in
we Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad
begs. Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring
Lorms, Pimples, Freckles, & Eruptions on the skin.

earnestly for twenty minutes in support of the
Ptesolutiou. He was followed by Captain Aylmer
(.Maidstone), who spoke very briefly against the
Resolution, being the first in the debate to take
hostile ground. Mr. Arthur Arnold, one of the
new members for Salford, followed, in an ably,
delivered speech of twenty minutes, in support
of the Resolution, which he closed with a warm
eulogy of Sir Wilfrid Law’son. Lord Elcho then
rose, with his usual joviality, to disclaim the “soft
impeachment” that on his broad shoulders had
fallen the parliamentary mantle of his old friend,
Mr. Wheelhouse, and for twenty-five minutes of
ad captanduni talk he amused the House with
bis illogical and grotesque utterances, Mr;
W. S. Caine, the new member for Scarborough,
in a capital debating speech, replied to some of the
fallacies and reckless asseHions of the noble Lord,
who had just sat down. Mr. Caine had the ear of
the House for over fifteen minutes, and sat down
at five minutes pastjtwelve, and when the House
began to manifest a desire to go to a division.
Colonel Baine (East Suffolk) spoke for five
minutes against the Resolution, contending that
the Magistrates were much more fit to be the
licensing body than the inhabitants of a parish.
Colonel Burnaby (North Leicestershire), amid loud
cries for a division, spoke for two minutes on behalf
of “4,500 Magistrates of the country,” and conclud-
ed by saying rather frantically, ‘‘ Trust us in all,

or trust ns not at all.” This outburst of sentiment
was received with laughter and loud aud general
cries for “ Division.” The Speaker put theques*
tion at twelve mhiutes past twelve. After this,
however, Mr. C. N. Warton (Bridport) rose, and
for over twenty minutes persisted in trying to
make himself heard, amid a running fire of loud
cries for a division. At thirty-five minutes past
twelve the debate closed aud the House divided,
the tellers for the Ayes (for going into Committee
of Supply) being Captain Aylmer and Colonel
Barne, and the tellers for the Noes Sir
Wilfrid Lawson and Mr. Hugh Mason. The
result of the divison was announced about ten
minuts before one o’clock, and the numbers
were :

—
For Sii Wilfrid Lawson's Resolution. ..229
Against 203

Majority 26
The announcement was received with loud

applause from the Government benches, the demon-
stration being taken up by the accupants of the
Strangers’ Gaily, many of whom rose to their feet
and clapped their hands.
The House immediately was emptied on the

Government side, the members rushing out into the
central lobby to congratulate Sir Wilfrid Lawson
and each other on the result of the division. The
lobby was crowded with members, and all seemed
greatly delighted with the great victory achieved.
The enthusiam of hon. members who never before
had been over-sanguine, was mervellous and most
gratifying. The crowds in the outer lobby and
corridors were also greatly elated and jubilant with
the victory.

,:^rlun!ti.^enicuts.

DR. D. JAYNE’S
Family nCediclnes.

Per Bot. Per Doz.
Rs. A. Rs. A.

EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and
Colds) out of stock at present ... 2 8 24 0

HAIR TONIC (to cure hair falling

off and baldness) ... ... 2 8 24 0
ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and

blood purifier) ... ... 2 8 24 0
AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for

cure of fevers and agues) ... 2 8 24 0
LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair

of any other colour to a beautiful
black without injury to the skin) 2 8 24

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for

cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera) ... ... ... 1 0 11

TONIC VERMIFUGE 0 8 6 8
LINIMENT, OR COUNTER-IRRI-

tant (an outward application for
Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, Ac.) 0 8 5 8

SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints) ... 0 8 5 8

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)
The ^'Medical Almanao'’ for current year is

available on application.

Sykes <&. Co.,
1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,

SOLE AGENTS FOB
2>r. D. Jayne At, Son.
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A, a-3I
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PZK.BPARAII NU&SSXIV.
New Seeds ! Good Seeds ! ! Fresh Seeds f !

!

rjlHE following are the rates, fixed upon
X Seeds for the current year
Steamer Manchester.
60 Kinds of fresh American

Vegetables including sever-

al varieties of cabbages,
mostly new, Cauliflowers,
Knol Koles, and the others

our
just lauded per

per packet . ... Rs. 8 0
50 Do, of do. 7 0
40 Do. of do.

or just the same as the
last year • • • • n 5 0

30 Kinds of choice and double
flower seeds .. • • • • )) 5 0

25 Do. of do. M 4 0
20 Do. of do. n 3 0
20 Do. of fresh Ame-

rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our
country ... ... „ 3 0

8 Do. of field and
grass seeds ... ••• » 18

Sea Island Cotton seed (long

staple) per seer ... „ 1 12
Country vegetable seeds for

present sowing per packet „ 1 0
Osage Orange or Hedge seed

per tola ... ... „ 1 0
4 kinds of Bird seeds per

packet ... ••• »i 10
Up country big headed Cauli-

flower per tola ... „ 1 0
Tobacco seeds of sorts per

paper ... ... ,,0 4
Plants of all descriptions are available in large

numbers for sale. Price lists are supplied on appli-
cation free.

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s
monthly Bengali journal “ Krishi Tatwa” are re-

quested to send their names and subscriptions.
Rs. 3-6 to the undersigned.

Price list for Seeds of all sorts—can be supplied
if required.

NETTO GOPAL CHATTERJEA,
0-18 Proprietor, Pikeparah Nursery, Calcutta,

BBISIL AND ZiZVBZ.V
OB

THE UNIVERSAL PEG.

I
T is unsurpassed as an agreeable sparkling drink,

especially for the overworked. Brisk and
Lively is (par excellence) a beverage for balls,

fetes, picnics, pleasure parties, banquets, and other
festive occasions. Brisk and Lively is a very
pleasart beverage, quite free from medicinal taste,

and is an agreeable thirst allaying drink.
Manufactured from the purest ingredients Rs. 2.

per dozen.

FRAGRANT EXTRACT OF PETROLIA
(A NEW PRODUCT OF VaSELINE)

Supersedes all other preparations invent-
ed for the cure of Baldness,

Ladies are strongly recommended to make
trial of this admirable Restorative, which

has been attested by persons of the highest res-

pectability. In numerous cases, where the Hair
has fallen off, from illness, change of climate, or
debility of the system, the use of this preparation
has been found very efficacious, May be used
also as a handkerchief perfume. Per bottle,

Rs. 2-12
;
per ^ dozen, Rs, 14 ; per dozen, 27 ; post-

free to any part of India.

'Wrigrlit’s Cool Tar Soop
Is the most health preserving adjunct to the

toilet ever discovered—An unfailing remedy for

unpleasant emanations from the person. Only
8 annas per tablet.

Pomade Vaseline.
A pure jelly of petroleum delightfully perfumed

in stophePed bottle at Rs. 2,

Prepared Fuller’s Earth
It is recommended by the Faculty as superior

to Violet Powder, and is invaluable for protecting
the Skin and Preserving the Complexion from
cold winds, Rednesss, Roughness, &c.

HSrated Waters of all Descriptions.
Patent, Proprietory medicines and Surgical ap-

pliances from the best makers always in stock.

D. A. D’SZX.VA,
CHEMIS18 AND DRUGGISTS,

, .

,A«1, Fabs Sibebt, Calouita. a-16

TXCACK.EB., SPXNK. d<. CO.,

CALCUTTA.

Now Ready.

MALARIA : its Cause and Effects, Malaria and the
Spleen, Injuries of the Spleen ; an Analysis of 39
Cases. By E. G. Russoll, M. B., B. Sc., Loud.,
Surgeon, Bengal Medical Service, demy 8vo.,
cloth, Rs. 8.

THE HINDU LAW OF ADOPTION
;
a Critical

Essa}'. By an Hindustani Hindu Vakeel, royal
8vo., Rs. 3.

THE RACES 0F AFGHANISTAN
;
being a brief

Account of the principal Nations inhabiting that
Country. By Surgeon-Major H. W. Bellew,
C. S. I., late on special political duty at Kabul.
8vo., cloth, Rs. 3-8.

THE BENGAL ARM Y REGULATION'S, correct-
ed to 1880. and approved by His Excellency
the Commander-in-Chief. Royal 8vo,, Rs. 4 ; in-
terleaved, Rs. 5.

ROYAL SCHOOL DICTIONARY IN ENGLISH
and Roman Urdu. Etymological, Pronouncing,
and Idiomatic. Paper boards, Re. 1 ;

cloth.

Re. 1-4.

OUR EDUCATIONAL POLICY IN INDIA.
Dedicated to the Right Hon’ble Viscount
Halifax. By the Rev. James Johnston. 8vo.
As. 12.

THE SOVEREIGN PRINCES AND CHIEFS
of Central India. By G. R. Aherigh-Mackay,
Principal, Residency ('Rajkuraar) College,
Indore, Central India. Illustrated with Por-
traits and Views. Volume 1. Royal 8vo,, cloth,
extra gilt, and gilt top. Rs. 12.

ARNOLD’S ECLOG^ OVIDIANiE. A transla-
tion. (For the Entrance Examination 1880,)
Re. 1-2, post-free.

' MILTON’S ODE ON THE NATIVITY OF
I

Christ. With Todd’s Notes. As. 4.

VOL. II. HINDU TRIBES AND CASTES >'

Together with an account of the Mahomedan
Tribes of the North-We.st Frontier and of the
Aboriginal Tribes of the Central Provinces. By
the Rev. M. A. Sherring. M, A., LL. B.
Demy 4to., cloth. Rs, 16.

This Volume contains an account of the Tribes
of the Punjab and its Frontiers. Central Piovinces
and Berar, Bombay Presidency and B’rontiers of

‘ Scind.

GOODEVE’S HINTS FOR THE MANAGEMENT
and Medical Treatment of children in India.
By Edward A. Birch, M. D., .Surgeon-Major,
Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo.. cloth. Rs. 7.

“ I have no hesitation in saying that the present
one is for many reasons superior to its predecessors.
It is \v;ritten very carefully, and with much know-

,
ledge and experience on the author’s part, whilst

;
it possesses the great advantage of bringing up the

i subject to the present level of Medical Science.”—Dr. Goodeve,

' THE COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION OF
j

the Erythroean Sea
;

being a Translation of

Periplus Maris Erythrcei by an Anonymous
Writer, and of Arrian’s Account of the Voyage
of Nearkhos from the mouth of the Indus to the

head of the Persian Gulf, with introduction,

Commentary Notes, and Index. By J. W.
McCrindle, Esq., M. A., Principal of the Govern-
ment C(>llege, Patna, Rs. 3.

THE STEEPLECHASE HORSE
;
How to Select,

Train, and Ride Him. With Notes on Accidents
and Diseases, and their Treatment, By Capt. J,

Humfrey, cloth, limp, Rs. 3-8.

THE LAW OF INHERITANCE as in the Virami
trodaya of Nitra Misra. Translated by Golap-
chandra Sirkar, Sastri, M. A. B. u. Royal 8vO.,

cloth, Rs. 10.

THE SEA CUSTOMS LAW, 1878, and Tariff Act

;

with Notes and Appendices. By W, H. Grimley,
Esq, B, A,, LL. B., C. S. Derny 8vo., cloth,

Rs. 7-8
;
Interleaved, Rs. 8-8.

LAYS OP IND. By Allph Cheem. The Sixth
Ed tion. Enlarged with six new Lays and several
Illustrations, Imperial 16mo., cloth, extra gilt,

and gilt edges. Rs, 7 nett.

DUKE-QUERIES AT A MESS TABLE ; What
shall we eat ? Whall we drink ? By Joshua
Duke, Surgeon, 3rd Punjab Cavalry, Author of
“ Banting in India.” Rs, 2-4.

DUKE.-HOWTOGETTHIN; OR, BANTING
in India. By Joshua Duke, Surgeon, 3rd
Punjab Cavalry, Arthur of “ Queries at a Mess
Table.” Second Edition. 18mo., boards. Re. 1.

I

A MANUAL OF GARDENING FOR BENGAL
1

and Upper India. By T. A. C, Firminger, 8vo,,

Bs. lOi

A MANUAL OF SURVEYING FOR INDIA. By
Col Sir U. L. Thuillier and Col. Smyth. 8vo
Rs. 12.

INDIAN DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND RE-
ceipt Book. With Hindustani names. By Dr.
R. L. Riddell. Fcap. 8vo., Rs. 6.

ROXBURGH’S FLORA INDICA : OR DESCRIP-
tions of Indian Plants. Reprinted litertim from
Carey’s Edition 8vo., Rs. 6.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO AGRA
and its Neighbourhood, By H. G. Keene,
Esq.

, M.R.A.S., &c. Fourth Edition, Enlarged
and Improved, Rs. 2-8.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO DELHI
and its Neighbourhood. By H. G. Keene, Esq.
Maps. Fcap. 8vo.

, Rs. 2.

ANCIENT INDIA AS DESCRIBED BY MEGAS-
thenes and Arrian

;
being a Translation

of the fragments of the Indica Megasthenes,
collected by Dr. Schawnback and a Translation
of the first part of Indica of Arrian, With
introduction. Notes, and a Map of Ancient
India. By J. W. McCrindle, Esq., M.A. Prin-
cipal of the Patna College, 8vo. Rs. 2-8.

A GUIDE TO TRAINING AND HORSE MA-
nagement in India, with Hindustani Stable
and Veterinary Vocabulary, and Calcutta Truf
Club Tables for weight for Age and Class. By
Capt. M. Horace Hayes, Author of “ Veterinary
Notes for Horse-Owners.” New Edition, re-ar-
ranged and much enlarged. Crown 8vo., Rs. 5.

CALCUTTA TO LIVERPOOL BY CHINA,
Japan, and America, in 1877. By H. W. N.,
Rs. 2.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,
6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

<*•14 Calcutta.

'WHAT ARE PERFECT

WATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine-

made English Lever WATCH in sterling
Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.

It is specially manufactured for India by M ACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
the best material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 nett.

Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted
to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only Swiss movements fitted iu
English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
WATCHES, warranted MACHINE MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will
WIND ANY WATCH, Rs. 3 to 20.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.
RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIC BELLS, with appurtenances. Rs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

SPECIAL ATIENTION TO REPAIRS.

RZiACK & IMCURRAY.
6-1, Hastings Stbeet, Calcutta, a-3

Dentistry.

J. CORFIEZiE <Sc CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

"l/TAY be consulted daily on all branches of

their Profession.

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-
manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They
cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free.

J . CORFIELD & CO,,

0-13 11, Old Court House Street, Calcutta,
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STEAM ENOINE
FROM

E. 8. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. “PESIIAWUR.”

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Roller combined, on Water-Tank
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Rs. 800

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
now fitted with a quick-.speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank, which forms also the ash-pan and an efficient
Water-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.

ERASMUS JONES, Printers’ Agent, 5 & 6, British Indian Street, CAIjCUTTA.
a-67

NETTROZiOliX. DAY CO.,
IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND

COMMISSION AGENTS.
4 & 5, Hare Street, Calcutta.

AmerJcan Kerosine Oil
Of the Brightest Quality, per case ... Rs. 4 8

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 25
Packets to the case, per case 12 g

Bnrmah Cigars.
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000 ... ... ,,

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,000 ... ...

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Qualitv
No. 3, per 1,000 ...

Coconada Cigars.
“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100 ,,

Do. small (do.)
“ Babington”,No. 1 (do.)

,,

”

Do. No. 1
”

Do. small
”

“ Burmah”
“ Leisure flour”

\

•.

” ”

" Medium size”
” ”

” Queen” -y

” ”

” Half Hour”

Chlorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne ... ,,

Spirits.

30 0

20 0

12

3 8
I

2 0
I

2 0
j

1 12 )

1 4
,

1 0 1
*

1 8

1 0
1 0
1 12

0 12

Methylated and Cautchicened ... „ 2 o
Pure for Medicine ... ... 3
Absolute Alchohol ... ..*. 4 g

Terms : Cash only.

NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,
0*4^ 4: ^ 5, Ha/rc Street, Culcutta,

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott, Presi-
dent of the New York Theosoohical Society

on the 23rd March 1879. at the Framji Cowasji
Institute, Bombay. Pi fee two annas a copy
Apply to the Office,

THE GREATEST

WOUDER OP MOEEEB TIMES!

HOLLOWAY’S RILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to be
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or

the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

cidenti to the life of a miner, or to those living in ths
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race,

viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and cholera.

, O- • f-'

Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,
ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin diseases ; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails to

cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

ilie Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World; with directions for use in almost every
language.

Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho"M look
lo the Label on the Pots and Boxes. / the
address is not 63^ Oxford Street, Lou . they
%re spurioua,

-

ICB SEASON 1880.
Patent Pneumatic Zee Machines

OF THE NEW MODEL.
With Enlarged Cylinders for Acid and with Cooling

Water Troughs, Producing two Pounds of
Pure Tasteless Ice in about 20

minutes.

Arlington & Co. invite attention to the improve-
ments introduced in the Pneumatic lee Machines
of the New Model, a supply of which has been
consigned to them for sale during the present
season.

The Improved Ice Machines are fitted with
Cylinders of greater bulk for a larger supply of
Acid, and also with Cooling Water Troughs,
from which a number of jets of water, conducted
by perforated pipes, can be made to stream over
the entire body of the Acid Cylinder to preserve
it against overheating.
Under these improvements, an Ice Machine of

the New Model can be worked continuously for a
longer time, and be made to produce a larger quan-
tity of Ice than a Machine with a small Cylinder
as heretofore made.
An Illustrated Pamphlet containing full instruc-

tions for use is supplied with each Machine.

Cash Prices.
For an Improved Double Action or
Two Decanter Ice Machine, fitted with
all requisites for working and packed
in one case ... ... ... Rs. 275 0

For an Improved Single Action or One
Decanter Ice Machine, fitted with all

requisite for working, and packed in

one case ... ... ... „ 190 0
Sulphuric Acid in Stone Jars, contain-

ing about 401bs., packed in case ... „ 10 4

ARLINGTON & CO.,
a-59 B, Dalhottsie Square, Calcutta.

[Established 1833.]

K. C. GANCrOOLY At. CO.,
ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, & Go.'

l9, 20, dfc 24:, IKEangfoe Ziane, Calcutta.

The following is a description of some of the
works undertaken and goods sold by us ;

£ng-raving‘ Oepartment.
Zinc Plates for marking cases, Office Seaifi,

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for
Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon. Branding
Irons, &c., Engraving on plated- ware. Gold, Sil-
ver, Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.

i®“ Rubber Seals are also supplied.

Printing' l>epartment.
Books, Mercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any

character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards,
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either
from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery Z>epartment.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety,

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-
ness, Invitation, Ball Programme, Playing, &c.
Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing Paper,
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth-
day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,
Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery
Account Books of various descriptions.

Terms—For Mofussil Cash or reference for pay-
ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the
trade. '

Catalooue on Application.
H. C. QANGOOLY& Co,

j
Mangoe Lane^ Calcutta.
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES.
The undernoted Watches are specially adapted for persons who, having costly watches are

reluctant to use them for rough purposes, such as travelling, sporting, See. They have’ been
manufactured by Hamilton and & Co. expressly to supply the demand for a fairly finished and accurate
time>keeper at a moderate cost,

The Railway Watch.

The Railway Watch, as sup-

plied to the Indian Railway

Companies, has an English

lever movement of the finest

quality and strongest possible

construction. Hamilton & Co.

confidently recommend it as a

Watch not easily disarranged by

rough usage. The apparent dis-

advantage of the large size is

amply compensated for in wear

by the increased excellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.

Recommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use ot

Travellers and Explorers.
Cash.

In German Silver case...Rs. 95

In Sterling Silver case... ,, 135

In Silver case, Keyless... ,, 180

The “Exhibition” Eng**
lish Xiover Watch.

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely English-
made throughout, has a substan-
tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Full Plate System ! with Jewel
led Lever Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-

ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me
dium size.

Cash.

Silver, best quality ... Rs. 85
Second quality ... ,, 75

THE STANDARD XiEVER WATCH.
In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, 3

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-

ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled

Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

Price, Rs, 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Rs. 200 cash.

With Keyless movement. Hunter Half-hunter, Silver, Rs. 100 cash.

The Alnmlnlum or Silver Keyless
Crystal Watch.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for
winding or for setting the hands.

This in India is a great advantage, dust and damp
being kept out.

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.
Works visible.

Silver case, Rs. 45. Aluminium case, Rs. 40.

Xiadies’ Gold Watches.
Substantial 18-Carat Gold cases, engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughly
timed and tested. Fitted in Morocco case.

’

'

Key supplied.

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200.

Gold

This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We
have devoted particular attention to the good
finish of its mechanism, and as we can confidently
guarantee its performance, we recommend it to all
classes of buyers.

The Patent Silver Eever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOB ORDINABY WEAB.

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable
time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-

faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass,
strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only ... Ra. 40

Superior QUALiTY,in Hunting Case, Rs. 65 Cash.

Xiadies’ Elegfant Enamelled Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with
highly finished Jewelled movements. Rs. 125 to 300

f u-
Gold Guard and Albert Chains

1 j
pattern now worn, and of the usual lengths, manufactured of the best rich

colored Gold. We solicit inspection of our large and varied stock, but a sheet of patterns with prices
will be forwarded per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta.

applicaHon**'
Guard and Albert Chains, a large assortment always in Stock, Prices on

Xiockets, Seals, and Watch Keys, charms and Trinkets, dec.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and Clock Makers in ordinary to K. E. the Viceroy

and to K. R. K, the Prince of Wales,
CALCUTTA.

EITNN AND GO.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

and
BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS

by appointment to

Bis Exoellenoy tlie Viceroy and Qovernor
General of India.

Nos. 46 4- 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-
able for selection.

Deigns furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge
Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

Btock of both being always kept on hand.
Estimates supplied on application. a-60

DEB CKATTERJEE iu GO.

{From late De Leemans 4- Co.,

)

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, & REPAIRER
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS.

TINSMITHS, ELECTRO-PLATERS, BRONZE

R

Xiacquerers, and Railway Con-
tractors, dtc., dtc.

NO. 2, CHOWRINQHEE.

Baths of sizes; Block Tin-made Deed an
Despatch Boxes, Sugar, Coffee, & Tea Cans

Garden-watering Pots
;
Tea, House, Street, Porticc

Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railwa
lamps of all descriptions

Always in hand and made to Order.

PORTABLE COOKING STOVES of single an
double 3 and 4 inch burners. Tin and Wrought
ron Enamelled Ware, &c.

Terms-Very Moderate. fl-43

XiONDON AND X.ANGASKXRB
X.IFE ASSVARANCB GO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.

This Company offers to the Public the Com-
bined Advantages of

Unquestionable Security and X.ow
Rates of Premium.WHILE the adoption of all the improved

modern conditions under which Policies

are now issued, enables the Directors to grant un-

usual facilities to all intending Assurers.

That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-

versally recognized as the MOST SECURE AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT, is sufficiently

proved by the following statistics, “ startling in

their magnitude but quiet power,” extracted from
“ The Review” of January 1st, 1879.
“ In the years 1870-1878, the accumulated Life

Assuarance Funds of the Offices have risen from
£90,700 000 to £117,600,000, or at the rate of

£3,000,000 per annum. This is after paying out
£71,500,000 in claims and bonuses on policies alone,

entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or

management expenses. The total sum received by
the Life Offices on life account in the eight -years

was £128,700,000. Against this was paid in

claims, £71,500,000 ;
annuities, £3,350,000 ; and

surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being
a total paid out to Policy-holders of about

£84,000,000; after this £27,000,000 were added
to funds.

The LONDON & LANCASHIRE returns 80 per

cent, of the profits, divided every five years to

participating Policy-holders. English rates of pre-

mium only charged for such period as the Assured
spends westward of Suez.

Prospectuses and every required information

can be immediately obtained by application to

the undersigned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.

The Manager of the Indian Mirror is authorized

to be our Agent.
A. B. SHEKLETON, "

General Agent 4* Secretary for India,

a-4 A, Lall Bazaar, Corner of Mission Row,

Dr. Xiazarus’s Domestic Medicines.
o

Infantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rs, 1 4

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic

character), ... ... .,.,,10
Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),... ... ,, 1 0
Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... ,,2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ... ,,2 0
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

&c.), ... ... ... ,,18
Family Laxative, A safe, certai n and

useful purgative, ... ... „ 20
Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ... „ 1 4

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ... ... ... ,,14

Family Carminative (Invaluable for

Children), ... ... ... ,,2 0
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-

ducing growth of the Hair), ... ,, 2 0
Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-

nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... ... ,,18
The above are most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is

wrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus &Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Madicine Ven-
ders. a-68

READV FOR SAXrE.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

BY

MR. LAL MOHUN G-HOSE,
AT THE Town Hall,

CALCUTTA,
On March 4, 1880.

To be had at the “ Indian Mirror”
Office,

No, 2, British Indian Street, Calcutta.

And at the Cannings library,
55, College Street.

Price 6 annas a copy. a-12
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A. J. P A n K. B B, & CO.

"gEG to draw the attention of those about to furnish to their fine range of Commission Sale Rooms

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowest prices.

! 1

Those desirous of Selliug their Furniture privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu-

ation cash advances made.

«-2l

ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

! AOMXRABt-E TRANSPORIMCATZOir OP MRCHANZCAZi ENBRG-V
j

INTO TORRENTS OF ELBCTRICITV 1

)

'

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Light in England,
France, and America affords sufBcient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time, be ex-

tensively used for lighting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lighting.
We are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills, Public Halls,

Large Dur ar Tents, Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railway
Bridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof
Electric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensity
of 2,000 Standard iiandles at the following low rates.

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night
Dynamo ^-lectric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night

11! The cost of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
charge for one Electric Light of thet intensity of 2,000 Caudles, will be only Rs. 15 per night at
the monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! ! I

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with loading Wine, Carbon
Pencils, &c., fitted with our improved Hurricane proof, Self Adiustlng, Self Lighting
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2,000.
^ 1' Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

(T R TT £ C O P V.)

Mr. Fleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Bakrala
Bridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards.

The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

Rs. .50 0

U 175 0
450 0

Bakrala Bridge,) ^

2Sth October 1879. J

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst, Engineer, Bakrala Sana Division, P, N. State Railway,

a-37

P. W. 'FLEURY & CO.,

Builders and Electrical Rngfineers,

No. 63, Dhurrumxollah, Calcutta.

Established 1846.

THB DRUGGISTS’ HABZ.,
36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S, S. “ Duke of
Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”

“ Hydaspes,” &c., &c.
Ziaotopeptine

Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion
combined in the same proportion as they exist in
the human stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the influence
of the natural gastric juice. It will be found
far superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,
Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly
indicated in Anseinia, general Debility, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, anu
impoverished condition of the blood.

Direction for use, formulae and dose measure ac-
company each phial.

Price Rs. 4 phial, and packing As, 4.

ItZorson’s Medicinal Pepslne.
loz. phial Rs. 3, Packing As, 4.

Norton’s Camomile Pills
A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and

all stomach complaints.
Price Be. 1. Packing As. 4.

ZZemrod’s Cure for Asthma.
Catarrh, Bronchitis,Croup, Hooping Cough,

RDINARY Colds, and all diseases of the Respira-
ory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin.

Price Rs. 3-8. Packing As. 2.

Grimault’s Vegetable Ipjectlon of
Matlco.

A few injections of very short duration are
sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. I/.,

Whitmore’s Compound Zilnlment of
Arnica.

An effectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasms,
Lumbago, weak Joints, &c., and as a counter-irri-
tant in a sluggish state of the liver.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4,

Wilkinson’s Ginger and Camomile.
Price Rs. 2. Packing As. 4.

Whitmore’s Stomachic and Ziiver
Pills.

Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.
Savory and Moore’s Pancreatine

Wine.
For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod-

liver Oil solid fat and food generally.
Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4 .

W. F. Smith’s Pile Powders.
For the cure of Piles & Preventionx)f Fistula.
Their gentle emollient action subdues irritation,

regulating the bowels without leaving a disposition
to costiveness, their decided tonic properties give
power to the system, arrest all tendency to, and
counteract the weakening effect of, the disease, and
their intrinsic value will prove that they fully
merit the title of a specific cure of Piles and pre-
ventive of Fistulas.

Price Re. 1-S per box. Packing As. 2,
PROPRIETORY MEDICINE,

Concentrated Compound Bssence or
Fluid Bxtract of Sarsaparilla.

This preparation is decidedly preferable to any
other form in which Sarsaparilla can be adminis-
tered, on account of its portability and superior
efficacy. It contains the whole active and medi-
cinal properties of the root in the highest state
of concentration, combined with the ingredients
of the compound decoction directed by the Obllege
of Surgeons. The beneficial effects ol this Fluid
as an Alterative or Restorative, its great useful-
ness in all disorders of the Skin, Indigestion,
general Debility,and after a too free administration
of Mercury, have been universally admitted and
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most eminent practitioners of the present
day.

Direction for use accompany each bottle.

Price per bottle Rs. 2. Packing A s. 4 .

Best assortment of Drugs and chemicals. Guar-
anteed fresh, and received direct from the respect-
able manufacturers of London.
Terms moderate.—Wholesale rates on

application. Price list supplied to Mofussil doctors
and Dispensaries. Orders promptly executed on
remittance of cash, or a respectable reference in
Calcutta,

GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT & CO.
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS, ’

Wholesale and Retail Urugglsts,
And

Manufacturers of Rirated Waters.
a-47
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NEW GOODS! NEW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnislilng' Requisites.

vttt VET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Ra. 3 to 12-8, COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL

FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

RHFFiP SKIN RUGS, &C &c.,&C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 25 per set. BRASS

CORNICING to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Ra. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PUM)AH RINGS, in all aizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &C., &C., &c.

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OF

TAPE muslin AND LENO CURTAINS. Ra. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
’ and CRETONNES, at all prices,

Our seleotions of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

S —Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers.

Brussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile
Carpetings.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long

Curtains, Screens, tfcc.
^

The largest assoitment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin,

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxonv Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coat
Blankets.

Door Mats.
English—made from West India Fibre,

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches,

M ,> M .. 38 by 24 „
Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

„ „ „ ,, 38 by 24

Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Bugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah Bepps.
Green, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other MateriMs.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

r. W. BAK.BB, it, CO.,

HOSIERS. DRAPERS SILK MERCERS, &c., &c.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA, a-23

ADVANTAGES OP ASSURING WITH THE

ORTFNTAL LIFE OFFICE
All that Experience has proved Practicable and

Prudent in the Modern System of Life Assuiance,

Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be

obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever

(1.^' Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.

Amalgamations Impossible.

Funds in Government Securities only.

Native Lives assured at European Rates.

Premiums reduced to English Rates from

leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

(2 .

(3,.

(4.)

(5.)

date of

China.

Annual Premium for Assurance
Rs. 1,000 under New System.

of

Age.
1

30 35 40 45

Premium
1

Rs. As. P.

21 6 4

Rs. As. P.

24 8 8

Rs. As. P.

28 10 0

Rs. As. P.

33 14 8

0 ) Office young, and therefore free from Old

(7 ^Premiums can oe paid Yearly, Half-yearly,

Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of

CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER

PROOF OF DEATH.
, , ,

fO ') Liberal Surrender Value of 3d per cent,

not Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,

md thus ea^W NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
\BLE SECURITY.

(11.) Entire Direction in India,

(12.) Special Protection to Assignees.

(13.) The Most Economical Management,
(14.) Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-15-0 only,

(15.) Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine.

(16.) Policy-holders can appoint their own
Trustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.

(17.) -Medical Examinations arranged anywhere
aiiit* Aqqii ro t*Q

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to al l Races.

(19.) No Restriction on Travel,

POLICY-HOLDERS IN 'IRE '' ORIENTAL"
ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER.

Unequalled Liberality.
Being established in India, all arrangements for

the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” are

made with a view to the convenience and benefit of

its own members,—European and Native,—whe
alone participate in the advantages arising from
its succssful progress.

Yearly list of new Assurers closes 31st

December.
Special attention is invited to the Peculiar

System of Life Assurance introduced by this

Company, and to the New and extremely favorable
Conditions (as regards Rates, Peofits, Limits
OF Residence, Non-liability to Foefeitdre, &c.)
under which its policies are issued.

The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when
Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

“THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AND
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT. IS RAPIDLY
GAINING THE CONFIDENCE OP THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY.”
Intending Assurers—Native or European— are

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the
“ Oriental ” with those of any other Company.

T, y»:..Srv P..’ac1 CALCUTTA. UANiQER J< Aotmrv, BOMBAY. a-l«

W. NEWMAN it. CO.

Rs. 33-6

Rs. 45 0
movable

Magic Lanterns.
Japanned Tin, Complete with Chimney, Lamp,

Lamp Glass, Reflector, Lenses, and with one dozen
Comic Slides :

—

Size, by 6 inches, with 2| inch
lens. (25 0) Rs. 27-12

Size, 90 by 7J inches, with 3 inch
lens (30 0)

Superior quality. Size lOJ by 7 inches,
with 3 inch lens, complete in black
wood box. (40-0)

{This size Lant>m loill take the Comic

,
Slides as noted belo7v,)

Superior quality. Size, 12 by 7| inches,
with 3J inch lens, complete in black
wood box. (64 0) Rs. 60-0
(This size Lantern mill take any size of Slide,)

DISSOLVING VIEW APPARATUS.
A very Superior DISSOLVING VIEW APPARA-
TUS, with 4-inch condencing lenses, Rackwork
adjustments, and complete apparatus, with a
supply of wicks and extra chimneys, specially
fitted with a Silber Lamp to burn Kerosine.
The whole fitting into a strong locked box.
080 0) Ra. 200-0

A linen screen for ditto, with rings, &c. 10 feet
square Net 15 0

DISSOLVING VIEW APPARATUS, with 4-inch
condensing lenses, Rackwork adjustments, &c.,
complete

; Argand lamp, no chimney required.
Pitted in a strong box. (135-0) Rs. 180-0

Magic Lantern Sides.
Comic Movable Slips, double and trible, a great

variety each Rs. 1-12, per dozen, (18 0) Rs. 20-0
Colored Views of Scenery on the Overland Route

;

Scotland
;
and the Continent. ('2-8) Rs. 2-12

Photographic Slides, Views of Paris, Rome, &c.

J2-0) Rs. 2-4
Westminster Abbey By Day—) 2 slides (10-0)

By Night
) Rs. 11-4

The Tower of London )

By Day—Moonlight— V 3 slides. (14-0) Rs. 15-8
The Tower on Fire )

Gibraltar The Rocks—)
In the Caves f

The Lighthouse Day)
—Night—A Storm (2))

Vesuvius =-D..-

(20-0) R.. 22.4

Faust and Marguerite, 2 slides (10-0) Ra. 11-4
The Watermill Summer]
—Night—The Swan— > 5 slides.(35-0)Rs.37-12
Winter—Snow Storm )

The Fountain, 2 slides, (17-0)
The Beehive. (9-0)
The Windmill. (9-0)

Lever Slides, each. (5-0)

"Music Hath Charms.”
Breaking Stones.

The Ship.

The Camel.
The Monkey and the Cat.

Stag drinking.

Horse drinking.
Domestic Amenities.
The Fair.

Chromotropes in great variety.

The Old Nursery Tales.
Cinderella. iO slide.o. (29-0) Rs.
Little Bo-Peep. 8 slides. (20-0) Rs.
Pussy’s Road to Ruin. 12 slides. (28-8) Rs.
Whittington and his Cat. 8 slides. (20-0)

Rs. 22-4

2sIides.(13-8) Rs. 15-0

4 slides. (17-0)Rs.l8-12

(11-4) Rs, 12-8

Rs.
Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

18-12

10-0

10-0
6-8

(9-0) Rs, 10-0

32-4
22-4

31-4

The Old Man and his Donkey.
(17-0)

6 slides.

Rs. 18-12

«-54 W. NEWMAN & CO.

M. DAV AND CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS

AND REPAIRERS
OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmltlis,Electroplaters,Bronzers,

Dacquerors and Bailway Con-
tractors, dec., dec.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
Baths of sizes. Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-

water Cana
;
garden watering pots

;
Tea, House,

Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps ; Railway Lamps of every descriptions,
Slq,

,
&c

.

,

Always in hand and made to order,
ALfSO

Portable Cooking stoves of single and double
IJ, 3, aud 4 inch burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate,
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WHAT I S BLO^

?

00

The function of the Blood is to supoly ftvory waste of the body made by the different secretions.
It produces every part of the body, boti solids and fluid’, it repairs diseased parts, it imparts

vitality to the system ;
in short, it r.*generates all the solid parts of the animal system, and replenish^'s

all the waste of the fluids. Such beino: the important functions of the blood, it is universally admitted
to be the sustainer of life. When this vital fluid is impregnated with any morbid matter,
naturally the whole system suffers, ami it eives rise to a train of distressing disorders. Unless
thoroughly purified, this tainted blood lurks in the system for life, and its poison has been known
even to be transmitted from generation to generation, and t’ us entail unmerited suffering to the
progeny.

DR. ALLEN’S BLOOD PURIFIER,
Recommended bjj Eminent Medical Men for purifyinq the Blood and cleansing it from all

morbid matter, and for eradicating Mercury from the system.

This invaluable preparation contains in a very concentrated form the essential principles of a few
roots and herbs noted for their efficacy in purifying the blood, combined with such gums and balsams,
as are known to possess great restorative properties, extracted by an improved but very tedious pro-
cess. whereby all their therapeutic properties are preserved in the highest degree. It purifies and
enriches the blood, removes mercurial taint, and thoroughly renovates the whole system. By
its use, the function of assimilation is imnroved to such .a degree that, where for years an emaciated
cadaverous, and a declining condition of the frame existed, the fl<»sh will rapidly increase in quantity'
and health perfectly re-established. It supersedes all the remedies of the present day in the speedy
and permanent cure of

—

Mercurial Sores,

Glandular Swellings,

Rheumatism (Inflammatory,)
Cancerous Affections,

Leprosy.

White Swellings,
Obstinate Ulcers,
Scrofula,

Old Sores,

Secondary Symptoms.

and all morbid conditions of the system arising from a corrupt or impure state of the blood. Rs. 2 ner
bottle- Dozen, Rs. 20.

The above diseases mu.st be treated constitutionally as well as locally. A course of the Blood
Pdrifieb consisting of six bottles will be required to thoroughly cleanse the blood of all morbid matter
and restore it to a healthy condition.

Mofussil orders should contain 8 annas extra Jfor packing (I to 6 bottles). Remittances should be
made by money-orders, telegraph or half-anna postage stamps.

BURDBTT jSLND CO., SOZjE AG-BZTTS,

3JA, Waterloo Street, Calcutta. a-Sl

DWARKIN & SON,
ZMPORTBRS or mUSICAZ. INSTRUMENTS, &c.,

6, LOWER CHITPORE ROAD, CALCUTTA.
IMPROVED HARMONIFLUTES.

Superior Improved Harmoniflute, 3 octaves, 0. G. Side 1 stop, highly finished, in box
PEOPLED HARMONIUMS,

Of Superior Tone and Finish, 6 octaves, in polished solid o.ik case, by Alexandre
IMPROVED CORNETS,

Superior Improved plated Cornet, Military Model with waterkey 5 crooks in box
CLARIONETS,

Of Cocoawood, in B flat, 13 German Silver keys, 2 rings, in box
FLUTE^i,

Of Superior Quality, in D, Cocoawood, 6 German silver keys, in box
VIOLINS,

Of Superior Tone and Finish, with Good Bow and box by Stardnarins
Assorted Instruments, Strings and Fittings always kept in stock.

Price List on application.

Ra. 55 each.

» 85 „

,, 50 „

II 45 ,,

II 15 ,,

45 „

a-2S

‘‘EUREKA

SPECTACX.ES <b. SYE-GEASSES.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

ON THE 1st AUGUST,

I SHALL KEMOVJ!; TO ,

No, 13, OLD COURT HOUSE S'lREET,

AND

NO. 1, MANGOE LANE.

(Lately occupied by the Froich Bank.)

N. LAZARUS.

tt'19 Ooncoltation Free.
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COOKE & KELVEY.
20, OliD COURT KOUSEI STREET, CALCUTTA,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE ANN COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.
The Model Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.

These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best
known makers. They are entirely of English manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements,
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &,c.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 230 to 250,

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs, 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 2.30 to 250.COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHES OF GUARANTEED OUALITY

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs, 45, 5 cash.

o

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 cash.

GOLD ALBERT CRAINS.
A magnificent assortment, many of the pattern being recently designed and of a novel characterFrom Rs. 40 to 300,

O
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The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of massive
elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality ami exquisite workmanship.

i

COOKE & KELVEY%
CALCUTTA.0-29

NATIONAL BANK. OF INDIA,
LIGHTED.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six. Months’ Deposits 4%

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short

periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the dLaily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J. Campbell.
»*62 ‘ Manager,

NOTICE.
2.. British Indian Street, at

4.vT 1 ^ hasbccn printed since
distinct from the Press

at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for nublic
information that the Press in British Indian Street,
where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, IS henceforward to be called theSen Press. All communications for the Indianmrror Newspaper and the Sen Press to be
addressed acoordingly,

f

G. LAZARUS dc. CO.,

AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,
’ ' Cat.ootta. '

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.

Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

356, 432
Machines,

Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Hand Machine
without cover,

Rs. 65.

SINGER’S

L^CK-STITOH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Hand Machine
with polished cover and

lock.

Rs. 80.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table,

Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines,

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STiTCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCS

Sewing Maheines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,

Rs. 105.

SINGER’S
LOOK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

The Medium Machine on po-

lished Table,

Rs. 100.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing STaohines.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,

Rs. 115.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines,

The Arm Machine with mov-
able feed for Shoemakers,

Rs. 120.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Packing for

Hand Machines. Rs. 2-8.

Treadle ditto, Rs. 6.

Up-country orders with re.mittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a-3

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders,
Commission will be charged according to the value
of the order on a'sliding scale of rates which can
be ftBcertained by application to the Manager,
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HAROLD & CO,
3, DAI<»OUSIX: SQUAXLX:. CAXiCUTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the Mofussil, to a supnrb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom-

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order,
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfectly in tune
nd of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

o
Box No. 1073, playing- 6 Beng-all tunes, 1st series.

1. Poorabee
2. Imni.
3. Maroo (Dhuraa Kauralie).

Karp or Setar Box No
1. Poorabee,
2. Imni.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

Box No.
1. Sarung.
2. Bhoirabee.
3. Kaffee,

Harp or Setar Box
1. Sarung.
2. Bhoirabee.

3. Kafifee.

1. Bassanto.
5. Kalangrah.
6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 100.
1073,^, playing: 6 Bengrali tunes, 1st series.

4. Bassanto.

6. Kalangrah.
6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 125.

1075L playing- 6 Bengali tunes. 2nd series.
4. Jhinjuttee.

5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

100 .

6 Bengali tunes, 2nd series.
4. Jhinjuttee.

5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

Cash priceRs. 125.
Box No. 1077, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.
-- m

Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhola Janee.
6. Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 100.
1077^, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.

4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhala Janee.
6. Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 126.

No.
'^ash price Rs.

1075^, playing

1. Taza Bhee Taza.
2. Doogiree.

3. Hilli Milli Punnya.

Harp or Setar Box No.
1. Taza Bhee Taza.
2. Doogiree.

3. Hilli Milli Punya.

NZGHOZ.Z.S & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta,
London:—IWhitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.

Current or Floating Accounts.
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques

paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 P. M., and on Saturdays after 1 p. m.

Government Paper and Securities.
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.
Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange

.

Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made
by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,
payable in Calcutta, or in London at par :

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice

,, at 3 months’ notice

„ at 6 months’ notice

,, at 12 months’ notice

„ at 2 years’ notice
, ,,

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia ou Life Policies paid on due dates

Bills corrected and rents realised.

Business rules awarded on application. a-4

3 per cent.

4 „
5
6 ..

7

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited

to address themselves in writing to X, care of

the Printer.

SMITH, STANISTREET, & GO.

Pharmaceutical Chemists and
2>ruggists,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

To His Excellency the Right Hon'hle

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-General of India,
kc., (tec., kc,,

AVE received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

H
Rs. A. p.

Artery Forceps From • • • 2 0 0
„ „ Fenestra

9 9 • • • 4 8 0
Belts, Abdomen

9 9 • • • 9 0 0
„ Corpulency

9 9 • • • 12 0 0

„ Riding (9 • • • 5 0 0
„ Carson’s Patent

1 9 • • • 16 0 0
Catheters, Silver Plated

9 9 • • • 3 a 0
Caustic Cases „ 1 9 • «

•

3 0 0
Dissecting Cases 99 • •• 7 0 0
Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings

9 9 • • • 4 0 0

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete
9 9 • • • 8 0 0

,, Trumpets for Deafness
9 9 • f • 3 0 0

„ Cornets, Double
9 9 • • • 9 0 0

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c. 1

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks >
9 9 « • • 6 0 0

Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk ,, 1 9 • •

«

8 0 0
Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. 99 • • • 2 0 0
Electro-Magnetic Machines) on fi f\

very powerful, single
)

99 • • t u u

Do. do, double
1

1

• •• 25 0 0
Do, do, pocket M 18 0 0,

»>

M
f t

Rs.

12
4

9
60
36
3

4

12

A. P.
0 0
8 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
8

0
0 0

-380

)»

ft

9*

ENEMA APPARATUS
Brass, single and double From

action
,,

Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe ,,

Kennedy’s Syphon ,,

Eye Instrument Cases

„ ,, Macnamara’s ,.

Cataract Knives and Needless
Scissors, curved, Probe, and

Sharp, pointed, Cross
Action

Opthalmoscopes Liebricbs, &c.
Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

by ns, Mudges, (tec., (fee.

Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles

Abscess Knives, Syraes

„ Lancets
Bistouries

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

„ Army Regulation
Probes, Silver

Scalpel and Finger Knives
Scalpels

Scissors

Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaculum
Stethoscopes
Speculums Ear

Spring Kramers
„ Nose

Rectum
Vagina
Silver Plated

Spray Producers, Listers

Richardson’s Complete
Various Makers

Suspenders
Subcutaneous Syringes
Aluminum Cases
Silver Plated Mounts
Clinical Thermometers

,, With Kew Certificate

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray
Sons, &c., &e.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
' the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from .-7 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8
THE NEW PHOENIX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners and Patients

is obviated from .-
Wholesale and Retail Agents

FOR

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s UnoxIdised
Phosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork. Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System,

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. k
0. Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers,

Wholesale rates on application.
9 k 10, Dalhousib Square,

and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street, a-17

99

99

99

19

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

19

99

99

9 9

99

99

99

99

99

99

2

2

1

2
1

1

7

2

2

16

80
1

6

2

1

1

2
2

2
m
4

7

3

3
6

18

16

8

2

8
36
8

5

7

0 0
0 0

12 0
8 0
4 0
8 0
0 0

8 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
8 0
8 0
0 0
0 0
8 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
8 0

and

0
0

I

8 0 0

The undersigned beg to inform the Public tha
they have the undermentioned goods in large

quantities in stock, and orders supplied,—and
contractor.

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syringes
I'rom i oz. to 31b., Mugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds,
Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallons,
Freezing Pots, and other Pewter Articles of every
description.

Terms—Cash.
Price moderate,

BISSONAUTH CHUNDER 8c SONS,
a«46 1, Bentinok Street. Calcutta

L
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\ KoogrUly Bridg-e Notice.
rPiHK Bridge will be closed for traffic on

JL Tuesday, the 20th July, 1880, from 11-30

A. M. to 2-30 P. M.
G. H. SIMMONS,

a-53 Secretary to the Bridge Covimmionem.

Silver Cream.

For plating articles of Brass or Copper with-

out the aid of a Battery, and for silvering

Harness mounting, &c., as well as for cleaning all

kinds of silver and plated articles.

This preparation is guaranteed not to contain the

slightest trace of mercury, and from the simplicity

of its application supersedes anything of the kind

ever before introduced, it being only necessary to

rub it over the article (Copper and Brass), with a

piece of rag or the fingers, and polish with a

chamois leather in order to produce a coating of

pure Silver.

As this Cream deposits a coating of pure Metal-

lic Silver, articles of that metal cleaned with it in-

crease in weight and value in proportion to the

amount of coating received.

Price Re. 1 2 and Rs. 2 4 per bottle, packing

As. 4.

Remittance made in postage stamps should

carry cue anna extra per Rupee to cover discount.

Agents for the Manufacturers.
HOWARD & CO.,

a.\l Barrackpore*

DB. J. G. ANDERSON,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhurrumtollah Street,

ZMCay be consulted at all hours daily.

{At home from 11 to 13 a. m.)

Family engagements in and about Entally under
special rrangements. ijt-7

INDIA GENERA!. STEANC NAVI-
GATION COWCPANir, “X.D.”

SCHOENK. Kilburn & Co .—Mamaamq AgenU.
ASSAM LINE NOTICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghnr

downward every-^tn«lay. - -
rj'lHE Str. Rapnehal will leave

iN ! Calcutta for Assam, on Fridajf

,

the 16th instant.

Cargo will be received attheCompany’s Godowns,

Nimtolla.h Ghat, up till noon of' Thursday, the

15th instant,

[

'IHK Str. Agra will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
' day, the 18th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s

Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 16th instant.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train

of Saturday, the 17th instant.

CAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar

downward every Thursday.
ritHE Sti. Benares will leave

X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

*day, the 20th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 19th instant.

For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4, Fairlie Place, i Q. J. Scott,

Calcutta, 14th July, 1880. I
Secretary.

a^\

rivers steawc navigation
CO., ** IjIDIITED.”

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly

from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

ri’lHE Steamer Burmah will

X leave Calcutta for Assam
on Friday, the 16th current.

rriHE Str. Burmah will leave

X Goalundo for Assam on

Thursday, the 22nd instant.

For further information regarding rates of

freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & COt

Notice.

All private commnnica ions for the Proprietor

of the Indian Mirror and the Sunday Mirror
should be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumtollah Street.

GOVERNESS to take charge of a girl 4

years of age. Apply st.ating terms to

H.
Post Opcc,

378 Parbatipur.

A

CALCUTTA BOOXL DEPOT.
The following Books may be had for cash only :

Rs. As. P.

Civil Court Manual, by Mr. Cranenhurgh... 8 8 0
The Unrepealed Bengal Regulation, by
Mr. Cranenburgh ...8 8 0

Criminal Court Assistant, by Mr. Cranen-
burgh ... 4 4 0

Civil Procedure Code,by Mr. Cranenburgh 4 4 0
The Unrepealed Acts of the Bengal Coun-

cil, by Mr. Cranenburgh ... 5 8 0
Notes on the Indian Penal Code ... 1 2 0
Secrets of Success at the Bar ... 1 1 0
The Evidence Act, by Mr. Cranenburgh... 12 0
Mahomedan Law ... 0 8 0

Apply to

RY MOHUN SEN & COUSINS,
No. 134, Shedoshur Chunder's Lane, ( hampatolla,

a-66 CALCUTTA.

Students' Guide to Eng'lish Idioms'
In titkee parts.

Containg copious Explanations and Illustrations

of the use of Prepositions, Phrases, Idioms,
and the Articles.

BY
BHOLANAUTHPAUL, M. A.,

Head Master, Hindu School.
Price with postage, Rs, 3-4-G.

To be had at the Canning Library, the Central

Library, or of the author. Early applica-

tions requested. a-5

COOK AND CO.

Crusbed Food for Horses.
Price
Cattle Food
Chaff,

Rs.

Rs. 2
Re. 1-8

2-10 per md
per md
per md

']
I.)

Exclusive
of

bags.

a-i

Notice.

Life of Maharajah Nava Krishna Deva Baha-
door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

Behary Mittra. which the Press have opined to

be highly interesting, is ready for sale at the
Sanskrit Press Depository, the Canning Library,

39, Old Chiuabazar, and 115, Chitpore Road,
( Burtollah.)

Price six Annas
CAll rights reserved.) a-8

The Indian Student’s Companion
TO

ARITHMETIC.
(Being a collection of nearly all the Examina-

tion Papers in Arithmetic of the Indian Univer-
sities, &c., with Answers.) Price with Postage
As. 13, To be had only of Messrs. D. N. Ghosh
& Co. The Central Library, 57, College Street.

a-65

Tbe Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses

arising through dishonesty of persons holding

situations of trust, and to obviate the

inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear

of those pecuniary losses to which persona are

exposed Who become responsible for the acts of

others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the

employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums pei'iodically reduced.

For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Secretary,

9, Blphinstone Circle, Bombay,
OR,

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wollessley Place, Calcutta,

a-16 X Agent, for BENGAL. ‘

VTARBANTED !

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An.
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising therefrom.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Chronic Veuerial affec-

tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimples, Cutaneous
Eruptions, several kinds of Skin Diseases, Dyspepsia,
and general Debility, &c. It has the wonderful
property of removing the Mercury from the system
and of purifying the bloo'd of all its impurities
from whatever cause arising, of invigorating the
system and imparting fresh energy and vitality

to it. The brilliant and extraordinary^ efficacy of

this Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic and
almost hopeless cases, proves its effects to be un-
rivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for Itlercurlal and Syphi-
litic TTlcers and Bruptlons. Price per
pot 8 annas.

Infallible ZHalarla Specific perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Ansemia,. Swelling of the
legs Jind feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood arid the system fronl the

Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,

restores the internal organs to their normal func-
tious, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite^^nd gives tone and vitality to the system after

the subsidence of tbe fever- It has wrought won-
derful-gjires of the numerous worst cases of fever,

complicated with enUrged Spleen and Liver which
have b^fied thgs^^tempts of the healing art and
wherejpu othertriedicines have signally failed.

Pricl per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bott)ea.8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cureftf enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.

Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To be had of
MAISON DE PARIS.

2, CHOWRINQHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH.
Calcutta. a-40

THB INDIAN IMCIRROR.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(In Advance.)
Town.

Rs. As. P.

For One Month 2 8 0

„ Three Months 6 0 0

,,
Six Months 12 0 0

,,
Twelve Months 24 0 0

N. B.—The above includes subscription to the

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil.

For One Month 3 6 0

,, Three Mouths 8 0 0

,, Six Months 16 0 0

,, Twelve Mouths 32 0 0

Foreign.

For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 48 6 0

,, ,, {via Brindisi) 64 10 0

Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil.)
For One Month 1 0 0

,
xnree jMonths ... ... ... 2 8 0

„ Six Months 5 0 0

„ Twelve Months... 10 0 0
( Single Copy Four Annas. ) ..

Foreign.
For Twelve Months \via Southampton) 12! 7 0

,, ,, {via Brindisi) 14 14 0
ADVERTISEMENT RATES

For casual Advertisements 2 annas ner line.

No Advertisement charged for less than ^

Rupee.
For snecial contract rates appiy to tne Manager.
N. B .—All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Noreudronath Sen, Proprietor.

Printed and published for the Proprietor by W. C,

SooR, at the Sen Press, at No. 2, British Indian

Street, Caloatte,
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RSITTBB’S THXaSG-H. AnxS.

A NAVAL DEMONSTRATION
AGAINST TURKEY.

London, 24th July.
The great powers have agreed to a naval

demonstration against Turkey in favor of the

claims of Montenegro.

REFORMS IN ARMENIA.
In the House of Commons last night a

long debate took place relating to the execu-
tion of reforms in Armenia, when the Pre-
mier made a statement concerning England
acting in European concert in the matter.

(Kditorial

The Spectator says :
—“ Our modern

Christianity, even at its best, compared with
the Christianity of Christ, is a sickly, pallid,

and weakly affair.”

:o:

The House of Commons has passed ano-
ther important measure. It was a Bill for-

bidding the sale of intoxicating liquors on
Sundays. The majority was larger than that

which passed Sir Wilfrid Lawson’s Local
Option resolution. This Bill is sorely a
prelude to the Local Option Bill insisted

upon by teetotalers.

•:o:

Christian Lije is afraid lest the use

of the telephone for transmitting the voice of

the preacher to distant dwellings afford an
excuse to many “ stay-at-homes ” from at-

tending the church. Our London contem-
porary says :—Please, Mr. Edison, don’t

invent anything that will make it “ easier
”

for people to stay away from the house of

worship.Too many find plenty of excusesal ready

Herb is a hint for our school-masters.

The Minister of Instruction in France, not

satisfied with insisting upon compulsory edu-
cation, seeks to make the study of gynanastics

compulsory also, and to have every school-

boy taught to jump, to run, to fence

and to box. Four times a week the

art of self-defence will be practised in

all the schools and colleges of France,

The Minister’s idea is to make the new
study rigorously obligatory. There will be

no exemptions except in the case of well-

authenticated delicacy. A little manual has

been prepared and is already in the hand.s of

professional gymnasts.

We are glad to notice from reports brought
by our missionaries that the Brahraos are in
many places recovering from the moral torpi-
dity produced by the late agitation. A healthy
spirit of cariosity has been raised in many
minds, and our brethern want to know more of
our latest developments. There is a greater
desire manifested also in walking by the road
of faith and with humble and trustful resigna-
tion to the will of the Lord, Let this spirit

grow from more to more. Long, long have our
brethren strayed from the fold. The voice
of Heaven is raised ta call them back. Come
away, come away brethren, and take your
proper places in the fold. It is not good that
they should remain empty for ever.

"o:

It is a matter of national rejoicing that the
prospects of a speedy termination of the Af-
ghan war are daily brightening. A Durbar
was held on the 22nd instant, at which all the
principal chiefs and residents of Cabul and a
deputation of Chiefs on the part of Abdul
Rahman were present. At this meeting
Sirdar Abdul Rahman was publicly
acknowledged and recognised by the British
Government as Amir of Cabul. A meeting
between the new Amir and the British officers

will follow. In the meantime the country
is everywhere quiet, and we are told that the

Amir’s cause is daily gaining strength. We
hope this is no lull before a storm, but that
the people of Afghanistan, being well assured
of the pacific disposition of the new Ministry,
will readily accept the sovereignty of the

new Amir.

A refreshing feature in the New Dis-
pens.ation is that it has raised our spirit of

reverence for every good thing that we see.

The head is ready to bow before the true, the

good and the beautiful wherever found. It

is an immense relief to us. For to speak
the truth we were never satisfied with
merely disagreeing. Christ was an enigma
in many respects

;
and we could not accept

him altogether. The New Dispensation,,

however, has made him a familiar figure

and we now actually like and love him all

over. What a re'ief ! We have experienc-

ed a similar sensation with regard to Hindu-
ism. As educated men we were bound to

attack that system whenever we could. But
as we have said, the human heart is not
satisfied with negative work. The New
Dispensation has revealed to os the hidden
glories of Hinduism, and how we like the

change ! We crave to live at peace with the

world, and the New Dispensation is giving us
this peace. Its only foe is unbelief and infidel-

tiy.

:o:-

;o:

Emerson’s remarks on atheism will be
read with interest by many at the present
time :

—“Unlovely, nay, frightful, is the

solitude of the soul which is without God
in the world. To wander all day long in the
sunlight among the tribes of animals, unrelat

ed to any thing better
;
to behold the horse,

cow, and bird, and to foresee an equal and
speedy end to him and them

;
no, the bird as

hurried by with its bold and perfect flight

would disclaim his sympathy and declare him
an outcast. Te see men pursuing in faith

their varied actions, warm-hearted, providing

for their children, loving their friends, per-

forming their promises—-what are they to this

chill, houseless, fatherless, aimless Cain, the

man who hears only the sound of his own
footsteps in God’s resplendent creation ? To
him it is no creation

;
to him these fair

creatures are hapless spectres
;
he knows

not what to make of it
;

to him
heaven and earth have lost their beauty.

How gloomy is the day, and upon yonder
shining pond what melancholy light! lean
not keep the sun in heaven if you take away
the purpose that animates him. The ball,

indeed, is there, but his power to cheer, to

illuminate the heart as well as the atmos-
phere, is gone for ever. It is a lampwick for

meanest uses. The words great, venerable,

have lost their meaning
;
every thought loses into the representation of

all its deptl) and bas become mere surface.”
‘

Mr. O’Donnell, M. P., has written a long
letter fiercely attacking Mr. Parnell and other
Home Rulers for their action with regard to

Mr. Bradlangh, whom he describes as “ this

revolting atheist.” He complains strongly of
the action of Mr. Parnell, Mr. O’Kelly, Mr.
O’Connor Power, Mr. Finigan, Dr. Commins,
in entering Captain Gosset’s room and tender-
ing Mr. Bradlaugh their sympathy. He
asks whether “ patriot Cork—ay rebel Cork”
approves its member “ sympathizing with the
bravado and solacing the merited imprison-
ment of the foul-mouthed insulter of
Christ?” and then he adds, “ To the winds
with every tie of comradeship if this thing is

-to continue. I have entered the service of the
stainless Ireland of our fathers. In the
schools of Catholic Galway, beneath the pul-
pits of its prelate its priests and I have
learaed principles and acquired convic-
tions which will never be repudiated
by the people of Dungarvan or amid
the mountains of Donegal. A Protestant
Parliament has decided that the attempt of an
avowed atheist to enter the legislature is

illegal. Men and women of Ireland, is it your
interest that it should be made legal ?

Tenant farmers of Ireland, is it your interest

that your most just and righteous claims
should be supported by the same appeals to n'

liberty and justice which have just been
expended in trying to varnish over the effron-

tery of a repulsive infidel ? Do you admit
that because Irish emancipation was fairly

won by open Act of Parliament, after three
full readings in both Houses, therefore a skulk-
ing and pettifogging atheism is to be smuggl-
ed into the Legislature by a trick of tactics

and through a back door ? :
A fouler thing

ihan the reptiles which were banished from our
soil may soon be striving to creep and steal

our ancient Qatholio
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Thk congregation of the Brahma Mandir
oftentimes suffer from a great nuisance. It

is the habit—bad habit most certainly

—

which some have contracted of leaving the

place of worship during the time of service.

The disturbance caused by' people in this

manner is a source of frequent complaint to

the worshippers, and it should be stopped by
every means. We observe that even Pro-
testant churches are not free from this nui-

sance.^' Mr. Livingstone, Principal of the

Berhampore Oollege, has sent us a very in-

teresting “ Manual of Manners” which we
hope -to review soon. Among the many
direcuons given we find the following :

—

“ Students, having once entered a Protestant
Chufib, during Divine service, must remain
until the congregation disperses. They must,
on no account, leave the church building, or

even rise from their seats, until the congrega-
tion begins to go.” Mr. Livingstone adds
the' following remarks ;

—

During all the sixteen years that I have been
in India, there is no rule of politeness that I have
found students violate so much as this. It arises

entirely from ignorance. Were it intentional, it

would be a violation of the Penal Code, and cri-

minally punishable. As deacon of a Protestant
Church in India, I have had ample opportunity of

observing the tremendous inconvenience arising

from students being ignorant of this law of polite-

ness. I have tried various plans, in the church
of which I am a deacon, to enlighten them, I have
had notices in big letters placed in some conspi-
cuous part of the church. I have stood at the
door of the church, and told all students as they
entered, that they were, on no account, to leave
church before the service was over. But this

latter plan entails frightful labor, if— say
fifty or sixty students come in groups of twos
and threes at a time, and some of them even after

service has commenced. The inconvenience
caused by students leaving a Protestant church
before the service is over, is very great indeed.

In the first place, it is contrary to English
manners and customs ; and in the second place,

It often occasions such a noise, from walking
over a marble or Portland cement floor, as to

disturb the minister who is conducting the ser-

vice. So irritated have European members of

Christian congregations become at such interrup-

tions, that they seem to have informed the police

of the nuisance, and students have repeatedly

been prevented by the Police from entering the

compoupd of a Christian church. If they came from
one school or one college,it would be easy to induce
the Head Master or the Principal to give his pupils

the proper instruction on this point, but as, in one
city alone, they often come from seven or eight

different schools, several of which are entirely free

from any Government control, it is not so easy to

deal with the matter.

The cause of the ignorance of the students,, is,

that in their own temples and churches, they can
go and come when they like, and they naturally

enoqgh take it for granted, that a similar custom
prevails in Christian churches. It is true that the
custom prevails in Greek and Roman Catholic
Chnrohes, but not in Protestant churches. A
student then must hear in mind that he violates

one of the strictest rules of English politeness, if

he ever leaves a Protestant church before the

service is over, that is, before the European mem-
bers begin to leave the building.

We hope these remarks will have their doe

weight upon onr young men,

THE CREDIT AND DEBIT SIDE
OP LIFE.

It is of very great importance to take at

times an account of onr loss and gain in life.

Because life is a continual gain and loss.

Those who on the average gain, that,is to say

meet their losses, and feel that all things

taken together,they have not been losers, are

happy
;
those who feel the contrary are to be

pitied. Being debtors to nature, we have

to give away a great deal in health and

strength, in comfort and joy, friendship and
sympathy. Being heirs to immortality we
have to acquire every day in spirit and faith,

in devotion and peace, in holiness and resig-

nation. If the bloom and impnlse of youth.

have been oflferad as tribute to the urgent

claims of advancing mauhoocjl,, if the rosiness

and rapture of wild unchecked health, the en-

thusiasm, buoyancy, the rude simple readiness

in every kind of work wherein youth natural-

ly rejoices, have languished somewhat in the

heat and dust of the long weary ways of

middle life, have we gained nothing ? We
have. The hollowness and vanity of a good
deal of what passes as amiable pietism have

W0 seen, and the stern realities of genuine

religions life have been also placed before

us. We have gained in sober wisdom and

experience, in steadiness, patience, and ob-

servation, in the maturity of devotion,

thought, and high moral resolve. We have
gained in calmness, forgiveness, and modest
self-estimate, in understanding, and therefore,

appreciating the rarity of spiritual excellence,

involving the genuineness of friendship, where

friendship is really found. Losing the warm
fliglits, the heartiness, the full-bloodedness

and over-flowing emotions of youthful piety,

its transitions so frequent, sweet, noble, and

yet sometimes so disgraceful, have we not

gained the refinement, the graceful dignity,

the constant depth and flow of a piety

to which age is adding inspiration and

light ? Losing somewhat in impulse, we
have gained in character. Losing in early

impetuosity we have gained in mature
strength. Yes, the early candour, the affec-

tionate confidence, the mutual regard and
appreciation which youth lavishly gives

and urgently demands, have given place

to a coldness, a fatal knowledge of each

other’s faults, a mutual defiance and dis-

tance very sad and harmful, but with it

all a self-reliance has been grined, a trust in

the power of personal piety and exertion, a con-

fidence in individual excellence and individual

destiny that have made some men we know
very good indeed. Manhood on the whole

has been a gain.

THE HYDRA-HEADED MONSTER.

Mr. SHBRRina’s article on Hindu caste in

the last number of the Calcutta Review ought

to be read with interest by every one who
has the social welfare of India at heart. The
speculations of European writers upon the

nature and history of this institution, are

of little interest to the Indian reader,

and the attempts of missionaries to

prove that caSte did not exist in pre-

mitive society, do not succeed in bringing

abont its dissolution. The fact is that the

Native of India is a slave to custom,

and he would cling to it in spite of

any thing you might quote against it

The natural history of caste, therefore, how-

ever interesting to a foreigner, has little to

recommend it to our readers. But the sub-

ject involves other points of great import-

ance. To the social and religious reformer

the institution is an obstacle of the most

formidable kind, while to the political

patriot it will be found to be at

the root of half the evils which thwart

the progress of the Hindu nationality.

So formidable is caste that yon will find al-

most all the great agencies now at work for the

regeneration of our people directed chiefly

against this enemy. Education, Ohristianity,

the Brahmo Somaj, even the railway and

the waterpipe are sworn foes of caste
;
and

yet so insidious it is that the more it is

attacked, the more it grows
;
the more it is

of'posed, the bolder it becomes. The educa-

tionist finds that after all the science impart-

ed to the •
promising v graduate, it fails to

h,.
'

influence his private life which is still

enslaved to the rales and ordinances of the

priestly class. The Brahrq^. Somaj finds

that with all the enlightened ideas of reform

and human brotherhood inculcated to the

rising generation, many of its members still

slavishly follow the regulations of caste. The

politician seeks to unite different classes and

convert them into a compact nation-

ality
;

yet he finds that in spite of all his

speeclies and declamations the Indian patriot

is as blind to the interests of his

nation as he is outwardly a friend

to political redemption. A little reflec-

tion will convince the most superficial

reader that caste requires no defence or

lengthened attack
;

that it has sapped

the strength of the nation, that it sets up one

community against another, and that it has

hitherto been the potent means of keeping

class against class and interest against

interest. Mr. Sherring says well enough :

—

“ Caste dissolves the social compact found

in other countries, infuses the poison of

deadly strife into the small village comrannities

scattered in tens of thousands over the land,

produces enmity between neighbours on the

most trivial grounds, carries out its own

childish rules and laws with Draconian

severity, exercises the strongest power of

disintegration the human race has ever been

subjected to, and only displays a spirit of

binding and uniting in relation to

those selfish creatures, who belong to one

and the same caste, and who thereby are

kept apart from all the rest of mankind by

an unnatural devorce.” This gives a correct

picture of caste asfit is. Now we beg to ask

those who, educated themselves, have yet the

heart to obey the rales of caste, if common
sense, decency and a respect for the mother-

land should not induce them to destroy

an institution which sits like a huge

nightmare upon the country from one end

of it to the other. We make this appeal,

because we are painfully convinced that

hundreds and. thoosands of our educated

countrymen do still lie hopelessly fettered by

the laws of caste, and that education and
religion are powerless to awake tliera to a

sense of their duty. Hundreds of earnest souls

are engaged in devising schemes for the ame-
lioration of the country, yet the real obstacle

to their path is hidden from their view. If we
are asked to state what it is that renders

their endeavours so barren and profitless,

we shall say it is caste, that monster

which has trample upon our manhood,
enslaved onr hearts and rendered elevation in

any shape impossible. The time has come,

indeed, when this hydra-headed monster
should be boldly faced and mercilessly ex-

pelled from the land.

THE THREE GREAT LIES.

Satan’s throne rests upon three pillars,

three great theological lies. Demolish these

and. the downfall of Evil is ; inevitable. They
are marble pillars. They seem sacred, and
therefore, they are honored. By thousands in

the religious world they are held in venera-

tion. Alas 1 Religion countenances and
strengthens the sway of God’s enemy ! The
first lie is widespread and almost universal.

It is this. Men of the nineteenth century

seem to think that fhey are not so much
in need of Divine inspiration as the pro-

phets were in days gone by. In the pleni-

tude of their pride and conceit they

believe they do not require any help cr

counsel from heaven in matters of daily life,

and have sufficient wisdom in themselves
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to regulate their secttlar affairs. Divine help

is needful only in cases of spiritual want. If

men wish to be saved by God, they may refer

to Him for aid, and He will grant such

wisdom and purity as will sanctify them. But
in matters temporal, we are told, men must
consult their own reason and not their God,
their own understanding, not their Vedas or

Bible. God may be a clever and competent
Saviour, but he is thoroughly unfit for the

post of governor of house-hold affairs, or

banker or the leader of a mercantile firm.

He is sure to mislead in such matters.

Therefore the wise of the present age trust

Him not in their temporal affairs but prefer

to be guided by their own light and,the judg-
ment of their elders. Moses sought Heaven’s
guidance in all the details of man’s daily

life
;

many a saint and prophet used to

seek counsel from above regarding matters
of eating and drinking as to what they should
eat and drink, and their commercial specula-
tions and studies and amusements. But they
were fools, says the nineteenth century

;
they

had no intelligence in them and therefore,they
sought Divine help ! Now there is science

and there is education, and men find better

and higher wisdom in these than Heaven can
boast. To say that God cannot give sound
counsel in temporal matters, and that human
reason alone can furnish the needful help, is an
abominable lie which the devout believer must
at once eschew, God does and can administer

'

the best advice in all things for the benefit of

His devotees, and therefore, Him alone shall

we trust for guidance. The first lie is

arrogance
;
the second is bigotry. These

religious sects in the world have little or no '

respect for each other. They honor and love

themselves; they hate and persecute all beyond
the pale of their little churches. There may
be good men in other sects and good ideas
and principles too, but they must be proscribed
as ungodly and impure, simply because they
appertain not to the favored and the elect

race. The rigid Hindu thinks that every
,

thing Yavana has the smell of onion and is,

therefore, unclean and iniquitous. The whole
heathen world, according to the Christian

\

Calvinist, is a mass of corruption, its

men and manners, its literature and
arts, its temples and scriptures and
prophets. Narrow-minded bigots seem to

think that men who have the misfortune of
belonging to other sects are born not of God,
but of the devil, and hence they cannot look
upon them as brethren. Every man is bound
to regard every other man, of whatever sect
or creed, as his brother, and every truth and
virtue in whomsoever found as Divine. To
hold the opposite doctrine and say that no
man and no truth beyond our respooti^o-

sects can be of God, is a hideons lie,

quite unworthy of those who see salvation
in love. We shall have to speak of
another lie, the lie of modern idolatry.

Christians, Hindus, Mahomedans, Brahmos
and Deists have all united in setting up a
big idol in their midst, an old, decrepit some-
thing made of languor and torpor. This is

the grand idol of the hour, and millions there

are that go and worship it. Its glory lies

in this that it cannot speak, cannot move,
and is an exhausted and sinking deity. You
may speak to it a thousand times, you may
file a million petitions. It gives you no
answer. Its power of speech is gone with

youth, and age has left it no power of commu-
nicating thoughts to others. It would speak as

it used to speak in days of yore, but it cannot,

being decrepit. Nor can it hear what you
say unless you speak a loud. Prayers in soli-

tary whispers this strange divinity of the

civilized world cannot hear, Ouly loud

choral hymns and set prayers which
come from the lips and the Church
organ prove audible. Nor has it any-
thing fresh to teach. Its knowledge,
like its energy, is completely exhausted.
What will it teach which is not found in the
ancient scriptures of the world ? Nothing.
It can give no new light, no fresh inspiration.
This exhausted and dead deity is a fiction

and a lie, and no devout man ought to bend
his k ees before it. Say to this dismal,
dreary, decayed deity,—Away !

LIBERTY OF CONSCIENCE.

Thk Bradlaugh debate in the House of

Commons has given rise to a discussion on
the nature and sanctity of oaths. Mr.
Gladstone contended that the theistic character
of the test implied in an oath could no longer
be maintained. Two centuries ago the House
of Commons was the scene of conflicts between
the Church of England and its opponents.
“ The House was rallied by that call.” But the
Test and Corporation Act was repealed, and
the country was next told to rally round the

Protestant character of the House. But when
the Roman Catholics were admitted as mem-
bers, a fresh cry arose. “ That cry was on
the Christian character of the House. It
was observed and insisted upon, that nothing
could be so injurious, so destructive
to the religious character of the country
ns the admission of Jews. For thirty years
that controversy raged.” That era was
closed by Jewish (emancipation. “It was
justly and truly said last night by iny
right hon. friend that the House was
now invited to make a final rally for the

theistic constitution of the House. We have
been driven from the Church ground

;
we

have been driven from the Protestant
ground

;
we have been driven from the

Christian ground
;
and now it appears there is

to be a final rally upon this narrow and illogi-

cal basis of theism. Tliat will go whither
your Protestantism and your Christianity have
gone.” This is strong language and certainly

true so far as the tendencies of English
legislation are concerned. From the brilliant

speeches delivered by him and Mr. Bright,
we clearly understand that the two parties

of the House took up their sides on behalf
of ’religion and religious liberty respectively.

The Conservatives thought that a man who
had no religion should not be allowed to sit in

the House, while Mr. Gladstone and others

contended that religion was entirely out of tha-

question, and since tlia members bad conceded
privtleges to Roman Catholics and Jews,they
should not grudge if an atheist also wanted to

sit with them. The phrase “ So help me God”
was,he said, no essential part of the oath, and
the kernel of the declaration was its promise.

Mr. Bright took another ground. His pious
and honest nature could not brook the preva-
lence of hypocrisy. He deprecated the hollow-

ness with which tiie oath was generally taken,

and declared that the mere invocation to Go(l

would not help religion in the least. And
then rising to a climax of fervour he said,

I pretend to have'no conscience and honor
superior to the conscience oj Mr. Bradlaugh !”

Tliis assertion was received with ironical cheers

from the op: osition, to which he thus repli-

ed :
—“ It is no business of mine to set myself

up—perhaps it is no business of yours to set

yourselves up (cheers)—as having conscience

and honor superior to tliat which actuates

Mr. Bradlaugh.” Touching Mr. Brad-

!

laugh’s belief he said :
—“ I know that many I

people have muolj greater power of belief than

others have
;
aud I am not one of the those—

having myself passed through many doubts—
to condemn, without sympathy at any rate,

those who are not able to adopt the views
wliich I myself hold.” Then again-“ It is

occasions like this that try men and try
principles. Do you suppose that in times
past the founder of Christianity has required
an oath in this House to defend the religion
which he founded? Or do you suppose now
that the Supreme Ruler of the World can be
interested in the fact that one man comes to
the table and takes His name—it may be often
in vain (murmurs)—and another is permitted
to make an affirmation reverently and honestly,
in which His name is not included ?” “ Now,”
be said, “ my belief is that throughout the
whole of the great boroughs of the kingdom
you will find the working classes taking part,
not with the House of Commons in exclud-
ing Mr. Bradlaugh, but with those who wish
him to be permitted to make the affirmation.
I am of that opinion myself. To a large
extent the working people of this country
do not care any more for the dogmas of
Christianity than the upper classes care for

the practice of that religion.” (Cheers, and
loud cries of “Oh!” and “ Withdraw.” )
I wish from my heart that it were otherwise,
(cheers and renewed cries of “Withdraw.”)
The peroration is as follows :—

Hon. Members opposite will, I daresay, represent
to themselves and toothers that they are the ad-
vocates of religion.of orthodoxy ,of decency, and of I
know not what. I am here as the defender of what
I believe to he the principles of our Constitution,
of the freedom of constituencies to elect, and of
the freedom of the elected to sit in Parliampnt.
That freedom whfch h as been so hardly won I do
not believe the House of Commons will endeavour
to wrest from our constituencies, knowing by what
stow steps we have reached the point we have now
attained, and I do not believe that on the recom-
mendation of the Hon. Member for Portsmouth
they will turn back and deny the nrinciples which
have been so dear to them. (Loud cheers.)

We have given here what two of the master
minds among the Liberals hold upon the sub-
ject. To us the position is dear. It were to be
wished, indeed, that all the members of the
Parliament were God-fearing men actuated
by a sincere dependence upon His will in

the conduct of affairs. It is also certain
that there is a blasphemy in taking the
naming of the Lord in vain. Led by these
considerations Mr. Bright came to the con-
clusion that where so much was mingled with
hypocrisy and cant, it was better that no theist-

ic tests should he imposed than that men
by scores should be compelled to repeat a

formula the meaning an(l 8acrexlxw‘p»-»f'whtcn

tltoj ilid-rrotimuerstanJ or appreciate. Be-

sides, there is something to be said in favor of

the right accorded to each individual to

form his opinions. That every man has
full liberty of conscience is one of the

first truths of politics, and it will

not do in these days to accept the doctrine

half-heartedly or with reserve. If the

do itrine be true, let us face the question brave-

ly. It is right, and when we say that a person

is fully entitled to his liberty, we mean
honestly anil sincerely that (>od intends

that he should have it. And then if

liberty is a Divine gift, by all means let us

accord it to every indiviilual. We cannot
say that such a gift would bo injurious to reli-

gion, even if it were abused for that purpose.

Since God gave us the right. He will pre-*

servo it. Can any atheist or any number of

atheists use an instrument for the subversion

of the very Being who accorded it to us ?

It would be absurd and ridiculous to think

so. No, no. The cause of theism has
nothing to fear from the solitary admission of

Mr. Bradlaugh iuto Parliament.

4
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THE LUNATIC ASYLUM.
0

A VISIT to the new Lunatic Asylum in the

eastern districts will certainly repay all trouble

and expense. Let all who have time and

means go and look at the strange phenomena

to be seen there. It is a house of marvels, a

new world of strange sights and strange

sounds. Nous but first class lunatics,

I hear, find admission there, and every

instance of feigned madness is carefully

excluded. The Asylum is a study,

alike profitable and interesting. It shows

how many different forms insanity may

assume in this world of ours. Its in-

mates are recruited from all classes and creeds

and races, Hindus, Mahomedans, Christians

and Theists, philosophers, clergymen, doctors,

scientists, musicians, men, women, children,

hahadirs, beggars &c. Fantastic dance,

irrelevant talk, ludicrous postures, absurd

soliloquies, grimace, laughter, song and

all manner of oddities and eccentricities

make up the daily programme of these

insane gentlemen. It is most amusing

to see how these strange people fare in their

strange home. An abler chronicler would do

jtistice to the institution. However, let me

give a record, imperfect though it be, of what

I saw the other day. The literary depart-

ment first arrested my attention. A strauge-

looking man, rather old, was walking with his

head underneath his feet, so as to

trample upon his brains and kick at his under-

standing. He rolled to and fro most wonder-

fully and swiftly, putting the best runners to

shame. A student quite young was reading a

somewhat large river, though it presented

nothing readable to my eyes, and was splash-

ing every now and then as one would turn the

pages of a book. Another student with

closed eyes had spread before him upwards

of five thousand volumes of an ancient

work of God called “the stupendous Hima-

layas.” As soon as he finished one volume

he went on to another. The more he read,

how he read with closed eyes I know not,

the more absorbed he seemed to be in hie

studies. There was a lecturer on physiology.

He had a human stomach in his hand and was

thus speaking to it in amazement,—W onderful

teacher, who art thou, A deaf man,who seemed

most anxious to hear, was continually putting

certain things into his ears with a view to

close them. A few yards further a great

number of men had asseirbled and were great-

ly admiring the full moon in the firmament

above. Thus the leading man among them

opeico -—“Great beauty ! thou hast eaten away

our brains, and in thy nonui <»nU name imve

we erected this temple. Woe unto them that

are sane !
” I smiled, but I ••elished the

exclamation. A mad musician came up to

me and asked me if I would allow him to use

my muscles and arteries and nerves as strings

for his harp. A batchelor whom love bad made

mad always had a rose before him, to which

he said—“I will marry thee, love, next

Sunday.” Then I saw a man with wild eyes

and a most enthusiastic temper. He

rushed towards me and said—“ Here, here,

O you fool, the whole of the universe together

with the Great Governor 1 have put here into

my breast. Will you see, O infidel ?” I was

afraid, and I ran away.

ipltma

BhAI DenoNATH returned from Assam last week.

The sermon preached in the Brahma Mandir,

on Sunday last, on “ Lakshmi or the Household

Deity” is ready for sale.

Our appeal for clothes for missionary families

has not been made in vain. Already it has called

forth a substantial response among Brahmo as well

as non-Brahmo sympathizers. We hope others

too will take pity upon the wives and children

of our missionary brethren, and give two pieees

of cloth every year.

We are sorry to learn that in consequence of

increased expenditure the amount of monthly
grant for missionary families has been curtailed.

This will no doubt cause some inconvenience,

which, we trust, will be temporary. Efforts are

being made to augment the Mission Fund. Our
Tezpore brethren, always kind, have promised
Rs. 6-8 as monthly subscription.

BRAHMO PULPIT.*
GOD AS SARASWATI.

[Translated ]

It is my firm conviction that I shall by Divine

mercy in the end overcome all my enemies. It

is my belief that those who are hostile to truth,

those who aie opposed to the dispensation

of God, shall never attain victory. The princi-

pal among my assailants are those who, having
abandoned one sort of idolatry, are wickedly seek-

ing to introduce in the Brahmo Somaj another
sort of idolatry. The condition of those who
pretend to pass as nominal Brahmos is more melan-
choly than that of simple idol worshippers. The
former adore the shadow of a divinity that

neither walks, nor speaks, nor moves, nor
shows any signs of life. O proud Brahmo,
do you call that unsubstantial and hateful being

God who makes not a single response to your
prayers, and is unable to speak ? No, He
cannot be God. He is God whose attribute is the

Word,whose name is theVedn. He who speaketh not,

nor is the Word, i« a demon born of human imagi-

nation. The God who neither instructeth, nor
protesteth against sin, nor punisheth is dishonest

and is the cause of frightful evil. If you acknowledge
a stone for your divinity and you lie, practise

deceit and commit murder, it can never
chastise you. Can a stone speak or has it

ever spoken that you should dread it ? Oh !

you mean to gratify your wicked desires, and
you have, therefore, imagined a stone deity who
cannot speak nor cau chastise. Yon have cut
the tongue of God with the keen knife of your
vicious logic. Your dreadful opinion may be
acceptable to those who are . licensed to act as

they please, but in the kingdom of Heaven it will

not prevail. Those who think that the Lord
cannot speak in reality deny His existence. The
true God is the speaking Divinity, Brahmos, you
c mnot overlook this aspect—the aspect which in

Hindustan is accepted as belonging to Saraswati.

She is the Word-Godess—the veritable Word.
What manner of word ? A Word that is con-

stant, endless and deathless, true and infallible

as the scriptures. But what is the Word ?

It is like a bridge. On the one hand is God,
on the other the world, Midway, connecting the
two, stretches the bridge which is the Voice of

God. Break that bridge, and the relation between
God and man ceases forever. If the Divine Voice
ceases to speak, then His connection with the

world in a manner ends also. With His fiat

oreation came into existence, and with His fiat is

it retainea. It Ho riui not instruct us, or
speak unto us, or respond to the sinner's Ciioo, TO

maining mute through eternal ages, then to the
world it would not matter whetherHe existed or not.

B'or how is He to teach or govern without speak-
ing? The Word is as the wing of the Supreme
Being. It is by the help of this that the Supreme
Bird descends upon the world. Cut those wings,
and His descent becomes impos-sible. Is there no
meaning in the worship accorded to Saraswati in

India for many ages? What is she? She is

the image of learning. She is learning itself.

Now, God is the fountain of all knowledge, and as

the light of wisdom is white, its absence de-

notes the darkness of ignorance. Those who
in ancient times conceived Him as wisdom,
addressed and meditated Him as light. It is for

this reason that idolators paint Sarawati in pure
white. Knowledge is white. Deepen that
knowledge, deepen it still and deepen it again ;

and it is seen to terminate in an image of

pure white. Hindustan called it Saraswati and
worsliipped it. We, Brahmos, meditate away the
material image

;
but we recozuise the invisible

Wisdom within. Our Saraswati is thus not

* The substance of a Sermon delivered by the
minister in the Brahma ^laudir on SuQdayi the
11th July.

^

centred in an image, but is as wide and

deep as the skies. We worship Her, and

we adore Her, for otherwise our ignorance is not

dispelled. The Divine Saraswati gives us know-
ledge and by lending us good counsel destroys

error and untruth. As she is the Goldess ofWisdom,
so is she the Goddess of Music. Her voice is as

sweet as Her teachings are good and substantial,

She is the sweet voiced musical Word-Goddess,
She existed before creation. From Her mouth was
first issued the fiat of creation. From that

day up to this She was been speaking

uninterruptedly and untiringly. Night and

day she speaks. Her tongue knows no rest,

not does the harp whereon she plays.

O Brahmo, think not that your God has

no tongue. He ihath a tongue which is infinite

and co-extensive with space. With that He
has been speaking over infinite space, for endless

ages and in numberless dialects. Brahmo, when

you acknowledge that He has ears and can hear

j ou, why should you say that He has no mouth

and cannot speak ? He who can hear prayers,can

He not answer them ? He who has ears is sure

to have a tongue. It may be said that this

implies idolatry. Far from it. If you believe

that your God without ears can hear, why should

you not believe that without tonsrue He can

speak also. If He has no power to respond, what

is the use of His hearing our prayers ? No, His

speech is endless ;
it began with creation and it

will end where we know not. Man can speak

for a few hours only, and then he, is

exhausted. But God speaks through endless ages,

and His orations are delivered in millions of

tongues. With every nation He speaks in its own

lananao-e. He employs the dialect peculiar to the

lear^ned” and the illiterate, the rich and the poor,

sinners and saints. He is a perfect linguist.

From His mouth spring forth innuiiierable

Vedas and Vedantas, Puranas and Koran.

Who can fathom the scriptures that are

in Him ? The Christians have only the

Bible, the Mussulmans only the Koran; but

our Scriptures, who can compute them 1 Since He

speaks without end, our Veda and Vedauta also

have no end
;
and conceive how various and how

many are the words which He has to say, A better

Orator, a more excellent Minister, a finer Instruc-

tor the devout have never seen. Millions and

millions of disciples assemble round His Yedi to

hear Him speak. This is not a fancy or a poet s

dream. Seated ou the throne of Heaven, this Infinite

Preceptor makes His oration. He says to the thief,

“ do not steal,” to the busy man, do

not be immersed in the affairs of the would, to

the infidel “do not distrust,” to the Brahmo,

“practise and to the loving soul, “plunge in-

to the waters of love.” It is thus that He speaks,

dictating and forbidding. He never ceas^ to

nse His voice, provided conscience hears Him.

His hearers may be tired, but the speaker is never.

It is His nature to be a speaker. How can one

whose attribute is the word live without words ?

Then how powerful the orator 1 ! Many a speal^r

have I heard but nowhere such a one as He
whose words are like burning fire. Then

how sweet the voice ! He who is good has

every thing sweet in Him. Even His words are

mixed with honey. When we hear His voice with

the ear of con.science we ask—0 God, art thou

singing or speaking? Verily Saraswati speaks with

the sweet voice of a musician. All the vedas that

she has composed are written In musical stanzas,

and are full of harmony and melody. Brahmo
brethren, among the 333 million aspects of the

Lord, Saraswati is one. Cultivate that aspect with

care and affectlou, worship the new form in the

sacred temple of your life, and gather wisdom and

grace from the words which ye hear.

(Eorvesijoml^ttcc.

[ Ws do not hold ourselvea in any way rexponsihle

for the opinions of ouf correspondents,—Ed. S. A/.]

ORTHODOX CHRISTIANITY.

TO "THE EDITOR OF THE “SDNDAY MIRROR.”
Sir,—To save the columns of your paper from too

lengthy arguments on questions relating to Ortho-

dox Christianity, I would suggest that you should

recommend all the Orthodox Christian correspon-
dents to read two or three very important
books, viz. “AVilson’s Concessions of Trinitarians’’

aud the revised edition entitled “ Unitarian Prin-

ciples coutirmod by Trinitarian testimonies.” Also

Obanuing’s complete works. I doubt not but that

articles in favor of Orthodoxy will gradually dis-

appear after the perusal of these hooks, In the
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two first mentioned books the most I’inportaut
sayings of the whole theological library of Europe
has been compressed, and every Orthodox Scholar
of every age since the lleforma'ioo has unasked
made many grand concessions to Unitarianism, so
that every reasoning and thinking man reading
them will honestly feel disposed to make the sam
concessions.

Yours, &c,,

W.

THE NECESSITY OF PRAYER.

TO THE EDITOR OF EHK “SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—

T

here are many men, good and educated,
who believe in the existence of God. but cannot see
the necessity of worshipping Him. The following
thoughts are submitted for their consideration, and
it is requested that they will be so good as to
bestow on them their serious thoughts and patient
attention. Is it necessary to worship, or.

in other words, is it a necessity of human nature ?

In order to understand (his question properly, we
should first know what “necessity” is. Well, it is an
irresistible influence which one phenomenon has
on another, or, in other words, it is the
relation subsisting between two or more phenomena.
Let us illustrate this. It you bring a piece of
wood in contact with fire or heat, the wood will
ignite. Nothing will prevent the phenomenon
taking place unless counteracted by the introduc-
tion of certain other influences. If you hear a sweet
voice, smell a sweet smell, or see a beautiful object,
you cannot help experiencing a pleasant sensition;
it requires no voluntary exertion of the mind, but
the sensation will follow the act of hearing, smelling
and seeing, as shadow follows the substance. This
irresistible tendency of one phenomenon following
the other is expressed by the term necessity. Now
let us see whether the practice of worship is based
on any such necessity of the human nature. H’story
proves with overwhelming facts that the practice
is universal

;
it co-existed with the idea of the

existence of God. If you go beneath the surface
of the varieties in the forms of worship, you will
find one and uniform craving—which is generally
known by the expression devotional spirit or
worshipful sjnrit which has been manifesting itself

in so many forms among so many nationalties
of diflEerent ages. Forms differ, but the spirit agree.
The universal practice of worship groves'^ the
universal tendency to worship. But a new
difficulty stares us in the face. Because
the tendency is universal, it does not
necessarily follow that it is, therefore, right.
The tendency to the lusts of the flesh or the ten-
dencies of almost all our feeling and affection
towards their abnormal states which we call pas-
sions, are almost universal. Should not the uni-
versal craving for worship be reckoned as one of
the above abnornal states of the human mind ?

We should answer No—because this craving is not
only universally felt, but universally approved of.
When a man worships he feels a sense of ap-
probation of his conduct

; but whoever indulges in
any passion, feels a sense of disapprobation, or at
least acknowledges that his conduct is wrong. A
tendency universally felt and approved cannot
but be right. And whatever is right is consti-
tutional, and whatever is constitutional, is

nescessary for our existence. We have thus shown
that the universal pratice of worship is based on
a constitutional or necessary craving of the human
mind.

Yours &c,,

H. M. B.

A REPLY.
TO THE EDITOR OP THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.’’

Sir,—

“

Orthodox Christian ” has replied to the
questions put by me in the way that a Unitarian
Christian would, and I am quite p’eased with the
very unorthodox sentiments expres.sed. For
instance, in reply to question No. 10, “ If a man
cannot commit an infinite crime, can he
deserve endless punishment?” he says “ man
may continue to sin throughout eternity, there-
fore bis punishment ought to be justly propor-
tioned. and if eternal sin is possible, then may eter-
nal punishment accompany it.” Now I ask, is this
reply orthodox ? Certainly not. The Ath’anasian
Creed says: “Whosoever will be saved, it is
necessary before all things that he hold the
Catholic faith which faith except every one
do keep whole and undefiled, without doubt
he shall perish everlastingly.” The reply given by
“ Orthodox Christian, ” it will be perceived, is in
direct contradiction to this. Orthodox Christians
do assert that a life of unbelief in this world
meets vritb eternal panishment in the next with*

Out any hope of re^t, ration to Gi l’- < vo
According to the reply yivp,,, a ^from eternal punishment h.as been shown

Then, again, with reference toque'ition Vo 12“ As sin presupposes temptati n of somo so-t. who
or what tempted a holy amrel to sin?” says,
“sindoesnot neoessarilypresunnose external temnta-
tion. Now,I ask in all reason and conscience is this
an orthodox reply

;
Most certainly not. Because

if this he true and man may sin without tempta-
tion, the office of the devil is abolished, and he
himself fades into nothing:. It is no longer neces-
sary in the interests of Christianity to believe in
his existence. But the orthodox doctrine is the verv
opposite of what your correspondent has represented
it to be. But for the external temptation broimht to
hear on our first parents, it is believed +,hat they
would not have fallen. Christians generally believe
that the power of a personal devil vvorks externallv
to themselves, and influences the will of eJe“ n
to sin. therefore they pray “ lead us not into temv-

I? ? n
Moreover, many ovU.odox divines teach

that deliver us from evil » really m„ans “ deliver
ns from ‘Ho poneeron. ” the “ evil one.” It Is npon
this doctrine of external temntation that the
Methodist hymn “ Hold the Port.” is based, and
this orthodox doctrine is simply cancelled by th<>

Christian” to question No. 12
Orthodox Christian ” has fnrnishpd me with

good arunments against two fundamental doctrines.
T can aff ird to concede minor points to him after
tli°se grand concessions.

In regard to Bible contradictions, I would ask
him to look np and compare certain passages viz.
_ Sara, XXIV— 1 with 1st Ohron. xxi— 1. and
John viir— 14 with John v—31. and Matt, ir—15
with Hosia ii— 1, and 2. and then call my state-
ments crude. Let him also compare the text he
has quoted, W2, James I—13 with Jer.xX-7, and
2 Sam xxiv-1.
With reference to his remark that my question

_

are all answered” " in every theological work
in Europe, T can do no more than simnlv
emphatically deny the statement, and call upon
your correspondent to prodn-e from this rich
collection of books one single work that attempts to
answer even a fraction of them.

Again, your correspondent savs with regard to
Bibycal Inspiration that it would have been wiser
for me to acquaint mvself first with the reasons
advanced hv “Orthodox scholars.” To this I rep’y
that orthodoxy in so far as this matter is con-
cerned is a mere ignis fafuus, and that the
opinions of orthodox scholars on the subject are
nearly ns numerous as themselves gnot homines tot
sententire

.

As your oorrespondent has referred me to ortho-
dox scholars. I should like to ask birn wba*’
‘ Orthodoxy” is ? and to remind him of the replv
that Bishop Warburton gave to Lord Sandwich,
when asked the same question, viz. “ Orthodoxy,
ray Lord, is my doxy, but heterodoxy is another
man’s doxy.”

Yours (fee,,

W. T.

“ J. T. T.” FhJ7?,9l7.<f “AN ORTHODOX
CHRISTIAN”-NO. II.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

—In continuation of mv last letter on this
subject, “ Orthodox Christian” says, “ God cannot
love sin, and i/ the sinner refuses to be separated
from his sin, he must bear the punishment, due to
it.” Again “it is conceivable that Cb>A obonM act

towards ail}' being in any way voi^ in harmony with
nil His attributes.” Again, •* it is not possible for

God to do anything unjust.’’ It is really rather
refreshing than otherwise to read these statements
in the light of the “sunglin" that T pointed out. in

my first le'ter. If therefore man’s sin is not infinite,
as it cannot be. because m-sn is finite, then, from the
above, according to “Orthodox Christian” himself,
man cannot deserve infinite punishment.
“ Orthodox Christian,”’ by wav of furnishing an

analogy to his view, says :
“ We do not puni.sh

people merely for their good, we punish them for

the good of society.” This, as an illustration, is

quite a failure. We do. indeed, punish evil-doers (in

a great measure) for the good of society, that is for
the good of “ others but will “Orthodox Chris-
tian” tell 118 lo/iose benefit Jehovah intends by send-
ing sinners into eternal punishment ? The “others”
in this case must be the righteous ! I Does
he believe that sinners are “to go t i Hell,”i n order
(partly) that the righteous may be retained in their
allegiance, by looking on ^as a miserable Calvinist
once said) ami seeing “ the old folks grill ”

!

Again, “Orthodox Christian” says—“We are not
punished for natural infirmity or weakness,” and
thar “Orthodoxy teaches that natural infirmity is no
fin.”l beg to deny thie in totfft and to aupport my

-1 tem°n* hv the fohowing quo*ations fr-mi the -^ell-

k'lO'.vti “ t»sembl' ’8 Rhor "r ''laiechisiu” Mhich

m ght bernnl'i -'i<*d a hundred fold from the same
and other firfhndox stan lards.

Ans toQ XF/ “ all ma kind nitned

in him (Ad;imt and fell with him.”
Ans. to Q XVII. “The fall of (Adam) brought

mankind iiUo an eat-ate oi sin and misery.”

Ana to Q. XF///.—“ The s'mf Iness of that

estate whereinto man fell consiata in the guilt of

Adanfis first sin." ’Y.'oCi italics in these passages are

mine.
Again “Orthodox Christian” says—“Wo are not

punished for natural infirmity, but we shall be for

our sins.” Does he not know that according to or-

thodoxy the one is the root and foundation of the

other?
Hear what the same Catechism teaches:
“ Why is this sin called original sin 7 Because

we have it from our birth or original, and because

all our actual transgressions do proceei from itP
Italics are mine.
The above will not he found in the catechism

proper, but with sub-questions and explanations of

Mr. Vincent. The book is prefaced by an “ Epistle

to the Reader” signed by 40 divines, many
of whom were men of note in which they say.

“though the Assembly’s Shorter Catechism he
above our recommendation, as having its praises

already in the Churches of Christ, yet we think

it good to give it under oiir hands, that this

explanation of it is very worthy of acceptation.

Now “Orthodox Christian” admits that we are

punished for our “actual transgressions.” But there
“ proceeds” from our “original sin” a “natural
infirmity.” Therefore, according to] orthodoxy.

“we are virtually punished for our “ natural

infirmity.” From all this I conclude that “Ortho-
dox Christianity,” as representing Orthodoxy,
has not solved “ W. T.’s” first ten questions.

If, however, he finds support for his view in any
modern works, otherwise Orthodox, it only shows
(as I have always contended) that “Orthodoxy”
itself is something that cannot he defined.

I shall trouble you with only two more
letters on this subject.

Yours &c.,

J. T. T.

Simla, the 14th July 1880.

Robert Lincoln, son of the late Abraham Lin-
coln, is about thirty-five years of age. He is tall,

has a manly form and bearing, and carries his head
erect and thrown backward. His face is covered
with a full beard, worn after the English style. He
is a man of character and integrity,enjoys the good
opinion of his neighbours, and is a good lawyer
and fair talker.

M. Renouf writes to the Academy oo the nature
and purposes of obelisks. He concludes that they
were lightning conductors. These are his words :

—

A good deal was written some time ago on the
subject of obelisks. I am not aware that attention

has ever yet been called to an important piece of

evidence as to the use of this kind of monument.
This evidence is found in an inscri tion from the
temple at Edfu, published by Briigsch-Bey in the

Zeitschrittfur Aegyptishe Sprache, vSepteraber 1875.

In the thirty-fourth line pf this t.PTt—
oDviinks “ are expr-'ssTv said to have been con-

•tructed. her takes shend ewn in Xti, “ for the

purpose of cleaving asunder the storm-cloud of

heaven.” Brugsch had already, in the Zeittchrift

of 1871. p. 143, quoted a similar text in leference

to the great flagstaffs of the pylones.

An important study has been made of

the causes of fatigue in reading by Dr. Javalt

Director of the Laboratory of Onhth Imologv of the

Rorbonne, published in A nndes d Oeulistiqne

.

The fatigue of the eyes, which is so often complain-

ed of by literary men. he believes due to a perma-

nent tension of accommodation
;

reading requires

constant, steady strain of the eyes, while many
other occupations demanding close do not need
constant sight; His researches extend to the

question of great economical importance ; Given a

surface of paper and a number of words to print

uiion it, what rule will secure the maximum of

legitiility. The answer is : Oth'T things being

equal, the legibility of a printed page doer nor
depend on the height of the letters, but on iheie

breadth, Tnis fact of special importance in th-
preparation of school books, and Dr. Javal’s sugges

tions should receive the attention of publisiiera’

typefoandera, and aobool boards.
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Professor Nordensk Jold, the Arctic explorer,
in an interview with a newspaper correspondent,
has stated some curious things about the climate in

regions of perpetual snow : “ The cohi is by no
means insupportable as is supposed. We passed
from a heated cabin atSO deg. above zero to 47 deg,
below zero in the open air without inconvenience.
At 15 deg. below zero a steam, as if from a boiling
kettle, rises from the water. At once frozen by the
wind, it falls in a fine powder. At 40 deg. the
snow and human bodies also smoke, which smoke
changes at once into millions of tiny particles,

like needles of ice, which fill the air and make
a light continuous noise like the rustle of

a stiff silk. At this temperature the trunks
of trees burst with a loud report, the rocks
break up, and the earth opens and vomits smoking
water. Knives break in cutting butter. Cigars
go out by coming in contact with ice on the
beard. To talk is fatiguing. At night the eyelids
are covered with a crust of ice, which must be
carefully removed before one cau open them.”

Dr. W. W, Hcjnteu presided over the annual
meeting of the English Spelling Reform Assoc a-

tion. In the course of his speech lie alluded to the
reform iu the spelling of names of persons and
places which had been carried out in India.
In order to properly compile the statistical

returns it became absolutely necessary to have one
uniform method of spelling. Great objections were
raised in many quarters at first

;
but by patience

the opposition was gradually overcome, and many
of the objectors were now the first in acknowledging
the utility of the reform, and m helping to perfect
it. “That,” said Dr. Hu ter, “ is our position
this evening. We have done something, and by
patience we shall do more. We h ive got common
sense on our side, we have got the testimony of the
most eminent philologers on our side, we have got
an earnest conviction and willingness to work on
our side. Against us we have routine, laziness, the
the common disinclination of mankind to any
change that may involve trouble. I feel convinced
that if we will only work and be patient, the vic-
tory will in the end be on the side of earuesn con-
'^iction, scientific principle and common sense.”

BABU ShoSHI Chunder Dutt is an indefatigable

writer. His last work is entitled “ India, Past and
Present,” Here is the Acadetny'a notice of the

book;—The sluggish mind of the critic stands aghast

at the literary productiveness of this Indian gentle-

man. Our shelves already support three con.si ierable

volumes of his manufacture and here is a fourth of

nearly five hundred pagps. It consists of a

collection of essays of very various degrees

of merit. Those dealing with the early history

of India have no intrinsic value ; but when the

Babu comes to the present conditions of Bengal,

his facts and his criticism are equally valuable.

There is a fashion just now to despise Native
opinion, and to assert that its mouthpieces are

not truly representative. Tnis is always the

argument of a governing class
;
and the measure

of truth in it can easily be discounted by an
impartial reader. What we really want to get at

is both sides of the case. It is not enough that our
Indian service should be pure in its motive.s. It

is scarcely less important to know how far its

policy adapts itself to Native idea.s, and avoids

friction in working. We have taught the Natives

our language; and our profit on it is that they

know how to criticise in good round terms. Some
of b\.,> n«.v.»’o /ihjpotions may seem to us unjust and
far-fetched,but they are no less interesting on that
account. He concludes his book with an exposition
of his ieligious opinions which we can only des-
cribe as theosophic.

A HALF HOUR IN PARIS WITH MR.
GLADSTONE.

By Charles Wood.
Through the kindness of a friend in London, 1

met Mr. Gladstone, some months ago, at a dinner
given there to Archbishop Trench, of Dublin. As
he was prevented from replyine to a question con-
cerning one of the great religious movements of thf*

present century, he was so good as to say that,

it I would write him mo'e fully of two or

three points, he would give his opinion by
letter. Much to my surprise, the next day
after ray note was sent.his complete and most satis-

factory answer was received. I had not seen him
from that time till I had the pleasure of meeting
him here, a day or two ago; but he has one of those

great
as old

remarkable memories that never lo.se their hold
either of names or faces. Some thing of his im-mense popularity may be due to this

; for very
few men are entirely proof against the subtle flat-
tery of being called by their own names by a
man and remembered to a certain extent
friends.

When I told him, in answer to his question an
to what I was doing in Paris, that I was attem’nt-mg to get enough Italian to helo me out in asouthern tour, he said :‘‘I am always glad to hearot any one studying that language, Ifc is foo much
neglected by our English-speakintr people Itone of the most fascinating of the Europen tontrues
'^ery o»sy at the outstart. One can easilv tretenough for travelling purposes; but to know it andose it scientifically is the work of
literature is most

years. Tfs

,, . ,

most rich. “I have here,” he said.one of the latest and probablv the best editions ofUante. You might not care for so full a commen-
Dante

without notes, as many of his allusions are local
and temporary. I have never made use of it.” he
continued, when modern Greek was mentioned

;

^

for It IS an exceedingly difficult language to sneak,
however thoroughly one mav have studied Rophoc’es.
Euripides and Homer, j could not read,” he added

a line of modern Greek withr'nt a great effort to
give to each word ifp proper accentnation, and pro-
minciation of the modern is so entirely different
from the ancient. My own studies.” he went
on, in answer to a question, “have been
continued to degree, all through mv politi-

^1 ife
; but they have been largelv confined to

Homeric literature, to the neglect, I fear, of later
important works.”
Concerning religious lihertv in Greece which is

m’w creating some discussion among the leading
B-nropean powers, he said : “lam not in fa'mr of
free proselytism amopg members of the Greek
Church—though, of course, all restriction bv
law should be ablished

;
bnt it is a very serious

thing to destroy the unitv of a communi''n.
The Greek Church is not bevond hone The
effort should be made for reform within it.” I

could not help being reminded by this of the
energetic attempt, not long ago. to unite the Eng-
lish and Greek churches. Mr. Gladstone. I shonM
judge from the tone of his remarks, would approve
of it, and appears to take a much more favorable
•^iew of the purity of the Greek Chnreh than
Dean Stanley, who says that and, a union is absn-
liitelv impractieahle. “With the Roman Church.”
continued Mr. Gladstone. “ the problem is a ve’-v
different one. It is, perhaps, impossible for us to
work in harmony with an ecclesiastical hodv
which demands, as the first essential for member-
ship in its communion, the surrender of in-
tellectual freedom and the acceptance of such a
nhilosophical and theological ahsurditv ns the
dogma of Papal Infallihility The Romish Chureh
a'so locks UP the Bible from lavmen ; which the
Greek Church does not.” T had lizard a statement
the day before, from a missionarv stationed at
Athens, that a law had just been passed forbidding
the reading of the BiKle, “ Pillgrim’s Progress,”
and a selection of Chrysostom’s sermons : but
I did not mention this to Mr. Gladstone, as I had
no documents with me to prove the point and
knew that I should be hopelessly routed
in any attempt at argument without such
support. “ But,” he went on , “I am by no means
confident of very great success in any attempt tn
transplant in this centnrv, the growth of the six-
teenth in those lands which refused at that time to
accept it. All our confessions were the product of
iKo etroat. reformatory movement which originated
in Germany, and are adapted sneeially to the tlmc«
and the phases of thought whieh then prevailed.
What right have we to expect that, in a very dif-
ferent age and under greatly changed conditions,
the results of that movement can be grafted into a

stock that has always vigorously resisted any such

To the question, if the excessive adaptation of old
faiths of new conditions, was so weakening the hold
which Protestants once had on the Bible and creeds
as to cause in England two currents, one setting
towards Rome and the other toward entire scep-
ticism, Mr. Gladstone answered; “ The movement
toward Rome has lost all real force, I think.
Converts are made, of course, evrv year ; some
of high rank, bnt none of high intellectual
culture . Since Manning and Newman went over,
no one of .any great mental power has become a

pervert, Regarding the other movement, it is im-
nossible to speak so poaitively. There i.s a good
deal of scepticism in England; bnt I hope it is

more an epidemic than a chronic disease.” To
ray expression of snrnrise at having found Hebert
Spencer’s works ranch less known in England than
in Americ.a, he said ; Mr. “Spencer is a very
brilliant writer and a man for whom personally
1 have great respect, but 1 have a different feeling

toward his agnostic arguments. What he says
about the absolute unknowability of God seems to

me only Metaphysical quibbling. All our know-
ledge is, of course, merely partal. If we
should live together twenty years, we would know
each other but imperfectly; yet sucli a knowledge
of men is sufficient for guidance in our daily

affairs. The finite certainly cau know God only
in a very limited degree; and yet that knowledge
is ample for love, obedience, worship. As to that
phase of scepticism which has found its leaders in

such famous students of natural science as Huxley
and Tyndall, I feel no apprehensions whatever.
There is even now, I think, a tendency on their part
toward a modification of some of their most
extreme statements. All this will right itself. lam
sure, in the end, A good many excrecences have
fastened upon the Church, which must be rubbed
off. The process will bean unpleasant one.no matter
by whom this is done; but the life of the Church
will be fuller and healthier for it in the end.”
When I said that in America we felt a great debt
to him for his defence of so many vital truths, he
answered: “ I should consider it one of the highest
honors of ray life, if I have been able in any way to

ease the labors of the Church. Better times
are before us ;

but every man, I think, should do
what he can to relieve the present strain.” “ Yes,’’

he said, “ perhaps, it is true, as you suggest, that
the words of a layman sometimes have more
weight, because they are such, than those of a
cleric. We naturally expect certain lines of
argument from the pulpit

;
but I should look

upon any loss of influence
Church can stand whose
(fo not possess the highest
I would be glad to see the

very best men in England taking orders. If the-e
is any sign of dissolution in the Church of Rome,
it is, perhaps, the inferiority of her priesthood.
Her priests come largely from the lower classes and
are usually men of very moderate ability. Better
workmen than these are needed to build in our
times.”

Paris, France.

with great sorrow
by the clergy. No
priests or ministers

respect of the people.

THE SCENE IN THE HOUSE OP COMMONS.

( Tndo - Etiropean Corresponde ice.)

As it was known th-at Mr. Bradlangh would pre-
sent himself at the table of tin House to-day, there
was a crowded attendance of members. The
Speaker took the chair at half-past twelve. All
parts of the House were closely filled, and great
excitement prevailed.

Mr. Bradlaugh having advanced to the table.

The Speaker informed him that the house, at i's

last sitting, came to the following resolution. He
then read Sir Hardinge Giffard’s re,solution. de-
c'aring that Mr. Bradlaugh should not be permitted
either to take the oath or affirm, and called upon
the hon. member to withdraw.

Mr. B’adlaugh, before w'thdrawing. requested
that he might he heard, amidst loud cries of
“Order” and “Withdraw.”
The Speaker: I understand the Hon. Member to

desire to be heard on the matter that is now under
the consideration ot the Rouse. That is a que.stion
for the judgment of the House. I must call upon
the Hon. Member to withdraw, in order that the
House may consider the application that is now
made.

Mr. Bradlaugh then withdrew, while it was
considered.

Mr. Labouchere, rising amidst cheers, said :

Sir, I beg to move that Mr. Bradlaugh be now
heard.

The Speaker ; Does any Hon. Member second the
motion?

Mr. Ashton Dilke formally seconded the motion.
Mr. Walpole : I think there is too much atnbi-

guity about this motion. I think it should be that
Mr. Bradlaugh beheard at the bar of the House.

Mr. Labouchere : I am willing to amend my

Holloway’s Pills.—The Female’s Friend

—

So soon as the human functions are disordered
they should be rectified. It is a hopeless delusion
to leave the malady to its own course A few
appropriate doses of Holloway’s Pills at the proper
period will prevent many a serious illness. They
arrest all morbid influences, and prerentdisea.se
from extending and affecting more distant organs.
Their primarv action is upon the blood, stomach,
liver, kidneys, and bowels. Their secondary action
strengthens the nervous centres. No drug can be
at once so harmless yet so antagonistic to disorders
affecting the other sex. The most perfect reliance

may be placed upon their purifying, regulating, and
renovating virtues. They may be safely taken by
females at any age.
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motion that Mr, Bradlaugb be now heard at the
bar of the House.
The Speaker put the question amid cries of

“Agreed.”
Sir R. Cross: I think the Government should

give us some instruction in this matter. (“No, no,”
and cries of “agreed,”)

After a short discussion the Speaker put the
question to the House, whether Mr. Bradlaugh
should be allowed to speak or not, when several

“noes” were called, but on its being put a second
time, the “ ayes” were declared to have it,

Mr. Bradlaugh then came to the bar of the
House, and delived a speech which lasted about
twenty minutes. He then bowed and withdrew.
The Speaker. *The House having in its pleasure

heard the Hon. Member, the question now is

whether the Hon. Member should be called in,

and I must leave to the House to express its

opinion whether he shall or not.

After a long discussion, in which Mr. Gladstone,
Sir Stafford Northcote, and several other Members
took part, Mr. Bradlaugh was called in. Having
taken bid place at the table.

The Speaker said— Mr. Bradlaugh, you attended
the House this morning with the view of taking the

oath. I then directed yon to withdraw, and you
expressed a desire that you should be heard before

you were finally directed to withdraw. The House
complied with that application,and you were heard
by the House. Having been heard by the House,
1 have no further orders from the House beyond
these I gave you originally—that you do now with-

draw.
Mr, Bradlaugh—Ibeg respectfully to insist on my

right, as the duly elected Member for Northampton
to ask you. Sir, to have the oath administered to

me in order that I may take my seat, and I

respectfully refuse to withdraw, (Lord cries of
'* Order.”)
The Speaker— I think it right again to point out

to the Hon. Member the order, of the House that

he do now withdraw. (Cheers.)

Mr. Bradlaugh—With respect I refuse to obey
the orders of the House, which are against the law.

The Speaker—I have now to appeal to the

House to give authority to the Chair to compel the

execution of its orders. (Cheers.) I have no
authority without orders from the House to exer-

cise force upon any Member of this House, I

must, therefore, leave it to the House to give me
instructions in this matter. (Cheers, and loud cries

for Mr. Gladstone, to which the right hon. gentle-

man did not respond.)

Sir S. Northcote, who, on rising, was received

with loud cheers from the Opposition benches, said

—I feel that after what fell from thePrime Minister

a little while ago, his position is one of great

diflBculty in this matter. I, therefore, take upon
myself (loud cheers) to move that the Speaker do
take the necessary steps for requiring and enforc-

ing the withdrawal of Mr. Bradlaugh,

The Speaker.—The form of the motion should be
that Mr. Bradlaugh do now withdraw.
The motion having been put in the form directed

by the Speaker, a division was taken, with the

following result :

—

The Speaker.—The hon. member for Northamp-
ton, if he moves that the ^resolution be rescinded

will be in order. (Hear, hear.)

For Sir S, Northcote’s motion 326
Against ... .« ... 38

Majority against 288
The Speaker (

addressing Mr. Bradlaugh, who
during the division had remained standing at the

table ) said—Mr. Bradlaugh, I have now to inform
you that it is the order of the House that you do
now withdraw. Once more I call upon you to

withdraw.
Mr. Bradlaugh— With submission to you, Sir,

the order of the House is against the law, and 1

positively refuse to obey it. (Cries of “ Order.”)

The Speaker—As Mr. Bradlaugh refuses to obey
the order of the House. 1 now call upon the
Serjeant-at-Arms to enforce it,

Mr. Bradlaugh—I will at once submit to the

Sergeant at-Arms in withdrawing, but 1 shall im-
mediately return.

The Serjeant-at-Arms having touched Mr,
Bradlaugh on the shoulder.Hhat gentleman with-

drew with him beyond the bar, but immediately
advancing half way up the floor of the House said,

in a loud voice—I understand. Sir—(cries of

Darling’ton’s Pain-Curer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains m the Backs,
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. Coughs,
Colds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache
Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism, Paralysis, Fains in

we Groins. Contracted Joints. Gout, Sciatica, Bad
begs, Bari Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring
Lorms, Pimples, Freckles, St Eruptions on the skin'

“ Order”)I claim my right as a Member of this
House— (Renewed cries of '* Order.”)
The Serjeant-at-Arms again touched the hon.

gentleman on the arm and induced him to retire to
the bar, but again advanciner,
Mr. Bradlaugh said I claim my right as a Mem-

ber of this House to take my seat, (Loud cries
of “ Order.”)
Again the Serjeant-at Arms induced Mr. Brad-

lough to go back to the bar, and after a pause of
a few moments,
Mr.Bradlough advancing a few paces and speak-

ing with great emphasis said— I claim my right
as a Member of thi.sHouse. I admit the right of the
House to imprison me. I do not admit its right to
exclude em, and I refuse to be excluded. (Loud cries
of “Order” and “Chair,” in the midst of which the
Serjeant-at-Arms took the Hon. Member by the
arm and led him back to the bar.)
The Speaker.—I must now appeal to the House

as to the course that is to be taken with Mr. Brad-
laugh, the Member for Northampton. He, having
been called on to withdraw, refused to obey the
order of the House. He was then ordered to be
removed by the Serjeant-at-Arms, and now he in-
sists upon taking his seat in this House I leave
it to the House to say what course is to be taken
with the Hon, Member.

Sir Stafford Northcote then rose, amidst cheers,
and delivered an address, in the course of which he
said, “ I must again apologise to the House for
taking on myself a function which would more pro-
perly belong to the leader of this House.” At the
close of his address he moved—“that Mr. Brad-
laugh, haying disobeyed the order and resisted
the authority of this House, be for his said offence,
taken into the custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms
attending this House, and that Mr. Speaker do
issue his warrant accordingly.” ('Cheers.)
The Speaker then proceeded to put the resolution

that Mr. Bradlaugh be committed to the custody of
the Serjeant-at-Arms . When the House afterwards
divided there appeared—
For Sir S. Northcote’s resolution ... 274
Against ... •••

... ^

_
Majority ... ... 267

The motion was then agreed to, and the Speaker
signed the warrant for taking Mr. Bradlaugh into
custody.

3^du£iitisements.

PZKBPARAK MTTRSBIIV.
New Seeds ! Good Seeds ! f Fresh. Seeds !

!

fixed upon our
just lauded perThe following are the rates,

Seeds for the current year
Steamer Manchester.
60 Kinds of fresh American

Vegetables including sever-
al varieties of cabbages,
mostly new. Cauliflowers,
Knol Koles, and the others
per packet Rs, 8 0

50 Do. of do. 7 0
40 Do. of do.

or just the same as the
last year ...

ff 6 0
30 Kinds of choice and double

flower seeds ...
f) 5 0

25 Do. of do.
tf 4 0

20 Do. of do.
if 3 0

20 Do. of fresh Ame-
rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our
country it 3 0

8 Do. of field and

) o;

•M.E2-0

(long

1 8

1 12

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

grass seeds ...

Sea Island Cotton seed

staple) per seer

Country vegetable seeds for

present sowing per packet

Osage Orange or Hedge seed

per tola

4 kinds of Bird seeds per

packet
Up country big headed Cauli-

flower per tola

Tobacco seeds of sorts per
paper ... ... „ 0 4
Plants of all descriptions are available in large

numbers for sale, Price lists are supplied on appli-
cation free.

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s
monthly Bengali journal “ Krishi Tatwa” are re-
quested to send their names and subscriptions.
Ks. 3-6 to the undersigned.

Price list for Seeds of all sorts—can be supplied
if required.

NETTO GOPAL OHATTERJEA,
a-I8 Proprietor

^ Pil<^pardh Nursery
^
(Jalwtta,

Establishkd 1846.

THE ERITGGZSTS' HAX.Z.,
35-36, College Street,

CALCOri’A.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S S. “ Duke of
Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”

“ Hydaspes,” &c., &c.
Ziactopeptlne

Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion
combined in the same proportion as they exist in
the human stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the influence
of the natural gastric juice. It will be found
far superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,
Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly
indicated in Anaemia, general Debility, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, anu
impoverished condition of the blood.

Direction for use, formulce and dose measure ac-
company each phial.

Price Rs. ^ per phial, and packing As. 4.
IHCorson’s medicinal Pepslne.

loz. phial Rs. 3. Packing As. 4.
Norton’s Camomile Pills

A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and
all stomach complaints.

Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.

ZZemrod’s Cure for Astbma.
Catarrh. Bronchitis, Croup, Hooping Cough,

Ordinary Colds, and all diseases of the Respira-
tory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin.

Price Rs. 3-8. Packing As. 2.
Grimault’s Veg>etable Injection of

nxatioo.
A few injections of very short duration are

sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges.
Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As 4.

Whitmore’s Compound Ziiniment of
Arnica.

An effectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasma,
Lumbago, weak Joints, &c.

, and as a counter-irri-
tant in a sluggish state of the liver.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As- 4.

Wilkinson’s Cing-er and Camomile.
Price Rs. 2. Packing As. 4.

•Vkitmore’s Stomachic and Ziiver
Pills.

Price Re. 1. Packing As. 4.
Savory and moore’s Pancreatine

Wine.
For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod*

liver Oil solid fat and food generally.
Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4,
W. P. Smith’s Pile Powders.

For the cure of Piles & Prevention of Fistula.
Their gentle emollient action subdues irritation,

regulating the bowels without leaving a disposition
to costiveness, their decided tonic properties give
power to the system, arrest all tendency to, and
counteract the weakening effect of, the disease, and
their intrinsic value will prove that they fully
merit the title of a specific cure of Piles and pre-
ventive of Fistulas.

Price Re. 1-8 per hox. Packing As. 2.
PROPRIETORY MEDICINE,

Couceu’txa'tcd Compound Essence or
Fluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.

This preparation is decidedly preferable to any.
other form in which Sarsaparilla o«b bo attmihis-
tere.d, on account Of its portability and superior
efficacy. It contains the whole active and medi-
cinal properties of the root in the highest state
of concentration, combined with the ingredients
of the compound decoction directed by the College
of Surgeons. The beneficial effects of this Fluid
as an Alterative or Restorative, its great useful-
ness in all disorders of the Skin, Indigestion,
general Debility,and after a too free administration
of Mercury, have been ‘universally admitted and.
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most eminent practitioners of the present
day.

Direction for use accompany each bottle;
Price per lottle Rs. 2. Packing A s. 4.

Best assortment of Drugs and chemicals. Guar-
anteed fresh, and received direct from the respect-
able manufacturers of London.
Terms moderate.—Wholesale rates on

application. Price list supplied to Mofussil doctors
and Dispensaries. Orders promptly executed on
remittance of cask, or a respectable reference in
Calcutta.

GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT & CO.,
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS.

Wholesale and Retail ErugrsristB.
And ' '

Uannfaotarers of Srated Waters, r
<1*47 ’
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TSACK.SB., SPXKK. CO.,

CALCUTTA.

Now Ready.

MALARIA : its Cause and Effects, Malaria and the

Spleen, Injuries of the Spleen
; an Analysis of 39

Cases. By E. G. Russoll, M. B,, B. Sc., Loud.,

Surgeon, Bengal Medical Service, demy Svo.,

cloth, Bs. 8.

THE HINDU LAW OF ADOPTION ;
a Critical

Essay. By an Hindustani Hindu Vakeel, royal

8vo., Rs. 3.

THE RACES OF AFGHANISTAN ; being a brief

Account of the principal Nations inhabiting that

Country, By Surgeon-Major H, W. Bellew,

C. S. I., late on special political duty at Kabul
8 VO., cloth, Rs. 3*8.

THE BENGAL ARMY REGULATIONS, correct-

ed to 1880. and approved by His Excellency

the Commander-in-Chief. Royal 8vo., Rs. 4 ;
in-

tCPlGAVcd 5*

ROYAL SCHOOl'dICTIONARY IN ENGLISH
and Roman Urdu. Etymological, Pronouncing,

and Idiomatic. Paper boards. Re. 1 ;
cloth.

Re. 1-4.

OUR educational policy in INDIA.
Dedicated to the Right Hon’ble Viscount

Halifax. By the Rev. James Johnston. 8vo.

As. 12.

THE SOVEREIGN PRINCES AND CHIEFS
of Central India. By G. R. Aberigh-Mackay,
Principal, Residency f'Rajkumar) College,

Indore, Central India. Illustrated with Por-

traits and Views. Volume 1. Royal 8vo,, cloth,

extra gilt, and gilt top. Rs. 12.

ARNOLD’S ECLOG^ OVIDIAN^. A transla-

tion. (For the Entrance Examination 1880,)

Re. 1-2. post-free.

MILTON’S ODE ON THE NATIVITY OF
Christ. With Todd’s Notes. As. 4.

VOL. II. HINDU TRIBES AND CASTES ;

Together with an account of the Mahomedan
Tribes of the North-West Frontier and of the

Aboriginal Tribes of the (Central Provinces. By
the Rev. M. A. Sherring. M. A., LL. B.

Demy 4to., cloth. Rs. 16.

This Volume contains an account of the Tribes

of the Punjab and its Frontiers. Central Plovinces

and Berar, Bombay Presidency and Frontiers of

Soind.
QOODEVE’S HINTS FOR THE MANAGEMENT
and Medical Treatment of children in India.

By Edward A. Birch, M. D., Surgeon-Major.
Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo.. cloth. Rs, 7,

“ I have no hesitation in saying that the present

one is for many reasons superior to its predecessors.

It is written very carefully, and with much know-
ledge and experience on the author’s part, whilst

it possesses the great advantage of bringing up the

subject to the present level of Medical Science.”
—Dr, Ooodeve,

THE COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION OF
the Rrythrcean Sea

;
being a Translation of

Periplui Marie Eryihrcd t>y an Anonymous
Writer, and of Arrian’s Account of the Voyage
of Nearkhos from the mouth of the Indus to the

bead of the Persian Gulf, with introduction.

Commentary Notes, and Index. By J. W.
Mc.Crindle, Esq., M. A., Principal of the Govern-
ment College, ‘ aTim, rio. 8.

THE STEEPLECHASE HORSE
; How to Select,

Train, and Ride Him, With Notes on Accidents
and Diseases, and their Treatment. By Capt. J.

Humfrev. cloth bmp, Rs. 3-8.

THE LAW OF INHERITANCE as in the Virami
trodaya of Nitra Miara. Translated by Golap-
chandra Sirkar, S-istri, M. A, B. L, Royal 8vo.,

cloth, Rs, 10.

THE SEA CUSTOMS LAW, 1878, and Tariff Act

;

with Notes and Appendices. By W. H. Grimley,
Esq

,
B. A., LL. B., C. S. Demy 8vo., cloth,

Rs, 7-8 ;
Interleaved, Rs. 8-8.

LAYS OF IND, By Aliph Cheem. The Sixth
Ed tion. Enlarged with six new Lays and several
Illustrations. Imperial 16mo., cloth, extra gilt,

and gilt edges. Rs. 7 nett,

DUKE-QUERIES AT A MESS TABLE : What
shall we eat ? Whall we drink ? By Joshua
Duke, Surgeon, 3rd Punjab Cavalry, Author of
“ Rantins in India.” R«. 2-4.

DUKE. -HOW TO GET THIN; OR, BANTING
in India, By Joshua Duke, Surgeon, 3rd
Punjab Cavalry, Arthur of “ Queries at a Mess
Table.” Seconil Edi'ion. 18mo., boards. Re. 1.

A MANUAL OF GARDENING FOR BENGAL
and Upper India. By T, A. C, Firminger, 8vo,,
Rs. 10.

A MANUAL OF SURVEYING FOR INDIA. By
Col Sir H, L. Tbuillier and Col, Sniyth. 8vo
Bb. 12.

INDIAN DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND RE-
ceipt Book. With Hindustani names. By Dr.

E. L. Riddell. Fcap. 8vo., Rs. 6.

ROXBURGH’S FLORA INDIOA : OR DESCRIP-
tions of Indian Plants. Reprinted litertim from
Carey’s Edition 8vo., Rs. 6.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO AGRA
and its Neighbourhood. By H. G. Keene,
Esq. , M.R.A.S., &c. Fourth Edition, Enlarged
and Improved, Rs. 2-8.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO DELHI
and its Neighbourhood. By H. G. Keene, Esq.
Maps. Fcap. 8vo.

, Rs. 2.

ANCIENT INDIA AS DESCRIBED BY MEGAS-
thenes and Arrian

;
being a Translation

of the fragments of the Indica Megasthenes,
collected by Dr. Schawnback and a Translation

of the first part of Indica of Arrian. With
introduction. Notes, and a Map of Ancient
India. By J. W. McCrindle, Esq., M.A. Prin-
cipal of the Patna College. 8vo. Rs. 2-8.

A GUIDE TO TRAINING AND HORSE MA-
nagement in India, with Hindustani Stable

and Veterinary Vocabulary, and Calcutta Truf
Club Tables for weight for Age and Class. By
Capt. M. Horace Hayes. Author of “ Veterinary
Notes for Horse-Owners.” New Edition, re-ar-

ranged and much enlarged. Crown 8vo., Rs. 6.

CALCUTTA TO LIVERPOOL BY CHINA,
Japan, and America, in 1877. By H. W. N,
Rs, 2.

THACKER. BPINK & GO.,
5 i 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

a-14 Calcutta.

saxsxc, Aim Xixvsxiv
OR

THE UNIVERSAL PEG,
' 4

I
T is unsurpassed as an agreeable sparkling drink,

especially for the overworked. Brisk and
Lively is (par excellence) a beverage for balls,
fetes, picnics, pleasure parties, banquets, and other
festive occasions, Brisk and Lively is a very
pleasant beverage, quite free from medicinal taste,
and is an agreeable thirst allaying drink

.

Manufactured from the purest ingredients. Rs. 2.
per dozen.

FRAGRANT EXTRACT OF PETROLIA
(A NEW PRODUCT OF VaSELINE)

Supersedes all other preparations invent-
ed for the cure of Baldness.

LADIES are strongly recommended to make
trial of this admirable Restorative, which

has been attested by persons of the highest res
pectability. In numerous cases, where the Bait
has fallen off, from illness, change of climate, or
debility of the system, the use of this preparation
has been found very efficacious. May be used
also as a handkerchief perfume. Per bottle
Rs. 2-12

;
per ^ dozen, Rs. 14 ; per dozen, 27 ; post’

free to any part of India.

Wrigrht’s Cool Tar Soop
Is the most health preserving adjunct to the

toilet ever discovered—An unfailing remedy for
unpleasant emanations from the person. Only
8 annas per tablet.

^

QUICK! SA FE ! I ^ SURE ! ! !

PATTI, CO.’S
Proprietory Medines.

Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co.,

DRUGGISTS.
No. S85-13, Bowhazar Street, CaleitUa,

Prophylactic BXlxture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious

and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,

Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of

Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this

unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable

and marvellous effects iu the constitution of the

long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the

Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-

tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the

system, Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating' Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents

consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-

ion of the system, when it is administered upon
the fir.'t stage of the disease. A dose of this

repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.

Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive X^ixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheus

'matisin, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneou-
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases

arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the

Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical

strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly rest ored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

N. B.— Full directions accompany each bottle
Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
-twith full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

Drugs of the best quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above address

the cheapest rate possible. a-39

DEE CXZATTEXIJEE CO.
{From late De Leemans Co.,

)

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, & REPAIRERS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS.

TINSMITHS, ELECTRO-PLATERS, BRONZERS
Xiacquerers, and Railway Con-

tractors, iSbC., d(.c.

NO. 2, CHOWBINQHEE.

Baths of Sizes
;

Block Tin-made Deed and
Despatch Boxes, Sugar, Coffee, & Tea Cans

;

Garden-watering Pots ;
Tea, House, Street, Portico,

Lobby, and Ornamented Church Lamps, Railway
lamps of all descriptions

Always in hand and made to Order,

PORTABLE COOKING STOVES of single and
double 3 and 4 inch burners, Tin and Wrought-
ron Enamelled Ware, &c.

' Torms—'V’ory Moderate, a-43

Pomade Vaseline.
A pure jelly of petroleum delightfully perfumedm stophered bottle at Rs. 2.

Prepared Fuller’s Barth
,

Faculty as superior
to Vio eb Powder, and is invaluable for protecting
the Skin and Preserving the Complexion from
cold winds, Rednesss, Roughness, &c.

o Descriptions.
Patent, Proprietory medicines and Surgical ap.

pliances from the best makers always in stock.

E. A. D’SXEVA,
CHEMIS2S AND DRUGGISTS,

A-1, Park Street, Calcutta.

Appy to the Mahger.

FOR

Illustrated Price List,

a-55 At 66, College Street.

The Indian G-uarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native OflScers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, ou the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically redvred.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forma apply to

u. MOLAUUjtlJjAJN SLATER. F.I. A.,

9, Blphinstone Circle, Bombay,

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessloy Place. Calcutta.

0-16 Agent, for BE.VUAL.
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STEAM” EN&INE
FROM

E. S. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. PESEAWUR.”

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c,, with Directions for workingo Ks. 800

ERASMUS

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
now fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staffordshire -plates, proved to a nressure
of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank, which forms also the ash-pan and an efficient
Water-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

^lyihing in the Printincf Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style
JONES, Printers’ Agent, 5 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.

a-57

ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

! ADMIRABLE TRANSFORBKATZON OP MECKANZCAZ.INTO TORRENTS OP EEECTRIOITVf ENERGY

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Liaht in
.

Franco, and America afford, .nffl.ient evidence that EIeSrie.> i„ fSrortlensively used- for bghtmg np larga.spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lich^We Me i^epa^d to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills Pnhiio TTaiiaLarge Durbar Tents, Cpurt Yards, Gardens, Band-StaSds 8^1^ Vessll’^^Bridge works. We are prepared to hire out o’ar .pparat„“wit& “r ZprT«dElectric Lamp complete workhd by our Portable Steam Ensrino jrivmtr a
of 2,000 Standard Bandies at the following low rates

Ji^ngine, giving a light of the mtensity

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expensesDynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per nightDynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night

>

Rs. .^0 0
176 0
450 0

ehar ijrf:lr|j'^
the monthly rate or I one quarter the price of Oil Lights M I

" ‘ ^ { er mgnc at

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine CarbonPencils, &c., fitted with our improved Hurricane prooff Self Adiuatinff Self TElectric Lamp, Rs. 2,000.
^ i .aujuaixng, »eit Lighting

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,500.
'

(TRUECOP Y.)

Mr. Fleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Liffht for i,oo r.n u i ,

Bridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working withte four hundred yards
^

The Light permits of masonry work being parried on as well as by daylight
^ ’

Bakrala Bridge,)
28th October 1879. )

’ A

K’Tf'iA.X.’ .
*

- 1 . V

i H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst, Engineer, Bahrala Sana Division, P. N. State Raihvay.

M .: lisl I
! ->|U

«-37

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

No, 63, Dhurrbmtollah, Calcutta,

'

!|'l I 1

30

20

12

0

0

0

NETTROZiOXiE DAY <L. CO.,
IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND

COMMISSION AGENTS.
4 & 5, Hare Street, Calcutta.

American Kerosine Oil
Of the Brightest Quality, per case ... Rg, 4 8

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 26
Packets to the case, per case

i 12 8

Burmah Cigars.
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality

I

No. 1, per 1,000 ...

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Qualitv
No. 2, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 3, per 1,000 ...

Coconada Cigars.
“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100

Do. small (do.)
“ Babington”No. 1 (do.)

Do. No. 1

Do. small
“ Burmah”
“ Leisure flour”
*' Medium size”
“ Queen”
“ Half Hour”

Chlorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne ... „ 0 l2

Spirits.
Methylated and Cautchicened ... 2
Pure for Medicine ... ... 3
Absolute Alchohol ... ...” 4

Terms : Cash only.

NBTTROLOLL DAY & CO„
aAii 4 4" 5, Ha/re Street, Culcutta,

8
0
0
12
4
0
8
0
2
10

8
0
0

DR. D. JAYNE’S
Family Medicines.

Per Bot. Per Doz.

EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and
Colds) out of stock at present ... 2 8 24 0

Hair tonic (to cure hair falling
off and baldness) ... ... 2 8 24 0

ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
blood purifier) ... ... 2 .8 24 0AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for
cure of fevers and agues) ... 2 8 24 0

LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair
of any other colour to a beautiful
black without injury to the skin) 2 8 24

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for
cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera) ... ... ... 1 0 11

TONIC VERMIFUGE 0 8 5 8
LINIMENT, OR COUNTBR-IRRI-

tant (an outward application for
Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, &c.) 0 « 5 's

SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints) ... 0 8 5 8

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)
The ” Medical Almanae" for current year is

available on application.
Sykes <L Go.,

1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,
SOLE AGENTS FOB

Dr. D. Jayne <fc Son.
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A. a-34

DUNN AND GO.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

and
BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS

BY APPOINTMENT TO

His Exoellenoy the Viceroy and Governor
General of India.

Nos, 46 4 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-
able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
Orders executed for Billiard Tables ,qf all seizes '

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

stock of both being always kept on hand,
“

Eatimates supplied on application, «.60
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY,
SUITABLE FOR THE GENTRY/ '

THB NBW FXiBXIBX.E BABB MBCXLXiBT,
THE MOST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,

Manufactured of rich colored Croldi We keep a largre variety in Stock
of all sizes and prices, from Bs. 80 to B>s> 250 each.

A very nice Chain, sufficiently

thick and massive to suit most

JBWBZ.ZiEB.'S’
FOR

WEDDINGS AND
BIRTH DAYS,

AND
ALL FESTIVE

AND
Oonunemoratlve

occasions.

rn.

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen

j
and

Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

-(-

Garnet Ear-
rings, Rs, 36

cash.

Amethyst
Earrings to

match Pen-
dant, Rs. 27

cash.

iTi

Gold Ear-
rings, Rs. 32

cash.

Carbuncle Ear-
rings, Rs. 30

cash.

A liandsome Gold Pendant set with a fine Amethyst, Gold frlngre,

and grlass for portrait at back.
Price Rs, GO cash.

To match. Bracelet, Rs. 65, Broocb Rs. 36, a,nd Earrings, as above.

Illustrated Catalogues post Jree to Mofussil Constituents,

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
i Jewellers In Ordinary to X. B, the Viceroy and to H. B.. H.

the Prince of Wales,

«.18 CALCUTTA.

BEADY FOB SAZ«E.

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

Dentistry.

H

J. COBFXEED CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

TtyTAY be consulted dally on all branches of

their Profession.
(

\

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-

manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They

cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free.

J. CORPIELD & CO.,

0*13 lit Old Court House Street, Calcutta.

... - --i I .ii .

1

WBAT ABB PBBFBOT

WATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine.

MADE English Lever WATOH in sterling

Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.

It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
thaibest material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Bs. 55 nett.

Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted
to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only Swiss movements fitted in
English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
WATCHES, warranted MACHINE MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will
WIND ANY WATCH, Rs. 3 to 20.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.
RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs.'46 net. ELEC^
TRIG BELLS, with appurtenances, Rs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

SPECIAL AT2ENTION TO REPAIRS.

BZiAClL & MVBBAY.
6-1, HASTINOS OALOUIlAj a-3

BY

MR. LAL MOHUN GHOSE,
AT THE Town HAll,

CALCUTTA.
On March 4, 1880.

To be had at the “ Indian Mirror”
Office,

No. 2, British Indian Street, Calcutta,

And at the Canning: Z*lbrary,
55, College Street.

Price 6 annas a copy. a-\2

X.OBDOB AND Z<AIirCASBXBB
XiXFB ASSVABABOB OO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.

This Company offebs to the Public the Com-
bined Advantages of

Unquestionable Security and Z.ow
Bates of Premium.WHILE the adoption of all the improved

modern conditions under which Policies

are now issued, enables the Directors to grant un-

usual facilities to all intending Assurers.

That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-

versally recognized as the MOST SECURE AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT,, is sufficiently

proved by the following statistics, “ startling in

their magnitude but quiet power,” extracted from
” The Review” of January 1st, 1879.

” In the years 1870-1878, the accumulated Life

Assuarance Fuads of the Offices have risen from

£90,700000 to £117,600,000, or at the rate of

£3,009,000 per annum. This is after paying out

£71,500,000 in claims and bonuses on policies alone,

entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or

management expenses. The total sum received by

the Life Offices on life account in the eight years

was £128,700,000. Against this was paid in

claims, £71,500,000 ;
annuities, £3,350,000 ; and

surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being

a total paid out to Policy-holders of about

£84,000,000 ; after this £27,000,000 were added

to funds. 'f'

'

The LONDON & LANCASHIRE returns 80 per

cent, of the profits, divided every five years to

participating Policy-holders. English rates of pre-

mium only charged for such period as the Assured

spends westward of Suez.

Prospectuses and every required Information

can be immediately obtained by application to

the undersigned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.

The Manager of the Indian Mirror is authorized

to be our Agent.
A. B. SHBKLETON,

General Agent ^ Secretary for Ir^ia,

fl-4 A, Lall Bazaar, Corner of Mission Bow.

Or. X«azaraa’s Domestic Medicines.

Infantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rs. 1 4

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic

character), ... ... 10
Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),... „ 1 0
Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), 2 0

Cholera Dhops (moat effectual if taken
in lime), ... ... ... ,,2 0

Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

&C.), ... ... ... M I ®

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative, ... ... „ 20

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ••• I 4

Family Antibihous Pills (stronger

than above), • ••

Family Carminative (Invaluable for

Children), ... ... ... ,,2 0
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-

ducing growth of the Hair), ••• ,> 2 0
Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-

nic ^Rheumatism, 6cc>), ... ... ,, I 8
The above are most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts

where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses t

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is

wrapped rov/nd each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co.,

at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. LaZaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Madicine Ven-
ders. a-68

iff! 1* > ' (O'r 'IT'OifTfiKI
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CALCFTTA AUCTION MART,

1, LALL BAZAR.

A. J. PARKER & GO.

t

rbg to draw the attention of those 'about to /wrniij/i to their fine range of Ccumnission Sale Booms

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowest prices.

f,-' '
f

Those desirous of Selling their Faeniture privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu-

ation cash advances made.

ffl-21

IM
-I j'

i ' < t
•

1 .Ki

G. M. SCHMIDT & CO.,

13, GOVERt^MENT PEACE, 13 E,

7, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, 40, BENTICK STREET,

SOLE AGENTS FOR E. KAPS V. K., DRESDEN,

and

SCKZBDnXAYBR dc SONS, STUTTGART

OFFERS

KAPS UPRIGHT PIANISOS COVERED ALL ROUND IN FINEST FINISH,
FULL COMPASS IRON FRAMES S BARS,

3 Stringy Crossed Ffanos, d«. Sliort Grand Cabinets,

ALSO

SCeiEDMAYER & SONS, STUTTGART,
i .

>
:

^

’

Sympatetlc Square Pianos, fall Compass, Cross-strlngred, Especially
Secured for tbe Climate,

!

At Rs. 600, 650, 750, and Upwards
^

WITH MANY YEARS’ GUARANTEE.

Contractors for Window, Looking, Roof and Cellar G1 ass, Crystal works of ©v®ry
description. Porcelains and fanoy goods.

NO MORE PAINS ! !

DAftyNGiTON^RAniCURER
1WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip*

tion arising from whatever cause, on any
part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of

,
the

Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, ^ Colics,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad'" Legs,' Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Ourer, in' the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all
other medicines have been tried without effect.

*** The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains ! !

!

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Ra. 2, packing As. 8

DARLINGTON «fc GO.
40, Dlmrrumtollak Btr&et, Galmtta,''

^“ Beware of a base worthless fraudulent,' native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer.

i©» CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.

Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy. -

The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-
dora, writes “ We find Darlington’s Pain-
CUREK eflBcacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sisteb Thkodorinb,
Superioress F de la Croix.'"

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes “ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAiN-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G, 0. S. I., after
ordering for a coupie of large bottles of
Darlington’s Paiu-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Oougli, his Private Secretary.

Mr, E, 0. Kemp, Editor k. Proprietor of tbe
Bengal T'lnies, writes from Dacca. I have
lately wituessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great paiti, for the
removal of which Darunoton's Pain-Ocrer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain 'abated after a
couple of applications, and in ’about 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances iu
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer.” -

;
•>

To lovers of g'opi

Calcutta Magazine, A journal of Literature

Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-

tion, Re. 1, postage, 1 anna. Times of India

gays’: “ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India It is ably,and

judiciously conducted by Mr. Owen Ara,tTOn,’’.

Bangalore Examiner •.

—“ We should like to

see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the

Public Library and Literary Institute. To our

thinking it is quite oii a par with any average

home monthly of the day.’*' O
Manager, Caloutta Magazine, 49, Dhurrumtollah-

street.Calcutta. Remit in half anna postage stamps.
a-2i
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NSW GOODS! NSW GOODS! » : 4 i. j

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
•

. BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR
Splendid Stock of Furnishing' Sequlsltes.

VELVET PILE AND.TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS Ra R s ,

to 35 each. -COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTlW, Ra L8 L 2 ner vard ^FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per v^rd
^

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &c.,' &c., &c. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 26 pLset BRASSCORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs 2-4 tr^is per nafrBRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c., &c., &c.
^ ^ ^ ^

LACE, MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS, Rs. 7-8 to 30 per
,
pair. PURDAH REPPS DAMASRSAND CRETONNES, at all prices.

'

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India
.. iT. R.—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,

Blankets*
various sizes. Infants’ Coat

Brussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile
Carpetings.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the
j

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all
j

Carpets planned and made in the most economical
!

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest
value to the purchaser.

j

The present stock is well worth inspection.
|

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long '

Curtains, Screens, dec.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin,

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,
in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine
Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Door scats.
Fnglisk—made from West India Fibre,

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.
'* M », 38 by 24

Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.
Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.
Hearth Bugs and Sofa Carpets.

Felt Carpets in several sizes. Pelt Carpeting by
the yard

.

Purdah Bepps.
Or^n, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and FancyBordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Reppsand seTeral other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.
F. W • BBBBB dt CO.,^

HOSIERS. DRAPERS SILK MERCERS, &c., &c.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA.

a-23

ADVANTAGES OF ASSDBZNG WITH THEORIENTAL T.TFE OFFinui
All that Experience has proved Practicable and

Prudent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,
Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be
obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever ;

—

(1., Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.
Amalgamations Impossible.
Funds in Government Securities only.
Native^Live^assured at European Rates.

Premiums reduced to English Rates from
leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

(2

(3..

(4.)

(6 .)

date of

China.

Annual Premium for Assurance of

Age.
1 30 36 40 45

Rs. As. P.
33 14 8

Premium Rs. As. P.

21 6 4l
1

Rs, As. P.

24 8 8
Rs, As, P.

28 10 0

( 11 .)

( 12.)

(13.)

(14.)

(13.)

(16.)

i.tatea Luau any otner Uftlce.

(6.) Oice young, and therefore free from
Liabilities.

Old

(7.) Premiums can oe paid Yearly, Half.yearlv
Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of

ONE MONTH AFTER(8.)’ CLAIMS PAID
PROOF OF DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 35 per cent.
10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notesand thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKEt’ABLE SECURITY.

MAt.KEr-

Entire Direction in India.
Special Protection to Assignees.
The Most Economical Management

to .uit anj»h„e

‘^*’1 BBANCH op.n to .11 E,ce..

DoISr.*'” 31St

the ‘ORIENTAL,

W. NEWMAN dt. CO.
3, Dalhouaie Square, Calcutta.

JUST PUBLISHED,
Handsomely printed in Atlas Quarto, with 61

full-paye Illustrations, and 28 Wood-
cuts, hound in Cloth, bevelled

edges : Price thirty -five

Rupees :

THE ANTZQVZTZBS
OBXa A.

BY RAJENDRALALA MITRA, LL.D., C.I.E.

VOL. II.

Published under Orders of the Govern-
ment of India.

‘ These are some of the Relics of the Past Weevinq
over a lost Civilization and an extinguished

Orandeur,"

W. NEWMAN & CO., Publishers,

PROSPECTUS.

XNDO-ABVANS :

Contributions towards the Illucidation of
their Ancient and Medioeval History,

BY

RAJENDRALALA MITRA, LL.D., C.I.E,

'undersigned propose to bring out, under
above title, a selection from the published

Essays of Dr. R, Mitra. The essays selected are
tee followingf, 'oiz. :

—
1. Origin of Indian Architecture.
2. Principles of Hindu Temple Architecture.
3. Dress and Orname ts in Ancient India.

.4. Domestic Furniture and Vehicles in Ancient
India.

5. Beef in Ancient India.
Spirituous Drinks in Ancient India.
A Pic-Nic in Ancient India.
An Imperial Festival in Ancient India.
Human Sacrifices in Ancient India.
Funeral Ceremony in Ancient India.

•iu
Supposed Identity of the Greeks

with the Yavanas of the Sanskit Writers.

Bengal
Sena Dynasties of

1
^’ Raja of Dhar and his Homonyms.

TT J- ,V“ Wentification of the Rishya of the
Vedic Writers.

15. Vestiges of the Kings of Gwalior.
On the later Kingfs of Eanouj.
On the Origin of the Hindu Langua<re,
On the Early Life of Aeoka.
The Horse in Ancient India.
The Primitive Aryans,

6.

7.

8,

9.

10.

11 .

16.

17.

18.

19.

20 .

^ „
‘^oseof any other Company.

Detaded Prospectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports and full n«ri; iFA. COHEN, Agentfor Bengal, D MoLlnnwrAl?^^
7, Wkllbsley Place, OALOUTTA.

' ^°^^^pHLAN SLATER, P.i.amanager & Actuary, BOMBAY, a-16

Tlie book will be printed with new types, on
compriseabout a tliousand

pages, bound in two volumes, demy 8vo. Price to
Siibscribers Rs. 16. The work will be proceeded

J®
Subscribers are registered : and

36^8011^'^^*^*^^ delivery early in the Cold

W. NEWMAN & CO.
3,^DALH0USIE SquRAB,

I
Calcutta, April, 1880,'

a-54

hay AHfX9 CO.,
MANUFACyrURERS, DEALERS,AND repairers

OP
every description of lamps,

tacquerors and Bailway Cmi-
tractors, <Sbc., <kc.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.
Tiumade Deed and Despatch Boxes »

wir Tea and Hot-vater Cans
, garden watering pots ; Tea Hou«p

Lamn- • -r* Omamentaf Ch urch

&r&c:, descriptions.

Always in hand and made to order.

Also

If, A, and 4 inch burner with ovens.

v®ry moderate, a-33
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WHAT IS BLOOD?
-00 -

T“ltp,Sci°6ySy of th. body made by tto diS.ront Motelions.
vitality to the system :^in short it refyenprat^^aii

fluids, it repairs diseased parts, it imparts
all the waste of the fluids Such beiift/ tb« im i 'f

sohd parts of the animal system, and replenishes

to be the sustainer of life
universally Admitted

naturally the whole system suffers and it f

impregnated with any morbid matter,

thoroughly nurified, this tainted blood lurks in fho ^
° distressing disorders. Unless

even to be transmitted from geneSn
progeny.

generation to generation, and thus entail unmerited suffering to the

DR. ALLEN’S BLOOD PURIFIER,
RecommndedbyEmi^ Menfor purifying the Blood and cleansing it from allmorbid matter, and for eradicating Mercury from the system.

TooilSl
^utains in a very concentrated form the essential principles of a few

^rSe known
in purifying the blood, combined with such gums Ld balsamr

cesrwherebv * nlMbpf
extracted by an improved but very tedious pro’

eSches th/ J properties are preserved in the highest degree. It purTfies K
iTsTse the function’ of “r-"' i

thoroughly renovates the whole System. By

if.EUREKA”

SPZSCTAOZiES <tc &'S’E.aZ.ASSBS.

Mercurial Sores,

Glandular Swellings,
Hheumatism (Inflammatory,)
Cancerous Affections,
Leprosy.

White Swellings,
Obstinate Ulcers,
Scrofula,

Old Sores,

Secondary Symptoms,

SSif * '“"“P* " tap"™ of the blood. B.. S per

PuRIFlEBconsi.ti^g^ofa^'^^tUe.^wni^be FM aired
locnlly, A course of the Blood

and restore it to a healthy condition.
horoughly cleanse the blood of all morbid matter

« tattfes). Ke.itteuoe. ehou.d be

BURDETT and CO,, SOX.E ACENTS,

3 A, Waterloo Street, Calcutta.

DWARKIN & SON,
ZBXPOB.TEES OP nZUSICAE XJMSTEVINCENTS, &c.,

6, LOWER CHITPORE ROAD, CALCUTTA,

a-31

A . T, „ improved CLARIONFTS,
Of Cocoawood, m B flat, 13 German Silver keys, 2 rings, in box

rtro . ^ ,-L . ^ FLUTES,
Of Superior Quality, in D, Cocoawood, 6 German silver keys, in box

nr a • rr ...... VIOLINS,
Ot Superior Tone and Finish, with Good Bow and box by Starduarius
„ . T . r. ...

improved HARMONIFLUTES,
Superior Improved Harmoniflute, 3 octaves, O. G. Side 1 stop, highly finished, in box

o . m j ... . .

PEOPLE’.S HAMONIUMS,
Of Superior lone and Finish, 5 octaves, in polished solid oak case, by Alexandre

„ . , ^ , L . ^ IMPROVED CORNETS,
Superior Improved plated Cornet, Military Model with waterkey 5 crooks in box

A „ flageolets,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 4 German Silver keys, with Flute head

• rr rv - ^ german CONCERTINAS,
Of Superior Tone & Finish, 20 G. S. keys, double notes Rosewood ...

MUSICAL BOXES,
Small size, 2 airs

Assorted Instrume^s, Strings, and Fittings always kept in stock.Price List on application.
DWARKIN & SON,

0, Ohitpore road, comer of Lall Bazar, Calcutta.

Rs. 55 each.

» 15

,, 45

„ 65

M 85

» 60

. 7

fJlHE largely increasing demand for my “ Eureka"

Spectacles and Eye-GIa«ses has necessitated the

removal of my business to more convenient and

extensive premises. On the 1st August I shall

remove to Ho, 13, Old Court House Street, and

No, 1, Mangoe Lane (lately occupied by the French

Bank), where I can be consulted free on all cases

of defective sight.

For the guidance of those who cannot con-

veniently visit me, I have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions.

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, “How to

Preserve the Sight," with testimonials, explaining

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

application.

5

6

a>28

/ N. LAZASVS.

CALCUTTA. a.] 9
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20, OZj1> court KOUSZ: STB.RET, CALCUTTA,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE ANI> COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.
The Model Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicitj,

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.

These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best
known makers. They are entirely of Euvlish manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements,
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, <kc.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHES OF GUARANTEED QUALITY
Silver Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 50 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 cash.

o

AXiBSZlT CK

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 cash.

G O X. O A I. B E R T CHAINS.
A magnificent assortment, many of the pattern being recently designed 'and of a novel characterFrom Rs. 40 to 300.

2. ^ O

t~' — ^

:r^

2: O

,

The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of massive
elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality anu exquisite workmanship.

O'-29

COOKE & KELVEY^
CALCUTTA.

NATZONAZi BANK. OF INDIA,
ZilZMEZTBD.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4%

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short

periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed

on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J. Campbell,
0*52 Manager,

T
NOTICE.

IHE Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at
Indmn Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street
where the . Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, . is henceforward to be called the
“Sen Press.” All communications for the /ntiian
Mvrrvr Newspaper and the Sen Press to
addrened accordingly, j

O. Z.AZA&US CO..

AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING
OOlJIPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,
Calcutta.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

356, 432
Machines,

Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STirCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Hand Machine
without cover,

Rs. 65.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Hand Machine
with polished cover and

lock,

Rs. 80.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table,

Rb. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines,

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 95,

SINGER’S

fLOCK-STlTCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Maheines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,
Rs. 105.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

The Medium Machine on po-
lished Table,

Ra. 100.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,
Rs. 115,

SINGER S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Packing for
Hand Machines. Rs. 2-8,
Treadle ditto, Ra. 5,

promptly

Price Lists free on application. a-3

NOTICE.
rpHE Manager of the Sen Press will be ni

undertake any agency busineiwith which he may be entrusted, promptly Zsatisfactorily. Remittances to accompany ordeCommission will be charged according to the val
^ the order on a slidingiscale of rates which
be ascortiuned by application to the Manager
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAXiKOVSXB SQUABS, OASCVTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the Mofuasil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom-

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order,
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfectly in tune
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

o ^
Box No. 1073, playing* 6 Bengrall tunes, 1st series.

1 .

o

3.

1 .

2 .

3.

1 .

2 .

8.

2.

3.

Poorabee.
Imni.
Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

Poorabee,
Imni.
Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

Box No.
Sarung.
Bhoirabee.

Kaffee.

1st series.

1. Bassanto.
5. Kalangrah.
6. Peeloo,

Cash price Rs. 100.
Harp or Setar Box No. 1073^, playing- 6 Bengali tunes,

4. Bassanto.
5. Kalangrah.
6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 125.

1075L playing 6 Bengali tunes. 2nd series.
4. Jhinjuttee,

5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

'^ash price Rs. 100.
Harp or Setar Box Not 1075^, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 2nd series.

1. Sarung. 4. Jhinjuttee.
Bhoirabee. 5. Bhoirabee.
Kaffee. 6. Kawalee,

Cash priceRs. 125.
Box No. 1077, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.

1. Taza Bhee Taza.
2. Doogiree.

3. Hilli Milli Punnya.

Harp or Setar Box No,
1. Taza Bhee Taza.

2. Doogiree.

8. Hilli Milli Punya.

4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhola Janee.
6. Khambaj,

Cash price Rs. 100.
1077^, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.

4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhala Janee,
6. Khambaj,

Cash price Rs. 126.

NZCHOZiX.S & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta.

London:—IWhitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.
Current or Floating Accounts.

No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques
paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 p. m., and on Saturdays after 1 p. m.

Government Paper and Securities.
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired

.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or

other approved security on favorable terms.
Exchange.

Sterling Bills negotiated, and romittAnoea made
by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.

Special attention paid to family remittances, the

first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the

payee.
Fixed Deposits.

Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,

payable in Calcutta, or in London at par :

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice — 3 per cent,

,, at 3 months’ notice 4 ,,

„ at 6 months’ notice 5 ,,

„ at 12 months’ notice 6 ,,

„ at 2 years’ notice 7 ,,

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn

.

Premia cu Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.

Business rules awarded on application, a-4

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-

men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited

to address themselves in writing to X, care of

tha Printer

SMITH. STANISTREET, & GO.

Pharmaceutical Chemists and
Druggists,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

lo His Excellency the Right Hon'Ue

LORD LYTTON, Q.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-General of India,
Jcc., ice.,

Have received a large and choice selection
from the best maknra nt tu,., ruiiowidg .

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

Rs. A. P.

Artery Forceps From • • • 2 0 0
„ „ Fenestra II • • « 4 8 0

Belts, Abdomen
„ Corpulency

1

1

• • • 9 0 0

II 12 0 0

„ Riding
1

1

• • • 5 0 0

„ Carson’s Patent || 16 0 0
Catheters, Silver Plated

1

1

« • • 3 0 0
Caustic Cases ,, 1

1

• * • 3 0 0
Dissecting Cases II • »« 7 0 0
Bar Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings 1

1

t • • 4 0 0
„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete

1

1

• • « 8 0 0

,, Trumpets for Deafness
1

1

• •• 3 0 0

„ Cornets, Double
1

1

9 0 0
Elastic Bandages, Belts, 4c. 1

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks > II • • • 5 0 0
Q f

Ditto, Silk
,,

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz.
Electro-Magnetic Machines)

very powerful, single
j

Do. do, double
Do. do. pocket

.-.800

... 2 0 0

.-. 20 0 0

... 25 0 0
18 0 0

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From Rs. A. P.

action
,, 12 0 0

Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe ,,

Kennedy’s Syphon ,,

... 4 8 0

... 9 0 0>
Bye Instrument Cases ,, ... 60 0 0
„ ,, Macnamara’s ,, ,, ... 36 0 0

Cataract Knives and Needless ,,

Scissors, curved, Probe, and
Sharp, pointed, Cross

3 8

Action
,, ... 4 0

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, 4c, ,,

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-
12 0 0

byns, Mudges, &c., &c. ,,

Minor Operation lustruraents
.- 3 8 0

Aneurism needles ,, 2 0 0

8
0
0

0
0
0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
e o
8 0
0 0
0 0
8 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0

0
0
0

„ Lancets
Bistouries

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

„ Army Regulation
Probes, Silver

Scalpel and Finger Knives
Scalpelii

Scissors

Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaculum
Stethoscopes
Speculums Ear

Spring Kramers
„ Nose

Rectum
Vagina
Silver Plated

Spray Producers, Listers

,, Richardson’s Complete
,, Various Makers

Suspenders
Subcutaneous Syringes
Aluminum Cases
Silver Plated Mounts
Clinical Thermometers
„ With Kew Certificate ,,

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &c., &c.

HICK'S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from .« 7 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... g 8
THE NEW PHCENTX THERMOMETER,

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from .^800

Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOB

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxidised
Phosphorus Pills.

PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-

M

l»

M

If

If

II

»>

fl

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

l>

If

II

1

1

II

l|

II

II

II

... 2

... 1

... 2

... 1

... 1

... 7

... 2

... 2

... 16

... 80

... 1

... 6

... 2

... 1

... I

... 2

... 2

... 2

... 7

... 7
3

... 3

... 6

... 18

... 16

... 8

... 2

... 8

... 36

... 8
... 5
... 7

0 0
12 0
8 0
4 0
8 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
8 0

0
0

THESE
SCRIBED
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are,-
with remaikablo ai\niMaa ir. t— vcJTtower,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous' Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System,

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.

The largest and best assortment of Drugs and
Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. 3c

0. Co.’s and B. I. Q. S. N. Co.’s Steamers.
Wholesale rates on application.
9 3c 10, Dalhousik Square,

and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street. 0-I7

The undersigned beg to inform the Public that
they have the undermentioned goods in large

quantities in stock, and orders supplied,—and
contractor.

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syringes
from ^ oz. to 31b., Mugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds,
Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, Imperial Gallons,
Freezing Pots, and other Pewter Articles of every
description,

Terms—Cash.
Price moderate,

BISSONAUTH CflUNDER 4 .SONS,
a-46 Bentinok Street, Oaleutta,
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SoosrlilT Srldgre X7otl9«.

THR Bridge will be closed for^ ' on
Tuesday, the 27th July, 1880, fifftn' 4-43

to7-4oA.M.
•

G. H. SIMMONS,
<i-53 Secretary to the Bridge Covimissioners.

DZt. J. a. AMDSaSOir,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhubbumtollah Street,

May be consulted at all hours dally.

At home from tl to 12 a. m.)

Family engagements in and about Entally under
special rrangementa. a^

Silver Cream.

For plating articles of Brass or Copper with-

out the aid of a Battery, and for silverins

Harness mounting, &o„ as well as for cleaning all

kinds oleilver and plated articles.

This preparation is guaranteed not to contain the

slightest trace of mercury, and from the simplicity

of its application supersedes anything of the kind
ever before introduced, it being only necessary to

ie o-rex tiro article QCopper and Brass), with a

piece of rag or the fingers, and polish with a

chamois leather in order to produce a coating of

pure Silver.

As this Cream deposits a coating of pure Metal-
lic Silver, articles of that metal cleaned with it in-

crease in weight and value in proportion to the

amount of coating received.

Price Re, 1 2 and Rs, 2 4 per bottle, packing

As. 4,

Remittance made in postage stamns should

carry one anna extra per Rupee to cover discount.

Agents for the Manufacturers.
HOWARn & CO.,

0.11 Barrackpore.
.

—— f

ZKDXA GBKSXtAL BTSAK XAVI-
aATZOK COMPAKT,

SCHOENK* Kilbttrn & Co .—Nanaatnp AqenU,
ASSAM LINE NOTICE,

Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward every Saturday,
rilHE Str. Lahore will leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,
' the 23rd instant.

"^rgo will be received attheCompany’s Godowns,
Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

22nd instant,

The str. Rajmehal will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
’ day, the 25th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 23rd instant.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train
of Saturday, the 24th instant.

CACHAR LINE NOTICE,
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE,

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

rilHE Str. Sultan will leave

JL Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 26th instant.

For further information regarding rates of
freight or passage money, apply to

4, Fairlie Place, i G. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 2Ist July, 1880. J Secreta'^y,

a-1

mZVSIlS STBAK MAVXOATZON
00., ‘‘ ZiZ9KZTEZ>.”

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly
from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

The steamer Punjaub will
leave Calcutta for Assam

on Friday, the 23rd instant,

The Str. Burmah will leave
Goalundo for Assam on

Saturday, the 24th instant.

For further information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

MAONEILL & CO.
a-2

N’otlce.

All private communications for the Proprietor
of the Indian Mirror and the Sunday Mirror

hould be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumtollah Street.

COOK AND CO.

Crushed Food for Horses.
Price
Cattle Food
Chaff,

Rs.

Rs
2-10 per md
2 per md.XV8, per mu

Re. 1-8 per mdi!

Exclusive
of

bags.

a-9

Notice.

Life of Maharajah Nava Krishna Deva Baha-
door of Sobhabazar in Bengali, by Beepin

Behary Mittra, which the Press have opined to
be highly interesting, is ready for sale at the
Sanskrit Press Depository, the Canning Library,
39, Old Chinabazar, and 115, Chitpore Road,
(Burtollah.)

Price six Annas.
fAll rights reserved.) a-8

The Zndtan Student’s Companion
TO

ARITHMETIC.
(Being a collection of nearly all the Examina-

tion Papers in Arithmetic of the Indian Univer-
sities, (Sec.., with Answers.) Price with Postage
As. 13. To be had only of Messrs. D. N. Ghosh
& Co. The Central Library, 57, College Street.

«-65

CAXiCXTTTA BOOK. DEPOT.
The following Books may be had for cash only ;

-R-9* .^S P
Civil Court Manual, by Mr. Cranenburgh... 8 8 0
The Unrepealed Bengal Regulation, by
Mr. Cranenburgh ... g 8 0

Criminal Court Assistant, by Mr. Cranen-
^“'gh ... 4 4 0

Civil Procedure Code,by Mr. Cranenburgh 4 4 0
The Unrepealed Acts of the Bengal Coun-

cil, by Mr, Cranenburgh ... 5 g 0
Notes on the Indian Penal Code ... 1 2 0
Secrets of Success at the Bar 1 1 0
The Evidence Act, by Mr. Cranenburgh... 12 0
Mahomedan Law ... 0 8 0

Apply to
RY MOHUN SEN & COUSINS,

No. 13i, Shedoshur Chunder'i Lane, Champatolla,
«-66 CALCUTTA.

Burmah Clgrars, Cigrarettes, and
Tobacco, g’ood quality.

MADE OP

Do. do.

Silk Ties do.

Do. do,

Do. do.

Moulmein Cigars
Do, do.
Dr> do.

Manilla shaped
Do.
Do.

Havanah shaped
Do.

Tiffin Cigars
Do. „ FI

Big Long Size Havana
Manilla Shape
Do. do,

Coconada Cigars No. S.

T. Long and Thin
Lunka „
Office Burmah
Dolly varden

Do.
Cigarettes

Do.
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Cavendish Tobacco 0-10 to 0-12 Ib.
Gold Leaf 1st quality

Do. 2nd 1 to 1-8
Apply to

- ... FRAMJEE & SONS,
:

•• > Calcutta,
Agents at Upoountry,

Same as in Cordial. a-68

WABBANTED

!

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An.

tidote against Mercury and the numerous
affectiois arising therefrom.
Warranted to>^ure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arisiqg from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Chrojaic Venerial affec-
tions, Rheumatism, Scrofula, Pimples, Cutaneous
Eruptions, several kinds of Skin Diseases, Dyspepsia,
and gdberal Debij^y,. &c. It has the wonderful
property of removing the Mercury from the system
and of purifying the blood of' all its impurities
from whatever cause arising, of invigorating the
system and imparting fresh energy and vitality
to it. The brilliant and extraordinary efficacy of
this Blood Purifier in thousands of chronic and
almost hopeless cases, proves its effects to be un-
rivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re, 1-8
; and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for ZtXercurlal and Syphi-
litic ITlcers and Eruptions. Price per
pot 8 annas.

Znfalllble AZalarla Specific perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet. Anasarca, Jaundice, (fee. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,
restores the internal organs to their normal func-
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
hav&dJSffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.
foce per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart

bottTe'l-S.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, See., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re, 1.
Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To be had of
MAISON DE PARIS,

2, CHOWRINGHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH.
Calotttta. a-40

THE ZNDXAN IKEZBROB.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town.

Rs. As. P.
For One Month ... ... 2 8 0
„ Three Months ... ... 6 0 0
„ Six Months ... ... 12 0 0
„ Twelve Months ... ... 24 0 0

N. .5.—The above includes subscription to the
Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil.

For One Month ... ... 3 6 0
„ Three Months ... ... 8 0 0
,, s»K MotttLq

ifi n n
,, Twelve Months ... 32 0 0

Foreign.
For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 48 6 0

«» II ivia Brindisi)* ... 64 10 0
Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )
ForOneMontR

^
, xuree Months ... ... 2 a r,

II Six Months "'I * ®

„ Twelve Months.^
; 10 2 0

( Single Copy Four Annas. )
Foreign.

For Twelve Months Southampton) 12 7 0
•I II (via Brindisi) ... 14 14 n

ADVERTISEMENT RATES
For casual Advertisements 2 annas ner line

Rupee
charged for less than,

a

For specia] contract rates apply to the Manager.

+ R
remittances should be made payableto Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

Printed and published for the Proprietor bv W n

Is.
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CNOT&NTS.

Telegrams, ( Brahmo Somaj.
Editorial Notes. Devotional.

Articles :— |

Correspondence.
The Phil^ophy of Idol* Provincial.

Worship,
i Review.

Theory and Practice. i Selections.
The Abkari Department, Advertisements.

i^i‘I ({graphic |uti?lligijnci\

FOM TKB PBBSS COIMCniis.
SIOMTBR’S OFFICB.

AFGHAN WAR.
Simla, 30th Jolt.

General Barrows is reported safe. The Mel
Adul Rahman and Dabrai posts returning to-
wards Chaman along theline of communica-
tions, have arrived at Gatai. That post has
been attacked bat is holding its own, and
assistance has gone from Chaman, where
tnere is a strong detachment. Country reports
say that Barrows’ fight was severe, both
sides losing heavily. From Cabal it is

reported that the Amir was to arrive to-day
at Ak Serai. General Goagh was to move
yesterday to Killa Kaji, half way between
which and Ak Serai at Zimma, a meeting has
been arranged. Many people are now in his
camp,

^

principally Kohistanis, Nigrabis,
Tagowis, Maidants,Logaris, Ghilzais.Andaris,
Parakis and Tokhis. The Cabal merchants
were well received, and have returned reassur-
ed. Ceuntry all quiet.

Messrs. Newman & Co. intend to bring
out a selection from the published essays of
Dr. Rajendralala Mitra. The work is to he
published in two volumes.

:o;-

Another high official has been converted
to Roman Catholicism. We mean, Mr. J. D.
Sandford, Judicial Commissioner of Mysore
Malicious people insinuate that he has taken
«iis step to please a Roman Catholic Vicerov
Nonsense !

'

:o:-

Tbk Ir^ian Church Gazette believes that
Uie Hindus borrowed their idea of a good
peator from the Zoroastrians, who again
borrowed it from Moses. We credit no such
assumption. Light can travel only from the
east.

-:o;

A MINISIBU in London lately invited
brother ministers to pray for the Devil While
such IS the hrond charity of one member of
• I cliui.h, lu MCtu of nnotfier clergyman

in Devon who refused to pray for Par
liament, the members of which, he says, are
not worth praying for.

-:o;

We are concerned to hear that the Brad-
laugh affair in Parliament has trebled the
circulation of his paper, the National Re
former. The new M. P. has also commenced
a series of Sunday evening lectures at South
Place Chapel, Finsbury, which are said to be
well attended. Is not South Place Chapel
presided, over by Mr. Conway?

;o:

According to the Bomhay Gazette a
document is in course of signature by members
of the Free Church of Scotland, who are
prepared to secede in consequence of
the action of the General Assembly of
the Church in the Robertson Smith case
The document gives as one of the rea-
sons for secession, that the Free Church
in allowing the teachings of Profes-
sor Smith, has sunk beneath the level even
of such Unitarians as Lardner and Channing
who would have repudiated them with horror.

:o:——

—

The Government of India has caused a
memorial window to Bishop Milman to be
erected in St. Paul’s Cathedral. The follow-
ing inscription in English, Latin and Bengali
is to be on the monumental brass :

‘•To the Glory of God, and in memory of the
Right Reverend Robert Milman, D, D., late Bishop
of Calcutta, the Government of India havintr lost
his able support and aid, has caused this window
to be erected.

‘* Born at Easton-in-Gordon in the County of
Somerset, on the 25th January 1816.
“ Died at Rawul Pindi on the 15th March 1876.

“ In journeyings often
" In perils of water
“ In perils in the wilderness
“ In weariness and painfulness
“ In watchings often
“ In fastings often

“ In the daily care of all the Churches
“ Devoting to God and man

“ His wealth, his strength,
“ And even his life

;

“ He gave them and lost them not.”
:o:

The Rev. J. G. Medland, Vicar of St
Martin s Havenstock-hill.has discovered what
no one has hitherto noticed that on the occa-

‘declaration of the dogma of papal
infallibility, of the imitation of the crucifixion
of Christ at Ober Ammergau, and of the first
appearance of Mr. Bradlaugh in the House of
Commons, storms of thunder and lightning
burst. These,says he, are “three facts extracted
from our common literature which have not
been explained or contradicted,” and he ob-
serves they are “a warning to be laid to heart
by all. This sort of superstition is to be occa-
sionally met with among Christians in India
also. The Star in the East says :

—“ A few
days ap_ whilst the Christian savykirtan was
at work in a village a few miles from Sury
the simple villagerP, who were all amazed
mentand attention, at last broke out .-—‘This
is the first time we have heard sung in our
T.linge the praises of Christ. If he is the

true guru, God will certainly add His testi-
mony by sending the rain we so much stand
in need of, before you leave.’ Like the Jews
of old, they asked for a sign. In this case
the sign was granted them, for the rain came’
down in torrents before the sangkirtan left.”

We have read Mr. Dali’s letter on
Atheism, published elsewhere, with great in-
terest. The main view, however, which un-
derlies it, may not be received with general
approbation. Our brother ingeniously and
ably argues that as atheism does not re-
cognise any standard of right and wrong, and
as Mr. Bradlaugh, as a good man himself
does recognise such a standard, lie cannot
be called an athiest. His atheism is a theory
at least to Mr. Dali he is not an atheist. We
admit the charity of the construction.

Ifc

proves what is generally admitted, th^t men
are often better than their erode. Rat
does not the less make Mr. Bradlaugh a
most dangerous person to deal with
This wi’l be evident when we consider the
present attitude of agnosticism or atheism.
Miss Cobbe pointed out long ago the signifi-
cant difference between the atheism of the
eighteenth century and that of the present
day. Whereas formerly atheists were held
to be devoid of any good traits whatever now
they coolly claim for themselves all that
moral code which is the special birthright of
the theistic school. Now when persons like
Mr, Bradlaugh try to prove morality to be
godless, however much we may ridicule
it, there is sqme charm in the assertion which
is sure to operate powerfully upon persons
who have neither the time nor the inclina-
tion to think. In our opinion it would be bet-
ter by far to recognise persons like Mr. Brad-
laugh as enemies—honorable enemies if you
like—than charitably reckon them as friends

‘

and co-workers, and thus allow them to
become fruitful sources of mischief to the cauBA
of religion and faith. > i

A writer in Christian Lije contends that
mere Theistic churches cannot exist, ‘a fata-
lity, ho says, hangs over all of them •

“ and however flourishing their early
promise may be, and however they may boast
of being in harmony with the spirit of the
age, their strength is never maintained . for
long. The chapel of David Williams soon be-
came empty, and the chief Ritualistic Church
in London now stands upon its site. W JFox preached at last to one quarter’ of
his old congregation. Theodore Parker’s
church is now scattered to the winds. Mr
Voysey’s flock has declined in number and’
no longer talks of building a chapel. ’ And
within the last few months, London has seen
another instance of these failures in the
migration from its old home of what was once
the largest Theistic congregation in Europe ”

•

We do not know what the writer means by“ mere Theistic churches.” A mere Theistic
church, we beg to say, is not Theistic. In
other words, a religious body the ajewbers of

o
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\7bi0h build their faith upon reason and in no
way profess to be guided by God, ignore

providence and trust to the inferences of their

own intellect, cannot by the very nature of

things last for a long time. To be a church
it must be founded by God; to be an active

instrument for the regeneration of souls,

it must receive His daily inspiration;

and to be the church of mankind,
it must be a dispensation itself.

A LIVELY dispute has been kept up during

the last few days between Mr. Macdonald

and Mr. Hastie, the Principals of the Free

Church and General Assembly’s Insti-

tution respectively. Both these gentlemen

claim for their institutions the honor 0

having completed the fiftieth anniversary 0

'

their existence. Mr. Hastie contends that

the General Assembly’s College was the first

to come into birth, that it was the Institution

with which Dr. Duff was first associated,

and that since the Free Church was only a

seceding body, its College having been estab-

lished afterwards, could not claim the glory

of having the same birthday as its rival. Mr.

Macdonald takes his stand upon the ground

of historical continuity, and argues that

since the majority seceded from the es-

tablished Church, the College which Dr.

Doff established, inherited the lifeblood of

the original institution, and for all intents

and purposes the Free Church Institu-

tion is the parent College itself. It is dif-

ficult to decide a hard case of the kind.

But we hope we shall be allowed to point out

a parallel case in our own church. The Brah-

mo Somaj at Jorasanko is the original church,

founded by Rajah Ram Mohun Roy, and when

the Brahmo Somaj of India,to which we belong,

seceded from the parent body, the question

as to the celebration of its anniversaries came

soon to be discussed. Fortunately, the point

did not intrude itself upon our attention in any

provoking shape. The seceding Brahmos at

once decided that the anniversary should

be precisely the date on which Ram Mohun

Roy established the original Brahmo Somaj.

For, like Dr. Duff’s party,they formed a large

majority of the Brahmo community, and they

had also the argument of historical con-

tinuity in their favor. The result was that

both the sections of the Bramho Somaj held

the anniversary on the same day in the year.

Such words as adultery, sodomy, &c., may be

used in sermons, but never in conversation.

It is very rude to speak in one’s own praise.

It is very rude to invite ladies to hear a lecture,

in which things are referred to that will shock

their modesty.

It is very rude to censure, with asperity, the

actions of the Government, in any meeting where

a Government servant is in the chair.

It is the height of rudeness to blow one’s nose

with one’s fingers in the presence of Europeans.

It is very rude to spit in public.

It is very rude to make a great noise in cough-

ing or in clearing the throat.

It is rude to talk to another in public in a very

loud tone.

It is the height of rudeness, as well as of

wickedness, to laugh at a person for bodily

defects.

It is dishonest to be polite at the expense of

truth.

He is no gentleman who refuses to support and

honor his parents.

It is very rude to utter expressions of disloyalty

to the British Government in the hearing of an

Englishman.
Respect must, in an especial manner, be shown

to one’s own teachers, and to the aged.

Be very careful not to feel insulted where no

insult is intended.

If a stranger comes into a crowded hall, it is the

part of a polite person to offer the stranger his own
chair, even though such self-denial should neces-

sitate his standing through the remainder of. the

meeting.
Gentlemen, who have no ladies living in their

houses, never invite ladies to dine with them.

The defending of inconsistencies, in the same
breath, is very likely to lead to extremely rude,

violent, and angry words and actions, and ought,

therefore, to be carefully avoided.

•;o:

for continuity does not in the long ran bring

about the results which a bold declaration

of moral principles is calculated to produce.

We suspect the good intentions of Government

as betokened in its late dealings with Abdul

Rahman, have been completely neutralised in

this case by the declaration that it will main-

tain the scientific frontier and separate Oan-

dahar from the role of the Cabal Prince.

The late disaster may be explained by this

half-hearted attitude of our rulers. We
hold that nothing is so successful as a

thorough belief in one’s principles. The

danger to British rule is that the governing

class do not thoroughly believe in their own

principles. If the treaty of Gundarauck is

immoral, as was said by the ministers at one

time, by all means abandon it; if Candahar

ought not to be British in any respect,restore it

immediately to the Cabul ruler. But half-

heartedness is always fatal, more fatal than

the most deliberately wicked of all policies.

-;o:

As the subject of manners is one in which

we take a great deal of interest,we subjoin here

some of the rules given in Mr. Livingstone’s

interesting “ Manual” reviewed elsewhere

Students, having once entered a Protestant

Church during Divine service, must remain until

the congregation disperses.

It is rude to come late to a Protestant Church.

No Native gentleman must ever, under any

circumstances, enter an Englishman’s house, with-

out first sending in his card, and receiving an

invitation to enter.

It is very rude to begin to talk, when another

ia talking.
. ,

It is very lude to be over-inquisitive.

It is very rude to swear.

Professors.land all school and college officials

must be saluted by students, when they are met in

the streets.

When a student meets a lady, one older than

himself, or one of superior rank, he must always

move aside and allow such persons to pass in a

straight line.

When Native gentlemen dine at the houses of

Europeans, or when they invite Europeans to dine

at their own houses, they must appear either in

Native costume, or in English evening dress.

Calling hours, in most Indian cities, are from

12 till 2 o’clock, except Sundays, When calls ought

not to be made;
Students must never,under any circumstances,use

such phrases as “ calls of nature," “ motions,”

Another disaster in Cabul ! The Brigade

under General Burrows which fought with

Ayub Khan has been annihilated at Candahar.

No further particulars have been received,

but since the Secretary of State himself

made this announcement, we may take it far

granted that the British array has sustained

a severe reverse. Here is an unexpected

muddle. It may completely undo the

the recent arrangements made by Lord

Ripon’s Government to secure peace to the

country. And we must be prepared for this

sort of disagreeable surprises so long as our

rulers do not take the trouble to declare their

convictions boldly. The attitude of the new

Ministry has been somewhat disappointing to

the country. It cares too much for the policy

of continuity to justify the expectations which

its own utterances before the last election had

given rise to. It has thus happened

that measures which once received the

unequivocal condemnation of ministers,

are now openly sanctioned and tolerat-

ed. We admit this desire to keep to

the lines of a former Government is one of the

sources of strength to the English rule. But

there are limits to every thing. A highly

moral ruler is no more bound to respect the

vicious policyof his predecessor than a virtuons

son is bound to imitate the evil examples of a

vicious father. The fact is that Mr. Gladstone

and the Marquis of Hartington very strongly

condemned the measures which they now at

least outwardly respect. They condemned the

Zulu War, but they honor Sir Bartle

Fiere with their confidence
;

they de-

nounced the acquisition of Cyprus, and

they take good care to preserve it; they con-

demned the Vernacular Press Act, and they

now deprecate its immediate repeal; they de-

nounced the treaty of Gundamuck and

scouted the idea of annexation, but now they

will retain Candahar under the Wali,

and respect the scientific frontier. Well,

we are quite ready to believe that Govern-

ment may not in its heart really intend to do

any such thing, and as time rolls on, it will

gradually and imperceptibly make its policy

felt throughout the empire. But as policy is

not always morality, this seeming respect

the PHILOSOPHY OF IDOL-
WORSHIP.

Hindu idolatry is not to be altogether over-

looked or rejected. As we explained some

time ago, it represents millions of broken

fragments of God. Collect them together,

and you get the indivisible Divinity. When
the Hindus lost sight of their Great God,

they contented themselves with retaining

particular aspects of Him, and representing

them in human shapes or images. Their

idolatry is nothing but the worship of a Divine

attribute materialised. If the material shape is

given up, what remains is a beautiful allegory

or picture of Heaven’s dispensations. The

Theist rejects the image, but he cannot

dispense with the spirit of which that

image is the form. The revival of the

spirit, the destruction of the form, is

the work of the New Dispensation. In

days of yore, the Hindus recognised the

Invisible God
;

in the course of centuries,

they lost sight of Him. It is now given to

the Brahmo Somaj or the Church of the New

Dispensation to give back to India her

ancient God. Cheer up, then,0 Hindus, for the

long lost Father, from whom ye have for cen-

turies strayed away
,
is coming back to you.

The road is clear enough ;
it lies through your

numerous Puranas and epics. Bend your ways

back, and lo ! ye find the Divinity encom-

passing the high heavens and the earth below,

arrayed in all His endless majesty. The

path is new undoubtedly, for, though

millions of our countrymen have traversed

it froward, yet none have hitherto gone

backward over it to the primitive age from

whence the journey originated. The Brahmo

Somaj is engaged in finding out the

original passage, and its labors have not been

altogether fruitless. For the light which the

New Dispensation sheds, beautifully reveals to

us forms and shapes hitherto unperceived, and

makes known to us principles systematically

ignored. Never were we so struck with the

divinity of the eclectic method as when we

explored the gloomy regions of mythological

India. The sermons now delivered in the

Brahma Mandir are solely occupied with the

precious truths discovered therein, and our

own occupation is merely to gather the jewels

as we go on. We have found out that

every idol worshipped by the Hindus repre-

sents an attribute of God, and^ that

each attribute is called by a particular

uaine. The believer in the New Dispensation

is required to worship God as the possessor of

all those attributes, represented by the Hindu

as innumerable or three hundred and thirty
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millions. To believe in an undiviJeil Deity

without reference to those aspects of Hi s

nature, is to believe in an abstract God, and

it would lead us to practical rationalism

and infidelity. Nor can we worship the

same God with the same attribute investing

Him. That would make our worship dull,

lifeless and insipid. If we are to worship Him,
wo should worship Him in all His manifes-

tations. Hence we should contemplate Him
with His numerous attributes. We shall

name one attribute Saraswati, another

Lakshmi, another Mahadeva, another

Jagatdhatri, &c., and worship God
each day under a new name, that

is to say, in a new aspect. In
this way we shall recognise Him in every

act and particular of life, in every phenome-
non and in every event that happens. We
shall be encompassed by His presence wher-
ever we go, and our faith in Him shall never

grow old. Our God can never be an old God.
We do not worship Him as a Yogi for ever,

or as Father, or as Mother, or as Lakshmi
or as Saraswati. But now the one, and then

the other, and so on, beholding our Hari in

new garb and in new loveliness for ever.

How bewitching the prospect, how grand the

picture! O Brahmo, you should be worthy
of the God whom you worship. If you wish
to have a new Deity with you, rt^w delights,

new life and new aspirations, reje^^t the old

rags, you wear and dress yourself in the garb
of the New Dispensation.

THEORY AND PRACTICE.

Religion is character, and by religion we
especially mean here the religion of the New
Dispensation. The faith which we profess is

not a mere collection of dogmas and opinions;

it. is not a mere intellectual assent to certain

propositions. When a missionary of the New
Dispensation goes to convert, he is expected
to preach not a religion but himself

;
that

is to say, he is not to offer an abstract creed
to whic'n his own life may not bear witness,

but present his life as the best practical

exem plication of his religion. The high
trnlhs which a creed inculcates, are not
necessarily taken as first principles or

axioms. A New Dispensation must invari-

ably l)ring down new truths which the world
i^ slow to receive on credit. The sceptical

heart scouts authority, even though that

authority be God Himself. Hence it has
often happened that when people are present-
ed with a new religion, it is at first openly
derided and laughed at. It is when one’s life

is staked upon the troth of it, when practical

illustrations in life make it intelligible that

the worbl rubs its eyes and for the first time
realises that there is something in it. We
have recognised the truth of this in onr own
experience. Often have high truths been pro-
pounded, often have new principles been incul-

cated. But people will not receive them. They
pronounce them to be impractical, visionary
and quixotic. They are ail very good on paper,
they say, or to lecture upon; but they are
not practical, for remember that what is good
in theory is not so in practice. We are not of

those who believe that the simplest truths of

morality and religion are first truths accepted
as such by all men. We do not admit that all

men believe that it is wrong to tell a false-

hood. For if they believe it,why is perjury so
pievnlent in society? The fact is that the
acceptatice of these truths is generally half-

hearted. It is this reluctance to perceive truths

that is accountable for that strange opinion so

well refuted by John Stuart Mill’s father that

what is true iu theory is not generally true

in practice. James Mill scolded his son for

expressing an opinion so absurd and illogical.

For if a thing is not good in practice, it

cannot be so in theory. Either the theory

is wrong, or there is a natural perversity in

the man who has to carry it out.

We, therefore, say that to prove a theory it

should be presented as already carried out in

practice. Religion is character, as we have

said
;
in other words, it is character formed

and moulded by the principles which are

professed. This definition very well explains

the success or failure of particular religions.

We have often wondered why such

a religion as that preached by Christ,

has not been generally accepted by onr conn-

trymen. A little reflection will explain the

reason why. The adherence of nominal Chris-

tians to the first principles of their creed is

generally half-hearted, and hence their failure.

The Christian rulers of this country do not

believe in the principles which they

profess. They belong to the class represent-

ed by James Mill’s son. If they are forbid-

den to place temptations in the way of their

fellow-creatures, they permit numerous drink

shops to exist in the country
;
and if asked

why they so openly violate the spirit of their

religion, they will say, what is good in theory

is not generally good in practice. We have
taken only one example to illustrate our

position. It shows that Christianity, as pro-

fessed and practised by its followers, cannot,in

the nature of things, he acceptod by our com-
tryraen. Instead of living principles what do
we often get ? A number of dogmas about

the atonement, original sin, eternal hell, &c.,

which can never strike an ordinary educated

Hindu ns original or necepsnrv. On the

contrary, how is it that Christianity was
so successful in the first few centuries of the

Christian era ? Christianity was not then

a mere bundle of dogmas, bnt it represented

sterling individual character. The principle

in force in those times was, for me to live is

Christ.” If a man were anxious to know what
Christianity was he had only to study the life

of a Christian. There were those apostles and
early fathers,every one of whom could say that

Christianity was to be found in his life. There

was no half-heartedness in them, no hypocri-

cv, no calculations of prudence or diplomacy.

They accepted the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth, and hence their suc-

cess. To our brethren of the New Dispen-

sation we beg to say the very same thing.

If they are contented with mere doctrines,

if their life does not show the influence of

their religion, if their character is not the

embodiment and illustration of their

dogmas and moral truths, if they do not go
about preaching life instead of a dry creed,

their fate and failure are certain. Th ere

is nothing to be more prized in these days

than character. If their cimracter be good,
we are not afraid of the future

;
but if their

lives be hypocritical, their disappointment and
failure may be clearly foretold.

THE ABKARI DEPARTMENT.

The last Report of the administration of

the Abkari Department is most encouraging
to those interested in the liquor trade. It is a

well-known fact that in ancient times the trade

was remarkably brisk, and was in a most
flourishing condition. The demand every-

where was very great, and, owing to cheap
prices and other facilities of supply, the con-

sumption knew no bounds. For some time
past the traffic declineil considerably, and the

principal dealers closed'their shops in disgust

and despair, because there was no demand.

There has lately, however, been a
striking reaction after a long period of

stagnation and depression. During the past

year district reports speak most hope-
fully of the state of things in diflferent parts

of the country, and offer ample evidence in the

facts and figures quoted of the increasing pros-

perity of the liquor traffic. Most strenuous

and successful efforts were made to suppress

all adulterated and spurious liquors, and the

state monopoly was kept op in the most
rigorous manner, so as to make the purchase

and use of any wine except from the Govern-

ment distillery almost impossible. During the

past year the authorities under the New Abkari

Act manufactured at state expense large

quantities of wine of various kinds, sparkling

and delicious. It appears from the statistics

before us that it is to these new wines that the

success of the excise department is almost

wholly doe. The old wines and spirits, such

as port, sherry, champagne, brandy, whiskey,

&c., are almost out of fashion, and there

seems to be very little demand for them.

But there is a rush in these days for the new
wines manufactured solely under State super-

vision. The largest sale is reported in con-

nection with the new shop down Amherst

Street in Calcutta, which keeps up a

constant supply of first class wines and

spirits for the benefit of metropolitan as

well ns provincial constituents. The report

states that this firm has many branch shops

in the metropolis,and besides numerous agents

in the Mofiissil who carry on an extensive

trade among the well-to-do classes. Dacca,

Chittagong, Tezpore, Gya, Ghazipore, are

specially mentioned as chief seats of the

trnile in the new wines. There are also

travelling agents under this firm who goon
from city to city and district to district opening

new shops and otherwise offering a stimulus

to the drinking propensities of the people.

Through this well- organized agency the habit

of drinking has considerably increased among
all classes of the Native corarannity, young

and old, rich and poor, educated ami

uneducated, and not only have shops multi-

plied, but the state revenue has swelled

beyond the most sanguine expectations of

our financiers. The thanks of Government

have been, we are told, officially conveyed to

this leading firm, the New Wine Dispensing

Company, for its remarkable success in in-

creasing the consumption of liquor through-

out these provinces. The wines are re-

commended by the extremely pleasant sen-

sation which they create in the nervous sys-

tem and the hilarity and vivacity which they

never fail to produce even in the dullest of

men. They give tone and vigor to the system,

and malje old men as lively as the young.

Every body who has once tasted them is

said to be fond of them. Their colors

also are very bright, attractive and catch-

ing, some yellow, some red, some have a

bright golden hue. Their intoxicating power

is also very great. A few drops will inebriate

the hardest and most habitual driaker, and in-

troduce him into the highest regions of

spirituality and poetry, joy and ecstacy. These

nines have,therefore,so fascinated and bewitch-

ed the Native community that high hopes

are entertained of the increase and spread of

drinking habits all over the country. It is

also confidently predicted that the new wines

will in time supersede the old ones, and that

no gentleman or lady will in future think of

drinking brandy or champagne, which will

be drunk only by the lower animals. All along

the new road which leads to the mansions

of the saints new shops have been lately

opened, where different varieties of these new

wines and spirits are sold. There is the
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pore white spirit which leads to lotiur-

continued trance; then another rendor is

selling rad bhahti wine which as soon as it

is drunk causes rapture, and makes men
dance in a state of utter inebriation. There

is also the cross-shaped bottle of new Life

which leads the mind into the blessed state

of martyrdom. Then in another shop there

is a mixture of all these new wines, Nectar

No. 1, the best and purest and sweetest of

all. Blessed are they who have drunk this

heavenly nectar!

iphma ^omaj

This year’s autumnal festival takes place on

Sunday, the 22ud instant.

Next Sunday, the 8bh Aueusfc, is appointed for

the proposed Pilgrimage to Jesus.

The anniversary service of the Arrah Brahrao

Somaj was conducted on Sunday last by Bhai

Gour Gobindo Ray.

It is proposed to publish in a collected form the

principal utterances and writings of the Minister

with such introductory and supplementary re-

mark? as may seem necessary. The editor, who,

we are confident, will do justice to the work,

intends to give copious translations of select

passages from the Minister’s Bengali sermons. We
understand that the prospectus will be shortly

issued.

A GREAT deal of satisfactory work has been

lately done by the Business Committee of the

Brahmo Somaj of India. Each department is being

placed upon an efficient footing, and the objection-

able practice of borrowing is being knocked on the

head. Every worker has been seriously warned
not to work with borrowed resources. The prin-

ciple of decentralization has been adopted and

responsibility divided, and the results are highly

satisfactory.

A wArm.heArted European friend has res-

ponded to our recent appeal for clothes with a

promptness and cordiality which cannot be suffi-

ciently praised. In a private letter he writes :

—

“ In the current Sunday Mirror received yester-

day I saw a request for clothes, with a statement

that money would not be received. In hopes that

you will be good enough to make an exception

in my favor I have to-day sent you Rs, 10 by

Post Office Order. As I have no clothes to

give and the carriage of them from here

would have been a loss, so I shall trouble

you to spend that money for me in buy-

ing some comfortable garment for the most needy

of my brethren and sisters among you.” How
very gratifying must these words be to those for

whom the gift is meant, and how thankful must

we feel for such generous assistance in a good

cause !

BRAHMO PULPIT.

GOD AS LAKSHMI.*
[Translated.]

Have you ever used glass money ? Have you
ever eaten glass food 1 If so, you have also seen

God in them. There is one class of coins which
are not transparent upon which is inscribed the

face of the reigning king or queen. There is

another class which contains the face of none but

the Queen-Mother of the universe. The former
poisons the hand which touches it, but the latter

purifies it. God~given wealth is sacred
;

as soon as we touch it, both mind and
body feel the sensation of purity. There

is one kind of food which kings and sub-

jects, the rich and poor, the learned and illiterate

alike take: it invigorates the body. But as it

invigorates, it also increases luxury and the desire

of happiness. The other kind of food that I speak

of sanctifies the body,for Lakshrai herself is present

there. Her name is inscribed upon it, and it reflects

the beauty of her face. When we take it, a

sort of divine energy springs up in our constitu-

* The substance of a sermon delivered by the

Minister in the Brahma Mandir on Sunday, the

18th July.

tion, and such an enthusiasm is created that
it seems as if the fire of heaven were burning
within us. One grain of rice warms the blood and
so invigorates it that the mind is spontaneously
led to work and obey the Supreme VVill. O
Brahmo devotee, heaven is easily attainable if ye
are able to see through the transparency of coins
and food. Whenever a thing is set before you, see
whether it is transparent or not, and whether it

reflects the face ofLakshmi. If so, use it; but if

not, believe me,, there is plenty of evil in store for

you.

Some think that to touch money or to behold
the face of a woman is rank sin ; that

this world is the veritable hell, and the
“ burning ghat” a paradise. According to this

opinion, wherever householders live together in

peace, wherever the God of wealth presides,

wherever there is the abundance of a royal mansion,

there is the abode of Satan. Hence the sooner

one leaves the society of men and betakes himself

to the thick forest, and there pass his days in

fasting, penances and religious austerities, the

better for his ultimate hapniness. To be a saint

or hermit, one must needs chastise his body.

Religious asceticism makes the destruction of

the corporeal frame its first canon. It is

to lay the axe at the root of this

mistaken opinion that the New Dispensation is

born. The New Dispensation believes that the

throne of heaven is established in all the things of

the earth. If ye belong to this Dispensation, ye

cannot verily despise money and corns,and think

worldly happiness unholy. Money and food are

given to us with Lakshmi’s own hand. As ve wor-

ship in this place the Supreme Presiding Deity of

the Brahma Mandir. even so would ye, as ye enter

the family house,adore Lakshmi,the Goddess of Sri

(grace), the Giver of corn and grain, the Mistress

and Deity of the household. The God who accepts

your worship in this place, is the very same Being

who, assuming the form of Lakshmi, presides

over your household affairs. He who to feed us

made this earth fertile and productive, and adorn-

ed it with manifold blessings and wealth, could

such a Being ordain fasting for us? The religion

of fasting is in reality the religion of absurdity.

He who created food,—is it His wish (hat we
should deprive ourselves of it ? Could He, who
is the Giver of food, look with envious eyes noon
what we eat ? Do ye think that Mahadeva, the God
of yoga, abides in pl.aces far remote from human
habitation, where dead bodies are burned, where

dread Death plays in the darkness of night with

carcasses and bones, where there is nothing but

sorrow and fear ? Does He hate the world ? True,

the immortal Mahadeva, who dwells in the land

of the dead, teaches asceticism to His disciples

in the midst of all the horrors of death
;
but His

abode is not there only. He is also the Presiding

Deity of the household, and in this capacity brings

up our children and manages our family affairs.

God has two faces : one is that of a confirmed

ascetic, and the other of a completely worldly

Being. As an Ascetic of ascetics. He accom-

panies all ascetics through burning grounds

and graveyards, through forests and woods,

through hill and dale, and over stream and
rivulet. On the other hand, as the Goddess

of the world, She assumes the face of Lakshmi and

makes the human abode Her h.abitation. Our
beloved Hari is as much an indifferent ascetic,

as he is a busy house-holder. He wdio teaches

ascctici.sm, also teaches the sacred family duties.

It is not that He rouses himself from His indiffer-

ence, and comes to look over wordly affairs now and

again. No, He is worldliness itself ; He has to

maintain all this world. In His family mansion are

millions of creatures which He is daily

engaged in maintaining. O ye of little faith, ye

may conceive that Mahadeva resides only on the

top of Kailas, or where the dead are burnt, and

that human society is inaccessible to Him
;
that

He knows of no places on the earth, but frequents

only those where the yogis hold their communion ;

that He may have written after the internal of

ages a solitary Veda, Vedanta, Bible, Koran,

Bhagabat or Puran ;
and that He knows or He

has done nothing else 1 Your mistaken reason has

fancied that the Omniscient God is ignorant

of the concerns of the World. Ye seem

to think that God understandeth nothing of

trade or commerce, cannot cast up accounts,

nor doth know how to stop a famine. Ye have

also come to the conclusion that, if suffering from

drought or scarcity, ye come to the Lord and ask

Him to relieve you, your God can only say :
” I

am versed in the Shastras, but of the deep

mysteries of politics, of the laws for^ the

prevention of calamities I am completely igno-

rant.” It i.s assumed by many that where doubts

arise in the minds of educated persons, they can

be solved only by having recourse to scientific

hooka written by celebrated persons, and that God

who bath knowledge only of faith and love, cannot
ip->truct us regarding these things. Ye think that
God is sure to land you in some calamity, if He is

entrusted with your affairs. Your imaginary God
is incapable of managing the world

;
if He is

entrusted with the marketing business, He will
most probably get fuel where salt was required,
or oil and butter where rice was asked for. Or
He may purchase a cheap thing at a very dear
price, or He would bargain for all the bad and
unpurchasable things in the market. Verily, these
people of little faith believe that God can
instruct or save, but that in worldly matters
man’s wisdom and experience are greater than
His. In this manner many an unbeliever keeps
the key of his stores with him, giving the charge
of his soul only to God. The religion of God and
of the New Dispensation speaketh otherwise.
True virtue consists not in practising communion
in the presence of dead bodies or In besmearing
the body with ashes or in putting on the yellow
cloth. No; religion includes one and all of the affairs
of the world. Lakshmi is present in every object
of the household. Whatever things we see appear to
the eye of faith as transparent, reflecting the face
of Lakshmi. In the dally diet or clothing, in the
blood stream or in health, in prosperity or in happi-
ness, the benignant face of Lakshmi is vi.«ible.

Her presence is indicated in the midst of the house-
holder’s riches, rank or reputation, in the
personal beauty and ornamentation of the good
Mistress in their numerous array of servants, in
their rich conveyances and well-kept stables. As
the busy servant, She ever serves in Her children’s
houses. The loving devotee beholds Her throne in
every object that he sees, so that all things apoear
to him sacred. Whether it be a handful of rice
or money untold, he thankfully accepts both as
the gift of Lakshmi. When he is going to enter
his carriag*^, he observes that its maker is

Lakshmi, and She is also the driver. Imme-
diately then with folded hands he exclaims, ” I
bow to Thee, Mother Lakshmi.” Lakshmi’s carriage
can carry you only to Lakshmi’s house. But
if it is any other maker whose carriage ye use,
if it is a Godless carriage, be sure it will carry yon
towards hell. If ye wear a rich shawl, Lakshmi’s
own gift, bearing the impression of Her name,
believe every thread of it will communicate
holiness to your person. But if it be not God-
given, it will make you proud, lustful and unholy.
Is thy house to be built, 0 devotee? Entrust the
management to Lakshmi. There are many
architects in the world ;

but beware that
thou abidest not in a man-made house. Every
brick in Lakshmi’s house bears the stamp
of Her name, Does She know to build ?

I say—yes. She knoweth it, she knoweth it

well, and she knoweth it better than we
do. Lakshmi giveth us food. She giveth
us house, and she removeth our wants. It

is she cooketh our food, she that keepeth our
rooms tidy, preserveth our stores and giveth us
abund- nee of corn, fruits and flowers.

Lakshmi adjusteth the arrangements of your
Zemindari. Entrust her with all things, and
whatever She doeth, will be for your good.
The merciful God could not have established

the family institution to injure us. What is good
for me and what is evil, what particular action

will be beneficial, and what will be injurious, I

know not, but She knoweth it. Why then, O loving

devotee, shouldst thou not adore the Presiding

Lukshmi, and be g.njded by Her wholesome advice?

0 Brahmo, thou dost not ?iud canst not worship
the idol Lakshmi, for imago worship is forbidden

thee. But thou canst not deny God’s power
to give wealth, to confer good and maintain the

fam ly. That invisible power or force is Lakshmi ;

do not insult Her. The Hindus so far respect

this goddess that, instead of confining her in a

single room, they paint her footsteps in every part

and porti jn of their house, convinced that their

divinity is everywhere. Thus shouldst thou,

0 Brahmo, worship God* The Supreme Goddess
of the w'orld, the Destroyer of sin, coraeth

down to the world with the two forms of

Saraswati and Lakshmi on both Her sides. As
Saraswati, she dispenses wisdom and knowledge,
as Lakshmi, she gives us grace and prosperity.

Even so shouldst thou cultivate and cherish these

two aspects of thy God.

DAILY PRAYER.

[Translated into Urdu.]
Al Mahabub Sab koi larkese mahbat rakhta hai.

Mahra larke diudar mabapko bahasht me le

jate heu, Aur duuiadar mabapko apni m'^hbatke
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phanderae gerefter karke jahannnmko pohucha-
tehe. Ek ahaks larke ke hosnujainal me tera
Iiosaujamal dekhta hai. Aur mahbatse tujko
iad karta hai. Aur dusra shake khubroo
larkeki mahbatse beshter duuia dosfce ho
jata. Elahi, momen lok kahatehen tii mabapse
bi aziz hai. Quiz kui Hiiidu Moazes abedka yea
kael hai ke tu “ preT bithat, preo puthrat.”
Jane tii mal omatase aur larkeae azizta'.
Magar akserloke tujko lerkasa taavar karne mataz-
zer hai. Aur ne isme gunah azim aamajte lien
Keoki tu aladarjaka. Lerka kahaneae tujkee hakir
karna hota. Leken hamne akloatamizki rah
chhore dee. Eahemahbatko ekhtear kia, Je nai
shareotki rah hai. Ekrangka kadi budha mabud
hamari nai shereotka mabud nahi hai. Hamara
mabud harrozi jadid hai. Alhak to ma bap peer
murahed hai,, tujko inauratomen dekhkar
hamara raahbatko ekhlaski tarakmi hote hai.
Magar tu lerka bi hai. Tu chahrae tiphilogise
bhi hamare dilae rahmat ko khenchta hai. Basabe
lerka honeko tera martaba ghat gaia aisa nehi.
Ham jantehen ke kodimitarike par chalnewala ioke
esbatke mokhalef hage. Aur hossa hoke hamko
setaongay. Magar ham nehi darte hen. Aur
eskaolae hargez nehe phirne wale hen. Algarz larke
bohut peari chiz bai, Osse peara aur kuch nehi.
Weh barhe khubroo naeukandan orastabaz opakdel
hota hai. Harkeko dekhneao hi harshakake del men
rahmat joahmati hen. Harqui Mare khuahike usko
godheme pakarte o busa detehen. Tu barah hosseiu
pakdaomon oil raba lerka hai, Tujko chhatipar
tang pakarne aur kandhepar charchane hamko
barah shaok hai, ee zaheri nehi. Belkul ruhani
hai. Keoki teri zaheri aurat o shikal nehi hai.
Hindu loke Brindabauka Gopal ko pujtehen aur
pear kartehen. Tu hamara dil briudabanka
Qopal hai. Namaz neaz ham duaana sab
khel hai. Hakiki namaz surf tiijae khelna
hai, aur kuchh nehi. Hazre!; Isha, Musha,
Mahmmad. Chaitan, ie sab larke then. Tu in
sabauae khel raha tha. Tu ai lerkaka sirdar tha.
Lerkehi larkese auhbat karte hen o khetehen.
Hazret Isa ne formaya searf lerkeke waste beheslit
hai. Lerkehi beheahtko dakhil hongay. Alhak
tu Sakht-dil budheko nehi pear karta hai. Tu khud
larka hai. Larkese teri sahabut o naz o tamasha hai.
Ie jahan mahoaftad o naobanao Khuarang chizo
ko paida karne bhi tera khel hai. Tu hameaha
naz otamoshe me masht o mashbul hai. Larke ho
he har roze tujse khelen i harmari, barhi arzu hai,
Tujse khelna kea lothfe hai. Usi me hamari seadate
abdi o nai zendigi maokuf hai.

called Jehovah our righteousness.” Le Clerc
explain.s the passage thus : The Messiah is
said to be called Jehovah our righteousness to
denote that in his days and by his means, God
would, in a remarkable manner, exhibit proofs of
his own justice by punishing the wicked
and defending the righteous.” This explana-
tiori does not prove the Deity of Jesus, though
no doubt the explanation is correct. In Matt. i 23
verse, it is written: “ They shall call his name
Immanuel which being internreted 's God with us ”
This is a quotation from Isaiah vir, 14, of which

j

Profe.ssor Stuart of Andover says: “ Originally and
(
literally it is applicable only to the birth of a child
within a period of three years from the time, when
the prophesy was spoken for. How could the’ birth
of Jesus, which happened 742 years afterwards, be a
sign to Ahaz that within three years his kingdom
M'asto be freed from his enemies. Such a child, it
would seem, was born at the time

; for in Chapter
VII he is twice referred to as if then livinw.” In
his letter to Dr. Channing he says :

<• What yousay respecting the argument concerning Christ’sDmne nature from the name given him inMatt I., 2.3, accords in the mam with my view*.To maintain that the name Immanuel proves the
doctrine in question (the Deity of .Tesus ) is a falla-emus argument, although many Trinitarians have
iireed it. Jerusalem is called .Jehovah our
nghteousness ? Is Jerusalem, therefore, divine 7”
The above explanation applies to all other texts inwhich similar names are given to Je,sus ChristAccording to the Oriental custom, names^d titles are always exaggerated like the
Hindustani word Janoxoalli, which means high
lord commonly applied by menials to their

maintain that such names

i prove doctrines
IS most certainly a fallacious argument, and
will never succeed with eastern nations. The Jew
.also who understands his own language best, will
never be deceived by it.

“

Yours &c:,

W. T.

(Corre.^poiulciirc.

[
FfV do not hold onrxeloes in any way rexvdnidhlc

for the opinions of OUT correspondents.—Ed. S. M.

A WOtlD TO THE MOFUSSIL BRAHMOL

TO THE EDITOU OF THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—The Brahmo Somaj is making rapid pro-
gressin spiritual enlightenment almost day by day.
It is no doubt getting mysterious to men of little
faith. But it is high time that Mofusn'l Brahmos
should try to keep pace with the growing faith
of the Brahmo Somaj. If they do not practise
in their own lives the elements of devotion
through which it has already passed, or is

passing, surely the gulf between them and the
advanced section of the community will become
very great which the former will find quite hard
eventually to get over. Let them keep a sharp
eye on all items of progress as they appear from
time to time, and at once make them the realized
facts of their lives.

Surely there ought to be greater spiritual
affinity between the Mofussil Brahmos and their
brethren of Calcutta,

^fours &c..

Voice,

UNTENABLENESS OF ORTHODOX CHRIS-
TIANITY.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”
Sir,—

I

n continuation of the letter, published in
the Sunday issue of the 4th July 1880, I shall next
refer to Jeremiah xxiii, 6, in which Christ is called
Jehovah our righteousness. It so happens that
in Chapter xxxiii, 16, of the same prophet exact-
ly the same name is applied to the city of Jerusa-
lem. “In those days shall Judah be saved
and Jerusalem shall dwell safely, and
this is the name wherewith she shall be

MARRY ONCE, AND BE HAPPY.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”
PiR.-Ina recent issue of the f^'ndayMWror,

I read an article entitled “ Husband-soul to Wife’
soul. Although a Hindu Monotheist, disatrreeinv
in many important respects from a sectarian
Brahmo, I find that it has penetrated the very
depths of ray soul and led me to respect its
writer,on account of the divinb nurity of the love he
entertains for his wife. The article touched the love-
string of my heart, and my nerves seemed to dance
in response to the sweet music produced therefrom
But my astonishment knew no bounds when I saw

Madras Mail growing humorous
at the Idea and ridicnling it as far as he could Is
It iiota sacrileue to make light of sacred things 7Would the Editor bring fashionable Europe to
India ? Would he think onr pure love as maudlin
sentimentalism, and have' in irs place the love of
modern Euron® ?

Now. Mr. Editor, is the chaste love of the writer
compatible with the custom of remarriage amongst
men and women? Is not the very thought
extremely repulsive and unholy to a lover of
his type ? If yon have given the whole heart

, to your wife
; if you have been indissoltiblv

united toyour better half
; and if you have joined

with her mind to mind, and spirit to spirit, for
eternity (as the writer says); how could yon
flunk of such a custom as remarriage without
profanity and without sin ? When your wife is
dead, you can hold spiritual communion witli her
exactly in the way you do with the spirit
ot Socrate.s. Remarriage ! Pay you so 7 Oh ' Iwould rather tear my body and ’let out the suirit
to mix in eternal union witli that dear departed
.spirit which has preceded me in its journey to-
vyards the fountain of spirits. I would bate
theideaasa.sin as long asl live, nay as long as
the soul lives Such is the pathetic and virtuous
language of the true lover.
What is done in marriage is that the husband-

soul IS wedded to the wife-soul. Now, if such is
true marriage, could there be anv separation
between them, when one of them it dead ’ Death
18 nothing but the change of a temporary dress.
Death and life therefore, make no difference in
this respect. You can enjoy the sweets of thecompany of your wife after death as well as if she
were alive A man, who loves his wife truly, acts
against Nature, if, on the death of her body he
marries a second person.

I doubt not but you will admit, Mr. Editor that
your enunciation of Love is a model for’ imi^
tation in your Somaj, How is then widow,
marriage to be countenanced 7 I grant that

the absen''e of widow-marriage attended
with a few social evils. If you wish " tb remedy
these,you should take care that the medicine used,
while it cures the existing disease, be not such
as will produce many more afflicting diseases.

Now, as widow-marriage is the parent of divorce,
the begetter of fickleness, why not take to other
means which are sure, though slow? Why not sup-
press early marriage, infuse strict moral and religi-

ous principles into women’s minds, and elevate the
moral status of your men? You will then see that
widow marriage is a redundant thing, an outrage
upon the chaste love of. our women. Some may,
nevertheles.s, maiutain that in order to repress
many sinful acts,—widow-marriage is essential
for the lowest classes of our society. Against this
I have only to say that tha female sex, considered
in itself, is not a hundredth part so immoral
as the other sex. Hence if you raise your own
sex to an elevated moral platform, the possibility
of your widows going astray will be reduced
almost to nothing.

Yours &c.,

Kkdar Nath Mitba,
Khajinan, the loth July 1880.

WHO IS AN ATHEIST ?

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.’

Sir,—The moment we define our terms, we see
clearly who is au atheist and who is not. (1) In its
close construction. Theism means the recognition
of a Maker; Greek titheini, Latin y/oiw; to make, to
put in order. Do you believe that the laws of
expansion and contraction of motion and inertia,
etcetera,—say the laws of physics and of life,

—

were and are arranged from one centre, and
held in operation by one ruling energy,
which began right, and will end right 7 Such i;

the radical idea of Taeisra, by primary definition
a’ul according to the close construction of the
word. By popular acceptance, the word Theism
goes further. It bears a consiruction much
broader, and may thus include all in nature’s
Governor, that says “I” ;

I rule, I love, I trust, I

know, I reward and punish
; and so on. The atheist

proper, or by clo.se construction, denies a central
harmonizing force to this universe

; a force that
goes on and goes right; and will inevitably and
irresistibly grind down and use up all opposition

;

till things come right, and only the right remains.
To the atheist proper, right and wrong have
equal chances of success

;
justice is a dream, and

morality a mistake. Atheism pure and simple
c ills him a fool who attacks the wrong and defends
the right says he is mad who maintains the
natural permanence and essential value of good
and the rottenness and failure of evil. Of such
atheistic believers in lying and frsud, we
have millions in practice, in theory none,
(2) Theism, as broadly defined, is God-ism. The
Sanskrit JDi/atis, Latin Deus, Greek Thcos, is in
English,—Goi. Pra tically. Theism is Godliness.
It is, to the first cardinal of life, Affection

; (God
is love); to the second, Perfection. (God is Holi-
iiess);to the third. Intelligence, (God is Wisdom);
to tlie fourth, Power

; God rules and none can
withstand this Force, loving, pure and wise as it

i.s mighty. Now, with this clear definition in mind,
ask the fo-called •* Atheist,”—Mr. Bradlaugh if

yon like,—Sir, do you believe in generous
affection ? Do you rejoice not only in such good
feeling as you have now for your fellows, but in a
glad beneficence that knows no bounds ? Does
Mr. B. accept this with all his heart? He does.
He has a strong and aspiring faith in it. He longs
to copy that larger love whieh gives rain and sun
and fills the world with food and gladness. Does
he really believe in love? Then he believes in God ;

his “atheism” to the contrary notwithstanding.
He is not atheist to me. Does he believe in logic,
in study, in mental power, in cultured intelligence?
If iie did not. he would not be in Parliament. God
is Intelligence and thus clearly again he believes
in God. * * Go to the deep reality of things,
in any direction, and we see. right and left, that
no intelligent, good, faithful, pra' tical man pan
be a genuine atheist. I.s he a just man, is he alive
and hunmn, in heart, soul, mind and will ? Then,
to all intents and purposes, God is in him and he
in God. His atheism is a theory: a rink in his head.
Mr. Gladstone has not exactly .so defined it :

nor said to Mr. Bradlaugh, Sir you are no atheist
in any proper sense of the word

; nor can he so,
while yon attend to your duties, in the snirit of
the great Lover, Confi ier, Thinker and Worker.
This thought appears to underlie what Gladstone
and Bright have said

; and to explain the real bent
of Mr. Bradlaugh’s constituent-', in sending a
trusty and generous worker to his work,
(3) Fin^ally, let us clear the ground,in a few words
#8 to Liberty of Conscience. If conscieuco ntesn^
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<^n-scientia, the consent in imlgraent of Life a 1

four judges—Heart, Soul, Mind and Will, then the

reliability of the deciaions in the court of conscience

arises from the North, South, East and West,

judges working out the sum independently of

one another and arriving at the same answer.

They prove one another. But, mind you, they

must all four be alive and at work; and in

proportion as any one of the judges fails in his

duty, the decision is less and less trusworthy.

It is vot corscientious . Again; not I niay,

but I must love truth, and I muxt honor

it. (First and second cardinals of life.) Here is

no liberty. I am bound. My conscience is bound,

not free, I am in double bondage. He who says

he is not bound to tell the truth, away with him!

Love and honor hind me to the centre of the

universe (Theos). But perfectly bound as I must

be in these, to err is human ; to err not in love,

not faith but in knowledge and accomplish*

ment ;
in thinking and doing (which are

the third and fourth cardinals of life.)

Here I am free. As bound, so free. As

bound to love truth and confide in it, so

far am I free to think and act
;
no further. Science,

if it confine itself to Thought (III) in solving

problems of life, is as bad as that Theology which

solves them all by authority (called Revelation)

and faith (II)- As to oaths, Mr. Bradlaugh, I

would use anv ceremony that really quickens ray

faith in Theos and his justice. But, as binding

’ thought by theory, and not by good feeVng, and

by ia the only bonds of thought and

action, repudiate it
;
deny it

;
have nothing to do

with it.

Yours, &c,.

DAll.

A MANUAL OF MANNERS. *

grouimiial.

TEZPORB.

[from oUr own Correspondent.]

The 28th June 1880.

In continuation of my last letter, nnblished in

your Sunday issue of the 20th June 1880, in which
an account of the movements of Bhai Deno Nath
Mozumdar were furnished up to the .5th idem, I beg

to supply you with a further account of his doings.

To give him a better opportunity of mixing freely

and familiarly with the Assamese at their own
places, Bhai Deno Nath was invited with party

by the biggest Mouzadar of the District, Babu
Lukhidhar Chowdbry, an Honorary Magistrate,

at his residence in Ma.lopi, a large village at the

sixth mile post from the head-quarters station.

I should not omit mentioning that Babu Lukhi-

dhar made perfect arrangements by sending

an elephant, ponies, &c. , to take his guest

and party composed of a Kurasian gentle-

and five Bengali gentle-

the reception of the
proceedings took place :

(a large house erected

in the heart of every village for the pub-

lic, where the chanting of hymns and hir at>s

with mridanga and karatal and the reading of re-

ligious granthos take place) a large number of vi -

lagers chanted hirtam with very great enthusiasm.

Just after the hirtan was over, an address was
given by our Missionarv for above half an hour on
the true spirit of the JFarinam enchanted by them
and its living effect. There appeared a Native
theatrical or Bhowua, as they call it in Assamese,

at 10 P.M. with a good number of actors in masque
who played the part of the Sanwdra Manthnn
in the Mahabharata or the churning of the sea.

After keeping up till 2 o’clock, the party retired to

bed. Divine service was held the following morn-
ing in the Choraghur, or the drawing-room of

the bouse, whicn was attended by many
villagers and the inmates of the house, winch
was followed by an interesting conversation

got up by an old intelligent Assamese, a retired

pensioner, on the destruction of caste by the

Brahmo Somaj.

man, four Assamese,

men. Shortly after

party, the following

In the big Navighur

The •* Manual of Manners,” written by Mr, W,
B, Livingstone, Officiating Principal, Berhampore
College, is, on the whole, a timely and useful publi-

cation. Our young men, freed from the trammels
of orthodoxy, have in a manner forgotten that in

forsaking the old manners they should also imbibe
some new ones. In reality we hardly see much re-

finement in the manners of our young countrymen.
Not that they are intentionally impolite or rude.

As politeness has been correctly defined to

be benevolence in little things, young Hindus
who are naturally benevolent, do not fail to show
a just appreciation of the feelings of others. But
as all men are not naturally polite, conventional
rules are necessary to preserve the equili-

brium of society. We shall, therefore, hail

any attempt to introduce in our community a

general code of manners for the guidance especial-

the 1 ly of young men and women. We do not say that

Mr. Livinestone has been thoroughly successful

in his work. As a foreigner not imbued with the

spirit of Native institutions, he cannot be expected
to prescribe a complete code for Natives. But we
say that he has begun well, and in a matter of this

kind, even a small beginning is to be

cordially welcomed. The author of the pamphlet
before us takes care more to regulate the demean-
our of young Natives before Europeans than to

prescribe conduct tr be observed in their own
family and society. From this the incompleteness
of the present “Manual ” will be at once
inferred. If this work were supnlemented by
another professing to adjudge the etiquette

of Hindu society, it would admirably answer the
purposes for which it has been conceive^. With
the general views of the work we quite agree.

In one respect only we think Mr. Livingstone
has trodden upon delicate ground. We are at

one with him when he asks young students to

be more charitable and respectful in their juds-
ments upon the British Government, and we also

agree with hirr when he says that correct views
regarding Government should be more systemati-
cally inculcated than they are now. But when he
ob-erves that Natives should not be guiltv of utter-

ing disloyal sentiments before Europeans, he
ought to have, we think defined what disloyal-

tv means. He himself tells us that he has never
heard a Native utter disloyal sentiments. Query,

—

Does an educated Native ever make seditious re-

marks before a European ? Assuredly then the term
disloyalty should be defined. Anglo-Indian
officials are inclined to interpret every at-

tempt to criticise Government .as disloyalty. Now
criticism, however unfavorable, is never repre-

hensible, and it strikes us that in this matter of

pas.sing opinions, quite a “ Manual of Manners”
is required both for those Natives who criti-

cise and those Europeans who unfavorablv receive

their criticism. Native gentlemen should be more
polite in passing judgment, and European gentle-

men more polite in interpretting it. A code of

mutual etiquette on this head would not be quite
unacceptable.

In conclusion we beg to thank Mr.Livingstone for

the excellent motives which have prompted him to

undertake this work. The pamphlet ought to have
a large sale,and it ought to be read by every schoal-
boy and school master in Bengal,

^cledions.

On

DOMESTIC OCOURRENCE-

DBATH.

Wednesday, 28th July, in Jibanpore, Death,

the only son of Iniquity, died, regretted by
none.

* A Manual of Manners, (Designed for the issue

of Native gentlemen.) By W. B. Livingstone. Offi-

ciating Principal of the Berhampore College.
Calcutta : Printed by J, W. Thomas, at the Baptist
Mission Press, and published by W. B, Livingstone.
Berhampore. 1880.

THE OLD BRANDY BOTTLE.

You old brandy bottle I’ve loved you too long.

You have been a bad messmate to me
;

When I met with you first I was healthy and
strong.

And handsome as handsome could be.

I had plenty of cash in my pocket and purse.

And my cheeks were as red as the rose.

And the day when I took you for better for worse
I’d a beautiful aquiline nose.

But now only look! I’m a fright to behold

—

The beauty I boasted has fled;

You would think I was nearly a hundred years old
When I’m raising my hand to my head.

For it trembles and shakes like the earth when it

[quakes.

And I’m constantly spilling ray tea;

And whenever I sneak I make awful mistakes,

Till everyone’s laughing at me.

The ladies don’t love me, and this I can trace

To the loss of my acqudine nose

—

Like an overgrown strawberry stuck on my face,

Still larger and larger it grows.

And I haven’t a cent in my pocket or purse.

And my clothes are all dirty and torn;

Oh, you old brandy bottle, you’ve been a sad curse.

And I wish I had never been born.

Yon old brandy bottle. I’ll love you no more.
You’ve ruined me body and soul

;

I’ll dash you to pieces, and swear from this hour
To give up both you and the bowl;

And I’ll now go and sign— I could surely do
[worse

—

On that pledge all my hopes I repose
;

And I’ll get back ray money in pocket and purse,

And perhaps, too, my aquiline nose.

PUBLIC ENO-AO-aMENT.

Saturday, 7th Auoust, at 4 p. m.— Meeting of
the Theological Institution at the Albert
Hall. Lecture by Rev. 0. H. A. Dali
“ Unitarianism.”

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF OATHS.

(Pall Mall Gazette.)

A curious fact in psychology is tlie facility with

which men take oaths that they have not the re-

motest intention of keeping, and which no body
dreams of expecting them to observe. Not long

ago,Oxford students at their matriculation had to

swear to conform to the statutes of thi University,

Among them was one which absolut ly prohibife I

“ the use of the herb nico iana or tobacco ;” while

another e joinei on undergraduates that thev

should be always apparelled in garments of a dark

or “subfusc” hu\ In the solemn oath which is

administered to Knights of the Garter, they are re-

minded that “this garter” is ‘never to be forgotten

or laid aside.” Even the original knights, to whom
the institution was something more serious than we
regard it now-a-days, must each and all of them
have repeatedly broken the vow. There are,

however, some remarliable instances of sensitive-

ness on the subject of obligations which the

generality of honorable men regard as of no force

whatever. All Soul’s College, at Oxford, was

founded by Archbishop Chichele that the Fellows

of the same might pray for the repose of the souls

of those who fell at Agincourt ; and not long since

there was a Fellow who regularly paid for cer-

tain masses at the little Catholic chapel. A Protes-

tant himself, he could not comply with the letter

of the obligations imposed upon him, but he fulfil-

led its spirit. James II., by the way, when pass-

ing through Oxford, reproached the Fellows for

their neglect of this duty. How much significance

dostatemenot the school of “ blood and iron’’

attach to the first sentence of every treaty

between Christian Princes—“ In the name of

the most Holy and Indivisible Trinity ”? It

is to be feared that treaties are not the

less denounced for those words. Louis XIV.,

on

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

1. Nalini, Parts 1, II. Ill,

2. Bharati.

3. Banga Darsan.
4. The Parsis of Bombay, by Dr. Kajendralala

Mitra.

Holloway’s Pills—All our faculties—Almost

all the disorders of the human body are distinctly

to be traced to impure blood. The purification of

that fluid is the first step towards health. Hol-

loway’s Pills recommend themselves to the atten-
,

tion of all sufferers ;
no injurious consequences

can result from their use, no mistake can be made
in their administration. In indigestion, confirmed

dyi-pepsia, and chronic constipation, the most bene-

ficial effects have been, and always must be, ob-

tained from the wholesome power exerted by these

purifying Pills over the digestion. Persons whose

lives have been restored to ease, strength, and

perfect health by Holloway’s Pills, after fruitless

trial of the whole pharmacopoeia of Physic, attest

this fact.
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in renonucing the crown of Spain for the

issue of his daughter-in-law, swore ‘‘hy the canons
of the Mass, by the Holy Gospels, and by the Cross

of Christ.” Thisoith he did not scrupl * to break

a few years later, and yet he was a devout man
according to his lights. Jove was said to laugh at

the perjuries of lovers, but these are trifling com-
pared with those of diplomatists.

INTEMPERANCE AMONGST WOMEN.

(Alliance Nms. )

Db. Norman Kerr, who some time ago lectured

on this subject, maintains that intemperance among
women is alarmingly on the increase. In this

respect, he maintains the present generation of

Englishwomen is more degraded than those of any
other time or nation. If Greek or Roman women
took too much wine, the habit was looked upon
even by professed satirists as an unnatural mon-
strosity. The women of Australia, Prance, Italy,

and all other continental countries are, says Dr.

Kerr, almost wholly free from the vice of inebrie-

ty. So acute an observer as Mr. Sala tells

us that American women are so much opposed
to drunkenness that the men do not even
dare to drink in their company. When, there-

fore, Dr. Kerr affirms that English women,
have a monopoly of the most unwomanly vices,

and that the vicious habit is rapidly spreading

amongst them, his statement is rendered all the

more dismal by contrast. Such an assertion, made
with so much emphasis and authority*, would be

more startling than it is,if daily observation did not

make ns acquainted with the fact which Dr. Kerr

denlores. Unfortunately, we have grown tolerably

well accustomed to intemperance among females.

Its prevalence in any district depends to a large

extent on local circumstances ; but there is no

town of any consideration in England, which is

without almost daily instances of it. We only see

it, of course, amongst the poorer classes, who have

not the opportunity, nor very frequently, the

motive, for concealing their vices. In the

North of England, it is not excessively common,
but in places like Lancashire, where two-thirds of

the women are factory hands, there is almost as

much drunkenness amongst the female as amongst
the male sex. We doubt, however, whether it is

true, as Dr. Kerr affirms, that intemperance is

excessively on the increase amongst women, who
work, or the wives of working men. There may be

more people who consume alcoholic liquors, but the

real question is whether there is more drunkenness

in proportion to population.

Dr, Kerr’s statement that intemperance is rapid-

ly on the increase amongst the middle and newly-

rich—we may also add, the upper-classes, is one

which is confirmed by all sorts of testimony. Of
course, excessive drinking with the rich

people is, to a large extent, secret. There have

only been one or two periods in our history when
it was fashionable for ladies to exhibit the signs of

intoxication. One of these was the reign of James I.

A contemporary writer has left us a most whim-
sical picture of the habits of the ladies of that

time. When one noble lady approached the king

with an offering, she was so intoxictated that she

fell on her face on the steps of the throne, whilst

other ladies who had accompanied her, bad to be

carried from the palace. In the court of “the merry
monarch ” neither sobriety nor continency were
esteemed as specially great virtues, and it was no
more surprising that a lady should become intoxi-

cated than that she should desert her husband,

in order to become the mistress of his parti-

cular friend. At most periods of our his-

tory, society has set its face against intemper-

ance amongst women
;
and we may at least compli-

ment ourselves on the fact that we have not grown
worse in this respect. All the cases of female in-

toxication, quoted by Dr. Kerr from his own ex-

perience, were instances of secret drinking. One
lady killed herself with gin which her daughter
had been in the habit of conveying to her in her
muS. Another who had fallen on her face on the

floor was supposed by her friends to be dead, when
she was simply “dead drunk.” An old lady who
was amongst Dr. Kerr’s patients was brought round
by an emetic when she had called all her relatives

round her to witness her last moments. This is

Sarling'ton’s Paln-Cnrer b.as been
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. Coughs.
Colds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache
Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism. Paralysis, Fains in

Groins, Contracted Joints. Gout. Sciatica, Bad
Legs, Bad Breasts. Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring
worms, Fioipieit Freckles, & Eruptions ob the skin

a kind of inebriety which is simply drink-
craving in its worst and most insane form.
The evil of it is made all the more apparent, when it

is considered that mothers with tastes of this kind
may transmit their instincts to their children. But
why are not females with such habits put under
restraint by their friends ? Dr. Kerr answers the
question by affirming that their friends are seldom
aware of their infirmity. Drinking seems entirely
to destroy the moral sense in a woman. The very
perception of truth, says Dr. Kerr, seems to vanish.
Females in all positions of life have solemnly assur-
ed him that thsy have tasted nothing stronger than
water, tea, lemonade, or claret, when he has
discovered them in a state of drunkenness from
brandy. The husband is so frequently deceived
by arts which are expected to deceive the physi-
cian that Dr. Kerr has known a woman die from
excessive drinking without her husband having a
suspician of her secret vice. Such is the experience
of one London physician. What might we not
learn if others were to speak out with equal plain-
ness I If, as Dr, Kerr says, the indulgence of

this insidious vice is every day on the increase
amongst women, what will become of the morality
of the next generation ?

3dcfiiti.^cinTuts.

WHAT ARE FEEFECT

WATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine-

made English Lever WATCH in sterling

Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.

It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only

the best material is employed, this Watch will be

found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 nett.

Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted

to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English

Watches are only Swiss movements fitted in

English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
WATCHES, warranted MACHINE MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will

WIND ANY WATCH, Rs. S to 20.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.

RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIC BELLS, with appurtenances. Rs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

SPECIAL AT2ENTION TO REPAIRS.

BXiACK & M17B.RAV.
6-1, Hastings Street, Calcotta. a-3

Or, Ziazarus’s Oomestic ZtKedlolnes.
o

Infantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &c., &c.), ... Rs. 1 4

Tonic Antipebiodic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and

Spleen and diseases of a periodic

character), ... ... „ 1 0

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),.,. ... „ 1 0

Restbingent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... ,,2 0

Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ••• ,>2 0

Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,

Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

&c.), ••• ••• I, 1 8

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative, ... „ 20

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ... ,,14

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger

than above), ... ... 14
Family Carminative (Invaluable for

Children), ... ... ... ,,2 0

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-

ducing growth of the Hair), ... ,,2 0
Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-

nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... ... ,,18
The above are most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts

where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instruetiom is

wrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co.,

at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazartt’s

original receipts and sold by all Madicine Ven-
ders. a*58
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TBB DBI7GGZSTS’ BAZ.Z.,

36-36, College Street,

CALCDTrA.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. “ Duke of

Sutherland,” “ Eldorado,” “ Almora,”
“ Hydaspes,” &c., &c.

Xiaotopeptlne
Contains the five Active Agents of Digestion

combined in the same proportion as they exist in

the human stomach, and will digest food in a man-
ner identical to that obtained under the infiuenoe

of the natural gastric juice. It will be found
far superior to all other remedies in Indigestion,

Dyspepsia, and kindred diseases. Also particularly

indicated in Anaemia, general Debility, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Vomiting and Nausea in pregnancy, am-
impoverished condition of the blood.

Direction for use, formuloe and dose measure ac-

company each phial.

Price Rs. 4 per phial, and packing As. 4,

Morson’s BKedlclnal Pepslne.
loz. phial Rs. 3. Packing As, 4,

Norton’s Camomile Pills
A certain cure of Indigestion, Bilious, Liver and

all stomach complaints.

Price Re. 1. Packing As, 4.

Kemrod’s Cure for Asthma.
Catarrh, Bronchitis,Crodp, Hooping Cough,

Ordinary Colds, and all diseases of the Respira-

tory organs. Full directions for use accompany
each tin.

Price Rs. 3-S. Packing As. 2.

Grlmault’s Veg'etable injection of
XHfatloo.

A few injections of very short duration are

sufficient to arrest the most inveterate discharges.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As, J^.

Whitmore’s Compound Zilnlment of
Arnica.

An effectual remedy for Rheumatism, Spasms,
Lumbago, weak Joints, &c., and as a counter-irri-

tant in a slugeish state of the liver.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4,

Wilkinson’s G-lngrer and Camomile.
Price Rs. 2. Packing As. 4.

Whitmore’s Stomachic and Xilver
Pills.

Price Re, 1. Packing As, 4.

Savory and BKoore’s Pancreatine
Wine.

For effecting the digestion and assimilation of Cod-
liver Oil solid fat and food generally.

Price Rs. 2 per phial. Packing As. 4.

W. F. Smith’s Pile Powders.
For the cure of Piles & Prevention of Fistula.

Their gentle emollient action subdues irritation,

regulating the bowels without leaving a disposition

to costiveness, their decided tonic properties give

power to the system, arrest all tendency to, and
counteract the weakening effect of, the disease, and
their intrinsic value will prove that they fully

merit the title of a specific cure of Piles and pre-

ventive of Fistulas.

Price Re. 1-8 per box. Packing As, 2,

PROPRIETORY MEDICINE,
Concentrated Compound Essence or

Fluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.
This preparation is decidedly preferable to any

other form in which Sarsaparilla can be adminis-

tered, on account of its portability and superior

efficacy. It contains the whole active and medi-
cinal properties of the root in the highest state

of concentration, combined with the ingredients

of the compound decoction directed by the College

of Surgeons. The beneficial effects of this Fluid

as an Alterative of Restorative, its great useful-

ness in all disorders of the Skin, Indigestion,

general Debility,and after a too free administration

of Mercury, have been universally admitted and
established by the sanction and recommendation
of the most emineot practitioners of the present

day.
Direction for use accompany each bottle.

Price per bottle Rs. 2, Packing As. J^.

Best assortment of Drugs and chemicals. Guar-
anteed fresh, and received direct from the respect-

able manufacturers of London.

Terms moderate.—Wholesale rates on
application. Price list supplied to Mofuasil doctors

and Dispensaries. Orders promptly executed on
remittance of cash, or a respectable reference in

Oalcutta,

GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT & CO.,
PHARMAOEUTIOAL CHEMISTS,

Wholesale and Betall Erug’g'lsts,
AND

Manufacturers of Mrated W atera.
a-47
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Now Ready.

MALARIA ! its Cause and Rffects, Malaria and the
Spleen, Injuries of the Spleen

; an Analysis of 39
Cases. By E. G. Eussoll, M. B., B. Sc., Lond.,
Surgeon, Bengal Medical Service, demy 8vo.
cloth, Rs. 8.

THE HINDU LAW OF ADOPTION
; a Critical

Essay. By an Hindustani Hindu Vakeel, royal
8vo., Rs. 3.

THE RACES OP AFGHANISTAN
; being a brief

Account of the principal Nations inhabiting that
Country. By Surgeon-Major H. W. Bellew
C. S. I., late on special political duty at Kabul
8 VO., cloth, Rs. 3-8.

THE BENGAL ARMY REGULATIONS, correct-
ed to 1880. and approved by His Excellency
the Cominander-in-Chief. Royal 8vo., Rs. 4 ; in-
terleaved, Rs. 5.

ROYAL SCHOOL DICTIONARY IN ENGLISH
and Roman Urdu. Etymological, Pronouncing,
and Idiomatic. Paper boards, Re. 1 ;

cloth.

Re. 1-4.

OUR EDUCATIONAL POLICY IN INDIA
Dedicated to the Right Hon’ble Viscount
Halifax. By the Rev. James Johnston. 8vo.
As. 12.

THE SOVEREIGN PRINCES AND CHIEFS
of Central India. By G. R. Aberigh-Mackay,
Principal, Residency fRajkomar) College,
Indore, Central India. Illustrated with Por-
traits and Views. Volume 1. Royal 8vo„ cloth,

extra gilt, and gilt top. Rs. 12.

ARNOLD’S ECLOG^ OVIDIAN^, A transla-

tion. (For the Entrance Examination 1880,)
Re. 1-2, post-free.

MILTON’S ODE ON THE NATIVITY OF
Christ. With Todd’s Notes. As. 4.

VOL. II. HINDU TRIBES AND CASTES
;

Together with an account of the Mahomedan
Tribes of the North-West Frontier and of the
Aboriginal Tribes of the Central Provinces. By
the Rev. M. A. Sherring. M. A., LL. B.
Demy 4to., cloth. Rs. 16.

This Volume contains an account of the Tribes
of the Punjab and its Frontiers. Central Piovinces
and Berar, Bombay Presidency and Frontiers of
Soind.

GOODEVE’S HINTS FORTHE MANAGEMENT
and Medical Treatment of children in India.
By Edward A. Birch, M. D., Surgeon -Major.
Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo,. cloth. Rs. 7.

“ I have no hesitation in saying that the present
one is for many reasons superior to its predecessors.
It is written very carefully, and with much know-
ledge and experience on the author’s part, whilst
it possesses the great advantage of bringing up the
subject to the present level of Medical Science.”—Dr. Ooodeve.

THE COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION OF
the Erythrcean Sea ; being a Translation of
Periplus Maris Erythroei by an Anonymous
Writer, and of Arrian’s Account of the Voyage
of Nearkhos from the mouth of the Indus to the
head of the Persian Gulf, with introduction,
Commentary Notes, and Index. By J, W.
McCrindle, Esq., M, A., Principal of the Govern-
ment College, Patna, Rs, 3.

THE STEEPLECHASE HORSE
; How to Select,

Train, and Ride Him. With Notes on Accidents
and Diseases, and their Treatment. By Capt. J.
Humfrey, cloth, limp, Rs. 3-8.

THE LAW OF INHERITANCE as in the Virami
trodaya of Nitra Misra. Translated by Golap-
chandra Sirkar, Sastri, M. A. B. l. Royal 8vO.,
cloth, Rs. 10.

THE SEA CUSTOMS LAW, 1878, and Tariff Act

;

with Notes and Appendices. By W. H. Grimley,
Esq., B. A., LL. B., C. S. Demy 8vo., cloth,

Rs. 7-8 ;
Interleaved, Rs. 8-8.

Lays op IND. By Allph Cheem. The Sixth
Edition, Enlarged with six new Lays and several
Illustrations. Imperial 16mo,, cloth, extra gilt,

and gilt edges. Rs. 7 nett.

DUKE—QUERIES AT A MESS TABLE : What
shall we eat ? Whall we drink ? By Joshua
Duke, Surgeon, 3rd Punjab Cavalry, Author of
“ Banting in India,” Rs. 2-4.

DUKE. -HOW TO GET THIN; OR, BANTING
in India. By Joshua Duke, Surgeon, 3rd
Punjab Cavalry, Arthur of “ Queries at a Mess
Table,” Second Edition, 18mo., boards, Re. 1,

A MANUAL OF GARDENING FOR BENGAL
and Upper India. By T. A. C. Firminger, 8vo.,
Rs. 10.

A MANUAL OF SURVEYING FOR INDIA. By
Col ^Sir H. L. Thuillier and Col. Smyth. 8vo;

INDIAN DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND RE-
ceipt Book. With Hindustani names. By Dr,
R. L. Riddell. Fcap. 8vo., Rs. 6.

ROXBURGH’S FLORA INDICA : OR DESCRIP,
tions of Indian Plants. Reprinted litertim from
Carey’s Edition 8vo., Rs. 6.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO AGRA
and its Neighbourhood. By H. G. Keene
Esq., M.R.A.S., &c. Fourth Edition, Enlarged
and Improved. Rs. 2-8.

A HANDBOOK FOR .VISITORS TO DELHI
and Its Neighbourhood. By H. G. Kfeene, Esq.
Maps. Fcap. 8vo., Rs, 2.

ANCIENT INDIA AS DESCRIBED BY MEGAS-
thenes and Arrian

; being a Translation
of the fragments of the Indica Megasthenes
collected by Dr. Sebawnbaok and a Translation
of the first part of Indica of Arrian. With
introduction, Notes, and a Map of Ancient
India. By J, W. McCrindle, Esq., M. A. Prin-
cipal of the Patna College. 8vo. Rs. 2-8.

A GUIDE TO TRAINING AND HORSE MA-
nagement in India, with Hindustani Stable
and Veterinary Vocabulary, and Calcutta Trnf
Club Tables for weight for Age and Class. By
Capt. M. Horace Hayes, Author of “ Veterinary
Notes for Horse-Owners.” New Edition, re-ar-
ranged and much enlarged. Crown 8vo., Rs. 5.

CALCUTTA TO LIVERPOOL BY CHINA
Japan, and America, in 1877, By H. W. N,’

THACKER. SPINK & CO..
5 i 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

«-14 Calcutta.

Dentistry.

J. COBFZEXiD dc. CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

jl/TAY be consulted daily on all branches of

their Profession.

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work*
tuauship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They
cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free.

a-13

J. CORFIELD & CO.,

11. Old Qmrt House Street, Calcutta.

The Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

TS the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY establishedX in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen. ^

The Security of the Association is now generally
adopted for European and Native Officers unde'r
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms annlv to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, FJ.a.,

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,
Secretary.

OR,
F. A. COHEN,

7i Wellessley Place, Calcutta,
Agent, for BENGAL.

PZKSPARAK NTTRSEBY.
New Seeds ! Good Seeds f ! Fresh Seeds f I

!

f'l'^HE following are the rates, fixed upon ourX Seeds for the current year just lauded per
Steamer Manchester,
60 Kinds of fresh American

Vegetables including sever-
al varieties of cabbages,
mostly new. Cauliflowers,
Knol Koles, and the others
per packet ... ... Rg.

50 Do. of do, ... „
40 Do. of do.

or just the same; as the
last year ... ... „

.30 Kinds of choice and double
flower seeds ... 5 0

25 Do. of
... , J

do. ... ,, 4 0
20 Do. of do. ... „ 3 0
20 Do. of fresh Ame-

8
3 0

1 8

1 12

1 0

1 0

1 0

I 0

0 4

a-18

rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our
country

Do. of field and
grass seeds ...

Sea Island Cotton seed (long

staple) per seer

Country vegetable seeds for

present sowing per packet
Osage Orange or Hedge seed

per tola

4 kinds of Bird seeds per
packet

Up country big headed Cauli-
flower per tola

Tobacco seeds of sorts per
paper ... ... „ . .

Plants of all descriptions are available in large
numbers for sale. Price lists are supnlied on appli-
cation free.

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s
monthly Bengali journal “ Krishi Tatwa” are re-
quested to send their names and subscriptions.
Rs. 3-6 to the undersigned.

Price list for Beeds of all sorts—can be supplied
if required.

NETTO GOPAL CHATTERJEA,
Proprietor, Pilteparah Nursery, Calcutta.

DR. D. JAYNE’S
Family Medicines.

Per Bot, Per Doz.

EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and^^’
Colds) out of stock at present ... 2 8 24 n

HAIR TONIC (to cure hair falling
off and baldness) ... 2 8 ‘’4 0

ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
blood purifier) ... 2 8 24

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for
cure of fevers and agues) ... 2 8 ‘’4

LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair
of any other colour to a beautiful
black without injury to the skin) 2 8 oa

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for
“

cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera)

... 1 0
TONIC VERMIFUGE ... 0 8 ^ •
LINIMENT, OR COUNTER-IRrT-

tant (an outward application for
Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, &c.) 0 8 h

SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints)

... 0 8 5 8
(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)

The ” Medical Almanac" for current year is
available on application.
Sykes <{(. Co.,

1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,
SOLE AGENTS FOR

Ur. I>. Jayne dt Son.
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A, a.34

^PPy to the Mahger.

FOR

Illustrated Price List,

At 5?!, COLf.EGl! Stiikkt.
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STEAM ENGINE
FROM

E. 8. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just landed from S. S. “ PESffAWURJ
%

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Eoundation, with Eire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Rs. 800

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
now fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank,which forms also the ash-pana and an efficient
Water-Heater.

XiONDON ANB BANG ASKXB.ZI
X.XFB ASSUARANCB CO.

ESTABLISHED 1862.

This Company offebs to the Public the Com«
BiNED Advantages of

Unquestionable Security and Xtow
Rates of Premium.WHILE the adoption of all the improved

modern conditions under which Policies
are now issued, enables the Directors to grant un-
usual facilities to all intending Assurers.
That Life Assurance is rapidly becoming uni-

versally recognized as the MOST SECURE AND
SATISFACTORY INVESTMENT, is sufficiently
proved by the following statistics, “ startling in
their magnitude but quiet power,” extracted from“ The Review” of January 1st, 1879.

“ In the years 1870-1878, the accumulated Life
Assuarance Funds of the Offices have risen from
£90,700 000 to £117,600,000, or at the rate of
£3,000,000 per annum. This is after paying out
£71,500,000 in claims and bonuses on policies alone,
entirely exclusive of surrenders, annuities, or
management expenses. The total sum received by
the Life Offices on life account in the eight years
was £128,700,000. Against this was paid in
claims, £71,500,000

; annuities, £3,350,000
; and

surrenders or reduced premiums, £9,100,000, being
a total paid out to Policy-holders of about
£84,000,000; after this £27,000,000 were added
to funds.

The LONDON & LANCASHIRE returns 80 per
cent, of the profits, divided every five years to
participating Policy-holders. English rates of pre-
mium only charged for such period as the Assured
spends westward of Suez.

Prospectuses and every required information
can be immediately obtained by application to
the undersigned, at the Head Office in Calcutta.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.

ERASMUS JONES, Printers’ Agent, 5 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA

The Manager of the Indian Mirror is authorized
to be our Agent.

A. B. SHBKLETON,
General Agent Secretary for India,

0-4 A, Lall Bazaar Corner of Mission Bow*
0-6 7

ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Light in EnglandFrance, and America afifords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time be ex!tenai^ly used for lighting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of LichtineWe are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills. Public Halls^ Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and RailwayBrldp Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane nroof

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night

Rs. 60 0
„ 175 0
„ 450 0

!I! Thecostof oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas ourcharge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rs. 15 per ni-ht atjhe monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights III
^ i b ac

2.000 Candle power Dynamo Bleotrio Light Machine, with leading Wine, Carbon

llOTtrlo ^OOo!
Hurricane proof, Self Adjusting, Self Lighting

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

”
‘ (T R U E C O P Y.)

® Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Bakrala
mu'

well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred vardsThe Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

'it ^
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Bakrala Bridob, ) f

S8th October 1879. j
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H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst. Engineer, Bakrala Sana Division, P. N. State Railway.
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P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Sutlders and siectrical Engrlneers,
I.-; "'fJO

No. 63, DBURRUMX01.LAH, CAMUTTA.

THE GREATEST

WOUDEE OF MODERN TIMES!

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS-

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to bs
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-
cident^ to the life of a miner, or to those living in tho
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race^
viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery*
diarrhoea, and cholera.

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT

Is the most effectual remedy for old sojes, wounds
ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin disease:} ; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails ta
cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

Ihe Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World; with directions for use in almost every
language.

tfts* Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho"M look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes. 1 the ,jj

address is not Oxford Street, Loui
^9 spurious.

a*2g
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SPECIALITIES IN AYATOHES.
Maj:

The undernoted Watches are specially adapted for persons who, having costly watches, are
reluctant to use them for rough purposes, such as travelling, sporting, &c, They have been

manufactured by Hamilton and & Co. expressly to supply the demand for a fairly finished and accurate
time-keeper at a moderate cost,

'
'

The Railway Watch.

The Railway Watch, as sup-

plied to the Indian Railway
Companies, has an English

lever movement of the finest

quality and strongest possible

construction. Hamilton & Co.

confidently recommend it as a

Watch not easily disarranged by
rough usage. The apparent dis-

advantage of the large size is

nttiply compensated for in wear
by the increased excellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.

Beleommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use of

Travellers and Explorers.
Cash.

In German Silver case...Rs. 95

In Sterling Silver case... ,, 135

In Silver case, Keyless... ,, 180

The *‘Sxhlhltlon” Bng*-
llsh Xtover -Watch.

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely English-
made throughout, has a substan-
tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Full Plate System ! with Jewel-
led Lever ‘ Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-
ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me-
dium size.

Cash,

Silver, best quality
Second quality

Rs. 8.*?

M 75

THE STANDARD X.SVBR WATCS.
This Watch is of ah elegant compact build. We

have devoted particular attention to the good
finish of its mechanism, and as we can confidently
guarantee its performance, we recommend it to ‘all

classes of buyers.

In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, ^

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-

ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled

Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

Price, Rs, 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Rs. 200 cash.

With Keyless movement. Hunter Half-hunter, Silver, Rs. 100 cash.

The Aluminium or Silver ZLeyless
Crystal Watch.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for
winding or for setting the hands.

This in India is a great advantage, dust and damp
being kept out.

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.
Works visible.

Silver case, Rs. 45. Aluminium case, Rs. 40.

Ziadles’ Gold Watches.
Substantial 18-Carat Gold cases,engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughly
timed and tested. Fitted in Morocco case. Gold
Key supplied.

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200.

The Patent Silver Xiever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOB ORDINAEY WEAR.^'

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable

time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-

faction..

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass,

strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only ... Rs. 40

Superior QUALiTY,in Hunting Case, Rs. 66 Cash.
Iiadles’ Elegrant Enamelled Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with
highly finished Jewelled movements. Rs. 125 to 300

Gold Guard and Albert Chains
Of every fashionable pattern now worn, and of the usual lengths, manufactured of the best rich

colored Gold. We solicit inspection of our large and varied stock, but a sheet of patterns with prices

will be forwarded per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta.

Silver Guard and Albert Chains, a large assortment always in Stock, Prices on
application.

Xiockets, Seals, and Watch Reys, charms and Trinkets, dko.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and Clock Makers in ordinary to K. E. the Viceroy

and to R. R. R. the Prince of Wales,
0-18 CALCUTTA.

9VNN AND GO.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
BY APPOINTMENT TO

His Ezoellenoy the Viceroy and Governor
General of India.

Not, 46 4" 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-
able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The I entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.
Batimates supplied on application, a-60

READY FOR SAZiE.

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
BY

MR. LAL MOHUN GHOSE, i

at the Town Hall,

CALCUTTA,

On,March 4, 1880.

To be had at the Indian Mirror”
Office,

No, 2, British Indian Street, Calcutta,

And at the Cannlngr Zilbrary,

56, College Street.

Prioe 6 annas a copy; a-12

BRISK AND XiZVEDY
OB

THE UNIVERSAL PEG.

I
T is unsurpassed as an agreeable sparkling drink*

especially for the overworked. Brisk and

Lively is (par excellence) a beverage for balls,

fetes, picnics, pleasure parties, banquets, and other

festive occasions. Brisk and Lively is a very

pleasant beverage, quite free from medicinal taste,

and is an agreeable thirst allaying drink.

Manufactured from the purest ingredients. Rs. 2.

per dozen.

FRAGRANT EXTRACT OF PETROLIA
(A NEW PRODUCT OF VaSELINE)

SuperaedoR all other preparations Invent-
ed for the cure of Baldness.

LADIES are strongly recommended to make
trial of this admirable Restorative, which

has been attested by persons of the highest res

pectability. In numerous cases, where the Hail

has fallen off, from illness, change of climate, or

debility of the system, the use of this preparation

has been found very efScacious, May be used

also as a handkerchief perfnme. Per bottle,

Rs. 2-12
;
per ^ dozen, Rs. 14 ;

per dozen, 27 ;
post-

free to any part of India.

Wrlgrht’a Cool Tar Soop
Is the most health preserving adjunct to the

toilet ever discovered—An unfailing remedy for

unpleasant emanations from the person. Only
8 annas per tablet.

Pomade Vaaellne.
A pure jelly of petroleum delightfully perfumed

in stophered bottle at Rs. 2.

Prepared Fuller’s Earth
It is recommended by the Faculty as superior

to Violet Powder, and is invaluable for protecting

the Skin' and Preserving the Complexion from
cold winds, Rednesss, Roughness, &c.

\ tj'.

JErated Waters of all Descriptions.
Patent, Proprietory medicines and

,
Surgical ap-

pliances from the best makers always in stock.

XI ^ D’SXXiVA*
CHEMIS28 AND DRUGGISTS,

A-1, Park Street, Calcutta. a-15

QUICK! SAFE!!<^ SURE!!!
PAirZf Al oo.’s

Proprietory Medines,

Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co.,

DRUGGISTS.

No. 285-13, Bowbazar Street, Caloutta.

Prophylactic Mixture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious

and Periodical Fevers, f with Enlarged Spleens,

Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of

Appetite, and General Debility. The 'virtue of this

unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable

and marvellous effects in the constitution of the

long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the

Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-

tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the

system. Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectoratlngr Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for ‘ Coughs, Colds

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, * ConsutPption

Hoarseuess aud difficulty of breathing. ‘It'prevents

consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-

tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this

repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is snre to afford instantaneous i relief. -

Price 1 Be. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheu*

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous
and Meronrial Affections, and all the various diseases

arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the
Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution- per-

fectly rest ored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

N. B,—Full directions accompany each bottle

Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
twith fnll remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

2Sr Drugs of the beat quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above address

the cheapest rate possible, a-Z2
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CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,

1, LALL BAZAR.

A. J. P A a K B XI & CO.

J^EG to draw the attention of those about to furnls/i to their fine range of Commission Sale Booms

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at loioest prices.

Those desirous of their privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu-

,1
ation cash advances made.

0.21

G~ M:^dllMIDT & CO

;

•iVf . :i;iV

13, GOVBRNIMCBNT PI.AOB, 13 E,

1 I

7, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, 49, BENT/CK STREET,

SOLE AGENTS FOR E. KAPS V. K., DRESDEN

AND

SGKXBOMAVBR tit SONS, STUTTGART

OFFERS

< \

KAPS UPRIGHT PIANimS COVERED ALL ROUND IN FINEST FINISHFULL COMPASS IRON FRAMES tfc BARS, ’

3^Strlngr Crossed pianos, A. Short Grand Cabinets,

also'

SCOIEDMAYER & SONS, STUTTGART,

Sympatetlc Square Pianos; fail Compass, Cross-strlngred, Especially
, Secured for the Climate, ^

t

At Rs. 600, 650, 750, and Upwards

WITH MANY YEARS’ GUARANTEE.

Contractors for Window, Looking Roof and Cellar Glass, Crystal works of every
description, Poroelaios and fancy goods.

, o-g?

NO mORE PAINS!

DARlilNGTONlPAIN-CURER

WARRANTED to Cure pains of every descrip*
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain ^’cnre for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in C the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of, ithe
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, .Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear, Neuralgia, Colics,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con*
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica,, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring*
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of "the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Ourer* alone when all
other medicines have been tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains ! ! I

are our trade marks. .<*».

Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packing As. 8
DARLINGKTON & CO.

49, Dlimrumtollah Street, Calcutta.^ Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated' Pain-Curer
. ^ CAUTICN TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, bat servilely imitate Darlington'* Co.’

Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy. ‘

‘

The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban.
dora, writes “ We find Darlijtoton’s Pain-CURER efficacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Theodorine.
Superioress F de la Croix.”

Brown, an influential Zemindar. &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, . & writes Please^nd me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAiN-Curer. I am happy to observe .that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name ”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I, after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darhugtou s Paiu-Ourer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary.

^

Mr, E. C. Kemp, Editor * Proprietor of the
Bengal 'Pines, writes from Dacca. “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swel.ed foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington's Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain aoated after a
couple of applications, and iu about 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlint'ton’s
Pain-Curer.”

”

To lovers of §rood reading-.

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of Literature

Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-

tion, Re. 1, postage, 1' anna. 'Times of India
says:—“ The Calcutta, Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—“ It is ably and
judiciously conducted by Mr, Owen A ratoon.”

Bangalore Examiner a&ys :
—“We should like to

see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”

Manager, Calcutta Magazine, 49, Dhurrumtollah-
street,Calcutta. Remit in half anna postage stamps.

a-2l
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advantages op assuring with the

ORTF.NTAL LIFE OFFICE
All that Experience has proved Practicable and

Prudent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,

Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be

obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever :

{!., Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.

Amalgamations Impossible.

Funds in Government Securities only.

Native Lives assured at European Rates.

Premiums reduced to English Rates from

leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

(2 .

(3..

(4.)

(5.)

date of

China.

Annual Premium for Assurance
Xts. l,OOOiunder New System.

of

Age. 30 36

Premium

40

Es. As. P.iRs. As. P.

21 6 4
I

24 8 8

Rs. As. P.

28 10 0

45

Rs. As. P,

33 14 8

Lower Safe Rates than any other Office.

(0,) Office young, and therefore free from Old

Liabilities.
. ^ ,

(7.) Premiums can oe paid Yearly, Half-yearly,

Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of

CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OF DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 35 per cent.

'10.1 Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,

and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

(11.) Entire Direction in India.

(12.) Special Protection to Assignees.

(13.) The Most Economical Management.
(14.) Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-16-0 only.

(16.) Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine.

(16.) Policy-holders can appoint their own
Trustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.

(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere
A/x A cioii1*At*Q

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.
^

(19.) No Restriction on Travel.

POLICY-HOLDERS IN 'IHE “ ORIENTAL"
ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER.

Unequalled Liberality.
Being established in India, all arrangements for

the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” are

made with a view to the convenience and benefit of

its own members,—European and Native,—whc
alone participate in the advantages arising from
its succssful progress.

Yearly list of new Assurers closes 31st

December.
Special attention is invited to the Peculiar

System of Life Assurance introduced by this

Company, and to the New and extremely favorable

Conditions (as regards Rates, Profits, Limits
OF Residence, Non-liability to Forfeiture, &c.)

under which its policies are issued.

The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when
Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank

for Profits.

“THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AND
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT. IS RAPIDLY
GAINING THE CONFIDENCE OF THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY.”
Intending Assurers—Native or European—are

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the
“ Oriental ” with those of any other Company.

DeU«edPr»PgU«...W
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NEW GOODS! NEW GOODS

furnishing department.

OIL

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnlsblng Requisites.

VITT VET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

tlsL™ COIR MA^^^^ 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard.

ET OOR CLOTH Rs 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.
r»r> . oo

SHpS SON RUGS poles, from Rs. 16 to 25 per set. BRASS

CORNICING Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair

BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &C., &C., &c.

A CHOICE ASSOKTMENT OF

LACK MUSLIN AND LBNO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
LiACiv, uo

CRETONNES, at all prices.

• Out selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are

unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-Hee to any part of India.

Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,

SmsBcls Tapestry and Velvet Pile
Carpetlng;B.

An immense itoch now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long

Curtains, Screens, Ac.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Slankets.

We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes. Infants’ Coat

Blankets.

Door Mats.
English—made from West India Fibre,

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

„ >, .. 38 by 24 „

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

„ „ .. .. 38 by 24

Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Hugs and Sofa Carpets.

Felt Carpets in several sizes, Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah Repps.

Oreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy

Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAXLHR CO..

HOSIERS. DRAPERS SILK MERCERS, &c., &c.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA. a.2.3

W. NBWMA.N At- GO.

3, Dalhousie Square, Calcutta.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Handsomely printed in Atlas Quarto, with 61

full-page Illustrations, and 23 Wood-
cuts, hound in Cloth, bevelled

edges : Price thirty -five

Rupees :

^ THE ANTXQUZTZSS
ORISSA.

BY RAJENDRALALA MITRA, LL.D., C.I.E.

VOL. II.

Published under Orders of the Qovern-
ent of India.

“ These are some of the Relics of the Past Weeping

over a lost Civilization and an extinguished

Orandeur.'^

W. NEWMAN & CO., Publishers.

PROSECTUS,

ZNDO-ARVANS :

Contributions toward's the Illucidation of

their Ancient and Medioeval History.

BY

RAJENDRALALA MITRA, LL.D., O.I.E.

The undersigned propose to bring out, under

the above title, a selection from the published

Essays of Dr. R. Mitra. The essays selected are

the following, viz. :

—

1. Origin of Indian Architecture.

2. Principles of Hindu Temple Architecture.

3. Dress and Orname-'ts in Ancient India.

4. Domestic Furniture and Vehicles in Ancient

India.

6. Beef in Ancient India.

6. Spirituous Drinks in Ancient India.

7. A Pic-Nic in Ancient India.

8. An Imperial Festival in Ancient India.

9. Human Sacriflcea in Ancient India.

10. Funeral Ceremony in Ancient India.

11. On the Supposed Identity of the Greeks
with the Yavanas of the Sanskit Writers.

12, On the Pala and the Sena Dynasties of

Bengal.

1.3. Bhoja Raja of Dhar and his Homonyms.
14. On the Identification of the Rishya of the

Vedic Writers.

15. Vestiges of the Kings of Gwalior.

16. On the later Kings of Kanouj.

17. On theOrigin of the Hindu Language.

18. Oq the Early Life of Asoka.

19. The Horse in Ancient India.

20. The Primitive Aryans.

The book will be printed with new types, on
excellent paper, and will comprise about a thousand
pages, bound in two volumes, demy 8vo. Price to

Subscribers Rs. 16. The work will be proceeded
with as soon as 250 Subscribers are registered ;

and
it will be ready for delivery early in the Cold

Season.
W. NEWMAN & CO.

3, Dalhousie Squrae, )

Calcutta, April, IS80. ) a-64

M, DAV AND GO.,

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,
AND REPAIRERS

OF

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,

Tinsmiths,Electroplaters,Bronzers

,

Ziacquerors and Railway Con-
tractors, d(.C., dbC.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
;

Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
water Cans ;

garden watering pots ; Tea, House,
Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps ; Railway Lamps of every descriptions,

&o., &c.,

Always in hand and made to order,

ALSO
Portable Cooking stoves of single and double

1^, 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate, o<33
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DR ALLEN’S ELIXIR OF LIFE.
The Crreat Remedy for Rervous and Chronic Diseases.

IT is a powerful tonic ; it replenishes the vitality of the body.
IT imparts the vigour of youth and nervous energy even to the most debilitated and shattered con-

stitution.

IT restores to the human frame the animating element of life wasted by an indulgence in irregular
habits.

IT purifies and enriches the blood, removing all morbid matter from the system.
IT thoroughly renovates a constitution broken down by long.protracted illness, debauchery, intem-

perance, &c.

The most astounding cures are daily being effected by the ELIXIR OF LIFE in cases of General
Debility, Nervousness, Palpitation of the Heart, Trembling of the Hands and Limbs, Loss of
Memory, Mental Depression, Hypochondria.

ELIXIR OF LIFE rapidly cures every form of Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Bilious and Liver Complaints.
ELIXIR OP LIFE is the only reliable remedy in Sexual Disorders, Female Irregularities, Atrophical

Consumption, Impotency.
ELIXIR OP IjIFE supersedes all the known remedies of the present day in the speedy cure of every

disease originating from a deficiency of nervous force and an impoverished state of the blood.
ELIXIR OF LIFE saves doctors’ fees, and cures disease in half the time usually taken by Physi-

cians.

NEVER DESPAIR WlZXZiE THERE XS IiZFE.

Thousands of people are hopelessly suffering from chronic or long-standing complaints and diseases
of a mixed or complicated nature whose cases admit of a permanent cure by DR. ALLEN’S ELIXIR
OF LIFE. Invalids should, before giving up all hopes of recovery try this invaluable remedy, as by
its judicious use multitudes of people so suffering have been perfectly cured and fully restored to
health.

Every family should keep a supply of DR. ALLEN’S ELIXIR OP LIFE, the “Invalids’
Friend.’’

Price Rs. 2 per phial ; large Rs, 4. Packing 8 annas.

DR. ALLEN’S GOLDEN LINIMENT,
The Inveterate Enemy of Pain.

All who ate suffering from the agonizing pain of Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, Swelling and
Stiffness of the Joints, Paralysis of the Limbs, Sprains, Dislocations, &c., should at once have recourse
to this never-failing Remedy. By its outward application only pains of any description and by
whatever cause produced are instantly cured. The instantaneous relief that has been afforded by it
to thousands who had been suffering from the agonies of Rheumatism justly entitles this extraordinary
medicine to be proclaimed as the only certain re)nedy yet discovered for the cure of pain.

Avoid all so-called Pain Specifics as they are tlie worthless productions of Quacks.

Price Re. 1 per phial ; large Rs. 2. Packing 8 annas.

Numerous testimonials from various quarters testify to the efficacy of Dr, Allen’s Medicines-
Wholesale purchasers supplied on liberal terms. Agents wanted in the Mofussil.

Remittances should be made by money-orders, telegraph stamps, or half-anna po8ta«^e stamps
When the last mode is preferred, one anna in the rupee extra should be remitted.

“ '

BURDETT AND CO., 3, VrATERDOO STREET, CALCUTTA. a.31

DWARKIN & SON,
IMPORTERS OF MUSICAZ, INSTRUMENTS, &0.,

6, LOWER CHITPORE ROAD, CALCUTTA.

IMPROVED CLARIONETS,
Of Cocoawood, in B’flat, 13 German Silver keys, 2 rings, in box ...

FLUTES,
Of Superior Quality, in D, Cocoawood, 6 German silver keys, in box

VIOLINS,
Of Superior Tone and Finish, with Good Bow and box by Starduarius

IMPROVED HARMONIFLUTES,

... Rs. 6.5 each.

- » 15 „

... „ 45 ,,

Superior Improved Harmoniflute, 3 octaves, 0. G. Side 1 stop, highly finished, in box ,

PEOPLE’S HAMONIUMS,
Of Superior Tone and Finish, 5 octaves, in polished solid oak case, by Alexandre

IMPROVED CORNETS,
Superior Improved plated Cornet, Military Model with waterkey 6 crooks in box

FLAGEOLETS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 4 German Silver keys, with Flute head

GERMAN CONCERTINAS,
Of Superior Tone & Finish, 20 G. S. keys, double notes Rosewood ...

MUSICAL BOXES.
Small size, 2 airs ... ... ••• ...

PICCALOS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, slide head ...

Assorted Instruments, Strings, and Fittings always kept in stock.
Price List on application.

» 65

M S5

ff 60 „

7 M

5 „

C

6 „
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“EUREKA ”

SFECTAOEES A EYE-GLASSES.

rjpHE largely increasing demand for my “ Eureka’

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses has necessitated the

removal of my business to more convenient and

extensive premises. On the 1st August I shall

remove to No, 13, Old Court House- Street, and

I

No, 1, Mangoe Lane (lately occupied by the French

Bank), where I can be consulted free on all caiea

of defective sight.

For the guidance of those who cannot con-

veniently visit me, I have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions.

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, “ How to

Preserve the Sight,’’ with testimonials, explaining

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

application.

N. LAZARUS. '

CALCUTTA^ 0-19
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GOOKE & KELVEY.
20, OI.X> COURT KOUSU STREET, CALCUTTA,

manufacturers of fine ani) complicated watches,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WATOTES ^OR INDIA.

knoJn
^ reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

Caoned JewelieJ P ^ EngUsh manufacture having powerful full.plate, Lever movements,vappea, jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &C.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Gash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA
Silver Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 40 cash.
Ditto Lever Escapement,

, Rs. 60 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 6 cash.

oAESERT CKAZA magnificent assortm^L man^ ofJhe%a1te® t!^g r?ce“ ifdesigned ‘and of a n 1 h /From Rs. 40 to 300.
^nd of a novel character.
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The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a mnonifinoni .

elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.
° of massive

a-29

COOKE &* KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.

NATZORAE BAKBL OF ZNDZA,
EZnXZTEO.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.
On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4%

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short
periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J. Campbell,
Manager,

T
NOTICE.

Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at— which the Indian Mirror has been printed since
the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, ‘where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street,
where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be ' printed, is henceforward to be called the
“Sen Press.’’ All communications for the Indian
Mirror Newspaper and the Sen Press to ' be
addressed accordingly.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,

WAIOHES OF GDABANTEED ouality
Silver C.y.t.i Ca.e,

Rs. 35 cash.
Ditto Lever Escapement

Rs, 45 cash.

G. EAXARUS dc CO..
AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,
2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE, ,

Calodtta.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

356, 432
Machines.

Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine

LOCK-STITCH polished corer and
lock;

Sewing Machines. Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table.' with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 93,

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table,, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine

LOCK STITCH polished Table with do.
cover and Hand Accessory,

Sewing Maheines. Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-
LOCK-STITGH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,

Rs. 115 .

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOOK-STPTCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

, i
Packing for

Hand Machines, Rs. 2-8.

Treadle ditto, Rs. 6.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application, a-.3

NOTICE.

The Manager of the ,Ssu Press will, bei; pre-
c pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly, and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders,
Commission will be charged according to the value
of the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
be ascertained by application to the Manager*
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DjA,XiKOUSZE SQUARE. CAZiCUTTA

’“'"u®.
*^®. of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta andthe Mofussil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accompaniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured ^to snecbl nrZrand will b6 found to be excellent in mechanism, and musicalty correct of rich tnnA nprfAnfiw » *

*

and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in eachTox
tone, perfectly m tune

-o
Box No. 1073, playing- 6 Bengali tunes, 1st series.

Poorabee. Bassanto.

.TM, rr ,
Kalangrah.

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.
Cash price Rs. 100.

T**
« »*nsall tunes, 1st series.

^ *• i^assanto,

I^alangrah.
Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie), 0, Peeloo

Cash price Rs. 125.
Box No. 1075L playing 6 Bengali tunes. 2nd series.Sarung, - 4_ Jhinjuttee,

5. Bhoii^abee.

^ ^ 6. Kawalee,
Cash price Rs. 100.

« •“*?»«« tunes, ind series.

5. Bhoirabee.

^ Kawalee.
Cash priceRs. 125.

T,.

HilH Mllii Pusoja. |^“ ""-“I”

^ _ Cash price Rs. 100.

“r^Ta" fhtrTaa®®^
^®”‘’

*4 “ffifcVn'’*’
2. Dooeiree I'

Denga Chate Ayore.

3. Him Milii Punya.

Cash price Rs. 126.

1.

o
3.*

1 .

s‘

1 .

2

3.

2 .

3.

1 .

2.

3.

NZOHOZ.Z.S & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta.
London:—! Whitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.

Current ok Floating Accounts.
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques

paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 p. m., and on Saturdays after 1 p. m.

Government Paper and Securities.
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired

.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange.
Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,
payable in Calcutta, or in London at par :—
Repayable at 10 days’ notice — 3 per cent.

,, at 3 months’ notice 4
n at 6 months’ notice 5 ||

„ at 12 months’ notice 6
’

„ at 2 years’ notice 7
”

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn’
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.
Business rules awarded m afppUeation. a.45

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and pai>ers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited
to address themselves in writing to X, care of
lha Printer,

SMITH. STANISTREET, & OO.

Pbarmaoentlcal Chemists and
Oruggists,

BT SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

To Hit Excellency the Right Han'Ue

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-General op India,
>kc., jcc„ jcc.,

Have received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

Artery Forceps From
» » Fenestra

Beits, Abdomen
„ Corpulency

„ Riding

„ Carson’s Patent
Catheters, Silver Plated
Caustic Cases „
Dissecting Cases
Bar Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings

’’

„ ,i in Cases ,, Complete
,,

,, Trumpets for Deafness
,,

„ Cornets, Double
,,

Elastic Bandages;' Belts, &c. 1

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks >• ,,
Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk
,,

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz.
”

Electro-Magnetic Machines)
very powerful, single

|

”
Do. do, double
Do, do. pocket

• 9

99

99

99

99

99

99

Rs. A. P.

2 0 0
4 8 ‘0

9 0 0
12 0 0
5 0 0
16 0 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
7 0 0
4-0 0
8 0 0
3 0 0
9 0 0

...6 0 0

...8 0 0

...2 0 0

... 20 0 0

II «». 25 0 0

, l<

ENEMA apparatus.
Brass, single and double From

action

Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe
Kennedy’s Syphon

,,
Eye Instrument Cases

II ,, Macnamara’s ,. ,,
Cataract Knives and Needless ,,
Scissors, curved, Probe, and

Sharp, pointed, Cross
Action

,,

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c. ,,

lubalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-
by ns, Mudges, &o., &c. ,,

Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles

Abscess Knives, Symes
I, Lancets

Bistouries

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

„ Army Regulation
Probes, Silver

Scalpel and Finger Knives
Scalpels

Scissors

Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaculum
Stethoscopes
Speculums Ear

Rs. A. P.
12 0 0

8 0
'0‘ 0
0

4

9

60
... 36 0
...3 8

... 4

.« 12
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

9 9

99

99.

99

99

99

99

99

9*

99

99

99

2
1

99 Spring Kramers
19 „ Nose
91 Rectum
19 Vagina

99 Silver Plated
Spray Producers, Listers

9 9 Richardson’s Complete
99 Various Makers

9 9

99

If

99

99

99

99

99

99

M
99

..380

...2 0 0

... 2 0”0

... 1 12 0
8 0
4 0

... 1 8 0

...7 0 0

... 2,-.8 0

... 2 0 0

... 16 0 0

.,i 80 0 0

... 110 0
6 0 0

0 0
8 0

1 8 0
2 0 0

0 0
8 0
0
0

2

1

0
0

0 0
0 0

18

99

99

99

99

99

... 2

.
8

... 36

5

7

2
2

7
7
3

3
6 0 0

0 0
16 0 0
8 0 0

0 0
0 0
0~0

8 0 0
0 0
8 0

18 0 0

it

Suspenders
Subcutaneous Syringes
Aluminum Cases
Silver Plated Mounts
Clinical Thermometers

With Kew Certificate

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, «&:c., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO.
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

peatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from .« 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0THE NEW PHGENIX THERMOMETER.
solved the chief difliculty belong-

ing to Clinical Thermometers, An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from ... 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOR

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxldlsed
Phosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBED BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinai
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.
Guaranteed fresh and received by each P.Jc

. Co.’s and B. I. G, S. N. Co.’s Steamers.
Wholesale rates on application.
9 * 10, Dalhousik Square,

and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street. a-17

The undersigned beg to Inform the Public that
they have the undermentioned goods in laree

quantities in stock, and orders supplied and
contractor.

• rr % *»uu

Pevvter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syrinves
Slh.^ugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds,

Pint Measures, Wine Coolers, ‘Imperial Gallons

IZ’iiX
•

Terms—Cash.
Price moderate,

,

bissonauth chunder h soNa
'

' 1* Bentiook Street, Calouttm
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Kooirbl7 Srldgre Motlce.

The Bridge will be closed for traffic on
Tuesday, the 3rd August, 1880, from

10-30 A. M. to 1-30 T. M.
G. H. SIMMONS,

a-53 SeerntHrv to the Bridge Commisaionere,

SR. J. O. ANSSasON,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhubrumtollah Street,

May be oonanlted at all bours dally.

At home from 11 to 12 a. m.)

Family engagements in and about Entally under
special rrangements. a-7

ITotlo.

All private communications for the Proprietor
of the Indian Mirror and the Sunday Mir)'or

hould be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumtollah Street.

COOK AND CO.

Crushed Food for Horses.
Price Rfi. 2-10 per md.
Cattle Food Rs. 2

{ Chaff,

Silver Cream.

For plating articles of Brass or Copper with-

out the aid of a Battery, and for silvering

Harness mounting, &c., as well as for cleaning all

kinds of silver and plated articles.

This preparation is guaranteed not to contain the

slightest trace of mercury, and from the simplicity

of its application supersedes anything of the kind
ever before introduced, it being only necessary to

rub it over the article (Copper and Brass), with a

piece of rag or the fingers, and polish with a

chamois leather in order to produce a coating of

pure Silver.

As this Cream deposits a coating of pure Metal-

lic Silver, articles of that metal cleaned with it in-

crease in weight and value in proportion to the

amount of coating received.

Price Re, 1 2 and Rs. 2 4 per bottle, packing

As. 4.

Remittance made in postage stamos should

carry one anna extra per Rupee to cover discount.

Agents for the Manufacturers,
HOWARD & CO.,

0.11 Barrackpore.

XKDXA aSNSB.AX< STEA3SI HAVX.
OATZOK COIMEPAH’S’. *‘Z.X>.”

SOHOKNK, KilbURK & Co .—Managtny Agents,

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward every Saturday.
tHK Str. Simla will leave

Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,

the 30th instant.

Cargo will be received attheCompany’s Qodowns,
Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

29th instant.
K Str. Lahore will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
’ day, the 1st August.

Cargo ^^11 be received at the Company’s

Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 30th instant.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train

of Saturday, the 31st instant.

OAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar

downward eve 'y Thursday.
fpHE StT, Silchar will leave

Jl Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

'day, the 3rd August.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-

dowi 3
,
Nin'toHah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,

the 2nd proximo.
For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4, Faiblir Place, » G. J. Scott,

Oalcatta, 28th July, 1880. {
Secretary,

a-1

mZVBSS STBAM HAVZOATZOM
CO.. “ZiZMZTBD.”

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly

from Olcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

The Steamer Scinde will

leave Calcutta for Assam
on Friday, the 30th instant.

Str. Indore will leave

Goalundo for Assam on
Saturday, the 29th instant.

For further information regarding rates of

(reighti or pasiage.* apply to
“ .51)11 ^ MAONBILL & CO. '

a.2

Rs. 2-10 per md.
j

Rs. 2 per md.>
Re. 1-8 per md.)

Exclusive

of

bags.

a-9

The Indian Student’s Companion
TO

AKITHMETIC.
(Being a collection of nearly all the Examina-

tion Papers in Arithmetic of the Indian Univer-

sities, &c., with Answers.) Price with Postage

As, 1.3. To be had only of Messrs. D. N. Ghosh
& Co. The Central Library, 67, College Street.

fl-65

Heady ! Heady ! ! Ready ! !

!

“ THE SECOND" AND “ CHEAP EDITION''

OP

•‘SBCHSTS OF SUCCESS AT
BUSINESS”

(Published principally for tbe use of
Native gentlemen.)

This is a first class guide book for those de-

sirous of entering into, and succeeding
at, business ;

with practical hints, etc. Price with
postage. As. 9 only.

Please apply early, very few copies printed.

“ Weekly Advertiser” Office,

SERAMPORE. 889

CAZ.CUTTA BOOK DEPOT.
The following Books may be had for cash only :

Rs. As. P.
Civil Court Manual, by Mr. Cranenburgh... 8 8 0
The Unrepealed Bengal Regulation, by
Mr. Cranenburgh ... 8 8 0

Criminal Court Assistant, by Mr. Craneu-
burgli ... 4 4 0

Civil Procedure Code,by Mr. Cranenbnrgh 4 4 0
The Unrepealed Acts of the Bengal Coun-

cil, by Mr. Cranenburgh ... 5 8 0
Notes on the Indian Penal Code ...*1 2 0
Secrets of Success at the Bar ... 1 1 0
The Evidence Act, by Mr. Cranenburgh... 12 0
Mahomedan Law ... 0 8 0

Apply to

RY MOHUN SEN & COUSINS,
No. 134, Shedoshur Chunder's Lane, Champatolla,

«-66 CALCUTTA.

NETTROXIOX.L DAT dc GO.,

IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND
COMMISSION AGENTS.

4 & 6, Hare Street, Oalcntta.

American Kerosine Oil
Of the Brightest Quality, per case ... Rs. 4 8

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz, to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 25
Packets to the case, per case

Burmah Cigars.
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 3, per 1,000

Coconada Cigars.

Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100
Do. small (do.)

” Babington”No. 1 (do.)

Do. No. 1

Do. small

Burmah”
” Leisure Hour”
*' Medium size”

” Queen”
” Half Hour”

Chlorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne ... „ 0 12

Spirits.
Methylated and Cautchicened ... ,, 2 8
Pure for Medicine ... ... „ 3 0
Absolute Alchohol ... ... „ 4 0

Terms '. Cash only.
^ NETTROLOLL DAY k CO.,

i &rext^ OultmUa,

Burmah Cigars, Cigarettes, and
Tobacco, good quality.

MADE OP

SAGRIELL & CO.’S

Selected Leaves,

Sagriel’s Shape Cigars No. Al. Ea. 12 8 per l,f00
Do. do. ,, A2, „ 10 8'

Silk Ties do. „ Bl. „ 9 8
Do. do. ,, B2. „ 8 0
Do. do. „ B.3. „ 7 0

Moulmein Cigars
,, Cl. ,, 14 0

Do. do. ,, C2. „ 11 8
Do. do, „ C3. „ 9 8

Manilla shaped „ Dl. ,, 15 S
Do. „ D2. „ 10 8
Do. „ D3. „ 8 8

Havanah shaped „ El. „ 14 0
Do.

Tiffin Cigars

Do.

El.

;; E2.

M FI.
12 8
9 s

tf
F2.

Biy J(- Long Size Havana Se

Manilla Shape
Do. do.

8 0

16 0
15 0

>•

l>

ft

f>

ft

ft

ft

ft

9f

tf

Coconada Cigars No. S. ••• ft 8 8 0

T. Long and Thin • if 15 to 0
Lunka „ ,, H. tt 9 8 0
Office Burmah ,, I. • •• ff 7 to 0
Dollyvardon „ J. ••• »> 12 to 14

Do, ,, K. ••• »f 10 8 0
Cigarettes „ L. • •• )| 9 to 0

Do. „ M. • •• •» 13 to 0
Honey dew Tobacco 4, 6 and 6 sticks

to the lb. at 10 to 14 as.

Cavendish Tobacco O-lO to 0-12 lb.

Gold Leaf 1st quality

Do. 2nd „ ... 1 to 1-8

Apply to

FRAMJEE & SONS,
Calcutta.

Agents in Up-country,

Pirozepore.

Lucknow.
Benares,

Jamsetji and Sons
Nouroji & Co.,

Framji & Co.,

Harjubhoy & Co. Cawnpere.
Rustomji Fnrdoonji and Sons ... Nassirabad.
Rustomji Furdoonji and Son
Jamasji and Sons
Pistonji & Co.
The Railway Co-operative So-

ciety

Messrs. Richardson & Co.
Noaroji, Manacji & Co.

Ajmeer.
Rawul Pindi.

Jbansee.

Allahabad.
Allahabad.
Pyzabad: a-68

n
It

2
10

THE INDIAN 9IZRHOR.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(In Advance.)

Town.

ft

tf

Rs. As, P.

2 8 0
0 0
0
0

6
12
24

0
0

For One Month
„ Three Months

Six Months
Twelve Months

N. B .—The above includes subscription to the
Sunday Edition,

(Single Copy Two Annas.)

M ofussil

,

For One Month • • • 3 6 0
,, Three Months • « • 8 0 0

12 8
,, Six Months • • • 16 0 0
,, Twelve Months • •1 32 0 0

Foreign.

tt 30 0 For Twelve Months (via Southamoton) 48 6 0

20 0
,, ,, (via Brindisi) • •• 64 10 0

tt Sunday Edition.

it 12 0 ( Both for Town and Mofussil, )

For One Month ••• 1 0 0

If 3 8 ,
Three Months ... ... ••• 2 8 0

99 2 0 „ Six Months 5 0 0

91 2 0 „ Twelve Months... • • • 10 0 0

99 1 12 ( Single Copy Four Annas. )

It 1 4 Foreign.

ft 1 0 For Twelve Months ^via Southamoton) 12 7 0
tt 1

1

8
A ,, ,, (via Brindisi) • • • 14 14 0

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas oer line.

No Advertisement charged for i^ than a

Ruoee.
For speciai contract rates appiy to the Manager.
N. B ,—All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor,

Printed and published for the Proprietor by W. C. j

SooR, at the Sen Press, at No, 2, Britinn
Street, Calcutta ,
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KEUTER’S TBEEG-R aids.

London, 7th August.

Lord Claud Haiuilton, the Conservative
candidate, was elected yesterday for Liverpool
in the place of Lord Ramsay by a large
majority, defeating Mr. Piimsoll.

Sir Hercules Robinson, Governor of New
Zealand, has been appointed Governor of
Cape Colony.

The Earl of Lytton arrived at Portsmouth
yesterday.

The Orontes and Euphrates troopships
left Portsmouth on the 3rd and 6th re-
spectively.

London, 6th August.

In the House of Commonas this evening
the Chief Secretary for Ireland, in reply to a
question, said that disorders in Ireland were
not apprehended, and that though troops
would occupy the districts,where agrarian out-
rages took place, they would only replace the
drafts sent to India.

The 'Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs
in reply to a question, said that the great
Powers were considering what further steps
should be taken on the question of the
Greek Frontier.

(Editorial

Mi8PORTUNE,we read,has overtaken George
Eliot and her husband on their wedding tour.
Mr. John Cross was,at the last accounts,lying
ill of typhoid fever at Venice.

;o:-

The Government of India has ordered the
extension of poppy cultivation to the Agra,
Muttra, Alighur and Moradabad districts!
This does notiseem to be a proper policy for
Lord Ripon’s Government to pursue.

:o; ^

Dr. Fhillips, who, we believe, is a medical
missionary, has done a brave thing by means
of a br»ve deed, iie hss con?erted a numhci

of villagers inMidnapore by destroying a deep-
rooted superstition. Their village was pester-
ed by monkeys who could not be killed. Dr.
P. took courage and shot a dozen or more
of them. The result, he said, was miraculous.
It was soon followed by the conversion of
numbers of villagers ! Some of the statements
made by missionaries are exceedingly queer.

:o:

The Bishop of Liverpool, who lately pro-
tested against the appointment of Lord
Ripon, has, we observe, been protested against,
though on different grounds. Canon Ryle,
it seems, has “ committed matrimony” no
less than four times, and a good churchman
of his diocese whose feelings have been very
much hurt by these proofs of His Lordship’s
fondness for the marriage state, implored His
Grace the Archbishop of York to inter-

pose to prevent the scandal that would be
caused, if the Canon was consecrated. The
Archbishop wisely declined to interfere.

Elsewhere we publish a very interesting
account of the passion-play at Oberammergau.
A perusal of it will convince every one that
institutions like it are always very powerful
developihg in the devotional spirit of a people.

We have been struck with the unanimity of
the approbation bestowed upon the simple
villagers by all the visitors to their valley,

and the reason why they are so deeply reli-

gious, is that they keep the life of the founder
of their church so prominently before their
eyes. One performance of the Christian tra-

gedy, even if given at the end of ten years,
does more to strengthen the faith and purify
the lives of the people than hundreds or
thousands of sermons in succession. One fact

strikes us. The fact that idol worship is so
largely and powerfully prevalent in India,
may be traced to a similar cause* The jatra
in India may be made the instrument for the
conversion of thousands.

:o:

Mr. Lepel GRrPEiN at a Durbar held at
Cabul, is reported to have said:—“We fought
you in the field, whenever you opposed us,
but your religion has been in no way interfer-
red with, your honor and your women have
been respected, everyone has been in secure
possession of his property. Whatever has
bedn necessary to support the army has been
liberally paid for. Since I came to Cabul, I
have been in daily intercourse with you, but I
never hetrd an Afghan make a complaint of
the conduct of any soldier, English or Native,
belbnging to Her Majesty’s army. The British
Govenment has been always well-disposed to-
wardsAfghanistan. You all know how it sup-
ported and assisted the former rulers of the
coutitry. It has no other wish than your
happiness and prosperity

;
it is with this

object alone that to-day it recognises Sirdar
Abilul Rahman Khan as Amir of Cabul.”,
Tb»^e pacific utterances had, however, no
rff^ct upon the people

; and they won^t have

as long as a single British soldier is found
within the four corners of Afghanistan.

:o:

Principles once adopted should never be
abandoned, especially when they relate to
the constitution of public representative
bodies and involve the question of rights.
Calcutta has got the.principle of municipal re-
presentation, and though the annual strictures
of the Lieutenant-Governor may point to a day
when the elective system may be abolished
we think it is the clear duty of the public never
to allow the principle, once obtained, to be
needlessly sacrificed. There need be no half-
heartedness in the matter. If representative
government be good in the abstract in the
case of any civilized community, let us not
do away with it, merely because the first

experiment has not been wholly success-
ful. The elective system of Calcutta,
we admit, does not often attract the
righ sort of people. But that • is on
reason why the principle is to be given up.
Let us amend the constitution,improve it, en-
.deavour to make it attractive. But why should
we abolish it? It is difficult always to obtain
concessions from Government. When one has
been secured, let us see that we do not heed-
lessly abandon it.

:o:

Mr. Ram Chundbr Bose describes in the
columns of the Lucknow Witness some of the
wonders he sees in America, which he calls

the land of the magicians. He says:

An American goes to the house of a neighbor,
pushes in the knocker, and, perhaps, mutters an
incantation, and a bell rings somewhere within
the house, and spares him the trouble of bawling
out, or rummaging every nook and corner of a
large enclosure in quest of an orderly to take' in a
message. An A merican wishes to go up to the
highest floor of a six-storied house, whistles and
perhaps, mutters an incantation, and down comes
a ponderous wooden frame-work, justly called an
Elevator, and spares him the trouble of clearing a
number of stair-cases one after another. An
American travels amid magnificent scenery
in a first-class railway carriage, justly call-
ed a Palace car, and finds himself seated
on a beautifully cushioned seat in a well-
furnished wooden palace better by far than the
celebrated car of Jagannath, and decidedly better
fitted to display superhuman power. He is hungry,
and up rises a table with miraculus rapidity with
all kinds of viands, clean and uncleao,tastefnlIy ar-
ranged on a milk-white sheet spread over it. He
wishes to’sleep,informs the waiter, and that .gentle-
man gets up and perhaps waves his wand and lo !

thel seats are in the twinking almost of an eye
chataged into hanging beds furnished with mattrcM-
es, pillows and blankets, all arranged as in elegant
homes, and separated from one another by means
of Screens which meet all the requirements of bed-
room privacy.

:o.*—

—

Mr. Bradlaugh, we quote i the London
letter of the Indo-European Correspondence^
has been informed that for every vote he re-
cords in the House of Commons, he' will be
served with a writ suing him for a penalty
of JB500 for voting without being entitled tb
do *80 . Two such writs have been already
served, the second beingi banded to*Mr. Brad-
laagli on the threshold of the House oa
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Monday evening. Mr. Bradlangh was ex-
tremely indignant, and demanded the name
of the gentleman who handed him the writ.
The gentleman gave his card, ‘ Mr. Barton
Brown of the firm of Barton Brown and
Co., Solicitors.’ Mr. Bradlangh then asked
on whoso behair the writ was served,
and he was told Mr. Cecil Barry
was the plaintiflf. Mr. Bradlangh then
denonnced Mr. Brown’s condnct in meeting
him on the very threshold of the Honse as
indecent, irregular and in the last degree
improper. He desired to know how it was that
the writ had not been served on him at his
private honse, but he w &*3 informed that his
address was not known. Mr. Bradlangh then
opened the writ, and found that his address
was there stated in full. The scene at the
door of the House attracted notice, and
mr a time there was considerable commotion
in the lobby. It is likely the attention
of the House will be called to the matter on
Mr. Bradlaugh’s behalf.

Mb. Dall is kind enough to reply to our
observations on his letter in our last. He says
that a religious atheist, who merely errs
in judgment, is better than a liar, adul-
terer or swindler. Well, we do not
think any choice is necessary in this case,
for both are equally bad. Sin is as dans'er-
ous as atheism. May we ask, however, what
Mr. Dall means by religious atheism ?
According to his own letter published in
these columns last week, atheism discards
the distinction between right and wrong, and
he defended Mr. Bradlangh as having
some sort of religion latent in him, since he
is such a good man. Well, in that case, a
religious atheist must be a piece of absurdity.
Our own opinion we hold to be more logical,
for we are of those who believe that atheism
and morality cannot exist together. It hap-
pens that men are sometimes better
than their creeds, and that education,
good breeding and early association may
explain the phenomenon of a moral
atheist. But taking men as groups, as a
community, we certainly hold that the
effect of a solemn denial of God
upon those group, or upon that com-
munity is demoralising and corrupt. Con-
sidered in his relation to society or in reference
to the far-reaching effects of his example and
precept, an atheist is as dangerous to public
well-being as a liar or an adulteror.

;o?

OuB missionaries are supported by the
Brahmo Somaj of India Mission OflSce, which
means that a certain amount of money comes
to the Manager of that Office from certain
sources, for example, public subscriptions and
the sale of books and periodicals. It happens
sometimes that this money does not come up
to the requisite amount. What is done
under the circumstances ? Does the Mission
Office borrow ? No, borrowing is strictly

prohibited, for it is against the principle,

Do not think for the morrow. So without
borrowing a pice, the Manager goes on
daily distributing what he has, according to
a settled proportion. This proportion is

duly observed, for some of the missionaries
have large families and some have
none. All of them get on an average
Rs. 15 per mensem. As they are most of
them vegetarians, the style of living is not
rich, but extremely frugal and simple. Most
of them have got houses now, so there is

nothing incurred for rent, except what has
to be given for taxes, &c. Their sons re-
ceive education at the Albert School, and
their girls at the Metro^.olitan Female

(III V

School, and a kind physician or two general-
ly take care of their health. The Brahmo
community is, on the whole, generous to its

missionaries. Whenever an appeal is

made (for example the appeal lately made
for clothing), it is readily and cheerfully re-

sponded to. We may say that no movement
has hitherto failed for want of support. If
there has been a failure, it must be attributed
to the indolence or negligence of the workers
themselves. The missionaries devote the
best part of the day, namely, morning, to pray-
ers which they perform in company with the
minister. At 12 or 1 o’clock in the day they
come to the Mission Office whero a large

amount of business has to be gone through,
borne go about seeing friends and collecting

subscriptions, many do literary work, some
manage the accounts, one of them has lately

undertaken the duty of giving moral instruc-
tions to the pupils of the Albert School.
They work till evening, when they disperse.
Some have to visit friends, some to

conduct services, and so on. By 8 or 9 o’clock
in the evening they gather in the room of
their minister, where they talk together on a
variety of subjects, chiefly religions. Nothing
IS thought to he too mean for discussion.
Religion, sociology, ethics, politics, edu-
cation, their own household affairs, all come
in for their regular share. Some times the
table-talk is transformed into a lively dis-

cussion which lasts through the whole sit-

ting. Sometimes questions are asked for
the destruction of doubt or difficulties.

Sometimes none of them find suitable topics
for talk, and then they have to depart
deploring that a night is lost. Since the
recent pilgrimages it has been decided that
these friendly sittings should not be pro-
longed to a late hour. Just as the clock
strikes 11, the minister rings a bell which
is taken to be the signal for departure.
Thus the day’s labor is finished. Our mis-
sionaries, who receive no salaries, enjoy
the fullest liberty in all respects. But
at very step they are exposed to deep
trials of principle, and these test them
very severely. It has been found, however,
that the Lord never fails to provide for his

>

servants. Money comes unexpectedly, and
help reaches them when they do not lookfor it.

The experience of many years has tended to
confirm the belief that the principle of never
thinking for the morrow, announced eighteen
hundred years ago, is strictly and literally
true, provided there is faith enough to enable
a person to abide by it.

NON EST.

Not long ago a young man between thirty
and thirty.five was missing in some city in

Europe. As he was well known and highly
distinguished for the uncommon saintliness
of his character, and as he was honored and
loved in almost every Christian family, a
great deal of interest was awakened in the
event,and a most careful and thorough search
was demanded everywhere. The loss was
keenly felt,especially by those who were in the
habit of seeing him frequently and enjoying his
company. They had become so fond of him
that they found it impossible to endure
existence without him. Life seemed un-
bearable in the absence of so good and
familiar a friend. Upon many a heart his

very features, so tender, so graceful, had left

an indelible impression never to be effaced
;

and as men and women recalled that sweet
face, they wept and cried in bitter agony, as

if their very heart-strings had been lacerated

and one extremely dear and near to them had
been snatched away. The very thought
proved a death-blow to many that probably
this universal favorite had disappeared never
to come again. A few among the more
thoughtless classes consoled themselves by
surmising that the missing youth would turn

up again. But the general opinion was dif-

ferent. The bereaved and sorrowing heart

seemed to say, Alas ! that precious soul will

never return to cheer us ! The Christian

home looked desolate, the Christian church
seemed dismal and cheerless. The seat which
the missing youth used to occupy in churches
and chapels was vacant, and it drew tears

from every eye that looked at it. With a

view to institute the fullest inquiry into the

matter, a number of devout and intelligent

men, representing all classes of the com-
munity, were organized into a Commission
of Inquiry. The various Governments were
officially requested to render the needful

help. Catholics, Protestants of all deno-
minations, Unitarians and advanced thinkers

interested in the matter all promised
to assist. The neighbouring cities and
villages were diligently searched. Every
public institution and private dwelling-

house, every street and lane, every church
and library, every garden and villa, every

hill and dale underwent the most searching

investigation. The Police also rendered con-

siderable help, and sent sharp detectives to

those places which the youth was wont to

visit. All sorts of suspicions were afloat.

Poisoned, drowned, murdered, accidental death

or deliberate retirement from the world?

—

or what ? The search went on for months
together, but in vain. No clue was
found, and a feeling of despair seemed
to settle fast on the community. It
was seriously believed that the missing
youth was nowhere, and that he had
somehow departed this life. About this

time an insane-looking man came from the
far east and related mysterious stories about
the youth. The idiot pointed to the firma-

ment above, and tears of joy flowed down
his cheeks. He danced and exulted, and
exultingly exclaimed, “ Gone home.”
Beyond this he said nothing else, though
pressed hard by the inhabitants of the disolate

city. Nobody could catch the meaning of the
strange exclamation. “Gone home !”—where?
What may it mean ? The strange look-
ing foreigner was about to be made over
to the custody of the Police when he drew
a sharp knife and instantly plunged it into his

own arm. Every body was horrified to see

the bleeding man, but amazement was upon
every face when the drops of his blood being
exposed to light reflected clearly the image
of the missing youth. A number of people
shouted forth indignantly.—“ A ferocious

cannibal. Kill him!” The lunatic piteously

exclaimed,—“ Don’t,” and then added in

strange accents,—“ Ye deluded men of this

city of infatuation, ye saw an optical de-

lusion which ye believed to be a person.

A broken light from above, it has gone
and merged into its source. He was on
earth awhile. Ye honored it, and loved it and
gave it a pre-eminently high place in your
churches. Ye spoke of it as Second Person,
but it was only a reflection of the First

Person, and to prove this it instantly

soared high, and gave itself back to the
Substance from which it came. In vain ye
seek the youth on earth. He is not here.

He cannot be here. He is one with his

Father, not two. Kill your bad arithmetic

which maketh one two,and see the son in the
Father. Adieu.” And the man went away.
Thos who heard him were not wiser,

'
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THE BATTLE OF THE ALPHABETS.

The Government of Bengal has done well

in prohibiting the use of the Persian alphabet

in official writings in the province of Behar.
Wherever English is not resorted to,the official

vernacular should be written in what is

called the Kaitbi character. On first thought
this resolution of Government may not appear
to possess any importance. But when we con-
sider the hitherto artificial character of educa-
tion in Behar,the fact that for years the people

of that Province have been quietly forgetting

their own vernacular and been taught to

recognise English or Urdu as the only
medium of communication to their rulers, we
must wonder at the nature of the artificial

pressure which is generally brought to bear

upon the question of Indian civilization.

Just conceive that millions of people were
so long compelled to forget the alphabet
which they had learnt in their infancy

;
just

conceive what it would have been, if we,
Bengalis, had been told to forget our own
alphabet and use the Persian in all our com-
munications and business writing. We are

sure this would have entailed an injustice, a
mischief to the cause of vernacular literature,

wnich it would have been hard to

repair. The popular alphabet, like the

people’s language, is the medium through
which the sentiments of the people find an easy
outlet. To stop this natural charnel of com-
munication is to atop the spontaneous growth
and outcome of the heart’s own desires and
feelings. It is, moreover, quite true that the
nature of the medium often affects the mental
constitution in a remarkable manner. The con-
stant employment of a foreign language ren-
ders unnatural the whole course of a man’s
thoughts and reflections. It involves an
injustice and, moreover, it serves as a clog to

tlie easy development of the Behari intellect.

We observe that very angry feelings have been
raised in Behar in consequence of the sup-
pression of the Persian alphabet. Whatever the

motives of those who have petitioned against

the measure, we confess we have no sympathy
for them. In a question which involves
justice to thousands and is calculated to

stimulate the growth of a healthy vernacular
literature, we may afford to forget or overlook
the inconveniences caused by the introduc-

tion of a new alphabet. Not that we our-

selves like the Kaiihi or Nagri character
very much

;
if a common Indian alphabet

were wanted, we should prefer Deva Nagri,
instead of Nagri. Wbat we say is that we feel

a relief as we contemplate the gradual dis-

appearance of the Persian alphabet—an
alphabet which we dislike from the bottom
of our heart, an alphabet almost stenogra-

phic in character and very difficult to master
by an ordinary learner. It cannot bear com-
parison for a moment with our infinitely supe-
rior, comprehensive and scientific alphabet.

While on this subject, we may notice a well

written paper on the subject, written by
Mr. Grierson in the last Calcutta Review.
Tire writer, while approving this issue

of the battle of the alphabets, contends
that Government ought to go further, and
should take care that the language which
the people use should be one which they

may easily understand. He argues that in

tliis sense neither Urdu nor Hindi is the

language of the people. The structure

of both is the same, the only differ-

ence being that while tlie former is being

daily encumbered with Persian worda, the

latter gets an equal accession of Sans-

krit terras. But Hindi, be says, is the ver

nacular of no portion of Upper India.
It exists nowhere, the real vernaculars
being Braj Bhasha, Maithill, Magadhi, Bhoj-
puri, &c. According to the writer, Govern-
ment ought to abandon Hindi, and substitute

any one of these vernaculars as the court lan-

guage of a considerable portion of Upper
India—a view the reasonableness of which wo
may have to consider hereafter.

THE RELIGION OP HUMANITY.

A FEW months ago we criticised certain

utterances of Mr. Moncure D. Conway, the

minister of the South Place Chapel, Fins-
bury,on the nature of man’s religious instincts

and his relations with God. We have now
before us a discourse by the same author on
the question. What is the Religion of

Humanity ? We believe Mr. Conway
is a Theist, and hence his views on
the fundamental positions of our creed,

must possess at all times a certain

interest. We regret to say we cannot sub-
scribe to all those views, and as we sincerely

believe he has taken a mistaken estimate,

of man’s religious nature, we shell in this

place cursorily glance over some of the posi-

tions held by him, and point out where we
differ from him, Mr, Conway makes
humanity both the starting-point and goal of

his investigation, and in doing this he seems
to part company from those Theists
who begin with God and finish their

careers by returniag to God. Here is the
great difference between the theistic position

held by us and the humanitarian one so ably
represented by Mr, Oonwav. To us

God is everywhere. The universe lives,

moves, and has its being in Him. Nature
and the soul are only the reflections of His
glorious majesty and mercy. Whatever is

true and of good report comes from Him,
and even what appears terrible and evil in

nature becomes suddenly transformed into

good, when seen through the glass of His
merciful nature. The progress of Humanity
is heavenward, and its best hopes are

realised when it seeks to associate

itself with His high and perfect nature,
Mr. Conway reverses this picture, and
represents God as foregoing gradually
His evil attributes and becoming comprehen-
sible in so far as He is represented in man’s
moral nature. This “eartljward pilgrimage”
of God forms the singular doctrine in Mr.
Conway’s new creed. We shall here quote a

few passages taken at random to explain what
this pilgrimage consists in. They begin with
a definition of humanity. Thus ;

—

“Thflt which we call “ Humanity” is the totality
of all that is moral in nature

; all that distinguish-
es and chooses, which discriminates right from
wrong, good from evil, where all nature not human
is unmoral— gives equal support to good and bad.”

“All history is the history of the war of mankind
against external nature

; when we go beyond his-
tory to tradition, and behind tradition to mytholo-
gy, we find this and only this—man combating
Actic frost and torrid heat, tempest and flood,
the barrenness, the ferocities of the earth, the piti-
less cruelties of the pestilential and the rainless
atmosphere. That siege of man against nature has
never been relaxed

;
it goes on still

;
and in that

time man has learned that his own nature repres
sents all that is moral in the universe he can com-
prehend. But during all this war man’s sentiments
were on the side of his great adversary. He sang
hymns to the sun which consumed him,to the storm
which beat upon him; evoked a vast array of
deities out of the elements, and prostrating himself
before them in one moment, in the next arose to
fight and conquer their cruelty.”
“We might, indeed, go through the whole list of

dogmas that make up what is called religion, and
we should find them to be a rough translation of
nature’s roughness

; not religion at all, because

confusing good and evil ;
unrelated to the moral

sentiment
; a crude primitive science, or attempt

at a scientific theory of nature. Those which were
anciently deities personifying the inorganic aspects
of nature, are now abstract dogmas refiecting the
same thing

; and as when they were deities or de-
mons, so now when they have become dogmas,
they represent precisely all that part of nature
which it is the business of humanity to resist,

restrain, or even exterminate.”
“But, itmay be asked, and it isUhe anxious ques-

tion of many hearts, is there no God of nature, no
God in nature ? Is there no power above ourselves
—or power not ourselves—that makes for

righteousness ? And, if there be none, are we not
orphans? Are we not robbed of all heart and hope
in our struggle with earthly evil, having no cer-
tainty of ultimate success ?

“The Religion of Humanity answers,Yes, there is

a God in nature, a God and ruler of nature
; but

that divine parent is nowhere discoverable except
in the spirit of humanity. You may cry for help
to glowing suns and circling stars, to gravitation
and electricity, to ocean and sky, or to all of them
together

,
but no help or ray of pity will you get,

until you have turned to lean on the heart and arm
of human love aud strength. For these are the
answers of the universe to your cry. The proof of
love in nature outside you is a loving heart inside

you.”
“When the orthodox talk of God becoming man,

we have only to say,—Let him be a real man, and
we can believe on him. Remove from him the
theologid costume of miracle, of unforgiving last

day wrath, of ceremonial and ritual preserved from
the ancient worship of the elements by cowed and
terrified barbarians; give us the great heart and
brain, the real man as he was, ally him with the
grand work of humanity on earth, unitd him with
his true brothers, his peers of every age and race,

and be sure there will be no heart on earth which
shall fail to surround him with love and homage !

’

“In this religion have the prophets and sages
lived and died ;

and this will remain for ever the
religion of the faithful and true,the helpful and the
just, when all our controversies have died away.
When the dogmatic systems have taken their place
among other relics of antiquated philosophy, there

will still be growing and expanding in the earth
the religion of humanity,—the hatred of pain,which
suuerstition worshipped ; hatred of all sacrifice of

human welfare ;
passionate horror of all evil, and

that which inflicts suffering
;
passionate love of all

that promotes welfare ;
concentration of all powers

within and without to the humanisation of man
and his world ;

and the immortal hope that Hum-
anity will survive for ever, conquer all evil, attain

perfect knowledge and joy. This religion will

flourish over the graves cf all idols and creeds,—
and this is the Religion of Humanity.”

This is then Mr. Conwav’s work—to bring

down from His throne Jehovah, the God
of thunder and vengeance, the unjust

and vindictive God of the creds and
in place of the religion associated

with his name establish what he calls the

religion ot humanity. With much of

what he says against the arithropomor-

pnism of the prevalent faiths and the imper-

fect character ascribed to the Deity we perfect-

ly agree. But we regret to see that he has

stopped here, and does not propose to give us

any other God worth the name. Having
brought the reigningDivinity on an earthward

pilgrimage, he does not himself go on
a heavenward pilgrimage, and there find the

real God of hnmanity. Like all the thinkers

of the period, he is most successful in destroy-

ing, and signally fails where the work
of reconstruction is to be gone through.

After having smashed the existing faiths,

he proposes a religion which has not

even any legs to stand upon. For what
he calls the religion of humanity is

nothing but an element of self-sufficiency

added to the unaided moral nature of man

—

nothing but a supreme confidence, that

man can without God progress towards per-

fection. He admits there is a place for God
in his system. “ But that parent is no-

where discoverable except in the spirit of hu-

manity.” A poor substitute after all for that

which he has demolished. After agreeing

with Mr. Conway in the purely destructive

part of his discourse, we find, when we come
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to examine the positive creed which he

offers, that there are two sad failings which
explain why he has found so small a room
for God in his system , One is his intense

pessemism, the theory that nature is a vast

storehouse of evil which it is the province of

man’s higher nature to combat and
destroy. It is this that led the late John
Stuart Mill so hopelessly astray in his in-

vestigation about God and religion, and it

is this which leads his theistic disciple, Mr.

Conway, so hopelessly astray in his

definition of Divinity. Nature being an

evil, there is really no room for God in

all the phenomena that surround us.

The material world becomes godless.

The beauty, the sublimity, the rich evi-

dences of design and benevolence which

we see everywhere, the fine machinery

of law under which forces mutually anta-

gonistic and contradictory are beautifully

adjusted and harmonised—all these depart

from a system which sees evil in every

object. The sun that dazzles and en-

livens is meant only to “ consume

the river, which murmurs so grace-

fully and feeds us so abundantly,

only overflows and destroys
;

the wind

that conveys glad tidings of health and joy,

is nothing but an agent of death. In

fact, it is everywhere “ man combat-

ing Arctic frost and torrid heat, tempest

and flood, the barrenness, the ferocities of

the earth, the pitiless cruelties of the

pestilential and the rainless atmosphere.”

No wonder if God finds such a place

too hot for Him and willingly deserts

an abode where there is nothing but misery,

blight and death. Having driven Him
from nature, Mr. Conway ought to

have given Him a local habitation. But he

tells us that God is “nowhere discoverable

except in the spirit of humanity.” We can

know, he says,nothing ofHim except what our

own moral nature chooses to tell us. So that

banished from the external world, our heaven

ly Father has to depend for His existence

upon our sweet will and pleasure. It is we

that work, we that combat
;
nature becomes

polished and refined through our exertions
;

and it is when we progress that He pro-

gresses also. As for any spirit of resignation

or obedience, guidance or help, he tells us no-

thing about it. So that, like nature, human-
ity also becomes virtually godless. We do
not say that this is what Mr. Conway
means. But when morality is made to

depend upon man, and God upon morali-

ty, when no communication is held

to be necessary between man and the creator

the necessity for a Divine Being is not so

readily acknowledged as might be wished. The
religion of humanity, indeed, is the religion of

fine feelings, the “ hatred of pain,” the

“passionate horror of all evi>,” and the

“passionate love of all that promotes wel-

fare and it has nothing to do with those

forms of piety which go by the names of

devotion, prayer, adoration, thanksgiving

and resignation. It is man’s efiort that

brings him immunity from evil, not divine

grace. Thus there is absolutely no

room for a benevolent Father in nature,

and virtually none, so far as active

work is concerned, in the spirit of man.
What, then, we ask, is the necessity for a

Divine Power ? Mr. Conway’s pamphlet

gives us no answer to this question. To
the devout Hindu there is no con-

solation in this dreary creed. Humanity

maybe the omnipotent and self-sufficing cause

of God. It may turn wild nature info a

piece of obedient machinery ; it may cou-
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vert the world into a garden and paradise

;

it may render society a happy faternity, and
transform every form of chaos into order.
But the devout heart disdains to associate
itself with a plan that recognises no
providence. Even paradise is a hell and
the best regulated society a desert, if
there be no divinity to enliven and gladden
it. In fact, without God the religion of
humanity is a splendid nothing. We
may ardently descant upon its beauty,
rapturously speak of its blessings

;
the ear-

nest God-seeking soul refuses to recognise
in it anything but a solemn dream.
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I Advertisement.]
To be had at Wo. 6, College

Square, Calcutta.
(1.) First volume of Bengali Sermons in the

Brahma Mandir, containing 50 Sermons. Price
Ks. 2.

delivered by the Minister
at the Town Hall, bound in one volume. Price
Ke. 1.

A
God-Vision in the 19th century. Price

Iphmo fomaj

Next Sunday the usual monthly service takes
place in the Brahma Mandir, commencing at
7-30 A, M.

The pilgrims are requested to assemble to-day
at the Lily College at 8-30 Am., when they will
start on the proposed pilgrimage to Jesus Christ.
The past week was a week of preparation.

One hundred copies of the new and popular
edition of Channing’s complete Works have been
kindly presented to the Brahmo Soyiaj of India
by the Rev. R. Spears, London. Our warmest
thanks are due to the donor. Ohauning is a
favorite study among the Brahmos.

The Epic of the New Dispensation is already
in the press, and will, it is expected, be out in
time for the approaching festival in connection
with the anniversary of the consecration of the
Brahma Mandir, Of the merits of the work those
who have seen the MSS. speak highly. It is sure
to command a large sale. Price 1 Rupee.

We have to record with heartfelt sorrow the
death of one of the most earnest and devout
members of the Gya Brahmo Somaj. His at-
tachment to the cause of the New Dispensation
was sincere, and the late agitation never affected
hia fidelity. He used to take great interest in
Buddhism. The death of Baba Ishan Chunder
Bose is mourned by a large circle of friends.

BRAHMO PULPIT.

GOD AS ASCETIC *

We regret to learn that Jabalpore is now
without a Brahmo Somaj. There was a Somaj
at this place, hut, as usual with all organisations
out of Bengal with which Bengalis are connected,
it has been broken up with the disappearance,
by transfer to other stations, of the principal
office-bearers. Every Brahmo Somaj ought to
be of indigenous growth. We know that whereve
this has been the case, the institution has also
eecome permanent.

BhAi AmritA Lal Bose arrived at Bangalore
oil the 19th ultimo, having halted at many
places between Calcutta and his destination.
Our friend complains of the travelling arrange-
ments of the G, I. P. Railway, which, he says, are
far inferior to those of any other railway he had
travelled by. We are glad to know that he
had some thing to make up for the trials and
fatigues of his journey by the very cordial recep-
tion he met with from his Bengalore friends.
About 50 members of the local Somaj waited
at the station to receive him with presents
of garlands and lemons. When he got into
the carriage, a regular procession was formed, and
he was taken to the Girls’ School and Somaj house,
constructed at sole expense of Mr. Uppavu
Pillay, Subadar-Major of the 30th Regiment. Our
missionary has put up there ever since. We hope
to hear more from him in future. '

Why does man clothe Mahadeva in tiger skin
and settle Him in temples, far from the cities, on
he tops of mountains and on the height of Kailas ?
Why is^ the Lord of lords arrayed in the garb of
an ascetic ? We know it very well that the God
whom the world worships is merciful. Why then is

He represented as an ascetic ? When we intero-
gate nature as to the character of Mahadeva,
we learn that He can be nothing but this.
You have already heard that God has two faces.
One is that of a Sanyasi, the other that of a worldly
Being. With one hand He regulates and governs the
ascetic world, with the other He distributes wealth
and corn, happiness and prosperity to men.
With one mouth He elucidates the philo-
sophy of yoga, with another He propounds the
science of worldly existence. Combine the two,
and yon comprehend the nature of God. The
theists do not overlook this twofold attribute.
In recognising unity, he accepts also the in-
finity of His attributes. The person is one, but
the aspects are many. He is not man, but is a
person, constant, old, free, and without disease.
Though partaking of the character of a person,
He hath none of the merits or demerits of man.
He is liable to no distemper or change, nor is He
subject to birth or death. Think not of attri-
buting manhood to Him, for he hath neither the
virtues nor the sins of mankind. He doth not
act by fits and starts, now loving, now bating,
now working, now inactive, now giving
unto His disciples carriage or abundance of
wealth, and now retiring far from the world
and remaining indifferent to our affairs. W*e
should learn a few hard truths here. Whenever
God is represented as a person, we naturally ascribe
to Him human attributes and character.
We often see God as we see ourselves. There is

in our life anger and love, activity, respite and
peace

; so we think that these must be in God
too. In reality He hath none of these. He who
is Lakshmi is always Lakshmi

; He is also Al-
mighty Saraswati and the God of yoga. How
are changes possible in a constant Being ? He is

indeed, Lakshmi, Saraswati and other aspects all

at one and the same time. Not that He is the
one now and the other at another time

;
but

He who is Saraswati is also Lakshmi. All divine
attributes are visible in Him at the same time.
His love is not different from His wisdom

; and
His justice and mercy are entirely identical. He
mixesIHimself in the crowds and retires from them
at the same moment. In the same garden
bloom 330 million flowers. Those who think
that the attributes of God blossom forth like

flowers at stated and appointed seasons of
the year, are ignorant of His nature. They
are mistaken who say that God is angry at man's
disobedience, and supremely pleased with adora-
tion and prayers. They hold divinity to be
as imperfect as humanity. The true Theist is he
who says that there is no degeneracy in God,
but He is unchangeable and constant. As the
nver flows, or the sun goes on dispensing his
rays, whether you notice it or not, so doth the
Supreme Being send us knowledge and happiness,
whether we accept it or not. It is not true that
the same God assumes different forms under
different circumstances

;
but in the same God,

there are at the same time innumerable forms
and qualities manifesting themselves through
eternity. The devotee, according to his nature
or temperament, sees a corresponding variety
in the Divine aspect. You see only one side of
His face, another sees another side, while I
observe a third

; and even unto me the
same Supreme Face assumes different shapes,
at different times. When I sin I observe the just
and indignant King

; when I begin to love,
the loving Mother comes before my gaze

;
when I

enter into the region of meditation, I behold
the face of the great God of Yoga] and lastly
when I become a man of the world, the presiding
Deity of the household manifests Herself before
me. True, I see different faces

;
but He who makes

Himself visible before me is the King, Mother,
Mahadeva and Lukshmi—all at one and the same
time. According to temper and circumstances is
the manifestation of God, though his attributes
remain the same and unchangeable. The change
that I observe is in me, and not in Him. We five
individuals see five faces

; it does not follow,
therefore, that the God whom we see is five.

The substance of a sermon delivered by the
Minister in the Brahma Mandir on Sunday, the
26th July.
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He is one, though Hia light is reflected differently

on different hearts. He is the substratum of

infinite attributes ;
and, what is more, each

of His attributes is infinite, unchangeable
and everlasting. His worshippers adore and
behold Him in certain aspects only, in

reality He is one. Supposing you have a glass

filled with water aud oil, if you put a piece of

cloth moistened with water into it, then the doth
in question will attract only the water. On the

contrary, if you soak it with oil and then plunge it,

then the oil will be attracted. In the same
way is God full of infinite qualities

; but the

mind, according to the predominant inclination,

accepts only the corresponding aspect of divinity.

If I attempt to comprehend God by the force of

reason, I shall be able to grasp only the wisdom
or Saraswati side of Him. If I study Him as

Force, He will descend as the Almighty Sakti upon
my soul. When I am careful to realizeHis presence
in domestic affairs, behold. He is none other than
Lakshmi. When I am full of devotion, it serves

to draw together in my imagination all the loving
elements of the face of Hari. It is not that there is

a God who is Force, another who is Love,

another who is Wisdom, aud another who
is Purity ;

the truth is that all these varied

attributes reside in the same Supreme Being,

It is His worshippers that classify themselves in

sects and coteries. Some advocate reason,

some truth, some worship the infinite power, some
the infinite love ;

while some are given to work,
some are pantheists, some theistj, some adore the

Beautiful, and some the Terrible. Every one draws
into him through the soaked piece of cloth, a-< by
capillary attraction, a particular quality of God.
But, OBrahmo, if you truly believe in the Hew Dis-

pensation, believe also that your God has number-
less attributes. Time never changes nor disfigures

Him. You may be biased at particular times in

favour of any one of those attributes
;
but never

think that there may be no other attributes

in Him. When you behold the merciful face,

do not think that His justice has vanished

away. When you observe the loving Hari

in the act of maintaining Hia children, believe

also that before another man the same Being
manifests Himself as a God perfectly isolated and
without qualities. In one sense He is full of

infinite qualities; in another sense He hath no
qualities whatever, that is to say, time can produce
no change or increase and diminution in his

qualities. Man is sometimes worldly, sometimes an
ascetic; there is sometimes mercy, sometimes
cruelty in his heart. Not so with God. He is beyond
alteration, always perfect and constant. In him
abide both mercy and asceticism through eternal

ages. He is eternal mercy, but he is not merciful

like man. In other words, we cannot sa; that His

mercy is at any time excited bv the sight of our

misery. How can the Infinite Ever- Merciful feel

the promptings of mercy ’ He is loving us for ever,

and is loving us all with equal love. In the same
way is His wisdom perfect. He can never be said

to have made Himself acquainted with our
condition. The ignorant alone can be enlightened

with knowledge. But He who knows the past,

the present and the future, may be said to know
always. He is knowledge itself—not that He
knoweth. In the same manner. He never worketh
like man. Yet is His love manifest in various

forms and shapes. In manifestation varied,

but in essence the same. How wonderful is

the story of Hari’s love daily told in the world !

Yet what an utterly inactive, invisible, change-
less, ascetic in reality! Abiding in the world, yet

not worldly. He neither loveth nor hateth, for both

love and hate are impossible to Him. An infinite

calm and profound ocean, yet no waves are

visible on it. A self-sacrificing Fakir, He hath
neither room nor habitation. He is never be-

witched by the attachment of the world, nor can
pleasure or pain, prosperity or adversity

touch Him—the same unmoved and immovable
Being under all circumstances. The loud thunder
clap and the raging of the high sea cannot disturb

His peace. Mighty revolutions take place in a king-

dom, awful floods deluge entire countries, the fire-

emitting volcano may shake the hearts of thou-
sands j—all these never produce a ripple on the
calm surface of His nature. Not an austere Fakir
He, but a loving ascetic ever. The cries and lamen-
tations of thousands do not affect him,nor do their

laughing voices rejoice. If the universe totters

to its foundations, and is about to be annihilated,

the Lord of Creation is as calm as ever. H e would
not weep like us, when millions of His children
die. Empires have disappeared, entire countries
have been levelled to the ground, but the King of

Kings remains calm and unaffected. How
wonderful Hia manifestations 1 What variety I

How ceaselessly active 1 How He works, how
many events transpire, bow many faces and qua1i>

ties and what energy! How profound the Divine
heart! Methinks there is in the outer compound
of ihe house nothing but the bustle of business, a
regular lover’s fair, worldly festivities, endless
wealth—nothing but power and the continual
surging up of love. But inside the house, behold !

the bustle is at an end, and there is a God seated
In deep silence and meditation. All the external
world is carried on like a machine under whole-
some laws. The man of the world gathers plenty
from his labor

; the devotee gathers virtue from his
purity. But God sits alone and unaffected by every
thing. The vast creation moves round its axis,
and mighty events transpire in good and peaceful
order. Under His laws the sun dispenses light and
heat, the clouds send down rain, the wind bloweth
everywhere, the fire burneth, and the sea carries
traffic from land to land. . The universe obeys
His laws

; but none of these affect Him in the
least. In accordance with His love and through
the force of His sustaining energy, does the infant
get milk from his mother’s breast. The baby
gets the milk and is sustained by it. But God
is as unaffected as ever. He does nothing through
attachment, yet through want of attachment
He seeth everything done. It was believed,
in days of yore, that God was sometimes
awake, sometimes asleep, now merciful and
now vindictive. With the dawn of the New
Dispensation, this anthropomorphism ceases, and
our God appears before us as Infinite Intelligence
and Infinite Love. The believers in false religions
suppose that God can be appeased by adoration
and prayers; and that when he is flattered. He may
forgive sinners. The New Dispensation believes
otherwise. According to it, God is Infinite Love,
and, as such. He ever forgiveth sinners and
is ever devising means for their salvation
and waiting for their reconciliation. Some say
that Lakshmi is proverbially fickle. At least,

none knows where she may come, and where
she may go. But the true Lakhsmi knoweth of no
change and is constant. Her love is manifested
here as milk, there as corn, here as money, there as
peace and happiness. Nothing that she doeth is

temporary. We are the creatures of time, we mam-
tain one attitude now and another at another time.
Our nature is divisible and divided. But God is

unbroken and the same through eternity, Collect
together Saraswati and Lakshmi, wisdom and love
and the other qualities that ye know of, intensify
and extend them through eternity, and adding
these together ye find that ye have the Sura
Total who is God, In this unchangeable, many-
faced God is bliss paramount and eternal.

PROSPECTUS.

The doctrine of development, as applied to in-

stitutions of recent times, has been exemplified
in no case more strongly than in the case of the
Brahmo Somaj. Daring the last quarter of a
century it has come to occupy a position of singular
prominence. Though entirely an Indian move-
ment, because it seeks to embody in itself the
spirit of the rational theology of the present age
with the primitive faith of the ancients, because its

religion is composed of the latest evolutions of
Christianity with the profound spiritualities of
archaic Hinduism,and other great Oriental systems,
because true to the catholic teachings of the times
it honors the prophets and scriptures of all lands,
its progress and principles are watched bv liberal-
minded men in all parts of the world, notably in
England, Germany, Switzerland, and America,
with a keenness of sympathy which is the sure
outcome of deep and real sympathy. While in
India the influence of the Brahm/ Somaj may
be said, without the least exaggeration, to per-
meate, more or less visibly, the whole mass of the
educated generation, this will be better under-
stood when it is said that this sympathy is not
mere religious in a direct sense, but also moral,
social, literary, and even to a certain extent
political. It spread itself as much by dis-
seminating definite views on all subjects as
by provoking that wide thoughtfulness, warm
controversy aud intelligent criticism which,
even when it is hostile, reacts towards the
development and importance of the cause which
originally called forth the agitation. Whatever its
opponents m^ght think as to its ultimate destiny,
surely the Brahmo Somaj is a fact in the religious
world which cannot be lightly disposed of. On the
contrary, it were much wiser, if its friends as well
as its enemies tried to comprehend its principles
more fully. During the last twenty years Ke<hub
Chunder Sen, it need scarcely be mentioned, has
been the most prominent representative of the
Brahmo Somaj, His thoughts and utterances
h«ve excited a very general attention both in hia

own country and community as well as out side.

The development of his character has been co-

ordinate and concurrent with that of the Brahmo
Somaj. His life has been so much bound up with

the affairs of his church, that the two cannot

be very well considered apart. Such intimate

relations between his own individuality and the

great movement with which he is identified, have
given rise to controversies and conflicts of

opinion with which we are not at present

concerned. It suffices for our purpose that such a

close identification has existed. And this entails

upon ns the duty of ascertaining what those views
aud teachings are which have concentrated so much
interest upon the man, and, what is more,
pr 'duced in the Br hmo Somaj such great changes
as have placed that body in a position it never
occupied before. There are, perhaps, few men
whose personal affairs have been subjected to

stronger light of public notice and criticism

than Keshub Chunder Sen’s, and few whose
principles have been more misconceived and
less understood. This only makes the duty
more imperative that hia real views and
beliefs, in their progressive formation and ex-

pression, should be carefully and syatematiically

traced, and placed before the public fin a brief

and convenient form. They lie now extensively

scattered in extempore lectures, newspaper articles,

ephemeral tracts, and principally in Bengali
sermons orally given, reproduced by another from
rough notes, and left unrevised. It is the, object

of the undersigned to bring out one or more
volumes printed in English and got up in a suitable

manner, containing a summary of the characteristic

principles of Keshub Chunder Sen, his leading
ideas on all important subjects, both religious

aud secular, compiled from all his writings and
utterances, translated from Bengali, methodized
and abbreviated from speeches, explained aud
illustrated from every available source. Fully aware
that this work, to be properly done, would require
much greater ability, care, and attention than I
have at my disposal, I only venture to undertake it,

because promise of assistance with all necessary
facts and information has been generously accord-
ed by Mr, Sen himself, and also because my long
connection with him gives me some confidence
of being able to interpret him aright in certain
things. There is only one other apology to make.
Oriental thought is awakening at present continu-
ed and very warm attention among the leading
minds of Europe and America. The buried and for-

gotten literature of India is being exhumed with
a vast outlay of labor and expense by men of
eminent scholarship and reputation, whose
connection with the work is a sufficient

guarantee of the wide-spread interest it

has awakened throughout the civilized world.
If what Hindus said and thought on the great
subject of religion in ancient times evokfs so much
attention, some interest might be felt in what
the Theistic Church of India may have to say
at the present time, especially on those questions
which have produced such an endless diversity
of opinion in the Western world. Our appeal
for patronage, therefore, lies before all classes and
sections of men. The undersigned begs to be
encouraged by all advocates of independent thought
and progress, by all lovers of Oriental faith and
philosoohy, by all promoters of sincere aspi-
ration aud true spirituality, men and women in
all lands who trust in strenuous efforts after truth
and goodness for that light which enlighteneth
the whole world.

Pbotap Chundeu Mozumdar.

(&orrcspoiu(enai.

[ IFg do not hold ounelvPH in any wdv I'e-tponxihlc
for the opinions of oat correspondents.-- Ed. iS.A/.]

ATHEISM BAD, EVEN IN THEORY.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sib,—Atheism is bad, in any form. ’Tis always
and everywhere a thing to be deplored. This is true
of Mr. Bradlaugh,though in his case there be little
or no atheism of the affections. Let us hope that
he is not atheistic in his aspirations for a daily
diviner manhood

; in the ideal and iu the actual.
I cannot deny Mr. B.’s assertion that he is an
atheist. I wish I could. I quite agree with your
remark, iu last Sunday’s isme, that there is poison
and infection in that assertion. What a stab to a
parent’s heart to hear a son or daughter say “ I
am an atheist!” Still I’d rather hear it from a
faithful seeker of truth, than to hear my child say
/I*ll be a 11*11 ; 1 find draaksaDese, (or ication.
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cheating and animality a jolly life, and I mean
to follow it.” This is atheism of a worse kind.

One is of the head, a dangerous head-ache ; a seri-

ously disabling trouble of the brain. One member
suffers, and all the members suffer with it, more
or less. But the other is death. ’Tis fatal to

aspiration and to all true religion. ’Tis worse than
any kink in the head. While religion is love, honor
and truth, a religious atheist is a possibility.

Yours &c,,

Ball.
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A NEW French translation of TIamlet has been

published by M. Theodore Reinach.
|

An electric railway will shortly run at the
'

National Brussels Exhibition.

Messrs. MACmilUAN & Co. have just published

Mr. Charles Kingsley’s work, entitled ” Sanitary

and Social Essays.”

We understand that a Biography of .Tames Out-
^

ram in 2 volumes has been recently published by
Messrs. Smith Elder & Co.

Wb take the following from an English paper:— I

” A crusade against bees has been instituted in

Paris, where, strange to say, bee-keeping islarcely
;

practised, one worthy citizen keeping from 800 to
|

900 hives. These insects, it appears, inflict a good '

deal of damage upon certain industries, and at one
I

sugar refinery, the damage is calculated at £1.000
per annum. Regiments of bees will empty a whole
jarful of syrup in a couple of hours, while the

workmen who labor stripped to their waists suffer

considerably from their stings.”

On the 13th of July last, the United Kingdom
Band of Hope Union held their grand annual festi-

val at the Crystal Palace, London. There were
gathered together a large number of adults and
children, members of different Bands of Rope, from
Birmingham, Nottingham and many other distant

towns. The main feature of the day’s programme
—the minor ones were positively bewildering in

number and variety—was the three gigantic choral

concerts. Each concert consisted of 6,000 well-

trained voices, so that the singers alone numbered
15,000. Besides these concerts, there were musical

contests, atheistic sports, a baleon race, and
temperence meetings. The first meeting was
under the presidency of Lord Claude Hamil-
ton. There were temperance flags, decora-

tions, sashes, and medals displayed in

abundance on all sides. The illumination of the

Palace at 9 P, M. closed the list of amusements.
It is stated that before 2 o’clock that dav, 48,000

persons had entered the building, and at the

close the total had swollen to 61,532.

The following is a new and hitherto unpublish-

ed poem by Mr. Longfellow on “ Robert Burns.”

It was, we understand, published simultaneously

both in England and America during the second

week of July last ;

—

I see amid the fields of Ayr
A ploughman, who, in foul or fair,

Sings at bis task

So clear, we know not if it is

The laverock’s song we hear, or his,

Nor care to ask.

For him the ploughing of those fields

A more ethereal harvest yields,

Than sheaves of grain
;

Songs flush with purple bloom the rye,
The plover’s call, the curlew’s cry.

Sing in his brain.

Touched by his hand, the way-side weed
Becomes a flower

; the lowliest reed
Beside the stream

Is clothed with beauty
; gorse and grass

And heather, where his footsteps pass,
The brighter seem.

He sings of love, whose flame illumes
The darkness of lone cottage rooms;

He feels the force.
The treacherous under-tow and stress.

Of wayward passions, and no less

The keen remorse.

At moments, wrestling with his fate.
His voice is harsh, but not with hate.

The brush-wood hung
Above the tavern door lets fall

Its bitter leaf, its drop of gall,

Upon his tongue.

But still the burden of his song
Is love of right, disdain of wrong;

Its master chords
Are Manhood, Freedom, Brotherhood;
Its discords but an interlude

Between the words.

And then to die so young, and leave
•Unfinished what he might achieve !

Yet better sure

Is this than wandering up and down.
An old man, in a country town.

Infirm and poor.

P’or now he haunts his native land
As an immortal youth

;
his hand

Guides every plough
;

He sits beside each ingle-nook
His voice is in each rushing brook.

Each rustling bough.

His presence haunts r.his room to-night,

A form of mingled mist and light.

From ^hatfar coast.

Wftlcome beneath this roof of mine !

Welcome !—this vacant chair is thine.
Dear guest and ghoa*-

!

Henry W. Longfellow.

Selection.

PICTURES OP TRAVEL.
o

AFTER THE PASSION PLAY.
By Blanche Willis Howard,

(fFhe Christian Union.)

The Passion Play, hrieflv, consists of seventeen
dramatic scenes adapted from the life of Christ
according to the New Testament, each scene pre-

ceded by tableaux from the Old Testament, of a

typical and prophetic nature, the meaning and
application of each tahleauxbeing expounded by the

chanting chorus of protecting angels.

This is the bare statement of the purport of the
play,but it conveys no suggestion of the earnestnest,

and simnlicity, the natural grace and dignity of

these villagers, their dramatic force and feeling, and
the perfection of arrangement by which tableaiiy,

dramatic scene and song glide one into another the
whole day long without the slightest hesitancy.

It is announced atdavhreak by the cannon on the
meadow beneath the high peak of the Kofel, and by
repeated echoes along the neighboring mountains.
Masses, which all who participate in the play
attend, are said in the village church from three

o’clock till seven. Soon after daybreak may
also be beard the voices of legions of peasants
who. having slept—or not slept—on hay
in sheds and barns, are glad to creep out
of their poor shelter, and, literal! v. rise with
the lark . The church is crowded every in-

stant. The whole village is full to overflowing, and
breathless with excitement and expectation. At
precisely eight the cannon beneath the Kofel gives

the last signal, and the overture begins. The am-
phitheater, holding six thousand persons, is crowd-
ed. From the right and left of the stage the
members of the chorus advance, one by one. meet-
ing in the centre and taking their position in a

slightly concave line. Lights and shadows play

over their white robes and crowned heads. The
breeze Wows the bright mantle of one, the floating

golden hair of another, and the unconscious birds

fly before our eyes and sing in our ears all day
long. The stage w’aich is said to be somewhat after

the plan of the old classic theatre of Greece, is un-

I
covered except at the back, where tableaux are
shown on an inner covered stage with a drop cur-
tain on which is a view of Jerusalem.

lu the opening scene of the play, there is some-
thing indescribably touching- One is not prepared
for it. The curtain has fallen upon the tableaux of
Adam and Eve expelled from Eden, and upon an
allegorical picture, reoresentiug the adoration
of the cross, and the voices of the angesl
have hardly ceased when from far away
comes the slowly advancing multitude waving
palm branches, singing and rejoicing. Five
hundred people in brightest Oriental garb,

thronging, swaying, shouting their exultant Hosan-
nas—men and women of Jerusalem, pilgrims and
strangers who have come to keep the passover,

children raising their little hands,and cryiag,‘‘Hail

Sou of Davidl” turning their rapt faces toward
the grand form one distinguishes through the

dense crowd; toward the pale sorrowful face of

him who is entering Jerusalem riding upon an a-s.

And the sunsh'ne streams down upon them, and
the joyous birds fly over their heads, and the fair

hills rise beyond, and their sweet swelling chorus

soars higher and higher toward the sky. He
raises bis bauds to bless them and their

children. He leans toward them with in-

effable tenderness, ineffable sadness. The
shadow of his fate already rests upon his

patient brow. From this moment of bis entrance,

there is an overwhelming grandeur aud pathos iu

his bearing. Breathless, tearful, we follow his

footsteps as he treads the streets of Jerusalem and
Bethany and the slopes of the Mount of Olives,

and live with him two thousand years ago.

Not once does any look or gesture jar upon one’s

highest ideal. So profoundly impressive is he that
the moment the pallid face and the long, softly-

waving hair are seen, utter stillue.ss prevails. At
onetime this afternoon, there was disturbance

—

loud voices aud laughter among the peasants. A
sudden rain fell in torrents upon them, aud some
opened umbrellas, while others behind remon-
strated, and the confusion was increasing every
moment. Annas with attendants stood upon
the balcony of his house. Not a word they
said could we hear. The door opened, and the
soldiers led out the pale Cliristus his bauds bound
behind him, and instantly there was a great
calm.

As the drama proceeds’ the realism becomes
terrible. The details of the New Testament nar-
rative are most minutely carried out. He is

scourged before our eyes. He staggers under
the weight of the cross. The traditional Wander-
ing ,Tew and St. Veronica are here introduced.
The Jew bids Christ begone, as he fain would rest

a moment by his house, and the long, sorrowful
look he receives haunts him forevermore on his

ceaseless course. (Christ blesses the weeping, kneel-

ing Veronica, and gently gives back her handker-
chief, on which, however, no imprint of his face

appears. Simon of Gyrene relieves him of the cross,

and places it with a look of rupture on his own
shoulders. Slowly the great procession sweeps
on toward Calvary. We see the form susnended on
the cross, the two thieves on either side. The
soldier gives him vinegar to drink. He looks

with indescribable tenderness at Mary and John,
and says, “Woman behold thy son. Son behold thy

mother.” His face expresses the final supreme
agony. He cries Eli Eli lama sabachthaui.

His head sinks) on bis breast. It is over.

Whether viewed in a devotional or au artistic

sense, this scene and the following one, of tbo

I

descent from the cross, are inexpressibly

wonderful, and fill the soul with keenest emotion.

Nicodemus, Joseph or Arimathea, Simon of

Bethany and John remove the body with loving

patient touch, and lay it with all gentleness on a

white cloth, the head resting against Mary’s knee.

The descent from the cross is said to be copied

from Rubens’s picture
;
but it differs from it iu

details. The action demands excessive care and pa-

tience, and is conducted with perfect delicacy of

feeling and with loving reverence. The few words
spoken are what might have been said. And this,

indeed, may be remarked of the whole text of the

Passion Play. Nothing is said which might not

in reason have been said at the time. The dis-

cussions in the Sanhedrim undoubtedly took

place, though unrecorded iu the New Testament,
and Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus may

—

must, indeed— have uttered their indignant pro-

test against the action of the High Council. The
language of the play throughout is simple, natural,

dignified, often tender and eloquent.

The representations of these closing scenes are

realistic, almost to the point of heart breaking
;

but there isnotlung revolting in them except it be

the brutality of the soldiers. The delicacy and ten-

derness with which the Oberammergauers handle

this great subject is extraordinary, aud of their
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dramatic power one can hardly say too much.
Even the little children are heart and soul possessed
with the spirit of the play. The plastic grouping
of children in the tableaux is highly artistic and
their marble-like stillness admirable. Many of the
tableaux are beautiful and most effective. Especial-
ly the young Tobias taking leave of his parents,
•which precedes the parting of Christ and Mary, and
is accompanied by a lovely mournful waving
melody. The greatest tableaux is, perhaps, the
children of Israel receiving manna from heaven,and
another very interesting one is father Adam tilling

the ground where his weary face is strongly sug-
gestive of the universal burden of toil which he
has bequeathed to his luckless descendants.

It seems almost ungrateful to mention that

neither Mary, the mother of Christ, nor Mary
Magdalen in presence, voice or dramatic abi-

lity, is to bo compared with the men who
act in the Passion Play. Their weak mono-
tonous voices are full of sing-song instead
of feeling. But it is only fair to add that
the Oberammergauers have inconceivable diflSculty

in selecting suitable women for these two parts,

which demand personal loveliness' and unusually
strong and rich voices— all gifts and graces—in

short, inspiration ;
and these two marvels must be

found among the unmarried women of Oberam-
mergau. Let us be content with the many mar-
vels the village has produced, even if the two
Maries leave something to ;be*desired.

There are one or two tableaux which seem some-
what primitive, if not grotesque—for instance

Jonah and whale ; the latter being a curious

goggled-eyed monster, apt to provoke a smile.

Yet the pictures in some of our old family Bibles

are not, perhaps, more elevating. And these trifles

are not indeed worth mentioning, they are so

overshadowed by the grandeur and dignity of the

play taken as a whole.

It is said that Peter and John assume “ stained

glass attitudes.” This is no doubt true. They
are certainly unmistakable in costume and figure

and seem to have walked out of well-known
mediaeval pictures

;
but because of this they

serve all the more to crystallize these scenes

in our memory. Peter is a fine gray bearded
man in the traditional blue and yellow, and
John’s hair and profile are satisfactory, as well as

his occasional youthful clinging manner, even if

one feels at times that the loving and loved disciple

might evince more affection. Some one has ob-

jected to the acting of Caiaphas as pompous and
worldly, and complains that Johann Lang (the

burgomaster), who takes this part, has studied
it in Munich, and that one or two other Langs
have also learned something beyond the bound-
aries' of Obera mmergau. The criticism seems
hardly merited, as Caiaphas, the arrogant, despotic,

worldly high-priest, may well bear traces in his

manner of the world’s influence, and so may
the vehement and haughty Nathaniel (also

a Lang) who acts with great spirit. In
general, the roles are rendered with perfect

simplicity and naturalness, and the insignificant

parts, soldiers, servants, etc., are admirably done,
which certainly is seldom the case in city

theatres. When one contrasts the freedom and
naturaless, the abandon of that mass of human
beings coming toward us through the streets of

Jerusalum with the usual simpering stage mul-
titudes, there can be but one opinion.

Pilate (T.iomas Eendl) was a noble and imposing
presence. The part is altogether an interesting one.
Pilate’s sympathy is more intense,his pity more pro-
found, his efforts to delay and avoid condemning
Christ more vigorous than we seem to gather from
the brief mention of him in the Bible. The
Roman’s grave courtesy and elegance of manner
(I do not know if Rendl, too, has been guilty of
going to Munich) seem to suggest that he holds
himself far apart from and above these petty
Jewish difficulties, and the fact of his actual
distance, for he always appears looking down upon
them from his balcony, no doubt increases this

effect. His words to the priests are those of a
superior, and sometimes touched with sarcasm.
His treatmerrt of Christ is thoughtful and defer-
ential.

The subtle and powerful acting of Lechner as
Judas is worthy of all praise, which, indeed, has
been given him by famous dramatic critics. It is

unfortunate that many persons are so peculiarly
constituted as to find it necessary to regard him

Darling-ton’s Pain-Curer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. Coughs’.
Colds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Tootha'che
Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism. Paralysis, Fains in
Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad
Legs, Bar. Breasts. Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring
Woim8,Pi;r< pies, Freckles, & Eruptions on the skin.

as the clown of the piece, and to greet with a burst
of laughter every entrance of the frenzied, tortured
man clutching at his deep orange and yellow
garments. These individuals do not belong, it

is needless to say, to wbat we usually call the
refined portion of the audience, nor yet to the
patient and attentive peasants and country people,
but to a class less educated and less endowed with
feeling than either the thick-skinned nondescripts
from towns.

There must,of course, be conflicting opinions as to

Joseph Mayr’s rendering of his most difficult part.

There have been, it is said, others who, so far as re-

gards beauty of feature alone, were more satisfac-

tory, but they had not Mayr’s expression of patient
sorrow which makes his face, looking upon it.

simply as a picture, so much more human and
touching than many celebrated heads of Christ. It

would be almost impossible, perhaps, to find a man
better adapted physically to the part, and quite
iir possible to find one more modest, more devout,
more deeply penetrated with the sense of the
sacrednesi of his calling. < May I tell yon how
wonderful you were to-day ?” said some one to

him. “ But then you hear it so often.” “ No
I do not hear it,” said Mayr, gently and grave-
ly. “ I must not hear it.” It was strange to

see him after the play in his simple Tyrolean
blouse, standing with uncovered bead as he
spoke with ns on the street, and then to watch
his tall, graceful figure, walking quite alone amid
the noisy, laughing crowd. •' I shall begin to say
my prayers to that man, if I stay here long,” re-

marked an impressionable young woman.
His face is,of course, less beautiful in real life, for

in the play it has at times almost unearthly loveli-

ness; bnt quite apart from these associations, here
it would be remarkable anywhere, as would be the
gentle dignity of his bearing. He looks like a man
of soul, a man who has suffered. To attempt to

convince people who have not seen the Passion
Play, and who insist upon regarding it as impious,
that it is elevating, touching and solemn in the
extreme, would be bold as well as useless, and.
moreov3r, would be encroaching upon the preroga-
tive of the ministers. There was, by the way, a

goodly number of clergymen of the Church of

England present at the first representation, watch-
ing it with profound wonder, admiration and ap-

proval. But to those who wish to see it and are an-
xiously asking if it is wicked,may I venture to say
one word? Come and see it, and then you can better

judge whether it is “ wicked ” or not. If it is,

then all old pictures painted with reverent hands
by pious monks are wicked; and the sermons,paint-
ing in words vivid or dull according to the gift of

the preacher, every scense in the Life of Christ are

also wicked
;

and if you hesitate to see

that exquisite and touching scene where the
Christus slowly and with an unspeakably tender
grace passes from one to another of the little

band drooping his sad and stately head and,
kneeling, washes the feet of his beloved, and
blessing the bread and wine, bids them eat and
drink in remembrance of him, when he is gone,
then how can you bear to look at Leonardo da
Vinci’s picture, or, still more, to see, as you often
must, the commemorative rite performed in a

fashionable church with far less reverence and
far less heart ?

Whatever be your creed or want of creed— and
happily want of creed does not imply want of rever-

ence—whether it is the divine,or human, or poetical

element of the great tragedy which most touches
you, you will not be sorry that you have
seen it enacted by these simple people as a form of

their religion, taught them and blessed by their

venerable and devout priest. You do not need to

be a Roman Catholic to be able to enter into their

feelings. You do not, indeed, need to be anything.

But do not come to mock. It is not worth-
while. Thoughtful and perplexed, like Pilate,

you may sadly ask him— as we well may do in

these bewildering days—“What is truth?” and
like him you may hear no reply. But the strong

deep chords struck by these Bavarian peasants

will at least awaken answering echoes in your

soul, and you will have caught a passing glimpse

here on the heights of something humanly touch-

ing, divinely sweet and pure, the remembrance
of which will do you good and not evil all the

days of your life.

ObekammerGAU, Bavaria, May 17, 1880.

Hollo-way’s Pills.—This purifying and regu-
lating Medicine should occasionally be had recourse
to during foggy, cold and wet weather. These
Pills are the best preventive of hoarseness, sore
throat, diphtheria, pleurisy and asthma, and are

sure remedies for congestion, bronchitis and
inflammation; A moderate attention to the
directions folded around each box will

enable every invalid to take the Pills in the
most advantageous manner : they will be taught

the proper doses and the circumstance under which
they mast be increased or diminished. Holloway’s
Pills act as alteratives aperients and tonics. When-
ever these Pills have been taken as the last resourc 3,

the result has always been gratifying* Even when
they fail to cure, they always assuage the severity

of the symptoms and diminish the danger)

^(lDerti.gcntents.

WASB.AI7TSD !

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. PARE’3 PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and.the numerous

affections arising therefrom.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,

injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,

Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, &c. It

has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and of purifying the blood of all

its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in-

vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy

and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary

efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of

chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects

to be unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for foul and IMCercurial
Ulcers and Eruptions. Price per pot

8 annas.

Infallible nxalaria Speclfie perfectly

free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious

intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or

Spleeuic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the

legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses

and purifies the blood and the system from the

Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,

restores the internal organs to their normal func-

tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-

tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after

the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healine art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart

bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the

cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.

Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-

tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To be had of
MAISON DE PARIS.

2, CHOWRINGHEE. NEAR DHDRUMTOLLAH.
Calcutta. a-40

DR. D. JAYNE’S

Family ItXedlcinesi

Per Bot, Per Doz.
Rs. A. Rs. A.

EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and

Colds) out of stock at present... 2 8 24 0

HAIR TONIC (to cure hair falling

off and baldness) ... ... 2 8 24 0

ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and

blood purifier) ... ... 2 8 24

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for

cure of fevers and agues) ... 2 8 24

LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair

of any other colour to a beautiful

black without injury to the skin) 2 8 24

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for

cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and

Cholera) ... ... ... 1 0 11

i

TONIC VERMIFUGE 0 8 5 8

LINIMENT, OR COUNTER-IRRI-
tant (an outward application for

Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, 4cc.) 0 8 5 8

j
SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia

and Bilious Complaints) 0 8 5 8

' (or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)

The “ Medical Almanac'^ for current year is

availaMe on application.

Sykes Go.,

1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,
SOLE AGENTS FOB

I Dr. D. Ja'me da Son.
FHILADELFHU, U.S.A,
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TSAOSLBS.rSZ'XK'E. CO.,

CALCUTTA.

Now Ready.

MALARIA :lits Cause and Effects, Malaria and the
Spleen, Injuries of the Spleen ; an Analysis of 39
Cases. By E. G. Russell, M. B., B. Sc., Lond.,
Surgeon, Bengal Medical Service, demy 8vo.,

cloth, Rs. 8.

THE HINDU LAW OP ADOPTION
; a Critical

Essay. By an Hindustani Hindu Vakeel, royal
8vo., Rs. 3.

THE RACES OF AFGHANISTAN
;
being a brief

Account of the principal Nations inhabiting that
Country. By Surgeon-Major H. W. Bellew.
C. S. I., late on special political duty at Kabul
8vo., cloth, Rs. 3-8.

THE BENGAL ARMY REGULATIONS, correct-

ed to 1880. and approved by His Excellency
the Commander-In-Chief. Royal 8vo., Rs. 4 ; in-

terleaved, Rs. 5.

ROYAL SCHOOL DICTIONARY IN ENGLISH
and Roman Urdu. Etymological, Pronouncing,
and Idiomatic. Paper boards. Re. 1 ;

cloth.

Re. 1-4.

OUR EDUCATIONAL POLICY IN INDIA.
Dedicated to the Right Hon’ble Viscount
Halifax. By the Rev. James Johnston. 8vo.

As. 12.

THE SOVEREIGN PRINCES AND CHIEFS
of Central India. By G. R. Aberigh-Mackay,
Principal, Residency f'Rajkumar) College,

Indore, Central India. Illustrated with Por-

traits and Views. Volume 1. Royal 8vo,, cloth,

extra gilt, and gilt top. Rs. 12.

ARNOLD’S ECLOG.® OVIDIAN^E. A transla-

tion. (For the Entrance Examination 1880,)

Re. 1-2, post-free.

MILTON’S ODE ON THE NATIVITY OP
Christ. With Todd’s Notes. As. 4.

VOL. II. HINDU TRIBES AND CASTES ;

Together with an account of the Mahomedan
Tribes of the North-West Frontier and of the

Aboriginal Tribes of the Central Provinces. By
the Rev. M. A. Sherring. M. A., LL. B.

Demy 4to., cloth, Rs. 16.

Thi« Volume contains an account of the Tribes

of the Punjab and its Frontiers. Central Provinces

and Borar, Bombay Presidency and Frontiers of

Scind.

GOODEVE’S HINTS FOR THE MANAGEMENT
and Medical Treatment of chddren in India.

By Edward A. Birch, M. D., Surgeon-Major.

Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo.. cloth. Rs. 7.

“ I have no hesitation in saying that the present

one is for many reasons superior to its predecessors.

It is written very carefully, and with much know-

ledge and experience on the author’s part, whilst

it possesses the great advantage of bringing up the

subject to the present level of Medical Science.”

—Dr. Ooodeve.

the commerce and NAVIGATION OF
the Erythrcean Sea

;
being a Translation of

Periplus Maris Erylliroti by an Anonymous
Writer, and of Arrian’s Account of the Voyage

of Nearkhos from the mouth of the Indus to the

head of the Persian Gulf, with introduction,

Commentary Notes, and Index. By J. W.
McCrindle, Esq., M, A., Principal of the Govern-

ment College, Vatna, Rs. 3.

THE STEEPLECHASE HORSE ; How to Select,

Train, and Ride Him. With Notes on Accidents

and Diseases, and their Treatment. By Capt. J.

Humfrey, cloth, limp, Rs. 3-8,

THE LAW OF INHERITANCE as in the Viraml-

trodaya of Nitrs Misra. Translated by Golap-

chandra Sirkar, Sastri, M. A. B. h. Royal 8vo.,

cloth, Rs. 10.

THE SEA CUSTOMS LAW, 1878, and Tariff Act

;

with Notes and Appendices, By W. H. Grimley,

Esq., B. A., LL. B., C. S. Derny 8vo., cloth,

Rs. 7-8 ;
Interleaved, Rs. 8-8.

LAYS OF IND. By Aliph Cheem. The Sixth

Ed tion, Enlarged with six new Lays and several

Illustrations. Imperial 16mo., cloth, extra gilt,

and gilt edges. Rs. 7 nett.

DUKE—QUERIES AT A MESS TABLE ; What
shall we eat ? Whall we drink ? By Joshna

Duke, Surgeon, 3rd Punjab Cavalry, Author of

“ Banting in India.” Rs. 2-4.

DUKE.-HOWTOGETTHIN; OR, BANTING
in India. By Joshua Duke, Surgeon, 3rd I

Punjab Cavalry, Author of “ Queries at a Mess
j

Table." Second Edition, l8mo., boards, Re. L

A MANUAL OF GARDENING FOR BENGAL
and Upper India. By T. A. C, Firminger, 8vo.,
Rs. 10.

A MANUAL OF SURVEYING FOR INDIA. By
Col Sir H. L. Thuillier and Col. Smyth. 8vo;
Rs. 12.

INDIAN DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND RE-
ceipt Book. With Hindustani names. By Dr.
R. L. Riddell. Foap. 8vo,, Rs. 6.

ROXBURGH’S FLORA INDICA : OR DESCRIP-
tions of Indian Plants. Reprinted litertim from
Carey’s Edition 8vo., Rs. 6.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO AGRA
and its Neighbourhood. By H. Q. Keene,
Esq., M.R.A.S., &c. Fourth Edition, Enlarged
and Improved. Rs. 2-8.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO DELHI
and its Neighbourhood. By H. G. Keene, Esq.
Maps. Fcap. 8vo.

, Rs. 2.

AN lENT INDIA AS DESCRIBED BY MEGAS-
thenea and Arrian

; being a Translation
of the fragments of the Indioa Megasthenes,
collected by Dr. Schawnback and a Translation
of the first part of Indica of Arrian. With
introduction. Notes, and a Map of Ancient
India. By J. W. McCrindle, Esq., M.A. Prin-
cipal of the Patna College. 8vo. Rs. 2-8.

A GUIDE TO TRAINING AND HORSE MA-
nagement in India, with Hindustani Stable
and Veterinary Vocabulary, and Calcutta Turf
Club Tables for weight for Age and Class. By
Capt. M, Horace Hayes. Author of “ Veterinary
Notes for Horse-Owners.” New Edition, re-ar-
ranged and much enlarged. Crown 8vo., Rs. 5,

CALCUTTA TO LIVERPOOL BY CHINA,
Japan, and America, in 1877. By H. W. N.
Rs. 2.

THACKER. SPINK & CO.,
5 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

a-14 Calcutta.

Dentistry.

J. COBFXZ:X.X> <b, CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

Tkyl'AY be consulted daily on all branches of

their Profession.

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-

manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They

cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free.

J. CORFIELD & CO.,

a-13 11, Old Court House Street, Calcutta.

Tbe Indian 'Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native OflBcers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. MoLAUCHLAN SLATER. F.I.A.,

Secretary.

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,
OE,

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

a-l€l Agent, for BENGAL.

lO'ETTB.OXiOXiX. I>AY <b. CO.,

IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND
COMMISSION AGENTS.

4 & 6, Hare Street, Oaloutta.

American Kerosine Oil
Of the Brightest Quality, per case

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 26
Packets to the case, per case

Burmah Clg-ars.
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. I, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 3, per 1,000

Coconada Cigars.
Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100

Do. small (do.)

Rs. 4 8

12 8

30

20

12

“ Babington No.l
No. 1

small

(do.)
>

M
99

) )

ii

if

if

>

ff

ff

ff
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ff

ff

Do
Do.

“ Burmah
‘‘Leisure Hour”
” Medium size”
‘‘ Queen”
‘‘ Half Hour”

Cblorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Cblorodyne

Spirits.
Methylated and Cautchicened
Pure for Medicine
Absolute Alchohol

Teems : Cash only.
NBTTROLOLL DAY ic GO.,

d 4- 5, Hare Street, Ouleutta.

0

0

0

8

0
0
12
4

0
8

0
2
10

0 12

2
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Apply to the Manager.

FOE

Illustrated Price List,

At 65, College Steeet,

Dr. Xiazarus’s Domestic Medicines.

Infantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,
Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rs. 1 4

Tonic Antipeeiodic Pills (Invaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic

character), ... ... ... „ 1 0
Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),... ... ,, 1 0
Resteingent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... ,, 2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ... ,,2 0
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

&c.), ... ... ... ,,18
Family Laxative, A safe, certain and

useful purgative, ... 20
Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... 14

Family AntibiliotJs Pills (stronger
than above), ... ... ... ,,14

Family Carminative (Invaluable for

Children), ... ... ... ,,2 0
Family Hair ToWlo (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair), ••• ,, 2 0

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... 1 g
The above are most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is
wrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru's
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Ven-
ders. a-58
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

! ADMXRABIiE TRANSFORMATXOK OF IKCECKAM’XCAZi EZfBBG-YXNTO TOIlZlBlfTS OF BXiECTRXOITV !

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Light in England
France, and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time, be ex’

tensively used for lighting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lighting.
We are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills, Public Halls

Large Durbar Tents, Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railway
Bridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof
Electric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensity
of 2,000 Standarc] Candles at the following low rates,

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses ... ... Rg. 50 0
Dynamo. Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night ... ... „ 175 0
Dynamo Electric Light j for one month at Rs. 15 per night ... ... „ 450 0

! 1 ! The cost of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
charge for one Electric Light of ,the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rg, 15 per night at
the monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! ! I

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine, Carbon
Pencils, &c., fitted with our improved Hurricane proof. Self Adjusting, Self Liehtins
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2,000,

°

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600,

(T R V B C O P V.)

Mr. Fleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Bakrala
Bridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards.

The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst. Engineer, Bakrala Soria Division, P. N. State Railway.
Bakrala Bridge, )

IfSth October 1879, f

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Builders and Blectrloal^Bnglneers,

«*S7 No, 63, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta.

nu l l
‘jl fui L.n.-j

PXX.BPARAK NTTRSERF.
New Seeds ! Good Seeds f ! Fresh Seeds ! !

!

The following are the rates.

Seeds for the current year
Steamer Manchester.
60 Kinds of fresh American

Vegetables including sever-

al varieties of cabbages,
mostly new, Cauliflowers,

Knol Koles, and the others
per packet ... ... Rs.

50 Do. of do. ... „
40 Do. of do,

or just the same as the
last year ... ... „

30 Kinds of choice and double
flower seeds ...

fixed upon our
just lauded per

5 0

CO

® <u
*5

26 Do. of dOi • • • 4 0
20 Do. of do« • • • 3 0
20 Do. of fresh Ame-

8

rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our
country

Do. of field and
grass seeds ...

Sea Island Cotton seed (long

staple) per seer

Country vegetable seeds for

present sowing per packet

Osage Orange or Hedge seed

per tola

4 kinds of Bird seeds per

packet
Up country big beaded Cauli-

flower per tola

Tobacco seeds of sorts per
paper
Plants of all descriptions are available in large

numbers for sale. Price lists are supplied on appli-

cation free.

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s
monthly Bengali journal “ Krishi Tatwa” are re-

quested to send their names and subscriptions.

Rs. 3-6 to the undersigned.
Price list for Seeds of all sorts—can be supplied

if required.

NETTO GOPAL CHATTERJEA,
Proprietor, Piheparah Nursery, Calctdta,

. :

—

I . 1
I

i liT

3 0

1 8

1 12

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

0 4
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THE GREATEST

WOmR OF lOBEM TIMS!

H0LL0WAY5 PILLS
' -\'Vr> T' T TV:-.

' •-

Long experience h<u> proved these famous remedies to b«
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or

the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

cident2 to the life of a miner, or to those living in

' * '*' Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race^

viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,

diarrhoea, and cholera.

VI HOLLOWAYS 13INTMENT

Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,

tiIcet5,Thcutjiarism, and ^ skiq dishes jn when
med ^corfing to the printed directions, it never fails to

’ curealike, deep and superficial ailments.

The Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only al

-,533, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,

And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World; vrith directions for use in almost every
language.

^ Beware ofcoimterfeits that may emanato
from the United States. Purchasers sho”M look

to the Label on the Pots and Boxes, f the
address is not 588, Oxford Street| Lon

rt
> MrespurioRfl,"

' r’Ttffof

'b^ f--’ - ‘
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THE

CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,
1, LALL BAZAR.

A. J, P A R K B R & CO.

jgEG to draw the attention of those about to furnish to their fine range of Commission Sale Booms

I

'

»

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowest prices.

Those desirous of their Fwrnte privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu

Atlon cash advances made.

G. M. SCHMIDT & CO.,

13, GOVERNMENT PliACB, 13 E,

7, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, 49, BENTWK STREET,

SOLE AGENTS FOR E. KAPS V. K., DRESDEN,

a-21

NO atIORE pains ! !

DARUNHOirSPAIN-CURERi

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of everv description have been cured by
the use of Darbngton’s Pain-Curer alone when all

other medicines have been tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains I ! I

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large si*e Rs. 2, packing As. 8

DARLINGTON & CO.
49, Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.

Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated' Pain-Curer.^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.

<3“ Call for Darlington’S Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Pan-

dora, writes “ We find Darlington’s Pain-
Curer efficacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Theodorine,
Superioress F de la Croix.”

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes “ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAIN-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary,
Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the

Bengal Times, writes from Dacca. “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple of applications, and in about 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer.”

and

SCHZBDMATBR di, SONS, STUTTGART

offers

KAPS UPRIGHT PIANI^08 COVERED ALL ROUND INFULL COMPASS IRON FRAMES FINISH,

3 String: Croaaea Planoa, Short Grand Oablnota,

ALSO

SCHIEDMAYER & SONS, STUTTGART,
1

Sympatetio Square Planoa, full Compaaa. CroaB-at-rino-i.^ ^ „
Secured for the Clinmte!^^ Especially

At Its, 600, 650, 750, afid Upwards

WITH MANY YEARS’ GUARANTEE.

Oontraotore for Window, Looking^ Roof and Cellar Glass, Crystal works of everv
y

description, Porcelain s and fancy goods. 2e7

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of Literature

Politics, Science, and the’,Arts. Monthly subscrip-

tion, Re. 1, postage, 1 anna. Times of India
gays;—“ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—" It is ably and
judiciously conducted by Mr. Owen Aratoon.”
Bangalore Examiner says ;

—“ We should like to*

see the CalcvMa Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day,”
Manager, Calcutta Magazine, 49, Dhurrumtollah-

street,Calcutta. Remit in half anna postage stamps.

a-21
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY,
SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE GENTRY.

THE NEW rZ.EXIBX.E BANE NECK.Z.ET,
THE MOST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,

Manufactured of rich colored Grold. We keep a largre variety In Stock
of all sizes and prices, from Bs. 80 to Bs. 250 each.

A very nice Chain, suflSciently

JEWEX.X.EBV
FOR

WEDDINGS AND
BIRTH DAYS,

AND
ALL FESTIVE

AND
Conunemoratlve

occasions.

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

BBZSX AND ZiZVEZiY
OR

THE UNIVERSAL PEG.

I
T is unsurpassed as an agreeable sparkling drink,

especially for the overworked. Brisk and
Lively is (par excellence) a beverage for balls,
fetes, picnics, pleasure parties, banquets, and other
festive occasions. Brisk and Lively is a very
pleasant beverage, quite free from medicinal taste,
and is an agreeable thirst-allaying drink.
Manufactured from the purest ingredients, Bs, 2,

per dozen.

Garnet Ear-
rings, Rs. .36

cash.

Amethyst
Earrings to

match Pen-
dant, Rs. 27

cash,

Gold Ear-
rings, Rs. 32

cash.

Carbuncle Ear-
rings, Rs. 30

cash.

A handsome Gold Pendant set with a fine Amethyst, Gold frlngre,
and grlass for portrait at back.

Price Rs. 60 cash.

To match, Bracelet, Rs. 65, Brooch Rs. 36, and Earrings, as above.
Illustrated Catalogues post Jree to Mofussil Constituents,

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
Jewellers Zn Ordinary to H. E. the Viceroy and to K. B. b:.

the Prince of Wales,
«-81 CALCUTTA.

ZMPOBTAMT

TO BUILDERS. HOUSE OWNERS.
AND OTHERS.

npHE advantages gained by the use of MattliewsorCs everlasting Rain Water-pipes are too obvious to

bdore th^^are aU sofd^
those requiring the above had please apply as early for them as possible

Everlasting Rain Water Down Pipes, Ofifsets, Shoes and Bends, highlyrecommended by Matthewson for economy
;
once fitted to a house, which can be done by ordiLrvcoohes, there will be no further trouble while the house lasts.

Length of Pipes, 6 feet, price ... __ jjgTwo Nails for fixing Pipe with
Bends 4 in. for the above ... ... ,,,

”

Bends, with bell month, recommended by Mathewson ...
Offsets for going over spring or cornices ...

3 0 each,

0 1 „
2 0 „
2 12 „
2 4..

A SMALL SHIPMENT OF

6-lnch Pipes are also to hand, with all the requisite accessories.

R. N. MATTHEWSON,
No. 1, CALCUTTA.

FRAGRANT EXTRACT OF PETROLIA
(A NEW PRODUCT OP Vaseline)

Supersedes all other preparations Invent-
ed for the cure of Baldness.

Ladies are strongly recommended to make
trial of this admirable Restorative, which

has been attested by persons of the highest res-
pectability. In numerons oases, where the Halt
has fallen off, from illness, change of climate, or
debility of the system, the use of this preparation
has been found very efficacious. May be used
also as a handkerchief perfume. Per bottle,
Rs. 2-12

; per ^ dozen, Rs. 14 ; per dozen, 27 : post-
free to any part of India.

Wright’s Cool Tar Soap
Is the most health preserving adjunct to the

toilet ever discovered—An unfailing remedy for
nnpless&nt emsDatioDs froni the person* Only
8 annas per tablet.

Pomade Vaseline.
A pure jelly of petroleum delightfully perfumedm stoppered bottle at Rs. 2.

Prepared Fuller’s Earth
by the Faculty as superior

to Vio et Powder, and is invaluable for protecting
the Skin and Preserving the Complexion from
cold winds, Rednesss, Roughness, &c.

HSrated Waters of all Z>escrlptlons.
latent. Proprietory medicines and Surgical ap-

pliances from the best makers always in stock.

E. A. B’SZZiVA,
CHEMIS18 AND DRUGGISTS,

A-1, Park Street, Calcutta. '

a-ll
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QUICK! SAFE!!
gf SURE!!!

PAVZi di. CO.’S
Proprietory Medlnes,

Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co.,

DRUGGISTS.
' No, S85-13, Bonvbazar Street, Calcutta,

Prophylactic Mixture.
It 18 the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable
and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
mng Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system. Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-
lon of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this
repeated at night or at any time when the cough is
troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.
Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheu-

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the
B ood. By Its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly rest ored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.
W. R.—Full directions accompany each bottle

'

Mofnssil orders for these mediciDes accompanied
twith full remittance of price and packing cbargea
are promptly attended to.

®

best quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above address
the cheapest rate possible. ^.39
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RESTORB VOVR SEAX.S !

PROXiONG irOVR EXFB I !

'00 -

DR ALLEN’S ELIXiR OF LIFE:
V f

The Great Remedy for Nervous and Chronic Diseases.

IT is a powerful tonic : it replenisbes the vitality of the body.
IT iirparts the vigour of youth and nervous energy even to the most debilitated and shattered con*

slltuilon.

IT restores to the human frame the animating' element of life wasted by an' indulgenee in irregular

habits. r, .H /

IT purifies and enriches the blood, removing all morbid matter from the system. *

IT thoroughly renovates a oohstitution broken down by long-protracted illness, debauchery, intem-
perance, &c.

The most astounding cures are daily being effected by the ELIXIR OF LIFE in cases of General
Debility, Nervousness, Palpitation of the Heart, Trembling of the Hands and Limbs, Loss of

Memory, Mental Depression, Hypochondria.
ELIXIR OF LIFE rapidly cures every form of Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Bilious and Liver Complaints.
ELIXIR OFi LIFE is the only reliable remedy in Sexual Disorders, Female Irregularities, Atrophical

Consumption, Impoi;eocy.i:

ELIXIR OF LIFE supersedes all the known remedies of the present day in the speedy cure of every
disease originating from a deficiency of nervous force and an impoverished state of the blood.

ELIXIR OF LIFE saves doctors’ fees, and cures 'disease in half the time usually taken by Physi-
cians.

NEVER DESPAXR WKXXiE THERE IS XiXFB.

Thousands of people are hopelessly'sufifering from chronic or long-standing complaints and diseases
of a mixed or complicated nature whose cases admit of ape- canentcureby DR. ALLEN’S ELIXIR
0F LIFE. Invalids should, before giving up all hopes of recovery, try this invaluable remedy, as by
its judicious use multitudes of people so suffering have been perfectly cured and fully restored to

health.

Every family should keep a supply of DR. ALLEN’S ELIXIR 0F LIFE, the “ Invalids’
Friend.”

Price Bs. 2 per phial ; large Rs, 4. Paching 8 annas.

DR. ALLEN’S GOLDEN LINIMENT,
The Xnveterate Enemy of Pain.

G
All who are suffering from the agonizing pain of Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, Swelling and

Stiffness of the Joints, Paralysis of the Limbs, Sprains, Dislocations, &c., should at once have recourse
to this never-failing Remedy. By its outward application only pains of any description and by
whatever cause produced are instantly cured. The instantaneous relief that has been afforded^ by it

to thousands who had been suffering from the agonies of Rheumatism justly entitles this extraordinary
medicine to be proclaimed as the only oertadn remedy yet discovered for the cure of pain.

Avoid all so-called Pain Specifics as they are the worthless productions of Quacks.

Price Be. 1 per phial ; large Rs. 2. Packing 8 annas.

tsr Numerous testimonials from various quarters testify to the efficacy of Dr, Allen’s Medicines-
Wholesale purchasers supplied on liberal terms. Agents wanted in the Mofussil.

Remittances should be made by money-orders, telegraph stamps, or half-anna postage stamps.
When the last mode is preferred, one anna in the rupee extra should be remitted,

BVRDETT AND CO., 3, WATBRX.OO STREET, CALCUTTA, a-31

DWARKIN & SON,
XBKPORTERS'OF MUSXCAX.IXNSTRUIIKENTS, &o.f

6, LOWER CHITPORE ROAD, CALCUTTA.

IMPROVED CLARION FTS,
Oi Cocoawood, in B^flat, 13 German Silver keys, 2 rings, in box ...

FLUTES,
Of Superior Quality, in D, Cocoawood, 6 German silver keys, in box

VIOLINS,
Of Superior Tone and Finish, with Good Bow and box by Starduarius

IMPROVED HARMONIFLUTES,
Superior Improved Harmonifiute, 3 octaves, 0. G. Side 1 stop, highly finished, in box

PEOPLE’3 HAMONIUMS,
Of Superior Tone and Finish, 5 octaves, in polished solid oak case, by Alexandre

IMPROVED CORNETS,
Superior Improved plated Cornet, Military Model with waterkey 5 crooks in box

FLAGEOLETS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 4 German Silver keys, with Flute head

GERMAN CONOEl i.NAS,
Of Superior Tone & Finish, 20 G. S. keys, double notes Rot, wood ...

,
MUSICAL BOXES.

Small size, 2 airs

PICOALOS,
Of Cocoawood, in, D, 6 German Silver keys, slide head ...

Assorted Instruments, Strings, and Fittings always kept in at
Price List on application.

Ra. 56 each

D 16 „

D 45 „

If 65 „

M 85 „

If 60 „

• M 7 „

If 5 „

M 6

>1 6

a-28

[ATOtTBT 8, 1880;'^’

“EUREKA”^

0

SFECTACX.es a EVE-GX.ASSES.

r|1HE largely increasing demand for my “ Eureka

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses has necessitated the

removal of my business to more convenient and

extensive premises. On the 1st August I shall

remove to No, 13, Old Court House Street, and

No, 1, Mangoe Lane (lately occupied by the French

Bank), where I can be consnlted free on all cases

of defective sight.

For the guidance of those who cannot con-

veniently visit me, I have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions.

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, “ How to

Preserve the Sight,” with testimonials, explaining

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

application,

N. LAZARUS.

CALCUTTA, a-19
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NSW G001>S! NSW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
. BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnlslilng' Requisites.
VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &c. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 25 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair
BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c., &c., &c.

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OF
LACK, MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS

AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Onr selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.
AT. B.

—

Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,
Blankets in various sizes. Infants’ CoatBrussels PileTapestry and Velvet

Carpetings.
An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical
manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, <bc.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Scarlet

Blankets.

Door Mats.
English—made from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.
M ,, ,, „ 38 by 24 „

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.
i> M ,) ,, 38 by 24

Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.
Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Bugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Felt Carpeting by

the yard

.

Purdah Bepps.
Green, Blue, Crimson. Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAK.BB (k CO.,
HOSIERS. DRAPERS SILK MERCERS, &c., &c.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA,

a-23

ADVANTAGBS OF ASSUBXNG WITH THE

ORIENTAL LIFE OFF I C

E

All that Experience has proved Practicable and
Prudent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,

Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be

obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever

(1.. Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.

(2. Amalgamations Impossible.

(3., Funds in Government Securities only.

(4.) Native Lives assured at European Rates.

(5.) Premiums reduced to English Rates from
date of leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

China.

Annual Premium for Assurance of
Bs. 1,000 under Hew System.

Age. " 35 40 45

Premium Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

21 6 4

1

24 8 8 28 10 0 33 14 8

Lower Safe Rates than any other Office.

(6.) Ofbce young, and therefore free from Old
Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can oe paid Yearly, Half-yearly,

Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of

^CArs«
(8.)* CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER

PROOF OF DEATH.
(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 35 per cent.

^10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,

and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

(11.) Entire Direction in India.
(12.) Special Protection to Assignees.
(13.) The Most Economical Management.
(14.) Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-15-0 only.
(15.) Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine.
(16.) Policy-holders can appoint their own

Trustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.
(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere

to suit Assurers.

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.

(19.) No Restriction on Travel.
POLICY-HOLDERS IN IHE ‘'ORIENTAL"
ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER.

Unequalled Liberality.
Being established in India, all arrangements for

the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” are
made with a view to the convenience and benefit of
its own members,— European and Native,—wha
alone participate in the advantages arising from
its successful progress.

Yearly list of new Assurers closes on 31st
December.

Special attention is invited to the Peculiar
System of Life Assurance introduced by this
Company, and to the Newand extremely favorable
Conditions (as regards Rates, Profits, Limits
OF Residence, Non-liability to Forfeiture, Ac.)
under which its policies are issued.
The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when

Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

“THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AND
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT, IS RAPIDLY
GAINING THE CONFIDENCE OF THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY.”
Intendipg Assurers—Native or European— are

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the
“ Oriental ” with those of any other Company.

W. NEWMAN di. CO.

3,

Dalbousie Square, Calcutta.

JUST PUBLISHED.
Handsomely printed in Atlas Quarto, with 61

full-page Illustrations, and 23 Wood-
cuts, hound in Cloth, bevelled

edges : Price thirty -five

Rupees :

THE ANTIQUITIES OF
OBISSA.

BY RAJENDRALALA MITRA, LL.D., C.I.E.

VOL. II.

Published under Orders qf the Qovern-
ent of India.

“ These are some of the Relics of the Past, Weeping
over a lost Civilization and an extinguish^

Grandeur."

W. NEWMAN & CO., PuUishers.

PROSPECTUS.

XNDO-ABYANS :

Contributions toward«=i the Elucidation of
their Ancient and Mediceval History.

BY

RAJENDRALALA MITRA, LL.D., O.I.E.

The undersigned propose to bring out, under
the above title, a selection from the published
Essays of Dr. R. Mitra. The essays selected are
the following, viz. :

—

1. Origin of Indian Architecture.
2. Principles of Hindu Temple Architecture.
3. Dress and Orname' ts in Ancient India.
4. Domestic Furniture and Vehicles in Ancient

India.

5. Beef in Ancient India.
6. Spirituous Drinks in Ancient India.
7. A Pic-Nic in Ancient India.
8. An Imperial Festival in Ancient India.
9. Human Sacrifices in Ancient India.

10. Funeral Ceremony in Ancient India.
11. On the Supposed Identity of the Greeks

with the Yavanas of the Sanskrit Writers.

12.

On the Pala and the Sena Dynasties of
Bengal,

1.3. BhojaRajaof Dhar and his Homonyms.
14. On the Identification of the Rishya of the

Vedio Writers.

15. Vestiges of the Kings of Gwalior.
16. On the later Kings of Kanonj. ,

17. On the Origin of the Hindu Language,
18. On the Early Life of Asoka.
19. The Horse in Ancient India.
20. The Primitive Aryans.

The book will bo printed with new types, on
excellent paper, and will comprise about a thousand
p.ages, bound in two volumes, demy 8vo. Price to
Subscribers Rs. 1 6. The work will be proceeded
with as soon as 250 Subscribers are registered

;
and

it will be ready for delivery early in the Cold
Season.

W. NEWMAN & CO.
3, Dalhodsie Square, j

Calcutta, April IS80. I a-54

M, DAY AND CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS
OF

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tlnsmitbs,Electroplaters,Bronzers,

Xtacquerors and Ballway Con-
tractors, dbC., d4.C.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta,

Block Tlnmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
;

Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
water Cans ; garden watering pots ; Tea, House,
Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps

; Railway Lamps of every descriptions,
&c.

,
&c..

Always in hand and made to order,
ALSO

;

Portable Cooking stoves of single and double
li, 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate. 0-33

Detailed Prospectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports, and full particulars on application to—
F. A. COHEN, Agentfor Bengal, or D. McLAUOHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.

7, Wbllbslby Place, OALOUTTA. Manager & Actuary, BOMBAY, a-16
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HAROLD & CO

,

3, DAXiKOVSXE SQUARE. CAECUTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobilifv anri 4. ,

the Mofussil, to a snpurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and witLut
Calcutta and

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been mannS .®*' ®etar accom-
•nd will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of

^

and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in eaVTox!
-o-

Poorf
“ ® BerleB.

oasaanto.

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).
'e, Peefoo*^*^_ Cash price Rs. 100

Imni, ""^ss^Dto.

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6*
Peefoo^^*^'

Cash price Rs. 126.

Sarn?®''
« Bengali tunes. 2nd series.

Bhoirr^e. f
Kaflfee.

gbo-rabee.

^ „ h. Kawalee.
„ „ ^ash price Rs. 100.

“"•’safunl'*” ® 2nd series.

„ , .
t». Kawalee.

Cash priceRs. 125.

P**y‘ne^ « Bengali tunes, 3rd series.
4. Denga Chate'Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhola Janee.

Cash price Rs. 100.
1077L playing: 6 Bengrall tunes, 3rd series.

4. Denga Chate A yore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhala Janee.

Cash price Rs. 126.

1 .

o
3.*

2.

3.

1 .

2 .

3.

2 .

3.

1 .

2 .

3.

Taza Bhee Taza.
Doogiree.

Hilli Milli Punnya.

Barp or Setar Sox No.
1. Taza Bhee Taza.
2. Doogiree.

3. Hilli Milli Punya.

NXOHOEES & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court Hoxise Street, Calcutta.
London :-lWhitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.

Current or Floating Accounts,
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques

paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 P. m., and on Saturdays after 1 p, m.

Government Paper and Securities.
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.
Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange

.

Bills negotiated, and remittances made
by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates
payable in Calcutta, or in London at par ’

Repayable at 10 days’ notice -- 3 per cent.
„ at 3 months’ notice 4
H at 6 months’ notice 5

”

•• at 12 months’ notice 6
„ at 2 years’ notice 7

”
Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn’.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.

Bunnext rules awarded m application. a-45

H

t)

NATIVB Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited
to address themselves in writing to X, care of
fell* Piiatw,

Artery Forceps

» )i Fenestra
Belts, Abdomen

Corpulency
Riding

„ Carson’s Patent
Catheters, Silver Plated
Caustic Cases „
Dissecting Cases
Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings
„ ,, in Oases

,, Complete
,, Trumpets for Deafness
„ Cornets, Double

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.

)

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks [
Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk
Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz.
Electro-Magnetic Machines)

very powerful, single f
Do. do, double
Do. do, pocket

Rs. A. P.

2 0 0
4 8 0
9 0 0

12 0 0
5 0 0
16 0 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
7 0 0
4 0 0
8 0 0
3 0 0
9 0 0

5 0 0

8 0 0
2 0 0

20 0 0

25 0 0
18 0 0

ENEMA APPARATUS,
Brass, single and double Prom

action •
,, .

Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe ,,

Kennedy’s Syphon
,,

Eye Instrument Cases ,,

I, ,, Macnamara’s ,, ,,

Cataract Knives and Needless ,,

Scissors, curved. Probe, and
Sharp, pointed. Cross
Action

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c.
Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

byns, Madges, &c., &c.
Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles

Abscess Knives, Symes
„ Lancets

Bistouries

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

Army Regulation
Probes, Silver
Scalpel and Finger Knives
Scalpels

Scissors

Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaculum
Stethoscopes

Speculums Ear

Rs. A, P.
12 0 0
4 8 0
9 0 0

60 0 0
36 0 0
3 8 0

>1

ft

M
»»

»*

tt

f}

ft

tf

ft

ft

it

if

ft

tt Spring Kramers
tt „ Nose
tt Rectum
ft Vagina
ff Silver Plated

Spray Producers, Listers

tt Richardson’s Complete
tt Various Makers

ft

tf

ft

i>

D
tf

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

...4 0 0

.« 12 0 0

-380
...2 0 0
...2 0 0
... 1 12 0
...2 8 0
...14 0
...180
...7 0 0

8 0
0 0

16 0 0
80 0 0
1 0 0

0 0
0 0

18 0
1 8 0
2 0 0

0 0
8 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

18 0 0
16 0 0
8 0 0
2 0 0
8 0 0

36 0 0
8 0 0
5 0 0
7 8 0

2

2

6
2

2
2

4

7
3

3
6

0
8

0
0

SMITH. STANISTREET. & GO.

Pharmaceutical Chemists and
Brug-o^lsts,

BT SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

lo Hit Excellency the Right Hon'ble

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-General ok India,

Jcc.,

AVE received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following :•

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

From

Suspenders
Subcutaneous Syringes
Aluminum Cases
Silver Plated Mounts
Clinical Thermometers

With Kew Certificate

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, «&c., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from 7

With Kew Certificate „ g ^

THE NEW PHtENTX THERMOMETER.Hm solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers,
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from ... 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Agents

FOB
H. <& T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxidised

Pbospborus Pills.
THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-

SCRIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success iu Loss of Nerve, Power
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork. Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.
Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. k

. Co.’s and B. I. Q. S. N. Co.’s Steamers,
Wholesale rates on application.
9 k 10, Dalhousik Square,

and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street, a-17

ri'^HE undersigned beg to inform the Public thatX they have the undermentioned goods in laree
quantities in stock, and orders supplied,—and
contractor. ^ ’

Pewter Bed Pans, Urinals, Spirit Lamps, Syringesfrom i oz. to 3tb. Mugs, Salt Cellars, Ice Moulds!
Imperial Gallons,

deKrlptton
’ ‘ “

Terms—Cash. ,

Price moderode,
BISSONAUTH CHUNDER & SONS,

1. Beutinok Street, Calcutta •
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20, OX.D COURT KOUSS STREET, CALCUTTA,

MANUFACTUREB.S OF FINE ANF COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA,

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.
The Model Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. They are entirely of English manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements,
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance. Maintaining Power, &c.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Gash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

Xia. .lou vu T>

COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHES OF GUARANTEED QUALITY
Silver Half Hunting Case, Silver Hunting noo.

U AHli 1

Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 6 cash.

-0-

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 cash.

G>OEZ> ALBERT CHAIRS
A .wrlm.nt, many designed and of a novel eharacler.

o
>

Q>

60
n
a

a g .

a ° o

O w, _

<u ~ a •

.a o P< P o
«o

-.S SS o

5 >>_ i> ® .. on

o, 2. “ 5 ^

The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of maasivn
elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

a-29

COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.

NATZONAX, SARK OF INDIA,
ZiZMZTBD.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six. Months’ Deposits 4%

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short

periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed

on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J, Campbell,

Manager,

NOTICE.

The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at
which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that

date was printed, it is hereby announced for public

information that the Press in British Indian Street,

where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter

be printed, is henceforward to be called the

"Sen Press.” All communications for the
Mirror Newspaper and the Sen Press to be
addressed accordingly, < ^ ,I J

C. LAZARUS it. GO.,
AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,
2, dalhousie square,

Calootta.

SINGER’S Gold Medal.
LOCK-STITCH Paris Exhibition

Sewing Machines, 1878.

SINGER’S 356, 432
LOCK-STITCH Machines,

Sewing Machines. Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S ]New Family Hand Machine

LOCK-STITCH with polished cover and
lock.

Sewing Machines, Rb. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing MacMnes. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 95,

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines,

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95^

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Mahoines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,

Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-

LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,

Rs. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers

,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S Packing for

LOCK-STITCH Hand Machines. Rs. 2-8,

Sewing Machines. Treadle ditto, Rs. 5.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a>3

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-

pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and

satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders,

Commission will be charged according to the value

of the order on a sliding seale of rates which can

be Moertained by application to the Manager,
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Boofflily Brldgre Botioe.

HE Bridge will be closed for traffic

T :

Tuesday,

to 6 P. M.

the 10th August, 1880,

on
from 3

•53

G. H. SIMMONS,
Secretary to the Bridge Gommissionere.

ITotlO.

All private communications for the Proprietor

of the IndimMirror and the Sunday Mirror
hould be directed No. 24, to Mott’s Lane, Dhur>
rumtollab Street.

AND CO.

DB.. J. O. ANDERSON,
medical practitioner and

accoucheur,

No. 139, Dhuebumtollah Street,

BKay 1*0 consulted at all bours dally.

(At home from 11 to 13 a. m.)

Family engagements in and about Entally under

special arrangements. a-1

Silver Cream.

Fort nlating articles of Brass or Copper with-

out the aid of a Battery, and for silvering

Harness mounting, &c., as well as for cleaning all

kinds of silver and plated articles.
^ • ..i.

This preparation is guaranteed not to contain the

slightest trace of mercury and from the simplicity

of its application supersedes anything of the kind

ever beforeintroduced, it being only necessary to

mbit over tl^e article (Copper and Brass), with a

D?ece of ragror the fingers, and polish with a

chamois leather in order to produce a coating of

^”1^3
this Creaiii^posits a coating of pure Metal-

lie Silver, articlefcpf that metal cleaned wi.;h it in-

crease in weight a& value in proportion to the

amount
^ a^^Rs. 2 4 per bottle, packing

stamps should

Do. do.
1

1

A2. 1 f
10 S

Crusbed Food for Horses. Silk Ties do.
1

)

Bl. • f
9 8

1 1

Price Rs. 2-10 per md.

)

Exclusive Do, do, tf B2. M 8 0 f f

Cattle Food Rs. 2 per md. > of Do, do. M B3. M 7 0 ft

Chaff, Re. 1-8 per md.) bags. Moulmein Cigars n Cl, M 14 0 ff

a-9 Do, do.
f f

C2, M 11 8 ft

CADGTTTTA BOOK. DEPOT.
The following Books may be had for cash only :

Rs. As. P.

Civil Court Manual, by Mr. Cranenburgh... 8 8 0

The Unrepealed Bengal Regulation, by
Mr. Cranenburgh ...8 8 0

Criminal Court Assistant, by Mr. Cranen-
burgh ... 4 4 0

Civil Procedure Code,by Mr. Cranenburgh 4 4 0
The Unrepealed Acts of the Bengal Coun-

cil, by Mr. Cranenburgh ... 5 8 0
Notes on the Indian Penal Code ... 1 2 0
Secrets of Success at the Bar ... 1 1 0

The Evidence Act, by Mr. Cranenburgh... 12 0
Mahomedan Law ... 0 8 0

Apply to

RY MOHUN SEN & COUSINS,
No. 134, Shedoshur Chunder’s Lane, Champatolla,

a-66 CALCUTTA

Price

^"Remittance made iri postage

oarrfone anna extra per,Rupee to cover discount,
carry on a

.the M anufacturers.
^ HOWARD & CO.,

, ,
Barrackpore

tt-11

ISDIA

Hi«ameT8 leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

anfSunclo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward Tezpore will leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Friday

,

'the 6th instant.

C„??^lV«received.ttheCompaay;.^^^^^^^^

CO»IPA.WS‘«

Surmab Cigrars, Cigrarettes, and
Tobacco, grood quality.

MADE OP

• SAGRIELL & CO.’S
Selected Leaves,

Sagriel’s Shape Cigars No. Al. Rs. 12 8 per 1,000

K

Nimtollab Ghat,

5th instant

noon of Thursday,up till

The Str. Simla will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-

day, the 8th instant.

Careo-' Wiil be received at the Company’B

GodOTO., No. i. Fairlle Place, up till noon of

^S^n^e^s ^sVoufd^^^^^ for Goalundo by Train

of Saturday, the 7th instan t.

OAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
begular weekly service.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and mterme-

di.toXtion. every Tuesday, and leave Cachar

donnwaid every Ttasdiv^
will leave

X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

'day, the 10th instant.

Careo ' ill be received at the Company s Go-

downs, Fij- oilah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,

the 9th insti. ‘C.

For fu: i-li--. ’ information regarding

freight or pa .mge money, apply to

4, Fa IHUE Place, t

Calcutta, 4,th August, 1880. (

GENUINE AYURVEDZ3
MEDICINES ! !!

7” ABIRAJ Soshi Bhusun Roy, a member of the

well-known Kabiraj family of Kanchraparah,

and grandson of the most renowned Kabiraj, late

Biswa Nath Roy, of that place, has settled himself

permanently in Calcutta, and intends practising

in this city.

All kinds of best Ayurvedic medicines, such as

Mriganlia, Raj Mriganha, Ratnagarva 'pattali Ras,

dkc

,

for consumption and diseases of the lungs.

Basantahusumahar Ras, Tarakasrvar, &c., for

Diabetes. Brihat-somenath Rash, Brihat Banga-
swar, HarisanTcar Ras, Modonodoy Ras, Chandra-

doy Ras, and other medicines for urinary diseases.

Chandr^prova gurika, Sanhar Mata Lowha, ^*c.,

for piles. &c, Sxidhanidhi and other medicines for

Raktapitta. Astabokra, Rt'ssasindur, Chaturmuhh,

&u., for insanity, &c. Mirtusavjibani Ras, Bejoy

putputti, Sarna putputti, Eangagura, and other

best medicines for all kinds of diarrhoea, dysentery,

&c. A gni Cumar, A gnisundar, Agnitundi, Krdbada
Ras, &o. for dyspepsea, &c. Surbajara-hara lowha,

Brihat-sarba-jara-hara loioha, Joymangal Ras,

Mah'jjaran-kusa, Jirantak, Jarasani, Jarankusa,

Mritunjoy, Chandasahlkor Ras, Ratnagiri Ras, &c,

,

for all kinds of fever. Batgajankusa, &c., for

rheumatism, and other medicines for all sorts of

acute and chronic diseases for males, females, and
children, are to be had from him, and also pure and
genuine Rasnsindur of all discriptions, such as

Makaradhaj, Saragunbalijaran, See,, for which
his family is well noted, can be had from him.

Terms moderate. Medicines free, advice gratis to

the really poor, who may attend at his place of

residence.

Address—55, Colutollah Street, Calcutta,

a-70

Do. do, „ C3. ,, 9 8

Manilla shaped ,, Dl. „ 15 8

Do. „ D2. „ 10 8
Do. „ D3. „ 8 8

Havanah shaped „ El. „ 14 0
Do. „ E2. „ 12 8

Tiffin Cigars „ El. „ 9 8

Do. t o ..8 0
Rig 4' Lo7tg Size Havana 4"

Manilla Shape ... „ 16 0

Do. do. ... ). 16 0

Coconada Cigars No. S. ... >. 8 8

T. Lo'nSjftiiJhin ... ,, 15 to

Lunka^ ,,
H. ... .. 9 8

Officefiinf^h \ ,, I. ... ,, 7 to

Djlly^rden \, J. ... ,, 12 to

K 10 8

Cigai'elTCS * ^ ^1, L. ..... 9 to

Do. J
Ali ... ., 13 to

Honey dew Tojmcco 4, 5 and 6 sticks

to thejji<’'at 10 to 14 as.

CavefiftiAl^^obacco O-lO to 0-12 lb.

Gold Leaf 1st quality

Do, 2nd „ ... 1 to 1-8

0
0
0
0
14
0
0
0

Agents in
Jamsetji and Sons
Nouroji & Co.,

Fraraji & Co.,

Harjubhoy & Co.

Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons ...

Rustomji Furdoonji and Son
Jamasji and Sons
Pistonji & Co,
The Railway Co-operative So-

ciety

Messrs. Richardson & Co.
Noaroji, Manacji & Co.

Apply to

FRAMJEE & SONS,
Calcutta,

Up-country.
... Firozepore.

... Lucknow.

... Benares.

... Cawnpore.
Nassirabad.
Ajmeer.
Rawul Findl.

Jhansee.

Allahabad.
Allahabad,
Fyzabad: a-6

THE INDIAN MIRROR.

RATES OF
(In

SUBSCRIPTION.

Advance.)

Town,

rates of

WKAT ARE PERFECT

WAT
B’

C H E S?

G. J. Scott,
Secreta-t-y.

a-1

nTVBRS' STEAM NAVIGATION
OOm “LIMITED.”

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly

from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

The Steamer Punjaub will

leave Calcutta for Assam

on Friday, the 13th instant.

rpHE Str. Mysore will leave

X Goalundo for Assam on

Thursday, the 12th instant.

For further information regarding rates of

lyto
MACNEXLL h CO.

LACK & MURRAY’S patent MACHINE-
MADE English Lever WATCH in sterling

Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.

It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only

the best material is employed, this Watch will be

found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 nett.

Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted
to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only Swiss movements fitted in

English oases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
WATCHES, warranted MACHINE MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will
WIND ANY WATCH, Rs. 3 to 20.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.
RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIC BELLS, with appurtenances. l!s, 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30,

SPECIAL ATIENTION TO REPAIRS.

Rs.

2
6

, 12
24

As.
8
0
0
0

For One Month
„ Three Months

,, Six Months

„ Twelve Months
N. B ,—The above includes subscription to

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)

Mofussil.

For One Month ... ... 3 6

,, Three Months ... ... 8 0

,, Six Months ••• 16 0

,, Twelve Months ... ... 32 0

Foreign.

For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 48 6

,, ,,
(via Brindisi) ... 64 10

Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )

For One Month ... ... ... 1

P.

0
0
0
0
the

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

freights or passage, apply to
BIiACK & MURRAY.

64| Hastings 8ibebt, CAiiOuirAj a>3

,
Three Months ... ... ... 2

„ Six Months ... ... ... 6

„ Twelve Months... ... ... 10

( Single Copy Four Annas. )

Foreign.

For Twelve Months ^via Southampton) 12 7 0

,, ,,
(via Brindisi) ... 14 14 0

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas per jine.

"No Advertisement charged for less than a

Ruoee.
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REUTEB’S TEZ.EGBA1KK.

Dispensation, is, indeed,most striking and wor-

thy of commendation. Besides holding revival

meetings here and there, and deputing mis-

sionary agents to distant stations, our friends

have lately published a weekly paper, under

the name of the Pilgrim's Journal, which,

though humble and unpretending, cannot fail

to do immense good by stirring the people of

East Bengal, generally so devoid of spiritual-

ity, to attend to the higher concerns of the

soul and cultivate true devotion and commu-
nion. We sincerely wish our brethren God-
speed. May East and West Bengal, tempo-

rarily disunited, again join in solid spiritual

fellowship !

•:o:-

London, 10th August.

In the House of Commons this evening

Lord Hartington, replying to a series of ques-

tions, said, that there was no reason to sup-

pose Generel Roberts had been indisposed to

undertake the expedition to Candahar, of

which he has independent command, and that

he presumed satisfactory arrangements were
made for securing forage and supplies for the

force, and for reporting his progress. The
march would certainly occupy 28 to 30 days.

His Lordship deprecated any attempt to

control military operations from home as

showing mistrust.

(Editorial

On Sunday next the annual devotional
festival in commemoration of the opening of

the Brahma Mandir will commence early in

the morning, and continue the whole day.

\

:o:

The following appeal on behalf of the famine-
stricken in Kurdistan, addressed to our Minis-
ter, ought to call forth prompt and sympathe-
tic response among the Brahmo communi-
ty

Dear Sir,— It may not be unknown to you that a
very severe famine is raging in Kurdistan, and that
thousands are dying there of hunger and starva-
tion. I have been deputed by our Patriarch to ap-
peal to the Indian Public for help. May I request
you to raise subscriptions from the members of
your congregation with the view of relieving dis-
tress in Kurdistan.—I am, dear Sir, yours faith-
fully (Rev.) G. Hormizd,
P• 5.—I’ll be coming to Bengal shortly. At pre-

sent I am going to the south.

:o;

The fire of the New Dispensation has been
enkindled in the capital of the eastern dis-

tricts. Dacca is the scene of a spirited revival

movement, which promises to develop itself

into something more tangible and lasting.

Considering the extremely small number of the
revivalists and the formidable opposition which
they have had to en ounter, the z“al they are

continuing to wauilest in Hit! cnusoof the N'’^

Dr. Coates, Principal of the Calcutta
Medical College, has a splendid opportu-
nity just

^

now of immortalazing himself,
if he will only have the courage to
avail himself of it. For many long years we
have been lamenting, almost with tears in

our eyes, the atrocious violation of esthetics

in the arrangements of the servants’ quarters
attached to the College Hospital. We do not
complain of the internal economy of the place.

Indeed, we have no right to criticize its merits.
Bnt the filthy rags and ugly mats and un-
sightly gunny bags, disgusting alike to the
optic and olfactory nerves—both subjects of
study in the College—which make up the
exterior of the Hospital Servants’ Home are
really such as to call for immediate surgical
operation. And we would ask Dr. Coates, in

the interests of esthetics health and public
morals, to deal with these things as he would
with desperate, foul and chronic diseases, for

these have grown year after year in spite

of education and the Police, and now the
surgeon’s knife is most urgently needed to
remedy the evil.

The importance of the English language
in Christian mission work is thus pointed
out in a paper read at the Bangalore Mis-
sionary Conference :

—“ From 1870 to 1878
24,671 copies of the English Scriptures
were sold in the Madras Presidency. The
majority of the purchasers have been Hindus.
This will be viewed as an important result

by those who bear in mind that most of
the educated Hindus derive their knowledge
mainly from English books, that they adopt
this language even in social intercourse
among themselves, and that there is

no other way of reaching them than
through English, It is well known that
they prefer the English to the vernacular
Bible. They will not read it at all or read it

only in Englisli. Perhaps some may be dis-

posed to lament this state of things, but we
must recognise fhe fact. There are pretty
clear indications that the English Bible will

become a great factor in the evangelization of
the higher classes in India.” Foreigners can
hardly realize the extent to which the Engliuh
language is spoken and written among tUe

educated classes in India, almost superseding
in some instances the use of the vernaculars.

When educated Hindus meet, they talk Eng-
lish

;
when they write letters to each other,they

show their decided preference to English.
Why is this? Does the tact argue progress
and prosperity ?

:o:

Adverting to our statement that Hinduism
represents millions of broken fragments of

God, the Row&ay Guardian thus replies:—
“We never before heard that a thousand un-
truths could make one truth. But each of the
fragments worshipped by the Hindus is

declared to be Almighty, and is worshipped
as such, and would not have been worshipped,
if it had not been regarded as such. In the

same number ot the Mirror is a report of a
sermon by the Babu Chnnder Sen, in raptur-

ous praise of the goddess Lukshmi, the
Hindu counterpart of Mammon.” Certainly

a thousand untruths can never make one
truth, bub that a thousand frasments of a
broken substance would, if united, make up
that identical substance is almost a geomatri-
cal truth, and that what was analytically

disunited may again be blended and
formed into a synthetic unity, is an
unexceptionable logical proposition. If
the attributes of the Supreme God are sepa-
rately worshipped, why should it be wrong
to ask our countrymen to realize Him in

the union of all those attributes? And if

each fragmentary attribute is taken as in-

finite, we find nothing to condemn, but rather

much to admire. The worship ot each attribute

as finite is idolatry; to regard it as perfect

and infinite is Theism. Our western contem-
porary seems to misunderstand Luksbmi. She
is not the Hindu’s “Mammon.” To worship
Laksbmi is to see God in all earthly posses-

sions, in rice and riches, and in the beauty of

household order and prosperity, while the

worship of Mammon is enmity with God,
worldliness and carnality. Mammonism
is ungodliness

;
Lakhsmi is Providence.

Who so adores Lakhsmi must, gratefully

and devoutly see Providence in all

Divine gifts. Our contemporary may
hate the idol Laksbmi, but the true idea of

God in prosperity or providence is as much
a Christian as it is a Hindu idea. When
will Christendom realize this great idea and
reverently see God in their daily bread ?

:o;

Some fresh sensation has again been created

in Scotland about Professor Robertson Smith.
We learn that a new prosecution of the Pro- •

fessorhas been lately initiated in the Free
Church Presbytery of Edinburgh. The ground
of the prosecution this time, is an article on
“ Hebrew Language and Literature ” in the
11th volume of the“Encyclopaedia Britannica,”

which has been published since the Professor
was formally acquitted and replaced in his
chair by the General Assembly. “ In this

article,” the Times says, “Mr. Smith applies to

Hebrew literature la general tbe same principles
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of criticism which he had applied to Deutero-

nomy and Canticles in previous articles.”

Among the views and the expression in the

article to which exception is taken, are the

following “ It may fairly be made a

question,” he says, “ whether Moses left

in writing any other laws than the

commandments on the tables of stone.”

Again, Ite says The story of the early

fortunes of the nation down to the time of

David, often presents characteristics winch
point to moral tradition as its original

source.” Speaking of the Pentateuch,

he refers to it as “Itself a production

of more than one writer.” Regarding
Deuteronomy he alleges that in it “the ancient

ordinances of Israel were rewritten in the pro-

phetic spirit,” while he refers to “ The His-
torioal Books as tbey were finally shaped
after, the fall of Jerusalem, when that

old popular narrative was filled out

and continued in a spirit of prophetic pragma-

tism.” The Times remarks that “ this very

business-like way of speaking of, and dealing

with, the books of the Bible, seems like pro-

fanity in the eyes of orthodox Presbitarians

of the old school,' whose idea seems

to be that the Bible dropped from

Heaven precisely as we have it now,

marginal references included. They believe

that as'a’miracle made the Bible, so a mira-

cle has preserved it, and that any one who

treats it as a body of national literature, the

growth of centuries, is guilty of sacrilege.”

The Commission of the General Assembly

was to have met on the 11th of August last.

There are some learned Professors who would

defend Professor Smith’s position. The
opponents have entered on the prosecution

with great determination, and seem to think

that they are entering on the most serious

struggle that has taken place in the Church

since the Reformation.

PILGRIMAGE TO JESUS.

A WHOLB week was spent in preparation.

Seven leading traits of Christ’s character

formed the burden of prayer on seven succes-

sive days from Sunday to Saturday, to wit,

—

moral Purity, Asceticism, Oneness with God,
Sorrow, Love, Forgiveness and Spirituality.

Last Sunday the Pilgrim Brothers met at

8-80 in the morning, the usual time of prayer,

at the Minister’s house, and, after a short

prayer invoking Divine aid to enable them to

go and see Jesus in his spirit mansions, they

solemnly marched upstairs singing a hymn.
After they were seated in the sanctuary of

daily devotion, the regular morning service

was held. The Minister then in a lengthy

prayer led the congregation eighteen

centuries back to the Holy Land, where Jesus

lived and preached, suffered and died. As he

passed through the various scenes of his

chequered history, he drew pictures of the

sou of God, which were real, graphic and
touching. The picture of the infant Jesus

held on the arms of mother Mary and Mary
on the arms of the Eternal Mother touched

the hearts of those present by its moral beauty,

and every one felt anxious to hug the sweet

and saintly little one to his bosom.

The pilgrims then watched the growth and
development of the Prince of prophets, his^

training and culture in solitude and his

temptation, and saw how the Divine Mother
decked and adorned him in spiritual jewellery,

and gradually fitted him for the ministry.

Jesus preaching on the mountain was another

martellous Ti8ibn,'"and the pilgriih's soon'
iV

found themselves amongst the poorest and

humblest of the Jews, sitting at the feet of

Christ, and listening to the words of wisdom
that flowed from his lips. The face of the

teacher how Divine, the words he spoke how
true ! They eat close to him and heard him
most devoutly and lovingly. They then fol-

lowed their master with their fellow-Jews

through his sufterings and trials. Tbey saw
his unselfish heart bleeding for Jerusalem and

for the world, and though suftering indignity

and persecution giving love and compassion
and forgiveness in return for enmity and
hatred. At last came the touching and

melancholy scene in Gethsemane, where

Jesus finished his troubles amidst the

glory of the cross. From the wounds of

the bleeding lamb gushed forth in a mighty
stream the healing blood which was to wash
away the sins and transgressions of the world.

In the resurrection the pilgrims witnessed the

practical and perfect unification of the son

with the spirit of the Father, the final return

of the spark to the Parent Fire.

Throughout the whole of his earthly career

Jesus was found so inseparably united in

spirit with the Father, that apart from

Him he appeared nil. God was all in all in

Jesus, and he always disclaimed a separate

self. He was like glass, and the i pilgrims

clearly saw the Living Father through him.

As the pilgrims were Hindu devotees the

spirit of Jesus blessed rice and water, and
through them incorporated his higher life

into their lives, thus verifying the universality

of the doctrine of the sacrament. Thus was
Jesus, the son of God, assimilated to the

flesh and blood, the life and character of the

pilgrims of the New Dispensation. May the

spirit of, Christ abide for ever in Hindusthan !

THE ENGLISHMAN’S INTELLEC-
TUAL INCAPACITY.

Wb have often lamented the Englishman’s

ignorance of English, The charge seems

paradoxical, and coming from us Natives might

look arrogant and insolent. We do not pro-

pose to arrogate to ourselves a very large

measure of credit for our knowledge of

English. We readily confess we know very

little of the language and literature of

England. It cannot, therefore, be from any

feeling of presumption or conceit that we
accuse Englishmen of imperfect acquaintance

with their own mother tongue. It is sur-

prizing and distressing to see how the most

educated and cultured men in England fail

to grasp the meaning of the simplest text

in English. Take a passage in the Bible,

whose plain English is uncommonly clear^and

perfectly unambiguous, and the best in-

tellects in England will stumble over it.

How the simplest passages in the Christian

scriptures, which have been read over and over

again from the earliest years, are misconstrued

and misinterpreted, is to us a puzzle and a

mystery. Is not English the Englishman’s

vernacular? Are not Englishmen distin-

guished as a pre-eminently intellectual nation?

Why then this pitiable failing? And if

Englishmen fail to comprehend their own
Bible, it is no wonder that they should dis-

play similar, if not greater, mental obtuseness

in interpreting the literature of the New Dis-

pensation. Speeches and writings in English

setting forth the principles of the new revival

movement, have been wantonly misconstrued,

and their plain unmistakable meaning strange-

ly perverted. Our own writings have undergone

tite sa'uQ painful handling. Instead of reading

us aright, sapient critics have put their own
learned rendering upon our simple texts,

than which we confess we can conceive nothing

simpler, and evolved out of them fanciful

and fantastic theories, superstition, blas-

phemy, prophecy, mediatorship and what

not. Wo have been called fools and

conceited blasphemers. And why ? For no

fault of our own, but because our English

critics have failed to understand our English.

Is it because our English is faulty ? Have
we violated the rules of English grammar and

rhetoric ? Have we failed to use the right

and appropriate expression ? No. At least

that is not the complaint. We have

not been charged with these failings.

Our critics take our writings as they are, and,

instead of suspecting or suggesting any inaccu-

racy of expression, seriously interpret them,

and then evolve strange meaning which no-

thing in the text would ever warrant, and

which can only be regarded ^s an evolution of

their own inner consciousness. Ask an En-
glishman to explain such passages as these

—

Christ and the Father coming to abide in the

disciples
;
I in them and they in me

;
In

my Father’s house are many mansions
;

The
pilgrims went on pilgrimage to Buddha

;
He

communed with Socrates in his heart
;
Jesus

was seen the other day walking among the

educated devotees in India
;

I AM, saith

the Lord
;
The congregation bowed before the

Spirit-Lakshmi
;
,.The Lord regulates the

house-holder’s affairs. We are sure that in

attempting to explain such texts as these even

the most educated rnd intellectual Englishman

will make shocking blunders. And yet we
all know that the language is clear as crystal.

Are we to say that the natural man under*

standeth not the things of the spirit ? Sure-

ly then there is a dullness and incapacity

in English brains which prevent a clear

conception and appreciation of the simplest

troths of the spirit-world. Spirituality is not

the Englishman’s forte. He may be conversant

with the lower literature of the materialistic

sciences and arts, but he most ludicrously

blunders and flounders,whenever he undertakes

to comprehend or explain spiritual things.

Here he talks nonsense like an ignorant

schoolboy, though ne may be a profound

scholar in other things. We, of course, do not

speak of the few exceptionally devout English

souls to be found here and there. As a

nation the English do not seem to be intel-

lectual or intelligent enough to understand the

plainest truths of spiritual faith.

A WORD ON MYSTICISM.

It is not possible for religious men_ to

escape the charge of mysticism. But whether

mysticism is really a reproach
,
we do not

know. What is mysticism? Anything we cannot

comprehend. Anything that savours of such

high feeling that we cannot mount up to it

;

anything that savours of, such ' lofty thought

that we cannot grasp it, is judgedias mysti-

cism. And so long as some men will have

higher feeling than others, and some men soar

to loftier thought than their neighbours,

so long the charge of mysticism shall remain

in the world. Now the great majority of

men are
^

thoughtless, and sadly lack in

exalted feeling. It is also observed that those

who lack in thought and feeling, are by far the

most popular and prosperous. Influence goes

with material gain, and not with spiritual

power. Hence thoughtful men, being in the

minority, are judged severely by the thought-

less, and one of the m'>3t ordinary charges
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brought against them, is the charge of mysti-

cism. As nothing calls out such iiigh thought,

or stirs up such deep feeling as religion, reli-

gious men are ofteuest set down as mystics.

Mysticism is viewed as a general property of

religion. But mysticism not being necessrily a

reproach, let us see why it is so frequently

ascribed to religion. Religion must always

have a large measure of mystery in it. The
faith-world is very different from the matter-

world, and cannot be examined by the eye and
ear. It is also very different from the intel-

lect, and cannot be understood by mere
thinking. The senses and the understanding are

the only organs by which the great majority

of men judge of the merits of subjects.

Religion, refusing to be examined and under-

stood by these tests, assumes the shape of

a mystery, and teaches mystical things. The
great difficulty under which religious men have
to labor, is the insufficiency of language in

which to embody their experiences. They have

to use ordinary words and forms to express

ideas, which are most unfamiliar,and for which

there are no synonyms. Hence these words
are commonly understood in a way very dif-

ferent from the sense in which they are used,

and when an attempt is made to explain the

real sense in which they are used,the charge of

mysticism is at once laid at the door of the

explainer. Tropes and allegories are indis-

pensable in setting forth facts which do not

fait within the range of the senses and the

intellect. The ordinary language of philoso-

phy is also inapplicable to the elucida-

tion of experiences in which the logical

faculty has so little share. And hence, though
the use of philosophical phrases is often

adopted, the difficulty of expression remains
as great as ever, and the faculty of misunder-
standing is not at all lessened. That which
can be seen by the light of faith only, is neces-

sarily obscure when not seen in that liglit, and
seen only through the medium of the under-

standing and the carnal eye. It is impossible to

remove mysticism from the regions of higher

religious life. Certain things are and shall con-

tinue to remain hidden from the eye of the ini-

tiated. And hence what is very plain unto cliihl-

ren and persons of deficient intellect, are quite

beyond the reach of the wise and far-seeing.

Faith sees a new meaning in everything. In
the facts i nd laws of the world, a new lore and
new arrangements are discovered. In the

life of every man and in the history of man-
kind, very deep meaning and hidden relations

are discovered. In the teachings and charac-
ters of great men, profound and hidden
significations are found out. Religious men
sincerely and ceaselessly try to place these
meanings and relations before the world plainly

and unmistakably. But their attempts fail,

and most continue to fail. Language can
never come up to the heights, or go down to
the depths, ol the spirit. These heights and
depths are searched by the power of faith

only. Religion has, in all ages, religion,

whenever it has been true and pure, has
attempted to utter herself in the lang'iage of
love and revelation. And though for lon»
centuries the most learned and thoughtful ol
men have labored to bring out the real
meaning of these revelations, the ancient
utterances remain as mystical as before. And
what holds true of the past, will hold true
of the future.
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The usual monthly service takes nlace in the
Brahma Mandir this morning at 7 A. M.

The Bidhan Bharat is the name of the new
epic now in the press.

The Minister’s sermon on God in Infinite Space,
preached on Sunday last, is ready for sale.

,

We are glad to find that the attendance at the
weekly services in the Brahma Mandir has in-
creased of late.

The regular publication of the Minister’s ser-
mons seems to have roused considerable interest
in the Mofussil, and there is a erowine demand
for these sermons. We understand there are
already three hundred regular subscribers, and
that many more are likely to be registered ere
long.

The Manager of the Mission Office asks ns to ac-
knowledge the receipt of the following contribu-
tions to the Mission Fund :

—

Es.
Lalla Rani Pershad. Deragazi Khan 15 0 0
Babn Knilash Chunder Dass, Manager,

Court of Wards, Chittagong ... 10 0 0
Ribu T.uckhun Chunder Singh ... fi 0 0
Babn Rajessnr Gnnta, Chittagong ... 5 0 0
Babn Nritogonal Roy, Pleader, Ghazi-

pore, N. W. P. ... 5 0 0
LalTa Rulla Ram Bhimbnt,

Simla Hills 5 0 0
Lalla Wuzir Chand, Simla

R'''**
.

... ... 5 0 0
Lalla Kashi Ram, Simla

... ... 6 0 0
Brahmo Somaj, Tezpore,
Assam ... ... 5 0 0

Friends at Bnxar ... 5 0 0
Babn Shamlall Mnkerji ... 2 0 0
Two Hindustani Ladies ... 0 0
Babn Jodu Nath Singb ... 3 0 0
„ Woomesh Chunder Dutt ... 1 0 0

Total 75 0 0

The following is an abstract of the receipts and
disWirsementsof the Mission Office, during Julv
1880:— ^ ^

Receipts.
Contributions from the

Mission Fund
Contribution from the
Mandir

Contribution from the
“Sulabha Samachar”

Contributions from the
“Dhurm Tutwa”

Contributions from the
Sale of books

Contributions from the
other sources

the Rs.

the
... 48 12 0'

the
... 10 0 0

the
... 60 0 0

i

the
... 20 0 0

the
... 41 6 0

... 22 4 0,

Total 202 6 0
Expenditure.

For the maintenance of Brahmo Mis-
sionaries aud their families ... 167 11 0

Establishment 21 6 0
Miscellaneous aud other contingencies 13 5 0

202 6 0

REV, MR, DALE’S SECOND LECTURE TO
THE “THEOLOGICAL INSTITUTION.”

On Unitabianism.

We give a very brief resume of last Saturday’s
lecture (August 7th) at Albert Hall. It was * de-
livered ex tempore, and held the attention of an
audience of Brahmos and Hindu inquirers with
a few Europeans, for about an hour and a half.
Mr. Dali said :

—

Our subject, to-day, is Unitarianism. As
indicating a high aim, the word speaks for itself.
It is self-defined. All truth centres in the Divine
Unity. History tells us that in every nation, and
in all religions, through all time, the most re-
fined thinkers and leaders have been monotheists,
Unitarians. Though few in number, they have
always led the polytheistic masses of men.
Ekam evadwiteeam was not the religion of the
(^owd, in Vedic times. The great Unitarian,
Jesus, was bora a Jew. The Jews are
children of Abraham. And what led Abraham
out of Chaldea into Canaanf? His'Unitarianism.
Educated in the highest thought of Egypt,
what made Moses, Moses? His Unitarianism. The
bent of all science, as of all religion, from the
beginning until now, has been toward the unity
of truth and of God,—Unitarian. The opposite
of Unitarianism is disharmony, inconsistency, self-
contradiction, discord. The best seers of
truth, at its highest, are not many, but they are
all Dnitarians, scientific, political or religious.

(1) The word is a grand one. It is
generic. It means something. The religious
world and the political world alike do it
honor. The “ Unitarios'' of Spain and of Italy
seek political unity. The Unitarians of Europe,
England, America, in harmony with the great
Brahmo and Mahomedan movements in the East,
crown all religious truth with the Unity of God.
It is a noble word,the name, the word “Unitarian.”
Methodist, Baptist, Presbyterian, Church of En-
gland, of Rome, the Greek Church, these are good,
each in its place; good but local. Unitarian is a
name for all places and all times. It is not local.
It is all-comprehending. And a good uame is a
good thing. Bishop Wilson, lor twenty-five years
Lord Bishop of Calcutta, felt this to he so when,
on the reopening of the Unitarian Mission here, in
1855, he cried aloud from the pulpit of St. Paul’s—
“Unitarians? Unitarians? We ure the Unitarians,
ever One God, world without end ?”

(2) Passing from the word to its essence, its
undoubted meaning, Ml. Dall called attention to
“ the seven unities of True Religion.” He dwelt
briefly on each of these, addins that the number
was rather seventy than seven

;
“but for conve-

nience we will call it seven.’' These unities were as
follows; (1) The indivisible and unapproachable
Unity of the Most High. (2.) The Unity of God, in
spirit with a man, “I aud my Father are one.” This
idea is clouded, hut confessed iu' incarnations, arn-
tars. (3.) The Unity of Godioith holy men,
phets and apostles. “ And ye must t»e one even
as we are oue.” (4.) The Unity of the Bible for
Christians and of all that is true in any scriptures
accounteil “ I10I3'.” 'I'iie expurgation our. of the
Bible of all that any wise conflicts with the word
and spirit of Jesus, its uncompromising Master,
this work of itself gave the Unitarian Church a
mission of reform worth of its exalted uame.
(6.) The unity of recorded truth, saered aud
secular, religious and scientific

;
both alike being

inspired of God, so far as they cell the truth
;
the

one the compleineut of the other, and tlie two
mutual rectifiers. (6.) The natural aud divine
unity of man; hnmaa brotherhood; the race oue
family, “of one blood.” (7.) The unity of this
life loith the life to come

;
tlie destined evolution of

one into theotlier. Sowing and re*piug : the infant
school, the higher school, the academy, tlie college,
the university, the profession ;—man thus passing
from stage to stage of existence, and from heaven
to heaven. Thus is every soul called to be a saviour,
and sure to be honored with a Divine Mission to

the extent of its trustworthiness. Such as these
were “ the seven unities of Unitarianism.”

( 3) Trinity. Mr. Dali was of one opiiiiou with
those who refused to identify the splendid aud
catholic commission which God had {.iveu to
Unitarians in all ages,—and in the present age
most of all,—with a single branch of its work

;
—

namely to deny and expose the daring con-
tradictions involved in the popular doctrine
of the Trinity. This doctrine,—under which lay
the undoubted good that all men should be filled

with the Spirit of Ood aud of Jesus aud of their
holy It e,— tells us to divide the Godhead, i.e.,

the Father aud centre of the circling universe,
into three centres. He exists in three persons

;

never to be identified ! He that confounds these
persons, (as the 'Trinity of Hiuduistp more happily
coafounds them, and so leaves the Eternal Ceu-
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tre undisturbed,) “ he (says the creed of popular

Christian dogma) shall without doubt perish

eTerlastingly.” As the great poet of India, Kali

Dass, has said:—
“ In those three persona the One God was shown,

Each first in place, each last,—not one alone ;

Of Siva, Vishnu, Brahma, each may be

First, second, third among the blessed Three ”

Heathen temples were, before Christ, and

are to-day, written all over with trinities ;

Hindu, Egyptian, Scandinavian. Trinity, al-

ways a high philosophic abstraction, a pre-

sumptuous analysis of the Infinite,—-compels

devout and godly men and women, trinitarian

Christians, to assert that Jesus is, at once, finite

and infinite, local and omnipresent, omniscient and

not omniscient. The unity of truth repudiates

such contradictions. Of two opposites in^ state-

ment, one must be untrue :—So trinity, as

largely held by Christians, involves untruth. It

puts error in the highest of all places, and makes

God deny himself. Here, as everywhere, Unita-

rian Christianity, the highest, purest, simplest form

of Divine Theism, God-ism,—affirms, with Jesus,

that the first of God’s commands, with which all

else must come into harmony, is, “ Hear, oh

people, the Lord, the True God is owe. ’ This

Oneness, and not that thveeness, of distinct persons,

is true
;
is Unitarian, is of Christ, and is universal

and everlastinsr. Down with all denials of the

Divine unity !
* * * Mr. Dali closed with

saying that he had been generously invited to

bring into the “ Theological Institution of

the Brahmo Somaj of India—first the declara-

tion of his views concerning “ Christ” ;
and

now, to tell his Brahmo and other friends what

was “ Unitarianism.” Very imperfectly had he set

forth its high calling of God ;
a work at once

destructive and constructive. It made him, as a

Unitarian Christian, one with all vyho resolve that

the True shall come into unison with the true. A
division of labor was essential to this great work.

His' Brahmo hearers would rejoice with the speaker

that he had with hini the voice that in a recent

discourse on “God-Vision” had well said, “ Let

synthesis be your watch word. Unite in a perso-

nal unity the various fragments of a divided Deity

—and you will see, in this beautiful synthesis, a

pierfect and harmonious whole, the very living God

of the universe.”

BRAHMO PULPIT.

GOD AS° FORCE.*

God is the Preserver and Creator of the

world. As Saraswati, she dispenses knowledge;

as Lakshmi, she grants wealth and abundance;

and again He manifests Himself as the indifferent

ascetic in all His glory. How, then,^ has the term

Avatar or Incarnate found a place in the tneolo-

gical vocabulary ? "What necessitated the recogni-

tion of an Avatar 1 Who has ever taught men to

expect an incarnation, whenever a deep crisi-* in

the world’s affairs render it necessary ? Was
there no God upon earth before he came down to

appear in human flesh ? Yes, He was immanent in

every object of the creationj but ixiankind would not

be satisfied with that. They wanted to see Him in

their souls. Our God is not merely the God of

Heaven, He is also the God of the earth. He is

not merely the Lord of the sun and moon, but also

of rivers and rivulets, trees and creepers. Men

saw Him descend upon all earthly objects, but not

satisfied with that they wanted Him within their

bodies. What, if He were found in the Heavenly

bodies and trees ? How would the sinner be bene-

fited by it 1 Our Hari is present in the sweet-

ness of the flower and the beauty of the dawn ;
but

how would the tidings satisfy those who are con-

sumed by impurity? To them if He does

not manifest Himself in the human soul,

it is the same thing, whether He exists or not.

If He is not perceptible in the soul, what is the

advantage of acknowledging Him to be a mere

uncertain, unknown, and distant Deity ? Har

is everywhere ;
is the human soul the only excep-

tion ? Having chosen the entire creation as

His abode, bath He rejected man as despicable

a*iid hateful? Even the smallest creepers feel

the sanctity of His presence
;
and did He say to

man—“Man unworthy of touch, get hencel” If there

be no God in the human community, no God iu

history, then the sublime poem Bhagavat, depicting

Hari’s dispensations, becomes impossible- Who says

that God is not in the temple of our body ? Open

the eye of faith, and you will find that, iu every

individual, Hari resides ^8 force or energy. That

great force, that mighty energy, is operating mthe

* The substance of a sermou delivered by the

Minister iu the Brahma Mandir on Sunday, the

Ist Agusti

body and soul of every man. Knowest thou what
force that is ? She is Bhagavati—the primal eldest
force. He who hath created this universe where
is He? Is He dormant after the labors of the
creation? Or is He still living in the midst of

us? Yes. He is with us, and at the root of all

forces. We have worshipped Hari in wood
and gardens, hill and dale, even in the vast
cathedral of the universe

; but how can
the human heart be content with worship-
ping Him in other’s houses, when his own,
namely his heart, remains vacant ? Why should
we not realize Him in our own selves ? The
force that upholds the great luminaries of Heaven,
is the self-same force that animates our arms,
(luickens our eyes and invigorates our ears. Ye
think that all that is your own, that it is your
power which enables you to aquire wealth, and
satisfy your desires. Abandon this atheism.
Can ye preserve yourself for a minute ? You
possess no prime power in yourself. The creative

force that formed you, is the maintaining energy
of your life. It is the energy of Heaven, it

is not of to-day, but is the intensified

and concentrated force of eternity. Why
do the Hindus represent this force, this Kali
as black? Infinite energy is as deep and dark
colored as the ocean. Only shallow waters are

transparent. As the volume increases, the
muddiness increases also; and it becomes green,
dark, blue and almost black, as it grows in depth.
The glassy brook assumes gradually, owing to its

depth, the appearance of black. In the same
manner, if we contemplate the " individual and
isolated existence, we perceive no color in it.

But contemplate more closely and dive
deeper, and you will find stratum after

statum of deep and deeper force underlying
it, which force transforms itself at last into Divine
Force. You find at last no bottom, and the infinite

ocean of force becomes of a deep dark color. This
is the image of KMi evolved. That force which
created the world is our Mother, the World’s
Mother. She abides in Her children as the prime
force. In that little hunr an body is Hari always
present. The Divine power lies deep hidden
and secluded in every heart. Tell me now, O
contemplative Brahmo, if your desire to see God
in your own house is gratified ? Lo ! the Lord
thy God hitherto abided in yonder moon and sun ;

but now He is descended and has entered into your
own body and mind. As Salcti She abideth in every
bodily and mental energy which you possess.

Think not, therefore, that your God is a distant

God. Who ever acquired bliss in seeing a
distant God ? Look within, and behold the

immanent Lord of the Creation. Come, I will

show you Hari in the midst of your own
life. Unlock the door of your heart, and be-

hold there is the infinite KMi enthroned there. She
is not made of clay or metals, but is the invisible

intelligence embodied in an all-pervading force.

What is K41i ? She is force. What sort of force ?

Not like your created, limited or material force; but
the first primal energy whose attribute is intelli-

geuce. Where is Her temple and where can she be
seen ? Not in any particular place. The human
body is her temple,and the entire universe the great
Kalighat, Behold KsMi in that sublime temple

;
be-

hold Her in your eyes, in your bosom, in your blood
and breath.Contemplate Her in your powers of see-

ing. hearing and remembering. When you wield
your arms or exercise your talents, the is no
force but Kali iu all that. Is it not wonder-
ful that the Almighty Himself has taken
possession of your mind and body. When He
departs, your body crumbles. A drop of that
infinite everlasting ocean is enough to sustain all

energies. See how KMi destroys the proud. O man,
flurish not your power before that Infinite Power.
That destroyer of pride will shatter to atoms all the
preemption of your heart. We cannot for a moment
look upon the face of that Mother who gave us
birth. We tremble as we contemplate Her presence.
0 dread Force ! seas and mountains, winds and
clouds, fire, sun and moon, all stand with clasped
hands before Thee, and maintain an attitude of

silent devotion. Brethren, do you know of what
force I am speaking ? The terrible force which
drew out this world from darkness and chaos

—

the force which, when nothing was, spoke
in a solemn tone— “ come sun, moon, earth
and all the planets—come ye in solemn array.”

Up to this day she turneth millions of worlds
in their heavenly orbits upon Her fingers’ end.
We fear, as we contemplate, the loud roaring
surges and sounds of that endless ocean. Again,
when this force leaves the nmterial world, and is

transformed into the force of religion or piety, and
iu this attitude isarrayed against irreligion. Oh 1

how much more dreadful doth She appear to us ?

See Her now arrayed in all the pomp of battle

and slaughtering withlier miglity hand the enemies
of religion. She cannot endure the presence of

ignorance, hatred or sin. Whenever she sees dark-

ness pervading a heart, forthwith the thundering
voice is raised,TheLord exclaims—“What.darkuess
again ! Out of this darkness, did I create the

world, and is chaos again to penetrate it?” With
this furious cry, the Almighty Kili goeth on

triumphing over ignorance and sin, and out of

their darkness evolving the world of religion.

That force is everywhere. She who dispenseth

happiness and peace to the good, trampleth upon
the unrighteous and the wicked. He who cherish-

eth Her children iu Her bosom and feedeth

and maintaineth them, also tramoleth upon Her

great enemies. She is now Jagutdhatri, the

preserver of Her children, and now she is the

terrible Goddess who, with sharp swords, combats

and vanquishes Her foes in battle. She flourishes

Her sword iu the human bosom too, and with

it kills untruth and impiety. Beware, then, how ye

offend this terrible Deity. No sin can manage to

exist in Her presence, where the sublime Sakti

is worshipped, no enemy of God can exist. This

mighty Goddess expects no sacrifices, she is ne'^er

thirsty for animal blood. She wanteth no human
sacrifice

;
it is the sacrifice of sin that she demand

-

eth. How she rejoiceth in and is flushed with

the blood of that monster. Do you wish

to see the dreadful aud sublime dance, in

which our Kali indulges. Permit Her then to

decapitate all the demons of sin in your heart, and

when She snatches away those severed heads, how
dreadfully She exalts and dances about! But

never think that Kali is cruel. Sakti and Luckshmi

are identical terms. While she wages Her battles

with sin, she looks terrible; but in reali-

ty, Her heart is the tender heart of a loving

mother, That Mother is never satisfied with

animal blood ; She wants to kill the demon-sin.

Let us, then, be devout Sahtas. We shall love

Sahti, because she is our Mother. She is black;

but it is a good black color, it is the color of

the Infinite, Worship Kali, and you will

find all your dormant, timid and despairing

j

energies start up, and with this new fire consume

I

the sins of the heart. The more ye worsuip this

force, the greater shall be your triumph over death,

and the greater shall be the power which ye shall

exert in establishing the Kingdom of Heaven both

within and without.

(Corresnoiulence.

\^We do 7iot hold ourselves in amj leaij res-ponsiiblc

for the opinions of out correspondents,-^ Ed. iS.il/.,]

RELIGIOUS FERVOUR AND THE MORAL
CODE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—

I

n your issue of the 3rd August, you pub-
lish a letter from Mr. Dali on atheism, and you
make some remarks of your own on that letter.

You say, “ Whereas formerly atheists were held
to be devoid of any good traits whatever, now they
coolly claim for themselves all that moral code
which is the special birthright of the theistic school.

”

You, or, rather I should say, the new religious sect

which you have formed, profess to be theists, and,

as in your estimation your doctrines are true, you
claim the “ moral code ” as your own. I do not

see why you should lay claim to this code as “ the
special birthright of the theistic school.” The
moral code is, I think, the special birthright of

society, and not of any sect whatever
;
and it can,

especially in these days when the law and the

authority of the Magistrate exist for the protection

of life and property, do all that is necessary to

keep society from falling to pieces. The majesty
of the law is vindicated by the Bench
of the High Court, and the rights of pro-

perty are assured by its decrees ; we no
longer want the ecclesiastic to influence the con-

duct of the rich, or to overawe evil-doers among
the poor. As society exists now, no religious

sect can claim “ the moral code as a birthright.”

Respectable members of society feel bound to

behave with proper regard for the feelings, duties

and responsibilities of those with whom they
associate ;

but every member of society is at
liberty to choose any form of religious

belief he likes, or he may remain, as

the greater number do, indifferent to all

creeds, except that one which he happens to

have been taught by his parents, and with the

requirements of vchieh he only mechanically com-
plies. In fact, if a man of this sort becomes “ a

thoroughly religious” person, as the cant phrase is,

he often loses the esteem in which he was
formerly held, and may become from weakness
of character a less useful member of society than

formerly!
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I take this view of the matter from a different

standpoint to that which you would consent to

occupy; but I claim to take a wider view of social

life than any religious professor can. There
would be little difficulty in showing that when
society becomes very religious, the tone of its moral

character is lowered, because religious exeitement

and the eagerness to take part in religious cere-

monies override every social obligation, and morali-

lity is made subordinate to religious enthusiasm.

For instance, the moral tone of civilized society,

in England unhappily, is lower now than it was
thirty years aao ;

but the religious professors, par-

ticularly of the higher order, as it assumes to be

of the high church party, are numerous and are

devout ;
but, at the same time, frivolity and vice

are very blatant and offensive. The same result

may be produced by any and every religious

sect, and, therefore, no sect can claim
“ the moral code as a birthright.” Religion,

pure and undefiled, does influence bene-

ficially the conduct of individuals, but where can

you find the precious jewel? Chistiauity, in its

original form, you justly admire; but that form is

now lost. The superstructure that has been raised

on its foundations is a splendid building, highly

embellished whithin and without, but the founda-

tions on which it stands are buried beneath the

earth, and they have been lost to sight so long that

no one now knows, or cares to know, their depth or

extent.

Under this view of social life the theist and the

atheist have really less influence for evil than some
persons consider. The theist, in acknowledging
one sole rule of the universe, is in harmony with

the natural instincts of mankind
;

but the atheist

entertains notions which are naturally repulsive

and which will never be held by the greater

number, who are too thoughtless to trouble

themselves with the bard reasoning which an

atheist must employ.
I could write much on the responsibility which

j'ou incur in raising doubts about the truth and
moral value of the religions of India, esoecially

of the Hindu religion, perhaps the oldest on the

face of the earth. You may succeed in establish-

ing a new faith
;
but you have probably so far

made more of your countrymen sceptics than you
have made members of the Brahmo Somaj. In
addition to this responsibility, you tell the world
repeatedly that the members of your sect are

theists. You are seeking to get your doctrines re-

cognised; but you are already obliged to have
recourse to religious excitement and enthusiasm,

in order to keep your followers together and to

attract others. You are, therefore, endangering
the moral stability of society, and, I admit,
unconsciously introducing practices, which, if per-

sisted in, must end in giving to moral obligations

a place of merely secondary importance.

Uo not consider this letter as an unwarrantable
interference with your conscientious proceedings,

but look on it as the opinion of one who is certain-

ly not an atheist, but is a man of the world.

Yours &c,,

Kosmos.

ORTHODOX CHRISTIANITY NOT PRIMI-
TIVE CHRISTIANITY.

o

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,— It is generally supposed by orthodox

Christians that their beliefs of the present day are

eighteen hundred years old. But the truth is that

Jesus’ simple religion has been thickly encrusted

with ecclesiastical doctrines and dogmas as years

have rolled on; consequently the primitive Christians

of the first two centuries, who derived their Chris-

tianity directly from the apostles, had no notions

concerning the Supreme Deity of Jesus and all

doctrines which were never taught by Christ,

nor elaborated by his Apostles, viz.,that three equal

persons, each of whom taken separately is God,

go to make up the greatest mystery in the

universe, i. e., one true God—that Adam’s
sin is imputed to his posterity, and the

sins of all mankind are laid on Jesus, and his

righteousness is imputed to "believers”: and the

connected doctrine of the punishment of Christ,

instead of the guilty, for the special purpose of

reconciling God to man, in other words, of convert-
ing the wrath of God into grace.

“I am prepared to state,” says the Rev. Pea-
body*, Pastor of the South Church, Portsmouth N.
H., “without fear of contradiction that the doctrine

of the equality of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,

cannot be found in any work of the three first

centuries, and that there cannot be found, with
reference to the Divine nature, in any genuine
Christian work of the first two centuries, any state-

ment o' doctrine, equivalent or approaching to,

or consistent with, the modern doctrine of the
Trinity. Tnere is no proof whatever that what
is now called the doctrine of the Trinity was
in existence before the Council of Nice.”

George Christian Knapp, an Orthodox writer,
says, after a full and learned discussion of the
whole subject, it is “ impossible to prove the
agreement of the earliest Christian writers with
the common Orthodox doctrine as established in

the Fourth Century.” Xeefitm Vol. 1 2’ P> 394-209,
Jc. Flacius, a learned pupil of Luther, says that
the Christian writers of the primitive age “ dis-

coursed like philosophers of the law, and its

moral precepts, and of the nature of virtue and
vice

; but they were totally ignorant of man’s
natural corruption, the mysteries of the Gospel,
and Christ’s merits.” Speaking of Eusebius, the
ecclesiastical historian, A.D. .320, he says :

‘ It

is a very low and imperfect description which be
gives of a Christian, making him only a man, who,
by the knowledge of Christ and his doctrine, is

brought to the worship of the one true God. and
the practice of sobriety, righteousness, patience
and other virtues. But he has not a word about
imputed righteousnsss.” Dr, Gardner fthe well-
known (Unitarian) Divine, author of “ 'The Credi-
bilitj' of the Gospel History” to which work
orthodoxy is so much indebted] dismisses these
passages from Flacius with the following well-
merited and delicate irony :

—“Poor, ignorant,
primitive Christians, I wonder how they could
find the way to heaven. They lived near the
time of Christ and his apostles. They highly
valued and diligently read the Holy Scriptures,
and some of them wrote commentaries upon them,
but yet it seems they knew little or nothing of
thiir religion, though they embraced and professed
it with the manifest hazard of all earthly good
things; and many of them laid down their lives
rather than renounced it.”

“If we examine the history of these first

ages, we find them speaking in the utmost simpli-
city of the Father,- Son, and Holy Spirit; but hav-
ing still confessedly no speculative theory or dog-
matic scheme of Trinity.” “They had the word of

God in power, but not as yet in science ; Christian
dogmatics were yet to be invented.”

—

Dr. Bushnell
“ God in Christ" p. p. 2S6-7.

“ We do then with all earnestness * * * protest

i
against the irrational and unscriptural doctrine of

' the Trinity. To us as to the apostle and the primi-
tive Christians, ‘there is one God even the Father.’

!

With Jesus we worship the Father as the only

I

living and true God. We are astonished that any
man can read the New Testament, and avoid the
conviction that the Father alone is God.” “We
challenge our opponents to adduce one passage
in the New Testament where is the word God
means three personsf, wherein is not limited to
one person, and where, unless turned from its

usual sense by the connection, it does not mean
the Father.”
“ To us the great glory of Christ’s mission

consists in the power with which he ‘ reveals the
Father’ and establishes the kingdom or
region of God within the soul. By the
crown which he wears we understand the
eminence which he enjoys in the most beni-
ficent work in the universe, that of bringing hack
the lost mind to the knowledge, love, and like-

ness of its Creator,” thereby reconciling man to

God, not “ God to man.”

—

Channing's Complete
Worlis,

I could multiply quotations from the writings
of the Fathers themselves to a great extent in
evidence to show that they like Dr. Channing.
held the belief that the Father alone is God.
The farther we go back in our enquiries, the nearer
we come to the true doctrine which is life eternal,
namely, "to know the Father, the only true God,
and Jesus Christ whom He sent.”

Yours &o.,

W. T.

* Lectures oa Christiau Doctrines.

t The word God is used no less than 1,326 times
in the books of the New Testament,

A REPLY TO “ W. T.”

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,— I confess that I am disappointed to find

that your correspondent “W. T.” is more concerned
to point out what he considers “ unorthodox”
Christianity than to examine into the questions

which be has propounded on their own merits.

Orthodoxy, as he says, is very frequently used to

signify “my doxy,” as opposed to every body else’s;

and I cannot see how it can interest or profit your
readers to be told whatis,aad what is not,ortbodox

Christiauity by one professedly inimical to all

Christianity. Moreover,the two points on which he

challenges “Orthodox Christian,” are quite beside

the question.

1. TheAthanasian creed is a statement of faith in-

tended for referring only to instructed Christians.

Wilful rejection of God’s light is sin. If Chris-

tianity is true, as we believe, then all who have

been taught it carefully, and yet reject it, are clearly

sinners, and will remain such as long as they con-

tinue to do so.

As for man’s being unable to commit an infinite

crime, the matter is truism. But infinite and

endless are equivalent. It is merely to play with

words to talk thus.

The argument fully stated is this : Man
is finite, therefore can only commit finite sin,

and, therefore, deserves only finite punishment.

In reply it might be said : Man is

an endles.s being, therefore can commit endless

sin, and deserve endless punishment.

Both arguments (sic) are equally valueless, since

the nature of sin is taken account of in neither,

but one is quite as good as the other. I may
remark that,

Endles!>=unending.
Infinite=Unbeginning and unending. God only

is infinit**, man is unending.

2. With regard to the fall of the devil from
good to evil, we are absolutely ignorant of

how it happened. But “ W. T.” confuses the

states of innocence and of sinfulness, when
he says that if evil may spring up in

man’s heart without an external tempter, “ the

office of the devil is abolished.” We are taught

that f.allen men is often tempted by the lusts of his

own fallen nature, but that he is also often tempted
from without by Satanic agency. We are taught

also that as a matter of fact, man, in his state of

innocence, was tempted from without by a being
already evil. In this teaching I find nothing con-
trary either to reason or conscience. Doubtless,

this by no means explains the orgin of evil
;
but

I never heard of any one who could explain it,

and fancy that your correspondent is wise and
as ignorant in this matter as I am.
With regard to what “W.T.” calls contradictions

in the Bible.

1. St. Mt : II. 15 compared with Hos : xr. 1. Any
one who reads the New Testament carefully and
not for purposes of controversy, will see that the

Ghrist is always represented, as was foretold, to be
the true Son of God whom Israel, God’s chosen
people, failed to represent through their sinfulness,

Wba* the prophet Hosen, therefore, had written
of the children of Israel, the Evangelist says
was also fulfill d in the Christ, the true Son of God.
This is no contradiction.

2. St. Jn. V. 31 compared St Jn. vill. 14ff :

Here, indeed, is an apparent contradiction, but
one which Jesus Christ Himself explains. In the
first passage. He is insisting on His unity with
the Father which is so essential, that if He
were to pretend to stand alone, and so to bear
witness without any reference to the Father and
onlyfrom Himself, this would be false.

But as He says, in the socond passage, “I am not
alone, but I and the Father that sent me.” In
this union with the Father, He has perfect know-
ledge of Him»elf and so, unlike ignorant men, can
bear true witne.ss about Himself.
To call this a contradiction is to be literal indeed

but is altogether to fall in grasping the true
humility and necessary egoism of one who claimed
to be the Son of God.

3. 2 Sam : xXIV 1 compared ^with I Cbrou.
XXI.

St. Jas : I 13 compared with Jer : xx''-2 Sam :

xxiv-1.
Now here we are told that;

Satan pm'^oked 1

Again
;

God tempteth no man.
But, on the other hand, we read that

;

Jeremiah says "Lord thou hastdeceived me, ’’and
that God moved David to number Israel. All this
doubtless appears contradictory, and so it would
be, if nothing more were written in theBible about
temptation.

But let any one read the first two chapters of
the book of Job, and the whole of the book, if

time permit, and all is made plain. Fallen man
can only reach Godliness, i. e,, God likeness,
through temptation. When man has known
and seen evil, and, by God’s grace helping his

free will, chosen the good. God can and will
fix him in that mind by the perpetual vision of
the Divine glory [St. Jn. m. 2] God, therefore,
permits man to be tempted.—since nothing can
happen without his permission,—either for
punitive or testing purpo.ses.

Satan, however, or a man’s evil lusts are the
immediate agents of temptation.
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The broad distinctioa between the one and the
other 18, that while Satan an i bad men or evil
Justs draw men towards evil, God punishes men,
as He punished David for choosing evil.

The passage from Jeremiah has no reference to
temptation towards evil. Let the whole chapter
be read, and it will be seen that the prophet,
while ' expressing his trust m God, fully
declares his own agony ot mind. He charges
God with deceiving him, but goes on to show
his real belief, in spite of all that had hap-
pened to him, that “ the Lord is with me as a
mighty terrible one,” “ The Lord of Hosts trieth
the righteous, He hath delivered the soul
of the poor.”

Let it be remembered that Jeremiah was com-
missibned to pronounce God’s coming vengeance
on a sinful people. While God waited, he was
disbelieved, scouted and persecuted, hence his
agony of soul.

In ‘'conclusion, pray excuse the length of
fhis latter. I may scarcely hope that your
correspondent “W. T.’s” difficulties will be thus
smoothed away. But in the name of common
sense and common justice I ask him. and
all who are in his position, to read Ihe
Bible, even a chapter of the Bible, as a whole,
before setting to work to criticize details.

It is written ” the natural man receiveth not
things of the Spirit of God, for they are foolish-
ness onto him, neither can he know them, because
they are spiritually discerned.” Cor. il. 14.

**W.T.” thinks that all Christians are deceived.
May he not be deceived himself ? In any case,
is it too much to ask him to kneel down and
seek the guidance of God's Spirit before replying
to my letter, as I have done before replying to his ?

Yours. &c,,

J. D. M.
Simla, 2nd August 1880.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Perxonx favoi'ing n-s with communicntiom are
requetted to write legihhj and on o)ie side oj the
paper only,

Unanthentwated oomminications will not he
inserted.

A Voice FROM ChinsurAh.—

R

eceived.
R M. B.— Ditto.

J. T. T.— Ditto.

Chandi Churn Bannebji.— Declined with
thanks.

K, C. Mustafi.—The gentleman you speak of is

certainly not a Missionary of the Brahmo Somai of
India.

Truth 'from SiLchAR.—

T

he thing is beneath
notioe.

BANGAliORli I.ETTER3.— All received.

giiouinqi:il.

'RUNGPORE.

[from OUR Own CORRESPONDENT.]

'l%e 22ml July 1880.

Thanks to the British Government to whom
we are indebted for the N. B. State Railway.
It is this Railway that is occasionally bringing
to us men in whose company we enjoy spiritual
happiness. Our revered Bhai Dina Nath Mozum-
dar, our Brahmo Missionary, on his way back from
Assam tsee your TezpOre correspondent’s letter
already published in your columns), reached Rung-
pore on Thursday, 'the 16th instant, 10 ,30 A. m.
In the evening a special prayer meeting was held
in the local

^

Brahmo Somaj, Not only the
Brabmos—their number Js very small— but also
other gentlemen were invited to the prayer meeting.
What with the heart-melting prayer which Bhai
Dina Nath offered to God Almighty, and the
sermon that he delivered, not to speak of the
hymns which he can alone sine, we lived for
au hour and half more in the spirit than in the
flesh. The following night (Friday, 16th July)
a lecture in Bengali (subject “ Progress and

,

Salvation ” ) was delivered by the Babu in the
'

j?ucca Baitakkhana house of the Tusbhand or
|

Zemindar, situated in JJawabguge—a part or parcel
of Rungpore town, and called the “Paiine Chari Ani
House.” Abut 200 gentlemen were present, includ-
ing Babus Hurrish Chunder Ray, Manager of the
Bahirband estate of Maharani Surnomoye. The
lecture lasted one-and-half hours, and ended with
a tong about the New Dispensation. Most of the
hearers were orthodox Hindus, and yet they were,
ai I sabsequently found on enquiry, quite pleased’.

On the morning of the 17th, Saturday, Bhai Dina
Nath, accompanied by a Rungpore Brahmo.
took the rail to Shampore (the second station
“down” Rungpore), and visited Gopalpore—
Sadyepuskarni, where resides onr esteemed
Brahmo brother. Pandit Kali Sankar Dass Kabiraj,
the author of the two vols. of DJuirma Bijnan Bij
The Pundit has passed his middle age, and is of
short stature. Mark his features and you will find
intelligence and a soaring soul beaming through
them, Bhai Dina Nath and the Brahmos of Rung-
pore Kurigram, one of the Sub-Division head
quarters of Rungpore, Jalpigori and Saidnore
(N. B. S. Railway) had been invited by the Pundit
to be present at the Namkaran ceremony
(something like Christening) of his infant
son f'2nd). On the afternoon of his arri
val, Bhai Dino Nath received a visit from
Babn Gangadhar Roy Chowdhri. the well-known
Zemindar of Kunrygopalpore. The day after, i, e
Sunday, the 18th July [4th Srabm], the Namka-
ran ceremony came off in the forenoon. I re^d
thattheRevd. Mr. Arnold, of Rungpore, has written
stronglv on the immorality of the people of Rung-
pore. To some extent I agree with him, but would
he had been present at the ' Namkaram cereraonv
described above. Had he been present on the
occasion, he would, I dare say, have he^n quite
pleased, and convinced that there are institutions
of iodegenus growth which, by the grace of the
Father of All Nations, make even Natives aspire
after puritv and holine.ss, and realiz'S to some
extent what the Kingdom of Heaven is like.

^eloiifioit.

litornnjr, Scientific, S:c.

We regret to notice the death of Mr. Tom Tay-
lor, the Editor of the London Punch. He was a
distinguished art critic, and in this capacity he
contributed learned leaders to the Times. He
wrote a good many dramas for the stage, and has,
therefore, been justly termed " the successful dra
matist ot his time.”

Cardinal Manning lately stopped at Milan
on his wav home from Rome, and on visit-
ing the Cathedral he said:— “It would be
my desire, my ambition, to erect a Cathedral
in London, which, if not equal to this, would
still be an imposing monument of Christianity,
and my oredecessors left me a considerable
sum to effect such an enterprise

;
but in

existing circumstances I have thought it best to
devote the interest of that capital to creating a
Catholic seminary in London.”

The Electrician understands that on the 28th of
June last, a telegram was despatched from Sydney
at 12-30 p.M. (Sydne.y time) and reached London
at 7-33 A. M. (Greenwich time) on the same day.
Allowing for the difference of time between Sydney
and London—Sydney being 10 hours and 5 minutes
in advance of Greenwich time—the actual time
occu[)ied in transmission was 5 hours and 8 minutes,
thus enabling events at the antipodes to be pub'
lished in London on the day of their occurrence
These are the wonders of Science !

A NEW musical instrument has been invented by
a Russian peasant. It is composed of a frame-work
sustaining a number of wheels, with rims so
grooved and notched as to make a humming noise,
when rapidly revolved. Each wheel sounds a

different note, and as the required rate of revolu-
tion cannot be immediately attained or disconti-
nued. raany’remarkable effects may be produced,
which, with the peculiar tinhre of the instrument,
render the invention a decided addition to the
musical world. It is known in Moscow as the
kalophone, and is shortly to be exhibited in Paris
and London.

The Maoriea of New Zealand are rapidly decreas-
ing, ac’ording to a recent census, and it is quite
possible that a generation or so may find them
exterminated altogether. In 1861, the Maories
were estimated to number 66 ,336, but since then
they have decreased to 43.595, or about 20 per cent
in seventeen years. The causes given for
this national decay, are love of drink, bad
food and clothing, unwholesome dwellings,
neglect of cleanliness, and generallv low social
habits. The Registrar General of New Zealand
is not very sanguine as to the recoverv of the
Maories from their downward career

;
for, apart

from their deficiency in moral qualities necessary
to arrest the proce.ss of decay, the history of the
aborigines invariably shows an inability to graft
the habits of civilization on Native h bits and
oustoms.

CLEVER MARRIED WOMEN.

(Ohambers's Journal.)

Marriage is much more to a woman than it is
to a man

;
it only forms a part of his life, while it

constitutes the whole of hers. Her chief interests
centre, or ought to centre in her home. Some of
the happiest unions have been, where husband and
wife have had intellectual tastes in common, as
in the cases of Dr. and Mrs. Somerville,
Henry and Sara Coleridge, William and Mary
Howitt, Samuel Carter Hall and his wife. It is
to women such as these that Wordsworth refers
in the following lines :—

The reason firm, the temperate will,
Endurance, foresight, strength, and skill •

A perfect woman, nobly planned,
’

To warn, to comfort, and command—
And yet a spirit still, and bright
V\ ith something of an angel light.

In the case of clever women being married to
a dull heartless class of men, what can be expected
but great unhappiness on both sides. Such, from
the method of arranging marriages in France
frequently accurs in that conntry

; the misery being
aggravated from the circumstance of there bein»
no means of liberation by divorce. The well-known
French novelist, who wrote under the name of
Georges Sand, was married when a young,livelv, and
pretty girl of seventeen to a man, old enough to be
her father--we had almost said grandfather—a re-
tired military officer, entirely devoted to
amateur farming. He spent the large for-
tune which he had received with his wife
in importing new breeds of sheep and
magnificent bulls. In Georges Sand’s novel of /«-
dianr, one of the characters who closely resembled
him is thus de.soribed : “ He was a man with a gray
mou8ta'>he and a terrible eye

; an austere master,
before whom all trembled— wife, servants, horses
and dogs.” The Baroness Dedevant, for that was
then her name, endured her uncongenial existence
with this man for some years. Two children were
born to her, and they for a time a little reconciled
her to her fate, but only for a time. One day early
in the year 1S28, she was missing . She had left
her home, determined to seek a happier
life elsewhere. She first t ok refuge '

in
the convent where she had been educat-
ed, but soon found that she had only exchanged
nne kind of captivity for another. Again she took
flight,and we next hear of her as inhabiting a garret
in one of the streetsof Paris, and supporting herself
byflower painting and by writing those novels which
have made her name famous. Some times after-
wards Georges Sand entered into a lawsuit with
her hnsband and obtained a separation from him
and the restitution of all her property.

’

Ddphine Qav. another French novelist, was the
daughter of a French official in one of the depart-
ments and of his wife Sophie, who was the
authress of a number of works both in
poetry and prose. Monsieur Gay was doomed to
experience one of the penalties which sometimes
attend the possessors of clever wives. Sophie hav-
ing written a witty sally against, a prefect of the
department, her hnsband was deprived of an ap-
pointment which he had enjoyed under the victim
of his wife’s satire Their daughter Delphine mar-
ried Monsieur Emile de Girardin, the well-known
journalist, a really good and con.scientious man, but
one also whose temper had been soured by early
misfortunes. His young, beautiful, and witty wife
was as great a favorite in Society as he was the
reverse. Her rooms were the constant resort o:
the most celebrated literary characters of the
day : Lamartine, Alexandre Dumas, Balzac,
Victor Hugo, Mery, Theopbile Gautier, Eugene
Sue. and sometimes Alfred de Musset. Among
all these celebrities, it is to be feared that thehnsl
band was often forgotten

; and though Delphine
occasionally met him at dinner, nursed him, when
he was ill, and was ready at all tiints to help him
out of the difficulties into which his quarrelsome
disposition had involved him, he inhabited bis own
rooms, and never appeared at his wife’s receptions.
We hardly read of a single authoress during the

middle ages. In those days female education was
.almost entirely neglected, except in rare instances.
If wornen possessed talent, they were compelled to
hide it. No female novelist worthy of the name
appeared in England until the reign of George
III-

^

The jAfly who first had the courage to brave
public opinion was Prances Burney, the friend of
Garrick and Dr. Jhonson. Miss Barney remained
iinmairied, until she was nearly forty years of age.
Romance is then supposed to exercise a less domi-1
nant power, but the nerertbeleBs bad the
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imprudence to espouse Mdnsienr d’Arblav. a
French refugee, whose income consisted only of a
precarious annuity of one hundred pounds. The
marriage, however, proved a very happy one.
Macaulay describes Monsieur d’Arblay as “ an
honorable and amiable man, with a handsome
person, frank soldier-like manners, and some taste
for letters.” The pair djd not suffer from poverty

;

the wife became the bread-winner
;
and not very

long after her marriage, her third novel, Caviilla,
was published, by which she is said to have
realised over three thousand guineas.

Charlotte Bronte, in the zenith of her fame,
married Mr. Nicholls, her father’s curate, a
thoroughly good conscientious man, but possessing
by no means literary tastes. It was the woman,
not the authoress, with whom the hard-working
clergynian fell in love, and whom he wished to
make his wife

,
and be would rather have pre-

ferred than otherwise that she bad not written at
all. This fact seemed to add to, not to detract
from, his wife’s happiness. Writing of him to a
friend shortly after her marriage, she thus speaks :

“One of the villagers when proposing my husband’s
health, described him as a consistent Christian and
a kind gentleman. I own the words touched me
deeply

; and I thought to merit and win such a
character was better than to earn wealth or fame
or power,”
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu was a great bene-

factress to her country, and a very clever and
beautiful woman

; but she was not quite fitted for
domestic life

; though, however, she chose to
reside abroad, while her husband remained in
England, they regularly corresponded with each
other on the most friendly terms. Mr. Edward
Wortley Montagu was by no means deficient in
talent

; he was the intimate friend of Addison, and
distinguished himself in parliament as an able and
upright politician. He was much older than his
wife ; and it is very probable that Lady .Mary
would never have accepted him in spite of his
entreaties, had it not been to escape from a most
distasteful marriage, into which her father endea-
voured to force her. Pew young ladies would like
to imitate her example, and elope with a man
with whom they were not in love

; but the high-
spirited daughter of Lord Kingston would not be
given away against her will.

The life of Angelica Kaufmann, the gifted Swiss
artist, was a very romantic one. It has been said
that she actually refused the hand of Sir Joshua
Reynolds, Whether this is true or not, it is al-

most certain that while in England, she married
an adventurer who represented himself as Count
Horn, a Swedish nobleman. Her second and last
husband was an artist of the name of Zucchi,
whom she had known from a child

;
anl the

remainder of her life was spent happily with
him in Italy,

The beautiful and enthusiastic Manon Philipon,
who so distinguished herself by her devotion to
liberty and her animo.sity to the monster Robe-
spierre during the French Revolution, married,
at the age of twenty-five, Monsieur Roland, an
elderly man of reserved manners and with a grave
harsh countenance ; nevertheless, under this un-
pleasing exterior were concealed sterling qualities.

His political opinions were like his wife’s, and
her literary ability was of great service to him in

his capacity of JMinister of the Interior, He
entertained for her the greatest affection and
esteem

; but his love was so selfish and domineer-
ing, that, he expected her every feeling to yield to
it. To this tyranny she submitted without
murmur. Madame Roland was one of the many
victims of the Revolution. She perished on the
scaffold. A few days afterwards, her husband was
found quite dead, leaning against the trunk of
tree, with a paper pinned on his breast. This
paper, after explaining, who he was, went on to
say : “ Whoever thou art that findest me lying here
respect iny remains ; respect them as those of a
vircuous man, who consecrated all his life to being
useful, and who died as he had lived—virtuous
and honest. Not fear but indignation made

Holloway’s Olntmenti—Sores, wronds,
ulcerations and other diseases, affecting the skin,
are amendable by this cooling and healing unguent.’
It has called forth the loudest praise from peri
sons who have suffered for years from bad legs
absceses.and chronic ulcers after every hope of cure
bad long passed away. None but those who have
experienced the soothing effect of this Ointment,
can form an idea of the comfort it bestows by res-
training inflammation and allaying pain. Whene-
ever this Ointment has been once used, it has
established its own worth, and has again been
eagerly sought for as the easiest and safest reme-
dy for all ulcerous complaints. In neuralgia, rheu-
matism, t lul gout the same application, properly
aMd, gives wonderful relief,

me quit my retreat, on hearing that my wife had
been murdered' I wished not to remain lonser on
an earth polluted with crimes.” When the poor
old man first heard of his wife’s death, he had wish-
ed to go at once to Paris in order to denounce her
murderers; but he remembered that if he were tried
and condemned, all his property would be forfeited

to the State and his child left penniless, and there-
fore. put an end to his own life.

Probably the happiest years of Madame de Main-
tenon’s life were those which she spent as the wife
of Scarron, and yet he was so deformed that it is

wonderful that a young girl of sixteen or seventeen
could be induced to accept him as her husband.
But Madame de Maintenon, then Frances
d’Aubigne, was an orphan and nearly pen-
niless, and Scarron was almost the only friend
she had. This well-known writer was not born
the misshapen being, which accident afterwards
made him. As a young man he was active and
well-shaped. The story of his misfortunes is as
follows. He was the son of a wealthy counseller,
and was forced to enter the Church by his father,
greatly against his will. He did not perform his
duties as an .ahbe with much proprietv. In Mans,
as in the greater part of the cities of Provence

,
the

carnival is closed by public masquerades. For one
of these Scarron chose the following strange dis-
guise ; be first plastered his bodv over with bonev,
and then rolled himself in a feather-bed. which be
bad ripped open for that purpose. Thus trans-

formed, he went to the masquerade, and drew the
attention of the company entirely on himself. Of
the women, some fled frightened at his approach,
others crowded round him, and despoiled him of
his feathers

;
and it was soon discovered who he

was. The people now exclaimed against the
soandle given to the Church, Scarron at length
succeeded in making his escape

;
hut being pur-

sued, and finding a bridge in his wav, he jumped
heroically over it, and swimming to the opposite
bank, lay down among the reeds to conceal him-
self, The cold now struck into him, and fixed in

his blood the principles of those disorders which
afterwards overwhelmed him. Sciatica, gout, and
rheumatism sometimes seized him successively,

and sometimes all together, and rendered him an
epitome of human misery. When Frances d’Au-
bigny married him, his body was. from the con
traction of the nerves, something like the letter Z.
His head hung on his breast, and his legs were
drawn up, be wrote either upon his knees or upon
two steel brackets fastened to the arms of his
easy-cbair. In spite of his sufferings, however, be
was always cheerful and even merry; and his rooms
were the constant resort of the most brilliant

society in Paris. When eight years after her
marriage, Madame Scarron was left a widow, she
wept long and sincerely for a kind and good tem-
pered husband she had lost.

Genius, when unaccompanied by right principles
and self-control, is a more dangerous quality in a
woman than a man. Nothing shows this more plain-
ly than the life of Lady Caroline Lamb. No one was
more fully alive to her faults than she was herself.

When the Hon. William Lamb, then Lord Mel-
bourne, laid his heart and fortune at her feet,

she refused him, saying that she was afraid her
violent temper would wreck their happiness. Again,
however, he proposed

; and this time, unfortu-
nately for himself, he was accepted. Lady
Caroline’s fear that she could not control her
temper, was by no means groundless. At the mar-
riage ceremony, she was seized with a fit of passion,
and she thus afterwards described her behaviour :

“1 stormed at the bishop, tore my valuable dress to
pieces, and was carried nearly insensible to the car-
riage which was to convey me for ever from my
home.” Lady Caroline was certainly at times not
quite sane. Lord Melbourne made her a far better
husband than most men would have done ; and
though at last he was obliged to separate from her,

he still retained a portion of his old affection.

Without undervaluing intellect, we think that
no one will be inclined to deny that both in men
and women the qualities of the heart are far more
important than those of the head

;
and we cannot

do better than conclude with the following lines of
tne late Canon Kingsley, addressed to young girls,

and which bear closely on this subject :

Be good, sweet maid, and let who will be clever
;

Do noble things, not dream them all day long
;

So making life, death, and that vast forever.

One grand, sweet song.

IfluTilisemcnts*

WKAT A.HB PE^FBOTWATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine.

MADE English Lever WATCH in sterling

Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.

It is specially manufactured for India by MAOHI*
-NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
the best material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting.

Price, B.S. 55 nett.
Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted

to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only Swiss movements fitted in
English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
WATCHES, warranted MACHINE MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will
WIND ANY WATCH, Rs. 3 to 20.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.
RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIC BELLS, with appurtenances, Rs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO REPAIRS.

&X.ACK &: ncCHBAir.
6-1, Hastinos Stbbet, Calcdtta. a-3

x>r. X*azarus’s Domestic Medioines
Inkantxle Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rs. 1 4
Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... ... „ 1 0

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),... ... ,,10
Restbingent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... ,, 2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ... „ 2 0
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma, '

Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

&C-), - ... 18
Family Laxative, A safe, certain and

useful purgative, ... ... „ 30
Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
aud safe), ... ... ... ,,14

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ... .... ... ,,14

Family Carminative (Invaluable for

Children), ... ... ... ,,2 0
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair), ... ,,2 0

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Ghro-
’

nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... ...,,18
The above are most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is

wrapped round each iottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. LazArtTs &Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Ven.
ders. a-68

DR. D. JAYNE’S
'

FamUy lIKedlolnes.

Per Bot; Per Doz,
Rs. A.

2 8 24 0

2 8 24 0

2 8- 24

2 8 24

8 24

Darling'ton’s Paln-Curer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains m the Backs,
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. Coughs,
Colds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache
Neuralgia, Colics, Rbeumacism.Paralysis, Fains in

Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad
Legs, Bad Breasts. Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring
Worms, Pimplesi Freoklea, & Eruptions oathe skin

Rb. a.
EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and

Colds) out of stock at present ...

HAIR TONIC (to cure hair falling

off and baldness)

ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
blood purifier)

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for

cure of fevers and agues)
LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair

of any other colour to a beautiful
black without injury to the skin)

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for

cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera)

TONIC VERMIFUGE
LINIMENT, OR COUNTER-IRRI-

tant (an outward application for

Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, &c.

)

SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints)

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes,
The “ Medical Almanac" for current

available on application.

Sykes «iU. Go.,
1, GRANT’S LANE. CALCUTTA,

8OLE AGENTS FOB
Dr, D. Jayne da Son,
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A. a>Zi

1

0
0
8

11

5

0 8 5 8

0 8

Rs. 20)
year ig

5 8
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COTTON MILLS.
Matthewson has jus* imuorted a trial shipment of the very

best Ootton Bendins’S.
Banding at present in took of the following. sizes

7” 9” 3” 6”

8 16 8 16

All at one rupee per lb.

I

A GUIDE TO TRAINING AND HORSE MA-
nagement in India, with Hindustani Stable

and Veterinary Vocabulary, and Calcutta Turf

Club Tables for weight for Age and Class. By
Capt. M. Horace Hayes. Author of “ Veterinary

Notes for Horse-Owners.” New Edition, re-ar-

ranged and much enlarged. Crown 8vo., Rs. 6.

'[ CALCUTTA TO LIVERPOOL BY CHINA,
Japan, and America, in 1877. By H, W, N,

Rs. 2.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

a-14 Calcutta.

Cut samnlea will be sent by post, or otherwise, on application. He solicits support in this new
undertaking. If encouragement offers, he oromises to keep up such a stock as will meet the require-
ments of all Cotton Concerns in and roundabout Calcutta

; and at the above prices, it will pay Mills
better to buy as they require from Matthew.eon’s stock, than to import direct. Matthewson is

already known and noted for his small profits : in this new undertaking ho will also keep it in view
by selling at such prices as will suit the times.

R. N. MATTKEWSOir,
No. 1, CALCUTTA. a-69

TSCACK.ER, SPZRK CO.,

CALCUTTA.

Now Ready.

MALARIA : its Cause and Effects, Malaria and the

Spleen, Injuries of the Spleen ;
an Analysis of 39

Cases. ByE. G. Rnssell, M. B., B. Sc., Lond,,

Surgeon, Bengal Medical Service, demy 8vo.,

cloth, Rs. 8.

THE HINDU LAW OF ADOPTION ; a Critical

Essay. By an Hindustani Hindu Vakeel, royal

8vo., Rs. 3.

THE RACES OF AFGHANISTAN • being a brief

Account of the principal Nations inhabiting that

Country. By Surgeon-Major H. W. Bellew,

C. S. 1., late on special political duty at Kabul
8vo., cloth, Rs. 3-8.

THE BENGAL ARMY REGULATIONS, correct-

ed to 1880. and approved by His Excellency

the Commander-in-Chief. Royal 8vo., Ra. 4 ; in-

terleaved, Rs. 5.

ROYAL SCHOOL DICTIONARY IN ENGLISH
and Roman Urdu. Etymological, Pronouncing,

and Idiomatic. Paper boards. Re. 1 ;
cloth.

Re. 1-4.

OUR EDUCATIONAL POLICY IN INDIA.
Dedicated to the Right Hon’ble Visconut

Halifax. By the Rev. James Johnston. 8vo.

As. 12.

THE SOVEREIGN PRINCES AND CHIEFS
of Central India. By G. R. Aberigh-Mackay,
Principal, Residency ('Rajkumar) College,

Indore, Central India, Illustrated with Por-

traits and Views. Volume 1. Royal 8vo,, cloth,

extra gilt, and gilt top. Rs. 12.

ARNOLD’S ECLOGiE OVIDIANiE. A transla-

tion. (For the Entrance Examination 1880,)

Re. 1-2, post-free.

THE COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION OP
the Krythrcean Sea

; being a Translation of
Periplus Maris Erythrcsi by an Anonymous
Writer, and of Arrian’s Account of tbe Voyage
of Nearkhos from the mouth of the Indus to the
head of the Persian Gulf, with introduction,
Commentary Notes, and Index. By J. W.
MoCrindle, Esq., M. A., Principal of the Govern-
ment College, Patna, Rs. 3,

THE STEEPLECHASE HORSE
; How to Select,

Train, and Ride Him. With Notes on Accidents
and Diseases, and their Treatment. By Capt. J.
Humfrey, cloth, limp, Rs. 3-8.

THE LAW OF INHERITANCE as in the Virami-
trodaya of Nitra Misra. Translated by Golap-
chandra Sirkar, Sastri, m. A. B. l. Royal 8vO
cloth, Rs. 10,

THE SEA CUSTOMS LAW, 1878, and Tariff Act

;

with Notes and Appendices. By W, H, Grimlev
Eaq . B. A., LL. B., C. S. Demy 8vo., cloth
Rs. 7-8

; Interleaved, Rs. 8-8.

LAYS OF IND. By Aliph Cheem. The Sixth
Edition, Enlarged with six new Lays and several
Illustrations. Imperial 16mo., cloth, extra c'ilt

and gilt edges. Ra. 7 nett.
“ ’

DUKE-QUERIES AT A MESS TABLE : What
shall we eat ? Whall we drink ? By Joshua
Duke, Surgeon, 3rd Punjab Cavalry. Author of
“ Banting in India.” Rs. 2-4.

DUKE.—HOW TO GET THIN
; OR, BANTING

in India. By Joshua Duke, Surgeon, 3rd
Punjab Cavalry, Author of “ Queries at a Mess
Table.” Second Edition. 18mo„ boards, Re, 1.

A MANUAL OF GARDENING FOR BENGAL
and Upper India. By T. A. C. Pirminger. 8vo,.
Rs. 10.

A MANUAL OP SURVEYING POR INDIA. By
Col Sir H. L. Thuillier and Col. Smyth. 8vo;

MILTON’S ODE ON THE NATIVITY OP
Christ. With Todd’s Notes. As. 4.

VOL. II. HINDU TRIBES AND CASTES
;

Together with an account of the Mahomedan
Tribes of the North-West Prontier and of the

Aboriginal Tribes of the Central Provinces. By
the Rev. M. A. Sherring. M. A., LL. B.

Demy 4to., cloth. Rs, 16.

This Volume contains an account of the Tribes

of the Punjab and its Prontiers. Central Provinces

and Berar, Bombay Presidency and Frontiers of

Soind.

GOODEVE’S HINTS FOR THE MANAGEMENT
and Medical Treatment of children in India.

By Edward A. Birch, M. D., Surgeon -Major.

Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo.. cloth. Rs. 7.

“ I have no hesitation in saying that the pre.sent

one is for many reasons superior to its predecessors.

It is written very carefully, and with much know-
ledge and experience on the author’s part, whilst

it possesses the great advantage of bringing un the

object to the present level of Medical Science,”

Qoodeve,

INDIAN DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND RE-
ceipt Book. With Hindustani names. By Dr.
R. L. Riddell. Fcap. 8vo., Rs. 6.

ROXBURGH’S FLORA INDIOA : OR DESCRIP,
tions of Indian Plants. Reprinted Htertim from
Carey’s Edition 8vo., Rs. 6.

A HANDBOOK POR VISITORS TO AGRA
and its Neighbourhood. By H. G. Keene
Esq., M.R.A.S,, &c. Fourth Edition, Enlarged
and Improved, Rs. 2-8.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO DELHI
and its Neighbourhood, By H. G. Keene, Esq.
Maps. Fcap. 8vo,, Rs. 2.

AN^’IENT INDIA AS DESCRIBED BY MRGAS-
thenes and Arrian

; being a Translation
of the fragments of the Indica Megasthenes,
collected by Dr. Schawnback and a Translation
of the first part of Indica of Arrian. With
introduction. Notes, and a Map of Ancient
India. By J. W. McCrindle, Esq., M.A. Prin-
.qipal of tbe Patq^ Cpllege. 8vo. Rs. 2-8.

WASB.AM’TZ:!} !

SURE ! ! & SAFE ! !

!

DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and.the numerous

affections arising therefrom.
Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,
Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, &c. It

has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and of purifying the blood of all

its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in-

vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy
and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary
efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of
chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects

to be unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ; and 1-12 in the Mofussil
including packing.

Ointment for foul and Mercurial
ITlcers and Eruptions. Price per pot
8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials
restores the internal organs to their normal func-
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the .-ippe-

tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffied the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 j and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.
Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To be had of
MAISON DE PARIS.

2, OHOWBINGHEE. NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH.
Calcutta. a-40

ana
Suretyship Association.

JS the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY establishedX in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship bv
Private Bondsmen. ^ ^

The Security of the Association is now generally
adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required

Premiums periodically redvied
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forma annlv to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER. F T a..

« T„, , • , . - Secretary.
9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

OR,

F. A. OOHEN.
7, VVellessley Place. Calcutta,

Agent, for UK\'(}AL.
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THE

CALC^A ArCTION MART,
1, LALL BAZAR.

A. J. P A R R, B B, ^ CO.

gEa to draw .he ».te„ti„o th„,e .boo. ,o to .heir do. r.nge o. ^
where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowest prices,

NO JlkKORE pains !

DARUNWN'SPAIN^URER

Those desirous of Selling their FurnUure privately, can place it on Commission

ation cash advances made.
II.OJ.I IK'17 !!•

Sale at our valu-

^•21

G. M. SCHMIDT & CO
13, eOVERNMBNT PZ.AOB. 13 H

r. OLD POST OFFICE STREET, 19. BElfTtOE STREET
' f r. ) *

K., DRESDEN,

AND

SCKIBDMAYBR
;fT:77

SONS, STUTTGART

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring,
worm. Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre*

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all
other medicines have been tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains I ! I

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packing As. 8

DARLINGTON & CO.
49, Dh'wrrumtollah Street, Calcutta,^ Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native

imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer.^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.

Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.

' The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-
dora, writes “ We find Darlington’s Pain-
Curer efiScacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Theodorine,
Superioress F de la Croix."
Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &

Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s. Pain-Curer, & writes Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAIN-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants ; I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine'
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private' Secretary.
Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the

Bengal Times, writes from Dacca. “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great

'
pain, for the

removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed, Spelling and pain abated after a
couple or applications, and in at >ut 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer.”

To lovers of grood reading*.

OFFERS

KAP8 UPRIGHT PIANIAOS COVERED ALL UnTTKrn r»7- «
V If II c ^ Dh FULL COMPASS IRON FRAMeF& BARS

. 1: .Oil I : -jj I 1 ,/i
I

f..
Waaos, i short Oraa« Oablnota-'-r- J ^rTT J 31 (1

•li'JI . 11 : ALSO
'III. I

O' . rtp.fii' iHfii .

II I-

& SONS, STUTTGART
‘ Ogp.t .4'’.

Sympatetlc Square: Pianos, fain Compass ,^inpfheiionpvpd. fi,; nn.snorioSeoured for So cilma^e**"***’—^®^’'ll* laef) c nuM-. » arsn

At Ra. ^600, ^650, 7S0, and Upwards
» t . , : Ts .

.

0 D A R 4 N T E E.

’ window. Looking, Roof atjd Cellar Glass rrva*ai
C" 4o.cr;ptioi,, Rpr^el^i ds o,nd fancy

Bspeolally

of every
»-67

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of Literature
Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-
tion, Re. 1, postage, 1 janna. .Times of India
says :

—

“

The Calcutta Magaziiie should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :—H It is ably and
judiciously conductel by Mr. Owen Aratoon,”
Bangalore Examiner i

—“ We should like to
see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”
Manager, CalWto Jlfa^aaiEe, 49, Dharramtollah«

rJjBte^^iiCaloutta. Reinitr In kali anna postage stamps,*

«-S4

\
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES.
The undernoted Watches are specially adapted for persons who, having costly watches, are

reluctant to use them for rough purposes, such as travelling, sporting, &c. They have been
manufactured by Hamilton and & Co. expressly to supply the demand for a fairly finished and accurate
time-keeper at a moderate cost,

Tbe Railway Watch.

The Railway Watch, as sup-

plied to the Indian Railway

Companies, has an English

lever movement of the finest

quality and strongest possible

construction. Hamilton & Co.

confidently recommend it as a

Watch not easily disarranged by

rough usage. The apparent dis-

advantage of the large size is

Amply compensated for in wear

by the increased excellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.

Recommended by the Royal Geo-

graphical Society for the use of

Travellers and Explorers.
Cash.

In German Silver case...Rs. 95

In Sterling Silver case... ,, 135

In Silver case, Keyless... „ 180

The ^‘Exhibition’’ Bngr-
lish Xiever Watch.

This Watch, which is guaran-

teed to be entirely English-
made throughout, has a substan-

tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned HUNTING Case,

with movement on the English

Full Plate System ! with Jewel-

led Lever Escapement, Fusee

and Chain, and with maintain-

ing power to go while being

wound. The Dial is of hard

white enamel, and with Seconds

Hand. Great attention has been

paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me-
dium size.

Cash.

Silver, best quality ... Rs. 85

Second quality ... ,, 7o

THB STASTDARB XiEVER WATCH.
In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, ^

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-

ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled

Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We
have devoted particular attention to the good
finish of its mechanism, and as we can confidently

guarantee its performance, we recommend it to all

classes of buyers.

Price, Rs, 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Rs, 200 cash.

With Keyless movement. Hunter Half-hunter, Silver, Rs. 100 cash.

The Aluminium or Sliver Keyless
Crystal Watch.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for

winding or for setting the hands.
This in India is a great advantage, dust and damp

being kept out.

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.
Works visible.

Silver case, Rs. 45. Aluminium case, Rs. 40.

Xiadles’ G-old Watches.
Substantial 18-Carat Gold cases,engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughly
timed and tested. Fitted in Morocco case. Gold
Key supplied.

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200,

The Patent Silver Xiever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOE ORDINAEY WEAK.

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable

time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-

faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass,

strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and

Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only ... Rs. 40

SUPERIOR QUALITY,in HUNTING CASE, Rs. 65 Cash.

Iiadles’ Eleg-ant Enamelled Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with

highly finished Jewelled movements, Es. 125 to 300

BRISK AHD IiIVEIiir
OR

THE UNIVERSAL PEG.

I
T is unsurpassed as an agreeable sparkling drink"

especially for the overworked. Brisk and

Lively is (par excellence) a beverage for balls,

fetes, picnics, pleasure parties, banquets, and other

festive occasions. Brisk and Lively is a very

pleasant beverage, quite free from medicinal taste,

and is an agreeable thirst-allaying drink.

Manufactured from the purest ingredients. Rs. 2.

per dozen.

FRAGRANT EXTRACT OF PETROLIA
(A NEW PRODUCT OF VaSELINE)

Supersedes all other preparations invent-
ed for the cure of Baldness.

Ladies are strongly recommended to make
trial of this admirable Restorative, which

has been attested by persons of the highest res-

pectability. In numerous cases, where the Haii

has fallen off, from illness, change of climate, or

debility of the system, the use of this preparation

has been found very efficacious. May be used

also as a handkerchief perfume. Per bottle,

Rs, 2-12
;
per ^ dozen, Rs. 14 ;

per dozen, 27 ;
post-

free to any part of India.

Wrlgrbt’s Cool Tar Soap
Is the most health preserving adjunct to the

toilet ever discovered—An unfailing remedy for

unpleasant emanations from the person. Only

8 annas per tablet.

Pomade Vaseline.
A pure jelly of petroleum delightfully perfumed

in stoppered bottle at Rs. 2.

Prepared Fuller’s Earth
It is recommended by the Faculty as superior

to Violet Powder, and is invaluable for protecting

the Skin and Preserving the Complexion from
cold winds, Rednesss, Roughness, &c.

HZrated Waters of all Descriptions.
Patent, Proprietory medicines and Surgical ap-

pliances from the best makers always in stock.

£. A. D’SXXiVA,
CHEMISIS AND DRUGGISTS,

A-1, Park Street, Calcutta. <*-15

QUICK! SAFE ! ! 4^ SURE ! ! !

PAVXf Al CO.’S

Proprietory Medines,

Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co.,

DRUGGISTS.

G-old Guard and Albert Chains
Of every fashionable pattern now worn, and of the usual lengths, manufactured of the best rich

colored Gold. We solicit inspection of our large and varied stock, but a sheet of patterns with prices

will be forwarded per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta.

Silver Guard and Albert Chains, a large assortment always in Stock, Prices on

application.

Xiockets, Seals, and Watch Keys, charms and Trinkets, <kc.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and Clock Makers in ordinary to K. B, the Viceroy

and to B. R. K, the Prince of Wales,
a-18 CALCUTTA,

HTJJXJX AND GO.

CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
BY APPOINTMENT TO

His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-
General of India.

Nos, 46 St 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
t

at the shortest notice,

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.

The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.

Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.

^ Estimates supplied "on application, ’

READY FOR SAXiE.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

BY

MR. LAL MOHUN GHOSE,
at the Town Hall,

CALCUTTA,
On March 4, 1880.

To be had at the “ Indian Mirror”
office.

No. 2, British Indian Street, Calcutta.

And at the Cannings Xilbrary,
55, College Street.

Price 6 annas a copy. a-\2

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott, Presi-

dent of the New York Theosophical Society

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji
Institute, Bombay, Price two annas a copy.

No. 285-13, Bmbazar Street, Calcutta,

Frophylaotlo Mixture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious

and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,

Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of

Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this

unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable

and marvellous effects in the constitution of the

long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the

Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-

tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the

system, Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Cooghs, Colds

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption

Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents

consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-

tion of the system, when it is administered upon

the first stage of the disease. A dose of this

repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is sore to afford instantaneous relief.

Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheu-

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous

and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases

arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the

Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived, and

Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical

strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-

fectly rest ored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle,

N. B,—Full directions accompany each bottle

Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied

twith full remittance of price and packing charges

are promptly attended to.

i|y Drugs of the best quality and genuine patent

Medicines are always available at the above address

the cheapest rate possible. <t-39
‘:;,5 a-6Q

I
Apply to the Indian Mirror Office.
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STEAM ENGINE
FROM

E. S. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. PESHAWUR.”

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Ks. 800

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
now fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Stafiordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 ibs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank,which forms also the ash-pana and an efficient
Water-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anyihir\g in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.ERASMUS IJONES, Printers’ Agent, 5 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.

'
•! a-67

ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

EI7ERGV

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expensesDynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs, 25 per night
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night

Rfl. .“iO 0
,, 175 0

„ 450 0

be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
will he only Rs. 15 per night at

! I ! The cost of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles
the monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights ' ! !

’

one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leadina Wine OarbonPencils, &c,, fitted with our improred Hurricane nroof Self Adinai-fno.
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2.000.

^ ’ Adjusting, Self Lighting
1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

(T R 17 £ OOP Y.)

Mr. Pleury has brought up and worked a Dvnamo Elflotn’o rioVi* .. .

^"‘*The
for helping ont-door night working withhWourZ^dTed J^d!The Light permits of masonry work being earned on as well as by daylight.

^ ^

Bakbala Bridge, )

28th October 1879, f

<1*37

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Agst. Engineer, Bakrala Sotia Division, P. N. State Railway.

P. W. PLEURY & CO.,

Rullders and Slectrioal Bngineers,

No. 63, Dhorrumtollah, Calcutta.

! ADMZRARI.R TRANS^RJMATIOKT OF TVtECHANIC AI.INTO TORRENTS OP ELECTRICITY !

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Li«-ht in
France, and America affords sutficient evidence that^htrioilv wm,° in a Jhort tfme^S etlensively used for bghting up larg3 spaces, and will supersede every other Method of LightingWe are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills Public Halls

^ w“’ Band.Stands, Steam Vesaal3;„d RaUwavBridp Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane nroofElectric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Sceam Eno*ine p-ivintr a of fv.
•

of 2,000 Standard Bandies at the following low raTes
intensity

PZK.EPARAK NURSERY,
New Seeds f Good Seeds ! f Fresh Seeds f ! f

The following are the rates, fixed upon our
Seeds for the current year just lauded per

Steamer Manchester.
60 Kinds of fresh American

Vegetables including sever-
al varieties of cabbages,
mostly new. Cauliflowers,
Knol Koles, and the others
per packet

60 Do. of do.
40 Do. of do.

or just the same as the
last year ...

30 Kinds of choice and doable
flower seeds ... .5 0

Rs, 8

7

25 Do. of
' * •' fj

do 4 0
20 Do. of do. ••• ,, 3 0
20 Do. of fresh Ame-

QO
a M
c8
0> 0) ^

.w.s-S

Ph<^.S

rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our
country ... ... ,,3 0

8 Do. of field and
grass seeds ... ... „ 1 8

Sea Island Cotton seed (long
staple) per seer ••• », 1 12

Country vegetable seeds for

present sowing per packet „ 1 0
Osage Orange or Hedge seed

per tola ... ... „ 1 0
4 kinds of Bird seeds per

packet ... ... „ 1 0
Up country big headed Cauli-

flower per tola ... „ 1 0
Tobacco seeds of sorts per

paper ... ... „ 0 4
Plants of all descriptions are available in large

numbers for sale. Price lists are supplied on appli-
cation free.

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s
monthly Bengali journal “ Krishi Tatwa” are re-
quested to send their names and subscriptions.
Rs. 3-6 to the undersigned.

Price list for Seeds of all sorts—can be supplied
if required.

NETTO GOPAL CHATTERJEA,
0-18 Proprietor,' Pikeparah Nursery, Calcutta,

THE GREATEST

mmiR OF MODEM TIMES!

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to b«
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-
cidental to the life of a miner, or to those living iu th»
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race,
•viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and cholera.

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT
Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,

ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin disease.; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails ta
cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

T he Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World

5 with directions for use in almost every
language.

C-Vi* Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho”M look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes, f the
address is notSSSj Oxford Stroet, Lorn

, they
are spurious.
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ADVANTAGES OF ASSURING WITH THE

ORIENTAL LIFE OFFICE
All that Experience has proved Practicable and

Prudent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,

Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be

obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever :

—

(1., Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings.

(2. Amalgamatidbs Impossible.
^

(3,, Funds in Government Securities only.

(4.) Native Lives assured at European Rates.

(5.) Premiums reduced to English Pates from

date of leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

China.

Annual Premium for Assurance of
Rs. 1,000 under New System.

Age. 30 36 40 45

Premium Rs, As, P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As, P. Rs. As. P.

21 6 4
^

24 8 8 28 10 0 33 14 8

Lower Safe Rates than any other Office.

(6.) Office young, and therefore free from Old
Liabilities.

(7.) Premiums can oe paid Yearly, Half-yearly,

Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of

Ycrts •

(8.)’ CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OF DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 35 per cent.

^10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,

and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

(11.) Entire Direction in India.

(12.) Special Protection to Assignees.

(13.) The Most Economical Management.
(14.) Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-16-0 only.
(15.) Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine.
(16.) Policy-holders can appoint their own

Trustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.
(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere

4*/*^ Qiiift AaaiYi*At*a »

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to all Races.

(19.) No Restriction on Travel.
POLICY-HOLDERS IN IHE ORIENTAL"
ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER.

Unequalled Liberality.
i / i

Being established in India, all arrangements for
the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” are
made with a view to the convenience and benefit of
its own members,—European and Native,—whe
alone participate in the advantages arising from
its successful progress.

Yearly list of new Assurers closes on 31st
December. .

Special attention is invited to the Peculiar
System of Life Assurance introduced by this

Company, and to the New and extremely favorable
Conditions (as regards Rates, Pbopits, Limits
OF Residence, Non-liability to Fobfeiture, Ac.)
under which its policies are issued.
The next Valuation takes place in 1880, when
Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

“THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AND
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT. IS RAPIDLY

I
GAINING THE CONFIDENCE OF THE

I
NATIVE COMMUNITY."

I
Intending Assurers—Native or European—are

j

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the

!

“ Oriental ” with those of any other Company.

[AuouflT l5, 1880/

W. NBWMAN GO.

3, Dalhouaie Square, Calcutta.

JUST PUBLISHED.
Handsomely printed in Atlas Quarto, with 61

full-page Illustrations, and 28 Wood-
cuts, hound in Cloth, bevelled

edges : Price thirty -five

Rupees :

TBS ANTZQUZTZBS OF
OBZSSA.

BY RAJENDRALALA MITRA, LL.D., C.I.E.

j
VOL. II.

^blished under Orders of tbe Govern

-

ent of India.

These are some of the Rel ics of the. Past Weeping
over a lost Civilimtion and, an extinguish^

Qrandeur."

W, NEWMAN & CO., Publishers,

PROSPECTUS.

ZNDO-ARVABS :

Contributions towards the Elucidation of
their Ancient and Medioeval History.

BY

RAJENDRALALA MITRA, LL.D., O.I.E.

The undersigned propose to bring out, under
the above title, a selection from the published

Essays of Dr. R. Mitra. The essays selected are

the following, viz. :

—

1. Origin of Indian Architecture.

2. Principles of Hindu Temple Architecture.

3. Dress and Ornaments in Ancient India.

4. Domestic Furniture and Vehicles in Ancient

India.

5. Beef in Ancient India.

6. Spirituous Drinks in Ancient India.

7. A Pic-Nic in Ancient India.

8. An Imperial Festival in Ancient India.

9. Human Sacrifices in Ancient India.

10. Funeral Ceremony in Ancient India.

11. On the Supposed Identity of the Greeks
with the Yavanas of the Sanskrit Writers.

12. On the Pala and the Sena Dynasties of

Bengal.

13. Bhoja Raja of Dhar and his Homonyms

.

14. On the Identification of the Rishya of the

Vedio Writers.

15. Vestiges of the Kings of Gwalior.

16. On the later Kings of Kanouj.
17. On the Origin of the Hindu Language.
18. On the Early Life of Asoka.
19. The Horse in Ancient India.

20. The Primitive Aryans.

The book will be printed with new types, on
excellent paper, and will comprise about a thousand
pages, bound in two volumes, demy 8vo. Price to

Subscribers Rs. 16. The work will be proceeded
with as soon as 250 Subscribers are registered

;
and

it will be ready for delivery early in the Cold
Season.

W. NEWMAN k CO.
3, Dalhousie Square, I

Calcutta, April 1880. j a-64

az, SAY AND CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS
OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
TlnBmltliB,Blectroplaters,Bronzer8,

ZiacquerorB and Railway Con-
tractorB, Ac., Ac.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tlnmade Deed and Despatch Boxes ;

Baths of sizes. Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
water Cans

; garden watering pots ; Tea, House,
Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps

; Railway Lamps of every descriptions,
&o. , &c.,

Always in hand and made to order,

also
Portable Cooking stoves of single and double

14 , 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens.

Ternui very moderate. o.33

Detailed Prospectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports, and full particulars on application to—
F. A. COHEN, Agentfor Bengal, OB D. MoLAUOHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.

7, Wellesley Place, CALCUTTA. Manager k Actuary, BOMBAY, a-16

NSW GOODS! NEW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnlslilng’ Requisites.
VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &c. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 26 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, kQ„ kc., &c.
A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OP

LACE, MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS, Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and oheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

N. B.

—

Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers.
BrasselB Tapestry and Velvet Pile

Carpetings.
An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, die.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs,

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coat
Blankets,

Door Mats.
English—nuxde from West India Fibre,

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

II I, ,, II 38 by 24 ,,

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

)> n II II 38 by 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &o.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Hugs and Sofa Carpets,
Felt Carpets in several sizes, Felt Carpeting by

the yard

.

Purdah Bepps.
Oreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BBB.EB dc CO.,
HOSIERS. DRAPERS SILK MERCERS. kc„ kc„

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA, a>23
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RESTORE YOVR HEAX.K !

PROZiONG YOUR ZiZFB ! !

‘00 -

DR. ALLEN’S ELIXIR OF LIFE;
The Great Remedy for Rervous and Chronic Diseases.

IT is a powerful tonic : it replenishes the vitality of the body.
IT imparts the vigour of youth and nervous energy even to the most debilitated and shattered con*

stitution.

IT restores to the human frame the animating element of life wasted by an indulgence in irregular
habits.

“ “

IT purifies and enriches the blood, removing all morbid matter from the system.
IT thoroughly renovates a constitutipn broken down by long.protracted illness, debauchery, intern-

p6r&tic0|

The most astounding cures are daily being effected by the ELIXIR OF LIFE in cases of General
Debility, Nervousness, Palpitation of the Heart, Trembling of the Hands and Limbs. Loss ofMemory, Mental Depression, Hypochondria.

5t ®'^ery form of Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Bilious and Liver Complaints.
ELilXlK Oh LlhB istheonly reliable remedy in Sexual Disorders, Female Irregularities. Atronhical

Consumption, Irnpotency. ^

ELIXIR OP LIFE supersedes all the known remedies of the present day in the speedy cure of every

wr
from a deficiency of nervous force and an impoverished state of the blood.ELIAIK Oh LIFE saves doctors fees, and cures disease in half the time usually taken by Physi-

Cl&QSi

NEVBR DESPAIR WlZXZiB THERE IS Z.ZFB.

Thousands of people are hopelessly suffering from chronic or long-standing complaint? and diseases
of a mixed or complicated nature whose cases admit of a permanent cure by DR. ALLEN’S ELIXIROP LIFE. Invalids should, before giving up all hopes of recovery, try this invaluable remedy, as by
Its judicious use multitudes of people so suffering have been perfectly cured and fully restored to
health,

Frie^d’"’^^

keep a supply of DR. ALLEN’S ELIXIR OP LIFE, the “Invalids’

Price Rs, 2 per phial ; large Rs, 4. Packing 8 annas.

DR. ALLEN’S GOLDEN LINIMENT,
The Inveterate Enemy of Pain.

All who are suffering from the agonizing pain of Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, Swelling and
Stiffness of the Joints, Paralysis of the Limbs, Sprains, Dislocations, &c., should at once have recourse
to this never-failing Remedy. By its outward application only pains of any description and by
whatever cause produced are instantly cured. The instantaneous relief that has been afforded by it
to thousands who had been suffering from the agonies of Rheumatism justly entitles this extraordinary
medicine to be proclaimed as the only certain remedy yet discovered for the cure of pain.

Avoid all so-called Pain Specifics as they are the worthless productions of Quacks.

Price Re. 1 per phial ; large Rs. 2. Packing 8 annas.

wh >8 quarters testify to the efficacy of Dr. Allen’s Medicines-Wholesale purchasers supplied on liberal terms; Agents wanted in the Mofussil
money-orders, telegraph stamps, or half-anna postage stamps.When the last mode is preferred, one anna m the rupee extra should be remitted.

^

liBURDETT AND CO., 3, WATERIiOO STREET, CALCUTTA. a-31

Established 1875.
,

TKB NEW BKUSZCAZ. DEPOT,
THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN CALCUTTA,

6, Iiower Cbltpore Road.

DWARKIN SON,
IMPORTERS OF MUSICAX, INSTRUMENTS, &o.,

IMPROVED CLARIONETS,
Of Cocoawood, in B flat, 13 German Silver keys, 2 rings, in box ... ...

FLUTES,
Of Superior Quality, in D, Cocoawood, 6 German silver keys, in box

VIOLINS,
Of Superior Tone and Finish, with Good Bow and boxihy Starduariiis

IMPROVED HARMONIFLUTES,
Superior Improved Harmoniflute, 3 octaves, 0. G, Side 1 ston. highly finished, in box

PEOPLE’S HARMONIUMS,
Of Superior Tone and Finish, 5 octaves, in polished solid oak case, by Alexandre

IMPROVED CORNETS,
Superior Improved plated Cornet, Military Model with waterkey 5 crooks in box

FLAGFEOLETS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 4 German Silver keys, with Flute head

GERMAN CONCERTINAS,
Of Superior Tone & Finish, 20 G. S. keys, double notes Rosewood ...

MUSICAL BOXES.
Small size, 2 airs ... ... i

MUSICAL ALBUMS,
In roan leather, gilt edges, and gilt brass clasp, playing two airs ...

PIOOALOS, "

Of Cocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, slide head ... -m J.. wa
Assorted Instruments, Strings, and Fittings always kept in stock.

”

Price List on application.

EUREKA”

\ 1 /

U

.. Rs. 55 each.

„ 15

... „ 45

• • II 65

• • II 85

II 50

••• II 7

II 5

6

18

6

a«28

SPECTACX«Es''di. BTB-GI.ASSBS.

rjpHE largely increasing demand for my “ Eureka,

Spectacles and Eye.Glasses has necessitated the

removal of my business to more convenient and

extensive premises. On the 1st August I shall

remove to No, 13, Old Court House Street, and

• /\ i ^ 1 . .i

No. 1, Mangoe Lane (lately occupied by the French

Bank), where I can be consulted free on all cases

of defective sight.

For the guidance of those who cannot con*

veniently visit me, I have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions.

I

-H

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, “ How to

r '

; ^ ^
Preserve the Sight,” with testimonials, explaining

\

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

application.

d:

N.. LAZARUS.

CALOXJTTA, 0.19
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20, OZ.D COURT HOUSE STREET, CAZ.CUTTA,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE AND COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH.MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.
The Mods! Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. They are entirely of English manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements.
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHES OF Gui&lNiEED DUALITYSilver Half Hunting Case, — rr .•

Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
R.s. 45, 5 cash.

o

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 cash.

GOXiU AI.BERT CHAIRS.
A magnificent assortment, many of the pattern being recently designed and of a novel character.

JU rom Rs. 40 to 300,
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The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of massive
elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

a-29

COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.

NOTICE.

The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at
which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street,

where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, is henceforward to be called the
“Sen Press.” All communications for the Indian
Mirror Newspaper and the Sen Press to be
ddremed Moordingly.

NATXORAX. BANBL OP INDIA.
DXmCITED.

Thk Bank’s present rates of interest are.
On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4^

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short
periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J. Campbell,
<*•52 Manager,

C. X.AZARUS <{c CO.,
AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,
2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,

Cai.odtta.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

356, 4,32

Machines,
Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine

LOCK-STITCH with polished cover and
lock.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 95,

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Mahoines,

New Family Treadle M achine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,
Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-
LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

LOCK-STITCH „ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 115,

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120,

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Packing for

Hand Machines, Rs. 2-8.

Treadle ditto, Rs. 6.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a-3

NOTICE.
The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-

pared to undertake any agency business,
with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders,
Commission will be charged according to the value
of the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
be Mcertained by application to the Manager#
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HAROLD & CO,
3, DA.XiaOTrSZB SQVARB. CAXiCUTTA.

Harold & OO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the Mofnssil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom-

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfectly in tune
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.- o

Box No. 1073, playlngr 6 Bengrall tunes, 1st series.
1. Poorabee, 1, Bassanto.
2. Imni. 5. Kalangrah.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 100.
Harp or Setar Box No. 1073^ playing 6 Bengrall tunes, 1st series.

1. Poorabee. 4. Bassanto.
2. Imni, 5. Kalangrah,
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 125.
Box No. 1075L playing 6 Bengali tunes, 2nd series.

1. Sarung
2. Bhoirabee.
3. Eafifee.

Cash price Rs
Harp or Setar Box No. 1075|, playing

1. Sarung.
2. Bhoirabee.

3. Kaffee,

Cash priceRs.

4. Jhinjuttee.
5. Bhoirabee,
6. Eawalee.

100 .

6 Bengali tunes, 2nd series.
4. Jhinjuttee.
5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

125.

1 .

2 .

3.

Box No. 1077, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.
Taza Bhee Taza.
Doogiree.

Hilli Mini Punnya,

Denga Chate'Ayore.
Kia Hoga Bhola Janee,
Khambaj.

Harp or Setar Box No,
1. Taza Bhee Taza.

2. Doogiree,

3. Hilli Milli Punya.

4.

5.

6 .

Cash price Rs. 100.
1077L playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.

4. Denga Chate A yore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhala Janee.
6. Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 126.

NZOHOZ.Z.S & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta,

London;—IWhitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.
Current or Floating Accounts.

No account opened for less than Ra. 200. Cheques
paid from Ra. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 p. H., and on Saturdays after 1 p. m.

Government Paper and Securities.
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired

.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange

.

Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made
by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,
payable in Calcutta, or in London at par ;

—

. 3 per cent.

4
5
6
7

S»

Repayable at 10 days’ notice

,, at 3 months’ notice

„ at 6 months’ notice

„ at 12 months’ notice

„ at 2 years’ notice
Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn’
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.

Business rules awarded m application. a-45

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited
to address themselves in writing to X, care of
the Printer,

SMITH. STANISTREET, & OO.

Pharmaoeutioal Chemists and
Druggists,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

To His Excellency the Right Hon'lle

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-General op India,

&c.. &c., tkc,,

Have received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following ,

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

Artery Forceps From
I. „ Fenestra „

Belts, Abdomen
,,

„ Corpulency
,,

„ Riding „
„ Carson’s Patent „

Catheters, Silver Plated
,,

Caustic Cases „ ,,

Dissecting Cases
,,

Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings ,,

„ ,, in Oases ,, Complete
,,

„ Trumpets for Deafness ,,

„ Cornets, Double
Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks
[

Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk ,, ,,

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. ,,

Electro-Magnetic Machines)
very powerful, single

)

”

Do. do, double | ,,

Do. do, pooket||i^„

Rs. A. P.

...2 0 0
4 8 0

...900

... 12 0 0

..600

... 16 0 0
0 0
0

3

3
7
4
8 0

0
0 0
0 0

0
3 0 0
9 0 0

6 0 0

.M 8
Q

0 0
0 0

.. 20 0 0

.« 25 0 0

« 18 0 .0 .

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From

action
,,

Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe ,,

Kennedy’s Syphon
,,

Eye Instrument Cases ,,

„ ,, Macnamara’s ,. ,,

Cataract Knives and Needless ,,

Scissors, curved. Probe, and
Sharp, pointed. Cross
Action

,,

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c. ,,

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-
byns, Mudges, &c., &c. ,,

Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles ,,

Abscess Knives, Symes ,,

„ Lancets „
Bistouries

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

„ Army Regulation
Probes, Silver

Scalpel and Finger Knives
Scalpels

Scissors

Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaculum
Stethoscopes
Speculums Ear

Rs.

12
4

9
60
36
3

4

12

A.

0
8-

0
0
0
8

P.
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

-380

»»

•«

Spring Kramers
„ Nose

u Rectum
99 Vagina

99 Silver Plated
Spray Producers, Listers

li Richardson’s Oompleti

If Various Makers
ff

99

II

2

2

1

2
1

1

7
2

2

16

80
1

6
2
1

1

2
2
2

7

7
3
3
6

18

16
8

2

8
36
8

5
7

0
0
12

8

4
8

0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

8

0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Suspenders
Subcutaneous Syringes
Aluminum Cases
Silver Plated Mounts
Clinical Thermometers

,, With Kew Certificate

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &e., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PHCENTX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from ... 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOR

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s UnoxIdlsed
Phosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRB-
8CRIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork. Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.
.

**

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. k,

0. Co.’s and B. L G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers.
Wholesale rates on application.
9 k 10, Dalhousik Square,

and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street. o-17

a-55

Apply to|the Manager.
FOR

Illnstrated Price Llstf
At 56, College Street.
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T
Booffbly Srldgre Botioe.

HR Bridge will be closed for traffic on
Tuesday, the 17th August, 1880, from 8-30

to 11-30 A. M.
’ G. H. SIMMONS,

tf-53 Secretary to the Bridge Commissioners.

DB. J. a. ANDBBSON,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhubbumtollah Stbbet,

May be consulted at all bours dally.

{At home from 11 to 12 a. m.)
Family engagements in and about Bntally under

special arrangements . a-7

Silves Cream.

For plating articles of Brass or Cppper, with-
out the aid of a Battery, and for silvering

Harness mounting, &c., as well as for cleaning all

kinds of silver and plated articles.
,

r, This preparation is guaranteed not to contain the
slightest trace of mercury, and from the simplicity

of its application supersedes anything of the kind
ever before introduced, it being only necessary to

rub it over the article (Copper and Brass), with a

piece of rag or the fingers, and polish with a

chamois leather in order to produce a coating of

pure Silver.

As this Cream deposits a coating of pure Metal-
lic Silver, articles of that metal cleaned with it in-

crease in weight and value in proportion to the

amount 'of coating received.

Price Re. 1 2 and Rs. 2 4 per bottle, packing

As. 4. .

Remittance made in postage stamps should

carry one anna extra per Rupee to cover discount.

Agents for the Manufacturers.
HOWARD & CO.,

a-11 Barracicpore

Notlo.

All private communications for the Proprietor
of the IndianMirror and the Sunday Mirror

hould bo directed No. 24, to Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumollab Street.

Crushed Food Notice.
FURTHER REDUCTION.

From the 14th Instant, the price of Cook and
Co’s Crushed Food for Horses is reduced to

Rs, 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags.
Crashed Food for Cattle,

to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.
Chaff as usual 1-8 per maund, exclusive of bags,
IMh August, 1880,

STRAY Thoughts
Chand Mittra.

on Spiritualism. By Peary

.
8'*^ annas. To be had

at No. 20, Nimtollah Street. a.71

THE CALCUTTA AEMOUBT CO.
No. 1/1 Mission Row, (Round the cobneb.)

ZNDXA GENEBAL BTEAZn: NAVI-
OATZON COKPANT. “LE."

SCHOBNS, KilbUBN & Co.

—

Manaa^np Apentt.

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghnr

downward every Saturday.

^HE Str. Dehrooghur will leave

Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,

’the 13th instant. io n .i

Cargo will be received attheCompany's Qodowns,
Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

12tb instant.
IHR Str. T&ipore will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
’ day, the 15th instant.

Cargo ^ill be received at the Company’s
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 13th instant.

Passengers shohld leave for Goalundo by Train

of Saturdays the 14th instant. !

OACHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

' Steamers leave Cal'cntta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar

downward 'dvery' Thursday.- .1

TI’TBE Str. Assam will leave

! X ' Calcutta foi> Cachar on Tues-

’day, the 17th instant.

Cargo will be received^at the Company’s Qo-
doVrhs, Nimtollah Ghat, up- till noon of Monday,
khe 16th instant.

l!or further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4, Paiblir Place, i ,Q. J. Scott,
Calcutta, lltb August, 1880. i Secretary,

BZVBB8 STEAM HAVZOATZON
OOm ‘AZ.ZMZTPB.’?

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly

from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.
•

IHE Steamer Cashmere will

leave Calcutta for Assam
on Friday, the 20th instant,

The Str. Punjaub will leave

Goalundo for Assam on
Thursday, the 19th instant, ex-

I changing with Steamer Scinde on

meeting.
Far further information

freights or pasiiige, apply to
-ol'i MACNBILL & CO.

,53 tA ' a.J

regarding rates of

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Ammunitions,
Shooting 4' Fishing Tackles, Fencing, Archery,

Cricketing & Badmintons
; &c..

Also Mathematical Instruimnts, Bengalli surveying
compasses, and Pebble Spectacles,

For sale at unprecedented low prices. a-72

K
aSNUZNB AVUBVESZC

MEDICZNES ! !!

ABIRAJ Soshi Bhusun Roy, a member of the
well-known Kabiraj family of Kanchraparah,

and grandson of the most renowned Kabiraj, late

Biswa Nath Roy, of that place, has settled himself

permanently in Calcutta, and intends practising

in this city. ^

All kinds of best Ayurvedic medicines, such as

Mriganka, Raj Mriganka, Ratnagarva pattali Ras,
dkc

,

for consumption and diseases of the lungs.

Basantakusumakar Ras, Tarakaswar, &c., for

Diabetes. Brihat-somenath Rash, Brihat Banga~
swar, Harisankar Ras, Modonodoy Ras, Chandra-
doy Ras. and other medicines for urinary diseases.

Chandriprova guHlca, Sanhar Mata Lomha, 4'c.,

tor piles, &c. Sudhanidhi and other medicines for

Raktapitta, Astabokra, Rvssasindtir, Chatwnnukh,
&c., for insanity, &o. Mirtusanjibani Ras, Bejoy
puiputti, Sarna putputt>, Rangagura, and other
best medicines for all kinds of diarrhoea, dysentery,

ScQ. Agni Cumar, Agnisundar, Agnitundi, Krabada
< Ras, &c. for dyspepsea, &c. Surbajara-hara lowha,
‘Briliat-sarba-jara-hara lowha, Jorjviangal Ras,
,Mah>jaran-kusa, Jirantak, Ja^asani, Jarankusa,
' Mritunjoy, Chandasahhor Ras, Ratnagiri Ras, &c.

,

for all kinds of fever, Batgajankusa, &c., for

I rheumatism, and other medicines for all sorts of
acute and chronic diseases for males, females, and
children, are to be had from him, and also pure aud
genuine Rasasindur of all discriptions, such as
\Makaradhaj, Saragunbalijaran, &c., for which
|his family is well noted, can be had from him.
[Terms moderate. Medicines free, advice gratis to
'the really poor, who may attend at his place of
.‘residence.

i Addbess—55, Colutollah Street, Calcutta.

fl-70

Dentistry.

J. COBFZELS di. CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

iMAT be consulted daily on all branches of

' their Profession.

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-

manship supplied at rates to suit all classes,

t
n n .) -^ -1

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-
:* 0 ,

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They
(' i- Cl'

cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free.

a-13

J. CORFIELD & CO.,

It, Old Court Howe Street, Calcutta,

Burmah Clgrars, Clg^arettes, and
Tobacco, greed quality.

HADE OF

SAGRIELL & CO.’S
Selected Leaves,

Sagriel’s Shape Cigars No. Al. Rs. 12
Do. do.

Silk Ties do.
Do. do,

Do. do.
Moulmein Cigars

Do, do.

Do. do,
Manilla shaped

Do.
Do,

Havanah shaped
Do.

Tiffin Cigars
Do.

Big 4' Long Size Havana 4
'

Manilla Shape
Do. do.

Coconada Cigars No. S
T. Long and Thin

„ F2
Havana

Lunka
Office Burmah
Dollyvarden

Do.
Cigarettes

Do,

i9

n

It

it

u
tt

ft

tt

tt

tt

tt

ti

tt

It

tt

tt

tt

It

tt

10
9
8
7
14
11

9
15
10
8

14
12
9
8

8 per 1,000
8' „
8 ,.

0 „
0
0 ,.

8 .,

8 .,

8
8

8
0
8
8

0

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

ft

16
15
8

tt

tt

tt

t

0
0
8

15 to

9 8

7 to

12 to 14
10 8 0
9 to

13 to

0
0

H.

„ I.

J.

K.
L.

.. M. ...

Honey dew Tobacco 4, 5 and 6 sticks
to the lb. at 10 to 14 as.

Cavendish Tobacco O-lO to 0-12 lb.
Gold Leaf 1st quality

Do. 2nd „ ... 1 to 1-8

Apply to

FRAMJEE & SONS,
Calcutta.

Agents in Up-oonntry.
Jamsetji and Sons
:Slouroji & Co.,

Framji & Co.,

Harjubhoy & Co.
Rustomji Purdoonji and Sons ...

Rustomji Furdoonji and Son ...

Jama«ji and Sons
Pistonji & Co.
The Railway Co-operative So-

ciety

Messrs. Richardson & Co.
Noaroji, Manacji & Co.

Pirozepore,

Lucknow.
Benares.

Cawnpore.
Nassirabad.
Ajmeer.
Rawul Pindi.
Jhansee.

Allahabad.
Allahabad.
Fyzabad: a-86

6

.0
0
0

0
0
0
0

THE INDIAN MZBBOB.

RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town.
RSt ^8* P

For One Month ... ... 2 8*0
,

Three Months .... ... 6 0 0
,

Six Months ... ... 12 0 0
,

Twelve Months ... ... 24 0 0
N, B.—The above includes subscription to the

Sunday Edition.-

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
(Mofussil, ^

For One Month ... ... 3
Three Months ... ... 8
Six Months ... 16
Twelve Months ... ... 32

Foreign.

For Twelve Months (w’ci? Southampton) 48 6 0
M (wa Brindisi) ... 64 10 0

Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil, )

For One Month ... ... ... 1 0 0
, j.nree Months ... ... ... 2 8 0
„ Six Months ... ... ... 5 0-0
„ Twelve Months... ... ... 10 0 0

( Single Copy Four Annas. )
Foreign.' nr

7or Twelve Months \tn’a Southampton) 12 7 0

,, r „ (via Brindisijm a.. 14 14 0

advbrtisem:ent rates.

For casual Aavertisements 2 annas per line.

No Advertisement charged for less than a

: lupee.

For special contract rates apoiv to the Manager.
N. B.—All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

.(I

Printed and published for the Proprietor by W. O*
SooR, at the Sen Press, at No. 2, British Indian
Street, Caloatta.
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CONTSITTS.

Telegrams.
Editorial Notes.

Articles :

—

An Exiled God.
Hinduism and the Doc-

trine of Personality.

A few hours with Jesus.

Brahmo Somaj.
Correspondence
Provincial

Literary, Scientific, &o.
Selections.

Advertisements.

Mogviipltic lutdligcncc.

RSXTTXIB’S TBX.E6R aiVES.

CABUL AGENCY.
London, 20th AuansT.

In the House of Commons this evening the

Secretary of State for India,in reply to a qaes-

tion,said that no information has been received

of arrangements having been made for the

reception of a Native Agent .of the Indian

Government at Cabnl. His Lordship believes

it was not intended to appoint one.

LAND QUESTION IN IRELAND.

Nnraerons meetings are to be held in Ire-

land on Sunday to consider the land question.

Suez, 20th August.

The troopship Orontes, outward bound, has

passed through the canal.

CHUNG HOW.
Shanghai, 20th August.

Chung How has been released.

(gditovial goies.

The Mirror completed its nineteenth year

of existence on Sunday last.'

-:o;-

SiR Richard Temple has in the press a

work entitled “India in 1880.”

:o:

Messrs. Macmillan announce a new book
by the author of “Ecce Homo,” entitled

“Natural Religion.”

-:o:-

We are glad to learn that the Lord Bishop

of Calcutta, who was recently ill, is slowly re-

gaining his health.

• 0 .-

The French (iovernment have, with ques-

tionable consistonov, banished tho' Jesnvts' and

amnestied ihf C-. muiunifitH;-. Wlucii n i<>i 'tlin.

greater foe to society—the Jesuit or the Com.
munist ?

•:o:

We deeply regret to hear of tho death of

the Rev. M. A. Sherring of Benares. The
deceased was an eminent scholar and edu-
cationist. He wrote many excellent works.

-:o!-

“ Under whoso preaching were yon con-

verted ?” said a man to hie friend. “No-
body’s,” was the answer. “ It was under
my aunt’s practising*^

A Memorial, influentially signed, has
been forwarded to Mr. Gladstone, urging him
to tax pigeons which are kept for flying

matches and kindred purposes. This would
be a good tax upon sin.

-:o:-

The Rev. Lai Bihari Day has asked
the University of Calcntta to prescribe
his well-known work, “ Govinda Raman-
ta,” as a text-book for the Entrance Exami-
nation of 1881

,

-:o:

The Rev. Joseph Cook, whom we expect
in this country shortly, says, “ the chief

curse of onr age is the idolatry of second
causes,” We have elsewhere called this the

worship of constitutional monarchies.

-:o:-

The Empress Eugenie, on her return from
South Africa, landed at St. Helena, and while
there she visited all the sad scenes that
closed the last years of Napoleon Bona-
parte. What a world of thought must ha ve
passed through the mind of this bereaved
lady, as, just fresh from the scene of her son’s

death, she contemplated the sudden and
unexpected collapse of her once mighty family !

0.'-

OuR Anglican contemporary is evidently
not an admirer of Mr. Gladstone, since he
solemnly quotes from the St. James's Gazette
which he calls a Liberal paper, a violent attack
upon that statesman in which the ghost of

the Pall Mall does not hesitate to call the
eastern policy of tho Cabinet a failure and a
proof of i- competency. If the Church Gazette
had wished to be fair to Mr. Gladstone, he
ought to have quoted the Pall Mall and not
the St. James's Gazette.

-!o:-

The Bradlaugh trouble is not yet over. In
the House of Commons Sir J. E. Wilmot
intends to move a resolution to the effect that,
“ It is repugnant to the Constitution, of
which the people of England have made a
belief in God an. essential and vital principle,

that any person, who by deliberate pqhlio
ippeaking or by public writings, uneqaiyooally

denies tl»e existence of God, and disclaims

all obligation and responsibility to Him,
should become a member of this honorable
House.” Mr. Bradlaugh has given notice

of the following amendment, that “The
House will not directly or indirectly

sanction the opinion that any particular faith

on matters of religion Is necessary for the pro-
per discharge of duties pnrely political.”

-:o:-

The Luchnow Witness thinks “ it is a

significant fact that Unitarianism is every-

where declining. To say nothing of the

waning of the Brahmo cause in India and the

Mahoraedan in Turkey, in both England and
America the Unitarians are diminishing in

both numbers and importance.” Our con-

temporary again contradicts himself. At
first he aflirmed that Brabmoism was.,

dying, then daring the last anniversery
that it was reviving, and now again
that it is declining. What a bad memory !

The Witness is careful enough to say that

Mahomedanisra is declining in Turkey, and
does not inform us of what it is doing in

other parts of the world. Indeed, the rapid

progress of Mahomedanisra in many parts of

Asia and Africa is such as may cause alarm to,

the Christian heart.

The Editor of the Indian Church Gazette was
obliged to go to England for four months in

March last, and, daring his absence, the offi-

ciating Editor succeeded capitally well in

damaging the paper in the public estima-
tion. The Editor said that the Gazette was
not a representative paper in any sense
of the terra, that it was no body’s
darling,” but was handed about from editor to

editor,” and he spoke of referring its manage-
ment to the Clerical Association, and so on.

The principal Editor has now returned, and
he entirely repudiates the ideas that his

locum tenens had been evolving from
the inner depths of his consciousness
during his absence. We are sorry to learn

the Indian Church Gazette lias very few
friends besides the Lord Bishop and the

present body of subscribers.

wi-

th e House of Commons, says the Spectator

^

has -invented a new mode of suppressing
bores. In the discussion on Mr. Forster’s

Compensation for Disturbance (Ireland) Bill

on Monday night, while Mr. Arthur O’Connor
was prosing on at great length, to the great
discomfiture of, the House, and threatening,

when disturbed, to move the adjournment
of the debate by way of reprisals, an honor-

able Member, who had fallen asleep, began to

snore. For that hint honorable Members o

hitherto plainfully awake were evidently grate-

ful. As Mr. O’Connor proceeded, snores
from the most opposite quarters of the ,HoRsev
acoompanied.hini in a ,,

kind of spontaneoqafor

(sympUonyi while peala of laughter followed
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•very fresh outbreak of the somnolent epide'j

mio. Mr. Arthur O’Connor could not make
much headway against this happy combina-
tion of slumber and hilarity, and was compell-

ed to bring his valuable remarks to a speedy

oonolusion.

;o:-

“ An Inquirer,” in another place,asks us to

explain whether our doctrine that God gives

us counsel in material matters and that

human reason alone cannot furnish the need-

ful help, does not countenance the practice

of praying tor physical good. Not at all.

To take counsel of God regarding material

matters is entirely different from asking Him
to grant us this favor or that. In
the latter case we dictate, in the former we
merely try to ascertain His will. A says

—

** Father, grant me wealth, family and a pala-

tial residence where I may lead a long life.”

But B would say Father, not mine but

Thy will be done. I know not what is good
for me, and what is bad

;
tell me, therefore, if

I shall get this house for myself and whether

my position as an humble servant to Thee,

O Lord, will be secured ifl take it.” Our
correspondent will see that the spirit of these

prayers does not mutually agree, A is a

spoilt child that mars his prayers by incon-

siderate begging, while B is the willing and

obedient servant who wants to be led by God in

whatever he does.

-:o:-

Wb have received a copy of a new work

entitled the Bidhan Bharat, which we may
interpret as the epic of the New Dispensation.

As the book is published to-day, the anni-

versary of the opening of the Brahma Mandir,

we have no time to devote to a detailed criticism

of its merits. We may say, however, it is the

work of a man of genius. It is written in

blank verse and other metres, and contains,

so to speak, an account of the birth of the

New Dispensation. The plot begins with the

appearance of Gbiranjib at the hermitage

of a rishi named Yoganand. Yoganand

is not a mere hermit who has given up

the world. He is an ascetic householder.

When Gbiranjib appears, the assembled in-

mates of the hermitage ask him to narrate the

dealings of Providence after Ghaitanya had

given up his mortal career; what God did to

save sinners and whether he manifested Him-
self again in India to preach the

glory of His name. Gbiranjib responds with

heartiness to the call, and in a series of spirited

sketches describes the condition of Bengal

after Ghaitanya and the appearance of the

New Dispensation. We have no time to

say more. Every Brahmo who has faith in

providence should not fail to provide him-

self with a copy. It will amply repay perusal,

being both charming and instructive. The

price is one rupee only. It will be sold at

the gate of the Brahma Mandir to-day.

-:o:-

Thb London correspondent of the Pioneer

speaks of civil war in England as by every

means a probable contingency. He says :

—

The ominous words “ civil war” have been

uttered lately several times in Parliament. Now,
this is so awful a topic that it is thought about many
times for once that it is spoken of. If, therefore,

the contingency has been openly referred to in

Parliament, it argues that men’s minds are often

and deeply employed over it in private. And
this is the case. Formerly, so far as I know, it

never entered into people’s heads to speculate

about a thing so improbable. It is very different

now. It is remarkable how often conversation in

private society turns on the probability of physical

warfare at no very distant date being waged within

the British islands. It may be war in Ireland, or

between labor and capital in England, or between

numaroby and republicanism, that is apprehended;

but the idea seems to be “in the air”— inhaled
with the indispensable oxygen in divers places and
among different classes—that an appeal to physical
force is not so very far off. Men may be heard
frequently now discussing the time of the struggle,
and the material resources available for the res-

pective parties to it. It may never come.
“ Threatened men live long.” Ce qui arrive (we
are told) c'est toujours Vimprevu : and since civil

war is widely apprehended, that may be a reason
for trusting that it will be avoided. But the
longer Mr. Gladstone retains power, the more
imminent the danger of civil war becomes, and
the more doubtful and obstinate the war will be
if it should come, because the tendency of his
legislation is to disarm property (which is still

the stronger power in England) more and more,
and to transfer strength to the necessitous multi-
tude.

But why heap all the blame upon the

shoulders of a single person? Is it not the

tendency of the age ? .

AN EXILED GOD.

“Kosmos,” whose letter on “Religious Fer-

vour and the Moral Oode” wo published in our

last, made certain strictures on our remarks on
Mr. Dali’s letter on atheism, which call for

a reply. In the first place, we are bound to

tell “Kosmos” that he misapprehends the

scope of our observations so far as the expres-

sion “ theistic school” was concerned. When
we said that atheists of the present day
claimed for themselves “ all that moral

code which is the special birthright of the

theistic school,” we did not mean that

by that school we meant the Brahmo
Somaj. A little attention would have

sufficed to convince our correspondent that

by the expression we meant all religions

that believe in a first cause. Theistic we
took in a sense opposed to atheistic.

With this explanation we think it would

not be difficult; to show that the existing

moral code can be accounted for by theism

only, and not by atheism. Let our corre-

spondent remember the occasion which called

forth the remarks which he criticises. Mr.

Dali started by premising that atheists, strict-

ly soealled, did not admit the distinction be-

tween right and wrong, and we made that the

occasion for a remark that,whereas the atheists

of former generations openly vaunted their

freedom from the restraints of a moral code,

those of the present generation coolly

claimed for themselves the moral code of

the theistic school. We maintain that

position still. The moral code of mankind is

strictly theistic
;

it cannot, in the nature of

things, be otherwise. Whatever the philoso-

phers of the present day might say to the

contrary, this code is based on the belief

in the existence of a Moral Governor of the

wor'd. If atheists find nothing objectionable

in the laws that regnlate society and
accept them as their own, they only

unconsciously bear testimony to the worth

of the theism which they reject. Atheism
in that case pays fall tribute to theism.

We observe, however, that our quarrel

in this article is not with atheism, bat

with “ Kosmos,” whose views on the

self-sufficiency of morality require a few

words from us. According to him society

may exist independently of all religious

influences. “The majesty of the law is

vindicated by the Bench of the High
Gourt, and the rights of property are

assured by its decrees
;
we no longer want

the ecclesiastic to influence the oondnct of

the rich or to overawe evil-doers among
the poor.” Men may thus, according to

him, accept any faith which they like
;

society is safe so long as the High Gonrt is

here to enforce its decrees. Does our corre-

spondent really mean to say that the Judges
of the High Gourt do not require to be in-

fluenced by religious thought ? Supposing

these Judges to turn atheists, supposing they

do not believe in the sanctity of oaths or

contracts, marriage or conjugal rights, does he

think they can equitably administer the law ?

If their own moral nature becomes loose, can

they respect the sanctity of moral institutions ?

If morality be of God, it is absurd to think

that it can exist in spite of God.

“Kosmos” states that “when society becomes

very religions, the tone of its moral character

is lowered. * * For instance, the moral

tone of civilized society, in England unhappily,

is lower now than it was thirty years ago.”

We do not know what data have furnish our

correspondent with the grounds of this com-

parison
; we should be glad to bear a little

more folly on this subject. For our parts,we do

not credit his generalisation which we are in-

clined to characterise as hasty and one-sided.

That religions rulers elevate society and not

lower it is a lesson repeatedly told by history.

We have to take the attitude of the present

Ministry for illustration. How much has

the moral and religious character of Messrs.

Gladstone and Bright tended to purify the

moral atmosphere of England. How honest,

straightforward, manly and brave has been

their policy, in comparison with that of their

predecessors. Is it not true that a material-

istic age materialises and, as Mr. Matthew

Arnold calls it, vulgarises the great classes of

the community ? “Kosmos’ ” theory,indeed,

startles ns. Bnt he represents the spirit of

the age. So far as we understand it, it

consists in gradually dereligionising society,

and sending the Greater to a well-earned

r#>spite after the labors of the creation.

His laws are snfficient, and besides is

there not the High Gourt to enforce His

decrees? So do what we will, there is no

necessity whatever, no ultimate good in

bringing Him again to disturb the work of

His own creation. We may live in spite

of Him, and may afford to ignore Him
in our affairs. The tendency of present

day thought, indeed, is to invest our God with

the privileges of a constitutional sovereign.

Everything is conducted and the laws are

made in His name; but He cannot, without

doing violence to the constitution,work of His

own accord, but through the medium of his

ministers. In a constitutional monarchy the

sovereign is supposed to be a perfectly imper-

sonal being,mrjfM7ia,as the Sanskrit would have

it, having no tastes, wishes, or inclinations

except those which the ministers might choose

to attribute to him. Dean Stanley was some-

what unfortunate the other day in having

dragged the Queen’s name to a controversy

in connection with the proposal to place a

statue of the late Prince Imperial in the

Westminster Abbey. The fury awakened

in the minds of strict constitutionalists

by this violation of a well-known point of

propriety, may be more easily conceived

than described. Gan the Queen be sup-

posed to have any thought of her own,

except what is expressed by the minis-

ters ? We understand this constitutional

position very well
;

but we most say

that its abstract excellence is open to

qnestion. At any rate, we hold consti-

tutionalism in this sense to be most un-

tenable, not to say illogical. If it be so in

politics, ten times more absurd and illogical is

the position which seeks to banish God from

the creation, and conduct it by means of laws

and man-appointed agents. Atheism is

absurd enough
;
but this complacentj belief

in an exiled God is not only illogical, but it

transcends belief itself.
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HINDUISM AND THE DOCTRINE
OP PERSONALITY.

TIbk Bombay Guardian ioo\i tne ordinar-

Tiew of thiasrs when he deprecated oar aty

tempt to (jollect the brokea fragments of

God, and called that an endeavour to unite so

many untruths in order to form a truth. It

requires no extraordinary penetration to dis-

cover that the idols wliich the Hindus wor-

ship are so many caricatures of the true

Goil, and that idolatry in its essence is an

unwarrantable intrusion upon the sacred

functions of Divinity. But if our contem-
porary had taken the trouble to understand us,

he would have found that, in entering: upon
our present line of criticism, we had entir'dy

discarded the old paths and struck out

a new method of theological criticism. It is

the glory of our New Dispensation that it

leads us to recognise no system of faith as

entirely hostile to Theism. The most de-

basing of superstitions contain kernels of truth

which redound to the glory of God and even

the much-abused Hinduism is a svstera which

contains gems and treasures not often found

on the surface. Attacks upon that system have

been frequent and persistent; and yet we find

that, in spite of education and science,

Hinduism lives. It is driven from one

quarter, and lo ! it is found in another.

After making all the concessions which
an uncompromising enemy would demand, it

still flourishes, and even in its decline it

gathers strength from unknown sources. The
fact is that Hinduism has not received justice.

That is to say, wliile it has been attacked on

the surface, the deep springs of its vitalifv

have never been examined. So it happena

that our pcf){de, even wl\ile thev are led to dis-

believe Hinduism, cannot make up their

minds to thoroughly repudiate it. They
find that in the deeper regions of the

sentiment there is much that is most beautiful

and consoling which they have no chance of

finding in the creed boun 1 and formal re-

ligions of their more enlightened conquerors.

It has thus come to pass that Hinduism
is retained and cherished for the sake of its

treasures, even though the errors it sanctions

may be of the most blasphemous kind. The
business of sound criticism is not to assail

it on the surface, but to dive deeper and in the

regions of true devotion find the points of

attack or commendation, as the case

may be. As Natives of India we
are bound gratefullv to accept what is

good therein and reject all the bad. We
cannot simply ignore Hinduism which

has taken so many centuries to grow, and

the branches of which give shelter and

protection to many millions. If we are to

carefully examine its nature, we shall find

that the chief characteristic of its creed

is the exclusive importance and attention

given to tlte workings of Providence. A per-

sonal God manifesting Himself before the

world In every conceivable shape and manner
and evincing His interest in our affairs—that

ia the central idea of Puranic Hinduism, In

their eager desire to see the manifestations, the

Hindus very soon came to discard the

Person who happened to manifest Himself,

and they adored the attributes themselves in

tlie place of God. Instead of one Person they

worshipped many persons
;
instead of one

Power—the source of all powers—they obeyed

the subordinate powers. Thus they limited the

Infinite and embodied Him in time and space,

till tlie moment came when the Almighty
was virtually forgotten, and men thought

there wa® enoueb to worship in more stocks

and stones. The true eclectic philosophy has

a mighty mission to accomplish in India. It

has already found the clue to true religion
and science, and what it proposes to give is

sufficient to promote the salvation of the
country. Eclecticism which is the product
of the comparative method, and which may
be called to represent the scientific aspect of
the New Dispensation, has announced peace
to the contending sects of Hinduism, and in

place of the continued wrangle and
jealousies of rival sectaries, it preaches
a harmonious union which no religion,

however proselytising, no philosophy, how-
ever constructive, has hitherto been able

to give. It was said of Socrates that

he had brought philosophy from the skies
;

it

may he said of the New Dispensation that it

has brought Divine peace and harmony from
heaven. Its mission is to preach harmony,
and bring out from the mouths of all contend-

ing sectaries words of thanksgiving anil

adoration to the one true God. Prom
the Vedas, the Puranas, the Bible and
the Koran it brings out the Gospel of

Theism
;

out of the jangling disputes of

enraged controversialists it evolves the sub-
lime doctrine of unity. It is a mighty talis-

man to raise up, ns by a mc" fiat, the entire
kingdom of heaven foretold in days of yore.
Now, what is this method, this key which is

to open to us the vast eternal kingdom of
true brotherhood and unity ? What is this
talisman which is to convert Hinduism into a
consistent record of providential dispensations?
What is this philosopher’s stone which is to

convert every thing it touches into gold, and
make the most debasing of superstitions a
passport to heaven? The New Dispensation
tells our countrymen to recognise the
Supreme God of the ancient Rishis. and
think of Him as entirely personal, with a
providence as vast, comprehensive, perfect
and unmistakble as the Puranas virtual-
Iv made Him out to be. Conceive Him as
having given you birth and education,
as preserving you from misery and sin,*

as guiding you by His wisdom and light
;

think of Him as yonr Father. Mother Fr?end.’
Counsellor, Protector, Giiide,Saviour ’andGod'.
as the life of your life,the eve of the eve, the
ear of the ear, the mind of the mind, the force
that courses through your veins and arteries,
the breath that gives vou life,the strength that
lifts up your arms and moves your legs. When
you eat, think of Him as the beneficent Food-
giver, and observe that every grain and atom
of your food is full of the sustaining
energy which He communicates. In the
house that you inhabit, believe that every brick
of it has been built by the Almighty hand.
Thus in every fction believe yon are surround-
ed by Divinity. Every thing here, about me,
in me, around me, isDivine. It is the strength
of the Lord that animates, enlivens, nourishes
and sustains every thing. The same eternal
God whom the Rishis worshiped, is. therefore,
the Divinity that gives ns our bread, learning,
light and salvation. He is thus what the
Hindus call Saraswati, Lakshmi. Mahadeva,
Kali.&c ,&c. Now we feel no objection in adopt-
ing these names when the ideas which they
represent we substantially adopt.' A Hindu
takes sublime pleasure in naming his divi-
nity

;
and the names which he gives are al-

ways expressive of the relations which
God bears to him. Hinduism, thus enliven-
ed by the faith of the New Dispensation, starts
up as the religion of providence, the religion of
an intenselv personal God, the religion which
our countrymen may easily take to be Theism.

A FEW HOURS WITH JESUP.

The Brabmo pilgrims undertook a long
journey extending over eighteen oentaries*

They walked in spirit, and soon found them-
selves in the Holy Land. Here they re-

nounced their nationality and entered into

fellowship with the Jews, becoming as the
Jews were, and adopting their country as
their own. Thus transformed in spirit for

Jesus ’ sake, the Indian pilgrims raised

their voice of sunplication unto the Lord,
and besought Him to show unto them His
well-beloved son, Jesus of Nazareth. They
thus addressed Him:—
0 Lord our God, what a change! Where

were we ? Where are we now? These houses
and shops and streets, these trees and hills

remind n.s that this is not India, but Pales-
tine, the land of the Jews. Here in Nazareth
was born that son of an humble carpenter,
of whom it hath been said that he cured
diseases and made men clean. Father,
show him and give joy onto these weary pil-

grims.

Ah ! there he is, on Mary’s arms,
a precious and bright jewel, a sweet and
heaven] V child. Mary smiles on the Supreme
Mother’s lap and Jesus smiles on Mary’s lap.

The three are illumining the three worlds.

What a gathering together of beautiful and
resplendant faces! Wilt thou not come, sweet
ehild, and allow us to hug thee to our bosom?
Come beloved, and gladden our hearts. A
bright halo encircles thy head. A mighty
hoy i.s that child of Mary. Like a young lion

he ia full of fire. Thou growest, O Jesus,

and anon thou retirest. they cannot say where.

Thou goest into solitude, and there thy

Iieavenly Mother trains thee for thy future

work. Thou art temnted and tried by that

fiend, the enemv of God and man, and with

a voice which shakes heaven and earth, thou

sayst, “ Get thee behind me, Satan,” Thou
'•eanppar«st in society, a perfect faquir, poor

and penniless, yet possessed of untold riches

which thy Father has given thee. Thou
bast no house to live in

;
thou hast no

inc.ome. Not a penny hast thou on earth,

0 poor Jesus. Yet thou standest on yonder

bill as a Prince, Thy Sovereign Father has

made thee inherit the whole earth, and all

things belonging to him are tliine. Four
extensive Zemindaries, Asia, Europe, Africa

and America, are thine, and all the wealth

of Kuhere is thine. Though poor, thou carest

not to think for the morrow. Tlion art

wealth and poverty combined. Thy dress

indicates princely asceticism. How many
follow thee, O mighty faquir, from

place to place, from street to street !

There on yonder hiM they are sitting at thy

feet and hearing the words of wisdom which

are coming out of thy mouth. Yet they are

not thy words, but His who is promptingand
inspiring thee from behind. Thou art only

a hnman month through which the Supreme
Spirit is preaching the Sermon on the Mount.
The Father’s wisdom is thiue. Ho speaks

through thee. Thou hast no wisdom of thine

own. Lion thon art, O Jesus, but a lamb never-

theless. Truly thou goest through the streets as

a lamb, full of meekness and forbearance. They
insult thee, persecute thee, and thou returnest

the right cheek unto him who has struck the

left. Thou art forgiveness incarnate, and thou

Invest even thine enemy. Say, Jesu'’, what is

that ball which thou carriest upon thy should-

ers? Is it the earth we inhabit? Yes. All the

cares, and sorrows, and sins of the world thott

hast taken upon thy head. Our wickednefs

makes thee weep, our sufferings make thy heart
bleed. Therefore art thou a man of sorrow.

Upon thy brow is seated heaviness, for the

world’s weight is upon thy head. Pure as

crystal ir thy heart, and thou art happy ia

the union of thy spirit with thy Father, but
thou art sorrowful for others’ sake. Thy
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life is spent in serving others and alleviating'

the miseries of the world. Day and night thon
goest about doing good. And yet that very world
for whose welfare thou hast sorrowed and
toiled daily turns round to kill thee! Dark and
dismal is the land of the Jews. The joy

of the land is soon converted into sorrow, and
presently there are lamentations on all sides.

O Jesus! are the pilgrims who have just

rejoiced in thy birth destined so soon to be-

wail thy death? Alas! thy d isciple has betrayed
j

thee, and those to whom thou never didst any
harm are rejoicing in the prospect of thy death.

Upon the cross they have nailed thee and
crucified thee. And thou art dead ! And
thou art alive again, rejoicing exceedingly
that thou hast returned to thy Father. We
see thee no more. In the glory of heaven
tho^j art lost. The beautiful son is lost in

the beauty of the Father.

N ow, Father, thou art all in all.
!

Jesus is hid in Thy bosom and truly

he is one with Thee, having denied, disclaimed
and destroyed himself. Alibis he has re-

turned unto Thee. As a separate individual

he lives not, but the son lost in the Father.
May we be as Jesus is for ever lost in the

Supreme Spirit.
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We understand that there will be pilgrimages to

other devotees after the approaching festival.

DUrinO the last week there was renewed
communion with the saints: thus,—Monday,Moses;
Tuesday, Socrates; Wednesday. Sakya Muni;
Thursday, Hindu Rishis; Friday, Jesus. On Satur-
day there was preparation for the Utsab.

Probably some men will include the “Bidhan
Bharat” in the class of sensational literatu’-e. The
thoughtless will certainly find in it idolatry,

superstition, mysticism, and abundant absurdity.

But the really thoughtful will regard it as a

grand metaphor conceived and executed after the

style of Milton’s Paradise Lost. It relates the
birth of the New Dispensation.

The following is the programme of our devo-
tional festival, to be held to-day in the Brahma
Mandir :

—

Proposed Time.
Hymns ... Bkom 7-30 a.m, to 8 a.m.
Morning Service
Mid-day Service and

8
9 9 11 M

Hymns
Recitation of the new

>> 1 P,M.
99 2 P.M.

Yogopanishad 99 2 M 99 2-30 „
Conversation
Reading of translations

from Mussulman writ-

9 9
2-30

99 99 3-30 „

ings

Meditation and Commu-
99 3-30 99 99 4 ..

nion
i »

4 99 9 9 5 „
Prayers and Hymns ... >• 5 99 99 6 „
Sankirtan ii 6 99 99 7 „
SreaiQg Service 4) 7 h 99 9-30 „

The Minister has renewed his sermons on Yoga.
Every evening during the past week there was a
solemn charge addressed to the ShiJisharthi or

Disciple, Bhai Aghorenath. The preceptor spoke
in Yogi dress under a temporary shed made of

various leaves. The Upadhaya is engaged in

clothing the lessons in Sanskrit verse, and will

recite them to-day in the Brahma Mandir.

Bhai Amrita Lall Bose arrived at Calcutta
on Wednesday last after a long tour in Upper and
.Southern India. He reached Bangalore on the
19th July and Madras on the 10th instant, in
both which places he was most cordially received.
Our brother did solid and good work at Bangalore,
where the local Brahmos did everything to render
his stay useful. On the 2nd, he addressed an audi-
ence of upwards of 800 persona on the subject of the
New Dispensation. On the 6th, there was another
lecture attended by as many people, among whom
there were many distinguished Europeans and
Natives. At the conclusion of his speech, a
Mahomedan gentleman stood up with a garland
of flowers ou a silver plate, and put it round
the neck of the lecturer. There were besides
two open-air gatherings, at the latter of which,
held on the 6th instant, about 2,000 men were
present. The lecture was delivered on a high
•ground near Tippu’s Fort. The position was a
commanding one. All classes of the community,
educated and uneducated, rich and poor, were re-

presented on the occasion. Some had taken their
stand on their carriages, some on pits, some were
on camel’s back, and some European soldiers were
on the ramparts of the fort. “ It was,” says our
correspondent, “ a beautiful scene, time, place and
the circumstances all taken into consideration.
Lots of flags added beauty to the scene, while the
nationality of the audience rendered it picturesque.
In Bengal, when we see large gatherings we
see uncovered heads; but it is not so here. Tur-
bans of various shapes and colors,coats of different
kinds and fashion, earrings of various kinds, and
marks of sandal on the forehead, all these render-
ed the scene quite attractive.” The lecturer spoke
both in Hindi and English. Our correspondent
says:—“ The audience seemed to me quite trans-
figured

; there was some thing like jadu over the
whole scene. God be thanked for all this, and
may His Dispensation spread far and wide.”

Bhai Amrita Lai reached Madras on the
10th. At the Railway Station he was re-
ceived by a large number of Brahmos. His stay
lasted for three days only. On the 11th he
spoke on the “ Visible and Audible God;” on the
12th, at Triplicane, his subject was the query,
“ What is the Brahmo Somaj ?” On the 13th he
delivered a farewell service. The parting was
very touching and affectionate. The follow-
ing extract is from the Madras Mail :

—

“ The following is an abstract of the address
delivered by Babu Amrita Lai Bose, in the Hall of
the S. I. B. Somaj, on Tuesday night :—Afteran
introductory prayer, followed by some vernacular
hymns, the missionary spoke to the following effect:
What is our destiny f Are we to die or to live ?

Weave born to live. I do not believe that my fel-
low creatures are born to be annihilated. I see
in my humble nature not only my humble self,

but also the part of a superior nature, i. e., of
God. If that nature is to live, I cannot die. Is
the goodness of men which induces them to live
solely for the benefit of others to vanish like an
unreal thing ? No, we are created in the image
of God. In this material age, spirit is out of the
question. Men refuse to enter into any discussion
of spirit, of which they say they have no concep-
tion. It was the same difficulty that pre.sented
itself to our ancients, when they sought to
personate the spiritual God in a material
shape. They could not think of spirit without
giving it a certain shape, and so idols were
brought in to assist the imagination. But
the remedy was worse than the disease. It is

said that the ancient Brahmins possessed a
Brahma-fire, which is not in the possession of the
Brahmins of this iron age. It is no fault of the
age, if the latter do not possess it. God promises
that if we but cherish the fire that our forefathers
possessed, we should also become as great, and
India should once more rise to prominence. But we
do cot possess their fire, because our minds have be-
come materialised. To the greater part of the pre-
sent generation all is dark which has no connection
with matter. Our children do not take any interest
in religious matters. Our old men not only neglect
to give their children any religious education, but
threaten with excommunication any advance they
might make in that direction with the assistance
of European Missionaries. What is religion ? It

is variously defined. With some it is the blind
observance of ceremonies. With others it is

the observance of certain rites in actual life, with

a feeling that God is always present with us.

With some it is morality. But 1 believe that religion

means living Divine life. The great Paul said,

“ For me to live is Christ.” Realise God in

your soul; know yourself, and you know God.
In my soul, there is the soul of God, with
intelligence, power, purity and wisdom. By un-

derstanding the mystery of our soul, we become
conscious of our own greatness and nobleness, which
cannot but result in great and noble actions ;

while

if we are not thus conscious of our own greatness,

we are able to do nothing great.’ Some vernacular

hymns followed this address ;
and the lecturer

requested persons who might be desirous to converse

with him, to visit him at his house. The meeting

then dissolved.”

(Jorresuaml^ncc.

[We do vot hold ourselves in any way responsihle

yor the opinions of our correspondents.-^ Ed. 8.M.,

“J. T. T.” VERSUS “ORTHODOX
CHRISTIAN”.-//J.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SONDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—Herewith in continuation of No. II, in

which, however, I was sorry to find several
typographical mistakes.

In that letter I had occasion to ask whether
Orthodox “Christian” believed that sinners

are to be sent to an eternal hell, in order,

partly, that the righteous might be retained in

their allegiance. It may possibly be new to

some of your readers to be told that this atrocious

view has been held and taught by many dis-

tinguished Theologians.

Hear what the “ Seraphic doctor” Aquinas could
say : “ The bliss of the saved will be greatly en-

hanced by their being permitted to gaze upon the
punishment of the wicked.”

Read what Peter Lombard could write—“ The
elect, while they see the unsneakale sufferings

of the ungodly, intoxicated with joy, will thank
God for their own salvation”.

To come to more recent times, read what
Dr. Hookins wrote: “ Should eternal punishment
cease, and the fire (of hell) be extinguished, it

would in a great measure obscure the light of

heaven and put an end to a great part of the

happiness and glory of the blessed.”

But why multioly quotations of this kind
which represent Jehovah to us iu the character

of a monster 1

These be thy Gods, 0 Orthodoxy !

In my last letter I quoted certain passages

from the “ Assembly’s Shorter Catechism” on the

subject of the guilt of Original Sin in opposition

to “Orthodox Christian’s” statement that “ Ortho-

doxy teaches that natural infirmity is no sin.”

A few further quotations from Orthodox writings

may not be amiss.

No, IX of the XXXIX Articles of the Church
of England says “ Original Sin * * in every
person born unto this world deserveth God’s

: wrath and damnation.”
The second article of the Augsburg Confession

says that “ Original Sin is truly sin and deserving

of damnation in all who are not born again.”

Calvin says: “Original Sin appears to be an here-

ditary depravity * * diffused through all

parts of the soul, which first makes men subject to

God’s wrath, and then brings forth works in us

which scripture calls the works of the flesh,”

Perhaps I have sai,l enough in opposition to

“Orthodox Christian” on the subject of the Ortho-
doxy of the doctrine that “ natural infirmity

”

(Original Sin) is truly sin, and being such, is

punishable,

I turn now to Question XVII. “ Can Jesus be
the Saviour of the world if the world is not saved
by him ?”

To this “Orthodox Christian” replies “Yes,” and
in.stances the case of a life boat. Now, though I

might dispute the fitness of the analogy, I will
content myself with quoting another passage, viz.,
“ Jesus is the Saviour of all men, especially of them
that believe.” I put it to any intelligent heathen,
and to all rational Christians, whether this

passage does not mo.st emphatically affirm that
Jesus is the Saviour of all men without exoeption.
Mankind can be divided into two classes only,

viz., those who believe and those who do not : and
this passage distinctly teaches that Jesus is the
Saviour of both. I have nothing to do with other
passages that teach another doctrine. If there are
ftoy such, they are paXpakVy wtUradictory of the one
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that I have just quoted, and it is the business o!
Orthodox Christians,” who believe that the Bible

is God’s holy word from beginning to end, to recon-
cile the contradiction, I shall not trouble you
with any more letters in the case of “Orthodox
Christian versus W. T.”

Yours &o.,

J. T T
Simla, 8th August 1880.

DIVINE GUIDANCE AND PRAYERS FOR
PHYSICAL BENEFITS.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,— I have just read an article in the Sunday
Mirror entitled “ The Three Great Lies” in which
occur the following passages:

—

•‘Moses sought Heaven’s guidance in all the
details of man’s daily life; many a saint and pro-
phet used to seek counsel from above regarding
matters of eating and drinking as to what they
should eat and d'‘ink, and their commercial specu-
lations and studies and amusements.”

• * #

“ To say that God cannot give sound counsel in
temporal matters, and that human reason alone
can furnish the needful help, is an abominable lie

which the devout believer must at once eschew.”
I do not clearly understand the true import of

these passages, and I seek for enlightenment. I
am sorry to trouble yon, bat your condescension
and kindness towards me is my only apology for
doing so. It seems to me that the logical sequence
of the teachings conveyed in the foregoing lines,
would be to establish the practice of praying for
material comforts and b'essings, which has never
been countenanced by our church. If it is simply
meant that in all matters of our daily life we must
rely on Divine Providence and trust rather to the
issuesas dictated by His will than to our indivi-
dual exertions, the point becomes sufficiently in-
telligible, But the language employed does not
seem to justify this interpretation. For, we are
told not only to trust to Providence, but to take
counsel in temporal matters. Au^l this is my
difficulty. Are we then to prav to God to remove
want, sickness, and worldly difficulties ? Shall we
be right, according to the spirit of this teaching,
in praying for rain, a bumper harvest, wealth,
honor and children, as the Christians and Hindus
do? Or shall we only pray for light, guidance and
sense of duty in these matters? The passages are
clear enough to warrant merely the last construc-
tion. The example is held up of saints and pro-
phets, who even in matters of eating and drinking
sought Heaven’s guidance.
Now, as I always understood the doctrine of

prayer, it inculcated (1) a true and sincere expres-
Sion to God of our heartfelt spiritual and moral
needs with an undoubted faith that Ho will hear
them and remove them according to His own ways
and in His own time; (2) a genuine and earnest
desire for godliness and moral strength; and (.3) an
unconditional submission and surrender to his
biddings in the soul. In prayers for spiritual and
moral light and strength, the peculiarity is that we
do not dictate terms. But this cannot be the case
in prayer for material blessings, because unless we
want some thing tangible and definite according
to our wants, such prayers would be without

Godpoint and sense. It won’t do to say,
I want very much food or raiment, do as The
wiliest best ” To say so would be not to prav fc
material comfort, but for resignation at times >

privation. Then, in what way can we ask fc
Divine guidance in matters of daily life ? It ma
be said that “guidance,” rightly interpreted, wi
mean light for intellect, conscience and faith, an
all these or one of these, as occasion may demanc
must be brought into play in a?? concerns of life-
even the most trivial. But a difficulty presents il

self. In srnritual and moral matters, w'e believ
that God directly interferes in response to prayer
but of course as seems to 2‘itn best. Do we c
can we rationally believe that this interferenc
will be vouchsafed in physical matters ? By ir
ference I do mean interposition( not capricious’
which I believe is only possible in spiritual an'
moral affairs; for His will in these respects is Hi
law. But science teaches us that His laws of matte
are fixed and irrevocable. I dare say what is reall
meant is trust in Divine Providence and prayer fo
Divine light and guidance in matters of life. Bii
I cannot quite reconcile the principle of theisti
prayer with the passages quoted as I understam
them. And hence this reference to vou. Th
su’iject is too vast to be dealt with fully and in al
its bearings in a short and hurried letter.

Yours &c.,

Nftini Tftl, 28tb July 1880,

DACCA.

[from our own corrf,spondf,nt ]

The 18th Avgust 1880.

I WOULD communicate to you to-day the sub-

stance of an interesting lecture on “Conscience
and Inspiration,” delivered by your Bhai Bongo
Ohunder Rov in the Medical School here, laat Sm-
day. The lecture was followed by Sankirtan,

which was hold in the =chool compound.
At the outset, the lecturer pertinently observed

,

that, as in days gone hv.our forefathers used to bow ’

down before the created objects and worshipped
them,simply because they felt these things to be far

above themselves in power, since thev could not

recognize the superior powersof their mind within,

so in these days of intellectual enlightenment, m^n
naturally look down upon the created objects

as if they themselves were so many lords of

the creation, and are so much elated with
the pride of intellect that they would not:

hesitate to approach even the Almightv and

;

All-Wise Creator with the foolish hope of studying

and thinking Him out in the way they study and
think out other subjects. Hence is it that the

so-called thoughtful men of the age, not to speak

of the educated in general, who always follow the

thoughtful few, pass opinions upon the Divine;

Being, his relations with human beings and their’'

duties to him often just as they please. Wheresp,said 'i

the lecturer, our attitude towards the Creator must
needs be quite different from the attitude in which
we stand before the creation. God is the perfect,

person, and man is an imperfect person, real per-

sonality in both cases consisting in the will. Hence
|

it is absolutely necessary that an imperfect, per.

son must sitrrender his own will to *hat of the'

Perfect Person, in order that the Latter may mani-
fest His Self and reveal His Will, and an imnerfect

man must needs see the Perfect God with the eye
of faith just as He manifests Himself, and hear!

Him with the ear of conscience ju.st as He '•

reveals His Will, conscious obedience to which is )

the true life of man here and hereafi-er, inas-

much as he. unlike all other creatures he'e bel >w, i

has the highest privilege of holding commun’on
with God,even as one person holds communion with

!

another. It is for this very reason, said the Lec-
turer, that “ the Revelation of the Divine Will”
is all in all with the faithful of all religions

in the world. It is simply for this reason that

the faithful Christians, Mahomedans aid Hindus
attach so much importance to their respoctive

Bibles or the words of God Are the Brahmos
exceptions to the general rnle ? Far from it. It is

true we do not, we cannot, believe in any written

Revelation; but- we cannot, therefore. dispen:=e

with the Revelation of the Divine Will. Our
Religion is not, as Rev. Lai Behary Dev said,

“ what I think, thou thinkest, and he thinks,” but

what the Living God reveals in our hearts. The
lecturer said, what science jis to common sense so is

Divine Revelation to our conscience. As a

scientific discovery at first appears untrue, nay
shocking, to the common sense of those who do
not see the light, so a Divine Revelation may
appear not only untrue, but also shocking to>

the conscience of those who are not in.spired. ‘

Nay, it is certain that unbelievers are inclined
i

to think such fresh revelation of the Divine i

Will an limpossibility, if not an absurdity.

Such men would have no higher standard of

judging what is right and what is wrong than
their uninspired conscience. As the men of com- !

mon sense stood in opnosition to Copernicus and :

Gileleo. so the men of uninspired conscience doj

stand in opposition to an inspired man even in

;

the fag end of the 19th century. In fact, God’s
word is all in all with the Brahmos. All Dispen- :

sations are so many Revelations of the Divine

Will to the sinful world. We, Brshmos, believe

that there is no truth hut the word, and no duty
but the command of God. hoMeve in New
as well as Old Dispens..' In differont ages,

the Living God sends different Disnensationa.

The Living God knows hosv to work out the
salvation of sinners in the 19th ceiiturv, and
lias already sent a “ New Dispensation” for the

purpose. It is not only rousing the heart of India;

but the civilized parts of t!ie vvorld—Europe and
America—are also being rou ed,and they are lock-

ing up to the rising sun of Ibe New Di pensation

in the East. We, children of the Aryan race,

cannot do without seeing th Living G >d and
hearing His word. His word h the way. he truth

and the life eternal. We oanuot do wi hout it.

Divine word is hoard in everything. Go 1 is heard

in the grass to sav, “ Bo lowly and kiss the feet of

those who tread upon you;” in the river. He says,

“ run, run to your Heavenly Father’s bosom I

even m the tiver flows towards the sea la

the mountain top, He savs “ look up and be
absorbed in deep meditation of the Infi lite

Soul.” It is not true that it was from the
mouth of .Tohn the Baptist proceeded the cry
“ R»pent and the kingdom of Heaven is at
hand.” It is God who ever and anon calleth His
children to repentance, and it pleased Him to send
His servant John the Baotist to echo the Divine
call in the wilderness. In fact, from the Divine
Mouth always proceed words of wisdom and love,
and they are heard by those blessed spirits who
would love Him and obey His Will here below
even as the saints in heaven do love and obey Him.
May we hear and obeyjtho word of God and glorify
His Holy Name to the end of our lives !

^iterant,

We understand that a congress of European*
journalists is to be held in Brussels next year

We understand that a Turkish Hindustan!
Journal, the Ismail Peik, has been brought out
in Constantinople. It styles the Sultan “ Caliph
of India,” and is printel at the State printing

-

office.

M. Ernest Renan has been decorated with the
Legion of Honor During the Septennate M.
Bardonx had nominated the eminent author for the
dintinctioo. But Marshal MacMahon declined to
sign the decree.

Here is an instance of a gigantic gambling. The
St. Petersburg journals announce that a Rus.sian
nobleman lost a few days ago at Macao, at the
Yncht Club in that city, the enormous sum of
eight millions of francs (£320,000.)

Dr. Richardson was not the first to suggest a
model citv, for the Sa^ itary Record tells us that

the Jewish Talmud states :
— “ No wise man will

reside in a city which does not possess an efficient

magistracy, a properly managed system of poor
rates, provisions for public worship, public baths,

sdequ.ate drainage, a phvsician, a scrih', a teacher
i for children, and the means for securing a proper

supply of food.”

General J, A. Garfield, the candidate for

the Presidency of the United States, was once a
Canal bo.at driver, and his former employer, a

Mr. Jonathan Myers, writes to an American paper :

“ If I live until Nsvember, I expect to enjoy the

greatest pleasure in casting my vote for him for

President of the United States. I have

never seen him since he left my boat
;

but

have wateb^’d his career with great interest.”

Mrs, Garfield is stated to be a woman of

exceptional intellect, in addition to possessing a

sweet and winning disposition. She has studied

with her husband, read the same hooks, taken up
languages with him. She is an excellent Latin

(oholar.

A GUN which has fired 6,000 shots in thirteen

minutes, and could, were its feeding ma-
chinery extended, fire 60'' shots a minute, has been

iuvented in Wa.«hington. It is called the ’‘Gardner,”

and has two barrels encased in brass. Its calibre

is 45 lOOths of an inch, and only requires the same
cartridges which are used in ordinary rifle practice.

The firing is effected by turning a crank in the

rear of the gun, and it is fed through a flat shaped

box into which the cartridges are placed in blocks

holding 20 each. Thev fit down neatly into this

box which holds about fifty cartridges, and as fast

as the crank is turned, they drop down into a

channel, and are carried forward to discharge, the

empty carcridge.s being returned and dropped

beneath.

We take the following from the Times'.—“Mr.
Tamay, of the firm of Israay, Imrie & Oo., pro-

prietors of the White Star Line of European

steamships, recently arrived in New York, with

his wife and family, after an extraordinary voyage.

Leaving Liverpool on the 13t.h of March last

in steamship Ocemie, they successively visited

Suez, Point de Galle, ‘^inganore. Hongkong,

C.inton, Rhonghai, and Yokohama. The last

named port thev left on Juno 6 for San Francisco.

When thev "rrived at New York they had travelled

22 320 miles. The time occupied in making this

journey, exclusive of stoppages at different points

visited, was 66 days. Allowing nine days in which
to ('omi)lete the return to Liverpool, the trip will

be acoorap ished in 75 days, or five days i^ss than

the celebrated journey described in M. Julas

Verne’s weM-knowa atory ‘ around the world in

flighty day>,’
”
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PICTURES OF TRAVEL.

THE DEER-PEN. OR THE L\DIES’ GALLERY
IN THE BOUSE OF COMMOMS

By Kate Field.

{Ch'‘istlan Union.)

What do I mean by the “ deer-nen” ? Nothina
more nor less that the Ladies’ Gallery in the

British House of Commons, which i< a dissrrace to

the nineteenth century, yet into which it is mce
difficult to penetrate than into Buckingham Palace.

Admission can only be obtained from in embers,

who ballot fo'* seats se^en days in advance. A«
there are 567 members, the struggle for seat.s is ani

mated. Time was when women had equal rights

with men in risitiiia the Commons. As far

back as 167.5. my sex occnuisd the Strangers’

Gallery—a privilege they enjoyed until Fehruary

1778, when a great debate took place on

the state of the nation. The Duchess of Devon
shire, Lady Norton, and other qi'ande-i dimM.
not only occupied the .seats ordinarily assisned

to them, but toi,i possession those under

the front gallery. According to •' Grov’s Dsbates.”

a Captain Johnstone of the Navy, angered that

the Honae should have been oleared of ma'e

strangers, among whom were friends h’ had
introduced, insisted upon the withdraval of pP

strangers. A rule then existed which enabled

any one member to exclude visitors—an absurd

Tnie, which has only been reoently modified.

No less than two hours were requite to enforce’

this order, and that two hours scuffle with the

weaker sex led to their banishment from the

Commons.

From 1778 to 1834 women obtained a gPrapse of

the House by looking through a hole ova’’ the

largest chandalier— a hole const'-ucted to carry off

hot air and the smoke of candles ! Before the

present Houses of Parliament were designed, when
legislation was carried off in a temoorary building

women were allowed to stand and peep through

eyelet holes bored in a so-t of box erected behind

the Stranger’s Gallery. Far better is the sheep-

pen of to-day, but it is a pen. Originally it was

divided into three compartments of seven persona

each. A dozen years ago, however, the

dividing walls were removed. Since then

other improvements have been made, the

last of which is the elevat'oo of the ceilinsr

and an attempt at ventilation
;

but tlie

gallery still remains small, dark and well-nieh

intolerable. Hung hieh in the air. like a bird-cage,

a heavy iron grating conceals its occupants from

the view of the House, and. unless a woman i

fortunate enough to obtain one of eighteen front

peats, she sees nothing and hears wi h diffimlty.

Yet, when, in 1875, Sergeant Sherlock proposed

to remove the prison-bars, he was uninercifuily

snubbed.

On the night of Sir Charles Dilke’s speech

regarding the expenses of the civil list, the Opposi-

tion cleared out male strangers, including the

press, while woman were left in undisputed

possession of their pen, as they were not s ip-

possed to exist. Thanks to this fiction, I was

the only person who reported the most extraor-

dinary Parliamentary row tliat has occurred for

many a day. It was then predicted that Sir

Chirlea Dilke had mined bis career. To-day he is

Under-Secretary of Foreign Affiirs, and to him is

left the destiny of Greece. The whirligig of time

proves who is wise in his generation.

Through many windings, up innumerable stairs,

women attain the door leading to their pen. On
my last visit, one hour before the House assembled

it was locked, and a dozen women stoo l before it

ready to make a raid on the front seats. At last the

imposing usher appeared, unlocked the door, and

the scramble began, but we were stopped in our

mad career by the imperturbable person in black,

who after comparing onr names with those ont

his list, allowed us to proceed. By a firm hut no,

riotous display of muscle, I secured a front seat.

“ This is beautiful, is it not?” said an elderly

lady to her companion. “ What have yon bronghr

with you ?" “Sherry, sandwiches, and some sal

volatile.*’ “ Verv sensible, my dear,” added the

elderly lady. “ Just before leaving home I had

some sausages, because they are staying.” Women
speak little in this pen, the effect of the grating

being depressing. No men are allowed
;
M. P.’s

excepted, who drop in occasionally to see their

friends. The only diversion is tea, or a chop

erved in a retiring room.

The moment M. P.’s enter the House they

remove their hats, bow to the Speaker, and gener<

ally cover their heads on sitting down. Wliethe-
this very uncivil and unbecoming custom is due
.0 there being no place for hats savin<r under
h- benches, where they may be kicked about, or
to the a,ssumption that law-makers are snnerior
beings entitled to wear their hats in the pre^sence
of Law Itself, as the heads of ce rtain .Spanish

royalty, I leave to imagination. One thing is
certain : keeping the head constantly covered does
not improve the hair. Bald he ads are manvamong cornmoners. A generous growth of hair

hrnsS^*"tr-’ oarefnllvhrushing their locks oyer the tops of theirheads to conceal the coming skating rink. Someheads resemble magnified billiard-ba Ms. I h^vegazed upon a bald cranium where the self-esteemrannp to such a point that all the hair sHdtow^
hill and took refuge at the base of the brainTo distinguish one man from another requires
^a-rs,ghted vision, and the effect of several hundredhats IS not more imposing than anieqnal number of^tove-pipes. Gladstone and John Bright arealmostthe only men. whose heads are regularly
uncovered. It most interesting to see these twoclever men sitting beside each other with theirheads together, looking like venerable owlsGladstone s eras to enjoy sitting on the middle of

?ort f
”PP»'’ently derives com-fort from crossing first one leg .and then the other.This sort of thing proves that even great men arehuman. Lord Hartmgton will wear his hat, and

all we learn from our pen is that he is tall and
slight fiufi Saxon in coloring.
Apropos of hats, it’s as much ns a man’.s life isworth in 80ciety_to wear might but the regulation

Stove-pipe. There may be M. P.’s who dare to face

K !
Jpeafcer with hilly-cock or soft felt hat in hand,

biitl doubt it. The only man I evpr heard of
equal to such an amount of bravery is JosephGowen the member for Newcastle and owner of
the radica “Newcastle Chronicle.” He at all
times has the courage of his opinions. Whether
people agree with him or not, all admirems pluck, a pluck backed hv brains. Joseph
/Owen would be an orator were it rot for a
Vorthnmberland burr, which prevents him from
being fully understood. “Very eloquent speaker
IS Mr, O'lwen, once exclaimed Lord Beaconsfield

knows what he is talking
about I Cowen the radical wears a slouch hat

I should no more expect to see Sir William
Harcoiirt in such a covering than I should expect
to see elephants in satin gowns. No one in
England, who is not a rongli or a genius, can afford
to wear a slouch hat. Alfred Tenny.soo is rarelv
seen in anything else. Wilkie Collins and
Ohyles Reade defy public opinion, hut I firmly
believe that even these men would wear stove-
pipes, were they daily subjected to the insinuating
respectability of the Ffonse of Commons
8tove*p’pes permeate the ntmopphere an^i
Play an important part in l^oris^ation. So greatly
do they tyrannize over the British male that even
Eton boys in jackets are swallowed np bv them
Talk about woman’s blind devotion to fashion !

Did ever woman cling as fondly to crinoline as
man clings to his stove-pipe? Never !

The House assembles at 3 45 p m. First, the
doors fly open

; then the “Sneaker” is announced,
the Usher of the Black Rod, bearing the mace,
bows in the Sneaker, who is arrayed in long black
gown and flowing wig. He is followed by the
Chaplain in another wig and gown. The Speaker
mounts his throne ; the Black Rod lays the mace
a gold crown poised on a red velvet pole long
enough to handle) across the lower end of the
table.

^

M. P.’s of a punctual turn of mind—their
name is not legion—suddenly appear, and the
Ohaplain reads the prayers of the day. We in the
de.erpen hear nothing. The Chaplain may think that
effort is useless. Be this as it may, I am shocked
at the dreadful manner in which many clergymen
read the beautiful Church of England service
Either they hurry through it, as though bent
upon catching a train about to start, or they are so
affected and patronizing in their delivery as to
make me agree with Solomon concerning vanity.
If Pading actors read Shakespeare as many clergy-
men read the Church service, critrics would not
leave a hair on their heads. How men who take
orders dare to murder their own religion, and how
congregations can endure the sacrilege, are mys-
teries I never could fathom:

After the Chaplain has galloped through his duty,
he exits backwards: many of the M, P.’s rush out.
as though they had just remembered they ought to
he somewhere else, and business begins. A clerk
in w'g and gown, standing at the head of the
table, reads about petitions and other matters in so

mumbling a voice that I can’t hear. M. P.’s don’t
wish to, for they jump up and apparently say
things to themselves, for not one word reaches us
women It is* tradition in the psovincoa that

members are glued to their seats from 3-45 p.M.
until about 7 o’clock, when they dash home, em-
brace their wives, if they have any,swallow a chop,
and return to immolate themselves on the altar
of their country until 3 or 5 o’clock in the morning
Poor provinces ! About fifty members do the
work, and no member, active or otherwise,remains
in the House, if he can help it. Onr Senators and
Representatives, when not busy in committees are
found in their seats

; but our system is different.
We put desks, and papers, and pens, and ink
and books of reference before our legislators,
and tell th-m to write their letters, etc., with
one eye and both ears on the speakers. England
furnishes her legislators with nothing but hard
benches,and whmthey want to write or improve
their minds.they retire to the library ,or elsewhere.
I don t blame M. P . s for retreating, particularly
in warm weather, when they can sit on a charm-
ing terrace over-looking the Thame.s, and with
a cigar in one hand and with a bottle
of Foda 111 the other, they may gaze at the
moon, Westminster Bridge and St. Thomas’
Hospital, discussing British interests and the last
scandal, while gentle Zephyr kis.ses their manlv
brows. What being in his senses would not prefer
this to the stuffy atmosphere and prosy tilk of the
House ?

When M. P.’s are really wanted, a bell warns
them, and in five minutes they are in their seats
ready for k division

. Of course, speakers like
(ialdstone and John Bright always command a full
house, but nine times out of ten members know
how they intend to vote. Why, then, should they
bore themselves by listening to commonplace
argumen s, delivered in commonplace and hesi-
tating language. The only persons obliored to
endure all the talk are the doomed reporters,
the Speaker and the Sergeant-at-Arms. The
reporters are saved from sfftenina of th- brain by
being constantly relieved. What prevents Speaker
and Sergeant from going mad I don’t know. There
they sit,and sit, and sit, facing each other at the two
ends ot the Hous^. one patiently hearing’ all the
good.bsd,and indifferent English,the other^constant-
ly answering all sorts of questions. Never a mo-
ment’s peace are they allowed until eight o’clock,
when a recess is announced that these devoted
public servants may have half an hour in which
to snatch a hasty meal. If this isn’t quiet martyr-
dom, what is it ?

Parliamentry disturbances generally occur before
dinner or several hours after, when the inner man
cries aloud for supper. It is useless to deny that
we are creatuer.s of nppetite.and that brains are an
affair ot digestion. As for myself, I have sat in
this deer-pen for ten hours at a time, hopiritr to he
startled by burst of eloquence. I have sat in vain.
Hereafter I shall take my House of Gammons the
next morning for breakfast, reportorially.

KESHUB CHUNDER SEN “ON GOD-VISION.^

[Inquirer.)

We have before us a report of another remarkable ’

diicourse by Babu Keshub Chunder Sen. It was
delivered in Calcutta at the recent semi-f-entennial
celebration of the Rralimo Somaj. The title is
“ God-Vi.sion in the Nineteenth Oentiiry.” and it
contains some noble thoughts on the great subject
of Theism. The preacher’s aim is to bring home to
his hearers the conviction of a near and present God.
—or what he calls “God-Vision.” His idea is that
of a present Living God, ever accessible to the
human spirit.

He remarks that man seems unwilling to see God
face to face, that tlionsands of men seem content
to believe that the Lord is a hidden realitv
and that no man can at all .see him They admit
that the Lord is omnipresent, hut do not care to
feel or realise him as such. “If,” he say.
“you wish to see God, you should take care that
in giving up the creations of gross imagination,
you do not plunge into idealism, the worship
of pure abstraction.” Tliis is a ne«dfnl caution, no
doubt. The personality of God is lost in the
several abstractions of speculative thought.
The Divine attributes wisdom, power, holiness
are in themselves, apart from a personal God
as Mr. Sen justly remarks, but broken lights—
fragments of a divided substance. In order that
we may see God face to face we must concentrate
in a focus all these scattered and broken lights,
and apprehend them in synthetic unitv. not frag-
ments of abstract notions flitting before the thought-
ful student of philosophy, but the Living God,
the Personal One, centre and substance of the
highest conceivable attributes— that is God-vision.
To apprehend God in this' sense we presume Mr,
Sen means, is God-vision. Thus explained, he de-
scribes what every devout Theist strives to realise.
He seeks to apprehend God as a living, present.
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prsonal reality. The worshipper,the trustful devout
believer.cauuot be content with a niere abstraction.He feels that without a personal God, love, worship
trust, reverence are all gone. There is no place
for them lefc-no object to call forth such seiiti-
meats or render them becoming. How shall we
find this personal God? Mr. Sen says, “ Let
synthesis, not analysis, be your watchword. Unite

V ^ fragments of a
divided Deity, scattered broadcast over the world,
and adored in dififerent aires by different
schools of religion and philosophy

; and you will
see in this beautiful synthesis a perfect and har-
monious whole, the very “ living God of the uni-
verse. It is impossible, we think, to make a “har-
monious whole” out of the “fragments” here
alluded to. We must look within us for evidence of
a personal God—the best witness is afforded by our
own self-consciousness. The human spirit bears
witness to the Divine personality of its Author.

leads us to the mind of God.
•

Inject of the unity of nature as witness-
ing the higher unity of the Divine Being Mr. Sen

u*
observations. We give an extract from

,^'®course on this deeply interesting point ;

—

‘‘There is a general consensus of opinion that the
whole universe is upheld and sustained by a single
force and not a plurality of forces.Prom one primary
source, called by whatever name, flow all the vita-
lity and all the activity in creation. The circle of
the universe is vast

; but one is its centre, only
one. What is that one ? In these walls and in
these pillars, in the men and women assembled in
this hall, in the earth below and in the heaven
above, in the light and in the air, in the sea and the
ocean, in the hill and the mountain, in the worlds
without and the world within, in history and in
biographv, what is the single force which pervades
all and quickens all, guides all and supports all.and
which gives to both mind and matter all their
vitality and energy ? What is it that lies at the
root of all the movements of matter and thought
in the world ? Is it electricity ? So be it. Does
electricity'keep up this vast multitude of forces,thi
vast multitude of ohjects and persons and living

beings in their endless varieties of form? One
force there is beneath all and behind all, even be-
neath electricity, which gives to it its peculiar
force. What occult force is that which nourishes
and puickens all the known and undiscovered
forces inrnature, the light of light, and the life

of electricity ? This mysterious primary force
I unhasitatingly call Godforce. An intelligent
will-force at once furnishes the long-desired kev,
and unrave’s and explains the whole mystery. Be-
hold a transfiguration all around. The earth and
heavens are unveiled, and their hidden glory
bursts upon our view. What do I now
see before me ? A linng Deity in everything.
A sacred halo encircles the face of creation. A
heavenly hand upholds all things. Do you seethe
blaze of Divine fire in the earth below and the
heavens above ? Behold sparks of fire on all sides,

little forces lit up by the touch of divinity. All
nature ablaze and aglow. Everywhere shines the
same celestial fire, God-force aeting and interact-
ing through the various forces in the world.”

Enlarging on the view thus forcibly presented,
Mr. Sen instances the living activities of his own
physical frame with remarkable felicity of illustra-

tion :

—

“O thou, my right arm, I feel within thee the
measured beat of the pulse. What a mystery I

What is it that lies concealed within the folds of
thine arteries, that causes this strange thing called
pulsation? Is it a dead physical force and nothing
more? I feel within thee a living force emanating
from God and keeping up and sustaining the entire
body. 0 heart of mine, as I lay my hand on
thee, I feel an incessant throbbing and excitement
within thee. What causes this upheaving and this
strange sound, amid which a continual streamofvital
fluid is ever passing and from thee through the
arteries to the remotest parts of the body ? In this
forcible propultion of blood through its natural chan-

Kolloway’s Ointment and Pills.—
Never at fault.— In all irritations of the skin, sores,

ulcers, burns, and scrofulous enlargement of the
glands, Holloway’s Ointment presents a ready
and easy means of cure, which never disappoints
the most favorable expectations. It manifests a
peculiar power in restraining inflammation, re-

moving stacnation, cooling the heated blood, and
cbecki'Jfir all acrimonious or unhealthy discharges
Whilst, thus acting locally, the Pills arp no less

remarkable for their power in improving the gener-
al condition and habit of body which renders the
cures complete and permanent. Under the general
influence of these potent remedies, the puny infant
becomes the robust child; the pale and emaciated
ragain color and rotundity; and the dyspetic eats

freely, wituoutfear,

Mr.
figure

infant.

nels, which I feel so clearly and distinctly in thee,

do I see only blood-force ? No Beneath that force

I feel ns distinctly the hand of the living God hold-

ing the blood-svstem in the human body. And,
now my lungs, whence comes this breath so essen-

tial to life ? Who moves this curious respiratory

machinery within ? What makes you breathe ?

Is it your own force that makes you inhale and ex-

hale air ? 0 luiigs.it is given you to breathe. Not
in your own strength, but with a higher power do

ye give out noxious air, and take in such air as

brings life and vitality. Beneath your respiratory

agency, your muscular force is the living force of

God. Do you now see what body is ? Though
dead and dark, it becomes, when lighted

with the light of God-force, the very temple

of the living God. It stands erect and moves
and sneaks and works in the strength of

heaven. The whole body is the sanctuary

of the living God, seated on his throne

of glory in the centre, and dispensing from the

inexhaustible storehouse of His wil'-force all Ihe

quickening and strengthening influences, all the

muscular and nervous forces that keep up the

bodily organism. Verily ho is the heart of

heart, the life of life.”

Wo agree with Mr. Sen that between Theism
thus explained and the spirit of science

there is no discord, but an essential har-

mony, Indeed, such Theism is simply the religious

side of Nature.* It is all Nature, all life, all in-

ward thought and outward phenomena interpreted

religiously. Theism and Science strive after unity.

One, not many, is the guiding principle of both.

Wheather in the human mind or in outward

nature there is but one force, we are told, to which

all nature is subordinate. Thus all the

fact of the Universe lead to unity, and find

their final source aqd explanation in one Supreme
Mind. This is the God of all eternity, the God of

entire Universe,

Sen further illustrates his view by the

of a dial, a tree, and the mother and her

The dial hides from view the springs of

action behind. Let the dial be removed, then what
was concealed is laid bare, .^^o with regard to the

whole Universe ;
all that you are required to do is

to take off the huge dial from its face. Then you

will see the secret springs of the machinerv,

which keep the Universe in working order
—every wheel in its place, and the primary
force quickening and regulating the movements
of all the wheels, and giving them law and
method, force and harmony. There is a force be-

hind a hand inside moving the hands outside, a

mainspring moving the whole machinery. He
next instances a huge tree which has been grow-

ing luxuriantly month after month and year aft^r

year, perhaps for hundreds of years, exciting the

wonder of men how the thing grows. Now the

tree seems to be dead. It pines and sinks in win-

ter
; but lo ! with the return of spring it is again

clothed with life and beauty. Why is this? Would
you know, unearth the roots. There is the hidden
cause that keeps the branches, the leaves, and the

fruits in freshness and continued growth. “ Is

not the universe a mighty tree, the wonder of

ages? Who supplies it with life? Uncover the

root, and you at once see how it supplies sap and
strength. The root explains the tree. The root

force upholds the universe, and explains it. An-

other illustration in which we directly realise

God-force. Take the case of the infant clinging

to its mother's breast. What more feeble and
helpless ? Yet it lives—the mother explains*how.

She is its philisophy. the reason of its

life and its nourishment ; yes, the mother’s

breast explains the little child.” After enlarging

on this point Mr. Sen concludes :

—

‘•This is the God-vision of the nineteenth cen-

tury. The dial thrown off the clock, the root

nourishing the tree, the mother suckling the little

infant,—this is the science of life and force

in the universe. Behold the universe held in the

arms of the Supreme Mother, who is incessantly

pouring, through secondary forces, the milk of life

and strength into all ohj'ects and all beings !”

We have differed from Keshub Chunder Sen on
Some former occasions, and frankly stated our
dissent in these columns. It is a pleasure to agree

with him when we can
; and we cheerfully admit

the ability with which he has here handled a theme
of the very highest interest in the whole domain of

thought.

Z>r. Ziazarus’s Domestic Xttedlolxies.
Ini-Axtilb Fkver Powdkr (for Fevers,

Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rs. 1 i
Tonic Antipeuiooic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... ... „ 1 0

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of
cases of enlarged spleen),.,. ... ,,10

Rkstkingent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,
Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), 2 0

Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken
in time), ... ... ... „ 2 0

Expectorant Drops (for
Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

Balsamic
Coughs,
Pain in

&c.).

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative,

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe).

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ...

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
Children),

Family Hair Tonic (i.mivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair),

Family Embrocation! for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, 6cc.), ... ...

The above are most strongly recommended to
parents, gn-ardiaus and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their j'udicious uses :

A printed p'^mphkt giving full instructions is
wrapped round each hottlo.

Prepared only by MfssrS K. J. LazarUs k Co.,
at the Medioa ’^fali, ^rom Dr. LaZaru’s
original receipts aod sold b all Medicine Ven-
ders. <1.58

1 8

20

1 4

1 4

2 0

2 0

1 8

Darllng’ton’s Pain-Cnrer has been

found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,

Lumbaao, Pains in the Chest. Sore Throats. Coughs,

Colds, Tightness of the Chest. Headache, Toothache,

Neuralgia, Colics, Pkheumatisra. Paralysis, Fains in

Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad
Legs, Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring
Worms, Pimples, Preoklea, & Eruptions on the skin

WHAT AS.B 1 B tP'^,CTWATCHES?
Black & MURRAy’^ patent MACHINE.

MADE English Lever WATCH in sterling
Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.
It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
the best material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Ss. 55 nett.
Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted

to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only Swiss movements fitted
English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English
WATCHES, warranted
from Rs. 100.

The universal KEY to
WIND ANY WATCH, Rs.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.
RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIC BELLS, with appurtenances. Rs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.
SPECIAL ATIENTION TO REPAIRS.

in

Hunting or Guard
MACHINE Made,

wear on
3 to 20.

chain, will

BXiACK
6-1, Hastings

& IVI^XLBAV.
Street, Calcutta. a-3

TKS CALCUTTA APMOUB.T CO.
No. 1/1 Mission Row, (Round the corner.)

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Ammunitions,
Shooting 4’ FLiiing Tackles, Fencing, Archery,

Cricketii.g A Badminton"
; &c..

Also Mathematical Imtriments, Bengalli surveying
compasses, and Pebble Spectacles.

For sale at unprecedented low prices. a^^2

Duxrnr and oo.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND
BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS

BY appointment TO
His Excellency tlie Viceroy and Governor-

General of India.
Nos. 46 Jl’ 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.
Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied

at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avaiL
ible for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

stock of both being always kept on band,
Estimates supplied on applioation. a-6Q
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The, Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the

inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the

employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. MoLAUCHLAN SLATER. F.I.A..

Secretary,

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,
OR.

P, A. OOHEN,
7, Wellessley Place. Calcutta,

0-16 Agent, for BENGAL.

! Fragrrant Extract of Petrolla !

A
Hair Beautiyfler, Preserver,and Dressing

Tims elegant preparation, named from the pro-
' duct, from which its most essential element is

obtained, is a Scientific Comround of Real Petro-
leum, and so combined as to retain for a

great length of time its original fragrance
and purity. As a dressing for the hair,

nothing can be more beautiful or agreeable. It

serves to give it that peculiar richness and color,

which is so essential to a comulete toilet. It is

the cheapest, most harmless, and best dre.ssing in

the world. A few bottles will convince and
astonish the most sceptical of its superiority over
any other preparation for the growth of hair. It

may be used as a handkerchief perfume,

Pei' bottle Bs. 2-1 2.

MollTJSCum.—This cosmetic is of vital impor-
tance to the support of Female Lovelines—power-
ful of eSeot, yet mild of influence This admirable
Specific eradicates Freckles, Pimples, spots, and
Redness,from whatever cause originatiug.gradually
producing a delicately clear soft skin. Per bottle

Rs. 1-8,

Mixture for Hepatitis, Liver Complaints.

Is a purely vegetable compound, prepared from
j

the best and purest materials, and with a care
j

that insures the most perfect uniformity in the
medicine ; and while it is a most efficient remedy
for Bspatitis, it is a perfectly safe medicine.

Bilious head-ache, foul breath, etc. will be removed
like magic by a few doses. Per bott'e Rs. 2-4,

E. A. 2>’SXZ.VA,
CHJiMrSlS AND DRUGGISTS,
A4| PABK StBEBT, CALOerTTA. ia-15

DR. D. JAYNE’S
Family 2MCediolnes»

Per Bot, Per Doz.
Rs, A. Rs. A.

EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and
Colds) out of stock at present ...

o 8 24 0

Hair tonic (to cure hair falling

off and baldness) 2 8 24 0

ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
blood purifier) 2 8 24

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for

cure of fevers and agues) 2 8 24

LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair

of any other colour to a beautiful

without injury to the skin) oM 8 24
CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for

cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera) 1 0 11

TONIC VERMIFUGE 0 8 5 8

LINIMENT, OR COUNTER-IRRI-
tant (an outward application for

Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, <kc.) 0 8 5 8
SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints) 0 8 5 8

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)

The *' Ahnanac’' for current year is

available on application.

Svkes A*. Co.,
1, GRANT’S LANE. CALODTTA,

SOLE AGENTS FOR
X>r. X>. Jayne A Son.
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A. a-34

ts:ack.ee,, SPINIC <£<. co.,
CALCUTTA.

ITew Indian Publications.
KINGvS OF KASHMIRA ; being a Translation of
the Sanskrila Work, Rajataranggini of Kahla-
n,i Pandita. By Jogesh Chunder Dntt. pp.
S04. 12mn. , pauer. Rs. J.

DURGESA NANDINI
; or, The Chieftain’s Ditu-

ehter. A Bengali Romance. By Bankim
Chandra Chatterjee. Translated into English
Prose, by L^haru Chandra Mookerjee. 8vo
ototh. Rs. 2-8

THE PARSIS OF BOMBAY ; a Lecture delivered
on February 26, 1880, at a Meeting of the
Rethnnft Society, By Rajendra Lala Mitra
LL. D. 0. T. E. 8vo.. sewed. Re, J.

UNDER THE SOUTHERN CROSS. By Henry
Cornish. Second Edition. Revised, enlarged,
illustrated. 8vo. Rs. 3.

THE MANNERS AND CUSTOMS OP THE
<^hinese of the Straits Settlements. Bv J. D.
Vaughan, Barriater-at-Law, 8vo stiff cover.
Rs .3

CHAREFRAR and Service there with the 4lh
Coorkha Regiment CShah Shooja’s Force), in

1841. An Episode of the First Afghan war. By
r'olnnel Hsnghton, C. S. I., 8vo , sewed. As 8

LEPROSY. By W. Munro, M. D., C. M. 8vo.,
boards. Rs. .3-4.

REPORTS ON COTTON GINS and on the Clean-
in')- and Quality of Indian Cotton. Ry D.
Forbes Watson. Part II.—Detailed Descrintion
with Reeords of the Cotton Gin. Trials at, Man-
chester. Dbarwar. and Broach (published bv
order of the Secretary of State for India in
Counei'). Imne”ial 8vo. Rs.

THE V^DTC RELIGION ; or. . Tbe Creed and
Practice of the Tndu-Arvans. Three Thousand
Years ago. Bv the Rev. K. S. Macdonald, M. A.,
8vn.. nn. 164 sewed. Re. 1-8.

TARGET practice. Tbe Soldiers’ and Volnn-
i

teers’ Handbook. How to Shoot straight. )

1?mo. Pa. 2.

HANDBOOK OP PRACTICAL SURVEYING
for India, Esoeoially deai<nied ns a Guide
and Rook of Ready Refere ee for District

Officers. Plai)<-ers. Municipalities, Courts of ‘

Wards, and Landholders and for the use of i

.Gijrveving Clas.oes. Illustrated with Plans, *

Diagrams, See. By F. W. Kellv. Second E li-
j

tion, Rs. 6 i

MERCHANTS’ AND BANKERS’ COMPANION
;

or. Tables for ca’eulating Interest and Commis-
sion, Freight and Exchanges between India,

England, a d China in Rupees, Sterling, and
Dollars. \Pith Tables to show the rates of Ex-
ebange and nrices of Bullion. Bv Manekji
Knva«i! T^divaln. Poval 8vo. Ra 12.

the AST an pocket BOOK
;
or, Indian Sports-

man’s CnL’p f;o tbe T rf
;
being a Record of Rac-

intr in 1«?7n sn. Rs. 3-<?,

SELEr’TTONSFROM THE SHAH NANAR. For
tbeDeg’’eeof Honor Examination in Persian,
For Offieers in the Military and Civil Services.

Bv Major H. S, .Tarrett. Published by Autho-
rity.

'Twabner’s Oriental Series.
Second Edition, nost 8vo.. cloth. Rs. 11-6.

ESSAYS ON THE SAPPED LANGUAGE, writ-

ings. and religion of tbe Parsia. Ry Martin
Hang, Ph. D. Edited bv Dr. E. W. West.

Post 8vo. Ra. 5-6.

TEXTS PROM THE BUDDHIST Canon com-
monly known as “ dbammapada.” With aocom-
oanving Narratives. Translated from the Chinese
by S. Beal. B. A,, Profes.sor of Chinese.

Post 8vo.. elotb. Rs 12-14.

THE HISTORY OF INDIAN LITERATURE.
By Albrecht Weber. Translated from the Second
Gi^rman Edition by .John Mann, M. A., and
Theodor Zachariae, Ph. D,, with the sanction
of the Author.

Post 8vo., accompanied by Two Language Maps,
cloth. Rs. 8-8.

A SKFTCH OF THE MODERN LANGUAGES of

tbe East, Indies. By Robert N. Gust.
Second Corrected Edition, post 8vo., cloth Ra. 3 8.

THE BIRTH OF THE WARGOD : A POEM.
Bv Kalidasa. Translated from the Sanskrit into

English Verse by Ralph T. H. Griffith, M.A.
Post 8vq.. cloth. Rs. 11-6.

A classical DICTIONARY OP HINDU
Mythology and Religion. Geography, History
and Literature. By .Tohn Dowson, M.R.A.S.,
late Professor of Hundustani Staff Colle e.

Post 8vo., cloth. Ra. 6-8.

SELECTIONS FROM THE KURAN. By Edward
William Lane. New Edition, revised and en-
larged, with an Introduction, by Stanley Lane
Poole.

Post $70., cloth, Rs. 10.

METRICAL TRANSLATIONS FROM SANSKRIT
AVriter.s, With an Introduction, Prose Versions,

and Parallel Passages from Classical Authors.
By J. Muir, 0. I. E ,

D. C. L . L. L. D., Ph. D.

Post 8vo„ cloth. Rs. 10,

MODERN INDIA AND THE INDIANS ;
being a

.Series of Impressions. Notes, and Essays, By
Monier Williams, D,C.L. Third Edition, revis-

ed and augmented by considerable additions,

with Illustrations and Map.
Third Edition, 2 vols. post 8vo, or cloth. Rs. 15.

THE LIFE, OR LEGEND OF GAUDAMA, the

Buddha of the Burmese. With Annotations,

the Ways to Neibban, and Notice on the Phon-

gyies,or Burmese Monks. By the Right Rev. P.

Bigandet, Bishop of Ramatha, Vicar-Apostolic

of Ava and Pegu.
2 vols. post 8vo.. cloth. Rs. 20,

MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS relating to Indian

sabjects. By Rian Houghton Hodgson. F. R. S.,

late of the Bengal Civil Service; Corresponding
Member of the Institute; Member of the Asiatic

Societies of Calcutta and London; late British

Minister at Nepal, &c.. See.

Post 8vo.. cloth, Rs. 12 14 0
CHINESE BUDDHISM: a volume of Sketches,

Historical and Critical. By J. Edkins, D,D.

Xiigrht Ang'lo-Xndlan Xilterature.
THE AFGHAN KNIFE : a Novel. By Robert

Armitage Sterndale. F. R. G. S., Author of
“ Seonee, or Camp Life on the Satpura Range.”
Rs. 4-4.

A NOBLE QUEEN: a Romance of Indian History.
By Meadows Tavlor, C. S. I., Author of “ Tara,
iSeeta” &c. Rs. 4-4.

CHRONICLED OF DUSTYPORE : a Tale of

Modern Anigo-Indian Society. By H. S,

Cunningham. New Cheap Edition. Re. 1-12.

TIPPOO SULTAN : a Tale of the Mysore War,
By Col. Meadows Taylor, C. S, I. Rs. 4-4.

RALPH DARNELL : a Tale of the Time of Clive .

Bv Col. Meadows Taylor, C. S. I. Rs. 4-4.

LAYSOFIND. By Aliph Cheem. Sixth Edition,

enlarged. With Illustrations by the Author.
Cloth, elegant. Rs. 7.

BENGAL PEASANT LIFE. (Govinda Samanta,
or the History of a Bengal Raiyat.) By the
Rev. Lai Behary De. Rs 4-4,

PANDURANQ HARI
;

or Memoirs of a Hindoo.
With an Indroductory Preface by Sir H. Bartle
Prere. G.C.S.I. Rs. 4-4.

TWENTY-ONE DAYS IN INDIA
;
being tbe

Tour of Sir Alt Baba, K.C.B, By G. Aberlgh-
Mackay . Rs. 2-14.

THACKER. SPINK & CO.,
5 i 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

a-14 CAIiCUTT*.

itz:ttrox.ox.x. dav <b. co,,

IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND
COMMISSION AGENTS.

4 & 5, Hare Street, Calcutta.

American XCerosine Oil

Of the Brightest Quality, per case ... Rs, 4 8

Candles.

Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 25
Packets to the case, per case ... „ 12 8

Burmah Clg'ars.

Bnrmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality

No. 1, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality

No. 2, per 1,000
Bnrmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 3, per 1,000

Coconada Cig-ars.

“ Dolly Vatdon” (double coated) per 100
Do, small (do.)

,,

“ Babington”No. 1 (do.)
,,

Do. No. 1 ,,

Do. small „
“Burmah” ,,

“ Leisure Hour”
,,

*' Medium size”
,,

“ Queen” ,,

“ Half Hour”
Chlorodyne.

Dr. Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne

Spirits.

„ 30 0

„ 20 0

M 12 0

„ 3 8

„ 2 0

„ 2 0
1 12

,, 1 4

1 0

M 1 8

„ 1 0

„ 1 2

,. 1 10

„ 0 12

Methylated and Cautchicened ... ,, 2

Pul’e for Medicine ... ... „ 3

AUsolu^’e Alchohol ... ... ,. 4

Terms : Cash only.
NETTROLOLL DAY k CO..

8

0
0

a-44 4 5, Hare Street, Cnlrutta.
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CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,

1, LALL BAZAR.

A. J. PARKER & CO.
4

JgEQ to draw the attention of those about to furnish to their fine range of Commission Sale Rooms

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowest prices.

Those desirous of Selling their Furniture privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu-

ation cash advances made.
a-21

G. M. SCHMIDT & CO.,
XMPORT db EXPORT, C09KMZSSX0K dc. CQNTARCT BUSXNESS,

13, Government Place, East,

7, Old Post Office Street, 49, Bentinck Street,

SOLE AGENTS FOR ERNST KaPS V. K. DRESDEN AND SCHIEDMAYER AND
SONS, STUTTGART

PZOSrOFORTE-ZMCAKERS,
To their Majesties the King and Queen of Saxony, and the King of Wurttemberg

;
Albrecht Cross,

First Class Order of Merit ;
Grand Gold Medal (Littm'is et Artibus) of His Majesty the King of Sweden

and Norway
;
Wurttemberg Grand Gold Medal, 1842; Munich Exhibition, 1854 ;

Paris Medal, First

Class, 1855 ; London Prize Medal, 1862 ;
Moscow Grand Gold Medal, 1872 ;

Hors Concours, Vienna
;

Prize Medal, Philadelphia, 1873 ;
Prize Medal Chili Exhibition, 1875.

We beg to offer Pianos and Pianinos from Rs. 660 up to 2,000, in Mahogany, Chesnut, Ebony, and

other wood cases, secured against the climate, most finely finished, and of unsurpassed grand tone ;

with euarantee for many years.

Pianos of every description repaired durably and with the utmost despatch. Orders for Organs,

Pianos, Harmoniums, Violins, Cellos, Contrabasses, and Cithars as well as for large Music work of

every manufacture taken in contract at Manufacturing Prices.

ACCORDEONS with 1^100 Registers, TRUMPETS, CLOCKS in Mahogany, Chestnut,

Rose-wood with Mother-o' -Pearl ornaments silvered and gilt.

BILLIARD TABLES OP ALL SIZES, AND MANUFACTURED IN ROSE-WOOD, MAHOGANY,
OAK AND CHESTNUT TO PLAY IN ENGLISH AND GERMAN FASHION.

TURKISH TOBACCOS CIGARETTES (LA FERME.J
HA VANNA CIGARS atfrcm Rs. 80 to Rs. 150 per mille. We offer sample boxes of 100 for a trial.

ENGLISH, GERMAN, ITALIAN MUSIC, PICTURES, BIRTHDAY, XMAS CARDS & FRAMES.
European Crystal Lustres, from 1—100 Lights, Glasses, Fancy Crystal Articles, Lamps, Looking

and Show-window Glasses up to the largest size and frames for do., Roof and Cellar Glass, Iron

Garden Furniture, Rails, Westphalia, Cutlery, Nails, Gas at»d Drainage Articles and Fountains, Vienna

and Paris Furniture Gasolin Apparatus, Machinery, Sewing Machines, Petroleum Stoves and Cooking

Utensils at Manufacture prices on contract.

THE FINEST BENARES BRASS-WaRE OF EVERY DBSCRIPTION-Goblets, Tumblers,

Plates, Vases, Flower-stands, Glasses, Show-window Plates for Jewellers and Goldsmiths.

PROVISIONS:
AGENTS OP DIFFERENT ASSAM AND DARJEELING TEA ESTATES—We offer Orange finest

flavour Pekoe, Orange Pekoe, Souchong, Souchong broken. Assam finest flavour leaves. Assam middling

at prices from 8 annas per lb. Discount allowed on quantities over 10 lbs. Wholesale prices for orders

over 20 maunds.

Agents Carlsbad Bohemia Waters, Strudels Muhlbrunnen, &c.. Pastilles and Salts, unsurpassed

remedy against Liver, Stomach, Kidney and Spleen complaints, Diabetis Millitis (sugar-sickness) and

other cronic sufferings
;
Carlsbad is visited from all parts of the world for the cure from the above

sickness.

Riedienhall Jod Soda Sulphur -well salt soap for every Chronio and severe
- . wound and skin sickness.

P a'or^ Haberdashery Cloth, Linen, Damasks, SommotS, Man- '

Chester and Glasgow j'^ods, wholesale, «*67

For Sale.

A 6 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand

complete ... ... ••• Ks. 400

A 5 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand

complete ... ... i> 300

A Smaller Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand

complete ... ... ... ,, 200

A Dumpy Level with stand in perfect

order ... ••• » 150

A large size Telescope Trepoid stand

complete ... ... ... ,, 200

A Smaller Ditto Ditto ... „ 80

An Aneroid Barometer with Thermo-
meter ... ... 20

German Silver Crystal Keyless Watches •

for Rough usage Liver Escapement
6 Jewels, soundness and accuracy

guaranteed ... .... „ 25

Ditto Nickle, Cylinder Escapt. ... „ 20
Apply to

J. G. HANHART,
397 18, Government Place,

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0
0

WABKANTES

!

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and.the numerous

affections arising therefrom.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,

injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,

Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin

Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, &c. It

has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury

from the system and of purifying the blood of all

its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in-

vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy

and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary

efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of

chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects

to be unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for foul and IVercurial
Ulcers and Eruptions. Price per pot

8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly

free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious

intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or

Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the

legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses

and purifies the blood and the system from the

Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,

restores the internal organs to their normal func-

tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-

tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after

the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-

derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which

have baffled the attempts of the healing art and

where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ;
and quart

bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the

cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. ’ Price 8 annas.

Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu- ‘

matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-

tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To be had of
MAISON DE PARIS. ‘

2, CHOWRINQHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH.
Caloittta.

Wanted agents for the Mofussil. 15 per Cent,

commission will be allowed. '
'

Branches and agencies :—Allahabad, Burdwan,

Chittagong, Gowhatty, Guptiparah,’ Jessore,

Jhenida, Kushtea, Rajbari, Santipore, gerajgunge

andSylhet.

~ B.EADV FOE SAXiE.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

BY
MR. LAL MOHUN GHOSE, '

AT THE Town Hall,
CALCUTTA, ’ '

On March 4, 1880.

To be bad at tbe “ Indian Mirror”
'

Office,
No, 2, British Indian Street, Calcutta. ‘ l

And at tbe Canning* Xiibrary,/-^ ^

55, College Street.
-

• Price fi annas a copy; a-12
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“HAROLD & CO,
3,^DiLXiKOUSXB SQUARE, CAltCUTTA.

i
j[ ,HAEOLD. & QO, beg to invite the attention of the Native Nohilitr nnH e n i i...

the ftTofnssil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and witLut the Warn
^

pamment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tonA

order,

and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed
tone, perfectly m tune

1. Poor*??
6 Bengrall tunes, 1st series.

Imni
' ^^®santo,

3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). '0’

^eebo'^*^
... ^ Cash price Rs. 100

“"f pL®?bT « Bengal, tunes, 1st series.
Jmjjj

4. Bassanto,

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 5’

« « Cash price Rs. 125.Sox No. 1075L Playingr 6 Bengrall tunes. 2nd series.
4. Jhinjuttee.
5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

100 .

»3, playlngr 6 Bengrall tunes, 2nd series.
4, Jhinjuttee,
5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From Rs. A. P.

action
,, ... 12 0 0

Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe ,,

Kennedy’s Syphon
,,

... 4 8 0

... 9 0 0
Eye Instrument Cases ,, ... 60 0 0

,1 ,, Macnamara’s ,, ,, ... 36 0 0
Cataract Knives and Needless ,,

Scissors, curved. Probe, and
Sharp, pointed, Cross

... 3 8 0

Action
,, ... 4 0 0

Cpthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c. ,,

Inhalers, Eclectic Maus Cor-
12 0 0

2 .

3.

1 .

2 .

3.

2 .

3.

Sarnng.
Bhoirabee.

Kaffee.

~ Cash price Rs.Harp or Setar Box No, 10751^^
1. Sarung.

Bhoirabee.
Kaffee.

Cash prlceRs. 126.'

Ta.» Bhe?Ta*a
"• **”’

Doogiree k
’ Chate'Ayore.

Hilli Mini Punnya. ^ KhaSf
„ Cash price Rs. loO.

“"'T.”afb*rT»?“ « Benrali tuuss, *rd' series.
2. Doogiree. i

Denga Chate Ayore.

3. Hilli Milli Punya. «
^oga Bhala Janee.

cash price Rs. iL

1.

2 .

3.

MZCBOEES & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old^rt Howe Street, Calcutta.
London:—! Whitefrlar’s StreetFleet St.E.C

Current or Floating Accounts.
No accost opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques

paid from Rs. 10. ^o sums received, or payments
made after 3 p, m,, and on Saturdays after 1 p. mGovernment Paper and Securities
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.
PMchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

jEIxchange
*

sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made
by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
SpMial attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee,

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days notj^oe of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,
p&yable id Calcutta, or in Lo%dou dt var •

Bepayable at 10 days’ notice — 3 per cent,
at 3 months’ notice 4

j> at 6 months’ notice 5
’*

,, at 12 months’ notice 6
'*

,, at 2 years’ notice 7
"

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn’.
Premia on Life fPolicies paid on due dates

Bills corrected and rents realised,
Bwineii rulea awardedm application, a-45

NATIVE Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to te drawn up, are respectfully solicited

tSafttoSr
writing: to X, care of

SMITH. STANISTREET. & GO.

Pharmaceutical Chemists and
I> rug-grists,

BY SPECIAL appointment

7o Hit Excellency the Right Hon'lle

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

VicBRov AND Governor-General op India)

<kc„ &c.,

Have received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.
. . Rs, A. P.
Artery Forceps From ... 2 0 0

» II Fenestra 4 S n
Belts, Abdomen 9 g 0

„ Corpulency 12 0 0

” r o .
” - 5 0 0

„ Carson’s Patent „ 16 0 0
Catheters, Silver Plated .7. 3 n 0
Caustic Cases „ 3 0 0^
Dissecting Cases 7 0 0
Ear Syringes, Brass,’ 3 Rings „ !” 4 0 0

II ,, in Cases ,, Complete
,, ... 8 0 0

,1 Trumpets for Deafness
,, ... 3 0 0

I, Cornets, Double
,, 9 0 0

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.

)

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks I 6 0 0
Stockings, Thread, per pair

Ditto, Silk 8 0 0
Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. 2 0 0
Electro-Magnetic Machines

)

very powerful, single f
»* ••• 20 0 0

Do. do. double „ ... 25 0 0
Do. do, .‘pteket „ 18 0 0

byns, Mudges, &c., &c.
Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles

Abscess Knives, Symes
II Lancets

Bistouries

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

II Army Regulation
Probes, Silver

Scalpel and Finger Knives
Scalpels

Scissors

Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaculum
Stethoscopes
Speculums Ear

...3 8 0

2

2

1

2

1

1

7

2

2

16

80
1

6

2

1

1

2

2
2

0

0

12

8

4
8

0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

8

0
0

8

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

If Spring Kramers
it • •• i 0 0

»> „ Nose ti ... 7 0 0
$f Rectum

ft ... 3 0 0
M Vagina

i > ... 3 0 0
If Silver Plated If ... 6 0 0

Spray Producers, Listers ti ... 18 0 0
If Richardson’s Complete

1

»

... 16 0 0
Various Makers

11 ... 8 0 0
Suspenders „ ...2 0 0
Subcutaneous Syringes „ ... 8 0 0
Aluminam Cases 36 0 0
Silver Plated Mounts „ ... 8 0 0
Clinical Thermometers

,, ... 5 0 0
,, With Kew Certificate ,, ...7 8 0

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &c., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

V7hich on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PHGENTX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from ... 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Ageids
FOR

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxidised
Pbosphorus- Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBED BY THE MOST ^EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork. Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of 1 the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India,
Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. &

0. Co.’s and B, I. G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers,
Wholesale rates on application

.

,
9*10, Dalhousie Square,

and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street.

a-55

^PPly to the Manager.
FOR

Xllnstrated Price List,
At 66, College Street.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

! A1>MZRABI/Z: TRAKTSFORIKCATZON OF BZECKANZC AZ. BNEBGV
into torrents of EZ.ECTRZOZTY !

^

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Light in England,
France, and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time, be ex-

tensively used for lighting; up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lighting.

We are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills, Public Halls,
Large Durbar Tents, Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railway
Bridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof
Electric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensity

of 2,000 Standard Candles at the following low rates.

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses ... ... Rs. 50 0
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night ... ... „ 176 0
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night ... ... „ 450 0

! I ! The coat of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rs. 15 per night at

the monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights 111

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine, Carbon
Pencils, &c., fitted with our improved Hurricane proof, Self Adjusting, Self Lighting
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2,000.

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

(T R TT E COPY.)

Mr. Fleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Bakrala
Bridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards.

The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst. Engineer, Bakrala Sana Division, P. N. State Raihvay,
Bakrala Bridge, 1

2Sth Octoher 1879. f

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Builders azid Bleotrlcal Bngineers,

a-3/ No. 63, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta.

FROM

ERASMUS

These small Engines are specially .adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving l^-inting Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and gi eat strength, are easdy managed, occiipv
very little space, and require no fixing. 'I’liev are
HO\v fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordimirv
si>eed with gre.at uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 ft)3. per square inch. The Engines .and
Boilers are combined on .-i stro?ig Cast-Iron AVater-
Tanlc,which forms also the ash-panaand an efficient
Water-Heater,

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anythiiig in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style

;jONES, Printers’ Agent, 6 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.
«-57

STEAM ENGINE

E. 8. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. “ PESfLAWUR.”

A 2-Iforse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
P'onnd.ation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Rs. goQ

PZBLEPARAK NURSERY.
New Seeds ! Good Seeds ! ! Fresh Seeds I ! I

The following are the rates,

Seeds for the current year
Steamer Manchester.
60 Kinds of fresh American

Vegetables including sever-

al varieties of cabbages,
mostly new, Cauliflowers,
Knol Ebles, and the others
per packet ... ... Rs,

50 Do. of do, ... „
40 Do. of do.

or just the same as the
last year ... ... „

30 Kinds of choice and double
flower seeds ...

fixed upon our
just lauded per

n a>

e« f*—.
<u (U ^

6 0
26 Do. of do. ... „ 4 0
20 Do. of do. ... ,, 3 0
20 Do. of fresh Ame-

rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our
country ... ... „ 3 0

8 Do. of field and
grass seeds ... 18

Sea Island Cotton seed (long

staple) per seer ... „ 1 12
Country vegetable seeds for

present sowing per packet „ 1 0
Osage Orange or Hedge seed

per tola ... ... „ 1 0
4 kinds of Bird seeds per

packet ... ... „ 1

Up country big headed Cauli-

flower per tola 10
Tobacco seeds of sorts per

paper ... ... „ 0 4
Plants of all descriptions are available In large

numbers for sale. Price lists are supplied on appli.
cation free.

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s
monthly Bengali journal “ Krishi Tatwa” are re-
quested to send their names
Rs. 3-6 to the undersigned.

Price list for Seeds of all sorts—can be supplied
if required.

NETTO GOPAL CHATTERJEA,
a-18 Proprietor, Pikeparah Nursery, Oalcutta,

and subscriptions.

THE GREATEST

WOirEB, OF MODEM .TIMES!

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to he
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladics or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

cidental to the life of a miner, or to those living in the
bush,

_
*

_

Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system
against those evils which so often beset the human race^

viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and cholera

Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,
ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin diseases : in fact, vyhen

used according to the printed directions, it never fails to

cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

Ihe Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World; with directions for use in almost- every
language.

C-S* Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers fcho”H look
to the Label ou the Pots and Boxes. f the
address is not 588^ Oxford Streeti Loht , they
areaporioaa,

a*2C
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Established 1875.

TKB NEW XaUSICAZ. DEPOT,
THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN CALCUTTA,

6, Xiower Chitpore Road.

DWARKIN & SON,
ZMEPORTERS OF BKUSZCAX. INSTRUMENTS, &C

IMPROVED CLARIONETS,
Of Oocoawood, in B flat, 13 German Silver keys, 2 rings, in box ...

FLUTES,
Of Superior Quality, in D, Oocoawood, 6 German silver keys, in box

VIOLINS,
Of Superior Tone and Finish, with Good Bow and box by Starduarius

IMPROVED HARMONIFLUTES,
Superior Improved Harmoniflute, 3 octaves. O. G. Side 1 stop, highly finished, in box

PEOPLE’S HARMONIUMS,
Of Superior Tone and Finish, 5 octaves, in polished solid oak case, by Alexandre

IMPROVED CORNETS,
Superior Improved plated Cornet, Military Model with waterkey 5 crooks in box

FLAGEOLETS,
Of Oocoawood, in D, 4 German Silver keys, with Flute head

GERMAN CONCERTINAS,
Of Superior Tone & Finish, 20 G. S, keys, double notes Rosewood ...

MUSICAL BOXES.
Small size, 2 airs

MUSICAL ALBUMS,
In roan leather, gilt edges, and gilt brass clasp, playing two airs ...

PICCALOS,
Of Oocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, slide head ...

Assorted Instruments, Strings, and Fittings always kept in stock.
Price List on application.

c.,

• t • Rs. 55 each.

• • • 16 ..

• • • f> 45 „

D 66 „

• • • 99
GO

« f • 99 50 „

• • 99 7

... 99 5 „

... 19 6 „

... 99 18 „

... 99 6 „

a-28

RESTORE TOUR HEAZ.H !

PROZ.ONG FOUR ZiZFB ! !

-00-

DR. ALLEN’S ELIXIR OF LIFE.
Tbe Great Remedy for Nervous and Cbronlo Diseases.

IT is a powerful tonic : it replenishes the vitality of the body.

IT imparts the vigour of youth and nervous energy even to the most debilitated and shattered con-

stitution.

IT restores to the human frame the animating element of life wasted by an indulgence in irregular

habits.

IT purifies and enriches the blood, removing all morbid matter from the system.

IT thoroughly renovates a constitution broken down by long-proiraoted illness, debauchery, intem-
perance, &c.

The most astounding cures are daily being effected by the ELIXIR OF LIFE in cases of General
Debility, Nervousness, Palpitation of the Heart, Trembling of the Hands and Limbs, Loss of

Memory, Mental Depression, Hypochondria.
ELIXIR OF LIFE rapidly cures every form of Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Bilious and Liver Complaints.
ELIXIR OF LIFE is the only reliable remedy in Sexual Disorders, Female Irregularities, Atrophical

Consumption, Impotency.
ELIXIR OF LIFE supersedes all the known remedies of the present day in the speedy cure of every

disease originating from a deficiency of nervous force and an impoverished state of the blood,
ELIXIR OF LIFE saves doctors’ fees, and cures disease in half the time usually taken by Physi-

cians,

NEVER DESPAIR W1ZZZ.E THERE XS ZiZFE.
•

Thousands of people are hopelessly suffering from chronic or long-standing complaints and diseases
of a mixed or complicated nature whose cases admit of a permanent cure by DR. ALLEN’S ELIXIR
OF LIFE. Invalids should, before giving up all hopes of recovery, try this invaluable remedy, as by
its judicious use multitudes of people so suffering have been perfectly cured and fully restored to

health.

Every family should keep a supply of DR. ALLEN’S ELIXIR OF LIFE, the “Invalids’
Friend.”

Price Rs, 2 per phial ; large Rs, 4. Packing 8 annas.

DR. ALLEN’S GOLDEN LINIMENT,
1 Znveterate Enemy of Pain.

All who are suffering from the agonizing pain of Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, Swelling and
Stiffness of the Joints, Paralysis of the Limbs, Sprains, Dislocations, &c., should at once have recourse
to this never-failing Remedy. By its outward application only pains of any description and by
whatever cause produced are instantly cured. The instantaneous relief that has been afforded by it

to thousands who had been suffering from the agonies of Rheumatism justly entitles this extraordinary
medicine to be proclaimed as the only certain remedy yet discovered for the cure of pain.

Avoid all so-called Pain Specifics as they are the worthless productions of Quacks.

Price Re. 1 per phial ; large Rs. 2. Packing 8 annas.

i©“ Numerous testimonials from various quarters testify to the efficacy of Dr, Allen’s Medicines*
Wholesale purchasers supplied on liberal terms. Agents wanted in the MofussS.

Remittances should be made by money-orders, telegraph stamps, or half-anna postage stamps.
When the last mode is preferred, one anna in the rupee extra should be remitted.

BURDETT AND CO^ 3, WATERLOO STREET, CALCUTTA, a-31
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“EUREKA”

SPECTACZ.es <L BTE-GZ.ASSES.

rjH^HE largely increasing demand for my “ Eureka

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses has necessitated the

removal of my basiness to more convenient and

extensive premises. On the 1st August I shall

remove to No, 13, Old Court House Street, and

No. 1, Mangoe Lane (lately occupied by the French

Bank), where 1 can be consulted free on all cases

of defective sight.

For the guidance of those who cannot con-

veniently visit me, 1 have published a pamphlet

giving all necessary instructions.

The Second Edition of my Pamphlet, “ How to

Preserve the Sight,” with testimonials, explaining

the construction of the eye, the defects of vision,

and how they can be properly remedied, free on

application.

N. LAZARUS.

CALCUTTA, 0-19
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W. NEWSKAir db GO.

3, Dalliousie Sc^uare, Calcutta.

STEW GOOX>S! NEW GOOES

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnlslilng' Requisites.

VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8
^ ... ^2-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard

J nrn A TT> A T)T>TPmCJ T>... 1

OIL
to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to

FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 26 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PU RDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &C., &C., &c.

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OF

LACK MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to .30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
,

AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are

unsurpassed.
We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India,

jy. 5.—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers.

Brussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile
Carpetings.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long

Curtains, Screens, die.

The largest assortment in India.

Wlndottr Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
W’e are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coat

Blankets.

Door mats.
English—made from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

M M )i )> 38 by 24 ,,

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches,

„ „ „ ,, 38 by 24

Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Hugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes, Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah Hepps.
Oreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BABLEB. dt. CO.,

HOSIERS. DRAPERS SILK MERCERS. &c„ &c.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA. d-23

ADVANTAGES OF ASSVHING VTITH THE

OBTFNTAL LIFE OFFICE
All that Experience has proved Practicable and

Prudent in the Modern System of Life Assurance,

Annuities, Endowments and Pensions, can be

obtained with perfect safety,

COMBINED with the following

FIVE NEW AND IMPORTANT FEATURES,
Not granted by any other Company whatever

(L, Policy-holders can Vote at Meetings,

(2, Amalgamations Impossible.

(.3,, Funds in Government Securities only.

(4.) Native Lives assured at E uropean Rates.

(5.) Premiums reduced to English Rates from

date of leaving any Port in India, Ceylon, or

Obioa.

Annual Prexulunj for Assurance of
B.S. IfOOO uu4er New System.

Age, 30 35 40 45

Premium Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

1

21 6 4 24 8 8 28 10 0 33 14 8

Lower Safe Rates than aov other Offige,

ffi.) Office young, and therefore" free from Old

Liabilities,

(7.) Premiums can oe paid Yearly, Half-yearly,

Quarterly, Monthly, or for a Limited Number of

!^6ftrs

(8.)’ CLAIMS PAID ONE MONTH AFTER
PROOF OF DEATH.

(9.) Liberal Surrender Value of 3.5 per cent.

'10.) Policies in the Form of Promissory Notes,

and thus easily NEGOTIABLE AS A MARKET-
ABLE SECURITY.

(11.) Entire Direction in India.

(12.) Special Protection to Assignees.

(13.) The Most Economical Management.
(14.) Preliminary Expenses Rs. 970-15-0 only.

(15.) Lapsed Policies Revived without Fine.

(16.) Policy-holders can appoint their own
Trustees, Auditors, or Consulting Actuary.

(17.) Medical Examinations arranged anywhere
Qtllf* AsQtim V*Q

(18.) PENSION BRANCH open to al l Races.

(19.) No Restriction on Travel.

POLICY-HOLDERS IN 'lUE '‘ORIENTAL"
ARE UNDER NO LIABILITY WHATEVER.

TTnequalled Liberality.
Being established in India, all arranofements for

the conduct of the business of the “ Oriental” are

made with a view to the eonvenience and benefit of

its own members,—European and N.ative,—who
alone participate in the advantages .arising from
its successful progress.

Yearly list of new Assurers closes on 31st

December.
Special attention is invited tq the Peculiar

System of Life Assurance iptroduped by this

Company, and to the New and extremely favorable

Conditions (as regards R4-TES, Profits, Limits
OF Rksipence, No^-liability to Forfeiture, &c.)
under which its policies are issued.

The next Valuation takes place iq 1880, when
Entrants before 31st December 1879 will rank
for Profits.

“THE ‘ORIENTAL,’ BY ITS CAREFUL AND
EQUITABLE MANAGEMENT. IS RAPIDLY
GAINING THE CONFIDENCE OF THE

NATIVE COMMUNITY.”
Intending Assurers—Native or European—are

invited to compare the Rates and Conditions of the
“ Oriental ” with those of any other Company.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Handsomely printed in Atlas Quarto, with 61

full-page Illustrations, and 28 Wood-
cuts, bound in Cloth, bevelled

edges : Price thirty -five

Rupees :

THB ANTZQUXTXBS OF
OHiaSA.

BY RAJENDRALALA MITRA, LL.D., C.I.E.

VOL. II.

Published under Orders of the Govern-
ment of India.

These are some of the Relics of the Past Weeping

over a lost Civilization and an extinguished

Grandeur."

W. NEWMAN & CO., Publishers.

PROSPECTUS.

XNDO-AB.YANS :

Contributions towards the Elucidation of

their Ancient and MedicBval History.

BY

RAJENDRALALA MITRA, LL.D., O.I.E.

The undersigned propose to bring out, under

the above title, a selection from the publiahed

Essays of Dr. R. Mitra. The essays selected are

the following, viz. :—
1. Origin of Indian Architecture.

2. Principles of Hindu Temple Architecture.

3. Dress and Orname ts in Ancient India.

4. Domestic Furniture and Vehicles in Ancient

India.

.5. Beef in Ancient India.

6. Spirituous Drinks in Ancient India.

7. A Pic-Nic in Ancient India.

8. An Imperial Festival in Ancient India.

9. Human Sacrifices in Ancient India.

10. Funeral Ceremony in Ancient India.

11. On the Supposed Identity of the Greeks

with the Yavanas of the Sanskrit Writers.

12. On the Pala and the Sena Dynasties of

Bengal.

1.3. Bhoja Rajaof Dhar and his Homonyms.
14. On the Identification of the Rishja of the

Vedio Writers,

15. Vestiges of the Kings of Gwalior.

16. On the later Kings of Kanouj.

17. On theOrigin of the Hindu Language.

18. Oa the Early Life of Asoka.

19. The Horse In Ancient India.

20. The Primitive Aryans.

The hook will be printed with new types, on
excellent paper, and will comprise about a thousand
pages, bound in two volumes, demy 8vo. Price to

Subscribers Rs. 1 6. The work will be proceeded

with as soon as 2.50 Subscribers are registered
)
and

it will be ready for delivery early in the Gold

Season-
W. NEWMAN & CO.

3, Dalhocsie Square, )

Calcutta, April HSO, I o-54

DAY AND CO.,

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,
AND REP4IREI^§

OF

EVERY DESCRIPTION OP LAMPS,

TinBix^lthB,BleGtroplatera,BronzerS|
Xtacquerora and Hallway Cod>

liZ'aotoirB, dco., dfcO,

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
;

Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
water Cans ; garden watering pots ; Tea, House,
Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps ; Railway Lamps of every descriptions,

&o. ,
&c..

Always in hand and made to order,

ALSO
Portable Cooking stoves of single and double

1^, 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens,

Tmmw•ry moderate, o«33

Detailed Prospectuses, Proposal Forms, Reports, and full particulars on application to—
F. A. OOHEN, Agentfor Bengal, OB D. MoLAUOHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.

7,
Wbileslex Fiaob, OALOUTTA. MAHAasR A Aoxuary, BOMBAY. a*13
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY,
SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE 0-ENTRY.

THE KBW FZ.BXZBX.E BAND NBCX.Z.ET,
,M ^ r.

f
N THE MOBT FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,

Mannfac^red of rich colored Gold. We keep a larg-e variety in Stockof all sizes and prices, from B,s. 80 to Bs. Z50 each.
A very nice Chain, sufBciently

NO a(Zob.b pains

I
DARLIM

JSWBZiZ.EBV
FOR

WEDDINGS AND
BIRTH DAYS.

AND
ALL FESTIVE

AND
Commemorative

oooasions.

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Q-entlemen in
Solid Silver.

Garnet Ear-
rings, Rs. 36

cash.

Amethyst
Earrings to

match Pen-
dant, Rs. 27

cash.

Gold Ear-
rings, Rs. 32

cash.

Carbuncle Ear-
rings, Rs. 30

cash.

A handsome Gold Pendant set with a fine Amethyst, Gold fringe,and glass for portrait at back.
Price Rs. 60 cash.

To match, Bracelet, Rs. 65, Brooch Rs, 36, and Earrings, as above.
Illustrated Catalogues postjeceto Mofussil Comtituents.

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
Jewellers In Ordinary to H. E. the Viceroy and to K. B H

the Prince of Wales,
CALCUTTA.

R. N. MATTHEWSON,
WATCXZIKAKBB AND JEWEBLEB.

WATCHES! WA'TCHES ! ! WATCHES ! ! !

Among the continual additions to his extensive stock of Jewellerv and WatHipq Af-ifU « t

just received the following inexpensive, though really serviceable, Watcher’ Thev lexamined by and imported through, one of the best Watch Mamifacturera in London ^andrecommended and guaranteed by ilatthewsou to any one reouiriim a Pond nnrt p . w t u
Cases are made of guaranteed Silver, very neatly finished, pll pofislied Silverror engTnltSd l’

"

Model Compensation Balance ^ Plate Lever Watch, guaranteed
Cylinder Escapement J Plate Hunting Watch

1^ Post and Pacicing Free to any part of India.

... Rs. 25 S
• (• ] 0 8

B. N. bxattkewson,

No, 1, CALCUTTA.

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats,

^

Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia. Colics,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tacted Joints,^ Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Oarer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all
other medicines have been tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains I ! 1

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packino^ As 8

DARLINGTON & CO.
49, Dhu/rrumtollah Street, Calcutta.

_ ^ Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.

<sr Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dora, writes “ We find Darlington’s Pain-
Curer efiBcacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Thkodorine.
Superioress F de la Croix.”

^‘own, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes “ Please^nd me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
FAiN-Curer, I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Soifie of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of nay servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., afterMdermg for a coupie of large bottles of
Darlington s Pam-Ciirer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary.
Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor &; Proprietor of the

Bengal limes, writes from Dacca. “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great paiu, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed . Swelling and pain abated after a
couple ot app..canoas, and in at >ut 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pam-Curer.”

To lovers of g-ood reading-.

a-69

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of Literature
Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-
tion, Re. 1, postage, 1 .'iiiua. Times of India
says:—“ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—“ It is ably anil
judiciously conductel by Mr. Owen Aratoon.”
Bangaloi’e Examiner i&ys :—•* We should like to
see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”
Manager, Calovdta Magazine, 49, Dhurrumtollah-

BtreetiCaloutita, Remit ia half anna postage stamps.
tteU
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COOK E¥ KELVE
20, OI.» COURT KOUSU STREET, CALCUTTA,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE AND COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH.MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.
The Model Watches are cdiistriioted uuon the most scientific principles, combinint^ simnlicitvstrengthi aurability, and timekeeping qualities.

^ oomomin, simplicity,

knoskh
attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

Capped Jewelled
manufacture having powerful full-piate, Lever movements,uappea, Jewelled, uold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Gash Rs, 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATERED? r.E nr?A

Sil«r Halt Hunliag Oa.,, Siivt
GUARANTEED QUALITYSilver Half Hunting Case,

Rs, 40 cash.
Ditto Lever Escapement,

Rs, 50 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 cash.

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 cash.

>
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elegant Gold Guard Chains of pu?e qSt^aJd^^efquSU selection of massive

a*29

COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.

C. EAZARUS dL CO.,
AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING

COMPANY, ,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,
CAI.0DTTA.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

366, 432
Machines,

Sold in 1878.

LOCK-STITCH
Machine

J-iUOK-hlllCH without cover.
Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine

LOCK-STITCH polished cover and
lock,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 80.

SINGERS NewFamily Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 9.5.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machim
LOCK-STITCH polished Table, with

polished cover.
Sewing Machines. Rs. 95^

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Mahcines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.
cover and Hand Accessory,

Rs. 106.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po*
LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. lOO.

NOTICE.

The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at
which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street

'

where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be pnnted, is henceforward to be called the I

“Sen Press.’’ All communications for the Indian
\

Newspaper and the Sen Press to be '

addresBed accordingly,

NATXONAZ. BANK. OP INDIA
DZBKZTBD. ’

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.
On Twelve Months’ Deposits sy
„ Six Months’ Deposits 47

are allowed on Deposits for short

Accounts Interest at 2% is allowedon the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and underone lac,

^ J. Campbell,
^Manager, I

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmaker!
„ Tailors and Shoemakers,

with cover,

Rs. 115.

LOCK ST?TCH f Shoemakers,
Sewing Machines. Rg. 120

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Packing for
Hand Machines. Rs, 2-8,
Treadle ditto, Rs. 6.

prom

Price Lists free on application, ®

NOTICE.
rpHE Manager of the Sen Press will be

pared to undertake any agency businwith which he may be entrusted, promptly
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany ordCommission will be charged according to the v,of the OTder on a sliding scale of rates which
be ascertained by application to the Manager,
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KoogrUlj Brldgre lYotice. i

THK Bridge will ' be closed for traffic on
j

Taesday, the 24tb August, 1880, from 2-30
|

to 6-30 P. M.
I

G. H. SIMMONS,
ff.53 Secretary to the Bridge Commissionerx.

j* ^ «

DB. J. G. ANDBBSON,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

j

ACCOUCHEUR,
|

No. 139, Dhurrumtollah Strekt, I

May be consulted at all bours dally
• |

{At home from 11 to 12 a. m.)

Family engagements in and about Entaily
special arrangements.

ITotlc.

All private communications for the Proprietor

of the IndimMirror and the Sunday Mirror
hould be directed No. 24, to Mott’s Lane, Dhur.
rumollab Street.

STRAY Thoughts on Spiritualism.

Chand Mittra. Price six annas,

at No, 20, Nimtollah Street.

By Peary
To be had

a.71

under
a-1

Silver Cream.

For plating articles of Brass or Copper with-

out the aid of a Battery, and for silvering

Harness mounting, &c., as well as for cleaning all

kinds of silver and plated articles.

This preparation is guaranteed not to contain the

slightest trace of mercury, and from the simplicity

of its application supersedes anything of the kind

ever before introduced, it being only necessary to

rub it over the article (Copper and Brass), with a

piece of rag or the fingers, and polish with a

chamois leather in order to produce a coating of

pure Silver.

As this Cream deposits a coating of pure Metal-

lic Silver, articles of that metal cleaned with it in-

crease in weight and value in proportion to the

amount of coating received.

Price Re. 1 2 and Rs. 2 4 per bottle, packing

As. 4. , , .

,

Remittance made m postage stamns should

carry one anna extra per Rupee to cover discount.

Agents for the Manufacturers.
HOWARD & CO.,

fl.U Barrackpore

XWDXA GENBBAIi STEAbt ITAVS-
OATION COMPAKT. “ED.”

SCHOKNR. KtubURK & Go.

—

Managing AgenU.

ASSAM LINE NOTICE..

Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

dowTiVard'every Saturday.
rpHE Str. Mirzapore wiL leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,

'the 20th instant.

Carco will be received attheCompany’s Godowns,

NiraTollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

19tb instant.

The Str. Debrooghur will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-

day, the 22nd instant.

"TJargo ”will be received at the Company’s

Godovvns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 20th instant.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train

of Saturday, the 21st instant.

CACHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERYIGK.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar

downward every Thursday.
rilHE Str. Madras will leave

X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

’day, the 24th instant,
|

Osrgo will be received at the Company’s Go-
[

downs. Ninbollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 23rd instant.

For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4. Fairlie Place,
(

Q. J, Scott,

Calcutta, 17lh August, 1880. (
Se.oreta.ry,

a»\

BXVBBS STEAM BAVXGATION
CO., ‘*X.XMXTED.”

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly
from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

The Steamer Nepaul will

leave Calcutta for Assam
on Friday, the 27th instant.

The Str. Cashmere will leave
Goalundo for Assam on

Thursday, the 26th instant.

For further information regarding rates of

freights or passage, apply to

MAONEILL & CO.

Crushed Food Ifotice.

FURTHER REDUCTION.

From the 14th Instant, the price of Cook and
Co’s Crushed Food for Horses is reduced to

Rs, 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags.

Crushed Food for Cattle,

to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

Chaff as usual 1-8 per maund, exclusive of bags.

14th August, 1880. a-9

XIXFON MBEXCAX. KAX.X..

The undersigned have, from the 1st of August,
at No. 33, Manicktollah Street, commenced

business as wholesale and retail Druggists, and
are prepared to execute Mofussil orders with
promptness. Fresh Invoice of medicines, indented
from Herrings & Co., Howards & Sons, Baron,
Esq., have arrived.

a-73 B. GHOSE & CO.

GENTTXITE avitbvedic
MEDICXNES I !

!

ABIRAJ Soshi Bhusuu Roy, a member of the

V well-known Kabiraj family of Kanchraparah,
and grandson of the most renowned Kabiraj, late

Biswa Nath Roy, of that place, has settled himself
permanently in Calcutta, and intends practising

in this city.

All kinds of best Ayurvedic medicines, such as

Mriganita, Raj Mriganha, Ratnagarva pattali Ras,
&e

,

for consumption and diseases of the lungs.

Basantakusumahar Ras, Tarakasmar, See,, for

Diabetes. Brihat-somenath Rash, Brihat Banga-
stoar, HaHsankar Ras, Modonodoy Ras, Chandra-
doy Ras. and other medicines for urinary diseases.

Cluindr >prova gurilca, Sankar Mata Lowha, ^‘c.,

for piles. Sec. Sudhanidhi and other medicines for

Raktapitta. Astabokra, livssasindur, Chaturmukh,
Sec., for insanity, &c. Mirtnsanjibani Ras, Bejoy
putputti, Sarna putpuW, Rangagura, and other
best medicines for all kinds of diarrhoea, dysentery,

&c. Agni Cumar, Agnisundar, Agnitundi, Krabada
Ras, Sec. for dyspepsea, &c. Surbajara-hara lowha,
Brihat-sarbajara-hara lowha, Joymangal Ras,
Mah'ijaran-kusa, Jirantak, Jarasani, Jarankusa,
Mritunjoy, Chandasaklior Ras, Ratnagiri Ras, Sec.,

for all kinds of fever. Batgajankusa, Sec., for

rheumatism, and other medicines for all sorts of

acute and chronic diseases for males, females, and
children, are to be had from him, and also pure and
genuine Rasosiniur of all discriptions, such as

Makaradhaj, Saragunbalijaran, Sec., for which
his family is well noted, can be had from him.
Terms moderate. Medicines free, advice gratis to
the really poor, who may attend at his place of

residence.

address—55, Colutollah Street, Calcutta.
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Surmab Clgrars, Cigrarettes,
Tobacco, g-ood quality.

MADE OK

SAGRIELL & CO.’S

and

Sagriel’s Shape Cigars No. Al. Rs. 12 8 per 1,000
Do. do.

) 1 A2. 91 10 8 99

Silk Ties do.
) f

Bl. «9 9 8
9 9

Do. do, »e B2. 99 8 0
9 9

Do. do. B3. 99 7 0 99

Moulmein Cigars
1

1

Cl.
9 9

14 0 99

Do, do.
9 f

C2.
99

11 8 99

Do. do.
9 9

C3.
9 9

9 8 99

Manilla shaped 99 Dl. 99 15 8 99

Do.
1 9

D2. 19 10 8 99

Do,
$9

D3. 99 8 8 99

Havanah shaped ft
Bl.

99 14 0 99

Do. 99
E2. 9t 12 8 99

Tiffin Cigars it
Fl.

99 9 8 99

Do. 99
F2.

99 8 0 99

Big ^ Long Size

Manilla Shape
Havana Sf

99 16 0 99

Do. do. • • • 99 15 0 99

Coconada Cigars No. S. 99 8 8 0
T. Long and Thin • » • 99 16 to 0
Lunka „ „ H. • • • 99 9 8 0
Office Burmah ,, I. • • s 99 7 to 0
Dollyvarden „ J. • •• 99 12 to 14

Do. „ K. • • • 19 10 8 0
Cigarettes „ L. • •• 99 9 to 0

Do, M. ... •9 13 to 0

to the lb. at 10 to 14 as.

Cavendish Tobacco 0-10 to 0-12 lb.

Gold Leaf 1st quality
Do. 2nd „ 1 to 1-8

Apply to

FRAMJEE & SONS,
Calcutta,

Agents in Up-country.
Firozepore.

Lucknow.
Benares,

Cawnpore,
Nassirabad,
Ajraeer.

Rawul Find!.

Jbansee.

Jamsetji and Sons
Nouroji&Co.,
Framji & Co.,

Harjubboy & Go.
Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons ...

Rustomji Furdoonji and Son
Jamasji and Sons
Pistonji & Co.
The Railway Co-operative So-

ciety

Messrs. Richardson & Co.
Noaroji, Manacji & Co.

Allahabad.
Allahabad.
Fyzabad; <i-68

THE XEBIAir MIBBOB.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(In Advance.)

Town.

J. COBFXSZiB 6*. CO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

MAY be consulted daily

their Profession.

on all branches of

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-

manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

tural organs, both in appearance and utility. They

cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free,

J. CORFIELD & CO.,

a>2 ' a*13 lit Old Court House Street, Calcutta,

Rs. As. P
For One Month ... ... 2 8 0

„ Three Months ... ... 6 0 0

,, Six Months ... 12 0 0

„ Twelve Months .« 24 0 0
N. B,—The above includes subscription to th

Sunday Edition,

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil,

For One Month ... ... 3 6 0

,, Three Months ... ... 8 0 0

,, Six Months ... 16 0 0

,, Twelve Months ... 32 0 0

Foreign.

For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 48 6 0

„ ,, {via Brindisi) 64 10 0

Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil, )

For One Month 1 0 0

,
Ynree Months ... ... ... 2 8 0

„ Six Months 5 0 0

„ Twelve Months... 10 0 0

( Single Copy Four Annas. )

Foreign.
For Twelve Months \via Southampton) 12 7 0

,, ,,
(via Brindisi) 14 14 0

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas per line.

No Advertisement charged for less ih».r. a

Rnnee.
For special contract rates appiv to the Manager.

N, B ,—All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

Printed and published for the Proprietor b^ W. C.

SooR, at the Sen Press, at No, 2, Rniiai Ipdiso

Street, Caloatt*.
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REUTER’S TELEGRAMS.

THE SCIENTIFIC FRONTIER.
London, 27tb augdst.

In the House of Commons this afternoon the

Secretary of State for India, in reply to a ques-

tion, repeated the statement he made on the

7th of June, relative to *he maintenance or not

of the frontier, as defined in the Treaty of

Gundamuck. The subject, His Lordship said,

was under the consideration of the Viceroy

and Viceregal Council.

Quetta, 26th.—It is reported that the sec-

tions of the Marris who recently plundered

the Railway convoy again meditate mis-

cliief, and intend making a raid in the

direction of T'halli or Mall. A partial rising

of the Khan’s troops occured last night

at Kelat, The mutineers, about 144 in

number, did little damage, and went off

taking Chappar Ziarat road to Shorawak to

join the army of Ayub Khan at Candahar.

400 of the 78th Highlanders now en route

from Sibi will be detached to remain at Kelat

for a time, and restore confidence. Mr. Duke
accompanies as Political Officer.

News from Candahar State that no com-

munication from Goverraent has been re-

ceived there since the 28th, and only one from

Wylie, Pishim, dated 6tb, relate all well and

the surrounding country clear. On the 12th

Ghazis were reported to be diminishing in

numbers. No Ghilzais have joined Ayub, and

few Chiefs of rank from outlying districts.

(Editorial

views the earth and those who live in it from

such a height that they appear very small

to him. And they do not admit their small-

ness. In his next number the will

tell us whether by Christian he means the

Methodist only, or the Unitarian and Roman
Catholic also.

:o:

An English Thiest writes to us from Eng-

land that “ Mr. Wicksteed, Mr. Martineau’s

substitute at Little Portland Street

Church, has been recently preaching

a series of sermons on the devotional

writers of the Middle Ages pointing how
much genuine religious feeling, and how many
practical roles of good conduct are to" be

found in their works, This forms somewhat

of a parallel to your own pilgrimages to the

sages, though it is cast in a Western,instead

of an Eastern mould of thought. It is hoped

they will be published, as thay deserve a

wider circulation and more lasting reputation

than sermons preached once in a Church can

command.”

to:

THE IRISH CONSTABULARY.
A long and excited debate took place on

the Irish constabulary vote which the Irish

members obstructed on the ground of its mili-

tary character. Progress was reported this

afternoon, and the debate will be resumed on

Monday.

THE TURKISH INFLAMATORY
PAPER.

The Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs,

in reply to a question, said that the paper

published at Constantinople which was pre-

pared for circulation in India containing

inflamatory articles against the British rule

was printed at the Office of the Imperial

Government and subsidized by it. The

Ambassador of Great Britain at Costanti-

nople had made a representation on the sub-

ject when the subsidy was stopped and the

paper ceased to exist. .

FROM THE PRESS COMMIS-
SIONER.

AFGHAN WAR.
Simla, 28th August.

Information has been received from Quetta

on the evening of the 27th, states that Ayub
Khan is reported to have withdrawn his army

from the position in front of Candahar, and

has retired to Singiri eight miles west of Can-
dahar. General Roberts arrived at Khelati

Ghilzai on the 24th. All well in the Khyber
line. The rear Brigade leaves Jellalabad to-

day.

Simla, 27th August.

Jellalabad, 26th.—The country and town

are perfectly quiet. Part of General Daunt’s

Brigade left for India this morning
;
the rest

leave to-morrow. General Hills marches

with the roar brig 1 1c on the 28th,

Mb. Spurgeon has now received £10,201
for the girls’ orphanage. Another £1,000
will complete the sum needed.

:o:

It has been, we see, suggested that in the

present state of theological inquiry and belief

a new sect should be started with the name
“ Dncertainarian.” It will have a pretty

large following if all who ought to join it,

do join it.

to:

We are glad to find that Mr. Voysey has

boldly taken the theistic and religious ground

in connection with the Bradlaugh controvsy.

We have discussed his views more at

length elsewhere.

:o:

Reviewing the statistics of an American

college, the New York Tribune observes that

smoking does not seem to promote education.

“ The proportion of smokers increases in re-

gular ratio with the falling off in scholar-

ship.”

to:

After Dr. Tanner gets through his piece

of folly at New York, another excitement

is to be commenced in that city. It is said

that a poisoning match will take place between

Dr. I. S, A. Pliool and Professor Narr. Both

these distinguished members of the Medical

Faculty will proceed at the same hour of day

to take small doses of arsenic, gradually in-

creasing the same until one or the other

expires “ in the interest of science.”
• : 0.*

“ The Christian is not one who looks up

from earth to heaven, hut one who looks down
from heaven to earth.” This is the defini-

tion of a Christian given in the lAicknow

Witness. Our virtuous contemporary always

complains of the want of modesty in others.

' We can now understand the reason. He

The National India Association held one
of its meetings on Friday last. The lecturer

discoursed on “ The Condition of Hindu
Women, Past and Present.” Unfortunately be

was very severe on Hindu women of the present

time, much more so than they deserved,

which proves that he was not aware o f the

facts as they now stand among the educat-

ed ladies in Calcutta and elsewhere. Another

mistake he committed was falling fool

with the Zeuana missions. He was very un-

_

ust to the ladies connected with these mis-

sions. Mr. Macdonald was indignant, and

almost violent in his language in defence of

the Zenana Missions. In future if any lectures

are to be given, it is much to be desired that

the lecturers should be instructed as to the

general line of policy they ought to follow in

their discourses.

There is a medical man in New York, who
has taken upon himself to find out by experi-

ment how a long a man can live without food

or drink of any sort except water. It is said

he has continued to exist without any

nourishment, except what is ’ contained In

simple water, for thirty^two days, during

which time he has lost in flesh at

the rate of a pound a day. “He
still drives out,” says the Spectator, “ but

is feeble, and cannot, apparently, endure the

irritation of ordinary visitors, so tnat only

the medical men and the reporters see him.

It is said that he is not yet in any way
emaciated, and that the pressure of the blood

in the pulse is full and satisfactory. The
experiment seems to us a very foolish one;

but being voluntary and spontaneous, we
must say we think it far preferable to cruel

I

expreraents on animals which have no choice

given them whether they will or will not ra(-

dore severe suffering for insigniffoant results^
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If “ scientific experiments on the living” are
to continue, we trust that Dr. Tanner’s
manly example will get the fashion tor the
future. To torture youreelf on the chance
of increasing scientific knowledge may be
noble, even though fruitless*. To torture in-

nooent victims is certainly ignoble.”

A Cambbidgk undergraduate, says

Enslish paper, James Resrinald Nash,
indicted before Baron Pollock for nerjnry,

the charge being that on April 29th he
falsely swore that an undergraduate friend

had not been in Jesus Lane, where a carman
complained of them as pulling the covering

oft his cart, which was passing down the
lane. The oath was taken to screen the

friend from prosecution, and the Jury decided

that it was falsely taken, but recommended
the young man to mercy, on the ground that
“ he had not folly considered the sanctity

of an oath.” Mr. Baron Pollock accordingly
committed the oflfender to prison for a month
without hard labor, stating that he apreed
with the Jory that the prisoner had not

fully considered the sanctity of an oath. We
hardly know what the Judge and Jury
meant. The young man was an undergradu-
ate, and— in station, at all events—a gentle-

man. Supposing that he had not fully

considered the sanctity of an oath, still we
suppose that he had been brought un
to think that a gentleman should speak

troth, and not lie in order to re-

of the responsibility for

Now, Mr. Nash, not

in the excitement of the evening, but in

the cool deliberation of the next day, swore
that he and his friend had not been where the

Jory found that they had been. Supposing
a young artisan had done the same, would
he have been recommended to mercy on the

ground that ho did not appear to have con-

sidered soSiciently the sanctity of an oath ?

Or supposing that a young artisan of the

same age bad stolen a purse, would he

have been recommended to mercy on

the ground that the Jury did not think he
had considered sufficiently the sanctity of

property ? If there is to he any difference

in the severity with which men of different

classes are to be treated, clearly the severer

panalty should be reserved for those who are

least tempted to crime, and most guarded by

social influences against it.

the

lieve his friend

a slight fine.

THE SUNDAY MIRROR
a curious approach to our own view while
occupying the very opposite pole of thought.
“ The antithesis,” says Mr. Matthew Arnold^
“between ethical and religious is quite
a false one. Ethical means practical,
it relates to practice or conduct passing into
habit

^

or disposition. Religious also means
practical, but pratical in a still higher degree-
and the right antithesis to both ethical and
religious, is the same as the right antithesis
to practical, namely, theoretical.—Now, pro-
positions about the Godhead of the Eternal
Son are theoretical, and they, therefore are
very properly opposed to propositions which
are moral or ethical

;
but they are with equal

propriety opposed to propositions which are
religious. They differ in kind from what
is religious, while what is ethical agrees
in kind with it. But is there, there-
fore, no difference between what is ethical

There is a differ-

degree. Religion,
if we allow the intention of human thought
and human language in the use of the wo"rd,
is ethics heightened, enkindled, lit up by
feeling

;
the passage from morality to religion

is made when to morality is applied
emotion. And the true meaning of religion

,

is thus, not simply morality, but morality
toucheH "by emotion. And this new elevation
and inspiration of morality is well marked by
the word ‘ righteousness.’ Conduct is the
word of common life, morality is the word of
philosophical disquisition, righteousness
the word of religion.”

or morality and religion ?

ence, a difference of

18

THE LAST UTSAB.

The devotional festival on Sunday last was
as much a success as such festivals generally
are. The day was exceptionally rainy and
cloudy. But the attendance at the morninw
from the early hour of 7| was as close and
compact as if it had been one of the sunniest
days of the season. The Brahmos have com-
menced of late to decorate their Mandir
lavishly with plants, leaves and flowers, and
on last Sunday we perceived the grateful

,

odours of incense also. The picked men of
the Brahmo Somaj, and the outside religious

public attend on these occasions, and they
solemnly keep their seats for the very long time
through which the service extends. On last

-:o:

Ip Mr. Matthew Arnold represents “ the
truest culture of Oxford,” and if the culture
of Oxford represents the culture of modern
culture of England, it is an unwholesome
and dangerous culture, and the less it in-
fluences European society and the faith of
mankind, the better for the future. Mr. Ar-
nold has published Passages from his Prose
Writings. Of course, the book is highly
praised by the reviewers. No one denies
the refinement, boldness, and vivacity o
Matthew Arnold’s style. But it will be re-
membered he is the poet and a sort of high
priest to the school of Agnosticism. The
philosophy of the Unknown and Unknow
able he has embodied and crystallized
in poetic and fine utterances, whose culture
and attractiveness constitute their greatest
danger. His celebrated definitions of God as
“ the Stream of Tendency by which all things
seek to fulfil the law of their being”, as “ the
Eternal something, not ourselves, which makes
for righteousness,” have beco..ie parts of the
English language. Mr. Arnold would retain
the esthetics of religion without its substance.
His sentiments, however, on the separation of
religion anft laorality are saggestiye, and make.

rAugust 29, 1880.

beautiful extracts from the noble Epic of the
New Dispensation, called Bidhan Bharat.
Bhai Gour Gobind Rai, the Upadhya, read
his own Sanskrit translation of the Yoga
precepts, uttered by the Minister during the
preceding week. Bhai Girish Chunder Sen
also read his translation from Persian books
setting forth some of the pure sentiments
of Mahoraedan spirituality. Late in the after-

noon the meditation and silent communion
began with a solemn and stirring exhortation

from the Minister, The breathless silence

of these deep spiritual exercises continued

more than an hour. It was followed by sweet
hynmns sung by the apostolic leader of the

Mandir orchestra. As the evening deepened
,

another and a far different scene presented

itself to view. The Sankirtan party rose, and
approached the pulpit, led by the stalwart,

powerful form of Brother Kunja Behary. The
Sankirtan singing was simply tremendous in

its enthusiasm. The whole Mandir, with its

large congregation of nearly seven hundred
men, seemed to shake to its foundations. The
strange wild spirit that developed every
moment, and became stranger and wilder as

the singing went on, seemed sufficient, if

it was once kindled among the masses,

to produce the marvels which Chaitanya’s

religion produced a few hundred years ago.

In short, the Sankirtan was wonderfully effec-

tive. At its conclusion the Minister was led

by the impulse of the moment to offer up a

lengthy prayer in which every body spon-
taneously joined. The evening service com-
menced at 8 p. M. nearly. It was a fitting

termination to the proceedings of the day,

and may such blessed days endlessly recur

in the heaven-appointed career of the Brahmo
Somaj.

ON THE PLAINS BELOW.

Fain would we build a temple on the

mountain top, and there abide in the Eternal

Presence with the spirits of the blessed

around us. But the Voice said Decend, and
with hurried steps we came down. We
welcomed the heat, we went into the thick

of the dust and noise, we took op on our

shoulders the cross of life again. The cos-

tume we used to wear amongst the great

Sunday the morning service extended nearly to I rocks, on the high cool, holy, sunny summits
five hours. It began at eight, and closed nearly

I
has been exchanged for the clothes of the

at one in the afternoon. The utterances ot I
town and the streets. Other thoughts and

the Minister, deep and enjoyable at all times,
|
cares have come, other work and occupa-

acquire special effectiveness on these festivals; I
tions have come. But the Himalayas have

and it is not difficult work to follow him I
descended to the plains with the devotees,

for hours together. That is why the con- I
The hills have sent their solemnities and

gregation is not exhausted by the protracted I
refreshing shadows into the heart and brains,

spiritual exercise, but would gladly sit as I And when the glare and fatigue of life seem
long as their Minister will continue to I

too great, we retire into the inner solitudes

preach, and teach, and pray. The morn-
|
where reigns the spirit of the mountain

ing sermon on the various manifestations
of the motherhood of God, made the relations

of the soul to its Object of love and adora-
tion so clear, so real, so unmistakably real

and beautiful, that it was like taking the
congregation to fresh fields and pastures new,
even though the sentiments expressed be
familiar. This originality in the conception

of the Divine Being and His
mankind, can be more fully

than expressed. But when the sermon is

reproduced and printed, our readers will

have a better idea of what we mean.
After an hour’s interval the proceed-

ings re-began. Bhai Bongo Chunder Rai
conducted the Service. In the afternoon

Bhai Woomanath Gupta read a short account

sanctuaries. The paradise of ferns is

hidden in the depths of faith and devotion

where the soul may yet walk alone, and

feel the traces of Divine footsteps. The
lover and devotee of .mountanous nature

must find the mountain’s counterpart in the

ascents and descents of life. The fatigues and

exhilaration, the calmness, the greenness,

dealings with I the sublimity, the stillness, reproduce them-

comprehended ( selves endlessly. The height, solitude, the

density,and the nameless awe of the forests are

all types of higher and holier things. Those

vivid deep impressions, those impulses of health

and vigour, those mists and rains, breeze of

bright mornings and those ever-changing

hues of the mountain-lake are only faint,

imperfect shadows of mysterious realities to a

of his own religious life. Bhai Troyluckya glimpse of which the trials and roughnesses

Nath. Sanyal» the Singing Missionary, read of life lead now and thru. The mountain
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scenes are an illusion to one who has left the
mountains, but the realities which they faintly

indicate remain realities for ever. VV^hat
are those realities, what are those scenes ?

On the plains below, amidst the troubles
below, the real meaning of the mountain
solitudes begins to dawn upon the soul.

Drunk with the mountain odours, drunk with
the mountain inspiration, we dimly per-
ceive the real purport of life’s hardships.
Leaving those mountains, other mountains
we shall ascend, more difficult, but more
life-giving. The mountain-top of inward
sanctity requires a hard ascent. Many are
the fatigues to be borne, many are the halts
to be made on the way, and the dangers of
the way are loo many. Prom the plains
below we have to rise step by step. The
heat is great, and respiration difficult. The
mountain top of faith and resignation it is

still more difficult to attain. The rise and
fall, the hope and disappointment are great.
The steadiness of step, tlie firmness of
mind are too hard to keep. On the high
levels, and noble perspectives of faith, the
calmness, vigor, and sublimity of resignation,
when shall we reach them ? The inspiration
and the health that come from toiling up to
the many summits of trust and self-yielding
cannot be compared to’ the light and life we
receive while standing awe-struck on the sum-
mits of the Himalayas. May our Father
take us by the hand to those sublimities and
refreshing solitudes where rested the pilgrims
of life on their long journey to sanctity, faith,
and resignation.

MU. VOYSEY ON RADICALISM.

Wb have sometimes bad to differ from Mr.
Voysey, but whenever we have differed from
him, we have done so with reo;ret and respect.

When we can agree with liim, it is a real plea-

sure to us. We admire the position ho takes in

relation to the unfortunate Bradlaugh contro-

versy, and the simple, manly lioldness with

which he gives out his views. We have
often had occasions to point out that Mr.
Voysey’s congregation is a somewhat hetero-

genous one, and there is not much unity

of views among them. We suppose this

fairly accounts for the apologetic language
ill which begins and ends his discourse. Rut,

nevertheless, he speaks out his mhnl pretty

fairly, and his hearers, whoever they are, will

have the candor to admit that he lias done

his duty, as a minister of religion ought
to do, without fear or favor, and that there

is nothing in his language or sentiments to

offend truth-loving and straightforward men,
even though they happen not to agree with

every thing he says. In the first place, he “re-

probates “ that offensive form of cant which

the age has created—the cant of Liberalism

and the cry of bigotry and persecution

against any one who does not happen
to hold extreme radical opinions.” Tlien

on the suiiject of toleration—a subject

so little understood, ami so often taken

advantage of by men who do not deserve

any indulgence, because they give none to

others— Mr. Voysey has some strong bracing

words. He pooh poolis the idea of such toler-

ation, and says—“as if the whole duty of man
consisted in sacrificing every other principle

and obligation to that of assisting and en-

couraging those who do not agree with him
in religious matters

;
as if there were not other

and even higher claims on man than that

of toleration, as if toleration could not be

misplaced
;
as if it were no sort of conse-

quence how men thought of God, or in what
light they regarded their obligations to Him,

or to each other.” Mr. Voysey then ridicules
the idea of Mr. Bradlaugh’s suffering martyr-
dom and persecution. “ If,” says he, “ any one
point to Mr. Bradlaugh as having been perse-

cuted or martyred, then I can only say
persecution and martyrdom are very pleasant
things.^ I refrain from reference to details,

because the subject is too ludicrous. The
whole affair has been a perfect jubilee to

the martyr and his friends, the like of which
will not be witnessed till the day comes. We
hope it will be pa the Greek Kalends when
he will be inaugurated as President of the

British Republic.” In point of fact, Mr.
Bradlaugh has, through the late controversy,

attained a notoriety and influence which
even his actual martyrdom could not have

purchased for him. But we cannot conceal

from our readers the feeling that it is an utter

disgrace to any nation or country who could

think of making a martyr of such a being as

Mr. Bradlaugh is, or even applying the name
of martyr to him. Talking next of civil rights,

Mr. Voysey says
The cant of civil rights is nauseating, when

the question is begged in what those rights con-
sist, and on what conditions they are to be
exercised. It is not a matter to be settled

and laid upon the shelf that a man’s opi-

nions and conduct make no difference to him
as a citizen, and cannot affect his fellow
citizens, it therefore cannot affect his rights.

If Atheism makes a man a bad legislator, and
if he be excluded from Parliament, because he is

an Atheist, there is no more bigotry and persecu-
tion in that than there is m excluding a man from
the ofBce of engine driver because he is short-

sighted or color-blind
;
and I say it is a question

far from having received a final answer to what
extent a man’s qualifications for the exercise of his

civil rights are affected by tbe attitude of his heart
towards God. And I say this the more boldly as

I am not thinking so much at this moment of

an open avowal of Atheism as of that pernicious
form of it—a secret Atheism of the soul and
conscience, a real ignoring of the Most High
and His holy law, while the outward forms find de-

! cencies of religion are being duly observed. Under

I

the influence of this thought most of the speeches
in the Bradlaugh case in favor of his exclusion,
strike me as singulary good, wholesome, andcredi-
tble, especially so the remarks of Mr. Gibson and
of Mr, Arthur Sullivan. I feel thankful to them
for not mincing the matter, but for making an
honest and courageous defence of the radically reli-

gious element in the constitution of the reabn, and
for uttering a so’emn but not bitter protest against
the lowering of the moral and religions standard of

the House. These gentlemen and all who spoke on
the same side were evidently impressed with the
idea now present to my own mind, that if God be
the great majestic Beality which we believe

;

that if a recognition of our obligations
to Him lies, indeed, at tho root of our right
conduct to each other

;
that if not merely

pure religion, but religion with all the gross and
^

patent e’-rors of Christianity, has been a source
;

of untold blessing, bapoiness, and progress to our
country, a means of elevating and controlling the '

peo.de w'hich we cannot spare, which we dare not, i

and would not remove until we found a

better substitute
;
if religion is thus an indis-

pensable factor in the nation’s peace, prosperity,
and progress, surely it is not bigotry, but
the sacred discharge of a duty towards our country-
men to guard the Legislature as long and as vigor-

ously as possible from the entrance of those who
own no obligations to God, who cannot be trusted

1

for loyalty to the Crown and Constitution of this
i

realm, and who. as far as in them lies, would corrupt
;

and defile tlie morals of our youth. I

Mr. Voyaey winds up his eloquent address
i

thus :

—

I am profoundly thankful for tlie speeches made
by all who wished to maintain the Theistic basis

of the Constitution. Those who believe in and
love God truly could say no less, and I bewail

deeply that loyalty to our God should have been
eclipsed in some cases by the predominance of

political partizaujhip and by motives of expe-

diency.

In contrast to the wretched opinions of the

radicals and secularists, who want to swamp
the House of Commons with their represen-

tatives, it is a startling and delightful

change to notice the words of prayer which both

| the Houses of Parliament address to the
living God before they sit to discharge their

great duties. Long and for ever may the prayer
continue to be offered “ that all things may
be so ordered and settled by their endeavours,
upon the best and surest foundations, that
peace and happiness, truth and justice, religion

and piety may be established among us for

all generations.” Amen.

The Brahmos from East Bengal mustered strong
on the last Utsab.

The Minister, by his continued labors and pro-
longed excitement, baa had a painful attack of
fever. He is, however, doing well, but cannot con-
duct the service this evening.

The next number of the “ Theistic Quarterly
Review” is being published in Bombay. On account
of the Editor’s indisposition and other reasons the
present and last number have been very late in
appearing.

dHorresijamTencc.

tin tint hold miranlrfis; in anv wav rexvvnstihle
for the opinions ofour correspondents.^ Ed, <9.3/.,]

RELIGIOUS ATHEISM-A NEW THEORY

!

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—

R

eferring to the letter of Mr. Dali,

the Unitarian Missionary, headed. “ Atheism bad
even in Theory,” published iu the Sundty Mirror
of the 8th instant, and the excellent remarks
you have made thereon, I beg leave to

offer a few remarks about the absurdity of
the novel theory, broached by the Rev. gentle-

man. In his letter under notice, Mr. Dali
savs, “While religion is love, honor, and truth, a
religions atheist is a possibility.” Without fear of

contradiction, I make bold to say at the outset

that a religions atheist is an impossibility. It is

a piece of absurdity and a contradiction in terms.

He mav as*well say a Trinitarian—Unitarian, an
infidel Christian, a Mahomedan, Hindu, an atheist-

ic-deist. a pious thief, red-black, &c. From the

pi-imitive root and meaning of the word religion

(re back, and leyo to bind) we all know that it

mean-s to re-bind man with his Creator, and place

him (man) under an acknowledgment of his

obligation to that Creator with a feeling of re-

verence and love and consequent duty or obedience

to Him. A religious man, or one having religion

in him, is supoosed to have recognised in

his heart and conscience the existence of a per-

sonal God and to have made himself obedient to

His Will. Now. what is the belief of an Atheist? He
savs that there is no God. Consequently, a religious

atheist means that at the one aud same time he
believes that there is a God and also he believes

that there is no God, which is non-sense.

Mr. Editor, you say, “a religious athiest is a

niece of absurdity.” You are perfectly right. There

can be no such thing as religious atheism. It

must be the figment of Mr. Dali’s imagination or

the coinage of his brain. Farther on, you say,

“considered in his relation to society or inference

to the far reaching effects of his example and pre-

cept. an atheist is as dangerous to public well-

being as a liar or an adulterer ” Here you ought

to have used the comparative degree “more” before

the adjective “ dangerous,” for a practical atheist

is ten times more dangerous to himself and society

than a liar or an adulterer For one may,
through the infirmities of the flesh, tell a lie or

violate the sixth commandment of the Christiau

decalogue ;
but the man who actually denies the

existence of God in spite of himself and of multi-

tudinous overwhelming evidences around him,

is capable of committing any sin without any
compunction of heart being fearless of the future

consequences under the belief that there is no
God, and hence no punishment for sin.

Yours &c.,

D. N. S‘

I Chinsubah, 9lh August 1880.
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A REPLY TO “ J. D. M
Biblical CoNTBAorcriONS, and the Ath ana-

siAN Creed.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR ”

Sir,—Your correspoad'infc “J. D. M.” has asked

me to read the book of Job, ia order to reconcile

St. James i., 13 with Jer, xx., 7, and 2 Sara.

»xlT., 1; but I am at a loss to perceive the

principles upon which I am to accept an anony-

mous book as . an authority for reconciling

discrepancies between Inspired roHters. . Surely

“J. D. M.” knows just as well as I do that the

authorshin of the book of Job is doubtful, and that

this book does not take an equal rank with the

other books of the Old Testament.

As, however, “J. D. M.” has been kind enough to

furnish me with “reconciliations” of the discrepan-

cies I pointed out, may I be allowed to specify one

more out of a very large number I have before me
at this moment.

John the Baptist was Elias,

(See Matt. Xi , 14) “This is Elais which was

to come.”
John the Ba'^tistwas not Elias.

(See John I., 21) “ And they asked him what
then ? Art thou Elias ? and be said I am not,”

On “J. D. M’s” principle of reconciliation, what
book on earth am I to read to reconcile such a

coatradiction.

“J. D. M.” should admit honestly that, although

the Bible may be a record of Divine truths, it con-

tains hona flde errors, and is not Infallible as

Orthodoxy makes out.

I would disabuse the mind of “J. D. M.” of the

idea that I am inimical to all Christianity. I do

believe in its simple or primitive form, .as dis-

tinguished from Ecclesiastical Christianity illus-

trated in the Athanasian Creed, and in the so-

called “Orthodox Standards.” “J. D M.” should be

able to perceive the difiference between these two
forms, and give np his own belief in the latter.

“ Bishop Burnet has said all that c.an well be

said upon them (the damnatory sentences in the

Athanasian Creed); but in my mind to very little

Durpose. Honestly, therefore, did Archbishop

Tillotson declare to him ‘ the account given of the

Athanasian Creed seems to me in no wise satis-

factory, I wish we were w^ll rid of it.’ And so do

I too, for the credit of our common Christianity.

It has been a mill-stone about the neck of many
thousands of worthy men. To be sure, declarations

like these ascended ont of the bottomless pit, to

disgrace the subscribing elergy, to render ridiculous

the doctrines of the Gospel, to impel the world

into infidelity, and to damn the souls of those who,

for the sake of filthy lucre, set their hands to what
they do not honestly believe.” [David Simpson
Plea for Religion p. 40i Appendix //.]
“ The Athanasian Creed is not merely a deviation

from scripture, but a perversion of it. We cannot,

therefore, but regret its admission into our Liturgy,

and express our wish with the honest and candid

Archbishop Tillotson ‘that we were well rid of it

as a stumbling block to those within the pale

of the Church and a scandal to those without it.”

[Dr. Hales—an Irish Reetor .'\

“ I dislike this vulgar prayer ‘ Holy Trinity,

One God! have mercy on us,’ as altogether savoring

of barbarism. We repudiate such expressions as

being not only insipid, but nrofane.” [Abridged

from John Calvin, Sraotatus Theologici. p. 796.]

Quotations to this effect might be multinlied inde

finitely. If “J. D. M.” would care to see the Atha-
nasian Creed,—which is, after all, no more than

an explicit statement of the Ecclesiastical inven-

tion called “the doctrine of the Trinity in Unity,”—
logically tested, I beg to refer him to a pamphlet
on “ The XXXIX Articles and the Creeds” by a

“ Country Parson.”
Yours &c.

W. T.

“J. T. T.” VERSO'S “ORTHODOX
CHRISTIAN.”

o

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”
Sib,—

I

n my last letter which you so kindly

inserted in your issue of June 27th, I stated at

the end of it that I would not notice any more
questions by “W. T,” His answer to that letter

confirms mo in my opinion, and satisfies me that

I did him no injustice in refusing to consider

seriously any objections from him. Although the

same course would not be unreasonable towards

“J. T. T.,” still I feel that I am called upon to

clear away some apparent obscurity which he

wilfully imputes to my answers by distorting

them ;
as well a» to show him that my answers

are quite consistent with Orthodox Christianity,

though, no doubt, a little disconcerting to people

who,in their ignorance, have concluded that Ortho-

dox Christians are destitute of reason, and must

•brisk iato profound obscurity when met by the

intellectual gladiators of Unitarianism. I am
obliged to adopt this tone in my letter

—though far from being agreeable to myself
—because of the unlimited pretensions to wis-
dom and learning with which Unitarians set

forth their own views, and the unmitigated con-
tempt with which they strut over the distorted
truths of Christianity.

“J. T. T.” affirms that,because man’s sin is “finite,”

i e ,
limited, therefore his punishment cannot be

infinite. I might reply in words of my former
letter, or in those of your correspondent “J. D. M,’’
who, in your issue of August 15th, stated that
“ Man is an endless being, therefore can commit
endless sin. and deserves endless punishment.”
Even if I admit that m.an’s sin is finite, the "endless"
argument is quite sufficient to meet it; but what
becomes of “J. T. T’s” argument when it ia proved
that man may sin all through an endless existence,
and that, therefore, to call it “ finite” is to state

what ia false, for “ finite ” means limited, and
that which ia limited cannot be termed endless.

If, then, he rests his argument on this supposed
character ascribed to sin. it surely falls

with the sweeping away of the foundation.
1 would not, h'^wever, rest here. I would
remind “J. T. T.” that he tacitly admits
my statement that God must be infinitely opposed
to ’sin. His words are—“I perfectly agree with
‘Orthodox Christian’ that there is and must ever, be
<1/1 opposition between God and sin.” “An opposi-
tion” means nothing. What kind of opposition?
What degree of opposition? In any letter I stated
that this opposition to sin must be one of three

(1) Becau.se of His Holiness and justice, indnits or

(2) partial, or (3) no opposition, at all. When
“W. T.” admits that there is an opposition, why did
he not define the knd or the degree? I presume
he must accent of the opposition as being diametri-
cally opposed to sin, which means just infinite,

that is absolute opposition to and hatred of sin.

Let roe add just one or two principles which are
implied in my last, but which may not be evident
to “ J. T, T.” (1) There can be no law without
penalty; (2) penalty must necessarily be the

expression of the lawgiver’s opposition to the
violation of his law. To make this plain (and I am
almost ashamed to have to do so) let us sup-
nose that a law has been made by the Legislative
Council of India for the prevention of forgerv.
It is clear that to make this law effectual with
men, a penalty must be attached. Now, the
question is, “ By what standard or how shall
the fixing of the penalty be determined ? A wise
Council would say that “Our penalty must be pro-
portioned to the importance we .attach to a breach
of the law

;
for it is only by looking at the penalty

people can know our hatred of, and opposition
to, this sin. The penalty must be the just ex-
pression of the lawgiver’s opposition to the of-

fence ; otherwise the law may be good and just,
but the penalty unjust, because not expressing
faithfully or truly the lavvgiver’ opposition. I
am not twisting nor evading any phase of the
question, and I shou’d expec*^ the same candour
from those who pretend to be in search of truth.
The argument may be put thus to save time

and space

For For
Limited punishment Eternal punishment

hearafter hearafter.
1. Man’s sin ia 1. Man’s sin '\s endles.

2. God is Merciful. 2. The blinding and
hardening nature of sin.

3 The great law of

habit which binds the
sinner.

4. The infinite opposi-
tion of God to sin.

6.

The necessity in

God’s nature to punish
sin adequately.

6. His opposition to

sin being infinite, the
penalty must be a just

expression of that op-
position

7. The man who re-

fuses to be won to God
by love, mercy, and for-

bearance while on earth,

is not likely to be forced
to love Him by punish-
ment hereafter.

8. The physical and
organic laws of God’s
Universe contradict the

theory that “ it is never

,
too late to mend.”

9. And if the whole
world should believe it

and act on it, this earth

would become a paude*
moneum.

10.

The whole Analogy
of nature points to one
chance, one life which,
if we throw away, can
never be recalled.

11 The past is irre-

versible,therefore any ac-

tions of ours can never

undo it, hence sin must
be punished or atoned
for bv one accepted by
the lawgiver as a per-

fect substitute. &c.

These reasons are stated so briefly that I am
quite prepared to find them neither understood
nor appreciated by your correspondents, yet I am
quite sure that any intelligent man who has
thought over them, will see them to be impass-
ible gulfs for Unitarianism. Since writing the
above I see “J. T. T.”. in his third latter,

August 22. again reiterates what be terras the
“ atrocious" views held by orthodox Christians,
viz., “that the righteous might be retained in their
allegiance, sinners are sent to hell.” And to

support this he quotes Aquinas and others.
Now, I cannot say how far the quotations are
correct, since I know how mv own plain words
have been quoted by “J. T. T ;” but this I do
know that it_ does not affect the doctrine of
eternal punishment in the least. The doctrine
itself may be perfectly reasonable and jnstifi.able,

though very silly and stunid arguments may be
brought to support it. Thomas Aquinas we
do not acknowledge as orthodox, and therefore
his evidence is nil. Lombard’s writings 1 am
not acquainted with; and,not knowing the context,
can only guess at the meaning of the sentence
quoted which may be interpreted in two ways.
The words read thus—“ The elect, while they see
the unspeakable sufferings of the ungodly, intoxi-
cated with joy, will thank God for their own salva-
tion.” Which may mean that the effect of the
sufferings of the lost on the joyful souls in Heaven
is to make them more thankful to God that they
have been saved by His free grace from such de-
served misery. This is quite orthodox and reason-
able, just as I may look back, and see manv of my
schoolfellows, who started life with myself full of
fair promises for an honorable career of usefulness,
carried away into the depths of shame and degra-
dation by wrong choice and love of sin, while. I. by
the mercy of God, have been saved from that, and
kept by his mighty power, feel more thankful to

God by contrasting my condition with theirs, and
seeing in a stronger light what God has done for

me. The meaning which " J. T. T.” ascribes to the
sentence is that the agony of the danrned intoxicated
the saints in Heaven with delight, I do not hesitate
to say that every orthodox Christian in the world,
who knows what Christianity is, utterly abhors
and repudiates with loathing such views. The same
interpretation is applicable to that quoted from Dr.
Hopkins, How hardly pressed Unitarianism
must be for arguments when they grovel among
these caricatures of Christian doctrine ! Now, sup-
pose that all orthodox Christians believed in this

monstrous view, how would that prove that the
doctrine of eternal punishment was untenable ?

A man may have the real truth on his side, though
he may not be able to defend it intelligently. The
questions asked at the beginning were put to our
reason, and we answered them rationally without
referring to scriptural authority. If “J.T.T.” would
be a little more careful, and not conclude that we
were all idiots, he might have been spared the

mortification of being beaten with his own weapon®;
I would not say convinced, for men of this stamp
are never convinced by others

; their mis-
sion is to correct and convince all the world of

their wonderful powers of reason and observation.

II. Your correspondent “J. T.T.” asserts.—“The
magnitude of sin cannot be estimated without res-

pect to natural weakness and infirmity of mind, and
in his last letter goes into elaborate exnlantions to

show that orthodoxy teaches that man is punished
for natural weakness,” When I answered the

careless ambiguous set of questions offensively

thrust forward by “W.T.,” I answered them accord-

ing to the sense they conveyed to me as one as little

acquainted with the English language. When we
speak of natural good or evil, we don’t mean moral
good or evil ; so when we use the term “ natural
infirmity,” it is never understood as moral weak-
ness, or mo/’a? infirmity. Now, lest I may again be

charged with unorthodoxy, I will quote Edwards,
who says:—“ In order to a right understanding of

what is me.ant, it must be observed that divine®

commonly make a distinction between moral good

and evil, and natural good and evil. By moral
evil they mean theevil of sin, ...by natural evil,

suffering, pain,”&c. “Thus if a child be monstrous,

or a natural fool, these are natural, but not moral

evils.” Natural infirmity or natural weakness is
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not original sin, and to confound the two, which
both your correspondents tiave done, is to ex-

hibit ignorance that is unpardonable in men who
come forward as champions of Unitarianism. My
answer I repeat again—“ Natural weakness is not
synonimous with sin. We are not punished for

natural infirmity, but we are for our sins.”

I am also quite orthodox in believing that

original sin is worthy of God’s wrath, since

we find God punishing it every day. aye and
punishing it without mercy I I suppose T must
again enter into explanations, as if my correspon-

dents were children. Let us then examine this

“Natural weakness” or “infirmity,” which is

such a favorite refuge with Unitarians, and seems
to cover so much, lending such aid to an otherwise

hopeless cause. Natural weakness may be

physical or mental, and the loose way in which it

has been employed in this discussion, robs it of all

meaning morally. If the sense intended is physical

or mental infirmity, of course we are not punished
by God for that, though we may suffer on account
of it in this world. 1 presume, however, it is moral
infirmity or weakness that is meant Moral infirmity

is that infirmity or weakness which we inherit as

the offsprinsr of a fallen race
;
or. to put it into the

language of Modern science, human nature

comes into this world weighted with hereditary

evil traits. These traits will exhibit themselves
by evil tendencies in the lives of individuals.

The Bible and orthodoxy assert that these

natural or rather moral tendencies in the race

are towards evil, and the explanation given

is that they originated in our first parents

through abuse of free will by unbelief, pro-

ducing disobedience and disloyalty to God. Be
that as it may, the fact remains that evil, sin.

wickedness or disloyalty to conscience and to God
is predominant in this world. Orthodoxy asserts

that the Bible teaches that this evil tendency

—

this “ Natural infirmity ” was acquired by our

first parents, and, according to the Divine and
natural laws of hereditary descent, has descended

to us, their offspring. This is what religious

science means by “ natural (moral) weakness.” or

“natural infirmity.” Though man abused freewill,

it has not been destroyed m the race. Now, the

question with which to grapple.—and we dare not

shrink from it,— is what mitigation of our deserts

may we hope for, on account of being weighted as

we are, by these heriditary tendencies ? If you

choose, yon may answer that question by a

loose undefined sentiment of supposed justice you
find in yonr own darkened mind, which refuses

to look to what God is showing you every

day you live
;

but we refuse to shut our eyes

to what God is now doing, and has been doing

all along the ages, viz., “ visiting the sins of

the fathers upon the children to the third

and fourth generations.” “ J. T. T.” says: —“ The
magnitude of sin cannot be estimated without

respect to the natural weakness and infirmity of

man.” I answer natural law, when dealing out

its penalties to the law breaker,makes no allowance

for inherited natural tendencies
;

neither does

human law. Let me illustrate,—since your cor-

respondents fail to grasp principles that are so

apparent—by asking : If I am the descendent of

parents in whom avarice and cruelty predominate,

and I commit murder with this double motive,

should my punishment, by the laws of God and

man, be mitigated, because by the laws of here-

ditarv descent I have inherited a natural and

moral weakness to avarice and cruelty I You
may answer yes, but science and natural and civil

law answer—.No. Again, would it be right or just

that innocent children, yet unborn, should suffer

the dreadful penalty of diseased bodies, stunted

intellects, and depraved minds, by a single act

of mine to which I had inherited a strong tendency

from my parents ? You answer no, because the

innocent ought not to suffer for the guilty
;
but

natural law which is the mode of operation of

the Divine will answers Yes, “ J. T. T.” may
shut his eyes to these indications of God’s

treatment of sin, but thereby he proves how
sentimental and unphilosophical his theology

most be. “ The magnitude of sin cannot be esti-

mated with respect to the natural weakness and

infirmity of manj” Indeed, the very opposite is

the case, for we know that the magnitude or

enormity of man's criminal career bears generally

as distinct a relation to the preceding inherited

and acquired tendencies as effect does to cause.

Every sin blunts the natural conscience and

blinds the moral perception. It is incontrovertible

that, because of this nature of sin, one sin leads

to another.

As for the conclusive triumphant argumentj

which concludes his second paragraph that the

“God-dishonoring dogma has not a leg to stand

on,” I leave such arguments to those who can ap-

preciate them. And to say that Christians are “ War.

hipperd" oiMtkQ doctrine of eternal punishment

is simply an exhibition of the grossest ignorance, or
the most wilful falsehood that could be invented
to support a hopeless cause. Chritians worship
and adore the one living and true God who is

blessed for ever. Amen.
I am congratulated by “J, T. T.” for giving ex-

pression to unorthodox views when I say that man
in enternity will exist as a “ free responsible
being capable of exercising choice among motives.”
When I speak of man as a free-will agent.
I mean that, as far as God is concerned, he is

free. If God should take away the sinner’s

power of choosing in this world or the world
to come, there could be no responsibility attached
to actions ;

but what God does not and cannot
do consistent with Himself, man is permitted to

do for himself. Let it be remembered that we are
dealing with those who have rejected the Gospel
of the Blessed God here, who have had liberb
to choose good rather than evil in this life, but
refused and .are ushered into eternity in that state.

They were free to choose God here, but did not
;

they are free to choose God there, but cannot,
because here they did not. Not because God
limits their choice or free will, but because, by their

own actions—by a life of unwillingness to choose
God, they generate inability to love what now
has become hateful to them

;
thus they become

“ filled with their own ways.” Yes! Orthodoxy
teaches and maintains as truth that man’s stare

is fixed at death—fixed by those natural laws
which govern and regulate our moral and physi-
cal natures, and are inherent in the nature of sin.

But to infer that, because man is left free to choose
by God, therefore he may choose God or good, is

to overlook the whole nature of man and sin.

Does ‘ J. T. T.” suppose that a life of wilful shut-

ting the eyes to the light of conscience and reason
carries with it no penalty,or that habit has no power
over our moral nature ? If so, it is absurd to

say that a man who is a slave to any h»bit can-
not shake it off I A man may be perfectly

free to leave off an evil habit, and yet quite
unable to do so. If you put death before some
people who have contracted evil habits, vet they
will not leave them off. Nay more, if the physi-
cai pleasurable sensation is destroyed by excess,

the mental craving is still there—a strong desire

to excite the sensation—an attempt to gratify the
appetite created is made,by looking upon objects
which before produced these sensations. When I

think of these things, I shudder for those who are
now binding themselves in everlasting chains !

Oh that men would look at thing.s as they are. and
cease to trifle with the Almighty ! So, then, a sinner
may be free, yet bound by his habits and lusts, at

liberty to forsake sin, yet unwilling and unable to

cease from evil. Physicians tell us that the laws
which regulate our physical bodies teach that if a
healthy member is never used, it becomes powerless
— unwillingness to use produces permanent inabili-

ty. This principle is not confined to our physical
bodies, but pervades our intellectual and moral
natures. Whether we like it or not, the rule of

nature is that “ the self-propagating power of sin

may produce a state of soul in which evil is oho.sen

as good, and in which it is for ever too late to

mend, and yet not destroy free will.” But I cannot
enlarge upon this point at present,

In “J. T. T. ’s’* second letter, the first paragraph
with the new word “Sunglin” (which I do not
clearly understand, nor see the application of)

is merely a repition of his former letter. In

the second paragraph he says:—“ ‘Orthodox
Christian,’ by way of furnishing an analogy to his

views, says we do not punish people merely for

their good ;
we punish them for the good of

society.” My statement is not an “ analogy,”

but a fact. But why should it be necessary to

misquote ray statement. If “.J. T. T.” will again

refer to my letter, he will see that he has
(quite innocently of course !) left out the
most important part of that sentence I said—
“We do not punish people merely f >r their

good, we punish them for the go.od of society and
the vndieation ofjust lams," How feeble, indeed,

must that cause be which can only be supported by
such vulgar dishonest jugglery, fjlave I not just

reason to be heartily disgusted with your corres-

pondent’s sense of straightforwardness ? How
ever can we hope for the elicitation of truth

by such miserable trifling ! The case is this.

“W. T.” had assumed in question 2 that punish-

ment was for the “good” of the transgressor, as we
know nothing of punishment or justice except from

i

what we see and know in this world, I at once con-
'

tradicted this erroneous assumption by stating

—

“ we do not punish people merely for their good
(
^s

assumed by ‘ W. T ') we puuish them for the go vi

of society and the vinaication of just laios." By
leaving out the rcost importaut part of the

answer, makes punishment merely a matter

designed for the benefit of the innocent which is

a definition no sensible person would accept, Let
my answer to question 2 be read by any one

wlio is at all competent to speak on his point, and
say if I have not met and answered it fairly. But
worse still, as if to add insult to injury,“J. T, T.”

tells me that I say sinners go to Hell so that

the righteous may look on and see the “ old folks

grill.” When religious discussion assumes

this vulgar form, it becomes degrading, and will

only attract those who can appreciate such slang.

In closing let me express my regret, for the sake

of truth, that more serious, able and honest pens

have not taken up this important subject, for to me
it is a sad indication of the spirit of Unitarianism

that, with few exceptions, those who advocate its

sentiments, are so unscrupulous, so igno-

rant and so self-conceited. It is no argu-

ment to call n.ames, but things ought to be

called by proper names, and I cannot but feel

that your correspondents have earned for them-
selves that character in discussing this question.

And now, Mr. Editor, thanks, many thanks for

your kindness in permitting me to raise my feeble

voice against such careless treatment of those

great and eternal principles which are written in

the Bible and in the nature of things.

He who is not loyal to the one is rarely found
loyal to the other. “ Truth like a torch

the more ’tis shook shines.” Christianity is

the torch of the world, shake it well, and it

will shine all the brighter,dig deep into its divine

principles, a d you will find them ever in harmony
with all the attributes of God and the

nature of things. It satisfies our deepest

wants, draw’s us info profound and gladsome
loyalty to God and our highest instincts, and
finally and for ever assimilates us to the one Holy,

.Just and Merciful Creator through simple faith

in our Lord Jesus Christ as our Saviour and our

God.
Yours &c.,

Okthodox ChbistiAn.

Scientific, ku

The Athenasum says that the publication of the

revised version of the New Testament will not

take place until the spring of 1881.

Onk of the Presidential candidates has receiv-

ed the following praise or blame ;—“ He is

one of those uugetable preponderosities of the

luminiferous political firmament that causes the

homogeneity of infiuitudinal bioplasticity to

yield before the cachination of the imperishable

portion of the palpableoorporosity at its pro-

totype.”

The annual show of the British Bee-keepers’

Associotion was held a few weeks ago at the Hor-

ticultural Gardens, South Kesington. The Associa-

tion was formed in 1874 with the two-fold object

of advocating the more humane and intelligent

treatment of the honey-bee and of bettering the con-

didoii of cottagers by the encouragement of bee cul-

ture. Not the least interesting object in the show
was a hive of bees from the Holy Land. These

handsome creatures from the land of qld

famous for milk aud honev will travel as far as ten

miles across a desert to the mountain pastures in

search of honey.

Her Majesty the Queen having expressed a

desire to inspect the colors of the 24th Regiment,
which were recovered from the hands of the

^ulus at the expense of the lives of two ensigns,

a party of eight officers and men, visited

Qiborne House, bearing with theiq the standards

which have passed through such stirring scenes,

Her Majesty, accompanied by the Princess

Beatrice, received the colors in the corridor, and.

.after inspecting them, the Queen tied a small

wreath of immortelles to the head of the one

Holloway's Pills.—Weak Stomachs.—The
wisest cannot enumerate one quarter of the distress?

ing symptoms arising from nnfeeblefi digestion, ^11

of which might be readily dispelled by these adipir-

able Pills. They remove all unpleasant tastes fron>

the mouth, flatulency, and constipation. Ifollor

way’s Pills rouse the stomach, liver, and every
orther organ, helping digestion to that ho althy tone

which fully enables ic to convert all we eat and
drink to the noarishipent of our bodies. Hence
these Pils are tfie surest stengtheners and the

safest restoratives in nervousness, wasting, aud
chronic debility. Holloway’s Pills are infallible

remedies for impaire I appetite, eructations, and a

multitude of other disagreeable symptoms, which
reader miserable the lives of thousauds . These
Filla are approved by all classes.
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which was found in the river Tugela after

Isandula, where Lieutenants Melville and Coghill

were killed in their gallant endeavour to save

them. The ex-Empress Eugenie, when in

Zululand, placed two wreaths, purposely given
her by the Queen, on the graves of these young
officers as a mark of her deep sense of the heroism
displayed by them. By a curiom coincidence the

news of the recent disaster in Afghanistan came to

hand just as Her Majesty was inspecting the

celebrated standard from the field of Isandula.

We have been requested to announce that the
next meeting of the Baud of Hope will take place
at the Albert Hall on Tuesday, the Slat instant, at

when Babu Protap Chunder Mozumdar
will deliver a lecture on ‘‘The Elixir of Life.”

Mr. W. F. Agstkw was elected Tagore Law
Professor for the ensuing year at the meeting of
the Senate of the Calcutta University held yester-
day. The Senate also passed the following scheme
in connection with the Law Professorship :

—
1. In the month of August in each year the

Faculty of Law shall name four or more subjects
upon one of which (to be selected by himself) the
Professor for the following year shall be required
to deliver a course of at least twelve lectures.

2. Immediately after the subjects shall have
been thus named, advertisements shall be published
in such newspapers as the Syndicate shall
think proper, stating the subjects for the lectures,
and inviting candidates for the Professorship.

3. The candidates shall send in their names
to the Registrar on or before the 1st of January
following; and each candidate shall be required to
state upon which of the subjects he is willing
to lecture.

4. The election of the Professor shall take place
in the ensuing March, and he shall be appointed
for one year only, the Senate being at liberty to re-
elect him, if they shall think proper.

Selection.

MR. GLADSTONE’S ILLNESS.

(Christian World.)

OoB great leader, to the grief of every noble
heart m England, friend or foe, has found that even
hiscolossal strength is limited, and th »t he must
pay the penalty of days and nights of fever, of
breathlessness, and of utter exhaustion (productive
of a peculiar sense of suffering worse almost than
positive pain), because he has served his country
too well, and therefore not wisely. Scientific men
hav' we think, to some extent, failed to point
out the special danger to which Mr. Gladstone
succumbed. They have been so absorbed in
the observation of mere physical processes,
that they have taken comparatively small account
of the still more subtle processes of mental
action, and have not laid due stress on the fact
that we are conscious of our strength, but not
conscious of the consumption of our strength
The exultant feeling of power with which genius
and enthusiasm do their work actually discuises
from their possessor that the flames they kindle
are burning up the life. It is not till the evil has
been done, and all the fuel of material energv has
been consumed, that the mind becomes conscious
of collapse. If medical authorities have known
this, they have not succeeded in making statesmen
alive to it. It is hardly conceivable that, if Mr.
Gladstone had been aware of ths risk he was
running, he would have persisted in his exertions
until nature avenged itself by casting him on a sick
bed; and the public have a right to ask why his
medical adviser did not step in and peremptorily

, .
Physicians can adopt a tone

which must and will be deferred to, and onlookers
naturally trust to responsible advisers. During his
compaign in Midlothian, and ever since the opening
of Parliament,we have trembled for .Mr. Gladstone’s

Sarlingrton’s Pain-Crirer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains m the Backs
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. Cout^hs'
Colds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache’,
Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism. Paralysis, Fains in
Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad
Legs, Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles,’ Ring
Wdrms.Pimplea, Freckles, & Eruptions on the skin

health
; and if he seemed to be overtaxing his

powers even to outsiders, we cannot see how those
whose business it was to understand his constitution
are to be acquitted of all blame for what has
occurred,

The way in which the announcement of his
illness was received might have been anticipated
by those who redly understand the man
and his position; but there are some who
understand neither the one nor the other,
and for such the reception of the news of his’

illness both in England and abroad is fraught
with instruction. Every one knows how bitter
and intense have been the animosities by which
political agitation has been characterised since the
commencement of the Ottoman and Afghan
troubles; and yet, no sooner was it noised abroad
that Mr. Gladstone’s illness was of a serious nature,
than the tide of personal admiration and affec-
tion surged up widly over all the barriers of party.
It was felt that Mr. Gladstone belonged to the
nation, not to any one political section. From Her
Majesty and the Prince of Wales, down to the
crossing-sweeper, every one ^as affected. Lord
Beaconsfield and^ Sir H. Ofm^naond Wolff were
no less prompt in signifying their concern than
those Nonconformists whom the Prime Minister
has signalised as his most ardent supporters.
Sympathy was felt not only with Mr. Gladstone.but
with Mrs. Gladstone, Miss Gladstone, and Mr.
Herbert Gladstone, whose assiduous attendance on
their distinguished relative reminded the public of
those domestic virtues and home-bred feelings and
affections for which the great statesman has
alwavs been eminent. Thoughtful Conservatives
manifested, by the depth of their alarm, a sense of
the importance of Mr. Gladstone in the political
system of the country. His removal would, they no
doubt felt, have results calculated to prove more
disastrous from a Tory, even than from a Liberal,
point of view. He is at this moment the buffer
between opposing forces of immense potency and
fiercely antagonistic. He restrains the party of
impetuous advance, animates the party of judicious

Expectorating- Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-
'ion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this
repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.
Price I Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheu-

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the
Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly rest ored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

IW. B.—Full directions accompany each bottle
Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
twith full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

1^ Drugs of the best quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above address
the cheapest rate possible. ^.39

progress, and firmly, but without acrimony or
contempt, bears down the resistance of the party
of inertia. Were he away, Radicalism and
Toryism would rush into conflict. If he is

spared for but a few years, a landing-
place may be arrived at, a basis of political
stability may be secured, and all danger of
revolution may be averted. The position he occu-
pies IS as different as possible from that occupied in
his last years by Lord Palmerston. It was agreed
on all hands that Lord Palmerston’s work was done.
The ship of the State was standing on her accus-
tomed track, with just enough wind to fill the sails,

and nothing was urgently required of the captain
except an acquaintance with the temper of his crew
and a knowledge of his chart. But Mr. Gladstone,
though he has done nobler work than any stateman
of the age. may yet live to eclipse his past by his
future. The harvest of his mighty intelleci, and
comprehensive experience has not been reaped.
His mind contains a scheme of Irish policy which
will possibly solve the nroblem of convincing Irish-
men that their rights are as well considered as
if they were Englishmen, and a scheme of Eastern
policy that may save both Turkey and the peace
of Europe. If the many problems connected with
Disestablishment can be solved at all, he is the
man to solve them; in his absence, it is difficult to
imagine how they can be solved without exa'pera-
tion, clamour, furious heart-burnings—nay without
risk of ^revolution. From abroad the telegrams of
condolence that arrived from all the capitals of
Europe were accompanied with expressions of con-
sternation, which proved that Mr. Gladstone is

regarded as the head not only of England’s, but the
world’s Liberal! am.

QUIcm SAFE ! ! 4- SURE ! ! !

PAVX. cb. 00 .’S
Proprietory Medines,

Pbbparkd and Sold only by Paul & Co.,
DRUGGISTS.

No. 285-13, Bowhazar Street, Calcutta.
Prophylactic Mixture.

It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-
covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable
and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
syitem, Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Dr. Eazarus’s Domestic Medicines.
Ink-antile Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rg. 1 4
Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... ... j q

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of
”

cases of enlarged spleen),... ... ^^ 1 0
Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

’

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), 2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ... 2 0
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

”

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy.

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative, ... ... 20

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ... j ^

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
”

than above), ... ... ... j ^
Family Carminative (Invaluable for

”

Children), ... ... ... 2 Q
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-

”

ducing growth of the Hair), ... 2 0
Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro^

”

nic Rheumatism, &c.), ... ... 2 8
The above are most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses ;

A. printed pamphlet Qzvinp f'ujll instructions is
wrapped round each hottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Ven-
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H. C. GANGOOLY CO..
ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS. & Co
19, 20, <1*. 24, Mang-oe Xiane, Calcutta!
ri^HE following is a description of some of the
JL works undertaken and goods sold by us

Sng-ra-ving- Department.
Zinc Plates for marking cases. Office Seals

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for
Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon, Branding
Irons, &c., Engraving on plated-ware, Gold Sil-
ver, Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.

’

Rubber Seals are also supplied.
Printing: Department.

Books, Mercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any
character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards,
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either
from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery Department.
Writing and Printing Paper in great varietv

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Basil
ness, Invitation, Ball Programme, Playing, &c.
Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing 'Paper,
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth!
day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,
Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery
Account Books of various descriptions.
Terms—For Mofussil Cash or reference for pay-

ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the
trade.

Catalogue on Application.
H. C. Gangooly* Co,

Mangoe LanCf Caloutta.

0.60
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Daz^jilingr Steam Tramway
NOTICE.

This Tramway is now open for traffic between
Silligori and Kurseonp, and Passenjjers,

Parcels, and Goods, can be booked through from
Sealdah to Darjiling and intermediate stations,

or vice versa', arrangements having been made to

convey by Tonga or otherwise, all Passengers and
Goods to and from the temporary terminus of the
Tramway
The Up Passenger Train will leave Silligori

at 8-15 A. M., thus giving passengers 55 minutes at

that station after the arrival of the Up Mail of the
N. B. State Railway and E. B. Railway

( 1 o’clock from Sealdah) and reach Kurseong
about 1-30 p. M., and Darjiling by Tonga about
6-30 P.M.
The Down journey will be performed by

Tonga leaving Darjiling 9 A, m.. and train leaving
Kurseong at 1-30 P. m., reaching Silligori about
6 p. M.

The Through Passenger Fares are as under.*

—

Rs. As. P.

1st class by Railway and Tonga ... 48 8 0
2nd class by Railway and Tonga ... 35 0 0
3rd class by Railway and Luggage cart 12 8 0
The through Goods Rates are per maund :

—

1st Class 2nd Class 3rd Class

Rs.[2-2-6 Rs. 214-6 Rs. 3-10-0

For further particulars apply to the Traffic

Superintendents, E. B. Railway. Sealdah, N. B. S.

Railway, Saidpore, and to the forwarding Agent,
Darjeeling Steam Tramway Company, at Silligori,

Kurseong, Darjeeling, and the various intermediate
Stations or to the undersigned.

GILLANDERS, ARBUTHNOT & CO.,

Secretaries.

Calcutta, 1

86th August 1880. J 394

W. 17BWMAK dc CO.

3, Dalhousie Square, Calcutta.

NEW BOOKS.
RUIN OP AN INDIAN PROVINCE. By C. J*

O’Donnel, B. C. S. (As. 12) As. 14

ON PRESERVATION OP HEALTH IN INDIA,
By Sir Josenh Fayrer. K. 0. S. I. fAs. 12) As. 14

THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS OP INDIA. By Dr.

G.C. M. Birdwood. With Map and Woodcuts, 2
vols., bound in one, (5 14) As. 6 0

CHRISTIAN CIVILISATION, with special refer-

ence to India. By W. Cunningham, M. A. (3-6)

Rs. 3 12

GLIMPSES OP INDIA and of Mission Life. By
Mr. Hutcheon. (2 4) Rs. 2 8

DESTRUCTION OF LIFE BY SNAKES. Hy-
drophobia, &c., in Western India. By an Ex-
Commissi.uner. (1 12) Rs. 1 14

INDIAN INDUSTRIES. By A. G. F. James

(5 10) Rs. 6 4
Information com^ailedfroni nell-known- books on,

India, Indian,pajpers and private sources, with

some chapters reprinted from, British Mercantile

Gazette.

THE UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES OF INDIAN
Fiscal administration, by John Hector, (2 8)

Rs. 2 12

THE LIBERTY OF THE PRESS, Speech, and
Public Worship. Being Commentaries on the

Liberty of the Subject and the Laws of England.

By James Paterson. (7 12) Rs, 8

COMMENTARIES ON THE LIBERTY OF THE
subject and the Laws of England relating to

the Security of the Person. By James Paterson.

2 vols. (13 8) Rs. 15 0

AN INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE AND
causes of the Wealth of Nations. By Dr. Adam
Smith. (2 4) Rs. 2 8

THE ILLUSTRATED BOOK OF CANARIES
and Cagebirds. British and Foreign. By W. A.

Blackston, W. Swaysland, and A. F. Wiener.

(23 2) Rs. 26 . 0
A PHARMACOP(EIA including the Outlines

of Materia Medica and Therapeutics for the use

of Practitioners and Students of Veterinary

Medicine. By R, V. Tuson, (4 12) Rs. 6 4

A PHONETIC SHORTHAND AND PRONOUN-
cing Dictionary of the English Language.

By liaac Pitman, (2 8) Rs. 2 12

HUSBAND and WIFE, and the Law of Divorce.

By Charles B. Baker. (As. 12) As. 14

WILLS HOW TO MAKE. AND HOW TO
pro^e them, and the Law of Administra-

tion. With nearly 150 Forms. By Chas. E.

Baker. (As. 12) As. 14

OUR SONS. HOW TO START THEM IN LIFE
;

a Mauu.il of useful Information respecting

Places of Education, the Modes of Entrance to

,

Die Pr^essions, the Civil Service. nn.i Coirme
ci*'^ ®y A. King. (1 12) Re. 1 14

plain LIVING AND HIGH THINKING; or.

Practical Self-Culture : Moral, Mental, and
Physical. By W. H. Davenport Adams. (2 4)

Rs. 2 8
NATURE’S BYEPATHS : a Series of Recreative

Papers on Natural History. By J. E. Taylor.

(4 12) Rs. 5 4
CHILDREN’S TREASURY OF BIBLE STORIES
—Part III. The Anostles, St. James the Great,

St. Paul and St- John the Divine. By Mrs.
Herman Gaskoin. Edited by the Rev. G. F.

Maclear. (As. 12) As. 14
LA FONTAINE’S FABLES. Books I and II and

first series of Les Orientals, and “ Eastern

Tiyrics. ” By Victor Hugo. French and English

Versions ; The English Version by J, N Faza-
kerlev (1 O'i (Re. 1 21

THE NINETEETH CENTURY, for June 1880
(Re. 12) Re. 1 14
CONTENTS Varabery’a England and Russia

in Asia
;

Ruskin’s Fiction ; Pair and Foul.

Syed Ameer Ali’s some Indian Suggestions tor

India
;

Laing’a Crisis in Indian Finance
;

General Strachey’s Indian Budget Estimates

&c.. &c.. &c.

A HISTORY OF GREEK LITERATURE, Bv
the Rev. J. P Mahaffv. 2 vols. (9 41 Rs. 10 4

THE READER’S HAND-BOOK of Allusions.

References, plots and Stories. By the Rev,
Dr, E. C. Brewer. With two anpendices

(8 01 Rs 8 12

A HAND-BOOK OF PROVERBS. Mottoes,

Quotations, and Phrases. Edited by J. A. Mair.

(2 41 Rs. 2 8

CRITICAL ESSAYS AND LITERARY NOTES.
Bv Bavard Taylor. (6 12^ Rs. 78

ALEXANDER POPE. Bv Leslie Stephen. Ena-
lish men of Letters. (1 12) Rs. 114

PASSAGES FROM THE PROSE WRITINGS
of Mathew Arnold. (4 12) Rs. 5 4

Contents :—1. Literature. 2, Politics and Society.

3, Phdosonhy and Religion.

A PHYSICAL TREATISE ON ELECTRICITY
and Magnetism. By J. E. H. Gordon, B A,.

2 vol,=. (23 10) Rs. 26 4

ELECTRIC LpHT • ITS PRODUCTION AND
use, embodying plain directions for the working
of Galvanic Batteries, Electric Lamns. and
Dynamo-Electric Machines. Bv J. W. Urquhart.

C. E.. with 94 Illustration^. (4 121 Rs. 5 4
A MANUAL OP THE ALKALI TRADE, In-

eluding the manufacture of Sulphuric Acid,

Sulphate of Soda, and Bleachiag Powder. By
John Lomas, with 232 Illustrations, and Work-
ing Drawings, (33 12) Rs. 37 8

SUPPLEMENT SPON’S TO DICTIONARY OF
Engineering, Civil, Mechanical, Military and
Naval. Edited by Ernest Spon. Vols. I. and
II.. each. (8 8) Rs, 9 8

The remaining Volumes mill be received as

SPON’S ENGINEERS’ AND CONTRACTORS’
Illustrated book of prices of Machines, Tools,

Ironwork, and Contractors’ material
;

and
Engineers’ Directory for 1880-81 (6 12) Rs. 7 8

WOODWORKING MACHINERY: Its Rise, Pro-

gress, and Construction. By Mr. Powis Ball.

C. E. (8 0) Rs. 8 12
MACHINE CONSTRUCTION AND DRAWING.
By Edward Tomkins, with volume of Plates.

(5 6) Rs. 8 12
THE PRINCIPLES OP GRAPHIC STATICS. By

Lieut. G. Sydenham Clarke. (8 0) Rs. 6 0
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Dentistry.

J. COBFXEX.l> d(. GO.,

REGISTERED SURGEON DENTISTS,

May be consulted daily on all branches of

their Profession.

Artificial teeth of the best quality and work-

manship supplied at rates to suit all classes.

These teeth are perfect substitutes for the na-

ural organs, both in appearance and utility. They

cause no pain or discomfort in wear.

Consultation free,

J. CORFIELD & CO.,

a-13 lU Old Cowt Eomc Street, Calcutta,

EsTABr.miTKn 1846.

the DRirea-isTS’ hax.x.,
35-36, Colle{?.e Street.

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S S. “ Chybessa”
and “Doranda.”

Cash Rates.

Patent BCedlcines,

DEAFNESS CnnEDH
ALFRED CROMPTON’S

SPECIFIC POE. I>EAFVrESS,
Noises in the Ears, &c ,

Is decidedly the best remedy out for this most
annoying Complaint,

A single bottle has, in most instances, effected a
speedy and permanent Cure.

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Price Fe. 1. Packing 4 annas.

ALLAN’S ANATIPAT
The great remepy eor

Corpulence.
Composed of purely vegetable ingredients,

acting only on the food in the stomach preventing
its being converted into fat. It aids digestion
and cures Dyspepsia.

Price per bottle Ps. 4-0 , Packing As. Jf,

Foreign.

Mineral Waters.
Pullua Water.— A bitter Saline purga-

tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz useful in obst’-

nate constipation. . .

Price per bottle As. 1-Jf.. Packinij As. 8.

Vloliy Water.—Useful in Kidney diseases

and diahetes.also in gout and hepatic derangement.
Price per botttle As. 12. Packing As. 8.

Frledrichshall Bitter Water.—Alter-

ative aperient, acting on the liver and parineas

used in diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary
organs. It is made warm and drunk in doses of

half a tumblerful in the morning twice a week.

Price per bottle Pe. 1-2, Packing As. 8.

Hunyedi Jams (Buda Pesth or Ofen) nsed ex-
ternally, it is efficacious in Chronic, Gout, Rheu-
matism, Eczema and psoriasis?. Internally in .>

Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diathesis, Ulceration of the
Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, &c.

Price per bottle 1-4. Packing As. 8.

BLISS’S PER PHOSPHODINE
A Safe and reliable Fhosphorlo

Bemedy
FOR

Neuralgia. Nervousness, Lassitude, Overmorked
Brain, Nervous and General debility. Failure of
Memory, Dimness of Sight. Depression of

Spirits, Impoverished Blood, Liver
complaints, ^’c., &c.

Its action is strikingly rapid ;
marked improve-

ment having been frequently experienced in the

course of twenty-four hours after the commence-
ment of a course.

Price per bottle Ps. 5, Packing^ As. 4,

Dr. S. P. Banerjea’s Sanjivani cleanses the blood

of all its morbid and effete materials, restores the

normal functions of the liver, and keeps the cuta-

neous system in its proper standard of purity.

It is efficacious in the following diseases :

Chronic fevers, Chronic indigestion, Nervous

debility, Piles, Gout, Rheumatism, Baldness,

Sterility, Hysteria, Epclepsy, Chronic Ulcers,

Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, &c., &c.

Price per bottle Rs, 4. Postage Jfc., Re. 1.

Wholesale rates on application orders promptly

executed on remittance of cash or a respectable

reference in Calcutta.

DR. QHOSE’S FEVER PILL.

A Wonderful New Medicine.

Three or four pills generally cure Malarious,

Chronic, aud Intermittent Fevers. Where Quinine

and other renowned medicines fail, the action of

these pills is marvellous. The ingredients of the

pills are purely vegetables which do not in the

least injure the health or make it delicate.

Price, Re. 7-8 /br-J dozen and Rs, 2-8 fo)' 1 doien
' Postage, As, 8 for each packet, a-47
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R. N. MATTHEWSON,
WATCHMAKER AND JEWEZ.Z.ER.

Trubner’s Oriental Series.

Second Edition, post 8vo.. cloth. Rs. 11-6.

ESSAYS ON THE SACRED LANGUAGE, writ-

ings, and religion of the Parsis. By Martin

Hang, Ph. D. Edited by Dr. E. W. West.
Post 8vo. Rs. 5-6.

o

WATCHES ! WATCHES ! ! WATCHES ! ! !

Among the continual additions to his extensive stock of Jewellery and Watches, Matthewson has
just received the following inexpensive, though really serviceable, Watches. They have been

examined by, and imported through, one of the best Watch Manufacturers in London, and can be
recommended and guaranteed by ITatthewson to any one requiring a good and cheap Watch • the
Cases are made of guaranteed Silver, very neatly finished, plain polished Silver, or engine-turned I

Model Compensation Balance ^ Plate Lever Watch, guaranteed ... ... Rs. 25 8
Cylinder Escapement | Plate Hunting Watch ... ... ... ... „ ifi g

Post and Packing Free to any part of India.

U, N. MATTHEWSON,

No. 1, CALCUTTA. a-69

TEXTS FROM THE BUDDHIST Canon com-

monly known as “ dhammapada.” With accom-

panying Narratives. Translated from the Chinese

by S. Beal, B* A., Professor of Chinese.

Post 8vo., cloth. Rs. 12-14.

THE HISTORY OF INDIAN LITERATURE,
By Albrecht Weber. Translated from the Second

German Edition by John Mann, M. A., and

Theodor Zachariae, Ph. D., with the sanction

of the Author.

Post 8vo., accompanied by Two Language Maps,

cloth. Rs. 8-8.

A SKETCH OF THE MODERN LANGUAGES of

the East Indies. By Robert N. Cust.

Second Corrected Edition, post 8vo., cloth Rs. 3-8.

THE BIRTH OF THE WARGOD : A POEM.
By Kalidasa. Translated from the Sanskrit into

English Verse by Ralph T. H. Griffith, M.A.
Post 8 VO., cloth. Rs. 11-6.

A CLASSICAL DICTIONARY OF HINDU
Mythology and Religion, Geography, History

and Literature. By John Dowson, M.R.A.S.,

late Professor of Hundustani. Staff College.

Post 8vo., cloth. Rs. 0-8.

New and Popular Useful Books.

fgT'
* Means Price including Packing and Postage I

MAN
Satisty your ourioaity by reading a New

i

Novel, the like of which you have
not read in your life. '

Man METAMORPHOSED.—

a

New Novel, i

translated from the French. This is one i

of the greatest and most wonderful Novels ever
j

printed, having already attained a sale in France
alone of over (100,000) one hundred thousand
copies. The most extraordinary work ever i

written. Full of incidents of nature and art,
|

dramatic, narrative and pictorial. The Author’s
j

themes, aims, method, and performances excite the
j

widest attention and the liveliest discussions
|

throughout the whole of Europe and America,
j

Headers will find the book, a curiosity, to soy the
;

least of it. Price.

—

Paper Gover, Re. 1-8., *Re. 1-12.
\

Bound copies, Re. 1-12 *Rs. 2 0.
!

“ Delay not a moment to read this book, if

you like to get rich, and to drive
away your misfortunes.” I

HOW TO BE WEALTHY.—Being a Guide to
;

Fortune for Everybody. Containing the
;

most Essential Rules, and Practical Hints, cmd 1

Suggestions for success in life, and directing the
|

Ways and Means

—

How to Earn. Save, Invest and
Increase Money, and thereby live comfortably upon
a substantial Income. A Book for persons of all

^

ages and circnmstances. “ Each day new wealth

without their care provides, They lie asleep with

prizes in their nets.” Price, Rs. 2. "‘Rs, 2-4.

Three ways of living,—

a

very useful

and instructive book of advice to all: Price,

As. 8., As. 10.

History of the female SEx.-con-
taining matter very Curious and Interest-

ing. Re. 1-8.’” Re. 1-12.

AHUSBAND REFORMED BY HIS WIFE.—

A

true story. Very Instructive and Interest-

ing. As.4.’” As,6.

LEWIS & CO.,
Suppliers of Goods of all descriptions.

4, Dalhotisie Square, East, Calcutta. a-76

HBADY FOB SABB.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

BY

MR. LAL MOHUN GHOSE,
AT THE Town Hall,

CALCUTTA,
On March 4, 1880.

To be had at the “ Indian Mirror”
Office,

No. 2, British Indian Street, Calcutta.

And at the Canning* Xilbrary,

55, College Street.

Price 6 annas a copy; a-12

THACK.EK,, SFINK. <L. CO.,

CALCUTTA.

Indian Publications.
KINGS OP KASHMIRA

; being a Translation of
the Sauskrita Work. Rajataranggini of Kahla-
na Pandita. By Jogesh Chunder Dutt. pp.
304. 12mo., paper. Rs. 2.

DURGESA NANDINI
; or, The Chieftain’s Dau-

ghter. A Bengali Romance. By Bankira
Chandra Chatterjee. Translated into iinglish
Prose, by Charu Chandra Mookerjee. 8vo.,
cloth. Rs. 2-8.

THE PARSIS OP BOMBAY : a Lecture delivered
on February 26, 1880, at a Meeting of the
Bethune Society. By Rajendra Lala Mitra,
LL. D., C. I. E. 8vo., sewed. Re. 1.

UNDER THE SOUTHERN CROSS. By Henry
Cornish. Second Edition. Revised, enlarged,
illustrated. 8vn, Rs. 3.

THE MANNERS AND CUSTOMS OP THE
f’hinese of the Straits Settlements. Bv J. D.
Vaughan, Barrister-at-Law. 8vo stiff cover.
Rs. 3.

CHAREEKAR and Service there with the 4th
Goorkha Regiment (Shah Shooja’s Force), in

1841. An Episode of the First Afghan war. By
Colonel Haughton, C. S. I., 8vo, sewed. As. 8.

LEPROSY. By W. Munro, M. D., C. M. 8vo.,
boards. Rs. 3-4.

REPORTS ON COTTON GINS and on the Olean-
ine and Qualify of Indian Cotton. By D.
Forbes Watson. Part II.—Detailed Descrintion
with Records of the Cotton Gin. Trials at Man-
chester, Dharwar, and Broach (published by
order of the Secretary of State for India in
Council). Imperial Svo. Rs.

THE VEDIC RELIGION
; or, The Creed .and

Practice of the Indu-Aryans. Three Thousand
Years ago. By the Rev. K. S. Macdonald,M. A.,
Svo., pp. 164. sewed. Re. 1-8.

TARGET PRACTICE. The Soldiers’ and Volun-
teers’ Handbook. How to Shoot straight.
12mo. Rs. 2.

HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL SURVEYING
for India. Especially designed as a Guide
and Book of Ready Reference for District
Officers, Planters, Municipalities, Courts of
Wards, and Landholders and for the use of
Surveying Classes. Illustrated with Plans,
Diagrams, &c. By F. W. Kelly. Second Edi-
tion, Rs. 6.

MERCHANTS’ AND BANKERS’ COMPANION
;

or, Tables for calculating Interest and Commis-
sion, Freight and Exchanges between India,
England, and China in Rupees, Sterling, and
Dollars. With Tables to show the rates of Ex-
change and prices of Bullion. By Manekji
Kavasjl Todivala. Royal Svo. Rs. 12.

THE ASIAN POCKET BOOK; or, Indian Sports-

man’s Guide to the Turf
;
being a Record of Rac-

!
ing in 1879-80. Rs. 3-8.

SELECTIONS PROM THE SHAH NANAH. For
the D(^ree of Honor Examination in Persian.
For Officers in the Military and Civil Services.

By Major H. S. Jarrett. Published by Autho-
rity.

SELECTIONS FROM THE KORAN. By Edward
William Lane, New Edition, revised and en-

larged, with an Introduction, by Stanley Lane

Poole.
Post 8vo., cloth, Rs, 10.

METRICAL TRANSLATIONS FROM SANSKRIT
Writers. With an Introduction, Prose Versions,

and Parallel Passages from Classical Authors.

By J. Muir, C. 1. E ,
D. C. L., L, L. D., Ph. D.

Post 8vo., cloth. Rs, 10.

MODERN INDIA AND THE INDIANS ;
being a

Series of Impressions. Notes, and Essays. By
Monier Williams, D,C.L, Third Edition, revis-

ed and augmented by considerable additions,

with Illustrations and Map.

Third Edition, 2 vols. post 8vo, or cloth. Rs. 15.

the LIFE, OR LEGEND OF GAUDAMA, the

Buddha of the Burmese. With Annotations,

the Ways to Neibban, and Notice on the Phon-

gyies.or Burmese Monks. By the Right Rev. P.

Bigandet, Bishop of Ramatba, Vicar-Apostolic

of Ava and Pegn.

2 vols. post Svo., cloth, Es. 20.

MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS relating to Indian

subjects. By Rian Houghton Hodgson, P. R. S.,

late of the Bengal Civil Service; Corresponding

Member of the Institute; Member of the Asiatic

Societies of Calcutta and London; late British

Minister at Nepal, &c,, &c.

Post 8vo., cloth, Rs. 12 14 0

CHINESE BUDDHISM: a volume of Sketches,

Historical aud Critical. By J. Edkins, D.D.

Zit^bt Ang’lo-Indlan Ziiterature.

THE AFGHAN KNIFE : a Novel. By Robert

Armitage Sterndale. F. R. G. S., Author of

“ Seonee, or Camp Life on the Satpura Range.”

Rs. 4-4.

A NOBLE QUEEN: a Romance of Indian History.

By Meadows Taylor. C. S. I., Author of ” Tara,

Seeta” &c. Rs. 4-4.

CHRONICLES OP DUSTYPORE : a Tale of

Modern Anlgo-Indian Society. By H, S.

Cunningham. New Cheap Edition. Re. 1-12.

TIPPOO SULTAN : a Tale of the Mysore War,
By Col. Meadows Taylor, C. S. I. Rs. 4-4.

RALPH DARNELL : a Tale of the Time of Clive.

By Col. Meadows Taylor, C. S. I. Rs. 4-4.

LAYS OF IND. By Aliph Cheem. Sixth Edition,

enlarged. With Illustrations by the Author.

Cloth, elegant. Rs. 7>

BENGAL PEASANT LIFE. (Govinda Samanta,

or the History of a Bengal Raiyat.) By the

Rev. Lai Behary De. Rs. 4-4.

PANDURANG HARI; or Memoirs of a Hindoo.

With an indrodnetory Preface by Sir H. Bartle

Frere, G.C.S.I. Rs. 4-4.

TWENTY-ONE DAYS IN INDIA ;
being the

Tour of Sir Ali Baba, K.C.B. By G. Aberigh-

Mackay . Rs. 2-14.

THACKER, SPINK & CO..

6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

fl-14 CAIiCUTTA,
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REtJTEE’S TBZ.EGRAMS.

THE ANNEXATION OF CANDAHAR.
London, 3rd September.

A depatation from the Patriotic Associa-

tion waited upon Lord Hartingtou to-day,

and presented a Memorial demanding the an-

nexation of Candahar. In reply His Lordship

said that he adhered to the declaration, which

he had made in Parliament, that the question

requires time for consideration, but General

Burrows* defeat had not facilitated the deci-

sion of the question. His Lordship admitted

the existence of reasons in favor of our reten-

tion of that city, and military men believe it

to bo an important stratigical position, but

it would require strong reasons to prove the

necessity of holding it against the wish of

the people. Further, a considerable force

would be required to be maintained there

which might be more beneficially employed

in India. Thus the re-establishing of a

powerful and friendly Afghanistan would

become extremely remote. An advantageous

trade might possibly spring up, but it would

be dearly bought by the inconvenience and

diOScnlty.

FROM TBS PRSSS COMMZS-
SXONER.

under the walls of the city. The Cavalry

horses and Artillery mules are in excellent

condition. The enemy is reported in consider-

able strength at Mazra. Their position

is covered by the ridge of hills between

Candahar and Arghandab. Baba WaP
Kotai and other points on the ridge are held

strongly,and the enemy is engaged on defensive

works. Kotali Murcha is held by the Cabuli

troops. Ayub himself is at Mazra, and the

country in which he is posted is reported very

difficult. Reconnoissances are now being

made to attack on the position. Candahar

garrison is in good health. General Phayre

arrived on the 1st September at Mahomed
Amin, twenty-six miles from Charaan, four

miles sooth of Dobrai. He halted on

the 2nd to rest the transport. The Cavalry

Brigade under General Wilkinson was to

have advanced to Lakhtipul on the 2nd,

which is said to be held by the enemy.

General Phayre expects to arrive at Candahar

with the whole force on the 5th. Telegraphic

communication between Killa Abdulla and
Chaman is resUred. The last of the Khyber
line troops pass through Lundi Kotai

to-day. The Rear Brigade Cabul Field

Force evecuated Dhakka on the 5tb.

(Kditoriat Jotas.

A LONDON correspondent of a local paper

speaks of three places, where the Jesuits, who

were ordered to leave France, have made ar-

rangements to settle, Jersey, Wales [and

Littlehampton in Sussex.

CANDAHAR NEWS.
Simla, 4th September.

News, received from Quetta on the 3rd,

states that General Phayre telegraphs through

Chaman that General Roberts has attacked

and dispersed the Ayub’s force, and captured

27 guns. The Cabulis have retreated up to

Arghandab.

Simla, 3rd September,

General Roberts arrived at Candahar on

the 31st, unopposed. His troops are in excel-

lent iiealtU aud and are eucamj^ed

Haters of asceticism and of the doctrine

which bids us take no thought for the morrow,

had better study the history of the Mangal

Bari or the Home of Brahmo Missionaries.

These humble workers have trusted God and

His Church, and worked for years without pay

and utterly regardless of the future. And
now behold ! Providence has erected for them

comfortable homes, and blessed them and

and their families with comfort and peace.

Here is God’s Providence feeding His

apostles, as he feeds the birds of the air and

the fishes of the sea. Come and see, and ye

sliuii beliere*

Some of the American religious journals are

assuming a very liberal and independent

tone, which like leaven will eventually leaven

the whole mass of Christian literature. The

Christian Union thus speaks of the Bible

“ The Bible is not a book but a library com-

posed of sixty-six different books
;
written by

between forty and fifty different writers, of

widely different temperaments and characters
;

addressing different audiences
;
with different

aims and purposes
;
living in different epochs

and civilizations. To read such a book, as

though it were a monograph, is to misread

it. It is not bolted flour
;

it is a field of

wheat. It is bread, as the field of wheat

is bread, and cannot be rightly used without

sifting. And the sieve is the reader’s own

reason and conscience and common sense.”

Our contemporary justly observes!—“Men are

lazy. They want to save themselves the

trouble of thinking. So they are very willing

to get priests to think for them, or to depend

on a book, and take it without thinking. But

God has given them neither priests nor a

book to think for them; bnt ministers and a

library to stimulate their thinking.”

:o:

The Spectator writes very strongly upon

Sir Bartle Frere’s immoral policy. After

reviewing his iSouth-African career with

deserved severity our contemporary goes on

to ask :
—“ Is it too harsh a criticism to say

of it that it is practically a negation of poll-
’

tical morality ? Sir Bartle Frere acts as if

he believed that a Christian nation is not

under any obligation to keep good faith with

a barbarous or semi-barbarous people. Lethim

persuade himself that some desirable object

of British policy is even remotely in question,

and he will not hesitate to wage a ruthless

war against people who have excited his

fears, provided, of course, that they are no^

Christians. He, more than any other man,

is primarily responsible for the present

state of affairs in Afghanistan. It was his

specious sophistry that converted Lord

Salisbury to a reversal of the traditionale

policy of England towards that unhappy

country. As we read over again those

fatal Memoranda of his, we hardly know

which to reprobate most their reckless

folley oc tbeii bideooa muorality.*
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Sir Eartle Prere is known to be

and immoral ! The evil effects of dissociating

ethics fromreHgion in politics are incalculable.

What we want in these days is a higher

standard of religion in which the purest

ethics and the highest religion shall be amal>

gamated and fdentified.

The attitude assumed by the present

ministry towards Atheism is anything but

honorable, and is likely to provoke bitter con_

troversy wherever the interests of troth and

religion stand nearest to men’s hearts. There

are men who think that Mr. Bradlaugh’s case

Js altogether political and ought to be treated

as such. We have no faith in godless politics,

and' look npon it as a delusion and an unreali-

ty. There is no such thing as politics

without religion. The Liberal party have

certainly shown their respect for toleration

and fair play by refusing to exclude the

atoutest' champion' of atheism from the high-

fst assembly in the realm. They have vin-

dicated' and upheld political justice. But

have they served the cause of religion and

morality? Are not such men, as Qladstone

and j^i'ight, Christians in a pre-eminent

deg cji ? flow’ can they expect to further

the int .wests of Christianity by taking

unto themselves 'an ally in the person of a

notorious infidel? If they felt bound to

admit him into Parliament, why did they not

at least give their assent with some reserva-

tion? Why did they not denounce infidelity

while insisting upon political equality? If

Ur. Gladstone and Mr. Bright are

guardians of the nation’s political rights

and prerogatives, they are also the

guardians of England’s national conscience.

A man like the infidel leader ought to have

been allowed to stand upon his own legs.

Why this tacit support and acquiescence of

the Liberal party, which is likely to prove

disastrous to public morals? The British

Parliament is a Christian assembly, and it

begins its work invariably, we believe, with

Christian service. Is not the representative

of infidelity quite out of place here? Even

admitting for argumeot’a sake that he

is not legally an intruder there, and that the

law favors his election, we would simply ask

the Lit eral ministry to point him out to the

people as an unclean thing and a dangerous

member of society.

WHAT TO DO WITH OUR WOMEN,

That excjllent society, the National Indian

Association,of which Mrs. Knight is the Secre-

tary, does not seem to flourish, as much as it

ahould, in the metropolis of India. This, we
leel well

^

asBured, Is not on account of any

ihortioining on the part of (he worthy Secre-

tary. Her interest in the work of the im-

provement of Hindu women,is too well known

to need any mention. Her able articles*

written anonymously, on the subject in one

of the Calcutta dailies some years ago, excit-

ed a good deal of attention, and awaken-

ed a considerable amount of curiosity

as to their authorship, si?ce the a t'-

cles were announced as having been

written by a ladjr, and Anglo-lndia“n ladies

were not known to be very much addicted to

literary performances. Since the late Miss

Carpenter’s visits to this country, Mrs.

Knight, who is perfectly unsectarian, has

prominently connected herself with that philan-

thropist’s Indian operations, and she has been

for sometime the zealous Secretary of the

National Indian Association. Among other

objects of this Society, the education of Hindu

women is a prominent one. And this is an ob-

ject with which,outwardly at least,and no doubt

inwardly to a certain extent, every section of

the Native community sympathizes. Why

then does not the National Indian Associa-

tion enjoy that prosperity which it so well

deserves ?” As representatives of public

opinion we feel it is our duty to make

one or two suggestious in a friendly and

candid spirit, which, if they are accepted,may

lead to somewhat greater success and

usefulness than what the Association

has, perhaps, yet manifested. It cannot

but be known to the leaders of the

Association that Hindu society in Cal-

cutta, and to a greater or less extent, in every

provincial town, is rather violently divided

among two denominations of educationists,

namely, those wLo n to br^ak’ off with

Hindu national usaget^. and those who want to

retain the original forms and institutions of

society. Of course, there are many shades and

grades of opinion between these two main divi-

sions, but it cannot be denied that by

far the greater majority of educated men

throw in their adherence to the latter school.

The number of read radicals on the question

of Hindu social reform have been few, and are
li

^

waxing fewer still. At one time there was a

great deal| of undergraduate uproar for the

emancipation of our “ Aryan wives,” but

of late a reaction has evidently set in.

Thoughtful men, those,' we mean, who do hot

care to humour orthodox prejudices, or curry

favor with any party, have begun to find

out that after all the Hindu Zenana and the

Native costume are not such unmitigated

evils. Dr. Knaneth Macleod very pertinently

observed the other day that “Hindu society

outside the Zenana was not fitted for the as-

sooiation of women.” We hear ever so often of

“ pretty women” and “ professional beauties”

who themselves, or vicariously through their

baabAQdi» write deprecatory letters to the

Vanity Fair. Something rather like the
Zenana would not be undesirable in the

centres of English life both in England and
elsewhere, to modify the excesses pointed out
by the Saturday Review

^
Vanity Fair., and

Dr. Austin in his famous communica-
tions from Simla to the columns of the

Times, It will, perhaps, not do for any
band of social reformers in India just now to

identify themselves with tho handful of

iconoclasts who have adopted the English style

as the perfection of the domestic and social

style of life. It may be and, no donbt, is all

very good to English people,and those Europe-
anized Hindu gentlemen alluded to above,
some of whom, we know, are very estimable
men. Bat nevertheless intelligent Hindus
may prefer to adhere to their old institutions

modifying and slowly transforming them
according to the signs of the times, and
according to the developments of general
society outside in morals, in manners and
in religion. The great virtue of the Zenana
missions is that they visit every order of

society, and extend their labors to every
branch of the population. As far as possible

the National Indian Association ought to do
that. A vulgar cant has found fatal currency
among some people to the effect that Hindu
women have degenerated. A large mob of

mythological Amazons are unearthed out
of apocryphal compositions, and placed before

our eyes for admiration, while the modest and
fairly educated young ladies of the present

generation are bullied and thumbscrewed for

not proving to be their equals. The women who
have the misfortune to be onr wives and
daughters in these luckless times, have dis-

couragements enough to deal with, and in the

name of humanity we entreat these muscular
reformers to spare them the indiscriminate cen-
sures levelled at their heads by every essayist

and orator at public meetings. As a fact

the Hindu ladies at the present day are

about as intelligent and virtuous as their

ancient sisters had been. Only they lack

encouragement and society. In every nation
and land it is always considered very respect-

able to admire the antiquities, and execrate
the times in which we live. This is good, if

it stimulates patriotism, but it most
be borne in mind, it may also de-
stroy self-respect, and foster despair. Social

reformers, if they really mean to do serious

work, should avoid cant in every form, and
deal with facts such as they are. Every
graduate of Girton College is not a Boa-
dicea, but we do not believe that English
women of the present generation will lose

much by comparison with the heroines

and giantesses, who, in the Briton and Saxon
times, could fight with tho cro8s-bow,a8 well

as conquer by their primitive blandishments.
In this connection we think it necessary just
to say a word to our contemporary of the

Statesman, who has written a very long leader

to prove that we are all dishonest when we say
that onr male society is not yet fit to receive

the other six. This is only an excuse to per-

petuate the evils of female seclusion. The
Statesman speaks from the elevated regions of

bdman nature when he exclaims prophetically

“cbhdemn the young men of any country
to be excluded from the presence of respect-

able women,” and they will be depraved. But
we who with Dr. Macleod speak from the lower

ground of experience and observation can bear
testimony to the fact that impure Mabome-
dan rule, evil customs, antecedents, litera-

ture, and transmitted ideas on the subject of

women, have unfitted the bulk of Hindu
society to associate freely with the other

sex. It is asked what Jnfluence such u;en

exerotse on the minds of their wives ? Bad iu-
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fluence certainly, which is counteracted by the

restrictions of the Zenana. Does the States-

man horn this fact that it is there-

fore the more necessary to thrust our young

women, whose respect for the male sex is

very feeble, upon the company of the latter,

and allow the unwholesome relations in which

they view each other to produce their natural

consequences ? Or will he be disposed to allow

that considering the interests that are at

stake and the different kinds of evils that

have to be guarded against the members

of the Brahmo Somaj are wise in the very

cautious steps they have yet been able to take

in the way of woman’s emancipation.” But

he is exceedingly wrong if ho imagines that

the members of the Brahmo Somaj have done

all that they mean to do on that subject.

They certainly proceed “very cautiously,” but

they have proceeded, and mean to proceed

still furtlier. Their steps are cautious, because

they know from hitter experience that a single

false step in the matter of mixing up men
and women may be fatal to the cause of reform.

Dead, inert conservatism is an evil. But there

are matters on which one must not attempt to

ride his hobby, because that means riding to

ruin. Social restrictions, as they exist among

Hindus, are no doubt galling. But our con-

temporary knows what the removal of all time-

honored restrictions will mean in snch a

transition state of society as that in Bengal

just now. The members of the Brahmo

Somaj mean to construct a new society

out of the old and discover new laws and

restriction in place of those that are

discarded. They do not mean to adopt

bodily the laws and restrictions of European

society. And hence their progress is

gradual and takes time. To tliem it is

enough if that progress is sure. They are

disinclined to take tlie suggeations of tbo^e

philanthropists, who having iiotliing to

stake, want tf) try a sort of moral vivisection

on a society which they do not nn lerstan i
;

and because those who do understand their

own society, and will have to suffer from the

rash experiment object, their objections are

set down as absurd and contrary to

common sense.

COMMUNION AND LOVR.

Those who took exception to the classifica-

tion of devotees when it was first announced
will, we believe, make no hesitation in con-

fessing they were wrong, now that there is

overwhelming evidence against them. The
very fact that the Minister singled nut yoga
and hhakti for separate teaching ami exercise

has since made these two special features of

devotion run in parallel lines, each receiving

due measure of attention ami culture among
our community. Our devotional literature

during the last few years indicates the promi-
nence which has been given to these ideas and
the remarkable development which they have
undergone. In fact, our prayers and hymns
and discourses may be easily classified nniler

one or other of these two heads, so marked
is the line of demarcation between
them. Having grown separately thev have
in the natural course of things shown a
tendency to unite and harmonize. They were
analytically separated in thought and
exercise, and now they are entering into each
other in synthetic fusion in the present state

of their progressive development, the highest
yoga and the sweetest bhakti made into one.

Fears were entertained that the Theists in

India would be divided into exclusively yogi and
bhakta Beets, and would perpetuallv war with

each other. These nnreasonable apprehensions,

as vre pointed oat at the time) have ptored

entirely groundless. Instead of excluaivisra
and sectarianism we find, as we anticipat-
ed, Progression and unity. The prayers
and hymns of our Church manifest this

smrit of unity and development in a
most notable manner. In the utterances
and in the lives of our leading devotees we
find a sweet harmony of character in which
these two elemen^^s a? U'^turally blended
together. TI..^ very men who, upon occasions
of our annual fe'Jtivals, sit like statues
absorbed in yoga and meditation give them-
selves up shortly after to rapturous love

and wild dance at the time of Sankirtan,
In the Bhagavat Gita we find an
attenrpt to combine these two elements of

devotion, but it is more of a philosophical and
speculative character. Here, however, among
the Brahmo devotees of the present day we
see this union in character and life and in

daily devotion. Test and examine the

inner consciousness of our elders, and you
will find in them as much of communion I

as of rapturous and enthusiastic love.

This synthetic union is to us a matter
of hearty congratulation. It is one of

the most encouraging and hopeful signs
of improvement discernible among the more
advanced section of our community, both men
and women. That our m ople have become
Vaishnavas is not trne. It would be equally

correct to say they have heenme yogis. In
the onion of these two principles is the salva-

tion of the Brahmo Somaj.

KALI.

The Godde<)a Kali at Kalighafc having
excited considerable interest among the

savants ’n Europe for <Jome rears paet. it has
been r ently arranged that a comnelent

Brahmin Pand't, verseii in deciphering,shonbl

study and explain the inscriptions on the

figure, and publish an English translation

for the benefit of Western Orientalists.

Pandit Devidas Banneiji, who was select-

ed for the purpose not long age. has

an‘*''raded aftc" assiduous and toilsome

I researches and anxious thought, in giving

[the inscriptions a most satisfactory read ing,

I

which will no doubt prove acceptable to the

historian as well as the student of theology.

Those who have read the translation will agree

with ns that the shrine of Kali will in future

attract infinitely greater interest here and in

Europe than it has hitherto done and thou-

sands of thonghtfiil men will hereafter regard

it both ns the fulfilment of a grand ohl pro-

phecy and the centre of fresh homage and

veneration in future. We give below the

Pandit’s translation as it has reached us:

—

“ Out of this I iece of black stone shall

they construct a huge figure of Kali, and

idolaters shall come from the north and the

south, from the exst .and the west, and bow
before me. They shall treat me as a go<l-

dcss and render me homage beyond mca'snre.

And there shall be sacrifices and offerings,

and in every heart there shall be fear and

trembling. Of all gods and goddesses I shall

bo the most terrible in the Yrr/a. But

alas! they know not who or what Kali is. This

black stone is not Divine. I simply represent

Rhakti or God-force. Why am I so dark, so

fearfully dark? It is the color of the deep sea.

I am unfathomable Infinity, I am shoreless

Eternity, and hence am I dark. I am the

Infinite and Eternal Force, immanent in all

forces. Let none identify me with this stone,

let none regard this small temple as my shrine.

The earth and heavens are my tabernacle,

and ray abode is all spa . The Vedantigtg

despiea 'm?) the idolate.a iosalt me. Who

then shall vindicate me ? The New Dis-
pensation. When the array of the Ne^
Dispensation shall come, they shall deliver

me from these stone walls within which I

am imprisoned, and establish me upon ray

throne in the high heaven**. Then the wor-

ship of the invisible Shakti shall be substi-

tuted for the adoration of the idol-Kali and

scientists and Force-worshippers shall be

regarded as true Shaktas in the world.”

The sermon preached by the Minister on the

occasion of the last Utsab, in the course of the

evening service, is ready for sale,

Bhai Pbotab Chunder Mozumder gave al< j-

ture yesterday, at the Theological Institution, on
“ What is the New Dispensation ?”

Our Dacca brethren, after a short stay in Cal-

cutta during the Utsab week, have returned to

Dacca. One of the party Bhai Durgauath has

composed excellent hymns in praise of the New
Dispensation.

The more devout among the ladies of the

Brahmo Somaj have been lately attracted to the

yoga side of devotion. They sit separately in the

evening, and try to realize the presence of the

Supreme Mother. Two such meetings have been

already held at the Minister’s house.

The sale of the Minister’s weekly sermons is ra-

pidly increasing, and forms a conclusive proof of the

growing popularity of our cause. It not only

shows the avidity with which these sermons are

read here, and among the provincial Somajes, but

it also shows that sermons are actually pzid /or,

and may form a source of income to our mission.

Babtj Protap Chujtder MozumdAR gave a

lecture yesterday at the Theological Institution,

on “What meant by the New Dispensation”. He
said that the world was full of unrest in every

part of its thought and faith. Philosophy,

science, society, and above all religion, pointed

to a great revival which would reconcile the

bitter disagreements of the present time. This

revival would include all the aspirations of men m
the spirit of a common union in Gpd. The New
Dispensation is this revival. Tt is to reconcile

man with man. and man with It is a Dix-

wiinn because God orives it out of His mercy
to heal the wants on snflferings, sin.s and discords

of mankind. It is ^eiv because it presents man’s

relation with God and with his fellow men in a

new and unknown light, because it i-ives new
vigour, new life, new faith, new nrospects to

the declining soul of mankind. It renews all

religions, all prophets, all philosoohy with the light

of revelation for the present and for the|future.

PUBLI3 ENGAGEMENTS.

The following lectures will he delivered by Babu

Protap Chunder Mozumdar at the Theological

Institution, Albert Hall:—
Sept. 11th.—The Knowledge of God and His

Attributes.

,
18th.—The Nature of Man.

25th,—The Prophets of the World,

(UoiTL^^omleiKc.

f
lf> ifo vot hold imriteleox in anv imij re.tvonsiblc

f'tir the opitiionx o/oiir oorrespondentx.- Ulu. 5.iV.,]

GOD IN THE MATERIAL WORLD.
0

TO the editor op the “ snND\T mirror.”
giR^—Dittle Dhnib) saw and pressed his God in

the inmost recesses of h s heart, but neither wpuld

he op^n his eyes to see Him in tl>e outer world, nor

would he embrace Him there. Surely, the charm

of inward vision no devout child of God will easi-

ly forego, for he enjoys in it an infinite fund of

(ielight. But if there is joy in the internal per-

ceotion, to the man of true faith the

whole material world a'so abounds in real

spiritual pleasure. To him the external universe

is only a transformation of the spirit. The sun

declares the glory of the Lord by its power and

immense brightness ;
but these are only another

name for God Himself. The moon not only beauti-
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fies the whole horiaoQ with its serene splendour,

and pours its stweetness on it, but these are

also no other than God Himself. The imraensitj''

of the boundless ocean and of the blue sky over-
i

head, is also God. The lofty ranges of hills, which

rise penetrating the high heavens, and are covered
|

with clouds, and crowned with permanent snow,
j

are not only the footstool of the Mighty Lord,
|

but an incarnation of His strength and true sub- i

limity. The brooks and rivers that swell and

scatter their blessings all over the land, as they

flow, not only chant the perennial mercy of the

Supreme Mother, but are God manifest in overs

flowing kindness. The green of trees, the coolnes-

they bestow, the beauty and sweetness of flowers

are all God. If the devout soul apprehends

God, and deeply merges in Him his inner

consciousness, his God is equally visile to

him beside himself. Whenever he touches an

object, he touches his God. The nodding of the

world is to him the nodding of God
;

its whisper to him is God’s whisper. The whole

universe to him is animate with Supreme

intelligence, love, kindness, purity and joy. In

communing with nature, his soul only communes

with God. He is, at it were, immersed in the

ocean of God’s essence. His inner being is

full of God. his whole being is surrounded

by God. Wherever he goes, he only goes

into his God. He sees and feels bis God above

below, right, and left, as he sees and feels them

within. In embracing nature he embraces his God.

He embraces the objects of the world, whether

animate or inanimate, as his brothers and sisters,

and full of their power and spirit, dives into the

being of the Eternal Spirit, drinks of the fountain

and is joyful and free, and pure into everlasting

blessedness.
Yours, &c.,

X.

A FALSE PASSAGE FOUND IN THE NEW
testament.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROK.”

giB, There is a famous passage in the New
Testament, which has always been quoted in sup-

port of the doctrine of the Trinity by the niost

learned in times past, and continues to be quoted

in the present day by Christians, who are not

aware of the fact, that this passage is wholly false

and spurious. The passage runs as follows;** There

are three that bear record (in heaven ,
the F ther,

the Word, and the Holy Ghost, and these three are

one. And there are three that hear witness in e irth)

the spirit, and the water, and the blood ; and these

three'agreein one.” 1 John V. 7-8. The brackets

are mine, and the words held within them X have

also put in italics to distinguish them as the

spurious portion from the original pure text. The

passage is spurious for the following reasons :

I. It is not contained in any Greek manuscript,

which was written earlier than the 15th century.

II. Nor in any Latin manuscript written earlier

than the 9th century.

III. It is not found in any of the ancient

versions of the New Testament.

IV. It is not cited by any of the Greek ecclesias-

tical writers, though to prove the doctrine of

the Trinity, they have cited the words both before

and after it.

V. It is not cited by any of the early Latin

Fathers, even when the subject upon which they

treat, would naturally have led them to appeal

to its authority.

VI. It is first cited by Vigilius Tapsensis, a

Latin writer of no credit in the latter end of the

5th century, and by him it is supposed to have

been forged.

VII. It has been omitted as spurious in many
editions of the New Testament since the Ptcforma-

tion ; in the first two of Erasmus, in those of

Aldus Colinceus, Zwinglius, and lately of Griesbach.

VIII. It was omitted by Luthet in his German

virsion.
,

IX. In the old Bibles of Henry the Eighth,

Edward the Sixth, and Elizabeth, it was printed in

italics, or included within brackets to indicate the

doubt as to its genuineness. But between the years

1566 and 1680, it began to be printed as it now

stands, by whose authority it is not known. With

such evidence before him Bishop Lowth says: “We
have wranglers in Theology, sworn to follow their

master, who are prepared to defend any thing,

however absurd, should there be occasion ;
but I

believe there is no one among us in the least

degree conversant with sacred critiesm, and having

the use of his understanding, who would be willing

to contend for the genuineness of the passage. 1

John V. 7. [Eliot’s doctrines of Christianity p 25. ]

X. It Is not contained in the three oldest

raanuseprits of the NewTestment now in existence.
See “Authorized English version Tanchnitz”
edition. sold at Messrs.Newman and Co.’s, Calcutta.

XI. It has been omitted by Mr. Darby in his
translation, which had passed unchallenged.

XIT. It has been expunged from the revised
translation we are now expecting from England.

I could point out some more false passages, but
it is quite suflBcient to specify one to show that
the Bible as a record only of divine truths, cannot,
and does not, claim to be the infallible word of
God.

Yours &c.,

W. T.

THE NECESSITY OF PEAYER.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—In my last letter, which appeared in your
issue of the 25th July 1880, I have shown that
the craving for worship is constitutional or men-
tally necessary. Let us now see what this crav-
ing is

;
it is a compound stat? or attitude of mind,

composed of attachment or love, adoration, and a
desire to please or serve the object of worship. Is

there anything unnatural in experiencing these
states of mind ? I should say no. Man, by the
very constitution of his being, cannot help feeling
some kind of attachment towards the person, who
helps him, or seeks for his welfare; he cannot but
love his wife, children or friends ; he cannot do
without feeling grateful towards his benefactor.
He is filled with admiration, when he
sees anything grand or sublime, or any
moral or intelleatual excellency. When he loves
a person he is led on by an irresistible impul.se
to please him, or to serve him in the best way he
thinks fit. Now, who is there that loves, helps,
and blesses us more than our Father in Heaven?
We owe every thing of ours to Him. “We live

and move, and have our being in Him.” Who is

more grand, and more sublime, and who possesses
more moral or intellectual excellencies than he
does. What unfathomable wisdom and infinite

and never-failing mercy are displayed in His
creation of matter or of mind ! Can any
one contemplate on creation, and meditate
on the attributes of God as displayed in Nature, or
in the facts of his own life,without being filled with
wonder, admiration and gratitude, and love to-

wards Him? When man attains the above attitude

of mind, he is necessarily led on to try his utmost
to serve the will of God, and to do whatever he
thinks will please Him, Thus we see that in the

craving for worship, there is nothing which is not

natural to man. He feels only all those feelings

which he is made to feel, even towards his fellow

creatures. The difference is not one of kind, but of

degree
;
and this difference is necessary, for our

mind is so constituted that our feeling must be in

proportion to the degree of merit, or quality,

contained in the obiect which gives rise to it.

From the above it follows, that the indulgence

in the devotional craving, raises, and, smothering
if, degrades our nature. It is a well-known fact

that the character of the worshipned is assimilated

with that of the worshipper. Our every-day ex-

perience and observation, and past histories, sup-

port this fact, and it can be easily explained by a

mental law, by which the ideas, aspirations, tastes,

and feelings of the character, we constantly con-

template or associated with, are slowly and im-
perceptibly, but surely, reflected^n our mind.
“ Tell me your company, and I will say, who you

are,” is a trite saying. A good artist seldom

contemplates on the work of a bad artist, lest his

taste or conception is viciated
;
a good man does

not associate with a did man for fear of catching

infection. Now, if the character we constantly

associate with, forms our character for good or

for bad, what more potent influence there could

be for forming our character than the contempla-

tion of God’s work and meditation of His attributes.

The more we think of His mercy, His

wisdom. His never-failing energy and ac-

tivity, His purity and His devotedness to

purpose, the more we become kind, loving,

pure and active and devoted ; and more
these attitudes of mind are indulged in, the more
they grow and raise our character as man. The
omission of whatever raises our character, must
necessarily degrads it, for to progress or to draw
back is the law of mind. There is nothing like neu-

tral state in the mental world. There are, besides,

various circumstances in this world, which com-

bine to degrade, more or less, the character of

every man, and worship is the only antidote for

them, and whoever neglects to administer to him-

self this only antitode destroys himself by slow

suicide.
Yours &c.,

M. B.

Iiioo'mcinl.

BANGALORE.

[from our own correspondent.]

TJie 15 th Avgust 1880.

A FEW days before the arrival of Babu Amrita

Lai Bose at Bangalore, there was considerable ex-

citement among men of all persuasions—Christian,

Mohomedan and Hindu, which broke out in the

shape of public preaching, and in which matters

went so far that a Magistrate had to interfere

with the freedom of preaching, and to interdict

utterances in public places. However, the sight

of a Mahomedan “ Padri.” who had taken

his stand on a raised platform, close to his mosque,

surrounded by a motley crowd of Mahomedans and

Hindus who listened to him with rapt attention,

and theCanarese,in which he delivered his sermons,

counteracted by Hindu or Christian Catechists,

who, in their turn, wasted away their versatile

talent, created an ephemeral sensation among all

classes of men in the circle of religion. As antici-

pated, this religious excitement proved short-lived,

and was followed by a stillness, such as

can be seen after a thunder storm. The
Brahmo was all this time a passive spectator

of the scene. Truth had facilitated his work, and

acted as his mouthpiece; and the upshot of all this

religious agitation showed that the minds of

Hindus, once cold and impervious, a result which

was produced by deep-rooted superstition and

impregnable orthodoxy to which they had

been brought up from their infancy, were

rendered pliant, and fit for the reception

of truth, which they so much abhorred and avoid-

ed. The opportune visit of Babu Amrita Lai

Bose to Bangalore, the spirited lectures which he

delivered in the Hall of Rayah Bahadur Arcot

Narrainswamy Mudliar, and the sermons which

he preached to the masses, both in English and

Hindustani, have done good to the cause of

Brahmoism, and helped in disseminating most of

its views, which were so many conundrums

to the Hindus. In his first lecture which

was most edifying, and the subject of which was
“ They have come out from Egypt, but they know

not the Holy Land,” he successfully showed that

modern India resembled ancient Egypt as narrated

in the Bible under the rule of Pharaoh, and the

modern Indians those Isaraelites who were

persecuted by him. In the second lecture,

the text of which was “ Who will lead

to that Holy Land,” he began to show

that heaven existed nowhere but in the heart,

and that it is a certain developed stage of the

mind when it is purged and purified from

worldliness, and grown and improved in holiness.

He further said that faith and science would, when

cultivated, bring on this change on the mind, and

lead a man to the Holy Land. In the third

lecture, in which a Divine service was conducted,

he showed the way in which Faith could be at-

tained, and said that Bramhoism practised it.

supported by the New Dispensation which had

recently sprung out of it, and the chief object

of which was to hasten the perfection of

the soul and the maturity of Faith, as well as to

bring about universal brotherhood and harmony

of thought and action in the sphere of religion,

which no church hitherto aimed to bring about.

Many Prayer Meetings were held in private dwell-

ings the most notable of them was that which

was ’held in Mr. Annaswamy Mudliar’s house,

where the decorations were complete and inspir-

ing, signifying a hearty welcome to the Babu.

There was a large mixed audience unusual on such

an occasion. In the Utsab which was celebrated by

the Brahmos of the Regimental Somaj under the

guidance of their Acharya, Babu Amrita Lai Bose,

with great enthusiasm and pleasure, preached a

most impressive sermon on unity, which was

explained in Tamil by Srimuth Viziarunga Mudliar

with effect on the masses, who were very much

overcome by his eloquence and enthusiam.

Not the least important feature of the ad-

vent of Babu Amritalal Bose was his open air

prayer meeting, which, new to the place and

t^he people, produced favorable results; and

while the constant allusion made by the Babu to

Puranic instances, added to the spirit and eloquence,

in which he delivered them, removed from the

minds of the audience the erroneous impression

that Bramhoism is of an exotic growth and that

it had no connection with Hinduism. It convinced

them that it was a most simple and saving religion,

I and that it was allied to the Hinda Eeligioa.
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Scientific,

The weekly paper having the largest circulation
of any in the world is the Oartenlaube, Leipsig,

350,000 ; next comes that Modenrve It

,

Berlin,

255,000.

Under the title of “ The Might of Right,” Miss
E. K. Brown has compiled for American readers a

selection from the ethical writings of Mr. W. E.
Gladstone. These extracts relate to Christianity,

Belief, Worship, and Religion
;
Truth, Conscience,

Duty, Charity, and .Tustice
;

Progress, True
Greatness, Humanity, Liberty and Patriotism ;

Education, Authorship, History, Knowledge,
Literature, Poetry, and Beauty ;

Government,
Revolution, and War,

A WRITER in the Chr'istuin World describes a

visit he paid to the ruin of Fountains Abbey in

the estate of the Marquis of Ripon. He says ;
—

The scene was so wonderfully beautiful and im-

pressive that I would fain have lingered long con-

templating it, but the busy world without
beckoned me away. I took a striking farewell

view of the vale of Fountains from an arbour on an

eminence above Studley lake— a view that for

artistic effect could scarcely be equalled. The
Marquis of Ripon, it may be added, is very liberal

in admitting strangers to his grounds. They are

open all the year round on payment of a shilling,and

a day’s thorough enjoyment is cheaply bought on

such terms. That the owner of so attractive

a domain is animated by a generous desire

to give the toiling masses the advantage

of the educating influence such scenes afford,

will appear from the following anecdote. Lord
Ripon was showing a party of friends over the ruins

of Fountains Abbey and eloquently describing

the various points of interest, when he was ap-

proached by a working man, who thinking he was
a guide, put a question to him with a view of gain-

ing some information. This desire was promptly

met by the Marquis, who, leaving his friends to

study the ruins for themselves, endeavoured for

a while to impart instruction where it was most

needed.

The London Graphic ol 24th July last has the

following :—The Orthography of the name of the

proposed Amir of Cabul is exciting some little

controversy in the Indian Press. The Times of
India states that The Pioneer has dropped the

spelling ‘ Abdul Rahman,’ and adopted that of

‘ Abdurrahman’ on the ground that ‘ it seems

now more usual to call him so.’ Both ways are

correct, but the former, which we have followed

from the first, is the more correct of the two, for

the reason ‘hat his name is Rahman and

his praenoraen Abdul. In Arabic, and other

languages which follow Arabic in some respects,

certain letters become assimilated with certain

other following letters for the sake of euphony.

Thus Abdul Rahman is pronounced Abdurrahman,

and in writing it the ‘1’ is dropped and a sign put

over the ‘r’ which signifies duplication. We have

noticed that the Times, since Abdul Rahman’s

name has again come into prominence, has

always spelled it Abdurrahman, following their

Cabul correspondent in that respect, who
is doubtless in the habit of hearing it so

pronounced. The example of the Tinus has

been very generally followed by the English Press,

but Abdul Rahman has been before the public

years ago, and hitherto travellers and writers

have written his name after the fashion we still

adhere to.” By the wav, this gentleman seems

to be making fairly certain of his ultimate success,

as he has struck a coin exactly in the style of

those issued by Shere Ali. It bears on one aide

the inscription “ Zart*i-Saltanat-i*Cabul” (coin of

the kingdom of Cabul), and on the other the

Khan’s name.

^elections.

SHOULD WE KILL SNAKES AND INSECTS

(^Chr'istian Union.)

Dear Mr, Beecher .-

Have you such a “ fellow-feeling
” “ with the

whole vital universe,” that you can sit calmly in

these days, and allow yourself to be devoured by

mo»qttitoe8,and never give them a slap ? We judge

so from the Lecture-Room Talk in the Christian
Union of June 23d, and we wish we could attain

such a Christian virtue, if it be one.

And in the matter of the destruction of a snake,
we have been brought up to feel that somehow
snakes were connected with sin, and quick work
must be made of them. Maybe we are wrong,
and even the snake must be spared.
Another thought from you on this subject will

be read with interest.

Constant Reader.

Pittsfield, 28th June*

As to snakes, and their connection with sin, no
doubt the almost universal feeling is bitterly
against the harmless creatures

;
for,with the excep-

tion of perhaps half a dozen, the snakes are as
harmless as lambs. The venomous snakes may be
exterminated with good reason

; but why the in-

nocent creatures which glide through northern
fields should be molested, it would be difficult to
say, except on the plea of our correspondent.
No better reason for killing snakes could possib-

ly be suggested, if their destruction did diminish
human sin. One under temptation would have
only to go into the field and kill a few snakes, and
comeback shining with holiness. As a “ means of

grace,” it would be worth while for every church to
have a department of snakes for the benefit of can-

\

didates for membership. We should doubtless
change our terminology. One would be spoken of

as having virtue of a hundred snake-power,
and of grace raised to a thousand snake power,
and so on. But our impression is that all the
snakes which we need to kill for our own bene-
fit are hatched within our own souls, and that
makine way with our own faults and sins sturdily
and unweariedly would be a far more effectual
testimony against the wicked old serpent that
tempted our dear old first mother than a thou-
sand field-snakes slain.

Now as to insects— fleas, flies, mosquitoes, bed-
busrs, roaches, in the house; ro-se-bugs, aphides,
slugs, and such like in the garden—the doctrine is

plain.When they attack you, and yours,self-defence
is allowable. Thus, if spiders infest the windows,
or be-web the cornices, put the broom to them.
But in the fields and remote places, barns, sheds,
and abandoned out-houses, why should they be
disturbed ?

There is a wide-spread wonder, why insects were
created, anyhow. If they can be brought, or sold,
or made into ornaments, there is a reason for their
existence. But why the forests, the fields, the
air, should swarm with life that is not good for
CO king, or spinning or for marketing one cannot
understand I

hand. Let one read the 104
see in how generous sympathy
Heorew religion was I

Psalm, if he would
with nature the old

It is barely possible that. God created animals
and insects, for enjoyment of life ! Man
is, to be sure, the head of creation, but he iS not
the whole of it. The rights of life and joy are not
exclusively his. Because man can see no use in
insects, it does not follow that God cannot. Every
thing is useful that was organized for happiness,
and which fulfills its function.

The destroying instinct in wild beasts, and in
creatures which prey unon their neighbours,arouses
in us a fierce feeling. We shoot hawks, because they
kill innocent sparrows. We kill spiders, becau-'e
they eat innocent insects. We rail at wolves, foxes,
bears, lions, sharks, and so on, because of their des-
tructive instincts. But none, nor all of them, can
compare with man for the feeling and force of
destructiveness. They kill for the sake of hunger;
but man slays for hunger all that lives in earth,
air and sea, and then he slays all things un-
eatable that annoy him

; and then all the
things which he does not like, though thev
never mole.st him

; and then he slays all thing's
which prejudice or superstition has put its ban
upon

;
and then he mingles this tendency to de-

stroy with patriotism, and fights; with taste, with
sentiment, with what is called religion, and seeks
to exterminate whatever he dislikes. His title
should be : Man, tike Destroyer !

We do not arrogate to ourselves any particular
virtue. We were brought up as most people are,
to think it our duty to kill snakes, to shoot birds’
to tread onworms, and to manifest our sympathy
with theCreator by destroying as far and fast as
possible whatever God creates. We begin to see a
better way, but shall never eradicate that element
of destroying which forms so large a p*rt of educa-
tion, which enters so largely into our notions
of justice, and which makes man’s religions bloody
and fuliginous. It seems to us better to be in
sympathy with God s creation than to he at univer-
sal war. While we may “ slap at mosquitoes,” and
defend ourselves against vexatious and venomous
creatures, we should all the more seek to get
back as far as the old Hebrews, and rejoice, as
they did ia the Psalms, over all the work of God’s

CHRISTIAN POLITICS.

A Discourse Preached in Westminster Abbey,
Sunday Evening, April 4th, 1880 in the

MIDST OK A general ELECTION.)

BY THE REV. FREDERICK W. FaRRAB, D.D., CaNON

OK Westminster.

“ Only let your conversation be as becometh the

Gospel of Christ.” (Or, as it should ratnerberen*
dered :

“ only play the citizens worthily of the

Gosoel of Chrisc.”)

—

PhilippiaNS I, 27.

Whatever else the pulpit is,my brethern, it ought
surely to be real; to have, that is, a direct bearing
on the thoughts and lives of men. If it cease to

have such a bearing, if it never touch on the

subjects in which the common hopes and interests

of mankind are centered, there will always be a

danger lest religion should be degraded into an un-
real superstition, incapable of that supreme control

over mankind which can alone insure the triumph
of righteousness

;
for when religion becomes isolat-

ed and nnpractical, morals rapidity become
artificial and corrupt. Epochs of infidelity have
always been epochs of wickedness. If ever,

through fault or feebleness of ours, Englishmen
begin to regard religion as a sort of conventional
theory,as a set of abstract dogmas, as a mixture of

party watchwords and decent observances
; if ever

we drive them to the disastrous conclusion that

religious exhortations have little concern with po-

litical or social life; that they may do for churches,
but have no connection with the shop or the

office ;
that they may do for Sundays, but are

unworkable in the ordinary world ;
that they

may concern the clergy and their adherents, but
have little to say to the city or the nation ;

whenever, in fact, the religious and the secular are

regarded as two distinct aud separate spheres, and
the truths of religion as a set of phrases current

among the elect but meaningless to the vast masses

of unregenerate mankind, then farewell to the true

power and glory of the Christian Faith.

Let me speak no longer in the abstract; but show
you by concrete examples what I mean. Let me
tear two pages, for your perusal out of the recent

history of England. Let me mention two con-

spicuous instances which, if we do our duty, ought,

to our eternal blessedness, to be the types and
precedents of many more. One is in the recollec-

tion of most of us here, and I can mention it

with the more propriety, because if it was in-

augurated by Liberals, one of the chief commis-
sioners who helped to carry it out was an eminent
conservative, so that both parties may claim a share

in this pure glory. You all remember the cotton

famine of 1862—the sore distress it caused
;
the

heroic endurance of the operatives
;

the noble

generosity of the wealthy
;
the yet nobler charity

which made the ill-paid laborers of the South
deny themselves, to aid the suffering factory-hands

of the North
;
the brotherhood of race which made

the American people, although irritated, as they

were, by the countenance given to the Southern

States, send large relief to our starving popu-

lation. At that time a ship named the *• Alabama,”
bnilt by a private English owner, esc ped from
the Mersey, and did terrible damage to the ship-

ping and commerce of the United States. The
American Government held us guilty of culp-

able remissness. Our own Government thought

we had done our best, and that no interna-

tional law had been broken. At that time

the United States were not in a condition

to take any steps ;
but the anger smoldered,

and when, in 1865, the struggle was over, and
cotton could again be freely imported, the bitter-

ness of their feelings still remained like a dark

cloud on the horizon. A vote to break off all

national intercourse was actually proposed in the

American Senate. Imagine how extreme would

have been the horrors, how iucalculab.e the dis-

sasters, if the smoldering fuel of anger between

two such nations as England and America had
burst into the blaze of war. Happily for

all us, happily for mankind, nobler, wiser, more
Christian views prevailed. In 1872 it was
proposed in the Treaty of Washington to

.settle the question between the two govern-

ments by arbitration, and so to establish a pre-

cedent applicable to all future disputes between

civilized nations. That treaty was facilitated by an

unreserved expression of regret on our part for the

lavaaesof these privateers. The terms were arrang-

ed
;
the arbitrators met

;
the decision was against

us ; £3,QUO,000 were awarded in satisfaction of all

claims ; we bowed to the deoisioa, and at once,with>

1
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oat a murnar paid that vast sum down. In the

same ye-ir the disputed island of San Juan was also

awarded to the United States, by the abitration of

the Emperor of Germany
;
and thus two claims,

which a few years back would have led to bloody

and’,fratricidal wars, and would have deluged whole

pages of our history in blood, were decided by im-

partial tribunals, whose award involved no humilia-

tion or disgrace. Never, my brethern, had the sun

of England shone with a purer glory. Never since

man was, had nations taken a nobler step to remove
the unutterable horror and guilt of internecine

war. Never was it more conspicuously shown
that, not only without dishonor, but consis-

tently with the most chivalrous courage and
the loftiest glory ;

not only without disaster,

but with the most permanent benefit, Chris-

tian nations, like Christian men, might regulate

their intercourse in accordance with his Sermon
on the Mount, whom all Christians profess to

worship as their Saviour and their Lord. If war
at the very best be fruitful always of ruin and of

horror
;
if the most successful war be only, as the

greatest of living generals has said, “a splendid

misery”
;
if charity and righteousness be better at

all times than blood and fire, then can the clergy

have a nobler function in Christian politics than
the promotion of His teachings who said

‘‘Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain

mercy”; “ Blessed are the peace makers, for they

shall be called the children of God”?
Let me take one more instance. In these days

we are all agreed as to the unchristian, inhuman,
indefensible shame and wickedness of the traffic

in fiesh and blood. But it was not always so.

A hundred years ago those who demanded the

abolition of the slave trade were called “Jacobins,”
“ exaggerating fanatics,” “intemperate Pharisees.”

Slavery was regarded as a good old custom,
consecrated by the wisdom of our ancestors.

George III. threatened the governor of Virginia

with his highest displeasure if he did anything to
j

obstruct the importation of slaves. Boswell said that
j

the abolition of the slave trade would be “ robbery

of the masters, cruelty to the savages, and to shut

the gates of marcy on mankind.” The Society for

the Propagation of the Gospel derived part of its

income from slaves. George Whitefield reckoned
slaves, after carts and horses, in the schedule of the

property of his orphanage in Georgia. John Newton
said that he never had such heavenly hour. as when
he was a slave-driver in Cuba. Scripture was re-

garded as a stronghold of the defense of slavery, so

that a man could only be an infidel if he disapprov-

ed of it. By one of those grotesque misapplications

of ignorance which still pass current on the inter-

pretation of Scripture, God was supposed to have
ordained slavery, because Kam behaved wickedly
to his drunken grandfather. Had Christianity

condemned slavery? Had not St. Paul sent back
a runaway slave? Thus, as he has done in every
age and as he does very largely in this aee, “the
devil qouted Scripture for his purpose.” Thus

*' What damned error, but some sober brow
Will bless it and approve it with a text.

Hiding the grossness with fair ornament ?”

What was there in Enghand to meet all these com-
bined forces of wealth, of custom, of power, of vest-

ed interests, of the perverted opinion of good men,
of Scripture argument and Scripture precedent ?

There was nothing but the unclouded moral sense of

a few brave men ; the moral indignation, which in

some minds no ashes of custom could quench
; the

moral insight, which was not to be obfusca^^ed
by sophistries, or blinded by gross perversions of
the sacred letter to purposes which violate the;

conscience of mankind. In 1785 a Cambridgd
undergraduate, named Clarkson, had gained ^
prize by an essay on what was then regarded ad
an open question :

“ Is it lawful to enslave people
against their will ?” As he rode back from Cam-i
bridge to London,the subject haunted his mind. If i(j

was wrong, why was it done ? He got off bis horse
to think,and his thoughts ended in this conclusion;
If the slave trade is wrong, it must be put downi
He devoted his life to the task. lu 1807, twentj'i
two years afterward, the slave trade was abolished!
In 1833, forty-eight years afterward, emancipatioEl
was carried. The struggle is deeply worthy of youi!
study. If you are to obey the command of St]

Paul in thio text, and to play the part of citizen^
worthily of the Gospel of Christ, you cnr<

find no event so full of instruction. It will

Darlington’s Pain-Curer has heed
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs!
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. CouehsJ
Colds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache]
Neuralgia, Colics, P^heumatisra. Paralysis, Fains irt

Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad
Legs, Bad Breasw, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring
WomstPimplea« Freckles, A E^uptipna on jtbe.skin

furnish you with an immortal model for the true
lines of Christain statesmanship. It will furnish
you with a glorious incentive to courage in the
battle for righteousness. It will inspire you to
seek only that applause which, though it may take
the form of bitter obloquy for a time, always in the
long run awaits on the pursuit of noble ends by
noble means. It will teach you that eternal prin-
ciples need only a few true champions to insure
their triumph over national apostacies.
My brethren, in this Abbey, where the very

stones should cry out of the wall, and the
beam out of the timber could answer it in the
cause of charity and righteousness, read these les-
sons on the tombs of those who took part in the
great struggle. Read on the tomb of Zachary
Macaulay, by the western door, how through a
protracted life, “ with an intense hut quiet per-
severance which no success could relax, no reverse
subdue, no toil or persecution or reproach could
daunt, he devoted his time, talents, fortune, and all
the energies of his mind and body to the service of
the most helpless of mankind.” Read on the tomb
of Granville Sharpe, in the south transept, how he
aimed “ to rescue his native country from the
guilt of employing the arm of freedom to rivet
the fetters of bondage,” and was “one of the honor-
able band associated to deliver Africa from the
rapacity of Europe.” You see “ guilt” is the term
applied to the slave trade, as Livingstone, on his
tomb at your feet, called it “the open sore of the
world.” Yet only half a century before the slave
tr-ade had been accepted as a pious and scriptural
institution 1 And Wilberforce, as you are told
by the inscription upon his statue, in the
north aisle, in fighting against it, had been
called ou to face great obloquy and great
opposition. Whence this change of feeling and
language? Simply because nations, too, like men,
have conscience, and by a few brave, good men
that conscience was aroused. Poetry raised her
voice against the slave trade in the .songs of
Cowper. Art denounced it. as in Turner’s great
sermon of the “Slave Ship” flinging her miserable
cargo to the sharks in the encrimsoned sea. The
greatest oratory denounced it. For the loss of
political distinction Wilberforce gained the reward
of an immortal name. Fox was for years a
leading statesman, yet the nation could think of no
fitter memorial of his greatness than to sculpture
the liberated slave whose cause he had pleaded,
kneeling in immortal marble at his tomb. Pitt was
the Sstrongest Prime Minister which England has
ever seen, and he was a Prime Minister at the age of
twenty-one, and in many a grand speech, “ with
his haughty head thrown back and his arm out-
stretched in a’commanding gesture, he poured forth
the language of dauntless courage and inex-
tingnishable hope yet the one speech of his
which .3 and always will he remembered
most is that in which he tore to pieces sophism
after sophism urged in defence of this miserable
cause. And what was the result? It was
that England, in 1833, paid £20,000,000 of
compensation, and emancipated 800,000 slaves.
Times were bad. Taxes were heavy. It was a
prodigious increase of our burdens. Yet, without
a murmur, the conscience of the nation made this
immense sacrifice to the cause of righteousness, as
almost the first act in which a refromed Parliament
enabled it to speak with its true voice

;
and “there

is not to be found in the whole history of the world
a noore striking instance of national virtue than
that of a great people, uninfluenced by any meaner
motive, unrepiningly consenting to so heavy a bur-
den in the sole interests of justice and compassion.”
My brethern, do you think that England lost
by that one of the three or four perfectly
virtuous acts recorded in the history of
the world ? I believe that she never rose
so high

; that she never showed herself so great
;

that she never more fully gained that blessing of
God which maketh rich ; that she postponed, per-
haps for centuries, the hour of a thousand perils ;
that she set an example memorably glorious to us
her children, and to all the nations of the world.'
And! believe all this,because I believe'from my very

Holloway’s Pills.—There is nothing in the
whole “Materia Medica” like these Medicaments
for the certuinty of their action in lumbago,
sciatica, ticdoloreux, and all flying or settled pains
in the nerves and muscles. Diseases of this nature
originate in bad blood and depraved humour, and
until these are corrected there can be no perma-
ment cure. The ordinary remedies afford buc tem-
porary relief, and in the end always disappoint the
sufferer. Holloway’s Ointment penetrates the
human system as salt penetrates meat, and the Pills
greatly assist and accelerate its operation by
clearing away all obstructions, and giving tone to
the system generally. The prophylactic virtues of
Holloway’s remedies stand uniiyalled.

heart that “ Righteousness exaltetb a nation and
sin is the reproach of any people.”

Here, then, my brethern, as it seems tome, you
have specimens of the true sphere of Christian
politics. It is to save England from that
ruin which always follows apostacy to the laws
of God ; which always follows from that
sacrifice of moral obligations to material interests
which is the worst temptation of us all. Is any
''’ari .or peace, or traflSc, or trade, or alliance, or
acquisition, or measure of any kind morally
wrong. If so, it cannot be politically right.
Moor the anchor of your politics to the rock of
righteousncFs, not to the shifting sands of
supposed interest, and it will hold, amid the
rushing tides of popular opinion. And to teU the
nation this, to remind parliaments and peoples to
hold firm to a few great moral laws

; to bid them
brave every danger in the cause of right

; to show
them things as they are when the distorting
mists of self-interest and of sophistry are
swept away—this is the true function of the
Christian preacher. And in doing this, we have
each our part to play as citizens, as patriots.
Who was it that won for England this purest
and saintliest of all her glories ? It was not the
Archbishops

; it was not the bishops
;

it was not
the clergy; it was not great statesmen, it
was not primarily Pitt or Fox. No ? But great
Christian citizens, yet plain, simple laymen, like
Wilberforce. and Clarkson and Zachary Macaulay.
Good men, righteous men are the salt of the earth.
If we have such meu among us, England need
never fear. What England has to fear aud what
we have to fear, each in our own hearts, is not the
hurricane, but the pestilence

; not the encroach-
ments of Russia or the hosts of Germany, not
the navies of America or the jealousies of France,
but dishonesty and hypocrisy, and impurity, and
unbelief, and lies. Not the hurricane of unre-
quited obloquy or unjust war

; but the growing
pestilence of slander, of deceitful selfishness, of
inward corruption, of dishonest love of gold, “ If
the hurricane have its thunder and its tempest,
it has also its purifying healthfulness but the
noisome pestilence whose path is never crossed,
whose silence is never disturbed, whose progress is

never arrested by one sweeping blast, silently
breathes its poison into every heart and carries its
havoc into every home. Fiat justitia ruatccolun.
Let righteousness be done if heaven fall. Th.at is

the spirit of the whole Bible. It is not Conservatism
and it is not Liberalism, but it is righteousness,
which is the pillar of nations

;
yea, and the pillar

of the universe. Break down that pillar, and the
universe falls into ruin and desolation. Preserve
it, and our prosperity will be as a house built upon
a rock, which may be shaken into partial dilapida-
tion, but which can never be thrown down.

G&NITXHB AWRVSDZC
laEDZCXITDS ! I!

ABIRAJ Soshi Bhusun Roy, a member of the
JA well-known Kabiraj family of Kanchraparah,
and grandson of the most renowned Kabiraj, late
Biswa Nath Roy, of that place, has settled himself
permanently in Calcutta, and intends practising
in this city.

All kinds of best Ayurvedic medicines, such as
Mriganka, Raj Mriganka, Ratnagarva pattali Ras,
(ko

,

for consumption and diseases of the lungs.*
Basantalcusumaliar Ras, Tara&as'va.r, &c.. for
Diabetes. Brihat-somenath Rash, Brihat Banqa-
sxoar, Harisankar Ras, ModonoAoy Ras, Chandra'
day Ras. and other medicines for urinary diseases.
CMndr ’prova gurika, Sankar Mata Lowha, ^-c.,
for piles, &c. Sudhanidhi and other medicines for
Raktapitta. Astabokra, B*>ssasindur, Chaturmsthh,
&o., for insanity, &c. Mirtvsanjibani Ras, B^og
putputti, Sarna pidputt>, Rangagura, and other
best medicines for all kinds of diarrhoea, dysenterv
&c. Agni Cumar, Agnisundar, Agnitundi, Krabada
Ras, &o. for dyspepsea, &c. Surbajara-hara Imvha,
Brihat-sarba-jara-hara lowha, Joymangal Ras
MahagaTan'kiisa, d'^vantak, da'^asani, davankusa,
Mritunjoy, Chandasakhor Ras, Ratnagiri Ras, &c.’,
for all kinds of fever. Bctgajankusa, &c., for
rheumatism, aud other medicines for all sorts of
acute and chronic diseases for males, females, and
children, are to be had from him, and also pure and
genuine Ras'isiniur of all discriptions, such as
Makaradhaj, Saragunbalijaran, See., for which
his family is well noted, can be had from him.
Terms moderate. Medicines free, advice gratis to
the really poor, who may attend at his place of
residence.

Address—55, Colutollah Street, Qalcutta.
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TKB I>RUG-GIST S’ RAZ.Z.,

36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fr§sh conaignments to hand ex S. S, “ Chybessa’’
and "Doranda.”

Cash Rates.

Patent XNCedloines,

DEAFNESS CURED!!
ALFRED CROMPTON’S

SPBCZFZC FOR REAFNESS,
Noises in tbe Ears, &o.,

Is decidedly the best remedy out for this most
annoying Complaint.

A single bottle has, in most instances, ejected a
speedy and permanent Cure.

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Price Re. 1. Packing ^ annas.

ALLEN’S aNTIFAT
The great remedy for

Corpulence.
Composed of purely vegetable ingredients

acting only on the food in the stomach preventing

its being converted into fat. It aids digestion

and cures Dyspepsia,

Price per bottle Rs, 4-0. Packing As. 4.

Foreign Idlneral Waters.
Pullna Water.—A bitter Saline purga-

tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz useful in obsti

ate constipation.

Price per bottle As. Packing As, 8,

Vichy Water.—Useful in Kidney diseases

and diabetes.also in gout and hepatic derangement.

Price per hotttle As. 12, Packing As. 8.

Frledrichshall Bitter Water.—Alter

ative aperient, acting on the liver and panereas

used in diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary

organa. It is made warm and drunk in doses o
'

half a tumblerful in the morning twice a week.

Priceper bottle Re. 1-2. Packing As. 8.

Bunyedl James (Buda Pesth or Ofen) used

externally, it is efiBcacious in Chronic, Gout, Rheu-

matism, Eczema and Psoriasis. Internally in

Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diathesis, Ulceration of the

Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, &c.

Price per bottle 1-4. Packing As, 8,

proprietory medicines.

BLISS’S PER PHOSPHODINE
A Safe and reliable Phosphoric

Remedy
FOR

Neuralgia, Nervousness, Lassitude, Overworked

Brain, Nervous and General debility, Failure of

Memory, Dimness of StgM. Depression of
Spirits, Impoverished Blood, Liver

Cowplaints, ^c., tkc.

Its action is strikingly rapid
;
marked improve-

roent having been frequently experienced in the

course of twenty-four hours after the commence-

ment of a course.

Price per bottle Rs. 5. Packing As. 4.

Dr. S. P. Sanerjea’s Sanjivanl
cleanses the blood of all its morbid and effete mate-

rials, restores the normal functions of the liver,

and keeps the cutaneous system in its proper

standard of purity.

It is efficacious in the following diseases :

Chronic fevers, Chronic indigestion. Nervous

debility, Piles, Gout, Rheumatism, Baldness,

Sterility, Hysteria, Epelipsy, Chronic Ulcers,

Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, &c., &c.

Priceper bottle Rs. 4. Postage Jji'c,, Me, 1,

OOfiXND CBUNDBR DT7TT& CQ.f
WHOLESALE d: RETAIL DRUGGISTS,

DR. GHOSE’S fever PILL.

A Wonderful New Medloine.

Three or four pills generally cure Malarious,

Chronic, and Intermittent Fevers. Where Quinine

and other renowned medicines fail, the action of

these pills is marvellous. The ingredients of the

pills are purely vegetables which do not in the

least injure the health or make it delicate.

Price, Re. 1-0 for J dozen and Re. 1-12 for 1 dozen

Postage^ As, 8 for each packet, a-47

Df*. Iiazarus’a Domestic BZedlclnes.
InkAntile Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rs. 1 4
Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ,,, _ _ j q

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of
cases of enlarged spleen),,.. ... 10

Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,
’

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... „ 2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ^ ^ 2 0
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

"

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

T
••• ••• ••• M 1 8

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
Useful purgative, ... 20

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
”

and safe), ... ... „. 14
Family Antibilious Pills (stronger

”

than above), ... ... ^
Family Carminative (Invaluable for

”

Children), ... ... _ 2 0
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-

*'

ducing growth of the Hair), ... 2 0
Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-

”

nic Rheumatism, &o.), ... ... j g
The above are most strongly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is
wrapped round each bottle.

Preparea only by Messrs. E. J. Lazartts & Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Ven-
ders. „.5g

[Established 1833.]

R. C. GANGOOLV i*. CO.,
ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, & Co.

19, 20, dt 24, XHEan^oe Ziane, Calcutta
rj^HE following is a description of some ot the

works undertaken and goods sold by us :

—

Engraving* Department.
Zinc Plates for marking cases, Office Seals,

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for
Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon, Branding
Irons, &c.. Engraving on plated-ware, Gold, SiL
ver. Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.

Rubber Seals are also supplied.

Printing Department.
Books, Mercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any

character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards,
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either
from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery Department.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety,

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-
ness, Invitation, Ball Programme, Playing, &c.
Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing Paper,
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth-
day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,
Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery
Account Books of various descriptions.

Terms—For Mofussil Cash or reference for pay-
ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the
trade.

Catalogue on Application.
H. C. GANG00LY& Co.

Mangoe Lane, Calcutta.

a-60

BY AFPOZNTMSNT
TO

HIS EXCELLENCY THE VICEROY
and

GOVERNOR-GENERAL 0F INDIA.

TKB CAZiCUTTA MT7SZCAZ.
BSTABZiZSKMBNT,
13A, Government Place.

LATE BURKINYOUNG & CO.

Founded A.D, 1814.

Proprietor, CHARLES GOULD.
N. R.—Catalogue with prices of Music, and

every description of Musical Instrument, for the
Drawing-room or Military Band, may bo obtained
on application. a-27

Burmah Cigars, Cigarettes, and
Tobacco,- good quality.

MADE OP
SAGRIELL & CO.’S

Selected Leaves,
Sagriel’s Shape Cigars No. Al. Rs. 12 8 per 1,000

Do. do.
1

1

A 2. 9 9
10 8'

99

Silk Ties do.
f 9

Bl. S9 9 8 9 9

Do. do, «s B2.
)9 8 0 9 9

Do. do. M B3.
91 7 0 99

Moulmein Cigars
f 1

Cl.
9 9

14 0 99

Do, do.
} 9 C2. 99

11 8 99

Do. do. M C3. 99 9 8 99

Manilla shaped »> Dl. 99 15 8 99

Do.
t 9

D2. 99 10 8 99

Do. D3. 99 8 8 99

Havanah shaped >1
El. 99 14 0

91

Do. E2.
1 1

12 8 99

Tiffin Cigars 91 FI. 91 9 8 91

Do.
Big 4’ Long Size

F2.

Havana 4*

99 8 0 99

Manilla Shape • • • 99 16 0 99

Do. do. 91 16 0 99

Coeonada Cigars No. S, « • • 19 8 8 0

T. Long and Thin 99 15 to 0
Lunka „ ,, H. • • * 99 9 8 0
Office Burmah ,, I. • • • 99 7 to 0
Djllyvardeu „ J. • • •

9 9
12 to 14

Do. „ K. • •• 99 10 8 0
Cigarettes „ L. • •• 99 9 to 0

Do. ,, M.
Honey dew Tobacco 4, 5 and 6 sticks

to the lb. at 10 to 14 as.

Cavendish Tobacco 0-10 to 0-12 lb.

13 to 0

1 to 1-8
Gold Leaf 1st quality

Do. 2nd „
Apply to

FRAMJEE & SONS,
Calcutta,

Agents In Up-country.

Jamsetji and Sons
Nouroji & Co,,

Framji & Co..

Harjubhoy & Co.
^

Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons ...

Rustomji Furdoonji and Son
Jama«ji and Sons
Pistonji & Co.

The Railway Co-operative So-
ciety

Messrs. Richardson & Co.
Noaroji, Manacji & Co.

Firozepore.
Lucknow.
Benares.

Cawnpore.
Nassirabad.
Ajmeer.
Rawul Pindi.

Jhansee.

Allahabad.
Allahabad.
Fyzabad; a-68

Q UICK! SAFE ! ! 4* SURE ! ! !

PATTZi du CO.’S

Street, Calcutta,

Mixture.

Proprietory Medines,

Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co.,

DRUGGISTS.

No, 285-13, Bowbazar
Prophylactic

It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,

Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of

Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this

unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable

and marvellous effects in the constitution of the

long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the

Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Digoa-

tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system. Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and' consequently the rapid prostra-

ion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this

repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.

Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy tot Rheu-

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases

arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the
Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-

fectly rest ored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

N. R.—Full directions accompany each bottle

Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
twith full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

Drugs of the best quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above adlcb^se

the cheapest rate possible. < a-39
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THACSLEB,, SPllTK. db CO.,

CALCUTTA,

Indian Publications.
KINGS OF KASHMIRA

;
being a Translation of

the Sanskrita Work, Rajataranggini of Kahla-
na Pandita. By Jogesb Chunder Dutt. pp,
304. 12mo., paper. Rs. 2.

DURGESA NANDINI
;
or, The Chieftain’s Dau-

ghter. A Bengali Romance. By Bankim
Chandra Chatterjee. Translated into English
Prose, by Charu Chandra Mookerjee. 8vo.,

cloth. Rs. 2-8.

THE PARSIS OP BOMBAY : a Lecture delivered

on February 26, 1880, at a Meeting of the
Bethune Society. By Rajendra Lala Mitra,
LL. D., C. I. E. 8vo., sewed. Re. 1.

UNDER THE SOUTHERN CROSS. By Henry
Cornish. Second Edition. Revised, enlarged,
illustrated. 8vo. Rs. 3.

THE MANNERS AND CUSTOMS OF THE
Chinese of the Straits Settlements. Bv J. D.
Vaughan, Barrister-at-Law. 8vo stiff cover.
Rs. 3.

CHAREEKAR and Service there with the 4th
Goorkha Regiment (Shah Shooja’s Force), in

1841. An Episode of the First Afghan war. By
Colonel Haughton, C. S. I,, 8vo

,
sewed. As. 8.

LEPROSY. By W. Munro, M. D., C. M. 8vo.,

boards. Rs. 3-4,

REPORTS ON COTTON GINS and on the Clean-
ine and Quality of Indian Cotton. By D.
Forbes Watson. Part II.—Detailed Description
with Records of the Cotton Gin. Trials at Man-
chester, Dharwar, and Broach (published by
order of the Secretary of State for India in

Council). Imperial Svo. Rs.

THE VEDIC RELIGION
; or. The Creed and

Practice of the Indu-Aryans. Three Thousand
Years ago. By the Rev. K. S. Macdonald, M. A.,
8vo., pp. 164, sewed. Re. 1-8.

TARGET PRACTICE. The Soldiers’ and Volun-
teers’ Handbook. How to Shoot straight.

12mo. Rs. 2.

HANDBOOK OP PRACTICAL SURVEYING
for India. Especially designed as a Guide
and Book of Ready Reference for District
Officers, Planters, Municipalities, Courts of

Wards, and Landholders and for the use of

Surveying Classes. Illustrated with Plans,
Diagrams, &c. By F. W. Kelly. Second Edi-
tion, Rs. 6.

MERCHANTS’ AND BANKERS’ COMPANION ;

or. Tables for calculating Interest and Commis-
sion, Freight and Exchanges between India,
England, and China in Rupees, Sterling, and
Dollars. With Tables to show the rates of Ex-
change and prices of Bullion. By Manekji
Kavasji Todivala. Royal 8vo. Rs. 12,

THE ASIAN POCKET BOOK; or, Indian Sports-
man’s Guide to the Turf

; being a Record of Rac
ing in 1879-80. Rs. 3-8.

SELECTIONSFRCM THE SHAH NANAH. For
the Degree of Honor Examination in Persian.
For Officers in the Military and Civil Services.

By Major H. S. Jarrett. Published by Autho-
rity.

^ELECTIONS FROM THE KURAN. By Edward
William Lane, New Edition, revised and en-
larged, with an Introduction, by Stanley Lane
Poole.

Post 8vo., cloth. Rs. 10.

METRICAL TRANSLATIONS FROM SANSKRIT
Writers. With an Introduction, Prose Versions,
and Parallel Passages from Classical Authors.
By J. Muir, C. I. E

, D, C. L., L, L. D., Ph. D.
Post 8vo., cloth, Rs. 10.

MODERN INDIA AND THE INDIANS
; being a

Series of Impressions, Notes, and Essays. By
Monier Williams, D,C,L, Third Edition, revis-
ed and augmented by considerable additions,
with Illustrations and Map.

Third Edition, 2 vols. post 8vo, or cloth. Rs. 15.
THE LIFE, OR LEGEND OF GAUDAMA, the
Buddha of tho Burmese. With Annotations,
the Ways to Neibban, and Notice on the Phon-
gyies.or Burmese Monks. By the Right Rev. P.
Bigandet, Bishop of Ramatha, Vicar-Apostolic
of Ava and Pegu.

2 vols. post 8vo., cloth, Rs. 20.

MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS relating to Indian
subjects. By Rian Houghton Hodgson, F. R. S.,
late of the Bengal Civil Service; Corresponding
Member of the Institute; .Member of the Asiatic
Societies of Calcutta and London; late British
Minister at Nepal, &c., &c.

Post 8vo., cloth, Rs. 12 14 0

CHINESE BUDDHISM; a volume of Sketches,
Historical and Critical. By J. Edkius, D.D,

Zalg'ht .Angrlo-lndlan X<iterature.
THE AFGHAN KNIFE : a Novel. By Robert
Armitage Sterndale. F. R. G. S., Author of
“ Seonee, or Camp Life ou the Satpura Ranee,”
Rs. 4-4.

A NOBLE QUEEN: a Romance of Indian History.
By Meadows Taylor, C. S. I., Author of “ Tara,
Seeta” &c. Rs. 4-4.

CHRONICLES OF DUSTYPORE : a Tale of
Modern Anlgo-Indian Society. By H. S,
Cunningham. New Cheap Edition. Re. 1-12.

TIPPOO SULTAN : a Tale of the Mysore War,
By Col. Meadows Taylor, C. S. I. Rs. 4-4.

RALPH DARNELL : a Tale of the Time of Clive.
By Col. Meadows Taylor, C. S I. Rs. 4-4.

LAYS OF IND. By Aliph Cheem. Sixth Edition,
enlarged. With Illustrations by the Author.
Cloth, elegant. Rs. 7,

BENGAL PEASANT LIFE. (Govinda Samanta,
or the History of a Bengal Raiyat.) By the
Rev, Lai Behary De, Rs 4-4.

PANDURANG HARI
;

or Memoirs of a Hindoo.
With an Indroductory Preface by Sir H. Bartle
Frere, G.C.S.I. Rs. 4-4.

TWENTY-ONE DAYS IN INDIA; being the
Tour of Sir Ali Baba, K.C.B. By G. Aberigh-
Mackay . Rs. 2-14.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,
5 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

a-14 Calcutta.

DR. D. JAYNE’S

Family Medicines.

READV FOB. SAX.E,
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

BY

MR. LAL MOHUN QHOSE,
AT THR Town Hall,

CALCUTTA,
On March 4, 1880.

To be had at the “ Indian Mirror"
Office,

No, 2, British Indian Street, Calcutta,

And at the Canning* lilbrary,
55, College Street.

Price 6 annas a copy. a-12

THE GREATEST

WOIDEE OF lODEM TIMES!

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

I.ONC experience has proved these famous remedies to ba

most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or

the slighter complaints which are more particularly m-
eidenUl to the life of a miner, or to those livmg in th«

'’^Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

fi?alnst those evils which so often beset the human rac^

viz-—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and

stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,

diarrhoea, and cholera.

Is the most effectual remedy for old sojes. wounds,

ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin diseases ; in fact, when

used according to the print^ directions, it never tads to

cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

The Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

533, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,

And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the

Civilized World ; with directions for use in almost every

language.

CS* Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho”M look

to the Label on the Pots and Boxes. f the

address is not 588^ Oxford Street, Loni . ,
they

are spurious.

a-26

Trubner’s Oriental Series.

Second Edition, post 8vo.. cloth. Rs. 11-6.

ESSAYS ON THE SACRED LANGUAGE, writ-

ings, and religion of the Parsis. By Martin
Hang, Ph. D. Edited by Dr. E. W. West.

Post 8vo. Rs. 5-6.

TEXTS FROM THE BUDDHIST Canon com-
monly known as “ dhammapada,” With accom-
panying Narratives. Translated from the Chinese
by S. Beal, B. A., Professor of Chinese.

Post 8vo„ cloth. Rs. 12-14,

THE HISTORY OF INDIAN LITERATURE.
By Albrecht Weber. Translated from the Second
German Edition by John Mann, M. A., and
Theodor Zachariae, Fa. D,, with the sanction

of the Author.

Post 8vo„ accompanied by Two Language Maps,
cloth. Rs. 8-8.

A SKETCH OF THE MODERN LANGUAGES of

the East Indies. By Robert N. Cust.

Second Corrected Edition, post 8vo., cloth Rs. 3-8.

THE BIRTH OF THE WARGOD ; A POEM,
By Kalidasa. Translated from the Sanskrit into

English Verse by Ralph T. H. Griffith, M.A.
Post 8vo„ cloth, Rs. 11-6,

A CLASSICAL DICTIONARY OF HINDU
Mythology and Religion, Geography, History

and Literature. By John Dowson, M.R.A.S.,

late Professor of Hundustani, Staff College.

Post 8vo., cloth. Rs, 6-8.

Per Bot, Per Doz.
Rs. A. Rs. A.

EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and
Colds) out of stock at present... 2 8 24 0

HAIR TONIC (to cure hair falling

off and baldness) ... ... 2 8 24 0
ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
blood purifier) ... ... 2 8 24

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for

cure of fevers and agues) ... 2 8 24
LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair

of any other colour to a beautiful

black without injury to the skin) 2 8 24
CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for

cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera) ... ... ... 1 0 11

TONIC VERMIFUGE 0 8 5
LINIMENT, OR COUNTBR-IRRI-

tant (an outward applicatiou for

Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, &c.) 0 8 5 8
SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints) ... 0 8 5 8

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)
The “ Medical Almanac" for current year is

available on application.

Sykes dc Co.,
1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,

SOLE AGENTS FOR
Dr, D. Jayne Al Son.
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A. a-34

DUNK AND 00.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
BY APPOINTMENT TO

His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-
General of India.

Nos, 46 Jf* 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied

at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.

The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.

Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Kequisites of all kinds
;
a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.

Estimates supplied on application. a-60

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott. Presi-

dent of the New York Theosophical Society

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Oowasji

Institute, Bombay. Price two anna'* a copy.

Apply to the Indian Mirror Office,

/
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W. NBWIIKAN GO.

3, Dalhousie Square, Calcutta.

NEW BOOKS.
RUIN OF AN INDIAN PROVINCE. By C. J-

O’Donnel, B. C. S. {As. 12) As. 14
ON PRESERVATION OP HEALTH IN INDIA.
By Sir Joseph Fayrer. K. 0. S. I. (As. 12) As. 14

THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS OP INDIA. By Dr.
Q.C. M. Birdwood. With Map and Woodcuts, 2
vols., bound in one, (5 14) As. 6 0

CHRISTIAN CIVILISATION, with special refer-

ence to India. By W. Cunningham, M. A. (3-6)

Rs. 3 12

GLIMPSES' OP INDIA and of Mission Life. By
Mr. Hutcheon. (2-4) Ra. 2 8

DESTRUCTION OP LIFE BY SNAKES. Hy-
drophobia, &c., in Western India. By an Ex-
Commissioner. (1 12) Rs. 1 14

INDIAN INDUSTRIES. By A. G. F. James
(5 10) Ra. 6 4
Information compiledfrom wcU-Unown hoohe on

India, Indianpapers and private sources, with
some chapters reprinted from British Mercantile
Gazette.

THE UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES OF INDIAN
Fiscal administration, by John Hector, (2 8)

Rs. 2 12
THE LIBERTY OF| THE PRESS, Speech, and

Public Worship. Being Commentaries on the
Liberty of the Subject and the Laws of England.
By James Paterson. (7 12) Rs. 8 8

COMMENTARIES ON THE LIBERTY OF THE
subject and the Laws of England relating to

the Security of the Person. By James Paterson.

2 vols. (13 8) Rs. 15 0

AN INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE AND
causes of the Wealth of Nations. By Dr. Adam
Smith. (2 4) Rs. 2 8

THE ILLUSTRATED BOOK OP CANARIES
and Cagebirds. British and Foreign. By W. A.

Blackston, W. Swaysland, and A. P. Wiener.

(23 2) Rs.25 0
A PHARMACOPCEIA including the Outlines

of Materia Medica and Therapeutics for the use

of Practitioners and Students of Veterinary
Medicine. By R. V. Tuson. (4 12) Rs. 5 4

A PHONETIC SHORTHAND AND PRONOUN-
cing Dictionary of the English Language.
By Isaac Pitman, (2 8) Rs. 2 12

HUSBAND AND WIFE, and the Law of Divorce.

By Charles E. Baker. (As, 12) As. 14
WILLS, HOW TO MAKE. AND HOW TO

prove them, and the Law of Administra-
tion. With nearly 150 Forms, By Chas. E.
Baker. (As. 12) As. 14

OUR SONS, HOW TO START THEM IN LIFE
;

a Manual of useful Information respecting

Places of Education, the Modes of Entrance to

the Professions, the Civil Service, and Commer-
cial Emplovment. By A. King. (1 12) Re. 1 14

PLAIN LIVING AND HIGH THINKING
; or.

Practical Self-Culture ; Moral, Mental, and
Physical. By W. H. Davenport Adams. (2 4)

Rs. 2 8
NATURE’S BYEPATHS : a Series of Recreative

Papers on Natural History. By J. E. Taylor,

(4 12) Rs. 5 4

CHILDREN’S TREASURY OP BIBLE STORIES
—Part III. The Apostles, St. James the Great,
St. Paul and St. John the Divine. By Mrs.
Herman Gaskoin. Edited by the Rev. G. P.
Maclear. (As. 12) As. 14

LA FONTAINE’S FABLES, Books I and II and
first series of Les Orientals, and “ Eastern
Lyrics,” By Victor Hugo. French and English
Versions ; The English Version by J, N. Faza-
kerlev (1 0) (Re. 1 2)

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, for June 1880
(Re, 12) Re. 1 14
Contents Vambery’s England and Russia

in Asia ; Ruskin’s Fiction
; Pair and Foul.

Syed Ameer Ali’s some Indian Suggestions lor

India; Laing’s Crisis in Indian Finance
;

General Strachey’s Indian Budget Estimates
Ac., &c.

,
&c.

A HISTORY OP GREEK LITERATURE. By
the Rev. J. P. Mahaffy. 2 vols. (9 4) R 10 4

THE READER’S HAND-BOOK of Allu ons.

References, Plots and Stories. By the T1 ev,

Dr. E. C. Brewer. With two appendices.

(8 0) Rs. 8 12

A HAND-BOOK OP PROVERBS, Mottoes,
Quotations, and Phrases. Edited by .T. A. Mair.
(2 4) Rs, 2 8

CRITICAL ESSAYS AND LITERARY NOTES.
By Bayard Taylor. (6 12^ Rs. 78'

ALEXANDER RO^F. T,''sUe Stephen. Eng-
lishmeuof iHtrrs. (.1 12) Rs, 1 I4

PASSAGES PROM THE PROSE WRITINGS
of Mathew Arnold. (4 12) Rs. 5 4

Contents :—1, Literature. 2, Politics and Society.

3, Philosophy and Religion.

A PHYSICAL TREATISE ON ELECTRICITY
and Magnetism. By J. E. H. Gordon, B.A.,
2 vols. (23 10) Rs. 26 4

ELECTRIC LIGHT
; ITS PRODUCTION AND

use, embodying plain directions for the working
of Galvanic Batteries, Electric Lamps, and
Dynamo-Electric Machines. By J. W. Urquhart,
0, E., with 94 Illustrations. (4 12) Rs. 5 4

A MANUAL OF THE ALKALI TRADE. In-
cluding the manufacture of Sulphuric Acid,
Sulphate of Soda, and Bleaching Powder. By
John Lomas, with 232 Illustrations, and Work-
ing Drawings. (33 12) Rs. 37 8

SUPPLEMENT TO SPON’S DICTIONARY OF
Engineering, Civil, Mechanical, Military, and
Naval. Edited by Ernest'iSpon. Vols. I. and
II., each. (8 8) Rg. 9 g

Tlie remaining Volumes ovill he received as
issued,

SPON’S ENGINEERS’ AND CONTRACTORS’
Illustrated book of prices of Machines, Tools,
Ironwork, and Contractors’ material

; and
Engineers’ Directory for 1880-81 (6 12) Rs. 7 8

WOODWORKING MACHINERY: Its Rise, Pro-
gress, and Construction. By Mr. Powis Ball
C. E. (8 0) Ha. 8 12

MACHINE CONSTRUCTION AND DRAWING.
By Edward Tomkins, with volume of Plates’.
(5 6) Rg. 8 12

THE PRINCIPLES OP GRAPHIC STATICS. By
Lieut. G. Sydenham Clarke. (8 0) Rs. 6 0
"•54 W. NEWMAN & CO.

Just Zianded.
Per ” S. S. Duke of Buccleuch.” Homoeopathic

Medicines, Phials, corks. Pocket filters, Clinical
thermometers, other requisites, &c.. See.

Just Published.

STRI-SAHACHARA,
A treatise on the Diseases of the females in

Bengalee ;

Including a general knowledge of Midwifery illus-
trated with 14 woodcuts.

Bound in cloth. Price Rs, 2, Postage As. 2,

2. Family Guide in Bengalee
; bound in cloth.

o n- V, V.-1 T>
Postg. An. 1.

3. Bishoochika-Beioy „ 1 i

4. Shadwisa Chikit-
* ”

saahar ... „ 5^ ,, As. 3.

To be had at Datta’s.

IffLABORATORY.

No. 312, Chitpore Road ; Battalah, Calcutta.

Illustrated Price List free to the customers only.

Termsy easy Cash.
B, K. DATTA,

Proprietor,

For Sale.

A 6 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand
complete ... ... ... Rs. 400 0

A 5 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand
complete ... ... ... „ 300 0

A Smaller Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand
complete ... ... 200 0

A Dumpy Level with stand in perfect

order ... ... ... „ 150 0
A large size Telescope Trepoid stand

complete ... ... ,... ,, 200 0
A Smaller Ditto Ditto 80 0
An Aneroid Barometer with Thermo-
meter ... ... ... „ 20 0

German Silver Crysta Keyless Watches
for Rough usage Liver Escapement
6 Jewels, sound ess and accuracy
guaranteed ... ... ... „ 26 0

Ditto Nickle, Cylinder Escapt. ... „ 20 0
Apply to

J. G. HANHART,
397 IJ, Qovernmeid Place,

-WAB-RANTSS !
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DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and,the numerous

affections arising therefrom.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,

injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,

Pimoles, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin

Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, &c. It

has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and of purifying the blood of all

its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in-

vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy

and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary

efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of

chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects

to be unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8
;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for foul and Mercurial
Xllcers and Bruptlons. Price per pot

8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly

free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious

intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or

Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the

legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses

and purifies the blood and the system from the

Malarious poisons and other effete Materials;

restores the internal organs to their normal func-

tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-

tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after

the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing: art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 : and quart

bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the

cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.

Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rhen-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-

tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To he had of

MAISON DE PARIS,

2, CHOWRINGHEE. NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH.
Calcutta.

Wanted agents for the Mofussil. 16 per cent,

commission will be allowed.

Branches and agencies Allahabad, Bnrdwan,
Chittagong, Gowhatty, Guptiparah, Jessore,

Jhenida, Kushtea, Rajbari, Santipore, gerajgunge

and Sylhet. <»-40

NZOROZiX.S & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8 ,
Old Court House Street, Calcutta,

London:—IWhitefriar’s StreetFleet St.B.O.
Current ok Floating Accounts.

No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques
paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments -

made after 3 P. M., and on Saturdays after 1 P. M.

Government Paper and Securities.

Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of aS desired

.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or

other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange.
Sterling Bills negotiated, and Temittanees made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts,

Special attention paid to family remittanfees, the

first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the

payee.
Fixed Deposits.

Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on

deposits for longer periods at the following rates,

payable in Calcutta, or in London at par :—
Repayable at 10 days’ notice — 3 per cent.

,, at 3 months’ notice 4 ,,

„ at 6 months’ notice 5 ,,

,, at 12 months’ notice 6 ,,

„ at 2 years’ notice 7 ,,

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn;

Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.
^

Bills corrected and rents realised.

Business rules awarded m appUoation, o-45

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-'

men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited

to address themselves ip writing to X, care of

the Printer,
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, OAXiBOVSZS SQUABS. CALCUTTA.

Native Nobility and Gentry of Calmff,.the Mofussil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without th« TTarn «
* ^^'^utta and

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufacturedand will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone
order,

•nd of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each
tone, perfectly m tune

1. Poorfb?e*
playing 6 Bengali tunes, 1st series.

3. Maroo (DhnmttRauralie). g*
Peeioo*^*^

„ - _ Cash price Rs. lOO

““I*’ ?LfaC ““ * Bengakl tunoB, is. serl.B.
^ Imni
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). g Peefoif^*^'

•>
Cash price Rs. 126 .

1 Saru?e®*
playingf 6 Bengrall tunes, 2nd series.

2. lEfbee.
t'

S.ORaffee. «
®“<»rabee.

6. Kawalee.

„ « ^ -B Ha. 100.

« Bengali tun.., 2„a
Bhoiribe.. i- fc"*'"-

.
I; tt.'-

T... Bhe??L ’ « Bensall tunes, 3rd series.
Doogiree. r‘ P®°w Chate’Ayore.

Hilli Mim Pennya. BMa Janee.

^ ^ Cash price Rs. 100.

“r'r" fh*rTL?“ « Beusall tunes, 3rd seHes.
2. Doogiree. i VT'
3. Hilli Milli Ponya.

l[ |h.S?
Cash price Rs. 126.

2.

'3.

1 .

2 .

3.

KETTBOZiOXiZi SAT A CO.,
IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS AND

COMMISSION AGENTS.
'

4 <te 6, Hare Street, Calcutta.

60
60

Anierioan Berosine Oil
Of the Brightest Quality, per case ... Rs. 4 8

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 25
Packets to the case, per case ... |2 8

Manilla Cifars.
Manilla Cigars, No. 2 per 1,000
Havanab shape

,, „
Bnrmah Cig>ars.

Bunnah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No, 2, per 1,000

Bnrmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No, 8, per 1,000

^
Coconada Clg’ars.

Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100
Do. small (do.)

* * Babington” No. 1 (do.)
Do. No. 1

Do. small
»* Bnrmah”
•'Leisure Hour”
•' Medium size”
•* Queen”
•' Half Hour”

“ Chlorodjme.
Dr, Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne ... „ 0 12

Tbbms Cash to acoompant obdbr.
NBTTROLOLL DAY tc CO.,

4 4^ 5, Hare St/reet, (Mmtta,
lo I’i O’

SMITH. 8TANISTREET. & CO.

l*harmaoentlcal Chemists and
Drug-g-lsts,

87 SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

lo Hit Excellency the Right Hon'ble

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

ViCEROy AND GOVBBNOB-GKNEKAL OP INDIA,

*C., &c., ice.,

Have received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

»>

ft

»•

ff

If

M
if

ff

ff

tf

ff

ff

ff

ff

ff

ff

ff

25

16

10

3
2
2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

8
0
0
12
4

0
8

0
2

10

Artery Forceps

II II Fenestra
Belts, Abdomen

„ Corpnlency
,1 Riding

II Carson’s Patent
Catheters, Silver Plated
Caustic Cases „
Dissect!^ Cases
Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings

I, ,, in Cases ,, Complete
„ Trumpets for Deafness
„ Cornets, Double

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.
jKnee Caps, Leggings, Socks t

Stockings, Thread, per pair)
Ditto, Silk „

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz
Eleotro-Magnetio Machines

very powerful, single
Do. do, double
Ho, do, pocket

From
Rs. A. P.

2 0 0
4 8 0

...9 0 0

... 12 0 0

.» 5 0 0

.« 16 0 0

...3 0 0,
3

7
4
8
3

9

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0 0
0 0

6 0 0

'• »»

8

2
0 0
0 0

II

II

... 20 0 0

.. 25 0 0
s» 18 0 0

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and donble From Rs. A. P.

action
• f 12 0 0

Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe
f f • • • 4 8 0

Kennedy’s Syphon
f f »w« 9 0 0

Eye Instrument Cases
f f • « • 60 0 0

„ ,, Macnamara’s ,, 1 f • • • 36 0 0
Cataract Knives and Needless
Scissors, curved, Probe, and

Sharp, pointed, Cross

ft 3 8 0

Action It • •• 4 0 0
Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c.
Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

f f 12 0 0

byns, Mudges, &c., &c.
Minor Operation Instruments

f t — 3 8 0

Aneurism needles
1 9 2 0 0

Abscess Knives, Symes ft • • • 2 0 0
II Lancets

ft • •• 1 12 0
Bistouries

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Oases
Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

„ Army Regulation
Probes, Silver

Scalpel and Finger Knives
Scalpels

Scissors

Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaculum
Stethoscopes
Speculnms Ear

l»

ff

tf

f f

ft

tf

If

f f

ff

2
1

1

7

2
2
16
80
1

6

2

1

1

2
2
2

8

4
8

0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

8

0
0
8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

II Spring Kramers
ff • •• 7 0 0

II II Nose
I f ••• 7 0 0

,1 Rectum
If • ••« 3 0 0

1, Vagina
f f • • • 3 0 0

II Silver Plated
ff • • • 6 0 0

Spray Producers, Listers f f • • • 18 0 0
I, Richardson’s Complete ,, 16 0 0
I, Various Makers

If 8 0 0
Suspenders

ff • • • 2 0 0
Subcutaneons Syringes

tf • • • 8 0 0
Aluminum Cases

f 1 • •a 36 0 0
Silver Plated Mounts

f f • • • 8 0 0
Clinical Thermometers

ff • • • 5 0 0

0
0

„ With Kew Certificate 7 8 0
From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and

Sons, &o., &o.
HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO*

METERS.
Which on holding in a certain position

the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from ^70

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8
THE NEW PH(ENtX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difficulty belong*
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from 8 0 0

Wholesale arid Retail Agents
'''

' FOB
H. & T. Kirby & Co.'s Unozidiaed

Phosphorus Pills.
PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRB-
BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-

- - THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions 'of the (Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India. '

Guaranteed fresh and received by each
0. Co.’s and B, I. G, S. N. Co.’s Steamers,

Wholesale rates on application.
9 & 10, Dalhousib Square,

and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street.

THESE
SCRIBED
BERS OF

P.^&

0-17

0*55

•A.pply to the Manager.
FOR

Xllnstrated Price Llsti
At 66,^College Street.
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY,
SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE GENTRY.

TBB BEW FZ.EXIBX.E BANE NBCKXiBT,

ai'
^OST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,

nKanufiactared of rich colored Gold. We keep a largre variety in Stoek
of all sizes and prices, from Bs. 80 to Bs. 250 each.

A very nice Chain, 8ufl5oiently

JEWBX.X.BBT
FOR

WEDDINGS AND
BIRTHDAYS,

AND
ALL ,FESTIVE

' 'and
Conunemoratlve

occasions.

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

Garnet Ear-
rings, Rs. .36

cash.

Amethyst
Earrings to

match Pen-
dant, Rs. 27

cash.

G. Z.AZABITS A. GO.,

AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,

Cauiutta.

Gold Ear-
rings, Rs. ,32

cash.

Carbuncle Ear-
rings, Rs. 30

cash.

A handsome G-old Pendant set with a fine Amethyst, G-old frlngre,
and grlass for portrait at hack.

Price Rs, 60 cash.

To match, Bracelet, Rs. 65, Brooch Rs. 38, and Earrings, as above,

Illustrated Catalogues postJree to Mofussil Constituents.

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
Jewellers Zn Ordinary to IZ. IE. the Viceroy and to K. B.K.

a-81
the Prince of Wales,

CALCUTTA.

R. N. MATTHEWSON,
J -

*

JBWBI1 Z.BB AND WATCKOXAKBB,
f

Has on view a large and varied collection of Secondhand Watches, both silver and gold, by several
of the best Manufacturers in excellent working order '(as good as new), among which he would

especially call attention to some by that vvell-knovvn maker

JAMBS nioOABE

....
. . .1 ROYAL EXCHANGE, LONDON.

\

'''
yl

3/4 plate English Lever Gold Hunting Case from Rs.
,
250 only.

B. N. MATTHEWSON,

No. 1, CALCUTTA, a'69

SINGER’S Cold Medal.
LOCK-STITCH Paris Exhibition ^

Sewing Maohines. 1878. *

SINGER’S 356, 432 '

LOCK-STITCH Machines,
Sewing Machines. Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand ^lachine
LOCK-STITCH without cover,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.
V

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine

LOCK-STITCH with polished cover and
lock,

Sewing Machines. Ra.80.

SINGER’S New Familv Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Maohines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S 'vwNew Faraily Treanle Maohine

LOCK-STITCH 1
on pol(«^f\ T^ble, witJ>

Hand Accessory,
Sewing Machines. j liii'.

• 10

SINGER’S New Fafnily Treadle Machine

LOCK-STITCH in polished Table, wit^

r\ '
polished coyer,

*

Sewing Machines.
,

Rs. 95, .

U.J

SINGER’S New Faipily Treadle M,ac))ine

LOCK STfTOEl
polished* Table with do,

cover and Hand Accessory,
Sewing Mahcines. “

' Rs. 10§.' ^'P''

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH .

Sewing Maohines

Tfr- *: “T^i Tifii ( il>^

The Medium Mach ine on po-
jlished Tab;e,4ij.r

Re. 100.

SINGER’S f
•

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

"TheMedinm Machine
For Milliners <k Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers,
‘W with cover,

Rs, 115,

SINGER’S The Arm .Machine with' mov-
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. 1:0 Rs. 120.

Padding for
BA _ _'i Ts^ rU

SINGER’S *
, ,

LOCK-STITCH Hand Machi^s. Rs.'S.S?

Sewing Machines. .Treadle ditto, Rs/ o.'*' ,

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed. )ti .,.<3 ,,

Price Lists free on application. • ‘ - a-3
'

..
.

•• > f* *'! 1‘Mlf .

NOTICE.
The Manager of the Sen Press will be

.
pre-

pared to undertake anyc agency ebusiness,
with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders,
Oommission will be charged acoordioig to the value
of the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
be MCertained by application to the Manager.
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1 Xfew and Popular ITsefal Books.
* Means Price including Pacicing and Postage

THE

CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,

Wi«S

1, LALL BAZAR.

A. J, PARKER & CO.

jgEG to draw the attention of those about to furnish to their fine range of Commission Sale Rooms

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowst prices.

Those desirous of Selling their FurnUure privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu-

ation cash advances made.

a-2\

Established 1875.TSE XTEW BKirSXGAXi REPOT,
THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN CALCUTTA,

6, Xiower chitpore Road.

DWARKIN & SON,
IMPORTERS OP MUSZCAZ. INSTRUMENTS, &c.,

IMPROVED CLARIONETS,
Of Cocoawood, in B flat, 13 German Silver keys, 2 rings, in box ...

FLUTES,
Of Superior Quality, in D, Cocoawood, 6 German silver keys, in box

VIOLINS,
Of Superior Tone and Finish, with Good Bow and box by Starduarius

IMPROVED HA.RMONIFLUTES,
Superior Improved Harmoniflute, 3 octaves, 1 stop, highly finished, in box

PEOPLE’S HARMONIUMS,
Of Superior Tone and Finish, 5 octaves, in polished solid oak case, by Alexandre

IMPROVED CORNETS,
Superior Improved plated Cornet, Military Model with waterkey 5 crooks in box

FLAGEOLETS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 4 German Silver keys, with Flute head

GERMAN CONCERTINAS,
Of Superior Tone & Finish, 20 G. S. keys, double notes Rosewood ...

• MUSICAL BOXES.
Small size, 2 airs

MUSICAL ALBUMS,
In roan leather, gilt edges, and gilt brass clasp, playing two airs ...

PICCALOS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, slide head ...

Assorted Instruments, Strings, and Fittings always kept in stock
”

^ Price List on application.

Rs, 55 each

•» 15 ,,

»* M

»j 45 ,,

If 85 ,,

60 „

’ « 7 .,

.. 5 „

»> 5 ,,

»> 18 ,,

6 „

a-28

Calcutta Trading Corporation.

R. Z.YAZ.I. CO.,

MANUEA CTURING JEWELLERS AND
WATCHMAKERS,

136, Radhabazar, Calcutta.
Country made Gold Albert Chains or

star pattern from ... ... Rs. 36 0

Rotherham’s celebrated English Liver

Silver Watches'
Stamford’s celebrated English Liver

Silver Watches
Gold guard rings

,, Signet rings

,, rings set with topaz ruby, &c.

Timepieces
American Clocks

Gold & Silver jewellery In varieties.
Watches repaired at the lowest possible charge

and guaranteed for one year.

50 0

50 0
5 0

12 0
10 0
6 0

12 0

R. LYALL & CO.,

.135, Radhabazab, Calcutta. fl*78

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO OWNERS OP COWS
! I IMPROVE THE BREED I

!

*

Cows! CowsM Cows!!! >

Served by an imported ENGLISH BULL,

Winner of the 1st prize Bnrdwan Exhibition

“ The Maharajah of Burdwan’a

Cup."

standing at

a. MILTON & CO.,

Vety. Surgeons and Livery Stable-keepers,

166, Dhurbumtollah.

(HUNTER & CO.’S OLD PREMISES.)
a*75

s
Satisfy your curiosity by reading a New

Novel, the like of which you have
not read in your life.Man METAMORPHOSED.—

a

New Novel,
translated from the French . This is one

of the greatest and most wonderful Novels ever
printed, having already attained a sale in Prance
alone of over (100,000) one hundred thousand
copies, The most extraordinary work ever
written. Pull of incidents of nature and art,
dramatic, narrative and pictorial. The Author’s
themes, aims, method, and performances excite the
widest attention and the liveliest discussions
throughout the whole of Europe and America.
Readers wiU find the hook, a curiosity, to say the
least of it. Piioe.—Paper Cover, Re. l-8„ *Re. 1-12.
Bound copies. Re. 1-12 *Rs, 2-0.

“ Delay not a moment to read this book, if
you like to get rich, and to drive

away your misfortunes."

HOW TO BE WEALTHY.—Being a Guide to
Fortune for Everybody. Containing the

most Essential Rules, and Practical Hints, and
Suggestions for success in life, and directing the
Ways and Means

—

How to Earn, Save, Invest and
iTwrease Money

^

and thereby live comfortably upon
a substantial Income. A Book for persons of all
ages and circumstances, " Each day new wealth
without their care provides, They lie asleep with
prizes in their nets.’’ Price, Rs, 2. *Rs. 2*4.

Three ways op living,—

a

very useful
and instructive book of advice to all: Price.

As. 8., * As. 10.

HIST9RY OF THE FEMALE SEX.-Con-
taining matter very Curious and Intersst-

^ng. Re. 1-8.* Re. 1-12.

AHUSBAND REFORMED BY HIS WIFE.—

A

true story. Very Instructive and Interest-
ing. As.4.’^As.6.

LEWIS & CO„
Suppliers of Goods of all descriptions.

4, Balhousie Square, East, Calcutta. a-76

Indian Guarantee and
Suretyskip Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons bolding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native OfiScers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER. P.I.A.,

„ T,. , .
Secretary.

9, Blphinstone Circle, Bombay,
Or.

F. A, COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

“•16 Agent, for BENGAL.

M, RAY AND CO.,

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,
AND REPAIRERS

OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmiths,Electroplaters,Bronzers,

Ziacquerors and Railway Con-
tractors, d(.C., dec.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tlnmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
;

Baths of sizes, Sugar, Cofifee, Tea and Hot-
water Cans

; garden watering pots
; Tea, House,

Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps

; Railway Lamps of every descriptions,
&c., &c.,

Always in hand and made to order.
ALSO

Portable Cooking stoves of single and double
1^, 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate. a.33
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20 t 03CiZ> COURT KOUSU STREET, CALCUTTA,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE AND COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH-MAlCERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

NO .ivZORE PAXNS

I
AIAJ KIMXLi’f N'SFAIH-CURER

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.

known timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

Capped. Jewelled. Sid b:^^: movements.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash E.S. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case
Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Es. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

xto* mOv LU .mDU*
j

—. **^*^6

COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA W VJ’CHFq n t?

a

Silver Half Hunting Case. Silvt Hunting
GUARANTEED QUALITYSilver Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 cash.

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 cash.

. -
C3-OLD ALSERT CHAt'm'oA magnificent assortment, many of the pattern being recently d^gned ’and nf a i, .From Rs. 40 to 300.

^ and of a novel character.

O
>
c5M
€>
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a
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o ^
c

The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a Tnaonifi/>an« f .

elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.
“ lection of massive

a-29

COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.

I^ATfONAL RANK OF INDIA,
LIMITED.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4^

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for °short
periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Es. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J. Caufbell,
<*•62 Manager,

NOTICE.

fir 1 ^ T
“ Indian Mirror has been printed since

S Nn the freesat No. q, Collep Square, where the Paper before thatdate was printed, it is hereby announced for public

w£r?^thp“ Street,

be nLted hereafter
^ called theSen Press. All communications for the IndianiVyor Newspaper and the Sen Press to ^addressed aooordingly,

“

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip*
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring*
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all

other medicines have been tried without effect.
The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains I ! 1

* *
*

are our trade marks
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packing As. 8

DARLINGTON & CO.
49, Dhurnmtollah Street, Calcutta,

0“ Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer.^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.

Call for-DARLiNOTON’s Pain-CUrkr and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban*

dora, writes “ We find Darlington’s Pain-
Cdrer efficacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Thkodorine,
Superioress F de la Croix. ”

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes “ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAiN-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I. after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington s Pam-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Ourer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary.

Editor & Proprietor of the
Bengal Times, writes from Dacca. “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Spelling and pain abated after a
couple or appwcatioas, and in at mt 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlin-rton’s
Pain-Curer.

To lovers of g*ood reading*.

Calcutta Magazine, a journal of Literature
Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-
tion, Re. 1, postage, I auua. T%me^ of Ind/in
says:—“ The Calcutta Magazine shouid ^nd many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—
“ It is ably gnd

judiciously conducts 1 by Mr. Owen A ratoon.’*
Bangalore Examiner t&ya \Ye should like to
see the Calcutta Magazine ou the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”
Manager, Calcutta M^azine, 49, Dhurrumtollah-

itreat|Cftl6ntto( Remit in half anna postage stamps,
0-24
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

ADMXRABXtE TB.ANSFOBIKEATEOIM' OP BX&CKAI7ZG AZ* ENERGITINTO TORRENTS OF EEECTRZOITY !

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Light in England,
France, and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time, be ex-

tensively used for lighting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lighting.
We are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills, Public Halls,

Largo Durbar Tents, Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railway
Bridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof
Electric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensity
of 2,000 Standard handles at the following low rates.

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses ... ... Rs. 50 0
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night ... ... „ 175 o
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 16 per night ... ... „ 450 0

! 1 1 The cost of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rs. 15 per night at
the monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! 1

1

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine, Carbon
Pencils, &c„ fitted with our improved Hurricane proof. Self Adjusting, Self Lighting
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2,000.

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

(TREE COPY.)
Mr. Pleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Bakrala

Bridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards.
The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Engineer, Bakrala Sona Division, P, N, State Railway,
Bakrala Bridge,)
S8th October 1879. f

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Suilders and Eleotrioal Engineers,

No. 63, Dhurrdmtollah, Calcutta.

FROM

E. 8. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. PESHAWUR:^

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Rs. 800

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
now fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a

j
pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of

the best Stafiordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tauk,which forms also the ash-pana and an efficient

Water-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything in the Printing} Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in . First-Class Style.
JONES, Printers’ Agent, 6 ^ 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.ERASMUS

STEAM ENGINE

! Reduction Redaction 1

AND

TO LARGE CONSUMERS
A further reduction.

Mr. E, a. D’SILVA has deemed it necessary
to comply with the request of his many

constituents to supply aerated waters at the following

rates.

Soda water in Bombay size bottles

Lemonade
Tonic water
Gingerale fgingerade)
Brisk and Lively
Medicated waters and beverages such ast Roseade

Maidens blush, etc., supplied on the shores'; notice,

but not less than 3 dozens at a time.

0 10
1 0

1 0
1 0
1 12

per doz.

E. A. E’SXXiVA,
CHEMI818 AND DRUGGISTS,

A-1, Park Street, Calcutta. a.l5

PZKBPARAK NURSERY.
New Seeds I Good Seeds ! I Fresh Seeds ! I !

The following are the rates, fixed upon our
Seeds for the current year just lauded per

Steamer Manchester.
60 Kinds of fresh American

Vegetables including sever-

al varieties of cabbages,
mostly new. Cauliflowers,

Enol Koles, and the others

per packet
50 Do, of do.

40 Do. of do.

or just the same as the
last year ...

30 Kinds of choice and double
flower seeds ...

Rs.

25 Do. of do.

20 Do. of do.

20 Do. of fresh Ame-

5
4
3

0
0
0

rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our
country ... -- „ 3 0

8 Do. of field and
grass seeds ... ... „ 1 8

Sea Island Cotton seed (long

staple) per seer ... „ 1 12

Country vegetable seeds for

present sowing per packet „ 1 0
Osage Orange or Hedge seed

per tola ... ... „ 1 0

4 kinds of Bird seeds per

packet ... ••• ,, 1

Up country big headed Cauli-

flower per tola ... „ 1 0
Tobacco seeds of sorts per

paper ... ... „ 0 4
Plants of all descriptions are available in large

numbers for sale. Price lists are supplied on appli-

cation free.

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s

monthly Bengali journal “ Krishi Tatwa” are re-

quested to send their names and subscriptions.

Rs. 3-6 to the undersigned.
Price list for Seeds of all sorts—can be supplied

if required,

NETTO GOPAL OHATTERJEA,
a-1 8 Proprietor, Piheparah Nursery, Calcutta,

WKAT ARE PERFECT

WATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine-

MADE English Lever WATCH in sterling

Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.

It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only

the best material is employed, this Watch will be

found both accurate aud lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 nett.
Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted

to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English

Watches are only Swiss movements fitted in

English oases).

Silver KEYLESS English
WATCHES, warranted
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on
WIND ANY WATCH, Rs. 3 to 20.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.

RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIC BELLS, with appurtenances. Rs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

special ATIENTION TO REPAIRS.

Hunting or Guard
MACHINE MADE,

chain, will

& MURRAY.
6-1, Hastings Sibebt, CALOoixAi a-3
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NBW GOODS! IStHW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnlshlngr Requisites.
VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &c., &c., &c. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 26 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.
BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c., &C., &c.

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OP
LACE, MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS

AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and oheapness are

unsurpassed.
We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

iV. B .

—

Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,
SrUBBelB Tapestry and Velvet Pile i

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coat
Carpetings.

|

Blankets.
An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical
manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest
value to the purchaser.
The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, die.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin,

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,
in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine
Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Door Mats.
English—made from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

<» II II II 38 by 24 ,,

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches,

II II II II 38 by 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &o.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Hugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah Hepps.
Oreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAKHH CO..
HOSIERS. DRAPERS SILK MERCERS. &c., Ac.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE.
CALCUTTA. d-23
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Provision for Old Age combined with a Provision for the Widow and Orphan,

EXAMPLE.

A Civilian, European or Native, aged 20 next birthday, wishes to lay apart a sum
of about THIRTEEN RUPEES a month in such a way that his savings will be securely
invested until the time of his retirement from Service

; and that, should he die beforehand,
k provision will be secured for his relations. By payment of a sum of Rs. 163-0-0 per
annum (or at the rate of about Rs. 13-0-0 per mensem) as the premium for an Endow*
ment Assurance, he will become entitled to Rs. 5,000 on attaining age 55 ; and should he
die before attaining that age—even after payment of only one year’s subscription—the
full sum of Rs. 5,000 will be paid to his representatives. [Vide Table III. of Prospectus].

I'he Same Provision, if commenced

at age 26, would cost about Fifteen Rupees a month
;

at age 30, „ „ about Eighteen Eopees a month
;

at age 35, ,, ,, about Twenty-one Rupees a month
;

at age 40, „ „ about Twenty-eight Rupees a month
;

at age 46, „ „ about Forty-one Rupees a month
;

The rates for other Ages, also for Endowments payable at Ages 45,50, and 60,
and allfurther information, may be obtained on application. Premiums can
be paid half-yearly, quarterly, or monthly, at slightly increased rates.

There is an obvious advantage in effecting Investments of this nature early in life'.—
by delay the'rate of subscription increases death may occur before the intended provi-
sion is made or health may fail and render the life ineligible for Assurance.

ORIENTAL LIFE COMPANY.
Head Office : Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

Manager and Actuary :

D. McLAUGHLAN SLATER, P.I.A.,

Agent for Bengal :

F. A. COHEN,

7y Wellesley Place, Calcutta. a<lG
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niTOtt MBDZCAZ. KAZ.Z..

The undersigned have, from the 1st of August,
at No. 33, Manicktollah Street, commenced

business as wholesale and retail Druggists, and
are prepared to execute Mofussil orders with
promptness. Fresh Invoice of medicines, indented
from Herrings & Co., Howards & Sons, Baron,
Fsq., have arrived.

a-73 B. GHOSB & CO.

STRAY Thoughts on Spiritualism. By Peary
Cband Mittra. Price six annals, To be had

at No. 20, Nimtollab Street. a.71

Crushed Food Notice.
FURTHER REDUCTION.

From the 14th Instant, the price of Cook and
Co’* Crushed Food for Horses is reduced to

Rs. 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags.
Crushed Food for Cattle,

to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.
Chaff as usual 1-8 per maund, exclusive of bags.
14th August, 1880, 0.9

S. M. SZBGAH’S ASROMA
AUGVSTUM.

SPECIFIC FOR BYSMENORRHIEA
OR

Painfql Menstruation.

ASINGLE administration during menses gener*
ally cures the disease, and brings on con*

ception.

For particulars apply to Dr. Bhoobun Mohun
Sircar, No. 77, Mooktaram Babu’s Street, Chore-
bagan, Calcutta.

Price Rs. 3-8. Packing and Postage As. 8, o-80

THE CAZ.CUTTA AHMODHT CO,
No. 1/1 Mission Row, (Round the corner.)

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Ammunitions,
Shooting ^ Fishing Tackles, Fencing, Archery,

Cricketing & Badmintons
; &c.,

Also Mathematical Instruments, Bengalli surveying
compasses, and Pebble Spectacles,

For sale at unprecedented low prices. a-72

To Tourists and Travellers of all Nations.
ARGFZ.Z. KOTSZ.,

No. Dhurrumtollah Street.

This Hotel is now open, and is replete with
every convenience and comfort, both for

casual visitors and residents.

The Cuisine is under the management of the
well-known " Chef” of the “Hotel de France”
when kept by Monsiuer Gallais.

Rooms with board “ at the lowest rates in
the city” for equal accommodation. Breakfasts,
Tiffins, Dinners, Suppers, and Refreshments,’
^SC.| &C. , &C.

The Proprietor will be glad to reserve accommo-
dation for intending visitors, on receipt of letter
or telegram, stating the nature of the accommo-
dation required.

The Hotel is centrically situated within ten
minutes’ walk of Government House, the Banks,
Merchant’s Offices, principal shops and Theatres',
The Billiard Rooms are not yet open, but as

soon as first class tables are secured, they will be
set up on both the lower and upper-floor. That
on the latter floor being strictly reserved for
residents in the Hotel.

.
,

‘ ^.79

DB. J. G. ANDERSON,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR.
No. 139 , Dhurrumtollah Street,

I

’

May bo consulted at all hours daily.
{At home from 11 to IS a. m.)

Family engagements in and about Entally under
special arrangements, a•^

o
Gratis.

NE thousand trials more are wanted to testify

_ Dr, R. C, Sett’s Specific for Asthma. It is

given free of charge to all asthmatic patients.

SETT BASACK & CO.
No, 68, Nimtollah Ghat Street,'!

0*74 Calcutta, • ^
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B oog^bly Srldgre k otlce.

The Bridge will be closed for traffic on

Tuesday, the 7th September, 1880, from 1-30

to 4-30 P.M.
G. H. SIMMONS.

a-53 Secrctai'7j to the Bridge Commissioners. .

Price Re. 1 per bottle.

" ANT1-PEBB.ILE
SULPHATE OF QUININE PILLS.

rpHE efficaciousness and well-known properties

I of the sulphate of Quinine are too well

known and appreciated to require our here revert-

ing to, or extolling, its intrinsic and well-known

^ The experience of every-day medical practice

proves bow marvellously powerful is this agent, in

all febrile and rheumatic affections, and what a

overeign remedy it proves in all such cases of

fever complaints.
, . ^ u n

The great patronage accorded to it by all the

most eminent physicians of the world, and the

marvellous and often apparently hopeless cases it

has cured, have placed it in the first rank of

Therapeutic Medicines.
,

One drawback, however, to this excellent ^^^d

powerful medicine existed, and that was the diffi-

culty of administering it, for its inherent natural

bitterness rendered it distasteful to all, to many

difficult, and to some even impossible to take at

all. Bnt administered in the form of Pills, “ Sul-

phate of Quinine pills”, the most delicate constitu-

tions can profit by them without repugnance : the

coating of sugar by which they are enveloped,

rendering them palateable to all and of easy

swallow, whilst the mathematical and precise com-

position of each pill serves as a medical guide to

the patient.acoording to the intenseness of his case.

Each pill containing 2 grains of active principle,

6 to 10 pilla must be taken according to the case.

From all Corners of the Globe the Most flatter*

tog teatlmonials hayo been sent to us, m pwof oi

1
^
the great efficacy of these Sulphate of Quinine

' pills, but their number is too considerable to allow
of our publishing them here —a few extracts will,

however, suffice.

TTgDiA G'SNBlRAXi STEAUX ^A V iX”

GATION COMEAKY. “ED.’-

SCHOKNK. RilbuBK & Co.—Managing Agents.

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave.Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debroogbur

downward every Saturday.
•

rpHE Btr. Rajmohal will leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,

'the 10th instant.

Carg^ill be received attheCompany’s Godowns,

Nimtollab Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

9th
IHE Str. Agra will

,
leave

Uoaffindflf fbi^stAssam ou Sun-
* day, the 12th instant.

Cargo ~^ill be received at the Company’s

Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 10th.
, i . m •

Passengers shoulff leave for Goalundo by Train

of Saturday, the 11th.

CACHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERYICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar

dowiywaird every Thursday.
rpHE Str. Silchar will leave

X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

*’ day, the 7th. *

will be received at tbe Company’s Go-

downs, Nimtollab Ghat, up till noon of Monday,

the 6th.

For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4, FAiKtiE Place, i 6. J. Scott,

Calcutta, 4th September, 1880. 1
Secretary,

a.l
t'

*

RIVEXtS STEAM NAVIGATION
CO., “ EIMITED.”

The Steamers of this Company will rnn w^eekly

from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

The Steamer Indore will

leave Calcutta for Assam

on Friday, the 10th instant.

rpHE Str. Nepaul will leave

JL Goalundo for Assam on

Thursday, the 9th current.

For further information regarding rates of

freights or passage, apply to
i 8

> MACNBILL & CO.
a-2

Barcelona, December 8th, 1872.
Sir
after a long stay in Sicily, contracted

paludian fevers of such intensity that medical
science gave up all hopes of his recovery— After
having exhausted all the resources of medical
science.— 1 had recourse to your Sulphate of Quinine
pills—Commencing the treatment by a small dose
(twodailyl I gradually gave him as many as

twelve—The fever diminished in intensity, and at

the end of fifteen days had totally disappeared,

I am glad to express M. ***’s gratitude and to

convey to you the unexpected result obtained by
means of your pills.

I am, Sir, yours truly.

Dr. Francisco MAYNAR.

Sir,

Tiflis, 12th May 1873.

I am not accustomed to give undue praise, but
I do like to give every one his due.—I thank you
for the Sulphate of Quinine pills you have sent me
at different times.—I have used them in cases of

intermittent fever, and the result has always been
complete recovery.

I am happy to address to you these few lines,

which I authorise you to publish as a proof of the

efficacy of your medicine.
I remain,|Dr. Sirs, yours very truly;

J. OU’WAUTROFF.

Telegram.
Send me same quantity as last symptoms improv-
ing—fever disappeared.

JAVENSON.

Sir,

Batoum, 20th March 1875,

As a small mark of gratitude for pain relieved I

write you these few lines, giving you permission to

make what use of them you please—in fact their

publicity may be the means of relieving many a

sufferer, who, like myself, has been subject to

malignant fever.

Since trying your Sulphate of Quinine pills I

have had no return of the disease, although pre-

viously I was a constant sufferer through fever

contracted during the Italian War.
I beg to remain, Dear Sir, yours gratefully

H. MARCELLINI.

Ceylon, 4th April 1876.

Dear Sir,

You ask me frankly to state my opinion of your
Sulphate of Quinine pills. This request somewhat
surprises me, since the proof of a good thing is its

demand, and judging from the amount I pay you
every year, I presume their efficacy is now gener-

ally appreciated, and as one of the chief druggists

in the city I can testify to their being considered

the only remedy for all intermittent fevers.

Yon can send me the usual quantity at end of

May, see they are well packed and airtight.

I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

GASPERDET Co.
Druggists.

Bucharest, 16 August, 1876

Sir,

The pills yon sent me arrived quite safely.—

This is to beg you to send me another case of 100

bottles, and at once.

You will be pleased to learn that they are highly

appreciated here by all the medical profession, and

I have received the most flattering eulogies from all

those who have been induced to try them. Patients

prostrated with fever have in a few days found

themselvers convalescent, and entire recovery has

in almost all instances resulted.

I am, Dear Sir, yours faithfully,

J. M. WEISSA.
Druggist.

Madrid, 14th June 1876.

Dear Sir,

The remedies effected by yonr Sulphate of Qui-

nine pills have so surpassed my expectation that I

think it only due to you to make known my appro-

bation.

I am myself but a Surgical Doctor, nevertheless

difficult operations being always followed by low

fever, I am constantly obliged, when alone, to pre-

scribe efficient medicine to ensure immediate relief.

—^Your pills have in all cases proved a great

boon to me, and I strongly recommend them as a

prompt and epeedy care,

Those sent last February being finished, please
send same quantity as last.

I remain, Dear Sir, yours respectfully

Dr M. DE SORAIZ.

With such testimonials taken promiscuously
from a large number received, it would be super-
flous to insist further upon the efficacy of our Sul-
phate of Quinine pills. Therapeutics is enriched by
this precious medicine to which we may give the
Motto,

“ Sure and certain Cure”
6 Dacre’s Lane.
Slst August 1880.

8 as. (OVXt ROAD TO INDIA) 8 as.
only. jAND A COMPLETE MAP. ( only

CONTAINING the Overland Route and 12
Superb Photographs of Gibraltar, Rock and

Battery.— Malta, Fort St. Angelo.—Alexandria,
Harbour and Cleopatra’s Needle before its removal
to England.—Suez Canal, Viceroy’s Chalet.—
Bombay, General View and Harbour.

—

Madras,
Government House.—Madras, Triplican Pagoda.
—Calcutta, Presidency College. Calcutta,
Government House and General View,

—

Benares,
Mosque of Aurungzebe and General View.

—

Delbi,
Ancient Palace of the Emperors.

A Wonderful Graphic Souvenir of the
Overland rodte.

Price only 8 anns.
FRED. W. MAY,

414 "The Stores,” Calcutta,

Notice.

All private communications for the Proprietor
of the IndianMirror and the Sunday Mirror

hould be directed No. 24, to Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumollah Street.

Messrs. DUTTA brothers & CO., General
Furniture Dealers, Ship Banian, Merchants,
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terms.

Oilmanstores, warehouse and sale-rooms, 120,
New Municipal Market. o-77
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Mr. Bright lately described O.^ford as a

place noted for “ dead languages and undying

prejudices.”
:o:

An English paper says that in the present

Cabinet there are one or two ministers -who

are more than suspected of agnosticism.

:o:

We learn that Babu Peary Chund IVIitra

has written a life of the late Babu Ram

Comul Sen, which is expected to come out

Tery shortly.
: o:

We read that the members of the Oxford-

Mission are expected to leave England in the

S. S. Vega at the end of October, and to

reach Calcutta early in December.
:o:—

—

Her Majesty Queen Victoria has pro-

scribed from attendance in her Drawing Rooms

all ladies who have appeared in the Divorce

Court either as petitioners or respondents.

Why not gentlemen ?

:o:

What is digamy ? The Church Times

says that a widower who marries again is not

a polygamist, nor even a bigamist, but a

digamist. There is no reasonable doubt,it says,

that the Early Church regarded digamy as a

bar to Holy Orders.

The Christian Life trusts that “ the time is

at hand, when the Brahraos of India, as well

as others, will discover that Christianity

is the religion that will save and bless

that great empire as surely as it has

purified and comforted a single soul.” Our

English contemporary ought to have told us

what form of Christianity will do for us. For

we have many here, and surely we cannot em-

brace all of them.

:o:

A Bombay contemporary speaks of a rup-

ture among the members of the Theosophical

Society. It is said that almost all the Native

members have given up their connection

with it, and an action for defamation of

character is also impending. Theosophism

is a puzzle to us, and it seems to us as some-

what strange that many among the ruling

race have been known to sympathise with it.

We did not credit this fact till we observe')

among other thing-* that the Pioneer had

taken the Theosophista largely under its pro-

tection.
:o: —

In Edwards County Illinois, says the

Christim Woman^ there has been no

place for eighteen years where a man could
buy intoxicating liquors as a beverage. The
terms of court in that county are from two to
three days in length. The imprisonment in the
county gaol are from one to two persons
in a period of five to six years. Only
one person has gone to the State prison from
that county, and he went outside the county
and got drunk, went home, and killed his wifo.

But little litigation is had before Justices of the
Peace. The people are not in debt. In May
1869, there were but two mortgages on record
in the county. The poor expenses of the
county are but $500 a year, while in a neigh-
bouring county only half as large, where they
sell, liquors they are $6,000 a year. The taxes
assessed and paid are 33 per cent, less than in

any other county in Illinois,

:o:

We read that a society has been formed,
with head-quarters at Lahore, we believe, for

aiding Hindu widows in contracting marri-
ages. We hear of so many schemes pom-
pously announced and then ignominionsly
given up that we should be slow to believe

in the reality of the proposed institotiou,unless

well tested by time and result. If the members
of the proposed society are Brahmos, then
there is no need for it, for the Brahmo Somaj
sanctions widow marriages, and there have
been many such marriages among us.

If they are Hindus, then the scheme is

interesting no doubt; but we should
like to know the resources at the disposal

of the Society. The kindest-hearted man in

Calcutta, Pundit Ishwara Chandra Vidya-
aagar, is heavily involved in debt, simply
because his unparalleled benevolence led him
to support those who, following his advice,

had taken widows for their wives,——:o:—

—

An American weekly religions paper is res-

ponsible for the following parody of the

Apostle’s Creed :
—“The Apostate’s Creed.

—

I believe in the chaotic Nebula, self-existent

Evolver of Heaven and earth,and in the differ-

entiation of its original homogeneous Mass,its

first begotten Product, which was self-

formed into separate worlds
;

divided into

land and water
;
self-organised into plants and

animals
;
reproduced in like species

;
further

developed into higher orders
;
and Bnally

refined, rationalised, and perfected in Man.
He descended from the Monkey, ascended to

the Philosopher, and sitteth down in tlie rites

and customs of Civilisation, under the

laws of a developing Sociology. From thence

he shall come again by the disintegration of

the culminated Heterogeneousness, back to

the original Homogeneousness of Chaos. 1

believe in the wholly impersonal Absolute, the

wholly un -Catholic Church, the disunion of the

Saints, the survival (of tlf^ Fittest, the Persis-

tence of Force, the Diffpeirs'ion of the Body,

and in Death Everlasting.’o’

— ;o:—i

—

Every one in India can believe that'a man
of s'xty winters may^marry ajgirl of^’only ten

summers. But to an Indian it would be

supremely absurd if a woman of sixty-seven

years were to marry a man of twenty-eight

years. Yet such is the startling news
which comes from England. Lady Burdett

Coutts is about to be united in wedlock to

Mr. Ashmead Bartlett, M. P,, a natura-

lised American. She was born in 1814,

and is the youngest daughter of the late Sir

Francis Burdett, M.P., and grand-daughter,on

the maternal side, of Mr. Thomas Coutts, the

banker. The way in which she unexpectedly

succeeded to a large estate may be thus

stated. In her childhood, at least, no one

dreamt of her coming in possession of her

immense fortune. For “ the marriage of her

grandfather to Miss Mellon and his gift to her

by will of his whole fortune, had apparently

diverted it from his family,wWe expectations

were still further reduced by a union between

his widow and the Duke of St. Albans. The
Duchess, however, having no children of her

own, justly determined that the fortune

derived from her first husband should revert

to his family, and, therefore, adopted as her

heiress Miss Angela Burdett who succeeded

in 1837 to this vast property, subject to the

condition of assuming the additional name and

arms of Coutts.” Miss (recently created

Baroness) Burdett Coutts has all along

drawn the esteem of every class of society.

But this match has produced an unpleasant

surprise upon her friends. The Queen, it is

said, has written an earnest letter of remon-

strance, asking her to reconsider the step.

:o:

The subject of female emancipation which

seems to have attracted fresh interest of late

is likely soon to engage the attention of the

AryaNari Samaj. Should the Association

embody their views in writing, the public

will have an opportunity which, we need

hardly add, very rarely presents itself, of as-

certaining accurately the wishes and procli-

vities of Native ladies themselves in the

matter. Any attempt to decide the problem

ga; jsarfe would certainly be unfair, and might

practically prove disastrous to the interests

of society. In the question before us it is

women who are chiefly concerned. Why
should not our ladies then be heard in the

first instance ? Have they nothing to say ?

We know they have much to say. Nay

wo would go further and affirm that the more

advanced and intelligent among the Bengali

ladies feel very strongly on the subject and

repudiate the idea of interested gentlemen

having it all their own way. Those who hate

female “ slavery,” as they call it, ought not to

crush liberty of thought and conscience, but

rather promote and encourage it. Ask the edu-

cated Hindu woman what she actually wants.

Does she wish to remain confined as a prisoner

within the four walla of the Zenana ? If not,

does she covet the pleasure and privilege of

being stared at by impure and uuwortliy eyeerj

Has she any love for flirtation, that swe^,

luxury of tbe present age ? Is sbe unhappy in



the company of her husband, and does she
therefore seek a body of “ admirers”? Does
she regard the pleasure of drinking wine and
smoking cheroots as the lady’s highest heaven
on earth ? Does she really believe that
there is no substantial education for her
except in the society of those who never
talk philosophy, science or religion, but the
purest nonsense possible? Or is it her
wish to be morally free—to associate with the

best and most cultivated classes whose very

companionship is education and discipline, and
to see only such places and persons as will

elevate and exalt her mind and sanctify her

heart? Are educated Hindu ladies anxious
to exchange the Zenana cell for the far more
demoralizing den of corrupt society, or do they

pant after the company of really refined and
happy souls?

-:o:

The last is the spiritual religion, and about

it we hear :

—

When Theodore Parker took up a stone to

throw at a tortoise in a pond, he felt himself res*

trained by something within him. He went home
and asked his mother what that something was.
She told him that this something was what was
commonly called conscience, but she preferred to

call it the voice of God within him. This, he
aid, was the tnrning-point in his life, and
this was his mode of accepting the truth of

the Divinity of the Eternal Spirit that speaks
to our spirits. When Arnold entered with all

the ardour of a great and generous nature into the
beauty, of the natural world, he added : « If we
feel thrilling through us the sense of this natural
beauty, what ought to be our sense of moral beauty
—of humbleness, and truth and self-devotion and
love? Much more beautiful because more truly
made after God’s image are the forms and colors

of kind and wise, and holy thoughts and words and
actions—more truly beautiful is one hour of an aged
peasant’s patient cheerfulness and faith than the
most glorious scene which this earth can show.
For this moral beauty is actually so to speak God
Himself, and not merely His work.”

The synthesis of these three methods is not,

according to him, an arithmetical enigma,
like the doctrine of the Trinity, but the great

lesson that “ the nature of God is vaster and
more complex than can be embraced in

any single formula.” We do not know
if the learned Dean of Westminster is

a careful reader of the writings of the

Brahmo Somaj. If he is, the New Dis-
pensation ought to count him among its

zealous friends. The doctrine of the three-

fold classification was preached long ago by
our minister in his lecture on Great
Men, Now, as Dean Stanley admits the pro-

bability of including in the son, besides Christ,

every great and mighty prophet that uttered

an idea, we may readily see that the creed

of the New Dispensation, if reduced to

a formula, would exactly agree with

the threefold classification involved in

the Dean’s definition of the Godhead.
The New Dispensation includes in the

econd of these classes, namely, the

historical, every inspired prophet that

preached the word of God. We are glad

to observe that the progress of thought has
brought the Broad Church almost within the
pale of Theism. We also agree with
the learned Dean of Westminster when
he says that “the nature of God is vaster

and more complex than can be embraced in

any single formula.” Under this belief any
arithmetic enigma, bo it the Trinity or the

thirty-three millions of the Hindus, becomes a
glorious unity.

A STRANGE PHENOMENON.

Hundbbds assembled day after day to see
that strange phenomenon. Strange surely

it wab.’^ The'’old dying Brahmin lay speech-

less and motionless on death-bed. He was
dead and gone, every body imagined, but few
dared to say. Nor would any one venture to
luourn or shed a drop of tear or utter a
syllable of grief. It was not sorrow but
amazement that sat upon every face. Was
life not extinct? No. Or there would be
weeping and wailing in the whole house-
hold, among relations as well as friends.
Tlie doctor had just gone away wonder-
ing and leaving men and women to
wonder. In reply to numerous and an-
xious questionings he had told them he was
not quite sure that life had departed.* Tlie
wiiole body of the patient was cold and icy.
I here was no sign of vitality. The outward
symptoms were symptoms of death. But
the

^

pulse was there, and the beat was
distinct. “No mistake about the pulse,” so
the doctor said as he hurried out of the room
perfectly amazed and puzzled. If the pulse
beat regularly, the man was undoubtedly
alive, though wholly unconscious. Or was
this seeming pulsation an abnormal mystery
which required explanation? What else
could there be in the wrist whose beat kept
such regular time ? It was the very perfec-
tion of pulsation. The wonder continued
for days unexplained and unaccounted
for. Priests and astrologers came in great
numbers, and confirmed the suspicion
growing in the minds of the man’s relatives
that there was something supernatural in
the phenomenon. It was the doing of the
Devatas, and the key to the mystery lay not
in human hands. The more credulous and
nervous got so frightened by the intimation
that they one by one left the house. Those
of stronger nerve determined anyhow to
unravel the mystery. After a week it was
resolved to cut open the radial artery at the
wrist, and examine it minutely with a view
to ascertain what it was that caused this
strange pulsation. The thing was done
directly it was planned. An eminent sur-
geon was sent for, and he without any cere-
mony performed the proposed operation.
What was his surprise when he found a pe-
culiarly bright substance producing a pecu-
liar sound. After careful examination he
was satisfied that anatomy gave no explana-
tion of either the mysterious sight or the
equally mysterious sound. A more minute
examination was, therefore, needed. With
the aid of a powerful magnifying glass
he

^

discovered—-what ? The figure of a
Vaishnava so small as to defy the naked
eye, with arms folded and eyes closed, constant-
ly uttering a sound. And what was this
strange sound ? A beautiful ear-trumpet of
exceptionally great power enabled the surgeon
to interpret the sound. It was “ Hari, Hari.”
This almost invisible little man was repeating
the word Hari every second, with perfect re-

gularity, and as he nodded while keeping time,
there was produced the movement known as
pulsation. The whole family was delighted,

and immediately a handsome purse was
presented to Dr. Temple for the splendid dis-

covery hitherto unknown to science. The
patient still continues in the same state, the
artery at the wrist beautifully throbbing and
keeping time. He is otherwise extinct, for he
eats not the things of this world nor does he
enjoy its pleasures. He is entranced in Yoga
unconsciousness

SUPERSTITION IN EDUCATED
CIRCLES.

Wb say again that English education has

bas ootdestroyed HiQda'superstition. While a

student an educated Native loses faith in idola-
try and' the old notions of his forefathers,
though he does not acquire the moral courage
to break through the trammels of caste and
superstition. Out of the college, when he gets
settled in life and advanced in years, he vecs
round to the old standard of thought
and ardently clings to the absurdities
of the orthodox faith. When young, he
laughs at the odd notions of his grandmother
and considers the priest as an antedeluvian
institution; when a man of the world,he is very
careful to be dictated to by his orthodox rela-
tives and gives to the priest a position well nigh
akin to that held by the supreme pontiff.
With all his English education and science
he still thinks a man’s life is regulated by
the stars of heaven, and believes that palm-
istry is the latest chapter added to Tyndall
or Faraday. He is afraid of the future, and
believes in the efficacy of curses when
administered by Brahmins. He worships
the family idol, and in this respect
far outstrips his world-old grandfather

;

while, in respect of caste discipline,
he usurps the place of the social legislator
and tyrant. If a man is being persecuted
for the loss of caste or is put out of the pale
of society, you may be sure the large majo-
rity of those that lead the crusade are edu-
cated men, many of them young men
too. Those that bitterly declaimed against
caste at debating societies in college,

are now foremost in putting its galling
chain round the neck of an unfortunate
heretic. He, the educated Native, can-
not calmly see the dearest institutions of his
country openly defied by a set of young
enthusiasts. He cannot endure the sight
of a heterodox Hindu—not he ! So that
it happens that though the abolition of
caste seems near enough to the ordinary
observer when the actions of the patriotic

student are closely scanned, its actual con-
summation is delayed for a whole genera-
tion as soon as the student enters into
family life, and becomes, prematurely though,
a patriarch. Under the circumstances,
what hope may be reasonably entertained for

the regeneration of the country ? If it is

to depend upon the actions of the younger
generation, then we may comfortably go
to sleep for another half-century, for it is

rather possible that the tide should run out and
the man may walk across the stream, than that
the old course of orthodoxy and hypocrisy
should easily be exhausted and come to an end.
English education has not destroyed supersti-
tion. That is the opinion we have arrived
at after examining the progress of Native
society during the last decade or so.

Let the Calcutta University think of
it

;
its brilliant educational experiments

have ended in failure, so far as the

death of superstition is concerned. It

is clear that some thing more than a mere
university education is needed to destroy

this hideous 'monster. The life of the

individual must be changed before that

can be done. And what can change life

so much as a pure, saving religion ? We
thidk the future of the country now depends

upoh the professors of religion rather than

those of mathematics or literature. The

Brahmo Somaj has dona much to eradicate

superstition and crush idolatry. Let it mul-

tiply its labors and with the aid of its

almighty faith give that death-blow to error

and ‘sin which we have been vainly looking

for tfhese many years.
.V' . I
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Odr retmrics oti this sabisofc in the Ust
issue of our paper have evoke 1 a cotntnuni-
catioii from kite w.)rthy Secretary of the
Bengal Branch of the National Inlian Asso-
ciation which we publish elsewhere. We
rea;ret to find the one or two su^sfestions we
offered in our article have been unintelligible
to the representatives of the Society. At
the risk of repetition, therefore, we must try
to explain our meaning more plainly, though
in a perfectly friendly spirit. The subject ?s,
besides, of such vital importance that it can-
not be discussed too often, and we feel some-
what anxious that our views shouM be
thoroughly understood. Well, then, in the
first place, we think the National Indian
Association should not, as far as possible,
identify its objects and efforts with those who
in Calcutta, as well as out in the Mofussil.
are regarded as extrema radicals on the ques-
tion of social reform. These persons may be
perfectly sincere and steady in their convic-
tions, their ideas may find ready response in
the European community. But we have grave
doubts if any association of social reformers,
known to bo closely allied with them, will
achieve that success and popularity with-
out which no impression can be made
upon a community so eminentlv con-
servative as the Hindus. The National
Indian Association should, therefore, court
the co-operation and advice of all sections of
the people, even not excepting “ that one of
which the Mirror is the organ.” Calcutta
society is broken up in many cliques painful-
ly hostile to each other. It would be a great
misfortune if a philanthropic Association, like
the National Indian, be identified with anv one
of them. Wo are aware religious nnseeta'-ian-
ism forms the basis of that body, bat we b -g
leave to point out that sectarianism mav be
social as well as religious, and it should avoid
both. In the second place, the Society sliould
try to make itself acquainted with the views and
principles of the^ representatives of different
classes on the subject of social reform. There
is, for instance, the elder school of educated
men composed of such men ns Dr.
Rajendralala .Mitra, or Maharajah Jo'endro
Mohun Tagore or the Hon’b'le Kristodas
Panl. These gentlemen may differ from
maiiy of us

;
but it is quits worth while to

profit from their long and peculiar experience.
V7e have no doubt, if consulted, they could
give many practical an.l useful hints on
female education as well as on other questions
of social reform. Socia re-unions held at
some of their houses now and then, or held
in the houses of influential English trentle.
men, might lead to a friendly exchange of
views, and to a great extent help to answer
some of the objects of the N. I. Association.
In Bombay such re-unions are held

;

they might be, with great success, tried
in Calcutta. In the third place, on the
sulject of tile Society’s agency of Zenana
teachers, we confess we did not remem-
ber at the time of writing our last
article that it had any such staff. We beg
to be excused for this. But in extenuation
of our fault we might say that in our pretty
large and varied intercourse with our fellow-
townsmen (Hindus, of course), we have very
rarely, if ever, heard any allusion made to
the Society s teachers. This, we dare say is
because the population of Calcutta is so large
and these teachers are so few, we think
not more than three or four in all, and
also because the Christian Zenana agencies
are so extensive and powerful that
they swamp the efforts of other bodies.

We should like to know more of the work of
these teachers, and we should especially de-
sire to be informed in what particulars their

mSona^v^'?1 from those of the

ToZn I National

tb«1l =

^^sociation succeed in imparting to
their system of Zenana education soL distin-
guishing characteristics other than mere reli-
g ous unsectarian.sm, they cannot, we are
afraid, survive the competition of the Chris-

tion T resources and organiza-

Laetlv wo
superior in comparison,

undertnnlr f

^ Society sometime ago

for Hio n
^

i^'f^ tt
' ®®rtain popular bonks

for he perusal of Hindu ladies." One or two
of these books have come out, if we mistake

fho* I

• adapted to satisfy
the object with which they were written it is
impossible to say. Prom the notices taken in

e papers 0 one of them, they don’t seem
to be popular. Why shouM not the Society
try to publish Its journal in Bengali. We

sure in that case of its being read by
in u a les who, generally speaking, are

not advanced enough to understand the
English in which it is at present written.
In addition to this the system of prize essavs
might be very advantageously established.
he prizes should be competed for by

Hindu ladies only, and then the essays
published at the Society’s expense. In many
ways, a,s we believe, the usefulne,ss of the
engal Branch of the Indian Association

might be increased. Only it must first of all
try to extend the sphere of its sympathy and
operation.s.

Bh.41 Amrita Lall Bose has started for Simla.

Some degree of intere.st in the Brahmo Sornai
rnovemeiit has hnen awakened in Germany and
Switzerland. We cannot tell how or why.

We were much concerned to hear of the il'noss
of the Rev. C. H. A. Dali. We are glad to harn
our friend Ins recovered.

Ir 19 proposed to send a resident iniasionAry to
the Punjab, who will make Lahore his head-
quarters

.

The usual monthly se-vice will take place in
the Brahma Maiidir this morning. Service com-
mences at 7-30 A. M.

The minister’s .sermon on ^^l/ Mother preaeiie'i
on the occasion of the last Ut<ah. in the course
of the morning service, has been published, and is
ready for sale.

Yoga meetings were held regularly evey even-
ing during the past week. The chief object in
view was Sadhan or practice, not mere teaching of
tlieories. The disciple, Rhai Aughorenath, sat
before the minister, and under his directions culti-
vated Yoga for about an hour and a half every
evening. There were others also who attended
and profited. God as Force, God as Inte’ligence,
God as Conscience, God as Beauty were the several
subjects taken up at the evening exercises.

dl'Om’fiDomleiKc.

[Wfi til) noUiold ourjifil.nfls in anv wav rrsponstihle
for the opinions of out correspondents.- Kd. 5. d/.]

THE NATIONAL INDIAN ASSOCIATION.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIUROR.”
SlR^—In tlie article entitled “ What to do with

our iu your issue of SentemberS, you
ask Why, then, does not the National Indian
Association enjoy that prosperity which,” you are

good enough to add, “ it so well deserves ?” You
do not answer this query, but you proceed to
promise one or two suggestions which will,
you think, “ if accepted, lead to somewhat
greater success and usefulness than the Associa-
tion has, perhaps, yet manifested.”

I looked eagerly for these suggestions, but failed
to find any except what may be thought to be
contained in the following lines :

—

“The great virtue of the Zenana Missions is
that they visit every order of society and
extend their labors to every branch of the
population. As far as possible, the National
Indian Association ought to do that.”

If it is intended to be implied that the
National Indian Association fails to do this, I am
simply nuzzled

;
since, as a matter of fact, the

Society’s teachers have been employed by every
section of the community, unless it be that one of
which the A/isVro?* is the organ. Should that section
desire their services, it can readily obtain them.

If something else is meant by the lines
cited above, I hope you will have the kindness to
say plainly in what respect the Society fails
to support its unaectarian character.
Speaking in the name of the Society I shall

thankfully receive any practical suggestions, either
in your columns, or through more nrivate channels,
which may tend to increase its success and
usefulness.

Yours faithfully

M. S. Knight.

A REPLY.

TDTHE EDITOR OF THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.’’
Sir,—In your issue of August 15th 1 have read

with interest “ Kosmos’ ’’ letter on Religions
Fervour and the Moral Code. I have also
gone through your comments thereon, whmh
have appeared in your paper of the 22nd. The first
sentence in “ Kosmos’ ” letter that struck me
as I read it is the following “In fact, if a man
of this sort becomes a ‘ thoroughly religious’
person as the cant phrase is, he often loses the
esteem in which he was formerly held, and may
become, from weakness of character, a less useful
member of society than formerly.” What does
the writer really mean ? After the expression
“ thoroughly religious” we come across “ very
religions,” and as an illustration of the
worthlessness of a “very religious” society
“ Kosmos” says-a point which has beeii
noticed by you For instance, the moral tone
of civilized society in England, unhapnilv, is lower
now than it was thirty years ago.” Will your
correspondent tell the public what are the data
on which he has based bis statement ? But let
that alone, Carlyle, whom even Professor Tyndall
describes as a “hero M the intellect” deplores
not the “ very religiou.s” state of society in Eng-
land, bvit siinething diametrically opposite In
a recent work, “Cromwell’s Letters.” he says —“ The last glimpse of the Godlike vanishing from
this England

; conviction and veracity giving place
to hollow cant and formulism •antique. ‘^Reio^n
of God,’ which all true men in the’r several
djalecta and modes have always striven for,
giving place to modern Reign of the No-God’
whom men call Devil : this in its multitndinous
meanings and results Is a sight to create reflection
in the earnest man ! ” Underscored by 'me. As
an illustration of the fact that religious rulers
elevate society, you have done very well to have
alluded to the moral and religious character of
Messrs, Gladstone and Bright as purifying ** the
mo'al atmosphere of England ” An English gentle-
man assured me long before the change In the
Ministry, that Mr.Gladstone had the sympathy and
support of the entire body of ministers of religion
in the United Kingdom. I do not wonder. God-fear-
ing men could not do otherwise. Faith in God
ennobles human nature, and even Darwin admits
that “ with the more civilized races, the convic-
tion of the existence of an all-seeing Deity has
had a potent influence on the adcancenient
of morality". And does not Brahmoism—pure
Theism—inculcate the belief in the One “All-
seeing ” Moral Governor of the Universe? Yet
“ Kosmos” charges you with “ endangering the
moral stability of society,” simply because on
such occasions as the anniversary of the Brahmo
Somaj, you have recourse to “ religious excite-
ment and enthusiasm.” I am glad, however,
that your correspondent admits-and tho admin.
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Bion is some thin? very dififerent from the

charge he has brought against you of “ endan-

gering the moral stability of society”—that

“ religion, pure and vindedled, does influence

beneficially the conduct of individuals.” Yes,

it does
;
and there is no necessity for trans-

porting ourselves in imagination to Enjland

for illustrations, as they can be found in

India itself. The present writer is verging

on two score a and half, and my experience of

the “interior” of the country is not inconsider-

able. And it certifies the fact that,go to any sudder

station or Sub-Divisional Head Quarters where

there is a Brahmo Somaj or a since e Brahmo, and

you will find that the latter is a centre of whole-

some moral influence. Do you like to come

across “niggers” of rigid principles —men of

unquestionable veracity and having a high sense

of duty—duty to themselves and to their fellow-

men—come to me and I will show you “ the

precious jewels.” Self-restraint—the absence of

which is leading and will lead “ lots of educated

Natives” to an untimely funeral pile—is one of

the many ennobling qualities which adorn the

character of a genuine “Indian Theist.” Ask

even a Mukhtear of the old school, and he will tell

you that men whose circle of thought, unlike that

of mammon-worshippers, has not always “Self for

its centre—men who take a lively interest m such

public matters as literary Clubs, Girls’ Schools,

and Night Schools -in fact in every undertakuig

having for its object the amelioration of the

condition of this once great country—are or once

were Brahmos. i. e., followers of the. religion, “pure

and undefiled.” “Religious fervour” then is as indis-

pensably necessary as intellectual culture. In

order to be moral we must be spiritual', and I agree

with those that maintain that “ it is impossible to

teach human duty comprising the relations

between man and man, without also teaching

some thing at least of man’s duty towards

Yours &c,

Member, Brahmo Somaj

North Bengal, 3rd September 1880.

PROVE ALL THINGS ;
HOLD FAST THAT

WHICH IS GOOD.—1 Thes. v. 21,

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY JIIRROR.”

presented. “ Ho believes three to be one, and one
to be three “a Father not to be elder than his

son, and a son to be equal with his Father ;
and

one proceeding from both, to be equal with both ;

he believing three persons in one nature, and
two natures in one person. Ha believes a virgin

to be a mother of a son, and that very son of

hers to be her maker. He believes him to have
been shut up in a narrow womb whom heaven
and earth could not contain. He believes Him
to have been birnintimi, who was and is from
everlasting. He believes Him to have been a

weak child carried in arms who is the Almighty ;

and Him once to have died who only hath life

and immortality in himself.” [Lonl Bacon.
Worhs Vol. II. p 4:10. \

Lastly your correspondent should remember that
the display of temper and spleen reflects on
himself and his ortliodoxy no small discredit; it

renders his character a contradiction to himself
and to the Christian code, and his vituperation
against Unitarians do not hurt them but himself

;

and if the possession of truth give superior weight
to calling names, Unitarians may rest assured that

their opposers will be the severest sufferers, should
they think fit to hurl back the sentences of abuse.

A Homan Catholic m'ght also level at your corre-

spondent endless vituperation on the strongest
grounds of inconsistency of character in his

beliefs : he believes that a book is infallible

and the Pope is not
;

that the doctrine
of the Trinity in Unity which has not
a single plain passage in scripture to support
it, is true, and the Transubstantiation which is

supported by a plain passage, (“ this is my body”)
is false

;
and that the Creator was once confined

in the womb of a virgin, and cannot be contained

in a gilt box carried in the pocket of the priest,

&c
, &c.
But I am happy to say that Christians in

general are not given to the habit in question.

Such a character does not sit well on a Christian

or a gentleman, or a truly learned man. Par be ir

from me, from you, and all men who have learned

to worship the one true God, and in Him seek to

love and serve their brethren with Jesus as the

Guide, the Standard, a living personification of his

own religion, to wound the feelings of the meanest

of our brethren in such an unchristian like

manner.

gj[j Your correspondent “Orthodox Christian”

has given us in his second letter what he considers

the soundest views concerning the conditions of

man in a future state. He sneaks with all the con-

fidence of one who, it might be supposed, has

visited the other world and returned with reliable

information; hence the truths that he utters

are like the torch, the more “
’tis shook shines.

But the subject is a speculative one, and it

ought to be remembered that we are not com-

petent in this life to decide for certain what will

actually be the conditions of the next.

182 000 000 of Roman Catholics believe on the

authority ’of a Church in every sense orthodox

that the doctrine of Purgatory reconciles,according

to the beat of human reasoning, the attributes of

Infinite justice and mercy, and

most number of souls to God ;
while l/MOd.OOO

of Protestants who are divided and sub-divided

into endless sects, holding opinions as divided as

themselves, reject the doctrine of Purgatory, and

strive in vain to invent some theory of their own

which should remove the difficulties that surround

the whole question and be made to P-'^ss current

as orthodox. But the whole truth is that all Chris

tians are as profoundly ignorant as any one else

on this subject. A proposition in Theology carries

noweightjecause it is held by 182,000,000, or by a

comparatively very small number arrogating to

themselves the name “ Orthodox.;’ Every pro-

position in Theology must be submitted before the

bar of our reason, and there undergo a test of

examination, and stand or fall on its O'vn merits

We are in duty bound to “ prove all things, and

“ hold fast that which is good.” Protestant Ortho-

doxy must not be vain enough to suppose

that it can control the mind or make all men

think exactly alike as Roman Catholics do; the

best arguments of to-day will be superseded by

those of to-morrow. Moreover, al the arguments

brouc^ht to bear on a question like this, do not,

in the least, affect or go to prove the dogmas

of the Christian faith, which are m themselves

repugnant to reason and are accepted by your

correspondent in opposition to all reason. It is

here that the mind of “Orthodox Christiau meets

with a total shipwreck of understanding. He

believes the sent of God to be the God who rent

him
;
the image of Jehovah to be the him-

self ; in short, he believes the Son of God to be b s

own Ffttheii A flummary of hia beliefs may be thus

Yours, &c.,

W.T,

RELIGIOUS FERVOUR AND THE
MORAL CODE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—You will allow me in reply to your

remarks on the 22nd instant on my letter to say

that my object in writing that letter was to

endeavour to put, if possible, some restraint upon

the enthusiasm which threatens to mar much of

the good) which a conscientious avowal of opinion

on religions matters would otherwise effect. My
position is this ? life and property are secure, the

moral code is obligatory on all citizens alike, and

the law is strong enough to punish evil doers. In

other words, all that is required to build up social

order and to maintain the structure can be and is

performed. As far as the welfare of this social

order of things is concerned, whether a man be a

theist on an atheist, a Brahmin, Mahomedan,

Catholic or Protestant, is clearly of no importance

whatever, so long as the laws of society are

equally respected by any one or all of these pro-

fessions.
.

You call this condition of the civilised world

“a complacent belief in an exiled God;” but

this is not a legetimate inference. Any member
of society may avow his belief in a Moral Governor

openly, ff the thinks proper
;
but the silence of

society does not imply that it has “ exiled God.”

On the contrary, the conviction that there is a

Moral Governor of the world may be so evident

and so palpable, that the mention of the belief is

no more needful than it is for men to be crying

all day that the sun shines, hence the light of day.

You beg the question by assuming that society

has exiled God, because His name is not on every

one’s lips.
, «

Whatever, therefore, may be said in favor of

the influence of the priest or preacher in days that

are past, it does not apply now. Some good was, as

you say, done by these men; but the sects, churches,

the bodies corporate in religious matters to

which they belonged,are responsible for the greater

portion of the crune^ that stain the pages

of history ;
but in these modern days, in which we

have the happiness to live, we may hope that

religious enthusiasm and the moral blindness that

it produces, will not afflict us as it did our fore*

fathers. Ido not wish you to understand that

religion is not, in my opinion, individually useful

or necessary, but that society does not require

collectively the stimulant which enthusiasm m
religion supplies to a few. We do not want estab-

lished churches, or an avowal of any special form

of religion by the State.

You ask, “does our correspondent really

mean to say that the Judges of the High

Court do not require to be influenced by

religious thought? Supposing these Judges to

turn atheists, supposing they do not believe in the

sanctity of oaths or contracts, marriage or<son~

jugal rights, does he think they can equitably

administer the law? If their own moral nature

becomes loose, can they respect the sanctity ot

moral institutions?” A Judge, like any other

respectable member of society, must preserve

his character and reputation from taint of any

sort, and he will, therefore, insist upon respect

being paid to the obligations to tell the truth by

witnesses and others in his Court, but he will

not be regarded with additional respect if he

makes a parade on the bench of his own religious

convictions ;
his duty is to administer the law

and see that it is respected and obeyed. It you

mean that a Judge, whose private character is m-

famous, should not sit on the Bench I agree with

you, but the less we hear there of his religion the

letter. . .

You next ask me where I get my information

about the lowered tone of English society. Take

the English papers by the last mail or read the

letters of the London correspondents of 1 he

Indian journals. There you will see the state-

ment made that married women—lu the higher

ranks only most fortunately—spend much of t heir

time in search after lovers, and so successfully that

young, uumarried women have no chance or

competing. Why are the married women who

are guilty of this crime so successful . 1 leave

your own knowledge of mankind to answer that

question. But whilst this is going on,^e priests,

as they wish to be called of the High Church

party, the fashionable form of religion now, en-

conrage outward forms of religion, sanctimonious

looks and ceremonial observances, but rarely raise

their voices against the moral depravity that they

witness. The fashionable religion of the day does not

interfere with their moral degradation; but some of

the clergy, in their mad enthusiasm, set at defaance

courts of law, refuse to obey their decrees, and are

thus guilty of attempting to upset social order;

they break the moral code, and substitute in its

place “conscientious objections.” a plea that might

excuse excesses of any kind. Their conduct bears

out what I have said, that enthusiasm in religion

tends to undermine and lower the character,

not only of individuals, but of the whole of soci^y.

Your constitutional theory is not sound, ihe

maxim that the head of the State can do no wrong,

means that that person is not responsible for the

coinuct of the ministers,—a very who.esome rule

and not at all illogical, as you suppose.
Tours, &c.,

Koslfos.

The 26th August.

e^Our correspondent does not answer the main

auction. Is the moral condition of England

\Urse than it was thirty years ago? If so, how

does he account for it?

ace

does oe accuuuu aui iv .
e *1 •

in religion the cause or consequence of tin

depravity? “Fashionable religion” may prodiic

perverse ways in a community. But, mind, la

is not religion, it is the mere abuse of it. irue

religion fights with immorality, never encourages

it °If it winks at vice, it has ceased to be true,

and become itself an evil of no ordinary magni-

tude.—

E

d.

—

I. M.

Setiip

THE EPIC OF THE NEW DISPENSATION.

The author of this work has set before him-

self a bold task, and we are of opinion that he

has done it well. The Bidkcin Bharat is the

logical sequence of all the previous great works

which have added fame aud lustre to the liter-

ature of India ;
it is the sequel to the story of the

Mababharat and other great religious epics which

record the appearance of divine dispensations

in this country. Yogananda’s first question

to Chiranjib is this: -“Tell me, friend, what

transpired next? In what new form did the

* Bidhan
(Shakabda.)

Bharat, Part I- Calcutta : 1802
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m ludia and
respect, the

the rule of

is written in

Merciful God redeem the world’s burden ? When,
how and with whom? I have heard from thy
mouth t the life of Chaitanya. Unheard of is that
tale— the tale of the Indian dispensations! When
the Lord Gouranga, giving up his mortal coil
at the Blue Hills, went to his abode in heaven, * * *

say what God did afterwards to save mankind.”
So that the present work finishes the tale
which began thousands of years aoro in the Vedas,
was repeated subsequently in the Ramayan and the
Mahabharat, and, renewed in the life of
Chaitanya. culminated at last in the New
Dispensation of the Brahmo Somaj. God’s mighty
career through history is sung

' “ ”

not mere’y recorded. In this

Bidhan Bharat strictly follows
all religious compositions. It

poetry. But if a comparison be suggested between
the Mahabharat and this book, we may say that
besides this inevitable agreement as to poetry,
the methods vary essentially. The Mahabharat
is the record of God’s grace manifested through
events, through great men’s lives, through va'st

momentous crises and calamities. It gives°us the
visible proofs of visible influences upon visible
objects. Both the material and the spiritual are
included in its comprehensive range. The Bidhan
Bharat, on the other hand, discards the material,
and sings of the Divine Spirit as working u Jon the
spirit of man. It ignores physical miracles and
takes into account the birth of a new spirit and its

wonderful effect in forming individual and social
character. It deifi ‘8 no hero and makes no in-
vidual its central figure. Its story is the
simple one—the birth of a new spirit which
it personifies

;
and its business is to narrate its

achievements, how it works upon the individual
character, and changes through it the organisation
of the community or nation. The Bidhan Bharat
in this respect is true to the genuine spirit of philo-
sophy, in accordance with which history is to be
accounted for by the prevalence of particular ideas.
The history of the world, in fact, is the history of
ideas, and the true historian is he, who, leaving
kings and armies to shift for themselves, tells us
how ideas took their rise and how they grad u-
ally took possession of the human mind and en-
tirely changed the face of society for a number of
centuries. No history can, therefore, be entirely

the period of her

meaningless been inponujlatn-^nii

account for in its pages. Judged by this stanaard,

the popular histories of India read in the schools

become mere fictions, for the simple reason that

they fail to explain the Native mind, as it has been

wrought upon and changed by the numerous ideas

which have from time to time gained acceptance.

The Hindu mind, as at present constituted, is the

result of all the opinions which have been preached

in this country from age to age. The history of

these ideas is the history of the Hindu race. In

the sense in which history is thus represented, the

poet is as much a historian as any one else, and the

author of the Bidhan Barat is no exception to the

rule. He has taken up the idea by itself, and by

personifying it has sought to sing of its struggles,

progress and ultimate triumph. The new spirit

which has been called upon to give life and renewed

activity to the Indian intellect is represented as

the New Dispensation, and the various sins, tempta-

tions and trials are produced before us as demons or

asuras who endeavour to crush it. Readers who do

not understand the New Dispensation, may take it

for an allegory, which certainly it is. But to those

who have imbibed the new spirit, experienced the

struggle in their hearts and felt the pleasures

of a” new life, it is more than an allegory
;

it is an

actual record of facts. A man of faith vivified and

enlightened by the new truth is sure to feel as the

writer feels, when he paints in gorgeous terms the

work and triumphs of the New Dispensation.

The Bidhan Bharat, in short, is the history of the

Brahmo Somaj, since the dawning of this new
idea.

Having endeavoured to explain the scope of the

work, we shall criticise it in detail in another

issue.

district. Believing that it was better that children
should have whoopintr cough while they we>e
young, parents were in the habit of taking their
children where the whooping cough was prevalent,
in order that they might catch the infection. In
one case he knew a woman, the mother of ei<rht
children, take her children to a house where
there were persons suffering from scarlet
fever, so that they might have the fever
while they were young. The medical officer said
that was a recognised notion amongst the
classes.

poorer

We have to apologise to the conductors of the
Nalini for our delay in noticing it in our coin rans.
The Nalini is a monthly periodical in Bengali,
edited by Babu Narendra Nath Bose. The fourth
number which is now before us seems to be very
fairly gotup. The article on English and Sanskrit
alphabets is excellent. The writer points out the
illogical character of the former. Engbah
grammarians do not know the proper sequence
of letters. They cannot tell us why the alphabet
should heah c and not ch a. In .<^anskrit all the
letters are properly arranged according to the way
in which they are uttered. Thus dentals,
labials, palatals &c., are to be found one after the
other according as they are soft or hard. The other
articles .=eem to be well written

; but as they are to
be continued in subsequent numbers, we are notin
a position to pronounce upon their merits. The
editor ought to give us whole articles in
number, instead of incomplete ones which
rally irritate the reader.

Ol'dlCUft:!.

every
gene-

A DESPATCH from Youngstown, Ohio, says that a
captive balloon that had been used there for short
excursions by a man named Henry, broke loose
from the guy-ropes on the ,3lst July. In the
small basket attached to the gigantic air-ship were
two persons, a man an 1 a woman, who bad come
into town from the neighbouring county. There
was a large crowd of people standing around the
guy-ropes at the time they broke, and a cry of
terror ro.se from them all. The balloon darted
upwards with marvellous ranidity. At first the

when they glanced t)?htthe

ly receding, they gesticulated piteously to the

crowd as if imploring assistance. When the

balloon had reached a high altitude, it drifted in

a north-easterly direction. It was followed by

many people with telescones, and finally disap-

peared in that direction. The man and woman in

the balloon had come into town from the country,

and thought they would take a balloon ride. Word

has been°sent to all towns lying to the north-east

of the place,and look-out will be kept for the balloon

in case it should drift near the earth. The couple

who took this involuntary ride know nothing about

the management of balloons. At the last ac-

counts no word has been received at Youngstown

as to their fate.

Information has been received that Her
Majesty has signified her intention to con -

fer the honor of Grand Commander of the Bath
upon Generals Stewart and Roberts, The latter,

moreover, is appointed Comraander-in-Chief of
the MadrasArmy, in succession to Sir Neville
Ghamberlain, when that officer’s time expires in
February next.

A General Meeting, convened bv Babu Loke*
nath Chatterji, a ilerchant and Zemindar, and
also an Honorary Magistrate of Howrah, was held
at his premises, Shibpore, on Sundav, the 5th Sep-
tember 1880, at 5 p. M., for the purpose of estab-
lishing a Vernacular Chhattra- Britti School, at
Shibpore. The following resolutions were then
carried :

—

That the School be established at a prominent
place in the heart of the village, so as to suit the
convenience of the majority of the inhabitants.

That an application be made to the Inspector of

Sohoohs, Western Circle, for aid for the purchase of

furniture, &c.
That an application for a Government graut-

in-aid for rupees 40 be made to the Inspector of

Schools, Western Circle.

in but

The ancient

f Referring to the writer’s previous work con-

taining the life and labors of Chaitanya, and

entitled Bhakti Chaitanya Chandrika.

A strange superstition i.s reported a.s existing

i u the United Kingdom. At the last meeting of

the Orrell Local Board, the clerk mentioned that

there was an extraordinary superstition in the

miodi of some of the pareate ia the board’s

The following about the Cathedral of Cologne

will be read with interest :
—“The last stone

cross ornamenting the top of the pinnacle of the

second of the two great spires of the Cathedral at

Oolof'ue was finally fixed in its place on Saturday

morning. On all the public buildings and many

private houses flags were displayed in honor of

the event. There was no great cereinony

however, as the Archbishop of Cologne is living

in exile, because he refused to concur with

the May Laws. The Cathedral has taken

more than 600 years to finish. It was com-

menced on the 14th of August 1248, and in spite

of the old legend it is now completed. After the

main portion had been consecrated in 1322,

little progress was made for centuries

Archbishops of the place haviiig many churches at

their disposal neglected the finest of them deterre^

as it were, by the transcendent grandeur

design. After the incorporation of the

territory with Prussia, the building was

hand again. In 1817 King Frederick William III

bestowed some money on the Cathedral Chanter

to enable them to resume operations; in 184-

Frederick William IV. revived the undertaking

by a solemn inaugural festivity and the donation

of a large sum. Since then the completion of the

stately pile has been promoted by all religious

and political denominations alike. Donations

began to flow in more liberally, and after another

building period of 32 years the great work is com-

pleted. It Is the largest and finest edifice m the

Qothlo ityle «Ter reared oo German Boll»

GOD, AND IDEAS OF GOD.

(Spectator.)
Dr. Carpenter, in a letter, published three

weeks ago, on the 24th of July, maintained with
much vigour that ‘‘ every believer’s God is neither
more nor less than his own idea of God,” and that
growth in religious life is nothing in the world
but such growth in man’s own conception of moral
good as enables him gradually to ‘‘proj-^ct upon
infinity” a higher and higher conception of himself.

If God be for us nothing more than our own idea
of God, there is nothing acting freely upon us from
outside our own finite understanding which tends
to widen and elevate that idea,—a conception fatal

And he now clearly aomns,
7. .up.

correspondent of last week, that if a chi d s father

were not something very much above the child s

blea of its own father, the child would be

very badly off for a father indeed. And so, too,

the^difference between an infinite Being, whom

man oulv faintly takes in, and man s faint idea

Thim as' ‘‘projected on infinity,” is the whole

difference betiveen God and

pressia. in oo own, .0 » .o

making, which
grow,

cannot do for us

in reality we do for

difference between a

constantly helping us

to annrehend, what unassisted we could not

apprehend and a view which may

indeed, widen from time to time, but only

as we get time and leisure and capacity to

TecZJer and extend it. Dr. Carpenter o cours

will say that he never for a moment intended to

deny that it is God himself whose agency

and expands our human “ ideas

our idew should always be kept open and

a^to be recast at once under every new experience

which God may provide for us. And we are qui

aware, as no o?e doubts Dr. Carpenter s earnest

Theism, that the issue between us, momentous as

it is, is at bottom rather one as to

expressin^g ineam than ^t^^ tl^^

the best mode

of the
Rhenish
taken in

us to open our hearts wider

other is a notion of our own

will only grow as we grow and if we

and which in soy

anything beyond what

ourselves. It is all the

living being, who is
. . -

’ what unassisted we

modifies

of him, nor that

so

between the

than as

itself. But then, sometimes a great deal

of belief is involved in choosing t
‘

of expressing our belief.

The great difference, we take it,

mode 0̂ looking at things which star s from the

idea of God” formed by each man, as if it were the

equivalent of God himself and that,

hand, which recognises *

infinitely wider and

and its pressure upon — , -
4.u;o .

our finite intelligence can give an account, is this,

that the former tends to a purely

which never takes a step until tne mind

on the other

.. that the divine agency is

more various in its influences

us than anything of which

oil

l;£Ti;rur.;'eirrilear;Jo„„t'o! ae ..nnaiple.

justify that step i
while the

'«<'f f
*

faith that often goes in advance

because ib believes ia » guidauce htgber thau the
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human intellect can, at present, grasp, and draw-

ing us towards what the human intellect will

creep slowly after, and perhaps, for ages more, ra-

ther throw doubts upon than verify. Of course,

it will be said as it always has been said, that this

conception of God as acting upon ns by a great

many more influences than wa can apprehend or

analyse, tends directly to fanaticism, pietism, and

all kinds of dangerous mysticism. As Dr. Carpen-

ter has well pointed out, there is hardly any reli-

gious mischief going, which has not been justified

by insane intuitions of divine commands; and, of

course, it is no news to any body that those who

allow themselves to be guided by influences

which they cannot clearly define and explain are

so far as that goes, and if they know nothing more

of these influences than that they cannot explain

them more likely to be guided in the wrong direc-

tion than in the right. But then no one who blieves

in divine revelation at all, thinks that because we

are unable clearly to discriminate what it is which

assures us of the divine hand, there is nothing

which can so assure us. The child cannot descri-

minate in the least, what it is which teaches him

to rely on his father, but none the less, he is quite

right in so relying, and if he did not sorely. it

would be all the worse for him. What we main-

tain is, that every great religious advance has been

due to following some guidance which went far be-

yond what the people so guided could at the time

clearly comprehend or rationally justify, and yet

which, acting upon the teaching of their whole in-

ward nature, they felt to be a guidance better than

their own, and worthy to be trusted, as proceeding

from a higher source. Take the Jewish legislation,

for instance, which so carefully provided agai^t

idolatry in the midst of idolatrous instincts of the

most potent kind,—which so carefully provided

strict limitations on the accumulative instincts of

the Jews in relation to property, accnmulative in-

stincts which have always been stronger

amongst the Jews than amongst other nations,

whi”ch so early and so solemnly forbade covetous-

ness as a sin of the first order, and that among

a people peculialry exposed to covetousness. Now
was not the Jewish legis’ation in all these cases

quite beyond the rational justification, in any c ear

intellectual sense of the people, who were called

upon to obey it. And yet was there not enough in

the heart and mind of the people to make it inex-

_i;— ui.. ..n.foin in f.Vipm—thoiinh by no means
they protested so powerfully against holding
by the letter of the sacrificial law, and
demanded instead the divine spirit of self-
sacrifice,—the sacrifice of the will, instead of the
more sacrifice of expensive external dues and of
conventional earthly observances. Was not the
teaching of Isaiah far in advance of the mind
of the people, whose obedience Isaiah demanded ?
But though far in advance of their mind, was there
not enough in their hearts and minds to justify
that demand, even though they could not explain
how it was justified? And so too, with the teach-
ing of Christ. Do not his Apostles tell us expressly
that they misunderstood his language, that they
often did not even follow what he was driving
at in his teaching, that thay put the most earthly
interpretations on his promises, and protested
passionately against his purposes? Yet they follow-
ed him, and though in a sense blindly, yet in a
much better sense not blindly at all, because though
they knew not what they did, there was some-
thing in them, and that the highest thing in them
which assured them that what they did was good.
Well, what we say is that the power to trust to
this spirit of God. which leads men in advance of
their “ ideas of God,” is of the very essence of
religious development

; that if men had not felt
that they must obey a voice which prompted them
to break through the limits imposed by their
“ ideas of God,” wo should never have had
religious advance at all. Every religious refor-
mation has broken through the best and most
approved notions of the day about religion, and
has broken through these without its own charac-
teristic ideas having first mastered the intellects
and enlarged the understandings of those who made
up the bulk of the reforming party. Religious ad-
vance has always consisted in moving onward to a
divine beckoning.and that before the rational justi-
fication of that movement had presented itself to
the people. Patriarch, prophet, apostle,—not one
of them, if we can trust history at all, could be
said to have acted in conformity with his “ idea of

trusting in your own ” Idea of God:” the man
who trusts in the former is ready to move out be-

yond the field of his own ideas, at the impu Ise of

the living Power,who is greater than those ideas,

and who is always trying to show us the in suffi-

cieucy of them; while the man who trusts onl y in

the Latter,is kept a prisoner in the vicious circle of

his own inadequate notions. God can en large our

ideas of Him, can show us how iraoerfact they are,

by [jently leading us beyond them, as when He
taught St, Pater, while priding himself in hii

horror of what was “common and unclean,” that

what God had cleansed he was not to regard as

common ;
but an “idea of God” can never enlarge

itself, and has in itself no principle of life and

movement.

THE UNVEILING OF GOD.

C Inquirer.

)

A FEW weeks since we offered some comments
on, and quoted at some length a remarkable dis-

course by Keshub Chunder Sen, on “ God-Vision
in the Nineteenth Century.” The July number
of the JJiiitiriTii Heviem contains an essay by the

Rev. Charles T, Canfield, on “ The Unveiling of

God.” Both, therefore, take up the same great

subject, and it is interesting to compare the

Eastern mind and the Western mind in their

efforts to grasp the greatest of all problems, and
make it in some degree intelligible to the human
understanding. The almost nainful earnestness and

passionate fervour of the Oriental contrast finely

with the calm statements and cool reasoning of the

Western writer. The warmth of feeling which

gives an almost fiery glowto every utterance of Mr,

Sen is absent from the essay of Mr. Canfield. We
follow him with the understanding quickened,

and with the understanding the problem is left for

solution. The two essays are thus eminently

characteristic. They are representative of the best

thought of the Eastern and the Western world.

They are also evidence along with many similar

attempts, of the intense earnestness with which the

endeavour is being made to attach an intelligible

rational, scientific meaning to the term God—

a

meaning that reason may sanctim, science approve,

most thoughtful minds of our time. The God of the
old traditional theology can no longer be ac-
cepted, The knowledge of the world has gone
beyond this partial anthropomorphic conception.
Reason and science alike compel us to reject
It as unworthy and false. A truer basis of
world 8 religious faith has to be found than
which the old creeds and theologies
The idea of an artificer God outside

the

that
supplied.

, , .
of nature

and working on it from without is a notion of
the past. Such an idea is at variance with the
teachings of science and with all the later know-
edge of our day. The anthropomorphism, too,
connected with the idea of a personal God has
also to be abandoned. Much that is con-
fined in the Scriptures, especially the Old
testament, will have to be passed by as suited
nnly to the barbarism and infancv of our race,
itie fundamentals of theology will have to be
readjusted on the basis which our knowledge
supplies, and the great task before us all is this
work of readjustment.

Mr. Canfield, in the essay before ns, has offered
h's contribution to this great work. Like every effort
oqthe sort made by an earnest cultured mind, it is
welcome and timely. As he justly remarks, theHuman mind is irresistibly driven upon the idea
or a universal and eternal cause. Every star
and every grain of dust, and all between and be-
yond the dust and the stars, challenge us to the
inquiry— These, e-ich and all the seiat
and home of power in fo'-ms of force, can yet have
no power to create themselves. Their self-crea tion

that

are.

by
tion

God ;” every one of them was startled by what he
was prompted to do, as by a novelty which
involved falsehood to his moat sacred traditions
and conceptions of God

; and though he
knew he ought to do it, he did it
shrinking and wondering, and at a loss to justify
to his own intellect what he was about. This is
ju»t the difference between trnsting in God, and

Holloway’s Ointment and Pills.—
Rheumatism and Rheumatic gout are the most
dreaded of all diseases, because their victims know^atthey are safe at no sea9on,andat no age secure.
Holloway s Ointment, after fomentation of tfae
painful parts, gives grater relief than any other
application

; but it must be diligently used
to obtain this desirable result.

- -

, , , ,
It has been highly

commended by rheumatic subjects of all ages and of
both sexes for rendering their attacks less frequent
acd less vigorous, and for repressing the sour per-
spirations and soothing the nerves. In many
cases Holloway’s Ointment and Pills have prob'd
the greatest blessings in removing rheumatism ahd
rueumatic gout which had assailed
vioualy aadat the prime of life.

persons pre-

is unthinkable. What is the power out of which
these came, more vast and more minute than these,

more wonderful and more sublime than these, and ,

even were these’eomprehended, beyond these still

incomprehensible? What is the universal and
eternal creative power? It matters little, he adds,
how we name the answer, if the answer be only a

name.To know the significance of the name is much.
That may require never-ending study. What the

human mind still seeks is the sufiScient account for

all. Philosophy may speak of a great First

Cause as origin of the universe. Science may tell

of balanced elements, and rhythmic forces present
everywhere, presenting every thing. But balance
must be held, and rhythm is construction. Both
alike contradict and exclude chance. Some power
keeps the balance, and rounds the rhythmic forces

to the epic of the universe. The great First Cause
must precede in all the attributes that must con-
spire to produce the whole effect . But this
involves all that we can inteligibly ascribe to

Deity.

As Keshub Chunder Sen gave us the image of

a dial plate as hiding the nicely-balanced move-
ments in action behind, so Mr. Canfield, in

language less figurative, observes that the Power
by which all things are, is veiled. Back of every
thing we see, in everything, creating everything,
directing everything, is something unseen. We
see only the veil. The earth beneath our feet, all

that the earth brings forth or holds—suns and
stars above our heads, all that day or night re-

veals,—yea, day and night themselves—are
but the veil behind which hides the Power

dwells in all, by which all move and
Mr. Sen’s position seems to be that
faith, by religious thought, by aspira-

and devotion, by self-surrender to the divine
spirit, we are enabled to look behind the dial.

But Mr. Canfield remarks that when we seem to

penetrate the outward and reach within, within
that Power is hidden still. Resolve all matter into

elements, all phenomena into force, these but
cover and convey that hidden Power. Ourselves
are built and quickened by that which, acting

everywhere, acts in us. Ourselves, body, mind,
soul, and spirit, veil that Infinite and Eternal
Power. And all onr mortal being is still the ves-

ture that doth close it in.

Quoting as the motto of his essay the

“The vgjl^^hejfj-
rent and

It IS the mind of man which
which can create mind

;

Eterni^ Infinite and

ini-
nature all nature

’comes the key of the universe

An 1 I
.supreme secret of Deity.

the revelation in him t he lower orders
of creation ascending in gradations due throu<rh
mindless gloom toward man become as

°

m, . ,

“ he great world’s alter-stairs
ihat slope through darkness up to God ”

Our author glances at the gradations of revelation
as these are fixed in the different orders of creation
and points out how they lend from the lowest un
to man, aud only in man become revelation of the
divine.

Thus, in the lowest kingdom of nature, the
region of inorganic matter science finds the organic
forces that act in each, and finds only these. In the
higher realm of the vegetable kingdom all these
forces are still emphasised, and others shown besides
that appear in change and growth, and result in
uoom and fruit. In the animal kingdom a new mani-
festation appears united with the other, but differ-
ent as if another world were open. As yet, how-
ever, through all these there is reached no mind,
self-knowing, and mirroring all else to knowledge,
no will self-poised and enforcing action, no moral
sense proclaiming a moral creation, no aspirin^
spirit declaring immortality. In man alone the in'-
finite and eternal power is first declared in mental,
moral, spiritual action

; and this by show of that
Divine puts on the aspect of Divinity,
the next step in these gradations of

IS to the great teachers and exemplars
of mankind, of whom Jesus is the highest, mani-
festation of God. So, finally, the veil of the templem man has been rent. The revelation in
Jesus as a revelation of humanity as the
highest manifestation aud holiest place of
the iLfiiiite and Eternal Power that builds

ir. Canfield observes
give assurance of

we name
Of course,

revelation

Darling-ton’s Pain-Curer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest.Sore Throats. Coughs’
Colds. Tightness of the Chest, Headache. Toothacha’
Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism. Paraivsis, Fains in
Groms, Contracted Joints. Gout. Sciatica Bad
Legs, Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles.’ Ring
Worms, Pimples, Freckles, ii Brupti o„ oa the skis
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the heaven and the earth, but dwells in the highestm man It is a revelation of that Power in the
highest and holiest that man can know, in the
on y way in which man can know the highest and
holiest. And so the unveiling of God, so far as
SUCH unveiling is possible, is accomplished in man,
and seen to greatest perfection in Jesus Christ.And whose, in love and sacrifice within, learns the
divine lineaments of the Infinite and Eternal
Power, may even so behold the Father. So there
niay be to us one God and Father of all, who is
above all, and through all, and in us all.
Mr. Canfield concludes his able essay with the

following sentences:

—

How all imagery of a far-off heaven fades be-

*'?^J**y
of this presence of the Infinite

and Eternal Power ! And yet the instinct of every
prayer to that far-off has aflSrmed that presence
here. Ihe soul has known that its aspir.tions
are heard within the soul, evui where the lipshare spoken them on the air. The throne of the
nnnite and Eternal Power is not more in a

distant heaven than in every grain of dust beneath
the feet of men. The common highways where

duty walk in that presence are evennow the golden streets of the heavely Jerusalem,
lo behold now with eye unsealed the glory
of truth and good, justice and right, is
mo^re than the glories of apocalyptic vision.
Ynoso cannot discern the divine glory in these can

as yet, in whatsoever environment, have no view of
the glory of God. For never can there be vision of
that glory any where, save in clearer vision of these.
In this universal presence is fellowship of the

universe. In this, rightly felt, man has kindred
with the lilies of the field; and the starry firmament
is his companion and friend. Nature becomes as
his mother and sister and brother, For all are join-
ed in one obedience to that Infinite and Eternal
power, and together do its will. And by its highest
revelation in the highest in man grows a spiritual
brotherhood, the brotherhood of men. In this re-
cognition the soul of the poorest and humblest is
priest and king, and every baby born wears the
aureole of divinity and bears promise of the king-
dom of Heaven. Through man’s own living sacri.
nee within himself, atonement is finished in at

becomes true worship, and
obedience grows prayer made perfect. For m
is for evermore the temple of God, and in
IS the unveiling of God for evermore.

New and Popular Useful Books.
Means Price including Pachmg and Postage,

metaiviorphosedJ
Satisfy your curiosity by reading a New

Novel, the like of which you have
not read in your life.

Man METAM0RPH03ED.-A New Novel,
translated from the French. This is one

or the greatest and most wonderful Novels ever ,printed having already attained a sale in France '

alone of ov^ (100,000) one hundred thousand
'

copies. The most extraordinary work ever
written. Pell „( incident, of nature and art Idramatic, narrative and pictorial. The Author’s ithemes, aims, method, and performances excite thewidest attention and the liveliest discussions ‘

throughout the whole of Europe and America,
i

Mcadei's mll find the book, a curiosity, to siy the I

Imstofit. Paper Cover, Re, 1-8,, *Re, 1-12
riCi'H.Ti.n. i*nr\'Moo i 70 * ' * *
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G-BNtriZO'B AVURVEDIC
IdEBlCZNBS ! f

!

ABIRAJ Soshi Bhusun Roy, a member of the
» well-known Kabiraj family of Kanchraparah,

flnd grandson of the most renowned Kabiraj, late
Biswa Nath Roy, of that place, has settled himself
permanently in Calcutta, and intends practising
in this city.

All kinds of best Ayurvedic medicines, such as
Mriganlta, Raj Mriganha, Ratnagarva pattali Ras,
ike, for consumption and diseases of the lungs.
Basantakusnmakar Ras, Tarakasmor, See,, for
Diabet^. Bvihat-snmenath Rash, Brihat Banga’‘
^ar, Harisankar Ras, Modonodoy Ras, Chandra^
dmj Ras. and other medicines for urinary diseases.
Cnandr prova yurika, Sanhar Mata Lowha, ^x.,
for piles, Sec, Sudhanidhi and other medicines for
Raktapitta. Astahokra, Rvssasindtir, Chaturmukh,
Slo., for insanity, &c. Mirtusanjibani Ras, Bejoy
l^tputti, Sarna putpuW, Rangagura, and other
best medicines for all kinds of diarrhoea, dysentery,
&c. A^i Cumar, Agnisundar, Agnitundi, Krabada
.was, &o. for dyspepsea, &c. Stirbajai’a-hara lowha,
Brihat-sarba-jara-hara lowha, Joymangal Ras,
Mahtjaran-kusa, J >rantak, Ja^'asani, Jaraiikusa,“ Delav^noV^ f -u

^ a n-aniaK, ja^asam, jaranicusa,
to read this book, if, Mrttunjoy, Chandasakhor Ras, Ratnagiri Ras, &c..you like to get rich, and to drive all kinds of fever, Batgajankvsa, kc., for

H rviir
your misfortunes." - •

OW TO BE WEALTHY,—Being„ .
- „ . a Guide to

Fortune for Everybody. Containinr the
most Essential Rules, and Practical Mints, and
Suggestions ioT success in life, and directing theWays and Means-.Hbio to Earn, Save, Invest
Increase Money, and thereby live comfortably upon
a substantial Income. A Book for persons of all

circumstances. “ Each day new wealth
without their care provides. They lie asleep withpmes in their nets.” Price, Rs. 2. *Rs 2-4

HREE WAYS OF LIVING,—A very useful

As 8
of advice to all: Price,

T3 IST0RY OP THE FEMALE SEX.—Con-XX taming matter very Curious and Interest-
t’ng. Re. 1-8.* Re. 1-12.

Ahusband reformed BY HIS WIFE.—

A

true story.
”

ing. As.4.*As.5

pt

T

rheumatism, and other medicines for all sorts of
Acute and chronic diseases for males, females, and
children, are to be had from him, and also pure and
genuine Ras siniur of all discriptions, such as
Makaradhaj, Saragunhalijaran, &c., for which
ms family is well noted, can be had from him,
lerms moderate. Medicines free, advice gratis to
the really poor, who may attend at his place of
residence.

Address—55, Colutollah Street, Calcutta.

a-70

Very Instructive and Interest-

man

entente.

LEWIS & C0„
Suppliers of Goods of all descriptions,

4, Dalhousie Square, East, Calcutta, a-76

QUICK! SAFE ! ! ^ SURE ! ! !

PAUL CO.’S
Proprietory Medines,

Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co.,

DRUGGISTS,
No, 285-13, Boivhazar Street, Calcutta,

Prophylactic Mixture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable
and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system, Price 1 Ke. per bottle.

Expectoratlngr Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-
tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this
repeated at night or at any time when the cough is
troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief
Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheu

matism. Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the
Blood. By Its infiuence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly rest ored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

directions accompany each bottle
Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
twith full remittance of price and packin'^ charges
are promptly attended to.

° “

best quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above address
the cheapest rate posaible, <1.39

^ our
year just lauded per

PZKBPABAK NUBSBRV.
New Seeds I Good Seeds ! ! Fresh Seeds I ! f

rilHE following are the rates, fixed uponX Seeds for the current
* -

Steamer Manchester,
60 Kinds of fresh American

Vegetables including sever-
al varieties of cabbages,
mostly new. Cauliflowers,
Knol Koles, and the others
per packet

50 Do, of do,
40 Do. of do.

or just the same as the
last year ...

30 Kinds of choice and double
flower seeds ...

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
IMPERIAL '

I

DRUGGISTS’ HALL.
No, 32 & 33, College Street, Calcutta.

' The undersigned respectfully beg to bring to the
notice of their friends and the public in general
that they have ]ust landed S. S. City of Manchester
a further supply of fresh ordinary drugs, and best
chemical preparations from Messrs. Herrings & Co.
and genuine patent medicines from their celebrated*
makers

; as the stock is too numerous to detail they
solicit an early inspection, and kind patronage

Prescriptions carefully dispensed, and medicine
chests fatted up with neatness and despatch.

Mofussil orders promptly attended to on remit-
tance of cash or a respectable reference.in Calcutta.

Terms moderate,
a-22 CHUCKERBUTTY, SAIN k GO.

Rs.

25 Do. of do.
20 Do. of do.
20 Do. of fresh Ame-

rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our

8
country • • • •••

Do. of field and

5
4
3

0
0
0

(lone

3 0

1 8grass seeds ...

Sea Island Cotton seed
staple) per seer

Country vegetable seeds for
present sowing per packet

Osage Orange or Hedge seed
per tola

4 kinds of Bird seeds per
packet

Up country big headed Cauli-
flower per tola

Tobacco seeds of sorts per
paper
Plants of all descriptions are available in large

numbers for sale. Price lists are supplied on annli-
cation free.

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s
monthly Bengali journal “ Krishi Tatwa” are re-
quested to send their names and subscriptions.
Rs. 3-6 to the undersigned.

Price list for Seeds of all sorts—can be supplied
if required.

NETTO GOPAL OHATTBRJBA,
a-18 Proprietor, PiJieparah Nursery, Calcutta,

1 12

1 0

1 0

1 0

0 4

[Established 1833.]

IZ. C. GANGOOLY dc. CO.,
ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, k Co.
19, 20, dfc 24, Mangoe Lane, Calcutta.
rilHE following is a description of some of theX works undertaken and goods sold by us :

Engravlngr Department.
Zinc Plates for marking cases, Office Seals

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for
Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon. Branding
Irons, &c., Engraving on plated-ware, Gold, Sil-
ver, Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.

Rubber Seals are also supplied.
Printing- Department.

Books, Mercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any
character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either
from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery Department.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi’
ness. Invitation, Ball Programme, Playing, &c.
Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing °Paper’,
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth-
day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo
Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery
Account Books of various descriptions.
Terms—For Mofussil Cash or reference for pay-

ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the
trade.

Catalogue on Application.

H. C. GAngooly* Co.

Masigoe Lane, .Calcutta,

(t-60
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Indian Publications.

EINQS OF KASHMIRA ; being a Translation of

the Sanskrita Work, Rajataranggini of Kahla-

na Pandita. By Jogesh Chunder Dutt. pp.

304. 12mo., paper. Rs. 2.

DURGESA NANDINI ;
or, The Chieftain’s Dau-

ghter. A Bengali Romance. By Bankim

Chandra Chatterjee. Translated into iinglish

Prose, by Charu Chandra Mookerjee. Svo

,

cloth. Rs. 2-8.

THE PARSIS OF BOMBAY ; a Lecture delivered

on February 26, 1880, at a Meeting of the

Bethune Society. By Rajendra LaU Mitra,

LL. D., 0. I. E. 8vo., sewed. Re. 1.

UNDER THE SOUTHERN CROSS. By Henry

Cornish. Second Edition. Revised, enlarged,

illustrated. 8vo. Rs. 3.

THE MANNERS AND CUSTOMS OF THE
Chinese of the Straits Settlements. Bv J. D.

Vaughan, Barriater-at-Law. Svo stiff cover.

Rs. 3.

CHAREEKAR and Service there with the 4lh

Goorkha Regiment (Shah Shooja’s Force), in

1841. An Episode of the First Afghan war. By

Colonel Haughton, 0. S. I,, 8vo ,
sewed. As 8.

LEPROSY. By W. Munro, M. U., C. M. 8vo.,

boards. Rs. 3-4.

REPORTS ON COTTON GINS and on the Clean-

ine and Quality of Indian Cotton. By D.

Forbes Watson. Part II.— Detailed Description

with Records of the Cotton Gin. Trials at Man-

chester, Dharwar, and Broach (published by

order of the Secretary of State for India in

Council). Imperial Svo. Rs.

THE VKDIC RELIGION ;
or. The Creed and

Practice of the Indu-Aryans. Three Thousand

Years ago. By the Rev. K. S. Macdonald,M. A.,

8vo., pp. 164, sewed. Re. 1-8.

TARGET PRACTICE. The Soldiers’ and Volun-

teers’ Handbook. How to Shoot straight.

12mo. Rs. 2.

HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL SURVEYING
for India. Especially designed as a Guide

and Book of Ready Reference for District

Officers, Planters, Municipalities, Courts of

Wards, and Landholders and for the use of

Surveying Classes. Illustrated with Plans.

Diagrams", &c. By F. W. Kelly. Second Edi-

MERCHANTS’ AND BANKERS’ COMPANION ;

or. Tables for calculating Interest and Commis-

sion, Freight and Exchanges between India,

England, and China in Rupees, Sterling, and

Dollars. With Tables to show the rates of Ex-

change and prices of Bullion. By Manekji

Kavasji Todlvala. Roval 8vo. Rs. 12.

THE ASIAN POCKET BOOK ;
or, Indian Sports-

man’s Guide to the Turf
;
being a Record of Rac

ing in 1879-80. Rs. 3-8.

SELECTIONS FROM THE SHAH NANAH. For

the Degree of Honor Examination in Persian.

For Officers in the Military and Civil Services.

By Major H. S. Jarrett. Published by Autho-

rity.

Trubner’s Oriental Series.

Second Edition, post 8 VO., cloth. Rs. 11-6.

ESSAYS ON THE SACRED LANGUAGE, writ-

ings, and religion of the Parsia. By Martin

fiaug, Ph. D. Edited bv Dr. E. W. West.
Post Svo. Rs. 5-6.

TEXTS FROM THE BUDDHIST Canon com-

monly known as “ dhammapada.” With accom-

panying Narratives. Translated from the Chinese

by S. Beal, B, A., Professor of Chinese.

Post 8vo., cloth. Rs. 12-14.

THE HISTORY OF INDIAN LITERATURE.
By Albrecht Weber. Translated from the Second

German Edition by John Mann, M. A., and

Theodor Zachariae, Ph. D., with the sanction

of the Author.

Post 8vo., accompanied by Two Language Maps,
cloth. Rs. 8-8.

A SKETCH OF THE MODERN LANGUAGES of

the East Indies. By Robert N. Oust.

Second Corrected Edition, post 8vo., cloth Rs. 3 8.

THE BIRTH OF THE WARGOD : A POEM.
By Kalidasa. Translated from the Sanskrit into

English Verse by Ralph T. H. Griffith, M.A.
Post 8vo., cloth. Rs. 11-6.

A CLASSICAL DICTIONARY OF HINDU
Mythology and Religion, Geography, History

and Literature, By John Dowson, M.R.A.S.,

late Professor of Hundustani, Staff College.

Post Svo., cloth. Rs, 6-8.

SELECTIONS FROM THE KURAN. By Edward
William Lane, New Edition, revised and en-

larged, with an Introduction, by Stanley Lane

Poole.

Post 8vo., cloth. Rs. 10.

METRICAL TRANSLATIONS FROM SANSKRIT
Writers. With an Introduction, Prose Versions,

and Parallel Passages from Classical Authors.

By J. Muir, 0. 1. E ,
D. C. L., L. L. D., Ph. D,

Post 8vo., cloth. Rs. 10.

MODEKN INDIA AND THE INDIANS ;
being a

Series of Impressions, Notes, and Essays. By

Monier )Villiams, D,C.L. Third Edition, revis-

ed and augmented by considerable additions,

with Illustrations and Map.
Third Pldition, 2 vols. post 8vo, or cloth. Rs. 15.

THE LIFE, OR LEGEND OF GAUDAMA, the

Buddha of the Burmese. With Annotations,

the Ways to Neibban, and Notice on the Phon-

gyies.or Burmese Monks. By the Right Rev. P.

Bigandet, Bishop of RamatLa, Vicar- Apostolic

of Ava and Pegu.

2 vols. post Svo., cloth. Rs. 20.

MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS relating to Indian

subjects. By Rian Houghton Hodgson, F. R. S.,

late of the Bengal Civil Service; Corresponding

Member of the Institute; Member of the Asiatic

Societies of Calcutta and London; late British

Minister at Nepal, &c., &c.

Post 8vo.. cloth, Rs. 12 14 0

CHINESE BUDDHISM: a volume of Sketches,

Historical and Critical. By J. Edkins, D.D.

Zji^ht Ang-lo-lndlan Literature.
THE AFGHAN KNIFE: a Novel. By Robert

Armitage Sterndale. F, R. G. S., Author o^f

“ Seonee, or Camp Life on the Satpura Range.”

Rs. 4-4.

A NOBLE QUEEN: a Romance of Indian History.

By Meadows Taylor, C. S. I., Author of “ Tara,

Seeta” &c. Rs. 4-4.

CHRONICLES OF DUSTYPORE : a Tale of

Modern Anlgo-Indian Society. By H. S.

Cunningham. NewCheap Edition. Re. 1-12.

TIPPOO SULTAN : a Tale of the Mysore War,
By Col. Meadows Taylor, C. S. I. Rs. 4-4,

RALPH DARNELL : a Tale of the Time of Clive.

By Col. Meadows Taylor, C. S I. Rs. 4-4.

LAYSOF IND. By Aliph Cheem. Sixth Edition,

enlarged. With Illustrations by the Author,

Cloth, elegant, Rs. 7,

BENGAL PEASANT LIFE. (Govinda Samanta,

or the History of a Bengal Raiyat.) By the

Rev. Lai Behary De. Rs 4-4.

PANDURANG HARI; or Memoirs of a Hindoo.

With an Indroductory Preface by Sir H. Battle

Frere, G.C.S.I. Rs. 4-4.

TWENTY-ONE DAYS IN INDIA
;
being the

Tour of Sir Ali Baba, K.C.B. By G. Aberigh-

Mackay , Rs, 2-14.

Established 1846.

THE dR'O'G'G-ISTS’ HALL,
36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

THACKER. SPINK & CO.,
6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

<1-14 Calcutta.

Rs. 1 4

Dr. Lazarus’s Homostic Medicines
IkkAntile Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, <fec., &c.).

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and

Spleen and diseases of a periodic

character).

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),...

Rkstringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.),

Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time),

Expectorant Drops (for

Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

1 0

1 0

2 0

2 0

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. “ Chybessa

and “Doranda.”

Cash Rates.

Patent Medicines,

DEAFNESS CURED!!
ALFRED CROMPTON’S

SPECIFIC FOR- HEAPNESS,
Noises in the Ears, &c.,

Is decidedly the best remedy out for this most

annoying Complaint.

A single bottle has, in 'inoat instances, ejected a

speedy and permanent Cure.

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Price Re. 1. PacMng annas.

ALLEN’S ANTIFAT

The great remedy for

Corpulence.

Composed of purely vegetable ingredients,

acting only on the food in the stomach preventing

its being converted into fat. It aids digestion

and cures Dyspepsia.

Price per bottle Rs. 4 0. Packing As. J^.

Foreign Mineral Waters.

Pullna Water.—A bitter Saline purga-

tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz useful in obsti-

nate constipation.

Price per bottle As. 2-.^. Packing As, 8,

Vichy Water.—Useful in Kidney diseases

and diabetes,also in gout and hepatic derangement.

Price per botttle As. 12. Packing As. 8.

Prledrlclishall Bitter Water.—Alter-

ative aperient, acting on the liver and pancreas

used in diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary

organs. It is made warm and drunk in doses of

half a tumblerful in the morning twice a week.

Priceper bottle Re. 1-2. Packing As, 8.

Kunyedi Janos (Buda Pesth or Ofen) used

externally, it is efficacious in Chronic, Gout, Rheu-

matism, Eczema and Psoriasis. Internally in

Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diathesis, Ulceration of the

Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, &c.

Price per bottle 1-4, Packing As. 8.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES,

BLISS’S PER PHOSPHODINE
A Safe and reliable Fboaphoric

Remedy
FOR

Neuralgii, Nervousness, Lassitude, Overworked

Brain. Nervous and General debility, Failure of

Memory, Dimness of Sight, Depression of
Spirits, Impoverished Blood, Liver

Complai^nts, S,c., ike.

Its action is strikingly rapid ;
marked improve-

ment having been frequently experienced in the

course of twenty-four hours after the commeuce-

ment of a course.

A safe, certain and

(mild, prompt

(stronger

Balsamic
Coughs,
Pain in

&c.).

Family Laxative,
useful purgative.

Family Aperient Pills
and safe),

Family Antibilious Pills
than above), ...

Family Carminative (Invaluable for

Children),

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-

ducing growth of the Hair),

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-

nic Rheumatism, &c.), o--> ••• ..

The above are most str ugly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts

where medical aid is not available. Thousands

of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is

wrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co.,

at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Ven
dera.

1 8

20

1 4

1 4

2 0

2 0

1 8

Price per bottle Rs. 5. Packing As. 4.

I>r. Si P. Banerjea’s Sanjivanl

cleanses the blood of all its morbid and effete mate,

rials, restores the normal functions of the liver,

and keeps the cutaneous system in its proper

standard of purity.

It is efficacious in the following diseases :

Chronic fevers. Chronic indigestion, Nervous

debility, Piles, Gout, Rheumatism, Baldness,

Sterility, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Chronic Ulcers,

Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, &c., &c.

Priceper bottle Rs, 4, Postage Sfc., Re, 1.

DR. QHOSE’S FEVER PILL.

A Wonderful Hew Medicine.
Three or four pills generally cure Malarious,

Chronic, and Intermittent Fevers. Where Quinine

and other renowned medicines fail, the action of

these pills is marvellous. The ingredients of the

pills are purely vegetables which do not in the

least injure the health or make it de icate.

Price, Re. 1-0 for ^ dozen and Re. 1-12 for 1 doz'^ i

Postage, 8 for each packet.

WHOLESALE RATES ON APPLICATION.
GOBIMB CKUHBER r»ITTT&CO.«
WHOLESALE A- RETAIL DRUGGISTS.
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THE HEW MTTSICAI. DEPOT,
THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN CALCUTTA,

6, Eower Chitpore Road.

DWARKIN & SON,
IMPORTERS or MUSICAXi XHSTRirMENTS, &c.,

IMPROVED CLARIONETS,
Of Cocoawood, in B flat, 13 German Silver keys, 2 rin^s. in box

FLUTES,
Of Superior Quality, in D, Cocoawood, 6 German silver keys, in box

VIOLINS,
Of Superior Tone and Finish, with Good Bow and box by Starduarius

IMPROVED HARMONIFLUTES,
Superior Improved Harmoniflute, 3 octaves, 1 stop, hifjhl.v finished, in box

PEOPLE’S HARMONIUMS,
Of Superior Tone and Finish, 5 octaves, in polished solid oak case, by Alexandre

IMPROVED cornets!
Superior Improved plated Cornet, Military Model with waterkey 5 crooks in box

FLAGEOLETS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 4 German Silver keys, with Flute head

GERMAN CONCERTINAS,
Of Superior Tone & Finish, 20 G. S. keys, double notes Rosewood

MUSICAL BOXES
Small size, 2 airs

MUSICAL ALBUMS,
In roan leather, gilt edges, and gilt brass clasp, playing two airs •

PICOALOS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, slide head ...

Assoried Instruments, Strings, and Fittings always kept in stockPrice List on application.

Ra. 55 each.

15

„ 45

n 45

M 85

,, 50

» 7

5

5

,, 18

611
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W. HEWMAH dc CO.
3, Dalhousie Square, Calcutta.

NEW BOOKS.
RUIN OF AN INDIAN PROVINCE. By C. J-
O’Donnel, B. C. S. (As. 12) As. 14

ON PRESERVATION OF HEALTH IN INDIA.
By Sir Joseph Fayrer, K. C. S. I. (As. 12) As. 14

THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS OF INDIA. By Dr.
Q.C. M. Birdwood. With Map and Woodcuts, 2
vols., bound in one, (5 14) As. 6 0

CHRISTIAN CIVILISATION, with special refer-

ence to India. By W, Cunningham, M. A. (3-6)

Rs. 3 12
GLIMPSES OP INDIA and of Mission Life. By

Mr. Hutcheon. (2-4) Rs. 2 8
DESTRUCTION OP LIFE BY SNAKES, Hy-

drophobia, &c., in Western India. By an Ex-
Commissioner. (1 12) Rs. 1 14

INDIAN INDUSTRIES. By A. G. P. James
(5 10) Rs. 6 4

Information cominledfrom rcell-Tinown books on
India, Indianpapers and private sources, with
some chapters reprinted from British Mercantile

THE UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES OP INDIAN
Fiscal administration, by John Hector, (2 8)

Rs. 2 12
THE LIBERTY OP THE PRESS, Speech, and

Public Worship. Being Commentaries on the
Liberty of the Subject and the Laws of England.
By James Paterson. (7 12) Rs. 8 8

COMMENTARIES ON THE LIBERTY OF THE i

subject and the Laws of England relating to
the Security of the Person. By James Paterson,
2 vols. (13 8) Rs. 15 0 ;

AN INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE AND
causes of the Wealth of Nations. By Dr. Adam I

Smith. (2 4) Rs. 2 8 i

THE ILLUSTRATED BOOK OF CANARIES
and Cagebirds. British and Foreign. By W. A.
Blackston, W. Swaysland, and A. F. Wiener. !

(23 2) - Ea.25 0
A PHARMACOPCEIA including the Outlines

of Materia Medica and Therapeutics for the use
of Practitioners and Students of Veterinary
Medicine. By R. V. Tuson. (4 12) Rs. 5 4

A PHONETIC SHORTHAND AND PRONOUN-
cing Dictionary of the English Language.
By Isaac Pitman, (2 8) Rs. 2 12

HUSBAND AND WIPE, and the Law of Divorce.
By Charles E. Baker. (As, 12) As. 14

WILLS, HOW TO MAKE. AND HOW TO
prove them, and the Law of Administra-
^on. With nearly 150 Forms. By Chas. E
Baker, (As. 12) As. 14OUR SONS, HOW TO START THEM IN LIFE •

a Manual of useful Information respecting
Places of Education, the Modes of Entrance to
the Professions, the Civil Service, and Commer-
cial Employment. By A. King, (1 12) Re 1 14

PLAIN LIVING AND HIGH THINKING - or
Practical Self-Culture : Moral, Mental, and
Physical. By W. H. Davenport Adams. (2 4)

Rs 9 ft

NATURE’S BYEPATHS : a Series of Recr;ative
Papers on Natural History. By J. E, Taylor

^ R.«,
'5 4

CHILDREN’S TREASURY OP BIBLE STORIES
—Part III. The Apostles, St. James the Great,
St, Paul and St- John the Divine. By Mrs
Herman Gaskoin. Edited by the Rev. G. P
Maclear. (As. 12) As 14

LA FONTAINE’S FABLES, Books I and II and
first series of Les Orientals, and “ Eastern
Lyrics.” By Victor Hugo. French and English
Versions

; The English Version by J. N. Faza-
kerley (1 0) (Re. 1 2)THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, for June 1880
(Re. 12) Re. 1 14
Contents ;—Vambery’s England and Russia

in Asia
; Ruskin’s Fiction

; Fair and Foul.
Syed Ameer Ali’s some Indian Suggestions lor
India ; Laing’s Crisis in Indian Finance

;
General Strachey’s Indian Budget Estimates
Sco, ScOt* &c.
A HISTORY OP GREEK LITERATURE, By

the Rev. J. P. Mahaffy. 2 vols. (9 4) El 10 4THE READER’S HAND-BOOK of Allti ons
References, Plots and Stories. By the Rev’
Dr. E. C. Brewer. With two anpeudices!
(8 0) Rg. 3 J2

A HAND-BOOK OF PROVERBS. Mottoes
Quotations, and Phrases. Edited by J, A. Mair’
(2 4) Rg] 2 8

CRITICAL ESSAYS AND LITERARY NOTES
Bv Bayard Taylor, (6 12^ Rs. 7s!ALEXANDER POPE. By Leslie Stephen. Eng-
lishmen of Letters, (1 12) Rg 114

PASSAGES PROM THE PROSE WRITINGS
of Mathew Arnold, (4 12) Rg. .5 4
Contents .-—1

,
Literature. 2, Politics and Society

.3, Phdosophy and Religion.
A PHYSICAL TREATISE ON ELECTRICITY
and Magnetism. By J. E. H. Gordon B A
2 vols. (23 10) R ’

26 4
ELECTRIC LIGHT

; ITS PRODUCTION AND
use, embodying plain directions for the working
of Galvanic Batteries, Electric Lamps, and
Dynamo-Electric Machines. By J. W. Urquhart.
C, E., with 94 Illustrations, (4 12) Rg 5 .4

A MANUAL OP THE ALKALI TRADe' In!
eluding the manufacture of Sulphuric Acid,
Sulphate of Soda, and Bleaching Powder. By
John Lomas, with 232 Illustrations, and Work-
ing Drawings. (33 12) Rg 97 q

SUPPLEMENT TO SPON’S DICTIONARY" OF
Engineering, Civil, Mechanical, Military and
Naval. Edited by Ernest Spon. Vols. I. and
II., each, (8 8) Rg 9 3
* The remaining Volwmes will he received as

SPON’S ENGINEERS’ AND CONTRACTORS’
Illustrated book of prices of Machines. Tools
Ironwork, and Contractors’ material

; and
Engineers Directory for 1880-81 (6 12) Rs. 7 8WOODWORKING MACHINERY.- Its Rise, Pro-
gress and Construction, By Mr. Powis Ball,
C. E. (8 0) Rg 3 J2

MACHINE CONSTRUCTION AND DRAWING
By Edward Tomkins, with volume of Plates'
(5 6) -oi n . Rg 3 j2

THE PRINCIPLES OF GRAPHIC STATICS. By
Lieut. G. Sydenham Clarke. (8,0) Rs. flO
a-54

Cd-l) w. NEWMAN & CO;

Just Landed.

^
Per “ S. S. Duke of Buccleuch.” Homoeopathic

Medicines, Phials, corks. Pocket filters. Clinical
thermometers, other requisites, &c., &c.

Just Published.

STRI-SAHACHARA,
A treatise on the Diseases of the females in

Bengalee ;

Including a general knowledge of Midwifery illus-
trated with 14 woodcuts.

Bound in doth. Price Rs. 2. Postage As, 2,

2. Family Guide in Bengalee
; bound in cloth.

9 R- 1, u-i 0 • !•
3. Bishoochika-Beioy „ 1. 1

4. Shadwisa Chikit-
”

sashar ... „ 5. ^s. 3.

To be had at Datta’s.

LABORATORY.

No. 312, Chitpoee Road
; Battalah, Calcutta.

Illustrated Price Listfree to the customers only.

Terms easy Gash.
B. k. datta,

Proprietor.

WKAT ARE PERFECT

W A T C H E S?
Black & Murray’s patent machine-

made English Lever WATCH in sterling

Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.

It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
tho best material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting.

"

Price, Rs. 55 nett.
Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted

to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only Swiss movements fitted iu

English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
WATCHES, warranted-* MACHINE MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will

WIND ANY WATCH, Rs. 3 to 20.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.

RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIC BELLS, with appurtenances. Rs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO REPAIRS.

a-3

&X.ACK. & mURRAY.
6-1, Hastings Street, Calcutta.

DR. D. JAYNE’S

Family hXedlolnes.

Per Bot. Per Doz.
Ri?. A. Rs. A.

)^XPECTORANT•(£or Coughs and
• Colds) out of stock at present ...2 8 24 0
HAIR TONIC (to cure hair falling

off and baldness) ... ... 2 8 24 0
ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
blood purifier) •'... ..." 2 S 24

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for

cure of fevers and agues) ... 2 8 -24

LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair

of any other colour to a beautiful

JZacA-. without injury to the skin) 2 8 24
CARMINATIVE BALSAM (forp

cure of Diarrhoep, Dysentery, and
Cholera) ... ... ... 1 0 ii

TONIC VERMIFUGE 0 8 5 8
LINIMENT, OR GOUNTER-IRRI- V,

tant (an outward application for

Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites. &c.) O'! 5 8
SANATIVE PILLS; (for , Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints) ... 0,8 58

(or per tin of ,4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)
The “ Medical Almanac" for current year i.<

available on application.

Sykes Co.,

1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,

3 JO < ,1

SOLE AGENTS EOR

Rr, R. Jayne <L. Son.
PHILADELPHU, U.S.A. 0-34
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1, LALL BAZAR.

A. J, P A R K B It & CO.

CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,
.ivT-PUC/-' ’ AT 4.-^ •

• A •
I - _

gEG to draw the attention of those about to /wniwA to their fine range of Commission Sale Rooms

,A). 'I ./J

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowst prices,
’

i' T \\ t
' V ~ t i(

Those desirous of Stlling their FurnUure privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu.

ation cash advances made.

To Tourists and Travellers of all Nations.
AROTXiXi BOTSXt.

No, 27, DhurrwntoUah Street.

TEUS Hotel is now open, and is replete with
evety convenience and comfort, both for

casual visitors and residents.

The Cuisine is under the management of the
well-known “ Chef” of the “Hotel de France”
when kept by Monsiuer Gallais. «

Rooms with board “ at the lowest rates in
the city” for equal accommodation. Breakfasts,
Tifllns, Dinners, Suppers, and Refreshments,
Ac., Ac., Ac.
The Proprietor will be glad to reserve accommo-

dation for intending visitors, on receipt of letter
or telegram, stating the nature of the accommo-
dation required.

The Hotel is centrically situated within ten
minutes’ walk of Government House, the Banks,
Merchant’s Offices, principal shops and Theatres.
The Billiard Rooms are not yet open, but as

soon as first class tables are secured, they will be
set up on both the lower and upper-floor. That
on the latter floor being strictly reserved for
residents in the Hotel. ^.^9

&BADV POa SAXfB. •

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED"

MR. LAL MOHUN QHOSE,
AT THE Town Hall,

CALCUTTA, ,

On March 4^ 1880.

- K.

To be had at the “ Indian Mirror”
Office,

No. 2, ‘British Indian Street, Calcutta,
And at the Canning' I<lbrary,

55, CoUege Street, r

Prioe 6 annas a copy. a-is

>
' 5 ' NOTICE. . ^ •

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pr<
1 pared to undertake any agency businesi

with which he may be entrusted, promptly an
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany order
Commission will be charged according to the valu
of the order on a sliding scale of rates which ca
be ascertained by application to the Manager.

MATTHEWSON’S
SUPERIOR MIXTURE TEA/

Per "pound
.MATTBBWSON’S SAFBTT MZBEBAZ.

Per Caee of 2 tins, Rs. 6-8.
OZZi,

MATTHEWSON’S LATEST SPECIALITYDEW OP THEi ALPS. ^1^01 r MO
• T. Tonic, and Appetizer. > ’

® CENTURIES on^the Continent of Europe" i

flTrnnr ^ ^ refreshing and vivifying beverages ever- introduced to public notice. Its suDerlflavour and fragrance claims for it a deserved superiority over all other so-called 'Cordials and Liqueurs

.nn S atmospherical heat approaches the scorching rays of a ?ropicJsun, as in the West Indies and South America and India, the Dew of the Alps” will be found L h
nervousTndilioi so Sversalf

3 or ‘H'
CordUl ohoald b. toko,

^ Lemonade and Ice forms the most refreshing Cold Drink eve

In case of 2 doz. bottles
... i

,
, .

vo t-h t-u u .
'•ottle on application,'"*' h

'*
r,

if .nd lo tb. dfocrimi

’
I

U, B. KATTBSWaOB.
No. 1, CALODTTA. a-69

ot •
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Messrs. BUTTA BB.OTBBZIS
ABB CO.,

GENERAL
'

FURNITURE^'DEALERS, SHIP
BANIANS, MERCHANTS, CONTRAC-

TORS, Ac,,

Invite Inspection of their Sho'w-Rooms,

No. 71, Bentinck Street,

OPPOSITE THE CITY PRESS,
jr

Where every requisite for Balls, Routs or Parties

can be hired at

Moderate Rates.

OILMAN STORES,WAREHOUSE A SALE-ROOM

120, Municipal Market.

Befreshment Booms.
No, 59 A 60 Municipal Market,

FOR SALE.
i V

A -6 H. P. - Vertical Engine and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill. '

ASH. P. Horizontal Engine and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill (new).

A Grand Pianoforte by Collard and Collard in

good condition.

A Harold’s Sympathetic Grand Square Piano in

good condition.

An Alexandra Billiard Table by Dunn A Co.
Jute Combs.
Tarpaulins.

Miroballams. Mriy
Mangoe slice dry.

Ricebowls of sorts.

Sieves. f- i

Sofa Springs of ( sizes.’ '

' . i :
. . i

Carriage whip sockets, Ac., AO. r..v

1 Handsome Palanquin i late property- of late

Nabob Amir Ally, - i "i

1 Broker’s Pony Office Jaun; ,W
1 Brownberry by Thos. Smith A Co.
0-77 DUTTA BROS.' A CO.,

t .

THE GREATEST, ao >'

WOmEE OF lOflM TIMES!

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS
liri!

’ 5h
/'fi

I; I

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to b* oe

most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or .

the slighter complaints which are more particularly in«

ddent2 to the me of a miner, or to those living ia the

I—.?.

Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

againrt those evHs which so often beset the human race.
*

viz;—coughs,' colds, and all disorders of the fiver add
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,

diarrhoM, and chmera.
(8 2 )

,,i.iDin‘; :iii; I

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT
:)•) v;

. J,:

Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,' ^

ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin diseases . in fact, when'! *

'

used according to the printed directions, tt never tails to

cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.
^

The Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at ^

533, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World ; with directions for use in almost every
language.

f
,, . ,,i t‘.)

Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers look

to the Label on the Pots and Boxes. f the i

address is not 58^ Oxford Street^ Loni ,
they I

are sporions.

0-26
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HAROLD & CO,
3, DAXiHOirSZE SQUARE, CALCUTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the MofoBsil, to a supurb invoice of Musical-Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar acoom-

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes, These Boxes have been manufactured to special order
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfectly in tune
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

^

- o
Box No. 1073, playingr 6 Bengrall tunes, 1st series.

1. Poorabee. 1 1. Bassanto,
2, Imni. 5. Kalangrah.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.

'» Cash price Rs. 100.
Harp or Setar Box No. 1073^, playlngr 6 Bengrall tunes, 1st series.

1. Poorabee. £ * ' 4. Bassanto. .....

2. Imni. 5. Kalangrah.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6, Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 125.
Box No. 1075^, playlngr « Bengrall tunes. 2nd series.

1 .

3.

Sarung.
Bhoirabee,

Kafiee.

^ash price Rs
Harp or Setar Box No. 1075^, playlngr

1 .

i'.

1 .

2 .

3*.

Sarung.
Bhoirabee.

Kaffee.

Box No.
Taza Bhee Taza.
Doogiree.

Hilli Milli Punnya.

Harp or Setar Box No
1. Taza Bhee Taza.

2. Doogiree.

3. Hilli Milli Punya.

4. Jhinjuttee.
5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

100 .

6 Bengrall tunes, 2nd series.
4. Jhinjuttee.
5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

Cash priceRs. 125.
1077, playing 6 Bengrall tunes, 3rd series.

4. Denga Chate Ayore,
5. Kia Hoga Bbola Janee.
6. Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 100.
1077^, playingr 6 Bengrall tunes, 3rd series.

4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhala Janee^
6. Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 126.

NXGHOXii:.S & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta,

London:—iWhitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.
Current or Floating- Accounts.

No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques
paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 P. M., and on Saturdays after 1 p. m.

Government Paper and Securities.
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired

.

,
Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or

other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange.
Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.

Special attention paid to family remittances, the

first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the

payee.
Fixed Deposits.

Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10
days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,

V; payable in Calcutta, or in London at par :

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice — 3 per cent.

,, at 3 months’ notice 4 ,,

„ at 6 months’ notice 5 ,,

„ at 12 months’ notice 6 ,,

„ at 2 years’ notice 7 ,,

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.

Business rules awarded m application, a-45

SMITH.. STANISTREET. & GO.

Pharmaceutical Chemlets and
Z>rug-g-lst&,

BY special APPOINT.MKNT

to His Excellency the Riaht HonhLe

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-General of India,

Ate.. Ate., Ace.,

HAVE received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following .

From

A
For Sale.

DDRESS delivered by Colonel Olcott, Presi-

dent of the New York Theosophical Society

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji
institute, Bombay. Price two annas a copy.

Apply to the InAiom Mirror Office.

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

Rs. A
Artery Forceps

„ „ Fenestra
Belts, Abdomen

„ Corpulency

„ Riding

,, Carson’s Patent
Catheters. Silver Plated

Caustic Cases ,,

Dissecting Gases
Bar Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete ,,

,, Trumpets for Deafness ,,

„ Cornets, Double ,,

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.
|

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks > ,,

Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk ,, ,,

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. ,,

Electro-Magnetic Machines)
very powerful, single (

”

Do. do, double
Do, do. pocket

) >

9 »

> «

»»

P.

2 0 0
4 8 0

9 0 0
12 0 0

5 0 0
16 0 0
3 0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
8 0 0
3 0 0
» 0 0

.5 0 0

8 0 0
2 0 0

20 0 0

3

7

4

„ 25 0 0

18 0 0

ENEMA APPARATUS,
Brass, single and donble From Rs. A. P,

action « 1 ... 12 0 0
Higginson’s, with Vagina Pipe
Kennedy’s Syphon

II ... 4 8 0

n ... 9 0 0
Eye Instrument Cases 1

1

... 60 0 0

„ ,, Macnamara’s ,. 1 f
... 36 ,0 0

Cataract Knives and Needless 1 9 ... 3 8 0
Scissors, curved. Probe, and

Sharp, pointed. Cross

Action If ... 4 0 0
Opthalmoscopes Liebriohs, &c.

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-
II ... 12 0 0

byns, Mudges, Acc., &c.
Minor Operation Instruments

1

1

.- 3 8 0

Aneurism needles 1

1

2 0 0
Abscess Knives, Symes II ... 2 0 0

„ Lancets 91 ... 1 12 0
Bistouries 99 2 8 0
Bleeding Lancets 91

".!*
1 4 0

Directors, Silver Plated 19 ... 1 8 0
Dissecting Cases 99 ... 7 0 0
Exploring Needles 99 ... 2 8 0
Gum Lancets 9* ... 2 ^0 0
Pocket Cases filled 9* ... 16 0 0

„ Army Regulation 99 ... 80 0 0
Probes, Silver 99 ... 1 0 0
Scalpel and Finger Knives 99 ... 6 0 0
Scalpels 99 ... 2 0 0
Scissors |9 ... *1 8 0
Spatnias, Silver Plated 91 iL 1 8 0
Tenaculum >9 ... 2 0 0
Stethoscopes 19 2 0 0
Speculums Ear 99 ... 2 8 0

„ Spring Kramers 99 ... 7 0 0
,. Nose 19 ... 7 0 0

„ Rectum 91 ... 3 0 0

„ Vagina l> ... 3 0 0
„ Silver Plated 91 ... 6 0 0

Spray Producers, Listers 19 ... 18 0 0

,, Richardson’s Complete 99 ... 16 0 0

,, Various Makers 99 ... 8 0 0
Suspenders 1* ... 2 0 0
Subentaneous Syringes 99 8 0 0
Aluminum Cases

1 9 ... 36 0 0
Silver Plated Mounts 99 ... 8 0 0
Clinical Thermometers

9 9
... 5 0 0

With Kew Certificate « » 7 8 0
From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and

Sons, &c., &c.
HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-

METERS. r r,

Which ou holding in a certain position

the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-

ing the reading much easier from 7 0 0
With Kew Certificate 8 8 0
THE NEW PHCENTX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-

ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the

column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so a.s to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners and Patients

is obviated . from ... 8 0 0
\Vholesale and Retail Agents

FOB
H. & T, Kirby <& Co.’s Unoxtdised

Phosphorus Pills.
THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-

SCRIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork. Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.

The largest and best assortment of Drugs and
Chemicals in India. ^
Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. Ac

O. Co.’s and B, I. G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers,
Wholesale rates on application.
9 Ac 10, Dalhousik Square.

and 47. Dhurrumtollah Street, a-17

Apply to the Manager.
FOB

Zllastrated Price List,
a-55 Ax 65, COLLKOB Sx**xt,-
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES7
The undernoted Watches are specially adapted for persons who, having costly watches, are

reluctant to use them for rough purposes, such as travelling, sporting, &c. They have been
manufactured by Hamilton and & Co. expressly to supply the demand for a fairly finished and accurate
time-keeper at a moderate cost.

NO MOXIN PAINS

The Railway Watch.

The Kailway Watch, as sup-
plied to the Indian Railway
Companies, has an English
iever movement of the finest

quality and strongest possible

construction. Hamilton & Co.

confidently recommend it as a

Watch not easily disarranged by
rough usage. The apparent dis-

advantage of the large size is

amply compensated for in wear
by the increased excellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.
Recommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use of

Travellers and Explorers.

Cash.

In German Silver case...R8 . 95
In Sterling Silver case... ,, 135
In Silver case, Keyless 180

The *‘£xhlbltloii” Bng^>
llsh Ziever Watch.

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely English-
made throughout, has a substan-
tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Pull Plate System ! with Jewel-
led Lever Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-
ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me-
dium size.

Cash.

Silver, best quality ... Ks. 8^
Second quality ... ,, 75

THE STANDARD XiEVER WATCH.
In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, ^

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-

ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled

Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

Price, Rs, 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Rs. 200 cash.

With Keyless movement. Hunter Half-hunter, Silver, Rs. 100 cash

This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We
have devoted particular attention to the good
finish of its mechanism, and as we can confidently
guarantee its performance, we recommend it to ail

classes of buyers.

Tbe Aluminium or Silver Keyless
Crystal Wateb.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for
winding or for setting the hands.
This in India is a great advantage, dust and damp

being kept out.

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.
Works visible.

Silver case, Rs. 45, Aluminium case, Rs. 40.

Ziadies’ Gold Watebes.
Substantial 18-Carat Gold cases,engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughly
timed and tested. Fitted in Morocco case. Gold
Key supplied.

Price, for cash, Rs, 100 to 200,

Tbe Patent Silver Dever Wateb
A GOOD WATCH FOR ORDINARY WEAR.

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable
time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-

faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass,

strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only ... Rs. 40

Superior QUALiTY,in Hunting Case, Rs. 65 Cash.
Xiadies’ Eleg'ant Enamelled Watebes
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with
highly finished Jewelled movements. Rs. 125 to 300

Gold Guard and Albert Chains
Of ^very fashionable pattern now worn, and of the usual lengths, manufactured of the best rich

colored Gold. We solicit inspection of our large aird varied stock, but a sheet of patterns with prices
will be forwarded per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta.

®'^8<rd and Albert Cbains, a large assortment always in Stock, Prices on
application,

Dockets, Seals, and Wateb Keys, ebarms and Trinkets, dc,c.

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-

tion arising from whatever cause, on any
part of the human frame. A certain cure for

Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Cheat,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics,

Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Paiu-Curer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all

other medicines have been tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains ! !

!

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packing As. 8

DARLINGTON & GO.
,

49, Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.
^“ Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native

imitation of Darlington’s celebrated' Pain-Curer.^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.

Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dora, writes

“

We find Darlington’s Pain-
Curee efiScacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Theodorine,
Sv/periores8 F de la Croix. ”

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, ic

Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes “ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
P.^N-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.

I
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants ; I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary.
Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the

Bengal Times, writes from Dacca. “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed, Spelling and pain abated after a
couple or app,.canons, and iu at jut 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances iu
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlin°'ton’s
Pain-Curer.”

To lovers of g*ood reading*.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and Clock makers in ordinary to H. E, the Viceroy

and to K. E. H, the Prince of Wales,
a-18 CALCUTTA.

m, DAT AND CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS^
OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmiths,Electroplaters,Bronzers

,

Dacquerors and Bailway Con-
tractors, dfcC., dtC.

,5,^

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta’/^ ‘ ’•

Block Tlnmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
;

Baths of sizes. Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
water Cans

;
garden watering pots

; Tea, House,
Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps

; Bailway Lamps of every descriptions,
&c., &c,,

Always in hand and made to order.
AL.SO

Portable Cooking stoves of single and double
1|, 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate,
,
a-33

DUNN AND 00.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

And
BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS

BY APPOINTMENT TO

His Exoellenoy tlie Viceroy and Governor-
General of India.

Nos. 46 A" 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at the shortest notice.
A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds : a large
stock of both being always kept on hand.

Estimates supplied on application, a-50

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of Literature
Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-

tion, Re. 1, postage, 1 anna. Times of India
says :

—

“

The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—“ It is ably and
judiciously conductel by Mr. Owen Aratoon.”
Bangalore Examiner i.ays —“We should like to
see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”

Manager, Calcutta Magazine, 49, Dhurrumtollab-
street,Calcutta, Remit in half anna postage stamps.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

A1>XIKZRABl/E TRAXVSFORHZATZON' OP IMEECKANZC AZi ENEZtGV
ZSTTO TOBBENTS OP EZiECTBZCZTV f

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Light in England,
France, and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time, be ex-

tensively used for lighting np large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lightin<^.
We are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills, Public Halls,

Large Durbar Tents, Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railway
Bridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof

,
Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensity

of 2,000 Sta.ndar(] handles at the following low rates.

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night

... Rs. 50 0
... „ 175 0
... <• 450 0

!l! The cost of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rs. 15 per night at
the monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! I !

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine. Carbon
Pencils, &c„ fitted with our improved Hurricane proof, Self Adjusting, Self Lighting
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2,000.

j « e

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

(TBUB COPT.)
® Dynamo Electrio Light for use on the Bakrala

>8 adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards
1 he Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

Bakkala Bkiugu,
28th October 1879.

<^•37

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Engineer, Bakrala Sana Division, P. N. State Railway.

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Builders and Eleotrlcal Engineers,

No. 63, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta.

STEAM ENGHNE
FROM

E. 8. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed, from S. S. PESHAWUR.”

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working Ks. 800

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
novv fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank,which forms also the ash-pana and an efficient
Water-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything m the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.

ERASMUS JONES, Printers* Agent, 5 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.
a-57

! Reduction Beductlon !

AND

TO LARGE CONSUMERS

A further reduction.

Mr. E. a. D’SILVA has deemed it: necessary
to comply with the request of his many

constituents to supply aerated waters at the following
rates.

Soda water in Bombay size bottles 0 10 per doz.
Lemonade ... ... 10 „ ,,

Tonic water ... ... 10 ,, ,,

Gingerale fgingerade) ... 10 „ ,,

Brisk and Lively ... ... 1 12 „ .,

Medicated waters and beverages such ast Koseadc
Maidens blush, etc., supplied on the shorest notice,

but not less than 3 dozens at a time.

E. A. 1>’SZZ.VA,
CHEMIS18 AND DRUGGISTS,

A-1, Park Street, Calcutta. a-15

Darjiling’ Steam Tramway
NOTICE.

This Tramway is now open for traflSc between
Silligori and Kurseong, and Passengers,

Parcels, and Goods, can be booked through from
Sealdah to Darjiling ifcd intermediate stations,
or vice versa-, arrangements having been made to
convey by Tonga or otherwise, all Passengers and
Goods to and from the temporary terminus of the
Tramway.
The Up Passenger Train will leave Silligori

at 8-15 A. M., thus giving passengers 55 minutes at
that station after the arrival of the Up Mail of the
N. B. State Railway and E. B, Railway
( 1 o’clock from Sealdah) and reach Kurseong
about 1-30 p. M., and Darjiling by Tonga about
5-30 P. M.
The Down journey will be performed by

Tonga leaving Darjiling 9 A. m., and train leaving
Kurseong at 1-30 p. m., reaching Silligori about
6 P. M.

The Through Passenger Fares are as under .*

—

Rs. Aa. P.
1st class by Railway and Tonga ... 48 8 0
2nd class by Railway and Tonga ... 35 0 0
3rd class by Railway and Luggage cart 12 8 0
The through Goods Rates are per maund :

—

1st Class 2nd Class 3rd Class
Rs.,2-2-6 Rs. 2-14-6 Rs. 3-10-0

For further particulars apply to the Traffic
Superintendents, E. B. Railway, Sealdah, N. B. S.
Railway, Saidpore, and to the forwarding Agent,
Darjeeling Steam Tramway Company, at Silligori,
Kurseong,DarjeeIing, and the various intermediate
Stations or to the undersigned.

GILLANDERS, ARBUTHNOT & CO.,

Secretaries,
Calcutta, )

26th August 1880, j 394,

The Zndian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies,

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Pronosal Forms apply to

D. MoLAUCHLAN SLATER. F.I.A.,

Secretary.
9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

Or,

F. A. COHEN,
7» Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

Agent, for BENGAL.

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respeotfnlly solicited
to address theiuselvM in writing to X, oare of
tke Printer!
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ProvUioa for Old Age cotnbined with a Provision for the Widow and Orphan.————————
,, EXAMPLE.

A Civilian, European or Native, aged 20 next birthday, wishes to lay apart a sum
of about THIRTEEN RUPEES a month in such a way that his savings will be securely
invested until the time of his retirement from Service ; and that, should he die beforehand,
a provision will be secured for his relations. By payment of a sum of Rs. 163-0-0 per
annum (or at the rate of about Rs. 13-0-0 per mensem) as the premium for an Endow*
ment Assurance, ho will become entitled to Rs. 5,000 on attaining age 55 ;

and should he
die before attaining that age—even after payment of only one year’s subscription—the
full sum of Rs. 5,000 will be paid to his representatives. [Vide Table III. of Prospectus].

The Same Provision,, if commenced

at 'age 25, would cost

at age 30, ,, ,,

at age 35, ,, „
at age 49, „ „
at age 45, „ „

about Fifteen Rupees a month
;

about Eighteen Rupees a month
;

about Twenty-one Rupees a month ;

about Twenty-eight Rupees a month
about Fobty-one Rupees a month :

The rates for other Ages, also for Emlowments payable at Ages 45,50, and 60,

and all further information, may he obtained on application. Premiums can

be paid half-yearly, qmrterly, or vfionthly, at slightly increased rates.

There is an^obvious advantage in effecting Investments of this nature e^rly in life :—
by delay the rate of subscription increases ;—death may occur before the intended provi*

sion is made or health may fail and render the life ineligible for Assurance.

ORIENTAL LIFE COMPANY.
.1

,
,

:

Head Office : Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

Manager and Actuary ;

D. McLAUGHLAN SLATER, P.I.A.,

Agent for Bengal :

F. A. COHEN,
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NEW GOODS! NEW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnlslilng' Requisites.

VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, 'made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING. Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &c. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 25 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, ScC., kc., &c.
A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OP

LACE muslin AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
’ AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are

unsurpassed.
We shall be happy to supply Estimates alia send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

JV. B,—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,

Brussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile
Carpeting's.

An immense Hock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long

Curtains, Screens, Ac,

The largest assortment in India.

Window ‘Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs, t

In great variety.

Blankets.
W”e are now showing our new stock of real

in all sizes, also some fine

Scarlet

Blankets,
Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coat

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

Door Mats.
English—maule from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

)» ,, ,, )) 38 by 24 ,,

^jBest Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches,

ti
_

»i )»
_

,» 38 by 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders,

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Hugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah Ztepps.

Oreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials,

F. W. BAK.DB, (k CO..
HOSIERS, drapers' SILK MERCERS, &c., kc.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
G^CUTTA.

HSTTBOZiOXiZ. DAT ck CO.,

IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND
COMMISSION AGENTS.

4 & 5, Hare Street, Oaloutta.

12 8

50
60

0
0

American Kerosine Oil

Of the Brightest Quality, per case ... Rs, 5 0

Candles.
Steariue Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 25
Packets to the case, per case

Manilla Cigars.
Manilla Cigars, No. 2 per 1,000
Havanah shape ,, ,,

Burmah Cigars.
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 3, per 1,000

Cooonada Cigars.
“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100

Do. small (do.)

(do.)

>*
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12
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8
0
2
10
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“ Babington” No. 1

Do. No. 1

Do. small
" Burmah”
“ Leisure Hour”
*' Medium size”
” Queen”
” Half Hour”

Chlorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne ... „ 0 12

Terms Cash to accompany order.
NBTTROLOLL DAY k CO.,

0*44 4 A 5, Ha/re Street, Culcutta,

WAHBAHTSD

!

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. PARE’3 PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and,tbe numerous

affections arising therefrom.
Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,

Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, &c. It

has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and of purifying the blood of all

its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in-

vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy
and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary
efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of

chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects

to be unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for foul and Mercurial
ITlcers and Bruptions. Price per pot
8 annas.

Infallible Malaria
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or

Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the

legs and feet. Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses

and purifies the blood and the system from the

Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,

restores the internal organs to their normal func-

tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system , after

the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healin? art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver, Price 8 annas.

Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &o., instantaneously by the external applica-

tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To he had of
MAISON DE PARIS.

2, OHOWBINQHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH.
Calcutta.

Wanted agents for the Mofussil. 16 per cent,
commission will be allowed.

Branches and agencies :—Allahabad, Burdwau,
Chittagong, Gowbatty, Gnptiparah, Jessore,
Jhenida, Kushtea, Rajbari, Santipore, gerajgunge
and Sylbet. «.4o

Specific perfectly
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COOKP] & KELVEY,
20, OZ<l> COTTB.T HOUSE STREET. CALCUTTA.

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE AND COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WATTES FOR INDIA.
The Model Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
, , , . . * ..i,

These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those o e

known makers. They are entirely of English manufacture having powerful full-plate, l.ever movemen s,

Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.

.'I

Silver Half Hunting Case,

Gash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case.

Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,

Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHES OF GUARANTEED QUALITY
Silver Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 cash.

Silver Crystal Case,

Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs, 45 cash.

aOEE AX.BERT CHAINS.
A magnificent assortment, many of the pattern being recently designed and of a novel character.

From Rs. 40 to 300.

>
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The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of massive

elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

a-29

COOKE & KELVEY,

CALCUTTA.

NATZONAXi bank of INDIA,
EZHXZTBD.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits_ 5%
,. Six Mouths’ Deposits ' 4%

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short

^*On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed

on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under

one lac. ^ ^
J. Campbell,

a.l2 Manager.

NOTICE.

The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at

which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press

at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that

date was printed, it is hereby announced for public

information that the Press in British Indian Street,

where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter

be printed, is henceforward to be called the

“Sen Press.” All communications for the /wdiun

Mvrr<yr Newspaper and the Sen Press to be

addressed accordingly, - 1 V ^

v: /. -

q. BAZARUS <f(, CO.,

AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, 1

2, dalhousie square,

Calcutta.

tnor.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.

Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

356, 432
Machines, .

Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine

LOCK-STITCH without cover.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines. Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine

LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S
^
New Family Treadle Machine

T nnir QTTTPH polished Table, with
LOCK-STIICH Accessory,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 95.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine

lock-stitch

Sewing Machines. Rs* 95*

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

LOCK-STITCH cover and Hand Accessory,

Sewing Maheines. Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po*

LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 116.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov*

LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S Packing for
^

LOCK-STITCH Hand Machines. Rs. 2.8.

Sewing Machines. Treadle ditto, Rs. 6.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly

executed. ' i ^ „

Price Lists free on application,
^

B. 1«. SiaCAB’S ABBOaiA
AUGUSTUa*.

SPECIFIC FOR DYSMENORRHOSA
OR

Painful Menstruation.
A SINGLE administration during menses gener*

ally cures the disease, and brings on con-

For particulars apply to Er. Bhoobun Mohun

Sircar, No. 77, Mooktaram Babu’s Street, Chore-

bagan, Calcutta. .10
'"

Priee Bs, 3-8. Packing and Postage As, «.

ct*80
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Koogrhly Brldg-e Notice.

The Bridge will be' closed for traffic on
Tuesday, the 14th September, 1880, from

7-15 to 10-16 A. M.
G. H. SIMMONS.

a-53 Secretary to the Bridge Commissioners,

Notice.

All private communications for the Proprietor
of the ItidianMirror and the Sunday Mirror

should be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumollah Street.

DR. J. G. ANDES.SON,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhurbumtollah Street,

May be consulted at all hours dally.
{At home from 11 to 12 a. m.)

Family engagements in and about Entally under
special arrangements. a-7

if
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300 0

200 0

150 0

200 0
80 0

20 0

26 0
20 0

For Sale.

A 6 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand I

complete ... ... ... Rs. 400
A 5 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand

complete
A Smaller Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand

complete
A Dumpy Level with stand in perfect

order ... ... ...

A large size Telescope Trepoid stand

complete
A Smaller Ditto Ditto

An Aneroid Barometer with Thermo-
- ** of

««•

^ Keyless Watches
Escapement

. — ess and, accuracy
guaranteea ... ... ' ...

Ditto Nickle,' Cylinder Escapt.
Apply to

J. G. HANHART,
397 13, Government Place.

INDIA GENEDAX. STEABX NAVI-
GATION COltlFAN’E’, “ED.”

SOHOKNK. Ktlbiibk & Co .—Manamng Agents

,

ASSAM LINE NOTICE,
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

ami Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur
downward every Saturday.

ritllK Str. RoJmoJial will leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,

'the 10th instant.

Cargo will be received attheCompany’s Godowns,
Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

9th,
i

iHE Str. Agra will leave I

Goalundo for Assam on Sun- '

’ day, the 12th instant.
i

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
j

Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of i

Friday,' the 10th.-
|

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train
of Saturday, the 11th.

'

Crushed Food Notice.

j

FURTHER REDUCTION.

From the 14th Instant, the price of Cook and
Co’“ Crushed Food for Horses is reduced to

Rs. 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags.

Crashed Food for Cattle,
to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.
Chaff as usnal 1-8 per maund, exclusive of bags.
14th August, 1880. ^.9

Gratis.

ONE thousand trials more are wanted to testify
Dr. R. C. Sett’s Specific for Asthma. It is

given free of charge to all asthmatic patients.

SETT BASACK & CO.
No. 68 , Nimtollah Ghat Street,

Calcutta.

THE CAZ.CVTTA AEIKCOUBT CO.
No. 1/1 Mission Row, (Round the corner.)

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Ammunitions,
Slwotmg dr Fishing Tacldes, Fencing, Archery,

Cricketing & Badmintons
; &c.,

*

Also Mathematical Instruments, BengalH surveying
compasses, and Pebble Spectacles.

For sale at unprecedented low prices. a.72

XIXPON mBDZCAZ. HAEI..

The undersigned have, from the 1st of August,
at No. 33, Manicktollah Street, commenced

business as wholesale and retail Druggists, and
are prepared to execute Mofussil orders with
promptness. Fresh Invoice of medicines, indented
from Herrings & Co., Howards & Sons, Baron
Esq., have arrived.

’

«-73 B. GHOSE & CO.

STRAY Thoughts on Spiritualism. By Peary
Chand Mittra. Price six annas. To be had

at No. 20, Nimtollah Street. a-1\

CAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-
diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

rilHE Sti. Madras will leave
' X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

r^day, the 14th.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, ui> till noon of Monday,
the 13th.

For further information regarding rates of
freight or passage money, apply to

4, Faiblik Place, 1 G. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 9th' September, 1880. { Seoretafy,

a.\

NZVEBS STEAM NAVIGATION
CO., “ZiZMXTED.”

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly
from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back,

The Steamer Indore will
leave Calcutta for Assam

on Friday, the 10th instant.

^I'lHE Str. Nepaul will leaveX Goalundo for Assam on
Thursday, the 9th current.

For further information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

! MACNBILL & CO.
OP )) a-2

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO OWNERS OF COWS
! 1 IMPROVE THE BREED

!

1 !

Cows! Cows!! Cows!!!

Served by an imported ENGLISH BULL,

Winner of the 1 st prize Burdwan Exhibition

“ The Maharajah of Burdwan’s
Cnp.”

standing at

A. MILTON & CO.,

Vety. &urgeons and Livery Stable-lceepers,

156, Dhurrumtollah.

(HUNTER & CO.’S OLD PREMISES )
a-75

CALCUTTA TRADING CORPORATIOpi

B. EITALZ. <b. CO.,

135, Radabazar, Calcuti’a,

IMPORTERS OF OILMAN’S STORES PERFU-
MERY & PATENT MEDICINES

Manufacturlngr Jewellers it. ’Watch-
makers,

Agents to the Nobility.

Price Listsfree on application

.

R. LYALL & CO

2 135, Radabazar, Calcutta. a-78

Burmah Clgrars, Clgrarettes, and
Tobacco, grood quality.

MADE OP

SAGRIELL & CO.’S

Selected Leaves,

Sagriel’s Shape Cigars No. Al. Rs. 12 8 per 1,C00

o n ” ^2
. ,. 10 8

'

Silk Ties do.
,, Bl. „ 9 8

Do. do, „ B2. „ 8 0
Do. do. „ B3. „ 7 0

Moulmein Cigars
,, Cl.

,, 14 0
Do, do.

,, 02 . „ 11 8
Do. do, „ C3. „ 9 8

Manilla shaped „ Dl. „ 15 s
Do. D2. „ 10 8

I f

I f

D3.
El.
E2 .

FI.

„ 8 8

„ 14 0
f$

tf

12 8
9 S

8 0

„ 16 0
M 16 0

„ 8 8 0
„ 15 to 0

>)

ff

1 )

ff

fj

ff

if

ff

ff

ff

M
ff

ff 9 8 0
,, 7 to 0
,, 12 to 14

„ 10 8 0
), 9 to 0

13 to 0

Do.
Havanah shaped

Do.
Tiffin Cigars

Do.
,, F2.

Rig d’ Long SHe Havana d'
Manilla Shape
Do. do.

Coconada Cigars No. S.

T. Long and Thin
Lunka „ „ H.
Office Burmah

,, I.

Dullyvarden „ J.

Do. „ K.
Cigarettes „ L.

Do. „ M
Honey dew Tobacco 4, 6 and 6 sticks

to the lb. at 10 to 14 as.

Cavendish Tobacco O-lO to 0-12 lb.

Gold Leaf let quality
Do. 2nd „ ... 1 to 1-8

Apply to

FRAM.TEE & SONS,
^ Calcutta,
Agents in Up-country.

Jamsetji and Sons ..... Firoz'epore.
Nouroji & Co., ' .(. • Lu’eknow.

’

Framji & Co., ,.J : iRunares.
'

Harjubhoy & Co. ... Gawnpore.
Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons ... Nassirabad.
Rustomji Furdoonji and Son ... Ajmeer.
Jamasji and Sons ... Rawul Pindi.
Pistonji&Co. ... Jhansee.
The Railway Co-operative So-

ciety. ... Allahabad.
Messrs. Richardson & Co. ... Allahabad.
Noaroji, Manacji & Co. ... Fyzabad; ’

a-68
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THE INDIAN MIRHOB.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(I^ Advance.)

Town.

Ivs, As, P
For One Month ... ... o 8 0

Three Months ... ... 6 0 0
Six Months ... ... 12 0 0

„ Twelve Months ... ... 24 0 0
N. .S.—The above includes subscription to the

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Alofussil.

For One Month ... ... .3 6 0
„ Three Months ... ... 8 0 0
,, Six Months ... I 6 0 0
,, Twelve Months ... ... 32 0 0

Foreign.
For Twelve Months (uio Southampton) 48 6 0

•» »> i.'oia, Brindisi)* ... 64 10 0
Sunday Edition,

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )
for One Month ... ... ... 1 0 0

,
Tiiree Months ... ... 2 8 0

„ Six Months 00
„ Twelve Months... ... ... 1000

( Single Copy Four Annas. )
Foreign.

For Twelve Months Southampton) 12 7 0
M It (Wo Brindisi) ... 14 14 0

ADVERTISEMENT P.ATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas per line.
No Advertisement charged for less than a

Rupee.
For special contract rates apply to the Manager.
A. R.—All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

Printed and published for the PropnVrnr hv W, C,
SooR’ at the Sen Proas, at No. 2, ItrinHU Imiiap
Street, Caloatti.
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CON tents.

Editorial Notes.
Articles :

—

The Church Cleansed.
The Other Side of the

Question.

Female Liberty in
Europe and India.

Brahmo Somaj.
Correspo'-dence.
Review.
Literary, Scientific,

Selections.

Advertisements.

&c.

(Kditorml Bote.

It is stated that the Bishops of the Epis-
copal Scotch Church have sent a petition to
the House of Coramons against the admission
of atheists to Parliament.

* :0 :

We read that the Municipal Council of
Paris has gravely struck Robinson Crusoe off
from its list of prizes for school children, be-
cause of its religious tone ! On his desert isle,

poor Crusoe has the weakness to pray to God.
Is republicanism in France to be so closely
identified with atheism ?

faith, because while enlightenment brings con-
viction and paves the way for action and pro-
gres.o, faith only creates one riddle by attempt-
ing to unravel anotlier.” There spoke true
Kaliyug ! We wish our contemporary suc-
cess, and ns Indian yugs are longer than the
longest of geological ages, we wish him as
long a life too.

-:o;

-••o:-

Wb, are requested,
.

to,
,
announce that a

monthly meeting^of the. Indian Reform Asso-
ciation will be held at the Albert Hall on
Tuesday, the 21st instant, at 5-30 p.m., when
Babu Protap Chunder Mozoomdar will deli-
ver a lecture, on the » Development of the
Zenana system.”

-:o:-

The latest novelty in conversion is an-
nounced from Bhagulpore, where, the Kaliyug
says, Kumar Protap Narain Sing, brother of
Rajah iRara Narain Sing of Khyra in the
Monghyr District, has embraced the Maho-
raedau' religion. As usual in such cases, a
woman is sahU to -have been at the bottom
of the transaction.

II'

-:o:

Thei New York Independent speaks of
a missionary meeting at which Mr. Ram
Chunder Bose was present. “ Everybody
was pleased in particular with Ram
Chunder Bose’s addresses. He speaks
excellent English. When complimented on
this excellence he observed that he learned his
English from Addison, while Americans
learned theirs from their servants.”

-:o:-

Wb have received the first few numbers ot
a new journal lately started at Bhagulpore,
entitled Kaliyug. The name is rather un-
nsual. If the editor wishes to bo a true ex-
ponent of Kuliyug, we wonder what its

-utterances will be like. In one respect our
contemporary speaks in the true spirit
of that ago. It says thaf« the true mission of
religion iti to sprea.) enlightempent apd pot

We are glad to learn that the Metropoli-
tan Female School is drawing a large amount
of public sympathy. The following donations
and subscriptions we are requested to an-
nounce :

—

R.S* A 8
Kuch Behar State... ... 200 0
Rajah Rajendro Mullick Bahadur 100 0
Kumar Indra Chandra Sing Bahadur f2nd

instalment) ... ... joo 0
Monthly Subscriptions.

Kumar Indra Chandra Sing Bahadur ... 20 0
,, Kanti Chandra Sing ... 10 0

Hon’ble Romesh Chunder Mitter ... 5 0
Mrs. B. L. Gupta... ... ... 4 0
Babu Wooma Narain Sen ... ... 3 0

;o:-

The statistics of drunkenness in London,
says the Pall Mall Gazette, continue to pre-
sent a shocking spectacle. Out of the 81,385
persons taken into cnstody on all charges

in the year 1879, 15,454 (of whom 7,462
were females) were charged with simple drnnk-
enness, and 18,438 (of whom 8,150 were
females^ were charged as drunk and disorder-
ly. With regard to inebriate women there
was a slight decrease last year in the number
of drunken women brought brfore the
Magistrates. In 1878, there were 16,525

;

in 1879 there were ‘ only’ 15,612. Drunken
husbands, says the Pall Mall, provide
texts for

.
innumerable homilies, bnt plat-

form sermons upon drunken wives are rarely
preached, possibly for the reason that ladies of
wealth and position are frequently present
at teetotal meetings, arid might be 'averse
from hearing their own sex ‘rundown.’

•:o:-

A,NEW work by the Duke of Argyll,entit)ed
“The Unity of Nature,” will be published
in successive articles in the Contemporary
^^j^i^w>,beginning with the September number.
The chapters are as follows:—I. The Unity of
Nature : What it is and, what it is not

;
II.

Man’s Place in the Unity of Nature ;*III.
Animal Instinct in its Relation to, the Mind
pf] Man

j
IV. The Limits of Hitman Know-

ledge, considered with Reference to the Unity
of Nature

;
V.. The, Truthfulness of Human

Knowlege,cooflidered in the Light of the Unity
of Nature; VI. and VII. The .Moral Char
racter of Man, considered in the Light of
the Unity of Nature

; ,
VII I. and IX. The

Origin of Religion, cwisidered in the Light
of the Unity of Natqre.

-:o:-

The foreigner,who wishes,to acquaint himself
With Ur rjin bj ideal of a houaeliold, siiould

refer to page 139 of Dr. Muir’s excellent

.Metrical translations from Sanskrit writers.

He will there find a rendering of AtJiarva

Veda III, 30,1, headed “ A Spell to promote
Concord in a Family.” The following is the

piece ;—
Within this house, by this my spell,

I concord, union, peace, create
;

That none may more another hate
;

But all in love together dwell.

Let these, the sons, their sfre obey.
And ne’er their mother’s word gainsay.

Let this fair wife, with aspect bright.
And honied words her lord delight.

Let brothers mutual rancour shun.
And sister sister kindly treat.

Let each the rest with accents sweet
Address, and all in heart be one.

-:o:-

The following brief record of the career
of General Garfield, a candidate for the
Presidency of the United States, is given in
an American paper :

—

At 14 At work at a carpenter’s bench.
At 16 Driving a canal boat.
At 18 Student at Chester Academy, Ohio.
At 21 Teaching in public school, Ohio.
At 23 Entered Williams College.
At 26 Graduated with the honors of his class.
At 27 Tutor in Hiram College,
At 28 Principal of Hiram College.
At 29 Youngest member of the’ohio Senate
At .80 Colonel of the Fonrty.secppd Ohio regiment.
At 31 Commander of Brigade; whipped the rebels
under Humphrey Marshall

; helped Buell at
Pittsburgh Landing; siege of Corinth, etc.

Comberiand'
At 33 In Congress of the United States as sucess-

sor of Joshua R. Giddings.
At 48 Elected United States Senator, havino- been

in Congress fifteen years. ' i
“

At 49 Republican candidate for the Presidency.

Dr. Rajendralala Mitra has a n^ber
of foemen worthy ot hi^ steel’,’ arid jthe foremost
among them is Dr. Weber, in'^flie
and the Antiquary 'a warm controve^rsy
19 being carried on by these twb'' wmU-
tants on the influence of Greek, "&c., art on
India. The immediate^uestion’ discussed is
that of the birth' of Krishiia or Krishna
Janmashtarai. Dr. Webber, maintains %hat
there 19 something foreign m this festival
which may bye come from Christian countries!
Well, that is the^ favorite position of many
scholars now. For our>rt, we' do not be)ieve
in any foreign importation whatever, the genius
of Hinduism is so different from ^that of
Christianity. The utmost that may be proved
is that the legends of FCrishna may belong
to different dates and may have been brought
together in a subsequent age ito form a consis-
tent story

;
and that is quite probable.

0:

Professor Max Muller has published hia
lecture on Sanskrit 'I'exts discovered in Japan
delivered before^-the Royal'' A^^iatic Society*
in a pamphlet form. The text (we qqota the
Indian Antiquary) is of a^Mahayana Sntra
termed Su^havativyuha, aod twlongs to tftRt
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later stage of Indian Bnddhism, when the

early simple and grand ideas of that reli-

gion had been modified after the usual

Indian pattern. It is a mixture of

frigid exaggeration with an Indian pretence

at exactness, and contains a childish account

of a heaven called Sukavati, which the

Bnddhist ia supposed to reach by persistent

and heartless formalities, and to live there for

ever. This twaddle is then of no value, and
every one will agree with Professor Max
Muller in hoping that the Japanese Buddhists

will now begin to “ purify and reform their

religion that is to bring it back to its original

form,. ..a work that must be done before any

thing else can be attempted.”

:o:

It is after a long while that we hear of

Nana Saheb again, and this time in the person

of his nephew. Ram Chandra. We have read

of him in one of Mr. Nishi Kanta Chatterji’s

letters, and we now get detailed accounts of

him from other sources. It has been ascertain-

ed that Ram Chandra is a pensioner of

Russia, and that he recently took a pro-

minent part in Afghan intrigues. Now,what is

the conclusion we ought to draw from this? It

proves conclusively how helpless the British

Government is in regard to all information.

More than twenty years have elapsed since the

mutiny, and our rulers do not even know
whether Nana Saheb or even his family exists

at the present moment. Fancy your infor-

mation coming to you all the way from Russia.

This shows carelessness or that supreme con-

tempt for its foes which has many a time

proved dangerous to the prosperity of Govern-

ment. The rulers openly show their distrust

for the people by passing the Press and Arms
Acts, but they fail to seek danger where it

actually Turks. That is the latest specimen

of statesmanship with which we have become

painfully familiar.

Mk. O’Donnell, the Civilian and brother

of the well-known M. P., has raised a hornets’

nest around him by his pamphlet entitled

the “ Ruin of an Indian Province.” He
has been denounced by the planters and

zemindars of Bebar, snubbed by the

Lieutenant-Governor, and condemned in

unmeasured terms by many journals. Well,

we shall not knowingly throw ourselves

into this vortex of Behar politics. But there

is one remark
,

which we are compelled to

make, considering our evident duties in the

matter. We do not like this combination of

^Zemindars, planters and Civilians. It looks

suspicions, and we are afraid this loud blow-

ing of the trumpet by the Behar associa-

tions may have the effect of drowning the voice

of the ryot,who, after all, may have a different

tale to tell. Every body seems to be singing

the virtues of the planters. Is it not rather in-

decent that they should go through that

singing for the most part themselves? We
should like to hear whether the ryots really

believe that they have been regenerated within

the last three years, as Sir Ashley Eden
would have ut believe.

:o:

After all, all drunkards are not the same.

Young members of our Band of Hope who may
like to be convinced of the truth of this, may
make certain experiments which will en-

able them to test intoxicants in a manner

really amusing. Dr. Sbortbouse says, we
quote the British Medical Journal, that

if a man partake of too large a quantity

b^ good sound wine, or malt liquor, he usually
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staggers about from side to side, his gait is

very unsteady, and if he comes to grief and to

mother earth, he generally falls on one side or
the other. If he takes too much whisky, es-

pecially that abomination which goes by
the name of Irish whisky, he is almost
certain to be seized with an irresistible impulse
to fall forward on his face. If he
get drunk on cider or perry, the latter

more especially, he is certain to fall down
suddenly on his back and apparently with-
out any previous warning. He once saw a
number of men who had made too merry at

a harvest feast, all fall down on their backs,
get up again, and fall down again in the

same manner. He had never witnessed any-
thing of the like kind before; and was not a

little amazed as well as amused. The farmer
who was a very shrewd Herefordshire man told

him that that was the effect invariably pro-

duced by perry, of which his men had that day
partaken liberally. He has since that time
seen several isolated cases, which have
corroborated the farmer’s version of the action

of an overdose of perry or cider. Habitual
drinkers of cider or perry are more liable

than other persons to paralysis of the

limbs
;

probably this may be due to the

sugar of lead with which some cider makers
“ perfect ” their beverage. It would appear

then, according to this very curious, but very

doubtful, observation that the various drinks

act on different parts of the cerebro-spinal

system which preside over locomotion, or act

upon the various parts in a different manner,
or why these varieties in the method of

falling ?

THE CHURCH CLEANSED.
o

That winnowing fan, the Cuch Behar

marriage, has done, and is doing, immense

good to the Brahmo Somaj by removing the

chaff from its membership. Month after

month, the sensual and the worldly,the prayer

less and the vicious have been purged off.

And because of this purging the Church has

vastly improved instead of declining. The

blood in the system has been greatly purified,

and health and strength have resulted from

the process. A new fountain ot fresh truth

seems to have been discovered since, and

a new bee-hive of sweet sentiment. For two

years continually there has been an outpouring

and outburst of new ideas and new senti-

ments among the more advanced classes of

Theists. The idea of the New Dispensation,

the Pilgrimages to the Saints, the Expedition,

the Million Divin\t\es in One, the Ladies’

Journey to the Spirit-land, all these are the

new ideas which have swept over the Brahmo

Somaj as an impetuous and irresistible

torrent. Who can resist it? It is Pro-

vidence
;
none can stand in its presence or

binder its action. The influx of these

new ideas must be accounted for. This over-

flow of an altogether new life demands expla-

nation. We point to the winnowing fan as

the cause. A ponderous mass of infidelity

in the shape of unbelief in Providence and

inspiration and prophets, in asceticism, yoga

and bhakti sat as incubus upon our holy

Church, and hitherto prevented its healthy

development. Men and women devoid of

spirituality and prayer, and professing

only nominal adherence to morality and

religion were found in scores everywhere.

The woman who came to make a show of her

dress and refinement, and the man who had no

other claim to sit among the congregation

than his loyalty to the maxim—“eat,drink and

be merry” mingled freely in church and social

circles with those who had made the troth of

God their study and discipline and enjoyment

for many long years. In fact, people of all sorts

were gathered together in one net, and it was
necessary in the interests of the community
to segregate them. In the fullness of time

the Divine fiat went forth, and the winnowing
commenced. A visit to the several Brahmo
Somajes will show that the more desperately

vile and sceptical, the lovers of wealth, wine
and women, have made themselves scarce,

hidden their heads in shame, and are every-

where conspicuous by their absence. The
man who, though professing the Brahmo
name, hates in his heart the idea of

prayer, and cannot possibly believe in Provid-

ence has found even the hyprocrite’s trade

too much for him, and has already re-

pudiated the Somaj to seek relief among
kindred folk. So has the votary of sensuality

and voluptuousness and carnal pleasures. Of
those few again who are left to attend

church,the great majority systematically avoid

higher sadAan,and stand aloof from every form

of spiritual discipline and culture. Only
a few, a lamentably small number are found

to practise communion and kirtan, the higher

forms of devotion and love. Where women
meet for amusement we may count fifty

;

but where the object is spiritual fellowship

hardly a dozen are found to unite. All this

is providential. The few that are left after

this natural purging away of unworthy ap-

pendages, find no hindrance or obstacle in

their way, but quietly and peaceably

pursue the higher ends of life and enjoy

their God in tranquil communion. They are

exploring unexplored regions, achieving vic-

tories in new lands and cullping flowers in

fresh fields. The sceptic’s camp and the sen-

sualist’s camp are far away. And the chosen

few happily spend their days and nights with

their Lord. Will not those who have loft

the fold grow wiser and return ?

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE
QUESTION.

The following expression of views on the

subject of female emancipation, coming from

so respectable and devout a body of Native

ladies as the Arya Nari Somaj, cannot fail to

lend material help to those who sincerely

mean to give a practical solution to

this difficult problem. As we have

already said, if we wish to emancipate our

country women, we most hear without bias or

prepossession what they themselves have got

to say in the matter. Let us take care that

we do not perform hazardous and perilous

experiments and thrust upon our wives and

sisters and daughters reforms which they

hate and are wholly unwilling to adopt.

We need say nothing more, but shall

simply ask and advise our well-wishers

to give these Brahmo ladies a bearing before

they come to a decision.

The members of this Somaj do not consider

themselves to be slaves or prisoners who
require to be “emancipated.”

They in common with many other sisters

feel that they are free agents and possess

fully those rights and privileges, religious,

moral and social,wbioh belong to the other sex.

They are free to think and feel and pray

and discharge the manifold duties of life, and

free to go where they ought to go. .

They have freedom enough to be holy and
philanthropic, and they need no more.

They have freedom enough to serve them-

selves, their neighbours and their God, and

they think that is enough. ' o

Let no individual or society take the

I
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trouble to emancipate them from bonds

which do not exist.

If they do not go out ranch and hide

themselves often, it is not because they are

forced by their husbands or guardians to

prefer the seclusion of tlie Zenana, but be-

cause they choose to restrain their own liberty.

If they do not move in “ society,” as some

people would wish, it is because they think

it wrong to do so.

In “society” there are men and women pro-

miscuously mixed. Of these every man is not

a (rentleman, nor is every woman a lady in the

strictest sense of the terra.

Natural modesty as well as the dictates o

conscience prevent the ladies of this associa-

tion fram exposing themselves to the gaze ol

men who are immoral and audacious enough to

look upon them with carnal eyes.

The co.mpany of men and women who

sacrifice purity for flirtation they would al-

ways hate and shun.

Among well-known male friends and

acquaintances to whom they have been intro-

duced by husbands and guardians they do

move and talk with sufficient freedom, and

they have no objection to go where they think

it morally right and socially respectable and

safe to go. •

They have often been in the company of

European missionaries and their wives, and

felt happy.

They have been to arts exhibitions and

useful public institutions, and have heard

scientific lectures.

As the society of their own countrymen,

which is now not quite worthy of them, im-

proves they will then try with God’s help

to move more outside the Zenana. But they

will not allow others to drag them into

society. They prefer to be led by their own

conscience and the spirit of God.

What they now want is true and sound

education.

FEMALE LIBERTY IN EUROPE AND
IN INDIA.

Tuosb who are interested in the ques-

tion of female education should make it

a point to study the conditions under which

the subject may be approached in India or in

Europe. Even a superficial acquaintance with

the history of the two countries will lead one

to infer that the problem is not one and the

same for both. European philanthropists who

insist upon female liberty as the sine qua

non of progress should carefully read the

history of the question. They will find that

female liberty in Europe is the result of

exceptional and quite unforeseen conditions—

conditions which in India hardly exist.

The Germans are known to have treated

tbeic women wUb great oonsideratioa and

kindness. We do not know whether the

present European nations owe all the res-

pect which they feel for women to the dispo-

sition of their barbarian predecessors. The

fact which is known to os is that much of the

elevation and dignity which they enjoy at the

present day, is owing to the institution of

what is known by the name of chivalry. Chi-

valry received its great impetus during the cru-

sades when it allied itself unmistakably with

religion, and the greatest impetus by far was

given to it when it became synonymous

with gallantry or love. Woman and religion

rendered the institution one of the most

powerful factors in the social system of Eu-

rope. It does not follow, however, that the

association of these added any amount of

purity to the intercourse of the sexes in

those days. Hallam says that chivalry

was very often adulterous, and a gallant

knight was as much privileged to tamper

with the marriage relations as any courtiers

of the times of Louis XV. So that we

see that even gallantry, as displayed in

both love and war, was not immediately fol-

lowed by purity of domestic life. From

pictures given of social life in such

books as Wright’s History of Womankind in

Western Europe, wo conclude that the

institution of female liberty in those ages

was not at all to be envied. There was

much that was bad an 1 unmentionable

in the social history of those times. The

relations of the sexes underwent farther

development and purification afterwards,

when society began to improve and the moral

atmosphere became purer. Many thought-

ful writers assert that the worship of Virgin

Mary did much to purify man’s conception of

the other sex, and that the present high

position of woman in Europe is due to the

homage and worship that came to bo paid to

the Mother of God. To a certain extent we

can understand this principle, for in India,

also, the worship of goddesses has done much

to refine our ideas of womanhood. We have

no difficulty in tracing the history of the

question through its subsequent stages.

Female liberty in Europe is considerably due

to the institution of chivalry, and this

meant gallantry—gallantry, namely, in war

and in love. Chivalry, again, received

a further development, when a woman was

raised to the rank of divinity, and the tender-

est and most beautiful sentiments of the heart

came to be associated with her worship.

We doubt whether we should have seen the

present high position of woman in Europe,

if there had not been this exceptional and

peculiar preparation and training for it in both

the sexes. Torn we now to India. Here we have

a picture entirely different. For aught we know,

our ideal of excellence is as good as the

European one ;
but there is this difference—

emale excellence in India is not associated^

with liberty as it is in Europe. We take

iberty in the sense in which it is used nby

Europen writers, namely, the absence of

Zenana restrictions. It is a question yet to *

be settled how far or whether the Zenana was

ever recognised in ancient India. Many hold

hat this institution was the result of Mos-

em tyranny, and that it did not exist among

our ancestors. There are others who, like Sir

John, Phear Budd,entirely scout this assertion,

and maintain the contrary by affirming that

female bondage is a distinctive trait of all Ori-

ental nations. We hold a position between the

two. Those who believe that the Zenana was

the result of Mahomedan oppression, will find

much on their side in the fact that in pro-

vinces like Rajputana, Bombay and Madras,

women are allowed to show themselves in

the streets, and there is not that seclusion

which we see in Bengal and the North-

Western Provinces. But while there is

this liberty, we do not think that the

Zenana was unknown to the ancients. In the

Mahabharat the antapur is mentioned, and

speaking of occasions when ladies had to come

out, it says that even those whom the sun had

not seen, left their houses, &c, (fee. All that

shows that there was a practical separation of

the two sexes in the ancient times. But there

was this to be said that the restrictions

upon women were not half so great as in

these days. Women could go out on public

occasions, and there were several privileges

accorded to them which are not known now.

The jealous seclusion of the fair sex must be

dated from the Mahomedan invasion. Now, lot

us carefully study the condition of things. One

thing is certain; there was no chivalry in India,

Consequently female liberty in this country

must be based upon other feelings than those

related to chivalry. The bravery which is

eminently rewarded when it is exerted in

the cause of a woman, is not a compulsory

or even a national characteristic with us. In

fact, the very want of it readers the seclusion

of women necessary and Inevitable. The ques-

tion then is—are we to introduce a European

custom, without going through the trial and

possessing the necessary qualifications which

the retention of it so urgently demands? Our

men, in the first place, have not that

chivalrous regard for women which Europeans

possess. Consequenly, when a woman is in-

sulted, there is no kuight bound by a clearly

defined code of honor to protect her. Be-

sides, religious sentiment does not sanc-

tion such a code of chivalry. The condi-

tions which rendered female liberty in-

evitable in Europe are absent here. What

shall we do then ? The Hindu reformer

agrees with the European philanthropist that

female liberty is desirable. But how or in

irhat Bhape tbia reform is to be brought
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abou^, is the problem of the day. We are

sure that we cannot base the liberty of the

fen^le sex upon 'the sense of chivalry

in men, for the simple reason that this

sense does not exist here. We must
appeal to other national sentiments.
Are Hindu reformers idle

;
are they in-

different ? No. The Brahmo Somaj is

steadly striving to arrive at a fair solution

of the problem. Those that say that we
are not sincere in our professions, are

simply ignorant. The ladies of the Arya
Nari Somaj do not put on the veil before their

friends—those whom they know. They
appear before them, speak with them, discuss

questions of interest with them. Only they

do not appear before strangers, or go out in

open carriages. The fact is that they are

passing through the best trainmgr which it is

possible to give them; and that this education

will ultimately solve the problem of female

education is what we sincerely wish and firmly

believe.

On Sunday last the minister preached a sermon
on dance. The sermon may be had at the gate of

the Brahma Mandir this evening.

Our Dacca brethren had a sn^cial utmih lately

in connection with the oreanization of a branch of

the Brahmo Somaj of India in their midst.

On Tuesday last, there was private kathakatx in

the house of a Brahmo among a select number of

friends invited for the purpose. The subject was
Chaitanya’s ascetic life.

The Namkaran ceremony of the first son of Rahn
Raj Kumar Guha was celebrated at Chittagonir on
the 27th August with eclat, Babn Isan Chnnder
conducced the service, and performed the ritnal.

This is the second anmtan, we believe, in Chitta-
gong according to Brahma Dharma.

The pilgrim brothers start on a pilgrimage to
Mahomet this morning. The chief idea which
they have to realize in the heart of that prophet
is the unity of God. They will pray five times
during the day, as||they have done during the
last three days of preparation.

On Sunday, the 29th August, the celebration of
the Bhadrotshab of the Chittagong Brahmo Somaj
took place. Babu Isan Chunder Sen. of the Dacca
Branch of the Brahmo Somaj of India, was there.
The morning and evening services were conducted
by him and the local minister. The utsab was
a great success.

Translation of Hymns.

Tell me truly, have ye seen my Mother—my
Mother who in various aspects draws my heart ?

My Mother is not a fancy. Behold she smiles,
and from her loving eyes flows nectar.
That smile on her blest fa'^e doth kill sin and

woe
; it breaketh unbelief and atheism.

That form illumines the world. On her lap are
the ftAaitos, intoxicated with joy.

My Mother hath millions of forms—now Force,
now Bhagavati, in beauty Lakshmi and in know-
ledge Saraswati.
How glorious ! Oh I What sweetness! Her hands

are always extended towards the sinner.
Come, people of the earth, come, see my Mo-

ther; fill your eyes with the sight of my Mother.

PUBLIC BNGAG-aMENT.

A MONTHLY meeting of the Indian Reform Asso-
ciation will be held at the Albert Hall on Tues-
day, the 21st instant, at 6-,30 p. m, Babu Protap
Chunder Mozumdar will deliver a lecture ou the
" Development of the Zenana System,

(Horrcspiuicucp.

I f IFfl do vot hold ourgelves in any wav re.spnmihle
m' the opinions of our correspondents.- En. S. A/.]

THE INAUGURATION OF THE DACCA
BRANCH OF THE BRAHMO

SOMA.J OF INDIA.

TO THE EPITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”
formal inauguration of the Branch

Brahmo Somaj of India took place on Sunday, the
I2th instant, the occasion being solemnised by an
tltsao, extending over three days. The business
comrnenced on thi 10th instant with an open-air
meeting at 5 p. m., at which, in addition to Sankir-
tan, the local minister gave an address on the crying
necessity of accepting the New Dispensation in
East Bengal.^ The business of the day ended with
a special Divine service. On the 2nd day, there
were

^
Sankirtan and Divine service in the

morning,^ and Nagar Sankirtan and a lecture in

' m 'I'ho subject of the lecture was
“The New Dispensation and East Bengal.”
The last was^ the day for the whole-day festi-
val, the most important business of which was the
(teremony of adopting by the Congregational So-
ciety the name of the “ Branch Brahmo Somaj of
India.” This commenced at 5 P. m. with an ad-
dress hy a member on the necessity of the step.
The ministers then offered up prayer and made
the declaration. The utsab ended at about 9i P. M.
after Divine service.

Considering the spirit of opposition to the New
Dispensation which prevails here, the utsab must
be said^ to be an exceptionally successful one.
Indeed, it is little less than a miracle that amidst all
the misrepresentations and false rumours spread
against them by the blind zeal
fill section of the community,
of faithful workers here could
ceedings so attractive to the
\\ ith the Gxceptioh nf the first day on which
gathering was rather small, the attendance on

name of mount Gerizim, The celebrated Erasmus,
Dr. Wardlaw Schlensner, Michaelis and Professor

Stewart declare that, although the baptismal form
will bear a Trinitarian meaning, it may also be

interpreted differently without violence to the

language. Further we find that, according to the

common usage of Scripture, inanimate objects and
qualities are spoken of as living beings. “ The
sea and the mountains are represented as having
eyes

; the earth as having cars ;
a song, a stone,

an altar, water and blood. the rust of gold and silver

are spoken of as witnesses. The sword and arm of

Jehovah are addressed as individuals capable of

being roused from sleep. The ear, the eye. and the

foot, the law, righteousness and the blood of sprink-

ling are exhibited as speakers, and destruction and
death as saying that they heard with their ears.

In the language of Holy Writ, the sun rejoicetb

and knoweth his going down; the deep lifts up his

hands and utters his voice
;
the mountains skip

like rams and the little hills like lambs; wisdom
and understanding cry aloud and put forth their

voice
;
the heart and the flesh of the prophet cry

out for the living God. The scripture is a seer and
preacher, the world of Jesus is a judge ;

nature the

heavens, the earth are teachers. God’s testimonies

are counsellers. his rod and staff are comforters;

the light and the truth and the commandments of

God are leaders or guides. Sin is described as a

master and death as a king and an enemy.' Flesh
and the mind are treated of as having a will ;

fear

and anger, mercy, light and truth, the word and
commandments of God are exhibited as messen-
gers. Charity is represented as in possession of all

'the graces and virtues of the Christian character.”

(Wilson’s illustrations) Now when we find the

Holy Ghost spoken of as a living being, we
should know hovr to understand the expression.

Yours &c.,

W. T.

of a very power-
the small band
make the pro-
general public.

the

.
the

other occasions was very large— the lectures,
Sankirtans, and the addresses especially attracting
a large concourse of people. As to the Nagar
Sankirtan, it has seldom been our lot to see such
a large gathering here on an occasion like this.
Altogether the festival seems to have made a
decidedly favorable impression on the minds of the
people. May God help the cause of the New Dis-
pensation in East Bengal !

Yours &c.,
Durga Dass Rot,

Sec-etanj.
Branch Brahmo Somaj, of India Office, Dacca.
The 15th September 1880.

THE “HOLY SPIRIT” NOT A THIRD
PERSON IN THE GODHEAD.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,

—

To deny the personality of the Holy
Spirit as separate from the Father is not to deny
the Holy Spirit itself. There are three mean-
ings which belong to the expression Holy Spirit
according to scripture usage :

—

Istly. It means God himself “ Who hath direct-
ed the Spirit of the Lord, or being his counseller
hath taught him.” Is. XL 13.

“ For what man knoweth the things of man
save the spirit of man which is in him ? Even so
the things of God knoweth no man but the Spirit
of God.” I Cor. II

—

11.

2ndly, It expresses the power of God or some
other attribute. “ By his spirit he hath garnished
the heaven’.” “If I by the spirit of God cast
out devils,” Matt xii-28. The corresponding
passage says. “But if I by the finger of God cast
out devils” Luke xi, 20.

^rdly. It means the Guiding Influence or Com-
forter, spiritual blessings or gift of good things.
“If ye then being evil know how to give good gifts
unto your children : how much more shall your
heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to them that
ask him ?”

See the corresponding passage. “If ye then
being evil know how to give good gifts unto your
children, how much more shall your Father which
is in heaven give good things to them that ask
him ?”

It does not follow that the Holy Spirit is a real
living third person of Godhead, because we are
baptized into its name. The Rabis speak of
being baptized into the name of liberty and the
Samaritans circumcised their converts into the

THE BIBLE VERSIUS “ ORTHODOX CHRIS-
TIAN.” A STATEMENT OF SCRIPTURAL
REASONS FOR NOT BELIEVING THE

SUPREME DEITY OF JESUS
CHRIST. —I.

TO THS EDITOR OF THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—

C

an you imagine a more unscriptural and
irrational doctrine than that which teaches tliat

Jesus Christ is strictly and literally one and the
same individual being with his own Father ? How
can this be? The language of .Tesus is explicit
and unqualified “ I came not to do mine owe will”— “ I came not of myself”— ‘He sent me.” It is

very clear that Jesus was not, and could not be,
the God from whom he came, and it is amazing that
any one should resistthi-s simple truth. The doctrine
that Jesus who was born at Bethlehem

; who ate
and drank, and slept

;
who suffered and was cruci-

fied; who came from God; who prayed to God; who
did God’s will

;
and who said on leaving the world

,

“I ascend to my Father and your Father, to my God
and your God; ” the doctrine that this Jesus was the
Supreme God Himself and the same being with his
Father, seems a contradiction to both Scripture and
reason so flagrant that the simple statement of it is

a sufficient refutation. Let us go fully into this
que.stion and do it no iniustice.

Among other reasons for not believing t, I would
urge the following arguments strictly derived
from the New Testament Scriptures.

1. Because Jesus Christ is represented by the sacred
writers to be as distinct a being from God the
Father as one man is distinct from another. “ It is

written in your law that the testimony of two
men is true. I am one who bear witness of my-
self, and the Father that sent me beareth witness
of me.” John vlli, 17-18.

II. Because he not only never said that him-
self was God, but on the contrary spoke of the
Father who sent him as God, and as the Ottfy

true God. “This is life eternql that they may
know Thee the on'y true Ood, and Jesus Christ
whom thou hast sent.” John xvii, 3. This

solemn prayer to “ hislanguage Jesus used in

Father and our Father.”

III. Because he is declared in unnumbered in-

stances to be the Son of God. “ And lo, a voice
from heaven, saying Tnis is my beloved Son
in whom I am well pleased." Matt. III. 17. Can
a son be coeval and the same with his father ?

IV. Because he is styled tlce Christ or the
anointed ol God. “ God anointed Jesus of Na-
zareth with the Holy Ghost and with power.”
Acts X. 38. Is he who anoints the same with
him who is anointed.

V. Because he is represented as a Priest.”
•‘Consider the . . . . High Priest oionr profession,
Christ Jesus.” Heb. iii, 1, The office of «

1
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Priest is to minhtfir to Qod, Christ, then, as a
priest; cannot be God.

VI. Because Christ is mediator between the
'•one God” and “men.” “For there is one God,

one. viediator between God and men, ths man
Christ Jesus.” 1 Tim. ii. 5.

,

VII. Because as the S.aviour ot men, be wa-t
Held hy the Father. “And we have seen and do
testify that the. Father sent the son to be the Siviour ,

of the world,” I John iv. 14.
j

VIII. Because he is an Apostle appointed by •

God. “Consider the Apostle .... Christ Jesus
who was faithful to him that appointed him."
Heb III. 1 2.

IX. Because Chr'atis represented as our int r-
(Senior with God. “ it jg Christ that died, yea ra-
ther that is risen atjain. who i« even at the rich-
hand of God, who alsoma^ei/t interc‘Ssion for us.”
Bora. VIII. 34.
X. Because the of Christ is God. “I

know that the head of every man
IS Clirist

; and the head of the woman is the man ;

and the head of Christ \a God.” 1 Cor. xi. 3.
XI. Because in the same sense in which Chn's-

tiaus are said to belong to Christ, Christ is said to
belong to Qod. “ And ve are Christ’s ; and Christ
is God’s.” 1 Cor, li^. 23
XII. Because Christ says. “ My Father is

greater than all.” John x. 29. Is not' the Father,
then, greater than the son?

XIII. Because he affirms, in another connection
and without the least qualification, “ Mv Father is

greater than I.” John XIV. 28.
XIV. Because he virtually that he is God

when he exclaims, “ why callest thou ma good?
There is none good but one, that is God.” Matt.
XIX. 17.

XV. Because Jesus, after having said. “ I

and my Father are one,” gives his disciples
distinctly to understand that he did not mean
one in substance, equal in power and glory, hnr
otie only in affection and design. &a., as clearly
appears from the prayer he offers to his Father
in their behalf,—“ that they all may be one: as

thou Father art in me, and I in Thee, that they
also may 'r>o one in ns." J >hn xvil. 21.
Xyi. B cause the Father is called th’ God of

Christ as he is the God of Christians. “ Jesus
saith unto her. . . . Go to my brethren, and
say unto them, I ascend unto my Father and your
Father

;
and to my God and your God." John

IX. 17.

XVII. Because an Apostle says of God. in dis-

tinction from the “Lord Jesus Christ,” that He
is the “ only Potentate.” and that He “ only hath
immortaLty”. Tim, vi. 15. 16.

XVIII. Because it is the express declaration of

the same Apostle, that the Father is the one God.
and there is none other. “ Though there be tint
are called gods, whether in heaven or in e.arth,

(as there be gods many and lords manv) yet to vs
there is but one God, the Father, of whom are all

things.” 1 Cor. Vlii. 5, 6.

XIX. Because the power which Christ possess-
ed was, as himself affirmed, given to him. “ All
power is given unto me,” &c. Matt, xxviil. 18.

XX. Because he positively denies himself to
be the author of his miraculous works, hut refers
them to the Father, or the Holy Spirit of God.
" The Father that dwelieth in me, he doeth the
works.” John xiv. 10. “ IE I cast out devils by
the Svirit of God," &c. Matt. xii. 28.
XXI. Because he distinctly states that these

works bear witness, not to his own power, but that
the Father had sent him. John v. 36.
XXII. Because he expressly affirms that the

works were done, not in his own, but in his Father's
name. John x. 25.

XXIII. Because he asserts that “him hath God
the Father sealed," i.e., to God the Father he was
indebted for his credentials. John vi.27.
XXIV. Because he declares that he is not the

author of his own doctrine. “ Mv doctrine is not
mine, but his that sent me,” John vii, 16, 17.

Yours &c,

,

W. T.

original editor, who gave it its style, tone aud
policy. The articles are generally of a high order
of literary excellence, and if we are required to find
any fault with the magazine, we shall content our-
selves with pointing out what seems to ns to be
absent features rather than deal with those that
are present regarding which there is very little to
sav. What strikes us ns wanting in the Banna
2)cir5/i(Z«, IS variety. The writers take to one
sort of literary writing, and that is generally
confined to criticism, poetry or fio ioti. If we
consult an English magazine, we shall

’

observe
that, besides literary criticisra,the things which are
ofteii handled and most largely appreciated, are
religion, politics aud science. The English
periodical literature^ of the day, indeed, is
nothing if not religious, political or scientific.Now these are the very subjects which are
overlooked bv educated Native writers. It is
time, we think, for the accomplished editor of the
Banga Darshan to run out of the common groove
and take a fresh departure in the style and policy
of h.s rnagazine. Our own principle is that
nothing of liuraau interest should be beyond oiir
province of enquiry or speculation, and we do not
know why the same should not be the principle of
every educated Native as well, and ot the editor
of the Banga D irshan in particular. We trust
these words will be taken in the spirit iu whicli
they are offered.

GATHA. *

This little hook of poetical talcs in rhyme is a
novelty in Bengali literature, and a noveHy the
charms of which challenge our sincere admiration.
Its poetry is the poetry ot genuine heart-felt
pathos—powerful from its sublimitj', aud affecting
from its tenderness. There is not a word or
image in the Gathas to disturb the placid tenor
of sacred melancholy that pervades it, nor an
idea or

^

conception to break our dream of a soft
commnuion with something holy and far removed
from earth. Lest we he deemed too rhetorical, we
give below a rather loose translation ot a picture
drawn by the writer of an unhappy girl — lost in
the reveries of her sorrow and pain

—

* * But in tliis dreary depth of night
What damsel there with steadfast eyes
Upon a star is gazing lone—
—Like sorrow’s self iu mortal guise !

Wth head reposed upon het hand,
ith her di>hevel!ed loosened liair

—

She looks—as tliough one left iu dark,
A marble form of deep despair.

Blit soft the breeze with every sigb
Belies that form of sculptured Woe,
tor lo ! how dancing floats her hair
As doth the gentle zephy^r below.

But yet that zephyr, sportive though
Approaches her with trembling fea" —

—

Ah, lest perchance its wanton breath
Should move of hers a single hair.

So softly sweet, so sweetly soft
’I hat heavenly form without a stain,
I hat Fancy’s self dare touch her not,
^nd startled drops the poet’s pen.

Perhaps it would be needless to] inform the
reading public that the writer of the Gathas
under review is the noted writer of Dip Nirvan,
Basinta Vtsab, and Chinna Muhul. An honest
historian of Bengali literature would really find
him.se!f bewildered in doing justice to a fair
writer who, commencing her literary career with
Dij) Mrvan at an early age, could surprise the
literary public with gifts that will be remember-
ed as long as that literature lives.

BASAFTT. t

Scrips,

BANGA DARSHAN FOR SRAVANA.

We owe an apology to the managers of the

Banga Darshan for our delay in noticing the con-

tents of the number for Sravana. This magaz ne

deservedly occupies the first place in the! ranks of

the vernacular periodical literature of the day; and

consequently it requires no words to recommend it

to the reader. It still carries the impress of the

genini of Baba Bankioa Cbunder Chatterji, its

The author of this little book, as we understand
from the publisher’s preface, is not unknown to
the readers of Bengali literature. It is not the
first production of a literary aspirant for fame
wanting to take the reading public by storm.
His Chittainuliur and other poems have been
favorably received by the Vernacular Pres.s, the
opinioua of which are appended at the end.
The publisher bad a mind to publish it in the

Qatha. By the authoress of Dip Mrvina,
Basanta Utsrva, &c. Calcutta.

t Basanti,a\jf\za\ poem. Published t>y Benode
Behari Mukerji, and printed by Bholaualh Ohat-
terji, Calcutta ; Chikltsatattwa Pre^a.

spring, but untoward circumstances would not
allow him to carry it into effect.

It is a book of some merit. Lyrical sweet-

,

ness is one of its recommendations. But we
must take occasion to remark that mere ly'rical

j

sweetness cannot give a book a respectable
place in literature. True that Thomas Mo^ra

, would hardly keep bis rank ns a poet but
I

for his lyrical faculty and the inimitable sweet-
i

ness of his love songs, yet the whole collection
can liardly favorably compare with a single vigor-
ous stanza of Bums’. The poet, who wants to live
beyond the hour, must lay claim to higher attri.
butes—to originality of views and breadth of con*
ception. Even the most faulty execution cannot
eclipse the charms of one original idea. Original-
ity is a quality in which oiir authors, with few
honorable exceptions, are sadlv deficient, and we
do not know why we should take to task the pre-
sent writer in particular. He is not without senti-
tn -nt aud pathos, but with all that his most faultless
poems sound like echoes. Diffusiveness is another
fault which he shares in common with his brother
artists.

The poems are chiefly contributions to the lead-
ing vernacular journals. They are of varied
excellence, some of them are really very good. The
poem “Yngjiban” in imitation of Byron is above
average. We cannot take leave of the author
without raenrioiiing that we shall be glad to find
a new sustained effort of workmanship from his
pen,

THE EPIC OF THE NEW DISPENSA-
TION. t

[Second Notice.]

We have said that Bulhan Bhirit is the history
of an idea. It tells us how an idea is born, how
it grows and flourishes, how it careers for'H
on all sides, aud how it tiiumphs in the
end. The credit of the hook is that it em-
bodies the New Dispensation in a material shape,atid
presents every picture of it in visible colors, at
the same time that it perfectly succeeds in keep-
ing the immaterial idea steadily before the reader.
The visible allegory is in this case only a thin
veil to reveal the beautiful thought within. We
doubt whetlier ths New Dispensation which
the Rrahrao Smuaj preaches could have been
presented to the Indian public in a more
vivid and striking garb than that which
tlie author has given it in the Ixiok under
notice. The literary execution is good on the whole;
the blemishes as to rhyme and rhythm which may
be seen here and there,may be overlooked, so long
as there is the plot aud the startling novelty
of the thought to rivet the attention of
the reader. Some passages, here and there,
might have he^n conveniently curtailed and ren-
dered less diffuse, while there are others which
might have been profitably enlarged and rendered
more intelligible. The last chapter, for instance,
headed the song of Trinmpb, will not perhaps be
clear to the general reader, unless read by
the light of notes and explanations. We are
sure the author will make the necessary altera-
tions aud additions, when the book passes
through another edition. Having said all this,

we should proceed to give our readers a
general idea of the work under notice.
The plot begins, as we said in our last, with
the query proposed by Yogananda Shastri to
Chiranjib, as to what Hari did after Chaitanya had
terminated his wordly existence. The description
of the hermitage i« which the scene takes place is

very striking. Chiranjib joyfully agrees to take up
the thread of Divine dispensations after Chaitanya,
and describes how Bengal groaned under
Moslem despotism, till it pleased providence
to send the English to this country. These
fought a good war with ignorance and
superstition; but with the advent of knowledge
esme, also, immorality. A beautiful picture of
Bengal suffering from the sins of civilization is

then given, till at last the burden of the world
becomes unbearable, and the gods in heaven
earnestly ask the Father to commiferate
the lot of mankind and send the New Dis-
pensation to the world. They say :

— '* Men,
whether Hindu or Mussulman, Buddhistic or
Christian, are all dead without love and
faith, O Lord. Hence so many differences
of opinion, so many sects, hence so much pride
end evil custom in the temple of religion * * *.

While we were on the earth, we looked impar-
Hally upon Thy children ns oiir brethren. But
Oh ! the folly, our very disciules now fisht
against each other.” The Lord hears the
earnest call of His saints and immediately

X Bidbaa Bharat, Part I, Calcutta,
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proceed! to give birth to the New Dispen-

fiatioa. The joy iu heaveo was immense, and
the earth, by a sort of mere anticipation and
foretaste of the auspicious event, put forth its

loveliest dress. All the old dispensations, wherever
situate, beheld the signs of a new dawn and
Bounded peans of triumph. The imperturb-

able Himalaya, Mecca, Nuddea, and Jerusalem
awoke from their sleep, and cried “ Haribol,”

having got life again in their dead selves.

The waters of the Jordan, the land of Judea,

the mount of Olives wept at the remembrance
of their old days, and with hopes of again

seeing the true Jesus, greeted the new-born.

Seeing the light of the sun of the New Dispense,

tion, mighty Himalaya shook oflF his slumbers, and
weeping asked the younsr hero to remove hi<>

misery. “I was once,” he said, “the abode of risliis.

But behold, young India, with the White people,

destroys my sanctity. Seated on my laps

they practise sin and defile my places, where once

the ancient rUKis gave themselves no to yoga and
contemplation. My religion and race are alike

gone in consequence of the feasts on beef and fowl,

wine and other sensual indulgeTces that take place

here." When the New Dispensation was born,

the wind carried the auspicious tidings to where
Harl was seated in the high heaven surrounded by

His Saints. At this God descended with His
children to the place of birth, and having

celebrated the mighty event spoke to men
and promised—“ In this age of unbelief, in

the midst of the darkness of guilt and
indulgence, I shall make myself visible,

and render my voice audible to the believer

as in days of yore." When the child had been
consecrated, the cry of Hari resounded on nil

sides, and the gods rose to present garlands. First

the old rishi, Yagnava'kya, hold ng the hand
of Maitreyi, gave him yoga

;
then Moses and

Mahomed gave him conscience and resignation;

then Qoutama gave peace, asceticism and Nirvana.

Jesus, the best of men and prince of bhalct ix,

offered him his own excellence, obedience and self-

sacrifice. Then came Chaitanya who presented him
with Wiaifcfi, and so on. The last two chanters are

taken up with a description of how the New Dis-

pensation went forth in his career of conquest,

how he fought with the demons and ultimately over-

came them. We have not ventured to give

any extracts, since translation would spoil the

beauty of the original. To all those who wish to

nnderstand the scope of the New Dispensation, to

all who feel the sacred yearning for virtue, who
wish toTealise God in life and to whom, therefore,

providence is no unmeaning term, we commend
this book as one full of comfort, solace and hope.

The Electric Railway is, we understand, to
be brought to a test in the United States, where
eight miles of the iron road are set apart on the
Camden and Amboy Railway. New Jersey, for
the proposed experiments. The electric engine
is exceedingly quiet in its action, as the electri-
city which supplies the motive power is generat-
ed at fixed stations, and is communicated to
the electric locomotive by the line of rails itself

The Oi'aphic writes :
“ Matrimonial agents

are certainly energetic personages in Berlin,
where it appears that so soon as an announce-
ment is made that a man has lost his wife, he
is plied with circulars offering him a choice
selection of eligible spinsters to replace his
lost spouse. One widower recently received a

list of twelve ladies, some of whom were recom-
mended as snecially fitted to take care of his
motherless children, and one possessed a dowry
of over £4,000.”

The London Band of Hope Chronicle hPiS the
following about the Calcutta Band of Hone :

—
“Band of Hope operations amongst the Native
pi>pulation of India.—A Society has recently been
established in Calcutta, under the designation of
‘The Band of Hope’—the term being used in a
somewhat wider sense than with us. It is open to

men of all classes, irrespective of differences of

r,ace, creed, and nationality, and is a pure-
ly social institution. The objects of the
society are to promote total abstinence among t

the people, especially the rising generation, and
to organize a body of young men who shall pledge
themselves to a life of total abstinence, and by
their example practically protest against the
growing evils of intemperance. It is pleasing
to hear of work like this being carried on in

distant land, and to feel that others, different
from us in almost all besides, are yet one with
us in the warfare against intemperance.”

M. Ernest Renan is publishing a continuation

of his “ Caliban,” which attracted so much at-

tention last year.

We have received the first two numbers of Balya
Svhrid, edited by Babu Sarat Chunder Dutt, It

is very nincely printed, and the contents will, we
hope, be interesting to young readers.

The last number of the Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society contains a paper by Dr. Rajendra-

lala Mitra, iu which he discusses the age of the

Ajanta Caves. It is followed by a note in reply

by Mr, Fergusson.

The Bharati for Sravana contains an interesting
article on Raj uya, Yagna by Babu Ram Das Sen.
This Yagna could be celebrated only by kings.

The preliminary to the ceremony was that a king,

as soon as be wis consecrated, should think of

subduing his enemies. With this view he sends
his armies to all parts of the country, and
after having brought it to subjection, be per-
forms the ceremony. The Ashmamedha is

another yagna to which none but kings are

privileged. A horse is selected, and. after being
duly appointed, it is let loose and allowed
to go anywhere »t likes. Princes of the royal

family are ordered to follow it and protect

it from enemies. If the horse entered a foreign

state and the kings thereof caught it, the princes
charged to protect it were immediately to fight

with the king. The animal is expected to return

after a year, after which it is sacrificed. The
third yagna enjoined nothing leas than human
sacrifices. Only Brahmins and Kshetryas were en-

titled to it. The writer savs this dreadful cere-

mony is not Tantric,hut really Vedic.and its preva-
lence ceased with the Vedic times. The other
articles in the Bharati are. as usual, good. The
interesting “ Letters from Europe” are continued
in this number also.

^elcutioiLs.

THE REMN.4NT OF THE ORIGINAL
ARYAN RACE.

in all these hills are, for the most part. Aryan, not
descended from Sanskrit and indeed, of earlier ori-
gin than that of classical language. On the
northern slopes of the mountain Parsi words pre-
vail; in the southern cantons some of the words re-
semble Greek, some Latin, some those of modern
Europe. They make(and freely con8ume)grape wine,
something like a crude Burgundy, Those, who are
not Mussulmans, believe in one God,but employ the
intercession of minor powers,represented by images.
They also occasionally canonize great men
whom they have lost by death. They are usually
monogamons, opposed to divorce, and strict <le-
fenders of the chastity of their unmarried girls.

These latters have blue, grey or hazel eyes ; black
hair is the exception amongst them

;
and when

young, they are of such remarkable comeliness as
to be great in demand in the slave markets of ad-
jacent countries. Authentic information cmcein-
ing these interesting races, cannot but be anxiously
awaited by all who realize the nature of the ques-
tions involved.

THE BONAPARTE FAMILY.

Anything reliable ’ about this distinguislied
family is always read with deep interest.

The London Morning Post, in publishing the
following letter of Prince Louis Lucien Bonap.arle
to an English friend, remarks that it sets forth
distinctly the difference betwen the headship of
the family and of the dynasty and the order of
succession of each:

My Dear Friend :—You wish to know from me
who are the persons of the masculine sex who,
according to the laws of the Second Empire, are
legally entitled to bear the name of Bonaparte. I
can hardly refuse to satisfy this curiosity of yours,
were it only for the sake of preventing false notions
about the persons of ray family. Of the four
brothers of Napoleon I. Lucien my father, and
Jerome are the only two who are represented by
living descendants, Cardinal Bonaparte beign
Charles Lucien’s eldest son’s son, and Lucien being
Jerome’s eldest brother, the Cardinal is incontro-
vertihly,whatever may be pretended to the contray,
the sole and real chief of the Bonaparte family, in
the ordinary sense of this word. Prince Napoleon
Jerome, and after him his two sons (thanks to Na-
poleon HI), and, according to the Constitution of
the Second Empire, whose fall the Prince now ac-
cepts by his adhesion to the Republic, was undoubt-
edly the immediate heir of the Emperor, and after
his death and before his adhesion to the new rule
the chief of the imperial dynasty. This fact,
however, can by no means entitle him to the
qualification of “ chief of the Bonaparte family,”
given to him by his political friends, who ignore,
or prentend to ignore, the difference existing be-
tween what is dead,although capable of being reviv-
ed by the grace of the Almighty and the national
wish, as the imperial dynasty is, and what is still

in all the vigour of life as the Bouaprte family.
The Cardinal, I repeat, is the only chief of iny
family and all its other members can only
succeed to him in this qualification in the fol-

lowing and no other order : 1, Napoleon, com-
monly called Napoleon Charles, brother of the
Cardinal

; 2, Louis Lucien, the eldest living son
of Lucien, brother of Napoleon I; .3, Pierre Napo-
leon, his youngest brother

; 4, Jerome, son of
Jerome, eldest son of Jerome, the youngest brother
of Napoleon I

; 5, Jerome, his son
; 6, Charles,

uncle of the last
; 7, Napoleon Jerome, the only

living son of the first Jerome ; 8, Victor, his el-
dest son

; 9, Louis, h is youngest son. Sincerely
yours

“ Lodis Lucien Bonaparte.”

The library of Professor Mommsen, burned a

short time since, contained about 40 000 lamei.

Five MSS. borrowed from the libraries of Breslau,

Heidelberg aud Vienna, all rare and precious,

were also harmed,

Professor Stanley Jevons is at work upon an

index to the literature of logic. No better service

can be rendered to the intellectual world than by

careful indexes to the literature of a given subjec’,

A RIVAL to Dr. Tanner has appeared at Naples,

where a certain Signor Goldschmidt, who is de-

scribed as a “siugiiig master, a marvellous swimmer,

and a vegetarian < f some years’ standing,” has

betted that he will fast not forty but fifty conse-

cutive days, from all save water.

{dole.)

It is said that Major Biddulph, stationed on
the Cashmere boundary,has prepared a report upon
the customs, the languages, and the folklore of the
singular communities among whom he has been
residing for a long time. From Major Biddulph’s
peculiar advantage and apportunities may
be expected, says the Pioneer, a complete
account of people, who are a survival of

the old Aryans from whom all civilized

mankind of the present day is probably de-

scended. Surgeon-Major Bellew, meanwhile, has
been examining a few men from the cantons on
the south-west of Dfirdistan, peopled by a similar

race, who in one respect and still more interesting

for their country has never yet been visited by a

civjlized traveller. But iu appearance and lan-

guage they closely resemble the Dards, and, unlike
them, have not embraced the creed, of their

MaJiomedan neighbours. The tongues spoken

[The Bonapartes marked 4. 5 and 6 have been
recognized as such by Napoleon III ]

Holloway’s Ointment and Pills,—
Rheumatism and Gout.—These purifying and
soothing remedies demand the earnest attention
of all persons liable to gout, sciatica or otlier
painful affections of the muscles, nerves, or joints.
The Ointment should be applied after the affect-
ed parts have been patiently fomented with warm
water, when the unguent should be diligently
rubbed upon the adjacent skin, unless the fric-
tion should cause pain. Holloway’s Pills should
be simultaneously taken to reduce inflammatiou
and to purify the blood. This treatment abates the
violence and lessons the frequency of gout, rheu-
matism and all spasmodic diseases which spring
from hereditary predisposition or from an accident-
al weakness of constitution. This Ointment
fhecks the local remedy. The Pills restore thee
the vital powers.
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THE WRONG GOD.

(^Neiu York Independent.)

Once upon a time Jupiter came down from Olym-
pus to Athens, to get the people to worship him,
and they did it in this wise :

One set of men worshipped the ground on which
he alighted.

Another set worshipped the day on which he
came.

Another set worshipped his mantle and his san-
dais.

Another set worshipped the eagle which accom-
panied him as his symbol.
And Jupiter complained that in all this worship

they worshipped everything but him.
God once, in like manner, came down from

heaven to get the people to adore him, and they
did it similaryr

One set of men adored the place where he came,
the stable where he was born, the manger in
which he lay, and the oxen and asses which were
with him there.

Another set adored the day on which he came,
on which he left, and on which he did his chief
works— Christmas, Eastor, Good Friday, and
Whitsuntide.
Another set adored his mother, his kinsfolks,

and his companions— Mary, Joseph, and the saints.
Another set adored his place of death, the cross,

the sepulchre, the Mount of Calvary, the City of
Jerusalem.

And in all this adoring of so many things about
him, they did not adore him.
And Jupiter, in order to make men better wor-

shippers, erected a temple, where they might
meet for the purpose.

But, instead of meeting and worshipping him
there, they fell to worshipping the temple, and
the altar in the temple, and the stoves, and the
poker, and other utensils, until they forgot all

about Jupiter, in the adoration of the things
which he provided for their convenience in
his worship.

And Jupiter appointed teachers to instruct them
in his worship, and times for meeting, and ways of
worshipping him.

But the people fell to worshipping the teachers,
instead of following them

; and they worshipped
the seasons,and services.and all other means which
Jupiter had provided for his worship, and they
never once worshipped Jupiter.
And so, in like manner, God collected his wor-

shippers into an assembly or church, and appoint-
ed teachers therein, that they might better
reverence him. But they went to reverencing the
assembly, and the teachers and all the appoint-
mentsof the church, until they forgot all about
God.
And when he had them erect buildings for wor-

ship, they got to reverencing the buildings, instead
of worshipping God therein, and they reverenced
all that was in them—the altar, the pots, the
cloths, and the furniture—and did not worship
God. And when he appointed times and seasons
for worshiping him, they got to reverencing the
seasons and services, instead of him.
And Jupiter, that he might enlighten the people

in his worship, gave them written instructions, to
serve in his absence; but the people,instead of read-
ing them, worshipped them, and often, without
opening them, preserved them as their irost sacred
objects of devotion.

And God, likewise, that he might enlighten men,
gave them a book with instructions ; but they took
the book, instead of the instructions, and often,
without reading it reverenced it, and, without wor-
shipping according to it, declared that they believed
it, and that their duties therein were fulfilled.

And Jupiter, that he might make them better as
his worshippers, gave them an example, teaching
them by his own conduct how to live and act and
pray.
And they worshipped his example, instead of

following ft, and celebrated his deeds, instead of
imitating them.
And God, in like manner, to make men better

worshippers, gave them his example— praying,
fasting, and loving, as he would have men do.
But they worshipped his example, instead of fol-

lowing It, celebrating his fasting, his praying, and
his deeds of love, without imitating them.

Darling-ton’s Pain-Curer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs
Lumbaao, Pains in the Chest,Sore Throats. Ooushs’
Colds, lightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothacha*
Neuralgia. Colics, Rheumatism. Paralysis, Fains in
Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad
Legs, Ban Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles.’ Ring
Worm*, Fhu ides. Freckles, St Eruptions on the skin

fESTABLISHKD 1833.]

K. C. GANGOOLV <Ic CO.,
ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, & Go.

19, 20, di. 24, Mang-oe Dane, Calcutta.

The following is a description of some of the
works undertaken and goods sold by us :

—

Bugravlng- Department.
Zinc Plates for marking cases, Office Seals,

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, .Seals for

Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon, Branding
Irons, &c.. Engraving on plated- ware. Gold, Sil-

ver, Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.^ Rubber Seals are also supplied.

Printing- Department.
Books, Mercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any

character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards,
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either
from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery Department.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety,

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-
ness, Invitation, Ball, Programme, Playing, &c.
Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing Paper,
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth-
day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,
Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery
Account Books of various descriptions.

Tebms—For Mofuasil Cash or reference for pay-
ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the
trade.

Catalogue on Application.

H. C. Ganqooly & Co.

Mangoe Lane, Calcutta,

a- 60

nxakbiuu Dali Ghoae,
No. 91, Radha Bazar, Calcutta.

Begs to invite the attention of the public to

several consignments of commercial and
fancy stationery of all sorts, including account
books of all sizes, made of handmade andi machine-
made paper, by steamers recently arrived, and
which he is disposing of at moderate prices. He
has been long in the trade, and presumes he has
always afforded every satisfaction to the numerous
merchants here who have constantly favored him
with orders. Mofussil orders accompanied with
remittances shall be nromptly attended to. a-41

Kaslpore (Kosipore.)

Late Babanagoee and Duckinsore.

chemical works.
Near Calcutta,

AOIDS, Ethers, and other Chemical preparations
used in Medicine, Photograph and the Arts

made at these Works and supplied to wholesale pur-
chasers.

Sulphuric Acid and other requisites for the manu-
facture of .Pirated Water supplied.

Ether and Ammonia for ice-machines.
Spirit of Wine, pure. Methylated and Gout chicen-

ed.

Carbolic Acid, Clorid of Zinc, other Disinfec-
tants.

Lists can be had on application.

Term Cash.
a-35 DAVID WaLDIE.

DR. E. J. LAZARUS’S
Essence of Kemldesmus.

This preparation of the INDIAN SARSAPA-
RILLA, DNUNTAMUL, is equal, if not superior,
to the more costly Jamaica or Hondurus Sarsa-
parilla. Indian Medical Authorities, both
European and Native, with one accord bear testi-

mony to its valuable alterative, tonic, diuretic,
and diaphoretic properties pronouncing it a most
efficacious remedy in all those diseases arising
from an impure state of the Mood, and most
strongly recommend in Scrofulous Complaints,
Boils, Pimples, and Blotches of the Skin, Con-
stitutional Debility, Cachexia, especially of
Children, Chronic Rheumatism, certain diseases
of the Skin, &c., &c.
Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co.,

Medical Hall, Benares, from the original receipts
of E. J. Lazarus, m. d., and sold by Medicine
Vender s, at Rs. 2-8 per bottle. a-68

W. RBWnCAN A, CO.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS,

The Temple of Urania |

OR

THE GRAND ORACLE OF FATE
AND

FORTUNE TELLING

;

Adapted to all affairs of Human Life and Destiny ;

Containing various Methods of

DIVINATION BY ARITHMANCY AND
GEOMANCY;

;

With the Pythagorean Wheel of Fortune, the Ora-
cle of Delphus, and an Oracle of Dreams

;

To which is added a choice collection of Magic and
Necromantic Charms.Spells, Enchantments, &c.
By renewed Cultivators of the Occult Sciences.

ILLUSTRATED WITH DIAGRAMS
BY

M. Nostradamus.
Price, Five Rupees Nett.

THE
Football Calendar.

1879-1880.

Containing

LAWS AND HINTS ON BOTH SECTICNS OP
THE GAME

;

Public Schools’ Football, List of Clubs, Playing
Grounds, Names and Addresses of Hony. Secys.
and Summary of last year’s Results

;

ALSO

THE ALTERATIONS IN JRUGBY FOOTBALL
LAW, EDITED BY G. H. WEST.

Illustrated with a Photograph of the Cup pre.
sented to the Rugby Union by the

Oaloutta'Football Clnb,
Price—One Rupee Cash.

THE
Ruin of an Indian Province
AN INDIAN FAMINE EXPLAINED.

A Letter

TO

The SCarqula of Hartlnsrton
BY

C. J. O’DONNELL, B. C. S.,

Price As, 12 Cash,

ON PRESERVATION.
OP

Health In Xndla.
A LECTURE

Addressed to the Royal Indian Engineering College
at Cooper’s Hill,

BY

SIR JOSEPH FAYRER, K. 0. S. I., LL. D.
M. D., P. R. S.

Price As. 12 Cash,

“ Changre”
AS A MENTAL RESTORATIVE.

i .

BY

J. MORTIMER GRANVILLE,
Price, As. 12 Cash

FIELD-MARSHALL
Count Moltke

1800-1878,

BY

PROFESSOR W. MULLER
Of Tubingen,

Translated, with the Author’s sanotioa,

BY

PERCY E, PINKERTON,
Price, As. 12 Cash, • "

. UITR MliT
«-S4 W. NEWMAN Sc CO. .8 S .i ,I
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THACKSK, SPXKK ^ CO.,

CALCUTTA.

PSYCHOLOGY.
THE ELEMENTS OP THE PSYCHOLOGY OP

Cognition. By Robert Jardine. B. D. Crown
8vo. Rs. 4 4.

ENGLISH PSYCHOLOGY. Translated from the
French of H. Bihot Hartley, J. Mill, Harbert
Spencer, A. Bain, G. H. Lewis, S. Bailey, J.
Stuart Mill. Crown 8vo. Rs. 5-12.

PRINCIPLES OF MENTAL PHYSIOLOGY,
with their Application to the Training and
Discipline of tho Mind and the study of its

morbid conditions. By William B. Carpenter,
C.B. Fourth Edition, Thick Crown 8vo
Rs. 8*8.

BODY AND MIND. An Inquiry into their Con
nection and mutual Influence, specially in re

ference to Mental Disorders; to which are add.
ed Psychological Essays. By Henry Maudsley,
M. D. Crown 8vo. Rs. 4-4.

AN INTRODUCTION TO MENTAL PHTLOsiO-
phy on the Inductive Method. By J, D. Morel
A. M. 8vo. Rs. 8-8.

ELEMENTS OP MENTAL AND MORAL
Science. By Georee Payne, LL.D. Fifth Edition,

1862. 8vo. Rs. 6.

the ELEMENTS OF INTELLECTUAL
Science. A Manual for Schools and Colleges

Abridged from “The Human Intellect,” by Noah
Porter, D. D 8 vo Rs. 9-8.

THE physiology OF MIND. By Henry
Mandslev m T5 Crown 8vo. Rs. 7-8.

lecture on metaphysics. Bv Sir William
Hamilton. Dart. Edited by Rev. H. L. Mansel.

B D. . aod .John Veitch. M. A. 2 vols 8vo. Rs. 9.

THE EMOTIONS AND THE WILL. By
Alexander Bain, LL, d. Third Edition 8vo
Rs. 912.

the INTUITIONS OP THE MIND, indnotivelv

investigated. Bv the Rev. .Tames M’Cosh.

T.L.P New and revised Edition, 8vo,

Rs. 6-12.

THE Data of ethics (being Part I of the
Principles of Ethics), la 1 vol. Rs. 5-12. •

SOCIAL STATICS
;
OR, THE CONDITIONS TO

Human Hapiness specified, and the first of them
developed. In I vol, 8vo. Rs. 7-4.

EDUCATION : INTELLECTUAL, MORAL, AND
Physical. In 1 vol. 8vo. Rs. 4-4. Cheap Edition
Rs. 1-2.

History of Philosophy.
A HISTORY OP PHILOSOPHY, from Thales to

the present time, by Dr. Friedrich Ucberweg.
Translated from the German by G, S. Morris,
A. M.; with additions by Noah Porter, D. d!
Second Edition. 2 vols. royal 8vo. Rs.28 2.

THE HISTORY OF P I ILOSOPHY, from Thales
to Comte. By George Henry Lewis. Fourth
Edition, corrected aud partly re-written. In
2 vols, 8vo. Rs. 23-

LECTURES ON THE HISTORY OF MORAL
Phylosophy. A new Edition, witT additional
Lectures by William Whewell, D D, Crown
8vo. Rs. 5-12.

HANDBOOK OE THE HISTORY OP PHILO-,
Sophy by Dr. Albert Schwegler. Translated and
annotated by James Hutchison Stirling, LL.D.
Seventh Edition. Post 8vo. Rs. 4-4.

Georgre Henry Xiewes.
PROBLEM OF LIFE AND MIND. First Series

8vo. Rs. 8 8.

THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF MIND, with illus-
trations; being the Second Series of Problems of
Life and Mind. 8vo. Rs. 11. 6.

PROBLEMS OF LIFE AND MIND. Third Series.
Problem the First—the study of Psychology,
its Object, Scope, and Method. 8vo. Rs. 5-6.

problems of life and mind. Third Series
continued. Problem the Second—Mind as a
Function of the Organism. Problem the
Third—the Sphere of Sense and Logic of Peeling.
Problem the Fourth— the Sphere of Intellect and
Logic of Signs. 8vo, Rs. 10-12.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,
6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

a-14 Calcutta.

QUICK! SAFE!! SURE!!!

PAT7X. di. CO.’S

Proprietory Medicines,

Pbeparkd and Sold only by Paul & Co.,
DRUGGISTS.

No, 285-13, Bomhazar Street, Calcutta.

Prophylactic Mixture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable
and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Dig‘»s-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system, Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating* Hrops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption,
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-
tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this

repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.

Price 1 Ru, per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheu-

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the
Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly restored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

N. B,—Full directions accompany each bottle.
Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
with full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

Drugs of the best quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the aboveladdreas
t the cheapest rate possible. a-39

the EMOTIONS. By James M’Cosb, D.D.*

LL.D., 8v, Rs. 6-8.

MENTAL AND MORAL SCIENCE, a Oorapen-

dium of Psychologv and Ethics. By Alexander
Bain, ll.d. Crown 8vo Rs. 7-8.

ANALYSIS OP THE PHENOMENA OP THE
Human Mind. Bv James Mill, with Note.s

Illustrative and Critical. Viy Alexander Bain.

Andrew Findlater, and George Grote. Edited

with additional Notes hv John Stuart Mill-

In two vols. 8vo. Rs. 20

METAPHYSICS ;
or, The Philosonhy or Con-

sciousness, Phenomenal and Real. By H. L.

Mansel, B. D. Third Edition. Small Crown 8vo

Rs. 5 6.

A STUDENT’S HANDBOOK OF PSYCHOLOGY
aud Ethics Designed ehieflv f«>r the L'^ndon

B.A. and B. So. By F. Ryland, m.A. Crown
8vo. Rs. 2-8.

THE PRINCIPLES OP PSYCHOLOGY. By
Herbart Spencer. 2 vols. 8vo. Rs. 25-14.

an EXAMINATION OP MR. .1. S. MILL’S
Philosophy, being a Defence of Fundamental

Truth.i By James M’Qosh, ll D., 8vo. Rs. 7-8.

THE BRAIN AS AN ORGAN OF MIND. Bv H.
Charlton Bastain, M A., M, d. Crown 8vo.

Rs. 3-8.

Herbert Spencer’s Works.
FIRST PRINCIPLES.— The Unknowable, the

Knowable. In I vol. 8vo* Rs. 11-6.

the principles- op BIOLOGY. The Data
of Biology, the Induction of Biology, Morpho-
logical Development, Physiological Develop-

ment, Laws of Multiplication. In 2 vols. 8vo.

Rs. 24-6.

the PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGY. The
Data of Psychology, the Inductions of Psycho-

logy, General Synthesis, Special Synthesis,

Physical Synthesis, Special Analysis. General

Analysis, Corollaries. Tn 2 vols. 8vo. Rs. 25-14,

THE PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY. The Data
of Sociology, the Induction of Sociology, tho

Domestic Relations. Vol. I. 8vo. Rs. 16.

CEREMONIAL INSTITUTIONS, (being part IV.
of the Principles of Sociology). In 1 vol.

8vo. Rb. 6.

THE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY. Crown 8vo.

Bb. 1-8. t

WHAT ARE PERFECT

WATCHES?
BLACK & MURRAY’S patent MACHINE-

MADE English Lever WATCH in sterling

Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.

It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NEPtY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
the best material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting.

Prlco, Rs. 55 nett.
Guaranteed for 2 years. Everj’ part is warranted

to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English

Watches are ouly Swiss movements fitted in

English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
WATCHES, warranted MACHINE MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will

WIND ANY WATCH, Rs. .3 to 20.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.

RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIC BELLS, with appurtenances. Hs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

SPECIAL ATIENTICE TO REPAIRS.

RXiAGXC. & MURRAY.
6-1, Hastings Btkeet, Calcutta, a-3

M. DAY AND CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS
OP

EVERT DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmiths,Blectr,oplaters,Rronzers,

Lacquerors and Railway Con-
tractors, <{cC., <kc.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tlumade Deed and Despatch Boxes
;

Baths of sizes. Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
water Cans;, garden watering pots

; Tea, House,

Street, Portico, Lobby, aud Ornameutfil Church
Lamps ;

Railway Lamps of every descriptions,

&o., &c..

Always in hand and made to order.

ALSO

Portable Cooking stoves of single and double

-/I
^ burner with , ovens.

Terms very zxtod«rAt«, I
«-33

THE GREATEST

WOinffiE OP MODEM TIMES!"

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

Lokc experience has proved these famous remedies to ha
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or

the slighter complainu which are more particularly in-’’

cldent^ to the life of a miner, or to those living in tb« 8

busli.

Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race,

viz;—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
Stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,

diarrhoea, and cholera

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT

Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,

ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin disease. : in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never tails to

cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

The Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only al

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the

Civilized World ; with directions for use in almost everj-

language.

Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho- look

to the Label on the Pots aud Boxes the

address is not 683, Oxford Street, Lol t.he|’

?ire spurious.

ct-26



I
s the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, i and to obviate the
inconvenience and

. defects
, ,
of Suretyship by

Private Bondsmen.
'

j j

The Security of the Association is now generally
adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are

I

exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

,,
Moderate rates, according to the nature of the

employment, on the amount of security required.

(
Premiums periodically reduced.

For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to
D. MoLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

I Secretary,
9, Blphinstone Circle, Bombay,

I i .
OR,

F. A. COHEN,
_

7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,
0-16 Agent, for BENGAL.

4^
The Renowned

’ WlZiKBliM’S QVEX.XiB
i

NATURAL EFFERVESCENT.
XUZMBRAXi WATER.

Testimonials from some of the most eminent
London Physicians as to its valuable Medicinal
Properties and immense benefit

1 II
iiif

j

Gout, Indigestion caused either from \ want of

exercise or excessive brain work, also : In
t'hronic Affections of the Liver aND Kidneys,
Fevers and all ailments incident to a Tropical
Climate.

^

Can be seen at the office of thfi undersigned.
' Price Per Dozen (iricluding bottles) Rs. 3.

D. L ATTEY & CO.,

Sole Agents,

1, Old Court House, Corner. «.81

1 •

XMEesBrs. ST7TTA BROTHERS
AND CO.,

KI '1 ;:;r

GENERAL^ FURNITURE^ DEALERS, SHIP
BANIANS

, .
MERCHA NTS, CONTRA C-

TORS, Sec
,

Invite|Inspeetion of their Show-Rooms,
No. 71, Bentinck Street,

OPPOSITE THE CITY PRESS.
Where every requisite for Balls, Routs or Parties

‘

.

'

'can be hired at
^

' Moderate Rates.
OILMAN STORES,WAREHOUSE & SALE-ROOMM ( i’fu: II.

120
, Municipal Market., '/

I'i
'

.!» ;i -; « I 'o •- .(r;l p,

,
Refreshment Rooms.

,A No. 69 & 60, Municipal MABKBa’

V,'.'

.

Vi '' -

———
• n '.\

"
:

. FOR ''^SAL'E.
• V. .-w "i •wHra'.A

f
* y '

t

A 6 H. P. Vertical Engine and , Boiler and
Soorkey Mill.

j ^A 8 H. P. Horreontal, Engine and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill (nevv); '

.ii

A Grand Pianoforte by . Collard andi.Collard in
good condition.

^ ^

'

A Harold’s Sympathetic Grand . Square,Piano in
good condition.

\
An Alexandra Billiard Table by, Dunn & Co
Jute Combs.

‘ Tarpaulins.

Miroballams.
Mangoe slice dry.
Ricebowls of sorts.
Sieves.

,

' Sofa Springs of sizes.
,

'
-

'

j
Carriage whip sockets. Sec., Sec.

i

property of lateNabob Amir Ally.
r j

,1 Broker’s Pony Office Jaunr
, ,.i/

‘>y Thng, Smith & Co.

DUTTA BROS, k C0„

Dr. Ziazarus’s Domestic Medicines.
iNH-ANTiLE Fever Powder (for Fevers

Teething, &c., &c.), ... Rg. i 4
IONIC Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable

j

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and

I

Spleen and diseases of a periodic

I

character), ... ... ^ | q

j

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of
cases of enlarged spleen),...

j qRestringe^ Mixture (for Diarrhoea,
”

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ...’
, 2 0Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... g 0
Balsamic

, Expectorant Drops (for
’*

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,
^c.), ... ...

^ 1 ii

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
*

useful purgative, ... .. gOFamily Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... j

.

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ... ... __ 4

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
”

Children), ... ... gFamily Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
**

ducing growth of the Hair), ... 2 0Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
**

nic Rheumatism, &c.), o--- ... 1 8The above are most str ngly recommended to
parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
vvhere medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is

rvrapped round each bottle.
Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co.,

at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Ven-

«-68

Hew and Popular Useful Rooks.
' Means Price including Packing and Postage

= • ^ ni/i jj<; ’f-i

j
. '’iji.’ .

:<> : i
'

: -
'

» li n

Satisfy your curiosity by reading a New
Novel, the ilike of which you hsve

not read in your life.

Man METAMORPHOSED.-A New Novel,
translated from the French. This is one

of the greatest and most wonderful Novels ever
printed, having already attained a sale in France
alone of over (100,000) one hundred thousand
copies, The most extraordinary work ever
written. Full of incidents of nature and art
dramatic, narrative and pictorial. The Author’s
themes, aims, method, and performances excite the
widest attention and the liveliest discussions
throughout the whole of Europe and America.
Headers will find the hook, a curiosity, to say the
iMstof it. PTice.—Pagier Cover, Re, 1-8, , *Re 1-12
Bound copies, Re. 1-12 *Rs. 2 0.

“ Delay not a moment to read this book ifyou like to get rich, and to drive
’

away your misfortunes.”

HOW TO BE WEALTHY.-Being a Guide to
Fortune for Everybody.

,
Containing the

most Essential Rules, and Practical Hints, and
Suggestions for success in life, and directing theWays and Means—Hbw) to Earn, Save, Invest and
Increase Money, and thereby live comfortably upon
a substantial Income. A Book for persons of all
ages and circumstances. » Each day new wealth
without their care provides, They lie asleep with
prizes in their nets.” Price, Rs. 2. *Rs 2-4

Three ways of living,-a very useful
and instructive book of advice to all: Price

As, 8, ^ As# 10
*

History,OF the female sEx.-con-
taming matter very Curious and Interest-

mg. Re. 1-8,* Re. 1-12.

AHUSBAND REFORMED BY HIS WIFE.—

A

true story. Very Instructive and Interest-
ing. As.4.* 48.6.

PZKBPARAK HUaSBRT.
New Seeds f Good Seeds f f Fresh Seeds I (

1

^pHE following are the rates, fixed upon ourX Seeds for the current year just lauded per
Steamer Manchester.
60 Kinds of fresh American

Vegetables including sever-
al varieties of cabbages,
mostly new. Cauliflowers,
Kuol Koles, and the others
per packet ... ... Rs.

50 Do. of do.
40 Do. of do.

or just the same as the
last year ... ... „ 6 0

30 Kinds of choice and double

8

7

0 1 S2 «
I n

® js ®

Cm J8.S

flower seeds
• • , •

26 Do. of^' do.
20 Do. of do.
20 Do. of fresh Ame-

5
4
3

0
0
0

rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our
country ... ... „ 3 0

8 Do. of field and
grass seeds ... ... „ 1 8

Sea Island Cotton seed (long

staple) per seer ... „ 1 12
Country vegetable seeds for

present sowing per packet „ 1 0
Osage Orange or Hedge seed

per tola ... ... „ 1 0
4 kinds of Bird seeds per

» ., r

packet ... 1

Up country big headed Cauli- ^ ^

flower per tola 10
Tobacco seeds of sorts per

paper ... ... „ 0 4 ^ '

Plants of all descriptions are available in large
numbers for sale. Price lists are supplied on aoDli*
cation free.

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s
monthly Bengali journal “ Krishi Tatwa” are re-
quested to send their names and subscriptions.
Rs. 3-6 to the nndersigned.

Price list for Seeds of all sorts—can be sdpblied
if required.

NETTO GOPAL CHATTBRJBA,
a-18 Proprietor, Piheparah Nursery, Calcutta,

' DR. D. JAYNE’S
Family Medtolnes,

LEWIS & CO., ,

Suppliers of Goods of all descriptions.

4, Baliwusie Square, East, Calcutta, a-76

„ NOTICE.
The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-

undertake any agency business,
witn which he may be

;

entrusted, promptly and
^tisfaotorily

,
^
Remittances .to, accompany orders

Commission will be charged according to the value
of the or.ier on a sliding scale of rates which can
be wcert;iiLed by appUgatiqn to the Manager,

Per Bot. Per Doz.
Rs. A.

EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and
Colds) out of stock at present... 2

3 AIR TONIC (to cure hair falling

off and baldness) ... ... 2

ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
blood purifier) ... ... 2

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for

cure of fevers and agues) ... 2

iIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair
of any other colour to a beautiful
black without injury to the skin) 2

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for

cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera)

TONIC VERMIFUGE
LINIMENT, OR COUNTBR-IRRI-

tant (an outward application for
Ai Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, Sic.) 0
SANATIVE 'PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints) _

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20) incl

Thei^' Medical Almanac" for current year is

available on application. " ul

.

,

Sykes Co.,
1,‘ GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,

1

0

0 8

k

,

Rs, A.

8 24 0

8 24 0

8 24

S 24

8 24

0 11

S-'i1 /6 8

a

)

5 8
,'1 to

0 8

to

SOLE AGENTS FOR

X>r. D. Jayne iL Son.
,

PHILApiELPHIA. U.S.A. 0-34

X.SWZS STEWART ^ 00.,
CALCUTTA,

'

IMPORT AND SUPPLY ALL ARTICLES OP
HOUSEHOLD UTILITY OR ORNAMENT

IN

GLASS-WARE, EARTHENWARfi
CHINA,

'

ELECTRO-SILVER WARE,
Britannia Metal Ware and Cutlery.'

For detailed particulars see L. S. & Co.’s Illus-
trated Catalogue

^
which will be forwarded free

of expense pn receipt of application.
Excellence of 'quality combined with

neatoesa gnwanteed, a-42
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THE

CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,

1, LALL BAZAR.

A. J. P A B K. B It & CO.

/

I

gEQ to draw the attention of those about to furnish to their fine range ef Commission Sale Booms

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowst prices.

Those desirous of Selling their Furniture privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu*

^1-1 'll

I •.ni;

u.iiiih:, .

-
i

, ation oMh adrances made.

«.* 1 T
; n TT' ^

a>21

1

Established 1875.

TKB NBW KirSXCAl^ DEPOT,
THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN CALCUTTA, r

6 ,
Ziower Ohltpore Boad.

DWARKIN&SON,
ZMPOBTBBS OF »XUSZCAXi ZNSTBUMBNTS, &e.f

To Tourists and Travellers of all Nations.

ARGTZ.Z. BOTEZ..
No. S7t DhurrvmtoUah Street, Calcutta.

This Hotel is now open, and is replete with
every convenience and comfort, both for

casual visitors and residents.

Table d’Hotb, daily, at 9 a. m. & 7 p. m.

At Two rupees eight annas per head.

Rooms with board “ at the lowest rates in

the city” for equal accommodation. Breakfasts,

Tiffins, Dinners, Suppers, and Refreshments.
&c ., &c., &c.

The Proprietors will be glad to reserve accommo*
dation for intending visitors, on receipt of letter

or telegram, stating the nature of the accommo*
dation required.

The Hotel is centrically situated within five

minutes’ walk of Government House, the Banks,
Merchant’s Offices, principal shops and Theatres.
The Billiard Rooms are not yet open, but as

soon as first class tables are secured, they will be
set up, both on the upper and lower floors. That
on the former floor being strictly reserved for

residents in the Hotel. a>79

18

PEOPLE’3 HARMONIUMS, i

With one Pedal and no Lid, 5 Octaves, in polished solid oak case, by Alexandre

IMPROVED CORNETS,
Superior Improved plated Cornet, Military Model with waterkey 5 crooks In box

FLAOBOLETS,
Of Cocoawood, in D. 4 German Silver keys, with Flute head

MUSICAL BOXES.’
Small size, 2 airs ... ,

MUSICAL ALBUMS,
In roan leather, gilt edges, and gilt brass

Of Cocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, slide head .,. ...

a-28

i|»

I Reduotton Bednctlon t

AND
TO LARGE CONSUMERS

,

A furtlier reduction. !

Mr. E. a. D’SILVA has deemed it necessary

" to comply with the request of his many
constituents to supply arated waters at the following

^ ( rates. 3 , ,

Soda water in Bombay size bottles 0 10 per doz.

Lemonade ..^ 10 ,, ,,

Tonic water ... ... 10 ,, ,,

Gingerale f'gingerade) ... 10 „ ,,

Brisk and Lively ... ... 1 12 „

Medicated waters and beverages such as Roseade

Maidens blush, etc., supplied on the shorest notice,

but not less than 3 dozens at a time.
,

Just Landed.
Per “ S. S.‘ Duke of Buccleuoh.” Homoeopathic

Medicines, Phials, corks. Pocket filters. Clinical
thermometers, other requisites, &c.,&c.

< Just Published.

STRI-SAHAOHARA,
A treatise on the Diseases of the females in

Bengalee

;

'

Including a general knowledge of Midwifery illus-
trated with 14 woodcuts.

Bmnd in cloth. Price Rs, 2. Postage As. 2,

2 . Family Guide in Bengalee bound in cloth.
Price Re. I, Postg. An. 1 .

3. Bishoochika-Beioy „ 1 . „ 1 ,

4. fibadwisa Cbikit-
,

sasbar ... „ 5, ,, As, 3.

To be bad at Datta’s.

Rs. 80 each.

i» 50 ,,

» V i»

»> 5 ,1,

I

» 16

: 6

No. 312, Chitpore Road ; Battalah, Calcutta.

Illustrated Price Listfree to the customers only.

Terms easy Cash.
B. K. DATTA,

Proprietor.

lifiw

S A D’SXZiVA,
cnmisis 'and druggists,

A-l, Park Sxbebt, CAwipiiA.

. DUNK ABD 00,
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,;

’’ "
. AND

BILLIARD .TABLE
,
MANUPAOTURE|lS

BY APPOINTjMBNT TO
^

His Excellency the Viceroy and Qovernpr-
Geueral of India.

Nos. 48 St 47, Bentinck Street,

O /Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied

at the shortest notice. .

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail,

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special m^e*
The entire furnishing of houses undertake^ at

the most moderate rates of cha^e.

Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds ;
a la^ge

stock of both being always kept on hand,

Eatiiaatei ropplled^ on application. a-50

GBNVZXVB ATUBVSDZC
XdBDZCZNBS ! i!

ABIRAJ Soshi Bhusun Roy, a member of the

^ well-known Eabiraj family of Eanchraparah,

and grandson of the most renowned Eabiraj, late

Biswa Nath Roy, of that place,;!has settled himself

permanently in Calcutta, and intends practising

in this city.
*

All kinds of best Ayurvedic medicines, such

as Mriganka, Raj Mriganica, Batnagarva pattali

Ras, Ad, for consumption and diseases of the

lungs. BasarddkusU'maltar Bas,^Tarahasroar, &c..

for Diabetes. Brihat-somenath Rash, Brihat

Bangaswar, Harisankar Ras, Chandradoy Ras.

and other medicines for urinary diseases.

Chandr tprova gurika) Sankar Mata Lowha, ^’c.,

for piles, See. Sudhanidhi and. other medicines for

Raktapitta. Astabokra, Hvssasindur, Chaturmukh,

Slo., for insanity, &c. Mirtusanjibani Ras, Bejoy

putputti, Sarna pviputti, Rangagura,' anA. other

best medicines for all kinds of diarrhoea, dysentery,

&c. Agni'Cumar, Agnisundar, Agnitundi, Krabada
Has, &o. for dyspepsea, &c. Surbajara-hara lowha,

Brihat-sarba’jara'hnra
'' lowha, Joyinangal Ras,

Mahajaran-kusa, Jaravtah,^ Jarasani, Jarankusa,

Mritunjcy, Chandasakhor Ras, Ratnagiri Ras, See.,

for all kinds of fever. Batgajankusa, &c., for

rheumatism, and other medicines for .all, sorts of

acute and chronic diseases for males, females, and
children, are to be had from him, and also pure and
genuine Rasosindur of all 'discriptions, such as

Makaradhaj, Saragunbalijaran, &c.,** for^ which
his family is well noted, can be had from him.

Terms moderate. Medicines free, advice^ gratis to

,

the really poor, who may attend at his place of

residence.

Address—66 ,
Colntollah Street,' Calqptta.

O-70
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

AZinXXRABIiE TRANSFOBIMCATXOK OF BKBCBAMXCAX«
INTO TORRERTS OF EXiECTRXOXTF I

ENERGY

THI increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electrio Light in England,
Trance, and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time, be ex-

tensivdy used for lighting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lighting.
Wj are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills, Public Halls,

Larg{ Durbar Tents, Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railway
Bridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof
Electric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensity
of 2,030 Standard Candles at the following low rates.

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses
I^namo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night

Rs. .>50 0
,, 176 0

450 0

!! ! The cost of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
char^ for one Electrio Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rs. 15 per night at
the ttonthly rate or } one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! ! 1

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine, Carbon
Pencils, &c„ fitted with our improved Hurricane proof. Self Adjusting, Self Liehtine
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2,000.

j a» s ^

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

(TRUE COPY.)
Mr. Fleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Bakrala

Bridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards.
The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst, Engineer, Bakrala Sana Division, P, N, State Railway,

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Builders and Sleotrloal Engineers,

No. 63, Dhukrumtollah, Calcutta.

Bakrala Bridge,)
28th October 1879, j

fl-37

STEAM ENGINE
FROM

E. 8. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. “ PESHAWUll.”

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working Rs. 800

These small| Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding,

^

Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. Tliey are
now fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with greait uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is [also supplied. The Boilers are ot
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and

_ • Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank,which forms also the ash-pana and an efficient

- Water-Heater.

j

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything in the Printing Trade cun be supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.

ERASMUS JONES, Printers’ Agent, 6 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.
a*B7

T-f > .> r
Established 1846.

! ^
TBB X>RUOOXSTS’ BAX.X.,

36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex 8. S. “’ Chybessa*
and “Doranda.”

Cash Rates.

Pa tenir 'HKedlclnes,

DEAFNESS CURED!!
ALFRED CROMPTON’S

SPECXFXC FOR BEAFNBSS^^<f '

Noises in the Ears, &c.,
‘

I /

Is decidedly the best remedy out for this most i-

annoyiug Complaint. i . . /

A single botth has, in most instances, ejf^hd'
speedy and 'permaneni Cure, ^

'

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Price Re, 1, Packing
fy annas.

ALLEN’S ANTIFAT
The great remedy for

Corpulence.
Composed of purely vegetable ingredients,

acting only on the food in the stomach preventing
its being converted into fat. It aids digestion
and cures Dyspepsia,

Price per bottle Rs. 4D. Packing As. 4.

Foreign axineral Waters.
Pullna Water.—A bitter Saline purga-

tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz usefal in obsti*
nate constipation.

Price per bottle As. V4. Packing As. 8.Vichy VTatJcr.—Useful in Kidney diseases
and diabetes, also in gout and hepatic derangement.

Price per botttle As. 12. Packing 8.

Prledrichshall Bitter Water.-Alter.
ative aperient, acting on the liver and pancreas
used ID diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary
organs. It is made warm and drunk in doses of
half a tumblerful in the morning twice a week. - I

Priceper bottle Re. U2. Packing As. 8.

KunyedlJanos (Buda Pesth or Ofen) used
externally, it is efficacious in Chronic, Gout, Rheu-
matism, Eczema and Psoriasis. Internally in
Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diathesi,s, Clceration of the
Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, &c.

Price per bottle 1.1. Fetching As. 8.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES.
BLISS’S PER PHOSPHODINE

A Safe and reliable Phosphoric
Remedy

FOR
Neur.jlgij. Nervoiwie.9.<!, Lassitule, Overworked
Brain, Nervous arid General debility, Failure of
Memory. Dimness of Sight. Deoression of

Spirits, Impoverished Bhod, Liver
Complaints, <£,c.

Its action is strikingly rapid
; marked improve-

ment having been frequently experienced in the
course o! twenty-four hours after the commence-
ment of a course.

Pidce per bottle Rs. 5, Packing As. 4.

i^**‘ Sanjlvanl
cleanses the blood of all its morbid and effete mate-
rials, restores the normal functions of the liver
and keeps the cutaneous system in its proper
standard of purity, ^

It is efficacious in the following diseases :

Chronic fevers, Chronic indigestion. Nervous
debility, Piles, Gout, Rheumatism, Baldness
Sterility, Hysteria. Epilepsy, Chronic Ulcers, 1

Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, &c., &c.
Price per bottle Rs. 4. Postage «f-c.. Be, 1.

DR. GHOSE’S FEVER PILL
Wtedlclne aiiu

Ihree or four pills generally cure Malarious. .
Chrome, aud Intermittent Fevers. Where Quinine , :

’

and other renowned medicines fail, the action of ,i
^

I

these pills IS marvellous. The ingredients of the v /
pills are purely vegetables which do not in the Vh..-.
least injure the health or make it delicate. •

Price, Re. 1-0 for ^ dozen and Re. IAS for 1 dozen
‘

Postage, As, 8 for each packet,
, n tj //

wholesale rates on application
^

GOBXMO OKUNX>ER X>TJTT & COWHOLESALE Jk RETAIL DRUGGISTS,'*
0-47

n
i / a-
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY, o
SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE GENTRY.

O •)

TBB NEW FZ.BXXBZ.E BABE NECKZ.BT,
THE MOST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,

, ^
’

:

Manufactured of rich colored G-old. We keep a larg-e variety In Stock
of all sizes and prices, from B.s. 80 to Bs. 250 each.

JEWBX.Z.BBY
FOR

WEDDINGS AND
BIRTH DAYS,

AND
ALL FESTIVE

AND
Commemoratlve

occasions.

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

A handsome Gold Pendant set with a fine Amethyst, Gold frlng^e,
and grlass for portrait at back.

Price Rs. 60 cash.

To match, Bracelet, Rs. 65, Brooob Rs. 36, and Earrings, as above,

lllustraied Catalogv.es post Jree to Mofussil Constituents,

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
Jewellers Zn Ordinary to zz. E. the Viceroy and to K. B. K.

the Prince of Wales,
a-81 CALCUTTA.

MATTHEWSON’S
SUPERIOR MIXTURE TEA,

Per pound Ee. 1.

MATTKEWSOM’S SAFETY MINEBAZ. OZZi,

Per Case of 2 tins, Es. 5'8.

MATTHEWSON’S LATEST SPECIALITY,
DEW OP THE ALPS.

Cordial, Aromatic, Tonic, and Appetizer.
^^HIS Genuine Liqueur, which has stood a test of 5 CENTURIES on the Continent of Europe, is

X one of the most refreshing and vivifying beverages ever introduced to public notice. Its superb

flavour and fragrance claims for it a deserved superiority over all other so-called Cordials and Liqueurs.

In those countries where the extreme atmospherical heat anproaches the scorching rays of a tropical

8un, as in the West Indies and South America and India, the “ Dew of the Alps” will be found to be

a never-failing restorative of that loss of appetite and prostrate nervous condition so universally

prevalent.

In cases of extreme debility and loss of appetite, a wineglass-full of the Cordial should be taken

3 or 4 times a day, an hour preceding meal times.

A wineglass-full in a bottle of Lemonade and Ice forms the moat refreshing Cold Drink ever

invented

.

In case of 2 doz, bottles ... ... ... ... ... ... Rs. 18 0
Sample bottle on application.

With the above remarks I would leave the Cordial to be tested by its effects and to the discrimi-

nating judgment of an enlightened community.

B. N. nZATTKEWSON,
-No. 1, CALCUTTA. a-69

NO IVZOBE PAINS ! !

DARLINQiOMmiffCURERi

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip

tion arising from whatever cause, on an^

part of the human frame. A certain cure for

Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,

Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of ths

Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bar
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all

other medicines have been tried without effect.
*** The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains ! !

!

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packing As. 8

DARLINGTON & CO.
49, Dhwrumtollah Street, Calcutta.^ Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native

imitation of Darlington’s celebrated' Pain-Carer.
CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of

imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.

<3- Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that yon get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dora, writes “ We find Darlington’s Pain-
Curer eflBoacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Theodorine,
Superioress F de la Croix. ”

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, 4:

Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes “ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer. I am happy tojobserve that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary.
Mr. E, C. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the

Bengal Times, writes from Dacca “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a Swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple ot appwcations, and in at >ut 4 days dis-
appeared, This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlino'ton’s
Pain-Curer.”

“

To lovers of grood reading-.

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of Literature,

Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-

tion, Re, 1, postage, 1 anna. Times of India
says:—“ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—” It is ably and
judiciously conductel by Mr. Owen Aratoon.”
Bangalore Examiner i.a.ys •.

—“We should like to
see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”
Manager, Calcutta Magazine, 49, Dhurrnmtollah-

street,Calcutta, Remit in half anna postage stamps.
0-24
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COOKP] & KELVEY,
20, OhO COURT KOUSS STREET, CALCUTTA,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE AND COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH.MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.
The Model Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, duramhty, ana timekeeping qualities.
r • o v

1 hese watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best
of English manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements.Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Gash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 2.30 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,

Rs. 35 cash. ^ - »

Ditto Lever Escapement.
Rs. 45, 5 cash.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

Rs. 35 cash.
Ditto Lever Escapement

Rs. 45 cash.

O)
>
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The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of massive
elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

a-29

COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.

iNATZONAZf BARK, OF INDIA,
LZiaZTBD.

Thb Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six Months’ Deposits • 4^

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for °short

periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs, 1,000 and under
one lac,

J. Campbell,
<t*&2

j Manager,

NOTICE.
rpHE Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, atX which the Indian Mirror has been printed since
the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street,
where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be^ printed, is henceforward to be called the
“ Sen Press. ” All communications for the Indian
Mirror Newspaper and the Sen Freaa to be
taddrened acoordingly.

C. LAZARUS dc CO.
AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,
2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,

Calcutta.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
. LOCK-STITCH
Sewing Machines.

356, 432
Machines,

Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover.

Sewing Machines.
. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine

LOCK-STITCH wilh polished cover and
lock,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine

LOCK-STITCH polished Table, with
Hand Accessory,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Mahcines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.
cover and Hand Accessory,

Rs. 105,

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-
LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sowing Machines.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover.

Rs. 116.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S Packing for
LOCK-STITCH Hand Machines. Rs. 2-8.

Sewing Machines. Treadle ditto, Rs. 6.
‘

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application.
^

a-.3

B. UK. SIRCAR’S ABBOBZA
AUGUSTUIIK.

SPECIFIC FOR DYSMENORRHIEA
'

OR

Painful Menstruation.

ASINGLE administration during menses gener-
ally cures the disease, and brings on con-

ception.

For particulars apply to Dr. Bhoobun Mohun
Sircar, No. 77, Mooktaram Babu’s Street, Chore-
bagan, Calcutta.

Price Rs, 3-8. Packing and Postage As, 8,

O-80
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, D.A,Xi»OUSZ& SQUARS, CAXiCUTTA.

Harp or Setar Box No.
1. Poorabee,
2. Imni.

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

Cash price
1073^, playing' 6

3.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the Mofussil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order"
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfectly in tune
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

’ * ^

0

Box No. 1073, playing* 6 Beng-all tunes, 1st series.
1. Poorabee. 1. Bassanto.
2. Imni. 5. Kalangrah.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.

Rs. 100.
Beng-all tunes, 1st series.
4. Bassanto.
6. Kalangrah.
6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 125.

f, playlng^ 6 Beng-all tunes, 2nd series.
4. Jhinjuttee.
5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

ash price Rs. 100.
Harp or Setar Box No. 1075^, playing 6 Beng-all tunes, 2nd series.

1. Sarung. 4, Jhinjuttee.
Bhoirabee. 5. Bhoirabee.
Kaffee. 6. Kawalee.

Cash price Rs. 125.
Box No. 1077, playing: 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.

4. Denga Chate Ayore.
5. Kia Hoga Bhola Janee.
6. Khambai.

100

1 .

2 .

3.

3.

Box No.
Sarung.
Bhoirabee.

Kaffee.

1075^

1 .

2 .

3.

Taza Bhee Taza.
Doogiree.

Hilli Mill! Punnya.
Cash price Rs.

“t**V** playing 6 Bengali tunes, 3rd series.
1. Taza Bhee Taza. 4. Denga Chate Ayore.

I'
Kia Hoga Bhala Janee.

3. Hilli Milh Punya. 6. Khambaj
Cash price Rs. 126.

NIOHOZ.I.S & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta,

London:—IWhitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.
CURRENT OR Floating Accounts.

No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques
paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 p. m., and on Saturdays after 1 p. m.

Government Paper and Securities.
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired

.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange,
Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,

payable in Calcutta, or in London at par ;—
Repayable at 10 days* notice — 3 per cent.

,, at 3 months’ notice 4 ,,

„ at 6 months’ notice 5 ,,

„ at 12 months’ notice 6 ,*

„ at 2 years’ notice 7 ,,

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.

Butinest rules awarded m application. a-45

SMITH, STANISTREET. & GO.

^ht*’*’uaaeeutlcal Chemists and
Orugglsts,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

lo Hit Excellency the Riyht Hon hie

LORD LYTTON, G.M.8.I.,

Viceroy and Govkrnob-Genkual ok India,

'kc., dec.,

AVE received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES,

H
Artery Forceps From

Ils.

2

A,

0
1, Fenestra ... 4 8

Belts, Abdomen ... 9 0
„ Corpulency

f ) ... 12 0
„ Riding

„ Carson’s Patent
1 9 ... 5 0

... 16 0
Catheters, Silver Plated ... 3 0
Caustic Cases „ • 9 ... 3 0

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott. Presi-
dent of the New York Theosophical Society

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji
Institute, Bombay. Price two annas a copy.
Apply to the Indian Mirror Office.

Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings
„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete
,, Trumpets for Deafness
„ Cornets, Double

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c. 1

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks V

Stockings, Thread, per pair)
Ditto, Silk

,,

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz.
Electro-Magnetic Machines)

very powerful, single
)

Do. f'.do, double
Do. I do, pocket

0
...7 0 0
...4 0 0
... 8 0 0
... 3 0 0
...9 0 0

...5 0 0

...800

...200

... 20 0 0

... 25 0 0

18 0 0

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From Rs. A. P.

action t 9
12 0 0

Kennedy’s Syphon n • • • 9 0 0
Eye Instrument Cases I

»

• • • 60 0 0

„ ,, Macnamara’s II • •• 36 0 0
Cataract Knives and Needless
Scissors, curved, Probe, and

t

»

3 8 0

Sharp, pointed. Cross

Action M 4 0 0
Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c.

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-
9 »

12 0 0

byns, Mudges, kc., &c.
Minor Operation Instruments

f f — 3 8 0

Aneurism needles M ... 2 0 0,

Abscess Knives, Symes f >
• • • 2 0 0

„ Lancets • 1 12 0
Bistouries M • •• 2 8 0
Bleeding Lancets tt • •• 1 4 0
Directors, Silver Plated 9* • •• 1 8 0
Dissecting Cases t9 • »t 7 0 0
Exploring Needles 9f

1 2 8 0
Gum Lancets »» • •• 2 0 0
Pocket Cases filled '»• • • • 16 0 0

„ Army Regulation If • • • 80 0 0
Probes, Silver II • • • 1 0 0
Scalpel and Finger Knives If • •« 6 0 0
Scalpels 9 9 • •• 2 0 0
Scissors 91 • • • 1 8 0
Spatnias, Silver Plated II • • • 1 8 0
Tenaculum II • • • 2 0 0
Stethoscopes 9 I • • • 2 0 0
Speculums Ear II 2 8 0

„ Spring Kramers 19 • • • 7 0 0
•« 1 ,

Nose II • « • 7 0 0

„ Rectum 19 3 0 0

„ Silver Plated ,, ... 6 0 0
Spray Producers, Listers ,, ... 18 0 0

,, Richardson’s Complete ,, ... 16 0 0

,, Various Makers „ ... 8 0 0
Suspenders ,, ... 2 0 0
Subcutaneous Syringes ,, ... 8 0 0
Aluminum Cases ,, ... 36 0 0
Silver Plated Mounts „ ... 8 0 0
Clinical Thermometers ,, ... 5 0 0

,. With Kew Certificate 7 8 0
From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Q-ray and

Sons, «Scc., &c.
HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-

METERS.
Which on holding in a certain position

the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from ... 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate .,.,.880
THE NEW PHGENTX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the

column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners and Patients

is obviated from ... 8 0 0
Wholesale and Retail Agents

FOR
H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxidised

Phosphorus Pills.
THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-

SCRIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.

The largest and best assortment of Drugs and
Chemicals in India,

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P, k
O. Co.’s and B. I. Q. S. N. Co.’s Steamers,

Wholesale rates on application.
9 ic 10, Dalhousik Square,

and 47. Dhurrumtollah Street. 0-I7

A.pply to the Manager.
FOR

a-56

Illustrated > Price List,
Ax 65,;Collegb Sxrbet,
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irsw GOODS! vjivr goods i

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnlslilng’ ZlequisiteB.

VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, PiS. 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &c., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 26 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PU RDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, kc„ &c., &o.

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OF

LACE, MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our seleotious of tRese for variety, rioRness of design, and oReapness are

nusurpassed.
We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India,

iV. R.—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers.

Srnasels Tapestry and Velvet File
Carpetings.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection,

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, <kc.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes. Infants’ Coat
Blankets.

Door Mats.
English—made from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

M i» M It 38 by 24 „
Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

,

II I, ,, ,, 38 by 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &o.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Bugs and Sofa Carpets,
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Pnrdah B-epps.

Oreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAK.BB dc. CO..
HOSIERS. DRAPERS SILK MERCERS. kc„ &o„

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA. a-23
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Provision for Old Age combined with a Provision for the Widow and Orphan,

EXAMPLE.

A Civilian, European or Native, aged 20 next birthday, wishes to lay apart a sum
of about THIRTEEN RUPEES a month in such a way that his savings will be securely

invested until the time of his retirement from Service
;
and that, should he die beforehand,

a provision will be secured for his relations. By payment of a sum of Rs. 163-0-0 per
annum (or at the rate of about Rs. 13-0-0 per mensem) as the premium for an Endow-
ment Assurance, he will become entitled to Rs. 5,000 on attaining age 55 ;

and should he
die before attaining that age—even after payment of only one year’s subscription—the
full sum of Rs. 5,000 will be paid to his representatives. [Vide Table III. of Prospectus].

The Same Provision, if commenced

at age 25, would cost

at age 30, ,, ,,

at age 35, ,, „
at age 40, „ „
at age 45, „ „

about Fifteen Rupees a month

;

about Eighteen Rupees a month
;

about Twenty-one Rupees a month
;

about Twenty-eight Rupees a month
about Forty-one Rupees a month ;

The rates for other Ages, also for Endowments payable at Ages 45,50, and 60,
and allfurther information, may he obtained on application. Premiums can
he paid half-yearly, quarterly, or monthly, at slightly increased rates.

There is an obvious advantage in effecting Investments of this nature eirly in life:

by delay the rate of subscription increases ;—death may occur before the intended provj.
sion is made ;—or health may fail and render the life ineligible for Assurance.

ORIENTAL LIFE COMPANY.
Head Office : Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

Manager and Actuary :

D. McLAUGHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Agent for Bengal :

F. A. COHEN,
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7. Wellttsley Place, Calcutta. a-16

WABBANTED

!

SURE ! ! & SAFE ! !

!

DR. PARE’3 PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An.
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising therefrom.
Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,
Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, &c. It

has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and? of purifying the blood of all

its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in-

vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy
and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary
efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of
chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects

to be unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ; and 1-12 in the Mofussil
including packing.

Ointment for foul and Mercurial
Ulcers and Bruptlons. Price per pot
8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet. Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials^
restores the internal organs to their normal fund
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 j and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.
Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To he had of
MAISON DE PARIS,

2, CHOWRINGHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH.
Calcutta.

Wanted agents for the Mofussil. 16 per cent,
commission will be allowed.

Branches and agencies :—Allahabad, Burdwan,
Chittagong, Gowhatty, Guptiparah, Jessore,
Jhenida, Kushtea, Rajbari, Santipore, Serajgunge
and Sylhet. ^.40

HBTTBOZiOliX. DAU CO.,
IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND

COMMISSION AGENTS.
4 & 5, Hare Street, Oaloutta.

American Kerosine Oil
Of the Brightest Quality, per case

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed I6oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 25
Packets to the case, per case

Manilla Cigrars.

Manilla Cigars, No. 2 per 1,000
Havanab shape ,, ,,

Surmah Cigrars.
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed
No. 2, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed
No, 3, per 1,000

Cooonada Cigrars.
" Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100

Do, small (do.)

(do.)

Rs. 5 0

12 8

60
60

0
0

Quality

• • •

Quality

25

15

10

I- r . sH .11

“ Babington” No. 1

Do. No. 1

Do. small
“ Burmah”
” Leisure Hour”
” Medium size”
” Queen”
» Half Hour”

Chlorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne ... „ 0 12

Teems Cash to accompany qeder.
NBTTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

4 5, Mart Street, Culcutta

3
2

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Xoog'hly Brldgre Notice.

The Bri(Jge will be closed for traffic on
Tuesday, the 21st September, 1880, from

2 30 to 5-30 P. M.
G. H. SIMMONS.

Secretary to the Bridge Commisoioners.a-53

i[ X>Zl. J. Cr. ANDEBSONT,
• MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhuebumtollah Street,

May be consulted at all hours dally.

{^At home from 11 to 12 a.m.)

Family engagements in and about Entally under
special arrangements. a-7

f9
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- 80

“
r Por Sale.

A 6 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Trougbton and Simms with stand

complete ... ... ... Rs. 400 0
A 6 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Tronghton and Simms with stand

complete ... ... „ 300 0
A Smaller Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Trougbton and Simms with stand

complete ... ... ... ,, 200 0
A Dumpy Level with stand in perfect

order ... ... ... » 160 0
A large size Telescope Trepoid stand

ir complete
A Smaller Ditto Ditto

An Aneroid Barometer with Thermo-
meter . 1 ... ... „ 20 0

German Silver Orysta Keyless Watches
for Rough usage Liver Escapement
6 Jewels, soundness and accuracy
guaranteed ... ... ... „ 25 0

Ditto Niokle, Cylinder Escapt. ... „ 20 0
Apply to'

J. G. HANHART,
397 13, Government Place.

T i

_

INDIA GBNEBAIj STSABX NAVX-
CATZOK COlttPANP, “X.D.'*

SCHOENK, KilbTTRK & Co .—Manaoinq Agentt,

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward every Saturday.
rilHE Str. Lahore will leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,

'the 17th instant.

Cargo will be received attheCompany’s Qodowns,

Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

I6t!i.

The str. Rajmehal will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
> day, the 19th instant.

TargT^ull be received at the Company’s

Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 17th.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train

jf Saturday, the 18th.

OAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar

downward every Thursday.
rilHE Sti. Assam will leave.

X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues

^day, the 21st instant.
* ‘

^

Cargo will be received at the Company’s^ Go-

lownSf Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monqay,

be 20th.

For further information regarding rates of

'reight or passage money, apply to
,

4, Faiulik Place, J G. J. Sootb,

Calcutta, 17th September, 1880. 1
Secretd^y,

a-|

ftXVSBS STEAM NAVIGATXO|l
GO.. *‘Z<ZMZTED.”

]

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly

rom Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

The Steamer Mysore will

leave Calcutta for Assam

on Friday, the 24th instant.
'

I

rpHB str. Seinde will leive

X Goalundo for Assam [on

Thursday, the 23rd instant.
5

For further information regarding rates of

eight! or p...age, »PP|j
heiLL & CO. I

a.2

Notice.

All private communications for the Proprietor
of the IndimMirror and the Sunday Mirror

should be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumollah Street.

THE CAECirTTA AEMOURT CO.
No. 1/1 Mission Row, (Round the corner.)

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Ammunitions,
Shooting dr Fishing Tackles, Fencing, Archery,

Cricketing & Badmintons
; &c.,

Also Mathematical Instruments, Bcngalli surveying
compasses, and Pebble Spectacles.

For sale at unprecedented low prices. a-l2

Crushed Food Notice.
FURTHER REDUCTION.

From the 14th Instant, the price of Cook and
Co’s Crushed Food for Horses is reduced to

Rs. 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags.

Crashed Food for Cattle,
to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

Chaff as usual 1-8 per maund, exclusive of bags.
lith August, 1880. a-d

STRAY Thoughts on Spiritualism. By Peary
Chand Mittra. Price six annas, To be had

at No. 20, Nimtollah Street. a-71

Gratis.

ONE thousand trials more are wanted to testify
Dr, R. L. Sett’s Specific for Asthma. It is

given free of charge to all asthmatic patients.
Mufuasil order should accompany annas 4 for
packing.

SETT BASACK & CO.
No. 68, Nimtollah Ghat Street,

Calcutta.

WALERS! WALERSa
A. MZZgTON AND CO.,

HAvE MUCH PLEASURE IN NOTIFVINO TO THE
SPORTING COMMUNITY OP INDIA

THE ARRIVAL OP

Select Importations of Valuable Colts

AND

Fllies Bacing’ Ponies.
Likewise Weight carrying Cobs, Park Hacks,

Paper Chasers and Ladles’ Hacks.
A. MILTON & CO.,

Vety. Surgeons ami Livery Stable-keepers,

156, Dhurkumtollah.

(HUNTER & CO.’S OLD PREMISES.)
Horses carefully and quietly broken

into Saddle and Harness.

Carriages and Horses received for Com-
mission Sale. a-75

Calcutta Trading Corporaton.

ORDERS for Stationary, Perfumery, Oilman’s

: .11 .

stores. Jewellery, Medicines, and various Miscel-

laneous Articles are promptly executed.

Terms and price-lists on application.

R. LYALL k CO.,

•J

135, Radhabazar, Calcutta.

Burmah Cigars, Cigarettes, and
Tobacco, good quality.

MADE OP

SAQRIELL & CO.’S

Selected Leaves,
griel’s Shape Cigars No. Al. Rs. 12 8 per 1,000
Do. do. ,, A 2. f •

10 8 f 1

Silk Ties do.
,, Bl. 9 8 1 f

Do. do, ,, 'B2, a 8 0 f f

Do. do. „ B3. u 7 0 ff

Moulmein Cigars ,, Cl. M 14 0 II

Do, do. ,, C2, if 11 8
f 9

Do. do, ,, C3. u 9 8
1 f

Manilla shaped ,, Dl.
II 15 S ff

Do. ,, D2. II 10 8 II

Do, „ D3. if 8 8 II

Havanah shaped „ El. fi 14 0 II

Do, „ E2.
ft 12 8 II

Tiffin Cigars ,, FI. It 9 H II

Do. „ F2.

Big d' l^ug Size Havana dr

II 8 0 It

Manilla Shape II 16 0 If

Do. , do. ‘v
• • • II 15 0 t|

Coconada Cigars No. S. II 8 8 0
T. Long and Thin

*

• • • »l 15 to 0
Lunka „ ,,

H. • • • II 9 8 0
Office Burmah ,, I.

'

• •• II 7 to 0
Djllyvardcn „ J. • • • 1

1

12 to 14
Do. „ K. • • II 10 8 0

Cigarettes „ L. • •• II 9 to 0
Do, ,, M, ... .,

Honey dew Tobacco 4, 5 and 6 sticks

to the lb. at 10 to 14 as.

Cavendish Tobacco O-lO to 0-12 lb.

Gold Leaf 1st quality

13 to 0

Do. 2nd ,, • • • 1 tol-
Apply to

FRAMJEE & SONS,
Calcutta,

Agents In Up-country.
Firozepore.
Lucknow.
Benares.

Cawnpore.
Nassirabad.
Ajmeer.
Rawul Pindl.

Jhansee.

Jamsetji and Sons
Nouroji & Co.,

Framji & Co.,

Harjubhoy & Co.
Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons ...

Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons ...

Jamasji and Sons
Pistonji & Co.
The Railway Co-operative So-

ciety

Messrs. Richardson & Co.
Noaroji, Manacji & Co,

Allahabad.
Allahabad.
Fyzabad: a-88

M
if

Oaloiitta Trading Corporation,

M
M
It

THE INDIAN MZRBOB.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(In Advance.)
^

Town.
Rs. As. P

For One Month ... ... 2 8 0
„ Three Months ... ... 6 0 0

Six Months ... ... 12 0 0
Twelve Months ... 24 0 0

N. B .—The above includes subscription to the
Sunday Edition. C

(Single Copy Two Annas.) ^
Mofussil.

For One Month ... ... R: 6 0
Three Months ... ... 8"’ 0 0
Six Months ... ... 16 0 0
Twelve Months ... ... 32 0 0

Foreign.
1̂-4

For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 4S"^ < 0
„ „ ipia Brindisi) ... 64 10 0

Sunday £diti(^n. 9

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )§
For One Month ... ... , ... 10 0

Ttirce Months ... ... ... 2 8 0
Six Months ... .*. ... 5 0 0
Twelve Months... ... ... 10 o 0

( Single Copy Four Annas. )

Foreign.

For Twelve Months vvifl. Southampton) 12 7 0

„ ,, (via Brindisi) ... 14 14 0

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas per line.

No Advertisement charged for leas than a

Rupee.
For special contract rates apply to the Manager.

N. B.—All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

I

if

a

Pnnted and published for the Proprietor by W. O,

SooR, at the Sen Press, at No. 2, British Indian

Street, Calcutta,
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Editorial Notes.
Articles :

—

The claims of pro-
testant Christianity.

The late Maharajah of
Jeypore.

Pilgrimage to Maho-
met.

Brahmo Somaj.
Correspondence.
Literary, Scientific, &c.
Selections.

Advertisements.

(Sititorial

I

d oration, the means of communication being
the vocal organs a certain “trance-speaker.”

paragraph from the

nf
"

I

imbibed the principle
f civil authority and power emanating from

and under the Constitution, which, to mymind, formed itself upon this phase of politi-
cal morality rather than the chimerical plati-
tudes of natural rights.” The late Lord
Derby seems to have lost his oratorical
powers m the next world.

We are glad to learn that the Lord Bishop
of Calcutta is so far recovered from his illness
that he has resumed his work and started on
bis usual tour.

;o:

An American journal says that Mr. Ten-
nyson’s late poem, “ Out of the Depths,” is

affording a pleasant study to the Hindu
mystics ! We do not know what the writer
means. But we hear that some one is

endeavouring to get it translated into Bengali.
:o:

A Native of India writes to the St. James
Qazette to say that the British Rai in this
country will be overturned after the end of
five yeys, and he states that if the prediction
be falsified, he may be called an idiot. Well
we anticipate this verdict, and say that the
writer is already an idiot.—:o:—

—

Ip the report of the assassination of
Amir Abdur Rahman be true, as the tele-
grams say, there will be fresh. complications
in Cabul even before the British Govern-
ment have made up their minds to leave
the country. It was a cursed business which
our rulers took in hand in Cabul. We
wonder when it will come to an end.

Who says that Bengalis are wanting
in pluck and courage, and that they fear to
face an enemy ? A very estimable gentleman
of Upper India, Babu Krishnendra Sanyal,
went to serve in Beluchistan in connection
with the railway. It happened that the office
was suddenly attacked by certain hostile tribes
and Mr. Sanyal boldly fought with the
enemy till he and his brother were cut off.We offer our sincere condolence to the family
of the deceased.

‘ ^

-:o:

— .*o:-

A relic of the Spanish armada has been
fished up off Slains in Aberdeenshire—a large
gun having been raised from the spot where
one of the Spaniards was wrecked, little the
worse for its 292 years soaking. The gUn is
8 ft. long, the diameter of the bore
at the muzzle being 4 in. and IS
in, at the touch while it is loaded part-
ly with nails. One of these is arrow-
shaped and appears to be made ofham-
inered iron as it shines when rubbed. Several
similar guns have been raised before and
are now in the Qncpn’s possession.

We read of a meeting at Liverpool, given
under the auspices of the local Psychological
Society^t which the supposed spirit of the late

'

ofPerby made a ppeech of eighty min atea’

The missing link is still missing. At the
last meeting of the British Association, Pro-
fessor Schaafenhausen of Rome exhibited the
famous Neanderthal skull upon which so
many volumes had been written by Buck
Huxley, Burnard, Davis and others. Professor
Kolleston announced his unhesitating concur-
rence with the German Professor that the skull
exhibiting thongh it did such low develop-^
ment, was not that of an ape nor of an idiot,
but that of a savage man about fifty years of
age with small brain no doubt, bat evidently
perfectly well able to hold liis own in the
struggle for existence. He was a man and
not the missing link.

:o:

Mussulmans have been ordered not to
attend Christian services or lectures in Persia.
The

^

Rev. J. L. Potter, the Presbyterian
missionary has received the following warning
from Government :

—

« been brought to the knowledge of the
Persian Government that of late religious meetings
held by you have been attended by Mahomedans
and! have received an official communication on
the subject from the Minister of Foreign Affairsm which the objection on the part of the Shah’s
Government to religious instruction being given to
Mussulmans are set forth. His Highness adds
that should you continue in the course of which he
complains, it will be impossible for the Persian
Government to allow of your continuing to reside
there, and I may further state to you that he has
informed me verbally that the Police have received
orders to arrest any Mussulmans who may endea-
vour to attend your meetings.

:o:

The House of Commons passed throngh
another feat of patience, thanks to the policy
of the Irish obstructionists. It met at 4 o’clock
on Thursday, the 2nd instant, and sat un-
interruptedly till one o’clock on Friday.
The ordinary morning sitting on Friday
commenced at 2 o’clock, and it lasted till

3 o'clock the following morning, with the
nsual interval of two hours marking the
space between the morning and evening sit-

tings. Having adjourned at three o’clock on
Saturday morning, the house met again at
noon and remained in session till midnight,
thus sitting forty-seven hours of the fi.fty-six

that strike between four o’clock oh Thursday
afternoon and midnight on Saturday. There
is nothing like this in the annals of any. Par-
liament.

.'0:—
One of the pleasing traits m the character

of the late Maharajah of Jeypore was his

exceessive liking foil the Bengalis. In
no other State are our coautrymen so
largely employed m at Jeypore. la no other

State are there so many obvious reasons why
Bengalis should be largely employed. The
temple of Govindji and other temples
there are under the immediate charge of
Bengal Vaishnavas, and many years ago,
it was a Bengali, named Vidyadhar
Chakra varti, who wag Prime Minister
to the Jeypore prince. One of the former
rulers saw much of Bengal himself, while
the late Ram Singh was greatly bene-
fited by the services of a Bengali. Many
of the most important posts in that
State are now held by our countrymen.
We hope tli’at the new Maharajah will tread
in the footsteps of his predecessor and like
him take the Bengalis under his protection.

:o:

Every Hindu is not bound to celebrate
the Durga Pnjah in his house. But there
are wags who, if they are so inclined, may

I

compel their friends to celebrate it. All that
they have to do is to throw an idol into
a house in the dead of night, and then
when it is once thrown in, no Hindu will
venture to refuse to worship it. We have
heard of recent instances of such idol-
throwing in a village. But this- time
the mischievous persons at the bottom of
the practical joke have been fairly out-
witted. One of the gentlemen honored by
the appearance of the idol, who was more
enlightened than his brethren, immediately
collected all the presence of mind he had at
his disposal, took the idol' bodily out of the
house and coolly consigned it to~a neighbonr-
ing tank ! Malicious rumour is ‘speaking
out unmistakably against the nameless hero
of this transaction.

The Nyni Tal disaster is one of those
calamities which make the heart recoil with-
in itself and seek immediate protection in
tlie mercy of an all-wise providence. A great
mass ot the hill suddenly slid down striking
the centre of the stjition and killing
upwards of a hundred persons and Jnjur-
ing others. A sudden roar was ’followed
by a prolonged rumbling as of thunder,
and then it is reported there was an
ominous silence. So that the work of
destruction was over within a few minutes.
The Victoria Hotel, Messrs. BeP and Co.’s
shop, and the Assembly Rooms and Library
were lifted entire like a stone and dashed into
the lake. The waters of the lake rose in waves,
and the whole place shook as though an
earthquake had passed over it. There
were miraculous escapes, among which those
of Mr. Justice Straight, .Mrs. Gray, Mr.
Knight and a shop girl were the most
remarkable.

There are many' Christians who laugh at our
Pilgrimages and Expeditions, the New
Dispensation and sncli eclectic doctrines as
the “one in three hundred and thirty millions,”
&c. W^ may ask them, however, to bo pa-
tient and sparing of their ridjcale a little, Tima
will show whether the best and most thought-
fol nea do not accept tbem aa tratbs. Many
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years ago the doctrine of Trinity was expound-

ed in the Brahmo Somaj : it was explained in

our minister’s lecture on Great Men. Onr
views were ridiculed and thought childish at the

time. Well, it is some relief to find

that the Dean of Westminster preaches

now the very same views in learned

England. His paper on primitive Christian

belief shows that his opinion on the doctrine

in question is almost identical with that set

forth in India. That does not argue mere

coincidence
;

it shows bow the religious

instinct is looking up in both countries, and

how by very different processes European and

Asiatic minds may come to identical con-

We extract the above without any hesi-

tation, for we do not fear exposure nor has

onr cause anything to lose by these attacks.

We liope Babu Keshub Chunder Sen will

appreciate the tender advice vouchsafed to

him in the last paragraph of the above

quotation. It would be too bad if he were

so reckless of his reputation as to

disregard advices of this sort. Christian

Missionaries do not wish to encourage the

exercise ol independent thought in matters of

religion on the part of Brahmos. We should

either be Christians or learn to hold onr tongue.

Can any good come out of Bengal ? Either,

therefore, adopt the strait waistcoat of

stars
;
the repaying of debts

;
warding oflf the evil

effects of bad auspices ;
warding oft the effects of

magic practised by others ;
performance of ceremo-

nies connected with the birth, the naming, the

saving, and the initiation of children
;
the perfor-

mance of petty sacrifices
;
pacification on the occa-

sion of many accidents, such as bleeding, the meet-

ing vrith a deraigod(Yaksha) and demon, an earth-

quake, the sight of a comet, lunar and solar eclipcs,

&c.

A more shapeless mass of absurdities it is

impossible to imagine.

THE CLAIMS OF PROTESTANT
CHRISTIANITY.

elusions.
— :o:

At a Christian wedding recently celebrated

in Calcutta, says the Church Gazette, the

officiating priest gave a shortaddress to the

couple in which he alluded to the levity of

married life in India. He said :

—

Let it not be thought that the subject is not

one for appropriate reference here in India. Too

much levity attends married life in India, In

all the marriages at which I have officiated in

this country, I have been much struck with the

prevailing tone of levity.

It is unfortunate that there are so many young
married people in India, a remark specially true

of women. At an early age, they enter upon the

solemn vows and heavy responsibilities of married

life, and generally they are not surrounded

by those older and wiser friends and near

relations, whose counsel and observation ex-

ercise so salutary au influence in England.

Too often the spectacle is seen of married women
entering into competition, as it were,

with the unmarried. Having undertaken most
solemn vows and obligations too many seem
to forget that their deepest affections are pledged

to one and And pleasure in seeking the admiration

and looking for the attentions, which are good and
pure only when coming from the one to whom the

life has been pledged

.

Without saying that the charge contained

here is true—a matter which it is no part of

our duty to attend to—may we not observe

that the allusion to the general levity of

Anglo-Indian ladies was a little out of place

and not entirely in keeping with the rules of

taste ?

——— :o:

Thb Indian Church Gazette is pleased to

write :

—

Two or three pages of the last Report of

the Calcutta C. M. S, Committee are devoted

to Eeshub Chunder Sen, and bis sayings. As to

what the Baba really is, one is strongly tempted
to define him as a cenundrum, awaiting solution.

He has been “ given up” already by many who
were disposed to treat him with some amount of

respect. Towards the end of last year, Keshub
SaW sketched out a sort of Koran in which God
the Mother” is proclaimed as the Saviour of infi-

del India, from whom he bolds a direct commission
as Minister; but "with his official position Heaven
has nothing to do.” Though the Babu denies he is

a prophet, he is assuming really prophetical (unc-

tions in making himself the mouthpiece of and
means of communication between the Divinity

(whatever it may bejand the members of theBrahmo
Somaj. Whether he wishes to pose as another

Mahomed it is impossible to say, but his present

attitude justifies such a supposition.

In the last Sunday ifirror,theCuob Behar marriage

is spoken of as a winnowing fan that “ has done
and is doing immense good to the Brahmo Somaj,

by removing the chaff from its membership.” The
chaff are called sensual, worldly,prayerless, vicious,

vile and sceptical, while ” the few that are jeft,

spend their nights and days with the Lord.” But
the Babu can exhibit a forgiving and disinterested

spirit of reconciliation, He could easily dispense

with the chaff of course, but be invites those who
have deserted the fold to ” grow wiser and re-

turn ”!

" It is high time Babu Keshub Chunder Sen did

some thing more dignified than evolve such no-

velties as the New Dispensation, the Pilgrim-

ages to the Saints, the Expedition, the Million

Divinities in One, the Ladies’ journey to the Spirit

Land,” if he does not wish to go down to posterity

as oae of the failures of the nineteenth century

who obtained no other distinction than that of a

ft brief natoriety.”
'

the Rev. Padre or—don’t venture to speak.

Our Christian opponents are determined not

to understand us, at least not till we sing in

praise oft heir Chri8tianity,which is not exactly

the Cbristianity of Christ.

:o:

Mr. Shankar Pandurung Pundit of Bom-
bay announces the discovery of Sayana’s

long-sought commentary on the Atharva Veda.

In a letter to the Academy he summarises

the Kausika Sutra of that Veda. Reading

it we were struck with the queer power of

classification possessed by the writer of that

sacred work. Its contents are sometimes

as matually contradictory as the poles, and

for the most part, one is at a less to find out

what on earth is the connection between any

two of them. The Kausiku, we are told, treats

of;

—

^The performance of the fortnightly sacrifices; the

creation of brain, obtaining success of the vow of

celibacy
;
the acquisition of villages, towns, forts,

and kingdoms
;
the acquisition of sons, cattle,

wealth, corn, subjects, wives, elephants, horses,

chariots, sedan-chairs, and other means of comfort

;

the acquisition of unity among the people
;

acquisition of good feeling ; frightening away
enemies and elephants

;
acquisition of victory in

battles ;
the fencing away of shafts

; the fencing

away of swords and other weapons ; the stupefying,

routing, stopping, and destroying of hostile

armies ;
the inspiring with bravery and the

protection of one’s own armies
; finding out

whether victory or defeat is to attend a given

battle ;
the destruction of the commander of an

army and similar high men ; the throwing in

tracts travelled by hostile armies of charmed nets,

swords, &c.
;
the mounting a chariot by a king

desirous of victory
;
the beating of drums and all

other instruments which have been charmed
;
the

destruction of enemies ; the restoration of a king
dethroned by au enemy; the coronation of a king ;

the destruction of sin
;
abont calamity

;
about

fattening ;
the fattening of cows; the acquisition

of prosperity ; the tying of a talisman
; the

prosperity of cattle ; the enriching of houses;

the building of new halls
;

the letting-off of a

bull ; the application of medicinal remedies to

curable diseases caused by sins committed in

former existences ;
medicine for all diseases

;

medicines for fever, looseness, diabetes
; stopping

of blood flowing out from wounds made by
weapons ;

the laying of devils, ghosts, demons,
paroxyms, Brahma rakshasas, and evil spirits

bunting children ;
medicines for bile, cough, and

wi^d removal of heart-diseases aad jaundice ; the

curing of intermittent, diurnal, and remittent fever,

of consumption and dropsy; destruction of worms,

curing of vegetable, snake’s, scoroion’s, and other

poison derived from immovable or movable
things ;

medicines for diseases of the head, of the

eyes, of the nose, of the ear, of the tongue, of the

throat, &c.
;
antidote against the curse of Brahmans

and others ;
medicines for various diseases, such as

carbuncles, easy parturition, consumption, and
formation of the fositus ;

appeasing of the ire of

kings and others ;
the knowledge of the means of

obtaining what is desired; the warding off storms,

lightning, and excessive rain ; victory in meetings,

in disputations, and reconciliations
;
making the

rivers flow according to one’s own desires
;
digging

up of treasures ;
victory in gambling

;
reconcilia-

tion between the cow and the calf ; obtaining peace

to horses ;
obtaining profits in trade

;
liberating

a woman from sin ;
entering a new house ;

purifi-

cation of a house defiled by a dove
,
a crow, &c.;

the warding off the effects of improper receipts of

larges»is ;
of improper sacrificing and oflioiatiag ;

warding off the effects of an evil dream ;
warding

off the effects o( a bo^a birth ' under inauspicious

* We always fail to find the reason why

Christian Missionaries look so unfavorably

upon the Brahmo Somaj. We meet with

words of approval whenever we have oc-

casion to speak of the superior merits of

Christianity
j
but as soon as Brahmoism

tries to assert itself and puts forth its

claims upon the attention of onr country-

men, a general cry of condemnation is

raised, and we are held up to scorn and

ridicule. When we praise Christianity, we

are said to speak sensibly
;
but as soon as we

utter our own religious convictions, we are

held to be retrograding, and our words are

thought undeserving of comment or appioval.

We say we do not understand the reason

why this is so. We may understand Roman

Catholics attacking our position and express-

ing their disappointment that we have not

joined the Catholic Church body and soul, ihat

church is logical and consistent. It Itas

a definite creed, and it offers peace to

the individual who takes shelter in it. It

believes in the inspiration of the Pope,

and hence its standard is always the

same. But what claim to permanency

can Protestantism make for itself ? It

believes in the inspiration of Christ and

his apostles
j

it believes that miracles

took place in days gone by
;

but that

inspiration or miracles have now ceased to be

possible in the world. The only immutable

standard it acknowledges is the Bible, but

the Bible is interpreted in a hundred different

ways by a hundred differnt sects. The same

passage is interpreted differently by different

professors. Protestantism believes in no

antliority, and has to depend for the elucidation

of truth upon the undoubted exercise of reason

and nothing else
;

and as different part-

ies have different standards of reason,

the truth in the Protestant church is not

the same for all sects. Where is then

the unity or consistency of Protestant

Christianity ? Remember, it believes that

miracles were once worked in the world,

and that humanity has lost the power of work-

ing them again. Is not that absurd?

The inconsistency is evidently very widely

felt, as the numerons conversions to Catho-

licism show. If then Protestantism is so weak

logically, why does it make all that noise re-

garding its infallibility whenever the claims of

Brahmoism come to be considered? Its

own position is not secure, for its insuffici-

ency as a human creed makes it suffer in two

ways. Numbers of men and women leave it

to join the folds of the Catholic Church,

while many more are openly declaring

themselves as atheists, agnostics and

free thinkers. It has no power to re-

strain them. It is neither spiritual enough,

nor logical or rational enough to commend it-

self to either. 'I hose wlio care about religion

and are anxious to cultivate the spirit, find it

too dry for them, while ttioso who seek to get

rid of 'donbt and estalilisli a reconcilement

between faith and science find it too fall

'
• > V (!' T
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of dogma and inconsiatoiicy, Tlie con-

tr oversial literature of the day bears evidence

of this, and tlie apologetic tone which
many Christian divines assume towards

sceptical opponents, proves that the issues

have gone much against their cause, in

India, tlie case is still worse. While Maho-
medanism is making its converts by the

million, Christianity with its State prestige

and rank is looked upon with suspicion

by tlie Natives. The orthodox Hindus are

as hostile to Christianity as ever, and if there

is a slight improvement in their attitude to-

wards it, it is owing to the Brahmo Somaj
and not to Christianity. The Brahmo
Somaj has done more to make Christ res-

pected in educated Native society than

liis professed disciples. From all which

we infer that if India ever accepts

the teachings of Christ, as we are sure

it will, it will do so by honoring him as a

human teacher, and not as God. In

India, besides, there are many obstacles,

besides the apathy of Native society, to

the spread of Christianity. The open avowal

and conduct of unbelieving Christians is itself

a great reason why Christianity does not

commend itself to the educated heart.

What with Catholicism on the one

hand and scepticism and free think-

ing on the other, it has lost its native

strength, and it may in time become either

more Catholic or more sceptical, or it may
content itself with being split iin into

innumerable fragments or atoms till there

be as many Christian sects in Eng-
land as there are men in it. Now, if Protes-

tantism wishes to maintain its vitality, it

ought, in our humble opinion, in this country

at least, make common cause with Theism
again'»i Scepticism. The common enemy of all

religions is unbelief, and if these were to try to

combine to crush the foe, the task would be a

grand one certainly. But if, instead ot doing

this, Protestantism wore to maintain its proud

isolation and think of standing U[ion its own
resources, its growing wiakness would
manifest itself gradually and its failure as a

proselytising agency among educated Natives

might be more than anticipated.

THE LATE MAHARAJAH OF i

JEYPORE.

Thk death of the .Maharajah of Jeypore,
unexpected as it is, has give/i real grief to all

sincere well-wishers of Native States. For a

period of more than a decade that State has
lieen a model to others, and its Prince was, in

every way, respected and loved for his

virtues. T'lie present writer is in a position to

speak impartially of the departed Prince,

having had opportunities of watching him in

his court for many months. The Maharajah
of Jeypore was not educated in any sense

;

nor was he religiously enlightened in the sense
in which we use the term. But if he was
not ediicatoil, he was a great patron of edu-
cation and learning himself

;
and if he was

not enlightened as regards religion, he was
tolerant enougli to smooth the road for the

dissemination of right views. We believe he
persecuted only once, and that was when he
gave up Vaishnavaism ami became a Shiva
worshipper. The consequences of this change,
however, were not in the least hurtful to

any body, except, perhaps, to the family priest

who was expected to conform to the new
order of things. Towards the latter end of

bis life, H is Highness evineeil an interest in

the Brahmo Somaj and its teachings, and
more than once gave a cordial reception to

our leader in his State. It must be evident

that to a Prince not educated, to whom

the sources of information could be only such

as those immediately surrounding him chose

to place before him, the opportunities for

discerning and rewarding merit were not

exceptionally great. Yet His Highness was

by no means bereft of information. He
was a most careful and, if we may .say

so, voracious hearer of newspapers. Al-

most all the principal newspapers of the

day were subscribed by him. We saw him

once in the midst of this agreeable recreation

—

for the hearing of newspapers read out to

him was to him a recreation—and we saw

scattered on the floor such papers as the

Times, the Pall Mall, th« Pioneer, the Cal-

cutta dailies, &c., &c. We felt a sort of pride

when we observed that the Indim Mirror

was very regularly and carefully read out to

him. His Highness’ interest in the Mirror

was roused since the Baroda trial. One of

our articles commenting on the verdict given

by the Maharajah so far expressed his

views on the subject that from that day

he became a subscriber and remained a re-

gular reader of it till the day of his death.

The departed Prince had an inordinate desire

to know,and this exemplary inquisitiveness he

turned to the best of purposes. He travelled,

and heard and saw, and the best things that

he enjoyed he immediately utilised for the

benefit of his subjects—an object which he

kept constantly before his view. We were

at Jeypore at the time when gas-lights are

introduced there. On the first night that the

streets were illumined, His Highness walked

through the streets, and with a natural glow

of pride he said he had had two objects dearly

at heart, namely, the introdnetion of water-

works and that of eas-light
;
and that both

of them had been fulfilled. If we are not mis-

taken, ho had after that another and a third

object in view, namely, the establishment of a

model daily newspaper for the benefit of Native

States. The idea had already taken shape in

the esUblishment of the Jeypore Gazette
;

if

His Highness had lived, we should soon have

beard of its conversion into a daily. To the

honor of the Maharajah be it said that

he not only gav^ his people all the

£rood things he was capable of giving, but

that he gave them the beat of every thing.

He gave them the best College in Rajpntana,

the best School of Art found, indeed, anywhere

in India, the best specimens of architectural

skill, the best of streets, the best of parks,

a system of water-works as comprehensive ns

it is regular, gas-lights which only lend

additional beauty to one of the best and

finest looking of cities. In addition to

these he gave them the best means of

seenrity and some of the best organisations

of government. We cannot speak defi-

nitely of what amount of happiness fell to the

lot of all the pnbjects of the Jeypore Raj, in

town and in Mofussil, and whetlier the Royal

Council which he established was perfectly or-

ganised for the good of the public. But this

we may say witli perfect truth that His High-

ness strove to benefit the people, and that so

far as the city of Jeypore was concerneil,

its people were the most contented and

happiest of citizens to be found in any part of

the world. With the exception of a certain

rate upon goods that pa.ssed through the

city, the citizens are exempt from Munici-

pal or Raj taxation in any shape. There are

no tax-gatherers there, no Municipal prosecu-

tions, no warrants or warrant-fees. The

water is not taxed, the houses are not taxed.

One is at liberty to keep any number of

carriages or horses, camels and elephants

without paying a farthing to the Munieipul

authorities. Tlie only burden which we re-

member—and it was a pleasant and agreeable

burden altogether—was the duty of paying

nuTiZer to His Highness on State occasions.

On the birthday of the Maharajah—the last

birthday, alas! was the day of his death

also—every official or Sirdar was required

to appear in gay colored dress before the

Prince in Durbar, and there ofifer him
mi7.zer. It was a pleasant sight—to see

him in public places, safe and secure in the

loyalty of his subjects. He had literally no

fear of evil about his person. We had
seen him riding or driving through the

streets attended by no body-guard what-

ever. The people loved him very much
and the reason was that he was always

kind and generous to them. His Highness
never injured any body. So good-natured was

he that he would not willingly or readily punish

even the greatest wrong-doers among his

functioneries. A person who was reported,

for instance, as taking bribes, &c., was suffer-

ed to go on for a length of time, then warned
and warned again till it become absolutely

necessary to displace him. This explains

what we have just said that he never

intentionally injured any body. Placed

alone among thousands, without relatives

or those whom he might hold near and

dear, except the Ranis—»to whom, however, he

would not often go— the Maharajah had a most
difficult task to perform in the administration

of the Raj. Persons of the most opposite

natures surrounded him, and he manag-
ed them with great tact or skill. He
had under him a Prime Minister, and there

was also a rival who formed tlie opposi-

tion. T'lins all parties were held in check.

The Maharajah was always cautious in hearing

representations made to him about persons or

things. If any one had to say anything against

any body, he merely heard him, but be was
never in a hurry to take steps. The interests

of his numerous employh were, therefore, safe

under him, and none were ever in fear of los-

ing their bread in consequence of misrepresen-

tations made to His Highness. There was
another prominent trait in his character.

He heard criticisms upon him with as much
calmness and patience as he wonhl when bear-

ing criticisms passed upon others. In fact, he

had so much endurance that people would now
and again come to him and give him a bit of

their mind. On such occasions His Highness
would calmly hear his opponent, say noth-

ing, and, what is more, would not injure

him in the least, be the attacks made
uron him ever so nnjmt or ungenerous.

The Maharajah of Jey|)ore was thus a

model ruler. He was of a religious turn

of mind, and studied well to make his works

acceptable to his Ruler. But whatever may be

said of his numerous virtues, whether consi-

dered as an enlightened ruler ora just prince,

a

well-meaning individual or a sincere patriot,

posterity will know him by one well-known
characteristic. If Jey Ring might be siir-

named the Great, his worthy successor on the

guddi, the late ruler, will long he remembered
as Ram Sing the Good.

PILGRIMAGE TO MAHOMET.

Last Sunday tlie Brahmo devotees were

introduced by the Lord to Arabia’s benefactor

and prophet. They castoff the exclusiveness

and caste-prejudices of the Hindu, and be-

came in spirit Mussulmans. After the usual

invocation of Divine blessing ami the regular

adoration, meditation and hymns of the

morning service, they were led by the spirit of

God into the heavenly mansions of Mahomet
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where they spent sometime in acquiring the
i

deeper faith and wisdom of Islam. Sitting at
j

the feet of that great prophet, they drank his

inspiration and assimilated his truths.

They entered into communion with him, and

endeavoured to imbibe what was good atid

true and heavenly in his teachings and
character. The Lord interpreted the pro-

phet’s true mission and brought it Imrae to

the prlgrims. Every body seemed to feel

that whatever the sectarian’s Mahomet
might be God’s Manomet was no alien or

outcast, but a brother and a kinsman, knit

in ties of spiritual affinity. This was quite a new

feeling to many present on the occasion. Tliey

had been accustomed to regard Mahomet as a

mlecha and his religion unclean. But now

they looked at him as one near and dear to

them, whom they could and should love and

honor. As soon as the Lord opened tlieireye

of faith, they saw the spirit of Mahomet
illumined with the light cf theDivine radiance,

and inspired with Divine wisdom. Like other

prophets he too had a message from the

Father to deliver unto the world. What was

this message? What did the pilgrim brothers

learn of Mahomet? Three golden ideas they

learnt of him. They saw in him a fiery and

uncompro nising advocate of monotheism and

a sworn enemy of idolatry. A sterner icono-

clast never existed. He would not allow a

second person to touch the holy throne of the

jealous Allah. Then again he honored pro-

phets. He proscribed their worship and

would not even tolerate any form of mediation

or incarnation, but he inculcated belief in a

long line of Nabis or prophets, and declared

them worthy of honor. Thirdly, he directed

his inveterate antagonism against the

enemies of God. So loyal and faithful was he

to his God that he could not bear the idea of

encouraging any kind of infidelity or any

class of infidels. Against a man s own

enemies he trust not raise the hand of venge-

ance,but ho must forgive and love them in spite

of their enmity. Every believer is bound to

obey the universal law of forgiveness in mat-

ters of personal antagonism and quarrel. But

when the infidel wages vvar with the God of

heaven, reviles Him and’strives to upset His

throne and annihilate His kingdom on earth,

every true soldier of the Lord must advayice

with His holy banners into the battle-fieid

and crush infidelity and scoffing without

compassion. The pilgrims prayed God to

make them Mahomet-like in these three

things. They would be worshippers of the

One Allah and respecters of all prophets,

and while forgiving personal enemies and

forsaking all vindictiveness and fanati-

cism against men, they would always

like faithful and loyal soldiers try to ex-

terminate every form of irreligion, infidelity

and superstition. The pilgrims felt greatly

impressed as they saw Mahomet in his an-

xious nightly vigils and ecstasies, his long-

continued prayers and yoga in the cave of

Mount Hira, with his faithful and devoted

wife Khadija by his side They followed

him through his doubts and struggles

till he received his commission and the

heavenly messenger finally proclaimed him

» apostle of God.” May the Theists in India

always revere this apostle of God and may

ths world accept the message of pure mono-

theism which he brought down from heaven.

Siialimo fomaj.

The minister’s sermon on Modesty in Oivinity

has been published, and is ready for sale. It treats

of God’s unostentatious charaoter as an example

unto men and women.

Another meeting for communion was held by
the ladies a week ago, in connection with the
Arya Nari Somaj. It was a moonlight meeting,
and the ladies seemed to enjoy it.

This is the day appointed for pilgrimage to
Chaitanya. The pilgrim brothers are requested to
assemble at the usual hour. New hymns have been
composed for the occasion. Thursday, Friday and
Saturday were devoted to special prayers for the
sake of preparatory discipline,

It is, perhaps, improper to drair the doings of
Brahmo ladies into public notice, and nothing,
we are sure, is likely to prove more disagreeable
to the ladies themselves. Nevertheless, as a great
deal has been said of lata which might lead the
nublic to believe that the women of Bengal
are doing nothing and can do nothing good
without “ emancipation, ” we think it desirable
quietly to point out one or two little things
done secretly in the midst of the Zenana.
Besides the movement, a plan had recentiv
been adopted by some of the ladies to hold weekl y
prayer meetings for the benefit of the poor female
servants of the household. May the Lord’s bless-
ing descend upon this humble movement !

How few there are among ns who look after the
spiritual wants of their servants !

BRAHMO PULPIT.

GOD AND HIS CHILDREN.
[TRANSLATED.]

Far from reconciling the children to their

Mother, the various sects of the world have brought
on a dispute between them. She sent Her saints
down here for very important purposes; but
men without understanding Her, established
disunion between them. Why was the Son
of God sent? Oould not the Lord effect His pur-
poses Himself? Why should He send from time
to time the yogi, the ascetic and the devout among
men? Is it because that what God was unable
to effect could be done by His childern 1 It

is true that this world always wanted devotion and
asceticism and communion

;
hence prophets were

sent to teach these unto men. But why did He not
teach them Himself ? Indeed, how could He be an
example of devotion ? As Father and Mother, God
cannot be an enample of filial love He can show
us what a parent ought to be, but He cannot by His
own example show how His children should behave
towards Him. The Father ought to have such a
son, the Mother such a daughter as should teach
the world how to love its Father and Mother. The
world cannot readily love the Mother, unless such a

son or daughter shows an example of filial attach-
ment. The Mothei can display her motherhood. She
can show how,with disinterested love,She may work
uninterruptedly for Her children, and how She may
patiently endure and forgive their sin and undntful
conduct; but She cannot tell us how she ought to be
loved. She has no examples to offer on this head.
Whom, indeed,will adore? It follows, therefore,

that a Son is needed to show what filial piety is.

Religion has an upper side and a lower side. The
former is turned towards elderly persons such as

the parents, king or master; and the latter to-

wards inferiors such as the son, the daughter
and the subject. God may bo an example of

the former, bnt man must needs be the example
of the latter. It is for this reason that He
sends to the world, at remote intervals, saints

of a very high order. This explains the ap-
pearance of great men or prophets from epoch to

epoch. Those devout souls teach us to love God
and carry out His will at tho risk of life. They are

begotten out of His will, and they represent each
one aspect or attribute of the Lord. Mistaken
people detach the saints from their God, and assign
them greater honors, thus creating a discord be-

tween them. Far from learning filial duties, they
place the prophets upon the Divine Mother’s throne,
and forcibly drag Her down from Her high posi-
tion. Brahmos, never ill treat yonr Mother thus.

Take care that you do not consider Jesus, Moses,
or Narad, as greater than God. Never
think that the servant is greater than the master;
or that the Mother ij lower than the son.

Never place saints on a level with God. Ye have
seen the Lord, but not through His children. Ye
have never approached Him through the media-
tion of any one. No Avatar or mediator
has brought you by the hand before Heaven. Your
relation to the Mother is direct. We have wor-
shipped Her first, and we never knew any of Her
children before we worshipped Her. We say,

* ‘‘Oh Mother, we shall do whatever Thou wiT les

We shall go wherever Thou takest us and s hall

see whatever Thou showest. We shall love and

reverence any person Thou pointest out. ” It is

when our mother introduced us one by one to

Her saints that we began to know them. Indeed,

to tell the truth, no one can recongise a son of God
without His help.

Each one of God’s holy sons has a distinctive

attribute incarnate or hidden in hi"^ i. Tlie Divine

attributes are incompreheusible to man
;
but if

each of these is manifested in the life of a prophet,

1 the world is easily able to understand and appre-

ciate it. Some of these are born of the Divine heart,

aresunported and nourished there. Some are born of

His Wisdom; they are fed and maintained there. A
great man thus descends into a world with a parti-

cular attribute of Divinity in him He who inherits

the merciful side of God softens the country in

which he is born, and makes it exceedingly tender

with the feeling of mercy. The body of Sree

Gouranga is a body moulded in love. God a mercy

being in Him, it melted Bengal with
^

love

and carried thousands of men and women in the

path of devotion. If ve wish to approach Chaitanya

through the Mother that gave him birth, ye shall

shall enjoy him. Rut if ye wish to ap-

proach Divinity through Chaitanya, then ye shall

surely return disappointed wirhout comprehending

either. How is .it possible for you to recognise

Chaitanya it He, who gave him birth, doth not

show him unto you? In the mansion of God are

many apartments. Each apartment is the abode of

one attribute, and of each attribute there is a saint

in whom it is incarnate. When He holds

the lamp in }His hand, and,^ taking us

round the mansion. says, “This room be-

longeth to my Jesns, that to Moses, here resides

Chaitanya, there Sakya and there Yagnavalkya.’’

it is then that we see and properly realize them.

It is when we solicit Divine guidance th.at He
taketh ns to the abode of His prophets. This ex-

plains the pilgrimages which we undertake from

time to time.
° These pilgrimages are nothing but

this—the Divine Motherfondly introduces her de-

vout children of this world to Her sons in heaven.

Whenever we go to the Mother,She asks us to see

her children in the adjoining rooms. In fact, it

is impossible in visiting Her not to visit Her

children also. She says—“ If ye hsve come

here, do not fail to see my sons.” The Mother never

wishes that we should be hostile to Her

prophets.lt is Her desire that there should be the

same unity among the devout in this world as

there is in heaven. It is to carry out this wish

that She hath sent unto us the New Dispensation.

When this Dispensation triumphs, there shall be

no more discord between the Supreme Mother and

Her children, and none among themselves. The

New Dispensation, without going to
^

any

prophet, went to God at first. In Him it

found the harmony of all dispensations and

of all sects. It found there the union of the

Hindn, the Mussnlman, the Buddhist and the

Christian. There it found, on the one hand, such

risk’s as Sukadeba and Narada and such prophets

as Jesus, Moses and Chaitanya. These types^ of

humanity exemplify only the variety in theDivine

mother’s nature. God is one, bnt His attributes

are many. If the latter had been one as He
Himself is one, then all His children would have

been one also. All prophets would have been the

same; they would have preached the same idea and

worked in the same manner. There would

have been no diversity among them,

world has not yet perceived the reconcilia-

tion between the innumerable manifestions

of Hari’s nature; hence there is so much
discord. The New Dispensation tells us,

“ I have got the clue. I have learnt

to reconcile differences. I have brought the

grand antidote to all diseases. Hari is one, but

His mainfestations are different.There is no discord,

but only diversity. There is thus a final reconci-

liation of all religions ;
on the lap cf the Mother

has taken place the reunion of all saints.’’

Brahmo brethren, there is no longer any

trouble in store for you. The New Dispensation

has unravelled all mysteries, and it will teach you

the truth. By its aid ye shall be able to accept all

men as friends. We are partial to no particular pro-

phet; we cannot be guilty of establishing any pro-

phet upon the throne of God, We have seen the

Mother first. In seeking Her we have un-

expectedly stepped into the abode of the saints.

We belong to the Mother
;
we are not even our

own. We have lost all claims upon ourselves,

and resigned everything to the Mother. What
we shall do. where we shall go, to-morrow, we
know not. Verily, goo<i davs are coming for the

world. Behold the prophets united under the

New Dispensation. The Lord willeth that we
should similarly agree in spirit with them

May His auspicious desire be fulfilled.
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If « tio not hold onrseU'o* in any ma.y rexponsiMt;

or the opinionx of OUT correxponilente.— Ed,, ^.]

“ BASANTI. ”

TO THK EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—While reading the Sunday edition of your
mueh-esteemed journal, my attention was drawn
to the remarks made under the head “ Basanti.
I cannot wait long for a better and an abler pen
to come forward and point out the injustice
done to the illustrious author of the beioitohing
“ Basanti but to strike the iron while it is hot,

I take up my feeble pen to say (1) that it is

quite plain that the critic has got a glimpse of

tne book from a mere reference to the preface
and the opinions of the Vernacular Press an-
pended at 'the end. It might have struck
him that both sides of a thing should
be examined before one should form an
opinion, remembering perhaps the quarrels and
the result thereof of the two knights about the
shield which was one side gold and the other
silver, and that “ Basanti” was a book, and it

had another, the most important si ie

—

insids !

(2) From wiiat I have read I don’t find a single

sentence, nay, not even a single word, that would
persuade me to concur with the critic that
the contents of “Basanti” are the production
of a literary aspirant for fame. Far from it, Mr,
Editor.far from it;theyare merely the records of one
thrown in the deepest mira of disappointment,claim-
ing merely** a tear" from many tender-hearted
readers, (3) I came forward not to praise “ Basanti”
or its author,neither to make an imprudent compa-
rison with ilichael’s “Megnathbadh,” for then
it would be comparing two different species of

fruits: the one being Lyric, and the other an Epic;
both might or might not be good in their sphere;
but to compare these two together would be absurd
and foolish.

Under these circumstances I vvould recommend
the critic to take up the book once more con-
descendingly as he did, and go through it before he
attempts to contradict me.

Yours &c..

An Admirer of “ Basanti,”

RELIGIOUS FERVOUR AND THE MORAL
CODE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ” SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—

T

o avoid complications and consequent
misunderstandings, I will reply to your footnote as
concisely as possible.

You ask, •* is the moral condition of England
worse than it was thirty years ago ?” I hope it is a
good deal better, but there are no means at hand
to say what its condition is. There can be no
doubt, however, that the moral condition of the
upper classes is worse than it was thirty years
ago. I referred to that more particularly, and I
need not tell you that if the upper classes become
demoralized, the middle and lower classes are apt
to become so also; and reports come that the
objectionable fashions in dress and manner are
descending from the upper to the lower classes.

Next you ask, “ is increased enthusiasm in
religion the cause or consequence of this depra-
vity ?” Zealand energy are required in all vo-
cations, but these virtues are very different
from wild and ungovernable enthusiasm. There
Is plenty of room for zeal and energy in religion,
but enthusiasm iti religion rests on such a
baseless structure that it can never endure long.
It is, I think, the cause of depravity in indi-
viduals, and in churches and nations. Turn to
the pages of history, and the darkest and
direct deeds done, as recorded there, have been
committed under the influence of religious en-
thusiasm. But again, enthusiasm in religion i»
the consequence sometimes of depravity • when a
rake becomes “ converted”, he is as wild under his
religious excitement as he was reckless before.
His example is to be avoided, not followed.

Your remarks about “fashionable religion” nre
id the usual stereotyped form. Pure religion and
undefiled does not, I think, seek to be “fashion-
able”, and certainly is not alied with enthusiasm.

But unless religion be fashionable, by which I
mean unless it influence society under some
particular church or sect, it will have no
ex'stence at all except over a select few. The
depth of its influence depends upon a variety of
circumstances; in the present day very few believe
in the religion of their forefathers, and society
may, therefore, be saved from the evil conse-
quences of religious enthusiasm. On the other
hand, before many more years have passed the
depravity of Jie upper classes may be succeUed
by violent religious excitement, a counterpoise to
the frivolities of the present day. And so the
world wags.

Yours &c
,

Kosmos.

FINAL REPLY OF “,T. T. T.” TO “ ORTHO-
DOX CHRISTIAN.”—/.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘* SUNDAY MIRROR.”
Sir,—The Sunday Mirror of 29th Au<»U8t

contains a long lefer of nearly five columns from
Orthodox Ohristian

^ in nuswer to niy tbreo
questions in dispute between

\V. T. and himself. I had hoped that I had
done with the matter; but as your correspondent
has charged me with (to say the \e&si)disinnetmous-

lam sure you will not refuse me four column.s,
in ordei to clear mvgelf of this serious charge
Whether your correspondent replies to me or not,
this letter and three others to follow shall be the
last that I shall write on the points in discussion
between him and " W. T.” I am perfectly
content that my learned adversary should have
the last word.

I shall ignore every thing in “ Orthodox Christ-
lan 8 letter that appears to me to be irrelevant, and
shall, I hope, write in a better spirit and tone than
he has done.

I affirmed before, and I affirm again, that be-
cause man \sfinve, his sin \afio.ite, and that, there-
fore, his punishment cannot heinjinite.
Your correspondent, [whom for shortness’ sake I

sometimes call “0. C,” ] delighted apparent-
ly to hare found a co-a jutor in “ J.D.M.,” says
in leply to this, “ Man is an being, there-
fore can conimit etidless sin, and deserrea endless
punishment.”
Indeed ! Let us see what this argument is

worth.

(1.) Man is an endless being. Granted,
(2.) Therefore he c i/t commit endless sin. I grant

that be mit commit it, but I totally and solemnly
deny tliat became he has the power of so doing anil
of continuing in rebellion, that he must as a neces-
sarij seyuitTir continue to do so. Did not “ 0. c!”
himself say that iu the next life man would he
a free agent, free to exercise choice among motives ?
And was it not from this very statement that
I most validly inferred that he might be “ motived
in the direction of repentance, and so attain
to eternal life?” Well, what does “0. C.” now
do? He tries to evade my logical conclusion by
advancing a pure, assumption, by affirming of
certain persons “ they were free to choose God
here, biit did not ; they are free to choose God
then, but cannot, because here they did not.”

speaks? The oracle
of Delphi ? An inspired prophet ? A man who has
travelled into the great unseen and returned thence
with infallibility tacked onto his other attributes ?
I maintain that if they cannot choose God there,
ivhatever may be the cause of their inability to do
80 , it is absurd to speak of them as “f ree
agents, capable of exercising choice among motives,"
What g eater motive could there possibly be for
persons in their condition to he moved by tnan
the “choosing of God,” and if they are unable to
do this, in what does their “freedom” and
••responsibility" consist ? I maintain that your
correspondent’s argument on this head is based
upon a pure assumption. He says—"To infer that
because man is left free to choose bv God, there-
fore he may choose God or good, is to overlook
the whole nature of man and sin.” What a
mockery does this reflect upon the great Creator !

Here we are deliberately told that man is left free
to choose by God, and yet that by the operation of
a certain law [that is, mind, a modus operandi of
^ free to choose the highest
good. As to the remark that my inference“overiooks
the whole nature of man and sin,” I beg to observe
that here again peeps out the old, old assumption of
the nature and demerit of sin.

“0 without penal-
ty. Who denies it? Again, “Penaltymust necessarily
be the expression of the law-giver’s opposition
to the violation of his law.” I admit this; but I
deny [because my concept of God will not permitme to hold] that this “just expression, &o.,” calls
for the trifinite panisbmeot of finiic aln, In fact,

the whole argument turns upon the question of
the guiltiness of sin. This amount or degree is

never estimated, by those who hold the dogma o(
Eternal Punishment, on any prinpiple that recom-
mends itself to the moral sense of civilized
humanity

;
and the consequenoo has been that

large numbers of most Orthodox Ckistians, laic and
cleric, have, within the past 30 years or more,
denied and repudiated the dogma. The belief, it

is well-known, has been dying for years in the
ranks of orthodoxy, and now is almost dead.
Scarcely a mail arrives from England that does
not bring intelligence of a book against the
wre'ched dogma written by a Protestant clergyman.
It cannot, moreover, be said that this dogma is

contained in the Bible. That miscellaneous col-

lection of books rings forth a most uncertain
sound on the subject. If there are some passages
that seem to favor it, there are many others against
it

•

Your correspondent is inconsistent with himself. In
one place he reminds me that 1 “ taxitly admitted"
his statement that God must be infinitely opposed
to sin, and in another he asks why I did not in-
dicate the degree of opposition. I beg to say that my
tacit admission of infiniteness of opposition
on the part of God clearly indicated my notion
of the degree of opposition, which degree was
further indicated by my use of the word “ ever ” in
the passage quoted by him.

I must say that I was not prepared to find
“Orthodox Christian” repeating the absurd state-
inent that God’s opposition to sin must be one of
three, viz., (1) infinite, (2) partial, (3) no opposi-
tion at all. (1) and (2) we can all understand :

but how can any degree of opposition be “ no
ojiposition at all ?”

I do not think it will be necessary for me to
trouble you with more than three letters in all—the
two that remain, and which 1 hope to send down
rapidly in succession, will, among other matter,
contain my defence.

In concluding for the present, 1 beg to offer your
correspondent some advice, and that is that he
slioHld read some of the recent books against Eternal
Punishment. He will see in them what educated
men, whose claims to “ orthodoxy” are as good as
h K own, have said on the subject, while taking
fully into account the evidence furnished by the
Hibl.,, so far as regards special treatises on the
subject. As regards casual treatment, the matter is

taken up in literally hundredsofotherbooks.especi-
ally the Lives of Eminent Divines. For instance,
let your correspondent turn to pages 511 'and 773 of
the Life of the late Dr. Guthrie.

Yours ^c.

,

J. T. T.

Simla, 16th September 1880.

Slitiirarijr,

^I. Gambettars favorite summer recreation is

fishing for frogs.

Jules Verne is about to visit the province of
Oran in search of materials for a new book on “ The
Laud of Marble.”

A memorial window, to which Americans have
contributed largely, will be placed iu Canon Far-
rar’s church-Sr. Margaret’s Westminster, London—m [memory of Sir Walter Raleigh, Rather late

'

The Constantinople correspondent of the
Daily News states that the massacre of some
Cliristiaus and the forcible conversion to Mabo-
niedanisra of others are reported from Adana in
Asia Minor.

'

We understand that a high-class weekly paper,
adapted to the requirements of boys, will be corn-
men ’ed next mouth by Messrs, Cassell, Fetter
Galpiii.aod Co., under the title of The Boys' News'-
paper

I HE Mormons are working on (heir new temple,
twenty years since it was commenced,ami

^4,000,009 lias already been expended. The build-
iiig is being constnictei of Utah granite, and when
finished will be the largest church edifice in
America. It will require §28,000,000 to complete
the temple-
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DEAN STANLEY ON THE DOCTRINE OP
TRINITY.

(^Jewish World.)

HerEsT, like history, repeats itself
;
of this the

eontributioa under notice is an illustration. The
Dean does not commit himself to an absolute

denial of the 'popular Tiinity, but seeks to rid it

of its anthropomorphic character by putting

forward for acceptance a theory of interpretation

which we are compelled to admire for its ingenuitv,

but to condemn as in no way “ the creed of the

Early Christians." In face of the destructive

criticism with which the Church of her creeds are

now assailed, it may be policy for her theologians

to attempt to bring them into harmony with the

cultured thought of the nineteeth century, but in

pursuing this course, the plain facts of ecclesiastical

history can not consistently be put on one

side. We say, then, that the Dean of Westminster’s

poetic interpretation of the creed of the early

Christians,doe8 not follow these lines.The rendering

he gives of the formula, the Father, the Son, and

Holy Ghost is at variance with the interpretation of

the Churches. It is neither patristic nor scholastic;

it. is Sabellian. It is God in a threejold mmi-
/estatio'i, rather than the threefold personality in

which the creeds represent Him,

Sublime or poetical as may be the Dean s inter-

pretation of the Trinity, it is none the less a false

one
;
and in the interests of truth, we have felt

ourselves compelled to denounce it as such. Per-

haps, the religious world would have been a happier

one, and much of the bloodshed during the past

fourteen hundred years in tne cause of

Christian propagandism, might have been

prevented, had the views of Sahellius gained

accendency in the councils of the Church.

But the spread of knowledge in matters theological

and e clesiastical gives promise of the dawn

of a better day. It is, after all, to such men

as Stanley, Farrar, and Temple that we must look

for assistance in hastening the advent of that mil-

lennial period, when belief in one God and Father

of all will take the place of the existing Cristian

creed, and when all alike will recognise the truth

of the Dean’s statement that “nothing in Oristian-

ity(and we say in all religious beliefs) is of real con_

eern,except that which makes us wiser and better.’.

TANNER’S FAST AND ITS BEaUING
ON HEALTH.

o

Tanner lives, and his forty-days’ fast is accom-

plished. We will take it for granted that no food

in the shape of liquid or solid has passed into his

system,although the possibilities of its having done

so, rest on the veracity of two or tnree iudivduais.

The inevitable cui buno of American utility seeks

for the subsiautial benefits which are to accrue to

human health and longevity. We are not of those

indisposed to base lessons of wisdom from such

will-full-uess.

First of all, the capacity the system has for

self-nourishment has been duly manifested. We
are familiar with the fact that certain animals

hibernate. In other words, that during the

summer they lay in a store of food sufficient for

inactive life , during the winter. We have before

this had records of long fasts and of long sicknesses,

io which little or no lood has been assimilated,

and fever has been kindling unwonted fires, and

yet the individual has survived. We are often

lu sickness, impressed with the wonderful capacity

the human system has for eduraiice. It

feeds day by day on its own tissues, aud iu states

of health, it can do this to a very large degree.

We are prepared to believe that a person, well-

stored with fat, of sound organism, of great will,

and in active health, may subsist even longer

than this. The system has great capacity to sus-

pend its demands, if itcau be kept iu a state of

absolute rest, except such action as may be ueces-

sary for air and slight exercise. We have often

witnessed how sleep can be made to take the

place of food, and how unthinking rest refreshes

like food. The accurate adjustment of the system

to the demands to be made upon it, is a study

yet capable of very great expansion. The iron-

moulder, the gla-8-blower, and the baker excite

the surprise of us all in their power to endure

intense heat. What a humau system can be made

to endure is wonderful.

While this does not always prove, it ought so

to ne made to endure, it does prove that when such

necessity is likely to arise, there must be a

careful preparation therefor. Much of tao over-

strain of I fe could be avoided, if only we got ready

for our work, as does the atulete for his race or as

has the faster for his experiment, it was not

nearly so much ah experiment to him as to the
world. The only respect we have for it is that which
we always give to self-control, if not diabolical.

The agency and value of water as the great
purger of the system has been brought into worthy
prominence,

Richardson' in his Cantor Lectures frequently
emphasizes the wonderful agency of water as the
gerat conveyancer and refreshment in all function,
construction, and repair of the human system. So
long at there is something to carry, it will carry it.

If not furnished by outside food, it is equally faith-
ful with the inside or stored-up foods. While
alcohol and most complex fluids embarrass the in-

terchanges within the systerr, this always aids.

We think too much importance cannot be attach-
ed to the purity of water as a condition of uniform
health and of longevity. If the man had alcohol
every time with his water, he well knew, as
do ail physiologists, that it would have in-

terfered with the conveying, appropriating,
and assimilating power of the pure water,
So he kept it outside, and only used it

two or three times as a surface stimulant and
counter-irritant. The attempt to prove from these
tliree baths that alcohol is a food would even
shock Biuz,

The power of self-will and nerve-power is mag-
nified by the experiment. Great is plu k. Courage
has a heart meaning. We have sj materia-
lized everything as tj bring ourselves to believe
that so much force whether physical, intellectual,
or moral, whenever exercised, represents a defi-
nite amount of bread, butter, and meat. But
you cau never measure a man or a woman by such
a criterion. These, indeed, are very essential

;

but do not give us the absolute uuit of length,
bre.adth, depth, and thickness.
With the functions of our humanity, there is still

an unexplored remainder. As there is a latent
heat which does not express itself in every sensible
act, so tliere is a hidden nerve and brain and will-

force, which constitutes an individuality of life-

intensity which we have not yet learned to express
in a food account. Men seem to differ in their
power of combining, substituting or adjusting force.

The results attaiueu from the same amount of sub-
stance is, therefore, quite different. The “ funny
man” of the Tunes recently represented an inventor
arriving at f» country fair with salts, water,
meat, phosphorus, and protoplasm, and then
proceeding to manipulate a man. We must
not be as crude and unsuccessful by carrying to

an extreme the general formulas of scieuce. The
tliree natures which are combined in the human,
their adjustments and compensations, and the

presiding power of the will are not to be forgotten.

Bo Ions' as these exist, men will differ in their

endurance by other la ^ 8 than those of mere fool
relatior..>-liip, .and health and loiiiievity will

depend somewhat upon tiie influ''nces exerted
upon our nervous systems as well as upoo our
stomachs.

OANON FARRAR AT HOME.
o

(From the “World.”)
Facing the fi ie mouuraeutal column in Broad

Sanctuary, erected by Westminster boys to the
memory of schoolfellows, who fell iu the Crimean
and Indian wars, is a Gothic archway which leads
into Dean’s Y.ard, Passing through this, and cross-

ing lliat sacerdotal enclosure, where the houses are
occupied by oanoiis aud minor canons by bishops,
secretaries and diocesan registrars, by the oflices of

Queen Anne’s Bounty, aud into wh ch, if any stray

layman has intruded, he is sure to belong in some
way or other to the outer fringe of the “ Clergy
List,” you reach through the Cloisters a doorway iu

the wall. It opens with a sudden and pleasant
surprise, after the chilly gloom of the Cloisters, ou
to the Abbey garden, glowing with a tint of richest

green, and shaded with fine old beech trees. There
is an infinite sweetness and beauty about the place

with the foliage in all the freshness of its still un-

faded beauty
;
and it has all the uatuelesa repose of

an ancient cloister garden, which, indeed, it is.

There is noth'iig to remind you that you are so near

the busy traffic of the outer world of London hut
the Victoria Clock Towe-, rising clear above the

Abbey buildings into the blue sky, or the houses in

Great College Street, peeping out here and there

between the foliage of the beeches. Seated cn a

liench under one of the trees, book iu hand aud
with more hooks of reference at hia side, is an
ecclesiastic, apparently little over forty, though iu

reality, he is nearer fifty; a grave, thoughtful,

studious-looking man, with a shy reserved manner,
who is led by rather than leads the conversation.

This garden his study in the warm sunny days
of suiiuner. He might, you think, have be-

longed to the baud of three hundred (monks,
who, in Pre-Reformation times were attached to

the abbey, aud have spent his day» in ita library

deciphering ancient manuscripts, or bringing to

the light of day the forgotten works of obscure

fathers. You are sure he could net have belonged

to those later days, when the cathedral chapter

consisted of a dean and twelve cannons ;
the days

when to those dignified positions were attached

Stipends of £2 000 a year, and when, if not actually

sinecures, they were converted into such by their

incumhents,and when the cathedral and its service!

bore the marks of neglect and decay. He belongs to

that later generation which arose after theie abuses

were swept away by thaegereat Church reformer,

Sir Robert Peel, who reduced these twelve canon,

ries— which had been used as the rewards of poli-

tical service, or the instrum nta of an ignoble ne-

potism—to .six, halved their stipends, and to two
of them attached the charge of two of the largest

and poorest of London pan.shes. Canon Farrar

belongs to that new and more wholesome reyime,

when cathed-al stalls have become the rewards
of distinguished learning or eloquence, or of valu-

able contributions to the theological literature of

the times
;
and, occupied by such men as he, they

have resumed their legitimate place in the frame-
work of the Church of England.

Born at Bombay in 1831, Canon Farrar completed
his school education at King William’s College, in

the Isle of Man, when he entered Kings’ College,

London, and afterwards graduated at the London
University, Two years subsequently he graduated
in high classical honors at Cambridge, giving

there early promise of that rich vein of poetry
which runs alike through his sermons, his lighter

works of fiction, and the graver theological volumes
which have fallen from his prolific pen by gaining

the Cbancellors’s medal for an English poem.
After being successively assistant-master of Marl-
borough and Harrow Schools, he was elected to a

Trinity Fellowship, In 1870 he delivered before

the University of Cambridge, as the Hulsean Lec-
turer, a series of sermons of marked ability on the
“ Witness of History to Christ.” In the following

yea- the elevation of Mr. Bradley to the headship

of University College, Oxford, created a vacancy
at Marlborough. Mr. Farrar was already

favorably known to the trustees as a former

assistant-master, and he was elected to the

mastership over a large number ot competitors.

That famous school, the growth of recent years,

which seems destined to rival, if not eclipse, the
ancient foundation on which it was model-
led, had then reached the zenith of its renown
under Mr. Bradley’s manaremeut. It was almost

as trying a task to succeed him at Marlborough as

to succeed Dr. Arnold at Rugby. Th it Mr. Farrar

showed, in the five years during which he held the

mastership of Marlborough, marked administra-

tive ability, which maintained unimpaired
the high standard aud well-earned popu-
larity of the school, is a proof of the ver-

satility of a talent which embraces the some-
what prosaic parts which go to mike up hi
successful schoolmaster, the mo-e si o vy gifts of thi

popular preacher, the arts of the novelist and
descriptive writer of a high order, the erudition of

the profound biblical scholar, and withal the

qualities necessary to the hard-working clergyman
in a poor London parish. But Mr. Farrar was
more than an able school master at Marlborough
and Harrow. The position he held for many years

at Harrow enabled him to write vvith the accuracy

of intimate personal knowledge of a life which had
scarcely seemed capable of successful treatment in

fiction. But he possessed at the same t’ma a gift

but seldom granted even to public schcolmasters,

who have been ranked as successful—a symiathetic
intuition of the schoolboy’s innor life, of the hopes
aud fears which actuate him, aud the principles

which form his code of honor among his fellovs.

Perhaps, no one has ever come nearer to

the great Dr. Arnold in his knowledge
of schoolboy character and his sympathy
with schoolooy ways. His tales of school-life

“Eric” and “St. Winifred’s”, have dispelled many
of the popular delusions about public-school life,

and disposed of many of the sentimental objections

which have been urged against it on moral grounds,

aud Mr. Farrar has done, nerhaps. more than any
living writer to show its influence for good in creat-

ing the manly, truthful, fearless character which
distinguishes the English gentleman.

But Canon Farrar’s fame will restless neon his

earlier work as a schoolmaster and a writer of fiction

drawn from school-life, than upon his power as one
of the most thoughtful, eloquent aud instructive

preachers who have ever filled a pulpit of which elo-

quence and learning are traditions ;
and upon his

later theological works, among which the “ Life cf

Christ” stands prominently forth from the rest,

though his more recent work, the “ Life and Work
of St. Paul,” published in 1879, displays no diminu-
tion in the vigour of the style, or in the graphic and
picturesque delineation of men and scenes which
dUtinguished the earlier work. At Marlborough
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College, in the leisure hours o^ an exacting and an-

xious position, with a brief interval in which the

scenes of the Holy Land were visited, was written

the “ Life of Christ a book which has reached its

twenty-sixth edition, and been translated into five

Kuropean languages, which circulates in every part

of the English-speaking globe, and which clothes

the earlier years of the Christian history with all

the poetry and charm of an engrossing^ romance.

Whatever may be the religious opinions^ of its
,

readers, it is impossible even for a sceptic not
;

to be carried away insensibly by a book which
,

makes the Founder of Christianity the central

figure in a narrative written with all the attractions

of a graceful, picturesque, and cultivated style;

throw's a poetry over the not very interesting sce-

nery of the Holy Land
;

weaves with wonderful

skill, into a consecutive and consistent narrative,

the often, to aeneral readers, confused accounts

of the Evangelists
;
calls forth into a relief never

before attained by any writer the pure and bene-

volent character of Christ
;
makes His simple

home-life, His friends and associates, inimitable

studies of nature and character ;
and, at the

same time, brings home to us as a living reality

that dim and distant past when Roman proctors,

often cruel, voluptuous, petty despots—governed

those outlying provinces of the Roman Empire,

in which the scenes of the sacred story are laid.

The Palestine of nineteen centuries ago becomes

as familiar in its pages as scenes of to-day on the

Dark Continent, narrated to us by modern explo-

rers. The life of the simple peasantry, the busy

towns and vil'ages which studded the now-deserted

shores of its inland seas. He before us like pictures

colored by the rich glow of an Eastern sky and

a half-tropical vegetation. The gorgeous ritual of

the oid Jewish faith, with its marble temples, its

stately priesthood, its mysterious ceremonial,

moves once more before us, like some brilliant stage

procession. The obscure history of Roman colo-

nial Government in those days is here unearthed

from the fragmentary and scattered notices of

classical writers, and made to form the setting in

which the sacred story moves with all the

majestic beauty of an epic poem. That the super-

natural element, rejected as much of it has been by

modern opinion, is the prominent feature coloring

the entire work is to be expected
;
and those who

look there for speculative solutions of miracles

—

which would harmonise tnem with living experi-

ence, such as may be found in the works of modern
German writers, as Strauss and others— will, of

course, look in vain.

As a preacher. Canon Farrar enjoys a reputation

not inferior to that which he has acquired as a

writer. His singular charm of delivery, his clear

musical voice, and the dramatic power of his ser-

mons, are of themselves a tractious sufficient to

crowd the Abbey to its utmost capacity of stand-

ing room whenever he occupies its pulpit. But the

true secrets of his remarkable popularity lie,

perhaps, deeper still. The manly generosity

which led him, on the last anniversary of

American Independence, to admit from the Abbey
pulpit the folly of the course which alienated

the American colonies from the mother-country

a century ago, and at the same time to recognise

the blessings to civilisation and progress, on both

sides of the Atlantic which have followed that dis-

ruption, could not fail to win for him the approval

and the sympathy of all deep-thinking men in

both nations as a Liberal clergyman whose opinions

are abreast of a national sentiment to which every-

thing insular and narrow-minded is abhorrent.

He has not been ashamed to confess to a sympathy
with one phase at least to free-thought which re-

volts from a harsh and repellent dogmatism whose
foundations rest on no firmer basis than mistransla-

tions of Greek and the tyranny of antiquity. He has

not been content that, from such causes, a belief in

Christianity should be abandoned to weak-minded
women and dotards

;
while men, who read and

think and observe, stand aside with cold and cynical

indifference, if not contempt, for what they regard

as the monstrous fictions of an ignorant bigotry, re-

volting alike to the innate ideas of human justice

and mercy, and out of all harmony with the minute
provisions to be seen in natnre for the comfort,
safety, and preservation of human and animal life*

Dr. Farrar holds annexed to his canonry the rec-

tory of St. Margaret’s, Westminster, the church
within the Abbey enclosure, and which was once
the parish church of all London west of Temple-bar.

Though in his parish are included the Houses of

Parliament, and seats for members are reserved

there during the Session, it contains in the back

slums of Westminster, which lie concealed behind

the surrounding west and throughfares, a district

densely populated with poor. Undertaking here

his first distinctly parochial charge, Canon Farrar

displays the best qualities of the hard-working

parish clergyman. His time is fully absorbed with

his parish and with the duties of the Abbey, and

though he goes little into society, he is the centre

of attraction to a small circle of friends, who know
how to appreciate high abilities and the singular

cultivation of a powerful mind.

Holloway’s Ointment and Pills.

—

Few persons are so favored by circumstances or

so fortified by nature as to enable them to pass

unscathed the sore trials of an inclement season.

With catarrahs, coughs, and influenzas every-

where abounding, it should be universally known
that Holloway’s Ointment, diligently rubbed upon
the chest, checks the worst assaults of these

maladies and securely wards off more grave and
dangerous diseases of the throat and lungs. The
truth of this assertion must remain unquestioned

in the face of thousands of unimpeachable living

w'itnesses, who have personally derived the utmost

possible benefits from this treatment, when their

present sufferings were appalling and their future

prospects most disheartening. Both remedies act

admirably together.

W. NEWittAN A. CO.

Earling'toii’s Paln-Curer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. Coughs,
(''Ids, Tightness of the Chest, Headacne, Toothache,
Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism, Paraiysis, Pains in

Groins, Contracted .Joints. Gout, Sciatica, Bad
liegs, Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring

WonnBi Pimples, Freckles,* Eruptions on the akin

fESTABLISHED 1833.]

». C. GANGOOLV A CO.,
ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, & Co.

19, 20, A 24, nXangroe Eane, Calcutta.

The following is a description of some of the

works undertaken and goods sold by us :

—

Engraving' department.
Zinc Plates for marking cases, Office Seals,

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for

Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-

sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon. Branding

Irons, &c., Engraving on plated-ware. Gold, Sil-

ver, Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.^ Rubber Seals are also supplied.
Printing* department.

Books, Mercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any

character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards,

Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either

from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery department.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety.

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-

ness, Invitation, Ball, Programme, Playing, &c.

Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing P.aper,

Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth-

day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,

Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery

Account Books of various descriptions.

Teems—For Mofusall Cash or reference for pay-

ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per

Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the

trade.

Catalogue on Application.
H. C. Gangooly & Co.

Mangoe Lme, Calmtta,
a-60

The Indian G-uarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses

arising through dishonesty of persons holding

situations of trust, and to obviate the

inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear

of those pecuniary losses to which persons are

exposed who become responsible for the acts of

others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the

employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.

For Prosoectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN slater. F.I.A.,

Secretary.

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,
OR,

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

a-16 Agent, for BENGAL.

TEXT-BOOKS FOR STUDENTS.
JUST received
Readings

PROM
English History
Selected and Edited

BY
JOHN RICHARD GREEN

Part III.

Creighton’s
SIR WALTER RALEIGH.

Mullln’s
SIMPLE POEMS

With Biographies and Notes.

Bowen’s
*

LORD MACAULAY S CLIVE

T ord Macaulav’s
WARREN HASTINGS
Annotated Edition.

Clarendon Press Series.

GREEK AND LATIN CLASSICS—

The Orations of Demosthenes and Aeschines

on the Crown ;
with Introductory Essays

and Notes. By G. A. and W. H. Siracox.

(7-10)
® ”

An Elementary Latin Grammar. By J. B.

Allen, (1-12) ^ t m xt
“ ^

A First Latin Reader. By J. T. Nunns.

(16)
••• i °

Casar : The Commentaries (for schools).

Book 1. The Civil War. Edited by C. E.

Moberly. (1-6) tttW
^ ^

Cicero : Sdect letters (for schools). With

Notes by the late C. E. Prichard and E. R.

Bernard. (2-0) tu”
" ^

Plin> : Select Letters (for schools). By the

same Authors. f2-0) ’

MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY—
Elements of Deductive Logic, designed

raainiy for the u8e of Junior Students. By

T. Fowler. (2-4) m -c
^ °

Elements of Inductive Logic. By T. Fow-

ler. (314) ^
••• * »

A Manual of Political Economy, for the

use of schools. By J. E, Thorold Rogers.

(214) ••• ^ ^

MATHEMATICS, &C.—
Acoustics. By W. F. Donkin. (4-12) ... 5 4

HISTORY.
A Constitutional History of England. By

W, Stubbs, 2 vols. (15-6) -j- 17 8

A History of France, down to the year 1453,

with numerous Mans, Plans, and Tables.

By G.W. Kitchin, 3 vols. (20-0) ...22 8

LAW.
Law of Contract. By Sir W. R. Anson.

(5-10) ••• ® ^

An Introduction to the History of the Law
of Real Property, with original authorities.

By Kenelm E. Digby, (4-12) ... 6 4

Chemistry for Students. By A. W. William-

son. (5-4) ... ••• ®

A Treatise on Heat, with numerous Wood-

cuts and Diagrams. By Balfour Stewart.

(4-12) ... ••• 6 4

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE—
On the Principles of Grammar. By E.

Thriog. (2-14) ... ••• ••• 3 4

Grammatical Analysis, designed to serve as

an Exercise and Composition Book in the

English Language. By E. Thring. (2-4) ... 2 8

An English Grammar and reading Book for

Lower Forms in Classical Schools. By

O. W. Tancock. (2-4) ... ... 2 4

The Philology of the English Tongue, By
J. Earle. (4-12),.. ... ... 6 8

Typical Selections from the best English

Authors from the Sixteenth to the

Nineteenth Century, with Introductory

Notices and Notes being a Contribution

towards a History of English Litera-

ture. (2-14) ... ... ... 3 4
ART—

A Hand-book of Pictorical Art, By R. St.

J. Tirwbitt, with coloured Illustrations,

Photographs, and chapter on Perspective.

(11-4) ... ... ... 12 8

A Treatise on Form in Music and General

Composition. By Sir P. A. GoreOualey.,

(6-0) ... ... ...
,

... 6 8

The Cultivation of the Speaking Voice. By
J. Hullah. (1-12) ... ... 1 14

MISCELLANEOUS.
A system of Physical Education. Theoreti-

cal and Practical. By A. ' Macl'aren.

(4-12) 6 4
«-64 W. NEWMAN & CO.
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Bouse and Mortgrag’e Ag’ency.

HOUSES FOE SALE.

Mott’s Lane, lower room...
demi upper

Meredith s Lane, lower room
Bowbazaak ditto— two stories ...

Weston’s Lane, lower room
ditto ...

Blackburn’s Lane, two stories
Bentxnck St.

Creek Row
College St.
COLLINGA
Dhurrumtolla

Rs.

, .SGOO

, 11,000
. 4,100
, 5,500

11,000

9,000
14.000

9.000

17.000
10.000

12,000
8.000

10,000

16,000

12, 500

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto
Ezra St., lower room ...

As also numerous large Properties in the Euro
pean Quarter of the Town.

^ Xioans
Negociated upon the mortgage of House and Landed
Property in Calcutta and Suburbs on the most
favorable terms in sums from of Rs. 5,000 to
Rs. 50,000.

Special arrangeinents made for larger mms.

IWtessrs. BUTTA BBOTKBRSAND CO.,

GENERAL FURNITURE DEALERS, SH/P
RANIAN'^, MERCHANTS, CONTRAC-

TORS, See,

Invitojlnspection of their ahow.Rooms,

No. 71, Bentinck Street,

OPPOSITE THE CITY PRESS.

Where every requisite for Balls, Routs or Parties

can be hired at

Moderate Rates.

OILMAN STORES,WA REHOUSE & SALE-ROOM

120
, Municipal Market.

D. LATTEY & GO.,
G-eneral Ag-ents,

1 , Old Court House, Corner. a-81

WHAT ABB PEBPECT
' W AnT G H E S?
^ T>LACK & MURRAY’S patent MACHINE-
Jj MADE English Lever WATCH in sterling

j
Silver Hunting Ca.se. gives invariable satisfaction.
'It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
the best material i.s employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate aud lasting.

Price, Ba. 55 nett.
'

Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted
to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only Swiss movements fitted in
•English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
WATCHES, warranted MACHINE MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will
WIND ANY WATCH, Rs. S to 20.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety
RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELKC-
TRIO BELLS, with appurtenances. Rs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO REPAIRS.

Novelty of the day!

NO LOVERS SHOUTjD BE WITHOUT
THEM ! ! !

For Doorga poojah presents I

OUR GOLD GUARD RINGS

WITH

THE RAISED LETTERS IN BENGALI

Mono Bekho. Tomarl. Taba Anu-
grata. Bhulana Amare.

The same as forget me not, Ever Thine, &c.

ARE NOW ON VIEW !

Early orders respectfully solicited.

Befreshment Booms.
No. 59 & GO Municipal Market.

FOR SALE.

R. LYALL & CO.,

135, RadhAbazar, Calcutta.

Engine and Boiler andA 6 H. P. Vertical
Soorkey Mill.

A 8 H, P, Horizontal Engine and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill (new),
A Grand Pianoforte by Oollard and Collard in

good condition,
A Harold’s Sympathetic Grand Square Piano in

good condition.
An Alexandra Billiard Table by Dunn & Co.
Jute Corahs.
Tarpaulins.

Miroballams.
Mangoe slice dry,
Ricebowls of sorts.
Sieves.

Sofa Springs of sizes.

Carriage whip sockets, &c., &c.
1 Handsome Palanquin late property of late

JNabob Amir Ally.
1 Broker’s Pony Office Jaun.
1 Brownberry by Thos. Smith & Co.

“•77 DUTTA BROS, k CO.,

BZiACK. & BXVIBBAV.
6-1

, Hastings Street, Calcutta, 0-3

nil GENTTINTB avttbvedi
HKEDICZBES ! !

!

ABIRAJ Soshi Bhusim Roy, a member of the
V well-known Kabiraj family of Kanchraparah,

and grandson of the most renowned Kabiraj, late
Biawa Nath Roy, of that place, has settled himself
permanently in Calcutta, and intends practisiue
ill' this city.

:iAIl kinds of best Ayurvedic medicines, such
Mriganliat.Raj Mriganka, Ratnagarva pattali

Ratf'i&e,: for consumption and diseases of the
lungs. -iBasantakusnmalear Rag, Tarakasmar, &c.,
for (' Diabetes. Brihat-gomniath Rash, Brihat
Bangaswar, Harigankar Ras, Chandradoy Ras.
and other medicines for urinary diseases.
Chandnprova gurika, Sankar Mata Lowha, ^x',
for piles. See. Sudhanidhi and other medicines for
RaUapitta, Agtahokra, Rvsgagindur, Chaturmukh,
&c., for insanity, Sea. Mirtmanjibani Rag, Bejoy
poitputti, Sarna putputU. Rangagura, and other
best medicines for all kinds of diarrhoea, dysentery,
&c. AgniCumar, Agnigundar, Agnitundi, Krahada
Rag, &c. for dyspepsea, &c. Surbamra-hara lowha,
BrihaUgarla-jara-hara lowha, Jaymangal Rag
Mah jaran-kuga, Jarardak, Ja'^asani, Jarankma]
Mritunjoy, Chandagakhor Ras, Ratmgiri Rag, &o.’,
for all kinds of fever. Batgajankvsa. &c., for
rheumatism, and other medicines for all sorts of
acute and chronic diseases for males, females, and
children, are to be had from him, and also pure and
genuine Rasasindur of all discriptions, such as
Afakaradhaj, Saragunbalyaran, Sea., for which
his family is well noted, can be had from him.
Terms moderate. Medicines free, advice gratis to
the really poor, who may attend at his place of
residence.

ADDRE8.S--66, Colutollah Street, Calcutta.

) a-70

QUICK! SAFE ! ! SURE ! ! f

PATTI. A. CO.’S

Proprietory Medicines,
Prepared and Sold on^ly by Paul &. Co

DRUGGISTS,
’

No. S85-13, Bowhazar Street, Calcutta.

Prophylactic Mixture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, witli Enlarged Spleens,
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable
and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifyincr the
Poisimous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system. Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption,
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-
tmn of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this
repeated at night or at any time when the cough is
troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.
Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheu-

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers. Cutaneous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of theB ood. By Its influence the Appetite is revived, andBlood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly restored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

^

accompany each bottle.
Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
with full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

o g s

of the best quality and gemiiue patent
Medicines are always available at the above .address
at the cheapest rate possible,

T>r. Xiazarus’s Domestic Medicines
Inkantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rg j 4
Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... . j q

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of
"

cases of enlarged spleen),...
... j q

Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea^
”

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ...’
, 2 0

Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken
”

in time), ... ...
. 2 0

Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for
”

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy.
*c-). ••• ... ... , 1 8

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative, ... ... 20

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
”

and safe), ... ... ... j 4
Family Antibilious Pills (stronger

”

than above), ... ...
“

j 4
Family Carminative (lnv.aluable for

”

Children), ... ... . 9 q
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro

'*'

ducing growth of the Hair), ... ^ 2 0
Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-

*’

nic Rheumatism, &c.), o -- ... 1 3
The above are most str ngly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :A priiUed pamphlet giving full instructions is

wrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by MsasRS. E. J. Lazarus & Co.
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Yen-

a-68

DR. D. JAYNE’S
Family Medlolneg.

Per Bot. Per Doz.

EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and^®’
Colds) out of stock at present .. •’8 n

HAIR TONIC (to cure hair falling
off and baldness) ... ..2 8 ‘>4. n

ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
blood purifier) ... 8 24

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for

"

cure of fevers and agues) ... 2 8 ‘’4

LIQUID HAIR 1^ E (changes hair
of any other colour to a beautiful
black without injury to the skin") 2 8 24

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for
cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera) ... j q ,,

TONIC VERMIFUGE ... 0 8 ^ s
LINIMENT, OR COUNTER-IRRI.

tant (an outward application for
Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, <kc.) 0 8 ^ s

SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilious Complaints) ‘...0 8 5 8

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)
The Medical Almanac" for current year is

available on application.

Sykes di. Co.,

1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,
SOLE Agents fob

Dr. D. Jayne A Son.
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A, Va-34
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PSYCHOLOGY.
THE ELEMENTS OF THE PSYCHOLOGY OP

Cognition. By Robert Jardine, B. D. Crown
8vo. Rs. 4-4.

ENGLISH PSYCHOLOGY, Translated from the

French of H. Ribot Hartley, J. Mill, Harbert
Spencer, A. Bain, G, H. Lewis, S, Bailey, J.

\ Stuart Mill. Crown 8vo. Rs. 6-12,

PRINCIPLES OF MENTAL PHYSIOLOGY,
with their Application to the Training and
Discipline of the Mind and the study of its

morbid conditions. By William B. Carpenter,

O.B. Fourth Edition. Thick Crown 8vo.

Rs. 8-8.

body and mind. An Inquiry into their Con-
nection and mutual Influence, specially in re-

ference to Mental Disorders ; to which are add-

ed Psychological Essays. By Henry Maudsley,
M. D. Crown 8vo. Rs. 4-4.

an INTRODUCTION TO MENTAL PHILOSO-
phy on the Inductive Method. By J. D. Morel

A. M. 8vo. Rs. 8-8.

ELEMENTS OF MENTAL AND MORAL
Science. By George Payne, LL.D. Fifth Edition,

1862. 8vo. Rs. 6.

the elements op INTELLECTUAL
Science. A Manual for Schools and Colleges

Abridged from “ The Human Intellect,” by Noah
Porter, D. D. 8 vo. Rs. 9-8.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OP MIND. By Henry
Maudsley m. d. Crown 8vo. Rs. 7-8.

LECTURE ON METAPHYSICS. By Sir William

Hamilton, Bart. Edited by Rev. H. L. Mansel.

B D ,
and .Tohn Veitch, M. A. 2 vols 8vo. Rs. 9.

THE EMOTIONS AND THE WILL. By
Alexander Bain, LL, d. Third Edition 8vo.

Rs. 9-12.

the INTUITIONS OP THE MIND, inductively

investigated. By the Rev. James M’Cosh.

Lii.D.
° New and revised Edition. 8vo.

Rs. 6-12,

the EMOTIONS. By James M’Cosh. D.D.,

Lli.D., 8v. Rs. 6-8.

mental and MORAL SCIENCE, a Compen-
dium of Psychology and Ethics. By Alexander

Bain, ll.d. Crown 8vo Rs. 7-8.

ANALYSIS OF THE PHENOMENA OP THE
Human Mind, By James Mill, with Notes

Illustrative and Critical, by Alexander Bain.

Andrew Findlater, and George Grote. Edited

with additional Notes by John Stuart Mill-

In two vols. 8vo. Rs. 20

METAPHYSICS ;
or. The Philosophy or Con-

sciousness, Phenomenal and Real. By H. L.

Mansel, B. D. Third Edition. Small Crown 8vo

Rs. 5-6.

A STUDENT’S HANDBOOK OP PSYCHOLOGY
and Ethics. Designed chiefly far the London

B.A. and B. Sc. By F. Ryland, m.A. Crown
8vo. Rs. 2-8.

THE PRINCIPLES OP PSYCHOLOGY. By
Herbart Spencer. 2 vols. 8vo. Rs. 25-14.

an EXAMINATION OP MR. J. S. MILL’S
Philosophy, being a Defence of Fundamental

Truth. By James M’Cosh, ll.d., 8vo. Rs. 7-8.

THE BRAIN AS AN ORGAN OP MIND. By H.

Charlton Bastain, M. A., M. n. Crown 8vo.

Rs. 3-8.

Herbert Spencer’s Works.
FIRST PRINCIPLEIS.—The Unknowable, the

Knowable. In. I vol. 8vo* Rs, 11-6,
,,

THE PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY. The Data

of Biology, the Induction of Biology, Morpho-
logical Development, Physiological Develop-

ment, Laws of Multiplication. In' 2 vols, 8vo.

Rs. 24-6.

THE PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGY. The
Data of Psychology, the Inductions of Psycho-

logy, General Synthesis, Special Synthesis,

Physical Synthesis;' Special Analysis. General

Analysis, Corollaries. In 2 vols. 8vo. Rs. 25-14.

the principles OP SOCIOLOGY. The Data
of Sociology, the Induction of Sociology, the

Domestic Relations. Vol. I, 8vo. Rs. 16.

CEREMONIAL INSTITUTIONS, (being part IV.
of the Principles of Sociology). In 1 vo'.

8vo. Rs. 5.

THE STUDY op .SICTOLOGY. Cro n 8vo;'

Ub, 3«.

]
THE DATA OP ETHICS (being Part l’of~the'

Principles of Ethics). In 1 vol. Rs. 5-12.

SOCIAL STATICS
; OR, THE CONDITIONS TO

Human Hapineas specified, and the first of them
developed. In I vol. 8vo. Rs. 7-4.

EDUCATION : INTELLECTUAL, MORAL, AND
Physical. In 1 vol. 8vo. Rs. 4-4. Cheap Edition
Rs. 1-2,

History of Philosophy.
A HISTORY OP PHILOSOPHY, from Thales to

the present time, by Dr. Friedrich Ucberweg.
Translated from the German by G. 8, Morris,
A. M.; with additions by Noah Porter, D. D.
Second Edition. 2 vols. royal 8vo. Rs,28-2.

THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY, from Thales
fo .Comte. By George Henry Lewis. Fourth
Edition, corrected and partly re-written. In
2 vols, 8vo. Rs, 23-

LECTURES ON THE HISTCRY OF MORAL
Phylosophy. A new Edition, with additional
Lectures by William Whewell, D. D. Crown
8vo. Rs. 5-12.

HANDBOOK OE THE HISTORY OP PHILO-
sophy by Dr. Albert Schwegler. Translated and
annotated by James Hutchison Stirling, hh.D,
Seventh Edition. Post 8vo. Rs. 4-4.

Georgre Henry X<ewes.
PROBLEM OF LIFE AND MIND. First Series

8vo. Rs. 8-8.

THE PHYSICAL BASIS OP MIND, with illus-
trations; being the Second Series of Problems of
Life and Mind. 8vo. Rs, 11-6.

PROBLEMS OF LIFE AND MIND. Third Series.
Problem the First—the study of Psychology,
its Object, Scope, and Method. 8vo. Rs. 5-6.

problems OF LIFE AND MIND. Third Series
continued. Problem the Second—Mind as a
Function of the Organism. Problem the
Third—the Sphere of Sense and Logic of Feeling.
Problem the Fourth—the Sphere of Intellect and
Logic of Signs, 8vo. Rs. 10-12,

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,
a-14 Calcutta.

PXK.BPARAH HTTHSHHir.
New Seeds I Good Seeds ! f Fresh Seeds ! f !

The following are the rates,

Seeds for the current year
Steamer Manchester.
60 Kinds of fresh American

Vegetables including sever-

al varieties of cabbages,
mostly new, Cauliflowers,

Knol Koles, and the others

per packet ... ... Rs,

50 Do. of do
40 Do. of do.

or just the same as the
last year ... ... ,,

30 Kinds of choice and double
flower seeds ... ... „

fixed upon our
just lauded per

5 0

25 Do. of do. ... ,, 4 0
20 Do. of do 3 0

20 Do. of fresh Ame-
rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our

country ... ... „ 3 0

8 Do. of field and
grass seeds ... ... „ 1 8

Sea Island Cotton seed (long

staple) per seer ... „ 1 12

Country vegetable seeds for

present sowing per packet „ 1 0

Osage Orange or Hedge seed

per tola ... ... „ 1 0

4 kinds of Bird seeds per

packet ... „ 1

Dp country big headed Cauli-

flower per tola ... „ 1 0

Tobacco seeds of sorts per

paper ... ... ,,0 4

Plants of all descriptions are available in large

numbers for sale. iPrice lists are supplied on appli-

cation free.

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s

monthly Bengali journal “ Krishi Tatwa” are re-

quested to send their names and subscriptions.

Rs. 3-6 to the undersigned.

Price list for Seeds of all sorts—can be supplied

if required.

NETTO GOPAL OHATTERJBA, «

a-18 Proprietor, Pikeparah Nursery^ Calcutta',

Hew and Popular Useful Books.
* Means Price including Packing and Postage

Satisfy your curiosity by reading a New
Novel, the like of which you have

not read in your life.

Man METAMORPHOSED.—

a

New Novel,
translated from the French. This is one

of the greatest and most wonderful Novels ever
printed, having already attained a sale in France
alone of over (100,000) one hundred thousand
copies, The most extraordinary work ever
written. Full of incidents of nature and art,
dramatic, narrative and pictorial. The Author’s
themes, aims, method, and performances excite the
widest attention and the liveliest discussions
throughout the whole of Europe and America,
Readers will find the hook, a euriosUy, to say the
least of it. Price.— Pajoer Cover, Re. 1-8., *Rc. 1-12.
Bound copies, Be. 1-12 *Rs. 2 0.

“ Delay not a moment to read this book, if
you like to get rich, and to drive

away your misfortunes.”

HOW TO BE WEALTHY.-Being a Guide to
Fortune for Everybody, Containing the

most Essential Rules, and Practical Hints, and
Suggestions for success in life, and directing the
Ways and Means—.How to Earn, Save, Invest and
Increase Money, and thereby live comfortaUy upon
a substantial Income. A Book for persons of all
ages and circumstances. “ Each day new wealth
without their care provides, They lie asleep with
prizes in their nets.” Price, Rs. 2. *Rs. 2-4.

Three ways of living,—

a

very useful
and instructive book of advice to all: Price,

As. 8 As. 10

History of the female sex. -con-
taining matter very Curious and Inters.-

mg. Re. 1-8.* Re. 1-12.

\ HUSBAND REFORMED BY HIS WIFE.-A
true story. Very Instructive and Interest-

ing, As.4.*As.6.

LEWIS & CO.,
Suppliers of Goods of all descriptions.

4, Balhmsie Square, East, Calcutta. a-76

Just Landed.
Duke of Buccleuch,” Homoeopathic

Medicines, Phials, corks. Pocket filters, Clinical
thermometers, other requisites, &c.,&c.

Just Published,
STR I-SAHAGHARA

,

A treatise on the Diseases of the females in
Bengalee ;

Including a general knowledge of Midwifery illus-
trated with 14 woodcuts.

Bound in cloth. Price Bs, 2. Postage As 2
2. Family Guide in, Bengalee

; bound in cloth.

o D U u u An. 1.
3. Bishoochika-Beioy „ i, .

4. Shadwisa Chikit-
”

sashar ... 5 rAo 2
To be had at Datta’s.

”

No. 312, Chitpore Road ; Battalah, Calcutta
Illustrated' Price List free to the customers only.

Terms easy Cash. a
B. K. DATTA,

Proprietor.

X.EWXS STSWABT CO.,

CALCUTTA,
IMPORT AND SUPPLY ALL ARTICLES OP
HOUSEHOLD UTILITY OR ORNAMENT

IK

GLASS-WARE, EARTHENWARE,
CHINA,

ELECTRO-SILVER WARE,
Britannia Metal Ware and Cutlery.

For detailed particulars see L, S. & Co.’s lUua-
trated Catalogue which will be forwarded free

of expense on "fetieipt of application.

igf Excellence of quality combined With
neatness guaranteed. a-42
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;:3fO' COOKIE & KELVEY.
20, OXtS COURT HOUSE STREET, CALCUTTA.

manufacturers of fink and complicated watchesWACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OP INDIA.

MODEL WAIVES FOR INDIA.
tren^th

upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
r, v

knowr
attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

TawIii i Euglisii in.anufactnre having powerful full-plate. Lever movements,Oapped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c,

Silver Half Hunting Case.
Cash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250,

Silver Hunting Case,
Gash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Rs, 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 60 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 cash.

-0 -

Rs. 35 cash.
Ditto Lever Escapement

Rs. 45 cash.

3* tr

o '<

w sr. M.

=-ro!z:
S'

S 5»
—. rr-

,

invited to a magnificent selection of massive
elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

COOKE & KELVEY,

CALCUTTA.

INATZONAX. BANK. OF ZNZ>ZA.
EZMZTSO.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4^

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short
periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J. Caupbell,
Mangatr,

T
NOTICE.

IHE Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at
which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street,
where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, is henceforward to be called the
“Sen Press.’’ All communications for the Indian
Mirror Newspaper and the Sen Press to be
addressed aco^dlDgly,

C. Z.AZAHUS GO..
AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,
2. DALHODSIE SQUARE,

CAI.OOTTA.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

.356, 432
Machines.

Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Hand Machine
with polished cover and

lock,

Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines, Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

, .
cover and Hand Accessory,

Sewing Maheines. Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po*
LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. lOO.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers, '

I with cover.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 115.

LOCK-STITCH

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mor-
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120,

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Packing for

Hand Machines, Bs. 2-8,

Treadle ditto, Rs. 5.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a-3

^ NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders,
Oommission will be charged according to the value
of the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
be ascertained by application to the Manager.

I
••
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Provision for Old Age comhimd with a Provision for the Widow and Orpltaut

EXAMPLE.

A Civilian, European or Native, aged 20 next birthday, wishes to lay apart a sum
of about THIRTEEN RUPEES a mouth in sucli a way that his savings will be securely
invested until the time of his retirement from Service

;
and that, should he die beforehand,

a provision will be secured for hia relations. By payment of a sum of Rs. 163-0-0 per
annum (or at the rate of about Rs. 13-0 0 per mensem) as the premium for an Endow-
ment Assurance, he will become entitled to Rs. 5,000 on attaining age 55 ;

and should he,
die before attaining that .age—even after payment of only one year’s subscription— the
full sum of Rs. 5,000 will be paid to hia representatives. [Vide Table III. of Prospectus].

' 2’he Same Provision, if commenced

31

cr
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n
n
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o

at age 25, would cost

at age 30, ,, ,,

at age 35, ,, ,,

at age 40, „ „
at age 45, ,, ,,

about Fifteen Rupees a month
;

about Eighteen Rupees a month ;

about Twenty-one Rupees a month ;

about Twenty-eight Rupees a month
about Forty-one Rupees a month :

a

a
>>
c9
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>

I

The rates for other Ages, also for Endowments payable at Ages 45,50, and 60,

and all further information, may be obtained on application. Premiums can

be paid halj^yearly, quarterly, or monthly, at slightly increased rates.

There is an obvious advantage in effecting Investments of this nature eirly in life:—
by delay the rate of subscription increases death may occur before the intended provi-

sion is made or health may fail and render the life ineligible for Assurance.

ORIENTAL LIFE COMPANY.
Head Office : Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

Manager and Actuary :

D. McLAUGHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Agent for Bengal :

F. A. COHEN,
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A. MZXiTON AND CO.,
HAVE MDCH pleasure IN NOTIFYING TO THE

SPORTING CO'MMUNITV OF INDIA
THE ARRIVAL OF

. ^
Select Importations of Valuable Colts

’

AND

Fllles i Daclngr Ponies.
Likewise Weight carrying Cobs, Park Hacks,

Paper Ohasera and Ladles’ Hacks.
A. MILTON & CO.,

Vety. Surgeons and Livery Stahle-keejiers,
j

156, Dhurbumtollah. '
!

(HUNTER & CO.’S OLD PREMISE^.)
Horses carefally and quietly kroken

Into Saddle and Harness..? ->o

7, Wellesley Place, Calcutta.

Carriages and Horses received for Com
mission Sale. a-75

a- 16

NEW GOODS! NEW GOODS!

F n H NM S HI N D K PAR T MEN T.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CAl.L ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Purnlslilng Hequlsltes.
VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in anv size. HEARTH RUGS. Rs 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS. Pvs. 3 to 12-8. GOCOANUT MATTING. Rs. 1-S to 2 per y.ard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH. Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &c., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 2.5 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Us. 2-4 to 7-S oer pair.

BRASS purdah rings, in all size.s. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, kc., &c.. &o.
A CHOICB ASSORTMKNT OF

I.ACK, MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDA H UEI’P.S, DA \1 A .SK.^

AND CRhTONNES, at all prices

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are

nusurpassed.
We shall be happy to supply Estimates atni semi Patterns post-free to any part of India.

N. B.—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consdmers.
Bruasels Tapestry and Velvet Pile Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coat

Carpetings. i
Blankets.

An immense slock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all
;

THE GREATEST

WOHDER OF MOBERI TIMES!

HOLLOWAYS PILLS

Lon'C PTperiencc has proved these famous remedies to l)o

tnost effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or

the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

cidental to Uie life of a miner, or to those living in the

bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

ag.ainst those evils which so often beset the bui.icn race,

viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of die liver and

stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dy littery,

diarrhoea, and cholera.

Carpets plauned and made in the most economical
manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.
The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, rtc.

The largest assortment in India.

Window CurtalnB,
Lace and Muslin

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some tine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Door BXats.
English—made from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.
M I. .. „ 38 by 24 „

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.
It II II II 38 by 24

Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.
Green, Blue, Crimson, Ac,

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.
Hearth Bug's and Sofa Carpets.

Felt Carpets in several size.s. Felt CarpetiriE bt
the yard

.

Purdah Ztepps.
Qreeu. Blue, Crimson. Maroon. PUiin. and Fanci.

Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Reppii
and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India

r. W. BAK.BH <k CO..
HOSIERS. DRAPERS SILK MERCERS. See., &o.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,

CALCUTTA.
a-23

Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds
ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin

_
disease,'. ; in fact, when

used according to the printed directions, it never fails to

cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

The Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Tettdors of Medicines throughout ihe

(.'ivilized World; with directions for use in almost < cry

Uiiigimge.

<-!** Beware of coimterfeita that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho”M look

to the Label on the Pots and Boxes. r the

address is not 683, Oxford Street, Lou'
,
they

are spurious.

a-26

I Reduction Heduction I

AND

TO LARGE CONSUMERS
A further reduotion.

M r. E. a. D’SILVA has deemed it necessary
to comply with the request of his many

constituents to supply aerated waters at the following
rates.

Soda water in Bombay size bottles 0 10 per doz.
Lemonade ... ... 10 „ ,,

Tonio water ... ... l 0 ,, .,

Gingerale ('gingerade) ... 10 „ ,,

Brisk and Lively ... ... 1 12 „
Medicated waters and beverages such as Roj^qade

Maidens blush, etc., supplied on the shorest notice,
but not less than 3 dozens at a time.

E. A. D’SIX.VA,
CHEMISIS AND DRUGGISTS,

A-1, Pajuh SxiUiST, Calcutta. a-15
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY,
' SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE GENTRY.

J— o
THE NEW rZiEXIBliE BAE1> NECK.X.ET,

THE MOST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,
Manufactured of rich colored Gold. We keep a largre variety In Stock

of all sizes and pricesji'from Us. 80 to Bs. 250 each.
' A very nice Chain, sufficiently '

thick and massive to suit most
tastes, can be bought for Rs, 100

JEWEX.X.EBY
for »

WEDDINGS AND
BIRTH DAYS,

AND I

ALL FESl'IVE
AND

Conunemorative
occasions.

Garnet Ear-

rings, Rs. 36
cash.

Amethyst
Earrings to

match Pen-
dant, Rs. 27

cash.

Gold Ear-
rings, Rs. 32

cash.

Carbuncle Ear-
rings, Rs. 30

cash.

A handsome Gold Pendant set with a line Amethyst, Gold frlng^e,
and g*lass for portrait at back.

Price Rs, 60 cash.

To match, Bracelet, Rs. 66, Broocli Rs. 36, and Earrings, as above.
Illustrated Catalogues post Jree to MLofussil Constituents,

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
Jewellers Xn Ordinary to H. E. the Viceroy and to B. B. ZE,

the Prince of Wales,
«.81 CALCUTTA.

Established 1875.
THE HEW lUVSXCAXi DEPOT,

THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN CALCUTTA,
6,' Dower chitpore Hoad.

DWARKIN & SON,ZMPOHTEHS or MUSZCAD INSTRUMEI^TS
, &c.,

PEOPLE’S HARMONIUMS,,
With one Pedal and no Lid, 5 Octaves, in polished solid oak case, by Alexandre-

IMPROVED CORNETS,
Superior Improved plated Cornet, Military Model with waterkey 5 caooks in box

FLAGEOLETS,
Of Oocoawood, in D, 4 German Silver keys, with Piute head

MUSICAL BOXES.
Small size, 2 airs

MUSICAL ALBUMS,
iu roan leather, gilt edges, and gilt brass clasp, playing two airs

PICCALOS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 5 German Silver keys, slide head ...

<$•28

... Ra. 80 each.

... ), oO ,,

••• »i 7 .,

... ,, 0 ,,

... , 16 ,,

... t, G ,,

Established 1846.

THE DRUGGISTS’ HADE,
36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S.

and “Doranda."
Chybessa

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in ’

Solid Silver.

Cash Rates.

Patent Medicines,
DEAFNESS CURED!!
ALFRED CROMPTON’S

SPECIFIC FOR DEAFNESS,
Noises in the Ears, &c..

Is decidedly the best ifeinedy out for this most
annoying' Complaint.

A single bottle has, in most instances, ejected a
speedy and permanent Cure.

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Price Re. 1. Paching 4 annas,

ALLEN’S ANTIPAT
The great remedy for

Corpulence.
Composed of purely vegetable ingredients,

acting only on the food in the stomach preventing
its being converted into fat. It aids digestion
and cures Dyspepsia,

Price per bottle Rs. 4-0. Packing As. 4 .

I Foreign Mineral Waters.
I .

Pullna TVater.—A bitter Saline piirga-

t

tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz useful in obsti-
nate constipation.

Price per bottle As. 1-4. Packing As. 8.
Vichy Water.—Useful in Kidney diseases

and diabetes, also in gout and hepatic derangement.
Priceper botttle As. 12. Packing As. S.

Friedrichshall Bitter Water.—Alter-
ative aperient, acting on the liver and pancreas
used in diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary
organs. It is made warm and drunk in doses of
half a tumblerful in the morning twice a week.

Priceper bottle Re. 1-2. Packing As. 8.

Kunyedl Janos (Buda Pesth or Ofen) used
externally, it is efficacious in Chronic, Gout, Rheu-
matism, Eczema and Psoriasis. Internally in
Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diathesis, Ulceration of the
Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, &c.

Price gier bottle 1-4. Packing As. 8.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES.
BLISS’S PER PHOSPHODINE

A Safe and reliable Phosphoric
Remedy

FOR

Neuralgii, Nervousness, Lassitude, Ovemvorked
Brain. Nervous and General debility. Failure of
Memory, Dimness of Sight, Depression of

Spirits, Impoverished Blood, Liver
Complaints, ^’c., dx.

Its action is strikingly rapid
;
marked improve-

ment having been frequently experienced iu the
course of twenty. four hours after the commence-
ment of a course.

Price per bottle Bs. 5. Packing As, 4.

Dr. S. P. Banerjea’s Sanjivanl
cleanses the blood of all its morbid and effete mate-
rials, restores the normal functions of the liver,
and keeps the cutaneous system iu its proper
standard of purity.

It is efficacious in the following diseases :

Chronic fevers. Chronic indigestion, Nervous
debility, Piles, Gout, Rheumatism, Baldness,
Sterility, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Chronic Ulcers,
Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, See., &c.

Priceper bottle Rs, 4, Postage Jc., Re. 1.

DR. GHOSE’S FEVER PILL.A Wonderful New Medicine.
Three or four pills generally cure Malarious,

Chronic, and Intermittent Fevers. Where Quiuiue
and other renowned medicines fail, the action of
these pills is marvellous. The ingredients of the
pills are purely vegetables which do not in the
least injure the health or make it delicate,
Pi'icc, Re. 1-0 for ^ dozen and Re. 1-12 for 1 dozen

Postage, A.v. 8 for each packet.

VV'HOLESALE RATES ON APPLICATION,GOBZND GKUNDBR DUTT & COi
WHOLESALE d RETAIL DRUGGISTS.

a-47
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

ADINEZRABt E TRAKSFORmATIOK OP l^ECKANZG AXiINTO TORRENTS OP EEECTRICITV !

ENEROV

NO .kfXORE PAINS

MlPAiN-CURER

rpHE increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Light in England,
France, and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time, be ex-

tensively used for lighting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lightinfr.
We are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills, Public Halls,

Large Durbar Tents, Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railway
Bridge Works, We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof
Electric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensity
of 2,000 Standard 1/andles at the following low rates,

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night

Rs. 50 0

„ 175 0

„ 450 0

! ! ! The cost of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rs. 15 per night at
the monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! I ! /

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine, Carbon
Pencils, &c„ fitted with our improved Hurricane proof. Self Adinstlng, Self Liehtinff
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2,000.

j 07 & &

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs, 1,600,

(TRUE COP V.)

Mr. hMeiiry has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Rakrala
Bridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards.

The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

H. LUCKSTEDT,

hugiuefii', Bitkrala, Sona. Bivigioii, P. N, State Railway

,

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Builders and Electrical Bngineers,

No. 63, Dhurrumtollah, Calcdtta.

Bakrala Bridcb, I

2%th October 1H7!), (

a.37

STEAM ENGINE
FROM

E. 8. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. PESBAW WliJ

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
ami Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
<&c., with Directions for workingO • • • Rs. sou

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving lYinting Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. Thev are
now fitted with a quiek-.speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron AVater-
Tank,which forms also the ash-panaaud an efficient
Water-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anythitv/ in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Stvle

ERASMUS JONES, Printers’ Agent, 6 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.
a-bi
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WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-

tion arising from whatever cause, on any
part of the human frame. A certain cure for

Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia. Colics,

Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings. Old Sores, Ulcers, Pilifes, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every descrintion have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all

other medicines have been tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains 1 ! !

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs, 2, packing As. 8

DARLINGTON & CO.
49, Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.

Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
owu words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.

Call for Darlington’S PainiCdrbr and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of then
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent. Ban-

dora, writes :
— “ We find Darlington’s Pain*

CUREB efficacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Thkodorine,
Superioress F de la Croix. ”

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes " Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer. I am happy to|observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington 8 Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary.

Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor &
Bengal Times, writes from
lately witnessed a speedy and
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple ot applications, aud lu at >ut 4 days dis-
appeared, This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darliu<Jtou’s
Pain-Curer.”

"

To lovers~bf grood'readlng-!

Proprietor of the
Dacca :

— “ I have
complete cure of

Calcutta Magazine, A journal of Literature'
Politics, Science, aud the Arts. Monthly subscrip*
tion, Re. 1, postage, 1 aiina. Times op hulia
saysi—** The Calcutta ^fagazlne should flud luanv
readers.” Friend of India says :

—“ It is ably and
judiciously conductel by Mr. Oweu Aratoon.”
Bangalore Examiner \Ye> should like to
see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library aud Literary lustitute. To ourt
thinking it is quite ou a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”

”

blAntkget,CaUuUa \Magazire, 49, Dhurrumlollah
treeVyValoutta. Bemit |iu half anna postage stamps,

0*24
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THE

CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,
1, LALL BAZAR,

A. J. P A Xt K B R &. CO.

~p^EQ to draw the attention of those about to funmh to their fine range of Conmmwn Sale Rooms

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowst prices.

Those desirous of Selling their Furniture privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu-

ation cash advances made.

0-21

oTL S T O V E 6 .

O INCE the introduction of Oil Stoves iu this country great improvements have been made from time

^ to time iu their construction ; the chief object being, PORTABlLtTY, DURABILITY & SAFETY,

the combined efforts of the Mechanic and Scientist have at last entirely dispelled any prejudice

whatever on that score, and now since Oil Stoves might be considered a success, Matthewsou liss

imported the following and can recommend them as well suited to the requirements of this country.

The “ NON-EXPLOSIVE” by the Adams and Westlake Manufacturing Company. These stoves

are fitted with 1, 2 and 3-four-inch wick-burners ; consumes a moderate quantity of Oil and is per

fectly SAFE,

No. I single 4-inch wick-burner fitted with copper bottomed Kettle and Saucepan, very portable,

Rs. 20.

No. II fitted with 2-four-inch wick-burners with Boiler, Oven, Saucepan, Stewpau, Kettle, and

Fryingpan, full direction for use, Us. 45.

No. Ill fitted with 3-four-inch wick-burners with utensils like No. II, Us. 55.

These Stoves will be found very useful during the Holidays.

R. R. 2»XATTK£WSOI7,

No. 1, CALCUTTA.
'

a-09

BITMR AND CO.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
BY APPOINTMENT TO

His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-
General of India.

TKS CALCUTTA ARHSOURIT CO.
No. 1/1 Mission Row, (Round the corner.)

I
Guns, Rifles, Pistol*, Ammunitions,

^

Shooting Fishing Tackles, Fencing, Archery,

Fos, 43 4' 47, Bentinck Street,

Caloutt'a.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied

at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.

Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
;
a large

stock of both being always kept on baud.
Estimates supplied ou appliuation,

'
' a-60

Also Mathematical Instruments, BcngalH sur
compasses, and Pchhle. Spectacles.

For sale at unprecedented low prices

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott.
dent of the New York Theosonhical Si

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Ct
Institute, Bombay. Price two annas a
Apply to the Indiaat Mirror Office.

WARRANTED

!

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. PARE’3 PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising therefrom.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,

injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,

Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, &c. It

has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and of purifying the blood of all

its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in-

vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy
ami vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary
efficacy of this Blood Purifier iu thousands of

chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects

to be unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ; and 1-12 in the Mofussil
including packing.

Ointment for foul and Mercurial
Ulcers and Eruptions. Price per pot
8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly

free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hep.atic or

Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the

legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the

Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,

restores the internal organs to their normal func-

tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-

tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after

the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 : and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the

cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.

Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory aud Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external apnlica-

tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To be had or'

MAISON DE PARIS.
2, CHOVVRINOHKK. NEAR DHUP.UMTOLLA H.

OaT.<!17TT*.

Wanted agents for the Mofussil, 15 per cent,
commission will be allowed.

Branches and agencies : — Allaba'oad, Burdwan,
Chittagong, Cowhatty. Guptiparab. Jessore.

Jhenida. Kuslitea, Rajhari, Santipore, Serajgunge
and Sylhet. <*-40

NETTROLOLL DAV <b. GO.,

IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND'
COMMISSION A GENTS.

4 & 6, Hare Street, Calcutta.

American ILeroslne Oil

Of the Brightest Quality, per case

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 25
Packets to the case, per case

Manilla Cig-ars.

Manilla Cigars, No. 2 per 1,000
Havauah shape ,, ,,

Bnrmab Glg-ars.
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality

No. 1, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality

No. 3, per 1,000

Coconada Glg-ars.
“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100

Do. small (do.)

“ Babington” No. 1 (do.)

Do. No. 1

small

Us. 5 0

12 8

50
50

25

15 0

10 0

Do. small i

“Burmah” j 6
“ Leisure Hour

^ j g
•' Medium size” i n
“ Queen”

”
”

i 2
“ Half Hour”

”
1 jq

Cblorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne

_ q j2
Terms Cash to accompany order.

NBTTROLOLL DAY & CO.,
4 4" Ba/rt Street, Culcutla

3
2
0

1

0
12
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, D.a.Z.KOVSZB SQUARB, CAZiCVTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the Mofnssil, to a supurb invoice of Musieal Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar aceom

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. The.se Boxes have been manufactured to special ordar*and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfec^tlv in tune
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

^

Box No. 1073, playing*
Poorabee.
Imni.

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

Cash price
Harp or Setar Box No. 1073.L playing 6

1. Poorabee,
2. Imni.

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie),

Cash price Rs

1 .

o

.3.

3.

6 Bengali tunes, 1st series.
1. Bassanto.
f». Kalangrab.
6. Peeloo.

Rs. 100.
Bengali tunes, 1st series.
4. Bassanto.
6. Kalangrah.
6. Peeloo.

125.

1 .

2 .

.3.

Box No, 1075^, playing 6 Bengali tunes. 2nd series.
Sarung.
Bhoirabee.

Kaffee.

'''ash price Rs
Harp or Setar Sox No. 1075^, playing

4.

5.

6 .

100 .

Jhinjuttee.

Bhoirabee.

Eawalee.

1 .

3.

® tunes, 2nd series.
4. Jhinjuttee.
5. Bhoirabee.
6. Kawalee.

125.

Sarung.
Bhoirabee.

Kaffee.

Cash price Rs
m « Bengali tunes, 3rd series.Taza Bhee Taza. 4, Denga Chate Ayore.

Hoga Bhola Janee.
Hilli Milh Punnya. 6. Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 100.
Bengali tune,. Jrd aerlea

1. laza rsnee iaza. 4. Denga Chate Ayore.

a* STi?‘m u-p Kia Hoga Bhala Janee.
3. Hilh Milh Punya. g. Khambaj.

Cash price Rs. 126.

1 .

2 .

3.

NZOHOZ.Z.S & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta.
London:—IWhitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.

OORRENT OR Floating Accounts.
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques

paid from Rs, 10. I<o sums received, or payments
made after 3 p. m., and on Saturdays after 1 p. m.

Government Paper and Securities.
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired

.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange

.

Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made
by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,
payable in Calcutta, or in London at par :

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice — 3 per cent,
,1 at 3 months’ notice 4 ,,

„ at 6 months’ notice 5
,

,, at 12 months’ notice 6 ||

I, at 2 years’ notice 7
’

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn’.
Premia ou Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bids correclfd and rents realised.
Business rules cmarded m application. nA5

SMITH. STANISTREET. & GO.

Pharmaceutical Chemists and
Brngglsta,

BT SPECIAL appointment

7o Hit Bxeellency the Right Hon'hle

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

VicEBOt AND Governor-General op India,

>kc., jtc.,

Have received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

Native Pmces, chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, arc resoectfully solicited
to addi“MP themselves in writi'ng to X, care of
the Printui

Artery Forceps From
tt » Fenestra

,,

Belts, Abdomen
,,

„ Corpulency
,,

„ Riding

„ Carson’s Patent
,,

Catheters, Silver Plated „
Caustic Cases „ ,,

Dissecting Cases
,,

Bar Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings ,,

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete,,
,, Trumpets for Deafness

,,

„ Cornets, Double
,,

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c. 1

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks S ,,
Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk
,, ,,

Elastic Syringes, loz„ to 16oz. „
Electro-Magnetic Machines)

very powerful, single
|

”
Do. do, double

,,
Do. do. pocket

Rs. A. P»

2 0 0
4 8 0
9 0 0
12 0 0
5 0 0

16 0 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
7 0 0

0 0
0 0

3 0 0
9 0 0

4
8

...6 0 0

..-8 0 0

...2 0 0

... 20 0 0

.-. 25 0 0

.. 18 0 0

IS

ENEMA APPARi^kTDS.
firass, single and double From Rs. A. P

notion 12 0 0
Kennedy’s Syphon

• » ••• 9 0 0
Eye Instrument (lases 60 0 0
„ ,, Macnamara’s ,, 36 0 0

Cataract Knives ami Needless 3 8 0
Scissors, curved, Probe, and

8b.arp, pointed, Cross
Action M ••• 4 0 0

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs. &c.
1 > ••• 12 0 0

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-
byns, Mudges, &c., <fec. f » 3 8 0

Minor Operation Instniinentii

Aneurism needles 2 0 0
Abscess Knives, Symes 2 0 0

„ Lancets M ... 1 12 0

II

II

2

1

1

7
2

2

16

80
1

6

2

1

1

2

2
2

7

7
3

6

18
16
8

2

8

36
8

5

7

8

4
8

0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
8

0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Bistouries

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

„ Army Regulation
Probes, Silver

Scalpel and Finger Knives
Scalpels

Scissors

Spatulas, Silver Plated

Tenaculum
Stethoscopes
Speculums Ear

„ Spring Kramers
.1 „ Nose
I, Rectum
„ Silver Plated

Spray Producers, Listers

,, Richardson’s Complete

,, Various Makers
Suspenders
Subcutaneous Syringes
Aluminum Cases
Silver Plated Mounts
Clinical Thermometers

,, With Kew Certificate

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, <Ssc., <Sso.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PHfflNTX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difliculty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from ... 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOB

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s UnoxIdised
Phosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
8CRIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.

The largest and best assortment of Drugs and
Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. k
0, Co.’s and B. I. G. 8. N. Co.’s Steamers.

Wholesale rates on application.
9 k 10, Dalhousib Square,

,

and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street.* o-17

fl-56

Apply to the Manager.
FOR

XlluBtrated Price List,

At 65,'College Street.
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Koog^hly Brldgre Kotlce.

The' Bridge will be closed for traffic on
Tuesday, the 28th September, 1880, from

7-15 to 10-15 A. M.'

G. H. SIMMONS.
0-63 Secretary to the Bridge Commissionera.

SR. J. G. AKTDERSOK,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhurrumtollah Street,

May be consulted at all hours daily.

{At home from 11 to 12 a. m.)

Family engagements in and about Kntally under

special arrangements. a-7

Notice.

All private communications for the Proprietor

of the Indi%7iMirror and the Sunday Mirror
should be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumollab Street.

Surmah Clg’ars, Cigrarettes, and
Tobacco, grood quality.

MADE OV

SAGRIELL & CO.’S

))

300 0

200 0

150 0

200 0
80 0

20 0

25 0
20 0

For Sale.
.

A 6 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand

complete ... ••• ••• Rs* “lOO 0

A 5 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand

complete
A Smaller Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand

(Complete ...
'

... •••

A Dumpy Level with stand in perfect

order

A large size Telescope Trepoid stand

complete
A Smaller Ditto Ditto

An Aneroid Barometer with Thermo-

meter
German SilverCrysta Keyless Watches

for Rough usage Liver Escapement

6 Jewels', soundness and accuracy

guaranteed ...

Ditto Nioklc, Cylinder Escapt.

Apply to
‘ ’

’ J. G. HANHART,
3917,

"
13, Government Place,

CrEN'S35.A.lj,STEA.lH NA.VI-
“EE.”

fU’iinuTtir Kil.DrRK!to Agent*.

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
steamers leave Calcutta, for Assarq^v^yy F.jfidav,

and Goalnndo every Snnday, and leave Debrooghur

/tnwTiwftrd everv Saturday. .i

ritHE Str. Simla will leave

J ' Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,

> the 24th instant.

^^^^^^1 be received attheCompany’s Godowns,

Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

3rd ’ —^HE str. Lahore will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-

’day, the 26th instant,

"^^^^*^^11 be received at the Company s

Godowns, No. 4, iFairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 24tb. '

r, 1 ,1 w -p

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Irani

of Saturday, the 25th.

CAOHAR LINE-NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and uiterme-

diate Stations dvery Tuesday, and leave Cachar

downward every Thursday.

o ri'lHB Str. Assam will leave

X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

^Wj^^day, the 21st instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-

downs. Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,

the 20th,

For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4, Fairlik Place, 1 G. J. Sco-tt,

0, (
Secretary,

a-1

Crushed Food Notice.

FURTHER REDUCTION.

From the 14th Instant, the price of Cook and
Go’s Crushed Food for Horses is reduced to

Rs. 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags.

Crushed Food for Cattle,
to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

Chaff as usual 1-8 per maund, exclusive of bags.

14th August, 1880. a-9

o
Gratis.

NE thousand trials more are wanted to testify

Dr. R. L. Sett’s Specific for Asthma. It is

given free of charge to all asthmatic patients.

Mufussil order should .accompany annas 4 for

packing.
SETT BASACK & CO.

No, 68, Nimtollah Ghat Street,

a-74 Calcutta.

B. M. SZB.CaR’S ABROMA
atjgvstum.

SPECIFIC FOR DYSMENORRHfEA'
OR

Painful Menstruation.

A SINGLE administration daring menses gener-

ally cures the disease, and brings on con-

ception.

For particulars apply to Cr. Bhoobun Mohun
iSircar, No. 77, Mooktaram Babu’s Street, Chore-

bagan, Calcutta.

Price Rs. 3-S. Packing and Postage 4'^, 8.

a-80

i

.

‘ i_ -

STRAY Thoughts on Spiritualism. By Peary
Chand Mittra. Price six annas, To be had

at No. 20, Nimtollah Street. a-71

To Tourists and Travellers of all Nations.

ARGYEE KOTEE.
No. 27, Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.

This Hotel is now open, and is replete with

every convenience and comfort, both for

casual visitors and residents.

Table d’Hote, daily, at 9 a. m. & 7 p. m.

A t Two rupees eight annas per head.

Rooms with board “ at the lowest rates in

ithe city” for equal accommodation. Breakfasts,

Tiffins, Dinners, Suppers, and Refreshments.

&c., &c., &c.

The Proprietors will be glad to reserve accoinino-

dation for intending visitors, on receipt of letter

pr telegram, stating the nature of the accommo-
dation required.

The Hotel is centrically situ.ated within five

minutes’ walk of Government House, the Banks,
^lerchant’s Offices, principal shops and Theatres.
The Billiard Rooms are not yet open, but as

fcoou as first class tables are secured, they will be

Bet up, both on the upper and lower floors. That
pn the former floor being strictly reserved for

•esidents in the Hotel, <z-79

Calcutta, 18th September, 1880.

RIVERS STEAM NAVIGATION
CO., “ EZMZTES.”

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly

from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back,

rf^HB Steamer Mijsore will

I leave Goalundo on Thurs-

day, the 3rd proximo.

rpHE Str. Scinde will leave

X Goalundo for Assam on

’Thursday, the 23rd instant.

For furtli^r. jnformation regarding rates of

freigbta or pasiage, apply to
.

*1 oMACNEILL & CO, .n.n

a-2

Rplfipi'.ofl

Sagriel’s Shape Cigars No. Al. Rs. 12 S per 1,< 00
Do. do. ,, A2, ,, 10 8 ,,

Silk Ties do. ,, Bl. „ ^ 9 8 ,,

Do. do.. ,, B2. ^ 8 0 ,,

Do. do. „ B3. „ 7 0 „
Moulmein Cigars

,, Cl. ,, 14 0 „
Do, do. ,, C2. „ 11 8 „
Do. do, ,, C3. ,, 9 8 ,,

Manilla shaped Dl. »» 15 8 9'

Do.
» >

D2. 10 8
Do. D3. 8 8

9

Havanah shaped El. )> 14 0
9

Do, E2.
9 /

12 8
91

Tiffin Cigars Fl. 99 9 s
9

Do. F2.
»» 8 0

9

Rig 4' Long Size Havana A
Manilla Shape • « • 9> 16 0
Do. do. ...

9 9
15 0 9<

Coconada Cigars N(). S. • • • 99 8 8 0
T. Long and Thin ... 99 15 to 0
Lunka „ ,,

H. . • • 99 9 8 0
Office Burmah ,, I. ... 9 9 7 to 0
Djllyvarden „ J. . * • » 9

12 to 14
Do. ,, K. . • •

f 9 10 8 0
Cigarettes ,, L. • . • 99 9 to 0

Do. M. ... •9 13 to 0
Honey dew Tobacco 4,5 and 6 sticks

to the lb. at 10 to 14 as.

Cavendish Tobacco O-lO to 0-12 lb.

Gold Le.af 1st quality

Do. 2nd

Jamsetji and Sons
Nouroji & Co.,

Framji & Co.,

Harjubhoy & Co,

... 1 to 1-8

Apply to

FRAM.TEE & SON.S,
Calcutta.

Agents in Up-country.
Firozepore.
Lucknow.
Benares.

Cawuporo.
Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons ... Nassirabad.
Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons
Jamaeji and Sons
Pistonji & Co.
The Railway Co-operative So-

ciety

Messrs. Richardson & Co.
Noaroji, Manacji & Co.

Ajineer.

Rawul Pindi.

Jhansee.

Allahabad.
Allahabad,
Fyzabad; «-88

THE INDIAN MIRROR.

M, DAY AND CO.,

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,
AND REPAIRERS

OP ' '*

j

EVERT DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
trinsmltlis,Electroplater a,Bronzera,
j

Eacquerora and Railway Con-
I

' traotora, <kc., <fc.c.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcdtta.

OLOCK Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
;

X) Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
(vater Cans ;

garden watering pots
;
Tea, House,

Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps ; Railway Lamps of every descriptions,

kc., &c.,

Always in hand and made to order.

ALSO
Portable

'-

’Cooking stoves of single and double

1^, SI and 4, inch burner with ovens.

T«rms very moderate. „u>33

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(In Advanok.)

Town,
Rs.. As.

For One Month ... ... 2 8

„ Three Months ... ... 6 0

,, Six Months ... ... 12 0

„ Twelve Months ... .... 24 0
N. B .—The above includes subscription to

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil.

For One Month ... ... 3

,, Three Months ... ... 8

,, Six Months ... ... 16

,, Twelve Months ... ... 32
Foreign.

For Twelve Month.s (via Southamoton) 48

,t I, {via Brindisi) ... 64

Snnday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )

For One Month ... ... ... 1

,
Tiiice Months ... ... ... 2

„ Six Months
„ Twelve Months...

P
0
0

0
0
the

6

0
0
0

a

10

0
0
0
0

o

10

0
0

0
0

( Single Copy Four Annas.
Foreign.

For Twelve Months vvia Southampton;) di2 7., 0

„ ,• ('em Brindisi) ... 14 14 0

.ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas oer iine,.

No Advertisement charged for ic.s8 than a

Rupee.

I

For special contract rates apply to the Mansgor.
N. B.—All remittances should be made pay.able

j

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

^ Printed and published for the Proprietor i.v W. C.
' SoOR, at the Sen Press, at No. 2, Hr-, iIm) Indian

Calootta.
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Telegram.
Editorial Notes.

Abticles :

—

The Oflfer of Eman-
cipation and how it

has been Received.
The Conundrnm Dif-

ficulty.

TheNew Carrjing Com-
pany. »

Brahmo Somaj.
Correspondence.
Provincial.

Literary, Scientific, &c.
Calcutta.

Selections.

Advertisements.

i^eUgrapIiic Jiitdligeure.

• .
- * - — UU tu

coming comets m 1881-6, the Great Pyrami
of Gizeh, Biblical chronology settled bevon
dispute and all prophecy fulfiled. He state
that “these comets are two; sister plienomen
in every respect visible from 1st April t
12.h Jana next, or 73 daya, airato:
across one-fourth of the heavens- oc
cupy 2,025|years in their revolution • eclips
the brilliancy of the midday sun, and form th
Original Light of Creation-tile liJht
which the Genesis of the World opened »’

Alarming no doabl, aa all aonnda proceedin.
from Bedlam are.

FROM TKB OOMMtS-
SZONBR.

Simla, 1st Octobeb.

The 5th Gurkhas and number two Moun-
tain Battery left Quetta yesterday for Sibi,

tne Gurkhas to join General Maegregor, the

Battery to proceed to Kohat. The 3rd Ben-
gal Cavalry and 3rd Punjab Cavalry arrived

at Quetta yesterday, and leave for Sibi on
the 1st and 2nd October respectively. Head
Quarter’s Cavalry Brigade accompany the

3rd Punjab Cavalry. The 1st Bengal
Brigade was at Mel Karez yesterday.

General Macgregor reached Khost on the 29th,

and is expected to be at Hnrnai to-day. He
reports his difficnlties about supplies at an

end. No news of importance has been

received from Candahar. The sick and
wounded everywhere are doing well.

(gdiioriitl

The Indian Christian Herald is our

authority for the information that Miss

Rama Bai, the celebrated Mahratta lady,

will be married on the 13th instant, to Babu
Bipin Behari Dass, M. A., B. L., a Pleader

of the Judge’s Court, Sylhet. The marriage,

we understand, will be celebrated according

to the provisions of Act III of 1872.

:o.-

A LATE number of Cassell’s “ Naturaj

History” relates an amusing story of a parrot

who was a competitor for a prize for linguistic

attainments in a parrot show in the

North of England. After several other

birds bad exhibited their powers and the

cover was at length taken off his cage,

he first took a rapid glance round at the-

company into which he had been so suddenly

introduced, and then exclaimed, “ By Jove !

what a lot of parrots!” of course carrying off

the prize by the acclamation of the judges.

Many snch parrot shows are held annually in

Gsicutta in the Senate House of the Calcutta

University.

———;o:—

The Bomba)! Gazette has recei ved a post
|

card from a gentleman at Simla announcing

India
^

is indebted to scholars for all
the dignity which she has acquired as

celebrated for learning and
civilization. Take the case of a single one
among them

;
we refer to Dr. Buhler of

Bombay,who left India the other day. Darinjj
the past ten years he collected by purchase
or otherwise some 5,000 manuscripts
for Government relating t» the Brahmanical
or Jain religions. They comprise Vedas,
Vedangas, Purans, Maliatmyas, poetry, and
fiction, grammar, glossaries, rhetoric, bio-
graphy, history, law, logic, philosophy, astro-
nomy, arithmetic, ^c. He also made many
purchases for himself and his frends.
All these are certainly worth their weight in
gold, being records of a civilization as wonder-
ful as it was certainly unique.

Mb. Sboshi Chunder Ddtt, author of
“India : Past and Present,” a work which we
noticed in these columns some time ago,
doubts if ever India will be wholly or exten-
sively Cliristianised. “ Vedantism, pure and
simple, he says, “is too difficult and metaphy-
sical to answer the wants of the rising gener-
ation. Pouranism is too absurd to satisfy
them nor can tliev now go back to the
simplicity of the Sanhitas. For the really
educated minority theism, as they understand
it, has answered and may continue to
answer. But for the mass some general
religion is absolutely necessary; and if

Brahmoism supplies that want, it will have
achieved a great good, greater than any that
has been attempted since the days of Chai-
tanya.”

:o: —

The Maharajah of Jaypore is dead; long
live the new Maharajah of Jeypore. Sirdar
Kayam Sing was proclaimed Maharajah on
the 30th ultimo, on which occasion he spent
five lakhs of rupees in feeding the Hindus
and Mahomedans of the city. Government
has recognised his title by creating him
a G. C. S. I. By the vvay, may
we ask one thing ? Why has Govern-
ment been so unwilling to honor the
memory of the departed prince in a public
manner? Ram Sing was one of the staunchest
friends of British rule; he received all the
honors and titles which Gorernment had it

in its power to bestow; he was a Councillor of
the Empress, and more than once sat in the
Legislative Council of the Empire. Would a
public recognition of his worth be un-
advisable and ill-considered ?

;o:

One need not be an adept in astrology to
know all the good or bad signs of a man’s life.

Bad signs may be perceived in a variety of
ways. It is a bad sign, for instance, if a
Brahmo does not quietly sit for prayer for at
least five minutes every morning

; it is a bad
sign if he sleeps during service; it is a bad
sign if he does not go to church

;
it is a

bad sign if he does not rise from his
prayers with eyes moist

;
it is a bad

sign if music cannot attract his heart
; it

is a bad sign if he is fond of reading nothing
bat novels and sceptical works; it is a bad
sign if he is afraid of touching a sceptical
author

;
it is a bad sign if he speaks against

the New Dispensation
;
it is a bad sign if

he derides a prophet
;

and it is a bad sign
if he laughs at the pilgrimages described in
the Sunday Mirror.

Christ said. Do not take the name of
the

^

Lord
^

thy God in vain, and also.
Avoid vain repetitions. Chaitanya, on
the other hand, insisted upon the Name
of Hari as the only way to heaven.
Repeat the Name a hundred times, a thou-
sand times, if necessary, till your salvation is
achieved. The Brahmo Somaj accepts both
views as correct. But how are they recon-
ciled? In this way. We are to avoid vain
repetitions; in other words, if the word God is
unable to raise a fresh idea or feeling every
time it is ottered, the repetition may lead
to sin. Every devout believer is expected
to cultivate his spiritual instincts in snch a ‘

manner that as soon as he hears theiname
of Hari, he feels a fresh stimnlus, ex-
periences a fresh delight, hears a new sort of
music and indulges in newer aspirations and
longings. If Hari be repeated ten times, and
each time in a new way, the process ceases
to be a repetition.

That noble-hearted philanthropist. Sir
\Vilfrid Lawson, who has done and is doing
snch good service to the Temperance cause,
certainly deserves the cordial thanks of all

‘

Natives of India who are trying, however
humbly, to advance the cause in this country.
We are, therefore, very much gratified to learn
that the President of the Indian Reform Asso-
ciation lately addressed a letter to Sir Wilfrid
Lawson, congratulating him on his recent suc-
cess in Parliament. A portion of the letter has,
we see, been pnblished'in the Alliance- Newa,'^
We reprodnoe it elsewhere. Sir Wilfrid’s
roply, which has been placed at our disposal,
we give below. It will no doubt interest out
readers, and cannot fail to encourage all work-
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ers in the Temperance cause

House of Commons.
«*• r.. „ August 1880.
My Dear Sir,—Many thanks to you for your

kind note.
It is very pleasant to find that our fight against

the demoralizing Dr^k Traffic is watched with so
much interest by our warm friends in so many
parts of the world.
Who knows but that we may live to see the day

when Governinents which profess to be the Govern-
ments of civilized countries,may cease to raise their
revenues from the Drink and Opium with which
at present they degrade and ruin their fellow-
men.
With very kind regards and best wishes for

your success in India,

Yours Very Truly,
Wilfrid Lawson.

;o:

Mr. Gladstone, says an English paper, can
hardly fail to have been impressed by the
reception he obtained on bis return to Parlia-
ment. Men of all parties appeared to be
equally pleased to see him in his place again

]

and the feeling which prevailed in Parliament,
prevailed in every part of the country. The
truth is that at this moment Mr. Gladstone
enjoys almost absolute supremacy

;
and there

is hardly any enterprise which he might
not undertake with a fair hope of executing
it. A good many people talk rather

solemHly about this concentration of power
in the hands of one man

;
and, no

doubt, it is a fact which deserves to be atten-

tively studied. It should, however, be observ-
ed that there is nothing exceptional in the
authority which Mr. Gladstone now wields.

When he was last in oflSce, bis position was
very much the same

;
and for a time the in-

fluence of Lord Beaconefield was, if possible,

still greater. If we look to other countries,

we same tendency to make
one

,

man the supreme representative of the

popular will. In Germany Prince Bis-
marck can do exactly what he pleases

;

and if M. Gambettais not quite so important
a man in Prance, his importance is certainly

much more considerable than would at one
time have been thought compatible with Re-
publican ideas. All over Western Europe, the
deraoefatio movement has advanced during
the present century with extraordinary rapidi-

ty, and it seems, on the whole, to be opposed
to the authority of mere assemblies. The
multitude has some difiSculty, apparently, in

believing in the reality of government unless
there is a predominant voice to which it may
always listen with confidence and respect.

/o;

The following account of Queen Victoria’s
daily occupation will be read with interest :

The Queen has special hours and special days for
particular departments of her work. Family ad-
ministration and imperial administration are the
two chief heads under which these duties may be
ranked.
Her Majesty has extensive family connections

throughout the whole of Europe, These she main-
tains by an active correspondence,and the whole of
one day in the week is devoted to writing letters
to absentjrelatives.

There are other private affairs of royalty not
less exacting. All accounts, all bankers’ pass-
books, are, in some shape or other, personally
presented to the Queen.
The officials about the Court are besieged by

telegrams from the outside world, and it is rare
indeed when, even in the depth of the long
vacation at Balmoral, they reach a smaller daily
total than fifty.

Thus it is that the Queen gives three hours a
week on alternate days to the attention of tele-
grams alone.

One day being deducted as above for the'despatch
of the private business of royalty, there remain
five working days for the despatch of the business
of the.Btate.

her Ministers and
to the different departments of imperial affairs can
•o»Wtly be better described than by saying that

while the sovereign may not know all that is in
progress at the Foreign Office, the Indian office or
The Colonial Office, she demands'that the means of
knowing shall be always within her reach.
Then there are private letters of Ministers to

Her Majesty
; every Parliamentary chief of every

department in the state periodically reports him-
self and the condition of his office to the Queen.

Letters are brought to Balmoral by a Queen’s
messenger. The sorting of the contenis of the
colossal mail-bag will take upwards of an hour,
and then Her Majesty will be informed that all is

ready. M any letters are left for the royal hands
to open’

;o:

We read from time to time confesslona in

such journals as the Inquirer and the Chris-
tian Life of the decline of Unitarianism in

England. The reports roceived from corre-

spondents have convinced the former that the

results of Unitarian Work are “ in most cases
far from encouraging or sa’isfactory.” “Some
of the congregations seem to be either in a

stagnant condition, or almost on the verge of

extinction, except in the great centres, London
and Bristol.” The latter journal says ;

—“It
should be the aim of every friend of our de-

nomination to discover what this difference

is, and to try to rectify it. Is it in the want
of attention to the religions training of our
young people? Is it in oar having no
definite religions view in which to train

them ? Is it in our readiness to coquet
with Secularism and every other passing

novelty that wears an air of negation ?

Whatever it be, let ns find it out, for the detec-

tion of a disease is half the cure.” If we were
asked to state our opinion on the matter, we
should say that Unitarianism is too vague
and undefined to be a power. Up to this moment
we do not know who can and who cannot be

Unitarians. The membership of their church
consists of persons of the most widely diver-

gent views—of persons who in belief and
practices are almost as good as orthodox
Christians, of those who may, without any
sacrifice of principle or any scruple whatever,

rank themselves as theists, and of those again

who are clearly on the road which leads, and
has led,many to Agnosticism and other simi-

lar isms. A church which represents such a

largo variety of individual opinion, cannot, in

going to satisfy all people, satisfy any one.

The character of its creed is itself an ex-

planation of the reason why it cannot prosper.

Unitarianism is a protest against ortho-

doxy, and a protest is nothing but in-

tellectual. Hence it happens that our friends

are so largely occupied with theology and
theological criticism. As the most ad-

vanced of sects, they must needs keep abreast

of the times; and, while making love with

science, they forget the old fire that gave
primitive Christianity its divine force and
strength. They are, in fact, too afraid of or-

thodoxy to care about the old doctrines that

taught truth and nothing else. The criticism

which our own utterances receive from them
serves to confirm this view a great deal. Some-^
times we wonder at the shallowness which
characterises most of that criticism—a fact

which convinces us that our friends do not care

to understand or appreciate or even examine
things that belong to the spirit. As we
have said, they are too afraid of orthodoxy to

think that any trnth may lurk underneath
it. Orthodox doctrines are, according to them,
untrne, and there the matter ends. It does

not strike them, however, that untruth kills

and that every religion began with some great

truths. All great doctrines were the result of

the perception of real spiritual wants in the

human sonl. Those who wish to study great

doctrines should penetrate into the inmost
recesses of the soul, and there find the solution

of those mysteries which perplex the ration-

alist’s intellect so deeply.

THE OFFER OP EMANCIPATION
AND HOW IT HTAS BEEN

RECEIVED.

Ladies, we beg to wait upon you as a
deputation from the Female Liberation

Society with a view to offer you such warning,
.monition, counsel, and help as may bring
about your liberation. We are desired to say
that the important Association we represent

sincerely sympathize with you in the sorrows
and sufferings of your secluded life.

We are very much affected to see

you imprisoned in the Zenana cell and
suffering the excruciating tortures of rigor-

ous imprisonment to which cruel Hinduism
has consigned your hopeless and helpless

lives. Not only are you unhappy, but yon
have also been demoralized by this unna-
tural seclusion. Segregated and separated

from the more educated and saintly sex, you
have all been more or less vitiated, and
you have suffered intellectual and moral
degradation which is really a national

ca’amity of the darkest dye. You are little

better than slaves at our feet. Intellectually,

morally, socially, religiously and politically

you are no better than slaves, deprived of all

the higher privileges and prerogatives of
humanity. Wo pity you and compassionate
your woes and sufferings, the very sight of

which makes our patriotic hearts bleed.

Take courage, gentle ladies, and faint not.

The Liberation Society will rescue and li-

berate all slaves. The plan proposed is

excellent. You shall be provided with open
carriages, in which you shall drive every
evening through the streets, to places of
amusement, and there you shall find salva-
tion.

Gentlemen, we, the inmates of this'.
Zenana-prison, beg most thankfully to ac-
knowledge your grandiloquent address and
the super-human sentiments of philan-
thropy which breathe in every word. I
am desired by my sisters to say that we regard
yonr “ advice gratis” with the utmost con-
tempt, and abominate that high and pre-
sumptuous position from which you venture
to look down upon us and teach ns. Do you
think you are saintlier, simply because you
are men and we women ? Are you free be-
cause you walk in the streets,and we slaves be-
cause we live in the Zenana.Virtue is freedom.
We who move freely in the path of chastity
domestic duty and social virtue,are free indeed’.
While those aradng you who look upon woman
with lustful eye and flirt with them spell bound,
are slaves held in the chains of corruption.
Such men are not fit for woman’s society.
Shall bondsmen living in the den of vice and
sensuality mix with women whom truth and
purity have made free ? Tell your society
that we honor aud seek the company of those
only who are thoroughly moral, and who love
God more than carnal pleasure.We indignantly
reject the offer of those dangerous vehicles yon
speak of, whicli are meant to drag us and onr •

nation down into the depths of sensuality
and free love. Gentlemen, liberate yonraelvea
before yon try to liberate us.

THE CONUNDRUM DIFFICULTY.

Among the Bishop of Calcutta’s flock

there are some unworthy men who regard

themselves as being morally inferior to Jesus,

and are so far degrade*! as to associate in a

friendly spirit with those unclean ootcast®
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known «3 B mil 11108 of the Navv Dispensation.

There are others,however,of whom the Church

and the Bishop may well be proud. Tliey look

upon tlieBrahrao movement as a delusion and

an abomination. In the plenitude of their

Cliristian saintliness they believe they have

outgrown Christ and substitute in place of his

old obsolete scripture, “ They that are

not against us are for us ” a new

gospel—“ they that are not against us are

surely against us.” These evangelical

saints think that every thing that is not al-

together and in name Christian must be

Mahomedan, infernal and Satanic. Among
this latter class is the gentleman who has

been lately coaching the Indian Church

Gazette. He feels tempted to define

the Brahmo leader as a “conundrum,”

but he does not clearly say that he has

been able to resist the wiles of the

tempter. Perhaps the Padri gentleman

does not think it wrong to be tempted.

For was not Christ himself tempted ? But
why is the Brahmo Minister a conumlrum
and a puzzle, worthy to be given up by those

who hitherto treated him “ with some amount
of respect ?” Because some time last

year, we are told, he sketched out a sort of

Koran, and his present attitude war-

rants the supposition that he’ “ wishes to

pose as another Mahomed,” although “ the

Babu denies he is a prophet.” Our contem-
porary evidently means the Brahmo prophet

is very like the prophet of Arabia, an im-
postor and a deceiver, whose creed is sensuali-

ty and fanaticism. From an undisguised

statement like this our brother with saintly

modesty recoils. He does not impeach
anybody. He only calumniates by throwing
out insinuations and innuendoes. If lie said

clearly and unequivocally,—“ that man is

a second Mahomed, a veritable impostor and
humbug,” then the Babu would cease to be

a conundrum. He would be plain and
clear as ice. The first impostor Mahomed
was never treated as a conundrum. Why
should the second, he of Bengal, be ? The
fact is our brother was not aware that he was
cutting away the branch on which he was
seated. He began by stating the conun-
drum difficulty, and shortly after he solves

the puzzle himself and proves that it

is no puzzle at all, but clearly “ another
Mahomed,” a pretender, making himself the

very “ mouth piece ” of God. But let

none accuse our contemporary of any malice

towards any individual Brahmo. He only

means to put down a public evil. For not
only is the leader of these men, the Brahraos, a

detestable impostor and a cheat, but their God
too is no God, but only whatever-it-may-be.

Never did a Christian show a greater profu-

sion of Christian charity and truthfulness.

Our clerical brother summarily dismisses

the Great God whom we worship with
a parenthetical “whatever it may be.” O holy

saint, art thou so pure, so holy that our Divi-
nity is sham in thy eyes ? Shall we not ac-

cept thy warning— Hear ye Israel, your leader

is a cheat and your very Goil a delusion. I

am the only hope of fallen India, greater than

Christ and more Divine than Divinity itself.

Our brother seems much disturbed, because
of our pilgrimages to saints, among whom
ho is not one. The Ladies’ Journey
to the Spirit Land is also very mortifying to

him. Wliy should our ladies be an eye-sore?
If they had undertaken a journey to the Land

of refinement and flirtation,there would have

been no objection. Brahmo ladies going into

tlie spirit-world ! Nonsense! Alas! our bro-

ther sees Qotbing good in us. Cau anything

good come out of the Brahmo Bomaj ?

THE NEW CARRYING COMPANY.

Although this firm has been organized

quite lately and on a very small scale, its

operations will, wo may confidently predict,

soon achieve a large measure of success. Its

highest recommendation lies in the fact that

it enjoys State patronage and has already

been subsidized. We must, however,

say that the New Carrying Company has great

many obstacles to contend with, and that for

some time to come its work will be of a very

difficult and ardiions character. The snccess

of the concern is certain. Regarding its po-

pularity,however,there seems to be some doubt

in the minds of many in the bnsiness world.

They seem to think that for some years

many will refuse to avail themselves of the

services of the company. Those who have,

goods to dispatch may for good reasons,

stand back. They are probably afraid their

goods inny be damaged during transit, and
may not fetch good prices on arrival at their

destination. There are men who think that_

the fact of Government subsidy may have,

afifected the popularity of the Company and
may imperil their interests. We are inclined to

take a different view of the matter. The
concern may not be very popular in the begin-

ning
;

it may not inspire public confidence and

may not receive snfficientpnblic patronage for

some time. But it will prosper in the end, as

all honest and nsefnl public undertakings do,

and it will pay. Let not shareholders bo

dismayed or discouraged. Wo can only say

to them ;
—“ Gentlemen, have patience.”

Two tilings ought to be considered. First,

the Directors are all good men and honest,

and are actuated solely by disinterested

pliilanthropy. Secondly, the object is land-

able and benevolent, and worthy of patronage.

Perhaps many of our readers are not aware of

the exact purposes of this new concern. The
Company undertake to carry all books on

science, sclent lie instruments and inacliinery

to the new city. These things are selling at a

discount and fetch very low prices. But in

the new city they are in demand, and are ex-

pected to realize incredibly high prices. Some-
liow or other a notion has spread among the

people tliere that all scientific books are God’s

scriptures and bear tlie Divine Author’s name,

and that all scientific apparatus and machines

.al.so bear the name of God at Manufacturer.

How this notion has entered their beads do

body knows. Some say they have seen and rend

the Divine name, witli their own eyes, printed

in gobi. Others any there is an ancient

prophecy that in tlie nineteenth century all

science shall be revered as scripture and all

scientists as Nature’s prophets. Whatever the

reason may be, tliere is a large demand for all

scientific books and instraments and profes-

sors. As soon as these reach the city, hun-

dreds of men and women rush to buy them

and in a moment they are sold off at enor-

mously high prices. Tliese books are so

highly prized that they are at once taken and

put into the cliurch library along with the

Bible aud the books of tlie holy fathers. The
professors of science are also treated with great

respect and permitted to preach withont

any cereinoiiy from the pnipit. The intelli-

gence has already encouraged not a few to

leave their secular profei^sions here and gojand

settle in tlie new city as preachers. Men and

books are already moving on though not

in great numbers. But still the work has

commenced, and the concent has opened under

good auspices. We hear that Governiuput

has ordered all scientific books and instru-

ments in the Libraries of the several

Presidency Colleges in India shall be

sent off on an early date, and all also

all things in the Laboratory attached to each
Medical College. Some of the professors,

we hear,raised objections on tlie score that the

idea of regarding science as scripture is absurd,

and ought not to be countenanced by
a liberal Government. But the objection

has been overruled. During the Pujah
holidays some of our friends ought to

go to the new city, where they may see

professors of science and authors of scientific

works preaching serngons on texts, culled from
passages in books on chemistry, astronomy,
geology, physiology and anatomy.

The Arya Nari Somaj met again on Friday
last. The theme of discourse and communion was.
Access to the Speaking God.

The Brahmo pilgrims will carry out quite a new
idea to-day. Leaving the world of atheism and
positivism, they will undertake a spiritual pilgri-

mage to the Prophets of Science. The journey to
the Temple of Science is a most significant move-
ment, and cauuot fail to contribute to the growing
catholicity of the Brahmo Somaj.

Referring to the pilgrimages to Mahomet and
Chaitanya, the Statfisnan remarks :

—“Brahraoistn
under the guidance of the Minister is showing
some singular developments in these days.” Very
true. Each pilgrimage is singul'ir. But when all

these pilgrimages are taken into account, Socrates
and Moses, Christ and Buddha, Chaitanya
and Mahomet, they become plural, and
are no longer singular. Their beauty, their ca-

tholicity lies in their plurality. Those who look
only upon one isolated fragment may find much
to ridicule aud condemn.

The following paragraph appears in the
Independent, whose kindly appreciation and uni-

form courtesy we have often thankfully acknow-
ledged :

—

“ In view of the fearful immorality practised in

India, and especially among the educated Natives,
who have lost faith in their own religion, the

Brahmo Somaj has What it calls the ‘ Puritan
Brahmo Club,’ of more than a thousand mem-
bers. whose vows are ;

‘ 1. 1 will abstain entirely from liquor.
‘ 2. I will shun the company of women of loose

character.
‘ 3. I will not countenance or encourage fl,irta-

tion.

‘ 4, I will treat as an excommunicated outcast
every man guilty of systematic fornication or
adultery.’

This is the Society which some hyper-Christian
writers are attacking, as getting up a new idolatry.
We do not believe a word of it.”

(Ciorre.^lloiHlcnce.

[
If> do not hold ourselves in nny way rexponsihle

for the opinions of out correspondents,— S, M.]

A REPLY.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR,”

Sir,— I must confess to a sense of difficulty in pro-

perly understanding what the ‘‘Admirer of

‘Basauti’ ” means. Admiration, for all that is true

and bsautiful, is, indeed a healthy sentiment; but
when it gets the better of our good sense, captivates

our judgment, clothes shadows with all the import-

ance of reality, it becomes, perhaps, the most
injurious of all passions,

A most absurd idea seems to have got into the
“ Admirer’s ” head that reviewers notice books

without reading them through. Nothing could

be further from truth. Such a state of things

could become possible ouly when the books are

unusually stupid and dull, aud the reading them
through an admirable feat of patience. I hold my
citimate of “Basauti” to bo anything hu t unfair
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and I see no reason why I should change my
opinions. I have made no statement which has

been leh unsupported by reason.

The “Admirer’s” allusion to Meghnadhadh is

irrelevant, and has no more bearing upon the

present question than the late explosion at Messrs.

Manton’s upon the gunpowder plot of Guy
Fawkes.

Yours &c.,

The Reviewer of Basanti.

ABSTRACT OP A LECTURE DELIVERED TO
THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE ACQUIRE-
MENT OF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—

I

shall feel much obliged by your publish-

ing the following in your next issue. It is a

lecture delivered before a gathering of young men
in Calcutta:

—

In our last lecture, we showed that “man should

worship.” We pointed to you that the practice of

worshipping was nniveral, and that it was based on

an universally approved craving which consisted

of adoration, love and a desire to please the

object of worship. We brought to your notice

that there was nothing unnatural in expe-

riencing these attitudes of minds; as man w
made to admire the sublime or the excellent, he

is made to return love for love and to serve or

please one he loves. The effect of worship we

proved was the assimilation of the character of

the worshipper with that of the worshipped. In

our present lecture we shall try to show “ hovr

to worship.”

God should be worshipped in two Ways, sub-

jectively or mentally, and objectively or practical-

ly. The effect of worship, I have already said,

is the assimilation of character. Let us then

adopt such means as are best calculated to ensure

this end. How can this be done ? You have only

to do exactly the same thing which you do when

you wish to mould your life by the character of your

friend whom you admire and esteem. What do you

do in such a case ? You come in contact with

him as frequently as you can and study his

character as closely as possible But how can

yon go to God ? Why, it is easy enough. Is He not

an abiding presence? Not an abstract presence,

but an intelligent and moral presence. He is

present every where as a Person invi ible, as

real as the presence of any human being. Rising

from simple belief to faith, you will perceive the

presence of an invisible Being watching

closely every thought and every action of

yours, and looking after your welfare with

the earnestness of a mother. Thus you see,

gentlemen, that the first condition of wor-

ship is the cultivation of faith in the abiding

presence of the living God. The next step is to

study his attributes as manifested in the world of

mind and of matter, and in the daily incidents

and facts of one’s own life. Here you can take

the help of all the sciences you know of. Observe the

infinitely wise and good arrangements of this world

with the eye of science. Analyse any object, and you

will be overpowered by feelings of gratitude and

love towards its Maker. Take a tree for instance.

Look at its physical aspects, its green foliage, its

effects on your body, its beautiful flowers,

its nourishing fruits, its heat absorbing and air-

purifying power, its medicinal properties and the

morals which you can draw from it. When you

see it with the eye of faith, you will see in it the

pretsence of a merciful Father showering His

blessings without end.

In order practically to carry out what you have

said, you should concentrate the ideas gathered by

observation and study into some symbolic

words or short creeds, as they are called, and by

means of them meditate daily for some time on

the different attributes of God, mz. His presence,

His intelligence, His infinity, His goodness. His

holiness, and His joy-giving power. As you cannot

support your life unless you take your daily food,

so you cannot support your soul unless you wor-

ship daily. If you do this daily, I can assure you,

gentlemen, that the deeper and deeper phases of

Godhead will be revealed to you, and you will

gradually and imperceptibly imbibe His attributes

and mould your life accordingly. Thus much for

the subjective portion of worship.

Now to the objective portion or practical wor-

ship. You known, gentlemen, that a feeling or idea,

when not reduced to principles,and the principles,

when not reduced to actual life, cannot last long
;

nor can they influence and mould life. You should,

therefore, always struggle hard to reduce to prac-

tice, as far as possible, the ideas and feelings

whicii youl derive during the subjective wor-

8bip< PrftW your ideals from God* and try to abide

by them. It will involve a life-long struggle, and
you will find that this life is not a life of ease
and self-indulgence, but a life of struggle for
progress; an uphill course towards Heaven by
which I mean godliness. You will find many a
stumbling block in your path, mostly of
your own making—xw., the effects of the
abuse of your powers which were so mercifully
given to you to help and not to resist your progress.
We must be exerting and self-helping,but our exer-
tions unhelped by a power other than our own,
will not avail much,

Yours &c.

,

R. M. B.

FINAL REPLY OF “J.T.T.” TO “ORTHODOX
CHRISTIAN.”—J7.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,

—

In continuation of Part 1.

Your correspondent prints 2 columns in juxta-

position : the left hand column showing “ rea-

sons ” for limited, and the right hand column for

eternal punishment hereafter. In the latter, he
jots down eleven reasons which he is pleased to

consider as “ impassable gulfs for Unitarianism.”
In the former he enters tioo. Let us see what the

impassable gulfs are worth,

—

(1) “Man’s sin is endless." This is a

assertion, destitute of one scintilla oi proof. If there

is proof, let it be produced. It >s not in accordance

with the so-called “Word of God.” It rejected

by the greatest Christian thinkers of the present

day. Does your correspondent maintain that it

is a self-evident truth? 1 maintain that it is

not, and if it is not, then it can be proved. It is the

rotten foundation of the whole superstructure of

spiritual despotism and Protestant “orthodoxy.’’

(2) “The blinding and hardening nature of

sin.” I quite admit this : but recollect we are talk-

ing about “the next phase of life,” where, ex-

kypothesi, man is to be a “responsible” hexngjj free
to exercise choice among motives," There is no-

thing to prove that because sin “blinds” and
“hardens” here, it must do so there, and if there

is no forthcoming for it, then it is ne ther

more nor less than an assumption.

(3) “ The great law of habit which binds the

sinner.” This is (2) expressed in different words.

(4) “The infi’'ite opposition of God to sin.”

This has already been discussed ad nauseam.

(5) The necessity in God’s nature to punish sin

adequately.

I have more than once admitted this, but deny
that it involves ‘^eternal punishment.”

(6) “God’s opposition to sin being infinite, the

penalty must be a just expression of that opposi-

tion.” See remarks under head (4).

(7) “ The man who refuses to be won to God by
love, mercy, and forbearance while on earth, is not

likely to he forced to love Him by punishment
hereafter.”

Your correspondent is again inconsistet with

himself. In one place he tells us that man here-

after will be a free, responsible agent, capable of

exercising choice among motives, whereas here he
as good as tells us that compulsion by means of

punishment is the only motive power that could

pofisibly act upon him.

(8) “The physical and organic laws of God’s uni-

verse contradict the theory that it is never too late

to mend.” It is rather amusing to find an “Ortho-
dox Christian” trying to defend a position by a re-

ference to the “laws of Nature,” when we remember
that these laws furnish the “unorthodox” with

their soundest arguments. But be that as it may, I

totally deny your correspondent’s position, and
maintain that itj.v “never too late to mend.” My
position is true as regards our earthly life, and
this affords a strong presumption that it is also

true of the next phase of life. As for the scriptural

argument, there is more in the Bible to favor

my position than that of your correspondent.

(9.) “And if the whole earth should believe it

and act on it, this earth would become a pandemo-
nium.”
To this venturesome assertion 1 reply, “that

remains to be seen;” as an argtment it is worthless.

(10.) “The whole analogy of Nature points to

one chance, one life which, if we throw away, can
never be recalled.”

I advise your correspondent to bp. somewhat
chary of the use of analogies. On - of his analogies

was that “ we punish people for the goo<l of

society,” and I turned this analogy against himself
in such a way as to call forth bis present letter.

(11.) “ The past is irreversible, therefore any
actiuus of ours can never undo it, hence sin

must be puaished or atoned for.”

Granted. Sin will meet with adequate nunish-
ment. I have thus carefully but very briefly gone
through the eleven “ impassable sulfs,” and find

them to unmitigated “ shallcnos." As arguments
for eternal punishment, they are absolu'ely futile.

Most of them are based upon (1) which is itself a
baseless assumption. Now let us proceed to con-
sider the left hand column which contains reasons

assigned for limited nunishment hereafter,

(1) “ Man’s sin finite."
Can this reasonably be denied 7 Until the con-

trary is proved, this must stand. I venture to

assert that if there were a probability only of

Jehovah acting justly, that mere probability taken
in connection with the finiteness of man’s sin,

would be sufficient to disprove the dogma of eter-

nal punishment.
(2.) “ God is merciful.”
Will any Orthodox Christian deny this ? Is it

not an axiom almost in Theology? ,4s no two at-
tributes of God can conflict with one another,
His mercifulness must be in harmony with His
justice. This being so, 1 propose to say (2) “God
is just.” The two reasons will then stand as
follows:

(1.) “ Man’s sin is finite.”

(2.) “God is just.”

On these two reasons alone I am willing to leave
the argument. It comes then to this that on the one
side we have two Theological axioms,two self-evid-
ent truths. two tons of gold—on the other, we have
eleven nullities in so far as the argument for eternal
punishment is concerned. I have admitted the
truth of one of the said “ nullities," namely, that
“sin must be punished,” but this is quite con-
sistent with the two propositions in the left

column, and does not in the slightest degree di-
minish their overwhelming weight.

Yours &c.,

j T T.
Simla, 19th September 1880.

P, 8.—It is, perhaps, superfluous to explain that
by “ two self-evident truths” I mean “ self-evi-

dent” from the Theistic point of view. In argu-
ment we must all assume something, and neither
I nor your correspondent have denied the existence
of God.

A STATEMENT OF SCRIPTURAL REASONS
B'OR NOT BELIEVING THE SUPREME

DEITY OF JESUS.-1

1

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,

—

XXV. Because he represents himself as

having been instructed by the Father. “ As my
Father hath taught me, I ask these things.”
John VIII. 28.

XXVI.—Because he refers invariably to the
Father as the origin of the authority by which he
spoke and acted. “ The Father hath given to the
son authority,” &c. John v. 26. 27.

XXVII. Because he acknowledges his depend-
ence on his Heavenly Father for example and
direction in all his doings. “ The son can do
nothing of himself, but what he seeth the Father
do,’' John V. 19. “ The Father loveth the sun
and showeth him all things that himself doetb,”
John V. 20.

XXVIII.— Because he says, “ I seek not mine own
glory

; but I honor my Father." John viil. 49.’,60.

XXIX.—Because he declares, “ If I honor my-
self, my honor is nothing : it is my Father that
honoreth me.” John via. 64.

XXX —Because an Apostle declares, that in

Christ dwelt all fullness, because it so pleased the
Father. Col. I. 19.

XXXI.—Bepanse Christ is uniformly represent-
ed in the scriptures, not as the but
the intermediate cause of all thinss relating to

om' salvation. “One God, the Father,of whom ato
all things, and we in him

;
and one Lord Jesus

Christ, by whom are all things, and we by him."
Oor. VIII. 6.

XXXII.—Because he declares, “ I am not come
of myself” into the world, “for I proceeded
forth and came from God.” John viil, 42 ; vii.

28. “Jesus knowing that be came from
God a)id went to God,” &c. John xiii. 3.

XXXIII.—Because he affirms that he had not
the disposal of the highest places in his own king-
dom. “To sit on my right hand and on my left

is not mine to give, but it shall be given to them
ir,v yihom it prepared of my Father," Matt, xx.
28.

XXXIV.—Because the Saviour referaing his dis-

ciples to a future time, when they would un der-

stand more accurately concerning him, ex-
pressly declared that then they would know
him to be entirely dependent upon the Father
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‘When ye have lifted the a m of mati (t.e. crucified
him), then shall ye kno'v that I am he (a p.. the
Messiah) and that I do nothing of myself, but a“5

the Father hath taught me, I speak these things.”
John VIII 2S.

XXXV.—-Because Jesus always professed to have
no tvUl of his own, but to be ever entirely ij'iiHed
and by the will of his FTeavenly Father,
“ For I came down from heaven, not to do mhiP
own will, hut the will of him that sent me.”
John VI. ,S8,

XXXVI.—Because he expressly denies that he
is possessed of the Divine attribute of independent
existrnee. “ As the living Father hath sent me
and IHce hy the Father," &c., John vi. .57.

XXXVII.—Because he expressly disclaims the
possession of the Divine attribute of underived
existence. “ As the Father hath life in himself,
so hath he given to the sou to have life in himself,”

John V, 26.

XXXVIll.— Because he positively denies that
he is posse.ssed of the Divine attribute of omni-
potence. “lean of mine own self do nothing.”
.Tohn V 30. “The son of himself can do nothing.”

John V. 19,

XXXIX.—Because ho expressly disclaims the

possession of the Divine attribute of omniseience,
“ But of that day and that hour kiunoeth no man,
no, not the angels which are in heaven, neith‘*r

he son hut the Father onW," Matt Xxiv. 36, Mark
«xrn. 3’.

XL.— Because Christ is said in the sc’iptures to

have been “ tempted of the devil." Matt iv. 1. But
‘ Ood cannot be tempted with evil.”

XLI.—Because it is related of Jesus Christ that
“ he continued all night in prayer to God.” Luke
VI 12 Why should he thus pray, if he 'himself

were God ?

XLII.—Because in presence of a numerous com-
panv before the resurrection, he gave thanks to the

Father for having heard him, “Father, I thank
thee that thou hast heard me, and I knew that thou
hearest me always.” John xi. 41. 42
XLIII.—Because he besought his Father to glori-

fy him. “And now, O Father, g’orifij tJum me with
thyself with the glory which I had with thee before
the world was.” John XVii, 5. The Ireing who
praved to God to glorify him, cannot he God.
XLIV.—Bec.ause he implored that, if it Were

possible, the bitter cup might pass from him
adding “ Nevertheless, not as I will but as thou
wilt.” Matt XXVI. 39.

XLV.— Because he said “my God. my God, why
hast thou forsaken me ?” Matt, xxvii. 46. Can he
who uttered this be the supreme God ?

XLVI.—Because he never p^id his adoration to

himself the son. nor to the Holy Ohost, as he should
have done, had the son and the Holy Ghost been
God ; but alrvays to the Father.

XLVII.—Because he never instructed his dis-

ciples to worship himself oi the Holy Ohost,hxxi the
Father, and the Father ouly. “ Wh‘*n ye pray
sav, Our Father which art in heaven,” Luke xi. 2.
“ In that day shdl ask me nothing. Whatso-
ever ye ask of the Father in my name ” &c. John
XVI., 23. “ The hour cometh and now i.s, when the
true worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit

and in truth
;
for the Father seeketh such to wor-

ship him,” John iv. 23.

XLVIII.—Because it was not the practice of the
apostles to pay religious homage to Christ but to

God the Father through Christ. “I thank God
through Jesus Christ.” Rom. VII. 25. “To God onlg
wise bo glory through Christ.” Rom. XVI., 27. ‘I

bow my knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus
Chri.st,” Eph. III. 14.

XLIX —Because St. Peter immediately after

being filled with the Holy Spirit on the day of
Pentecost, thus addressed the Jews: "Ye men of

Israel, hear these words: Jesus of Nazareth, a man
approved of God among you, bv miracles and
wonders and signs which God did hy him, in the
midst of you, as ye yourslves also know, him being
delivered by the determinate counsel and forek»iow-
ledgeof God, ye have taken and hy wicked hand
have crucified and slain; whom God hath raised

up” (fee. Acts. II. 22-24.

L.—Because St. Paul expressly states, that “ all

things are of God, who hath reconciled us to him-
self by Jesus Christ.” 2 Cor. v. 18.

LI.— Because the same Apostle gives “thanks
to Ood" who giveth us the victory through our
Lord Jesus Christ,” I Cor. xv. 67.

LII,— Because it is said that it is to the g'ory of
Ood the Father, that “ every tongue should confess
that Jesus Christ is the Lord,” Phil, il, 11,

LIII.—Because the Scriptures affirm that “Christ
glorified not himself to be made a high-priest, but

Ho (glorified him) who said unto him, Thou art

my son, this day,have 1 begotten thee.” Heb V. 5.

LIV.— Because it is expressly asserted that

Ood gave to Christ the Revelation which was
made taibo anthvr of the Apocalypse* Bay, i.

LV.,:-Becau8e au Apostle speaks of Christ, only
as the image otQod, “Who is the imn<»e of the
invisible Hod.” Col. 1. 15, 2 Cor. iv. 4. It would be
absurd to call any one his own imaf^e.
LVI,— Because Christ is stated to b’a “th^ first

horn of every ct'eature." Col. 1. 15.
LVII.—Because he is said to be “ the begiaain<T

of the creafion of God.” Rev. m 14.
“ °

LVIII -Because the scriptures affirm in so many
words, that “Jesus was made a little lower than
he angels” Heb. ii. 9. Cau God become lower
than bis creatures?

Yours &c.,

W. T.

HYDERABAD.

[from a correspondent.]

The 26th September 1880

,

The anniversary of the Hyderabad Brahmo
Soinaj came oflf on Sunday, the 19th September
1880, The ceremony this vear was extended to
throe days consecutively (17th to 19th September
1880).

We m.ade good use of printed Invitation Cards
bv circulating them as widelv as we could. They
were sent to principal 01aks(Sa;<<77A7<;/A'mu.s),Hindu
temples and chief firms, and many were posted
in the main streets, A few were sent to the
neighhonritig Soraai^s and some to the members
and sympathisers out in districts

On Friday evening, the big entrance door to the
Sotnaj compound and the Mandir doors and
windows were decorated wi'h sirah leaves and
plantain trees. A few flags bearing such inscrip-
tions in Sindi as,

—

Truth triumpes, Bin is vanquished”
“ There is but one God.”

&c.. &c.

were posted at most of the entrances of the pia”
form (Thala) leading to the Mandir.

In the evening .services we required no artificial
light to illuminate the Court yard or the
veranda of the Mandir, as the serene moon
was shedding its light and telling the people as it

were at the very threshold of the big entrance door
that something grand was to be seen or heard
within the four walls of the Mandir. The night
services were better attended than the morning
service.

This year many who had never seen or heard
of the Soma) attended. Amongst them were some
Brahmins, Banas and Dunyas. Tliey were very
attentive to our services and listened with rapt
attention to the ex'danation given of some of the
passages (selected from the Adi Granth) by our
worthy minister.

On Sunday, the actual anniversarv day. the morn-
ing service began at 7-30 A. M. in the presence of a
pretty large congregation.
The prayers uttered by the minister were

vivifying and impressive.

All credit is due to the minister to whoso zeal
and energy the Somaj owes its existence and con-
tinuance.

After the morning service, wh ch was over at
10 30 A M., flowers were distributed among the
people as they left the Mandir.

At 1 1-30 A M ,
we dined at a friend’s house who

is always ready to assist the Somaj and Poor Relief
Funds with his purse.

The new thing which we introduced on the
anniversary day was the sale of Sindhi and
Gurmukhi pothis ( of our principles

) at
reduced prices. Nearly all the Brahmo tracts
that we received from the Mission Office
at Calcutta on the 13th instant were sold on
that day. 'The sale proceeds of books I believe
will amount toRs. 26.

At about 2 P.M., charity in the shape of flour,
clothing and pice was distributed among the poor.

From 3 to 5 P. m ,
we had the reading of texts

from various scriptures, and from 5 to 6 p M.
prayers followed hy hymns were offered by in-
dividual members,

lu the evening, we had service again from
7-30 p.M. tc 9 p’m.

Glory be to God, the Almighty Father, who
vouchsafed his mercies to those that joined oa that
day in ebaotiog His Holy name.

DACCA.

[from our own correspondent.]
It gives me great pleasure to communicate to you

for publicatiou in your paper the proceedings of
an utsah held here on the occasion of the Dacca
Congregational Society publicly adopting the
name of the Branch Brahmo Somaj of I-idia. It con-
tinued from the 1 ith to the 12th instant. The first
day was occupied with an open-air meeting, in
which the local minister delivered an address on
the necessity of accepting the New Dispensation
here iu East Bengal, At the outset, the lecturer
described the spiritual state of Eat Bengal, which
he cl arly pointed out was anything but healthy,
hence the necessity of embracing the New Dispen.
satiou which, he said, includes Yoga, bhakti, and
sheba, or, in other words, absorbtion in the Divine
Reality, Passionate Love for the Divine Being and
union of the human will with the Holy Will of the
Lord.

In order that East Bengal might be saved, said
the lecturer, she must needt practise these three
essential principles in life under the benign influ-
ence of the New Dispensation. Therefore, said the
speaker, however generally opposed East Bengal
might be to the spirit of the New DisDeiisatiou, a
•mall band of her children as agmall flock of ahepp
have been determiued to welcome it in East Bengal.
'The lecture was followed by enthusiatic San-
kirtau, and afterwards a special Divine service
w.as held at the plane of worship in Diirga
Dass Hahn’s house to prepare the minds of tlie
congregation for the ensuing utsah.
On tlie second day, there was morning service

held 111 a building very kindly lent to the members
by Its owuers. The whole day festival also took
place in it. Iu the evening of the second day there
was Nagar Saiikirlan which was attended by a
gieat crowd. Bhai Durga Nath Roy composed an
excellent Sankirtan for the occasion, in which he
very accurately depicted the spirit of the New
Dispensation. When the Sankirtan was over a
lecture on “ the New Dispensation and East
Bengal was delivered in the 'Theatre Hall kindiv
lent hy Bahu Mohini Mohan Dass. 'The hail
was found full when the lecturer entered
it, and the lecture was very enthusiastic. In
the beginning, the lecturer staled what was
meant hy New Dispensation. He said the Primary
rorce spoken of by the scientifle men of the day
was neither physical nor blind. It was verily
the Adyasakti, the Mother God, who has not only
given birth to the Universe, but has also been
occupied with all its temporal and spiritual affairs,
and from tiino to time has beeu di^pensinj' spiri-
tual as^ temporal blessings to man-
kind. Spiritual blessings are vouchsafed to
us for our salvation, and these spiritual blessings
are being just now vouchsafed to the sinful world
of ours even as they had been vouchsafed to in.an-
kind at different periods gone hy. The Divine act
of dispensing spiritual blessings now and here in
India is the New Dispensation; and East Bengal, as
a part and parcel of India, cauiiot be saved without
ihe light of the New Disneosation. A people oan-
n( t even appreciate the spirit of the old Dispensation
without imbihing the spirit of the new one. Hence,
said the lecturer, it was nbsolutelj neces-
sniy for us all to welcome the New Dispensation
without hesitation. It is sure, said he, that East
Bengal must accept it at last; but should we neg-
lect to welcome it while it is fresh, we shall
li ve to re eive it, when it will have ceased to be
new and fresh and to give new life. Every Dis-
pensation, when it is vouchsafed to us is new; but
when i's time is over, it becomes old, and gives
place to some other new Dispensation in fulness
of time. To accept the New Dispensation is to
see with the eye of faith, and hear with the
ear of consci -nee the Living God of the Universe
and he united with His Holy Family.

On the third day, the whole day festival took
place. Midday service was conducted hy Bhai
Kailas Cbunder. Divinegrace and injunctions in life
werenarrated hy some devout souls.Afterwards there
were deep meditation and individual prayers. Then
came the time for the special ceremony of the
i- auguralion of the Braucli Brahmo Somaj of India.
Bahu Durga Dass Roy began by briefly alluding to
certain broad facts in the history of the Somaj,
which he divided iuto three periods, viz, the periods
of commencement, establishment of principles, and
social reformation. After giving a short hut vivid
description of each of these aud making
grateful acknowledgment of the services done hy
all the great leaders of the Somaj, and referring to
the. establishment of the Brniimo Somaj of India,
he said that the leaders of the young churc^h,
though yielding to none in their admira-
tion of social reformation, mado it a special
point never to lose sight of the trw mission of tbo
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Brahmo Somaj, which wag rdigiotis reformation.
Hence, while their less thoughtful comrades rest
contented with their reformed social practices,
the leaders concentrated their energies to ciilti

vating the truly religioua side of their nature.
This divergence laid the foundation of a serious
misunderstanding among the secularistic members
of the new Somaj—disapprobation decenerated
into suspicion, suspecion into hatred, and hatred
into persecution, until our ears were dinned
with a great noise about— “»nan worship,
monkish asceticism and mediator.shin.” until
theKuchBehar marriage’furnished ample pretext
for another rupture. The lecturer then short.lv
alluded to the New Dispensation, and clearly
pointed out its development until it became a

complete system of faith destined to he the future
Religion cf the world, so that the birth of the per-
fected child was announced to the wo-ld only the
other day,*. during the last magliotshnJ)

.

Turning now to East Bengal, he briedv alluded
to the rise and progress of the church in Dacca,
giving graceful tribute to the memory of the late
Babu Braja Sunder Mitter, and la3"ing particular
stress on the rise of a band of young reformers wlio
represented the progressive element' of the Rrahmo
Somaj of India. To this noble band. East Beneal.
according to the speaker, owes a great debt" of
gratitude for what little we know "of the truly
religious aide of Brahmoism. Then the lecturer,
alluding to the persecutions this hand had
to suffer first at the hands of their elder brethren
of the conservative persuation ns well as the
old Hindus, and then those of their own body
to whom the Kuch Behar inarriasre proved a
stumbling block—said that the spirit which at
first guided the former, and is still guiding those
of their own body, was the same snirit of persecu-
tion which requited the labors of Socrates with a
cup of hemlock juice, and led the .Jews to nail down
to the cross the noble Jesus of Nazareth, though
it is true these persecutions could not have been
disgraced by such acts under the protection of
the British Government. Noble souls ! this band
of reformers have been suffering these persecu-
tions without murmur. "Weak in number and
weaker still in resources, they are carrying on
their noble work as can only ho done by men
deeply impressed with the s“nse of duty. But a
Church of the New Disnensatioii must he founded
in Dacca. Will not these per.secntions furnish
grounds for the establishment of a separate
Church ? Well they may—perhaps they do ;

but
a higher motive is the cause of the New Dispen-
sation, which must now he systematically
preached here. He then concluded by reading
out four rules which entitle one to a member-
ship ofthenew Church. Then the minister, with a
short prayer, declared the Dacca Branch of th^
Brahmo Somaj of India established. After the
ceremony was over, there was prolonged and very
enthusiastic Sankirtan followed by evening service
with which the ended. During the service
two young men were initiated, to whom the
minister administered tiiree sound advices such
as strict adherence to daily prayer, nreservatinn of
the purity of character and love to friends and foes
alike. In the evening sermon the minister exhorted
the members of the new Church to end the Ut»^h
by receiving blessings of purity and peace from
the Hand of the Divine Mother and he intoxicated
with love and enthusiasm, in order that they mav
fight to the last for the furtherance of the holy
cause of the New Dispensation in East Bengal.

Dr. SMILE.S is writing a companion volume to his

” Self-Help,” entitled “ Duty.”

Dean Stanley is preparing a series of essays on
ecclesiastical subjects, entitled “ Christian In-

stitutions,”

Carlyle will be eighty-two in December- It i.s

said that he neither reads nor writes, but lies on a
sofa and longs for death.

Mb. Carlyle’s Biography is being prepared by

the writer’s niece and Mr. Froude. Mr. Carlyle

himself superintends the work and famishes occa-

sional chapters of autobiography.

A NEW Chinese alphabet has been compiled

by a Roman Catliolic Bishop in Canton. By means
of these thirty-three letters all the words now ex-

preMsd by thousaods of symhola can bo wntten.

Mb. Herbert Spencer, the well-known
writer, intend.*, it is said, next year, to make
a tour around the world, by way of the United
States and Japan.

Dr. Tanner’s feat has already been dramatised,
\ Milan Theatre has produced a drama on the

Doctor’s career, and a “Gastronomical Review” on
the same subject is shortly to be produced at

Madrid, Dr,Tanner,by the by, has made 27.500Z by
his fast, these large profits arising from admissions
to the hall, bets, the sale of Photographs and gifts

from divers manufactures and societes.

Tint gold and silver moons are the fashionable
talismans in Paris at present, vice the miniature
pig which lately has been suspended to nearly every
bracelet or wat^h chain, and is now only used for a

shoe-buckle. Necklets of small crescents are sup-

posed to avert the evil eye and bring good luck—an
old Roman superstition. The cock is also a favorite

emblem, and large fans are printed with
Chanticleer’s head in natural colors, the English
salutation ‘‘Good morning” flowing from the beak.

Water telescopes are suggested for the benefit

of seaside and river visitors by the Daily News.
They are simply made either by knocking the bot-

tom out of an ordinary barrel and inserting glass,

by putting strong glass and lead to weigh it down
into a funnel-shaped piece of tin, or best of all by
utilising a tin or zinc tube like a raapease. Such
an instrument will enable the observer to see from
three to twenty fathoms on dear days, and would
he serviceable alike for fishing purposes and for

amusem“nt. Water telescopes are largely used by
Norwegian fishermen and occasionally in Cornwall.

A correspo.Ndent writes;—We understand
that Babu Hari Churn Ghosh of Sarsuna
Rihala, a Native artist, has invented a new
scheme towards the improvement of the Mechanical
Almanac now in vogue, which has been wanting
in some of tlie principal functions required

;
its

bands go by leaps.and it requires constani care and
attention to keen it in working order. The suggest-

ed scheme promises to remove all these defects

It will be on the principle of a Regulator, and
will indicate leap years,seasons, months, dates, days
of the moon, davs of the week, equinoxtial

days, hours, minutes and seconds. Its hands wilt

go at uniform rates of piotion for a time, and it will

require no regulation A; all in the first year, it

will have to wind up^nce only every fourth

year. It is also said that the Almanac will be

cheaper than the existing ones.

(Hal cuff".

The Maharani of Cuch Behar’s Birth-day was
ce’ehrated on Thursday last. She has just

entered upon her seventeenth year. The Maha-
rajah completes eighteen years to-ino-row. We
hear there will be an evening party in honor of

His Highness on the occasion of his Birth-

day. We understand that the 20th instant

has been fixed for the consummation of the

Maharajah’s marriage, when the nnnt.ial rites,

which had hee initiated in March 1878, will be

duly completed, and His Highness will then most
prohab’y proceed to Bnrdwan for a week with the

Maharani.

^clcdjion.^.

WORDS OF CHEER FROM INDIA.

(Alliance News.)

W'e give below some earnest words of congratu-

lation and cheer from Babu Keshub Chuuder Sen,

of Calcutta, whose visit to this country and his

eloquent speeches on the Alliance platform, will he

well and long remembered by many of ouf readers

who had the privilege of hearing the distinguished

Indian reformer. The letter was addressed to Sir

Wilfrid Lawson, Bart., M. P., the President of the

United Kingdom Alliance;—
Lily Cottage. 72, Uoper Circular Road,

Calcutta, 4th August, 1880.

My Dear Sir,—As a friend of the temperance

cause, and one of your sincere admirers, I may be

peimitted to send- you, from this distance, my

hearty congratulations upon the success which has

at last crowned your long-continued and persistent

efforts to establish the priuciple of the Permis-

sive Bill in the United Kingdom
To us inindia.as it is.indeed.to all your friends and

sympathisers and admirers in England, your success

is a great relief and j >y; and in the name of the

Indian Reform Association, and in common with

thousands of my countrymen interested in the

suppression of the liquor traffic. I say with all the

enthusiasm I am capable of. “Long live Sir Wilfrid

Lawson and his coadjutorsl” I have not yet forgot-

ten—indeed, I can never forget—the warm and

cordial reception the United Kindom Alliance gave

me in London in the year 1870. Nor can I ever

cease to feel grateful for the outburst of

generous sympathy with which I was received

by friends of temperance in ail the great

cities in England I visited. With so large a follow’-

ing, and such an enthusiastic baud of philanthro-

pists as the Alliance, you are sure to win even more
signal and brilliant triumphs than you had already

achieved. May India reap the benefit of the con

-

cessions made by the British Parliament.

Trusting you are in theenjoymeut of good heajtb,

I remain, yours very truly,

Keshtjb Chunder Sen.

THE GREAT METROPOLIS.

(Christian Life.')

Last week,under the heading ‘‘Increased Pros-

perity of our country,” we showed the enormous
strides in education, wealth and prosperity

made during the last ten year.*, as evidenced

by comparing the years 1869 1879. We
propose now to place before our readers

a few facts about London, which we have

mainly gathered from the renort of the Corimis-

sioners of Police for 1879, which has just been pre-

sented to Pari ament. London is growing very

much faster than ever before 21,580 new hous''S

having been built in the one year 1879 —forming

a length of upwards of seventy.one miles of

new streets, wlucli exceed 400 in number. This is

nearly dou'nle the average increase for the lest ten

years, so that wo cannot he surprised to find 2 1-i

morePol icemen are required than the previous year

to watch and protect these extra streets, and to

assist the annually increasing traffic of the older

streets.

Crime is.notwithstandiug the increase in the size

of the metropolis, considerably diminishing. The
total loss by thefts (after deducting oronerty re-

covered) being £79,338 against £137,498 in 1878,

while thenroportinn per 1.000 of a'l felonies has di-

ni'shed from 6'169 in 1869 to 4 739 in 1879 and we
fancy it would much discourage thefts, if it were

genevnlly known that last year the arrests exceeded

half the offences, while we think it will comfort

householders to learn that out of 903 houses broken

into, 599 were entirely empty, not having any

person whatever sleeping on the premises, though,

in many cases, containing much valuable property.

The danger of the. streets goes on increasing; du-

ring the last ten years 1,196 persons were killed,

and 26,393 were wounded, of whom rather more

than one-quarter were riding or driving, and the

re.st walking and playing in the street'—1.879 being

responsible for 124 killed and 2,930 injured. Eight

new refuges at street crossings haVe been greeted ;

9.5,39 children and 3,309 adult persons were reported

to the Police as lost or missing during the year, of

whom twenty-five children and 141 adults had not

been heard of up to 31st December 1879, the rest

having been restored to their friends.

Twenty-five thousand six hundred and sixty

-nine dogs were seize 1 by the Police, of which

3,065 only were restored to their owners, the

remainder { except 102 which were kilie I )
being

sent to the Dogs’ Home.

Holloway’B Pills.—The sudden ciiaiiges,

freqnent fogs, and pervading dampness sorely

impede the vital functions, and conduce to ill-

health. The remedy for these disasters lies in

some purifying medicine, like these Pills which

is competent to grapple with the mischief at its

source, and stamp it out without fretting the

nerves or weakening the svstem. Holloway’s

Pills extract from the blood all noxious matters,

regulate action of every disordered organ, stimu-

lafe the liver and kidneys,and relax the bowels. In

curing chest complaints these Pills are remarkably

effective, especially when aided by friction of the

Ointment on its walls. This double treatment

will ensure a certain, steady, and beneficent pro-

gress, and sound health will soon^ be re-estab-

lished.
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More than 1,300 constables received rewards

for special or tneritoriotis services, apd not more
than elevefa Were charged before magistrates,
of whom six only were fined or imprisoned,
and the dismissals exhibit a marked decrease
from former years, showing the improved cha-
racter and discipline of the force, which now
exceeds 10.700 men, of whom, however, 1.2^0
are employed in the dockyards and in private
establishments, and their services paid for to
the Receiver of Police,

The blot of drunkenness still stands out in
a startling form, 33.892 persona being arrested
•“ 10^0

^®"®'"er.was less by 1,616 than

Ten years ago, if anything was left in a cab
its recovery was perfectly hopele.ss, only 1 912
articles being taken to the Lost Propertvoffioe

regulations were issuedm 1870, under which a certain definite reward,
proportioned to the value of the article, is paid
to the finder by the Polic-

; and the number of
articles received in the Lost Property-ofBce. last
year, was 15,514. and the estimated value £20 000
Indeed, our own experience is, that now’ nn
article left in a cab is nearly cerrain to be
recovered by applying to Scotland-vard.
Science in the shape of photography andengrav-
t^d JdC*si7Ti Ifs of handwriting is coming verv
efficiently to aid the Police in discovering known
offenders, while it is gratifying to find that the
Prevention of Crimes Act, under which prisoners,
after their release from prison.are required to report
themselves at intervals to the Police, is now
working in a very satisfactory manner, and does
not appear in any way to press hardly upon those
endeavouring to obtain an honest livelihood It
may give some idea of the duties of the Police to
mention that Mr. Howard Vincent states that
the criminal administration of the year involved'
his dealing with more than fortv thousand oflBcial
letters and special reports, and adds, qnite
unnecesssanly. that this quantity imposed upon
him uninterrupted application. When we have
^ded that the cabs number 9.210. of which
4,145 are four-wheelers and 6,065 Handsomes, we
think we have given our readers as many figures
as they will care to peruse; but we cannot for-
bear calling attention to the fact that between 1851
and 1861—a time of prosperity for London consi-
dered unexampled— the metropolis increased from
305^9.33 houses to 330,237, or 24.304 bouses in all
while in the single year 1879 the increase was
21,589, or seven-eighths of the total increase of
those ten years.

A hundred years ago. thinking men stood a^ha t
at the huge and increasing size of London,
but in 1801 the population was considerably

less than the million, while in 1881 it is ex-
pected to be little, if any less than four
millions for the same area, and if the Greater Lon-
don Is taken into account— that is, the whole
metropolitan district—that is expected to be nearly
five millions. In 1865 the mortality was 25 '6 per
thousand, while now it is only 22-5, comparing
most favorably with Liverpool and Manchester,
the death-rate in each of which exceeds 27,

London is very far the largest city in the world,
the greatest port in the world, the greatest man-
factory in the world • the richest city in

the world; may we trust that as education extends
by means of the School Board, we shall no longer
have to bewail the fact that a very large portion of
its inhabitants grow np in a condition of practical

atheism. There is something disheartening in
the size of London. Men ask themselves-What
is one man among so many

; but in the reports
of each department, there are strong indications
of moral as well as material

, progress, which
should encourage each little unit to so fulfil his
or her sphere that they may all deserve that
simple yet noble eulogy, "She did what .she

could,

”

[Established 1833.]

K. C. GAKGOOLir dc CO.,
ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, Sc Co.
19, 20, 24, IMEangroe Z«ane, Calcutta.
ri^HE following is a description of some ot theX works undertaken and goods sold by us;

—

Bugrravlng- department.
Zinc Plates for marking cases, Office Seals,

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plafes, .Seals for
Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon. Branding
Irons, (fee., Engraving on plated-ware. Gold, Sib
ver, Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.

Rubber Seals are also supplied.
Printing- department.

Books, Mercantile Forma, Rent Dakilas, in any
character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards,
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either
from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery department.
Writing and Printing Pa*per in great variety,

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-
ness, Invitation. Ball, Programme, Playing, &c.
Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing IPaper,
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth-
day (^ards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,
Albums aud v.arious other Sundries in Stationery
Account Books of various descrintions.
Terms—For Mofussil Cash or reference for pay-

ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the
trade.

Cataloque on Application.
H. C. GANQOOLY& Co,

Mangoe Lane, Calcutta,

a.m

X.EWZS STSWART Al CO.,

CALCUTTA,
IMPORT AND SUPPLY ALL ARTICLES OF
HOUSEHOLD UTILITY OR ORNAMENT

IN

GLASS-WARE, EARTHENWARE
CHINA,

ELECTRO-SILVER WARE,
Britannia Metal Ware and Cutlery.

For detailed particulars see L. S. & Co.’s Illus-
trated Catalogue which will be forwarded free
of expense on receipt of application,

IS" Excellence of quality combined with
neatness guaranteed, a-42

SY AFPOZN'TMEM'T
TO

HIS EXCELLENCY THE VICEROY

AND

GOVERNOR-GENERAL OP INDIA,

TKB CAZiCtTTTA ZVirSZCAZ*
BSTABZiZSKBXBSrT,
13A, Government Place.

LATE BURKINYODNG & CO.
Founded A.D. 1814.

Proprietor, CHARLES GOULD.
.U, R.—Catalogue with prices of Music, and

every description of Musical Instrument, for the
Drawing-room or Military Band, may be obtained
on application. ^.2J

darlington's Pain-Curer has beenfound tobe a certain cure for Pains m the BacksLumbago, Pams m the Chest,Sore Throats. Cou<.hs
Colds, r.ghtuess of the Chest, Headache, Toothache,’
Neura.gia, Colics, Rneumaiism.P.aralv8is, Fains inGroins Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad

Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring
Woririp, Pimples, Freckles, St Eruptions on the akin

Kaslpore (Kosipore.)
Late Babanaoobb and Duckinsore,

CHEMICAL WORKS.
WtfAr Calcutta,

\ OIDS, Ethers, and other Chemical preparation*
^^o*^o?raph and the Artsmade at these Works and supplied to wholesale pur-

cnasers. ^

Sulphuric Acid and other requisites for the manu*
facture of JRJrated Water supplied.

Ether and Ammonia for ice-machines.
^^Spint of Wme, pure, Methylated and Gout chicen-

Disinfec-

Lista can be had on application,

Tbbm Oabh.
DAVID WALDIB,

Souso and HCortgaga Aganoy.
HOUSES FOR SALE.

Mott's Lane, lower room...
. ... 3,500— deiiii upper IROOO

Meredith s Lank, lower room ... 4.100
EOV/baZAAR ditto

, 5 500— ——— two stories ll.’oOO
Weston s Lane, lower room ... 9.000

ditto ... ... 14,000
Blackburn’s Lane, two stories ... 9,000
Bentinck St. ditto ... 17,000
Creek Row ditto ... 10,000
College St. ditto ... 12,000
COLLINOA ditto ... 8.000
Dhurrumtolla ditto ... 10.000

^ ; ditto ... 16,000
Ezra St., lower room ... ... 12, 500
As also numerous large Properties in the Euro*

pean Quarter of the Town.

Negociated upon the mortgage of House and Landed
Property m Calcutta and Suburbs on the most

ot Rs. 5,000 to
Ks. 50,000,

Special arrangements made for larger sums,

D. LATTEY & CO.,
General Agents.

1, Old Court House, Corner. a.gl

QUICK! SAFE ! ! SURE ! > /

PATJZ. Au CO.'S
Proprietory Medicines.

Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co .

DRUGGISTS.
No. 285-13, Bowhazar Street, Calcutta.

Prophylactic Znixture.
It 18 the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable
and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Dio'os-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone oAbe
system, Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption!
Hoarseness and difiSculty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-
tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this
repeated at night or at any time when the cough is
troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief
Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheu-

matism, Gout, Swelliugs, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the
Blood. By Its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per*
fectly restored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

accompany each bottle.
Mofussil orders for these medicines aocompahied
with full remittance of price and packing charges ‘

are promptly attended to,

quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above address
at the cheapest rate possible. ' a-39

S. JBSt SZItOAE’S ASaoZtZA
AuoxrsTxrai.

SPECIFIC FOR HYSMENORRHIEA
OR

PalnAil HZenatrnatlon.

ASINGLE administration daring menses gener-
ally cures the disease, and brings on con-

ception.

For particulars apply to Br. Bhoobun Mohun
Sircar, No. 77, Mooktaram Babu’s Street, Chore-
bagan, Calcutta.

Price Rs. 3-8. Packing and Postage As, 8.

a-80

Crushed Food Kotlce.
FURTHER REDUCTION.

From the 14th Instant, the price of Cook and
Co’s Cru hed Food for Horses is reduced to

Rs. 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags.

Crashed Food for Cattle,
to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

maund, exoluBive of biags.
Uth Attguit, 1880.
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TBACX.SS, SPXirXL A GO.,

CALCUTTA.

PSYCHOLOGY.

THE ELEMENTS OP THE PSYCHOLOGY OF
Cognitiou, By Kobert Jardine, B. D. Crowu
8vo, Ra, 4«4.

ENGLISH PSYCHOLOGY, Translated from the

French of H, Ribot Hartley, J. Mill, Harbert
Spencer, A. Bain, G. H. Lewis, S. Bailey, J.

Stuart Mill. Crown 8vo. Rs. 6-12.

PRINCIPLES OP MENTAL PHYSIOLOGY,
with their Application to the Training and
Discipline of the Mind and the study of its

morbid conditions. By William B. Carpenter,

C.B. Fourth Edition. Thick Crown 8vo.

Rs. 8*8.

BODY AND MIND. An Inquiry into their Con-
nection and mutual Influence, specially in re-

ference to Mental Disorders
;

to which are add-

ed Psychological Essays. By Henry Maudsley,
M. D. Crown 8vo. Rs. 4-4.

AN INTRODUCTION TO MENTAL PHILOSO-
)

phy on the Inductive Method. By J. D. Morel

A. M. 8vo. Rs. 8-8.

ELEMENTS OP MENTAL AND MORAL
Science. By Georire Payne, LL.D. Fifth Edition,

1862. 8vo. Rs. 6.

THE ELEMENTS OP INTELLECTUAL
Science. A Manual for Schools and Colleges

Abridged from “ The Human Intellect,” by Noah
Porter, D. D. 8 vo. Rs. 9-8.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OP MIND. By Henry
Maudsley M. D. Crown 8vo. Rs. 7-8.

LECTURE ON METAPHYSICS. By Sir William
Hamilton, Bart. Edited by Rev. H. L. Mansel,

B. D., and John Veitch, M. A. 2 vols 8vo. Rs. 9.

THE EMOTIONS AND THE WILL. By
Alexander Bain, LL, D. Third Edition 8vo.

Rs. 9-12.

THE INTUITIONS OP THE MIND, inductively

investigated. By the Rev. James M’Cosh
LL.D. New and revised Edition. 8vo.

Rs. 6-12,

THE EMOTIONS. By James M’Cosh. D.D.,

ll.d., 8v. Rs. 6-8.

MENTAL AND MORAL SCIENCE, a Compen-
dium of Psychology and Ethics. By Alexander
Bain, LL.D. Crown 8vo Rs. 7*8.

analysis OF THE PHENOMENA OP THE
Human Mind. By James Mill, with Notes

Illustrative and Critical, by Alexander Bain.

Andrew Findlater, and George Grote. Edited

with additional Notes by John Stuart Mill-

In two vols. 8vo. Rs. 20

METAPHYSICS ; or, The Philosophy or Con-

sciousness, Phenomenal and Real. By H. L.

Mansel, B. D. Third Edition. Small Crown 8vo

Rs. S-6.
I

A STUDENT’S HANDBOOK OP PSYCHOLOGY
and Ethics. Designed chiefly f«r the London
B.A. and B. Sc. By F. Ryland, m.a. Crown
8to. Rs. 2-8.

THE PRINCIPLES OP PSYCHOLOGY. By
Herbart Spencer. 2 vols. 8vo. Rs, 25-14.

an EXAMINATION OP MR. J. S. MILL’S
Philosophy, being a Defence of Fundamental

Truth. By James M’Cosh, ll.d., 8vo, Rs. 7-8.

THE BRAIN AS AN ORGAN OF MIND. By H.

Charlton Bastain, m. a., m. d. Crown 8vo.

Rs. 3-8.

Herbert IFipenoer’s Works.

FIRST PRINCIPLES.—The Unknowable, the

Enowable. In I vol. 8vo* Rs, 11-6.

THE PRINCIPLES OP BIOLOGY. The Data

of Biology, the Induction of Biology, Morpho-

logical Development, Physiological Develop-

ment, Laws of Multiplication. In 2 vols, 8vo.

Bs. 24-6.

the PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGY. The
Data of Psychology, the Inductions of Psycho-

logy. General Synthesis, Special Synthesis,

Physical Synthesis, Special Analysis. General

Analysis, Corollaries. In 2 vols. 8vo. Rs. 25-14.

THE PRINCIPLES OP SGCIOLOGY. The Data

of Sociology, the Induction of Sociology, the

Domestic Relations. Vol. I. 8vo. Es. 16.

CEREMONIAL INSTITUTIONS, (being part IV.

of the Principles of Sociology). In 1 vol.

8vo. Rs. 5.

THE STUDY OP SOCIOLOGY. Crown 8vo.

Bi. 3-8.

THE DATA OP ETHICS (being Part I of the

Principles of Ethics). In 1 vol. Rs. 5-12.

SOCIAL STATICS ;
OR, THE CONDITIONS TO

Human Hapineas specifled, and the first of them
developed. In 1 vol. 8vo. Rs. 7-4.

EDUCATION : INTELLECTUAL, MORAL, AND
Physical. In 1 vol. 8vo. Rs. 4-4. Cheap Edition

Rs. 1-2.

History of Philosophy.
A HISTORY OP PHILOSOPHY, from Thales to

the present time, by Dr. Friedrich Ucberweg.
Translated from the German by G. S, Morris,

A, M,; with additions by Noah Porter, D. D.

Second Edition. 2 vols. royal 8vo. Rs.28-2.

THE HISTORY OP PHILOSOPHY, from Thales

to Comte. By George Henry Lewis. Fourth
Edition, corrected and partly re-written. In

2 vols, 8vo. Rs. 2.3-

LECTURES ON THE HISTORY OF MORAL
Phyiosophy. A new Edition, with additional

Lectures by William Whewell, D. D. Crown
8vo. Rs. 5-12.

HANDBOOK OP THE HISTORY OP PHILO-
sophy by Dr. Albert Schwegler. Translated and
annotated by James Hutchison Stirling, LL.D.

Seventh Edition. Post 8vo. Rs. 4-4.

G-eorg‘6 Henry Xiewes.

PROBLEM OF LIFE AND MIND.' First Series

8vo. Rs. 8-8.

THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF MIND, with illus-

trations; being the Second Series of Problems of

Life and Mind. 8vo. Rs, 11-6.

PROBLEMS OF LIFE AN D MIND. Third Series.

Problem the First—the study of Psychology,
its Object, Scope, and Method. 8vo. Rs. 6-6.

PROBLEMS OF LIFE AND MIND. Third Series

continued. Problem the Second—Mind as a

Function of the Organism. Problem the

Third—the Sphere of Sense and Logic of Feeling.

Problem the Fourth— the Sphere of Intellect and
Logic of Signs, 8vo. Rs. 10-12.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

5 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

a-14 Calcutta.

Messrs. DTTTTA BHOTKSHS
AHS CO.,

GENERAL FURNITURE DEALERS, SHIP
BANIANS, MERCHANTS, CONTRAC-

TORS, kc

,

Invite’,Inspection of their show-Rooms,

No. 71, Bkntinck Street,

OPPOSITE THE CITY PRESS.

Where every requisite for Balls, Routs or Parties

can be hired at

Moderate Rates.

OILMAN STORES,WAREHOUSE & SALE-ROOM

120, Municipal Market.

Refreshment Rooms.
No. 59 & 60 Municipal Market,

FOR SALE.
A 6 H. P. Vertical Engine and Boiler and

Soorkey Mill.

ASH. P. Horizontal Engine and Boiler and

Soorkey Mill (new).

A Grand Pianoforte by Collard and Collard in

good condition.

A Harold’s Sympathetic Grand Square Piano in

good condition.

An Alexandra Billiard Table by Dunn & Co.

Jute Combs.
Tafpaolins,

Miroballams.
Mangoe slice dry.

Ricebowls of sorts.

Sieves.

Sofa Springs of sizes.

Carriage whip sockets, kc., kc.

1 Handsome Palanquin late property of late

Nabob Amir Ally.

1 Broker’s Pony Office Jaun.

1 Brownberry by Thos. Smith & Co.

0-77 DUTTA BROS, k CO.,

W. HBWMAK <b. CO.

TEXT- BOOKS FOR STODENTS.
JUST received
Readings

FROM
Eng’llsh History
Selected and Edited

BY
JOHN RICHARD GREEN

Part III.

Creighton’s
SIR WALTER RALEIGH.

Mullin’s
SIMPLE POEMS

With Biographies and Notes.

Bowen’s
LORD MACAULAYS CLIVE

l ord Macaulav’s
WARREN HASTINGS
Annotated Edition.

Clarendon Press Series.
GREEK AND LATIN CLASSICS—

The Orations of Demosthenes and Aeschines

on the Crown ;
with Introductory Essays

and Notes. By G. A. and W. H. Simcox.

(7-10) ... 8 8

An Elementary Latin Grammar. By J. B.

Allen, (1-12) ... 1 14

A First Latin Reader. By J. T. Nunns,

(1-6)
.

... 1 8

Cjssar ; The Commentaries (for schools).

Book 1, The Civil War. Edited by C. E.

Moberly. (1*6) ... 1 8

Cicero : S lect letters (for schools). With
Notes by the late C. E. Prichard and E. R.

Bernard. (2-0) ... 2 4
Pliny ; Select Letters (for schools). By the

same Authors. (2-0) ... 2 4
MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY—

Elements of Deductive Logic, designed

mainly for the use of Junior Students. By
T. Fowler. (2-4) ... 2 8

Elements of Inductive Logic. By T. Fow-
ler. (314) ... 4 4

A Manual of Political Economy, for the

use of schools. By J. E. Thorold Rogers,

(2-14) ... 3 4
MATHEMATICS, &C.—

Acoustics. By W, F. Donkin. (4-12) ... 5 4
HISTORY.

A Constitutional History of England. By
W, Stubbs, 2 vols. (15-6) ... 17 8

A History of France, down to the year 1453,

with numerous Maps, Plans, and Tables.

By G. W, Kitcbin, 3 vols. (20-0) ... 22 8
LAW.

Law of Contract. By Sir W. R. Anson.

(5-10) ... 6 4

An Introduction to the History of the Law
of Real Property, with original authorities.

By Kenelm E. Digby. (4-12) ... 5 4

Chemistry for Students. By A. W. William-
son. (5-4) ... ... ... 5 12

A Treatise on Heat, with nnmerous Wood-
cuts and Diagrams. By Balfour Stewart.

(4-12) ... ... ... 6 4
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE—
On the Principles of Grammar. By E.

Thriug. (2-14) ... ... ... 3 4
Grammatical Analysis, designed to serve as

an Exercise and Composition Book in the
English Language. By E. Thring. (2-4) ... 2 8

An English Grammar and reading Book for

Lower Forms in Classical Schools. By
O. W. Tancock. (2-4) ... ... 2 4

The Philology of the English Tongue. By
J. Earle. (4-12) ... ... ... 5 8

Typical Selections from the best English
Antbo'S from the Sixteenth to the
Nineteenth Century, with Introductory
Notices and Notes being a Contribution
towards a History of English Litera-

ture. (2*14) ... ... .... 3 4
ART—

A Hand-book of Pictorioal Art. By R. St.

J. Tirwbitt, with coloured Illustrations,

Photographs, and chapter on Perspective.

(11-4) ... ... ... 12 8

A Treatise on Form in Music and General
Composition. By Sir F. A. Gore Ousley.

(6-0) ... ... ... ... 6 8

The Cnltivation of the Speaking Voice. By
J. Hullah. (1-12) ... ... 1 14

MISCELLANEOUS.
A system of Physical Education. Theoreti-

cal and Practical. By A, Maclaren.
(4-12) ... 5 4

a-64 W. NEWMAN k CO,
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i>r. Xiazarti^’B Oo^cfetlo Medlolnea
Infantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &c., &c.),0 ... ... RS?1 4 -

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic '*

character), ... ,1 0
Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of ,

.

cases of enlarged spleen)

j

Rkstbingent Mixture ,(ioT .Diarrhoea, ”,
. m

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, ''&c;V 2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if tstkeh ' f d i*

CALCUTTA AUCTION MART
1, LALL BAZAR.

Ar j. p A a & B a & CO.

to draw the attention of those about to /wrnis/i to their fine range of Commission Sale Booms

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowst prices.

»

Those desirous of Selling their Fumiiure privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu-

ation cash advances made.

a.21

I Reduction aeduotlon I

And

TO LARGE CONSUMERS
A further reduction.

Mr. E. a. D’SILVA has deemed it necessary
to comply with the request of his many

coDStituents to supply aerated waters at the following
rates.,

,

Soda water in Bombay size bottles 0 10
Lemonade,^ ... ... 1 0
Tonic water

,
... ... 1 0

Gingerale ('gingerade) ... 1 0
Brisk and Lively - ... ... 1 12 „ .,

Medicated waters and beverages such as Roseadc
Maidens blush, etc., supplied on the shorest notice,
but not less than 8 dozens at a time.

per

ti

M

doz.

>9

tt

B. A. ,l>’SXXiVAt
CBEMISIS AND DRUGGISTS,

A-1, Park Street, Calotjtta.

THE GREATEST

WOUDEE OF MOEBEN TIMBSf

Oood news to all concerned. .

'
.

FOR

DOORGA-POOJAH IS COMING NIGH !

'
> Do wt lose this opporturdiy

TO BUY
1 ‘.Jt -^V 1

Our registered Q>old Guard Rings
Witb the'raised Mottos

s’.hdio.r' .

HOLLOWAY^lPItLS
’.*"1. -

.
• . AJI'

'
‘f'it- fr.' i J;

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to be
most ^ectual in curing cither the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-
cidental to the life of a miner, or to those living in the
bush.
Occasional dates of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils vrhich so often beset the human race,
viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and cholera.

HOLLOWAYS'dlNTMENT

in time), ... ... , g q
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,

]

Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisv.
&C-). ••• ... ... ,

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
.useful purgative, I

... ...
^ '' 20

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt :i ,

and safe), ... ...

'

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
”

than above), ...

Family Carminative' (Invaluable for’
Children),

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
’

ducing growth of the Hair),
Faddly Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-

”

nic Rheumatism, &c.), o ... ... * ^The above are most str ngly recommended to
parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is

wrapped round each bottle.

Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Ven-

a-68

THE CALCUTTA. ARXIKOUB,Y CO,
No. 1/1 Mission Bow, (Round the corner.)

1 4

114

2 0

2 0

1 8

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Ammunitions,
Shooting ^ Fishing TacTdes, Fencing, Archery,

Cricketing & Badmintons
; &c.,

Also Mathematical Instruments, Bengalli surveging
compasses, and Pebble Spectacles.

For sale at unprecedented low prices. a•^
' (; .1.1, i oil !'. r .. ui'y aiiu iiji 7/

PZK.EPABAK NXTRSBR'S’. ,(vir

New Seeds ! Good Seeds ! f Fresh Seeds f!

!

rriHE following are the rates, fixed upon our
'

o-f
current year just lauded per ,,,

Steamer Manchester.
60 Kinds of fresh American

Vegetables includin'g sever-
al varieties .of cabbages,
mostly new, Cauliflowers,
Knol Koles, and the others
per packet ... ... Rs.

50 Do. of do.
40 Do. of do.

or just the same as the

6 0
30 Kinds of cnoice and double

flower seeds ... ..... 50

ti

'•i'J H
p.sr-i,

8
7

0
Oi

a ^
C8 « .

26 Do. of do 4 0
20 Do. of do ,30
20 Do. of fresh Ame-

A' « .

»» Toinarl.P'
“ TAba Abug-ata;^

(Same as forget me not, Ever Thine,i &c,
in English.) „

And present them to your Loving ones ! Selling fast

To avoid disappointment, early orders res- .

fully solicited.
,

R. LYALL & CO.,

^•wellera and Waotbmakeni, au
' Radpabazab, Calcutta.

Is the' most effectual remedy for old seres, wounds,
ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin disease.. ; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails to
cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

^ Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

638, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
t.ivihzed World; with directions for use in almost every
liinguage.

Beware of counterfeits, that may emanate
from the United State?. Purchasers sho”M look
to the Label on ‘the Pots and Boxes, f the
address is not Oiford Street, Loa.

. they
»re spurioiuh

f\' 1

'

a-28

A.1 I
« « s
S ® "o

tL ,0.2

rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our
country ... ... „ 3 0

8 Do, of field and
grass seeds ... ... „ 18

Sea Island Cotton seed (long
staple) per seer ... „ 1 12

Country vegetable seeds for

present sowing per packet „ 10.
Osage Orange or Hedge seed

per tola ... i o
4 kinds of Bird seeds per, i t-'

packet '
... It- )

Up country big headed Cauli-
flower per tola

Tobacco seeds of sorts per,

paper ... ,

Plants of all descriptions are available in large
numbers for sale, liafa oro annr\i,A/t

;! V IT-
1 0

1,.

0 4
ab

Price lists are supplied bn appli.
cation free.

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s
monthly Bengali jourhal “ Krishi Tatwa” are re-
quested to send their

‘

'names and snbscriptions.
Rs. 3-6 to the undersigned.

Price list for Seeds of all sorts— can be supplied
if required,

- NETTO GOPAL OHATTERJBA,
0*18 Prgprktor^ Pikepanih Nursery^ Calculi
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OIL STOVES.
^INOEithe introduction of Oil Stoves in this country great improvements have been made from time

to time in their construction
;
the chief object being, PORTABILITY, DURABILITY & SAFETY-

the combined eflEorts of the Mechanic and Scientist have at last entirely dispelled any prejudice

whatever on that score, and now since Oil Stoves might be considered a success, Matthewson has

imported the following and can recommend them as well suited to the requirements of this country.

The “ NON-EXPLOSIVE” by the Adams and Westlake Manufacturing Company, These stoves

are fitted with 1, 2 and 3-four-inch wick-burners
; consumes a moderate quantity of Oil and is per.

fectly SAFE.

No. I single 4-inch wick-burner fitted with copper bottomed Kettle and Saucepan, very portable,

Ks, 20.

No. II fitted with 2-four-inch wick-burners with Boiler, Oven, Saucepan, Stewpan, Kettle, and

Pryingpan, full direction for use, Bs. 45.

No. Ill fitted with 3-four-inch wick-burners with utensils like No. II, Rs. 55.

These Stoves will be found very useful during the Holidays.

WKAT ARE PERFECT

WATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine-

made English Lever WATCH in sterling

Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.

It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
the best material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 nett.
Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted

to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only Swiss movements fitted in
English cases). ' ^ '

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
WATCHES, warranted MACHINE MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will
WIND ANY WATCH. Rs. 3 to 20.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.
RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIC BELLS, with appurtenances, Rs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

SPECIAL ATIENTION TO REPAIRS.

R. N. MATTKEWSON,
No. 1, CALCUTTA. u-69

‘
‘ ' ' Established 1875.the new tousxcax. depot,

THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN CALCUTTA,
6, Xiower Chitpore Road.

DWARKIN & SON,
” ' IMPORTERS OP MUSZCAX. ZHSTRTTMEHTS, &c..

••-V

. . i'« o

PEOPLE’S HARMONIUMS,
With one Pedal and no Lid, 5 Octaves, in polished solid oak case, by Alexandre

IMPROVED CORNETS,
Superior Improved plated Cornet, Military Model with waterkey 5 crooks in box

. yt ^ FLAGEOLETS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 4 German Silver keys, with Piute head

MUSICAL BOXES.
Small size, 2 airs

MUSICAL ALBUMS,
In roan leather, gilt edges, and gilt brass clasp, playing two airs ...

PICCALOS,
Of Ccoawood, m D, 6 German Silver keys, slide bead ...

0-28

Ra. 80 each,

,, 60 „

» 7 ,,

*t 6 ,,

>» ^0 ««

») 6 ,,

DR. D. JAYNE’S

Pamlly Medicines.

Per Bot. Per Doz,
Rs. A. Rs. A.

EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and
Colds) out of stock at present ... 2 8 24 0

Hair tonic (to cure hair falling

off and baldness) ... 2 8 24 0
ALTERATIVE (valuable tonid and

blood purifier) ... ... 2 8 24
AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for

cure of fevers and agues) ... 2 8 24
LIQUID BAIR DYE (changes hair

of any other colour to a beautiful
black without injury to the skin) 2 8 24

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for

cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera) ... ... ... 1 0 11

TONIC VERMIFUGE ... .„ 0 8 5 8
LINIMENT, OR COUNTER-IRRI-

tant (an outward application for

Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, &c.) 0 8 5 8
SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
and Bilions Complaints) .... 0 8 5 8

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)
The “ Medical Almanae'^ for current year is

available on application.

Sykes dc. Co.,

1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,

The Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies,

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. MoLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Secretary.

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,
OR.

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

O'lfi Agent, for BENGAL.

SOLE AGENTS JOB

Dr. D. Jayne i*. Son.
PHILADELPHIA, ,U.S.A. a-34

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott. Presi-
dent of the New York Theosophical Society

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji
Institute, Bombay. Price two annas a copy.
Apply to the Indian Mirror Office,

BZiACK & MIIRRAV.
6-1, Hastings Street, Calcutta. a-3

Just Landed.
Duke of Buccleuch.” Homoeopathic

Medicines, Phials, corks, Pocket filters, Clinical
thermometers, other requisites, &c., &c.

Just Published.
STRI-SAHAGHARA,

A treatise on the Eueases of the females in
Bengalee ;

Including a general knowledge of Midwifery illus-
trated with 14 woodcuts.

Bound in cloth. Price Rs. 2. Postage As. 2
2. Family Guide in^ Bengalee

; bound in cloth.

o D- 1. c 1-
3. Bishoochika-Beioy „ 1, i

4. Shadwisa Chikit-
”

•• Ab. 3.To be had at Datta's.

No. 312, Chitpobe Road
; Battalah, Calcutta

Illustrated Price Listfree to the customers only.
Terms easy Gash.

,

B. K. DATTA,
Proprietor.

GBNDZHB AirURVEDZC
MEDXGZNDS ! I!

ABIRAJ Soshi Bhusun Roy, a member of the

V well-known Kabiraj family of Kanchraparah,
and grandson of the most renowned Kabiraj, late

Biswa Nath Roy, of that place, has settled himself

permanently in Calcutta, and intends practising

in this city.

All kinds of best Ayurvedic medicines, such
as Mriganha, Raj Mriganka, Ratnagarva pattali

Ras, d'C

,

for consumption and diseases of* the
lungs. Basantakusumakar Ras, Tarakasmor, &c..

for Diabetes. Brikat-somenath Rash, Brihat
Bangasioar, Harisankar Ras, Chandradoy Ras.
and other medicines for urinary diseases.

Chandr ’prova gurika, Sankar Mata Lomha, S^'c.,

for piles. &c. Sudhanidhi and other medicines for

Raktapitta, Astabokra, Russasindur, Chaturmuhh,
&c., for insanity, &c. Mirtusanjibani Ras, Bejoy
putputti, Samd putptUti, Rangagura, and other

best medicines for all kinds of diarrhoea, dysentery,

kc. AgniCumar, Agnisundar, Agnitundi, Krabada
Ras, &o. for dyspepsea, &c. Surbajara-hara lowhd,

Brihat’Sarba-jara-hara hmha, Joymangal Ras,
Mahfjaran-kusa, J^rantak, Ja'^asaiii,^ Jaranhusa,
Mritunjoy, Chandasakhor Ras, Ratnagiri Mas, Ac.,

for all kinds of fever. Batgajankusa, Ac., for

rheumatism, and other medicines for all sorts of

acute and chronic diseases for males, females, and
children, are to be had from him, and also pure and
genuine Rasasindur of all discriptions, such as

Makaradhaj, Saragunbalijaran, Ac., for which
his family is well noted, can be had from him.
Terms moderate. Medicines free, advice gratis to

the really poor, who may attend at his place of

residence.

Address—66, Oolutcllah Street, Calcntta.

, fl-70
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' COOKE & KELVEY,
20, 01.1> COURT HOUSE STREET, CA.ECUTTA.

of fine anf complicated watchesWACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WAIWES FOE INDIA.
upon the most scieutific principles, combining simolicity,strength, durability, ana timekeeping qualities.

t' . s »

UnoJn
attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

t'anned WePn /
Itugiisii manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements,apped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Gash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 2.30 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. so.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

«ulitASfEkD QUALITY
l:«. 40 oa.h®

J K Cryaul C.,e,Rs. 40 cash.
Hi I to Lever Escapement,

Us. .50 cash.

Rs. .35 cash.
Hit tu Lever Escapement,

its. 4.5. 5 cash.

Rs. 35 cash.
Ditto Lever Escapement

Rs. 45 cash.

. ^
GOXil> AIjSERT CHATisrcaA magmticent asHui tment.’ inanv'‘rif , .t i

•

* ». Z S,
«'»—

I

' »'"i .^'eutry is invited to a magnificent selection of massiveelciraii! (.oid O.mrd (Uiams or pure quality anu exquisite workmanship.
massive

a-29

COOKE Lt KELVEY,
I - Calcutta.

WATIONAI. BANK. OF ZNEIA, i

EXZVZXTEE.
The Bank’s present rates of interest are.
On Twelve Months’ Deposits oj
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4^ I

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short
\

periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed i

on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J. Campbell,
Ma/ngatr,

NOTICE.
rpHE Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at

i-u ,

Ind’>,an Mirror has been printed since
the 1st January’ 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street
where tho Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, 13 henceforward to be called the
Sen Press. All communications for tho Indimi

Mv^or Newspaper and the Sen Press to bo
addreiied accordingly.

11

NETTROEOEE X>AY ^ CO.,
IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND

COMMISSION AGENTS.
4 «&; 6, Hare Street, Oalontta.

American Kerosine Oil
Of tlie Brightest Quality, per case ... Rs. 5 0

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 25

^

Packet® to the case, per case J2 8

Manilla Cigrars.
Manilla Cigars, No. 2 per 1,000 ... ., 50 0
Havauah shape ,, ,, ... 50 0

Burmah Clg^ars.
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000 ... ... ,,

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
”

No, 3, per 1,000 ... ... ,,

Coconada Clg^ars.
" Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100 „

Do. small (do.)
“ Babington”No. 1 (do.)

Do. No. 1

Do. small
’ ’’

“ Burmah”
’’ ”

“ Leisure Hour”
” ”

” Medium size”
” ”

“ Queen”
“ Half Hour”

Chlorodyne,
Dr, C0II18 Browne’s Chlorodyne ,,, ,,

Tbkms Cash to accompany obdek.

25 0

15 0

10 0

3 8
2 0
2 0
1 12
1 4
1 0
1 8
1 0
1 2
1 10

0 12

a-44
NKTTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

4 Jt 5, Hare Street, Culoutla,

VTARRANTEX) I

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. PARE’3 PATENT MEDICINES.WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-

tidote against Mercury aud the numerous
affectious arising therefrom.
Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

dise-ases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula.
Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, &c. It
has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
Dora the system and of purifying the blood of ail
its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in-
vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy
and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary
efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of
chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves itsefifccts
to 1)0 unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8
; and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for foul and Mercurial
Ulcers and Sruptlons. Price per pot
8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectlv
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all oases of Malarimi.«
iruerniitteut fevers, complicated with Hepatio or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet, An.asarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood aud the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials
restores the internal organs to their normal fund
tioiis, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives lone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst ciises of fever,
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healiuir art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 : and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains— Nervous, Muscular, lufiammatory and Rheu-
inatic, &c., iustautaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1 .

Cures guaranteed in all cases.
'

To be had of
MAISON DE PARIS.

2, CHOWRINQHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH.
Calcutta.

Wanted agents for the Mofussil. 15 per cent,
commission will be allowed.

Branches aud agencies Allahabad, Burdwaii,
(-hittagonu, Gowhatty, Guptiparah, Jessore,
Jheuida, Kushtea, Rajbari, Santipore, Seraigunce
and Sylhet.
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NBW GOODS! IVBW GOODS!

o F D,R NISHING DEPART MEN T,

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

1 I

‘

Splendid Stock of Furnishing Requisites.

VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Ra. 3 to 12-8. OOCOANUT MATTING, Ra. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH. Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 25 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c., &C., &c.

A CHOICK A8S0BTMKNT OF

LACE, muslin AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are

nusurpassed.
We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

y. R.—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers.

Brussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile
Carpetings.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long

Curtains, Screens, dec.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully a.ssorted,

in new and handsome designs,

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Goat
Blankets.

Door Mats.
ikiglish—made from West India Fih'e.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

i» >, »» I) d8 by 24 „
Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

,, ,, ,, ,, 38 by 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

' Green, Blue, Crimson, &o.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Bugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah Bepps.
Oreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAH.EB da CO..
HOSIERS. DRAPERS SILK MERCERS. Ac., Ac.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,

CALCUTTA. a.2‘i

Provision for Old Age combined with a Prooision for the Widow and Orphan.

EXAMPLE.
A Civilian, European or Native, aged 20 uext birthday, wishes to lay apart a sum

of about THIRTEEN RUPEES a mouth iu such a way that his savings will be securely

invested until the time of his retirement from Service ; and that, should he die beforehand,

a provision will be secured for his relations. By payment of a sum of Rs. 163-0-0 per

annum (or at the rate of about Rs. 13-0 0 per mensem) as the premium for an Endow-
ment Assurance, he will become entitled to Rs. 5,000 on attaining age 55 ;

and should he
die before attaining that .age—even after payment of only one year’s subscription—the

full sura of Rs. 5,000 will be paid to his representatives. [Vide Table III. of Prospectus].

The Same Provision, if commenced
at age 25, would cost about Fifteen Rupees a month

;

at age 30, ,, ,, about Eighteen Rupees a month
;

at age 35, ,, ,, about Twenty-One Rupees a month ;

at age 40, „ ,, about Twenty-eight Rupees a month
;

at age 45, ,, ,, about Forty-one Rupees a month ;

2 The rates for other Ages, also for Eiulowments payable at Ages 45-,50, and 60,

« and all further information, may be obtained on application. Premiums can

he paid halj-yearly, quarterly, or monthly, at slightly increased rates.

There is an obvious advantage in effecting Investments of this nature eirly in life:—
by delay the rate of subsoriptiou increases ; —death may occur before the intended provi-

sion is made or health may fail and render the life ineligible for Assurance.
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ORIENTAL LIFE COMPANY.
Head Office : Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

Manager and Actuary :

D. MoLAUGHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Agent for Bengal :

F. A. COHEN,

7, Wellesley Place, Calcutta.

Agent, Native Dept.,

D. M. DOSS,

a*l< Calcutta.
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c. Xt^az-aHirs dt. co..

AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,
Calcutta.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Faria Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

356, 432
Machines,

Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Hand Machine
with polished cover and

lock,

Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machins
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95i

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Mahoines

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,

. Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-

LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners A Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,

Rs. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S Packing for

LOCK-STITCH Hand Machines. Rs. 2-8.

Sewing Machines. Treadle ditto, Rs. 5.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a-3

NOTICE.
The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-

pared to undertake any agency business,
with which he may be entrusted, promptly and

!

satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders.

I

Commission will be charged according to the value

I

of the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
I be Mcertained by applloation to the Managei.
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES.
The undei'Doted Watches are specially adapted for persons who, having costly watches, are

reluctant to use them for rough purposes, such as travelling, sporting, &c. They have been
manufactui-ed by Hamilton and & Co. expressly to supply the demand for a fairly finished and accurate
time>keeper at a moderate cost,

The Railway Watch.

The Railway Watch, as sup-
plied to the Indian Railway
Companies, has an English
iever movement of the finest

quality and strongest possible

construction. Hamilton & Co.
confidently recommend it as a

Watch not easily disarranged by
rough usage. The apparent dis-

advantage of the large size is

amply compensated for in wear
by the increased excellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.
Recommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use of

Travellers and Explorers.

Cash.

In German Silver case...Rs. 95
In Sterling Silver case... ,, 135
In Silver case, Keyless 180

The “Exhibition” Bngr-
lish Xaever Watch.

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely English-
made throughout, has a substan-
tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Full Plate System ! with Jewel-
led Lever Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-
ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me-
dium size.

Cash.

Silver, best quality ... Rs. 8.*?

Second quality ... ,, 75

TKB STANDARD X.EVBR WATCH.
In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, ^

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-

ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled

Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

Price, Rs, 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Rs. 200 cash.

With Keyless movement. Hunter Half-hunter, Silver, Rs. 100 cash.

The Alnminlum or Silver Keyless
Crystal Watch.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for
winding or for setting the hands.

‘

This in India is a great advantage, dust and damp
being kept out.

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.
Works visible.

Silver case, Rs. 45. Aluminium case, Rs. 40.

Ziadles’ Gold Watches.
Substantial 18-Carat Gold cases, engraved Hunter

j

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughly
|

timed and tested. Fitted in Morocco case. Gold
|

Key supplied.

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200.

The Patent Silver X<ever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOR ORDINARY WEAR.

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable

time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-

faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass,

strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial,

Price, for cash only ... Rs. 40

Superior quality,in Hunting Case, R.s. 65 Cash.
Xiadies’ Blegrant Bnamelled Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled iu colors, iu a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with
highly finished Jewelled movements. Rs. 125 to 300

Gold Guard and Albert Chains
Of every fashionable pattern now worn, and of the usual lengths, manufactured of the best rich

colored Gold. We solicit inspection of our large and varied stock, but a sheet of patterns with prices

will be forwarded per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta.

Silver Guard and Albert Chains, a large assortment always in Stock, Prices on
application.

Xiookets, Seals, and Watch Keys, charms and Trinkets, dec.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and Clock Makers in ordinary to K. B. the Viceroy

and to H. K. K. the Prince of Wales,
CALCUTTA. ffl-18

This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We
have devoted particular attention to the good
finish of its mechanism, and as we can confidently
guarantee its performance, we recommend it to all

classes of buyers.

HJJJStV AND CO.

CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
BY APPOINTMENT TO

His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-
General of India.

Noi. 46 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied

at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge. I

Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes
j

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.

Bstiauiliei auppUed «n applioatioo. a»60

WALERS! WATERS a
A. MXXiTON AND CO.,

HAVE MUCH PLEASURE IK NOTIFYING TO THE

SPORTING COMMUNITY OF INDIA
THE ARRIVAL OF

Select Importations of Valuable Colts

AND

, Fllies Hacing’ Ponies.
Likewise Weight carryUig Cobs, Park Hacks,

Paper Chasers and Ladles’ Hacks.
A. MILTON & CO.,

Vety. Surgeons and Livery Stable-keepers,

156, Dhurbumtollah.

(HUNTER & CO.’S OLD PREMISES.)

Horses carefully and quietly broken
into Saddle and Harness,

Carriages and Horses received for Com-
mission Sals. a-75

18

Established 1846.

THB DHDGGXSTS’ HAX.X.,

35-36, College Street,

CALcurrA.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. ** Cbybessa”
and “Doranda.”

Cash Rates. '

Patent Medicines.
DEAFNESS CURED!!
ALFRED CROMPTON’S

SPECXFXC FOR DBAFNBSS,
•r

Noises in the Ears, &c.,

Is decidedly the best remedy out for this most
annoying Complaint.

A single bottle has. in most instances', ejected a
speedy and permanent Cure.

'

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Price Re. 1. Packing fy annas,

ALLEN’S ANTIPAT
The great remedy for

Corpulence.
Composed of purely vegetable ingredients,

acting only on the food in the stomach preventing
its being converted into fat. It aids digestion

and cures Dyspepsia,

Price per bottle Rs. 4-0. Packing As.

Foreign Mineral Waters.
Pullna Water.—A bitter Saline purga-

tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz useful in obsti-

nate constipation.

Price per bottle As. 1-J^. Packing As. 8,

Vichy Water.—Useful in Kidney diseases

and diabetes, also in gout and hepatic derangement.
Price per hotttle As. 18, Packing As, 8.

Frledrichshall Bitter Water.—Alter-

ative aperient, acting on the liver and pancreas
used in diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary
organs. It is made warm and drunk in doses of

h.alf a tumblerful in the morning twice a week.

Priceper bottle Re. 1-2. Packing As, 8.

Hunyedi Janos (Buda Pesth or Ofen) used
externally, it is efficacions in Chronic, Gout, Rheu-
matism, Eczema and Psoriasis. Internally in

Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diathesis, Ulceration of the
Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, &c.

Price per bottle 1-4. Packing As, 8.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES.
BLISS’S PER PHOSPHODINE

A Safe and reliable Phosphoric
Remedy

FOR
Neurilgia, Nervousness, Lassitude, Overworked
Brain. Nervous and General debility, Failure of
Memory, Dimness of Sight. Depression of

Spirits, Impoverished Bh'od, Liver
Complaints, St'c,, Ac.

Its action is strikingly rapid
; marked improve-

ment having been frequently experienced iu the
course of twenty-four hours after the commence-
ment of a course.

Price per bottle Rs. 5, Packing As. 4.

Dr. S. P. Banerjea’s Sanjlvanl
cleanses the blood of all its morbid and effete mate*
rials, restores the normal functions of the liver*

and keeps the cutaneous system in its proper
standard of purity.

It is efficacious in the following diseases :

Chronic fevers, Chronic indigestion, Nervous
debility. Piles, Gout, Rheumatism, Baldness,
Sterility, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Chronic Ulcers,
Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, &c., &c.

Priceper bottle Rs, 4. ^'Postage 4’C., Re. 1.

DR. GHOSE’S FEVER PILL.
A Wonderfhl New Medicine.

Three or four pills generally cure Malarious,
Chronic, and Intermittent Fevers. Where Quinine
and other renowned medicines fail, the action of
tliese pills is marvellous. The ingredients of the
pills are purely vegetables which do not in the
least injure the health or make it delicate.
Price, Re. 1-0 for ^ dozen and Re. 1-12 for 1 dozen

Postage, As. 8 for each packet.'

WHOLESALE RATES ON APPLICATION,
60BXND CHUNDBR DTTTT4&i CQm
WHOLESALE A RETAIL DRUGGISTS,

aeVJ
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

NO i«XOXt£ PAIia-S !

'r
iJU SftMiURER

AOMlRABIiE TBANSFORnXATXON OF HIECKANZC AX.X2TTO TORRENTS OF EEECTRXCXTY !

EKEROV

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Lisrht in irno.io«rtFrance, and America affords sufiBcient evidence that Electricity will in a short
tensively used for lighting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of LichMn?^
T

prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills Puhlio Polio^ Band-StaSds, Steam vSelklnd RafwBridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricame nrS5Electric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine civine a Hffht of
of 2,000 Standard \landles at the following low rates.

e>vmg a light of the intensity

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night

Rs. .50 0
» 175 0
,, 450 0

! I! The cost of oil for pOO common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas ourcharge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rs, 15 per ni>L atthe monthly rate or | one quarter the price of Oil Lights 111
^ ^ nignc at

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine Carbon

Ereouio femp;Rs”2 OoT Adjusting, silf Lighting
1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

(TRUE COP F.)

Mr. Fleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Li^ht fnr i ,

Bridge The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working withbSour hundred yLd8“^"“
^

The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.
yards.

Bakrala Bridge,)
28th October 1879. f

®*37

BBASMUS

liiESE small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
now fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 tbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank,which forms also the ash-pana and an efficient
vVater-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sores.
Printing Outfits from aii Amateur to a News Office

!*

Anything %n the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in Kirst-Class Style
JONES, Printer^ Agent, 5 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.

arhi

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Atet. Engineer, Bakrala Sona Division, P. N. State Railn-ay.

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Builders and Eleotrloal Engineers,

No. 6.3, Dhurrdmtollaii, Calcutta.

STEAM ENGINE
FROM

E. S. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. “ PESHAWUR.”

A 2-ITorse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-TWk
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Rg. 800

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of tho human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest.
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics.
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the d.ay pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured liv
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all
other medicines have been tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains 1 !

!

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packing An, 8

DARLINGTON & CO.
19, Dlmrrumtollah Street, Calcutta,

tar Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington A Co.

CS^ Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curbk and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimouiala of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev, Mother of St, Joseph’s Convent, Ban*

dora, writes “ We find Darlington’s Pain-
CuuEE efiBcacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Theodorine,
Superioress F de la Croix.”

Brown, an influential Zemindar, A
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes “ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer. I am happy tojobserve that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name."

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington 8 Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
aud ordere.i for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington s Pain-Curer througli Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary,
Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor k Proprietor of the

Bengal Times, writes from Dacca “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which D.<rhngton’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed , Spelling and pain abated after a
couple ot apiiiicaimas, and in at >ut 4 days dis-
appeared, This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlinston’s
Pain-Curer.”

To lovers of g-ood reading-

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of Literature,

Politics, Science, aud the Arts. Monthly subscrip-

tion, Re. 1, postage, 1 anna. Times of India
says:—‘‘ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—

“

It is ably anil

judiciously conductei by Mr. Owen Aratoon.”
Bangalore E.vaminer Lays We should like to
see the Calovita Magazine on the t.ables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute, To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”

Manager, Calcutta Magazine, 49, Dburrumtollah
Street,Calcutta, Remit in half anna postage stamps.

0*24
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAXiKOVSZB SQt7.a.ZlB, CAXiGVTTA.

ENEMA APPARATUS.

Harold* CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the MofuBsil, to a aupurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom-

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone. ne’-feotW in tune’
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

* y >

o

Box No. 1073, playlngr 6 Beng-all tunes, 1st series.
1. Poorabee. 4. Bassanto.
2. Imni. 5. Kalangrah.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). G. Peeloo.

' Cash price Rs. 100.

Harp or Setar Box No. 1073^, playing: 6 Bengrall tunes, 1st series.
1. Poorabee, 4. Bassanto.
2. Imni. 5. Kalangrah.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 125.

Box No. 1074, playing: 8 Beng:ali tunes.
1. Khambaj. 5. Kalangra.
2. Behag. 6.

3. do. ^ 7.

4. Hambira, 8,

Cash price Rs. 150.

Harp or Setar Box No. 1074^, playing 8 Bengali tunes.
1. Khambaj, 5. Kalangra.
2. Behag. 0,
.3. do.

7^
4. Hambira. g’

Cash price Rs. 195.

Harold & Co. invite attention to their stock of English Musical
accompaniment, in great variety.

Khambaj.
Behag,
Poorabee.

r*

Khambaj.
Behag.
Poorabee.

Boxes, with and without Harp-

PRICES ON application.

NZOHOZ.X.S & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta.
London:—IWhitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.

Current or Froatino Accounts.
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques

paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 P. m., and on Saturdays after 1 p. m.

Government Paper and Securities.
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired

.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange

.

Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made
by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,
payable in Calcutta, or in London at par :

—

3 per cent.

4
5 „
6 ..

7

Repayable at 10 days’ notice
at 3 months’ notice
at 6 months’ notice
at 12 months’ notice

.. at 2 years’ notice
,

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.
Business rules awarded m applwat ion. a-45

5»

tt
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SMITH. STANISTREET. <Sc OO.

Pharmaceutical Chemists and
3>rug:g:lsts,

BY SPECIAL appointment

7o His Excellency the Right Hpn'hle

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-General of India,

'^C., JcC., icc.,

AVE received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

Rs. A. P.

From 2 0 0
M . ... 4 8 0
„ ... 9 0 0

M ... 12 0 0

M ... 5 0 0
16 0 0

,, ... 3 0 0
... 3 0 0
... 7 0 0
... 4 0 0
... 8 0 0

H

ATIVE Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited
to address tbemsalves in writing to X, care of
the Printer,

Artery Forceps

„ „ Fenestra
Belts, Abdomen

„ Corpulency

„ Riding

„ Carson’s Patent
Catheters, Silver Plated
Caustic Cases „
Dissecting Cases
Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete
,, Trumpets for Deafness

„ Cornets, Double
Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.J
Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks >

Stockings, Thread, per pair)
Ditto, Silk

,,

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz.
Electro-Magnetic Machines)

very powerful, single
|

Do. do, double
Do, do, pocket -

3

9
0 0
0 0

...6 0 0

8 0 0
...2 0 0

— 20 0 0

25 0 0
. 18 0 0

Brass, single and double Froiii Rs. A. ,P
action

,, ... 12 0 0
Kennedy’s Syphon ,, ... 9 0 0
Eye Instrument Cases ,, ... 60 0 0
„ ,, Macnamara’s ,. ,, ... 36 0 0

Cataract Knives and Needless ,,

Scissors, curved. Prob#, and
Sharp, pointed, Cross

... 3 8 0

Action ,, ... 4 0 0
Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c. ,,

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-
... 12 0 0

by ns, Mudges, Ac., &.C. ,,

Minor Operation Instruments
.1 3 8 0

Aneurism needles ,, .« 2 0 0
Abscess Knives, Symes ,, ... 2 0 0

f, Lancets
,, ... 1 12 0

Bistouries „ ... 2 8 0

ft

ft

tf

1

1

7

2

2

16
80
1

6
2

1

1

2

2

2

7

7
3
6

18

16
8

2

8

36
8

5

7

4
8

0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

8
0
4)

8
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles i.

Gum Lancets ..

Pocket Cases filled

„ Army Regulation
Probes, Silver

Scalpel and Finger Knives
Scalpels

Scissors

Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaculum
Stethoscopes
Speculums Ear

„ Spring Kramers
•I Nose
„ Rectum
„ Silver Plated

Spray Producers, Listers

,, Richardson’s Complete
,, Various Makers

Suspenders
Subcutaneous Syringes
Aluminum Cases
Silver Plated Mounts
Clinical Thermometers

With Kew Certificate ,, ... . „
From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and

Sons, &c., &c.
HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO

METERS.
Which on holding in a certain position

the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from 7 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... g g
THE NEW PHCENTX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difiiculty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from ... 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Agenti
FOR

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxidlsed
Pbosphorns Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve Power
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. k
0. Co.’s and B. I. Q. 8. N. Co.’s Steamers.

Wholesale rates on application.

.
9 A; 10, Dalhousib Square, f

.

and 47, Dhnrruratollah Street.
~

a-17

0
0

a-55

•A-pply to the Manager.
FOR

Xllnstrated Price List,

At 65, CoLLBGB Street,

tlUjl *lc

^ *
I
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Es,, 400

M 300

If 200

ff 150

If 200

fl 80

ff 20

ff 25

>» 20

Koogrhly Srldg-e I7otloe.

The Bridge will be closed for traffic on
Tuesday, the 5th October, 1880, from 1-30

to 4-30 P, M,

Q. H. SIMMONS.
*•63 Secretary to the Bridge Commissioners,

I>R. J. G. ANjbZIRSON,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No, 139, Dhubrumtollah Street,

May be oonsnlted at all boars dally.

{At home from, 11 to 12 a, m,)

Family engagements in and about Entally nuder
special arrangements. a-7

For Sale.

A 6 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order, »

by Trougbtou and Sinrina with stand
complete

A 5 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand

complete
A Smaller Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand

complete

A Dumpy Level with stand in perfect

order ... •••

A large size Telescope Trepoid stand

complete
A Smaller Ditto Ditto

An Aneroid V
Barometer with Thermo*

meter
German Silver Gr.ysta Keyless Watches

for Rough usage Liver Escapement
6 Jewels, soundness and accuracy
guaranteed ...

Ditto Niokle, Cylinder Escapt.

Apply to

J. G. HANHART,
397 ... 13, ffovernment Place.

I
.yi .1 - , ,

iwnXA G1BNER.A3U STEAbE NAVI-
OATION COBIFAKT, “ED."

^CHOKNK. Kit.rTTRK tc Apentx,

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalnndo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward every Saturday.
ri'lHK Str. Debrooghur will leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,-^

^the 8th instant. !

Cargo will be received attheCompany’s Godowns,

Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

HE Str. Tezpore will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun* 1

* day, the 10th instant.
[

"^J^^^^ill be received at the Company’s

Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 8th.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train

of Saturday, the 9th.

OAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
regular WEEKLY SKRYICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme*

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar

downward every Thursday.
rpHE Sti. Silehar will leave

JL Calcutta for Cachar on Tues*

>day, the 5th instant.

"Carg^^^l be received at the Company’s Go*

downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,

the 4th.

For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4, Faiblir Place, i G. J. Scott,

Calcutta, 2nd October, 1880. J
Secretary,

a*l

Notice.

All private communications for the Proprietor
of the IndianMirror and the Sunday Mirror

should be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur*
rumollah Street.

Gratis.

ONE thousand trials more are wanted to testify
Dr. R. L. Sett’s Specific for Asthma. It is

given free of charge to all asthmatic patients.
Mufussil order should accompany annas 4 for
packing.

SETT BASACK & CO.
No. 68, Nimtollah Ghat Street,

0-74 Calcutta.

Cast Indian Railway.
Branch to Ghazetpore,

ON and from the 5th October instant, the branch
line from Dildernuggur (on the main line,

E. I. Ry.) to Ghazeepore, will be opened for public
traffic of every description, which will be booked
to or from Tari Ghat only for the present.

Trains will run on the branch daily to meet the
np and down mail trains and also one up and one
dowu passenger train, at Dildernuggur.

Information as to fares of passengers and rates

for goods can be obtained at any station on the
East Indian Railway.

BRADFORD LESLIE,
Calcutta, 1st October 1880. 434

Agent,

Sast Indian Dallway.
Reserved Accommodation 3rd class.

ON and from this date and until further notice,

in consequence of pressure of traffic, the

Company will be unable to comply with applica-

tions for Reserved Accommodation in 3rd class

carriages.

BRADFORD LESLIE,
Agent.

Calcutta, 2nd October 1880, 435
^

STRAY Thoughts on Spiritualism. By Peary
Chand Mittra. Price six annas. To be had

at No. 20, Nimtollah Street. *-71

BIVEXtS STDAZIS NAVIGATION
CO., “ DIMITSD.”

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly

from Calcutta and Goalnndo to Assam and back.

ri'^HE Steamer Punjaub will

X leave Calcutta for Assam
on Tuesday, the 5th current.

^HE Str. Burmah will leave

T
Thursday, the 7th.

Goalundo for Assam on

For further information regarding rate^ of

freighti or pasaage, apply to *

, MAUNBILI^ & 00.
d.2

To Tourists and Travellers of all Nations.

ARGYX.I. KOTED.
No, 27, Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.

This Hotel is now open, and is replete with
every convenience and comfort, both for

casual visitors and residents.

Table d’Hote, daily, at 9 a. m. & 7 p. m.
A t Two rupees eight annas per head.

Rooms with board ‘‘ at the lowest rates in

the city” for equal accommodation. Breakfasts,

Tiffins, Dinners, Suppers, and Refreshments.

&c ., &c. , &c.

The Proprietors will be glad to reserve accommo-
dation for intending visitors, on receipt of letter

or telegram, stating the nature of the accommo-
dation required.

The Hotel is centrically situated within five

minutes’ walk of Government House, the Banks,
Merchant’s Offices, principal shops and Theatres.
The Billiard Rooms are not yet open, but as

soon as first class tables are secured, they will be
set up, both on the upper and lower floors. That
on the former floor being strictly reserved for

residents in the Hotel. «-79
1

2MC. DAY AND CO.,
|

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,
|

AND REPAIRERS
OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
TinsmltbB,Bleotroplaters,Sronzers,

Liaoquerors and Aailway Con-
tractors, d(.C., <kc.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tlnmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
;

Baths of sizes. Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
water Cans

;
garden watering pots ; Tea, House,

Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps ;

Railway Lamps of every descriptions,

&c.
,
&Ct,

Always in hand and made to order.

also

Portable Cooking stoves of single and double

a-u H. 3.
. ’f

inch burner with ovens.

T«rm» Tery moderats, a*83

Surmali Clg'ars, Clgrarettes, and
Tobacco, srood qnality.

MADE OP

SAGRIELL & CO.’S

Sagriel’s Shape Cigars No. Al. Rs. 12 8 per 1,000
Do. do.

9 1 A2.
I f

10 8 If

Silk Ties do. Bl. el 9 8
1

1

Do. do,
»

B2. l| 8 0 1 1

Do. do.
f| B3.

II 7 0 II

Moulmein Cigars
1

1

Cl.
1

1

14 0 II

Do, do.
y 1 C2. II 11 8 II

Do. do.
Is C3.

II 9 8 1

1

Manilla shaped
If Dl. •1 15 8 II

Do.
If D2. II 10 8

1

1

Do.
If D3. <9 8 8 II

Havanah shaped
ff El. II 14 0 II

Do,
If E2.

1
12 8 II

Tiffin Cigars
ff PI.

It 9 8 If

Do.
II F2. II 8 0 II

Big 4’ Long Size

Manilla Shape
Havana 4’

II 16 0 II

Do. do. • • t 1

1

15 0 If

Coconada Cigars No. S. « • • II 8 8 0
T. Long and Thin ... If 15 to 0
Lunka „ H. • • • II 9 8 0
Office Burmah ,, I.

• 1 7 to 0
Djllyvarden „ J. • • • 1

1

12 to 14
Do. „ K. II 10 8 0

Cigarettes „ L. • • • II 9 to 0
Do. ,, M. • •• •1 13 to 0

to the lb. at 10 to 14 as.

Cavendish Tobacco O-lO to 0-12 lb.

Gold Leaf 1st quality
Do. 2nd .,* 1 to 1-8

Apply to

FRAMJEE & SONS,
Calcutta,

Agents In Up-country.
Firozepore.
Lucknow.
Benares.

Cawnpore.
Nassirabad.
Ajmeer.
Rawul Pindi,
Jhansee.

Jamsetji and Sons
Nouroji & Co.,

Framji & Co.,

Harjubhoy & Co.
Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons ...

Rustomji Fnrdoonji and Sons ...

Jama«ji and Sens
Pistonji & Co.
The Railway Co-operative So-

ciety

Messrs. Richardson & Ob’.

Noaroji, Manacji & Co.

Allahabad.^ _
AllaSabaS’.'

Fyzabad; *-68

TUB INDIAN BIiaROR.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town.

For One Month
„ Three Months

Six Months
Twelve Months

N. .S.—The above includes subscription to the
Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil,

9 f

U

Es. As, P.

...2 8 0

...6 0 0

... 12 0
24 0

0
0

For One Month 3 6 0
,, Three Months 8 0 0
,, Six Months • •• 16 0 0
,, Twelve Months • ••• 32 0 0

Foreign.

For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 48 c 0
,, ,, (via Brindisi) ••• 64 10 0

Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofusail, )

For One Month • •• 1 0 0
,
Three Months ... • •• 2 8 0

„ Six Months 5 0 0
„ Twelve Months... • •• 10 0 0

( Single Copy Four Annas. )

Foreign.

For Twelve Months yvia bonthamnton) 12 7 0.

,, „ (via Brindisi) ••• 14 14 0

advertisement RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas oer line.

No Advertisement charged for less than
Rupee.

For apeoisl oontraot rates apply to the Manager.
N, B,—All remittances should be made payable .

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

Printed and published for the Proprietor by W, O,
SoOR, at the Sen Press, at No, 2, British Indigp
Street, Calcutta.
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Editorial Notes.
Articles :

—

Can we measure
thought ?

A Practical Speech.
Occult Phenomena.
Pilgrimage toScientists.

Brahmo Somaj.
Correspondence.
Provincial.

Literary, Scientific, &c.
Calcutta.

Selections.

Advertisements.

(Kditorial

The Lord Bishop of Calcutta has return-
ed to Calcutta.

:o:

Lucknow Witness does not believe in
the “ Lord’s Coming”, and in reply to a good
brother,says :

—“ We have not the slightest
objections to our Lord’s coming at whatever
time He deems good. We should give Him as
cordial welcome as any, were He to come to-
morrow.” We beg leave to doubt this latter
assertion. If Christ were to come to-morrow
we are inclined to think our contemporary
would not so much as recognise him, the real
Christ being so much at variance with the
Christ of the Methodists.

^il to perceive that in zealously serving
Government, they may be going against
the spirit of recent legislation. By
the general introduction of the out-still
system, the consumption of liquor has been
made to increase in a frightful degree, and
with It drunkenness of course has also increas-

n Bhagalpore
District, Mr. Barlow,the Commissioner, consi-
ders that this reversion to the out-still system
IS having injurious moral effects tend-
ing, as he believes, to the spread of
drunkenness The excise revenue amounted

n o AK an increase of
Rs. 2,05,829, or 27*1 per cent, over the aver-
age of the past five years, and of Rs. 96,629
or 11-1 per cent, over the receipts of 1878-79
Ihis IS certainly a remarkable increase and
can be accounted for only by the introduction
of the old system. These facts ought to be
carefully studied by those who take an in-
terest in the temperance question.

I We commend the following to such. Indian

Missionaries as are always misrepresenting

the principles of the New Dispensation and
the doings of our leader. A warning offered

iu a liberAl spirit by a devout Christian, in

whom faith is joined to love, such as our

American friend the Independent is, cannot
fail to produce a wholesome effect upon the

missionaries in India :

—

:o:-

-:o;-

Thb marriage of Roma Bye with Babu
Bipin Bihari Das of Sylhet wilt take place at
Bankipore on the 15th instant. Mr, Beveridge,
who, by the way, was married himself accord-
ing to the provisions of the Act HI
of 1872, is taking a great deal of interestm the matter, and it is said the marriage
will take place at his house. Roma
Bye IS a Mahratta and Brahmin lady, and
Babu Bipiu Bihari belongs to the Suri or
wme-seller caste. So this is a pucca inter-
marriage. We wish to know more about the
couple

;
could any one furnish us with full

particulars? It strikes us as somewhat in-
teresting that a young Hindu lady who has
got the whole Bhagavat bv heart, and
who was born and bred up ’under purely
Hindu influences, should so far have risen
alKive caste prejudies as to have recourse
to a radical legislative Act to consuuTmate a
marriage which the most thorough-going
radical would shrink from. Socially: the
marriage is one of great importance, since
' ® Mahratta in

“ Bengali. We shall be very
glad to hear that Roma Bye is a theist.

The Statesman has done great servicaby drawing attention to the retrograde

GovernlntWe shall probably have to say something
on this subject m another issue. In themeantime we may place here a few factswhich tend to show that 'the revenue
authoriiies are always easily tempted bythe prospect of increased revenue, and that in
the dmuesij oi ihcir dazaleJ pye,^i^r[jj

To-day is the first day of the Durga Pujah
—the festival of social rejoicings, family re-
unions and happy greetings. If in a religious
point of view;tlie Pujah had been as unobjec
tionableasit is from asocial one, Bengal at this
moment would have been singularly happy and
fortunate. The New Dispensation tells us that
Durga IS the emblem of the Almighty,
and when she conies, she comes as the slayer
of sin, bringing at the same time wealth
(Lakshmi), learning (Saraswati), welfare and
happiness (Ganesli) in her train. If she is
worshipped in the spirit, whole households and
communities may be saved and regenerated.

hat a pity that our countrymen should
abandon the spirit and find in a sublime
allegory all the consolation of religion.
A French writer defines Idolatry as a ”8y8*.

tern of religion which is founded upon a desire
to dispense with God. Men do not wish to
face God, and hence they dispense with Him
and construct new forms'bf worship. This
distrust of God, this aversion to His provi-
dence has caused all the present de-
gradation of the country.^ The land is
going to ruin in consequence of this refusal
to recognise the Supreme Maker. When every
lousehold brings down the Lord in this
joyous season and worship Him with piety and
ove, when tj.a image of Durga comes to be
lelieved as image and not a reality, it is then
that the golden age^shall dawn again upon this
country. When shall our countrymen rise
from their delusion, and accept the great God
of the universe as their only Guide, Sayiobr
Insiructor and Ffieod ?

We see quoted in an American paper, where itmay mislead, the following, about the Brahmos of
ludia, from a Calcutta paper :

•
Keshubites among them are fast develop-

ing into Spiritualists of the most pronounced Ame-
rican type, and we should be sorry to think that
this constituted any claim to be regarded as
almo^st, if not entirely, Christians.’ Keshub

Chu^nder Sen has started a dispensation of his own
with revelation of very much the same convincing
kind as those of Joseph Smith. He is still in procesa
of development, and it will be interesting to note
whereunto he may grow. Living in familiar
personal intercourse with John the Baptist and
the prophets of the Old Testament on the one
hand, and Mahadeo, Himalaya, and the rishis ofHindu tradition, on the other, he has already
reached prophethood.” ^

Now, we read Keshub’s paper every week
and we can testify that the above is an utter
misapprehension Keshub is a mystical, trans-
cendental OnentaL He must be read withsome sort of sense of that style of thought Thus
read there is in his recent addresses nothing
of the sort described above. There is abso-
lutely no Spiritualism about his teachings, no new
revelation different from that which many Chris-
tians talk about in the light of the Spirit and nota bit of that personal intercourse ” with the old
worthies which this paragraph describes—nothingmore than meditation on their teachings and such

anybody can attain towith the thoughts of Moses, John Baptist and theruhts of Hindu tradition. Thus to misrepresent
him is unworthy of Christian missionaries andshows an inability to enter into the Oriental spirit.

:o:

We are glad to find that the Indian Evan-
gelical Review agrees with us in condemning
the selection of Huxley’s Hume as a text-book
for the B. A. of the .Calcutta University. It
says :

—

From some reason, which we cannot divine, theCalcutta University has gone in largely. to patronisethem as text-books in English literatum Wewouki fain believe that some of those who recom-mended or approved of the recommendation had
seen only the outsides. The English of some of
those appointed cannot be approved as models for
our students, but the theology is what coheertii usand m the name of all that-is fair and' good weprotest agaiDst the use oL Huxley’s Bnme as atext-book in any of our Ibffian ' Universities Wa
believe even Huxley himself would disapprove ofsuch a pabulum for young men.

,, The book is amost determined attempt to overthrow every form
of faith in God, the future life and rtlorals,

‘

'Hux-
ley out-Humes Hume. He ridicules the highestand holiest verities of our Most Holy religion, notonly; of Christianity, but of every form ofTheism

; and of Polytheists he writes— ‘’ These
pretended religionists are really a kind of auBeratf
tious atheists,” and he professes to prove it. Hux.ley IS satisfied with the proof, but d’i^likeS callinirnames He does not,hesitate to heap aU.linanne?
of ridicule and sarcasm upon Christian .morAlitv.and, int^onMIy oif ‘tohintfehtiohalfy,-

Cbrlstian doctriue as only to give omich*
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tures of them. He sets up men of straw of his own

making, calls them evangelical doctrines and then

sets fire to them. He illustrates a very frequently

illustrated truth, in these days of special studies

and of scientific experts,the truth that a person may

at one and the same time be a marvel of know-

ledge, quite an encyclopedia of knowledge in one

science, while he displays ignorance most diplor-

able in regard to other sciences. Huxley may be

unrivalled as a naturalist, and at the same time

possess a smattering of metaphysics, while he is

totally ignorant of the first truths of Theism and of

'Christianity, and of their arguments and evidences.

Huxley had clearly no time to acquire even a

superficial knowledge of Theology or of Apolo-

getics and hence the very objectionable character

of the book before us.

We hope that some one will be bold enongh

to raise the question in the Senate.

:o:

Our Native Christian friends are going

to hold another Nagar Sankirtan this year.

We observe there is a great deal of difference

of opinion among them as to the utility

cr otherwise of this institution. The Rev.

Lai Bihari Day is one of those who oppose it.

In a letter addressed to the Indian Christian

Herald, he warmly controverts the position

taken up by that journal and deprecates the

.introduction of what he calls a heathen

custom. He calls Nagarkirtan a “heathenish

' and devilish institution,” and Chaitanya,

“ the mad-cap of Navadwipa,” “ the crack-

brained enthusiast of Nadiya.” “ Let Deists

and Theists,” he says, “Brahmos and Theo-

sophist and cleotics of every name and

color borrow from mere human teachers,

and concoct a religion, a ritual and liturgy of

' their own, but wo who have Christ for

our teacher and the Word of God for a direc-

tory, do not require any help in religious mat-

ters from anymore human teachers.” Mr.

Day tried Vaishnavaism forty years ago,

when we were not born, and he found Nagar-

kirtan to be full of animalism. “The thrill of
.1 r

which you speak is no spiritual joy. The

Holy Spirit has nothing to do with it—-it is

mere animalish joy—it is mere physical ex-

citement of the nerves.” The Editor of the

Christian Herald is not inclined to accept this

II

advice, for he says

We fear already too much animalism, if by ani-

malism is meant sensuality, has entered into our

Infant Church, but this consists not so much in the

use of Ehol and Kartal as in the use of beef and

brandy, and the refined creature comforts which

Western civilization has introduced into our

' midst—comforts which are very often sought

after at the expense of benevolence and other disin-

terested affections. The whole history of Vaishna-

vaism, however, forbids us from concluding that

Khol and Kartal have a tendency to make people

animalish or sensual; on the contrary, if any sect

lOf Hindus are more spiritual and less sensual, it is,

'

' W9 beliove, the Vaishnavas who abstain from all

animal food and wine, and who are rarely found

guilty of excesses in meat or drink.

:o:

The “ Lay of the Empress” by Mr. E. B.

Eaatwick seems to be a magnificent work. It

is a description of the Delhi Assemblage.

The first canto describes how India, girt

with mountains and guarded by the sea, is a

sort of world by itself, safe almost as an island

from attack, and from any temptation, in or-

dinary circumstances, of invading surrounding

countries. It is a country made to live at

amity with itself and its neighbours
;
and had

the Hindus remained a united people, the Lay

says no foreigners would ever have dared to

invade their confines. Discords, however, al-

ways prevailed among them, and tempted con-

queror after conqueror into the plains of the

Indus and Ganges. Tims is Mr. Eastwick

led to describe the invasions of Alexander,

Mahmud ofGhuzni, the Afghans and Moghuls

and the ravages of the Mahrattas. All failed

to free the country from the evils which op-

pressed it. Confusion, corruption and wrong

were everywhere rampant, while the people

were struck down by “ the fatal palsy of des-

pair.”

At such a moment came unhoped release ;

From a far land it came beyond the sea ;

‘Twas England bid the stormy billows cease

To rage, and set long-suffering India free.

Call it not conquest that joined two lands,

Home of one race, though parted through long
years.

Nor War that which has ended with clasped

hands.
Nor strangers those who mingled joys anc

tears
;

’Tis Union which survives all hate and doubts

and fears.

The spirit which animates the work is

beautiful. In a Bengali poem recently issued,

called the Bidhan Bharat, the author says

that Providence brought the English to this

country to give her peace, knowledge

and enlightment, and to pave the road

for a new religion—a dispensation—in con-

tinuance of that carried on by Chai-

tanya centuries ago. Mr. Eastwick does

not take a strictly religious view, but his

opinion is none the less religious and actuated

by the best of Christian feelings. We be-

lieve it—for we believe in an all-wise Pro vi-

dence—that England came to unite, and not

to sever, to fulfil, and not to destroy.

CAN WE MEASURE THOUGHT?

A RHMABKABLE apparatus has been devised

by Dr. Mosso of Turin, the object of which is

to measure thought. Impossible, one will say.

But science renders many things possible.

The amount of nervous action may be

measured by the quantity of blood consumed.

Professor G. F. Barker, in the course of an

address delivered before the Boston American

Association, explained the interesting process.

He said
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An important fact concerning nervous action is

that its amount may be measured by the quantity

of blood consumed in its performance. Dr. Mosso

of Turin has devised an apparatus, called the

plethysmograph (drawines of which were exhibited

at theLondon apparatus exhibition of 1876) des^n-

ed for measuring the volume of an organ. The

fore-arm, for example, being the organ to be ex-

perimented on, is placed in a cylinder of water

and tightly enclosed, A rubber tube connects the

interior of the cylinder with the recording appara-

tus. With the electric circuit by which 'the stimu-

lus was applied to produce contraction were two

keys, one of which was a dummy. It was noticed

that, after using the active key several times, pro-

ducing varying current strengths, the curve sank as

before on pressing down the inactive key. Since no

real effect was produced, the result was caused

solely by the imagination, blood passing from

the body to the brain in the act. To test further

the effect of mental action, Dr. Pagliani, whose

arm was in the apparatus, was requested to mul-

tiply 267 by 8, mentally, and to make a sign

when he had finished. The recorded

showed very distinctly how much more blood the

brain took to perform the operation. Hence, the

plethysmograph is capable of measuring the

relative amount of mental power required by

different persons to work out the same mental

problem. Indeed, Mr. Gaskell suggests the use

of the instrument in the examination room, to

find out, in addition to the amount of know-

ledge a man possesses, how much effort

it causes him to produce any particular re-

sult of brain work. Dr. Mosso relates fbat, while

the apparatus was set up in his room in Turin, a

classical man came in to see him. He looked very

contemptuously upon it, and asked of what use it

could be, saying that it couldn’t do anybody

any good. Dr. Mosso replied : “Well, now, I can

tell you by that whether you
.

can read Greek as

easily as you can Latin.” As the classicist would

not believe it, his own arm was put into the appa-

ratus, and he was given a Latin book to feud.

A very slight sinking of the curve was the

result. The Latin book was then taken away,

and a Greek book was given to him. Tins pro-

duced immediately a much deeper curve. He had

asserted before that it was quite as easy for him

to read Greek as Latin, and that there was no

difiBculty in doing either. Dr. Mosso, however,

was able to show him that he was laboring under

a delusion. Again this apparatus is so sensitive

as to be useful for ascertaining how much a person

is dreaming. When Dr. Pagliani went to sleep in

the apparatus, the effect upon the resulting curve

was very marked indeed. He said afterwards

that he had been in a sound-sleep and re-

membered nothing of what passed in the room

—that he had been absolutely unconscious;

and yet every little movement in the room

such as the slamming of a door, the barking of a

dog, and even the knocking down of a bit glass,

were all marked on the curves. Sometimes he

moved his lips and gave other evidences that he was

dreaming. They were all recorded on the curve, the

amount of blood required for dreaming diminishing

that in the extremities. The emotions, too, left a

record. When only a student came into the rtmm

little or no effect appeared in the curve. But when

Professor Ludwig himself came in, the arteries in

the arms of the person in the apparatus contracted

quite as strongly as upon a very decided electrical

stimulation.
. - .v-

In an address of the retiring president of this

Association delivered a few years ago, I find this

sentence ;
“ Thought cannot be a physical force,

because thought admits of no measure. ’ In the

light of the rapid advances lately made inves-

tigating mental action, we see that in two direc-

tions at least in its rate of action and of*®®

relative energy, we may already measure thought,

as we measure any other form of energy, by

the effect it produces.

A PRACTICAL SPEECH.

Archdeacon Baly is a practical man,

gifted with a large amount of common sense

and sterling wisdom. Whether we look to

his labors in the Clmrch or his work in

connection with the Eurasian question,

we mark the same prudence, the same

practical wisdom dominating all his thought

and actions. The other day he was in-

vited to preside at the distiibution of prizes
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to the pupils of tl>e Albert School of the

Indian Reform Association, and in the

course of his remarks, he gave proofs of his

practical disposition in the same unmis-

takable manner. Turning to the students he

askad them what life they intended to lead.

He enumerated to them all the fields open

to youths in England, and said that the

same were not to be found here. There were

in the former the bar, the army, the church,

the medical profession, the merchant’s line

and the trades and arts. Even these were

overcrowded. There were, he said, 25,000

clergymen in the United Kingdom. So

that it happened that many not find-

ing openings to these professions in Eng-

land, came to India or went to the colonies.

In England there was no disgrace involv-

ed in the entrance into any line or profes-

sion. The Duke of Argyll’s eldest son has

married one of the Queen’s daughters, and one

of his sons is a broker in America, we think.

One of Lord Lawrence’s sons is a tea-planter

in India, and another is engaged in a

coflfee estate in Ceylon. In India the

professions are not so many, and even

if there were, sons of Native gentlemen

could not without disgrace enter into the

trades, if they wished. The question put by

theVenerable Archdeacon onsrlit to he answer -

ed, and, yet having troubled our brains for the

last ten rears with the same quastion, we con-

fess we hare net found an answer to it, our-

selves. What are our young men to do? Even

their guardians do not know how to answer the

question. At the same time it is true that

a grave crisis is about to occur in our society.

All the fields are overcrowded. The popula-

tion is increasing at a visible rate, and educa-

tion is rendering a large portion of our coun-

trymen eminently atistocratic in their tenden-

cies. It is impossible that men who by their

religion and caste-feeling are averse to

manual labor, will be induced by their

education to embrace what they consider

to be low professions. In fact, education, ns

we have said, has confirmed and given per-

manency to caste-feeling on this question.

Under the circumstances we cannot but think

the future of our young men to be of the

gloomiest kind. Neither Government help

nor the resources of the nation itself are ex-

pected to add to the comforts of their position.

For the Government has supplied them with a

high education and thinks of nothing else,

while the people are too helpless and weak to

help themselves. We depend upon the

natural course of things. The times are

conriing when the people of Bengal will have

to make its choice between starvation, on the

one hand, and the necessity of adopting the

lowest of the trades. If our countrymen

are not aroused to the neoossity of immediate

action, we shall shortly see the [most distin-

guished graduates plying the hurabls trades

of moodies or vendors of sweetmeats, or

going about the streets, piteously crying

out, eh paisa delao de Ram, Such a day

will be the dawn of a better future, no doubt
;

but the very anticipation of it is dreadful.

There is yet time to' avert the catastrophe. Our

wealthy countrymen’should combine and found

industrial and artisans’ schools in all parts

of the ’’land without the least delay. The

founder of the first school of the kind will be

considered the greatest benefactor India ever

has had.

OCCULT PHENOMENA.

A KEW phenomenon, greater by far than

the Afghan imbroglio or the financial blun-

der, has just rendered itself visible to the

Indian community. Listen to what we are

going to say, gentle reader, and faint not. Six

big officials and men of high position have

made common cause with the Theosophists,

and have taken a vow to make supersti-

tion fashionable. They met at Mr. Allan

Hume’s residence at Simla, and with the ut-

most gravity witnessed a worderful legerde-

main performed by Madame Blavatsky. The

witnesses to the performance were, besides the

ladies, Mr. Hume, Mr. Sinnett, Editor of the

Pioneer, Messrs. Maitland, Davison and Beat-

son. All these have lent the signature of their

names to a narrative of the wonderful perfor-

mance, which narrative has now seen the light

in the columns of the Pioneer. We wonder the

signatories to this interesting production

managed to keep their gravity and did no*

laugh outright at their own simplicity. A

simple statement of facts might have been

allowed
;
but the gentlemen and ladies who

have signed the document meant some thing

more they wish us to believe—not only that the

occurrence in question was a fact, hut that it

explained far deeper things than either philo-

sophy or science warranted. We should have

patiently borne the production had it been

simply a record of facts, but when the writers

wish to impose their belief upon us, we think

they incur a responsibility which we have every

right to challenge. The story may be told

in a few words. Madame Blavatsky asked Mrs.

Hume if there was any thing she par icularly

wished for. Mrs. Hume mentioned a small

article of jewellery that she had formerly

possessed. Whereupon Madame Blavatsky

asked her to fix the image of the article '

in question very definitely in her mind.

Madame Blavatsky then wrapped up a coin attach-

ed to her watch-chain in two cigarette papers, and

put it ill her dress, and said that she hoped the

brooch might be obtained in the course of the even-

ing. At theclose of diuner,she said to Mrs. Hume
that the paper in which the coin had been wrap-

ped was’gone. A little later in the drawing-room,

said that the brooch would not be brought into

the house, but that it must be looked for in '

the garden, and then as the party went out occom-
panying her,she said she had clairvoyantly seen the
brooch fall into a star-shaped bed of flowers, Mrs.
Hume led the way to such a bed in a distant

part of the garden. A prolonged and careful

search was made with lanterns, and eventually a
small paper packet consisting of two cigarette

papers was found amongst the leaves by Mrs.
Sinnett.

This packet contained the brooch in ques-

tion. “The conviction of all present,” say the

ladies and gentlemenwho sign the declaration,

“was that the occurrence was of an absolutely

unimpeachable character as an evidence of the

truth of the possibility of occult phenomena.”

Now, whatever be the conviction of those

who saw it, we do not think it ought to be

shared in by everyone who hears of it. Many

years ago we came across a remarkable Maho-

medan by the name of Hossein Khan. Of an

appearance by no means prepossessing, and of

a character by no means exemplary,he had the

reputation of being in possession of some-

thing like Aladdin’s lamp. He used to in-

voke a spirit whom he called Huzrut, and

by this means he did things which were little

short of wonderful. We were eye-witnesses to

his performances,and the shrewdest and astutest

among us were unable to detect any flaw or

trick in his movements. Large sums of

money disappeared at his touch
;
the contents

of boxes which he had not examined, were
i

enumerated by him to the great dismay

of their owner
;

papers and handkerchiefs

burnt in our presence were restored; and what

18 more, when we felt hungry and asked for

food, he brought us grapes and promegranates

to which we did not hesitate to do full

justice. The man’s ways were mys-

terious anil singular. He would not perform

except before friends, for he feared the Police.

The gentlemen liefore him he performed were

the late Babus Hira Lai Seal, Hari .Mobun

Sen,and Rajah Prosuno Narain Deb Bahadur.

We saw, we admired,we were outwitted, but we

never came to a conclusion. Superstitions

persons saw ghosts and spirits behind the

Mahoraedan conjuror; but any such conclusion

was to us preposterous and absurd. The spirit

of science was to us a goddess of far greater

weight and reliableness than the whole host

of your occult powers and mediums. Ttie

conclusion we came to was this—not that

occult phenomena were possible, but that we

did not understand anything of what wo had

seen. Tin’s confession of ignorance was,

we believe, natural under the circum-

stances. We cannot say whether Ma-

dame Blavatsky is a greater performer

in this respect than Hossein Khan. At

any rate, in her case the fact of the brooch

having been found in a distant corner of the

garden might render a suspicion Justifiable.

But we must say this, that any performances

of the kind, which are unintelligible to us,

leave us iu the same state of blissful iguurauue
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in which we were before we became eye-wit-

neeses to them. “Occult phenomena” is a mis-

leading expression, if it be made to imply the

presence of supernatnral or invisible beings

that minister to the purposes or wants

of manhood or womanhood either. It

may mean also phenomena the causes

of which are unknown to us,—a sensewhich we
are perfectly willing to accept. It is to be

understood that we do not make any con-

cessions as to whether thei performances

were done in good faith or otherwise. But
granting that they were, we must say that our

only position under the circumstances is

that we understand nothing about them.

PILGRIMAGE TO SCIENTISTS.

Last Sunday the pilgrim brothers had com-

munion with the spirits of men of science.

On the walls of the sanctuary were hung dia-

grams illustrating the steam engine &c., and

on the floor there were also scientific intru-

ments to show that it was the Temple of

Science in which the devotees had gathered.

Hymns and adoration over, the pilgrims were

led by the Minister into the inner sanctuary,

where stood emblazoned in the eternal liglit of

truth the apostles of science of ancient and

modern times,Galileo and Kepler, Newton and

Faraday, Susruta and Charak and Lilabati.

In the presence of these exalted spirits our

brethren sat with profound reverence, when

prayers were offered to the following

effect:—O God of Science,have mercy upon us,

thine ignorant children, and introduce us to

Ihe Prophets of Science,that we may be imbued

with the spirit of their teachings and examples.

Upon them thou hast placed the crown of

glory, and they are sitting by thy throne in

the mansions reserved for scientists. Grant,

O Lord, that we may for a time turn our

hearts away from the cares and enjoyments of

the world we have left below, and enjoy sweet

communion with these children of light. Deli-

ver us from all manner of prejudices and doubts,

errors and delusions, hypotheses and assump-

tions, absurdities and superstitions, and cause

the light of science to shine upon our hearts.

Science is thine own scripture, written by

thine own hand, more ^ancient than the

Bible, more sacred than the Vedas. There-

in is infallible truth, which makes the

soul free. May we study this holy scripture,

this infallible word of God, and grow

wiser and holier. Almighty, before thy

throne are spread the various scriptures which

thy hand has written,wondrous works reflect-

ing thy sanctifying wisdom. All the sciences

are here grouped and arranged with their

respective prophets and apostles. Here on

one side are the sciences of Theology and

Ethics, Psychology and Logic and .^Esthetics.

There on the other side are arranged Astro-

nomy and Geology, Chemistry and Anatomy,

Physiology and Medicine,Geology and Botany.

Teach us to honor and revere these ever-

living scriptures as the record of thy wisdom

and the Gospel of thy love, and grant that we

may never treat these as secular knowledge.

May we regard every little primer of science

as a holy revelation from heaven, and every

devout scientist as a messenger sent by thee

to give the world saving knowledge! We
have seen the heaven of Christ and the man-

sions of Moses and Socrates and Chaitanya.

Now by thy grace we have entered the heaven

of science. Help us to commune with its

prophets.

Great spirit of Galileo, persecuted for astro-

ik9mf§ iAk« as were persecuted holier pro-

phets for righteousness’ sake, 0 blessed New-
ton whom inspiration taught to detect divine
law in the falling apple, O Faraday, Soul of
Susruta, ancient Hindu sage who didst bring
to earth the healing art, may the Lord cause
your light to enlighten us and cheer us and
save us. Children of 'God, shine before us,
and let us see our Father in you and you in
our Father. Revered apostles of truth, bless
us with true science.

iiphma ^oma] *

The usual monthly servioe
morning in the Brahma Mandir.

takes place this

Wb hope to publish an account of the pilgrimage
to Chaitanya next week.

Letters have been received from Lahore and
Multan requesting the minister and other mission-
aries to visit those places.

The Pilgrimages were concluded on Sunday last.
They may be thus summed up
Moses Christ
Socrates Mahomed
Ruddha Chaitanya
The Rishis Men of Science

C'Orrc.'jjjoml^iuT.

e lio not hold (niv»elren in any tvnv rpxfjonftihle,
for the opinions ofou? correspo7ide7its.—V^v., S. il/,]

GOD-

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR,”

Sir,—God is one and the same in all religions,
whether Hindu, Mahomedan, Christian or Jew.
God and man are correlative terms. God is in man
and man is in God ! The relationship, therefore,
is as close as it is between fire and heat, rain and
smoke, water and fish. But in the settlement of
the covenant between God and man a mess has
been made of the matter, and the result is that
we see so many gods of various shapes accordingly
as it suited different spirits to delineate Him in
His multifarious relationship to man. It is thus
we see a Hindu God,a ChristianGod, a Mahomedan
God and a Jewish God. Again, we have a human-
ity God. According to this creed Caesar was a
god. Socrates was a god, Aristotle was a god,
Moses was a god, and Mr. Dali says Brad-
laugh has an atheist’s god. There is thus a
jungle of gods, and man is bewildered in the
maze

; and he, like the beast in the midst of a
plenty of food, fasts, not knowing which to select.
He then tries them all one after the other, and
weighs each in the balance, and finds them want-
ing. Thus disappointed, he sits with a heart dry
and vacant, hankering alter a full God, when lo !

the “ new Dispensation” ushers in a God, a loving
God, the essence of all Gods harmoniously blended
together, and he hugs Him to his breast and prays,

Father Thee I wanted
Thee I have got

Yours, &c.,

P. C.

CHRISTIAN IDOLATRY.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,— Referring to the letter of the Ame-
rican Unitarian Missionary, Rev, Mr. Dali, headed
“Idolatry,” published in the Sunday Mii'ror of the
16th July last, I beg leave to offer a few remarks.

After carefully reading the letter under notice
over and over again, I began to think within my-
self, whether the contents of it are to be look-
ed upon as the ravings of a frenzied brain, or they
are the exponents of a person’s opinion formed by
boaeitr cooviotioa. Taking the latter to be the case,

I humbly proceed to show that Mr. Dali is sadly
mistaken and misdirected in thinking and preach-
ing through the medium of your excellent journal
that it is “ sinful idolatry” to worship Jesns from
a single expression of his—“ I am a man, who had
told you the truth” &c. in the face of the hundreds
of passages in the scriptures incontrovertibly
proving that he was to give them a true man—

a

Superhuman Being, possessed of attributes worthy
of God.

^

As sustaining the character of a man, we
behold him in him perfect love to God. A spirit
of devotion exhibits itself at all times in bis
delight in the words of God; and the goodness they
display

; in his constant prayers
; his giving

thanks
; his submission to the will of God, especial-

ly on the night he was betrayed into the hands
of his enemies.
There is nothing of impurity in his speech or act;

no selfishness
;
no deception

; no evil of any kind,
while excellencies of the opposite kind combine
within him with perfect harmony. He was
dignified yet humble

; free from worldliness yet
courteous to all; devoted to the good of all yet a
faithful friend; the Great Teacher but a loving
Son.

To understand the character of Christ we
invite your readers to examine the accounts of his
life contained in the first four books of the New
Testament; the Gospel of Matthew, Mark, Luke and
John. They will find there a description of one
whoso like never appeared in any age
or any country of the world. History records the
names of many sages and many statesmen dis-
tinguished for different virtues. But where shall
we find one of ancient or modern days in
whom all virtues, all excellencies, meet, without a
simple failure, except Jesus of Nazareth. His bio-
graphers, whom I have named above, tell ns he was
God. Yet we find his character not inconsistent
with such a claim. He acts like God, and
speaks like God. He talks of heaven and hell
calmly and without hesitation, like one who is per-
fectly acquainted with the subject. The manner in
which all this is written is a warrant for its truth.
He spoke as never man spoke.
Let me quote here a few passages from the

Gospels, and ask Mr. Dali to explain their bearings
under the supposition that Jesus was a man like
any of us 7 1 “ In the beginning was the
word, and the word was with God, and
the word was God.” (2) “ Jesus said unto them.
Verily, verily, I say unto you, before Abraham
was, I am.” (3) “ I and my Father are one.”
(4) “ Go ye, therefore, and teach all nations
baptizing them in the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost.’' (5) “Lo; I.
(Jesus) am with you always (meaning his
disciples) even unto the end of the world, ’’ In
regard to the second text, I ha'C quoted, “ Before
Abraham was I am,” I may he p'ermitted to ex-
plain that the expression I am, though in the
present tense, is clearly designed to express a past
tense, Thus in Ps. xc. 2, John l. 9, “from ever-
lasting to everlasting thou art God.” Applied to
God, it denotes continued existence without res-
pect to time. Hence God assumes it as His name
“I am; “and I am that I am.” Ex. in. 14. The ques-
tion was about his pre-existence.

It seems that they (the Jews) understood him as
blaspheming, and proceeded, even without the form
of a trial, to stone him as such, because this was the
punishment prescribed in the law for blasphemy.
Again the passage “ Lo, I am with you, even unto
the end of the world,” also proves that Christ is

Divine. If a true man or a creature of the highest
order, how could he promise to be toith his disciples
always, or at all ? They would be scattered far
and wide. His disciples would greatly increase. If
he was with tltem always he was God ; for no
finite creature could thus be present with
many men scattered in different parts of the
world.
One word more, and j have done. I

must remind Mr. Dali that the religion of
.fesus is thoroughly iconoclastic in its character.
Whereever it has gone, it has demolished
idolatry. When Christianity began its career,
the Roman Empire, the civilized and enlight-
ened world, was in the most depraved condition
possible. Look on the same people in the same
countries three hundred years later. The temples
are empty; human sacrifices, infanticide and
temple prostitution are abolished. Think of the
Christian world at the present day. Think of
India fifty years ago, and what it is now.

Does Mr. Dali think that a religion incul-
cating idolatry or whose founder was a true
man, could have accomplished miraculalous re-
sults in the lives and character of its followers ?

Decision has never produced fruits like this.
What religion except Christianity ever took
a man from the depths of wickedness and made
him at once within a day “anew creature?’’
This is the Lord’s doing; foe such a divine effect
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we cannot but look to a divinely power aetbig
conjanction with the divinely revealed Word.

Yonrs &c.

,

A Voice feom Chinscuah.

ON THE CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.

Sib,—

I

desire to be permitted to make a few
remarks on recent correspondence and articles that
have appeared in the Sundmj Mirror respecting
Christian doctrines. I need scarcely say that
Christians desire nothing better than that the claim
of the Bible and of the svstem founded upon it.

be carefully examined, and that at first hand. I

regret, however, that the doctrines chosen by your
correspondents for examination and criticism have
been accidentals,ratber than easentiala.of Christian-
ity, and that such scanty attention has been
given to the main bases of its theological system
and to its glorious hopes and assurances. Tbe prin-

cipal topics di 8 ''U8sed have been Biblical

Inspiration (in no less than nineteen letters) and
Everlasting Punishment.

1. Now taking the subject of Inspiration

first. Suppose, for tbe sake of avoiding needless

argument, that“J. T. T’s,” point has been proved,

and that it is decided that the Biblical writers

were not inspired (supernaturallv guided) nor in-

fallible; what has be<>n gained ? As a-’ninst the

truth of Christianity, practically nothing has been
gained. The system of Christian belief does not
rest on Inspiration at all, but on Revelation

;
and

the two things are very different. Revelation is

the communication to men of truths or facts which
could not have been known by man’s unaided
reason or observation. Inspiration—the inspiration

of tbe Bible—is the supernatural guidance of men
in 9’C<JorcZi'n <7 the revealed truth All who listened

to the Sermon on the Mount or the Parable of the

Tares received a revelation, but they were not all

inspired to record it. Now suppose no one was so

inspired, and that trustworthy hearers simply

recorded what they heard, as Xenophon recorded

his Memorabilia of Socrates, or Tacitus recorded

the career of Vespasian, not haying any fuperna-

tural guidance, but only the use of their common
sense. The revelation may still be true, and we
may still have as much reason to believe it as we
have to believe in Tacitus’ account of Vespasian,

although no one ever claimed inspiration

at all. If it be granted that the Evan-
gelists were honest men with ordinary

common sense, this is enough for our purpose, and

we may wive the whole claim to inspiration. Chris-

tianity stands or falls with revelation, but not

with inspiration (or so-called infallibility). So
that even if anyone should succeed in demolishing

the Cbistian doctrine of Inspiration, he will bu

have knocked away the chunam and mouldings
of the temple of Christian truth, only to reveal the

granite walls beneath, of which the structure really

consists. If the revelation of Christian truth could

be disproved, the case would be different. Chris-

tianity would still remain,indeed,the moat beautiful

and perfect system of religious teaching ^d the

most probable interpretation of history that numan
reason has devised

;
but the present certainty and

assurance of the Christian’s hope would then be

only a plausible conjecture in need of further con-

firmation.

2. Turning now to the subject of the duration

of future punishment : it is unquestionably true

that the eternity of that punishment has been the

prevailing belief in tbe Christian Church
;

but it has not been the unanimous belief.

It is well known that not a few pious and thought-
ful men, who in other respects have accepted the
whole Christian system, have differed in this one
point from the prevailing opinion. It is not, there-

fore, rightly regarded as an essential of Christian
belief. It is obvious that no one can possibly

know anything about the matter from the light

of nature. Human intuition or reason cannot
possibly give us certain information of a future

/act—

A

fact relating to a future world of which we
have no experience. Reason can no more tell us

the duration of future punishment than it can tell

us the duration of the English Empire. Whatever
view is held, must be based on revelation

;
and

though each party may try to show that its view
is not inconsistent with reason, it cannot prove it

to be the truth by reason alone. All Christians alike

depend upon the stateme^’ts of the Bible. The
reason wby so many Christians believe in thf

eternity of future'.j)unishment is that they have
first, for various reasons, come to believe that

Jesus bad perfect information on the subject
;

and, secondly, think that tbe terms in which He
of tlMUolema fatore ooocaintate tbo Irdief

ySii^musreUhersw'^
disprove their belie^

tion to
snow that Jesus was not in a posi-

been misX His words have

Smen 2 arf otherarguments are waste of time.

neL Ihlt tl.r.1,
in rleliteons.

dMS Christians, hetero-

is l nren^
are agreed upon, is that this life

in ihich
according to the relation

hereafter
shall be our state

hnoenitJiit ‘o tbe

morse and
'‘“"uish and re-

Sureiv thin
/continue for ages of ogee.

suffie^ntKr
* ’ought, if we will consider it, is

the attenti
startling a one to arrest

of r
careless, and is full

The knnil?A
® *°>e«d'oooto amend their lives,

me^ addi Hie piinish-

value
, for he who is not deterred from

rXcM byTb,'™*’'
will sowcniy

for to our limited

practical

sin by the

affected by the thought of eternal punishment
limited human fa ulties the two—

infinite duration

—

P^^'^Hcally (not logically) indistinguish.

of
'* surprising that the duration

of that punishment forms the subject of various opi-n ons among Christians themselves. Some, as they

the
age-long suffering, in

tne light of Scripture allusions to the subject, fancybey see it end at last in light
;
to others it seems

eu in he final destruction of the conscious
peing

;
to others again it appears to stretch away

in the darkness without limit for ever
; while yet

0 ers think that the Scriptures only point to the
path stretching away beyond the reach of human
Ren, but do not reveal in any way what

e ultimate issue may be, whether in restora-
tion, destruction or endless misery. Which of these
views IS the true one, or whether more than onemay be true in different cases, can only be decided
by revelation. So long, therefore, as the revelation
on this point 18 variously interpreted, the subject

*u
discussion among those who accept

the Bible as therevealed word of God. But a
lahmist’ or any one who does not accord that

authority to the Bible, has no loeus s andi
whatever in dealing with the question, nor
can the decision of the controversy one way
or the other affect Brahmist readers. Doubts on
this point need prevent no one from becoming a
Christian

; for many good Christians, honored in
a 1 the churches, differ on the subject, and most
certainly belief in the eternity of future punish-
ment IS not a condition demanded of tho.«e who
wish to enter the Christian Church. I should,
therefore, like to see this futile discussion giveway to a sober, serious consideration of the great
vital truths of the Gospel, the Glad Tidings of our
salvation. I have carefully abstained from
acluing fuel to the discussioa bv expressing my
own opinion on the question. My object in writ-
ing 18 to deprecate most sincerely this unfortu-
Date discussion as tending only to distract the
attention of the many earnest and
readers of the Mirror from tbe
really do divide Christians

Bose, a Missionary of the Brahmo Somaj of India.
Except for a couple of days, when, owing to ill
health,he could not attend to his work, he has,since
his arrival in the station on the 13th ultimo,
engaged himself very usefully in conducting family
prayer meetings, holding in the houses
of Bengali and Punjabi gentlemen, preaching
sermons, and conducting Divine service at
the Simla Prayer Meeting. The Missionary
has made himself very popular amongst ths
Bengalis by h's effective preachings. It is grati-
fying to state that in the last congregation ser-
vice of the Simla Prayer Meeting, at which he
ministered, there were no less than 70 gentlemen
present. Prayer meetings have also been held at
the house of the Extra Assistant Commissioner,
hodhi Hukum Singh. Mir Munshi to the Punjab
Government, and Rai Kurm Chund, Clerk of the
rinancial Commissioner’s Court, at their special
request. Whatever feelings of opposition the
people might display towards the principle
of Brahmoisra. especially those pertaining to caste
and idolatry, there is no doubt they become quite
at one with tbe followers of this religion, when
the sweet name of Hari is chanted. It is much
to be regretted that for want of suitahle accom-
modation. the Brahmo Missionary could
deliver anv public lecture here, hut efforts
being made for having an open-air meeting.

noj

are

2iitiirarir, itc.

It is rumoured at Candahar that Ayub Khan
and Mahomed Jan have made common cause
agaiust the English and Abdul Rahman,

Mr. Carlyle is very proud of a
niece, whose advent has seemed to
new zest for him.

new grand-
give life a

Thu Ji/tewcew/n is too learned. It Isays that “I
sneeze” is a grammatical figment, for it is a
momentary present, and it caunot be uttered at the
time of the action.

Some of the Native inhabitants of Bombay have
presented Mr. Fawcett with a silver tea service
and salver of Cutch work, enclosed in a carved
wood case, also of Native manufacture. We, Na-
tives, are uot ungrateful.

truth-seeking
great issues that

from Bcahmists. If
your correspondents accept the Bible as an author,
ity, the subject may be appropriate! v discussed in
a brotherly way in the columns of some Christian
paper. But as between Christians and those who
do not accept the Bible as authoritative, it is
question that can never be settled for want of
common ground of appeal

; and its discussion
only tend to increase mutual
and to create a bitterness and
are most of all to 1x3 deplored
sacred subjects.

a

a

can
misuQderstariding,
an irritation that
iu controversy

The French are bent upon enlarging their Era-
pire. Leaving Alsace and Loruine for the present,
they have sanctioned the conquest of Anam and
have just annexed Tahiti. If France had shown
real common sense and prudence, she would
have been the mistress of India at this moment.

Rajah Ram Pal Singh has written a letter to the
Secref.ary of State in which he advocates the aboli-
tion of the Governorships of Madras and Bombay
and

^

the appointment of honorary members to the
provincial councils. H« does not approve of a
reduction of the army, but thinks that it requires
an increase. Any interference with the armies of
Native Princes is deprecated.

on

Yours &c.,

Ttchicus.

SIMLA.

[from our own correspondent.]

The. Srd October ISSO,

Th^ Bengali community of this place has beeu
enlivened during the past three weeks by the
MrmoQs and emhirtam of Baba Amirta Lai

Scenes are pretty frequent iu the House of
Commons these days. The last one reported is
that in which Mr. Callnn took a prominent part
and suffered accordingly. This gentleman, on
rising ^^to say something, was met with cries of
Oh ! and he refused to be put d iwn bv a“ Radical, ignorant, intolerant. Nonconformist,

atheistical, tyrant majority.” Being called to order
by the Chairman, Mr. Playfair, he refused “ to
take a rebuff from any Scotchman.” In this way.
he rose from the positive to the superlative, till',

the position being too high even for him, he was
” named” to the speaker and suspended for the
sitting.

The New Work Independent says The Zulu
war is over

;
but the British soldier must have bis

amusement.
^

So Lieut. G. who had gone back to
India, took his S6At on his verandah at Barrackpore
on the front of the river on the look out for game’
He got him a bow, which shoots, not arrows, but
hard clay bullets of the size of marbles and shot at
the boatmen as they went by, quite regardless of
their cries for mercy. On Sunday, the river being
quiet, he took to trying hie ikill on tbe Native* ia
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the mission-compound, next door. When the mis-
sionary came home, he found the Durwan and the
Sweeper, and the Bearer’s wife more or less wound-
ed and mad

;
and he went over aud preached the

young barbarian a plain sermon. And yet folks
wonder why the Hindus do not love the English.

A yoTTng Frenchman, M. Aune, has lately made
experiments on himself relative to the effects of in-
haling oxygen. He took oxygen inhaling between
40 and 80 litres 'of it daily. The conclusions
arrived at are briefly as follows :—Inhalation of

oxygen made under physiological conditions.do not
cause any inconvenience. One may absorb 100 litres,

and even more daily. Oxygen increases the appe-
tite, and develops the functions of assimilation, and
on this account, it tends to increase the weight of

the body. It produces a slight intoxication, and
tingling sensatiops on the extremities. Under its

influence the respiratory movements and the
pulsations become more numerous. The emission
and re-action of the urine are not affected, nor is

its constitution. M. Hoyem upon this remarks
that the inhalation of oxygen cannot be made a
definite treatment, and it is necessary always to

administer iron in addition.

The Berlin corresdondent of the Times thus de-
scribes the Guard Corps, which forms the body-
guard of the German Emperor :—This magnificent

body, which numbers even in time of peace 22,000
men and in war nearly 4\000, is the worthy body-

guard of a soldier Emneror. No such large mass of

troops in the world could show such even sym-
metry, such steadiness of movement, and such per-

fection of drill. The men. are of large

stature being picked from all parts of the

Empire. Their ranks are as regular as if ruled

by the hand of a giant mathematician, and their

movement as rhythmical as if one single mind
animated the whole mass. Such regularity can only

be attained by long and arduous practice which

abone will give to soldiers the solidity on parade

that insures celerity in action.

THE METROPOLITAN FEMALE SCHOOL.

The annual distribution of prizes to the pupils

of the Metropolitan Female School came off on

Wednesday last in the Lilv Cottage. His Highness

the Maharajah of Cooch Behar presided on the

occasion. Among others there were present the

Hon’ble Mrs. Knight. Miss Strange, Rev. Mr.
and Mrs. Macdonald, Miss Pigot, Miss Thomson,
Mrs. Gupta, and a good number of Native ladies.

Bahn Keshnb Chunder Sen made a short statement

setting forth the main object of the institution, and

pointing out its shortcomings and deficiencies.

Though there was a falling off in the number of stu-

dent as well as in the funds of the institution, he was
glad to see better prospects in future. Instead of

casual donations, regnlar monthly subscriptions,

amounting to about fifty rupees, bad been promis-

ed. and there was al'eadv a proposal to give the

school a permaneut habitation.

The Maharajah then distributed the prizes,

assisted by the Maharani.
After the distribution * of prizes, which

'’onsisted of books and a variety of tovs and dolls,

some of which were kind v presented by Miss

Pigot. His Highness rose and made a short spee''!).

He said, it gave him great pleasure to preside on
the present occasion, especially as the Maharani
had been brought up in this institution (cheers),

and also, he believed, her present tutoress. As a

school where adult Native ladies received higher

education. the institution had a special

recommendation. He wished the school pros-

perity and success, and hoped subscriptions

and donations would freely pour in. His

Highness also hop“d and trusted the Maharani
would continue to taka an active

institu'^ion, and do all in her power
welfare. (Oheers.)

The meeting then separated.

interest in the

to promote its

‘neuters,

we take

The Saturday Heviem has a long review of

Babu Jogesh Cbuuder Dutt’s “Kings of Kashmira.’

It praises the translator, because he does

not puff, spout and lecture, “The literary Bahn
or Native gentleman,” according to him, “is a far

better product of our administration than the

Babu who puffs” &c. We do not understand the

following:—“It (the book) is the production

of a Native gentleman of the Kayastha
caste, which is divided into clans or families,

numbering successively three, eight, and seventy-

two house«, as they are termed. The author,! ike the

reformer Keshub Chunder Sen, is one of the eight

forming the second division.” A column is devoted

to the detection of inaccuracies. Here are one

or two. “ Lalitaditya, a celebrated King, * * *

is cheered on one occasion by the soft wind 'charg-

ed with the scent of raindeer.’ Here is obviously

some confusion between the reindeer and

the musk deer.” Then, again, “ once or twice

cowardly kings are told that they are

The origin of this perplexing term
to be is that Idivalinoa is grammatically used

for the neuter gender. But Icliva also signifies

weak and effeminate, and is applied to men. * *

These sort of phrases are traps for young Hindus.”

The fact, however, that the Saturday Beview has

devoted two columns and a half to a criticism

of the work shows that the book is notnninteresting.

(UalcuU:!.

Thebe was an evening party at the residence of

Babu Keshub Chunder Sen. Lily Cottage, on
Monday last, in celebration of the 18th Birthday

of the Maharajah of Cooch Behar. Among others

we noticed Mr. H. Beverley, Hon’ble F. Prestage,

Rev. Father Lafont, Rev. K. S. MacDonald,
Rev. J. Hector, Mr. J. Blackburn, Hon’ble Maha-
rajah Jotendro Mobun Tagore, Maharajah
Narendra Krishna Bahadur. Hon’ble Kristo

Dass Paul, Dr. Rajendralala Mittra, Rajah
Sourindra Mohun Tagore, Nawab Abdui Lutif

Khan Bahadur, Mr, O. C. Dutt, Pundit

Mohesh Chunder Nayaratna, Babu Joduloll

Mullick, Babu Narendra Nath Sen, Babu Protap

Chunder Mazumdar, Babu Peary Chand Mittra,

Babu Gopi Kissen Mittra, Babu Kali Churn
Shome, Babu Tara Prosunno Roy, Babu
Kali Churn Bannerji, Babu Protap Chunder
Ghose, Babu Doyal Chunder Shome, Rev.

H. U. Sandel, Mr. M.L. Sandel, Babu Joy Gopal

Sen. Babu Boycunto Nath Sen, Babu Dwarka Nath
Mittra. Babu Deno Nath Mullick, Babu Kali Nath
Boie, Kumar Khittendra Narain, Babu Prya Nath
OhoK.
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4. Indian Evangelieal Renierv,
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RAILROAD GUIDE FOR TRAVELLERS
THEIR WAY TO HEAVEN.

ON

( Catholic

Trains Depart a t

all moments.
Lightning Express.

First Class—For passen-

gers keeping the vows
of poverty, chastity,

and obedience.

Revie7v,

)

Trains Due—when it

pleaoes God.
Fires.

Firat Class—Union with
God, mortification .an d
patience in bearing
crosses,

Mail o>’ Fast Train,

First and Second Class

—

For passengers bring-

ing with them piety,

charity, humility, and
the freqnentatiou of

the Sacraments.

First andSecond Class

—

Purity of intention,

courage, and persever-

ance in overcoming
evil with good.

’ssued by unauthorized agents, and also the pick-

pockets, pride and boasting.

9. Baggage should be examined from time to

time, for fear of rust or moths,

10. Parents are requested to keep an eye on
their children, as they may be spirited away by
bad people and fallen angels. They are also re-

quested not to expose their children to dangers on
the platform.

11. Young people should avoid the dangerous
custom of looking out of the windows and admiring
the scenery, as dust and poison are in the air.

12. No lay-over tickets issued. Tickets non-
transferable.

13. For further information, apply at the head
ofhce ;

and be it fully understood that faith

and, when possible, good works are necessary ac-
complishments for all those who desire to travel

this way

.

A ccommodatum T'a in.

For those who perform
many good works espe-

cially charity to the

poor; perform well the

duties of their station

in life; and receive the

Sacraments.

First, Second, and Thirf

Class—Fear of Goc
and penitential works
accompanied with
charity to the poor.

DR.TAIT ON THEISM.

NOTICE.

1. No return ticket, or excursion trains.

2. Infanta in the arms of their Holy Mother
the Catholic Church, free.

3. No deadheads or half fares allowed.

4. Travellers are particularly requested to bring

nothing with them but good works
;

otherwise

they may miss the train or incur serious trouble

on the frontier.

5. Clergy as well as others, carrying money,
run great risks. No insurance taken on such

luggage.

6. Passengers are received at all points on this

route.

7. No runners, gamblers, drunkards, thieves, or

scalp-tickets permitted.

8. Traveilera should beware of couQtorfeib tickets

(Sped ‘tor.

The Archbishop of Canterbury, in the Charge
delivered at Dover on Tuesday—a charge marked
by great argumentative force and a fine spirit of

toleration— does, in the first part of his discourse,
a considerable injustice to modern Theiats. He
professes himself unable to explain the difference
between aTheistanda Deist, intimates that the
names are interchangeable, and entertains a belief

that there is danger of England .sinking into a

‘cold” Deism or Theism,like that of the eighteenth
century. We need not say we hold Theism to be
only a part of the truth, and a faith which by
itself does not satisfy human needs, while
it almost certainly would not, as compared
with Christianity, conduce to human pro-

gress
;

but Dr. Tait is, neverthele.ss, scarcely
just to Theigts. The name by which they describe
themselves may be philologically a little absurd,
the distinction between “ Deus ” and Theos
being of the most subtle or imperceptible kind,
but they have succeeded iu imparting to the

words in usage very different shades of meaning.
The Deist, in usual theological, parlance, is a
mau who believes that God was the Creator of

the Universe, and still exists, but having placed
His creation under fixed laws, He has ceased to

interfere with his own work, and disappeared
from the ken of His own creatures, with whom,
except as original law-giver, He maintains no rela-

tion. That, indeed, is a “ cold ” faith scarcely dis-

tinguishable from the Atheism for which it was
often a mere cover, and only separable by philo-

sophers from Pantheism, i i which the whole uni-

verse is itself the God. The difference between a

Godhead which never existed, and a Godhead which
is suspended, though very considerable iu reality,

inasmuch as if God was Creator, his laws, when
discernible, are divine, and not even potentially,

blunders, is theologically very trifling, and if the

latter is accompanied, as is customary with disbe-

lief iu a future state, is practically of no importance
at all. If the course of events here is immutably
fixed, and there is no hereafter, God disappears for

mau into a phrase,a theory through which he avoids

the intellectual trouble of searching into the

origin of things. The Theists repudiate tbi.s

view altogether, and have changed the word
“Deist” into Theist in order to express their

repudiation. They hold that God not only was
but is; not only created the world but governs it; has

a permanent and vital relation to His creatures;

may suspend or modify His laws, having, like all

other thinking beings,' free-will, and is at all events

cognisant of their prayers, aspirations and efforts

to approach Him. That faith, carrying with it as

it does, some belief in the utility of prayer, a strong

inclination towards worship, and a stronger desire

to obey all that can be ascertained of His will, is,

though we fully admit it to be insufficient, not

by any means necessarily a cold one. On the

contrary, it may be a very hot one.

There a class of men, as the Archbishop must he

well aware, to whom the idea of God and his

theocracy is intensely attractive, who strain

themselves in the effort to form a concep-

tion of Him, who have but the single thought to

find and do His will, and wha so develop iu them-
selves the passion of loyalty to their invisible

Sovereign, that when non- Christians they make of

God a personal or tribal chieftain, and even when
Christiana they almost forget alike Christ and his

teaching. The Jew faith, which was strictly

Theism, though modified either, as the Archbishop
would believe, by iuspiration, or as sceptics would
say, by the genius of the people for

lofty moral conceptions, was not a “ cold ” one ;

and we have illustrations nearer home than Ju-
daism. We shall produce a shower of .remon-

strances, when wc say that the very spirit of

- ’
, ! l.l:: J fJ.llj i‘j
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Theism, dominating and sometimes suppressing

Christianity, appears in all forms of Calvinism,

is prominent in all Scotch theology of the po-

pular kind— we believe that thousands of Scotch-

men hold right and wrong to be distinguished

from each other, because God has distinguished

them—and is the very soul and vital principle

of the theology of New England and the sterner

division of the Puritans. God is so present to

their minds—God the ruler— that Christ sinks

out of sight. The faith hitherto has not appeared,

except in individuals, unaccompanied by a be-

lief that God has directly revealed himself to

man ;
but it is appearing now, and it would

not necessarily be a cold one. On the contrary, it

would probably be a very warm one. would be

obyed by its votaries, so far as they could see impli-

citly ;
and would gradually, if maintained for any

length of time, form a race with tempers of iron,

ready to percecute to the death all who disbelieved

and, therefore, rebelled pitilessly moral, though the

morality might not be ours, and at once as resign-

ed and as stern as the true Legitimists usually

are. The danger of such a creed, if diffused through-

out a people, would jiot be coldness and indiffer-

ence, but ardour in the maintenance and diffusion

of doctrines evolved from the believers’ own
minds. For as man when he believes in a

God grows hungrily anxious to discern His

will, these men rejecting Christianity, or

any other external revelation now in real or sup-

posed existence would be sure to 6nd this law at

last in their own deepest convictions, and make of

them terrible instruments of coercion and oppres-

sion. Does not the Archbishop see traces of that

spirit already ? We certainly do. We know of few

things more palpable than the tendency of

earnest Theists to become convinced that some idea

usually a philanthropic one—for they feel uncon-

sciously the effect of the Christian atmosphere

around—isGod’s idea also and to insist on its accept-

ance with the vehemence and intolerance of oppo-

sition with which the older religionists pressed

their beliefs. Your true Theist relieved of

the pressure of circumambient Christianity,

would believe and declare that God, as

revealed in Nature, was inexorable, would harden

his own heart in imitation, and would punish in-

fractions, say, of sanitary laws, as he would assert,

and truly from his point of view, that God does.

Miasma kills, why keep alive the man who spreads

miasma, much less the worst prisoner of all,—the

man who spreads the miasmatic disbelief in the

only Sovereign? Theists imagining that temperance

was the will of God, which is quite true, would en-

force temperance, if necessary, as Wahabis under

the same conviction do, by killing the intemperate.

The faith, in the long run, when men had had

time to form absolute but different conceptions of

the will of their King would be an utterly bad one,

and probably end as it always tends to end in a

profound conviction that loyalty, e. i., belief is

the one thing required of man, and that morality

and mercy are superfluities—not an unknown state

of mind either in Jewish or Christian or Maho-
medan history;—but it would not be a cold one.

We could conceive of the English people which has

something Jewish in its turn of mind adopting it,

and should expect them thenceforward to be

the most terrible and the most merciless of

rulers, till the reaction came, and men, in

pure, horror fled back to Christ for guidance

as to the true will of the Divine King.

This is not, of course, the Theism of which the

Archbishop of Canterbury stands in dread
;

he

is fearing a Theism which is old Deism, and
we wonder if bis dread has much foundation.

We should think not. No individual, or group
of individuals, can quite trace all the directions

in which the mind of a nation is drifting
;
but we

should say that the phase of indifference to religion

which appears from time to time in English life is

just now very distant, and that when it arrives, it

will not be based upon the notion of a God in a

Holloway’s Pills—The Great Need.—
The blood is the life, and on its purity depends our
health, if not life existence. These Pills thorough-

ly clean“e this vital fluid from all contaminations,

and by that power strengthen and invigorate the

whole system, healthily stimulate sluggish organs,
repress over-excited action, and establish order of

circulation and secretion throughout every part
of the body. The balsamic nature of Holloway’s
Pills commends them to the favor of debilitated

and nervous constitutions, which they soon resusci-

tated. They dislodge all obstructions both in the

bowels and elsewhere and are, on that account,

much sought after for promoting regularity

of action in young females, and delicate persons,

who are n' turally weak, or who from some cause

b»T« become 6o.

state of suspended animation. That form of Deism
never got down very deep, and never will. There
is none of the comfort of negation in it. It is a
religion, hut a religion for the content, ' and the
body of English-speaking mankind, at all events,
will not speedily be content, will demand some
solace under its miseries which Deism does not
offer, and some guidance which it rather sneer-
ingly declines to afford. Men have waked
up far enough to wish the problem solved,
and, after all, it is a double problem, and not
a single one. Deism tells us authoritatively the
Whence—though it gives wonderfully little evi-
dence, never accounting at all for evil, or attri-
buting it to the Creator—but it tells us nothing
of the Whither, rather implicitly denies the
existense of any Whither st all. We are not
much afraid of that form of belief taking any
serious hold, but rather of a form of Agnosticism
which has its root in perplexity and anger.
We think we see signs of a disposition to declare
that the great problem is insoluble, that what-
ever rules, be it a Mind or only a Force, he or
it does not intend the truth to be known, if

there is a truth, and to go on, both in

action and speculation, as if the problem had
no existence. That is the condition of mind, we
know, of many of the cultivated who are not
sceptics, Por doubters, nor inquirers, but who
think they are as certain of their point as they are
that the circle will not he squared. They are,
they think, in presence of a recurring decimal,
and they are nob going to spend life in the effort to
resolve it. If no God exists, they will save their
time

;
and if He does exist, He must have setup

the impenetrable wall. A distinct belief of that
kind, not a vague,pnlpy impression but a formulat-
ed belief, exists, we know, in the most unsunected
places, its holders not unfrequently professing
Christianity, as at all events the best of the illu-

sions
;
and it has sunk very far down in the

ladder of society. We find it catch classes which
have suddenly become aware that there is a serious

doubt afloat, and have caught something of its

extent and force, till they fancy they
have in the doubt a revelation as certainly true as

they once thought the old certainly. We should
not wonder at all, if, with the spread of education,
that form of Agnosticism spread also, all the
more rapidly, because it is apt to be silent,

acquiescent, and a little contemptuous, and i.s so
entirely neglected by religious teachers. They
understand any faith better than a faith that a

faith cannot be. If the Archbishop can wake the
clergy out of their indifference to this condition
of mind.and furnish them with arguments against
it, he will do great service to his cause, for he may
rely on it that the evil exists, and mav spread

here as fast as ifi Germany, where the deci-

sion we have described is that of whole
communities. There are entire cities, there

where the discussion of religion in any shape is

tacitly prohibited, the good and the bad,the wise

and the foolish, equally holding that that way
madness lies,—that nothing can he possibly known,
and that there is something of moral wrong in

striving to know—just what 'many' good people

think about Spiritualism. We believe the feeling

to be at the root of Secularism so far as Secularism

is a faith,though aided among the lower Secularists

by what we regard as the most painful as it is

ohen the most incurable form of Atheism,—the
Atheism arising from a sort of horror of the idea

of an Omnipotent Being, permitting such a pro-

portion of misery among the majority of

his creatures. The Socialist of Berlin say

that openly, and thousands of men, and more
women in England think it, and are determined
Agnostics from self-pity and philanthropy. In
both instances, the result is a tendency in all who
so believe towards excessive earthiness,not always
ignoble, or selfish, or sensual in its manifestation,

but still a state of mind in which the proved incon-

venience or inutility of any action, or any line of

thought, is a final reason against it. The world is

to be made happier, and happier only; and though,

of course,individuals see that happiness in nobility,

and there are Agnostics who ara also determined
ascetics or stoics, still, happiness is the end, and to

the mass happiness is as much sugar as they wi.sh.

There can be no worse condition of mind
; and it is

of this, and not of dull Deism, that among the suf-

fering masses there is danger.

I>arling‘ton’s Pain-Curer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,

Lumbago, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. Coughs,
Colds. Tightness of the Chest. Headache, Toothache,
Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism. Paralysis, Fains in

Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad
Legs, Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring
Worms, Pimples, Freckles, & Eruptions on the skin

^tortisements.

Or. Xiazarus’s Domestic XMEedlolnes
Ink-antilk Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rs. 1 4
Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... ... „ 1 0

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),... ... „ 1 0
Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... ,,2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ... „ 2 0
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,
&c.), ... ... ... „ 1 8

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative, ... ... „ 20

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ... „ 1 4

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ... ... ... ,,14

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
Children), ... ... ... ,,2 0

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair), ... ,,2 0

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &c.), o--. 1 8
The above are most str ngly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A vrinted pamphlet giving full instructions is
wrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus &Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Ven-
‘iers. 0.58

Kasipore (Koslpore.)

Late Bakanagork and Duckinsore.

CHEMICAL WORKS.
Near Calcutta,

Acids, Ethers, and other Chemical preparations
used in Medicine, Photograph and the Arts

made at these Works and supplied to wholesale pur.
chasers.

Sulphuric Acid and other requisites for the manu-
facture of .Slrated Water supplied.

Ether and Ammonia for ice-machines.
Spirit of Wine, pure. Methylated and Gout chicen-

ed.

Carbolic Acid, Cloiid of Zinc, other Disinfec-
tants.

Lists can be had on aoplication.

Term Cash.
a-ZH DAVID WaLDIE.

BV aPPOIHTMBNT
TO

HIS EXCELLENCY THE VICEROY
and

GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF INDIA.

TKB GAZ.CVTTA MUSZCAZi
BSTABZiZSHlIXENT,
13A, Q-overnment Place.

LATE BURKINYOUNG & CO.

Founded A.D. 1814.

Proprietor, CHARLES GOULD.
N. .ff.—Catalogue with prices of Music, and

every description of Musical Instrument, for the
Drawing-room or Military Band, may be obtained
on application. a*27

Maklian Ball Ghose,
No. 91, Radha Bazar, Calcutta.

Begs to invite the attention of the public to

several consignments of commercial and
fancy stationery of all sorts, including account

books of all sizes, made of handmade and machine-
made paper, by steamers recently arrived, and
which he is disposing of at moderate prices. He
has been long in the trade, and presumes he has

always afforded every satisfaction to the numerous
merchants here who have constantly favored him
with orders. Mofnssil orders accompanied with

remittances shall be promptly attended to. a*41
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ABIRAJ Soahi Bhusun Roy, a member of the
V well-known Kabiraj family of Kanchraparah,

and grandson of the most renowned Kabiraj, late

Biswa Nath Roy, of that plaof, has settled himself
permanently in Calcutta, and intends practising
io this city.

All kinds of best Ayurvedic medicines, such
as Afriganka, Raj Mriganka, Ratnagarva pattali
Ras, tfcc, for consumption and diseases of the
lungs. Basantahisumakar Ras, Tarahaswar, &c„
for Diabetes. Brihat-sommatli Rash, Brihat
Bangaswar, Harisanlcar Ras, Chandradoy Ras,
and other medicines for urinary diseases.
Chandr tprova gurika, Sanhar Mata Lotvha,
for piles. See. Siidhanidhi and other medicines for
Jtaktapitta, Astahokra, R'»ssasindur, Chatwnnuhh,
&c., for insanity, &c. Mirfusanjibani Ras, Bejog
putjputti, Sarna pvZptiW, Rangagura, and other

j

best medicines for all kinds of diarrhoea, dysentery,
I

kc. AgniCtimar, Agnisundar, Agnitundi, Krdbada *

Ras, &c. for dyspepsea, &c, Surbajara-hara lomha,
;

Rrihat’Sarba-jara-hara lowha, Joymangal Ras,
i

Mahfjaran-kusa, J >rantak, Ja'^asani, Jarankusa,
\

Mritunjoy, Chandasakhor Ras, Ratnagiri Ras, &c,

,

for all kinds of fever. Batgajanknsa. &c., for

rheumatism, and other medicines for all sorts of
acute and chronic diseases for males, females, and ^

children, are to be had from him, and also pure and
genuine Rasasindur of all discriptions, such as

Makaradhaj, Saragunhalijaran, Sec., for which
his family is well noted, can be had from him.
Terms moderate. Medicines free, advice gratis to

the really poor, who may attend at his place of

residence,

ADDRES.S—55. Colutollah Street. Calcutta.

a-70

QUICKJ 's'a FE~!! 4' SURE ! ! !
~

A. CO.’S
Proprietory Medicines.

Pbeparkd and Sold only by Paul & Co.,
DRUGGISTS.

No, S85-13, Bowbazar Street, Calcutta,

Prophylactic Mixture.
|

It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,

Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of

Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this

unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable

and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the

Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-

tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system, Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating* Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption,
Hoarseness and diflSculty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and cons .quently the rapid prostra-
tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this

repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.

Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheu-

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the
Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly restored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

N. B.—Full directions accompany each bottle.

Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
with full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

Drugs of the best quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above^address
at the cheapest rate possible, a-39

DVEE AND OO.
~

CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS, ’

AND
BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS

BY APPOINTMENT TO
His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-

General of India.
Nos, 48 Ar 47, Bentinck Street, i

Calcutta.
Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied

at the short^t notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-
able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

took of both being always kept on hand,
Estiinatei supplied on application. a-50

WXZAT AXIB PERFECT 1

WATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine-

made English Lever WATCH in sterling
Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.
It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
the best material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 nett.
Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted

to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only Swiss movements fitted in

English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
WATCHES, warranted MACHINE MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will

WIND ANY WATCH, Rs. 3 to 20.
MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.
RAGING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIC BELLS, with appurtenances, l!s. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

SPECIAL ATIENTION TO REPAIRS.

EX.AGK, Sc MVRRAV.
6-1, Hastings Street, Calcutta. o-3

Just Landed.
Per “ S. S. Duke of Buccleuoh.” Homcsopatbic

Medicines, Phials, corks, Pocket filters. Clinical
theimometers, other requisites, &c,, &c.

Just Published,
STRI-SAHA .HARA,

A treatise on the Diseases of the females in
Benga ee ;

Including a general knowledge of Midwifery illus-
trated with 14 woodcuts.

Bound in cloth. Price Rs. 2. Postage As. 2.
2. Family Guide in Bengalee

; bound in cloth.
Price Re. 1, Postg. An, 1.

3. Bishoochika-Beioy „ 1,

4. Shadwisa Chikit-
”

sashar ... „ 5 , as. 3.To be had at Datta’s.

No. 312, Chitpork Road
; Battalak, Calcutta

Illustrated Price Listfree to the customers only.

Terms easy Cash.
B. k. datta.

Proprietor.

[Established 1833.]

XX. C. GAKGOOLir Rl CO.,

ENGRAVERS. PRINTERS. STATIONERS, k Co.
19, 20, Al 24, Mangroe Zaane, Calcutta.
ri^HB following is a description of some ot the
I works undertaken and goods sold by us ;

—

Engrraving* Department.
Zinc Plates for marking cases, OfiSce Seals,

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for

Indigo Oakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon, Branding
Irons, &c., Engraving on plated- ware, Gold, Sil-

ver, Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.^ Rubber Seals are also supplied.

Printing Department.
Books, Mercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any

character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards,
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either
from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery Department.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety.

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-
ness, Invitation, Ball, Programme, Playing. &c.
Writing Inks, Litho- Materials, Drawing Paper,
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth-
day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,
Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery
Account Books of various descriptions.

Teems—For Mofussil Cash or reference for pay-
ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the
trade.

Catalogue on Application.
H. C. GANGOOLY& Co.

Mangoe Lane, Calcutta.
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W. NEWMAir dt. CO.

TEXT-BOOKS FOR STUDENTS.
JUST RECEIVED
Readings

FROM
,

English History
Selected and Edited

BY
JOHN RICHARD GREEN

Part III.

Creigiitou’s
SIR WALTER RALEIGH.

Mullin’a
SIMPLE POEMS

With Biographies and Notes.

Bowen’s
LORD MACAULAYS CLIVE

Lord Macaulav’s
WARREN HASTINGS
Annotated Edition.

Clarendon Press Series.
GREEK AND LATIN CLASSICS—

The Orations of Demosthenes and Aeschines
on the Crown ;

with Introductory Essays
and Notes. By G. A. and W. H. Simeox.
(7-10) ... 8 8

An Elementary Latin Grammar. By J. B.
Allen, (1-12) ... 1 14

A First Latin Reader. By J. T. Nunns.

( 1
-6) ... 1 8

Cassar : The Commentaries (for schools).

Book 1. The Civil War. Edited by C. E.

Moberly. (1-6) ... 1 8

Cicero: Sleet letters (for schools). With
Notes by the late C. E. Prichard and E. R.
Bernard. (2-0) ... 2 4

Plinv : Select Letters (for schools). By the

same Authors. (2-0) ... 2 4
MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY—

Elements of Deductive Logic, designed
mainly for the use of Junior Students. By
T. Fowler. (2-4) ... 2 8

Elements of Inductive Logic. By T. Fow-
ler. (3 14) ... 4 4

A Manual of Political Economy, for the

use of schools. By J. B, Thorold Rogers.

(214) ... 3 4
MATHEMATICS, &c.—

Acoustics. By W. F. Donkin. (4-12) ... 5 4
HISTORY.

A Constitutional Historv of England. By
W, Stubbs, 2 vols. (16-6) ... 17 8

A History of Prance, down to the year 1453,

with numerous Maps, Plans, and Tables.

By G.W. Kitchin, 3 vols. (20-0) ...22 8
LAW.

Law of Contract. By Sir W. R. Anson.
(5-10) ... 6 4

An Introduction to the History of the Law
of Real Property, with original authorities.

By Kenelm E. Digby. (4-12) ... 5 4
Chemistry for Students. By A. W. William-

son. (5-4) ... ... ... 5 12
A Treatise on Heat, with numerous Wood-

cuts and Diagrams. By Balfour Stewart.

(4-12) ... ... ... 5 4
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE—
On the Principles of Grammar. By E.

Thring. (2-14) ... ... ... 3 4
Grammatical Analysis, designed to serve as

an Exercise and Composition Book in the
English Language. By E. Thring. (2-4) ... 2 8

An English Grammar and reading Book for

Lower Forms in Classical Schools. By
O. W. Tancock. (2-4) ... ... 2 4

The Philology of the English Tongue. By
J. Earle. (4-12) ... ... ... 5 8

Typical Selections from the best English
Authors from the Sixteenth to the
Nineteenth Century, with Introductory
Notices and Notes being a Contribution
towards a History of English Litera-
ture. (2-14) ... ... 3 4

ART—
A Hand-book of Pictorical Art. By R. St.

J. Tirwhitt, with coloured Illustrations,
Photographs, and chapter on Perspective,'

(11-4) ...
'

... ... 12 8
A Treatise on Form in Music and General

Composition. ‘ By Sir P. A. Gore Ousley.
(6-0) ... ... "... ... 6 8

The Cultivation of the Speaking Voice. By
J. Hullah. (1-12) ' ... ... 1 14

MISCELLANEOUS.
A system of Physionl Education. Theoreti-

cal and Practical. By A, Maclaren.
(4-12)

fl-64 W. NEWMAN & CO. 54
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CALCUTTA.

PSYCHOLOGY.

THE ELEMENTS OF* THE PSYCHOLOGY OP
Cognition. By Robert Jardine, B.D. Crown
8vo. \o vV) ii\n\ \m-,'

ENGLISH PSYCHOLOGY, Translated from the

French of H. Ribot Hartley, J. Mill, Harbert

Spenoer;ii'A. i'Bain,f''6.'^H. Lewis, S. ' Bailey, ‘ J.

Stuart Mill. Crown 8vo. Rs. 5-12.

PRINCIPLES OF MENTAL PHYSipLOGY,
with their Application to the Training and

Discipline of the Mind and the study of its

morbid conditions. By William B. Carpenter,

C.B. Fourth Edition, Thick Crown 8vo.

Rs. 8-8. .

BODY AND MIND. An Inquiry into their Con-

nection and mutual Influence, specially in re-

ference to Mental Disorders
;

to which are add-

ed Psychological Essays. By Henry Maudsley,

M. D. Crown 8vo.i Rs. 4-4. ' •

AN INTRODUCTION TO MENTAL PHILOSO-
phy on the Inductive Method. By J. D. Morel

A. M. 8vo. Rs. 8-8.

ELEMENTS OP MENTAL AND MORAL
Science. By George Payne, LL.D. Piftji Edition,

1862. 8to.. Rs. 6.

THE ELEMENTS OP INTELLECTUAL
Science.

,

A Manual for Schools and Colleges

Abridged from “ The Human Intellect,” by Noah
Porter, D. D. 8 vo. Rs. 9-8.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF MIND. By Henry
Maudsley M. D. Crown 8vo. Rs. 7-8.

LECTURE ON METAPHYSICS. By Sir William
Hamilton, Bart.’ Edited by Rev. H. L. Mansel,

B D., and John Veitch, M. A. 2 vols 8vo. Rs. 9.

THE EMOTIONS AND THE WILL. By
Alexander Bain, LL. D. Third Edition 8vo.

Rs. 9-12.
‘ ^ ^

THF> INTUITIONS OF THE MIND,, inductively

investigated. By the Rev. James M’Cosh
LL.D. New and revised Edition. 8vo.

Rs. 6-12,

THE EMOTIONS,'/ By James M’Cosh. D.D.,

LL.D., 8v. Rs. 6-8.

mental and moral SCIENCE, a Compen-
dium of Psychology and Ethics. By Alexander
Bain, ll.d. Crown 8vo Rs. 7-8.

ANALYSIS OF THE PHENOMENA OF THE
Human Mind, By James Mill, with Notes

Illustrative and Critical, by Alexander Bain.

Andrew Findlater, and George Grote. Edited

with additional Notes by John Stuart Mill-

In two vols, 8 VO. Rs. 20

METAPHYSICS ; or, The Philosophy or Con-
sciousness, Phenomenal and Real. By H. L.

Mansel, B. D, Third Edition, Small Crown 8vo

Rs. 5-6.

A STUDENT’S HANDBOOK OP PSYCHOLOGY
and Ethics. Designed chiefly far the London
B.A. and B. Sc. By F. Ryland, M.A. Crown
8vo. Rs. 2-8.

THE PRINCIPLES OP PSYCHOLOGY. By
Herbart Spencer. 2 vols. 8vo. Rs. 25-14.

an EXAMINATION OP MR. J. S. MILL’S
Philosophy, being a Defence of Fundamental
Truth. By James M’Cosh, ll.d., 8vo. Rs. 7-8.

THE BRAIN AS AN ORGAN OP MIND. By H.
Charlton Bastain, M. A., M. D. Crown 8vo.

Rs. 3-8.

Herbert Spencer’s Works.

FIRST PRINCIPLES.-The Unknowable, the
Knowable. In I vol. 8vo* Rs. 11-6. ,

THE PRINCIPLES OP BIOLOGY. The Data
of Biology, the Induction of Biology, Morpho-
logical Development, Physiological Develop-
ment, Laws of Multiplication. In 2 vols. 8vo.

Bi. 24-6.

THE PRINCIPLES OP PSYCHOLOGY. The
Data of Psychology, the Inductions of Psycho-
logy, General Synthesis, Special Synthesis,

Physical Synthesis, Special Analysis.' General
Analysis, Corollaries. In 2 vols. 8vo. Rs, 25-14.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY. The Data
of Sociology, the Induction of Sociology, the
Domestic Relations. Vol. I. 8vo. Rs.i.lS. j.

CEREMONIAL INSTITUTIONS, (being part'lV.
of the Principles of Sociology). ,, In I vol,

8vo, Rs, 5,

THE STUDY OP SOCIOLOGY. Crown 8vo.
Rs. 3-8,

THE DATA OF ETHICS (being Part I of the
Principles of Ethics). In 1 vol. Rs. 5-12.

SOCIAL STATICS
;
OR, THE CONDITIONS TO

Human Hapiness specified, and the first of them
developed. In 1 vol. 8vo. Rs. 7-4.

EDUCATION : INTELLECTUAL, MORAL, AND
Physical. In 1 vol. 8vo. Rs. 4-4. Cheap Edition

Rs. 1-2.

History of Philosophy.
A HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY, from Thales to

the present' time, by Dr. Friedrich Ucberweg.
Translated from the German by G. 'S. Morris,

A. M.; with additions by Noah Porter, D. D.

Second Edition. 2 vols. royal 8vo. Rs.28-2.

THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY, from Thales
to Comte. By George Henry Lewis. Fourth
Edition, corrected and partly re-written. In
2 vols, 8vo. Rs. 23-

LECTURES ON THE HISTCRY OF MORAL
Phylosophy. A new Edition, with additional
Lectures by William Whewell, D, D. Crown
8vo. Rs. 5-12.

HANDBOOK OB' THE HISTORY OP PHILO-
sophy by Dr. Albert Schwegler. Translated and
annotated by James Hutchison Stirling, LL.D.

Seventh Edition. Post 8vo. Rs. 4-4.

G-eorgre Henry X>ewes.

PROBLEM OF LIFE AND MIND. First Series

8vo. Rs. 8-8.

THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF MIND, with illus-

trations; being the Second Series of Problems of

Life and Mind. 8vo, Rs. 11-6.

PROBLEMS OF LIFE AND MIND. Third Series.

Problem the First—the study of Psychology,
its Object, Scope, and Method. 8vo. Rs. 5-6.

PROBLEMS OF LIFE AND MIND. Third Series

continued. Problem the Second—Mind as a

Function of the Organism, Problem the
Third—the Sphere of Sense and Logic of Feeling.

Problem the Fourth—the Sphere of Intellect and
Logic of Signs, 8vo. Rs. 10-12. j,-

THACKER, SPINK &'UO.,
'5 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

,
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PIXLEPAHAK HURSERir.
New Seeds f Good Seeds f ! Fresh Seeds ! ! !

The following are the rates, fixed upon our
Seeds for the current year just lauded per

Steamer Manchester,
60 Kinds. ;pf fresh American

Vegetables including sever- 1

.

•,H

al varieties of cabbages. ii-' i If ;^r,i

mostly new. Cauliflowers,

Knol Koles, and the others

per packet Rs. ) 8< 0)
OO 0)
a

50 Do. of do. » 7 0 2 S'® ‘

40 Do. of do.

or just the same as the
last year' ... „ 6 i

W .2-S f

a

30 Kinds of choice and double
flower seeds ,...

|
,, v,h!i 5^- 0

25 Do. • of ,,,do.
, » 4 0 '

• /I

20 Do. of do. » 3 0
20 Do. of fresh Ame-

rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new toou;r

country ... — • „ 3 0
8 Do. , of.,, field and

,
lO !

grass seeds .i. ... „ 1 8

Sea Island Cotton seed , (long ,

staple) per seer ••• „ 1 12

Country vegetable seeds for

present sowing per -packet, 1/ 0 - i'

Osage Orange or Hedge seed .

per tola ..."^ ^* ... ,7 1 0
4 kinds of

,
Bird seeds pec AVHJ-. .H . 1

'

packet ... ,,,,, I „ .vl i>'

Up country big headed Cauli-
, / i: u ii

' '

flower per tola ... „ 1 0
Tobacco seeds (Cff ( sorts per i.- r

paper ... ... „ 0 4 'o;

Plants of all descriptions are available in large

numbers for sale. Price lists are supplied bn appli-

cation free. i.r 'H

Gentlemen wisnibg to subscribe to the Nursery’s
monthly Bengali jogrpa,!,)*! Krishi Tatwa” are re-

quested to send theipijPWos and Subscriptions.
Rs. 3-6 to the undersigned.

Price list for Seeds-of. all sorts—can be supplied
i( required. . * ''

1 W
i ,

J

NETta qpPAL OHATTERJBA,
a 18 P-oprietor^ Piheparah Ifurteryt Calc^ta,

The Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses

arising through dishonesty of persons holding

situations of trust, and to obviate the

inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Priv.ate Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native OfiBcers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear

of those pecuniary losses to which persons are

exposed who- become responsible' fqfr ftiei;acts of

others, s
- L ' '

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the

employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically re.dihced.

For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER. F.I.A.,

Secretary.

9, Elphinstoue Circle, Bombay,
OP..

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

0-16 Agent, for BENGAL.

M, DAT AND CO.,

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,
AND REPAIRERS „ . n iHg I

OP
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,

Tinsmiths,Dlectroplaters,Bronzer8y
Ziacquerors and Railway Con>

tractors, dec., dec.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes ;

Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-

water Cans
;
garden watering pots ;

Tea, House,

Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church

Lamps ;
Railway Lamps of every descriptions,

fec.,&C., ,
, 5(K,.!A

Always %n hand and made to order,

also

Portable Cooking stoves of single and double

1^, 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate. a-33

Messrs. DVTTA BROTHERS
AND CO.,

GENERAL FURNITURE DEALERS, SHIP
BANIANS, MERCHANTS, CONTRAC^

TORS, &LC.,

Invite Inspection of their show-Rooms,

No. 71, Bentinck Street,

OPPOSITE THE CITY PRESS.

Where every requisite for Ball^ Routs or Parties

can be hired at

Moderate Rates.

OILMAN STORES,WAREHOUSE& SALE-ROOM

120, Municipal Market.

Refreshment Rooms.

No. 59 & 60 Municipal MabkFt,*

. - ij , ..

FOR SALE. ’

;;

A 6 H. P. Vertical Engine and Boiler and

Soorkey Mill.
, „ . j j

A 8 H. P. Horizontal Engine and Boiler and

Soorkey Mill (new). ^
A Grand Pianoforte by Collard and Coward in

good condition.
, j, , li-u.;,!

•

A Harold’s Sympathetic Grand Square Piano in

good condition. • ii ' L ..r. a

An Alexandra Billiard Table by Dunn & Co.

Jute Combs. t ' r'A
Tarpaulins.

Miroballams.
. !

v/ : >

Mangoe slice dry.

Ricebowls of sorts, -v- to ei-ov/s-’

Sieves. , i.
:: •

'

Sofa Springs of sizes. .,1 t

Carriage whip sockets, &c., &c.

1 Handsome Palanquin late property of late

Nabob Amir Ally.

1 Broker’s Pony Office Jaun.

1 Brownberry by Thos. Smith & Co.

a-77 DUXTA BBOS, & CO.,
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CALCUTTA AUCTION MART.

1, LALL BAZAR.

A. J. P A R Ki B Xt & C Oi O'i - M

gEG to draw the attention of those about to fmnish to their fine range of Commissim Sale Rooms

M ' twhere there Is Furniture on view of all descriptions at Imst prices.

,
/

Those desirous of Selling their Furniture privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu.

ation cash advances made;

a-21

Bouse and BCortgragre Agrenoy.
HOUSES FOR SALE.

Bowbazaar, lower room ..

upper
Bbntinck St. ditto
Bentinck Lane ditto
Crooked Lane, ditto
COLLINGA double
College St. upper
Dhurrumtolla ditto
• ditto

ditto
Dacres Lane, ditto
Elisidm Row ditto
Free School St.,ditto

-ditto

, THE GREATEST

WOUDER or. MODERN TIMES!

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

Es.
, 8,600
12,000

17,500
7,500

14.000

12,800
12.000

12,000
15.000
40.000

30.000
42.000
20.000

35.000

10.000

.
13,500

,
24,000

.
32,000

Long experience has proved the.se famous remedies to be
most ^ectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or
»hc slighter CcBnplaints which are more particularly in-

cidental to the life of a miner, or to those living in the
bush. ’

'

Occasional doses of these Pills will g^ard the system
against those evils which so often beset the human race,
viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerimners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and cholera.

Gobistan Lane, lower
Jebb’s Lane, upper
Lindsay St. ditto
Park St. ditto

I •

Zioans
Negociated upon the mortgage of House and Landed

Property in Calcutta and Suburbs on the most
from Rb. 5,000 to

Rs. 60,000.
’

Special arrangements madefw larger sums.

ARRIVALS.
MATTKBWSOB

HAS JUST ARRIVED PROM EUBOPE

And 1m8 resumed charge of his office

\

In which he is to be found throughout the

Holidays.

B.* N. MATTBBWSON,

Proprietor of the Goods Mortgage Bank i

of India,

No. 6, Dacers Lane, Calcotta.

Oi4-

They are those whioh"go

CORRECTLY
' '! MUT

FROM Y E A R,,T O'" Y EA R'
1 I *!. I

.;i(!
=

Keeping correct time 1- HT
.1 M

' ‘
I. ‘

I ‘I'l -
,AND ARK TO BE HAD AT,

,

MATTHEW S^O H ’8
‘ ‘

]

FOR CAS^
.'-i f .nri

From Rupees twenty Svd upwardst^ '

•I I

R. N. MATTHEWSON, o ^ nn

No. 1, Calcutta,

Watch-Maker, Impofter & Repairer'.'

a-69I

: t

DR.' D. JAYNE’S
Family Medlolnest

2 8
^'*

'24' 0

24 0^
/ O

a-81

D. LATTEY & CO.,
General Agfents,

1, Old Court House, Corner.

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT 8

i ' *1

1

Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,
ulcers, rheuraarism, and all skin diseases ; in fact, when
used' according to the printed directions, it never fiuls to
cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

Ihe Pills and' Ointment are Manufactured only at

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World ; with directions for use in almost every
language.

<»* Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho”M look '

to the Label on the Pots and 'Boxes. f the
address is not 688^ Oxford Streot, Lon' «>

,
they

•re purioof.')

..

;C:iM

a-26

! Reduction Reductlon't
And

TO LARGE CONSUMERS '

A further reduction.

Mr. B. A. D’SILVA has deemed it necessary
to comply with the request of his manv

rateT**^^°**
supply aerated waters at the following

Soda water in Bombay size bottles 0 10 ner dor
Lemonade

... 1 0
Tonio water

... j q
” ”

Gingerale ('gingerade) .’*[
i o

” ”

Brisk and Lively ... j 12
” ”

waters and beverages such as Roseade
Maidens blush, etc., supplied on the shorest notice,but not less than 3 dozens at a time.

E. A. B’SXXiVA.
CHEMI81S AND DRUGGISTS,

A.l, Park Stbbbt, OAwuirrAi^ a.l5

24

24
ii > 1

11

5

i ',:1

I

,K-

Per Bot. Per Doz.

EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and
Colds) out of ''stock* at 'present ...

HAIR 'TONIC (to cure hair falling
^

off and baldness) ... ... 2 8
ALTERATIVE (valuable tonio and

blood purifier) fr ... '0 .•.l‘!2 81 24
AGUE MESTURE (a-^specific?for
cure of fevers and agues) ... .

LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair*-

of any other colour to a beautiful' r

without injury'to the skin) 2 '8
CARMINATIVE ' BALSAMI « (for
cure of Diarrhoea,''Dy8ent'ery, and *

'

Cholera) ... ... j q
TONIC VERMIFUGE ...

”
0 8

LINIMENT, OR COUNTBR.IRRI.^'s®'- ’

tant(an outward application fori
Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, Ac; ) 0

8'* ‘ 5
SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia

"

and Biliout Complaints) ^ o
(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)

The * Medical Almanac'‘^ for current year is
available on application. “ •'

Sykes dc. Co..
^

1, GRANT’S LANE, CALC0TTA,
SOLE Agents eoe

»r. D. Jayne dk Son.
PHILADELPHIA. D.S.A. 0-34

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott, Presi-i'

Theosonhical Society

Institute,' Bombay. Pribe two wnaa a copyV’
Apply to the Tndxan Mirror OflBce,

8

8 .

S
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20, OX.l> COURT KOUSS STREET, CALCUTTA.

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE AND COMPLICATED WATCHES
WACTH.MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA,

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.
ihe Model Watches are constructed upon the most acientiho principles, combining simplicity

treugth, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
*

These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the bestknown makers. Theviare entirely of Engii.sh manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c,

'

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 2.30 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Gash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHES OP GDARANTOPn aiTAt iTV

Silver Half Hunting Case, Silver Hunting
AKAN ILED QUALll Y

Rs. 40 cash. Crystal Case,Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

Rs. 35 cash.
Ditto Lever Escapement.

R.s. 45, 5 cash.

-o-

Rs, 35 cash.
Ditto Lever Escapement

Rs. 45 cash.

The attention of the Native nobility and ;.mu6ry is invited to a magnificent selection of massive
elegant (roid Guard Chains ot pure quality au(i cx(]ui<iito workmanship.

»»ivc

a-29

COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.

NATIONAZ. BAKR OF IITDIA,
EXIVZZTEO.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six. Months’ Deposits 4^

Special rates \are allowed on Deposits for short
periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J, Campbell,
0*62 M<mgaer,

\\ "

T
NOTICE.

HHE Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at
which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street
where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, is henceforward to be called the
“Sen Press.’’ All communications for the Indian
Mm^or Newspaper and the Sen Press to be
addressed acoordingly,

WARRANTER!

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising therefrom.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,
Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility,.;&c. It
has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and of purifying the blood of all

its impurities from whatever cause arising^ of in-
vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy
and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary
eflScacy of this Blood Purifier in

,
thousands of

chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects
to be unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8
;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for foul and Mercurial
Ulcers and Eruptions. Price per pot
8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet. Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials;
restores the internal organs to their normal func-
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external' applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.
Cures guaranteed in all oases.

To be had of
MAISON DE PARIS.

2, OHOWRINGHEE. NEAR DHDRUMTOLLAH.
Caixitttta.

Wanted ageuts for the Mofussil. 15 per cent,
commission will be allowed.

Branches and agencies Allahabad, Burdwan,
Chittagong, Gowbatty, Guptiparah, Jessore.
Jhenida, Kushtea, Rajbari, Santipore, Serajgunge
and Sylhet. a.40

NETTROEOX.!. RAir dt. CO.,

I
IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND

COMMISSION AGENTS.
4 & 5, Hare Street, Calcutta.

American XLerosine Oil
Of the Brightest Quality, per case

-Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 25
Packets to the case, per case

Manilla Cig-ars.

Manilla Cigars, No. 2 per 1,000
Havaiiah shape ,, ,,

Bnrmab Cig-ars.
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 3, per 1,000

Coconada Cigars.
“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100

Do. small (do.)

Rs. 5 0

12 8

50
60

0
0

0

Babingtou” No. I (do.)

Do. No. 1

Do. small
“ Burmah”
“ Leisure Hour”
“ Medium size”

“ Queen”
“ Half Hour”

Chlorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Chlorodyne „ 0 12

Teems Cash to accompany order.
NETTROLOLL -DAY & CO..

<*44 d A Hare Streed, Cvlevitta

ii

>1

D

n

f>

M
H
D

If

25

15

10 0

3 8
2 0
2 0

' 1 12
1 4

0
8
0
2
10

u
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY,
t I f

' SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE G-ENTRY.
^

' o——

—

THE STEW FZ.EXZBX4E BAKE nrECKZ.ET,
THE MOST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,

Manufactured of rich colored Gold. We keep a largre variety in Stock
of all sizes and prices, from B.s. 80 to Bs. 250 each.

JEWEX.X.EB.Y
FOR

in WEDDINGS AND
1' BIRTH days;
' AND '

' '

^ ALL FESTIVE
AND

Commemorative
occasions.

li- '-iO>s;=

Joe •' '

A very nice Chain, sufficiently

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

A handsome Gold Pendant set with a fine Amethyst, Gold fringe,
and glass for portrait at back.

Price Rs. GO cash.

To match, Bracelet, Rs. 65, Brooch Rs. 36, and Earrings, as above.
Illustrated Catalogues postJree to Mofussil Constituents,

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
Jewellers Xn Ordinary to ZZ. E. the Viceroy and to K. B. K.

the Prince of Wales,
a-61 CALCUTTA.

Established 1875.
THE WBW lUUSICAZ. I>EPOT,

THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN CALCUTTA,
6, Xiower Chitpore B.oad.

DWARKIN & SON,XMPOBTBBS OF ZHEUSZCAZ. ZMSTBUMEMTS, &c.,

PEOPLE’S HARMONIUMS,
With one Pedal and no Lid, 5 Octaves, in polished solid oak case, by Alexandre

IMPROVED CORNETS,
Superior Improved plated Cornet, Military Model with waterkey 5 crooks in box

FLAGEOLETS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 4 German Silver keys, with Flute head

MUSICAL BOXES.
Small size, 2 airs

MUSICAL ALBUMS,
In roan leather, gilt edges, and gilt brass clasp, playing two airs ...

PICCALOS,
Vi Ccoawood, iD D, 6 German Silver keys, slide head

<t*28 .

Rs. 80 each,

n 60 „

}} 7 M

91 5

9 16 „

if 6

Established 1846.

THE BBVGGXSTS’ HAX.Z,,
36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S, S. “ Chybessa”
and “Doranda.”

Cash Rates.

Patent nXedicines,

DEAFNESS CURED!!
' ALFRED CROMPTON’S '

SPECXFXC FOB BEAFNESS,
Noises in thb Ears, &c,.

Is decidedly the best remedy out for this most
annoying Complaint.

A single bottle has, in most instances, ejfected a
speedy and permanent Cure.

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Price Re, 1, Packing 4 annas,

ALLEN’S ANTIFAT
The great remedy for

Corpulence.
Composed of purely vegetable ingredients,

acting only on the food in the stomach preventing
its being converted into fat. It aids digestion
and cures Dyspepsia,

Price per bottle Rs. 4-0. Packing As, 4 .

' Foreign Mineral Waters.
Gulina Water.—A bitter Saline purga-

tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz useful in obsti-
nate constipation.

Price per bottle As. 2-4. Packing As. 8.

Vichy Water.—Useful in Kidney diseases
and diabetes, also in gout and hepatic derangement.

Price g^er botttle As. 12. Packing .<4#. 8. >

Friedrlchshall Bitter Water.— Alter-
ative aperient, acting on the liver and pancreas
used in diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary
organs. It is made warm and drank in doses of
half a tumblerful in the morning twice a week.

Priceper bottle Re, 1-2. Packing As. 8.

Kunyedi Janos (Buda Pesth or Ofen) used
externally, it is efficacious in Chronic, Gout, Rheu-
matism, Eczema and Psoriasis. Internally in
Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diathesis, Ulceration of the
Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, &c.

Price per bottle 1-4, Packing As, 8.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES.
BLISS’S PER PHOSPHODINE

A Safe and reliable Pbosphorio
Bemedy

FOR
Neuralgia, Nervousness, Lassitude, Overtvorked
Brain, Nervous and General debility, Failure of
Memory, Dimness of Sight, Depression of

Spirits, Impoverished Shod, Liver
Complaints, 4’o., Ac.

Its action is strikingly rapid
; marked improve-

ment having been frequently experienced in the
course of twenty-four hours after the commence-
ment of a course.

Price per bottle Rs. 5. Packing As. 4.

I>r. S. P. Banerjea’s Sanjlvani
cleanses the blood of all its morbid and effete mate-
rials, restores the normal functions of the liver,
and keeps the cutaneous system in its proper
standard of purity.

It is efficacious in the following diseases :

Chronic fevers. Chronic indigestion, Nervous
debility. Piles, Gout, Rheumatism, Baldness,
Sterility, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Chronic Ulcers,
Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, &c., &c.

Priceper bottle Rs. 4. Postage Jc., Re. 1.

DR. GHOSE’S FEVER PILL.
A Wonderful Hew Medicine.

Three or four pills generally cure Malarious,
Chronic, and Intermittent Fevers. Where Quinine
and other renowned medicines fail, the action of
these pills is marvellous. The ingredients of the
pills are purely vegetables which do not in’ the
least injure the health or make it delicate.
Price, Re. 1-0 for \ dozen and Re. 1-12 for 1 dozen

Postage, As, 8 for each packet,

WHOLESALE RATES ON APPLICATION,
GOBXHl> CKUHBEB I»UTT & CQ.,
;
WHOLESALE A RETAIL DRUGCflSTiS!?’^

a-47
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Provision for Old Age combined 'with a. Provision for the Widoto and Orphan,

EXAMPLE.
A Civilian, European or Native, aged 20 next birthday, wishes to lay apart a sum

of about THIRTEEN RUPEES a month in such a way that his savings will be securely
invested until the time of his retirement from Service

;
and that, should he die beforehand,

a provision will be secured for his relations. Ry payment of a sum of Rs. 163-0-0 per

annum (or at the rate of about Rs. 13-0 0 per mensem) as the premium for an Endow-
ment Assurance, he will become entitled to Rs. 5,000 on attaining age 55 ;

and should he
die before attaining that age—even after payment of only one year’s subscription—the

full sum of Rs. 5,000 will be paid to his representatives. [Vide Table III. of Prospectus].

The Same Provision, if commenced
at age 25, would cost about Fifteen Rupees a mouth

;

at age 30, ,, ,, about Eighteen Rupees a month
;

at age .35, ,, ,, about Twenty-one Rupees a month ;

at age 40, „ ,, about Twenty-eight Rupees a month ;

at age 45, ,, ,, about Forty-one Rupees a month ;

The rates for other Ages, also for Endowments payable at Ages 45,50, and 60,

and all further information, may he obtained on application. Premiums can

be paid half-yearly, quarterly, or monthly, at slightly increased rates.

There is an obvious advantage in effecting Investments of this nature e>rly in life'.—
by delay the rate of subscription increases death may occur before the intended provi-

sion is made ;—or health may fail and render the life ineligible for Assurance.

ORIENTAL LIFE COMPANY.
Head Office : Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

Manager and Actuary : ,i

D. McLAUGHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Agent for Bengal :

F. A. COHEN,

7, Wellesley Place, Calcutta.

Agent, Native Dept,,

D. M. DOSS, '
1 I ... i
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C. XijaLX^XtUS GO.,
AGENT3, SINGER MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,
2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE, -

Calcutta.
'

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing MacMnes.

Gold Medal.
II Paris Exhibition!

'

. 1878.
^

t'

i:

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

356, 432
Machines,

Sold in 1878.

a-16 Calcutta.

NEW GOODS! NEW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnishing Requisites.

VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

lo 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-S to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &c., &c., &c. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 25 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PU RDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN BINGS, Ac., Ac., &c.
A CHOICE ASSOK'l'MENT OF

LACK, MUSLIN AND LEND CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to .30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are

nusnrpassed.
^

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

iV. B.—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers.
BruBsels Tapestry and Velvet Pile Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coat

Carpetings. Blankets.

An immense stoeik now on view, comprising the

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover, ^ u /

•’

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65. i

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine

LCCK STITCH with polished cover and
lock.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table, ••

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 95,

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH
> f

.

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95^

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, <SiC,

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs,

In great variety.

Blankets.
W^e are now showing our Tiew stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some hne
Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Door Mats.
F/nglish—made from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

*> »» »» »» 38 by 24 ,,
i

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

II II II II 38 by 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, Ac.

In several sizes.

K Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Hugs and Sofa Carpets,
Felt Carpets in several sizes, Felt Carpeting by

the yard

.

Purdah Hepps.
Oreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

i:=

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

r. W. BAKBH <k CO.,

HOSIERS. DRAPERS SILK MERCERS. Ac., Ac.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,

CALCUTTA, a-23

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Maheines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,
Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-
LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners A Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,

Rs. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCfl able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S Packing for

LOCK-STITCH Hand Machines. Rs. 2-8.

Sewing Machines. Treadle ditto, Rs. 5.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a-3

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders,.

Commission will be charged according to the valae-
of the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
be Mcertained by application to the Manager.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

AX>ZIK]iXlABXiE TRANSFORMATION OF MECKANICAX. ENERGY
INTO TORRENTS OF EX.ECTRICZTY (

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Light in England,
France, and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time, be ex-

tensively used for lighting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lighting.

We are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills, Public Halls,
Large Durbar Tents, Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railway
Bridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof
Electric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensity

of 2,000 Standard Candles at the following low rates.

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses ... ... Rs. .<50 0

Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night ... ... „ 175 0
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night ... ... „ 450 0

II! The cost of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Caudles, will be only Rs. 15 per night at

the monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! ! 1

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine, Carbon
Pencils, &c., fitted with our improved Hurricane proof, Self Adjusting, Self Lighting
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2,000.

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

(TREE COPY.)
$

Mr. Pleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Bakrala
Bridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards.

The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst, Engineer, Bakrala Sana Division, P. N. State Railway, i

BARRALiL Bridge,)
28th October 1879. )

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Ruilders and Eleotrloal Engineers,

ffl-37 No. 63, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta.

FROM

E. 8. BINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. “ PESIIAWUE,”

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
ami Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Rs. 800

ERASMUS

These small Engines are specially adapted for

Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
now fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire

absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are oi

the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank,which forms also the ash-pana and an efficieni

Water-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.

Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.

Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.

JONES, Printers’ Agent, 6 & 6. British Indian Street, CALCUTTA
a-5

STEAM EM&INE

[October 10
,^
1880 .

NO avZORE fains I :

•AKfCURER

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-

tion arising from whatever cause, on any
part of the human frame. A certain cure for

Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the

Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics.

Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Gurer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all

other medicines have been tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains ! !

!

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packing As. 8

DARLINGTON & CO.
49, Dhvwrunitollah Street, Calcutta.

tSr Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington Sc Co.

Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curkr and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dora, writes ;
—“ We find Darlington’s Pain-

Cdrke efficacious, and are glad to know of it

as being a useful medicine. Sister Theodorine,
Superioress F de la Croix. ”

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, Sc

Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, Sc writes :

—“ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
Pain-Cubbr. I am happy to|observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His F.xcellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary.

Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the
Bengal Times, writes from Dacca :

— “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot atteuded by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple or appi.caiU/Qs, aud in at nit 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pain-Ourer.”

To lovers of g-ood readingr

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of Literature,

Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-

tion, Re. 1, postage, 1 auna. 'Times of India

gays:—“ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—“ It is ably aud
judiciously couductel by Mr. Owen Aratoon.”

Bangalore Examiner t&ya :
—“We should like to

see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the

Public Library and Literary Institute, To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average

home monthly of the day.”
Manager, Calcutta Magazine, 49, Dburrumtollah

Street, Calcutta, Remit in half auua postage stamps.

a«2i



APPA RATOS.

3, DAXiKOUSZZ: SQUARZI, CAIiCUTTA^"

4

12
0
0

3 8 0

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of tho vr ~
the Mofussil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes with

of Calcutta and
paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have W a°com.
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and

manufactured to special order,
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is imphyeTS'ZhZT

1. Poorfb?^ tunes, 1st series.
2. Imni. ^assanto,

3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).
^

Cash price Rs. 100,

“rpia!::” 'ft‘“ *« -«*“•
Imni, ’• |‘«santo.

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).
q\ Peeblf^®^’

Cash price Rs. 125.
’

Box No. 1074, playlngr 8 Sengrall tunes.
Khambai. e rr i

Behag.
"•

do.
Khambaj.

n Ti 4
Poorabee.

Cash price Rs. 150.

Hambira. I'
t. ^ ^ i^oorabee.

XT 1 1 iL . .
Cash price Rs. 195Harold & Co. invite attention to their stock of English MnaiVnl paccompaniment, in great variety.

“ Musical Boxes, with and without Harp-

PRICES ON application.

0
0
12

8

4
8

'

0„ .
0

8 ‘ 0
0 0
Oli 0

2 .

3.

1 .

2 .

3,

4.

1 .

2.

3.

4.

NZCSOZ.Z.S & CO.,
financial and general agents,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta.
London:-! Whitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.Ccreent or Floating Accounts.

oaS°f?om

'

rJ'
200- Chequespa a trom Rs. 10. No sums received, or paymentsmade after 3 p. m., and on Saturdays after 1 p mGovernment Paper and Securities.Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividendsrealized on due dates, and disposed of as desired

rates, and advances made on Government Paper orother approved security on favorable termf
o, Exchange.

bv
and remittances madeby Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts

o ExeSa re'milances he

payee
when desired, sent direct to the

Deposits.

dayrnotfern?^ «“bject to 10

wfble if rftef

at 3 months notice 4at 6 months’ notice 5
"

at 12 months’ notice g
T> ”

T>iii
^ y®»ra’ notice 7

p;rm“‘’i’’srpiir.. ““.r”''* f
Bills corrected and rents reallLd

Business rules mvarded m application. ,,.45

mJn®
Noblemen, and Gentle-

fo'^a®”
‘0 bedraw^ up, are respectfullyScS

If

»»

SMITH. STANISTREET, & CO.

Pharmaceutical Chemists and
Orug-g-ists,

•B7 SPECIAL appointment

7o Hit Excellency the Right Hon’ble

lord LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-Generai. op India,

<fcc., Sec.,

®boice selectionXI. from the best makers of the following :-

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

Artery Forceps

•> .. Fenestra
Belts, Abdomen

>, Corpulency
It Riding

„ Carson’s Patent
Catheters, Silver Plated
Caustic Cases „
Dissecting Cases
Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings
n ,, in Cases ,, Complete
,, Trumpets for Deafness
.. Cornets, Double

Elastic Bandages, Belts, <fec.)
Knee Caps, Leggings, Sooksf
Stockings, Thread, per pair)

^

Ditto, Silk
Elastic Syriuges.loz., to 16oz.
Electro-Magnetic Machines)

very powerful, single
Do. do, double
Ho. do, pocket?:/

From
>9

ft

ft

f f

ff

ff

ft

ft

ft

f t

t f

tt

f t

If

fl

Brass, single and double From
action

Kennedy’s Syphon
Eye Instrument Cases

)) M Macnamara’s „ ,,
Cataract Knives and Needless

,,
Scissors, curved, Probe, and

Sharp, pointed, Cross
Action \

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs. &c.
,

Inhalers, Eclectic Maiis;Cor-
byns, Mudges, kc., &c. ,,

Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles

Abscess Knives, Symes ,*,*

It Lancets „
Bistouries

„
Bleeding Lancets „
Directors, Silver Plated ,’

Dissecting Cases
,

Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

"

I, Army Regulation
Probes, Silver
Scalpel and Finger Knives
Scalpels

Scissors
”

Spatulas, Silver Plated *|

Tenaculum
Stethoscopes
Speculums Ear

’*

)i Spring Kramers „
'» II Nose „
II Rectum

,

II Silver Plated
Spray Producers, Listers

,,

,, Richardson’s Complete ,’,

„ Various Makers
Suspenders

’*

Subcutaneous Syringes
*

Aluminum Cases
”

Silver Plated Mounts
”

Clinical Thermometers
''

,, With Kew Certificate v x iFrom Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &o., &c

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
Which on holding in a certain position

the column of Mercury and Index is
greatly magnified, thereby render-
mg the reading much easier from 7 n

With Kew Certificate J q
THE NEW PHCENTX THERMOMETER

Has solved the chief difiiculty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature,

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated f^om (

Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOR

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s TJnoxldised
Phosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANT! Y PPir8CRIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENTBERS OF THE PROFESSION. They
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve p®
Neuralgia. Hysteria, Melancholia.'
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Pn*2r

System
»' “» Cerebre-plMi

„ Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.

OhS«Sr‘l„“a. Drag.

(^aranteed fresh and received by each P srO. Co.’s and B I. G. 8. N. Co.’s SteaSLrs
*

Wholesale rates on application,
9 k. 10, Dalhousie Square "

and 47. Dhurrumtollah Street. a 17

.. 2

.. 2

.. 1

.. 2
. 1

.. 1

.. 7

.. 2

.. 2
. 16
. 80
. 1

. 6

. 2

. 1

. 1

. 2

. 2

. 2

. 7

. 7
, 3

6
18

16
8

2
8

36
8

5

7

0
0
0
0
8

8

0
0
8
"

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

0
0
0
0

' 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
08
0
0

0
0

810 0

II

• I

I, ‘111

9 0 0

-.600
... 8 0 0
— 2 0 0

20 0 0

— 25 0 0
18r 0 0

•^PPly to the Manager.
FOR

U’BS

Illustrated Price Llstj
At 66, COLLBGB Street.
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Kooghly Brldgre Notice.

rXillBS Bridge will be closed for traffic on

X“ Tuesday, the 12th October, 1880, from 6

..
'

G. H. SIMMONS.

a'.53 Secretarrj to the Bridge Commissioners.

j. G. awdebsok;
,

0 medical practitioner and
0 0 '-•! ..

AdpOUCHEUR,
No. 139, DHURETIMTOliLAH StKBET,

May be consulted at all bours daily-

{At home from 11 to 12 a.m.) n

Family ^^agementa in and about Entally under
'

''

'

special arrangements.

Notice.

All private communications for the Proprietor

of the IndimMirror and the Sunday Mirror

should be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-

rumollah Street.

Burmah Clg^ars, Cigrarettes, and
Tobacco, ^ood quality.

• MADE OE

SAGRIELL & CO.’S

300
'

0

t) 1 ••• Tor Sq.19.^,, ;/

A 6 Inch Theodolite', in perfect order,- , ^

by Troughton and 'Simms with stand

complete ...
,

•••
,

••• R®’

A 5 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order, •

by Troughton and Simms with stand

complete ...
, ^

A Smaller Theodolite, m perfect.order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand

complete __...
_

•••
.

•••

A Dumpy |Level with stand in perfect

order <• ••• •••

A large size Telescope Trepoid stand

complete ...

A Smaller-' Ditto Ditto

An Aneroid Barometer with Thermo*

IHOtOfT •••

German Silver Crysta Keyless Watches

for Rough usage Liver Escapement

6,1 Jewelsi, soundness and accuracy

guaranteed ...

Ditto Nickle, Cylinder Escapt.

J. G. HANHART,
” 13, Government Place,

91

»>

200

150

200
80

20

25
20

Crusbed Food Notice.

FURTHER REDUCTION.

From the 14th Instant, the price of Cook and

Co.’? Crushed Food for Horses is reduced to

Rs. 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags.

Crusbed Food for Cattle,

to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

Chaflf as usual 1*8 per maund, exclusive of bags.

14th August, 1880. a-d

Ten Rupees Reward.

~y^OST at Dum.Dum on the 28th September, a

very large brindled Kangaroo Dog. Any

one giving information that will lead to his re-

covery, will receive the above reward on appli.

cation to 13, Dum Dum, or 156, Dhurrumtollah.

a-75

Gratia.

ONE thousand trials more are wanted to testify

Dr. R. L. Sett’s Specific for Asthma. It is

given free of charge to all asthmatic patients.

Mufussil order should accompany annas 4 for

packing.
BASACK & CO.

No. 68, Nimtollah Ghat Street,

JJ.74 Calcutta.

Sagriel’s Shape Cigars No Al. Rs. 12 8 per 1

Do. do. ,, A2. ., 10 8 9 9

Silk Ties do. ,,
Bl. 9 8 9 9

Do. do, ,, B2. 8 0 9 9

Do, do. ,,
B3. 7 0 99

Moulmein Cigars ,,
Cl. .. H 0 99

Do, do. ,, C2. 11 8 99

Do, do, ,,
C3. M 9 8 99

Manilla shaped ,,
Dll „ 15 S 99

Do. . ,, D2. „ 10 8 99

Do. „ D3. 8 8 99

Havanah shaped „ El. „ 14 0 99

Do. „ E2. 12 8 99

Tiffin Cigars „ FI. » 9 S

0
99

Do. • V ,, F2. ».' ^ 99

Big <!(• Long Size Havana 4’

Manilla Shape ., 16 0 99

Do. do. • • • „ 15 0 99

Coconada Cigars No. S. 8 8 0

T. Long and Thin • •• „ .15 to 0

Lunka „ „ H. • •• 9 8 0

Office Burmah ,, I. • •• „ 7 to 0

Dollyvardeu „ J. • «« „ 12 to 14

Do. „ K. ... „ 10 8 0
Cigarettes

Do.

L.

M.
9 to

13 to.

a-82
-I 0

IWBXAGENERAI* STBAMR-AVI-
O-ATION COMFANT, ‘ ^1>.

SCEOENK. Kti.bPRN (h Co.-~Ma.nag%r^ Agents.

r, ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every riday,

.nd Sntido every Sunday, and leave Debroognur

downward
Mirzapore will leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,

>the 15th instant.

“ca"r'g?5^ni be received attheCompany’s Godowns,

Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, .he

fT^HE Str. Debrooghur will leave

X Goalundo for Assam on Sun-

’ day, the 17th instant.

-(r&rgo Vill be received at the Company’s

Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

^"^Pa^engers^ sfould leave for Goalundo by Tram

of Saturday, the 16th.

OAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
IRREGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and mterme-

diate Sins every Tuesday, and leave Cachar

do..w.rd every Th.«d.y.

X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

^day, the 12th instant, ••

"Cargr^Tl be received attheCompany’s Go-

downs, NimtoUab Ghat, up till noon of Monday,

the 11th, .. . ,

For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4, Faiblir Place, i
J* ocott,

Calcutta, 8th October, 1880. \ Secretary.

V- • —i—
stvers steam navigation

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly

from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

n'lHE Steamer Cashmere will

X leave Calcutta for Assam

on Tuesday, the 12th instant.

rriHE Str. Indore will leave

X Goalundo for Assam on

Thursday, the 14th. instant.

B. M. SIRCAR’S ABROMA*^!
AirGXrSTUM.

SPECIFIC FOR DYSMENORBHOEA
OR

Painful Menstruation.'*

A SINGLE administration during menses gener-

A- ally cures the disease, and brings on con-

ception.
,

For particulars apply to Dr. Bhoobun Mohun

Sircar, No. 77, Mooktaram Babu’s Street, Chore-

bagan, Calcutta.

Price Rs, 3-8. Packing and Postage AL S.

a-80

Honey dew Tobacco 4,5 and 6 sticks

to the lb. at 10 to 14 as.

Cavendish Tobacco 0-10 to 0-12 lb.

Gold Leaf 1st quality

Do. 2nd 1 to 1*8

Apply to

FRAMJEE & SONS,

'I
Calcutta,

Agents in tlp-oountry.

k xo
Jamsetii and Sons

Nouroji & Co.>0'^
Framji & Co.,

Harjubhoy & Co,.

Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons ..j

Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons .,.

Jamasji and Sons

Firozepore.
Lucknow.

,
Benares.
’.Gawnpore,

Nassirabad.
Ajmeer.
Rawul Findi,

Pistonji & Cp.e, , _ ^ - vr
The Railway Go-^opCTlHfl^ 88““**'

ciety ... Allahabad,

Messrs. Richardson & Co. ... Allahabad,

Noaroji, Manacji&Co. ... Fyzabad; a-68

THE INDIAN MIRROR.

S
TRAY Thoughts on Spiritualism.

Chand Mittra. Price six annas,

at No. 20, Nimtollah Street.

By Peary
To be had

0.71

THE CALCUTTA ARMOURV CO.

No. 1/1 Mission Row, (Round the corner.)

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(In Advance.)

Town,

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Ammunitions,

Shooting Fishing TacUes, Fencing, Archery,

Cricketing & Badmintons ;
&c.,

Also Mathematical Instruments, Bengalli surveying
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Good news to all concerned.

FOR
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1

I
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I >
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The average number of suicides in Europe is

at present 60,000 a year. By far the largest

proportion of these occur in countries VFhere

free-thinking and scepticism prevail.

::o-

A RUMOUR is going the round of the Lon-

don and provincial Press to the effect that the

Rev. Stopford Brooke having obtained an ex-

tension of the license of Bedford Chapel from

the Duke of Bedford, will conduct his services

henceforth on a Unitarian basis, while retain-

ing a portion of the Liturgy of the Church of

England.

:o:

Touching Cardinal Manning’s physical ail-

ments the following paragraph appears in the

Christian World :—» He keeps on at his

work very pluckily. The doctors want him

to rest
;
but he seems resolved upon hav-

ing his own way at work whenever he can.

He is seventy-two, and a man at that vener-

able age can hardly afford to take too many
liberties with himself. The Cardinal’s physique

is very delicate, and suggestive of as-

ceticism.”

:o:

Why shall we stop so soon ? Why will

the Brahmo Somaj halt prematurely ? And

yet our Catholic contemporary seems to be very

anxious for our salvation’s sake that we should

move no further. Referring to the recent

Brahmo pilgrimage to'Mahomet, the Indo-Eu-

ropean Correspo ndence asks,—“ Where will

our Brahmos stop?” Man is destined to ad-

vance everlastingly. Eternal progress is the law

of human life, 'and we must bow before it.

If then we must ever move on, we really do

not see how or where i we can stop. -Does

our brother recommend stagnation, which' has

been the deatli of all the churches in the

world? To halt is to die. Christians and

Hindus all say tons Halt. But the Divine
'

of QU. 4rm^ ever apd ^non says to us,

March. Therefore we must march on and on,

drawing nearer and nearer to God and all His
holy saints. Will not our Catholic brother be

charitable enough to believe that Catholic

saints have not monopolized all the vir-

tues and graces of heaven, and that Mahomet
and the Scientists, Socrates and the Rishis

have in them broken fragments of truth and

goodness which it is our duty to realize and

assimilate by means of communion?

;o:

The seventieth anniversary of Theodore

Parker’s birthday was celebrated by his con-

gregation, the Twenty-eighth Congregational

Society, on the 26th of August last. The

occasion called forth a sermon from the pen of

the Rev. J. W. Chadwick on Parker’s charac-

ter and work. The following passage shows

his estimate of Parker’s influence:—

“ Reading Parker’s books may not have

contributed largely to these stupendous

changes in the complexion of the religious

world. But to him belongs the honor of

being the first great expounder of the troth

that religion can be safely trusted to the

natural genius of mankind, unassisted by

any supernatural interpretation of the en-

ternai laws of matter and of spirit. . . ,

Could he have lived, he would have

brought an immense predisposition to all

the teachings of Spencer and Lewes, and

Huxley and Darwin, and Bagehot and Ty-
lor. His books abound in wonderful anti-

cipation of the methods and results of studies

that have had their full development only

since his death. The commentary upon Par-

ker’s life and work of the first twenty years

of his posthumous activity is then, so far,

entirely satisfactory. His pound has gained

ten pounds. And there is moral gain as well

as intellectual
;
the 'freedom of the slave

;

the right of private
j udgrnent so long an empty

phrase, getting to be a fine reality. And still

in how many particulars, our personal and so-

cial life is rebuked by the ideals that

Theodor Parker cherished, and by the

grandeur of his spiritual attainment !”

We are disposed to think that Theodore

Parker’s influence on modern thought is more
of a negative than of a positive character. His

books have vastly contributed to the slacken-

ing of orthodoxy and the bondage of authori-

ty, but as regards the positive organization of

a religious community upon principles of

1 heistic faith, devotion and conscience, his

influence is almost nil. Parker lives truly in

the theology of every liberal thinker of modern

times. But where is Parker’s church ?

Liberal thought, it seems, is slowly but

steadily gaining ground in the Established

Church. Even the Archbishop of Canterbury

is not free from liberal tendencies. In his

recent charge delivered at Dover, the

Primate condemns modern agnosticism,

and asks :
—“ Whence came Alexander the

Great ? Whence Charlemagne ? and whence

the First Napoleon ? Was it through

some mere process of spontaneous generation

that they sprang up to alter, by their genius

and overwhelming will, the destinies of the

world ? Whence came Homer, Shakespeare,

Bacon ? Whence came Plato and all the

bright lights of Divine philosophy ?”

The Archbishop defines revelation as “^God

unveiling himself in a marvellous way for the

instruction and guidance of his creature man,

a marvellous way, that is a way not to be ac-

counted for by the common roles, according to

which ordinarily the natural reason and natu-

ral conscience work.” Adverting to Maho-'"

raed and Sakya Muni, he argues that “ in-
'

stead of the probability being against

God speaking through a direct mani-
'

festation of Himself to His creatures,

the probability is on the other '

side
;

“

and he adds that the claims of each com-
^

'

petitor will have to be tested by the strict

scrutiny of what they did and said, and of the
” '

enduring and life-giving effects of their teach-

ing.” To those who look upon Christ as an

enthusiast and a dreamer, the Primate thus

replies :
—“ I cannot tell you how the Father

spekks to the human soul and consciousness,
*'

how he makes his presence known, but cer-

tainly Christ tanght and believed that his

union with the Father, whatever it might' be,

didiopen to him ready access to the Eternal

Throne. Dreams, do you call them ? They

are i marvellous dreams, embodying them-

selves in marvellous discourses, teaching a

spiritual religion scarcely guessed at except

here and there ‘by aiicient sages, ' when
*^'*^^*

they fought themselves wrapped in

I
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beatific vision. Can you prove that this
enthusiast, as you call him, was wrong,
when he felt and taught that God was in

bim ? . . . . If his thoughts were dreams
and imaginations God sent them, and pro-
ceeding from his presence, they are the ex-
pression of eternal truths.” Such spirituality

and breadth of view in the head of the Church
ought to silence the clamours of those who
regard Mahomet as an impostor and proscribe

every species of religious enthusiasm as fancy

and fanaticism.

NAME OF GOD.

There is a great deal in a name. Tell

US the name by which man worships his God,

and we shall readily tell his character and

his creed. The philosophical Hindu deist

delighted and still delights in the sacred

Om, meaning the Spirit that creates, keeps

and annihilates. The word is as mysterious

as it is venerable, and it recalls hollowed

associations as old as the Vedas. But it
t

serves more as a distinctive symbol

to distinguish the Brahmo Hindu from the

idolatrous Hindu. Om was the favorite

divine name adopted in the earliest school of

the Brahmo Somaj. As theology developed

into practical religion, and intellectual protes-

tantism was converted into spiritual life and

real struggle with sin, the name Om was super-

seded by Jagathiswar, Paramatima, &c.,

denoting Creator and Supreme Spirit. These

served the purposes of the early Theistic

chool among the Brahmos as distinguished

from the Vedantists. But they were

superseded by other names as the feeling

element grew in our midst and acquired

mastery over dry knowledge. The word

Dayamay^ was in vogue during the whole

period of early devotional festivity which

began at Monghyr. That word, meaning

Merciful, brought in a flood of genial emo-

tions, and roused our dull and cold church

into, new life and vigor. Later on came a

craving for a name which would denote

at once a Divine Person and not merely

the attribute of mercy. Such a name
was found in the word Hari, which, though

somewhat exceptionable, being suggestive of

Krishna, possesses all the advantages of

sancientand national associations, being in use

among the Vedantists and the Pouraniks, in

northern as well as in southern India. How
many hymns have been composed glorify,

ing Hari, and what a flood of rap-

turous love has been opened among
our devotees by that sweet name ! But it

seems that our Church is destined to adopt

and preach the shortest and the sweetest

gospel. And what is that ? The word Md,
irhioh denotes, mother. Is it not the sweet-

est word in our language? Does it not
mean the sweetest of all relationships?
Is It not a word which is the sim-
plest to the organs of speech and the
sweetest to the heart ? Is it not such as even
brute beasts can utter[? Is it not a word which
suggests sentiments and duties with which
we are all fam iliar ? 0 sinful Indian,
for thy sake Heaven has simplified religion

and substituted for elaborate creeds and long
Divine names the shortest that can be con-
teived. Love Your Md, your Divine Mother,
with all your affections, and your salvation is

not far off.

VISIT TO THE SPIRIT OP
CHAITANYA.

The pilgrimage to Chaitanya was one of

the pleasantest and most refreshing. That
name is dearest and nearest to the Bengali
heart, and it certainly afforded our pilgrim

friends great relief to visit the mansions of

the prophet of Nuddea after having finish-

ed the longer journeys to Palestine,

Greece and Arabia. Religion and nationali-

ty both combined to make this pil-

grimage one of peculiar interest. The Ben-
galis went to see a Bengali prophet, the glory

of the land, the ornament of the race. Great,

-herefore, was their joy. After the usual in-

vocation and the procession to the sanctuary,

service commenced according to prescribed

orm. As the time for prayer came, the

Minister addressed the Lord, and then led the

congregation into communion with the spirit

of Chaitanya. We give below the substance

of the communion.

Loving Mother, help os to see thy dear and

beloved child whom thou lovest so tenderly.

Upon him thou seemest to have lavished

the choicest flowers of beauty and loveliness

in heaven. Thou hast decorated him with all

that is soft and sweet and charming in

sprituality and devotion. Upon this head

hast Thou pot the crown of love, and with

peace, forgiveness, joy and ecstasy Thou hast

beautified and sweetened his heart. We
have seen, 0 God, that noble form of purity

in the child Jesus held on Mary’s arm, and

now we behold that child of loving devo-

tion on the lap of Sachi,—on earth the very

sun and the moon of heaven ! How joyfully

that little infant, Chaitanya, smiles, scattering

joy and peace all over the land. He grows in

wisdom and beauty, as he grows in stature.

He is the beloved of all, and all Nuddea is

happy in him. All of a sudden,—0 Lord,

Thy ways are past finding out,—.the scence

changes. Chaitanya weeps and cries, sobs

and sighs. What can it be, dear child of

God, that has perturbed thy heart and rofifled

its sweet serenity ? Innocent and righteous

[ [October 17, 1880.

is thy soul, and bright is thy character. Why
then this weeping and lamentation ? The dark

cloud on thy brow spreads and casts gloom on

thy family and the whole village. So fair

once, now so dark is thy birthplace. The
sins and iniquities of the world cause thee to

weep. Blessed prophet, this thought agonizes

/ thy heart—why doth not man take the ' sweet

name of Hari upon his lips? Why all this

wretchedness, sin and sorrow in the world?

Solicitude for others’ suffering hath made thee

poor and unhappy. All of a sudden, thou

renouncest family and friends, thy mother and

thy beloved wife and home, and with a trusted

band of devoted followers thou goest about

here and there to give onto thy countrymen

the treasures of Divine love. That noble and

handsome form has been sold to asceticism

and poverty. Yesterday amid the sweets of

home ! But to-day a youthful Sannyasi, a

poor beggar and mendicant in the streets !

Yet thy heart is not poor. Therein abounds

the joy of the Lord. Thou art not, as

other ascetics are, sad and morose. But

thou always rejoicest. Nay, thou dancest,

and thy joys are the joys of enthu-

siastic devotion and frantic love. Thy tears

of joy move the world to tears
;
thy dance

makes our hearts dance. Prince of dancers,

how beautifully dost thou dance still in thy

Father’s courtyard in heaven with thy dis-

ciples and friends ! Dance, dance in joy,

revered and beloved brother, in the depths

of our hearts, and let us all dance together

round the throne of the Lord. Thy heart

is full of love, love for the grossest and

meanest sinner. Thou, in the spirit of

thy Father, huggest the leprous Chandal

to thy bosom, and to those who came

to beat thee, the vilest of sinners, thou

gavest love and the Lord’s name, the

richest treasure. For purity’s sake, thou didst

ceep thyself and thy devoted band at a safe

distance from woman’s company, and wisely

thou didst separate men and women in thy

church. Thy spirit has revived in this land,

0 illustrious Saint. Thy Sri Khol and thy

trumpet have again been beard in our midst.

Lovingly do we recall thy spirit. Come and

bless us once more with thy singing and thy

dance, thy purity and love.

ipltma

The autumnal festival takes place to-morrow.

Bhai Axtohore Nath Gupta conducted service
in the Brahma Mandir on Sunday last.

Our brethren at Dacca are negociating for the
purchase of a suitable piece of land or house for
Divine Service. We wish them God-speed.

Those gentlemen who have undertaken to
publish the Minister’s sermons in the Brahma
Mandir for the benefit of li is family, intend form- '**
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ing: themselvea into a standing Publication Com-
mittee for the publication and repubhcation of the
Minister’s select works.

A co^TBMPORARY thinks the Brahmo pilgrims
ought to start on a pilgrimage to the devil. Rut
they are not aware of the devil’s address. Will
our contemporary kindly enlighten them on the
point 7 Or he might relieve the pilgrims, who are

quite tired after the journev. an 1 undertake the
proposed pilgrimage himself ?

THE PUNISHMENT OP CHILDREN.

The Madras Athenmim celebrated its fortieth

birthday on October Ist, with thankfulness for

the past and hope for the future.

A great international exhibition is being
organised to be held in New York in 1883. The
commission met for the first time on August 11,

when they nominated an executive committee.

With the benevolent idea of benefiting the con-
dition of the p'orer classes of peonle, a Japanese
pen manufactory has been established in the

former yashiki of the ex-daimio of the province

of Echizen, situated in the first ward of Echizen-
bori, Tokio.

An electric railway has been established in the
Brussels Exhibition, and it is said to be working
with great regularity, carrying six passengers
at about six to seven miles an hour to a distance
of nearly 4,000 yards.

^dectioii.s.

WORK SONG.

Hurrah for the men who work !

Whatever may be their trade
;

Hurrah for the men who wield the pen,
And they who use the jipade !

Who earn their daily bread
By the sweat of an honest brow

;

Hurrah for the men who dig and delve,
And they who reap and plough !

Hurrah for the sturdy .arm !

Hurrah for the steady will !

Hurrah for the worker’s skill !

Hurrah for the arm that guides the plough

,

Anil the hand that drives the qnill !

Hurrah for the noble workers !

Hurrah for the young and old !

The men of worth all over the earth —
Hurrah for the workers bold.

Hurrah for tlie men who work,
And the trade that suits them best !

Hurrah for the six days’ labor.
And the one of blessed rest !

Hurrah for the open heart

!

Hurrah for the noble aim !

Hurrah for a quiet home !

Hurrah for an honest name !

Hurrah for the men who strive I

Hurrah for the men who save !

Who sit not down to sigh.
But struggle like the brave;

Hurrah for the men who earn their bread,
And will not stoop to crave f

Hurrah for the honest workers I

Hurrah for the young and old !

The men of worth all over the eaith—
Hurrah for the workers bold 7

Signor Rizzoli, a Professor of Surgery at the
University of Bologna, who died reeently, has be-
queathed nearly 6,000,OOOf. (£240.00) to the Muni-
cipality of that town with the stipulation that it

should be devoted to the completion and main-
tenance of the Model Orthopajdic Hospital
on his estate at San Michele, in Bosco, an insti-

tution on which he had. during his life-time,

expended a sum of 2,000.000f. (£80 000). This
would lead one to suppose that bodily deformity
is as common in Bologna as goitre is in some
villages in Switzerland.

(Spectator.)

We sincerely hope the discussion raised by the
action of the Home Secretary in the case of the
bo.y Dean will not die away without a result on
opinion, for the matter is a very grave one If
there is any prominent Member Parliament
in want of a subject which he can make his own
as Mr. Plimsoll has made the safety of the sailors
his own, and which he can hammer away at until
he has compelled a reform, this of the statutory
punishment of children welt deserves his atten-
tion. The Home Secretary, by his order in the
Dean case, by his letter demandino' reports
from the Country Magistrates, by his" circular
to the London Stipendiaries deprecating im-
prisonment for juvenile offences, and by his
language in Parliament, is making the punishment
of children under the existing law next to impos-
sib'e. The Magistrates are completely at sea. So
late as Thursday, the limes coutaias a notice of a
case which shows that they are perplexed till they
are unwilling to act at all, even in cases where
the welfare of the children themselves calls as
strongly for discipline as does that of society
The Ttmes' reporter says:—“Three little
boys, named James and Matthew Clarke and
Richard Collin, were on Tuesday remand-
ed by the Liverpool Stipendiary Magistrate
on a charge of robbing a girl. The boys were
all under ten years of age. They had waylaid
the girl as she going on an errand, and
while one held his hand over her mouth, another
took 6.?. from her hand. The monev was spent in
sweets and going to a theatre. The Magistrate
did not know what to do with them, as they
were too young to send to a reformatory. The
mother of the Clarkes said her sons were bad lads
but Collin a mother said her son was “good somel
times.”; The conduct of Mr. Saunders. The
Stipendiary sitting at Lambeth on Thursday is
even more suggestive :

—

“ A |irl under 14, who had been summoned,
appeared with her mother on a charge of havim^
assaulted a child. Mr. Saunders said he could only
order the child-defendant to pay a fine, and
failing payment, he could only send her to prison *

and he could not commit her, as the Home Secre-
tary had intimated that children under 14
should not be committed to prison. Had the
defendant been a boy. a whipping might have
been ordered. As a fine, if one was imposed,
would not in all probability be paid, he must
decline to enter upon the case, and allowed the
child to go away with her mother. A boy
under 14 vyas summoned for wheeling a
barrow on the footway, and Mr. Saunders
said he could not fine him. as, in the
event of non-payment, he could not be com-
mitted to prison, in accordance with the opinion
expressed by the Secretary of State, and he was
allowed to leave with his mother, being under 12
years of age. Another boy, of 13, was charged
withstealing a pair of wheels from a perambula-
tor in an artful manner, telling his father that he
had bought them for 6^., and they were proved
to be worth 6.S. The boy said he was earning Is.
per week. Mr. Saunders told him he ''was a very
had boy, but, being under 14, he was not to be
sent to gaol. He should, however, order him to
receive five strokes with a birch rod, and then be
liberated.

lo leave boys like the Clarkes uncorrected is to
breed bigh-waymen knowingly; yet, we presume,
they were discharged with a caution,’’ to depart
conMent that to rob little girls sent out with their
mothers silver for small purchases—a universal
practice among the poor—was no great offence,
after all, and involved no risk to be
compared with the delight of unlimited
toffee and a visit to a twopenny theatre.
If the case were an isolated one, it would be
bad enougn

; but it will be repeated all over
bnig and, where on an average eight thousand
children pass annually through the prisons. It is
easy to say that is infamous, and we are as strong-
ly opposed to this use of prisons as Sir William
Harcourt is

; but what is to be done with the
children 7 There is a sort of theory in London
that the rural Magistrates imprison the children
from mere wantonness, or out of a caste-feeling or

,
through an overweening belief in the sancCty
of property, but that is a delusion. The
Magistrates act sometimes a little too much from
their knowleige of a boy’s general badness, and
a clerical Magistrate here and there may pay more
regard to abstract right and wrong than to the law,
but generally speaking the Justice.? are kindly
men, vvho employ the only means of discipline
paced in their hands. They know p truth which
the well-to-do never recognise,—that poor children,
It neglected, are under the strongest tempta-

tion to thieve, that a few weeks of impunity will
make theft a habit, and that a confirmed thief
might as well be a convict, for any good that will
ever be got out of him. Englishmen, being rich,
do not at heart rank larceny as a serious crime

;

but scarcely any other demoralises so quick-
ly, and we repeat the opinion of a most ex-
perienced Judge, when we say that *• a grown-up
thief has usually less good in his inner character
less potentiality of permanent change, than any
kind of criminal. He has to plan crime in cold
blood all his life.”

It is folly, and worse, to let an army of little
thieves, street roughs, and malignant imps loose
on society, emboldened with a conviction of their
legal immunities; and if, as the Home Secretary
and general opinion seem to have decided—as we
believe, rightly—imprisonment is not a fitting
penalty, it is the duty of the Legislature
to discover one which will be. Whipping
might succeed, but we very much doubt
if it would. Boys readily forget the kind of
whipping which alone public opinion will sanction,
and if the whipping were made as severe as the
old “ hiding” with an ash stick, which thirty
years ago was the universal country corrective,
there would arise within a month a public outcry
against the torture of the young. England is
governed by the well-to-do, and the well-to-do are
convinced that mild lecturing, an occasional box
on the ear, and a far-distant prospect of a con-
ceivable birching, are quite sufficient as discipli-
nary punishments. The Mrs. Clarkes of the report
quoted above, cursed with unruly boys as wilful
as savages, as strong as wild animals,
and under incessant temptation, think very
differently ;

but they are quite powerless
to act on their opinions, or, indeed, to
administer even the lecture or the birching.
Whipping alone will not do, and we believe
Parliament will be driven at last to two reforms
an Act making a parent’s responsibility for malig-
nantly mischievous children a real thing, real
enough to induce him to keep them in orde'r

; and
the establishment of a few disciplinary schools,
where children convicted of such offences as the'
Clarkes committed, shall for six moaths be under
severe school discipline, made to work, and to
learn, and to obey orders implicitly, Such
schools, which might be separate wards
in the large Union Schools, would not be
prisons, or convey the prison stigma, and would be
distinctly dreaded by lads with the “ wild” tenden-
cy, which, as the Standard justly says, is half of it
uncontrolled energy, and nothing else. Such
schools need not cost much, not more, at all events
than prison accommodation; and in the case of elder
boys, might bo made depots for the service which
of all others, inoit quickly disciplines such lads
the lower mercantile marine. A “ larrikin” at
sea, in a collier or a timber ship, is in the place he
was made for. He has cnertry, he has quickness, he
can stand the life, he learns that indiscipline
produces weals as naturally as playing with fire
produces blisters, and if he robs hia males his
life becomes a burden. The country is opposed
as Sir W. Harcourt has perceived, to imprisoninent
for children ;

but we do not believe it i.s oppo.sed
to reasonably stringent discipline, or that English
fathers have become so gelatinous as to wish t^heir
children, when they thieve, to be encouraged to
to go on thieving by a discharge •* on account of
their youth.”

VISIT OF 11. H. THE MAHARAJAH OP
TRAVANCORE TO COTTAYAM.

o

(The Diocesan Gazette.)

The Christians in connection with the C. M. S.
congregation here, as well as the Missionaries,

took the visit of His Highness as an occasion to

show their loyalty to the sovereign under which
they live. Generations have passed since such a

grand event as the visit of the reigning Prince to

Cottayam has occurred. The last occasion was in

1836, when the Rev. B. Bailey presented the sheets

of his Malayalam Dictionarv, then passing

through the Press, to the Maharajah.
Two whole reigns passed over without a similar

visit, until August 11th last, when the present

Maharajah, within a few months of his ac-
cession to the throne, m,arked his sympathy with
the growth of knowledge and good citizenship,

which in north Travancore has its centre in Cot-
tayam.
The congregation here has not, like those in

other parts of India, a separate Cliristian street or

quarter, so the road on tbe east side of the church
was fixed upon as a suitable place for a triumphal
aroli representative of the welcome from the

C.M.S. community. Accordingly a Gothic archway,
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flanked by two towers, was erected under which

the Maharajah’s carriage and pair might safely

and easily pass. This undertaking was ambitious

enough, considering that the decorations known
in Travancore never go beyond garlands and

festoons stretched across the road, and an orna-

mental pandal or shed at the landing place.

However, it was a success, and when decorated

with evergreens and palms, and its battle-

mented towers surmounted by bright banners,

presented a very attr ’tive appearance.

The press looked very gay and lively, as the

pressmen worked with a will and spared no pains

in decorating and adorning the building inside and

out. A lofty flagstaff, bright with fluttering bunt-

ing was very conspicuous, aod the entrance o the

printing office was between arcades of palm branches

over which were festoons of flowers and ban-

ners bearing words of hearty welcome and loyal

wishes.

Tte Cambridge Nicholson Institution, emulous,

and equally loyal, made also a fair show ;

the order of the day here being, as elsewhere,

bright colored banners, garlands, palm branches,

etc."

Having landed with all honors on the lltb.

His Highness devoted the 12th to receiving the

Europeans of the place at his residence, and visiting

the various institutions of the Mission. Mrs. Baker,

Senior, had the honor of the first visit, and the

Maharajah expressed himself pleased with all he

saw in her now venerable school. His Highness

must have been delighted with the very pretty de-

corations and mottoes which adorned every avail-

able spot.

The next visit was paid to the C. M. S. College,

of which the Principal, Rev. C. A. Neve, has

kindly supplied the following account :

—

Visit to the 0. M. S. College.

During the whole of Thursday morning the

College presented a lively scene. All the boys

were hard at work preparing decorations in honor

of the expected visit of His Highness the Maha-

rajah. At length by the afternoon, the College

preseubci quibe a gay appearance. The gateway

was surmounted with an arch of evergreens and

the mottos—“Welcome to the C.M.S. College,” and

the road leading from the gateway to the College

itself was lined with banners and flowers on poles.

In front of the entrance to the College was a

large canopy, decorated with mottoes, and under-

neath was a tasteful display of flowers, over which

on crimson cloth blazed the initial letters in gold,

R. V. By 4 o’clock all the boys, 230 in number,

were arranged in the lecture room, which was also

very neatly and suitably decorated with flowers

and mottoes, and in an adjoining room many visi-

tors were present. N. Nanu Pillay, Esq., the

Dewan was the first to arrive, and before 4-30 the

carriage,containing His Highness, was seen driving

up the road to the College entrance. Here he was

met by the Principal of the College, and at once

proceeded to the lecture room.

The Principal then read an address welcoming

His Highness.

To His Highness Rama Vurmah. Fellow op

the Madras University, etc., etc., etc ,

Maharajah of Travancore.
May it please your Highness,— It is my pleas-

ing duty on behalf of the masters and boys of this

College to express to your Highness our hearty

welcome.
In doing fso we feel sensible of the honor that

your Highness has done us by coming personally

to visit us, and most grateful, not only for the

interest which your Highness has shown in edu-

cation generally, but also for the interest which

your Highness thus particularly shows in the

work of education carried on within these walls.

We do not forget that this is not the first time

that your Highness has honored this College with

your presence.

Since your Hinghness’ last visit, changes have
taken place in the College, but the work of sound
and true education—an education which eniea-
vours to instil the principles of virtue, and
teaches men to love God and honor the King

—

is,

we trust, now,and will ever be carried on here.

We would conclude with the wish and prayer
that your Highness may be spared many years to

reign over us, and that your Highness may enjoy
the truest happiness of possessing the affections of a

contented and loyal people and of seeing peace,
justice, righteousness, and love ever increasing
amongst them.

His Highness replied as follows :
—

Masters and Students of the College,—
A little more than five years ago, I had the honor
and pleasure of visiting this Institution. The inter-
est I then evinced in it was of ray own moral choice,
but the change of position that has come over me
recently under the inscrutable

| Dispensation of the
Almighty renders it additiona’iy a duty to do so.

Long before the state itself undertook the human-
ising task^ of educating its subject population,
the Christian Missionaries had rai,sed the beacon of
knowledge in this land. One c.annot be sufficiently
thankful for the introduction of this civilising
element and its happily steady, development.
I have watched the progress of this Institution
with pleasure and interest. The number of the
gradu''tes and undergraduates of the Madras
University,who look upon it as their Alma miter
has bee steadily increasing year after ye. r.

The ideal of the expansion of educational in-
fluence is only limited by the entire population
of a country. I heartily hope that the day will
come, though slowly and eradually, when every
fiejJ-la.,orer and every day-laborer can find acujple
of spare hours every day to sit under
a shady tree and read his little manual of
Travancore History and Travancore Geogra-
phy, his little Arithmetic, his twelve page
Cetecism of moral duties and his iittle Robinson
Cri’coe or Hijopadesam. That day is a great desider-
atum. But to work towards that, the problem that
remains to be solved both by the State and by the
private educational agencies is how to reconcile

that all educated men can obtain Government
employment or enter the Bar. It is absurd to hold
th'^t to an educated man everything is derogatory
except the driving of quills or tying of red tape.
In a land like this, of scant industrial develop-
ment, many new industries may be introduced,
many existing industries improved and amplified. It
occurs to me that one great object which all Educa-
tional institutions should steadily have before them
is the opening to the students some one certain,
definit’.and independent walk of life when they shall
have left the school. Cannotsome industrial teaching
of a professional or elementary character be impart-
ed to our schools ? In bidding you farewell for
the present, I assure you of the deepest interest I
take in the progress and welfare of your College.
After a few questions about the boys in the Col-

lege and their studies, and after masters had been
presented to His Highness, the boys sang a hymn
composed by one of their number, being a prayer
for His Highness’ welfare and happiness. His
Highness then returned to his carriage and drove
off amidst the cheers of the boys.

In visiting the C. N. Institution, His Highness
drove under the triumphal arch opposite the church,
and passed on to the bungalow of the Rev. W. J.
Richards. The chillren of the grant-in-aid
schools lined the avenue leading up from the gate-
way, and in the verandah of the bungalow were
arranged the Kongani girls and those from the
Model School. The Sudra girls arrived only in
time to see His Highness leave. In the Institution
the Maharajah’s chair was placed on a dais, whence
he could look down through the various classes to
where the boys of the Model School were arranged,
to the number of seventy, in the training gallery.
After the students had sung a Malaya-
1am version of “God save the King,” to the
air of the English national anthem, the Principal
addre.ssed His Highness a few informal words
of welcome, and explained that the Cambridge
Nicholson Institution consisted of two department”s,
the lower or training class of seventeen students
for vernacular schools, and the Divinity class of
eight, four of whom are of the matriculation stan-
dard of the Madras University, and have completed
the Cottayam College course. His Highness then
requested to see the classes, and the dormitory;
the latter he remembered from a former visit five
years ago. Mrs. Richards with two children was
present, the Dewan, and . iveral Native visitors.
There were loyal mottoes visible everywhere, in
English, Greek, Malayalam, and Sanskrit. The
Maharajah especially noticed the latter.

His Highness then drove to the Printing Press,
where he was r :eived by the Superintendent,
Mr. Alan Cole, at the carriage door, and con-
ducted through two rows of workmen to the
verandah, where His Highness sat for a few
minutes, while the men were getting to work.
His Highness was then conducted over the
Press, and minutely inspected every operation,
type-setting, printing, and binding, asking nu-
merous questions and showing the great t in-
terest in all he saw.

Friday, at three o’clock P. m., wfs the time
appointed for the presentation, at the Maharajah’s
risidence, of the C. M. S. deputation and
the address ; the members of the deputation, who
also signed the address, were as follows :—Rev.
W. J. Richards, Principal of C. N. Institution
and Pastor of Cottayam

; Rev. C, ,A. Neve, Princi-
pal of the 0. M. S. College

; Mr. Alan Cole,
Superintendent of C. M. S. Press

;
Rev. K.

Koshi, Pastor of Pallam
; Rev. K. .Taco, of Eri-

katta; Rev. A. T. Thoma, of Olesha
; Mr. P M.

ChaVko, P, A., representing the College maik 3

and students
;

M., M. C. Thoma on behalf of
C. N. Institution; and Messrs, P. Koshi, T. J
Chakko, T, Korulo, etc., etc., for the parishes of
Cottayam, Pallam, and Olesha and the girls’
schools. The address, as below, was read by Rev.
W. J. Richards

—

To His Highness Rama Vurmah, Fellow of
the Madras University, ect., ect,, ect.. Ma-
harajah OF Travancore.
May it please yourHighness,—We,the undersign-

ed clergy and laity, representatives of the An-
glican Church in Travancore, approach your High-
ness with feelings of great joy and gratification
on the occasion of your Highness’ first visit as
Sovereign to the chief station of our Mission in the
Kingdom.
We feel thankful to Almighty God that the

throne of this ancient and tolerant State is occu-
pied by a Prince, who, for integrity, wisdom, and
sound learning, stands second to no Sovereign in
the whole of India.

Congiatulations on this account should be given
not so much to the Sovereign who takes up the
reins of Government as to the people, whose happy
lot it is to live under such a Euler.
We, as a community, have much to be thankful

for. Toleration and protection are not among the
lerst of the blessings we enjoy in this favored
kingdom

;
and next to these we would place the

excellent scheme of Grants to Elementary Schools,
a boon that brings education within reach of the
poorest of your Highness’ subjects. So .able a
judge of the value of educatiou as your Highness,
cannot fail to appreciate the results already at-
tained in this direction, and your Highness must
feel encouraged to extend a system which will,
with the blessing of God, inaugurate an era of
progress iu enlightenment and general prosperity.
We, who live for the most part in Cottavam or

1 neighourbood, may, we hope, bo permitted to
say how highly we prize the equity and efficiency
which distinguish the Magistracy of your High-
ness’ worthy officer Dewan Peishkar T. Rama
Rao.
In conclusion, we beg your Highness to accept

this expression of our loyalty on this happy occa-
sion, and our tense of the favor which allows us
to say it in person.

May the God, whom we worship, crown your
Highness with every blessing of soul and body,
and may He,the great King of kings, enable you
to exhibit and strengthen in your kingdom that
» righteousness” which,as our Scriptures assure us,
“ exalteth a nation.”

’

The Maharajah replied as follows :

—

Gentlemen of the church of England Mission
Society and Native Clergymen,—

I gratefully ap-
preciate the honor you have done me in waiting
upon me with this address. It gives me grea't
pleasure 1 1 meet you all again at Cottayam, one
of the chief centres of civilization in Travancore,
I regard with sincere pleasure the testimony you
have borne of the toleration and protection which
this State has always accorded to you,
and of the aid rendered in the spread of
education. Those, I can firmly assure you, will
always be most cheerfully continued and extend-
ed, for the balance of t enefit, I can safely say,
has been on the side of the State, inasmuch as
your labo. have been increasing, vear after
year, the number of a loyal, law-abiding, and
civilised population—the very foundation of good
government. Accept my cordial thanks for all
the good wishes you have expresed to me per-
sonally, and be assured, gentlemen, I prize them
highly.

After 4 o’clock His Highness drove to Wada-
wathur to witness the boat races

; and thence,
proceeding down the river landed at the lower
Bazaar landing place at 6 o’clock, and drove to the
palace through the public road, both sides of which
were illuminated. On the 14th at 9 A.M. the Maha-
rajah and party left this for Trevandrum {via
Alleppey.

THE DUKE OP ARGYLL ON THE UNITY
OP NATURE.

(Spectator.)

We give a hearty welcome to the first of the
series of Essays, which the Duke of Argyll is to
issue in the pages of the Contemporary Beview. It
would be read with interest, we believe, were it
the work of some obscure man of letters. We
are glad that the thoughts of so much permanent
value {should be given to the world with the
additional prestige which attaches to the writing
of a man of rank and station. The readers thus
attracted will not be those best fitted to appre*
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ciate what they read, but it well that

the essay before us should possess attractions

for a more numerous class. It opens views

of the world, which Science makes known

to us, touched by a liuht which is other

than 'hat of Science, and thus appears to us, as far

as it goes, a step towards healing the great schism

of our day. From some defects, very common in

every treatise, with which it would naturally be

compared, we think it remarkably free. It deals

with a subject presenting strong temptations to

rhetoric, and no one would call it rhetorical; nor is

it marked by the vagueness, the cloud of common

place, with which many mediators between Science

and Faith endeavour to conceal the chasm they

cannot bridge. The writer’s meaning is definite,

and the confusion from which his work is not quite

free, seems due rather to a certain haste in bring-

ing together thoughts on a difficult and complicat-

ed subject, than to any real incoherance. Whe-

ther to this high negative praise we may add that

which would outweigh much positive blame, must

depend on the meaning which is attached to the

wo'd originality. Those who understand by it the

power to produce an impression of novelty will not

use it here. The ideas brought forward are not

unfamiliar to the student of a certain kind of

literature, and the main argument might,

and indeed, if it is to be put into a

small space, must be stated in terms which

may seem obvious enough. But originality, as

we understand it, does not consist in saying what

no one has said before. It is rather a quality

than a form of thought. That contagion of

interest which enables the reader not only to grasp

the writer’s meaning, but to share his apprehension

of reality, that strength of conception which

makes us feel him to be dealing with things and

not words,—this is what we mean by originality,

and find in the essay before us. Perhaps, we shall

hardly be able to justify this ascription in the

abstract which we proceed to put before the reader,

for it is often lost in the most careful paraphrase,

sometimes even in the turn of a sentence. Our

aim, however, involves the hazardous attempt, and

we will try to give the Duke’s argument in out-

line, not, however, entirely limiting ourselves to

his version, but following out some suggestions

in a direction which he, possibly, may not intend

to open. Most of what we would set forth, how-

ever, consists of the thoughts expressed in the

essay we are criticising,aud often of its very words.

“What,” the Duke begins by asking, “do we

mean by Unity? In what sense can we say that

a variety of thinks is, nevertheless, one ?” We

could wish that he had lingered over this answer,

that he would have had patience, and forced his

reader to have patience, to dwell at some length

on the ancient problem of the Many and the One_

We think that the argument would have gained in

strength, if its base had been somewhat widened
;

its force, if we have rightly apprehended it, de.

pends on the association of unity with life, on the

exhibition of Unity of Nature as a unity of plan,

and, therefore, as implicitly a spiritual unity. As

long as we confine our attention to the inorganic

world, we know nothing of unity. A pebble,

indeed, is in ordinary reckoning, its most con-

venient symbol, but a pebble broken in two has

lost no real oneness ;
the two halves are

two things, in the very same sense in which they

combined to form one thing. Let the waves rub

and roll them, and no one can tell that they ever

formed one thing. In Stopvorter, as the Germana

call them, there in properly no plural. Without
’ life we have no unity, aud, therefore, no multitude]

j

Even in the lower forma of life, this unity is very

incomplete. We do not speak of “ many mosses,”

except in the sense which moss shares with the

j

Stoff'rvorte7-,~that of many hind of moss. The zoo-

phyte is severed almost as easily as the pelible.

Not till we reach the higher forms of animal life

do we come in contact with any real onenes'i,—not

till we look within, and trace that adamantine

thread which binds the memories of the varied

past into one experience, do we reach the

very origin and fount of the conception,

Holding fast that thread and turning to

the world without, wo discover another unity,

a unity, indeed, which is impressed on every

one with a variety and reiteration of illus-

tration that makes it almost, but not entirely,

a counterpart to the unity he finds within. He

^3 weary, and the earth draws her cuitain of

darkness ;
the sensations of his bodily fram'*,

he finds, stand in some close and delicate ad-

justment with the forces that move this solid

earth, lie takes a glimmering light for a candle

in a cottage window, *and discovers it to be

a rising planet, seen through the trees. Light

that comes across a few yards of dewy air, he

.discovers, obeys the same laws as light that comes

across millions of miles of interstellar ether.

The thought seems to us more forcible than any

illustration of the thought, and unquestionably it

long preceded those illustrations which have so

deeply impressed the imagination of our day. It

is, indeed, implied in the very name by which the

imaginative Greek designated that totality of

phenomena, which we may well suppose an unima-

ginative people would leave without any name at

all
;
the very couceptiou of Nature as an Order,

which we translate in the Greek word Coamos,

embodies that idea of the Unity of Nature, which

it is the triumph of modern science to have

illustrated ;a unity, moreover, which was implied,

and, in a certain sense,exaggerated, by all the early

guesses of philosophy. In the dawn of thought,

when the search for an Aoxti occupied the minds

of all investigators of Nature, and before the world

of phenomena was broken up into the domain of

things and of thoughts, this idea was the starting-

point of thought, and not its goal. Science did not

give rise to it, rather it gave rise to Science.

Of late years Bacon’s claim to an honorable posi-

tion in the hierarchy of Science has been fiercely

disputed ; it is urged, and we think truly, that no

sentence from his pen has ever suggested, or tended

to confirm, even when by a curious chance it hap-

pened to anticipate, any physical truth. Yet to this

attack his admirers may oppose, as a shield o

adamant, his unquestioned influence, ia suffusing

with the light of a powerful imagination what we

would call the hyper-physical truth of the Unity

of Nature. It was known more than twenty

centuries before he was born ;
it was not demon-

strated to the logical intellect till a couple of

centuries after he died. But to him it owes that glow

of color, that halo of brilliance, which has more to

do with the reception of truth than even its con-

clusive proof has ;
he has made it a truth for

the imagination,and all the distinguished men who

have made it a truth for the intellect, have done

less to further the progress of Science.

The fact that they have made it a truth for the

intellect, explains a large part of their iu-

fluenec. The philosophy of Scieuco to which our

generation has given rise, may be briefly describ-

ed; if we may borrow the favorite expression

of Comte, as a statical and dynamical version of the

belief that Nature is one. The dynamic statement

of the Unity of Nature, is, our readers will not

need to be told, the great doctrine which would,

we suppose, be cited by most physicists

as the most important idea of our day,—the doc-

trine of Evolution. Shall we be thought presump-

tuous, if we avow that we would keep that descrip-

tion for that which we have named its statical

version,—the Correlation of Force? It seems to

us more important, for the same reason that it

would, we believe, have seemed more im-

portant to Bacon. If the idea of Evolution

is to be applied to the spiritual world, it must
either be stripped of much definite meaning, or it

must assume much that seems to us very disput-

able, while the doctrine of the correlation of force

is applicable to a large part of the spiritual world,

without any loss of either definiteness or cer-

tainty. However, we need not encumber the

argument we are trying to set forth with any
questionable opinion. If the first of these great

ideas occupies less attention than the last, its

importance, its grandeur, and (in definiteness and
accuracy of statement) its novelty are not ques-

tioned by any one. What does it imply? State it

in general terms,—say merely that force is trans-

formed when it seems to vanish, and you utter a

truth that is expressed as clearly by Lucretius as

it could be by any scientific man of our day. But

the definite illustration and accurate measurement

which have brought it home to the imagination

and the convictions of every student of our day,

have made it practically a different truth. He
only discovers who proves, and to prove

is to enforce with the lessons of experi-

ence, and the impressive result of accurate

prediction. For our age, therefore, the cor-

relation of force is a new truth,—it has all the

power and all the danger of new truth. Not,

we think, that the importance of this truth can be

exaggerated. It seems to us the widest which the

study of Nature can furnish, applicable, indeed,

to much more than is ordinarily understood by

Nature, a key to many striking experiences in

human life, and on the pages of history. Such a

law cannot take too high a place in our apprehen-

sion of the order of the Universe, we are most

likely to give it a place not high enough. But our

danger is—and this, we think, the Duke points out

very forcibly—that we shall overrate that part of ti e

truth which is new, and suppose it an explanation

of problems which it merely curtails off by its own
complex and various interest. For instance, it

was known from the beginning of sentient existence

that light and heat were united. What have our

scientific contemporaries added to that knowledge

in the discovery of what has been called their

identity I Light and heat, to speak of them as

things known to the senses, are as differemt as two
things can be. They are much more different

than two opposites. Light and darkness suggest

each other, and could not be known apart
; but a

blind man knows what heat is just as well as any

of us, and it is quite conceivable that a person

should have excellent eyes, aud be insen-

sible to temperature. In our own day, a

close and intimate connection has been re-

vealed between these two phenomena. What
is the nature of this connection ? It consists

simply in the discovery that the method of opera-

tion uf their common cause is identical
; both

I
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consist in a mode of movement; both, so far as

they are united, consist in a mode of motion of

the same medium. Men of science have dis-

covered that light and heat, so far as they form
objects of attention to them, may be regarded as

one, and, their exaggerating the importance of
this aspect of the natural forces is a very
important and illustrative fact. The Duke
well shows that the unity which they have
thus discovered in Nature is, in some respects,
a actitious unity, disguising the need of a
directive agency behind the phenomena; but we
think this part of his argument wants much
expansion and some clearing, and it is possible
that our version may a little differ from his.

The unity of the forces of Nature consists in the
fact that they are all a kind of movement, and till

they part company the same kind of movement.
But a kind of movement is not a thhuj. It is an
action, a method of working, an event. It points
the mind beyond itself to something which is

moved, and to something which moves. The
physicists of our day have found the answer to one
of these questions so interesting, that they have for-

gotten that it is not an answer to both. What is the
thing which is moved 1 No conception in meta-
physics seems to ut more mysterious, more
abstract, than that wonderful medium of light
and heat, which, in the poetic description which
the Duke quotes from Dr. Young, “finds its way
through all matter, as easily as the wind through a
grove of trees and yet which Sir John Herschel
compares with equal propriety to a crystal
matrix, in which the stars are inserted like gems,
and by means of which the earth is in actual rigid
contact with the most distant orb of space

; that
medium which, the Duke reminds us, can neither
be seen, nor touched, nor weighed, “ which has
neither weight, taste, smell, nor aspect,” the ex-
istence of which we arrive at by pure reasoning,
and can demonstrate only by its effects. When we
have to do with a reality which has to be thus
described, a reality so remote from all sensible
notions, and in many respects so nearly approach-
ing our conception of a Spirit, what wonder that
the mere description should seem to answer both
the questions involved in every assertion of move-
ment, and that men should forget that movement
among particles of either is not any more an ulti-

mate fact than movement in a heap of peb-
bles is ? When the causes of phenomena so
multiform and universal as light and heat are,

by students of the world they regulate, pro-
nounced to be one, ordinary men easily forget that
all which can be here meant is that the causes of

these very different effects have a common bond,
—that Honietlung holds together the causes of the

warmth that refreshes the paralytic in his sunny
nook, and the light which falls on the canvas of

the artist; but what that something is, the man
of science knows no more than the child. To
say it is a mode of movement, is to say nothing,

nothing, we mean, beyond restating the fact

that the two things are united. If we know any

-

thing, we know that different effects must have
different causes, and that warmth and light

areasunlike as two phenomena can be. But the

mind rests on the idea of unity; when many effects

are traced to one cause, the seeker has found a

secure station, and is in no hurry to pass on. The
abstruse and arduous question— wliat sense, is

t he cause one ? does not immediately suggest itself.

The only ultimate unity is that of which each of

us is conscious when he says “ I. ” There is no
getting beyond this oneness; it is, indeed, the mea-
sure of every other. Scientific men are occupied
with the endeavour to find unity in that world
which is properly the sphere of diversity, and,fasci-

natedby the marvellous result which the shadow of

mind produces in this world, they forget that the
unity which they discover is but the unity which
they bring. They bring it to a material, indeed,

plastic to receive it
; the marvellous order which

they thus discover is a real order. But it is real

only so far as the phenomena of matter are int^r.

preted by the laws of mind, so far as we “ re.

cognise the Unity of Nature rs the result of

operations which the mind recognises as similar

to its own.”

If we have been successful in explaining our
meaning, we shall have conveyed to the reader’s

mind some hints for an answer to the question,—
Why the generation whose discoveries have most
largely illustrated the idea of the Unity of Nature,
is also the generation which has most decisively
rejected that apprehension of Nature which
should ascribe to it that unity which we believe
to be the only perfect and literal unity,-that
of relation to a central Will ? The indications

of this central Will have been made a substi

tute for it. The idea of the Correlation of For’e—
that is. of some unknown directive agencv which
varies the rhythm and key of the harmonies of

Nature-knits up the interest in an outward
world with the belief in God. But it does not
create that belief, and easily becomes a substi-

tute for it. All those indications in Nature which
point to a personal centre raav easily be mistaken
for indications of its own completene.ss. The more
entirely the mechanism of the universe spe'^Us of
will, the more easily does it become a substitute for
will. He who finds his own experience inexnl'c.

able, unless on the theorv that it involves a Will
not his own, and yet in more intimate connection
with his own than any human volition, is ready to

find this Will the motive-nower when physical

research has done its part, and the material con-
ditions of movement admit of no further analysis.

But in this analysis, there is absolutely nothing to

suggest such a will. Perhaps, there is even some-

thing which tends to draw those minds not al-

ready inclined towards this belief a little

furt'her away from it. For it brings the

mind in contact with a world where every fact has

to beset by the side of every other fact, a» possess-

Holloway’s Ointment and
Rheumatism and Gout.-These purifying and
soothing remedies demand the earnest attention
of all persons liable to gout, sciatica or other
painful affections of the muscles, nerves, or joints.

The Ointment should be applied after the affect-

ed parts have been patiently fomented with warm
water, when the unguent should be diligently

rubbed upon the adjacent skin, unless the fric-

tion should cause pain. Holloway’s Pills should
be simultaneously taken to reduce inflammation
and to purify the blood. This treatment abates the
violence and lessons the frequency of gout, rheu-
matism and all spasmodic diseases which spring
from hereditary predisposition or from an accident-
al weakness of constitution. This Ointment
hecks the local remedy. The Pills restore theo

fhe vital powers.

ing not necessarily an eq>i.al claim to attent-on
(for proportion has to be considered here, as every-
where else), but just the same kind of claim. And
the constant contemplation of such a world unfits
beings of limited energy to appreciate, and even
to believe in, a world where difference of degree is

altogether a secondary matter,—where we have to

recognise the mysterious and, from the physical
point of view, incredible reality of Evil. It needs,
we believe, a very large vio'al experience
to counteract the influence of a constant
and exclusive occupation with the laws of Nature.
And it is obvious that not very many persons can
have both.

“ It will be a good result of our endeavour to

see and understand the Unity of Nature,” says
the Duke, “should it lead us to understand that
which constitutes the great exception.” We take
these words to refer to that unseen world, where
from the same circumstance may issue the loftiest

virtue and the blackest crime. Of course, the
existence of such a world is denied by the
physicists of our day. The virtue and the crime,
they would say, are both preceded by their own
antecedents. Clay goes into the fire and eomes
out solid, wax goes into the fire and comes out
liquid

; but you do not say that the same cause
has different effects. Nor should you, when,
from the same temptation, one man issues a

hero and one a criminal. Wax was wax and clay
was clay before you brought them near the furnace,
and the two men were hero and criminal in soul,

while circumstance hid virtue and crime alike. If

this is a true account of man’s moral position, he is

a part of Nature. It is on this point that the Duke
seems to us confused. The sentence we have quot-
ed implies what we consider the truth,—that the

study of Nature is interesting chiefly as a back-

ground against which we may di.scern “ the great

exeeption.” “ What is natural ?” is a question

that we should call important chiefly as an intro-

duction to the further question,—“What is super-

natural ?” But we should gather from the conclud-

ing sentence of the article that the latter question

was puperfluous, at all events as far as man was
concerned. “ Of this system,” the Duke concludes,

“ we are a part, in body and mind.” We readily

admit that the true answer to all such problems

takes most naturally the form of a statement

of opposite truths, but the two sentences we
have quoted seem to us to involve a contradiction.

However, an incomplete statement of a difficult

problem often appears to be a contradiction,

and it may be that a fuller development of this

view may do much to supply stepping-stones

across the chasm, which we find between our
two quotations. Something we had to say on
this point ourselves, and something also on
the Duke’s references to the prevalent ideas of

the doctrine of Evolution, But our space is

exhausted, and we must take some future op-

portunity of referring to these two divisions of

our subject, which we have left for the present un-

touched.

Sarling'ton’s Pain-Cttrer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,

Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,Sore Throats. Coughs,
Colds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache, Toothache,

Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism, Paralysis, Fains in

Groins, Contracted .Joints. Gout, Sciatica, Bad
Legs, Bad Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles, Ring

Worms, Pimples, Freckles, Eruptions on the skini
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Stertisements.

Those who have subscrihed for the Bengali
Sermons preached in the Brahma Mandir

swill please send their remittances to the under*
igned as early as possible.

PEARY MOHAN CHOWDHURI,
6“, College Square, Calcutta

Kasipore (Kosipore.)
Late Baranagore and Ddckinsore.

CHEMICAL WORKS.
Near Calcutta.

Acids, Ethers, and other Chemical preparations

used in Medicine, Photograph and the Arts

made at these Works and supplied to wholesale pur-

chasers.

Sulphuric Acid and other requisites for the manu-
facture of jErated Water supplied.

Ether and Ammonia for ice-machines.

Spirit of Wine, pure, Methylated and Gout chicen-

ed. ,

Carbolic Acid, Cloiid of Zinc, other Disinfec-

tants.

Lists can be bad on application.

Term Gash.
a-3.'S DAVID WaLDIE.

Tlie Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the

inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear

of those pecuniary losses to which persons are

exposed who become responsible for the acts of

others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the

employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER. F.I.A.,

Secretary.

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,
,

OR.

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

a-16 Agent, for BENGAL.

Just Landed.

Per “ S. S. Duke of Buccleuch.” Homoeopathic
Medicines, Phials, corks. Pocket filters. Clinical

thermometers, other requisites, &c., &c.

Just Published.

STRI-SAHACHARA,
A treatise on the Diseases of the females in

Bengalee ;

Including a general knowledge of Midwifery illus-

trated with 14 woodcuts.
Bound in cloth. Price Rs. 2. Postage As, 2.

2. Family Guide in, Bengalee
j bound in cloth.

Price Re. 1. Postg. An. 1.

3. Bishoochika-Beioy „ 1. „ 1.

4. Shadwisa Chikit-

sashar ... „ 5. ,, As. 3.

To tie had at Satta’s.

No. 312, Chitpoee Road ;
Battalah, Calcutta

Illustrated Price List free to the customers only.

Terms easy Cash.
B. K. DATTA,

Proprietor,

DR. D. JAYNE’S

Family Mlediclnesi

GBNT7XI7E AVT7RVBDZC
XdEDZCZNBS ! !

!

ABIRAJ Soshi Bhusun Roy, a member of the
V well-known Kabiraj family of Kanchraparah,

and grandson of the most renowned Kabiraj, late

Biswa Nath Boy, of that place, has settled himself
permanently in Calcutta, and intends practising
in this city.

All kinds of best Ayurvedic medicines, such
as Mriganha, Raj Mriganlca, Ratnagarva pattali
Ras, dec, for consumption and diseases of the
lungs. Basantahusumahar Ras, Tarahasmar, &c.,

for Diabetes. Brihat-somenath Rash, Brihat
Bangaswar, Harisankar Ras, Chandradoy Ras.
and other medicines for urinary diseases.

Chandriprova gurika, Sanhar Mata Lowha, ^'c,,

for piles, See. Svdhanidhi and other medicines for
Rahtapitta, Astahokra, Rvssasindur, Chaturmuhh,
&.C., for insanity, &c. Mirtusavjibani Ras, Bejoy
putputti, Sarna putputti, Rangagura, and other
best medicines for all kinds of diarrheea, dysentery,
&c. AgniCumar, Agnisundar, Agnitundi, Krahada
Ras, &c. for dyspepsea, &c. Surbamra-hara hnha,
Rrihat-sarba-jara-hara lowha, Joymangal Ras,
Mahajaran-husa, Jarantak, Jarasani, Jaranktisa,
Mritunjoy, Chandasakhor Ras, Ratnagiri Ras, &c.,
for all kinds of fever. Batgajankusa, &c,, for
rheumatism, and other medicines for all sorts of
acute and chronic diseases for males, females, and
children, are to be had from him, and also pure and
genuine Rasasindur of all discriptions, such as
Makaradhag, Saragunhalijaran, &c., for which
his family is well noted, can be had from him.
Terms moderate. Medicines free, advice gratis to
the really poor, who may attend at his place of
residence.

Address—55, Colutollah Street, Calcutta.

a-70

House and xiiort^agre Ag^ency.
HOUSES FOR SALE.

Rs
Bowbazaar, lower room • • • ... 8,600— upper ... 12,000
Bentinck St. ditto ... 17,500
Bentinck Lane ditto ... 7,500
Crooked Lane, ditto ... 14,000
COLLINGA double ... 12,800
College St. upper ... 12,000
Dhurrumtolla ditto ... 12,000

ditto ... 15,000
ditto

*
... 40.000

Dacres Lane, ditto ... 30,000
Elisium Row ditto ... 42,000
Free School St.,ditto ... 20,000

ditto ... 35,000
Goeistan Lane, lower ... 10,000
Jebb’s Lane, upper ... 13.600
Lindsay St. ditto ... 24,000
Park St. ditto

• • • ... 32,000

Negociated upon the mortgage of House and Landed
Property in Calcutta and Suburbs on the most
favorable terms in sums from Rs. 5,000 to
Rs. 50,000.

Special arrangements made for larger sums,

D. L A T T E Y & GO.,
General Ag^ents*

0-81 1, Old Court House, Corner.

Wo More Swindllngr! !

!

Why will you sufifer

THE

Inconvenience and Trouble caused by
your petty goldsmiths

AND

Lose your money as well as gold while

R. Z.YAX.X. dt. CO.

ABB PREPARED TO UNDERTAKE THE MANUPACTUBE

Of all Native Ornaments in gold and silver

At an unprecedented low rate ?

R. LYALL & CO.,

Manufacturing Jewellers and
Watchmakers,

135, Radhabazar, Calcutta.

X.EWZS STEWART <&. CO.,

CALCUTTA,
IMPORT AND SUPPLY ALL ARTICLES OP
HOUSEHOLD UTILITY OR ORNAMENT

IN

Per Bot, Per Doz.

Rs. A. Rs. A.

EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and
o 8 24 0Colds) out of stock at present...

HAIR TONIC (to cure hair falling

8 24 0off and baldness)

ALTERATIVE (valuable tonic and
2

8 24blood purifier)

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for

2

8 24cure of fevers and agues)

LIQUID HAIR DYE (changes hair

2

of any other colour to a beautiful

black without injury to the skin) 2 8 24

CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for

cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and

Cholera) 1 0 11

TONIC VERMIFUGE ...

LINIMENT, OR COUNTER-IRRI-
0 8 5 8

tant (an outward application for

Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, &c.) 0 « 5 8

SANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia

and Bilious Complaints) 0 8 5 8

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs. 20)

The “ Medical Almanac" for current year is

available on application.

Sykes <L Co.,

1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,

SOLE AGENTS EOB

l>r. D. Jayne <&- Son.

PHlLADELPHUi U.S.A, a-31

SOZ.OMOWS AND CO.,
OPTICIANS.

7, G-ovt. Place, Calcutta.

Reoistbr the Rainfall, Tea Garden Rain
gauges, Thermometers, Barometer, Bengalee
Compasses, Prismatic Compasses. Telescopes,

Time Glasses, Binoculars Microscopes, Theodolites,

Levels, Levelling Staves, Beegah Scales, Drawing
Instruments. Spectacles ; Eye Preservers; Eye
Glasses, Gold, Silver, Steel, or Tortoiseshell,

Steel Spectacles Pebbles Banghy Rs. 10 8 0
Steel Spectacle. Crystals

, ,, 6 8 0
Steel Bye Preservers D shape 1

with sides neutral tint > ,, 7 8 0
Crystals '

)

Steel Bye Preservers with wire 1

gauze rims neutral tintCrys-> ,, 10 8 0
tals )

MEN1STS BINOCULARS 8PECTALCES.
Remittance with Orders.

SOLOMONS & CO.,

a-41 Opticians, ,
Oout‘, Place,

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott, Presi-

dent of the New York Theosophical Society

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji
Institute, Bombay. Price two anuaa a copy,
Apply to the Indian Mirror Office,

GLASS-WARE, EARTHENWARE
CHINA,

ELECTRO-SILVER WARE,
Britannia Metal Ware and Cutlery.

For detailed particulars see L. S. & Co.'s Illus*

trated Catalogue which will be forwarded free
of expense on receipt of application.

Excellence of quality combined with
neatness guaranteed, a-42

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
ZMPERZAZ.

DRUGGISTS’ HALL.
No. 32 & 33, College Street, Oaloutta.

The undersigned respectfully beg to bring to the

notice of their friends and the public in general

that they have just landed S. S. City of Manchester

a further supply of fresh ordinary drugs, and best

chemical preparations from Messrs. Herrings k Co.

and genuine patent medicines from their celebrated

makers ; as the stock is too numerous to detail they

solicit an early inspection, and kind patronage.

Prescriptions carefully dispensed, and medicine

chests fitted up with neatness and despatch.

Mofussil orders promptly attended to on remit-
,

tance of cash or a respectable reference in Calcutta

.

fgr Terms moderate, *'
lil'i r;l! r

fl-22 CHUCKBRBUTTY, SAIN & 00. i: .
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PSYCHOLOGY,
THE ELEMENTS OF THE PSYCHOLOGY OP

Cognition. By Eobert Jardine, B.D. Crown
8vo. Rs. 4*4.

ENGLISH PSYCHOLOGY, Translated from the
French of H. Ribot Hartley, J. Mill, Harbert
Spencer, A. Bain, G. H. Lewis, S. Bailey, J.
Stuart Mill. Crown 8vo. Rs. 6-12.

PRINCIPLES OF MENTAL PHYSIOLOGY,
with their Application to the Training and
Discipline of the Mind and the study of its

morbid conditions. By William B. Carpenter,
C.B. Fourth Edition. Thick Crown 8vo
Rs. 8-8.

BODY AND MIND. An Inquiry into their Con.
nection and mutual Influence, specially in re-

ferenoe to Mental Disorders
;

to which are add-
ed Psychological Essays. By Henry Maudsley,
M. D. Crown 8vo. Rs. 4-4.

AN INTRODUCTION TO MENTAL PHILOSO-
phy on the Inductive Method. By J, D. Morel
A. M. 8vo. Rs. 8-8.

ELEMENTS OF MENTAL AND MORAL
Science, By George Payne, LL.D. Fifth Edition,
1862. 8vo. Rs. 6.

THE ELEMENTS OF INTELLECTUAL
Science. A Manual for Schools and Colleges
Abridged from “The Human Intellect,” by Noah
Porter, D. D. 8 vo. Rs. 9-8.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF MIND. By Henry
Maudsley m. d. Crown 8vo. Rs, 7-8.

LECTURE ON METAPHYSICS. By Sir William
Hamilton. Bart. Edited by Rev. H. L. Mansel,
B. D., and John Veitch, M. A. 2 vols 8vo. Rs. 9,

THE EMOTIONS AND THE WILL. By
Alexander Bain, LL. d. Third Edition 8vo,
Rs, 9.12.

THE INTUITIONS OF THE MIND, inductively
investigated. By the Rev. James M’Cosh
LL.D, New and revised Edition. 8vo.
Rs. 6-12,

THE EMOTIONS. By James M’Cosb. D.D.,
LL.D., 8v. Rs. 6-8.

MENTAL AND MORAL SCIENCE, a Compen-
dium of Psychology and Ethics. By Alexander
Bain, ll.d. Crown 8vo Rs. 7-8,

ANALYSIS OF THE PHENOMENA OF THE
Human Mind. By James Mill, with Notes
Illustrative and Critical, by Alexander Bain.
Andrew Findlater, and George Grote. Edited
with additional Notes by John Stuart Mill-
In two vols. 8vo, Rs. 20

METAPHYSICS; or. The Philosophy or Con-
sciousness, Phenomenal and Real. By H. L.
Mansel, B. D, Third Edition. Small Crown 8vo
Rs, 5-6.

A STUDENT’S HANDBOOK OF PSYCHOLOGY
and Ethics. Designed chiefly fwr the London
B.A. and B. Sc. By F. Ryland, m.A. Crown
8vo. Rs. 2-8.

THE PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGY. By
Herbart Spencer. 2 vols, 8vo. Rs. 25-14,

AN EXAMINATION OF MR, J, S. MILL’S
Philosophy, being a Defence of Fundamental
Truth. By James M’Cosh, ll.d,, 8vo, Rs. 7-8.

THE BRAIN AS AN ORGAN OP MIND. By H.
Charlton Bastain, m. A., M. d. Crown 8vo.
Rs, 3-8.

Herbert Spencer’s Works.

FIRST PRINOIPLES.-The Unknowable, the
Knowable. In I vol. 8vo* Rs, 11-6.

THE PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY. The Data
of Biology, the Induction of Biology, Morpho-
logical Development, Physiological Develop-
ment, Laws of Multiplication. In 2 vols. 8vo.
Rs. 24-6.

THE PRINCIPLES OP PSYCHOLOGY. The
Data of Psychology, the Inductions of Psycho-
logy, General Synthesis, Special Synthesis,
Physical Synthesis, Special Analysis. General
Analysis, Corollaries. In 2 vols. 8vo. Rs. 25-14.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY. The Data
of Sociology, the Induction of Sociology, the
Domestic Relations. Vol. I. 8vo. Rs. 16.

CEREMONIAL INSTITUTIONS, (being part IV.
of the Principles of Sociology). In 1 vol.

8vo. Rs. 5.

THE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY. Crown 8vo.
Bb. 3*8.

THE DATA OF ETHICS (being Part I of the
Principles of Ethics). In 1 vol. Rs. 5-12.

SOCIAL STATICS
; OB, THE CONDITIONS TO

Human Hapiness specified, and the first of them
developed. In I vol. 8vo. Rs. 7-4.

EDUCATION : INTELLECTUAL, MORAL, AND
Physical. In 1 vol. 8vo. Its. 4-4. Cheap Edition
Rs. 1-2.

History of Philosophy.
A HISTORY OP PHILOSOPHY, from Thales to

the present time, by Dr. Friedrich Ucberweg.
Translated from the German by Q. S. Morris,
A. M,; with additions by Noah Porter, D. D.
Second Edition. 2 vols. royal 8vo. Rs.28-2.

THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY, from Thales
to Comte. By George Henry Lewis, Fourth
Edition, corrected and partly re-written. In
2 vols, 8vo. Rs. 23-

LECTURES ON THE HISTORY OP MORAL
Phylosophy. A new Edition, with .additional

Lectures by William Whewell, D. D. Crown
8 VO. Rs. 5-12.

HANDBOOK OH' THE HISTORY OP PHILO-
sophy by Dr. Albert Schwegler. Translated and
annotated by James Hutchison Stirling, LL.D.
Seventh Edition. Post 8vo. Rs. 4-4.

G-eorgre Henry Xaewes.

PROBLEM OF LIFE AND MIND. First Series
8vo. Rs. 8-8.

THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF MIND, with illus-

trations; being the Second Series of Problems of

Life and Mind. 8vo. Rs, 11-6.

PROBLEMS OF LIFE AN D MIND. Third Series.

Problem the First—the study of Psychology,
its Object, Scope, and Method. 8vo, Rs. 5-6.

PROBLEMS OF LIFE AND MIND. Third Series
continued. Problem the Second—Mind as a
Function of the Organism. Problem the
Third—the Sphere of Sense and Logic of Peeling.
Problem the Fourth—the Sphere of Intellect and
Logic of Signs. 8vo. Rs. 10-12.

THACKER. SPINK & CO.,
5 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

a- 14 Calcutta.

[Established 1833.]

H. C. GANGOOLTT dc. CO.,

ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, & Co.
19, 20, d(- 24:, Mang'oe Xiane, Calcutta.

The following is a description of some of the
works undertaken and goods sold by us :

—

Ungravingr Department.
Zinc Plates for marking cases, Office Seals,

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for

Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon, Branding
Irons, &c.. Engraving on plated-ware, Gold, Sil-

ver, Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.,

I®" Rubber Seals are also supplied.
Printing' Department.

Books, Mercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any
character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards,
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either

from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery Department.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety,

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-

ness, Invitation, Ball, Programme, Playing, &c.
Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing Paper,
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth-

day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,
Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery
Account Books of various descriptions.

Teiims—For Mofussil Cash or reference for pay-
ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the
trade.

Catalogue on Application.
H. C. GANGOOLY& Co.

Mangoe Lane, Calcutta,

a-60

IMCakliun ILall Ghose,
JVo. 91, Radha Bazar, Calcutta.

Begs to invite the attention of the public to.

several consignments of commercial and
fancy stationery of all sorts, including account
books of all sizes, made of handmade and machine-
made paper, by steamers recently arrived, and
which he is disposing of at moderate prices. He
has been long in the trade, and presumes he has
always afforded every satisfaction to the numerous
merchants here who have constantly favored him
with orders. Mofussil orders accompanied with
lemittancea Bh»ll be promptly attended to. a-41
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ARRIVALS.
IKCATTKHWSOH

HAS .TUST ARRIVED PROM EUROPE

And has resumed charge of his office

In which he is to be found throughout the

Holidays.

H. MATTKBWSON,

Proprietor of the Goods Mortgage Bank
of India,

No. 6, Dacers Lane, Calcutta.

a-69

They are those which go

CORRECTLY
FROM YEAR TO YEAR

Keeping correct time

and are to be had at

ZaATTHDWSOH’S
FOB CASH

From Rupees twenty five upwards.

R. N. MATTHEWSON,

No. 1, Calcutta,

Watch-Maker, Importer & Repairer.

Dr. Dazarus’s Domestic lIKedioines
InkAntile Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rs. 1 4

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic

character), ... ... ... „ 1 0
Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),... ••• ,» 1 0
Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... ,,2 0
Cholera Drops (moat effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ,,2 0
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

&c. ),
••• -•• 18

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative, ... ... „ 20

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... -• ... ,, 1, 4

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger

than above), ... ... ... ,,14
Family Carminative (Invaluable for

Children), ... --- -• »i 2 0
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-

ducing growth of the Hair), ... ,,2 0
Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-

nic ^Rheumatism, &c.), o ... ,,18
The above are most str ugly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts

where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is

wrapped round each tottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co.,

at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Ven-
ders. •

. . - . .

®*68
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THE ORIGINAL HARDWARE ESTABLISHMENT OF INDIA.

T. E. THOMSON & CO,
9, ESPZiANADE EOW,

CALCUTTA.

W. NEWMAN <Ic CO.

IMPORTERS OF

Steam Plougrbs, Horse Plougrhs, ifcc., &c., &c.

STEAM CULTIVATING TACKLE WITH SIE VENS PATENT PLOUGH AND
CULTIVATOR, FOUR FURROWS, WITH

1 Dozen Extra Ploughshares
2 Extra Tines for Cultivator

1 Dozen Extra Shares S. 2
1 <1 II S. 3

2 Dozen Extra Shares R. S. 2
1 II II I, R. S, 4
^ II II II R. S, 4
1 Extra Screws with Collars for

raising the main wheel.
Extra Draft Hooks, Bolts, Keys, and Pinions, and 8 Extra Iron Coulters for heavy lands.

Howard’s Patent Eouble-Breast Or Eld-Jlng* Ploug-hs.
These Ploughs are intended for moulding up or forming ridges for turnips, mangolds, and potatoes.

The breasts are ntted in a neat and simple manner : they can be readily expanded or contracted to
any required witb, and this independently of, each other. By simply removing the breasts, which
can be done instantly, and attaching the hoes shewn in the annexed engraving, these implements can
D6 U86Q &8 OOrSC ll06S«

Ploug-hs for small Bullocks or Ponies.
Howard’s Patent Iron Dwarf Plough, with one wheel Marked D’each ... ... Rg. 45 q

This plough is intended to be worked by a small horse or bullock. It is adapted for li<»ht land
for stirring loose soil, and for any kind of shallow ploughing where the draught is easy

° ’

The average weight of the above Plough is 1§ cwt.
Howard’s Patent Turnerest Plough, with one Wheel each ... ... . Rs 32 0

and ^ver^s^bl^e

useful made for very hard, rooty, or stony ground, being very strong

Howard’s Expanding Horse Hoe each ... ... ... j5 g q
or beans, or for three rows of wheat,

barley, &c. The hoes are made to suit the different widths of the rows, and are so arranged that the

CTops
‘I-" i, very great when

tothe^sur^ffc^
implement and brings the weeds

The average weight of the above is 1J cwt.
Whitehead’s Patent Horse Hoes, each ... T? n
Carson’s Patent Expanding Horse Hoes, each ’

q
Ten per cent, off the above prices for Cash.

TEXT-BOOKS FOR STUDENTS.
JUST KECEIVKD
Readings

FROM
Engfllsli History
Selected and Edited

BY
JOHN RICHARD GREEN

Part III.

Creighton’s
SIR WALTER RALEIGH.

Mullin’s
SIMPLE POEMS

With Biographies and Notes.

Bowen’s
LORD MACAULAY’S CLIVE

PZZLBPABAK NUBSEBiir.
New Seeds ! Good Seeds f f Fresh Seeds ! ! !

The following are the rates, fixed upon our
Seeds for the current year just lauded per

Steamer Manchester.
60 Kinds of fresh American

Vegetables including sever-
al varieties of cabbages,
mostly new. Cauliflowers,
Knol Koles, and the others
per packet ... ... Rs.

50 Do. of do.

40 Do. of do.
or just the same as the
last year ... ... „

30 Kinds of choice and double
flower seeds ... 50

25 Do. of do. ... ,, 4 0
20 Do. of do. ... „ 3 0
20 Do. of fresh Ame-

rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our
country ... ... „ 3 0

8 Do. of field and
grass seeds ... ... „ 1 8

Sea Island Cotton seed (long ‘

staple) per seer ... „ 1 12
Country vegetable seeds for

present sowing per packet „ 1 0
Osage Orange or Hedge seed

per tola ... 1 0
4 kinds of Bird seeds per

packet ... ... „ 1

Up country big headed Cauli-
flower per tola ... „ i 0

Tobacco seeds of sorts per
paper ... 0 4
Plants of all descriptions are available in large

numbers for sale. Price lists are supplied on appli-
cation free.

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s
monthly Bengali journal “ Krishi Tatwa” are re-
quested to send their names and subscriptions.
Rs. 3-6 to the undersigned.

Price list for Seeds of all sorts—can be supplied
if required.

NETTO GOPAL CHATTBRJBA,
(»-l8 RrQfjiifitQr^ Piheparah Nursery^ Calcutta.

Messrs. DVTTA BB.OTKEBS
ANB CO.,

GENERAL FURNITURE DEALERS, SHIP
BANIANS, MERCHANTS, CONTRAC-

TORS, kc

,

Invite Inspection of their show-Rooms,

No. 71, Bentinck Street,

OPPOSITE THE CITY PRESS.

Where every requisite for Balls, ’Routs or Parties

can be hired at
«

‘ Moderate Rates.

OILMAN STORES,WAREHOUSE& SALE-ROOM

I 120, Municipal Market.

Refreshment Rooms.
No. 59 & 60 Municipal Market.

FOR SALE.
A 6 H. P. Vertical Engine and Boiler and

Soorkey Mill.

A 8 H. P. Horizontal Engine and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill (new).
A Grand Pianoforte by Collard and Collard in

good condition.

A Harold’s Sympathetic Grand Square Piano in
good condition.

An Alexandra Billiard Table by Dunn & Co.
Jute Combs.
Tarpaulins.
Miroballams.
Mangoe slice dry.

Ricebowls of sorts.

Sieves.
, ,

Sofa Springs of sizes.

Carriage whip sockets, &c., kc.
1 Handsome Palanquin late property of late

Nabob Amir Ally.
,

1 Broker’s Pony OflSce Jaun.
1 Brownberry by Thos, Smith & Co.
" '

' DUTTA BROS, & CO.,

Lord Macaulay’s
WARREN HASTINGS
Annotated Edition.

Clarendon Press Series.
GREEK AND LATIN CLASSICS—

The Orations of Demosthenes and Aeschines

on the Crown ;
with Introductory Essays

and Notes. By G, A. and W. H. Simcox.

(7-10)
.

... 8 8
An Elementary Latin Grammar. By J. B.

Allen, (1-12) ... 1 14
A First Latin Reader. By J. T. Nunns.

( 1
-6) ... 1 8

Ceesar : The Commentaries (for schools).

Book 1. The Civil War. Edited bv C. E.

Moberly. (1-6) ... 1 8
r Cicero : Select letters (for schools). With

Notes by the late C. E. Prichard and E. R.

Bernard. (2-0) ... 2 4
Pliny : Select Letters (for schools). By the

same Authors. (2-0) ... 2 4
MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY— • *'’

Elements of Deductive Logic, designed

mainly for the uSe of Junior Students. By
T, Fowler. (2-4)

Elements of Inductive Logic. By T. Fow-
ler. (3.14)

A Manual of Political Economy, for the

use of schools. By J. B. Thorold Rogers.

(2-14)

MATHEMATICS, &C.—
Acoustics. By W. F. Donkin. (4-12)

HISTORY.
A Constitutional History of England.

W, Stubbs, 2 vols. (15-6)

A History of France, down to the year 1453,

with numerous Maps, Plans, and Tables.

By G. W, Kitchin, 3 vols. (20-0)

LAW.
Law of Contract. By Sir W, R. Anson.

(5-10)
An Introduction to the History of the Law

of Real Property, with original authorities.

By Kenelm E. Digby. (4-12)

Chemistry for Students. By A. W. William-
son. (5-4)

A Treatise on Heat, with numerous Wood-
cuts and Diagrams. By Balfour Stewart,

(4-12) .-. .* ...

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE—
On the Principles of Grammar. By E.

Thring. (2-14) ... ... li-;,? 3 4li:ai'

Grammatical Analysis, designed to serve as

an Exercise and Composition Book intheti; >l

By

2 8

4 4

3 4

5 4

17 8

22 8

6 4

5 4

5 12:

'•
ii'

5 4
iO

It 111

English Language. By E. Thring. (2-4) ... 2 8
An English Grammar and reading Book for .;.. i » Rt
Lower Forms in Classical Schools. By '--n

O. W. Tancock. (2-4) ... ... 2 4
The Philology of the English Tongue. By

J. Earle. (4-12)... ...

'

5 8
Typical Selections from the *best English
Authors from the Sixteenth to the
Nineteenth Century, with Introductory'! '

;

Notices and Notes being a Contribution
towards a History of English Litera-,

ture. (2-14) ... ... 3 4
ART— I.

A Hand-book of Pictorical Art.
,

j

By R.,St,
J. Tirwhitt, with coloured Illustrations,

Photographs, and chapter on Perspective.

(11-4) ... ... ... 12 8
A Treatise on Form in Music and General
Composition. By Sir F. A. Gore Ousley.

(6-0) ... ... ... ...>6 8
The Cultivation of the Speaking Voice. By

J. Hullah. (1-12) ... ... 1 U
' MISCELLANEOUS.

A system of Physical Education. Theoreti;.,*i»
cal and Practical, By A. Maclaren,
(4-12)

a-M W. NEWMAN & 00. 54

ihl c
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THE

CALCUTTA AUCTION MART
1, LALL BAZAR.

A. J. PARKER & CO.

gEG to draw the attention of those about to furnish to their fine range of Commission Sale Rooms

. t i

where t^iere is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowst prices,

Those desirous of Selling their FurnUure privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu.

i : ...

>! .

ation cash advances made;

a-21

Established 1875.THE HEW XnVSICAZf DEPOT,
THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN CALCUTTA,

6, Xiower Chltpore Road.

DWARKIN & SON,IMPORTERS or MUSZCAX. INSTRUMENTS, &c.,

PEOPLE’3 HARMONIUMS,
Witn one Pedal and no Lid, 5 Octaves, in polished solid oak case, by Alexandre

Superior Improved plated Cornet, Military Model with waterkey 5 crooks iu box

r«n j ^ ^ FLAGEOLETS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 4 German Silver keys, with Flute head

„ „ . „ . MUSICAL BOXES
Small size, 2 airs

_ , „ ^ .
MUsicAL ALBUMS,

"*

In roan leather, gilt* edges, and gilt brass clasp, playing two airs ...

o L ' PICCALOS,
Of Ccoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, slide head

«.28

Ra. 80 each

60 „

» 7 „

.. 5 „

II 16 ,,

II 6 „

M, DAT* AND CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS

AND REPAIRERS
OP

EVERY BESCRIPTION OF LAMPS
TinsmltbSyBlectroplatersySronzera,

Ziacquerors and Railway Con-
< tractors, dt.o., ^c.
No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes •

Baths of sizes, Sugar, Cofifee, Ij'ea and Hot-
water Cans

; garden watering pots
; Tea, House,

Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornattiental Church
liamps i Railway Lamps of every .descriptions
&o., &o.,

’

• Always in hand and made to order.
Also

Portable Cooking stoves of single and double
„ IL 3, and 4 Inch burner with ovens.

9«rms vary moderate, a-33

BY APPOINTMENT
TO

HIS EXCELLENCY THE VICEROY

AND

GOVERNOR-GENERAL OP INDIA.

THE CALCUTTA MUSZCAZi
ESTABIiZSKMENT,
13A, Government Plaoe.

LATE BURKINYODNQ & CO.
Founded A.D. 1814.

Proprietor, CHARLES GOULD.
N. B.—Catalogue with prices of Music, and

every description of Musical Instrument, for the
Drawing-room or Military Band, may be obtained
on application. «.27

QUICK! SAFE ! ! 4’ SURE ! ! !

PAUZ.' di. CO.’S
Proprietory Medicines,

Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co.,

DRUGGISTS.

No, 285~13^ Bowhazar Street, Calcutta,

Prophylactic Mixture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produqes the most desirable
and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system, Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating^ Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption,
Hoarsened and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-
tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this
repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.

Price 1 Re. per bottle,

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheu-

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the
Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly restored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle,
N, B,—Full directions accompany each bottle.

Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
with full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

Drugs of the best quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above[addres8
at the cheapest rate possible. a-39

THE GREATEST

WOHDER or MOBEEI TIMSf

HOLLOWAYS PILLS

Lokg experience has proved these famous remedies to ba
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-
cidental to the life of a miner, or to those living in tho
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race;
viz;—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—^the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and cholera.

HOLLOWAYSOINTMENT
Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,

ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin diseases ; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails to
cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

Ihe Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

633, OXFOED STBEET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World

5 with directions for use in almost every
language.

4®* Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho”id look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes. f the
address is not i 88^ Oxford Street, Lon-

,
they

are spurioos.

q-26
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COOKE KELVEY,
20, OZ.Z> COURT ROUSE STREET, CAECUTTA.

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE AND COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.
The Model Watches are constructed upon the moat scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. They are entirely of English manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements.
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.

Silver Half Hunting Case
Gash Bs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

COOKE AND KELVEY’S GE
Silver Half Hunting Case,

Bs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Gash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,

NEVA WATCHE8 OF GUARANTEED QUALITY
Silver Hunting Case. Silver Crystaf Case,

Rs. 35 cash.
Ditto Lever Escapement

Rs. 45 cash.

G O 1, £»
A magnificent assortment, many

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 ca.sh.

-o-alsert chains.

The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of nnssi
el egaui. ti'U.i liuard Chains of pure quality and exiiuLsitc workmanshin.

VC

a-29

COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.

NOTICE.
rpiHE Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at

X which the Indian Mirror has been printed since
the 1st January. 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street,

where the Mi/rror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, is henceforward to be called the
“Sen Press.” All communications for the //icfian

Mirror Newsp.apor and the Sen Press to be
addrened accordingly,

WTATIONAI. BANK. OF INBIi
,

limited.
i

rates of interest areOn Twelve Months’ Deposits rs-,

,, Six. Months’ Deposits

pefS'*"^
are allowed on Deposits for s

> On Current Accounts Interest at 27 is alio
on the daihj balances over Rs. 1,000 and ui
one lac.

J. Campbell,
Mangoi

WARRANTED

!

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising therefrom.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,
Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, &c. It

has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and of purifying the blood of^'all

its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in-

vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy
and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary
efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of
chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects

to he unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for foul and Mercurial
Ulcers and Eruptions. Price per pot
8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly,
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet. Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials;
restores the internal organs to their normal func-
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 : and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases.

I'o he had of
MAISON DE PARIS.

2, CHOWRINGHEE, NEAR DH URUMTOLLAH.
Cawiotta.

Wanted agents for the Mofussil. 15 per cent.
comrai.s.sion will be allowed.

Branches and agencies :— Allahabad, Bnrdwan,
Chittagong, Gowhatty, Guptiparah. Jessore,
Jhenida. Kushtea, Rajhari, Santipore, Serajgunge
and Sylhet. a.40

NETTROZ.OX.E DAY dc CO.,

IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND
COMMISSION AGENTS.

4 & 6, Hare Street, Calcutta.

American Kerosine Oil

Of the Brightest Quality, per case ... Rs. 5 0

Steariiie Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to
the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 25
Packets to the case, per case ... „ 12 8

Manilla Clg-ars.
Manilla Cigars, No. 2 per 1,000 ... „ 50 0
Havanah shape ,, ,, ... ,, 50 0

Burmab Cigrars.
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000 ... ... „ 25

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,000 ... ... „ 15

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 3, per 1,000 ... ... ,, 10 0

Goconada Cig-ars.
“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100

Do. small (do.)
“ Babington”No. 1 (do.)

Do. No. 1

Do. small
“ Burmah”
“ Leisure Hour”
' Medium size”

“ Queen”
“ Half Hour”

Cblorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Cblorodyne „ 0 12

Tbums Cash to accompany order.
NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

0’44 i ^ Hart Street, Culcutta,

H
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES.
The undernoted Watches are specially adapted for persons who, having costly watches, are

reluctant to use them for rough purposes, such as travelling, sporting, &c. They have' been
inanufactured by Hamilton and & Co. expressly to supply the demand for a fairly finished and accurate
time*keeper at a moderate c(^t.

Established 1846.

TUB SRITG-G-ZSTS’ IZAZ.Z.,

35-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

The Railway Watch.

The Railway Watch, as sup-
plied to the Indian Railway
Companies, has an English
iever movement of the finest

quality and strongest possible

construction. Hamilton & Co.
confidently recommend it as a
Watch not easily disarranged by
rough usage. The apparent dis-

advantage of the large size is

amply compensated for in wear
by the increased excellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.
Recommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use of

Travellers and Explorers.

Cash.

In German Silver case...Ra. 95
In Sterling Silver case... ,, 135
In Silver case. Keyless... „ 180

The “Exhibition” Eng-
lish Xiever Watch.

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely English-
made throughout, has a substan-
tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Full Plate System ! with Jewel-
led Lever Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-
ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me-
dium size.

Cash.

Silver, best quality .. Rs. 8^
Second quality ... „ 75

THE STANDARD DEVER WATCK.
In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, |

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-

ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled

Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

Price, Rs, 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Rs. 200 cash.

With Keyless movement. Hunter Half-hunter, Silver, Rs. 100 cash.

This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We
have devoted particular attention to the good
finish of its mechanism, and as we can confide"ntly
guarantee its performance, we recommend it to al
classes of buyers.

The Aluminium or Silver Keyless
Crystal Watch.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for
winding or for setting the hands.

This in India is a great advantage, dust and damp
being kept out.

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.
Works visible.

Silver case, Rs. 45. Aluminium case, Rs. 40.

Ziadies’ Gold Watches.
Substantial 18-Carat Gold cases, engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughly
timed and tested. Fitted in Morocco case. Gold
Key supplied.

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200.

The Patent Silver Ziever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOR ORDINARY WEAR.

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable
time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis
faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass,
strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, anc
Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only ... Rg, 4(

Superior QUALiTY,in Hunting Case, Rs. 65 Cash.
Ziadies’ Elegrant Enamelled Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with
highly finished Jewelled movements. Rs. 125 to 300

Gold Guard and Albert Chains
Of every fashionable pattern now worn, and of the usual lengths, manufactured of the best rich

colored Gold. We solicit inspection of our large and varied stock, but a sheet of patterns with prices
will be forwarded per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta.

Silver Guard and Albert Chains, a large assortment always in Stock, Prices on
application.

Xiockets, Seals, and Watch Keys, charms and Trinkets, dt.c.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and Clock Makers in ordinary to K. E. the Viceroy

and to K. R. H, the Prince of Wales,
CALCUTTA. a-18

! Keductlon Reduction I

And

TO LARGE CONSUMERS

A further reduction.

DVNN AND CO.

CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

And

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS

Fresh consignments to hand ex S, S. ” Chybessa”
and “Doranda.”

Cash Rates.

Patent Medicines,
DEAFNESS CURED!!
ALFRED CROMPTON’S

SPECZFZC FOR DEAFNESS,
Noises in the Ears, &c.,

Is decidedly the best remedy out for this most
annoying Complaint.

A single bottle has, in jnost instances, ejected a
speedy and permanent Cure.

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Price Re, 1. Packing annas,

ALLEN’S aNTIFAT
The great remedy for

Corpulence.
Composed of purely vegetable ingredients,

acting only on the food in the stomach preventing
its being converted into fat. It aids digestion
and cures Dyspepsia,

Price per bottle Rs. 4-0. Packing As. 4.

Foreigrn Mineral Waters.
.
X*ullna Water.—A bitter Saline purga-

tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz useful in obsti-
nate constipation.

Price per bottle As. 1-4. Packing As. 8.
Vichy Water.—Useful in Kidney diseases

and diabetes, also in grout and hepatic derangrement.
Price per botttle As. 12. Packing As. 8 .

Friedrichshall Ritter Waiter.—Alter-
ative aperient, acting on the liver and pancreas
used in diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary
organs. It is made warm and drunk in doses of
half a tumblerful in the morning twice a week.

Priceper bottle Re. 1-2, Packing As. 8 .

Kuuyedi Jauos (Buda Pesth or Ofen) used
externally, it is eflBcacious in Chronic, Gout, Rheu-
matism, Eczema and Psoriasis. Internally in
Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diathesis, Ulceration of the
Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, &c.

Price per bottle 1-4. Packing As. 8.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES.
BLISS’S PER PHOSPHODINEA Safe and reliable Phosphoric

Remedy
FOR

Newalgia, Nervousness, Lassitude, Overworked
Brain^ Nervous and Oeneral debility^ Failure of
Memory, Dimness of Sight, Depression of

Spirits, Impoverished Blood, Liver
Complaints, Ji’o., cfcc.

Its action is strikingly rapid
; marked improve-

ment having been frequently experienced in the
course of twenty-four hours after the commence-
ment of a course.

Price per bottle Rs. 5. Packing As. 4.

Dr. S. P. Sanerjea’s Sanjivaui
cleanses the blood of all its morbid and effete mate-
rials, restores the normal functions of the liver,
and keeps the cutaneous system in its proper
standard of purity.

It is efficacious in the following diseases :

Chronic fevers, Chronic indigestion. Nervous
debility, Piles, Gout, Rheumatism, Baldness,
Sterility, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Chronic Ulcers,
Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, &c., &c.

Price per bottle Rs. 4. Postage S^c., Re. 1.

Mr. E. a. D’SILVA has deemed it necessary
to comply with the request of his many

!

constituents to supply aerated waters at the following
}

rates. 1

Soda water in Bombay size bottles 0 10 per doz. i

Lemonade ... ... 10 ,,,,,
Tonic water ... ... 1 0

,, ,, j

Gingerale f'gingerade) ... 10 ,,,,;
Brisk and Lively ... ... 1 12 ,, ., 1

Medicated waters and beverages such as Roseade
,

Maidens blush, etc., supplied on the shorest notice,
j

but not less than 3 dozens at a time.

E. A. D’SZZ.VA,
I

CHLMISIS AND DRUGGISTS,
,

A-l, Fabk Stbebt, CALcnriA, ti-i5

BY appointment TO

His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-
General of India.

Nos, 46 Sc 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at the shortest notice,

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-
able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
Orders executed for Billiard fables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.
Estimates supplied on application. a-50

DR. GHOSE’S FEVER PILL.
A Wonderful New Medicine.

Three or four pills generally cure Malarious,
Chronic, and Intermittent Fevers. Where Quinine
and other renowned medicines fail, the action of
these pills is marvellous. The ingredients of the
pills are purely vegetables which do not in the
least injure the health or make it delicate.
Price, Be, 1-0 for ^ dozen and Re. 1-12 for 1 dozen

Postage, As, 8 for each packet.

WHOLESALE RATES ON APPLICATION,
GOBZND GKUNDER DUTT & CQt,
WHOLESALE RETAIL DRUGGISTS.

a.47
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Provision for OH Age combined with a Provision for the Widow and Orphan,
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EXAMPLE.
A Civilian, European or Native, aged 20 next birthday, wishes to lay apart a sum

of about THIRTEEN RUPEES a month in such a way that his savings will be securely

invested until the time of his retirement from Service
;
and that, should he die beforehand,

a provision will be secured for his relations. Ry payment of a sum of Rs. 163-0-0 per

annum (or at the rate of about Rs. 13-0 0 per mensem) as the premium for an Endow-
ment Assurance, he will become entitled to Rs. 5,000 on attaining age 55 ;

and should he
die before attaining that age—even after payment of only one year’s subscription—the
full sum of Rs. 6,000 will be paid to his representatives. [Vide Table III. of Prospectus].

The Same Provision, if commenced
at age 25, would cost about Fifteen Rupees a month

;

at age 30, ,, ,, about Eighteen Rupees a month
;

at age 35, ,, ,, about Twenty-One Rupees a month ;

at age 40, „ „ about Twenty-eight Rupees a month
;

at age 45, ,, ,, about Forty-one Rupees a month ;

The rates for other Ages, also for Endowments payable at Ages 45,50, and GO,

and all further information, may he obtained on application. Premiums can

be paid half-yearly, quarterly, or mo?ithly, at slightly increased rates.

There is an obvious advantage in «ffecting Investments of this nature e irly in life '.

—

by delay the rate of subscription increases death may occur before the intended provi-

sion is made or health may fail and render ihe life ineligible for Assurance.

ORIENTAL LIFE COMPANY.
Head Office : Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

Manager and Actuary :

D. McLAUGHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Agent for Bengal :

F. A. COHEN,

7, Wellesley Place, Calcutta.

Agent, Native Dept.,

D. M. DOSS,

a-16 Calcutta.
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Nz:w aooDS! stew goods

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock, of Furnlsliing' Requisites.

VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

to .35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANDT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 25 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c., &C., &c.
A CHOICE ASSOBTMENT OP

LACK MUSLIN AND LBNO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are

unsurpassed.
We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

N. B .

—

Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers.

BruaselB Tapestry and Velvet Pile Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coat
Carpetings. i

Blankets.

G. I,AL.XAXtITS dc GO.,

AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

!

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,

CalcdtoIa.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines,

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

356, 4.32

Machines,
Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Hand Machine
with polished cover and

lock,

Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, tke.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs,
' In great variety.

Blankets.
W’e are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some tine

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Door Mats.
English—made from West India Fibi-e.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

I, ,, ,, ,, 38 by 24 ,,

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches,

,, ,, ,, ,, 38 by 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Bugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah Repps.
Green, Blue, Crimsdn, Maroon, Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs, 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Mahcines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,
Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-

LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAKBR CO.,

HOSIERS, DRAPERS SILK MERCERS. Ac., Ac.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA, (z>23

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners A Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,

Rs. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Packing for

Hand Machines, Rs. 2-8,

Treadle ditto, Rs. 5.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a-3

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders,
Commission will be charged according to the value
of the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
be Mcertained by applloatioa to the Manager.

r
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

[October 17, 1880.

ASAEZRABI^E TRAITSFORmATION OF MECHANIC AI. ENERGYINTO TORRENTS OF ELECTRICITY!

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Light in EnglandFrance, and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time be ex’tensi^Iy used for lighting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of LightingWe are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills. PublicLarge ^rbar Tents, Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railwaytriage Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proofLamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensitv
of 2,000 Standard Bandies at the following low rates.

^

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night

Rs. .<50 0
,, 17S 0
„ 450 0

! 1 ! The cost of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Caudles, will be only Rs. 15 per night atthe monthly rate or ^ one quarter the price of Oil Lights 111

t b

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine Carbon

ElSric Lamp*®L'^2 00^^
improved Hurricane proof, Self Adjusting, Self Lighting

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,500.

(TRUE COPY.)
Mr. :^eury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Bakrala

Bridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yardsThe Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.
^

Bakrala Bridok, )

28th October 1879 . f

fl-37

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst. Engineer, Bakrala Sana Bloiswn, P. PT. State Railway.

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Bunders and Eleotrloal Engineers,

No. 63, Dhurrpmtollah, Calcutta.

STEAM ENGINE
FROM

E. S. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Jast Landed from S. S. PESHAW UR.”

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Eiignie
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Rs. 800

ERASMUS

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
no\v fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank,which forms also the ash-pana and an efScient
Water-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in PirsGClass Style.
JONES, Printers’ Agent, 6 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.

«‘57

NO jLiZORE pains

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-
tion arising from whatever cause, on aiiv

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics’.
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.
7- Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when ail
other medicines have been tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains ! '
!

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packincr A.s S

DARLINGTON & CO.'
49, Dhwrumtollah Street, Calcutta.^ Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native

imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in theirown words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co

Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dora, writes " We find Darlington’s Pain-CURER efficacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Theodorine.
Superioress F de la Croix."

influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
froni time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes “ Please^nd me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’.s
PAiN-CuBER. I am happy tojobserve that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application,
borne of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering tor a couple of large bottles of
Darlington s Pain-Ciirer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington s Paiu-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, his I’rivate Secretary.
Mr. E. 0. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the

Bengal lines, writes from Dacca ;
— “ 1 have

lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a sweliCd foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curkr was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple ot app. .cations, and in al mt 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer.” "

To lovers of g'ood reading’

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of Literature,
Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-
tion, Re. 1, postage, 1 anna. Times of India
says:—“ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—” It is ably anil
judiciously conductel by Mr. Owen Aratoou.”
Bangalore Examiner i&ys :

—“We should like to
see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”

“

Manager, Calcutta Mi^azine, 49, Dhurrumtollah
Street,Cftloutta. Remit in half anuapostago stamps.

0-21
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAXiKOUSIB SQUARE, CALCUTTA.

HAROLD&CO.begtoinvitethe attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the Mofussil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom-

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order,
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfectly in tune,
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box,

o

Sox No. 1073, playing- 6 Seng-all tunes, 1st series.
1. Poorabee. 4. Bassanto.

2. Imni. 5. Kalangrah.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 100.

Harp or Setar Sox No. 1073^, playing- 6 Sengall tunes, 1st series.

1. Poorabee. 4. Bassanto.

2. Imni. 5. Kalangrah.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 125.

Sox No. 1074, playing 8 Sengali tunes.
1. Khambaj. 5. Kalangra.

2. Behag. 6, Khambaj.
3. do. 7. Behag.

4. Hambira. 8. Poorabee.

Cash price Rs. 150.

Harp or Setar Sox No. 1074^, playing 8 Sengall tunes.
1. Khambaj. 5. Kalangra.

2. Behag. 6. Khambaj.
.3. do. 7. Behag.

4. Hambira. 8. Poorabee.

Cash price Rs, 195.

Harold & Co. Invite attention to their stock of English Musical Boxes, with and without Harp-
accompaniment, in great variety.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

NZOHOXiZ.S & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta,

London;—! Whitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.O

Current or Floating Accounts.
No account opened for less than Ra. 200. Cheques

paid from Ra. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 P. m., and on Saturdays after 1 p, m.

Government Paper and Securities.
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired

.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or

other approved security on favorable terms.
Exchange

.

Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made
by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,
payable in Calcutta, or in London at par :

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice — 3 per cent,
at 3 months’ notice 4 ,,

at 6 months’ notice 5 ,,

at 12 months’ notice 6 ,,

„ at 2 years’ notice 7 ,,

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.

Business rules awarded m application, a-45

SMITH. STANISTREET. & CO.

Pharmaceutical Chemists and
Druggists,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

'lo His Excellency the Right Hon'hle

LORD LYTTON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Governor-General of India,

‘kc., dec., &c.,

AVE received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

H

19

»

NATIVE Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfullv solicited
to address themselves in writing to X. care of
tke Printer

Artery Forceps From
„ „ Fenestra

,,

Belts, Abdomen
,,

„ Corpulency
,,

„ Riding
,,

„ Carson’s Patent
,,

Catheters, Silver Plated
,,

Caustic Cases „ ,,

Dissecting Cases
,,

Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings
,,

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete ,,

,, Trumpets for Deafness ,,

„ Cornets, Double
,,

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c. 1

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks V ,,

Stockings, Thread, per pair)
Ditto, Silk

,, ,,

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. „
Electro-Magnetic Machines)

very powerful, single
)

’*

Do. do, doable ,,

Do. do. pocket

Rs. A. P
2 0 o”

8 0
0 0

12 0 0
5 0 0

16 0 0
3 0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

8 0 0
3 0 0
9 0 0

6 0 0

4
9

3

7
4

8 0
2 0

0
0

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From Rs. A. P.

action ,, 12 0 0
Kennedy’s Syphon 9 0 0
Eye Instrument Cases 60 0 0

„ ,, Macnamara’s „ ,, ... 36 0 0
Cataract Knives and Needless ,, 3 8 0
Scissors, curved, Probe, and

Sharp, pointed. Cross
Action ,, ... 4 0 0

Opthalraoscopes Liebrichs, &c. ,, 12 0 0
Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

byns, Mudges, &c., &c. ,, ... 3 8 0
Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles ,, ... 2 0 0

Abscess Knives, Symes ,, ... 2 0 0

„ Lancets 1 12 0
Bistouries „ ... 2 8 0
Bleeding Lancets „ ... 1 4 0
Directors, Silver Plated ,, ... 1 8 0
Dissecting Cases „ ... 7 0 0
Exploring Needles ,, ... 2 8 0
Gum Lancets „ ... 2 0 0
Pocket Cases filled ,, ... 16 0 0

„ Army Regulation „ ... 80 0 0
Probes, Silver „ ... 1 0 0
Scalpel and Finger Knives „ ... 6 0 0
Scalpels ,, ... 2 0 0
Scissors ,, ... 1 8 0
Spatulas, Silver Plated „ .... 1 8 0
Tenaculum „ ... 2 0 0
Stethoscopes ,, ... 2 0 0
Speculums Ear „ .„ 2 8 0

„ Spring Kramers „ ... 7 0 0

,, ,, Nose ,, ... 7 0 0
„ Rectum „ .>,300
„ Silver Plated „ ... 6 0 0

Spray Producers, Listers
,, ... 18 0 0

,, Richardson’s Complete ,, 16 0 0
,, Various Makers „ ... 8 0 0

Suspenders 2 0 0
Subcutaneous Syringes

,, ... 8 0 0
Aluminum Cases ,, ... 36 0 0
Silver Plated Mounts „ ... 8 0 0
Clinical Thermometers

,, ... 5 0 0
,, "With Kew Certificate ,, ... 7 8 0

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &c., «S6c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from ... 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PH(ENTX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients
is obviated from 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOR

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxldised
Pbospborus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SORIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.

The largest and best assortment of Drugs and
Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. k
O, Co.’s and B. I. G. 8. N. Co.’s Steamers.

^

Wholesale rates on application.
'

‘

9 (fc 10, Dalhousik Square,
and 47. Dhurrumtollah Street. a-17

•I

.« 20 0 0

26 0 0
0 a.55

Apply to the Manager.
for

Zllustrated Price Llstf

At 65, College Steebti
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Rs. 400 0

99 300 0

99 200 0

99 160 0

99 200 0
99 80 0

99 20 0

99 25 0
9* 20 0

DXt. J. G-. ANSBRSOir,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhubuumtollah Street,

May be consulted at all hours daily.
{At home from 11 to 12 a.m.)

’ Family engagements in and about Entally under
special arrangements. a-7

ZKBXA GEMERAXi STEAM XTAVZ-
OATZON COMPAKT,

SCHOKNK. Kilburn & Co .—Manaoing Agmtt,
ASSAM LINE NOTICE.

'

Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,
and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur
downward every Saturday,

rpHK Str, Mirzapore will leave
J Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,
the 15tb instant.

Cargo will be received attheCompany’s Qodowns,
Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the
4th,

1
1
^BE Str. Deh'ooghur will leave
A Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
day, the 17th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of
Friday, the 15th.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train
of Saturday, the 16th.

CACHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAK WEEKLY SERYICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-
diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

rilHE Str. Doohree will leave
J- Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

^day, the 17th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 18th.

For further information regarding rates of
freight or passage money, apply to

4, Faiblik Place,
(

Q. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 14th October, 1880, ( Secretary,

a.\

SZVEXIS STEAM NAVZGATZOM
CO., *‘XiZMZTEl>.*'

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly
from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

ri'^HE Steamer Punjatib willA leave Calcutta for Assam
on Friday, the 22nd instant.

rilHB Str, Cashmere will leave
A Goalundo for Assam on
Thursday, the 21st instant.

ior further information regarding rates of
freights or 'passage, apply to

. , MACNEILL & CO,

r ; (( ’ ,1'iT ’i7

Koo^hly Sridgre Notice.

The Bridge will be closed for traffic on
Tuesday, the 19th October, 1880, from 2

to 5 P. M,

G. H. SIMMONS.
0-53 Secretary to the Bridge Commissioners,

For Sale.
A 6 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order,
by Troughton and Simms with stand
complete

A 5 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand
complete

A Smaller Theodolite, in perfect order,
by Troughton and Simms with stand
complete

A Dumpy Level with stand in perfect
order .., ...

A large size Telescope Trepoid stand
complete

A Smaller Ditto Ditto
An Aneroid Barometer with Thermo-
meter

German Silver Crysta. Keyless Watches
for Rough usage Liver Escapement
6 Jewels, soundness and accuracy
guaranteed ...

Ditto Nickle, Cylinder Escapt.
Apply to

J. G. HANHART,
0-82 13, Government Place.

A.VXJ VA xox JJ
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All private communications for the Proprietor
of the IndianMirror and the Sunday Mirror

should be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumollah Street.

STRAY Thoughts on Spiritualism, By Peary
Chand Mittra, Price six annas. To be had

at No. 20, Nimtollah Street. <1.71

Ten Rupees Reward.

J^OST at Dum-Dum on the 28th September, a

very large brindled Kangaroo Dog. Any

one giving information that will lead to his re-

covery, will receive the above reward on appli-

cation to 13, Dum Dum, or 166, Dhurrumtollah.

<1-75

Crushed Food Rotice.
FURTHER REDUCTION.

From the 14th Instant, the price of Cook and
Co.’s Crushed Food for Horses is reduced to

Rs, 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags.
Crushed Food for°Cattle,

to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.
Chaff as usual 1-8 per maund, exclusive of baos. '

14th August, 1880. a-9

Surmah Clgrars, Clgrarettes, and
Tobacco, grood quality.

made op

SAGRIELL & CO.’S

_ Selected Leaves,

Rs. 12 8 per 1,000

8 „
8 ,.

0
0 „

0 „
8 „
8 „
S ..

8

8
0
8
8

0

Do. do.
Silk Ties do.

99

1 f

A 2,

Bl.
99 10

9
Do. do. 9« B2.

ff 8
Do. do. B3. 7

Moulmein Cigars
9 9

Cl.
9

14
Do, do.

1 9
C2.

ff 11
Do. do.

f 1
C3. 9

Manilla shaped
99 Dl.

99 15
Do.

99 D2.
99 10

Do,
99 D3.

f f 8
Havanah shaped

99 El.
99 14

Do,
99 E2. 12

TiflSn Cigars 99 FI.
99 9

Do. 9* F2.
99 8

Gratis.

ONE thousand trials more are wanted to testify
Dr. R. L. Sett’s Specific for Asthma. It is

given free of charge to all asthmatic patients.
Mufussil order should accompany annas 4 for
packing.

SETT BASACK & CO.
No. 68, Nimtollah Ghat Street,

Calcutta.

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Ammunitions,
Shooting Fishing Tackles, Fencing, Archery,

Cricketing k Badmintons
; &c..

Also Mathematical Instruments, BengalU surveying
compasses, and Pebble Spectacles.

For sale at unprecedented low prices. a-7

WKAT ARB PERFECT

WATCHES?
LACK & MURRAY’S patent MACHINE-B MADE English Lever WATCH in sterling

Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.
It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
the best material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 nett.
Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted

to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only Swiss movements fitted in
English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
WATCHES, warranted MACHINE MADE
from Rs. 100.

’

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, willWIND ANY WATCH, Rs. 3 to 20.
MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.
RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIC BELLS, with appurtenances, Hs. 20 netSETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 io 30.

SPECIAL ATIENTION TO REPAIRS.

Big Long Size Havana
Manilla Shape
Do. do.

Coconada Cigars No. S
T. Long and Thin
Luuka „
Office Bnrmah
Djllyvarden

Do.
Cigarettes

Do.

H.
I.

J.

K.
L.

M.

I)

M

19

91

16

15

8

II

M

Honey dew Tobacco 4, 5 and 6 sticks
to the lb, at 10 to 14 as.

Cavendish Tobacco O-lO to 0-12 Ib,

Gold Leaf 1st quality

Do, 2nd „

16 to

9 8

7 to

12 to

10 8
9 to

13 to

0
0
0
0
14

0
0
0

B. M. SZRCAR’S ABROMA
AUGUSTUM.

SPECIFIC FOR DYSMENORRHCEA
OB

Painful Menstruation.

ASINGLE administration during menses gener-
ally cures the disease, and brings on con-

ception.

Far particulars apply to Dr. Bhoobun Mohun
Sircar, No. 77, Mooktaram Babu’s Street, Chore-
bagan, Calcutta.

Price Rs. 3-8. Packing and Postage As, 8.

O-80

THE CALCUTTA ARMOURU CO.
No. 1/1 Mission Row, (Round the corner.)

. 1 to 1-8
Apply to

FRAMJEE & SONS,
Calcutta,

Agents In Up-country.
Firozepore.

Lucknow.
Benares.

Cawnpore.
Nassirabad.
Ajmeer.
Rawul Pindi.
Jhansee.

Jamsetji and Sous
Nouroji & Co.,

Framji & Co.,

Harjubhoy & Co.
Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons ...

Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons ...

Jamasji and Sons
Pistonji & Co.
The Railway Co-operative So-

ciety

Messrs. Richardson & Co.
Noaroji, Manacji & Co.

Allahabad.
Allahabad.
Fyzabad; 0-68

9f

99

As. P.

8 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

the

0
0
0
0

BZiAGlL & MURRAY.
6-1,1 Bastings Street, CALCbrrAi a-3

THE ZNEZAR MZRROR.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town,

Rs.
For One Month ... ,,, o

„ Three Months .... ... 0
Six Months ... 12
Twelve Months ... ..^ 24
-B.—The above includes subscription to

Sunday Edition,

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
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For Twelve Months (via Southampton)
II II {via Brindisi)
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„ Twelve Months...

( Single Copy Four Annas. )
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It will afford the friends of our Minister
some relief to know that his liabilities, which
caused considerable anxiety and concern for
some time past and called forth newspaper
criticisms, are in a fair way of liquidation.
The due partition of his ancestral
property having taken place under the
orders and directions of the High Court,
the proceeds of the sale of his share
are being applied to the purpose, and it is

hoped that by such an arrangement almost
the whole of his debt will be paid off, and one
of the greatest and most distressing trials of
his lile will completely disappear. The Lord
helps and relieves those who put their trust
in Him.

-:o:-

Is it true that the Excise Department is
quietly killing the bodies and souls of the
poor Sonthals? We read in the Anglo-
Indian that “ drunkenness is hardly spread-
ing in Sonthalisthan, because the habit oc-
cupied so much space before, that no room
was left for it to spread in; but, under the
out-still system of Abkari administration, a
worse kind of liquor is being poured
down the throats of the people than
that which they manufactured for them-
selves before, so that if no more revenue is
being derived from the demoralisation of the
Sonthals, they are being killed off or debauch-
ed rather faster. The economic question thus
raised will, perhaps, some day arrest
attention.”

*0 “

The English papers announce the seces-
sion of the Rev. Stopford Brook. One of the
foremost Broad Church preachers of the
day,he has at last thought it proper to protest
practically and openly against the dogmatic
Christianity. He has officially placed his
resignation in the hands of the Bishop of
Dondon, and adopted a free and liberal posi-
tion in the Christian world. « In all essential
respects, says the Inquirer, « he appears to
have emb^ced the pure Christian Theism of
the hour Gospels, the free and spiritual reli-
gion which Channing, Theodore Parker, Mar-
tineau have long preached with uncompromis-
mg Mehty and rare power, and which scarce-

t Di'
phraseology, from the faith

of F. W. Robertson and his biographer, of
Dean Stanley, Jowett, Caird, and Tulloch.”

:o:—
Llskwhbre will be found an article on

the « Decline of Theism” from the Christian
liije. Car Unitarian contemporary argues

that, during the past decade, the Theistic
school has declined considerably in England,
and that the number of members of the
various Theistic congregations in London is

much smaller than it was ten years ago.
There may be some troth in what our con-
temporary says, considering the attitude of
reticence and unconcern assumed by some of
the leaders of Theism in England, and the
rationalistic and sceptical tendencies of others.
But as regards India, the case is wholly differ-

ent. Recent events have conspired by their

very antagonism to confirm and strengthen
the cause of Theism in this country.
We are much stronger now than we
ever were, and the moral influence of
our Church upon the life and character of
the Hindu community is infinitely deeper,
truer, and more lasting than we can conceive.
It is not difficult to account for this. In
India Theism is a living faith implanted and
nurtured by inspiration and Providence. In
England it is cold theology and dry intellec
tualism.

platform will know him again. This, by
a funny slip of the pen, the ‘ Index ’ calls
‘ a welcome letter ’

! His health, he says,

is ‘ good enough,’ but ‘ the life of a man of

letters will be more satisfactory.’ In this

change from pulpit and platform to literature

there is nothing extraordinary
;
what is ex-

traordinary is that the church should die, be-

cause the minister steps down.” It is really to

be regretted that the whole congregation
should sink away because of the retirement

of the minister.

:o:-

In an interesting paper on Jupiter from the
able pen of Father A. DePenaranda, the follow-
ing remarks on the ‘ reddish spot’ appear :

“ But of all variable features on Jnpitor’s
orb, none perhaps is more remarkable than
that large reddish elongated spot which has
been visible for these last two years, sooth
of, and not far from, the equatorial belt.
Besides its enormous dimensions and the
sharp definition of its outline, there is this
strange peculiarity, that it appears to be at
once ‘ permanent and transitory,’ as already
remarked by Maraldi (1708), being observable
only at intervals of about five years, as it

would seem, and continuing visible for two,
sometimes three, consecutive oppositions. It
was first observed as early as 1665 by Cas-
sini, and in 1671, by Mariotfe; in these latter
times, by Lord Rosee in 1873, and lastly in
1878, though appearing neither so definite
nor so deeply colored as in 1879, when it

created a real sensation inthe* * astronomical
world. It has reappeared this year, as al-
ready mentioned, and its appearance continues
even now unimpaired, favored bv the excep-
tional proximity of the planet to the Earth.”

That champion of liberal thought in
America, Mr. Prothingham, has left for Europe
and exchanged the pulpit for literature. There-
upon the Christian Union writes :— When
Mr. Frothingham left his pulpit for Eu-
rope, and his society disbanded for the time
in consequence, the Christian Union was
called to account by a friendly correspondent
because it noted in this temporary disbandino-’
a significant indication of the inherent weak-
ness of infidelity. It now seems that the
withdrawal of tlie preacher and the disbanding
of the society were not temporary. Mr.
Frothingham writes from Europe that he
has finally relinquished his post and aban-
doned his profesflioa

; that neither pulpit nor

On the subject of nationalization of the

Established Church, Dean Stanley writes to

the Northern Echo his views of the legality

of the use of the parish church by Non-
conformists “You propose that under
certain regulations the various Nonconform-
ing communities might make use of the
parish church for their own religious

services at such hours as would not 'interfere

with the regular services. This is perfectly

permissible at present. For six years
I tried the experiment in Westminster
Abbey. High legal authorities gave me the

assurance beforehand, and a stong legal opi-

nion was taken afterwards, to the effect that

such services and preachings were allowable,

provided that it was made clear that they did

not form part of the usual services.' What
was done in Westminster Abbey is lawfnl'in

every parish church in" England. •' The only

difference is that the Dean being the Ordi-
nary, there was no need for reference to the

Bishop. But unless the Bishop as Ordinary
interposed to prevent it, there is nothihg
in the law which could preclude any
parish clergyman fronc acting on the same
principle. I abandoned the practice, chiefly

because it evoked but little interest in the

Nonconforming world, and won but little sup-

port from the Liberal partyl It 'was clear

from my experience that the attempt would
only succeed, if tried on exceptional occasions.

But, if it were so tried, there could be no

objection, provided (that is obviously neces-

sary) that the clergyman in charge should

be made responsible for the services con-

ducted. Besides the occasion to which I have
already alluded, there was a great assemblage

ofiWesieyan Methodists at the time of the oni*

veiliog oI tbe moaumeat to the two Wesleys, It
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was accompanied by some appropriate remarks

from the Wesleyan ministers, and by the

flinging of a Wesleyan hymn. No one did

make (I am snre no one conld have made)

any objection to the use of Westminster

Abbey for so sacred and serious a purpose.

No doubt such an exhibition of the use of
»» V? ,,

our churches must be gradual. But if sought

in a proper spirit, there is nothing in the

present condition of the law to render it im-

possible.”

ALL’S WELL THATJENDS WELL.

The consummation of the marriage of the
I

Maharajah and the Maharani of Cuch Behar

took place on Wednesday last, the 20th

instant, in the Brahma Mandir. It will

be in the recollection of our readers that

they were only betrothed on the 6th March

1878, and have ever since faithfully cultivat-

ed that mutual love and attachment which is

so essential to conjugal fidelity. Having

matured their affections during the period of

two and a half years, they now enter

upon the duties of married life with

a keen sense of their responsibilities. The

ceremony of consummatio'n no doubt helped

to invest their'union with due moral solem-

nity, and impress upon them the seriousness of

the new life and career before them. It is

undeniable that they are entering into an

altogether new world, with whose trials and

cares and duties they are not familiar. For

though they were betrothed and nominally

wedded, they have all along lived in separate

residence, and pursued their respective studies

under their respective teachers, without

spending a moment’s thought upon the

pleasures or cares of married life. It seemed,

therefore, necessary to make this turning point

in their lives somewhat solemn and impressive,

and to make them feel vividly that they were

no longer to be what they were hitherto, a boy

and a girl, but husband and wife. Hence a reli-

gious ceremony followed by honeymoon excur-

sion appeared to be of the highest importance

on such an occasion. For obvious reasons

publicity was avoided and the necessary ar-

rangements were made quietly and expeditious-

ly. There was no desire to make a political or

religious demonstration or an ostentations so-

cial display. The only thing aimed at

was moral impressiveness, this alone was

needed by the paties themselves. In that

holy sanctuary, the Brahma Mandir, a

small and select number of relatives and

friends, male and female, were gathered on

the foremost seats round the pulpit, while

the place in front of it, which was decorated

with evergreens and flower wreaths, was

reserved for the Maharajah and the Maharani.

At about 11-30 a. m., their Highnesses were

led to their seats by the Minister. The

ii love .
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proceedings commenced with the chanting of

a hymn, which was followed by a short in-

vocation. The Minister then addressed the

congregation as follows :

—

Dearly beloved brethren, we are gathered

together in this house of God to consummate the

marriage of this man and this woman, and to com-

plete the nuptial ceremony which was instituted

betwixt them on March 6, 1878.

The Lord bless us and direct us 1

The Minister called upon the Maharajah

and the Maharani to stand before him

facing each other. They then joined their

right hands which were tied by flower

garlands white and red. The parties [then

made the following declaration

I take thee as my wedded wife to have and to

hold from this day forward for better for worse,

for richer for poorer, in sickness and in health, to

love and to cherish according to God’s holy ordi-

nance
; and hereto I plight thee my troth. The

Lord bless us !

I take thee as my wedded husband to have and
to hold from this day forward for’ better for worse,

for richer for poorer, in sickness and in health, to

love and to cherish according to God’s holy or-

dinance ; and hereto I give thee my troth. The
Lord bless us 1

Taking a diamond ring the Maharajah put

it round the Maharani’s Anger and said

This ring I give unto thee as a token and
pledge of my vow,and with all my worldly goods I

thee endow. Blessed be the holy and merciful

God!

The Minister then offered the following

prayer:

—

Merciful Father, bless this couple and give unto
them Thy holy grace that they may live together

faithfully and happily as husband and wife and

ever remain in thy service. Good God, vouchsafe

unto them faith and love and righteousness and
make their home tho abode of joy and peace.

This was followed by a Bengali prayer.

Another hymn was sung and the Minister
pronounced benediction thus :

—

The Lord dismiss us with growing faith and
abounding joy in our hearts !

The congregation with one voice said,
“ Peace, Peace, Peace” with the solemn ac-

companiment of the conch shell.

The service" was short and sweet, and
occupied half an hour only. Thus hath the

Lord consummated and blessed in His holy

temple the marriage of the first Native

Prince in Bengal, and thus has it

pleased Providence to bring to a peaceful

and happy close the eventful history of the

Cuch Behar marriage. Blessed be God !

How His purposes prevail at last confounding

the sceptic and thwarting the calculations and

arguments of the worldlywise ! What relief,

what wisdom does this blessed consummation

bring to all trusting and devout souls ! Great

is God and He shall prevail !

THE TRUE FAKIR.

The Hindu idea has, for a long time, been

that anless a man reaooace the world,*' and

retire into the forest, he cannot make him-

self fit for salvation. This is the last and

crowning virtue of the religious householder.

But to tho factitious civilization of the day,

nothing is so repugnant as renouncing the

world. It is almost like committing the

act of self-immolation. If the world is

forsaken, and all its (relations are severed,

what is there left of life worth retain-

ing ? On the other hand, it is impossible to

convince the Hindu mind of your religious

fervour, unless you cut yourself away from the

world. Every devotee must, according to the

notions of the C9untry, become a Fakir. The

Sadhu must nee'essarily have no home, no rela-

tions, no pleasure in any worldly goods. This

is not only the idea of Hindus, bnt of all

orientals. The son of man has nowhere to

lay his head. He has neither mother, nor

father, nor brothers, but every one who

does the will of his Father in Heaven

is his father, mother, and brother. Such

a conviction as to the invariable accom-

plishment of the religious man so universally

held, is natural and cannot beset at defiance.

And accordingly for a long succession of ages,

every man who has had the impulse of

spirituality awakened in him, has instinct-

ively left home and friends, turning a

mendicant. One of the reasons why Brahmo

devotees so tardily attract popular recognition,

is that they still live in the midst of the world,

have wives and children, and are, to all

appearances, like other men. Let the leader of

the Brahmo Somaj, and the Missionaries for-

sake home and friends and retire into the

mountains, and we have no doubt they will

be able to secure hundreds of followers.

How do they reconcile their obvious duty of

renouncing the world with the equally obvious

duty of which they owe to society ? Is it

possible for any one to renounce the world

in the proper sense, who has not settled his

account with those the responsibility of whose

lives is placed in his hands ? Let us see how

Fakirs are generally made. An event, an

impulse, a casual word : suddenly awakens a

man to his moral and religious condition, and

he runs away in sorrow or in disgust, from

the scenes of his temptation. This makes

much impression upon others, and they high-

ly praise his faith and fervour. And now this

kind of impulsiveness is not possible in the

case of a mau who is already awakened to

religion. The Brahmo sees sacred obliga-

tions in the world as well as outside it. And

he is bound to satisfy both. How does he

do this ? He discovers that the man

who has no selflsh passion to serve

in life, but who^ on the contrary, sacrifices

his ileepest and fondest wishes in dis-

charging every obligation that comes in^ his

way,^''^liereby effectually loosens himself from
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the world. When one after another, he has

met and settled his account with every one

to whom he owes a duty, and his heart is full

of joy, he feels himself in a position

fit to leave the world, and then his

renunciation is an act acceptable to God.

Unreal Fakirs retire from the world in

anger, or in sorrow, or in disgust.

The real Fakir leaves the vanities of life in

the fulness of his joy, and gratitude, and love.

He has served his Master so well in every

relation of life that He henceforth separates

him in mercy from the trials and temptations,

incident to such service and enjoins upon him

continued communion and spiritual insight. All

carnalitymust be thoroughly subdued,all world-

ly inclinations thoroughly removed, all obliga-

tions thoroughly discharged, before a man can

befit to leave the world. This does not mean

retirement into the forest where there are no

obligations. No doubt, solitude is highly

beneficial to the growth of true renunciation.

But true refinement means penetrating into

the depths of divine love and holiness, and

there enjoying a perfect deliverance from sin

and temptation.

4

THE LATE HON. MORARJI
GOKUL DAS, C. I. E.

Sett Morarji Gordi. Das nf Bombav

is no more. We in Calcutta cannot imagine

with wliat surprise and regret this melan-

choly news must have been universally re-

ceived on last Saturilay in Bombay. In the

whole Western Presidency the name of Mo-

rarji Gokul Das was familiar as a household

word. His passing away has cast a deep

'shadow over every commnnity, and over

many a home, both in town and Mofussil.

The death of such a man, always regrettable,

is made a matter of special sadness in the

present case by the sudden, unforeseen, and

untimely blow with which it strikes down a

life seemingly so essential to the true welfare

of the country. Mr. Morarji was only forty

seven years old when he died. He died

most unexpectedly by the efifects of an

accident which he himself and every one

else thought to be exceedingly slight.

Ten minutes after he was talking most

freely to his friends wlio had come to see him,

he ceased to breathe. And in another two

hours, followed by a long and melancholy

procession througli the streets of noml)ay,

where he was driving about so recent-

ly, his body was being reduced to

ashes on the side of the Back Bay at

Sonapore. The Bombay papers' are full

of the moat eulogistic notices of the life of

the deceased gentlemen. Wealthy, itifluen-

tial, public-spirited, and affable, he was as

popular with Europeans as with his own

countrymen. And we, whojenjoyed the honor

of his acquaintance and friendly regards, while

writing these lines, have scarcely recovered

from the shock which his sudden and awful

death has caused to our feelings.

For more than one reason the life

of Hon. Morarji Gokul Das deserves to

be studied by our countrymen every-

where. Ho was, only so late as the last

week, a living example of that self-reliance,

independence, activity, and cleverness for

which the people of Bombay are peculiarly

distinguished from the other races that live in

India. And now though he be no more, his

character is so vivid in men’s recollection that

they cannot fail to profit by his example if

they try to imitate it.

Morarji Gokul Das was the son of a

petty trader in Bombay where he was

born. Not a few in that city still remember to

have seen the deceased millionaire going from

house to house with a large bundle of piece goods

on his back, and yard measure in his hand.

Who then could have guessed that the youth-

ful hawker would grow to be a prince of the

commercial market and the most success-

ful manufacture in the Presidency ? But (he

Bhattias of Guzerat, to whose community the

deceased belonged, are a wonderful people.

To them nothing is impossible in the way of

earning money. And Mr. Morarji determin-

ed not to lay behind any of his compatriots in

the race. He slowly rose step by step till he

became a broker to one of the great firms of.i

Bombay that patronised him. The commercial

crisis of 1865, which destroyed the

fortune of so many individual and concern'’,

made for him the opportunity he was so long

seeking. Amidst the mania which at that

time seized the whole community, Mr. Morarji

not only retained the coolness of his head, but

made such a good use of his common sense

that he very successfully made his fortune.

Within a short time he established the

Cotton Mills at Parell, in the Suburbs. He
conducted the operations so advanta-

geously, that he started other mills

at Sholapore. Some of these extensive

manufactories have been visited by successive

Governors-General, and (he Prince of Wales

when he was here, 'fhe fabrics turned out. of

which he presented a lot to ns not long ago,

are excellent, and would bear competition with

English goods of much superior value. He
always resented the proposals of Government

interference with factory labor, because in his

mills,—and he was the proprietor of three

very extensive ones,—he treated bis hands

with the utmost indulgence. He took great

pains t.) establish schools for the boys and

girls which we have personally seen,and grown-

up people never found in him a hard

taskmaster. His charities were on a inagni-

ficeut scale. During the late famine of

1876-78, his exertions were so unceasing in_

connection with the Deccan and Khandeish

Famine Relief Committee that Government

could not but take notice of them. And at

the Imperial Assemblage of 1879, the

honor of a Companion of the Indian

Empire was conferred on him. In the

course of the same year he was appoint-

ed a Member of the Bombay Legislative

Council. During the last year he was

re-appointed to his seat in the Council for
'

two years. He has been a Justice of the

Peace for sometime, and the Senate had long

chosen him as a Fellow of the Bombay

University. He was a Vice-President of the

Millowners’ Association, whose activities he

mainly directed, and of the Bombay Associa-

tion he was always a leading spirit. In the,,

legislature he was always bold, outspoken,

and steady. His views were recognized by

Government as those of the people, and on

some questions, such for instance as the

Abolition of Import Duties, his opinions

were quoted and discussed by Sir John

Strachey himself. All the public bodies

with which he was connected, will miss

his honest and manly co-operation, and his

removal will cause a gap which few are com-

petent to fill up. Only the other day'he met

with a carriage accident at Puna of which

no body thought seriously. It was simply a

sprain of the ankle. But it has ended

most sadly and tragically. The Cliinibagh

mansion at Girgaum which, for many years,had

been the resort of all the wealthy and fashion-

able ol both races, so full of artistic beauty and

social festivity, presented on last Saturday a

scene of indescribable misery. Ths Bhattia

castemen followed the liearse with weep-

ing and dejected faces. The Bhattia women
fl t

made the air resound with their heart-

rending lamentations and beating.s of

breast. Parsi and Hindu, Maharatti and

Guzerati, all assembled to pay their last

tribute of honor and afifection to one who,

while he lived, made himself the favorite

of every one, and in dying, has left a name
which will be long remembered by rich and

poor alike. Feqtciescat inpace.

The anniversary of the Khatura Brahmo Somaj
was recently celebrated. Bhai Kedar Nath Dey
conducted Service.

Bhai Aghorb Nath Gopta wil I celebrate to-day
the anniversary festival of the Chandernagore
Brahmo Somaj.

There were about eighty persons in the
steamer on Monday last, on the occasion of the
autumnal festival, including ladies and children.
The steamer was beautifully decorated with
flowers aud evergreens. There was hirtan singing,
and the trumpet also sounded the name of the
Most High as she steamed up and down the
river. On their return the party sat upon
the steps of the new ghat near the Hughlv bridge,
and had evening service, which was' both sweet
aud impressive.

S
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for the opinions of out correspondents.—Ed,, iS. il/.]

AN ANSWER TO “ W. T.”
o

TO THE EDITOR OF THE "StTNDAy MIRROK.

Sir,—I must apologise to your correapoudent

“ W. T.” for my long delay in answering his

letter, which, I am sorry to say. I am unahle now

to lay my hands upon. But as it was read to

me. two points struck me as needing renlv.

With regard to “Ecclesiastical Christianity.” as

opposed to “Primitive Christianity”. let me observe

that the central point of modern [so-called] eccle-

siastical Christianity, is that, Jesus Christ, the

Saviour of the world, is God and Man, This “W.T.”

does not believe; but it is nevertheless the central

point of primitive Christianity also, if St. Paul, the

greatest Christian preacher, can he trusted.

Writing some twenty years after the death of

Jesus Christ to the Christians of Rome, in what be

^ evidently meant to be a most careful treatise on

^ Christianity, St. Paul says I am going to write

\ concerning His (God’s) son Jesns Christ, our Lord,

^'\ which was made of the seed of David according

4
to the flesh, and declared (to be) tTie Son of God

with power according to a (English version wrong-

ly ‘ the’) Spirit of holiness,by the resurrection from

^ the dead.” Rom. 2, i, 3, 4, I have underlined the

^ word “ the”, because many may suppose that St.

^ Paul only intended to say “declared to be a good
'

man.” I consider the definite article to preclude

this, without considering other more direct

\ proof. St. Paul frequently urges his converts to

be good men by reminding them that they are

now in a particular sense “sons of God,” but he

never calls them the “ sons of God.” The title

“the Son of God” is applied to none hut Jesus

Christ. Your correspondent would, doubtless,

being a theist, call himself “a son of God.” I

do not think he would call himself, or suffer

others to call him “the sou of God.” St. Paul

therefore says, that Jesus Christ was man, a

decendant of David, King of I srael; and also the

Son of God, as was shown by his mighty works,

by his spotless holiness, and by God’s approving

seal on his life and work, in raising him up from

the dead. This was what St. Paul preached, and on

this base primitive Christianity was built up, on

this and no other modern Christianity rests. Till

this be accepted, it is surely needless to examine

into imagined minor differences between so-called

primitive and ecclesiastical Christianity. Next

as regards John the Baptist, “Art thou Elias ”?

asked the Pharisees “ and he (John) answered,

‘lam not.’” S. Jn : I. 21. Speaking of St. John,

Jesus says, “If ye will receive it.this is Elias which

was for to come.” St. Matt. Xi. 14.

Now the angel had told John’s father Zacharia

that bis son “ should go before him (the

Christ) in the spirit and power of Elias.”

St. Luke I., 17. John, that . is, was to be a

prophet like Elias (or Elijah) the greatest of the

Jewish prophets. He was to be like Elijah, but

was not Elijah come to life again. But this latter,

i.e,, the reappearing of Elijah, was what the Jews

had come to expect. This is shown among other

proofs by the fact that they had substituted in

their commentaries on the prophet llalachi the

words “ Elijah the Tishbite” for “Elijah the pro-

phet.” Mat, IV. 6.

God promised “I will send you Elijah the pro-

phet,” one, that is, bearing the character of the

great prophet. The Jews had come to look for the

coming of Elijah the Tishbite, or man of the

town of, Teshbi i, e., the very man Elijah.

It was in this belief that the Pharasees asked “art

thou Elias,” and John to this belief aswered, “I
am not.” It is impossible to suppose that Zacharias

had not told his son the words of the angel, that he
was to go before the Christ in the spirit and power
of Elias, and this oflBce of the forerunner. John
distinctly claims, we find, therefore, no difficulty

in understanding that while John rightly disclaims

being the individual Elijah, his Master truly said.

“ if ye will receive it, this is Elijah, was for

to come.” Here surely is no contradiction, except

an apparent one in words. Failure of eyesight,

which has led to a prohibition of reading or writing

and will compel me aho’’tly to return to England,

will, I fear, prevent me from being able to reply

to any further letters from your correspondent.

Let me then in conclusion beg him to continue

his study of Holy Scripture, and to study it

less with the intellect, but more with the heart

Humble prayerful study of God’s Word, if it be

God’s Word, as I believe it to be, must bring a man
to the full knowledge of the one true God as He
reveals Himself to men. But remember that the

Lord Jesus promises all the blessings He came to

offer to the childlike in heart, to those, that is,

who earnestly enquiring into everything are yet

conscious of their ignorance and ready to be taught.

Yours &c.,

Simla. 14th October 1880.

J. D. M.

^clcction.^.

THE INV/ARD VOICE.
o

(The Christian Union.')

Oh, not on pope, or church, or parchment scroll.

Depends the truth that feeds the yearning soul,

The “still, small voice,” in accents sweet and clear

Proclaims it ever to the inward ear.

“Man’s spirit is the candle of the Lord

So saith the prophet wise, in ancient word
;

“ And wherefore of yourselves,” the Master cries,

“Do ye not judge of what is right and wise ?”

“The true light,” kindled in the soul from birth

“Lights every man that walks the beauteous earth;”

So saith the Teacher, wise, and pure, and free,

Who gave his life for man on Calvary.

Within the breast of man a light divine

Through clouds of doubt and fear doth ever shine ;

It warns from every false and dangerous road.

And points the way to truth, and heaven, and God.

In all our doubts and sad perplexities

The truth itself itsown best witness is ;

It needs no miracle or outward sign

To make its sacred lesson more divine.

Lightnings may flash from angry clouds on high

And thunders dread may rend the vaulted sky
;

Mountains may .shake, and oceans surge and roar ;

The truth is still but truth
; nor less, nor more.

At Sinai’s graven stones with awe we look.

With earnest reverence search the Holy Book
;

But older far than book or graver’s art

Is God’s own record in the mind and heart.

This record, clear to their anointed eyes.

Made all the ancient prophets truly wise ;

The light they saw, the heavenly voice they beard,

And spake, in God’s own name, his holy word.

Our spirit unto theirs doth witness bear ;

Their message stirs our hearts to faith and prayer ;

Their quickened word to us is bread indeed.

On which our hungry souls delighted feed.

THE DECLINE OP THEISM.

(Christian Idfe.')
The best known “ advanced Unitarian ” in the

country has recently made public his opinion that

Theism in England is on the decline. Many facts

might be cited to show that his view is correct, and

we are not aware of anything that points to the

contrary.

Ten years ago. Theism was probably at the

highest point of influence that it has reached in this

country since the latter part of the last century.

In the current literature of the nation,

bot h as regarded books and periodicals, the

impulse given by the publication, of the

Essays and Reviews and the writings of Bishop
Colenso, had carried heresy into marked promi-

nence; And in our own Church the admira-

tion inspired by the popular eloquence and the

noble life of Theodore Parker was at its full

height. In the sphere of platform or pul pit

effort. Theism could not be expected to show an

equally high degree of prosperity
; yet even in this

there was then, during some three or four years,

an unprecedented tide of success. Any fore runner
of Dr. Maurice Davies who may have been watch-
ing the life of “Heterodox London” some eight,

ten, or a dozen years ago, will remember stirring

scenes that contrast strangely with the picture of

to-day.

He will recall the first “ Sunday Evenings for

the People,” and the birth of the long extinct

“ Church of Progress,” and of the still zealous

Sunday Lecture Society ; though he may be sur-

prised how little headway a movement that then

inspired so much zeal amongst all shades of here-

tic8,has made in all the years that have since elapsed.

He will have heard Dr. Perfitt addressing a well-

filled hall, or Mr. Conway surrounded by a new

and promising congergation at Camden Town ;

though to-day he may go in search of those flocks

and find them scattered. He will have been pre-

sent on the crowded nights, when Mr. Voysey first

lectured in London, or it may be on that bright

afternoon when a zealous little meeting gathered

in St. George’s Hall to create the nucleus of a

church for the heretic of Healangh. He will

remember the list of noteworthy names that formed

the committee of that church ;
and, if

he has time to step into Langham Hall to-day,

he w’ill ask himself how much has come of all

those hopes. He will remember the English

Leader, the Langham Magazine, and the Theo-

logical Review, and in America, the Radical

and the Index ;
and he will recall their differing

merits but their commom fate. He will remem-

ber in how quick a succession Bishop Colenso

and Bishop Hinds brought the lustre of their

mitres into the ranks of Rationalism ; and he

any similar conversions

the clergy of the present

will look in vain for

among the bishons or

day.

What will he find to set off against these

facts? True, the hall in Old Street is fuller

than in those days. But then it never was

Theistic ; it was and is Mr. Bradlaugh’s platform.

True, South Place Chapel is fuller than in those

days. But Mr. Bradlaugh has become a welcome

guest there. Ave Ccesar morituri te salutant !

It would be unfair to say, as Mr. Voysey’s

late advertisement in the Times says, that at

present “ the only Theistic service in London

is conducted by the Rev, Charles Voysey
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for there are still, as there were iii 1870, Unita-

rian congregations in London consisting mainly of

Theists, and holding Theistic worship. But the

total number of the members of those congrega-

tions, taken collectively, is certainly smaller now

than it was ten years ago.

If our wandering observer turns his attention

to the literature of 1880, or if he asks his personal

acquaintance about their own theolozical notions,

he will probably come to the conclusion that the

meaning of the whole change is this ;— that “Pure

Theism” has suffered a great decline, whilst Chris-

tianity has made a great advance, and Agnosticism

has made a considerable one. His view will

probably be confimed, if he compares the

Unitarian literature of 1880 with that of

1870, when the Christian Refonncr and the

Christian Unitarian were dead, and it seemed

utterly unlikely that any Unitarian periodical

would ever arise to stand for a distinctively super-

natural Christianity, but nobody as yet dreamed

an avowed Asnostic wing arising in our Church to

claim kindred there, and have its claims allowed.

And what was the secret of the decline, through,

out the country, of the Theistic school that seemed

so strong ? It lay in the fact that no

religious school can long exist, unless it

exists to be religious. The English Theists lost

their hold on the mind of England, just for the

same reason that they have lost their hold upon

their own fellow-Theists in Hindustan. As the

M/rror said the other day, “As years roll

on, the disunion grows, and mutual distrust in-

creases. The history of the last decade has con-

vinced us that a wider estrangement has taken place

year after year between ourselves and our brethren

of the West.” And what does it give as the

reason? “English Theists are becoming too in-

tellectual for Indian Theists, and the latter are

becoming too devotional for the former.”

DUTY AS DEITY.

( Spectator ),

Wb ventured a fortnight since to warn the

Archbishop of Canterbury that in denouncing

Theism, which he confounded with Deism, as a

spreading creed, he was wasting energy in air.

The Theism of to-day is not the Deism of the last

century, is an imperfect rather than an evil creed*

and is not spreading fast. Those who have aban-

doned the old lines incline to completer negation,

and the truest spiritual danger of the hour is an

enlightened agnosticism. The words had scarcely

appeared,when we received from Messrs. Kegan Paul

and Co. a pamphlet which,as far as it goes —and we

do not wish to exaggerate its importance—is an

unexpectedly complete comfirmation of this view.

The writer, Mr. George Clifford Whitworth, holds

some position at Bombay, he does not say what,

but he calls himself an unlearned man, and we

have a fancy, possibly inaccurate, that he is a con-

tractor or engineer on the railway, and builds

brickwork. His illustrations are taken from that

occupation. Be he who he may, he has made an

effort not usual in print, to state without argument

what his personal faith really is. “ I speak,” he

says,“ not as an advocate, but as a witness,”

and his speech certainly conveys to us the

impression of entire truthfulness. He wants

to say what he is saying, not to persuade

anybody, but to relieve his own mind, which

seems to him tainted with insincerity, while he

[Ofiaiaa from open profession of bis belief or

disbelief, and to induce others to inquire what
they actually do believe, and so be true. There
is no story in his paraphelt, and, in spite of the

lucidity of the writing, little literary art,unless it be
literary art which enables the author to write on
such a subject with so little deference for opinion,

yet with so little appearance of vanity and so
little wish to offend. The total of it all is simple,

that all religion in any sense whatever compre-
hended by theologians should be abandoned and
superseded by the single idea of Duty. Mr,

Whitworth has so been forced to clear his mind:—
“ I believed that it is every man’s duty to do

what he can to make the' world better and

happier, That is the whole of my creed. I aim
at no precision of language. Many other formulas

would do so as well. So to live that the world

may be better for my having lived in it, is the

one most familiar to my thoughts. The meaning

is plain, and there is nothing new in it. Most
religions, I suppose, teach it

; but they teach it

with a great deal more. Out of all that I was

taught as a member of the Church of England,

I have not. by any process of conscious selection,

chosen this out as the best thing
;

but it

is the one thing which has stood the test

of life, and has never failed me, and which,

I am sure, never will fail me, experienced

though I am in the loss one after another of dif-

ferent articles of belief. To me it seems absurd

to attempt to devise a creed, or even to take with

any fixed resolution of keeping it, a ready-made

one. What a man finds in the actual experience

of his life to be good, that is what he must believe.

I can see no room for argument on this question*

I cannot myself quarrel with any man for what he

believes, or dictate to any man what he should be-

lieve. The world, as I see it, imposes on me a duty,

and my experience teaches me that the most power-

ful and the only permanent cause of happiness is

consciousness that I am trying to do that duty.”

That sounds, ‘of course, in one]sen•je,almo^t Chris-

tian ; but Mr. Whitworth has lost the belief in

Christ, except as a human teacher of wisdom to

whom a supernatural character was attributed by

his followers, in a future state, and even in a God,

though, unlike the scientific agnost’es, he does not

quite deny the possibility of either

“ Do you believe in a future life? is another

question beyond my power to give a distinct reply

to. I hope we may live after the death of the body,

but I do not personally feel that’conviction which,

I understand, many persona do. I am not conscious

of anything in myself that is too good

to be entirely spent in this world. The little

that lean do seems quite a sufiScient reason for the

existence of the whole of my being. And I do

not see why the greater work that a greater man
can do is not equally sufficient for him : and so on

to the greatest that ever lived, or is to live.

Even assuming that the elements of which our

minds are made, are to be used again, it does not

follow that they will be so combined as to maintain

personal identity. Analogy points rather the other

way. And might not new combinations produce

better results ? Do you believe in

God ? Now I wish to be perfectly frank,

but it is beyond my power to answer this

question clearly. I certainly did until within

a few years believe in God, but then

I had a particular conception of him—namely, the

being known as God the Father in the Church of

England. Now, I am sure we arc not warranted

ia buldiog that couucption, aad 1 have lormecl uo

other distinct conception of God. I cannot say I

believe in God, when the word conveys no distinct

meaning to me ; I cannot say I do not believe in

Him, when my thoughts seem sometimes to require

the use of the name. Perhaps, that impression is

due only to old habit. We hear it said that the

existence of God is proved by the manifest design

of the universe. But what short of God ? Surely

one of finite, not of infinite power. The

world is very wonderful
; but how can we

call it a perfect work ? There are some ter-

rible things in it. Perhaps it will be perfect,

but time cannot be necessary to infiniet

power. I heard a preacher once expatiate on

God’s power and love as shown in the structure

of an animal. He took the mole as an example,

and explained how its every part was perfectly

adapted to the peculiar manner of its life. But

what if a plougnman kills the mole ? Carefully

provided as all its properties were, they have all

failed. Then the preacher spoke of the wonder-

ful providence by which some plants are made to

purify pestilential air. But we in India know
that other plants by their natural decay poison,

instead of purifying, the air. So, what do such

examples prove ?”

Mr. Whitworth declares that this “terribly

bare” creed is always present to him,

that it influences him alike in an act of

charity or a game of tennis, and that it has created

in him “a greater love of the human race than he

had when he was a Christian” “ When I thought

there was virtue in prayer and religious services,

and that my first duty was to save mv own soul,

my sense of the duty of rendering service

to men, and my sense of pleasure at the

thought of particular services done to par-

ticular persons, whether friends or strangers,

were certainly less than they are now.”
The creed has certainly taught him charity, for

almost alone among such writers he has no bitter-

ness azainst the clergy, rather likes them, and
maintains, as we understand, the only indistinct

passage in the pamphlet, that religion is a genuine
thing with them, because it has become their life-

work. It is not an artificial addition to their

belief, as it is in the case of brickmakers, but part
of their lives, and comes within the general con-
ception of duty. And finally, becoming for a
moment argumentative, he thus sums up the
“ advantages ” of his faith :—

“This religion has again this advantage, that it

allows you no rest or permanent happiness except
with a sense of duty done. It knows nothing of

idle ‘drawing nearer to God.’ Your duty is with
man. What have you done to-day? What are

you going to do? "What is the use of it? That
house you built—was it well built ? That book
you wrote—was it done with a good purpose?
Those goods you supplied—were they of the
quality you pretended? All that talk you had
—did you do any good by it, or get any good
from it, or were you only showing oflf your wit
or your knowledge? And your casual intercourse

with acquaintances or strangers—has it been
marked with kindness ? Has it tended to

make those you have met feel that there
is a general friendliness between man and man,
as well as a closer friendship between particular

men ? And besides what you have failed to do of

L'ood, what about the positive harm you have done?
\ou must not speak of ‘leaving with meakness
your sins to your yaviour.’ Your sins are your
own, and you cannot leave them to any one. The
best you can do is to outweigh them with good,
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but get rid of them you cauuot. There is no
absolution. Think of that when you are disposed
to do a bad deed again. If yon do it, it will remain
for ever. The balance of good, if even you get a

balance of good, will be Bnally less by reason of

hat bad deed.”

We take this pamphlet—not twenty pages in all

—to be, on the whole,the best expression we have
ever seen of the belief to which an average

Englishman with good instincts and a strong

value for his work in life, indeed a true fidelity

to it, turns of himself, when he has abandoned

all belief in the supernatural. It is secularism in

its best working form, ignoring all but what is

evident, but acknowledging—rather foolishly

from an intellectual point of view—an impulse

indistinguishable from conscience, and govern*

ed by “doty” in a degree which most secularists

would not speculatively allow. It is a fine

form of negation, free from the rancour which

underlies much of ordinary Atheism, and devoid

of that tendency to delight in artificial super-

stition which we, at least, see in the teaching

of the Comtists. It is a faith in consonance with

many English tendencies, and with the English

defect of imagination, and the Archbishop of

Canterbury may rely upon it that it is much

more widely held, and is indefinitely more dan-

gerous than Theism, whether Theism is the cold

creed he conceives it to be, or the domineering

and relentless faith which, as we hold, it would

speedily become.

And yet what a dreary creed it is, this of Mr.

Whitworth’s, and what a useless one ! The man

who believes it, stands to himself visibly alone in

the universe, unhelped, nay, indeed, unprotected,

to do badly what he finds to do day by day for a

few years, and then die like a flower, all that he

has dene to make himself nobler or greater, or

more competent being useless, five-sixths of it

totally wasted being within himself, and confined

to himself, and the remainder being useful only

to a wretched race who never do and never

will do anything perfectly, who cannot even

be happy as some creatures can, and who,

when the world has done cooling, will pass

away as forgotten as the ephemerides of a summer

day. Space has unclosed itself for humanity and

closed again, and there is space once more. He
has not even the pleasure of the highest intellec-

tual interests, for it is waste and folly for him to

study things not visible, or speculate on anything

outside the material world around him
; while he

has, nevertheless, bound himself by a self-derived

obligation to do he cannot define what. His creed

is that he is bound by duty to do what duty dic-

tates. It is at these two points that the reasoning

powers of men like Mr. Whitworth always appear

to us to give way. He rejects Christ as a gradual

ly accreted myth—for that is what he means,

though he wisely avoids those fine words— and

Holloway’s Pills and Ointment.—Gi^
Tidings.—Some constitutions have a tendency to
rheumatism, and are throughout the year borne
down by its protracted tortures. Let such sufferers
bathe the affected parts with warm brine, and
afterwards rub in this soothing Ointment. They
will find it the best means of lessening their
agony, and assisted by Holloway’s Pills, the surest
away of overcoming their disease. More need not
be said than to request a few days’ trial of this
safe and soothing treatment, by which the disease
will ul imately be completely swept away. Pains
that would make a giant shudder are assuat^ed
without diflSculty by Holloway’s easy and inex-
pensive remedies, which comfort by moderating
the throbbing vessels and calming the excited
ecrvus.

,

God and futurity as baseless assumptions, and then

makes for himself the colossal assumptions that

,

he is to do his duty, and that he knows what it

is. Supposing he knows it, why is he to do it?

Mr. Whitworth says he is working at his busi-

ness out there in Bombay, and we have no doubt,

on the evidence of his published thoughts, that he

works to purpose, though it is hot, and that bis

bricks, if be makes bricks, stand the rain
; but

what does he do it for ? Where is the evidence

on his theory that he is not a fool for working

himself out, and doing disagreeable things stre-

nuously, when he might conceivably live in

a cool land, and do agreeable things instead.

What a strange superstition it is that binds him,—
him a mere animal, who must perish directly to care

whether his house or bridge is built well or ill

when it would be pleasanter to be careless about

it! He says exolicitly that he is not to wish to

draw nearer to God, and not to imitate Christ and

not to continue after he is dead
; and why, then, is

he not to do as be likes? .It is a pure assumption

that he owes friendly duty to his kind, and an as-

sumption not fortified by either analogy or reason,

most things having for their duty destruction and ,

the most rational theory of life being that the hard-

er life is, and the less help anybody gives any-

body, else the more certain is the survival of

the fittest. His duty to build good drains!

Why, if there were none, a race would arise im-
pervious to miasma, as is, we believe, to a strange

degree the case with European Jews, bred for a

thousand years in the filth of the Ghettos. Mr.

Whitworth in building drains is only impeding a

natural process, which would do its work much
better and more completely than ho can. It is a

mere superstition, on his theory, that enthronisa-

tion of Duty as Deity, and as baseless as any other.

It is no more an intuition than the sense of the

supernatural is an intuition, and if it w“re,

why is he to obey his intuitions ? There

is no reason, without God or a future,

except that he wishes to, and it must be

remembered that the immense majority, say all

Chinamen, will not wish. For those who do not

wish, where is the impelling power, when they once

recognise that this planet is certain to cease to be

a human abode? And then, as to the lino of duty,

Mr. Whitworth assumes that he knows it
;
but if he

strips his mind as dear of his social teaching as he

has done of his religious teaching, he will find

himself not quite so confident. His duty, as he
conceives it, is to obey the Christian ethics without
the Christian faith, but is not that a superstition,

too? Is it not at least as probable that the first

duty of man to man is to make him a

little more competent, and, as he must
perish so quickly, to lose no time about it?

Could duty to man be better done than by com-
pelling all Chinamen, by bayonet and shell, to

bring up their children in all secular knowledge,

or in killing down half of that overnuraerous

people, till there was room for the remainder to

be intelligent and happy. Their great powers are

all lost in the endless struggle to keep alive

which nature corrects by gigantic famines. Why
should not man help nature by slaughter, as well

as by teaching? He does not hesitate to thin-out

s 3P 3,lo— C nror has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains m the Backs
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest.Sore Throats. Cou<^hs’
Colds. Tightness of the Chest. Headache. Toothache’
Neuralgia, Colics. Rheumatism, Paralysis. Fains in
Groins. Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad
Logs, Bad Breasts. Swellings, Old Sores, Piles.’ King
Worms, Pimples, Freckles, A Eruptions octhc skio

j

deer; and wherein do men, on the theory, differ

from deer ? Everybody is reading this week of the

I

glories of nature in Brazil, and of the marvellous
country owned by Brazilians of all colors, and of

the way they waste it. Why is it not the duty
of Germans to kill out the Brazilians, who have
failed and will fail, and themselves fill up that

magnificent division of the world ? That would
appreciably add to the happiness of humanity,
and its prospects for the future. One of the best

men we ever knew, who had lost his faith as
Mr. Whitworth has, and held exactly his creed,
always maintained, in no spirit of jesting, that
the most neglected duty of the progressive races
of men was the extermination of the non-pro-
gressive peoples, who were futilely consuming the
limited natural resources of the world. Where
was he wrong, if Duty is to be the sole Deity, and
the future of the world the only futurity? So far

as we can see, if Christ was wrong, and we are not to
draw nearer to God, the true line of duty has been
wretchedly mistaken, and would, when discovered
enforce on the higher races a vast task of destruc-
tion and not of reparation and improvement. At
all events that view, the scientific one, is, at least,
as probable as the other, or social one, and Mr.
Whitworth’s creed which he thinks so kindly
ends in this,—that man, abandoning a supernatural
deity sets up a natural one who, by possiblity,may
teach. slaughter as his first work.

^(luertiscmntfs.

WN THK ItiFFlCACY OF THE MEDICINES

G .^XltlAT7XiT AND CO
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS,
Pakis : 8, Kue Vivienne, 8, Paris.

piSEASES OF THE CHEST CURED.
compliment you for your SYRUP OFHYPOPHOSPHITE OF LIME.^ I employ it daVly

amongst adults or children who are attacked with
diseases of the lungs and liter. It outvies every
other preparation of the day.

J. H. LANG, Medical Doctors
Lake Kellambete, Zerang, Victoria.”

GRIMAULT & CO.’S MATICO CAPSULES
AND INJECTION.

Renowned Physicians prescribe Grimault’s
aiATico as the most active and at the same time
the moat inoffensive remedy in the treatment ofAcute and Chronic Diseases. It has not, like
OoPAlBE, the inconvenience of giving NauseAs.

f d;
published several well-confirmed cases

ot fhthtsis pulmonalis one of which with the
complete destruction of one of the lungs, cured
by the use of DUSART’S WINE AND SYRUP
together with raw meat as food.

’

Dr. Delzbnne, of the Paris Faculty.

\ ASTHMA CURED.
3-\Veoweitto truth to state that all the

patientsGKIMAULT & Co 8 INDIAN CIGARETTES arc
unanimous in telling that their effect in asthma,
curomc catarrhs, and infiammation of the mucous
membrane of tjie nose, plate, and bronchice is most
s\xt^xls\)lg.— V^enna Medical Gazette (Austria).

SICK HEADACHE AND NEURALGIA
Vanquished,

" Grimault 4' Co's Guareana Powders and remaining quiet when I have
felt nremonitory symptoms of by a
beginning of pain, I have put it off for two months
(something which bad never occurred in m”
life before.) WoOD, Montreale.

2
AGENTS. --Smith, Btanistreet & Co., Bath-gate AND Co., Bonnbrjke & Co Calcutta iBARRIE & Co. Madras

; Treacher & Co., BoSy
and B100S& Co., Bangalore,

vmuay ,
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THo more Swindling*!!!

Why will you sufiEer

THE

Inconvenience and Trouble caused by
your petty goldsmiths

AND

Lose your money as well as gold while

B,. XiYAIj'L <b. CO.

ARE PREPARED TO UNDERTAKE THE MANUFACTURE

Of all Native Ornaments in gold and silver

At an unprecedented low rate ?

W. NEWmAX du CO.

R. LYALL & CO.,

Manufacturing Jewellers and
Watchmakers,

135, Radhabazar, Calcutta.

2>VNN ANZ> OO.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
BY APPOINTMENT TO

His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-
General of India.

Not. 46 Jf- 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-
able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
XMPBRZAX.

DRUGKJISTS’ HALL.

No. 32 & 33, College Street, Calcutta.

The undersigned respectfully beg to bring to the
notice of their friends and the public in general
that they have just landed S. S. City of Manchester
a further supply of fresh ordinary drugs, and best
chemical preparations from Messrs. Herrings & Co.
and genuine patent medicines from their celebrated
makers

; as the stock is too numerous to detail they
solicit an early inspection, and kind patronage.

Prescriptions carefully dispensed, and medicine
chests fitted up with neatness and despatch.

Mofussil orders promptly attended to on remit-
tance of cash or a respectable reference in Calcutta.

(jr Terms moderate.

a-22 CHUCKBRBUTTY. SAIN 4: CO.

BV APPOIXTMEXT
TO

HIS EXCELLENCY THE VICEROY

AND

GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF INDIA.

THB CAliCUTTA MUSZCAZi
BSTABIiZSXMBXT,
13A, Government Plaoe.

LATE BURKINYOUNG k CO,

Founded A.D. 1814.
Proprietor, CHARLES GOULD.

N. £, Catalogue with prices of Music, and
every description of Musical Instrument, for the
Drawing-room or Military Band, may be obtained
on application. ^.27

NEW BOOKS.

Blstory and Biography.
JAMES OUTRAM : A Biography. By Major-

General Sir F. J. Goldsmid, C.B.. K.C.S.I. \Vith

Illustrations and Maps, 2 vols. (20 0) Rs. 23 2

LORD LAWRENCE : A Sketch of his Public

Career. By Capt. L. J. Trotter. (1 0) Re.l 0
HISTORY OF THE INDIAN MUTINY 1857-

18.59. Commencing from the close of the second

volume of Sir John Kay’s “ History of the Se-

poy War.” By Col. G. B. Malleson, c.s.l ,
Vol.

III. (12 12) Rs. 14 2

Kandahar in 1879 ; Being a Diary, reprint-

ed, with Corrections and Additions from the
“ Royal Ensineer’s Journal.” By Major Le
Messurier. (5 4^ Rs. 5 12

A SKETCH OF THE KAFFIR AND ZULU
works : Guardana to Isandhlwana. By Capt.

H. Hallam Parr, Military Secretary to H. E.

Sir Bartle Frere. (3 6) Rs. 3 12

HISTORICAL LECTURES AND ESSAYS ; Bv
the Rev. Charles KineRley. (3 14) Rs. 4 4

EPISODES OF FRENCH HISTORY : 1 Charle-

magne and the Carlovingians. By Gustave

Masson. With Notes and Geneological. Histori-

cal, and other Tables. (1 12) Re. 1 14

THE MANCHUS ;
or, the Reigning Dynasty of

China, their rise and progress. With Maps
and Illustrations. By the Rev. John Ross.

(10 0) Rs. 11 4

Voyages and Travels.
COLONEL GRODEKOFF’S RIDE FROM SAM-
arkand to Herat, through Balkhand the Uzbek
States of Afghan-Turkestan

;
with his own map

of the March Route from the Oxus to Herat,

By Charles Marvin. (5 4) Rs. 5 12

NILE GLEANINGS, concerning the Ethnology,,

History and Art of Ancient Egypt ns revealed

by Egyptian Paintings and Bas-reliefs, with
description of Nubia and its Great Rock
Temples. By Villiers Stuart of Doomona. With
58 colored and outline plates from Original

Sketches. Royal 8vo. cloth gilt. (20 0)
Rs. 22 8

BRAZIL. THE AMAZONS, AND THE COAST.
By Herbert H. Smith, Illustrated from Sketches
by Wells Champney and others, beautifully

engraved on wood, 8vo. (13 8 ) Rs. 15 0

THE RIVER OP GOLDEN SAND: Narrative of

a journey through China and Eastern Thibet to

Burmah. With Illustrations and Ten Maps
from Original Surveys. By Capt. William Gill.

K. E. With an Introductry Essay by Col. Henry
Yule, C. B., in 2 vols. 8vo. (19 0) Rs. 21 4

Science.

A PHYSICAL TREATISE ON ELECTRICITY
and Magnetism. By J. E. H. Gordon, b. A.,

2 vols. (23-10) Es.26 4

ELECTRIC LIGHT -ITS PRODUCTION AND
use. Embodying plain directions for the working
of Galvanic Batteries, Electric Lamps, and Dy-
namo-Electric Machines. By J, W. Urkubart.
C. E., with 94 Illustrations. (4 12) Rs. 6 4

A MANUAL OF THE ALKALI TRADE. Includ-
ing the manufacture of Sulphuric Acid, Sulphate
of Soda, and Bleaching Powder. By John Lomas
with 232 Illustrations and Working Drawings.
(33 12) Rs. 37 8.

SUPPLEMENT TO SPON’S DICTIONARY OP
Engineering, Civil, Mechanical, Military, and
Naval. Edited by Ernest Spon. Vols. L and
II.. each. (8-8) Rs. 9 8

The remaining Valumes will be received

as issued.

SPON’S ENGINEERS’ AND CONTRACTORS
Illustrated book of prices of Machines, Tools,

Ironwork, and Contractors’ material, and En-
gineer’s Directory for 1880-81, (6 0) Rs. 6 10

Religion.

THE HIBBERT LECTURES 1880. Lectures on
the Influence of the Institutions, Thought, and
Culture of Rome on Christianity and the deve-
lopment of the Catholic Church. By Ernest
Renan. Translated by Charles Beard, m.a
(6 12) Rs. 7 8

THE HIBBERT LECTURES, 1879. Lectures on
the Origin aud Growth of Religion as illustrated

by the Religion of Ancient Egypt, By P, LePage
Renouf. (6 12^ Rs. 7 8

THE APOSTLES OP OUR LORD. Practical
Studies. By A.M. Symington, B.A. (2 4) Rs. 2 8

WORD. WORK, AND WILL. Collected papers
by William Thomson, D,D,, Lord Archbishop of
York. (5 10) Rp,6 4

THE RELIGIONS OF CHINA. Confucianism
and Taoism described and compared with
Christianity. (3 14) Rs. 4 4

Poetry.
THE ENGLISH POETS. Selections with Critical

Introductions by various Writers, and a General
Introduction by Matthew Arnold. Vols. I and
II. (9 8) Rs. 10 8

be completed in 4 volumes,

THE LIGHT OF ASIA; or, The Great Benuncia*
tion. Being the Life and Teaching of Gautama.
By Edwin Arnold. (1 12) Rs, 1 14

Ditto, beautifully bound in cloth, extra
gilt. (5 10) Rs. 6 4

SELECTIONS FROM THE POETRY OP ELI-
ZABETH BARRETT BROWNING second series.

(5 6) Rs, 6 0

SELECTIONS FROM THE POETRY OP RO-
Bert Browning. Second Series. (5 Q)

Rs. 6 0

Medical.
ON DISEASES OF THB STOMACH, the

varieties of Dyspepsia, their Diagnosis and
Treatment, By Dr. S. O. Habershon, 3rd Edi-
tion. (3 (?) Rs. 3 12

INDIGESTION : What it is
; what it leads to

;

and a new method of treating it. By Dr. J.
Beadnell Gill. (2 4) Rs, 2 8

NOTES ON RHEUMATISM.
2nd Edition. (2 4)

By Dr, J, Pollock,

Rs, 2 8

A DESCRIPTION AND EXPLANATION OP
the method of Performing Post Mortem Examin-
ations in the Dead-House of the Berlin Charite
Hospital, with special reference to Medico-Legal
Practice. By Professor R. Virchow. (2 4)

Rs, 2 8

“CHANGE” AS A MKNTAL RESTORATIVE.
By Jo.sEPH Mortimer Granvill. (As. 12)

As. 14

BRAINWORK AND OVERWORK. A new
voloume of the “ Long Life Series," (As. 12)

As. 14

THE HEART AND ITS FUNCTIONS. A new
volume of the “ Health Primers” (As. 12 ) As. 14

A MANUAL OF FAMILY MEDICINE FOR
India. By Dr. W. J. Moore. Published xinder
the authority of the Government of India. Third
Edition. (7 12) Rg. 8 8

THE HOUSEHOLD BOOK OP PRACTICAL
medicine, containing a full account of the
Diseases of the Human System, with appro-
priate remedies and a collection of valuable Re-
ceipts. By Dr. G. H. Hosmer. (4 12) Rs. 5 4

SICK-NURSING: A Handbook for all who have
to do with cases of Disease and Convalescence.
By Dr, G. Black (As. 12) As. 14

W. NEWMAN & CO,

x>r. Xiazarus’s Ilomestio Medloines
Infantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rg. 1 4
Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... ... „ 1 0

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),... ... ,,10
Rkstrinoent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... ,,2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ... „ 2 0
Expectorant Drops (for

Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

(mild, prompt

(stronger

for

Balsamic
Coughs,
Pain in

&c.).

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative.

Family Aperient Pills
and safe).

Family Antibilious Pills
than above), ...

Family Carminative (Invaluable
Children),

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair),

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &c.), 0 -- ,,18
The above are most str ngly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is
iwagyped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus k Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Ven-
ders. • a.68

1 8

20

1 4

1 4

2 0

2 0
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SMITH. STAHISTREET. & CO.
Pharmaceutical Chemists and

Orug-g-lsts,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT
lo Hit Excellency the Right Ilon'ble

LORD LYTTON,
Viceroy and Governor-General of India,

ikc., ikc.,

Have received a large and choice selection
from the best m&kers of the followiug ^

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

FromArtery Forceps

» „ Fenestra
Belts, Abdomen

„ Corpulency
,, Riding

,, Carson’s Patent
Catheters, Silver Plated
Caustic Cases

,,

Dissecting Cases
Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings ,,

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete ,,

,, Trumpets for Deafness
„ Cornets, Double

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c. 1

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks V ,,

Stockings, Thread, per pair]
Ditto, Silk

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. ,,

Electro-Magnetic Machines
very powerful, single
Do. do, double

,,

Do. do, Docket ,,

ENEMA APPARATUS.

>9

) 9

9 9

9 9

99

99

99

99

99

9 9

Rs. A. P.
2 0 0

8 0
0 0

0 0

0 0

4

9
12
5

99

16 0 0
.8 0 0
3 0 0
7 0 0
4 0 0
8 0 0
.8 0 0
9 0 0

5 0 0

8 0 0
2 0 0

20 0 0

25 0 0
18 0 0

Brass, single and double From Rs. A. P.

12 0 0
Kennedy’s Syphon

,, ... 9 0 0
Eye Instrument Cases ,, ... 60 0 0
„ ,, Macnainara’s „ .36 0 0

Cataract Knives and Needless ,, 3 8 C
Scissors, curved. Probe, and

Sharp, pointed. Cross
Action „ ...4 0 0

Opthalraoscopes Liebrichs, (See. ,, 12 0 0
Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

byns. Mudges, &c., &c. ,, ,8 8 0
Minor Operation Instruments
AneJirism needles

,, ... 2 0 0
Abscess Knives, Symes ,, ... 2 0 0

„ Lancets „ ... 1 12 0
Bistouries „ ... 2 8 0
Bleeding Lancets „ ... 1 4 0
Directors, Silver Plated ,, ... 1 8 0
Dissecting Cases „ ... 7 0 0
Exploring Needles

,, ... 2 8 0
Gum Lancets 2 0 0
Pocket Cases filled „ ... 16 0 0

„ Army Regulation 80 0 0
Probes, Silver „ ... 1 0 0
Scalpel and Finger Knives „ ... 6 0 0
Scalpels „ ... 2 0 0
Scissors „ ... 1 8 0
Spatulas, Silver Plated „ ... 1 8 0
Tenaculum „ ... 2 0 0
Stethoscopes

,, ... 2 0 0
Speculums Ear „ ... 2 8 0

„ Spring Kramers „ ... 7 0 0
» .. Nose „ ... 7 0 0
„ Rectum „ .8 0 0
„ Silver Plated 6 0 0

Spray Producers, Listers
,, ... 18 0 0

,, Richardson’s Complete ,, ... 16 0 0
,, Various Makers „ ... 8 0 0

Suspenders „ ... 2 0 0
Subcutaneous Syringes

,, ... 8 0 0
Aluminum Cases

,, ... 36 0 0
Silver Plated Mounts „ ... 8 0 0
Clinical Thermometers 5 0 0

,, With Kew Certificate ,, ... 7 8 0
From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and

Sons, &c., &c.
HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-

METERS,
Which on holding in a certain position

the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier fr6m 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PHGBNTX THERMOMETER,

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners and Patients

is obviated from 8 0 9

Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOE

H. <fe T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxidised
Pbosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork. Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.
Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. &

0. Co.’s and B, I. G, S. N. Co.’s Steamers,
Wholesale rates on application. '

9 <fe 10, Dalhousijb Square,
and 47. Dhurrumtollah Street. o-17

tscac:&z:b., spink. co.,

CALCUTTA,

PSYCHOLOGY.
THE ELEMENTS OP THE PSYCHOLOGY OP

Cognition. By Robert Jardine, B.D. Crown
8vo. Rs. 4-4.

Herbert Spencer’s Works.
FIRST PRINCIPLES.-The Unknowable, the
Knowable. In I vol. 8vo* Rs. 11-6.

THE PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY. The Data
of Biology, the Induction of Biology, Morpho-
logical Development, Physiological Develop-
ment, Laws of Multiplication. In 2 vols. 8vo
Rs, 24-6.

THE PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGY. The
Data of Psychology, the Inductions of Psycho-
logy, General Synthesis, Special Synthesis,
Physical Synthesis, Special Analysis. General
Analysis, Corollaries. fn2vols. 8vo, Rs, 25-14.

THE PRINCIPLES OP SOCIOLOGY. The Data
of Sociology, the Induction of Sociology, the
Domestic Relations. Vol. I. 8vo. Rs. 15.

CEREMONIAL INSTITUTIONS, (being part IV.
of the Principles of Sociology). In 1 vol
8vo. Rs. 5.

THE STUDY OP SOCIOLOGY. Crown 8vo.
Rs. 3-8.

THE DATA OF ETHICS (being Part I of the
Principles of Ethics). In 1 vol. Rs, 5-12.

SOCIAL STATICS
; OR, THE CONDITIONS TO

Human Hapiness specified, and the first of them
developed. In I vol. 8vo. Rs. 7-4.

EDUCATION : INTELLECTUAL, MORAL, AND
Physical. In 1 vol. 8vo. Rs. 4-4. Cheap Edition
Rs. 1-2.

ENGLISH PSYCHOLOGY, Translated from the
French of H. Ribot Hartley, J. Mill, Harbert
Spencer, A. Bain, G. H. Lewis, S. Bailey, J.
Stuart Mill. Crown 8vo. Rs. 5-12.

PRINCIPLES OP MENTAL PHYSIOLOGY,
with their Application to the Training and
Discipline of the Mind and the study of its
morbid conditions. By William B. Carpenter,
C.B. Fourth Edition. Thick Crown 8vo
Rs. 8-8.

BODY AND MIND. An Inquiry into their Con-
nection and mutual Influence, specially in re-
ference to Mental Disorders

;
to which are add-

ed Psychological Essays. By Henry Maudsley,
M, D. Crown 8vo. Rs. 4-4.

AN INTRODUCTION TO MENTAL PHILOSO- :

phy on the Inductive Method. By J. D, Morel
'

A. M. 8vo. Rs, 8-8.
|

ELEMENTS OP MENTAL AND MORAL
Science. By George Payne, LL.D. Fifth Edition,
1862. 8vo. Rs. 6.

j

THE ELEMENTS OP INTELLECTUAL '

Science. A Manual for Schools and Colleges I

Abridged from “ The Human Intellect,” by Noah
'

Porter, D. D. 8 vo. Rs. 9-8. i

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF MIND. By Henry
Maudsley M. D. Crown 8 VO. Rs. 7-8.

i

LECTURE ON METAPHYSICS. By Sir William
I

Hamilton, Bart. Edited by Rev. H. L. Mansel.
|

B D,, and ,Iohn Veitch, M. a. 2 vols 8vo. Rs. 9. !

THE EMOTIONS AND THE WILL. By'
Alexander Bain, LL. d. Third Edition 8vo, i

Rs. 9-12.
j

THE INTUITIONS OP THE MIND, inductively '

investigated. By the Rev. .lames M’Cosh.
'

LL.D. New and revised Edition. 8vo* '

Rs. 6-12,

THE EMOTIONS. By James M’Cosh. D.D.,
LL.D., 8v. Rs, 6-8.

MENTAL AND MORAL SCIENCE, a Compen-
|dium of Pftychology and Ethics. By Alexander
!

Bain, LL.D. Crown 8vo Rs. 7-8,
i

ANALYSIS OP THE PHENOMENA OF THE
,

Human Mind, By James Mill, with Notes

Illustrative aud Critical, by Alexander Bain.
Andrew Findlater, and George Grote. Edited
with additional Notes by John Stuart Mill-
In two vols. 8vo. Rs. 20

METAPHYSICS
; or. The Philosophy or Con-

sciousness, Phenomenal and Real. By H. L.
Mansel, B. D. Third Edition. Small Crown 8vo
Rs. 5-6.

A STUDENT’S HANDBOOK OP PSYCHOLOGY
and Ethics. Designed chiefly i f»r ' the London
B. A. and B. Sc. By F. Ryland, M.A. Crown
8vo. Rs. 2-8.

,
,

-
^

THE PRINCIPLES OP PSYCHOLOGY. By
Herbart Spencer. 2 vols. 8vo. Rs. 25-14.

AN EXAMINATION OP MR.' J. S. MILL’S
Philosophy, being a Defence of Fundamental
Truth. By James M’Cosh, ll.d., 8vo, Rs. 7-8.

THE BRAIN AS AN ORGAN OP MIND. By H. i

Charlton Bastain, w. a., M. d, Crown 8vo.
Rs. 3>8.

History of Pbllosophy.
A HISTORY OP PHILOSOPHY, from Thales to

the present time, by Dr. Friedrich Ueberweg.
Translated from the German by G. S. Morris,

j

A. M.; with additions by Noah Porter, D. d!

j

Second Edition. 2 vols. royal 8vo. Rs.28-2,

I
THE HISTORY OF P ULOSOPHY, from Thales

to Comte. By George Henry Lewis. Fourth
Edition, corrected and partly re-written. In
2 vols, 8vo. Rs. 2.8-

LECTURES ON THE HISTCRY OF MORAL
Phylosophy. A new Edition, with additional
Lectures by William Whewell, D. D. Crown
8vo. Rs. 6-12.

Handbook op the history op philo-
sophy by Dr. Albert Schwegler. Translated and
annotated by James Hutchison Stirling, LL.D.
Seventh Edition. Post 8vo. Rs. 4-4.

G-eorgre Henry Z<ewes.
PROBLEM OF LIFE AND MIND, First Series

8vo. Rs. 8-8,

THE PHYSICAL BASIS OP MIND, with illus-
trations; being the Second Series of Problems of
Life and Mind. 8vo. Rs. 11-6.

PROBLEMS OF LIFE AND MIND. Third Series.
Problem the First—the study of Psychology,
its Object, Scope, and Method 8vo. Rs. 5-6.

PROBLEMS OP LIFE AND MIND. Third Series
continued. Problem the Second—Mind as a
Function of the Organism. Problem the
Tliird—the Sphere of Sense and Logic of Peeling.
Problem the Fourth—the Sphere of Intellect and
Logic of Signs. 8vo. Rs. 10-12.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,
6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

a- 14 Calcutta.

HOUSES FOR SALE.

Bowbazaar, lower room— upper
Bentinck St, ditto
Bentinck Lane ditto
Crooked Lane, ditto
COLLINGA double
College St. upper
Dhurrumtolla ditto

ditto

ditto
Dacres Lane, ditto
Elisidm Row ditto
Free School St., ditto

ditto
Got-iSTAN Lane, lower
Jebb’s Lane, upper
Lindsay St. ditto
Park St. ditto

Rs
8,600

12,000

17,500
7,500

14.000

12,800
12.000

12,000
15.000

40.000

30.000
42.000
20.000
.86,000

10,000

. 13.600

, 24,000

. 32,000

• J
Xioans

N^ociated upon the mortgage of House aud Landed
Property in Calcutta and Suburbs on the most
^vorable terms in sums from Rs. 5,000 to
Rs, 60,000.

Special arrangements made for larger snms.

a-81

I>. L A T T E Y & CO.,
General Ag'ents,

1, Old Court House, Corner,
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THE ORIGINAL HARDWARE ESTABLISHMENT OF INDIA.

T. E. THOMSON &.CO,
9, ESPX<ANADE ROW,

CALCUTTA.

IMPOKTERS OF

Steam Plougrbs* Horse Plougrhs, ikc., &o., &c.

STEAM CULTIVATING TACKLE WITH SIE YENS PATENT PLOUGH AND
CULTIVATOR. POUR FURROWS, WITH

1

2
1

1

Dozen Extra Ploughsharen

Extra Tines for Cultivator

Dozen Extra Shares 8. 2
S. 3

2 Dozen Extra Shares R. S. 2
^ >» >« >, R. S. 4
^ i» >, II R. S. 4
1 Extra Screws with Collars for

raising the main wheel.
Extra Draft Hooks, Bolts, Keys, and Pinions, and 8 Extra Iron Coulters for heavy lands.

Howard’s Patent Double-Breast Or Xtid-Jlng- Ploug'bs.
These Ploughs are intended for moulding up or forming ridges for turnips, mangolds, and potatoes-

The breasts are fitted in a neat and simple manner: they can be readily expanded or contracted to
any required with, and this independently of, each other. By simply removing the breasts which
can be done instantly, and attaching the hoes shewn in the annexed engraving, these implements can
be used as horse hoes. ^

Plougrhs for small Bullocks or Ponies.
Howard’s Patent Iron Dwarf Plough, with one wheel Marked D’each ... . Rs 45 0

This plough is intended to be worked by a small horse or bullock. It is adapted for light land
for stirring loose soil, and for any kind of shallow ploughing where the draught is easy.

” ’

The average weight of the above Plough is 1^ cwt.
Howard’s Patent Turnerest Plough, with one Wheel each ... ... gg n

The above plough is the most useful made for very hard, rooty, or stony ’ground, being ver’v strong
and reversible. j «

Howard’s Expanding Horse floe each ... ... ... _ pg -q ^
This Implement is intended for one row of turnips, potatoes, or beans, or for three rows of wheat

barley, &c. The hoes are made to suit the different widths of the rows, and are so arranged that the
frame never projects beyond the outside hoes. The advantage of this arrangement is verv great when
hoeing higbstanding crops. ' °

It is fitted with an expanding harrow, which works behind the implement and brings the weeds
to the surface. ®

The average weight of the above is IJ cwt.

Whitehead’s Patent Horse Hoes, each
Carson’s Patent Expanding Horse Hoes, each ...

Ten per cent, off the above prices for Cash.

Messrs. DVTTA BB.OTKEB.S
AND CO.,

GENERAL FURNITURE DEALERS, SHIP
BANIANS, MERCHANTS, CONTRAC-

TORS, See

,

Invite Inspection of tbeir sbow-Rooms,

No. 71, Bbntinck Street,

OPPOSITE THE CITY PRESS.

Where every requisite for Balls, Routs or Parties

can be hired at >

Moderate Rates.

OILMAN STORES,WAREHOUSE & SALE-ROOM

120, Municipal Market,

Rs. .55 0
„ 60 0

' Just Landed.

I

Buccleuch.” Hommopath
j

Medicines, Phials, corks. Pocket filters. Clinic:

j

thermometers, other requisites, &c.,&c.

Just Published.

STRI-SAHAOHARA,
A treatise on the Diseases of the females in

Benga^ ee ;

Including a general knowledge of Midwifery illu
• trated with 14 woodcuts.

Bound in doth. Price Rs, 2. Postaae As 2
2. F.mily Guide in Bengu.ee

, to etotl

3. Bi*hooohika-Beio, I
’’“‘S' A"-

4. Shadwisa Chikit-
' ”

sashar ... . n .
>» ,, As.

To be had at Datta’s.
• ^ I

^ * * >•-

Befreshment B.ooms.

No. .59 & 60 Municipal Market,

FOR SALE.

A 6 H. P. Vertical Engine and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill.

A 8 H. P. Horizontal Engine and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill (new).

A Grand Pianoforte by Collard and Collard in

good condition.

A Harold’s Sympathetic Grand Square Piano in

good condition.

An Alexandra Billiard Table by Dunn & Co.
Jute Combs.
Tarpaulins.

Miroballams,
Mangoe slice dry.

Ricebowls of sorts.

Sieves,

Sofa Springs of sizes.

Carriage whip sockets, &c., &c.
1 Handsome Palanquin late property of late

Nabob Amir Ally.-

1 Broker’s Pony Office Jaun,
1 Brownberry by Thos. Smith & Co.

*

a-77 DUTTA BROS, k CO., a-5r>

No. 312, Chitpore Road
; Battalah, Calcutta

Illustrated Price List free to the customers only.

Terms easy Gash.
B. K. DATTA,

Proprietor.

Apply to the Manager.
FOR

Illustrated Price List,

At 66, COLLEQE STREET.

-ff
-

' ! Reductfon Beduotlon 1

T and

TO LARGE CONSUMERS
A furtber reduction.

M r. E. A. P’SILVA has deemed it necessary
to comply with the request of his many

constituents to supply aerated waters at the following
rates.

Soda water in Bombay size bottles 0 10 per doz.
Lemonade ... ... 10 „ „
Tonic water ... ... 1 0 „
Qingerale f'gingerade) ... 1 0 „ „
Brisk and Lively ... ... I 12 „ „
Medicated waters and beverages such as.

,
Roseade

Maidens blush, etc., supplied on the shorest notice,
but not less than 3 dozens at a time.

E. A. D’SXIiVA^'
CHEMI818 AND DRUGGISTS,'

A-1, Park Street, Calcutta, a-l5

[Established 18.33.]

K. C. GANGOOLV da OO.,
ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, & Co
19, 20, 24, Maugoe Xtane, Calcutta,

The following is a description of some of the
works undertaken and goods sold by us :

—

Engraving' Department.
Zinc Plates for marking cases, Office Seals,

' Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for
Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon. Branding
Irons, &c., Engraving on plated-ware, Gold, Sil-
ver, Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.

. <sr Rubber Seals are also supplied.
Printing Department.

Books, Mercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any
character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards,
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either
from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery Department.
Writing and Printing Paper,.in gr^at variety.

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-
ness, Invitation, Ball, Programme, Playing, &c.
Writing Inks, Litho- Materials, Drawing Paper,
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth-
day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,
.Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery
Account Books of various descriptions.

Terms—For Mofussil Cash or reference for pay-
ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the
trade.

Catalogue on Application.
H. C. GANGOOLT& Co.

Mangoe Lane, Calcutta.

a-60

DR. D. JAYNE’S

Family Medicines.

.! J ij

Per Bot. Per Doz.

^ ^
Rs. A. Rs. A.

EXPECTORANT (for Coughs and
Colds) out of stock at present 2 8 24 0

HAIR TONIC (to cute .hair falling

off and baldness) ... ... 2 8 24 0

ALTERATIVE (valuable touic and
blood purifier) ... ... 2 8 24

AGUE MIXTURE (a specific for

cure of fevers and agues) ... 2 8 24
LIQUID H AIR DYE (changes hair

of any other colour to a beautiful

hlack without injury to the skin) 2 8 24
CARMINATIVE BALSAM (for

cure of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
Cholera) ... 1 0 11

TONIC VERMIFUGE ... 0 8 6 8
LINIMENT, OR COUNTER-IRRI-

tant (an outward application for

Bruises, Scalds, Stings, Bites, &c.) 0 8 5 8

S ANATIVE PILLS (for Dyspepsia
find Bilious Complaints) .„ 0 ' 8 5 ^

(or per tin of 4 dozen boxes, Rs, 20)
IhQ " Medical Almanac" for current year is

''

available on application.
i(-

Sykes db Go.,
.ni:

; iiitoi III

1, GRANT’S LANE, CALCUTTA,

SOLE agents fob

D, Jayne 'di.

PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A. a-34
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY,
QTTTOIA'Dtv Tni-vT-% rm-TTTf a ^ —w 7SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE GENTRY

TBB
* H'

NBW rZiBXXBXiE BAKE NBCX.LBT.
TBE MOST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,

fi
Gold. We keep a largre variety in Stockof all sizes and prloes, from B,s. 80 to Bs. 250 eacl^

A very nice Chain, sufficiently

thick and massive to suit most

JBW^pL^EBY
•' '* ItOR

AND
ALL FESTIVE

AND
Commemoratlve

ocoaslons.
' .vjv>.vov'y‘.'.<

Garnet Ear-
rings,’ Rs. 36
' cash, ^

Amethyst
Earrings to

match Pen-
dant, Rs. ' 27

cash.

Gold Ear-
rings, Rs. 32

cash.

Carbuncle Ear-
rings, Rs. 30

cash.

A handsome Gold Pendant set with a fine Amethyst. Gold^ftlns’e.and grlass for portrait at haok; ^
'*

' * T I jfKurfw y. Ty a £y/\ ^ a. z. . •'Price Rsi^ 60 cash.
To match. Bracelet, Rs. 66, Brooch Rs. 36, and Earrings, as above.

Illustrated Catalogues post free to MofussU Cofastituents.

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
Jswellers Xn Ordinary to zz. B. the Viceroy and to H, B. s

the Prince of Wales,
«*8i cawutta:

(.1

Established 1875.TKB BBW MVBZCAX. BBPOT,
THE CHEAPEST ESTABTJJ8BMENT IN CALCUTTA,

' 6, Ziower chitpore Bead.

DWARKIN & SON,ZaSPOBTEBS Or^MUSICjAX. INSTBU9KBNTS, &o.,

^ ^ ^ .
PEOPLE’S HARMONIUMS,

^Wita 0D6 Fedal aud no Lid, 5 Octaves, in polished solid oak ckse. by Alexandre
_ , , , „ IMPROVED HARMONIFLUTES,
Superior Improved HarmoniSute, 3 octaves, O. Q. Side I stop, highly finished, iu box

FLAGEOLETS,
Uf Cocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, with Flute head

„ „ . „ .
MUSICAL BOXES

Small size, 2 airs ... i

T I'Vr ’

M
MUSICAL ALBUMS,

4n roan leather, gilt edges, and gilt brass clasp, playing two airs ;..
' PICOALOS,

P* ^ i3§rm»n 8iiver keys, slide head «. .*
«48

I'f

Ra. 80 each,

91 65 .,

99 10

99 5

9 16 „

»> 6 „

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

The Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY established

in India to provide Security against, Losses
arisinv^'f' through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies,

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary Ipi^es to which persons are
exposed who become responsible for the acts of
others. " ’

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Secretary

.

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,
Or.

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

<*•16 Agent, for BENGAL.

K, DAY ABD CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS
OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmiths,Blectroplatera,Bronzera,

I' 'Ziacqnerors and Ballway' Oon>
f I tractors, Ac.v'Ac. '

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
;

i
Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and flot-

water Cans
; garden watering pots ; Tea, House,

Street, Portico, Lobby aud Ornamental [Church
Lamps; Railway Lamps of (every descriptions,
&c. , &c..

Always in hand and made to order.

Also
Portable Cooking stoves of single and double

IL 3, and inch burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate, a-33
Vr Vfl

QUICK! SAFE 1

1

# SURE ! ! t

PAVZi <k CO.’S

Proprietory Medicines,

Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co,,

DRUGGISTS.

Street, Calcutta.

Mixture.

I i

No, S85-13, Bombazar

Prophylactic
' It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,

Deranged Liver,'Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of

Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this

anrivalled'Mixture produces the most desirable

and marvellous ^ffqcts m constitution of the

long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the

Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-

tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the

system, Pric& l Re. per bottle.'
'

,Ezp«o1;orating Drops.
A sure and admirable_cure for Congbs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption,
Hoarseness and diffionlty. of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-
tion of the system, when it is administered a upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this

repeated at night or at any time when the oougb is

troublesome, is snre to afford instantaneous relief.

Prica.l'Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
i ( 1.1
An approved and excellent r* -nedy for Phcu.

matism, Gont, Swellings, Foul U cers, Cntaueous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
aris.ag from a depraved and imperfect state of the
Blood. By iis influence the Appetite is revived, ,and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Pbysi'al
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly restored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

N, B,—Pull directions accompany each bottle.
Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
with full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to. ^

Drugs of the best quality and genuine parent
Medicines are aJtvtpys available at th,e;above;a4«lrp8a
at the cheapest rate possible, rr.39



CALCUTTA AUCTION MART.
NO. 1, LALL BAZAR.

A. j.' p' A !a K. B a & o o.

« i W’JLL SELL BY AUCTION

POSITIVELY TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER

On Tuesilay,' 26th October 1880|

COMMENCING AT 12 O’CLOCK PRECISELY

At No. 11, Daores Lane

THE HANDSOME HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE
AND FITTINGS

CHIEFLY BY EUROPEAN MAKERS

The property of

A. W. OQG, Esq,,

Changing his residence.

A. J. PABXLBB & CO.

Beg to draw the! attention of those about to furnish to their fine range of Commission Sale Rooms
where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowest prices.

Those desirous of Selling their Furniture privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu-

ation cash advances made. a-21

PZK.BPAB.A1X KU&SEB.ir.
New Seeds ! Good Seeds ! ! Fresh Seeds ! ! I

our
just lauded perThe following are the rates, fixed upon

Seeds for the current year
Steamer Manchester.
60 Kinds of fresh American

Vegetables including sever-

al varieties of cabbages,
mostly new. Cauliflowers,

Knol Holes, and the others

per packet ... Rs. 8 0
50 Do. of do. ) 7 0
40 Do. of do.

or just the same as the

last year • • • tf 5 0
30 Hinds of choice and double

flower seeds ... • • • ff 5 0
25 Do. of do. 99 4 0
20 Do. of do. 99 3 0
20 Do. of fresh Arne-

rican beautiful shrub and
vine seeds all new to our
country ... ... „ 3 0

8 Do. of field and
grass seeds ... ... „ 1 8

Sea Island Cotton seed (long

staple) per seer 1 12

Country vegetable seeds for

present sowing per packet „ I 0
Osage Orange or Hedge seed

per tola ... ... ,, 10 ..

•I kinds of Bird seeds per

packet ... ... „ 1

Up country big headed Cauli-

flower per tola ... „ 10
Tobacco seeds of sorts per

]>aper ... ... .,0 4
Plants of all descriptions are available in large

numbers for sale. Price lists are supplied on appli-

cation free.

Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to the Nursery’s
monthly Bengali journal “ Krishi Tatwa” are re-

quested to send their names and subscriptions.
Ks. 3-6 to the undersigned.

Price list for Seeds of all sorts—can be supplied
if required.

NETTO GOPAL CHATTBRJBA,
a-18 Proprietor, Pikeparah Nursery, Calcutta.

For Sale.

ADDRBSS delivered by Colonel Olcott. Presi-

dent of the New York Theosophical Society
on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji
Institute, Bombay. Price two annas a copy.
Apply to the Indian Mirror Office,

THE GREATEST

WOUDEE OF MOEEM TIMES!
j r : r

HOLlOWAirS PltL$

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to bo
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or

Ihe slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

cidental to the life of a miner, or to those living in tho
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race,

rviz coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—^the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,

diarrhcca, and cholera.

Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds,
ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin diseases ; in fact, when
lused according to the printed directions, it never fails to

cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

Ihe Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
(Jivilized World ; with directions for use in almost every
language.

' f®* Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho"M look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes. r the
address is not 683j Oxford Street, Loni

.
they

are spariooe,

A-2b

<r 21
11

•
^ 1 *

*
'

—

are those whioh go

CORRECTLY
FROM YEAR TO YEAR

Keeping correct time

and ARB TO BB HAD AT

DKATTKEWSON’S
FOR CASH

From lEtupees twenty five upwards.

R. N. MATTHEWSON,

No. 1, Calcutta,

Watch-Maker, Importer & Repairer.

ARRIVALS.

a-69 S. N. MATTB&WSON.

GENTTX17B AVURVEDIC'
IdEDICllTES ! J

! ^ j

1^ ABIRAJ Soshi Bhusun Roy, a member of the
L\ well-known Kabiraj family of Kanchraparah,
and grandson of the most renowned Kabiraj, date':
Bisvfa Nath Roy, of that place, has settled himself
permanently in Calcutta, and intends practising
in this city.

. All kinds of best Ayurvedic medicines, such
a.s Mriganlta, Raj Mriqanlca, Rattiagarva pattali
Ras, i&c . for consumption and diseases of the
lungs. Basantakusumahar Ras, Tarakaswar, &c.,
for Diabetes. Brihat-somenath Rash, Brihat
Bangaswar, Harisankar Ras, Chandradoy Ras,
and

I

other medicines for urinary diseases.
Chat^dr 'prova gurika, Sankar Mata Lgwha,
for piles. &c. Svdhanidhi and other medicines for
Raktapitta. Astabokra, H^ssasindur, ChaturmuJih,
Slc., for insanity, &o. Mirtusavjibani Rets, Bejoy
putputti, Sarna putpuW, Rangagura, arid other'
best medicines for all kinds of diarrhoea, dysenterv,'
&c. AgniCumar, Agnisundar, Agnitundi\ Krabada
Ras, &c. for dyspepsea, &c. Surbajara-hara lowha,
BriJuit’Sarba-jara- hara lowha, JoymcOigc^l

\ Ras, !

Mahijaran-kusa, Jirantak, Jarasani,^'Jaraitkusa,
Mritunjoy, Chandasakhor Ras, Ratmgiri Ras, &c.,
for all kinds of fever. Batgajankusa, &c., for
rheumatism, and other 'medicines for all sorts of
acute and chronic diseases for males, ‘femalesj' and
children, are to be had from him, and also pure and '

genuine Rasasindur of all discriptions, such as
Makaradhaj, Saragunhalijaran, &c., for which
his family is well noted, can be had from him.
Terms moderate. Medicines free, advice gratis to
the really poor, who may attend at his place of
residence.

AddUBSS—

S

5, Colaloliab Street, Calcutta.

a-70
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HAROLD & 00.,
3, DAXiKOUSZE SQUARE. CALCUTTA.

T.- 1/ '£ •

>

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentrv
the Mofuasil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harn

^

playing Ee=Bali and Native Tunea. Th^e Boie, have beel mannfaotafed oriTr'and Will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tnnp
’

and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each b^x
P®‘^®ctly in tune,

Box BTo. 1073, playing: 6 Bengrall tunes, 1st series.
^ooT^hee. 4. Bassanto.

IT 1- »
I^alangrah. . .

'

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo
Cash price Rs. 100.

Harp or Setar Box No. 1073^, playing: 6 Bengali tunes, 1st series.

1 .

o

3.

1 .

2.

3.

4. Bassanto.

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6.

Cash price Rs. 125.

^
1074, playing: 8 Bengrali tunes.

do. 7^
Hambira, g*

Cash price Rs. 150.

rntmbi.?' P*“y‘”S « Bengali tunes.
^1^11 j, Kalangra
Behag. g

do.
7_

Hambira. g'

_ . .
tlash price Rs. 195.

Harold & Co. invite attention to their stock of English Musical RnTf>o . u
accompaniment, in great variety.

^ iuusicai Boxes, with and without Harp-

PRICES ON application.

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

Khambaj.
Behag.

Poorabee.

Khambaj.
Behag.
Poorabee.

NZGHOEES & GO.,

FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta.

London:—

1

Whitefriar’s StreetFleet St.EC.
Current or Ploatinu Accounts.

No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques
paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 p. m., and on Saturdays after 1 p. m.

Government Paper and Securities.
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired

.

Purchases and Sales eflfected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange

.

Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made
by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.

Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10
days’ notich of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,
payable in Calcutta, or in London at par :—
Repayable at 10 days’ notice — 3 per cent.

,, at 3 months’ notice 4 ,,

„
' at 6 months’ notice 5 ,,

„ at 12 months’ notice 6 ,’,

„ at 2 years’ notice 7 ,

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn!
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.

Business rules awarded m application, a.4c

Native princes. Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle
men, wishing political and other petition?

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited
to address themselves in writing to X, oare of

the Pristeri

WHAT ARE PERFECT

WATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine-

MADE English Lever WATCH in sterling
Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.
It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
the best material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 nett.
Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted

to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only Swiss movements fitted in

English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
WATCHES, warranted MACHINE MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will
WIND ANY WATCH, Rs. 3 to 20.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.
RAGING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIC BELLS, with appurtenances, Hs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

SPECIAL ATIENTION TO REPAIRS.

NETTROEOX.Z. BAT A CO.,

IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND
COMMISSION AGENTS.

4 & 5, Hare Street, Oaloutta.

50
60

BEACK Sc, MURRAY.
61, Hastings Street, Calcutta. 0-3

BR. J. G. AHBERSOH,
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER AND

ACCOUCHEUR,
No. 139, Dhuerumtollah Street,

May be consulted at all bours dally.

(,
At home from 11 to 12 a. m.)

Family engagements in and about Kntally under
special arraDgemeuts. a-7
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American Rerosine Oil
Of the Brightest Quality, per case Rs. 5 0

Candles.
Stearine Candles, guaranteed 16oz. to

the Packet, 6 to the pound, and 26
Packets to the case, per case „ 12 8

Manilla Clg:arB.
Manilla Cigars, No. 2 per 1,000
Havanab shape ,, ,,

Burmab Clgrars.
Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 1, per 1,000

Burmah Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No. 2, per 1,(^

Burmah' Cigars, Unsurpassed Quality
No, 3, per 1,000

Cooonada Clears.
“ Dolly Vardon” (double coated) per 100

Do. small (do.)
“ Babington” No. 1 (do.)

Do. No. 1

Do. small
“ Burmah”
“ Leisure Hour”

”

” Medium size”
” Queen”
” Half Hour”

Cblorodyne.
Dr. Collis Browne’s Cblorodyne „ 0 12

Terms Cash to accompanv order.
NETTROLOLL DAY 4c CO.,

“•44 4 A 5, Hare Street, Culcutta,

WARRANTEB

!

SURE ! ! & SAFE ! !

!

DR. PARE’3 . PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising therefrom.
Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,
Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, &c. It
has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and of purifying the blood of all
its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in-
vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy
and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary
efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of
chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects
to be unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ; and 1-12 in the Mofussil
including packing.

Ointment for foul and Mercurial
Ulcers and Sruptlons. Price per pot
8 annas.

Infallible Mialaria Specific perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
ntennittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
egs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,
restores the internal organs to their normal funcl
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healin? art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 : and quart
bottle 1-8,

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.
Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To be had of
MAISON DE PARIS.

2, CHOWBINGHEE, NEAR DHUBUMTOLLAH.
Calcutta.

Wanted agents for the Mofussil. 15 per cent,
commission will be allowed.

Branches and agencies Allahabad, Bnrdwan,
Chittagong, Gowhatty, Guptiparah, Jessore, .

Jhenida, Kushtea, Rajbari, Santipore, Serajgungo
and Sylbet, «,4o
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COOKE & KELVEY.
20, OX.D COURT HOUSE STREET, CALCUTTA,

manufacturers of fine and complicated watches,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

JIODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.ine AlodM WatcheH are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining aimulicitv.
streugth, aurability, and timekeepiug qualities.

These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the bestknown makers. They are entirely of Englisii manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements,
Lapped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.

Silver Half Hunting Case
Cash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

COOKE AND KELVEY’S GE
Silver Half Hunting Case, I

Rs. 40 cash. I

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Ks. 50 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,

^ quarantined quality
Silver Huntin<r Case,

Rs. So casii.

Ditto Lever Escapetnent.
Rs. 4.5, o casii.

GOES
A magnificent assortment, many

-o-

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 cash.

I* SSRT CIIAIHS.
°Froln R*I'^40®io°30a^

designed and of a novel character.

The attention of the Native nobility ana gentry is invited to a i

elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.
gentry is invited to a magnifaceut selection of mass

» r

13

Established 1846.

THE DRUGGISTS* HADE,
36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S, 8. “ Chybessa”
and “Doranda.”

Cash Rates.

Patent Xlledlclnes,

DEAFNESS CURED!!
ALFRED CROMPTON’S

SPECIFIC FOR DEAFNESS,
Noises in the Ears, &c..

Is decidedly the best remedy out for this most
annoying Complaint.

A single bottle has, in most instances, ej^ected a
speedy and permanent Cure.

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Price Re. 1, Paching 4 annas,

ALLEN’S ANTIFAT
The great remedy for

Corpulence.
Composed of purely vegetable ingredients,

acting only on the food in the stomach preventing
its being converted into fat. It aids digestion
and cures Dyspepsia.

Price per bottle Rs. 4-0. Packing As. 4.

Foreign IWineral Waters.
^tlllna '^Fater .—A bitter Saline purga*

tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz useful in obsti-
nate constipation.

Price per bottle As. 2 -4. Packing As. 8.
Vichy Water.—Useful in Kidney diseases

and diabetes, also in gout and hepatic derangement.
Price per botttle As. 12. Packing .4^. 8.

Friedrlchsliall Bitter Water.—Alter-
ative aperient, acting on the liver and pancreas
used in diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary
organs. It is made warm and drunk in doses of
half a tumblerful in the morning twice a week.

Priceper bottle Re, U2. Packing As. 8.
Kunyedl Janos (Buda Pesth or Ofen) used

externally, it is efficacious in Chronic, Gout, Rheu-
matism, Eczema and Psoriasis. Internally in
Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diathesis, Ulceration of th«
Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, &c.

Price per bottle 2-4. Packing As. 8.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES.
BLISS’S PER PHOSPHODINE

A Safe and reliable Phosphoric
Remedy

FOR
Neuralgia, Nervoustiess, Lassitude, Overworked

Drain, Nervous and General debility. Failure of
Memory, Dimness of Sight. Depression of

Spirits, Impoverished Db'od, Liver
Complaints, Jj-o., Ac.

Its action is strikingly rapid
; marked improve-

ment having been frequently experienced in the
course of twenty.four hours after the commence-
ment of a course.

Price per bottle Rs. 5. Packing As. 4.

Dr, S, P, Banerjea’s Sanjlvani
cleanses the blood of all its morbid and effete mate-
rials, restores the normal functions of the liver,
and keeps the cutaneous system in its proper
standard of purity.

^

It is efficacious in the following diseases :

Chronic fevers, Chronic indigestion, Nervous
debility. Piles, Gout, Rheumatism, Baldness,
Sterility, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Chronic Ulcers,
Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, &c., &c.

Priceper bottle Rs. 4. Postage ^c., Re. 1.

a-29

COOKE & KELVEY%
CALCUTTA.

NOTICE.
ri'^HE Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at

I which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press

at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that

date was printed, it is hereby announced for public

information that the Press in British Indian Street,

where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter

li« printed, is henceforward to be called the

'* Sen Press.” All communications for the

Mirror Newspaper and the Sen PreM to be
advened acoordlnKlj,

NATIONAZi BANK, OF INDIA
EIBXITBD. ’

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.On Twelve Months’ Deposits fiy
,1 Six Months’ Deposits

peS“^ Deposits for short

Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and underone Jac.

^ Campbell,
Mangaer.

DR. QHOSE’S FEVER PILL.
A Wonderful New Medicine.

Three or four pills generally cure Malarious,
Chronic, and Intermittent Fevers. Where Quinine
and other renowned medicines fail, the action of
these pills 18 marvellous. The ingredients of the
pills are purely vegetables which do not in the
least injure the health or make it delicate.
Price, Re, 1-0 for J dozen and Re. 1-12 for 1 dozen

Postage, As, 8 for each packet,

WHOLESALE RATES ON APPLICATION,
GOBlND CHUNDER DUTT& CO.,
WHOLESALE A RETAIL DRUGGISTS. *

0*47
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NEW GOODS! NEW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

R W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnlsliingr SeqalslteB.

VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-8

to 35 each* COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 25 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, AO., &C., &c.
A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OF

LACE, muslin AND LBNO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

bur seleotions’of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
nusurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns post-free to any part of India.

W. B.—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers.

BrasselB TapeBtry and Velvet File
CarpetlngB.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, 6tc,

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs,

In great variety.

Blankets.
W'e are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some line

Saxony Blankets very soft and fleecy.

Scarlet
Blankets.

Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coat

Door Mats.
English—made from West India Fibre,

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

,) ,, ,, „ 38 by 24 ,,

Best Cocoa Fibre Mata 32 by 20 inches,

It I, I, ,, 38 by 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth B,ugrB and Sofa CarpetB.
Felt Carpets in several sizes. Felt Carpeting by

the yard

.

Furdah HeppB.
Green, Blue, Crimson, Maroon, Plain, and Famcy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps, Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAHDH CO..
HOSIERS. DRAPERS SILK MERCERS. &c., Ac..

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA. *-23

Provision for Old Age combined with a Provision for the Widow and Orphan.
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at age 30,

at age 35,

at age .40,

at age 45,

EXAMPLE.
A Civilian, European or Native, aged 20 next birthday, wishes to lay apart a sum

of about THIRTEEN RUPEES a month in such a way that his savings will be securely

invested until the time of his retirement from Service
;
and that, should he die beforehand,

a provision will be secured for his relations. Ry payment of a sum of Rs. 163-0-0 per

annum (or at the rate of about Rs. 13-0-0 per mensem) as the premium for an Endow-
ment Assurance, he will become entitled to Rs. 5,000 on attaining age 55 ;

and should he

die before attaining that age—even afcer payment of only one year’s subscription—the

full sum of Rs. 5,000 will be paid to his representatives. [Vide Table III. of Prospectus].

The Same Provision, if commenced
at age 25, would cost about Fifteen Rupees a mouth

;

, ,, about Eighteen Rupees a month
;

, ,, about Twenty-one Ropers a month ;

„ about Twenty-eight Rupees a month
;

,, about Forty-one Rupees a month
;

The fates for other Ages, also for Endowments payable at Ages 45,50, and 60,

and all further mfomnation, may be obtained on application. Premiums can

be paid halj~yearly, quarterly, or monthly, at slightly increased rates.

There is an obvious advantage in effecting Investments of this nature eirly in life:—
by delay the rate of subscription increases death may occur before the intended provi-

sion is made or health may fail and render the life ineligible for Assurance.

ORIENTAL LIFE COMPANY.
' Head Office : Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

«

Manager and Actuary :

D. McLAUGHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Agent for Bengal :

F. A. COHEN,

7, WellBBley Plao6, Calcutta.

Agent, Native Dept.,

D. M. DOSS,
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C. X.AXAHUS GO.,
AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

2, DALHOU8IE SQUARE,
Calcutta.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines,

356, 4.32

Machines.
Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Hand Machine
with polished cover and

lock,

Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STiTCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Mahcines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,

Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-

LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,

Rs, 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with niov-

LOCK-STITCfl able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Packing for

Hand Machines, Rs. 2-8.

Treadle ditto, Rs. 5,

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. *-3

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-

pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders.

Oornmission will be charged according to the value

of the'order on a sliding scale of rates which can

be aacertBinsd by applloation tu the Manager.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

AX>MXRABX/Z: TH,A2TS701R.nSATZ01«r OF IMCBCHAlirZC AXi
INTO TORRENTS OF EtECTr^XCITir !

ENERGY

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Eloctrio Light in England
France, and America affords sutlicie.nt evidence that Electricity will, in a short time, be ex*

teusively used for lighting up large spaces, 1 will annersede every other Method of Lighting.
We are prepared to light up large spaces, -iucu as Workshops, Spinning Mills, Public Halls

Large Durbar Tents, Oourt Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railway
Bridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof
Eleotrio Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensity
of 2,000 Standard Candles at the following low rates.

Dynamo Eleotrio Light for one night including all expenses
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night

Rs. 50 0
,, 176 0
„ 450 0

1

1

! The coat of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs, 60, whereas our
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rs. 15 per night at
the monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! 1 1

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine, Carbon
Pencils. &c., fitted with our improved Hurricane proof. Self Adjusting, Self Liffhtine
Eleotrio Lamp, Rs. 2,000.

°

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,500,

(TRUE COPY.)
Mr. Fleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Eloctrio Light for use on the Bakrala

Bridge. ' Th^ Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within font hundred yards.
The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

NO ^vEORE PAXNS ! I

Bakrala Bridge,)
S8th October 1879. (

a.37

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst. Eriffineer, Bakrala Sana Division, P. N. State Railway.

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Sullders and Sleotrloal Bngrlneers,

No. 63, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta.

STEAM ENGUNE
FROM

E. 8. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from 8. 8. PE8HAWUR.’^

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c,, with Directions for working ... Rs. 800

E[BASM

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
now fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 ibs. per square inch. The En rines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank.wlui-h forms also theash-panaand an efficient
Water-Heater.

Stationery, Printing an J Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from aii V a*''ur to a News Office !

Anything in the Printiwj Tr itU can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in li’irst-Class Style.

ns JONES, Printers’ Agent, 5 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.
<1*67

Warranted to cure pains of every descrip.
tion arising from whatever cause, ron any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Brouchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
hlaraohe. Deafness of the ear, Neuralgia, Colics,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Grpins, Con*
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores( Uloers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Cnrer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all
other medicines have been tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains 1 !

!

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large sijse Rs. 2, packing As. 8

DAtlLINGTON & 00.
49, Dhwrrumtollah Street, Calcutta.

Beware of a base worthless frauduleftt, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.

$Sr Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dora, writes “ We find Darlington’s Pain-
Curer efficacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sistkb Thkodorine
Superioress F de la Croix,”
Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &

Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisanl, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s -Pain-Curer, & writes ” Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAiN-CuBER. I am happy tojobserve that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that m every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary.

^

Mr. Bi. C, Kemp, Editor Sc Proprietor of the
Bengal Times, writes from Dacca “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple or app..cations, and in al mt 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlini^ton’s
Pain-Curer.” “

To lovers of grood reading*

«
• i> . ) f’ltiy 11 ic lAc,

Calcutta Magazine, A journal of Liteiature,
Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-
tion, Re, I, postage, 1 anna. Times of India
says;—” The Calcutta Magazine should fin-! many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—“ It is ably aud
judiciously conductel by Mr. Owen Aratoon.”
Bangalore Examiner We should like to
see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”
Manaver, Calcutta Magazine, 49, Dhurrumtollah

Street,Calcutta, Remit ia half annapostage. stamps.
'

'tiisir r--

I.'
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REGISTERED No. 97.

[OcTOBBR 24, 188.

Koog-lily Srldgre Notice.

The Bridge will be closed for traffic on
Tuesday, the 26fch October, 1880, from 5-30

to 8-30 A. M.
G. H. SIMMONS.

«-B3 Secretary to the Bridge Commissioners,

Notice.

All private communications for the Proprietor
of the IndianMirror and the Sunday Mirror

should be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumollab Street.

Saet Indian Kailway.
Alteration in timing of mail and passenger trains,

WITH reference to the advertisement, dated
7th instant, the Up-Mail leaving Howrah

on the evening of the 31st instant, will start at 7-30
p. M. (Madras time,) and run throughout according
to the new timing.

resards the Down Mail, the train arriving at

Howrah on the 4th November will be the first run ou
the new timing.

BRADFORD LESLIE,
Agent.

CilmtUa, 20th October 1880. 441
’

A S H B Y tSc C G.,

DENTISTS.

Have an efficient female dentist to attend the
Zenanas Guarantee comfort in the wearing

of artificial teeth at a reduced rate.

Have a successful and infallible way of curing

ocular diseases.

Various patent medicines are to be had at a

moderate price.

No. 14, College Street, OalcTitta.

a-84
%

India genekai. steam: navi-
GATlOWr COMKAN'S’, “ED."'

ScHOKNK. Kii.bttuk 4: Co .—Manaotno Aoent.%,

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Frid.ay,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward every Saturday.
fpHE Str. 'Sudiya will leave

1 Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,

'the 22nd instant.

Cargo will be received attheCompany’s Godowns,
Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

21st.

ri^HE Str. Mirzapore will leave
I Goalundo for Assam on Sun-

' day, the 24th instant.

t-argo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 22nd.
Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train

of Saturday, the 23rd,

CACHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-
diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday,

HHE Sti. Madras will leave

L Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-
‘'day, the 26th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 25tb.

For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4, Paiklir Flack, / G. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 20th October, 1880, ( Seoretai-y,

a-\

aZVEXlS STEAM NAVIGATION
CO., “ EIMZTED."

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly
from Calcutta and Goaluudo to Assam and back.

ri’lHE Steamer Punjaub will

X leave Calcutta for Assam
on Friday, the 22nd instant.

Str. Cashmere will leave
A Goalundo for Assam on
Thursday, the 21st instant.

For further information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO.
a-2

Crushed Food Notice.
FURTHER REDUCTION.

From the 14tb lustant, the price of Cook and
Co.’s Crushed Food for Horses is reduced to

Rs. 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags.

Crushed Food for Cattle,
to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

Chaff as usual 1-8 per maund, exclusive of bags,

Hth Avgust, ISSQt a-9

Z.XFE

OF DEWAN RAM COMUL SEN.

(With an admirable Elthograph)

BY

PEARY CHAND MITTRA.

Price one rupee.

Apply at No. 20, Nimtollah Street. a-83

Ten Rupees Reward.

~|~^OST at Dum-Dum on the 28th September, a

very large brindled Kangaroo Dog. Any

one giving information that will lead to his re-

covery, will receive the above reward on appli-

cation to 13, Dum Dum, or 166, DburrumtoIIah.

fl-75

Burmah Cigars, Cigarettes, and
Tobacco, good quality.

MADE OP

SAQRIELL & CO.’S

Selected Leaves,

griel’s Shape Cigars No. Al. Rs. 12 8oer l.'iC

Rs. 400 0

Gratis.

ONE thousand trials more are wanted to testify

Dr. R. L. Sett’s Specific for Asthma. It is

given free of charge to all asthmatic patients.
Mufussil order should accompany annas 4 for
packing.

SETT BASACK & CO.
No. 68, Nimtollah Ghat Street,

a-74 Calcutta.

For Sale.

A 6 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Trougbton and Simms with stand
complete

A 5 Inch Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand
complete

A Smaller Theodolite, in perfect order,

by Troughton and Simms with stand
complete

A Dumpy Level with stand in perfect

order

A large size Telescope Trepoid stand
complete

A Smaller Ditto Ditto
An Aneroid Barometer with Thermo-
meter

German Silver Crysta Keyless Watches
for Rough usage Liver Escapement
6 Jewels, soundness .and accuracy
guaranteed ...

Ditto Nickle, Cylinder Eacapt.
Apply to

J. G. HANHART,
ci-82 13, Government Place.

Do. do.
9 9 A 2.

1 1
10 8

Silk Ties do.
9 9 Bl, *9 9 8

Do. do. 9« B2,
9) 8 0

Do. do. 99 B3. 9| 7 0
Moulmein Cigars

99 Cl.
• 1 14 0

Do, do.
I 9 C2. 99 11 8

Do. do.
9f 03.

9 9 9 8
Manilla shaped

• 99 Dl.
99 15 S

Do.
*9 D2. 99 10 8

Do, 19 ,

D3. 99 8 8
Havanah shaped 9) El.

99 14 0
Do. M E2.

9 12 8 1

Tiffin Cigars 99 FI.
99 9 8

9

Do. It F2.
99 8 0

Big Long Size

Manilla Shape
Havana 4’

99 16 0 9

Do. do.
9 9 15 0 9

Coconada Cigars No. S. • ••
f9

8 8 0
T, Long and Thin ... 99 15 to 0
Lunka „ „ H. 99 9 8 0
Office Burmah ,, I. ... 9 9 7 to 0
Djllyvarden „ J. 99 12 to 14

Do. K. 99 10 8 0
Cigarettes ,, L. . * • 99 9 to 0

Do. M. •9 13 to 0

M
• I

;

ff

to the lb, at 10 to 14 as.

Cavendish Tobacco O-lO to 0-12 lb.

Gold Leaf 1st quality
Do. 2nd „ ... 1 to 1-8

Apply to

FRAMJEE & SONS,
Calcutta,

Agents in Up-country.
Firozepore,
Lucknow.
Benares,
Cawnpore,
Nassirabad.
Ajmeer.
Rawul Pindl.
Jbansee.

Jamsetji and Sons
Nouroji & Co.,

Framji & Co.,

Harjubhoy & Co.
Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons ...

Rustomji Purdoonji and Sons ...

Jama«ji and Sons
Pistonji & Co.
The Railway Co-operative So-

ciety

Messrs. Richardson & Co.
Allahabad.
Allahabad.

„ 300 0
Noaroji, Manacji & Co. ... Fyzabad: a-68

„ 200 0
TZZB ZNZ9ZAN MIRROR.

„ 150 0 RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

„ 200 0 (In Advance.)

„ 80 0 Town.
Rs. As. P.

„ 20 0 For One Mouth ... ... 2 8 0
„ Three Months .... ... 6 0 0
,, Six Months ... ... 12 0 0
„ Twelve Months ... 24 0 0

„ 25 0 N, B .—The above includes subscription to the
20 0 Sunday Edition.

B. M. SZROaR’S ABROMA
AUGUSTUM.

SPECIFIC FOR DYSMENORRH(EA
OR

Painful Menstruation.

ASINGLE administration during menses gener-
ally cures the disease, and brings on con-

ception.

For particulars apply to Dr. Bhoobun Mohun
Sircar, No. 77, Mookcaram Babu’s Street, Chore-
bagau, Calcutta,

Price Rs, 3-8. Packing and Postage As, 8.

O-80

THE CALCUTTA ARMOURT CO.

No. 1/1 Mission Row, (Round the corner.)

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Ammunitions,

Shooting Fishing Tackles, Fencing, Archery,

Cricketing & Badmintons
;
&c..

Also Mathematical Instruments, BengalH surveying
compasses, and Pebble Spectacles.

For Bale at uopreoedeated low prices. a-7

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil.

For One Month
,, Three Months

Six Months
Twelve Months• 9

3
8
16
32

6
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

„ Six Months
„ Twelve Months...

Foreign.

For Twelve Months (wa Southampton) 48 6 0
.( „ {via Brindisi)* ... 64 10 0

Sunday Edition.
( Both for Town and Mofussil. )

For One Month ... ... ... 1 0 0
, Tiiree Months ... ... ... 2 8 0

... 6 0 0
... ... 10 0 0

( Single Copy Four Annas, )
Foreign.

For Twelve Months vvia Southampton) 12 7 0

„ (via Brindisi) ... 14 14 0

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.
For casual Advertisements 2 annas per line.

No Advertisement charged for less than a
Rupee.
For snecial nontract rates apply to the Manager.
N, B,—All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

Prmted and published for the Proprietor by W. C,
SooR, at the Ben Press, at No. 2, British Indian
Btiaci, CaloBiU.
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From Yankee land comes the following

original poem on the doctrine of evolution

Oh sing a song of phosphates
Fibrine in a line,

Four-and-twenty follicles

In the van of time.

When the phosphorescence
Evoluted brain,

Superstition ended,
Man began to reign.

;o:

The Street Procession of our Nati ve
Christian brethren, which came off the other
day, did not cause such stir as it did last

year, although it showed no small amount of

earnestness. It did not attract a large
concourse of people. We must not,

however, judge of these things by their

results. If they are right and go od
they must be done, whatever the consequences
might be. In kirtan variety is essential to

success. To the spirit of Chaitanya nothing
could be more welcome than to see that both
Christians and Brahmos have taken to the

Noffar Kirtan for the diffusion of faith and the
enkindling of enthusiasm among the masses.

:o:

Accobdibg to the Locicnow Witness,
the recent incident in the Calcntta Sans-
krit College is “ instructive, chiefly as
a warning to Missionaries not to baptise
converts, unless it is distinctly unders-
tood that they will throw off the bonds
of caste and observe the second sacrament of

Christianity as well as the first. Otherwise they
will be extremely likely to do just as Snrendra
Nath has done, repudiate theiir conversion as

soon as any pressure is brought to bear upon
them. We are not at all anxious to see a lot

of half-and-half Christians received into the
cbnrcfaes. Quality is of more consequenc
than quantity.” We think so too.

The Spectator tllinks that if the miracles,

the Resurrection especially, are denied, the

raison d'etre of the Christian Chnrch is very

bard to find, and her creed becomes a baseless

fabrication. We do not see the force of the

argument. Are physical miracles really es-

sential to the religion of Christ ? Does he
stand or fall with the miracles recorded in the

Gospels? Is he so low as that? Is not
purity, is not divine rifeendugh ? Does Christ,

we mean Spirit Christ/irequire. to be bolstered

up by such things as physical wonders ? Is

not Christ greater than all his so-called mir-
acles put together ? Surely a man like Mr.
Stopford Brook may question thd" logic of the
iid-acles an. I accept Christ himself 88 thf

giQAte&b uUaolet

In a paper on Native Churches and
Foreign Missionary Societies read at Ban-
galore, and published in the American In-
dependent, W9 find the following

Sivayakyar, a Tamil poet, who wrote many
centuries ago, has this beautiful simile ;

—

“ To lay her egas the turtle swimmeth far
To reach the sandy shore. She buries them
And swimmet'i back again. Yet doth her mind
Adhere to them. When yon ng ones break their

shell.

They feel the tie. Her love draws them as rope
Along their mother’ path. At last they meet.
Just so hath God placed us. We wander here.
While he is far above. Yet in his mind
We ever stay. The tie doth reach to earth
From highest Heaven. If we but follow it

We cannot fail to reach and live with him.”
:o:

The Rev. Stopford A. Brooke thus writes
to the Daily News, contradicting the rumonr
of his having joined the Unitarian body :

I have only just seen in this remote place a
paragraph in the Times headed ” Unitarianism,” in
which it is said that I have announced my in-
tention of joining the Unitarian body. It is true
that I have left the Church of England, and have
communicated my reasons for this step in a letter
addressed to my congregation. But I have not an-
nounced my intpntion of joinin ' any body of
Nonconformists. Will you permit me also to say,
since I hear that my name has been joined with that
of Mr. Voysey, that I have no sympathy with
those anti-Christian views he has proclaimed, and
that my position is not only theistic, but also
Christian?—I am faithfully yours, Stopford A.
Brooke.

Glengariff, Sept. 20.

The Archbishop of Canterbury’s charge
has given rise to an animated controversy
regarding the distinction between Theism and
Deism in the Englisli papers. Mr. Cogan
Conway writes to the Christian Life

To assert that Theists say little about our
duty to God, simply shows that he is not acquaint-
ed with the writings of modern Theists. I would
recommend him to read the works of Franqies
Newman, Frances Power Cobhe, and Fesluih
Cbunder Sen, and he will find their opinions
neither “the same or nearly the same.”
as those of the old- Deists but a spirit of
devotion aud practical piety that would have
secured the approval of Christ himself.

It is too oftep forgotten all parties, that the
greatest of Theists was Jesus of Nazareth.

^

I am no philosophers, but I believe I am correct
in saying that the philosophy of the two schools
is distinct. The Deist is material, and the Theist
spiritual.

:q:

There are as yet no indications of a prompt
reorganization of the Metro[)olitan Female
School. Since its unfortunate collapse some
two years back the institution has in vain
struggled to raise its head. Now it seemed
to flourish, but soon it languished again.

Both in the matter of funds and pupils

there have been again and again serious

difficulties. Unless a desperate effort

is soon made to Remedy this chronic and in-

herent weakness in the iustitutien and give
it a thorough' reihndelling there seems to be

no hope of becufing'fot it a more than noini-

hsIti existence. Those vesponsihlo' for itSr

management ough^ to stir themselves up, aud

I'M ft position nortby <

of its previous history and capable of insuring
public confidence. It is a pity that an institu-

tion which in its palmy days enjoyed the patron-

age of such persons as Laily Napier, Lord
Northbrook, Miss Baring and Lady Hobhouse,
should slunk so low and lose all vitality^

Now that handsome monthly subscriptions

have been promised the best efforts ought to

be put forth in the direction of reform. We
have heard nothing about the project of erect-

ing a school house. We hope the President
will take the subject into early consideration

and go into the whole question of adnlt
feraa le education with a view to pot it upon a
sound and efficient footing.

:o:

It is in contemplation to complete the

Pilgrimage to Men of Science by one or

more lectures on Natural Theology to be
delivered by competent persons imbued with
the true spirit of science. Such men as

Father Lafont, whom all classes delight to

honor and in whom science and religion

fully harmonize and our distinguished country-

man, Dr. Mohendro Loll Sircar, should be

requested to lend their services for so high

a purpose and generously undertake to ex-

pound the wonders of creation before those

who »re liurably seeking in nature nature’s

God. The hall of the Science Associatipi^,

will no doubt prove a fit place for the pro-

posed lecture. Will not Brahmo devotees

and our youthful countrymen generally avail

themselves gratefully of the opportunity of

acquiring at the feet of apostles .of Science

that knowledge which enlighteneth and sancti-

'

fieth the mind? We fear Native youths'

donotpay much attention to Natural Theon--,

logy in these days. If a series of lectures

were delivered infidility would soon find an
efficacious antidote. >i-

. --.r

NOT ONE BUT MANY.
o

Why persecute an jndividual ? Is there

only one offender, one only in the entiip,-!

Church who professes to be inspired and
assumes prophetic functions? Fanaticism j”

dreaminess, self-glorification, supernatural^

vision,—are these the attributes of an isol*tejil(o

and exceptional individual or of a number of,_

people in the community ? Wo have been

gravely assured that the Ministefis a puzzle ?

Arc there notfOtdher puzzles too in the Brahmo,^

Somaj ? It is said that the leader pretends

to he a man of God who sees the Supreme
Spirit, holds direct communion with Him and
draws all bis inspiration from His wisdom^ !'

4^re there not others too among the Brahmos
Who profess to do the .oame. Has God of

Heaven selected only one man in the

nineteenth century to vonchsafe light
i

nnd salvation nnto millions inithis land?.

'I’hese are serious questions and demand
serious consideration. Touching this problem'*-'

of one or many, we must say what we feel andTi

,
have always f«lt. We are persuadeijl,

gj
the Minister |ias had the lion’s share of pnblio.

honor opprobriuidV'' For neatly n
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of a century he has had the monopoly
of indignity and abuse on the one
hand and fulsome adulation on the other.
An unjust and objectionable monopoly we
conceive this to be, and we would ask all

concerned to make speedy amends. Why
should one man, we ask in all fairness, be
singled out for dignity and indignity, when
others deserve the same treatment? The
incredulous public may be reluctant to believe,

but believe it must, that unto the Brahmo
Somaj belongs the honor of having raised

up not one or two but scores of Apostles

who have received their commission from on

high, who hold regular communion with

the Infinite, and endeavour to act upon

His secret whispers. We do not care to in-

quire whether it is honorable or dishonorable

in these days to claim inspiration. Some
may think it is a glory and a blessing,

others that it is the height of presumption

and blasphemy. Be it one or the other, all that

we mean to say is that when the public honor

or abuse our Minister for his so-called inspira-

tion and prophetic vision, they will be pleased

to extend the compliment to his co-adjutors

who share with him those sacred and secret

mysteries. God has spoken to many of His

children under the New Dispensation, and

they have often spoken to Him. His bright

face many a devotee in our midst hath seen.

His inspiration has been heard in many a

Brahmo heart like the rush of many waters.

To scores and to hundreds has He spoken

secret words of cheer. Unto many has He

shown signs and wonders in life’s perilous

path, and thereby delivered them from danger

and death. If the Minister has been inspir-

ed by God to do wonders for his own and

his country’s redemption, have not others

too been similarly inspired ? And if he has

entered into communion with Christ and other

masters, have not other Brahmo devotees

done the same ? If he thinks and feels

that he is born with a mission, others too

have assured us that they have exactly the

conviction. And if the leadersame can

relate graphic anecdotes of his life showing the

wondrous dealings of Providence with him,

cannot those around him read equally thrilling

chapters from their own lives ? If so, why

should he monopolize all honor and glory ?

It is high time that all those among us

who are inspired and who look upon them-
<

selves as the apostles of God, should come

forward and bear witness unto the truth.

The leader has said a great deal
;

let others

do the same. We propose to reserve some

space in our paper for such apostolical com-

munications as will show forth the direct

leading of Providence among a community

of faithful devotees, and prove that the entire

Brahmo Somaj, and not merely an individual,

is an inspired instrument in the bands of the

Idfiog Godjor the regeneration of Indi^..^

PERSIAN RELIGIOUS LITERATURE
IN THE BRAHMO SOMAJ.

Fob the last few years there is slowly

mingling, along with other influences, the in-

fluence of Persian religious literature.

Among the Brahmo Missionaries, there is one

gentleman, by name Babu Grish Chunder
Sen, who has devoted his life to the study of

Persian and Arabic theology. From time to

time he brings out beautiful little books which

set forth the results of his research. In the

shape of translations, biographies, choice

passages, and short treatises, he has published

no less than thirteen of these little books in

the course of five years. Unfortunately, they

are all in the Bengali language, and cannot,

therefore, find that extensive circulation

which they so well deserve. Nevertheless,

one of them has ruu through six

editions within a short time. We admire the

industry and application of Babu Grish

Chunder Sen, who travels to different parts of

the country in search of competent Persian

teachers and Persian books which cannot be

had, like English ones, for the asking. He is

a very simple unostentatious man,quite satisfied

with his obscurity, whose sole delight is in the

service he does to the Somaj. And not

the least of this service lies in the fact that he

is a standing contradiction to the charge of

those who say that the Brahmos, as a rule, are

averse to study aud research. We shall briefly

notice the thirteen books published by our

brother. The first two in the series written

in 1876 consist of instructive moral tales from

the Gulestan and Bustan of the celebrated

Sheikh Sadi. There are eight chapters in all

in part I., the first four of which are on the

character of Kings, of Young men,of Old men,

and of Sages. The remaining four are on

the Government of speech. Patience, Lessons

and Precepts, and Good words. In the second

chapter, there are ten chapters on the fol-

lowing subjects Benevolence, Gratitude,

Humility, Love, Patience, Promises, Political

Morality, Miscellaneous Matters, Repentance,

Prayer. In the year 1876 our author publish-

ed the life of Fakir Baizid, and the doty of

mothers towards the education of children.

Baizid was a singularly simp'e sweet-temper-

ed devotee. It is said, on one occasion, while

returning from his devotions in the graveyard,

he met a drunken young man with a sitar.

Baizid exclaimed “God is great, and infinite,’’

which irritated the young man so much that

he struck him and broke the sifar,

and the saint’s head. On the next

morning, he sent a piece of money and

sweetmeat to the young man, and consoled

him on the loss of his instrument. This

humiliated the young man so that he was

led to repentance, and reform of life. Some

of the sayings of this saint are pithy and deep.

We shall here give one or two “ I heard

vrithio my heart this: Baizid’s mysterious house

is filled with many precious things. If thou

dost want me, bring me such a thing as I

do not possess. I answered—‘ Lord, what
is that thing which hou hast not?’ The
Lord answered—* The poverty of spirit.’

”

“ For forty years I called men onto God,
but no one came. Then I left them, and
turned my face to the honse of God. When
there I found those who did not come at my
call, had got there long before me. God’s
mercy was greater upon them, than upon me.”
“One act of repentance is better than thousand

acts of asceticism. Self-glorifying discipline

is worse than the commission of sin.” In
1877 our author gave a short translation

of passages from Hafez, and also translated

parts from the Persian treatise Hidayat.

In the next year he gave ns two little books,

one on the true vocation of Dervishes, and the

other on the sayings of Dervishes; the first is

an eulogiura on the holy poverty of good men,
and sets forth the worthlessness of

riches, and the mercy of God to

those who patiently bear their indigence

in the name of the Lord. It quotes the

sentiments of great saints on the subject of

poverty. The hints given on asking money

aid from others are pregnant. It has three

faults. Firstly, to display one’s poverty is to

blaspheme God. When God’s servant asks

man’s aid he discredits his Master. Second-

ly, to ask aid is self-dishonor. It is a

mean thing to tell your wants to any

one except your Father. Thirdly, beg-

ging is persecuting other men who may
be compelled to give what you ask through a

sense of delicay, shame, and fear of being

spoken of ill. In the same year our author

published another treatise on human duties.

In the last year his publications were on the

acts of Dervishes and their communion and

love. Both these are highly spiritual. The

first consists of biographical sketches of Maho-

metan saints. It sets forth various inci-

dents and forms of discipline through which

these good men arrived at holiness and spiri-

tuality. The communion of Dervishes mentions

hree principal channels by which the union

of man’s soul with the Divine Spirit may be

effected. The first is the communion of Song,

the second is the communion of Name, the

third is the communion of Love. Some men
are deeply moved by singing or hear-

ing sung the glory of the Lord. Some

men are transported by repeatedly utter-

ing His goodness and blessedness, and

there are some who like Hafez are intoxicated

with love and mystic devotion. Our author’s

present year’s productions are translations

from the Koran, and the means adopted by

Dervishes for acquiring sainthood. There are

nine means nnationed. Preparations for

receiving religious to recept. Recognition of a

spiritual guide, Whaf tide are prohibited

.Oi
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daring devotions. Means of securing con-

centration of the spirit. Tlie complete

union of the heart with the words of

worship. Union of language and sentiment.

Means of making true prayer. The morals

Good God, have mercy upon their departed soul
especially upon those who sacrificed their
lives in their arduous task of succouring their
weaker and poorer breathren. Upon their noble
and heroic souls may Thy choicest blessings de-
scend ! Wherever they may be, may their souls

j

find peace in Thy bosom and life everlasting.

of worship. The discipline of the senses.

We have no space to enter into the details

able service to our community. May his

labors last long.

\\nhno Soma].

Bhai Pkotap Chunder Mozumdar conducted

service in the Brahma Mandir last Sunday, in

conseqence of the Minister’s absence from Cal-

cutta.

From Sunday last the hour of service i n the

Brahma Mandir has been altered. Half past six

is the time for the commencement of the service.

(Eorrcs^omleiicf.

to the editor of the “SUNDAY MIRROR.’’

Sir,—Permit me to lay before your readers the
real cause of success that attended Chaytana's mi-
niitry. His creed being the easiest in the world, the
learned and the illiterate found no difficulty to

understand it. The whole of his religious doctrine
consisted in this simple advice, suggested to pre-

pare the hearts of his followers who needed the
spirit of the Holy One to guide them, viz.:—

“Humble as the grass,

Forbearing as the tree,

Thyself the meanest trash.

Accord honor to man who’er he be,

Then in thine heart utter

On thy lips mutter
The name of Hari,

Who Uimself shall reveal all that’s needed thee,”

He will not only rest satisfied by announcing to

all the inhabitants of this wide-peopled earth the

glorious message of Unity, but actually carry it into

practice by uniting all nations in a blessed family,

when the people at large shall with wonder see

the prophesy of the millennium on earth is fulfilled

in the 19th century.
Yours &c,

,

An Old Vaisnava.
Patna City.

PROTESTANT BELIEF IN MIRACLES.

0

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—Twice in recent articles (May 16 and Sept.

26) you have made the statement that Protestants

are inconsistent, because, while asserting miracles

in the past, they do not believe in the possibility

of miracles in the present. On this point, how-
ever, you must have been misinformed. Protestants

do not question the possibility of miracles now.
Their belief is that God does not work miracles

for nought, or simply to create astonish-

ment ; but that He only works them for

some definite moral purpose, and on some adequate
oc 'asion. Such an occasion has not occurred for a
long period

;
but if it should arise to-day God is,

of course, as able to work a miracle now as ever in

the past. To deny this would be to deny God’s
omnipotence. We discredit the alleged Romish
miracles, because, among other strong reasons,

they seem to us purposeless, having no moral value

or significance ;
they are the bearers of no divine

message to mankind. Those who believe in them
can show no adequate occasion for their being
worked.

What, you may ask, would be an adequate occa-
sion fora miracle, I answer—Any addition to the
revelation God has given us would be one such
occasion, and would demand the working of mira-
cles. Merely ffiomZ truths, of course, and all truths

which we are capable of judging by reason or

by conscience, require no corroboration. The
proper evidence of the teaching “ Thou
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself” is that
it is in conformity with my moral nature. No mira-
cle can prove it, if false; no miracle can make it

surer, if true. No miracle, therefore,is recorded in

the Bible for the purpose of demonstrating such
moral truth

;
and we believe it is God’s method

never to work a miracle in order to accomplish
that which can be as well accomplished without a
miracle. Rut there are many statements which
cannot be judged of in this way, but which, if

true, form a real revelation of new facts utterly

undiscoverable by either reason or conscience.

The declaration of God’s amnesty to sinners, and
all statements respecting the future world must
necessarily be of this kind. If, for example, a
man stands before me and says “ I came down
from heaven,” “ I came forth from the Father,’’
“ Before Abraham was, I am.” “ No man cometh
unto the Father but by me.” ” He that believeth
in me hath everlasting life, and I will raise him
up at the last day I have no standard in my
moral nature by which I can test these assertions.

The exemplary character of the speaker, though
essential in order to bear out his claims, is not in

itself sufficient evidence to convince me that he ia

not the subject of self-delusion. He must establish

his claim to superhuman knowledge and rank by the
working of superhuman deeds. Thus miracles are
not only oossible, but under certain circumstances
are absolutely necessary. And of this kind are the
miracles mentioned in the Bible.

There seems to be an impression in the minds
of many that miracles were worked all through
the 2000 years of Bible History, and then sud-
denly came to an end. This, however, is not
the case. An examination of the Scripture records
shows that the miracles, were not strewn pro-
miscuouly up and down the centuries, but came
in cycles or groups. They generally coincided
with additions to the revelation

;
and between

each cycle of inircales centuries elapsed, during
which none were wrought, Thus, there was
a miracle or two to confirm the cove-
nant with Abraham

; this may be called the
Abraharaic or Patriarchal cycle. From that date
there were no more miracles for some 400 years
till Moses. Then came a series of miracles to attest
the new revelation, the Law; these constitute the
Mosaic cycle. This is followed by another gap of
550 years,till we come to the miracles of the Apos-
tasy or those wrought by Elijah and Eli.«ha to
recall the people to their allegiance. From that
date eight and a half centuries elapsed till Christ
came, and witbUim the Christian cycle of miracles.

Bhai Peary Mohun Chowdhry left for Chitta-

gong yesterday morning. Bhai Gobind Gobindo Rai
officiates for him in the reporting department.

A TELEGRAM has been received by the Minister

from the Chittagong Brahmo Somaj, asking for the

services of the expeditionary force.

A Brahmo marriage was solemnized under Act
111 of 1873 at Itna in .Mymensingh. The bride-

groom is a Pundit in the Cooch Behar School,

belonging to the Brahmin caste. His name is

Mohes Chunder Chuckerbutty. The bride is

a daughter of Babu Kalikishore Biswas of the

Eaistba caste.

In the Life of Ram Comul Sen, the following

allusion to the Minister occurs:—“Ram Comul
used to call Keshub— Beso. Before his death, he

said to Peary Mohun, “ Peary, your son Beso is

destined to be a great man—a religious reformer.”

One would think that Ram Comul’s spirit guides

Keshub Chunder. Keshub Chnnder’s Brahmoism
has a tinge of Ram Comul’s Vaishnavism. Both
grandfather and grandson call God ‘ Hari.’ The
grandson treads the footsteps of the grandfather

in being a vegetarian, in singing hymns, and
glorifying God by Sankiatan with the aid of his

grandfather’s insr.ruments khol and kha'tal. The
spiritualists woulii say that the spirit of Ram
Comul is Keshub Chunder’s guardian angel.”

icnotional

A SINCERE prayer from this humble devotee for
the welfare of those who were killed by the terri-

ble landslip at Nyni Tal will not be unacceptable
to thee, 0 God. Theirs was a melancholy and
painful death. Alas 1 they were unprepared for

the disaster. Engrossed in business or amusement
they had not the least idea that death was at the
gate. All of a sudden, there was a terrific sound,
as of rolling thunder, and a crash, and many,
O God, how sad ic it to think of the castas-
irophe 1 were in a moment buried alive in the
debris. My Father, Thy dying children must
have felt unutterable agony. Not a syllable
did they utter to indicate their excruciating
tortures : not a soul was there to say a
word of sympathy at the last moment. A
moment only and death had fiaished his carnival 1

Religious discusdon found no place in his system.
The Holy Spirit allowed not reason and philosophy
to interfere with his mission

;
he would convert a

penitent soul by embracing him to his bosom and
conferring his blessing by the imposi tion of his

hand. The penitent believer as by a magic touch
transformed into a new being and spake new things.

A striking example we find in the lives of two of the
vilest characters who cut a figure in his ministry.

Jagai and Madhai, incorrigible vaga-bonds yester-

day, turned saints the next day. Nuddea Spirit so
true to its Name, worked like electric fluid in their

brains, and gradually thousands and thousands of
people flocked round him and embraced his creed

;

hi» religion is not the Ttnoxoledge of God but enjoy-
ing the spirit of God.

It will be seen that the same cause attended the
success of the raini.«try of Peter and Paul and his

associates ; water baptism was not sufficient with
them, they would see that the recipient receive the
Holy Ghost and then the conversion is complete.

“ Have ye received the Holy Ghost since ye
believed.” interrogated Paul to some that were
baptised. ‘‘We have not as much a.s heard there
be any Holy Ghost” renlied they. “ Into xohat

then Were ye baptised,” and when Paul laid his

hands upon them, they spake tongues and pro-
phesied.”—The Acts XI.V 2.3,6.

‘‘ Then laid they their hands on them and they
received the Holy Ghost.”—VIII.V 17. ‘ While
Peter yet spake these words the Holy Ghost fell on
all them that heard the word”—

Acts X. V. 44

Later on we find in the 16th century, an extra-

ordinary number of conversion in the Southern
Presidency by father Deuohille, who converted
150,000 souls, two-thirds of whom were of the
Brahmin or the intellectual class, a miracle indeed I!

The holy father was led bv the power of the Holy
Ghost is indisputable. A Trxxe, Fakir he, he follow-
ed the path of Paul, and the greatest exemplar of

missionaries, “who became all things to all men,” so

Rob Nobille became an Indian strictly iti manners
and movements to gain the Indian heart,aud hence
his success.

Even in this age of unbelief, the agencies of

these holy Saints are in working order, though
in a quiet and unostentatious manner in the
different parts of the world. People do not know
much of them because they do not like to court
notice

; we can only trace their voice in the “iVe?y

Dispensation” which loudly proclaims with St.

Peter

—

Of a truth God is no respecter of person
but in every nation he that feareth Him and
worketh riohteousness is accepted with Him”—The
Acts XV, 35.

The Holy Ghost has at last found a right pulpit

in the ceotre of the Now DispeuMtioo, from which

of these important subjects. Our readers will

know at a glance how well-chosen and essential

they are. We conclude by recommending

the perusal of these sweet little works to all

our readers who are conversant with Bengali.

Babu Grish Chunder Sen is doing consider-

[We do not hold oxirselves in any way responsible

for the opinions of our correspondents .

—

Ed., N. J/.]

SPIRITUAL CONVERSION.



There has now been a silence of eighteen
hundred years, but we are looking for-

ward to other miracles yet to come, which will

form the cycle of the Second Advent
;
for we be-

lieve that Christ shall come again to this oarth in
like manner as he ascended, and that all that; are
in their graves shall hear the voice of the '*on of
God and come forth. It will, of course, he ander-
stood that this is only a summary statement of the
facts. My space does not permit me to make it ex-
haustively correct

; but it will be found a very close
approxination to the whole truth. There are few
miracles, such as, the deliverance of Daniel’s three
companions from the fiery furnace, that lie out-
side of these cycles

; but their purpose is generally
obvious.

I have hitherto spoken Of miracles in the popular
acceptation of the term. But if I be allowed to
speak strictly, I am prepared to go even
further, and assert that all the daily
events of nature and Providence differ in no
essential respect from miracles, except that they
occur frequently and miracles occur rarely. The
food I eat and the water I drink is daily convert-
ed into flesh and blood. This is no less a miracle
than the turning of water into wine. It is just
the conversion of dead matter into living matter;
and what more than this is involved in the re-
surrection of the dead ? The tiny seed-grain
dropped into the ground becomes a stately plant
bearing numerous grains. What is this, but
the food of one man becoming food enough for
a hundred men

;
and wherein does it essentially

differ, except in rapidity of execution and rareness
of occurrence, from feeding 500 > men with five
loaves ? As a Protestent hymn expresses it,

’Twas springtide when He blest the bread.
And hervest when He brake.

I look upon the daily miracle not as the act of an
inanimate “Nature,” but as the direct result of the
will of the Living God

;
and the true definition of

a miracle is “ the direct result of the will of God.”
Thus, to quote the words of another Protestant
poet,

All we behold is miracle
;
but seen.

So duly, all is miracle in vain.

—(Co7vper.)

Every event of God’s doing is adapted to its

particular occasion. The daily miracle is adapted
to the daily recurring want

;
the rare and occa-

sional " miracle ” is adapted to the rare and oc-
casional want. To the mind that is thoughtful
and devout, the one is as astonishing as the other.
It may be said of miracles, as Babu Keshub
Chunder Sen has said of Great Men :

—
“ Like comets, they move in eccentric or-

bits. As the course of comets seems irregular
when compared with the movements of planets, so
does” the occurrence of miracles, when compared
with the ordinary events of nature. “And yet
comets have orbits of their own, which are perfect
and regular in themselves. A comet, however
strange it may seem to be, is as much a natural
phenomenon as a planet, and the movements of
both are regulated by the same ruling band of
God.” Similarly, “ a miracle,” however un-
common and eccentric' and different from ordi-
nary “occurrences” “is guided by the same unalter-
able law as they.” Miracles appear when they
are needed."

Yours, &c.,

TychicUs.

THE ARCHBISHOP OP CANTERBURY’S
CHARGE TO THE CLERGY ON

THEISM.

AddRBSSIKO the assembled clergy and church-
wardens from the Deaneges of North and South
Lympne and East andWest Glaring,the Archbishop
said :—At Tonbridge and at Dover, I spoke of

the necessity of our being prepared at this time to

meet by the approved old arguments what I believe

to be after all, notwithstanding their claims to no-

velty, two very old forms of errors lately revived

amongst us. The system of which I would chiefly

speak to-day has more the appearance of being new.
Many are greatly alarmed by the existence in our
Church of doctrines and errors more or less an-
proximatingto what our fathers regarded as the ex-

ploded superstitions of Rome, and no doubt there

is an attractiveness to many minds in mediaeval

forms of belief and practice. It ought to be the part

of those who guide the thouirhts of the Church in

this age toteach menbow to prize and use aright the

freedom vindicated foe them at the Reformation,

tion Af tha^ spunons nnd distemper d system which
in dark times tainted and corrupted its simolicity.
Bii'- great as this danger mav be, it is not to '»Hnd
us tp others of a totally different kind to whiol,
I wish Drincipally to direct attention to day. In-
deed i 1 my judgment almost the gravest danger

j

from the strange revival here and thorc of snpersti-
I

tion in this ninteenth century arises from the
reaction which it is certain to produce. The current
of popular opinion throughout the world is all in

I the opposite direction from superstition,and I have
1

great fear lest in the long run the faith,our Church
and country may suffer far more by abstraction
from than bv addition to its approved system of
Christian doctrine. It is curious to observe how
within the last few years signs have not been want-
ing of some of those who would re luce Christian
dootnne to very meag’*e limits, not hesitating to
avail themselves of the fleeting popular taste for
outward ceremonial, and making in appear-
ance a strange alliance with the svstem to which,
in truth, they are most distinctly opposed. There
is, T hold,^ real ground to fear lest the tenden-
cies in this age resnlt io the prevalence amongst
ns of_ a lax view of Chri.stian doctrine and teach-
ing, in many respects unlike anything with which
onr country has in former times been familiar.
"Presenting itself under the guise of an improved
and more rational Christianity, speakinw with
the greatest respect of the Lord .Tesns"’r!hrigt
and His Apostles, profesojng to regard th“m as
great benefactors of the human race, and even
admitting that the historical Christ is in some
sense a wonderful manifestation of God hron dit
near to man, it yirtnally snbstitntes a new in
the place of the genuine Gospel. The old Uni-
tarianism had something in it akin to this sys-
tem, and many modern Unitarians seem to have
adonted it. We do not deny that its promoters
have high aims—a

. zeal for the pure mbrality of
thc^ Gospel.

^

and many lofty asnirations after
holiness and ir.tercnnr.se with Go ! ; but, convinced
a.s I am that there is something very
hollow m it, I cannot look on without groat
alarm if it be that attempts are made
to present onr children and young people with this
subetitnte for the real Gosnel. If it prevails I
fear that we must bid farewell to a true concention
of human nature and the hatefulness of sin. ahan-
don the most powerful motives which can guide
human life, and be content to sink to views of the
Christian’s duty and the elevation of theChrLsMan
character very different from those which animated
the Apostles. In ray former address I have set
forth mv grounds for believing that our country-
men will not give themselves up to an Atheistical
or a simple Deistical philosophy. But are we
equally secured against a meagre sublimated
Christianity, such as St Paul certainly would not
have recognised as the Gospel which saved his «oul.
and to which he devoted his life ? I say St. Paul,
because I take it that our Platonists or bv what-I
ever name they are to be designated, would grant
to ns that St. Paul s Christianity and theirs is very
different. I do not suppose that they are any
better satisfied with that form of the original
Gospel which, as we have seen before,
certain ingenious critics, more or less connected
with their school, are fond of attributing to Rt.
Peter, whom they would represent as the antago.
nist of St. Paul. I have pointed before to some
sure grounds for the conviction that there never
was in existence any earlier form of Christianity of
a so-called more pbilosophioal cast of which St.
Paul 8 and St. Peter’s teaching was an exacygerated
caricature. In spite of all the cavilling of that
which calls itself advanced criticism there remain
some historic grounds for the as.snmption that
there never was any earlier and so-called purer
form of Christianity than that to which these
Apostles devoted their lives, A Christianity with
the sipernatural elements eliminated from it
would have appeared to them as it justly appears
to us. Onr great apologists of the last century right-
ly and wisely turned to the Resurrection of Christ,
as the central point to which the whole confiict
with infidelity must be directed. I remember
being visited in my rooms at Oxford,
now some forty years ago, by a young
German, a di.sciple of this new Christianity. The
incident I have seen recorded in some periodical of
late years, but it was to myself that it happened.
The young man seemed to me in his rash statements
to be very ignorant of the Bible. I made him
read the L5th Chapfer of the 1st Eoiatle to the
Corinthians, which apoeared to h i somewhat new
^o him. He read it attentively, and when he had
finishel it ho said, “he was a good man, Panlus.
Hut he had his fancies, this was one of them.” This,
in fact, is the key of the position. Is St. Paul’s
account of the Resurrection a mere fancy, or is it
based on a'real histofical fact. That he himself

held it to be historical and real there can be no
doubt. The way in which he treated the subject
leaves no doubt of that. He thought of the Resur-
rection, and so his own words, describing his own
ec.static vision lessen the toroeof what he tells us of
the appearances vouchsafed to others "Whether they
were or were not in many respects di.ssimilar in
kind from the vision which he saw—apparently not
only once, but many times thoughts his life—
would therefore be anything hut unnatural in St,
John in his retreat on the seashore at Patmoa. He
welcomed the wonderful vision, and tlie heavenly
voice vouchsafed to him to his ecstacy, as a fresh
assurance to his soul that the friend whom he had
known living upon earth, whom he had seen die
and whom he had seen living, was indeed alive for
evermore. What was the exact nature of those
manifestations by which Christ, during the forty
days from the first Easter to the first Ascension
Day, as.sured his d'sciples that death had no
power over his combined spiritual and fleshly
nature, it is impossible to say. We are not
entitled to make more of the recorded events
nor less than the text warrants, but we are
justified in ssying that He who lived and
taught amongst His disciples, having ended His
earthly course by death, proved incontestably to
them after He had died, that death had no more
domiuioa over him. If Christ had died, and
there was an end of Him, his precepts might,
indeed, live as those of any other rabbi, or of
any one of the old prophets

; but the hopes
to sustain His Church and its conflict with a
persecuting world even unto death, where were
they ? Buried in the grave with Him. Where
was the assurance of the truth of all He had
taught them ? Is it not the echo of the words, “ 1
am the resurrection and the life.” that we find
pervading the whole system of the Gospel as it
went forth in the first age to draw the
world after it 1 What else sustained its
de-pised followers when persecution raged
first through Jewish hatred and afterwards
through the arbitrary decrees of Roman law.
alarmed at the sight of the deserted temphs?
The Gospel, therefore, with the superna-
tural element eliminated, has ceased to be the
Gospel. It may be a philosophy with more or less
of claim to a preference over other human systems,

j

but it is not that which the Apostles received from

I

the Lord, and handed down from Him to be the
I
guide of all nations. If there be no Gospel without

j

the Re.surreotiou there is none without the super-
i natural. It becomes a question, merely of more
!
or less as to how far or with What qualifications

,
the supernatural element in all its details is to
form an intregral part of the whole system. No
one who understands the subject will contend that
each seperate miracle or the Lord’s life taken by
itself, rests on the same historical evidence as the
one great central fact o: the Resurrection. After
the questions connected with the inspiration of the
sacred writers have been fully discussed, the
degree of certainty as to each detail obtained from
its incorporation in the historical narrative may be
rightly estimated; but at present,and, indeed, in all
treatises on evidence properly so called, the books
containing the facts of the Gospel must be regard-
ed in the first instance,not as proved to be inspired,
but as ordinary historical documents. This they
certainly are, independently of the higher character
which may afterwards be vindicated for them. It
is important to observe that the Epistles, as well
as the Gospels, make Christianity to rest on a
supernatural, otherwise called a miraculous basis.
There is, therefore, an a priory probability that
the life as well as the death of the Lord was
attended by supernatural manifestations. In-
deed, if he was what the Resurrection with
its sequel proves him to have been, he could
not have come into this world and moved as be did
amongst men without an effort of supernatural and
miraculous power. The ordinary course and laws
of nature, as manifested in the common
history of man, were not canable of producing
such a man as Jesus of Nazareth was p roved by
his Resurrection to be. Before therefore, the mys-
terious narrative of his iucarnatiou we bow in awe-
struck silence. If you believe in Christ’s Resurrec-
tion, I see not how you can logically hesitate at
the mystery of his incarnation. When, therefore,
the narratives of the Evangelists are placed in your
hands as corroborating in detail the more general
statements of St. Paul, you have no cause to be
surprised when you find them such as they are;
aud you read and wonder on their minutest details’
with a reverence to which— whatever be their date
within the first hundred years—you agree with the
Church universal in believing to be their doe. The
prejudice against miracles, which is characteristic
of the present age, is unreasonable, and
has been miported into the sort of Chris-
tianity of which we hare been speaking from
Hume and from the Deiata of the last oenturyt Wc

k
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are not to surrender our reason in judging the evi"
dence for the miraculous, but it is equally unreason-
able to pronounce, with not a few sceptics of the
present day, who have recurred tc the language of
Hume, that all, miracles are in themselves iinpos-
sible, or atleast incapable of proof. The question
before us is whether some miracles have not been
proved to the satisfaction of sound reason by argu-
ments that cannot be confuted. Some of our A<v-
nosticsin their philosophical exaltation, stumble at
all naratives of the miraculous and think that they
could believe a religion far better which had no
miracles. We know nothing, however, of God
except from a recognition of some thing
which is supernatural, and so strongly has
this true idea of that religion fixed itself on the
human mind that 1 am bold to say that through the
nineteen centuries which have passed since Christ
was born and long before, this very supernatural
element, which has been a stumbling block to manv
of our philosoph rs in the e latter days, was eu
attraction to the thousands upon thousands of such
simple souls as those for whom the Gospel has been
the Gosple of life in so many countries and in so
many varying stages of civilisation. The truly
Wiseman will know what helps these miracles
have been to many thousands, he will not measure
other by his own supercili us objections to them,
and he would study the records which contain
them with a deep consciousness that he is in
the presence and is tracing the ways of one who
IS above ordinary nature. What we contend for
IS that the whole of Christianity is built upon
a manifestation of the supernatural. Prejudiced
persons may maintain that the evidenc-i as ad-

Paul and the Evangelists would
not hold good in a court of justice, if it were
brought forward in a trial on which a man’s
life depended. I deny this

; but let me remind
you, also, that what we are maintaining is not
what might or might not be thought sufficient
evidence m a Court of justice, but what is suffi-
cient evidence to establish the truth of a fact
in history. 'Ve are bound to approach the ex-
amination of this matter in the same impartial
frame of mind in which we should test any other
alleged facts, and I am confident that the his-
torical verdict must be on our side. But let us have
done with dry arguments. Does any earnest-mind-
ed searcher after truth declare that he prefers to
dwell ratner on the moral than on the strictly
logical evidences for his fatih.let him receive every
encouragement to do so. Such moral evidences
afford a more wholesome food for the soul to feed
on. Does not a man feel his whole being elevated
on such evide^es as we have attesting the super-
natural and Divine orgin of Christianity ? Most
earnest-minded men are in truth very much
belter than a cold logical statement of their
abs ract belief would represent them. Let us urge

to realise continually the full force
of this doctrine which he recognises-its
bearing on an all-pervading Providence, its
suggestion that If God is it may be possible for the
soul to hold communion with him; and if we are
Tighten the charity which hopeth all things to

with these bold deniers of the truths of Christian-
ity, how much more must it be our duty
not harshly to repel any who claim for
themselves theChnstain name and have a Christian
faith, however defective ? Nothing will be lost
but much gamed by our assuming the attitude of a
tolerantaud loving desire, while we gladly wel-
come the truth which they have receivsd, to lead
lb6tn on to further truth.

MB. VOYSEY’S REPLY TO THE ARCH-
BISHOP OP CANTERBURY.—part I.

Luke xii. 57. Why even of youraelvesjudge ye not
what is right ?

In undertaking the task of criticising the recent
charge of the Archbishop of Canterbury, with
special reference to his strictures upon Theism
I run no risk of having my motives
misunderstood by you, my friends, nor by thosewho know me

; I shall, therefore, not be misiin-
derstood by the Archbishop himself, whose respect
I should be very sorry to forfeit. But there is a
large world of outsiders and observers who may
easily fall into a mistake on this point There aremany who will say that nothing is more natural for
a man in my position, and with my antecedents
-ban to fly at the throat of any illustrious speaker
and to make a good advertisement of himself by the
attack. To them I will give the assurance that if
there lives any one eminent personage in Church or
State more than another, whose words I would
not wiHingly call in question, it is the Archbishon
of Canterbury. He hae enemies enough among

those who ought to be his most loving friends
and supporters, without finding a new antagonist
mine. There are others so foolish as to think

.
latit 18 bordering on presumption, if not imoiety

i u- ,

cx cathedra, statement uttered by a

I

bishop
; others, still more foolish, take it as a mat-

j

ter of course that anything said by a bishop must
' be erroneous or unwi,se. Neither of these sets of
persons do I care to ple^ise or to displease.

borne will think, perhaps, that as controversv
has become part of my essential duty, it will affordme the greyest pleasure if I can controvert the
Primate. My object, however, is not pleasure”
but only aud solely to serve the truth, on whoseso-
ever side It may Vio.. I am as anxious to-

I was 111 1848, when I gave up Christ for
God, to believe only what is true and will to-
morrow retake reverently all that I have renounc-

Tu t" will make me convinced of
Its truth, I cannot but feel that the Archbishop’s
desire to believe only the truth is as strong as ray
own, and although his Grace is by his official con-
nec ion with the Church fenced round from the
possi 1 1 y of such freedom of thought as we enjoy,
iis in e ec is too solid and vigorous, and his heart
o open to charity and candour to be altogether
imraova e and inflexible in the presence of any
arguments which are really sound. For not onlv
in rea ing of Theism, but likewise in treating of

er marked schools of thought, religious or other-
wise, be mauifeststhe same beautiful spirit of chari-
y an goodwill, which can only have one effect up-
on us—-to deepen our regret that we cannot entirely
sympathise with his theological views.

0 conclude this preface I will refer to thosew 0 may attribute tome a bitterness of feelings to-
wards one who, in the capacity of a judge in the
High Court of H. M. Privy Oounci', though r, it to
)e IIS duty to deprive me of my benefice. On this
point I desire to say once for all. that bad I been a
pel ec stranger to his Grace. bis share
in my condemnation would not have kind-

slighest spark of resent-
; there was nothing to be angry at in

non*st men coming to a decision on a point of law,
however adverse it was to myself. 1 do not see
wliy 1 should respect them less for doing what
they deemed to be their duty, or indeed, why I
should not re.«.pect them all the more when I knewbow bitterly they deplored the necessity of their
painful duty, and with what pleasure and thank-
fulness they would have acquitted me at the last
moment had I been able to recant. But the offi-
cial relations between myself and the Archbishop
la in previous years been such as I can p“verthmk of without gratitude and affection. When
near y a the clerical world had given me up as a
hopeless case, and I had been driven from one cure
to another, till the broadest churchman among allmy vicars was unable to reconcile the bigotry of
one or two of his parishioners to mv ministrations,
and I was on the point of dropping out in^o the
desert of life, without work, without a home, and
almost without a friend, then Dr. Tail, who was
atthat tune Bishop of London, literally took me
y the hand, and would not let me perish, nor be

desolate nor unrespected. He found me a fresh
cura'^y in his diocese and urged my services on a
vicar who was as kind and large-hearted as
himself.

1.1
^ P^blicty on this occasion to these facts

that all the Ignorant may know henceforth that 1

A .°uu- controversy with the
Archbishop with the faintest tinge of resentful feel-
ing, or with any wish to gain an empty triumph
words over one whom the law once placed ovime in the position of a judge. Moreover, I hai
said It because I would bear my teatimon'
however humble it be, in favor of one whol
an exalted position has not screened froi
abuse and scorn, whose fidelity and fearles
ness in the discharge of his duty hrs only brou®!
upon his head from the whole sacerdotal press" i

the country, blame and ridicule worse than ev<
fell upon myself. I delight in disclaiming allianc
with those who have so little self-respeot as t

find fault with the Archbishop, and so little cot
sistency of character as to treat without du
reverence those whom their Church theories de
Clare to be their spiritual masters and fathers i

God. I have one more important word to ad<:
made necessary by a suggestion made to me th
other day that the Archbishop was of course bouu
to defend Christianity, whether he believed it c
not. If I did not know it on other ground
I could not he sure of the Archbi
shop’s sincerity in his advocacy of Chris
tianity and his opposition to Theism. Fron
personal knowledge, from the beautiful and tende
record which he has given us in the narrativi
of his domestic anguish, and from every detail o
his gentle chivalrous life we may be quite cer
tain that bespeaks from his heart and believes
all he says, Bat for this we could have nc

possible gnar.'intea of his sincerity. Under the
exsiting infamous— I deliberately say infamous

—

system of dogmatic tests, and clerical subscrip-

tions and declarations he is bound, so longt

as he remains Archbishop of Canterbury,
to speak just as he has spoken, to defend
Christianity through thick and thin, to endeavour
to uphold it whether he believes it or not. And so

this most noble, honorable, truthful soul is ex-

posed by virtue, or rather by vice, of an unrepealed
statute, to the degrading taunt of every stranger

who may pass by, and who can ask without a
chance of being rudely silenced, ‘ How do you
know that you are speaking your houest mind?
You know you are hound by law to say that or

something like it wheiher you believe it or not.’

I hope you will not deem the time thrown away
which has been devoted to these prefatory remarks.
The opportunity is scarcely like to be repeat^dlwhen
the value of our religion is called in quest on by so

gentle a voice, and when we may be quite sure
that the discovery and attainineut of the truth is

the real object of the controversy. The faith we
cherish is not correctly apprehended by the
Archbishop. He has unwitt ngly misrepresented
it, and, will, I feel sure, be surprised and sorry
when he sees his mistake.
We may indeed heartily congratulate ourselves

on the fact that the Archbishop, bv dealing so
largely and separately with Theism, owns the
great importance of it as a religious movement and
the rank it has taken in the intellectual and reli •

gious thought of the 19th century. It is some-
thing to encourage up after our years of toil to

see Theism fairly recognised as one of the great
dangers to which Christianity is exposed. If it

be a danger, it will, therefore, he looked well in

the face by bold and wise men ; and all we can
possibly care for is that it be thoroughly examined
into and sifted, and exhaustively known for what
it is, instead of being considered upon hearsay
and its merits or demerits judged upon second
and third hand reports, more often than not miser-
able caricatures of our belief.

The first point which I would direct attention
is the apparent difficulty of the Archbishop in
his endeavour to distinguish between the Deism
of the 18th century and the Theism which we
hold in the 19th. I do not wonder at this,

because the mere names will never tell him.
His Grace, we may he sure, has read the Deists
of the last century, for he shows his acquaintance

I

with them in this very charge.

I
Rut of the writings of Theists in the last fifty

years the Archbishop seems to be very imperfect-
ly informed.

As I intend the present course of sermons to
:

be in a great measure a Treatise of Theism,
\
I must not hesitate to enter into details.
It will be naturally asked who are the
most prominent if not authoritative Theietic
vyriters of this part of the 19th century ?

First in the o-der of time and in weight of learn-
ing comes Professor Francis William Newman,
formerly fellow of Balliol College, Oxford, whose
Theistic writings are entitled, first. The Sovl :

her Sorrotvs and A spiraiiV published in 1849;
7'Ae Phases of Faith which soon followed it in
1850; and last, most important of all, a work
entitled. Theism, Doctrinal and Practical,
published in 1858. Several sermons,essays, &o

,
by

the professor are also extant,the most important
of all being Religion not published in 1877.
Ill these works is to be found for the most part the
two-fold element of positive and negative teaching,
since it was next to impossible to expound Thei-Mn
effectually in a Christian age,and to a Christian
people without showing how incompatible Theism
is with dogmatic Christianity. The work entitled
77imm or in its new dress Hebrew TJuiism {to dis-
tinguish it from 'Greek Theism’) contains the least
controversial matter aud is almost entirely con-
structive,

^

The second great Theistic writer in this countTv
13 certainly Frances Power Oobbe. who at the
early age of twenty-seven, gave to the world an
invaluable essay on Intuitive Morals, Ever since
she has been enreaching our literature by many
essays and books, some of which were exclusively
of a Theological character. These may be
enumerated as :

—

Lights, piihiished in 1864
; Dawning Lights, pub-

iislied in 1868; a manual of private Oevotioii called
Alone to the Alone, 1871, and Hopes for Human
Race, Hereafter and Here, 1874.
Of English Theistic writers of any prominence Iknow of none besides Professor Newman and Mis.s

Cohbe, unless I may add my own name on the ground
that I have devoted my life to the cause of Theism
aud had attained to my Theistic belief long before
I had seen a line of either Newman’s or MissCobbe 8 or any other Theistic works.
Across tbe Atlaatio, boweyeri there ivas one end
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only one prominent advocate of pure Theism, who

cast away the last shred of belief in miraculous

revelation,and who was so little of a Christian that

he scrupled not to find fault with the portrait of

Jesus as given in the Gospels. Theodore Parker

began his Theistic work by the publication,

in 1842, of the Discourse of Religion^

which embodies and sets forth in a master-

ly manner the principles of Theism and ,

its contrasts to Christianity, Till 18G0, when

exhausted by overwork, he died in Floreuee,

that noble man never faltered. Ever true as

steel, and in the face of huge difficulty and

fiercest opposition, he maintained his belief

in one God and in man’s claim to God’s justice

and love and in the natural communion between

the two. His language about Jesus Christ was

certainly wavering at times—in one place saying

* the tide of humanity never rose so high as in

Jesus,’ ‘at another’ ' Jesus was a brother wh om his

fellow-men should long since have outgrown.’

With this slight divergence from the Theists in

England, Theodore Parker was a staunch and

sterling Theist,

Now I say that if any one ventures to write

against or concerning Theism, he cannot do so pro-

perly without having first studied our Theistic

books, At least,he should have read F.W .Newman’s

ITehrew Theism, Miss Cobbe’s Broken Lights and

Dawning Lights and Hopes for the Human Race.

or say, her book on Religious Duty, Theodore

Parker’s Z)/sceMrse o/ Religion and my own work on

the Mystery of Pain, Sin ami Death, and

some volumes of the Sling and Stone,

or some dozen of my Sermons. Most im-

portant of all, he should have looked carefully at

our Prayer Book, to observe what it includes and

what it leaves out, and to judge from our prayers

and praises and hymns, whether there be any

fervour of devotion to be found herein or not.

Ours being the only Theistic worship in this metro-

polis, this surely is the place to cometo to know

what Theists both believe and feel.

We cannot wonder then that if the Archbishop

is not well acquainted with the books I have

named or with our weekly service, he should be

unable to discern rightly the distinction between

our religion and the ‘ cold Deism’ of the

last century.

There remains time this morning only sufficient

to examine one passage of the charge wherein the

Archbishop seems to start from an entire ignorance

of Modern Theism :

“Modern Theism, like the old Deism, is a setting

up of what used to be called natural religion in

place of revealed.”

This is undoubtedly true and will hereafter be

justified, but the next few sentences betray that

what is present to the Archbishop’s mind under

the term ‘ Natural Religion’ is not that which we
now understand by the term. He goes on to say—

It ( i. e,. Modern Theism) teaches that all man
wants of religious knowledge, all indeed that is

really true, may be known by human reason, and

ought through reason to bo elicited as their

essence from the forms in which it has been pre.

presented, distorted and caricatured by the

superstitions which have sprung from man’s

imagination excited by his fears.

On this passage I would first observe that supp s-

ing this were the whole truth concerning modern

Theism, or of National Religion, surely it were a

credit to it and not a drawback, that it claimed to

spring entirely out of the human reason, from that I

>/

God-like gift by which we apprehend His

truth, and are to a certain extent made par-

takers of the Divine Nature. Can the Archbishop

forget that no revelation of truth is possibly except

^othe human reason, to a mind capablp of under-

standing it? Has he forgotten that bright star in

the dark firmament of the Gospel of blind credulity

where Jesus Christ appeals to the reason of his

followers, ‘ Why even of your own selves judge ye

not what is right ? Nay, the Archbishop himself

admits the great value of reason in saying that

‘ Reasons will never be effectually restrained from

wandering into the vague and doubtful through

unauthorized claims to settle everything by

authority and to forbid the exercise of God’s great

gift of the reason, as if to think for ourselves

and follow the dicates of conscience were a sin.’

In an age like ours we may be assured that

nothing will stand securely which is not con-

formable to human reason. In the highest flights

of religious sentiment, in the furthest marches

of our progress in the knowledge of things

divine, never shall we be able to dispense with

the sobering, guiding control of an enlightened

understaing, by which alone our advance can

be made in the right direction and our

ascent upwards be made absolutely secure.

But when we have said this in loyalty to the

Reason, we must go on to tell the Archbishop that

Theism, or what call Natural Religion, by no

means springs wholly out of human reason, but

from other elements in our nature of infinitely

more importance than the reason in the construc-

tion of our religious beliefs.

Again and again have all the four Theistic wri ters

whom I have named insisted on it that the reason

alone would be wholly insufficient to do more
than establish the foundamental ideas of a Great

First Cause, and of some community of

nature between the mind of man and the infi-

nite mind that rules and sustains the universe.

Beyond that the mere reason, contemplating the

outer world exclusive of human nature, could not

attribute to God any moral qualities such as the

soul of man demands in the object of his reverence

and love. Our religion is derived mainly from the

conscience and the affections of man, far more

than from the reason, though of fcourse it is by

reasoning from the conscience and the affections

that we form our conception of the Author of our

being. Theodore Parker is never weary of

giving a fourfold ground as the entire an d

sole basis of his faith —reason, conscience,

love and the intuitions of the soul. Miss

Cobbe in a less formal and technical

manner maintains the same principle. Professor

Newman more than thirty years ago laid the basis

of religion in the ‘ Soul, her sorrows, an I aspira-

tions,’ and subsequently in his Hebrew Theism

developed his sublime conception of God entirely

from the various elements in the mind and soul of

Holloway’s Pills—The Great Need.—
The blood is the life, and on its purity depends our
health, if not life existence. These Pills thorough-
ly clean e this vital fluid from all contaminations,
and by that power strengthen and invigorate the
whole system, healthily stimulate sluggish organs,
repress over-excited action, and establish order of
circulation and secretion throughout every part
of the body. The balsamic nature of Holloway’s
Pills commends them to the favor of debilitated
and nervous constitutions, which they soon resusci-
tated. They dislodge all obstructions both in the
bowels and elsewhere and are, on that account,
much sought after for promoting regularity
of action in young females, and delicate per«ons,
who are naturally weak, or who from some cause
have become so.

I
man. Especially does he insist on the idea of

‘God in Conscience,’ and shows how our moral and

affectional nature logically demands that a God
whom men can love and worship and obsy, must

be infinitely holy and loving Himself,

And if I may refer to my own experience in

working out independently ray way to this same
grand Theistic religion, 1 give my assurance that

after abandoning revelation, and casting about

for sources of knowledge of Him for whom my
soul panted, praying earnestly and passionately

to be taught the truth, I very roon saw that all

the light I should ever get would be from those

objects which God had made on purpose to reflect

upon us some portion of his image, I saw that

the proper study of God was the moral and spiri-

tual nature with which He had endowed me
and those among my fellowmen whom my
conscience approved. My conscience told me
my God was holy, my heart told me
that my God was loving, aye, more loving

even than dearest father and mother on earth.

And the more I grew obedient to my con-

science the higher rose my conception of His

goodness. The larger my heart expanded un-

der the serene and blissful joys of wedded love,

of parentage, and of compassion for the guilty, the

more and more I understood of God’s all fatherly

love. Nobible, no church, no Chirsthas ever been

able to express what my soul feels of adoring

rapture, and of the sense of deepest and inseparable

union between me and my God. But for my con-

science and my heart never should I have known
what God is to me and to all mankind. But for

these I should never have emerged beyond that

‘cold Deism ’ from which the Archbishop so wisely

shrinks, and which he may truly regard as inade-

quate to meet the cravings of the soul.

This then is our first lesson in Theism. That it

springs out of the whole of man’s higher nature.

His reason, his conscience, and his human love all

contributing to form a conception of Him, as lofty

and pure and fascinating to the soul as the best

and highest that men have ever reached. And
this is not all. For while this enduring and ever

progressive human nature of ours is our solid

foundation for belief in and love of God, it is

our guide and our testing principle in the

scrutiny of all other religions, of all that

claim to be supernatural revelations of God. If

these will not harmonize with natural religion,

with the religion created by our reasons, our con-

sciences and our affections, we shall always find

them falling below the Theistic conception of

God’s moral nature, and of His dealings and pur-

poses with mankind. This is our standard of

religious truth, and by it we are bound in loyalty

to our Father in Heaven to believe ever of Him only

what is highest and best.

If an angel from heaven come and preach unto

us any other gospel. We will not with an apostle

‘ Let him be accursed,’ but we will se}’
— ’et us

give him a fair hearing, and then let him also listen

patiently to our reply. Who knows but what he

may go down to his house converted and more full

of joy, hope and peace in believing than be ever

was before ?

Oarling-ton’s Pain-Curer has been
found to be a certain cure for P.ains m the Backs,
Lumbaao, Pains in the Chest.Sore Throats. Coushs,
Colds. Tightness of the Chest. Headache, Toothache,
Neuralgia, Colics. Rheumatism, Paralysis, Fains in
Groins. Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica. Bad
LegsBad, Breasts. Swellings, Old Sores, Piles. Ring
Worms, Pimples, Freckles, A Eruptions on the skin
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The Temple of Amusement,
UNBOUNDED SUCCESS

OP

HUDSON’S SURPRISE PARTY,
The most unique shorn in existence,

Presentlngr Nlgrhtly

BEAUTIFUL MUSIC,
Pathetic ballads,

Funny sayings, Amusing sketches.

Grotesque dances and Impersonations of

Peccliar people.
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Prices of Admission.
Boxes to hold six Rs. 18

Ditto ditto four ,, 12

Orchestra Stalls ,, 4

Balcony Stalls
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'

Pit

Rs.

Re.

Box Office from 10 a. m. to 5 p. m.

Doors open at 8-30. Commence at O.Carriages at 11,

H. SANTLY,
Business Agent,

announcement extraordinary.
OPBBA KOUSB,

THREE PERFORMANCES ONLY
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday,

November 2nd, 4th and 6xh.

FIRST APPEARANCE IN CALCUTTA
OP PROFESSOR RRDALY, THE WIZARD OP
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Late ofthe London &Paris Theatres,

Assisted by Miss Orlande,

The celebrated Persian clairvoyant,
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Infantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,
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Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable
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Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for
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Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,
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••• ... ... ,,18

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative, ... ... „ 20

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ... ,, 1 4

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger

than above), ... ... ... ,,14
Family Carminative (Invaluable for

Children), ... ... ... ,,2 0
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair), ... ,,2 0

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &c.), 0 ”< ... ,, 1 8
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where medical aid is not available. Thousands
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wrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by MESSRS. E. J. LazArus &Co.,
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Latest Publications.

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY CALENDAR, 1880-81.

Price Rs. 5 ;
post free, R.s. 5 4.

THE REVENUE SALE LAW OF LOWER BEN-
eal. Comprising Act XI of 1859, B. C ,

Act
VII of 1868, B. C., Act VII of 188 '

(The
Public Demands Recovery Act), and the

Unrepealed Regulations and the Rules of

the Board of Revenue on the subject

With Notes. Edited by William E. H, Forsyth,

of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law
;
Offg.

Asst. Secy, to the Govt, of Bengal, Legislative

Dept. [Shortly.

LAW OF INDIAN RAILWAYS AND COM-
mon Carriers. A Commentary upon the Indian

Railway Act of 1879, the Carriers’ Act of 1865

and the Act known ns Lord Campbell’s Act

( XIII of 1855). Together with such Sections

and Quotations from the Merchant Shipping Act,

the Contract Act, the Rail wav and Canal Trnffio

Act, Civil Procedure Code, Court Fees Act, and

I

the Satute of Limitations, as apply to Carriers

by Land and Water. By W. G. Macpherson.
8vo,, cloth. Rs. 12.

THE INDIAN COOKERY BOOK: A Practical

Handbook to the Kitchen in India, adapted to

the three Presidencies; containing original and
approved Recipes in every Department of Indian

Cookery; Recipes for Summer Beverages and
Home-made Liqueurs; Medicinal and other

Recipes; together with a variety of things worth
knowing. By a Thirty-five Years’ Resident.

Crown 8vo. Re. 3.

THE INDIAN READY-RECKONER. Contain-

ing Tables for ascertaining the value of any
number of Articles, &o., from 3 pies to 5 rupees,

also Tables of Wages, from 4 annas to 25 rupees,

and other useful Tables. By Capt. A. T. Spens.

Rs. 1 12.

MERCHANTS’ AND BANKERS’ COMPANION :

or Tables for calculating Interest and Commis-
sion, Freight and Exchanges between India.

England, and China, in Rupees, Sterling, and
Dollars. With Tables to show the Rates of

Exchange and Prices of Bullion. By Manikji
Kavasji Todivala. Royal 8vo. Rs. 12.

FORWARD : A Series of Essays on Metaphysical
Subjects

;
by the late Aristoss Philadelphus.

With a Biographical Sketch of the Author by
Agathos. Royal 8vo., boards. Rs. 3 8

TABLE OP SUCCESSION according to the Hindu
Law as prevalent in Bengal. By the late

Hon’ble Prosonno Coomar Tagore, C. S. I., Se-

cond Edition, cloth. Re. 1 8.

A CRITICAL ESSAY ON THE HINDU LAW
of Adoption. Bv a Hindustani Hindu Vakil.

Roval 8vo. Rs. 3. Cloth, Rs. 3 8.

MALARIA ; ITS CAUSE AND EFFECTS. In-

juries of the Spleen : an Analysis of Thirty-nine
Cases. By E. G. Russell, M.B., B.Sc,, London.
Deray 8vo,, doth gilt Rs 8,

ARNOLD’S ECLOGUE OVIDIAN^. A Transla-
tion. (For the Entrance Examination, 1880.)
Re. 1 2, post free.

MILTON’S ODE ON THE NATIVITY OF
Christ. With Todd’s Notes. As. 4.

THE INDIAN LAW EXAMINTION MANUAL.
By Fendall Currie. Esq, of Lincoln’s Inn,
Barrister-at-Law. Second Edition, revised and
rewritten. Demy 8vo., cloth, Rs. 5.

THE RULES AND ORDERS OP THE HIGH
Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal,
in its several Jurisdictions (including such of

the Rules of the Supreme Court as are still in

force), and Forms
;
with an Abstract of the

Charter of the Supreme Court, the Charter Act,
and Letters Patent of the High Court, the Vice-
Admiralty Commisision, <fcc., with Notes, By
R, Belchambers, Esq., Registrar, &c.. High
Court, Original Jurisdiction. Royal 8vo,, cloth
Rs. 16

ARNOLD’S BCLOQOS OVIDIANNE. A Trans-
lation. Pcap, 8vo., sewed. Re. 1.

CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE (THE); BEING
Act X of 1877. With Notes, and Appendix,
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Limitation and Specific Relief Acts; with
Copious Index. By L. P. Delves Brouehton,
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Royal 8vo. Reduced to Rs. 18.

THE LAW OP EVIDENCE (ACT I OF 1872
with Amendments

) With a Commentary, Notes
&c. Third Edition. By C. D. Field. Demy
8vo., cloth. Rs. 18.

THE INDIAN CONTRACT ACT (IX OF 1872).
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illustrative. By C.O. Macrae, 8yo,, cloth, Ba, 10,

THE INDIAN CONTRACT ACT (IX OP 1872),

and the Specific Relief Act (I of 1877). With a

full Commentary. By D. Sutheruland. Royal
8vo.

,
cloth Rs. 10.

THE CONTRACT ACT (IX OP 1872). With an
Introduction and Explanatory Notes. By the

Hon’ble H, S. Cunningham, M.A., and H. fl.

Shepherd, M. A. Third Edition. Demy 8vo,

cloth. Rs. 14,

The Code of Criminal Procedure (Act X of 1872)
and other Laws relating to the Procedure in the

Criminal Court of British India. With Notes and
Abstracts of the Interpretations by the High
Courts. Fifth Edition. By H. T. Prinsep, C.S.

Cloth. With addenda. Roval 8vo. Rs. 16.

THE INDIAN PENAL CODE ( Act XLV of

1860 ), and other Laws and Acta of Parlia-

ment relating to the Criminal Courts of In-
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and Decisions of the High Court of Calcutta.

By J. O’Kinealy. Second Edition, Royal 8vo.
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Notes and Rules and Orders of the High Courts

of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay. By Henby
Millett and Frederick Clarke. Cloth, 8vo,

Rs. 8.

THE INDIAN REGISTRATION ACT (III of

1877). With Notes ( fourth edition of the

Notes). By Carr-Stephen, Barrister-at-Law.

Demy 8vo.- cloth. Rs. 5.

THE RENT LAW OF BENGAL, L. P, (ACT
VIII., 1869; B C.). with all important Rulings
and Notes). By Jogindra Chandra Mullik. 8vo.,

cloth. Rs. 7 S.

THE LAW OP LANDLORD AND TENANT AS
administered in Bengal. By H. Bell, C.S.

Second Edition. Cloth, large 8vo. Rs. 7-8,

BENGAL ACTS : the Legislative Acts (Unrepealed)
of the Lieutenant-Govenor of Bengal in Council.

Prom 1862 to the present. Annotated and
edited, with Index, by Fred. Clarke, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Rs. 22,

INDIAN LAW REPORTS, PUBLISHED under
Authority. The Reports appear in Monthly Parts,

at Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, and Allahabad,and
comprise four Series,—the Cases heard by the
Privy Council on appeal from each High Court
are reported in the Series for that High Court.
Annual Subscription, Rs. 47 8.

JUDGMENTS OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL ON
Appeals from India. 1831 to 1877. By D.
Sutherland. In paper cover, Rs. 16. Vol. II,

1868 to 187 7. Rs. 20, The two vols. together,

Rs. 30. -I

THE INDIAN DIGEST . a complete Index to
the Reported Cases of the High Courts estab-
lished in India. Second Edition. By H. Cowell
Barrister-at-Law, Roy al 8vo cloth. Reduced
to Rs. 12.

THE DIGEST of Indian Law Reports : a Com-
pendium of the Rulings of the High Court of

Calcutta from 1862, and of the Privy Council
from 1831 to 1876. By D, Sutherland, Esq,,
Barrister-at-Law, Impl. 8vo. Rs. 20,

A DIGEST OF THE CASES REPORTED IN THE
Bengal Law Reports, 1868 to 1875. By J. V.
Woodman, Barrister-at-Law, Royal 8vo,, cloth.

Rs. 16.

lagore L'lw Lectures.

THE HINDU LAW; BEING A TREATISE ON
the Law administered exclusively to Hindus by
the British Courts in India, (1870.) By
Herbert Cowell. Royal 8vo., cloth. Rs, 12.

THE HINDU LAW

;

being a Treatise on the Law
administered exclusively to Hindus by the Bri-
tish Courts in India. (1871.) By Herbert Cowel
Royal 8vo., cloth. Rs. 8.

HISTORY AND CONSTITUTION OF THE
Courts and Legislative Authorities. (1872.) By
Herbert Cowell. Royal 8vo., cloth, Rs. 8.

MAHOMEDAN LAW
; a Digest of the Laws ap-

plicable to the Sunnis of India. (1873. )By Shama
Churn Sircar. Royal 8vo., cloth Rs. 9.

MaHOMEDAN LAW
; being a Digest of the Sun

ni Code in part, and of the Imamyah Code
(1874.) By Shama Churn Sircar. Roval 8 vo.
cloth. Rs. 9.

THE LAW RELATING TO THE LAND TEN-
ures of Lower Bengal. (1875.) By Arthur
Phillips, Royal 8vo. cloth. Rs. 10.

THACKER, SPINK & CO., ,,

- 6 & 6, GOVERNMENT ^RAGJ^, . .

CALCUm.
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NEW BOOKS,

:Rl8tory and Slogrraphy.

JAMES OUTRAM : A Biography, By Majoro
General Sir F. J. Qoldsmid, c.B.. k.c.s.1. With
IlluBtrations and Maps, 2 vols. (20 0) Rs.23 2

LORD LAWRENCE : A Sketch of his Publi-
Career. By Oapt. L. J. Trotter. (1 0)Re.l 0

HISTORY OP THE INDIAN MUTINY, 1857-
1669. Commencing fro»the close of the second
vohime of Sir ,Tohn Kay’s “ History of the Se-
poy War.”' By Col. G. B. Malleson, c.s.i , Vol.
III. (12 12) Rs.H 2

kXnDAHAR IN 1879 : Being a Diary, reprint-
ed, with Corrections and Additions from the
“ Royal Engineer’s Journal.” By Major Le
Wessurier. (5 4^ Rs. 5 12

A SKETCH OP THE KAFFIR AND ZULU
wdtks ; Guardabb tb Isandhlwana. By Capt.
H. Hallam Parr, Military Secretary to H. E.
Sir .Burtle Frete. (3 6) Es. 3 12

j

HISTORIOAL lectures and ESSAYS : P.v
,

the ReT. Charles Kingsley. (3 14) Rs. 4 4'

EPISODES OF FRENCH HISTORY : 1 Charle-
magne and the Carlovingians. By Gnstave
Masson, With Notes iuid Geneolog'cal. Histori-
cal, and other Tables. (1 12) Re. 1 14

THE MANCHUS
;

or, the Reisning Dynasty of
China, their rise and progress. With ^iap8
and Illustrations. Bv the Rev. John Ross.

,C1P 0) Rs. 11 4

Voyagres and Travels.
COLONEL GRODEKOFF’S RIDE PROM SAM-
arkand to Herat, through Balkh and the Uzbek
States of Afghan-Tutkestan

;
with his own map

of the March* Route from the Oxus to Herat.
By Charles Msrv4cf„M<6*' 4) Es. 5 12

NILE GLEANINfCS,.coVicerning the Ethnoloey,
History and A’t.of Ancient Egypt ns revealed
by Egyptian Paintings and Bas-reliefs, with
description of Nuhia and it'^ Great Rock
Temples. By Yilliers Stuart of Doomona. With
fiS colored and outline plates from Original
Sketches, Royal 8vo. cloth gilt. (20 0)

.
' Rs. 22 8

BRAZIU THE AMAZONS, AND THE COAST.
By Herbert H. Smith. Illustrated from Sketches
by Wells Champney and others, beautifully
engraved on wood, 8vo. (13 8) Rs. 15 0

THE RIVER OP GOLDEN SAND : Narrative of
a journey through China and Eastern Thibet to
Burmah. With Illustrations and Ten Maps
from Original Surveys. By Capt. William Gill,

B. B. With an Introductry Essay by Col. Henry
Yule, C. B., in2 vols, 8vo. (19 0) Rs. 21 4

Science.
A PHYSICAL TREATISE ON ELECTRICITY
and Magnetism. By J. E. H. Gordon, B. A..
2vols. (23-10) Rs.26 4

ELECTRIC LIGHT; ITS PRODUCTION AND
ose. Embodying plain directions for the working
of Galvanic Batteries, Electric Lamps, and Dy-
namo-Electric Machines. Rv J. W. Urknhart.
C. E,, with 94 Illustrations. (4 12) Rs. 5 4

A MANUAL OF THE ALKALI TRADE. Includ-
ing themannfactute of Sulphuric Acid, Sulphate
of Soda, and Bleaching Powder. By John Lomas
with 232 Illustrations and Working Drawings
(33 12), Rs. .37 s’

SUPPLEMENT TO SPON’S DICTIONARY OP
Engineering, Civil, Mechanical, Military, and
Na^al. Edited by Ernest Spon. Vols. L and
II., each. (8-8) Es, 9 8

*** The remaining Valumes will he received
as issued.

SPON’S ENGINEERS’ AND CONTRACTORS’
Illustrated book of prices of Machines, Tools,
Ironwork, and Contractors’ material, and En-
gineer’s Diroctory for 1880B1, (6 0) Es. 6 10

Relrg'lon.

THE HIBBERT LECTURES, 1880, Lectures on
the Influence of the Institutions, Thought, and
Culture of Rome on Christianity and the Deve-
lopment of the Catholic Church. By Ernest
Renan Translated by Charles Beard, m.A
(6 12) Rs. 7 8

THE HIBBERT LECTURES. 1879. Lectures on
the Origin and Growth of Religio ., as illustrated

by the Religion of Ancient E^ypt. By P, LePage
Benouf. (6 12^ Rs. 7 8

RO-
6)

6 0

the
and

HAVE received a large and clioice selection
from the best makers of the following • —
INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES’.

'

From

ii

Artery Forceps

„ „ Fene.str.a

Belts, Abdomen
Corpulency
Riding

„ Carson’s Patent
Catheters, Silver Plated ^

Caustic Cases ,,

Dissecting Cases
Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rinsrs

„ ,, in Caae.s ,, .Cornplete
,,

,, Trumpets for Deafness
,,

„ Cornets, Doable
,,

Elastic Bandages, Belts. &c.)
Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks V ,,

Stockings, Thread, per pair), .

Ditto, Silk
,, ,,

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. ,,

Electro-Ma'gnetic Machines

f »

»»

M
1 ^

9i . \ i

very powfirful, single

*Do. do, double
Dq.'^”;; do,' ' pocket
. 1. .IlJO.J

Ils. A. p,

2 0 0
4 8 0
9 0 0
12 0 0

5 0 0
16 0 0
3 0 0

3 0 0

7 a 0
4 0 0
8 0 0
3 0 0
9 0 0

6 0 0

8 0 0
2 0 0

20 0 0

25 0 0
18 0 0

THE APOSTLES OP OUR LORD, Practical
Studies. By A.M. Symington, b.a. (2 4) Rs 2 8

WORD. WORK, AND WILL. Collected papers
by William Thomson, D, D., Lord Archbishop of
Yoik, (5 10) Rg.6 4

THE RELIGIONS OP CHINA. Confnoianism
and Taoism described and compared with
Christianity. (3 14) Rs. 4 4

Poetry.
THE ENGLISH POETS. Selections with Critical

Introductions by various Writers, and a General
Introduction by Matthew Arnold. Vols. I and
II* (9 8) Rs. 10 8

#** '^0 be. completed in 4 volumes.
THE LIGHT OP ASIA; or. The Great Renuncia-

tion. Being the Life aud Teaching of Gautama.
By Edwin Arnold. (1 12) Rs. 1 14

Ditto, beautifully bound in cloth, extra
E'lL (5 10) Rs. 6 4

SELECTIONS FROM THE POETRY OF ELI-
ZABETH BARRETT BROWNING second series.

„ 6) Ks. 6 0
SELECTIONS FROM THE POETRY OP

bert Browning. Second Series. (5
Rs.

Medical.
ON DISEASES OF THE STOMACH,

varieties of Dysnepsia, their Diagnosis
Treatment. By Dr. S. 0. Habershon. 3rd Edi-
tion. (3 6) Rs. 3 12

INDIGESTION : What it is
; what it leads to

;

and a new method of treating it. By Dr. J.
Beaduell Gill. (2 4) Rs. 2 8

NOTES ON RHEUMATISM. By Dr. J. Pollock.
2nd Edition. (2 4) Rs. 2 8

A DESCRIPTION AND EXPLANATION OF
the method of Performing Post Mortem Examin-
ations in the Dead-House of the Berlin Charite
Hospital, with special reference to Medico-Legal
Practice. By Professor R, Virchow. (2 4)

Rs, 2 8
“ CHANGE” AS A M.,NTAL RESTORATIVE.
By Joseph Mortimer Granvill. (As. 12)

As. 14

BRAINWORK AND OVERWORK. A new
voloume of the “ Long Life Series.” (As. 12)

As. 14

THE HEART AND ITS FUNCTIONS. A new
volume of the “ Health Primers” (As. 12 ) As. 14

A MANUAL OF FAMILY MEDICINE FOR
India. By Dr. W. J. Moore. Published under
the authority of the Government of Lidia. Third
Edition. (7 12) Rs. 8 8

THE HOUSEHOLD BOOK OP PRACTICAL
Medicine, containing a full account of the
Diseases of the Human System, with appro-
priate remedies and a collection of valuable Re.
ceipts. By Dr. G. H. Hosmer. (4 12) Rs. 5 4

SIOK-NURSING : A Handbook for all who have
to do with cases of Disease and Couvalescence-
By Dr. G. Black (As. 12) As. 14

W. NEWMAN k. CO.

SMITH. STANISTREET. & GO.
Pharmaceutical Chemlslts and

Orug-g-lsts,

BY special appointment

lo Hit Excellency the Right JTnn'hlf

LORD RIPON, G.M.8.I.,

ViCBBOY ANry Govkunok-Gknicral ok India,
-SiC.. Ac., Ac.,

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From

action
,,

Kennedy’s Syphon ,,

Eye Instrument Cases ,,

„ ,, Macnamara’s ,, ,,

Cataract Knives and Needles ,,

Scissors, curved. Probe, and
Sharp, pointed, Cross
Action M -

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c. ,,

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-
by n.s, Mudges, Ac., &c. ,, „

Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles ,,

Abscess Knives, Symes
,,

„ Lancets ~
,,

Bistouries „
Bleeding Lancets

,,
.

Directors, Silver Plated „
Dissecting Oases

,,

Exploring Needles „ ..

Gum Lancets „
Pocket Cases filled

,,

), Army Regulation „
Probes. Silver „
Scalpel and Finger Knives „
Scalpels

Scissors
,

Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaculum „
Stetho.scopes

,,

Speculums Ear „
„ Spring Kramers

,,

I) ,. Nose
,,

., Rectum
,,

„ Silver Plated „
Spray Producers, Listers

,,

,, Richardson’s Complete ,,

,, Various Makers
.,

Suspenders
,,

Subcutaneous Syringes , ...

Aluminum Cases
Silver Plated Mounts
Clinical Thermometers

,,

,, With Kew Certificate ,»

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &c., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly, magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from ..^ 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PHCENTX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners .and Patients
is obviated from 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Agents

FOE

H. & T. Kirby <& Co.’s Unoxidised
Phospborus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBRD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.

The largest aud best assortment of Drugs and
Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. A
0. Co.’s and B. I. Q. 8. N. Co.’s Steamers,

Wholesale rates on application.
9 A 10, Dalhousuf Square,

and 47. Dhurrumtollah Street. a-17

Rs. A. f

1*>
1 i 0 0
. 9 0 0
. 60 0 0
. 36 0 0
. 3 8 r

, 4 0 0
12 0 0

3 8 0

2 n 0
2 0 0
1 12 0
2 8 0
1 4 0
1 8 0
7 0 0
2 8 0
2 0 0

16 0 0
80 0 0
1 0 0
6 0 0
2 0 0
1 8 0
1 8 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 8 0
t 0 0

7 0 0
3 0 0

6 0 0
18 0 0

16 0 0
8 0 0
2 0 0
8 0 0

36 0 0
8 0 0
5 0 0

7 8 0

Maklian Ziall Oboae,
No. 91^ Radha Bazar, Calcutta.

Begs to invite the attention of the public to
several consignments of comihfe’tttM aid

fancy stationery of all sorts, including account
books of all sizes, made of handmade and machine-
made paper, by steamers recently arrived, and
which he is disposing of at moderate prices. He
has been long in the trade, and presumes he has
always afforded every satisfaction to the numerous
merchants here who have constantly favored him
with orders. Mofuasil orders aoonmoanied with
lemittances shall be uromptly attendeii 'f', a-41
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(Editorial |lotes.

There are 2,795 candidates for the En-

trance Examination of the Calcntta Univer-

sity this year. The number for the Littlego

is not yet known to us, but is stated to be

smaller than last year. This perhaps shows

that though the surface of education is widen-

ing, its depth is not perceptibly increasing.

-:o:-

Lord William Bentinck, wrote Horace

Hayman _Wilson in 1884, “ is an ignorant

man. He has a vigorous mind and quiet

observation, but he never reads, and therefore

often judges wrongly.” This was contempo-

rary criticism, and is another instance of how

posterity comes to modify and soften the ver-

dict passed upon a great character by those

of his own age.

-:o:

We read in an English paper that the

marriage of a Moslem girl to a Christian

gentleman has lately caused quite an insurrec-

tion in Armenia. Moslem inhabitants, ex-

cited by fanaticism, armed themselves with

clubs, daggers, and guns, and some of them

also being on horseback, attacked the houses

of the Armenians, spreading terror among

the Christian families. They arrested the

newly-married couple, and led them before

the Moslem Governor, who thanked the Ma-
homedan mob for their devotion, and pot the

Armenian and his wife in prison.

:o.--r-

London, Edinburgh and ^Glasgow a^e

encouraging a taste for flowers among the

poorer classes Dy gratuitously distributing

seeds and plants. The Parks Committee of

the Town Council of Edinburgh seem to have

taken up the matter in right earnest. May

we pot look to opr Couppjl tp create aotj

foster a taste for flowers among the middle

class population by adopting some such method

as the above ? There is no doubt that the

well-to-do classes among the Native commu-
nity are already beginning to show a taste in

this direction, as is evident from the fact of

many Native houses being adorned now-a-

days with flower-pots. The fact is cheering,

for we look upon flowers as a means of nation-

al education.

:o:-

We understand (hat a Native of Bengal

has applied to the London University for

permission to complete for its B.A. Examina’
tion from this country, and that the govern-
ing body have shown a disposition to

comply with his request, provided his

application is sent through the proper

channel. This decision of the London
University, if more clearly expressed, may
have a prejudicial eflfect ^upon .the existence

of the Indian Universities
;

for if Indian

youths are allowed to compete for London
degrees, they will never think it worth their

while to think of the Calcutta University. No
English University, it will be remembered, re-

cognises our educational corporations. An
Indian will, therefore, think a London degree
to be more valuable than his Calcutta one.

This is a delicate question, and ought to be

carefully discussed by all who have the welfare

of India at heart.

:o:-

Wscan tolerate an atheistic gentleman, but

an unbelieving woman never. In the saintly

nature of woman,(infidelity looks monstrous.

The very thought of a female atheist makes

us shudder. “Verily,” says Mrs. Gillette in

a beautiful article on “Woman and Religion”

in the Christian Li^e, an “irreligous woman

is an unfathomable mystery.” '

“I do not

wonder,” she says, “that man manifests so
I

little of the religious element in his nature.

Seeing mostly thi:o,vigh the intellect, ,and not

having grown wise enough ito believe that

the strongest reasons are the reasons of the

heart, he works mostly with his brain arid

hands, and leaves the ‘richer 'graces of the

spirit to cluster around the character of some

saintly mother, or sister, or wife, or daughter.

And while he finds little leisure and

perhaps less inclination, to listen to the voice

of the Christ, this woman whom he trusts,

but who (he vainly thinks) has a brain far

inferior to his own, walks in spirit along

the shore of Galilee, and upon the banks of

the Jordan, and up the Mount of Olives,

gathering those beautiful blossoms of love

and faith that always adorn the noblest and

the sweetest womanhood.” How noble and

saintly is woman ! How hideous when fallen !

:o:-

• ill

Lord Reay opened the proceedings of the

Social Science Congress this year at Edin-

burgh with a speech on diplomacy. What
connection Social Science has with diplomacy

we are ai a loss to determine. But in thpse

days nothing is unworthy ofj,a|place in ^be

Temple of Science, and least of alj. Diplo-

macy. Fordo we not owe to this the famous

“ Scientific Frontier” of which so much' has

been said of late? The proceedings of the

Congress, says the Spectator, “ have not

been as yet very interesting, the most popular

discussion having been one on womeuls rights.

There was a sort of-consensus, we are glad to

see, that a married woman ought'toown wfaer

own property, as Queens-Consort do,. “but

a great division on .the .subject of the

right to the custody of children. AJrp,, DhPCan
Maclaron seemed (H) think., husbands had

right tothat, custody, which,, ought to belong

to the wives. She talked of the cruelties and
brutalities of husbands, and when asked what

kind of husbands she 'could have known,' 'repljl

ed, ‘ Those only who have good husband?; dare

speak on this question.’ The repartee told,

but Mrs. Maclaren does not answer ahe mow
serious que8tioD,—whether„, this right of cui*

tody would not be a serious burden to women.
Does she propose to make the husbands maini
tain the children, and yet give up thh"ight

theih'aa » "principle' of

. \ .
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wife speaks of the husband’s brutality, and the

husband must speak of the wife’s unfitness.

Who is to decide ?

By far the most interesting portion of Babu

Peary Chand, Mittra’s “ Life of Dewan Ram

Gomnl Sen” is that which contains extracts

from the letters of Dr. H. H. Wilson written

to his friend in India, and the most interesting

by, far of these extracts is that which gives us

Professor Wilson’s views on the leading

I statesmen of the day and specially their atti-

tude towards the controversy which is

well-known to this day as the fight of the

Anglicists with the Orientalists. It was

through the combined instrumentality of three

men like Lord William Bentinck, Macaulay

and Trevelyan that the study of the Indian

classics was tabooed all over the county, and

English became the chief medium of instruc-

tion in our colleges and schools. Dr. H. H.

Wilson was the stout champion on the

Orientalist’s side. It would be wrong for

that reason to condemn bis views as old

orthodox and therefore worthless; for, read

by the light of these letters, they appeared

to us more reasonable than they had

hitherto been assumed. He speaks with

enthusiasm of “the opposition made by the

Natives in their petition against the abolition

of the Sanskrit College and the Madrissa,” and

with glee of “the departure of Lord William”

which most “have suspended the evil designs of

Messrs. Macaulay and Trevelyan.” He says:—

“I am as friendly as they are to a wide exten-

aion of English, and promoted it far beyond

what they will ever accomplish. They write

about it. I worked at it, as you know ;
but I

saw no incompatibility between the cultivation

of the classical languages of India and English,

and I am still of opinion that real improvement

the elevation of the minds of the people

—

cannot be effected without both classes of

languages being studied.” The country will

now side with neither party ;
it wants a

compromise, and it is sore to have it.

:o:

The following spirited “ Special Appeal”

has been issued by Sir Wilfrid Lawson and

bis zealous co-adjutors “ The 18th of June

1880, will ever be a memorable day in the

history of temperance legislation. The adop-

tion on that day by the House of Commons of

the Local Option Resolution, marks a striking

growth of sentiment in Parliament, and there-

fore in the constituencies, on this subject.

Nevertheless, the Executive Council of the

United Kingdom Alliance feel that the

friends of temperance legislation most indulge

in no illusions.. The advance in public senti-

ment thus registered, whilst eminently im-

portant ,pind gratifying, is only,,]b9

ed as a basis for future operations, because

the true end of our work is the embodiment of

the national sentiment in effective legislation.

During the recent debate on Local Option,

Mr. Gladstone, speak ing on behalf of the

Government, pledged himself that, as soon

as the state of public business would allow,

a bill should be brought into the House by

the Government, dealing with the whole

question of licensing. In such a bi 11 Mr.

Gladstone promised that the principle of

Local Option,]* which he described as

‘reasonable and just,’ should be included.

It is hoped that next session of Parliament

will witness the introduction of the Govern-

ment bill. It becomes, therefore, of supreme

importance that, during the coming winter, the

all-important work of deepening and broaden-

ing the foundations of the movement in the

hearts and consciences of the people should

be prosecuted with redoubled energy, so %s to

ensure the insertion in the measure,

of the recommendation contained in the

Resolution adopted by the House of Com-
mons, namely, that the people in their respec-

tive localities should have the power of efl5-

ciently protecting themselves from the evils of

the Liquor Traffic. To enable the Executive,

free from financial hindrances, vigorously to

prosecute this urgent work, your generous aid

is solicited.”

OUR PRESENT POLICY.

Do not break but build. This is the pre-

sent policy of the advanced Brahmos. The

work of destruction occupied their minds and

hands for more than a decade. In those days

the cry was “ destroy.” Errors and super-

stitions, noxious usages and corrupt social

institutions fell under the reformer’s axe, and

without compunction or hesitation he crushed

them. Wherever he saw evil, religious, moral,

or social,he proceeded to assail and exterminate

it. He was iconoclastic. He was a sworn

foe of all errors, Hindu and Christian. The

Brahmo of that period was accordingly known

and bated as an anti- Hindu and an anti-

Christian. But look at the change which has

come over the spirit of the Brahmo community.

The watchword of our brethren in these days

s “Reconstruct.” Instead of hatred we see

now love ;
instead of war-cry there is Peace,

Peace. Not what is erroneous, but what

is true in the scriptures of other denomina-

tions is the question which now engages the

attention of the Brahmo Somaj. Our Church

is now an open and unreserved friend of

Hinduism and Christianity, and of all eastern

I

and western prophets. Some say it has been

Hinduised of late
;

others assert it has been

Christianized
;
and others it has been Maho-

metanized. There is truth in all these

statements. The time has come, when our

Church will become more and more Hindu,

Christian and Mahomedan, without compro-

mising itself.
^
Eclecticism makes compromise

impossible. In earlier years any leaning to-

wards Hinduism, the mere mention of the

name Hari would have scrupulously and

studiously avoided, lest it should identify

the Somaj with Hinduism. There is no such

fear now. The Brahmo soul freely and

fearlessly plunges into all scriptures, reveres

all prophets, for the world has come to re-

cognise and appreciate his eclectic position.

None can, none will now identify him with

any sect or denomination. Those who com-

ment unfavorably upon the present friendly

attitude of the Brahmo Somaj towards

Hinduism, do not understand our policy of

eclectic reconstruction. If they fear the

Brahmos are lastly drifting away towards

Hinduism, they have as good reasons to

fear our people are turning towards sectarian

Christianity. The Brahmo of the New Dis-

pensasion is too Christian to be a Hindu, and

too Hindu to be a Christian. We have done

destroying error; let us now, in a devout and

reverent spirit, accept the truth and goodness

of each sect, and construct a new fabric of

eclectic religion. No more war, but love.

EASTERN AND WESTERN THEISM.

Ip Judaism and Christianity, Hinduism,

Buddhism and Mahomedanism have all been

born and cradled in the East, Theism too

must claim an eastern origin and organiza-

tion. True, there is European Theism and

American Theism, but neither of these has

been able to organize itself into a church. A
handful of liberal thinkers, a dozen Theistic

publications do not constitute Theism. To

have anv recognised value or influence it

must be a Church. So it is in India, a strong

and well-established National Church, with

a body of apostles and a regular system of

congregational and family worship. This we

do not find in the West. The East, therefore,

should be regarded as the fountain and centre

of the Theistic movement. This is no as-

sumption, no hypothesis hazarded by in-

terested men, but a statement warranted

by facts. That India should be the

cradle of Pure Theism is no mere wish

or fancy of the Brahmo Somaj people, but is

clearly the design of Providence. The whole

history of the rise and progress of Theism in

different parts of the country conclusively de-

monstrates this. There seems to be no doubt

whatever regarding the ecnnoiny of Providence
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in this matter. Heaven has planted the

seed of the Theistic Church on Indian

soil, and Heaven has watered and

nurtured the plant, and developed it into a

strong and stately tree. Parker and Miss

Cobbe, Newman and Voysey has the Lord

raised op in the West to develop and pro"

mote free religion and Theistio thought among

civilized nations, not to establish a Theistic

Church upon pure apostolical principles.

Here a brother and there a sister doing noble

work and advancing the cause of truth in his

and her own way and with perfect indepen-

dence and individuality of character, such is the

spectacle of Theistic efforts in Europe and

America. But a brotherhood and a sister-

hood, not in Church alone but in life, in

society and at home we see not till we come

to our own land. Here we find, instead of

individtiality

,

a vast and growing community,

a Cliurch in which men and women

united as brothers and sisters in one

family are sanctifying their lives and

adjusting their social and domestic re-

lations with faith, love and conscience as

their guide. A band of apostles ordained by

nature, not man, have risen up, and form the

living pillars, as it were, of this church of

God. The most devout among us believe

that Western nations are destined to follow

India in the great work of organizing and

extending the Theistic Church.

OCCULT PHENOMENA.

The Theosophists have gained one thing

which no one would grudge them
; they have

made themselves, though not their views, well-

known to the country at large
;
and they have

been the means of elucidating another fact,

namely, that Theosophism may exist side by

side with agnosticism and other disagreeable

isms. People who are not known to believe in

any thing, may believe, oddly enough, in the

reality of occult phenomena. This is the

strangest part of the affair, and it proves that

men must believe in something, whether they

will or no. Tlie tendencies of the human

heart towards the unknown and unknowable

may lead it to the most incoiKjeivable super-

stition, if it does not already find satisfaction

in the realities of religion. ' T’lie experiences

of Simla have not been, therefore, without

their uses. They do not make us altogether

hopeless of the future of humanity, for,

happen what will, religion is sure to be the

ultimate goal of human ambition. But while

conceiling this much, we are bound to pro-

test against the importance which it is pro.

posed to give to this new superstition.

Natives of India, who are over head and

ears in the depth of superstition, will have

uo reason to thank the official busybodies

who are endeavouring to make it fashionable.

There is already too much of this unwhole-

some material in India, and to think

of engrafting it more firmly upon our con-

stitution by means of all the scientific

quackery at the disposal of the Theosophists.

would be an idea sufficiently unendurable.

We speak strongly, because we feel we are

justified in doing so. If the Theosophists

had merely told us that a certain unaccount-

able phenomenon had taken place, they would

have excited sufficient surprise and wonder

in India at least. But when discarding this

legitimate precaution they came forward as

apologists, they ceased to be entitled to res-

pect and forbearance. An ordinary conjurer

would not, if asked to do so, give reasons on

compulsion. But the Theosophists have given

U3 reasons, and how odd they are

!

The explanation of the brooch incident

is the absurdest that we have heard

of in our life. The brooch leaves its place

and is taken to the distant corner of the

garden by spiritual chemistry. That is to

say, the ornament became spiritually analysed,

and was spiritually removed by parts to

another place. We do not know what this

means
;
but if it means any thing, it means

absurdity itself. One is talking of matter^

and can matter be spiritually analysed ? The

Indian yogis speak more consistently. They

say a man who devotes himself to sublime

contemplation, acquires supernatural powers,

and he may even create things if he likes.

He does not speak of spiritual chemistry,

—

surely not lie ! Ha is, therefore, a

wiser man, one far more consistent,

though deluded, than the scientific Theo-

sophist who wishes to confound spirit and

matter in a common chaos. A Hindu may

swallow all the absurdities which he may come

across when meeting a yogi
;
but it would be

a new thing altogether, if he could be made to

believe that a European mlechcha could be as

fine a seer or prophet as his contemplative or

communion-loving countrymen. Theosophism

would not have been so bad, had it not been a

bald imitation of Indian yogism.

liialima ^outa]

.

Bhai Amrita LalIi Bose has proceeded to
Rowal Piudi.

BuAi PiiotAp Chundkk Mozumdkr left

Halcutta for the Punjab on Thursday last. He
intends to visit Kurrachi.

The Nainkarau ceremony of the second sou of
Mr. Waman Pandurung Kelkar took place at
Hydrabal (Deccan) on the 13th October, and the
Namkaran ceremony of the second son of Mr.
Sadasbio Pandurung Kelkar was celebrated at
Sholapur on the 20th ultimo. Both the
brothers are verv zealous members of the Bombay
Prarthana Somaj. and conform practically to the
principles of the Brabtno Somaj in social

matters.

(ttarresnaiuleitcc.

[
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for the, opiniom of our correspondents.— Bo,
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A PRAYER FOR STRENGTH.

TO THE EOrrOR OP THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

My Friend,—It is Sonday morning. I have just
returned from talking to the children in two Sunday
Schools; and closed one of them with prayer ; and
the benediction, “ Peace be to this house; neace be
to th°s8 hearts, of pupils and teachers. The peace
of God, that passeth telHng, keep our hearts
and minds in the knowledge and love of God
and of his son Jesus Christ, our brother and
our Lord.”—Here, in my chamber, I recur to

the old resolve, “ Ever live up, to the convictions
of your holiest hours ” Saddened by the thought
of sometime failure to do so,—and with a generous
friend not far away, who has lately broken his

temperance pledge, and, with strong crying and
tears, has come to himself and to the Father re-

pentant,— I breathe, for myself and for him, the fol-

lowing prayer ;—Hear us, Oh God ! Hear my
prayer for strength and self-control. This
hour tempts me not to self-indulgence, but
how near I am to the edge of the precipice I

know not. Now let me watch and pray lest I

fall under temptation. Sovereign Helper, be
nigh to shield me in the evil hour. Turn the

stream of life for me that I glide not into a torrent

of evil influences which shall be too strong for

me, and take me off ray feet, ere I am aware.

Thinking I stand, may I take heed lest I fall. In
advance of approaching sin, send me thy guardian
angel, blessed shame, to warn me, before it is

too late: shame to be false to so good a Father.

Send too that other angel, strength; the strength

of Thy right ready hand and Thy spirit whispering
from on high ‘son, do thyself no harml One thing

I desire, even your perfection !’—Patient and
mighty God give me to know, at my strongest,

how weak I am I Deliver me, even from the

friend who. nnwittinglv, m»y draw me away from
perfect faithfulness to Thee, in my heart of hearts

.

Out-speaking,—or in my silent thought,—may 1

say to him, even as tempted Jesus did to his loving

Peter, ‘ Get thee behind me Satan : Tempter,
begone ! Silence ! lest in thy too selfish love,

thou turn me from my highest duty ; and cause

my feet to slide toward self-indulgence ; and my
soul to fall from God!’ All Merciful One, say to me,
in the hour of danger and approaching fascination,

‘Child, if you doubt, do not act!’ Give me strength

to welcome that doubt, as a voice from heave^n ;

the voice of the Holy Oue, ray Savior. May that

call empower me to choose the good, and refuse

the evil, so that I escape as a bird from the gun
of the hunter. Oh, strengthen me to choose the

pure, and refuse even to think of the impure, to

choose the wav of manly self-direction and godly

obedience to the spirit of Trutn and Right;—lest

I fall, in a moment, a thoughtless moment, from,

the heights of heaven into the depths of hell ;

into the darkness and misery and torment

of self-reproach and self-contempt. Deliver

me, Oh God, from the torture of the thought.

‘Now I have done it ! What is done, is done, ami
cannot be undone! never, never, never; not while

I have memory and life!’—My God! I already have

that experience! I have sinned in thought and act,

an.d in the face of knowledge,! have sinned against

my better self, and th • best of Fathers! Lord,

help me, or I perish 1 Thou alone canst solve the

mystery of my deliverance. Blessed be Thy name,
it can be solved in the nnfathomed depths of

Thy paternity! If Thou wilt, Thou canst make
me clean. I am beyond ray depth. I sink

without hope, unless God Himself will hear me,

and save me. Save myself I cannot. Except,

Oh God, Thou reach down to me Thy hand, and
lift me up, lam lost forever. There is no help

now but in Thee, Father. There is no rising out of

the hell into which I have plunged,—unless,—unless

Thou be such a Father, Oh God, as Jesus has re-

vealed to men—a father, who seeing his prodigal

son returning “ Rau and fell on his neck, and
kissed him. saying, This ray son was dead and
is alive again ;— he was lost and is found.” All—

disciplining God,art Thou such a father? Oh for the

faith of Jesus to see it so! To believe it, and know
it, by faith and repentance! I must, I will. 1 do
believe it. Unclean and guilty though I am, I

chat myself upon Thy bosom. I come to Thee to

be pardoned by Thy grace. Make me the least

of Thy aervants, By the faith that was lu Jesus,
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my elder Brother, let me now go and save myself
in saving others ; let me forgive and be forgiven

;

let me love Thy children,— the least, the poorest—
the mosfrdepraved and lost.—and live and die to
be loved and forgiven by God, ray Father. Now
give me Thy peace and Thy power, even as it was
given to Thy holy child Jesus.—Amen.

Postcript. In reply to “A Voice from Ohinsurah”
I see in your issue of the 10th instant an earnest
appeal to me by name to retract what I recently
said on "ChrUtia/n Idolatry.-' I said and say that
prayer to Jesus as the Most FTigh and only
God is manworship

;
by universal (orthodox'

Christian confession. It is idolatry, refined and
subtle,' and partly theoretica’, it may be

;

but still idMiOti'y, whose essence is to mis.
take the sign for the thing signified, and take
the picture or reflection for the original, Jesus
says—“The true worshipper worships the Father,”
“ the only true God.” And again,—when I am
gone, ash me nothitig

; but ask the Fa'ber, in
my name, my spirit”. (John xxx : 2.3ri.) The
good

^

Christian Church which I often attend
here in Cunur, the “ English Church,” directs
supreme worship to Jesus. (Memo; taking the
English Church Services as a whole, I find
more to agree with, than to regret. In blissful

unconsciousness of its idolatry, the English Chris-
tian Church pravs to the Only and Infinite Spirit,

by His (God’s) “ agony and bloody sweat
;
by his

cross and passion ; by his birth and circumcision
(!); by his death(!)and burial and so on.” Cutting
oflf the fore-skin of the Infinite One. killing Him,
and, by human hands, putting him under the

Yours &c.,

DAtL.
Cunur, Nilgiri Hills, 21st October 1880.

N. B .—A “ religious atheist ” miserably denies
the existence of God, while truly doing His will.

Does B. love his fellowmen ? “Whosoever loveth
is born of God,—for God is love.”

D.

|>el0ctions.

VIVISECTION.

[to the editor of the “ SPECTATOR,”]

Sib,—The letter of the Governors of Guy’s Hos-
pital, on which you justly pass a favorable com-
ment, contains one passage of which I venture to

ask some elucidation, in the name of a not in-

considerable section of the public. The Governors

say
“ The Guardians may rest assured that the

Governors are not unmindful of the reputation of

the eminent men whose researches have gained

celebrity for the School attached to Guy’s Hospital.

The Governors have given very substantial proof

of the interest they take in the School, bv the

expenditure of many thousands of pounds within

the last few years."

The opponents of vivisection have frequently

expressed anxiety lest their subscriptions to the

hospitals might possibly be applied to the support

of a practice which they abhor. They have,

however, been told again and again that the funds

of the Hospitals and of the Schools attached to

them are entirely distinct, and thus by no chance
could money given to the former be utilised for

the purpose of the latter. Now, we seem to

discover that this assurance does not hold good,

at least as regards one great metropolitan hospital

and its school
;
and I beg respectfully to ask the

Governors:

—

1. Was it from the proper funds of the

Hospital (of course, public property) that these

“many thousands” were taken, or from the

share allotted to Guy’s Hospital of the Saturday
and Sunday Funds ? or (as seems most probable

)

from all three in hotchpot ?

2. To what uses in the School were these

“many thousand!?” applied 7 Were they devoted to

subsidising the three notorious vivisectors whose
names appear in the Parliamentary Return for 1880
as having taken out licences for vivisection in Guy’s

Hospital Medical School, two of whom also hold

certificates for experiments in illustration of lec-

tures, and one of whom (a noted champion of the

practice) has a further certificate dispensing with

the obligation to kill the animal before recoveiing

from anasthetics ? Or if not directly given to the
“ eminent men” of whose “researches” the Gover-
nors are mindful, wa? thelmoney expended on pur-

chasing scientific furniture for the museum, the

theatre, and the lecture-rooms of Guy’s Hospital

Medical School, all three of which, according

to the same return, are registered for vivisec-
tion ( as the grim jest has it ).—are authorised
by law to inscribe “ Mangling Dme Here” over
their portals 7 Any one who will examine the
54 splendid plates of this furniture in Cyon’s

‘ Atlas, ” or the 124 plates in the English
Handbook, ” will perceive that many hundreds

not to say thousands, of pounds are needed for pur-
chasing . vivisecting-tables. Czermak’s rabbit-
tables, mercurial respiration pumos, Brnnton’s
double apparatus, cathetometers, insulating
needles and harpoons, cannulae, knives, saws,
and hundreds of other instruments belonging
to these arsenals of torture, without taking into
consideration the nriceof the wretched animals on
which they are to be exercised.

Instead of showing their medical staff to little
consideration, it apnears to not a few of ns that
in devoting “ many thousands of nounds” to
their School, the Governors of Guy’s Hospital
have bestowed on them rather more than they had
any right to ’claim, and a great deal more than
many of the subscribers to the Hospital will ap-
prove.— I am. Sir, &c.,

Frances Power Cobbe, Hon. Sec,

Society for Protection of Animals from Vivisection
1. Victoria Street, October iOi.
fWe publish Miss Cobbe’s letter, respecting her

intense earnestness in her cause, but without
endorsing her protest to its full extent.—Ed.
Spectator, j

MR. HUXLEY AT BIRMINGHAM.

{SjJectator.)

There never was such a broad-minded sueech
pronounced in favor of narrow-mindedness as Mr.
Huxley’s, at the onening of the Msson College!
Birmingham. It is a speech, which it is a delight
to read, full of argument and glittering with epi-
gram. rich with illustration and evidence, and in
passages rising to a level of eloquence which
suggests that had fate led Mr. Huxlev into Parlia-
ment, he might have rivalled Mr. Bright as an
orator, equally acceptable to the cultivated and to
the people. Mr Huxley traversed the whole field
of European culture, sketched in broad, pictorial
outlines the history of the Three Learnings—the
ancient, the modern, and the scientific-and
acknowledged, almost with fervour, the surpassing
value in its time of each

; but the object of it all

was to show that in excluding politic.s and theolo-

gy, Greek and Latin, and literature from the
curriculum of his College, Sir .Tosiah Mason is in
the right. He uses an admirable power of
expression, a wide knowledge of history, and a
kneen insight into human prejudices, to show how
excellent a thing it is for those who desire to see
to keep one eye always shut. Know all things,
he says to young physicists, but not theology

;

study all things, but not letters. Use all in.stru-
ments. with the exception only of Latin and Greek.
Sir Josiah Mason, now a man of unusual age,
has founded and endowed in Birmingham a
Science College, and, while allowing many alter-
ations as time goes on,has, in drawing up its rules,
laid down most explicit in.structions that party
-olitics and theology shall be totally excluded,
and that the College shall “ make no provision
for mere literary instruction and education.” bv
which phrase, as Mr. Huxlev explains, he intends
to exclude absolutely both Latin and Greek.* In
making these rules, if he has made them. Sir
Josiah Mason is, of course, entirely within his
right. He endows the College out of his own re-
sources, and if he thinks politics disturbing, theo-
logy barren, and Greek and Latin useless, he has a
right to act on his Convictions, while Birmingham
may still benefit by his generosity and his faith in
the fruitful character of the teaching of Science.
We should, had we been commenting on his f mn-
dation, have regretted his decision, but not have
criticised it, except from the point of view of expe-
diency. When, however, Mr. Huxley, who, of all
physicists alive, has, perhaps, the largest amount
of literary faculty, who can. at any rate, when
writing or speaking, always reckon on an
admiring audience, uses his powers to de-
clare that ST J isiah’s decision is wise, that
the men of science should despise theology
and keep out of political study, and abandon
Greek and Latin, when, in fact, he proclaims it

best to separate science and “ literature” in its

* We are bound to add that Mr. Max Muller,
speaking on the same subject, and with the same
information, denies that Latin and Greek are ex-
cluded. Whichever statement is the correct one, our
object is to answer Mr. Huxley’s argument, not
to censure the Mrsoqi College.

broad sense, we must protest, and ask why, ou his
own theory, he prefers lopsidedness in the cur-
riculum of any place of education, or of any class
of students. That he does this i.s clear, for he
says “ For those who mean to make Sience
their serious occupation, or who intend to follow
the profession of medicine, or who have to enter
early on the business of life,—for all these, in my
opinion, classical education is a mistake ; and it is
for that reason that I am glad to see “mere literay
educattion and instruction” shut out from the
curriculum of Sir Josiah Mason’.s College, seeing
that its inclusion would probably lead to the in-
troduction of the ordinary smattering of Latin
and Greek.” All doctors, all men of science, all
who desire to enter early on the business of life,

—

that is sorely a multitude to be excluded from
the study of theology and politics, and the ancient
vehicles of thought. Mr, Huxley says he dreads
lopsidedness, and would, therefore, have French
and German, especially German, carefully studied,
but if those languages are valuable in giving cul-
ture, why exclude by formal rule Latin and Greek,
which also are languages that are valuable as
instruments of culture. Is it only because a con-
sensus of the Western world has declared them the
best instruments? Such a consensus may prove
little, perhaps, hut its existance can disprove
nothing. An idea may be accurate, even
though the majority of men believe it, or even if

it seemed true to monks in the Middle-ages. Or is
it that there is more of culture— which Mr. Huxlev
acknowledges to be the object—to be obtained,
and obtained rapidly, from French and German,
than from Greek and Latin? Surelv, that is a
question not to be decided on authority, but only
out of a large experience; and as yet the experience
is little,and much of it tells directly the other way.
The men who have hitherto displayed most of
that completeness and many-sidedness of culti-
vation which we call culture,have been men trained
in the old learning.—which, after all, did not so
greatly impair the scientific acumen of Sir Isaac
Newton, or render Harvey a less valuable contri-
butor to the reservoir of medical knowledge. They
knew Latin, poor things 1—Sir Isaac rather well.
On the other hand, those who have studied Ger-
man and French in preference to Greek and Latin,
that is, ths educated women of Great Britain, have
hitherto exhibited a certain imperfection of culture
in its widest sense, which has induced the
most advanced friends of learning to per-
suade them to enter once more into the old
paths. The girls are all learning Greek. The
question must be decided by experience, and not
by authority, but as yet the curriculum of Girton
is the answer to Mr. Huxley’s proposition, for the
exclusion of politics wo do not particularly care,
unless the word “politics” includes history, for
politics are in the air of Birmingham, and
cannot be excluded from education any more than
respiration can be forbidden in the class-rooms

;

hut in praising the exclusion of theology, Mr.
Huxley stultifies himself. He allows that one
grand object of education must be the attainment
of a power of “ criticism of life,” and how can
there be a criticism of life of any value, when
the greatest phenomenon of life, the fact that all
nations in all ages have been penetrated with
the belief that this life is nothing to another
unseen life to come, is systematically ignored ?

Grant that the belief in the supernatural is the
grossest of the illusions, and still it is the most
universal, most influential, and most deserving
study by those who would attain to a lofty
faculty of “ criticism of life.” The materialist
may be a good doctor, but what is he worth, if

he does not even perceive the effect of the great
illusion on his patient’s mind ? To strike out
theology and condemn Greek and Latin, when
the object is full culture, is as foolish as to pro-
hibit to the physicist the study of astronomy,
because there was once an astrology, or to forbid
the student to read the “ Principia, ” because
there are other and newer methods of arriving
at the results of Newton’s thought. We have
read somewhere that Russian country carpenters
plane and saw with axes; is the axe, therefore, to be,
in a regenerated Russia, the one proscribed l^ol ?

The truth is that Mr. Huxely is more influenced
than he thinks he is, or than a philosopher ought
to be, by a sentiment of recoil. Because during
the middle-ages the teachers of mankind thought
that the only fitting or valuable object of study
was how to live so that the eternal life might be
blissful, and, therefore, despised or persecuted
physical inquiry, he justifies the proscription of
theology. And because later teachers of mankind,
penetrated with the value of all they had gained*
from the Renaissance, unduly exalted the know-
ledge of Greek and Latin as the one road to culture,
therefore Mr. Huxley is content to banish those
languages from the curriculum of men intended for
scientific life. Theology was all in all, lo it shall
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be nothin?
; Latin and Greek were

80 all shall be used but Latin and Greek. ' Those
are not the arguments of reason, but of
irritation. an irritation is visible in a
curious injustice which Mr. Huxley doe.s to
modern humanists. .So far are they, or the
best of them, from exalting literature as the only
path to culture, that both in this country
and m France they have raised the grandest
instrument of science, mathematics, to a complete
equality with it, have taught that the man who
Das not the command of both is mentally incom-
plete, and have, as regards many of the practical
objects of education—winning State examinations
for instance—given to the Utter a faint
but perceptible superiority. No doubt, they
have not been quite as fair to modern languages,
but it has been from no contempt for them, any
more than the gymnast has a contempt for ridinv
but because they have thought those language”s’
like the ‘‘ologies,” only subjects for the applica-
tion of the mental strength which the classics and
mathematics secure. And so irritated intellectual,
ly is Mr. Huxley, that he does not see how
completely he has himself satirised his own
argument. The pietists, who taught that theolo<^y
was the only knowledge worth acquiring are to
him objects of ridicule, and even dislike, for
their narrow-minded exclusiveness; but exchange
theology for science, and he himself, in this
apology for the Mason scheme, is as ex-
clusive as any monk. Grant Fcience all
she claims, and still she does not cover the
whole field of life, or explain either man’s afifec-
tions, or his conscience, or his dread and long-
ing for an iofinence not visible to his senses.
Those are “facts in the strictest scientific sense,
just as much as the tides are, and why are they
to be excluded from the field of study ? Mr.
Huxley is bitter over the monopoly enjoyed bv
Greek and Latin, and condemns, while in a
passage of striking eloquence he explains, the
exclusive worship of them

; but why is it less
narrow-minded to exclude those instruments for
acquiring knowledge, than to declare them the
only ones that man can use ? The theologian may
be,narrow but he does not,except in India, prohibit
the study of anatomy as nil

; and the University
Don may be bigoted, but he does not legislate out
any language as certainly useless to the student.
Since is great, and will be greater still

; but it is
not all and cannot become all,and in making it all,
the framers of the rules for Mason’s College are
as foolish as the Khalif who burnt all other books,
because the Koran contains all that it is neces-
sary to know. Mr. Huxley says a man might be
as great a scholar as Erasmus, and know no more
of the causes of the present fermentation of men’s
minds than Erasmus did. That is true, and man
may be trained into the greatest of physicists,
nnd ^know no more why men are free in
Birmingham, or why mankind lose their reason
in straining after the unknown, than the students
of Mason’s College will, if educated only there
Which is the larger loss ?

ANOTHER VIEW OF OBER-AMMERGAU.

(Independent.)

Crucified afresh. Even so the patient and
holy Saviour is hung up once more to be despised
and rejected of men. It is worship, or it is

blasphemy. Which ? If worship, has the Lord
or his Evangelists ever authorized such worship?
Is it not, at best, will-worship

; to be pardoned,
one hopes, if it is real, but still to be reprobated
by all who dread the inventions ot men iu the
service of God, by all who reflect upon the
character of those whom the Father seeketh to
worship him, even those only who worship
“ in spirit and in truth ”? On the other
hand, if blasphemy, how great, how terrible
the blasphemy 1 To find a mac, first of
al

, who can consent to personate “ God
manifest in the flesh’’

; to drill him, next, into
a mimic of the unknown agonies of the Redeemer
on the cross, to put him through the mockery
of rehearsals, teaching him how to writhe, and
how to imitate the inimitable, the insufferable
majesty of Divine Love upon the cross , then,
day after day, to exhibit him to crowds, with
all the accessories of the Passion— with the words
of salvation and stupendous atonement and with the
wouuds and bleeding of the Lamb of God, horribly
materialized and degraded into a sham—red ochre
and stage-effect ! Was ever Christ crucified afresh
in so gross and terrible a fashion ? And then
‘•they gape upon him with their mouths

; they
stand staring and looking upon him.” Nay, “with
the flatterers are busy mockers ;

” they laugh and
deride, wbco Bomo sad mishap tarns the sublime

the only Jiools, into the ridiculous. Observe how the reporters do
it up-as for example, the Figaro, which says ;

Unr special correspondent lodged at the house
of 6 i?apAas. high priest and worthy burgomaster
Ihe hand-eaiden. who waited on him, was Martha.
and Herod took his letters to the post. We have not
heard how Hollingshead fared (a play-actor and
no orious atheist), but. unless, John the Baotist
cleaned hig boots, and Ltilte acted as his secretary,
we consider the genial manager of the Gaiety
Theater badly treated.” Thefnnoi the final allu-
sion. if there be any. is commented upon and
pointed out to the ignorant in a newspaper para-
grapli, now before me. The old Coventry
Mysterws fell

^

before an awakened sense of the
awful blasphemies with which they were neces-
sarily connected. Even the monks and degraded
priests who had made such gain out of this iin-
godliness could not sustain them. In the “ Mid-
summer Nights Dream” Shakespeare has sh"'wn
up the common experience of the rehearsals in a
parable. e was too reverent to make a play
of the passion of his God and Saviour, so he
parodies the th-ng be exposes, and makes Quince

the most lampntabl^
comedy and cruel death of Pvramus and Thisbv.”
When he introduces the tinker, the tailor, and
the hellowsmender, the fun consists the verv same
sort of allusions that T have quoted from Figaro ;

“Tell them plainly he is Snug the joiner.” Then
ag.ain ;

‘ Will not the ladies be afraid of the
lion ? The absurdity of the mock lion is made
to hint at the horrible travestv of something not
to be named “ the lantern and the hush of thorns”
identify the allusion to the old mysteries, and the
thing Shakespeare had in mind i» fully brought
out hy Bishop Percy, in his remarks upon the
origin of the English drama. An old novel,
entitled “ A Merye Jest of a Man that was
called Howleglas’.” which seems to have been a
translation of the Dutch burlesque ‘'Ulempiegle,"
is the foundation for Shakespeare’s comedv,
Howleglass is the parish clerk and lives with the
nrie.st. who keeps a conenhin®. of course as see
Chancer passim. At Easter the Passion Plav is

presented. The parson plavs “ Ohriste” and “ his
leman” is the angel at the aepiilcher—unfortu-
nately, blind of an eye. The three Marvs are
represented by the three “simplest persons in the
towne.” and Howleglass instructs them what to
answer. When “ the angel” asks “ Whom ae°k
ye?” they reply, in their simplicity; “The
priest’s leman with one eye.” A battle
ensues, and the leman. throwing off her disguise,
announces that she is no angel, but only the
priest’s mistress. And all this is the sort of thing
which must occur and does occur even among the
simple peasants of Ammergau. “ I saw Mary
Magdalen scrubbing a floor,” savs one reporter.
What he says of the man who played the Messiah
I cannot quote. Tolerated in a barbroiis age. these
scenes perished as enlightenment and scriptural
knowledge informed the conscience and shaped
manners into a higher civilization. Ithas been usual
to excuse them, as the unconscious blasphemy
of what Sir Philip Sidney calls “ that uncivil
age.”

Blit now, in the mid-day solar shine of this
“ enlightened” century, we .see the old horrors
brought back to entertain the crowd. First, it

was the simple peasantry of an obscure Germa
town, whose piety took this shape three or foi

timps in a century. Men went to look at it f

a relic of the Middle Ages lurking in a hy-nlac
and unexpectedly discovered

; something to t

wondered at by the passing traveller as a inarve
Ions survival of siioerstition. The thing strikf
the fancy of a superficial generation—the age o

the Second French Empire and its degrading in
Alienees upon Europe

;
the age that has revive

mediaeval mummery in sober and practical Eng
land

;
the age that follows after Manning an^

Monsignor Oapel
;

the age that has ren
dered possible the perversion of so fim
a spirit as that of Newman

; the age n
the Vatican Council, of the Syllabus, the Tm
maculate Conception and Infallibility dogmas
the age of sounding brass and tinkling cvmbals
the age of prodigious progress dis".om'-y, and rea
achievement, hntalso of all this reactionary moon-
shine. It strikes the fancy of such times, and then
is a rush of English and Americans into the se
questered valley . A river of gold flows through it,

and what was born of ignorant pietv now become.'
the creature of impassioned cupidity. The Passion
Play is advertised for 1880. ‘Svith new scenery,
(Iresses, and decorations.” Cook’s travelling public
fills the railways, and pious Christians fairpi with
“the world, the flesh, and the Devil,” and sit eight
hours g.sziug on Calvary, amid the jest and iiTe-
verent peaiiiit-miinching ot boys and heartless
unbelievers and reporters, who cannot spend a
single hour at church ua a Suaday without cum-

plamts of the te iiousnsss of the service.

This is no caricature. Two letters from the

scene have chanced to fall under my notice.

They were written to friends at home, and were
never meant for the public eye. In one, a well-

meaning young man, who went to the spectacle

with an idea that it was a sort of pious thing to

do, writes to his failier that it was solemn, or

would have been but f >r the peoole about him

( mo-tly Americans), who behaved as at any
other play—eating and talking and jesting.

Another a man of great refinement, who
was dragged to the scene reluctantly, be-

cause the party with which he travelled

wished to go, speaks of it as an nnspeakbly
thing, “from which he and the ladies with him
were frequently obliged to turn away their eyes.

It was too awful to hehold.” Others speak of the

fis •inating horror of the show. They think it

may do in such a rustic by-path as Ammergau ;

but, on the whole, doubt as to its good effects

even there. Others, again, who gave themselves
up to the tide ot the drama, profess to be edified.

Let us hope their pious patronage will not induce
some panoramic Barnum to “ bring it out ” in

America, and drag it through the country, to be

acted in “big tents,” with flaming show-bills of

the crucifixion on every village fence. Last year,

it was proposed to do this in England ; but

outraged decency could not keep silence, and it

was frowned down
Doubtless, “ to the pure all things are pure,”

and I have no disposition to deny, what nothing
but the fact could have led me to suppose possible,

that good men have looked on this spectacle not
only without offence, but even with enthusiastic

admiration. Let us not judge them. To their

own Master they are responsible, not to their

fellow-men. Yet I must own that, for myself,

I should regard it not only a complicated viola-

tion of the third commandment to sit in the seat

of the gazer on such a play, but also as a profaning

of the mystery of the Atonement, akin to

the sin of those, who lifted the cover of the
Ark, and were slain for their temerity. “ These
things happened unto them for examples, and
tlu^y are written for our admonition." The Ark
was a symbol of the Incarnation ; of the

Angel of the Covenant, tabernacled among
men. “ Which things the angels desire to look

into”—a plain reference to the figures that bowed
their beads and stretched their wings over the

mercy-seat. They desire to Icok in ; but they only

look on the mercy-seat. The men of Betlislieinesh

looked in, though the very Philistines had been
more reverent; and the Lord smote (as Josephus
read it in his day) threescore and ten men for

their profaneness. Even the misjudging piety of

Uzzah was not excused; and well says a pious

commentator: “ If such reverence was due to the

Ark of the Covenant, which was sprinkled with the

typical blood of Christ, with how much awe ought
the name of Christ and the Blood of hte Covenant
itself to be treated?” (See Hebrews x, 29). At
Oher-Ammergau this “blood of sprinkling” is

mimicked—my pen refuses to say how.
Our American people are excitable and unreflect-

ing in religions matters. A sceance of Spiritualists,

a tabernacle of Mormons, a show of naked
women— all the.se find patrons and apologists

among very well-meaning people. Sunday-evening
musicals, in which a few passages from the
“Elijah” do duty to quiet conscience, amid long
performeuces from “Don Giovanni” and ‘ ‘Faust,*’

are applauded to the echo by Christiana; and pious

mothers take the children, for whom they have
stood ill baptism, to these entertainments, “ in

order to make Sunday evenings less tedious for

young people”. And now, should the travelling

show I have imagined come among us, to what pro-

faueuesa shall we not be subjecteil by the couni-

vauce, if not the patronage, of those who should
cry out for the protection of the laws against such
blaspheming? Are Christians the only class who
have no rights wnicli anybody is bound to respect?

If a comedy of Moses were to be represented, and
if it gave offence to the Jews, I should be among
the first to implore protection iu their behalf, it a
profane parody of the “ Asauraotiori of the Virgin”
should be attempted, against the remonstrances of

oiir Romish fellow citizens, I should unite with
them in any effort to suporess it, though I regard
the “Assumption” as a fable and Mary-worsliin
as idolatry. To “mingle, the sacred with the
profane” has been ever regarded as bad rhetoric and
bid morals; and what can be worse, ethically or
dramaticslly, than a stage travesty of all that is re-

verenced by good men as fundamental to the Chris-
tian religion and identified with mysteries concern-
ing which we can only cry out, with the apostle,

“Oh, the depth! ”?

Let us go back, and learn of the very heathen. It

was a canon of criticism even with them “not tu

briog upon the stage wbat decency requires to be
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kept behind the seenes.” Horaea ooii'd not endure

the mangling: of Thyeaetes’ children before the

public in a olay; vetChriatiar-.e gaz^ upon the suffer-

ings of the Son of God, hung uooa the cross, as

imitated by a poor, ignorant peasint or a

profane tragedian! ‘“It impresses them,” doubt-

less; but, if an accident occurs, the pit laughs, and

they arc shocked. At best, what is it but a fearful

materializing of what we are to behol I by fai'h,

and only in the way appointed, that is in the

Holy Sacrament of the Eucharist, with a broken

and penitent heart, offered to Go 1 at the foot of

the cross, in solemn communion with him. Is it

conceivable that St. Paul would have acted in

such a scene as that of Ober-Ainmergau? Words-

worth has some tine remarks of what one loses,

even by contact with the noblest things material,

after the imagination has been long fed by the

descriptions of poets an! by the associations of

history which invest them. Thus, I13 parted with

what he had inctgiiiod of Monte Rosa with a sore

regret, although ha had exchan ged it for an ac-

quaintance with the reality. I should be sorry to

give up my faith’s unadulterated eyesight and

the simple narrative of the Evangelist for the

rest of my life, and to take in exchange, or even

in partnership, the ever-reoiirring materialism

of a play. Over the awful scone itself the \1-

raighty drew down a veil. Tnrsj hoars did Mer-

cy hile the snfifaring Redeemer from those who
crucified him. For those who rend that veil and

gaze upon the mimic soectade let me say, hear-

tily : “ they know not what they do.
”

MR. VOYSEY’S REPLY TO TUB ARCH-
BISHOP OP CANTERBURY.—

PART II.

It must not be thought that I wish to carp and

cavil at every word of the Archbishop’s to which
we may demur. All I aim at in these discourses is

to correct any grave misapprehension of our r3al

beliefs and principles.

Speaking of Tbeism, the Archbishop says:
“ The successor of the old evil (meaning the

Deism of the 18th century) comes out in a new
guise and with a new name. Yet I do not know
that the system is so new as it would renreseut

itself. Indeed, it is only an old foe revived.”

The task before us is to show by further argu-

ments than those urged last Sunday, that Theism
is not the old Deism revived, and to repel the

charge that Theism represents itself as new.

There were, of course, in the last century Deists

and Deists, some few much more approximating to

the religious faith and feelings of modern Theism
than the rest of the school. But as a holy, they

left behind them au impression. lasting until now,
which is, on the whole, unfavorable to their

religious and moral character. An examination of

their writings shows how unjust the prevail-

ing impression is with regard to some of the most
prohiinent of the School, and of these exceptions

I will make mention presently, but the following

outline conveys what mav be regards! as the
popular view of the Daistio beliefs and priuciples

of the last century:

That they were convinced of the existence of a

God as theGreat First Cause of all things, who V)y

the fiat of His will called the universe into

existence, and impressed upon it certain fixed and
eternal laws by which it woul 1 be preserved and
regulated hencefarth without any further need of
His interposition. It must be noted that this con-

viction was a purely intellectual one, and had
nothing whatever to do with Religion, except

in the collateral support, which, as a philosopuy, it

gave to the fundamental idea of Religion, viz ; that

there is a God. I do not see that the conviction

can anywhere be traced to prior leligious senti-

ment or instinct, but was a conclusion worked
out from purely Intel. ectual premises, in fram-

ing which the emotions of the soul had no share.

It is believed that they felt little or no sympathy
with the spirit of true religion which has been

at all times manifested by a portion of the Chris-

tian world, to whatever sect or Church they

might belong. The general impression is

that the Deists cared for nothing of this

sort, not nnfrequently derided it, or not
seeing its intrinsic neanty and value did not care

to spare it in their onslaughts on Ch-i-tian creduli-

ty and superstition. Hence it i.s that Chri,stendora

so quickly recovered from the Deistic attacks, and
men of sober mind and pious heart refused an alli-

ance with an iconoclasni which had only destruc-

tion for its aim, and promised no new edifice in the

place of the Church it would fain overthrow. They
talked much, it is true, of living by the light of

Nature. Yes, but what nature? Not by the high-

est ioitinots of human nature, but by the lower, by

ordinary physical appetites. which. though indulged
iu moderation, and even controlled by reason, were
notlikely to exciteany emotions .such as we now call
religions. It would be unfair to say of the Deists as
a body that they tanghtor encouraged immorality,
but their standard of morality was not always the
highest then extant.nor was it uniformly represented
by them as the essential practical metliod of serving
God. God in fact did not demand, for He did not
heed man’s service at all. He was too far off in
time and space, and the earth far too insignificant
for Him to care what its inhabitants did. or what
they thought about Himself. They had no prayer
in their system, for God could not hear their
supplications, or if He could. He would not heed
them. They had no praise nor worshit), for either
would have been foolish on their parts and deem-
ed an impertinence on His. There was a blend-
ing of Stoicism and Epicurism in the tone and
spirit of their philosophy, suiting on one hand
the more .serious and manlv, and on the other the
more frivolous and effeminate of their disciples.
It was a system not of theoretical but of practical
Atheism. With their lips they confessed a God,
but in their lives they ignored or denied Him.
Now if this be a true representation of the Deism
of the last century, it is plain that we have nothing
in common •ith the Deists, except two points: a
belief in a God. and a rejection of the Christian
Creed. Beyond that there is not a single point
of resemblance, still less of sympathy, between
their system and ours.

It may he said, moreover, that our agreement
on the two exceptional points is very slight and
shallow.

In regard to the belief in a God as the Great
First Cause, Theists may rightly claim that
though this statement appears perfectly sound
and reasonable, it is not a matter on which
they lay so much stress, it is not a form of be-
lief absolutely essential to Religion. To say that
God is the Great First Cause is to utter rnetaphy- 1

sic and not to talk Religion. It may be pe,r-

fectly true. It may be the soundest possible

philoSMihy, and so we believe it to be, but
it is not an article of faith. It is apprehended
by the head only, and not by the heart. So,

beyond the admission of the existence of God,
we do not, as Theists, care much about the philoso-
phical formula.

Then as regards our second point of con-
tact, the rejection of the Christian dogmas,
onr objection to them is not by any means
so much on the ground of their depend-
an'-e on ta’es of miracle, as it is on the

ground they revolt the conscience, E.g. We do
not revolt against the idea of God ‘ sending His
Eternal Son into the world to die on the Cross for

man’s redemption,’ even though the whole story be
one long chain of incredible miracles, half so

strongly as we revolt from the moral blemishes
which are interwoven with it from beginning to end
from the glaring impiety of imouting injustice to

God, an unwillingness to pardon even repentant

sinners without an atonement of blood, and a de-
termination to consign all unbelievers to endless

torment.
It is possible we might have condoned the

miraculous for the sake of the moral, but to urge

our belief in what is immoral by the gratuitous

addition ro our perplexity of claiming our belief in

the incredible is more than enlightened human
nature can endure.
To return to the Deists, it is commonly under-

stood that their chief quarrel was with the super-

natural and incredible; onr chief quarrel is with
those dogmas of Christianity which are to na im-

moral and indirectly impious.
Thus far I have been arguing on the

assumption that the popular conception of

the Deists is a true one, and it is un loubt-

edl3' true of the worst and most insigni-

ficant section of their writers. But it is eminently

untrue of the better and more distinguished.

Holloway’s Ointment and. Pills.

—

Few persons are so favored by circumstances or

so foriified by nature as to enable them to pass

unscathed the sore trials of an inclement season.

With catarrahs, coughs, and influenzas every-

where abounding, it should be universally known
that Holloway’s Ointment, diligently rubbed upon

the cnest, checks the worst assaults of these

maladies and securely wards oflf more grave and

d.aogerous diseases of the throat and lungs. The

truth of this as.sertion must remain unquestioned

in the face of thousands of unimpeachable living

witnesses, who have personally derived theutmo^
po.ssible benefits from this treatment, when theit

present sufferings were appalling and their futurr

prospects most disheartening. Both remedies act

admirably together.

When we come to examine their several produc-
tions, the first thing that strikes us is the all

but impossibility of a correct classification, or
of deducing a coherent system of belief from
the works before us. We find a prevailing
condition of mind, rather than a system
of well-defined belief. In only two points
do they universally agree, viz: in maintaining
the right of freethinking in Religion, i.6. up-
holding the supremacy of the reason in all things;
and iu a belief in a Divine Being, They are
not unanimous on any other points that 1 can
discover, not even in their hostility to the super-
natural element in Christianity. It would be
impossible, even if it were at all needful, to give
here an abstract of the different Deistic
writers, but it is incumbent on me to refer to one
or two of them in proof of my assertion that
tliey differed widely among themselves, and that
some of them do not deserve tlie imputations cast
upon them by modern popular prejudice

1. Lord Herbert of Cherbnry, who belonged
to the 17th century, and published his

great work De Verilate in 1624 ( though it

was not known to Englishmen till early iu
the 18th century), seems hardly to differ at all from
modern Theists. His tone throughout is very
reverent and even pious. He maintained the
propriety and use of public and private worship,
and has left on record a beautiful prayer, indeed
more a psalm of praise, which he was in the habit
of using constantly

;
and an epitaph written for

himself discloses his firm belief in immortality.
Before publishing his book he tells us how he took
it into his hands an 1 kneeling on his knees, he
devoutly said these words :

0, Thou eternal Gol, Author of the light which
now shines upon me, and Giver of all inward
illuminations, I do beseech Thee, of Thy infinite

goodness, to pardon a greater request than a
sinner ought to make. I am not satisfied enough
whether I shall publish this book, De Veritntc : if

it be for Thy glory I beseech Thee give me
some sign from heaven

;
it not, I shall suppress

it.

He may be describe i as the .Aoostle of N.atnrat

Religion which he sets forth in five fundamental
proposi'ions. The existence of God, the duty of

worshipping Him, the importance of piety and
virtue as tUe chief parts of this duty, the propriety
of repentance, and the existence of a future state,

2. .Archbishop Tillotson, who w.as revile I by
his adversaries and claimed by the Deists as 'oie
whom all English free-thinkers own as their head,’

laid down the maxim that
“ Nothing ought to be receive! as a revelation

froinGod which plainly contradicts the principles of

natural religion, and nothing ought to be received

as a Divine doctrine or revelation without good
proof that it is .so. No argument will prove a

doctrine to be Divine which is not clearer and
stronger than the difficulties and objections against

it,”

3. Toland, while retaining the name of “ Chris-

tianity” in a sense wholly foreign to usage,

undermines Christianity in almost every page by
disclaiming all mystery and every thing which
is contrary to or even above reason. His argu-

ments, Indeed, virtually cut away the Theistic

ground from under him, and he seemed more in-

clined to panthaisin than to Deism,
4. Samuel Clarke was more of a Christian than

a Deist, saying that
“ No religion but the Christian has any pretence

to be a revelation which satisfies the right reason
and the moral sense.”

5. Wollaston advocated the optimistic theory
and claimed that a righteous God would not create

beings except for their ultimate happiness ; but
some of his ethical theories were extremely wild.

6. Tindal’s chief feature was his attack upon
‘ revelation’ mainly upon moral grounds. His
sermon on the text, * the Lord is good to all, and
His tender mercies are over all His works’ is a
really admirable compendium of the main priuci-

ples of modern Theism.
He spared neither the Old nor the New Te.sta-

ment ; and yet did not hesitate to call himself a
Christian

;
he went so far in the straining of words

as to put on the title page of his most famous work,
Chrhtianity as old as Creation, What he really
wrote of under this title was Natural religion
founded in Reason and Morals.

( To he coTtiinved ).

Darling'ton’s Pain-Curer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,
Lumbaao, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. Coughs,
Golds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache. Toothache,
Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism, Paralysis, Fains in

Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad
LegsBad, Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles. R’ng
Worms, Pimples, Freckles, 4 Eruptions on the skin
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SMITH. STAJSIISTREET. (ifc OO.
Pbarmaoeutical Obemlsts and

Srng-g-lsts,
BY SPECIAL APPOINTMBVT

lo Hit Excellency the. Rioht Hon'hle
LORD RIPON, G.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Govkksor-Gknkkal op India,
See., Sec., Sec.,

HAVE received a large and choice selection

from the best makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.
Rs. A. P.

Artery Forceps From
Fenestra

Belts, Abdomen ,,

„ Corpulency ,,

„ Riding ,,

„ Carson’s Patent ,,

Catheters, Silver Plated ,,

Caustic Cases „ ,,

Dissecting Cases ,,

Kar Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings ,,

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete ,,

,, Trumpets for Deafness ,,

„ Cornets, Double ,,

Elastic Bandages, Belts, fee. 1

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks > ,,

Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk ,, ,,

Elastic Syringes,loz., to 16oz. ,,

Electro-Magnetic Machines)
' very powerful, single 1

”

Do, do, double ,,

... 12

... 5

2

4
9 0 0

0

0 0
8 0

0

0 0
.. 16 0 0
..300
..300

0 0

0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0

...6 0 0

...8 0 0

...2 0 0

... 20 0 0

... 25 0 0

Do. do, pocket 18 0 0

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From Rs. A. p

action
« •

12 0 0
Kennedy’s Syphon

f » 9 0 0
Eye Instrument Cases f %

• • • 60 0 0

„ ,, Macnamara’s
f »

• • • 36 0 0
Cataract Knives and Needles
Scissors, curved, Probe, and

f »
3 S f

Sharp, pointed. Cross
Action

9 1
4 0 0

Opthalraoscopes Liebrichs, &c.
Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

) 1
12 0 0

byns, Mudges, &c., &c.
Minor Operation Instruments

9 t 3 8 0

Aneurism needles
f »

2 0 0
Abscess Knives, Symes

9 •
• •• 2 0 0

„ Lancets >» • • • 1 12 0

Bistouries
99 2 8 0

Bleeding Lancets 99 • • • 1 4 0
Directors, Silver Plated 99 1 8 0
Dissecting Oases 99 . • • 7 0 0
Exploring Needles 99 • • « 2 8 0
Gum Lancets 99 • • • 2 0 0
Pocket Cases filled 99 • • • 16 0 0

„ Army Regulation
99 • • • 80 0 0

Probes, Silver
'

99 • • • 1 0 0
Scalpel and Finger Knives

9 9
• ri 6 0 0

Scalpels
9 9

2 0 0
Scissors

f 9 ... 1 8 0
Spatulas, Silver Plated
Tenaculum

99 ... 1 8 0

99 2 0 0
Stethoscopes

99 2 0 0
Speculums Ear

99 . 2 8 0
„ Spring Kramers 99 • •• 0 0

.) „ Nose 99 7 0 0

„ Rectum
9 9 3 0 0

„ Silver Plated 99 • •• 6 0 0
Spray Producers, Listers ,, ... 18 0 0

,, Richardson’s Complete ,, .
16 0 0

,, Various Makers
,, ... 8 0 0

Suspenders „ ... 2 0 0
Subcutaneous Syringes

,, ... 8 0 0
Aluminum Cases

,, ... ,S6 0 0
Silver Plated Mounts 8 0 0
Clinical Thermometers 5 0 0

,. With Kew Certificate 7 8 0
From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and

Sons, &Q., &c.
HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-

METERS.
Which on holding in a certain position

the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... g 8 0
THE NEW PHCENIX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at
its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
Index by Practitioners and Patients

a obviated from 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Agents
for

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxldised
Pbospborus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given

with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-

tration from overwork. Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System,

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.

The largest and best assortment of Drugs and
Chemicals in India,

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. <k

0. Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers.
Wholesale rates on application

.

9 k 10, Dalhodsib Square,
and 47. Dhurrumtollah Street. a-17

W. KTEWIMEAN dt. CO.

NEW BOOKS.

History and Biography.
JAMES OUTRAM : A Biography. By Majorc

General Sir F. J. Qoldsmid, C.B. . K.C.S.i. With
Illustrations and Maps, 2 vols. (20 0) Rs. 23 1

LORD LAWRENCE : A Sketch of his Publi

Career. By Capt. L. J. Trotter. (1 0) Re. 1 (

HISTORY OF THE INDIAN MUTINY, 1857

1859. Commencing from the close of the seconc

volume of Sir John Kay’s “ History of the Se
poy War.” By Col. G, B. Malleson, c.s.i., Vol

III. (12 12) Rs. 14 5

KANDAHAR IN 1879 : Being a Diary, reprint

ed, with Corrections and Additions from the
” Royal Engineer’s Journal.” By Major Le
Messurier. (6 4J Rs. 5

A SKETCH OF THE KAFFIR AND ZULU
works : Guardana to Isandhlwana. By Capt
H, Hallam Parr, Military Secretary to H. B
Sir Bartle Frere. (3 6) Rs. 3 12

HISTORICAL LECTURES AND ESSAYS : Bv
the Rev. Charles Kingsley. (3 14) Rs. 4 '

EPISODES OF FRENCH HISTORY : 1 Charle

magne and the Carlovingians. By Gustave
Masson. With Notes and Geneological, Histori

cal, and other Tables. (1 12) Re. 1 14

THE MANCHUS ;
or, the Reigning Dynasty of

China, their rise and progress. With Maps
and Illustrations. By the Rev. John Ross

(10 0) Rs. 11 '

Voyages and Travels.
COLONEL GRODEKOFF’S RIDE FROM SAM-

arkand to Herat, through Balkband the Uzbek
States of Afghan-Turkestan ;

with his own map
of the March Route from the Oxus to Herat,

By Charles Marvin. (5 4) Rs. 5 12

NILE GLEANINGS, concerning the Ethnology,

History and Art of Ancient Egypt as revealed

by Egyptian Paintings and Bas-reliefs, with

description of Nubia and it‘» Great Rock
Temples. By Villiers Stuart of Doomona. With
.68 colored and outline plates from Original

Sketches. Royal 8vo. cloth gilt. (20 0)
Rs. 22 8

BRAZIL, THE AMAZONS, AND THE COAST.
By Herbert H. Smith. Illustrated from Sketches

by Wells Champney and others, beautifully

engraved on wood, 8vo. (13 8 ) Rs, 15 0

THE RIVER OF GOLDEN SAND; Narrative of

a journey through China and Eastern Thibet to

Burmah. With Illustrations and Ten Maps
from Original Surveys. By Capt. William Gill,

R. E. With an Introductry Essay by Col. Henry
Yule, C. B., in 2 vols. 8vo. (19 0) Rs. 21 4

Science.
A PHYSICAL TREATISE ON ELECTRICITY
and Magnetism. By J. E. H. Gordon, b. A.,

2 vols. (23-10) Ra.26 4

ELECTRIC LIGHT; ITS PRODUCTION AND
use. Embodying plain directions for the working

of Galvanic Batteries, Electric Lamps, and Dy-
namo-Electric Machines. By J. W, Urkuhart,

C E , with 94 Illustrations. (4 12) Rs. 6 4

A MANUAL OF THE ALKALI TRADE. Includ-

ing the manufacture of Sulphuric Acid, Sulphate

of Soda, and Bleaching Powder. By John Lomas
with 232 Illustrations and Working Drawings.

(33 12) R8.37 8

SUPPLEMENT TO SPON’S DICTIONARY OF
Engineering, Civil, Mechanical, Military, and

Naval. Edited by Ernest Spon. Vols. I. and

II., each. (8-8) Rs. 9 8

The remaining Valumes will he received

as issued.

SPON’S ENGINEERS’ AND CONTRACTORS
Illustrated book of prices of Machines, Tools,

Ironwork, and Contractors’ material, and En-

gineer’s Directory for 1880-81, (8 0) Rs. 6 10

Relig'lon.

THE HIBBERT LECTURES, 1880. Lectures on
the Influence of the Institutions, Thought, and
Culture of Rome on Christianity and the Deve-
lopment of the Catholic Church. By Ernest
Renair, Translated by Charles Beard, M.A
(6 12) R,: 7 8THE HIBBERT LKCTURES, 1879. Lectures on
the Origin and Growth of Religion, as illustrated
bv the Religion of Ancient Egypt. By P. LePage
Renouf. (6 12; Rg. 7 g

THE APOSTLES OF OUR LORD. Practical
Studies. ByA.M. Symington, b.a. (2 4) Rs 2-8

WORD. WORK, AND WILL. Collected papers
by William Thomson, D.D., Lord Archbishop of
York. (5 10) Rg. 6 4

THE RELIGIONS OF CHINA. Confucianism
and Taoism described and compared with
Christianity. (3 14) Rg. 4 4

Poetry.
THE ENGLISH POETS. Selections with Critical

Introductions by various Writers, and a General
Introduction by Matthew Arnold. Vols. I and
II- (9 8) Rg. 10 8

he completed in 4 volumes.

THE LIGHT OF ASIA; or. The Great Renuncia-
tion. Being the Life and Teaching of Gautama.
By Edwin Arnold. (1 12) Rs. 1 14

Ditto, beautifully bound in cloth, extra
gilt. (5 10) Eg. 6 4

SELECTIONS FROM THE POETRY OF ELI-
Z \ BETH BARRETT BROWNING second series.
(5 6) Rg, 8 0

SELECTIONS FROM THE POETRY OF Ro-
bert Browning. Second Series. (5 6;

Rs. 6 0
3Hedlcal.

ON DISEASES OF THE STOMACH, the
varieties of Dyspepsia, their Diagnosis and
Treatment. By Dr. S. O. Habershon. 3rd Edi-
tion. (3 6) Rg. 3 12

INDIGESTION : What it is
; what it leads to ;

and a new method of treating it. By Dr. j!
Beadnell Gill. (2 4) Rs, 2 8

NOTES ON RHEUMATISM. By Dr. J. Pollock,
2nd Edition. (2 4) Rg. 2 8

A DESCRIPTION AND EXPLANATION OP
the method of Performing Post Mortem Examin-
ations in the Dead-House of the Berlin Charite
Hospital, with special reference to Medico-Legal
Practice. By Professor R. Virchow. (2 4)

Rs. 2 8
“ CHANGE” AS A MENTAL RESTORATIVE.
By Joseph Mortimer Granvill. (As. 12)

As. 14

BRAINWORK AND OVERWORK. A new
voloume of the “ Long Life Series," (As. 12)

As. 14

THE HEART AND ITS FUNCTIONS. A new
volume of the “ Health Primers” (As. 12 ) As. 14

A MANUAL OF FAMILY MEDICINE FOR
India. By Dr. W. J. Moore. Published under
the authority of the Government of India. Third
Edition. (7 12) Rg. g 8

THE HOUSEHOLD BOOK OP PRACTICAL
Medicine, containing a full account of the
Diseases of the Human System, with appro-
priate remedies and a collection of valuable Re.
ceipts. By Dr. G. H. Hosmer. (4 12) Rs. 5 4

SICK-NURSING: A Handbook for all who have
to do with cases of Disease and Convalescence-
By Dr. G. Black (As. 12) As. 14

W. NEWMAN & CO.

ax, 2>AV AXTD CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS
OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmiths,Blectroplaters,Bronzera,

Ziacquerors and Bailway Con-
tractors, dec., dec.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
;

Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
water Cans

;
Garden Watering Pots ; Tea, House

Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps ; Railway Lamps of every description,
&c. ,

&c..

Always in hand and made to order,

ALSO
Portable Cooking Stoves of single and double

li, 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens.
Terms very moderate. a-33
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TKBATRB ROITAX.

CHOWRINGHEE.
Lesse k Manager ... ... T. P, Hudso

The Temple of Amusement,
.

' UNBOUNDED SUCCESS
1 OP

HUDSON’S SURPRISE PARTY,
_ Thfi most unique shorn in existence,

Presenting: Nigrhtly
BEAUTIFUL MUSIC,

Pathetic ballads,
Funny sayings, Amusing sketches.

Grotesque dances and Impersonations of

Peculiab people.

Every evening at 9.

Prices of Admission.
Boxes to hold six Rs. 18

Ditto ditto four ,, 12
Orchestra Stalls ,, 4

Balcony Stalls

Stalls

Pit

Rs. 3
o

>» ^

Re. 1

Box Office from 10 a. m. to 5 P, M.
Doors open at 8-30. Commence at O.Carriages at 11

H. SANTLY,
Business Agent,

,
COBZNTKZAN TZXBATRE,

,

‘ - ' commencing

Monday, November 8th.
PROFESSOR \V. B. WYMAN;

RETURN OF

BEN ALLAH, THE PREMIER
VENI'RILOQUI^T OF THE WORLD.
98 Useful and Valuable Presents 98

GIVEN AWAY NIGHTLY.

Popxilar prices, see handbill and programme,

Kaslpore (Kosipore.j

Late Baranagore and DnCKiNSoRE.

CHEMICAL WORKS.
Near Calcutta.

AOIDS,Ethers,and other Chemical Preparations

used m Medicine, Photograph and the Arts,

made at these Works and supplied to wholesale pur-

chasers.

Sulphuric Acid and other requisites for the manu-
facture of iErated Water supplied.

Ether and Ammonia for Ice-machines.

Spirit of Wine, pure.Methylated and Cout chican-

ed.
Carbolic Acid, Cloride of Zinc, other Disinfec-

tants.

Lists can be had on application.

Terms Cash.
DAVID WALDTE.

Z.EWZS STBWABT dc CO.,

CALCUTTA,
IMPORT AND SUPPLY ALL ARTICLES OP
HOUSEHOLD UTILITY OR ORNAMENT

IN

aLASS-WARE, EARTHENWARE,
CHINA,

ELECTRO-SILVER WARE,

Britannia Metal Ware and Cutlery.
For detailed particulars see L. S. & Co.’s Illus-

trated Catalogue which will be forwarded free

of expense ou receipt of application.

fgr Excellence of quality combined with

neatness guaranteed. a-42

Makhun Z^all G-hose,

No. 91, Radha Bazar, Calcutta.

Begs to invite the attention of the public to

several consignments of commercial and
f»ncy stationery of all sorts, including account

boolm of all sizes, made of handmade and machine-
made paper, by steamers recently arrived, and
which he is disposing of at moderate prices. He
has been long in the trade, and presumes he has
always afforded every satisfaction to the numerous
merchants here who have constantly favored him
with orders. Mofuasil orders accompanied with

lemitUoces shall b« promptly attended to. a-41

THACK-BB., S?ZNK. CO.,

CALCUTTA.

Latest Publications.
CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY CALENDAR,1880-81.

Price Rs. 5 ;
post free, Rs. 5 4.

THE REVENUE SALE LAW OP LOWER BEN-
gal. Comprising Act XI of 1859, B. C.

,
Act

VII of 1868, B, C.. Act VII of 188 ) (The
Public Demands Recovery Act), and the
Unrepealed Regulations and the Rules of
the Board of Revenue on the subject.

With Notes. Edited by William E. H. Forsyth,
of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law

; Offg.

Asst. Secy, to the Govt, of Bengal, Legislative
Dept. [Shortly.

LAW OP INDIAN RAILWAYS AND COM-
mon Carriers. A Commentary upon the Indian
Railway Act of 1879, the Carriers’ Act of 1865
and the Act known as Lord Campbell’s Act
( XIII of 1855). Together with such Sections
and Quotations from the Merchant Shipping Act,
the Contract Act, the Railway and Canal TrnfSc
Act, Civil Procedure Code, Court Fees Act, and
the Satnte of Limitations, as apply to Carriers
by Land and Water. By W. G. Macpherson.
8vo., cloth. Rs. 12.

THE INDIAN COOKERY BOOK: A Practical

Handbook to the Kitchen in India, adapted to
j

the three Presidencies; containing original and
i

approved Recipes in every Department of Indian
|

Cookery; Recipes for Summer Beverages and
Home-made Liqueurs; Medicinal and other
Recipes; together with a variety of things worth
knowing. By a Thirty.five Years’ Resident.
Crown 8vo. Rs, 3.

THE INDIAN READY-RECKONER. Contain-
ing Tables for ascertaining the value of any
number of Articles, cScc., from 3 pies to 5 rupees,
also Tables of Wages, from 4 annas to 25 rupees,

and other useful Tables. By Capt. A, T. Spens.
Rs. 1 12.

MERCHANTS’ AND BANKERS’ COMPANION :

or Tables for calculating Interest and Commis-

I

sion, Freight and Exchanges between India. |

England, and China, in Rupees, Sterling, and
Dollars. With Tables to show the Rates of

Exchange and Prices of Bullion. By Manikji
Karasji Todlvala. Royal 8vo. Rs. 12.

FORWARD : A Series of Essays on Metaphysical
Subjects

;
by the late Aristoss Philadelphus.

With a Biographical Sketch of the Author by
Agathos. Royal 8vo., boards. Rs. 3 8.

TABLE OP SUCCESSION according to the Hindu
Law as prevalent in Bengal. By the late

Hon’ble Prosonno Coomar Tagore, C. S. I., Se-
cond Edition, cloth. Re. 1 8.

A CRITICAL ESSAY ON THE HINDU LAW
of Adoption. Bv a Hindustani Hindu Vakil.
Roval 8vo. Rs. 3. Cloth, Rs. 3 8.

MALARIA : ITS CAUSE AND EFFECTS. In-

juries of the Spleen : an Analysis of Thirty-nine
Cases. By E. G. Russell, M.B., B.Sc,, London.
Demy 8vo., c'oth gilt Rs 8.

ARNOLD’S ECLOG^ OVIDIANiE. A Transla-
tiou. (For the Entrance Examination, 1880.)
Re. 1 2, post free.

MILTON’S ODE ON THE NATIVITY OF
Christ. W,ith Todd’s Nntes, As. 4.

the INDIAN LAW EXAMINTION MANUAL.
By Fendall Currie. Esq, of Lincoln’s Inn,
Barrister-at-Law, Second Edition, revised and
rewritten. Demy 8vo., cloth. Rs. 5.

THE RULES AND ORDERS OP THE HIGH
Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal,
in its several Jurisdictions (including such of

the Rules of the Supreme Court as are still in

force), and Forms; with an Abstract of the
Charter of the Supreme Court, the Charter Act,
and Letters Patent of the High Court, the Vice-
Admiralty Commission, ttc., with Notes. By
R. Belchambeis, Esq., Registrar, &c.. High
Court, Original .Jurisdiction. Royal 8vo., cloth
Rs. 16

ARNOLD’S ECLOG(E OVIDIAN^, A Trans-
lation. Pcap, 8vo, sewed. Re. 1.

CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE (THE); BEING
Act X of 1877. With Notes, and Appendix,
containing Charters of all the High Courts,
Privy Council Appeals, Orders, Rules, The
Limitation and Specific Relief Acts; with
Copious Index, By L. P. Delves Broughton,
assisted by W. F. Agnew and G. S. Henderson.
Royal 8vo. Reduced to Rs. 18,

THE LAW OF EVIDENCE (ACT I OF 1872
with Amendments.) With a Commentary, Notes
&c. Third Edition. By 0. D. Field. Demy
8vo., cloth, Rs. 18.

THE INDIAN CONTRACT ACT (IX OP 1872).

With a Commentary, critical, explanatory, and
0 . illiwtratiTe.By C,i0. Macrae. 8vo

,
cloth, Rs. 10,

THE INDIAN CONTRACT ACT (IX OP 1872),
and the Specific Relief Act (1 of 1877). With a
full Commentary. By D, Suthernland. Royal
8 VO., cloth Rs. 10.

THE CONTRACT ACT (IX OP 1872). With an
Introduction and Explanatory Notes. By the
Hou’ble H, S. Cunningham, M.A., and H. fl.

Shepherd, M. A. Third Edition. Demy 8vo.
cloth. Bs. 14,

The Code of Criminal Procedure (Act X of 1872)
and other Laws relating to the Procedure in the
Criminal Court of British India. With Notes and
Abstracts of the Interpretations by the High
Courts. Fifth Edition. By H. T, Prinsep, C.S.

Cloth, With addenda. Royal 8vo. Rs, 16.

THE INDIAN PENAL CODE ( Act XLV of

1860 ), and other Laws and Acts of Parlia-

ment relating to the Criminal Courts of In-
dia. With Notes containing the Rulings of

the Nizarout Adawlut on points of Procedure
and Decisions of the High Court of Calcutta.

By J. O'Kinealy. Second Edition. Royal 8vo.

Rs. 14.

POCKET PENAL, CRIMINAL PROCEDURE,
and Police Codes : ActsXLV of 1860, X of 1872,

1

V of 1861, VI of 1864, XXXI of 1867, and
XXVII ofl870. Limp cloth. Rs. 4.

THE liAW AND PRACTICE OP INSOLVENCY
in India, being 11 and 12 Viet., cap. 21. With
Notes and Rules and Orders of the High Courts
of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay. By Hknry
M illett and Frederick Clarke. Cloth, 8vo,
Rs. 8.

THE INDIAN REGISTRATION ACT (III of

1877). With Notes ( fourth edition of the
Notes). By Carr-Stephen, Barrister-at-Law.

Demy 8vo,- cloth. Ks. 6.

THE RENT LAW OF BENGAL, L. P, (ACT
VIII., 1869, B C.). with all important Rulings
and Notes). By Jogindra Chandra Mullik. 8vo.,

cloth. Rs. 7 8.

THE LAW OP LANDLORD AND TENANT AS
administered in Bengal. By H. Bell, C.S.
Second Edition. Cloth, large 8vo. Rs. 7-8,

BENGAL ACTS : the Legislative Acts (Unrepealed)
of the Lieutenant-Govenor of Bengal in Council.

From 1862 to the present. Annotated and
edited, with Index, by Fred. Clarke, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Rs. 22.

INDIAN LAW REPORTS, PUBLISHED under
Authority. The Reports appear in Monthly Parts,

at Calcutta,Madras, Bombay, and Allahabad,and
comprise four Series,—the Cases heard by the
Privy Council on appeal from each High Court
are reported in the Series for that High Court.
Annual Subscription, Rs. 47 8.

JUDGMENTS OP THE PRIVY COUNCIL ON
Appeals from India. 1831 to 1877. By D.
Sutherland. In paper cover, Rs. 16. Vol. II,

1868 to 1877. Ba. 20, The two vols. together,

Rs. 30.

THE INDIAN DIGEST, a complete Index to

the Reported Cases of the High Courts estab-

lished in India. Second Edition. By H. Cowell
Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo ., cloth. Reduced
to Rs. 12.

THE DIGEST of Indian Law Reports : a Com-
pendium of the Rulings of the High Court of

Calcutta from 1862, and of the Privy Council

from 1831 to 1876. By D. Sutherland, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Impl. 8vo. Es, 20.

A DIGEST OF TH E CASES REPORTED IN THE
Bengal Law Reports, 1868 to 1875. By J. V.
Woodman, Barrister- at-Law. Royal 8vo., cloth.

Ks. 16.

lagore L'lw Lectures.

THE HINDU LAW ;
BEING A TREATISE ON

the Law administered exclusively to Hindus by
the British Courts in India. (1870.) By
Herbert Cowell. Royal 8vo., cloth. Rs. 12.

THE HINDU LAW ;
being a Treatise on the Law

administered exclusively to Hindus by the Bri-

tish Courts in India. (1871.) By Herbert Cowel
Royal 8vo., cloth. Rs. 8.

HISTORY AND CONSTITUTION OF THE
Courts and Legislative Authorities. (1872.) By
Herbert Cowell. Royal 8vo., cloth, Rs. 8.

MAHOMEDAN LAW ;
a Digest of the Laws ap-

plicable to the Sunnis of India. (1873.)By Shama
Churn Sircar. Royal 8vo., cloth Rs. 9.

MAHOMEDAN LAW ;
being a Digest of the Sun,

)
ni Code in part, and of the Imamyah Code,*

(1874.) By Shama Churn Sircar. Royal 8vo.,

cloth. Es. 9.

THE LAW RELATING TO THE LAND TEN-
ures of Lower Bengal. (1875.) By Arthur
Phillips. Royal 8vo. cloth. Rs. 10.

THACKER, SPINK & 0'>.. t

6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE
^fl.l4

^

CAT.GTrTTA.
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CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,
NO. 1, LALL BAZAR,

A. J. P A a K. B R & GO.

JgEQ to draw the attention of those about to furnish to their fine range of Commission Sale Rooms

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowest prices,

Those desirous of Selling their Furniture privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu-

ation. Cash advances made.
a-21

Messrs. DUTTA BROTKBRS
ARD CO.,

GENERAL FURNITURE DEALERS, SHIP
BANIANS, MERCHANTS, CON-

TRACTORS, &c„

Invite Inspection of their Show-Rooms,

No. 71, Bentinck Street,

OPPOSITE THE CITY PRESS.

Where every requisite for Balls, Boats or Parties

can be hired at

Moderate Rates.

OILMAN’S STORES, WAREHOUSE AND
SALE-ROOM

120, Municipal Market.

Just Landed.
Huke of Buccleuch.” Homoeopathic

Medicines, Phials, corks. Pocket filters. Clinical
thermometers, other requisites, &c.,&c.

Just Published.

STRI-SAHACHARA,
A treatise on the Diseases of the females in

Bengalee ;

Including a general knowledge of Midwifery illus-
trated with 14 woodcuts.

Bound in cloth. Price Rs, 2. Postage As. 2.
2. Family Guide in Bengalee; bound in cloth.

Price Re. 1. Postg, An. 1
3. Bishoochika-Beioy i. i

4. Shadwiaa Chikit-
”

sashar ... „ 3^

To be had at Datta’s.

Refreshment Rooms.
No. 59 & 60 Municipal Mabket,

I

FOR SALE.

Engine and Boiler andA 6 H. P. Vertical

Soorkey Mill.

A 8 H. P. Horizontal Engine and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill (new).

A Grand Pianoforte by Collard and Collard in

good condition.

A Harold’s Sympathetic Grand Square Piano in

good condition.

An Alexandra .Billiard Table by Dunn & Co.
Jute Combs.
Tarpaulins.

Miroballams.
Mangoe slice dry.

Ricebowla of sorts.

Sieves.

Sofa Springs of sizes.
''

Carriage whip sockets, &c., &e.

1 Handsome Palanquin, late the property of the
late Nabob Amir Ally,

1 Broker’s Pony Office Jaun.

1 Brownberry by Thoa. Smith & Co.

a-77 DUTTA BROS. & CO.,

No. 312, Chitpore Road ; Battalah, Calcutta
Illustrated Price Listfree to the customers only.

Terms easy Cash.
B. K. DATTA,

Proprietor.

I Reduction, Reduction I

And
TO LARGE CONSUMERS
A Further Reduction.

Mr. E. a. D’SILVA has deemed it necessary

to comply with the request of his many
constituents to supply ©rated waters at the following

rates :

—

Soda water in Bombay size bottles 0 10 per doz.

Lemonade ... ... 1 0
Tonic water ... ... 1 0
Qingerale ('gingerade) ... 1 0
Brisk and Lively ... ... 1 12
Medicated waters and beverages such as Roseade,

Maiden’s blush, etc., supplied on the shorest notice,

but not less than 3 dozens at a time.

)> ,>

*> »i

ft

B. A. D’SZZ.VA,
CHEMIS18 AND DRUGGISTS,

A-1, Park Street, Calcutta,

The Indian G-uarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY, established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.

^
The .Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed, who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Secretary.
9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

OR,

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

Agent, for BENGAL.

Apply to the Manager.

FOR

Illustrated Price List,

a-55 At 65, College Street.

HOUSES FOR SAZ.B:
LIST NO. 2.

Canning St.
Dixon’s Lane
Elisium Row

upper room
lower

3 stories ..

n-15

upper
lower*
ditto

feMAMBAG Lane
Ezra St.

Entally North Road ditto

Canal St. ditto

Middle Road upper
Tiljullahi ditto

Tangra lower
Howrah Cullen Place upper...

Chandmaree lower ...

Kalabebee St. ditto...

Seals Lane ditto ...

Strand Road upper ...

Jackson’s Ghat St. ditto ...

Khyromehter’s Lane lower ...

Kidderpore
Old Boitakanah
Royd Street
South Colinga St.

SUDDER Street
Short Street
Victoria Terrace
Wellesley St.

Weston’s Lane

upper
lower
ditto

upper
ditto

ditto

stories

upper
ditto

ditto

lower

II .1*

D. LATTEY & CO., „
a-81

,
- 1, Old Court, House,' Corner.

— — ' I i.y . I

RUHR ARZ> GO.

i ini'-.

I /; !•'

)

!i

Rs.

. 15,000

. i
8,000

.72,000
. 42,000
.. 2.400

. 12.600

. 7,000

. 7 8.000

. 11,000

. 13,000

. 4,500

. 25,000

. 9,000

. 8,000

. ,17,000

. 25,000

. 32,000

. 3,000

, 12,000

. ,3,000

. 8,500

. 16,000

,
21,000

, 12,600
...28,000

,
46,000

,
21,000

. 14,000

. 14,000

.'I

ill

.

CABINET-MAKERS, UPHCLSTERERS,
I

<>'

AND
.

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
BY APPOINTMENT TO

,|.

His Excellency the Viceroy and Qovernor-
‘ Q-eneral of India.
' Nos. 46 4* 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.
Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied

at the shortest notice.
j

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
,i,, n,,, ,! .>iii

Crders executed for Billiard Tables oL all seiifes

and '

Billiard 'Tkble 'Requisites of all kinds ;^a Ikrge

stock of both being always kept on hand.
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Sure and certain Cure I Taste and Try f

Aatbrna! Astbma!!
Cougrbs ! Coug'hs !

!

Motiwala’s Vegetable Cough Pills.

ACHEAP and sure specific in Asthma, Broil-
chitis, Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness of voice,

' shortness of breath, Difficulty in throioing out
phlegm and all other Throat and Lung Affections,
as testified by the Press, eminent medical gentle-
men and respectable families,

Motiwala’s Vegetable Cough Pills.
They possess very extraordinary demulcent,

emollient, expectorant and balsimic properties.
'They are pleasant to the taste and cure obstinate
and cronic cases in a wonderfully short time.

Motiwalla’s Vegetable Cough Pills.
To the Asthmatic and the Consumptive they are

a real blessing.

They clear the Throat and Voice in a fern seconds,
and are very useful to Public Speakers and
Singers.

Being purely vegetable, they may be freely given
to infants, as well as old people.

Motiwala’s Vegetable Cough Pills.
The great popularity and very extensive Sale

of these Pills, their admission into practice by
some medical gentlemen, the several spurious
imitations thereof, the flattering opinions of the
Press and the testimony of eminent medical and
respectable gentlemen prove their wonderful effi-

cacy,
ihr fuller particulars and certificates, see hand^

bills which accompany each phial. i

Price 4 annas, 6 annas and 10 annas per phial,
jA liberal discount to the trade.

aoiD BY
MESSRS. FRAMJEE & SONS,
11, Bentinck Street, Calcutta,

Sole Agents for Bengal.
Aetall Agents up-country.

Benares ...

Simla
Cawnpore
Lucknow

f# •••

Jhansi ...

Bawal Pindi
Ferozepore
Nusserabad Ajmeer

Allahabad

Messrs. Framjee & Co.

„ Framjee & Co.

„ Jamsetji & Co,

„ Eduljee & Co.

„ Nourojee & Co.

„ Pestonjee & Co.
^

,, Jamasjee & Sons,
,, Jamsetjee & Sons.

„ RustomjeePurdoon-
jee and Sons.

... The Bail Co. Op. Society,
Mbzufferpore Tirhoot Messrs. Framjee & Co.

^Adfditioml certificates'''about the efficacy of Moti-
*'

'

_

wala's Cough Pills which do not appear
" '

' in the hand bills.

I' have tried the pills prepared by Mr, D. B.
'Motiwala in several cases of cold and cough and
have found them very efficacious.

H. B. Bhonslay,
(In Medical Charge Rohri, Sind.)

‘ I say without the slightest hesitation that 1 find
your Cough pills more efficacious than Ketange’s
Cough Lozenges,

,

Manchebji Dobabji,
(Late Sub-Engineer, Public Works Dept., Poona.)

" Mdtiwala’s Cough pills cured Mrs. Lord and
'children of a very bad type of cough.

H. N. Lord,"
' (Of Elphinstone High School, Bombay.)

'^Motiwala’s Cough pills cored my daughter of
ber Cough in two days,

Qanesh Keshav Vaid,
(Interpreter, Appellate High Court.)

^Motiwala’s Cough pills cured me of cough in
two or three days. They have proved equally
efficacious to persons whom I recommended them.

Pabjaram’ Kabunashakkar,
Patel, Tolntia Brahmins, Bombay.

My son and daughter were suffering from a
severe attack of cough, and Motiwala’s pills cured
Jhem in two days. One of my relatives was suffer-
ing from a chronic cough,and the same pills proved
efficacious in her case also.

Hobmasji Naoroyji Mistri,
(Merchant and Contractor, Bombay.)

Pour cough pills cured in ten days my daughter
of her old and long standing cough from which
be had been suffering.

PestANJi Kharsedji Munshi,
(Asst., Army Clothing Dept., Bombay.)

Some time ago my little daughters were suffer.
Ing from an obstinate cough, and I tried Motiwala’s
G^h pills for a week and the core wa» simply

I marvellous
; since then I recommended them to

others suffering from this troulbesome complaint,
and with tqual success.

Hormbsji Rustamji Umregab,
(Late of the Elphinstone High School, now

“'85 of the High Court, Bombay.)

X>r. X«azarus’s Domestic lIKedlclnes
Infantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rs. 1 4
Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... „ 1 0

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of
cases of enlarged spleen),... ... ,,10

Eestbingent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,
Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... ,, 2 0

Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken
in time), ... ... ... „ 2 0

Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,
&c.), ... ,,, ...,,18

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative, ... ... „ 20

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... 14

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ... ... 14

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
Children), ... ... ... , 2 0

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
’

ducing growth of the Hair), ... ,,2 0
Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-

nic Rheumatism, &c.), o*” ... 1 8
The above are most str n^ly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is
ovrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus &Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Ven-
ders^ g.58

fESTABLISHED 1833.]

H. C. GANGOOLY di. CO.,
ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, & Co.
19, 20, db 24, 9Ka>ng'oe Ziane, Calcutta.
r¥lHE following is a description of some ot the
JL works undertaken and goods sold by us ;

—

Engrraviugr Department.
Zinc Plates for marking cases, Office Seals,

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for

Indigo Cakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon. Branding
Irons, &c.. Engraving on plated-ware. Gold, Sil-

ver, Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.
1^ Rubber Seals are also supplied.

Printing: Department.
Books, Mercantile Forms, Rent Dakilas, in any

character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding Cards,
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either
from Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery Department.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety.

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Busi-
ness, Invitation, Ball, Programme, Playing, &c.
Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing Paper,
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birth-
day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,
Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery
Account Books of various descriptions.

Terms—

F

or Mofnssil Cash or reference for pay-
ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post. Special terms to the
trade.

Catalogue on Application.
H. C. GANGOOLY& Co.

Mangoe Lane, Calcutta.

g-60

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
XMPBRZAX.

DRUGGISTS’ ' HALL.
No, 32 Sc, 33, College Street, Calcutta.
The undersigned respectfully beg to bring to the

notice of their friends and the public in general
that they have just landed S, S. City of Manchester
a further supply of fresh ordinary drugs, and best
chemical preparations from Messrs. Herrings k Co.

and genuine patent medicines from their celebrated
makers ; as the stock is too numerous to detail they
solicit an early inspection, and kind patronage.

Prescriptions carefully dispensed, and medicine
chests fitted up with neatness and despatch.

Mofussil orders promptly attended to on remit-

tance of cash or a respectable reference in Calcutta.

iP* Terms moderate.

a-22 CHUCKBRBUTTY, SAIN & CO.

Q UICK! SAPE ! f 4- SURE ! ! !

PAVX. <fb CO.’S
Proprietory Medicines,

Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co.,

DRUGGISTS,
No, 385-13, Bofvbazar Street, Calcutta.

Prophylactic Mixture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable
and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system. Price 1 Re, per bottle.

Expectorating Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption,
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-
tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this
repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.

Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheu-

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the
Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly restored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle,

N. B,—Full directions accompany each bottle.
Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
with full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

Drugs of the best quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above|address
at the cheapest rate possible. g-39

THE GREATEST

WOUDER OF MOBERI TIMESf

HOLLOW’SiiPILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to be
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

cidental to the life of a miner, or to those living in the
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race,

viz;—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,

diarrhoea, and cholera.

HOLLOWAYSOINTMENT
Is the most effectual remedy for old sojes, wounds,

ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin diseases ; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails to

cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

'Ihe Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

683, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World; with directions for use in almost every
language.

Cjs* Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho"M look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes. f the
address is not 638, Oxford Street, Lon<

,
the7

are spurious,

fl-26
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY,
1

TKS
SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE GENTRY.

NEW FX.EXZBXiE BANZ> NBCKX.BT,
THE MOST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,

Manufacturied of rich colored G-old. We keep a largre variety in Stock
of all sizes and prices, from Bs. 80 to Bs. 250 each.

A very nice, Chain, suflSciently

thick and massive to suit most

JSWBX.Z.EBY
FOR

WEDDINGS AND
BIRTH DAYS,

AND
ALL FESTIVE

AND
Commemoratlve

occasions.

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

Garnet Ear-
rings, Rs. 36

cash.

Amethyst
Earrings to

match Pen-
dant, Rs. 27

cash.

Gold Ear-
rings, Rs. 32

cash.

Carbuncle Ear-
rings, Rs. 30

cash.

A handsome Gold Pendant set with a fine Amethyst, Gold frlngre,
and glass for portrait at back.

Price Rs. 60 cask.

To match, Bracelet, Rs. 65, Broocb Rs. 36, and Earrings, as above.

Illustrated Catalogues free to Mofussil Comtituents.

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
Jewellers In Ordinary to H. B. the Viceroy and to H. Hi H.

the Prince of Wales,
a.81 CALCUTTA.

Established 1875.

TKE NEW MXJSinAX. DEPOT,
THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN CALCUTTA,

6, Eower Rhltpore Road.

DWARKIN & SON,
ItttPOB,TEB.S OF laUSXCAE INSTRUMENTS, &c..

PEOPLED HARMONIUMS,
With one Pedal and no Lid, 5 Octavos, in nolishail solid oak case, by Alexandre

IMPROVED HARMONIFLUTES,
Superior Improved Harniouiflute, 3 octaves, O. G. Side 1 stop, highly finished., in box

FLAGEOLETS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, G German Silver keys, witli Flute head

MUSICAL BOXES.
Small size, 2 airs

MUSICAL ALBUMS,
Id roan leather, gilt edges, aud gilt brass clasp, playing two airs ...

PICOALOS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 6 Qernian Silver keys, slide bead ...

0*28

ARRIVALS.

R. N. SKATTKEWSON.

They are those which go

CORRECTLY
FROM YEAR TO YEAR,

Keeping correct time

’»

I

and ark to be had at

MATTOEWSON’S
,

FOR CASH

From Rupees twenty-five upwards.

... lla. 80 each.

... ), oo ,,

... ,, Ip «,

... ,, 5 ,,

... „ 16 ,,

... ,, 6 ,,

ll. N. MATTHEWSON,

No. 1, Calcutta,

Watch-Maker, Importer & Repairer.
a-69

GENUINE AYURVEDIC 1'

ZVXEDICZNES ! !

!

K
’

ABIRAJ Soshi Bhusun Roy, a member of the

well-known Kabiraj family of Kanchraparah,
and grandson of the most renowned Kabiraj, late

Biswa Nath Roy, of that place, has settled himself'

permanently in Calcutta, aud intends practising

iu this city.

All kinds of best Ayurvedic medicines, such
as Mriganka, Raj Mrlganka, Ratnagarva pattali

Ras, Ac

,

for consumption and diseases of the

lungs. Basantahisumakar Ras, Tarakasvjar, &,c..

for Diabetes. Brihat-somenath Rash, Brihat
Bangasioar, Harisankar Ras, Cliandradoy Ras.
and other medicines for urinary diseases.

Chandr >prova gurika, Sankar Mata Lowha, ^’c.,

for piles. &c. Sudhanidhi and other medicines for

Raktapitta. Astabokra, R^/ssasiudur, Chaturmukh,
&6*., for insanity. See. Mirtusanjibatii Ras, Bejog
putputti, Sarna pvipnW, Rangagura, .and other
best medicines for all kinds of diarrhoea,r.dysentery,

,

&c. AgniCumar, Agnisundar, Agnitundi, Krdbada
,

Ras, &c. for dyspepsea, kc. Surbajara-hara Imcha,
Briliat-sarba-jara-hara lowha, Joymangcil Ras,
Mahfjaran-kusa, Jirantak, Jarasani, Jarankusa,
Mritunjoy, Clumdasakhor Ras, Ratnagiri Ras, &c.,

for all kinds of fever. Batgajankusa, &o,, for

rheumatism, and other medicines for all sorts of

acute and chronic diseases for males, females, and
children, are to be had from him, and also pure and
genuine Rasnsindur of all discriptions, such as

Makaradhaj, Saragunbalijaran, See., for which,
his family is well noted, can be had from, him.
Terms moderate. Medicines free, advice gratis to

the really poor, who may attend at his place of

residence.

Addbess—56, Colutollah Street, Calcutta.

fl*70
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAXiHOVSZE SQUARE, CAXiCUTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobilitv and r-„i
the Mofussil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with an^i witLut the T?arn

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufaetii^dand will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of r^ch toneand of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each bS ’ *une,

1 .

2 .

3.

Box No. 1073, playlng^ 6 Bengrall tunes, 1st series
^assanto.

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). g
Cash price Rs. 100 .

Harp or Setar Box No. 1073i, playlngr 6 Bengali tunes, 1st series.

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

f°«r^bee. 4. Bassanto.

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).
Peefoif^*^’

Cash price Rs. 125.

Box No. 1074, playing- 8 Beng-all tunes.
Ehambai, e -a- •

I Kb’lXt

Oh- «•
Cash price Rs. 150.

Harold & Co. invite special attention to the following new consignment of
nKBliOBIAN ORGANS.

WORKED BY THE HAND PLAYING 6 NATIVE AIRSS.
Size:-23"x 11" X 12J".

Price Rs. 64. Cash.

NZOHOZiZ.S & CO.,

FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,
8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta.

London:—! Whitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.

Current or Floating! Accounts.

No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques
paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 u. M., and on Saturdays after 1 p, m.

Government Paper and Securities.
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired

.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange

.

Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made
by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
i

Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10
days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,
payable in Calcutta, or in London at par ;

—

It

Repayable at 10 days’ notice

,, at 3 months’ notice
at 6 months’ notice

at 12 months’ notice

„ at 2 years’ notice
, ,,

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.

Businet! rules awarded m application, a-45

3 per cent.

4 „
5 „
6 „
7

I
WHAT ARB RERFBCT

WATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine-made English Lever WATCH in sterling

I Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.
It IS specially manufactured for India by MACHI-NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
the best material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 nett.

Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted
to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only Swiss movements, fitted
English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English
WATCHES, warranted
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to
WIND ANY WATCH, Rs. 3 to 20.

n pencils, in variety.

ELKC-
BELLS, with appurtenances. Rs. 20 netSETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

SPECIAL AT2ENTION TO REPAIRS.

in

Hunting or Guard
MACHINE-MADE,

wear on chain, will

NETTROZiOZiZi X>AT A CO.,

IMPORTERS, GENERAL DEALERS, AND
COMMISSION AGENTS.

4 & 6, Hare Street, Calcutta.

Maonlven’s Famous Steel Pens.
“ The Wonder of the Age,"

per iox
. 0 12
. 0 12
. 0 12
. 0 12
. 0 12

0 12

BZ.ACX. Sz nxURRAY.
6-1, Hastings Street, Calcutta

;

a-3

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott. Presi-
dent of the New York Theosophical Society

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji
Institute, Bombay, Price two annas a copy.
Apply to the Indian Mirror Office.

Crushed Food Notice.
FURTHER REDUCTION.

T^ROM the 14th Instant, the price of Cook and

^ “ Crushed Food for Horses is reduced to
Rs. 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags.

Crashed Food for Cattle,
to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

a® maund, exclusive of bags.Uth August, 1880. ^.9

The “ Waverley” for rapid writers
The “ Pickwick”
The " Phaeton”
The “ Owl”
The “ Nile” ... ...

The “ Broad Arrow”
The

I'
Hindoo” (Fine, Medium, and Broad

points), each kind... ... ... q 12
The “ Waverley” Barrel Pen ... ... 1 2
The “ Hindoo” Barrel Pen, with holders ... 1 8
The “ College and School” Pen (Fine, Me-
dium, and Broad points) each ... 0 12

The Bank Pen (Broad and Fine points)
each kind ... ... ... q 12

The “ Correspondence” Pen (Broad and Fine
points), each kind ... ... ... 0 12
These pens are recommended by thousands of

newspapers, and they really seem as if endowed
with the ‘magician’s art
Black Swan Quill Pen ... ... 2 0
*** This pen is recommended to the special

^tention of those who write a Free and Bold
Hand, and for all purposes of correspondence
generally, which, by its smoothness and firm-
ness of point, is peculiarly fitted for rapid pen-
manship.

Steel Pens.
Excellent Steel Nib=, for ordinary office use,

per gross ... ... ...0 12
a-44 Cash to accompany order.

WARRANTED

!

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-

tidote against Mercury and the numerous
affections arising therefrom.
Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula’
Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, Ac. It
has theVonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and of purifying the blood of all
its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in-
vigorating the system and imparting fresh ener«»y
and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary
efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of
chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects
to be unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ; and 1-12 in the Mofussil
including packing.
Ointment for foul and DSercurlal

Ulcers and Eruptions. Price per pot
8 annas.

Znfalllhle SKalaria Speolfio perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs &na feet, Ana.s&rcai jHundice, &c. It cle&Dses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials
restores the internal organa to their normal func^
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and^ gives tone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re, 1 ; and Quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver, Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains Nervous, Muscular, Infiammatory and Rbeu- n
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.
Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To be had of

MAISON DE PARIS.
2, CHOWRINGHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH.

Calouttx,
Wanted agents for the Mofussil. 15 per cent

commission will be allowed.
Branches and agencies :-Allababad, Burdwaii

Chittagong, Gowhatty, Guptiparab, Jessore.
Jhenida, Kushtea, Rajbari, Santipore, Serajgunge
andSylhet, '
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20, 01.1> COURT KOUSU STREET, CALCUTTA.

mai^ufactuhers of fine anf complicated watches
WACTH.MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDI A
strenjh, principles, combining sim'plicity,

L-n
attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fullveoual to those

Establishkd 1846.

THE RRUG-GISTS’ IZALZ.,
36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

of the best

movements,

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Gash Ils. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 2.30 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Gash Ks. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.COOKK AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WVI'CHES OE rnn

Rs.i0 c.sh."
(

Silver Crystal Case,

®“‘°^,To®cr.r”“‘' DitiP^vevBscapement,
< 4o, o cash.

Rs. 35 cash.
Ditto Lever Escapement

Rs. 45 cash.

A magniScent a«wrtm® " man” oAfp” era” i^g r«e” ifdL” ed and ol a nor bFrom Ra. 40 to 300.
^ ^ character.

03
cr
o
«
* gB- tr
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Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. “ Cbybessa”
and “Doranda.”

Cash Rates.

Patent medicines,
DEAFNESS CURED I!

ALFRED CROMPTON’S
SPECIFIC FOR RRAFMESS,

Noises in the Ears, &o.,
Is decidedly the best remedy out for this most

annoying Complaint.

A single bottle has, in most instances, ejected a
speedy and pcrmanerd Care.

Full directions accompany each hottle.

Price Re, 1, Packing
fy annas,

ALLEN’S ANTIPAT
The great remedy for

Corpulence.
Composed of purely vegetable ingredients,

acting only on the food in the stomach preventing
Its being converted into fat. It aids digestion
and cures Dyspepsia.

Price per hottle Rs. 4-0. Packing As, 4,

Foreign mineral Waters.
.

Gulina TXTater .—A bitter Saline purga-
tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz useful in obsti-
nate constipation.

Price per hottle As, 1-4, Packing As. 8.Vichy Water.—Useful in Kidney diseases
and diabetes, also in efout and hepatic derangement.

Price gier hotttle As. 12. Packing As. 8.
Frledrlchshall Bitter Water.—Alter-

ative aperient, acting on the liver and pancreas
used in diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary
organs. It is made warm and drunk in doses of
half a tumblerful in the morning twice a week.

Priceper hottle Re, 1-2. Packing As. 8.Kunyedl Janos (Buda Pesth or Ofen) used
externally, it is efficacious in Chronic, Gout, Rheu-
matism, Eczema and Psoriasis. Internally in
Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diathesis, Ulceration of the
Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, &c.

Priceper hottle 1-4. Packing As. 8.

The attention of the Native nobilitv and in „

plegaut Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.*^^”^'^*^®”^
selection of massive

a-29

COOKE & KELVEY,
Calcutta.

T
NOTICE.

IHE Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at
which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street,
where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, is henceforward to be called the
“Sen Press.” All communications for the
Mirror Newspaper and the Sen Press to be
sddntaed acoordlngly.

X»DXA,

,, Six Months’ Deposits sy

^peSds.^^"^*"®
Deposits for short

I

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed

! oL lac.
’^^'auces over Rs. 1.000 and under

I V. Ko Campbell,
Atangaer,

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES.
BLISS’S PER PHOSPHODINE

^ Safe a.nd reliable Phospborlo
Remedy

FOR
NeurRgia Nervousness, Lassitude, Overivorked
Dram. Nervous and General debility, Failure of
Memory, Dimness of Sight, Depression of

Spirits, Impoverished Shod, Liver
Complaints, ^x., Ac.

Its action is strikingly rapid
; marked improve-

ment having been frequently experienced in the
course ot twenty.four hours after the commence,
meut of a course.

Price per hottle Rs. 5. Packing As. 4.

I>r. S. P. Banerjea’a Sanjlvanl
sleanses the blood of all its morbid and effete mate-
rials, restores the normal functions of the liver
and keeps the cutaneous system iu its nroner
standard of purity. ^ ^

•

It is efficacious in the following diseases :

Chronic fevers. Chronic indigestion, Nervous
debility, ^les. Gout, Rheumatism, Baldness,
Sterility, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Chronic Ulcers,
Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, &c., &c.

Price per bottle Rs. 4. Postage J^c., Re. 1.

DR. GHOSE’S FEVER PILL.
A Wonderful New medlolne.

Three or four pills generally cure Malarious.
Chronic, and Intermittent Fevers. Where Quinine
and other renowned medicines fail, the action of
these pills 18 marvellous. The ingredients of the
pills are purely vegetables which do not in the
least injure the health or make it delicate.
Price, Re. 1-0 for ^ dozen and Re. 1-12 for 1 dozen

Postage, A.s, 8 for each packet,

WHOLESALE RATES ON APPLICATION,
GOBINB CKUNBER BUTT& C©.,
WHOLESALE & RETAIL DRUGGISTS.

0*47
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

ADKXB,ABI<E TRANSFORIVIATIOK OF 3WECKA17ZG AZ. ENEHGY
INTO TORRENTS OF EEECTRZOZTY !

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Eleotric Light in England,
France, and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time, be ex’

tensively used for lighting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lighting.
We are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills, Public Halls,

Large Durbar Tents, Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railway
Bridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof
Electric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensity
of 2,000 Standard Candles at the following low rates.

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses ... ... Rs. 50 0
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night ... ... „ 175 0
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night ... ... „ 450 0

II! The cost of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rs. 15 per night at
the monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! I 1

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine, Carbon
Pencils, &c., fitted with our improved Hurricane proof, Self Adjusting, Self Lighting
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2,000.

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

G. Z.AZARUS dc GO.,

AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING
OOMPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,
Calcutta.

(TREE COPY.)

Mr. Fleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Bakrala
Bridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards.

The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

H. LUCKSTEDT,

SINGER’S Gold Medal.
LOCK-STITCH Paris Exhibition

Sewing Machines. 1878.

SINGER’S 356, 4.32

LOCK-STITCH Machines.
Sewing Machines. Sold in 1878.

Baebala Bridge,)
28th October 1879. )

Asst. Eiiffineer, Bakrala Sona Division, P. N. State Hallway.
SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine

LOCK-STirCH without cover.
Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Sullders and Eleotrioal Engineers,

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

New Family Hand Machine
with polished cover and

lock,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 80.

<t-37 No. 63, Dhurbumtollah, Calcutta.

STEAM ENGINE
FROM

E. 8. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Lamled from S. S. PESIIAW U2i.’^

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam EngiiiH
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Rs. 800

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
novv fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinary
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank,which forms also the ash-pana and an efficient
Water-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.

Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything tn tJie Printing Trade can be supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.

ERASMUS JONES, Printers’ Agent, 6 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.
a-67

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Maohines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewin&r Mabcines

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,
Rq 1 On

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-

LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

LOCK-STITCH „ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S Packing for

LOCK-STITCH Hand Machines. Rs. 2-8.

Sewing Machines. Treadle ditto, Rs. 6.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a>3

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders.
Commission will be charged according to the value
of the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
be ascertained by application to the Manager.
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NEW GOOES! NEW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnlshlngr Eequlsltea.
VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTHRUGS Rs 6-

to S5 each. COIR MATS, Rs. .3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &c., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 25 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair
BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c., &c., &c.

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OF
LACK, MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS

AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns, post-free, to any part of India,
A". B .

—

Special Rates to Messes and Lahoe Consumers,
Bruasels Tapestry and Velvet Pile

Carpetings.
An immense Hock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carvetf, planned and made in the most economical
manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.
The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, PurdaJis, Long
Curtains, Sereerts, die.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and. Muslin,

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,
in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine
Saxony Blankets, very soft and fleecy.

Scarlet

Blankets.
Blankets in various sizes, Infants’ Coat

NO a>IOBB PAINS!

I
DARDN nr

CURER

Door INCats.

English-made from West India Fibre,

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.
M n I, ,1 ^8 by 24 ,,

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

*> ,, t$ 88 by 24
Coepa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &o.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Hugs and Sofa Carpets,
Felt Carpets in several sizes, Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah Hepps.
Green, Blue, Crimson. Maroon Plain, <md Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps,Goblin Tapestry Repps,

and several other Materials,

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

r. w. bakbb. dc CO.,
HOSIERS, DRAPERS, SILK MERCERS, tec., ice.,

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA. a*23
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Provision for Old Age combined with a Provision for the Widow and Orphan.

EXAMPLE.
A Civilian, European or Native, aged 20 next birthday, wishes to lay apart a sum

of about THIRTEEN RUPEES a month in such a way that his savings will be securely
invested until the time of his retirement from Service

; and that, should he die beforehand
a provision will be secured for his relations. By payment of a sum of Rs. 163-0-0 perannum (or at the rate of about Rs. 1.3-0-0 per mensem) as the premium for an Endow-
ment Assurance, he will become entitled to Rs. 5,000 on attaining age 55 ; and should he
die before attaining that age even after payment of only one year’s subscription the
full sum of Rs. 5,000 will be paid to his representatives. [Vide Table HI. of Prospectus].

The Same Provision, if commenced
at age 25, would cost about Fifteen Rupees a month

;

at age 30, ,, ,, about Eighteen Rupees a month
;

at age 35, ,, ,, about Twenty-One Rupees a month
;

at age 40, „ „ about Twenty-eight Rupees a month
;

at age 45, „ ,, about Forty-one Rupees a month
;

The rates for other Ages, also for Endowments payable at Ages 45,50, and 60
and all further information, may be obtained on application. Premiums can
be paid half-yearly, quarterly, or monthly, at slightly increased rates.

There is an obvious advantage in effecting Investmeuts of this nature eirlv in life-—
by delay the rate of subscription increases; -death may occur before the intended provi-
Sion is made or health may fail and render the life ineligible for Assurance

ORIENTAL LIFE COMPANY.
Head Office : Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

Manager and Actuary :

D. MoLAUGHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Agent for Bengal :

F. A. COHEN,

7, Wellesley Place, Calcutta.

Agent, Native Dept.,
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WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-
tion arising from whatever cause, < on' any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Cheat, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Gurer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.
Pains of every description have been cured by

the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all
other medicines have been tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains 1 ! 1

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packino’ A.s, 8

DARLINGTON feloo.
49, Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.

_ ^ Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co,

Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Bey. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban.

dora, writes :—“ We find Darlington’s Pain-
CUREB efficacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Theodokine
Superioress F de la Croix."

'

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul has
from titne to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes : “ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that m every instance it kept true to its name ”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
OTdering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington s Pam-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Perev
Gough, his Private Secretary.

^ ^

Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the
Bengal Times, writes from Dacca “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Spelling and pain abated after a
couple or app..canoas, and in at lut 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in

Pain^Cure^r^”^
efficacy of Darlington’s

To lovers of grood reading-
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D. M. DOSS,

Calcutta. ’>iU' '

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of Literatur
Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-
tion, Re. 1, postage, 1 anna. Times of India
says:—“ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says “ It is ably and
judiciously conductel by Mr. Owen Aratoon.”
Bangalore Examiner We should like to

the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the
Pub 10 Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it la quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”

®

yi^ns.%ex, Calcutta Magazine, 49, Dhurrumtollah ‘

Street,Calcutta. Remit in hall apoapostage stamps.

a-2i
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XZoogrhly Srldgre x'otioe.

The Bridge will be closed for traffic on
Tuesday, the 9th November, 1880, from 1

to 4 P. M.

G. H. SIMMONS.
a»63 Secretary to tlhC Bridge Commissioners,

Important Z7otice to the Public
of India

!

“ They Say-
What Say They?
Let Them Say 1”

that Fred W. May is sending every day to all

parts of Her Majesty’s Indian Empire

20 Beautiful X’mas and New
Tear’s Cards

FOR

1880 & 1881

Post Free fob a rupee

SHALL FRED. W. MAY SEND YOU A BATCH ?

449

XI7SZA STEABZ KAVZ-
GATZON COMPANT, “X.D.”

SCHOKNK, EilbUBN & Co .—Managing Agents,

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Stenmers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

snd Goaluudo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghnr

downward every Saturday.
riiHR Str. Rajmehal will leave

1 Calo.ntta for Assam, on Friday,

the 5th instant.

Cargo will be received attheCompany’s Qodowns,
Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

4th.
, ,

rpiTlE str. Agra will leave

X Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
’ day, the 7th instant.

Cargo ^ill be received at the Company’s
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 5th.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train
of Saturday, the 6tb.

CACHAR LINE NOTICE.
UKGULAR WEEKLY SKRYICK.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

rilHE Str. Benares will leave

X Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-
day, the 9th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 8th.

For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4, Faiulik Place, i Q, J. Scott,
Calcutta, 2nd November, 1880. I Secrera>-y,

a*\

&zvz:xe.s stsaxw navzgation
CO., ZiZin:zTEZ>.”

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly
from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

Steamer
e Calcul

on Tuesday, the 9th iustaut.

Notice.

All private communications for the Proprietor
of the IndianMirror and the Sunday Mirror

should be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumollah Street.

NOTICE
To Constituents.

THOMPSON .li. COONOOO,
Iron and Metal

Merchants,
33-36, Neio China Bazaar,

Are prepared to execute any orders entrusted
to them ; and care should be taken when

directing letters that this Firm is not miscon-
strued into

THOMPSON, COONDOO & GO.,
a-86

A S K B V CO.,

DENTISTS.

Have an efficient female dentist to attend the
Zenanas. Guarantee comfort in the wearing

of artificial teeth, at a reduced rate.

Have a successful and infallible way of curing
ocular diseases.

Various patent medicines are to be had at a
moderate price.

No. 14, College Street, Calcutta.
«-84

Burmah Clg-ars, Cigarettes, and
Tobacco, good quality.

MADE OF

SAQRIELL & CO.’S

Selected Leaves,

Z<ZFE

( OF DEWAN RAM COMUL SEN.

(With an admirable Ziithograph)

BY

PEARY CHAND MITTRA.

Price one rupee.

Apply at No. 20, Nimtollah Street. a-83

ri'lHE Steamer Scinde will

X leave Calcutta for Assam

Str. Nepaul will leave
X Goalundo for Assam on
Thursday, the 11th instant.

For further information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO.
a-2

B. M. SZB.CAB’S ABROMA
AT7GUSTUM.

SPECIFIC FOR DYSMENORRH(EA
OR

Painful Menstruation.

ASINGLE administration during menses gener-
ally cures the disease, and brings on con-

ception.

For particulars apply to Dr. Bhoobun Mohun
Sircar, No. 77, Mooktaram Babu’s Street, Chore-
bagan, Calcutta.

. pries Rs, 3-8. Packing and Postage As, 8,
IS-n a. 80

Gratis.

ONE thousand trials more are wanted to testify
Dr. R. L. Sett’s Specific for Asthma. It is

given free of charge to all asthmatic patients.
Mofussil orders should accompany annas 4 for
packing.

SETT BASACK & CO.
No. 68, Nimtollah Ghat Street,

a-74 Calcutta.

TKB CALCUTTA ARMOURTT CO.
No. 1/1 Mission Row, (Round the corner.)

Sagriel’s Shape Cigars No. Al. Rs. 12 8 per 1,000
Do. do. , f ) A2. 99 10 8 99

Silk Ties do.
1 »

Bl. «9 9 8
• 9

Do. do, B2. 99 8 0 9

Do. do. >9 B3. 99 7 0 99

Moulmein Cigars 99 Cl, 99 14 0 99

Do, do.
9 9

C2. 99 11 8
9 9

Do. do.
9 »

C3.
99 9 8 99

Manilla shaped M Dl. 99 15 S 99

Do. 99 D2. 99 10 8 99

Do.
9 >

D3. 99 8 8 99

Havanah shaped 99 El. 99 14 0 99

Do. 99 E2.
9

12. 8 99

Tiffin Cigars 99 FI. 99 9 8 99

Do. • 9
F2. 19 8 0

Big Sf Long Size

Manilla Shape
Havana A'

99 16 0 99

Do. do. • • • 99 15 0 99

Coconada Cigars No. S. • •• >9 8 8 0
T. Long and Thin • • • 99 16 to 0
Lunka „ „ H. • • • 99 9 8 0
Office Burmah ,, I. • • • 91 7 to 0
Dollyvarden „ J. • •• 9 9

12 to 14
Do. „ K. • •• 99 10 8 0

Cigarettes „ L. • •• 99 9 to 0
Do, „ M, ... •9 13 to 0

Honey dew Tobacco 4, 5 and 6 sticks

to the lb. at 10 to 14 as.

Cavendish Tobacco O-lO to 0-12 lb.

Gold Leaf 1st quality

Do. 2nd „ ... 1 to 1-8

Apply to

PRAMJEE & SONS,
Calcutta,

Agents in Up-oountry.
Jamsetji and Sons
Nouroji & Co.,

Pramji & Co.,

Harjnbhoy & Co.

Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons ...»

Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons ...

Jamasji and Sons
Pistonji & Co.
The Railway Co-operative So-

ciety

Messrs. Richardson & Co.
Noaroji, Manacji & Co.

Firozepore,
Lucknow.
Benares.
Cawupore.
Nassirabad.
Ajmeer.
Rawul Pindi.

Jhansee.

Allahabad.
Allahabad.
Fyzabad; o-88

TKB ZNSZAN MZRROB.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town.
Rs. As. P.

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Ammunitions,
Shooting ^ Fishing Tachles, Fencing, Archery,

Cricketing k Badmintons
; &c.,

Also Mathematical Instruments, Bengali surveying
compasses, and Pebble Spectacles,

For sale at unprecedented low prices. a-7

Our Next Unreserved Highest Bidder

AUCTION SALE
WILL BE HELD

On Saturday next, the 13th Novem-
ber 1880,

WHEN A LARGE NUMBER OP

HORSES ANZ> CONVEYANCES,
Bona-fide the property of Gentlemen,

i

Will be sold to the Highest Bidders. ^

Gentlemen desirous of including their Horses
and Conveyances in this Sale, are respectfully *

requested to send in descriptions oarly, in order
'

that they may be advertised in the daily papers.

A. MILTON & CO.,

Auctioneers & Commission Agents,

166, Dhwrrumtollah Street, (Hunter d: Co.'s Old

Stables.) a-15

For One Month
„ Three Months

,, Six Months
„ Twelve Months

... 2 8

... 6 0

... 12 0
24 0

0
0
0
0

N. B ,—The above includes subscription to the
Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil.

For One Month • • • 3 6 0

,, Three Months • • • 8 0 0

,, Six Months ... • • • 16 0 0

,, Twelve Mouths 32 0 0

Foreign.

For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 48 6 0

,, ,, (via Brindisi) • •• 64 10 0

Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )

For One Month 1 0 0

,
Tiiree Months ... ... 2 8 0

„ Six Months 5 0 0

„ Twelve Months... • • • 10 0 0

( Single Copy Four Annas. )
Foreign.

For Twelve Months ^via Southampton) 12 7 0

,, ,, (via Brindisi) ... 14 14 0

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas per line.

No Advertisement charged for less than a

Ruuee.
For special contract rates apply to the Manager.
N, B ,—All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

Printed and published for the Proprietor by W, 0.
SooR, at the Sen I’resF, at No. 2, British Indian

Street, Caloatta.
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SPECXAZ. TBliEG-RAlKE.

[prom our own correspondent.]
Lahore, 13th November,

The Viceroy’s visits to the Rajahs was
cordial. His Excellency took the Puttiallah
and Kapurthala boys on his lap.

The levee was awfully crowded. It
lasted till past midnight. The Shalimar
fete of illarainations and fireworks was grand.

The review took place this morning
;

ten
thousand troops marched past the Viceroy.
His Excellency made a stirring speech to the
troops who had just returned from Afghanis-
tan.

FROM THE PRESS COMMIS-
SIONERS.

Lahore, 13th November.
Her Majesty the Queen-Empress has gra-

ciously sanctioned six claspes for Ali Mnsjid,
Pywar Kotal, Charasiab, Cabul, Ahmed Khel,
and Candahar, and Star for General Roberts’
march.

(^ditarial ftotes.

England, writes an authority, is a heaven
for the rich, a purgatory for the wise, and a hel
for the poor

:o:

W B learn that Professor A. W^eber of
Germany has issued an earnest appeal to
English and continental scholars for the con-
stitution of a “ Sanskrit Text Fund” to take
the place of the Sanskrit Text Society, now
almost dead.

-:o:'

The Passion Play is to be produced on the
stage at New York. 250 performers are to
take part in the representation. The play
will differ from Ober-Araraergau one, in that
the crucifixion scene will be omitted. It is

arranged in three preliminary tableaux, with-
out dialogue, followed by five acts of one
scene each.

The Count de Chambord has presented a
petition to the i Pope praying for the beatifi-
cation (the preliminary degree of canonization)
of Louis XVI, and Leo XIII has referred it

to the Congregation of the Rites. The Court
has, in other words, asked His Holiness to
pass a decisive verdict on the first French Re-
volution.

The general prevalanoe of sceptical thought
iu Fiam kaa fgllgired bj aa lacreAso of

immorality. We are told that obscene and
otherwise corrupting publications are openly
hawked in the streets of Paris. The evil

is still on the increase, and the Government,
says the Times' correspondent, seems too busy
in dispersing the religious orders to clear the
streets of printed filth. A republic is by no
means the ideal it is represented to he. By
persecuting the religious orders, the French
Government have been guilty of all the des-
potism which was attributed to the Empire,
while their open sanction of scepticism and
obscenity shows that the Republic is not strong
in the strength of virtue.

;o:

A WRITER in the last number of the Con-
temporary Review gives an entertaining ac-
count of his travels through Siberia. We are
told of a certain polygamous tribe inhabiting
the banks of the river Amur, over which the
missionaries exert a considerable portion of
their paternal care and supervision. The
Russian Government has made their labors
considerably easy, for whenever one of
this tribe is baptised, ho is compelled to
forego his numerous wives and select
one for the future partner of his life.

The other wives are sold cheap in the market,
and form, on the whole, a good bargain to the
purchasers. We are curious to know how
Christian missionaries out here deal with
their too much married converts.

We related sometime ago how an enlight-
ened Hindu, into whose house a Durga had

chiefly by Brahmo ladies. Four ladies
have already volunteered their services,
and we have no doubt they will persevere in
the Lord's work. A women’s Society educat-
ing their own sex is a novel and cheering
sight. May God’s blessing rest upon this
useful band of sisters and their work!

:o:

The Lucknow Witness is at os again
It says:—“ One small section of the Brahmos
is making desperate efforts by ‘ Pilgrimages,’
and much rant about ‘ Now Dispensations,’
and hysterical cries of ‘Mother, mother,’ to
avert its sore decadence and revive the wan-
ing interest, but it is of little use. No elo-
quent compliments to Christ as a very good
man, and no condescending allotment of his
name to equal rank with Mahomed, and
Chaitanya, and Socrates, can disguise the fact
that they are ooposed to the spread of His
religion

;
and all his enemies shall perish.”

Our contemporary does not say whether we
shall perish by hell-fire. By the way,
how blind the Witness is. We are
declared guilty because we have placed Christ
in the same rank with Mahomed and
Chaitanya. Our contemporary is guilty of
some thing more. He has placed Christ in
the same rank with God. Which is the more
“ condescending allotment ?”

;0;

At the Church Congress, held at Leicester,
Canon Farrar thus attempted a reconciliation
between the High, Broad and Low Schools
of the Church of England, thus throwing oil

upon troubled waters :

—

The speech concluded with an eloquent, though
florid description, of the Low, Bigh and Broad
Schools of the Church— he first gloried in the
possession, and was tempted to claim a monopoly,
of gospel truths, and owes its revival to the
Methodists; the second, which rightly and nobly
lays a deep stress on the Church and the
sacraments, owes its revival to the Oxford
'fractarians; the last, which is not a party—it has
no party interest,organisation or shibboleths—dates
its revival from the Cambridge Platonists

; it has
much in common with the other two schools
and “puts on Reason as the sacerdotal bieast-
plate of its priestly habiliments. ” The Low'

‘

Church party revived the earnestness ofspritual
religion, the High Church party rescued for-y,!j[j

been thrown, quietly took his revenge by con-
signing it to a neighbouring tank. The other
day we heard that some one had actually
broken the hands of a Durga worshipped in a
gentleman’s house at Pataldangah. We now
hear ol a still bolder enterprize undertaken and
successfully carried out by a number ofso-called
enlightened young Bengalis. Passing through
a village adjoining Shibpore, they came across
an image of Raksha Kali guarded by a Brahmin
priest. Worshippers of Bacchus, 'and not of
Kali, they quietly sat before the altar,
greedily devoured all the fruits and sweet
meats placed upon it and carried away the
goddess, actually kicking it to pieces on
the road. The offenders are being tried at
Howrah. Hindu lads are evidently getting
out of the control of their elders.

-:o:-

new 1 season our
With the advent of the

)rethren are showing signs of renewed activity.
The Tract Society is full of promise, and seems
destined to do much good work. Let it
inundate the land with cheap and interesting
Theistic literature. The work of female edu-
cation has also been revived with new zeal,
and may find impetus enough to hold on
at least for some time to come. The Metro-
politan Female School has found temporary
odgment in a spacious room in the President’s
residence in Upper Circular Road. The
nstitution has been placed under the supervi-

sion and control of the Arya Nari
hoiii&jf ftiitl its work will be conduoteJ

o-f
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gotten truths and renewed the order» the beauty,
the reverence of public worship^, The Broad
Churchmen, ready to work with both, have la-
bored in the study of exegesis, and done no
little towards co-ordinating revealed truth with
the discoveries of advancing knowledge.

:o:

The Rev. W. R. James writes to the Star
in the East :

—

Much life has been manifested of late by the
Native Christians belonging to the different Protes-
tant Societies in the effort they are putting forth
to improve Bengali music. Certainly, there was room
enough for improvement in this respect, and every
one who wishes to see Christ’s kingdom coming, with
power in India cannot but rejoice in the fact that
our brethren are beginning to move in this direc-
tion. Day by day, Christianity in India assumes
more of au Eastern aspect, and this is just as it
ought to be. Keshub Chunder Sen is quite right
when he says that we have brought here a Western
Christ;. He has been brought here in a sahehi
poshakf with knife and fork, dishes and spoons,
with ooat and waistcoat, organs and harmoninms,
English tunes and Western fasbioos, Hence tho
QQUoa has got abroaa AmoDg the Hiadus tbA(((

.di
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man cannot become a Christian without being
denationalized. Of course, we all know that
eating and drinking, food and apparel can-
not commend us to God; but they have a great
deal to do with making Christianity acceptable to
outsiders. The religion of Christ will never spread
over the vast fields of' India until it assumes a
thorough Eastern aspect. This it is already be-
ginning to do, and, 1 say, let it be encouraged.

Yet how mach we are blamed for giving

expression to a sebtfraent like this.

:o;

Wh frequently read advertisements for si-

tuations; but the original idea of advertizing

as a lecturer is due to an Indian gentleman
resident^ih London. The following appears in

an English journal:—

To Lecture Committees.—Aziz Ahmad, an In-

dian, and a Native of Lucknow, is prepared to
enter into engagements to lecture ou India and
its People, Religion, &c.—Address, Queen Square
House, Guildford Street, London, W. C.

“Tremayne-terrace, Anlaby Road, Hull,
“JulySOtb, 1880.

" Mr. Aziz Ahmad has been in this town several

weeks, and has been a frequent visitor of my house.

I have found him an amiable, iutelligent, earnest

Christian gentleman. He delivered an interesting

lecture to a large assembly connected with ray

church, on India and the Mabomedan Faith
and worship, which gave great satisfaction. I

hope he will receive encouraeement among all

denominations of Christians so that he may success-

fully prosecute his studies, and become *a good
minister of Jesus Christ among his own country-

men.
“ James Sibree,

“ Congregation Minister.”

Many other testiihonials, if asked for.

How silly, both the advertizer and the

Rer. gentleman who helps him !

:o:

Mb. Lalmohan Ghosb met with a cordial

reception at Bombay- on his return from

England. In the course of a long and able

speech delivered at a public meeting held at

the Framji Cowasji Institute, he related the

experiences of his English visit, and gave bis

countrymen a few words of wholesome advice.

He asked them to 'agitate, and especially

cautioned them against the temptation of

writing long and elaborate memorials. “Make
your petitions,” he said, “as short as possible.

If I were to draw op one, I should take care

that it should never extend beyond six or

twelve lines. But I should at the same time

take care that it should be backed up by

such a number of signatures that the mere

statement of the number might startle the

House.” He then goes on to say :

—

I will tell you in one word what happens to

petitions sent up to the House of Commons. When
you have got an honorable member to oblige you,—
and there is never a lack of such members,—he rises

in his place in the House
;
he says he has got a

petition to present from the inhabitants of Bombay,
Puna, or Calcutta, as the case may be, that it is on

such a subject, that it contains such and such

prayer and is signed by so many
;
after making

this brief statement, which seldom takes more
thau a minute, he walks up to the table of the

House, and deposits it in a capacious canvas bag
;

and after that yawning bag has received it no one

thinks of it or hears about it again.

Mr. Qhose did well, moreover, to deprecate

the “many pitiful exhibitions of the spirit of the

green-eyed monster,” among his countrymen

—

a vice which must have particularly struck

bim after what he bad seen of political life in

England. We hope Mr. Ghose will take up

this topic more largely in his future utterances

for the benefit of his countrymen.
:o:

Philologists are agreed that the table-

land of,, Central Asia was the original home

of the Aryans. A warm controversy is

being carried on in Europe as to which was

the home of the primitive Semitic nations.

The Times contains a review of several recent

pablioations bearing upon this point. There

are, so fill' aa wo can learn, two opinions upon

this subject. One theory favours the claims of
Arabia and another of the lower plain of Meso-
potamia as tlie home of these peoples. The
upholders of the former view refer to tradi-
tions as pointing to Arabia as the original
seat. It is the only part of the world which
has reraa'.ned exclusively Semitic. “The
racial characteristics—intensity of faith, fero-
city, exclusiveness, imagination—can beat be
explained^ by a desert origin.” Besides
“ Arabic is the only Semitic dialect which
has remained pure, and preserved gramma-
tical forms not to be found in any of
the other Semitic dialects.” The other view
maintains that the Semities and Aryans at first

dwelt together; “they dwelt in the High Turan,
west of Bolortag and the high plain of Pamir,”
whence following the great current of the Oxus
they passed along the south border of the
Caspian Sea, penetrated Media and entered
into t'le Assyrio-Mesopotamian plain. Ac-
cording to another autliority the early

Aryo-Seraitic home was in the countries
south or south-west of the Caspian Sea,
from whence they passed to Babylonia,
after which one part went to Arabia, another
to Mesopotamia and a third towards Canaan.
There is one great objection to this theory.
It is shaped to suit the Bible story. Tn
that case it should first be proved that the

Biblical account of the creation is the true

one. So long as this is not done, the theory
stands self-condemned. It was upon the

same ground that philologists formerly held

that Hebrew was the original language of man.
It is clear that if the problem is to receive

any solution, the enquiries of scholars should

be conducted in spite of, and quite indepen-

dently of, the Bible.

:o:

Oaths are not held in the same equal esti-

mation in all Christian countries. In England
Members of Parliament, on being admitted,

are required to say :

—

I do swear that I will be faithful and bear
true allegiance to Her Majesty Queen Victoria,

her heirs and successors according to law. So
help me God !

In America the oath is in this form
That to the best of my knowledge and

ability I will support and defend the
constitution of the United States against all

enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear
true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take

this obligation freely, without any mental reserva-

tion or purpose of evasion, and that I will well and
faithfully discharge the duties of the oflBce on
which I amjabout to enter. So help me, God !

In Italy,we read, the President of the Cham-
ber of Deputies, seeing a new member in bis

place, says:

—

I invite the honorable gentleman to take the

oath in the form following :

—

I swear to be faithful to the King, and to

observe loyally the fundamental statute and the

other laws of the State with a single view to the

inseparable welfare of the King and the country

The new Deputy then,in his place, stretches

out his right hand, and pronounces the one

word, “Ginro !” (I swear.)

In Holland every new member of the States-

General is required to say :—
I swear fidelity to the Constitution, so help

me, God Almighty I

In the Austrian Reichsrath new members,
“ on entering either of the two Houses, on

the President’s challenge, in place of taking

an oath, have to promise loyalty and obedience

to the Emperor, inviolable observance of the

constitution, as well as of all other laws, and

conscientions fnlfilraent of their duties.”

Upon the President reading words to

this effect, the new member simply

replies, “ I promise.” While this is the

custom in so many cooutries', thb rnle for

taking oaths or making affirmations is en-

;

tirely dispensed with ia Germany and France,

,

wliere members of the legislature have to walk

I straiglit to their seats to get themselves re-

^ cognised as persons of authority.

:o:—
It is refreshing in these days to come

across a spirit of real independence in our pub-

lic men. The authorities of the Calcutta

Public Library were ill-advised enough to ask

for a money grant from Government. The

Lieutenant-Governor, in re[)ly, referred to what

he considered to ue the mismanagement of M.e

Library, and offered to sanction any grant

“if the whole management of the Libraby were

thoroughly reformed, and Government were

given a potential voice in its adminis*^ra-

tion.” Tl>e proprietors and subscirbers,

said Mr. Mackenzie, should “ place the

management in the liainls of a small Board

consisting of the Director of Public Instruction

as President, with two members nominated by

Government, two by the proprietors and one

by the subscribers.” One of the objections

to the present system, as urged by Govern-

ment, is that the books are badly selected,

and that all the preference is given in the

purchase of books to novels. This, however,

is a defect for which the Library authorities

are hardly to blame. The institution is a

public concern, and in ail that it does, it is

guided by the taste of the community. If

the subscribers to the Library like novelsj

the authorities responsible for the selection

of books, are bound to defer to their wislfes.

In that case a school for the proper formation

of taste ought to have been first opened under

the supervision of the Director of Public

Instruction before Government decided upon

taking the management of the Library. The

reply of the Secretary, Babu Gopi Krissen

Mitter, to the letter in question, is decisive.

“jThe Council,” he writes, “cannot accept the

conclusion at which His Honor the Lieutenant-

Governor of Bengal has arrived, especially as

regard the inanagenoent, and beg most

respectfully to withdraw their application

for Government grant.” And the Council

were right. The public alone should have

the upper hand in the management of the

concern, and any connection with Government

would only demoralise the commnnity. We
know what an institution under the pro-

tection of the Education Department will be

like. Examples are not wanting to show us

this. Witness the depths into which the

Calcutta School Book Society, once a public

body, has fallen under the guidance of the

Director of Public Instruction. The thanks

of the public are due to the Council of the

Public Library, because in this case their in-

terests have been consulted so well.

THE TRIUMPH OVER MATTER.

Systems are known by their tendencies. If

we wish to ascertain the characteristic of the

sceptical thought of the day, we shall find it

in the disposition which associates a necessary

evil with every phenomenon of the universe.

The tendency to find every thing ordered

for the best,what is generally called optimism,

distinguishes the theistio school of thought.

Our objection to such a doctrine as that of

evolution is that it leads the mind gradnally

to lose its belief in a beneficent God. By con-

stantly harping on the ktrnggle for. existence

which they say is constantly going on on the

face of the earth, it accustoms the mind to

think that theVe is nothing good in all that we

see, that this world is an abode of misery,

that victory is always on the side of thestroug-

est, that God is powerless to overcome evil,

i‘
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and that He requires tlie co-operation of man
in improving His own creation. Tlie conclusion

at which John Stuart Mill arrived was
tliat God was either not omnipotent or not all-

merciful. We observe a similar tendency in

the writings of all those who have

accepted the doctrine of evolution. Theism
can have no sympathy with views such as

these. Wiiile admitting that there is much
apparent misery, it does not accept that to be

any evidence of its universality as the

basis or ground-work of creation. There is

something in misery,indeed,which does not ap-

pear to be misery at all; while, as regards

the amount of it that befalls men, we may
only take it for granted that while it is the

result of man’s own free actions, there is in

every human being a power by means of which

of joy. God has given us such a thing as

mind, and the mind is by its very constitution

superior to dead matter. There is no misery,

no mishap, no calamity over which the mind
cannot assert its superiority. In proportion

to its strength and rigour is its mastery

over evil. We have seen the most sickly

of men smiling over the agonies caused by

their distemper, men overtaken by the gravest

calamities cheerfully relying upon the will

of the Almighty and counting them as naught.

In fact, tlie superiority of a religion consists

in the degree in which it enables one

to assert this mastery over evil. All religions

cannot do this to the same extent. There are

some that appeal more to fear than to love,

there are others that attach greater importance

to ceremonies than to the duty of obedience or

resignation, while there are others that lay

greater stress upon the doctrine— Rejoice in

the Lord—than upon any thing else. In

fact, love is the great principle that

binds the universe to its Maker, an 1 it is

by love that gross matter can be over-

come. But even here superstition and preju-

dice may come in to mar the influences of this

feeling. We may believe in a loving God, and

at the same time believe that the vast

majority of men, those, namely, that do not

accept certain doctrines or dogmas, will be

doomed to overlasting hell-fire. In the case

of tliose that believe in this manner, we do not

think there can be any actual triumph over evil,

for love is here taken in an imperfect sense.

The only true religion is that which asserts tlie

absolute supremacy of love. “ Doomed to bo

saved,” that is the language of a beneficent

deity, and not “doomed to perish.” Well, then,

a man who sees almighty love working on all

sides of Him, who has given up liis heart,

soul and body to the Supremo Lord, who sees

His manifestations in every event of history

and in every occurrence of life, whose will is

nothing but the will of God—such a man is

already master over gross matter, and to him
the greatest evil brings nothing but joy.

There are some persons who fear evil and
wish to avoid it by propitiating God. These
people are never happy—they are the most
miserable of men. There are others who have
been taught resignation so far as to accept

evil as they would the inevitable. Sorrow
does not turn them into atheists

;
and they

have prepared their hearts to endure the

chastening discipline. There are others who go
further. 'I’o them sorrow is sweet, because it

reveals Divine love. If God speaks to men. He
may speak through pro-^perity or adversity,

Ineither casoJHe speaks,and His voice must be

sweet, 'I’he second class of persons mention-
ed above say, “Lord, Thy will be done, though
the cup be bitter;” but those who accept the

philosophy of love speak iu a different strain.

Their language is—“Lord, whatever be Thy

willyl will accept itf the cup is always sweet.’'

Ihis then is the greatest triumph which
religion has achieved over the gross matefi®!*
ism of the day.

ENGLAND AND INDIA.

Mr. Grant Allen has been ventilating

his peculiar views on India of late in the

English periodicals. In the last number of
the Gontemj'^i'ary Review he maintains the
startling theory that India is of no use to

England, and that the latter may give up
its dominion in the interest of herself.

He says that India pays no tribute, and
that, on the contrary, England may have to

pay for the retention of this country. The
advice he gives is evident—Leave India

to her fate, and be satisfied with the greatness

which your insular position gives you. We
are sure the majority of Englishmen will pay
no heed to what gentlemen of Mr. Grant
Allen’s school may say

;
nor are the Natives

of India quite convinced that the retention of

the country is so manifestly disadvantageous
to the ruling race. We pay no tribute, it

is true, but what is greater than tribute

is that we pay individual Englishmen
who happen to govern us more than any
country in the world ever gives to its

functionaries. What is more than this is

that we send all our precious things to

England, and we get 'considerably less in

return. What is more even than this is that

wo allow our country to be made the place

for all sorts of experiments conducted by

Englishmen for the benefit of themselves.

We are benefited, no doubt, by all this.

We are safe, and our body and limbs

are practically secure from being molested.

But while life is guaranteed, its pleasures

are peremptorily denied us. Mr. Mallock’s

question, “ Is life worth having,” has cer-

tianly not been answered, so far as India is

concerned. Just consider that whole classes

of the high and wealthy are left without

careers to distinguish them, a»id that the edn-

cuted classes are being virtually trained to

live as sudras in order that they m.ight

serve Englishmen who are nowithe Brahmins
of the country. Mr. Grant Allen carries all

the disadvantages to the other side. He
admits that Englishmen occupy high positions

in this country and enjoy pensions in their own.
But ho says their residence in a con-
quered country demoralises them which is,

perhaps, true, if we are to believe the assertions
of thoughtful Englishmen who breathe the
bracing atmosphere of their free country.
Mr. Allen makes this an argument to

prove the necessity of instantly evacuating
India. He is wrong. His question for the
very reason he points out, should have
been, not “should we quit India?” but,
“ should we not prove true to the charge
placed upon us by Providence ? ” It is

evident that England may govern India well,

if she wishes
;

it is also quite evident that she
has given us the blessings of peace and civili-

zation; and it is still more clear that she ought
to prepare Natives for the doty of self-govern-
ment and to give a fair and free play
to their legitimate aspirations. The unjust
suspicion which characterises the dealings of
Government should, on this principle, he en-
tirely set aside. Ihe high-handedness of the
ruling race should also be forgotten, and
Native co-operation should bo freely asso-
ciated W'th the task of governing India. The
question may be looked at from a materialistic
as also from a strictly spiritual point of view.
If India is for Englishmen and not for
Native", for her treasures and wealth and
not for the opportunities she offers for

the exercise of philanthropy, she is to

be retained at all cost, and while the de-

moralization of Englishmen will be com-
plete, there will be losses and no end to

scientfic frontiers and Afghan invasions.

But if India is held to be a sacred
trust—the gift of Providence to a great and
noble people, if the doty of its rulers be
to benefit the people and benefit also those
that rule over them, then no sane man will

say that the discharge of this sacred function
can demoralize. It will, on the contrary,
raise, ennoble and purify England, and far

from being a burden, India will be a constant
help to England in her greatness. If the
materialistic view prevails, writers like Mr,
Grant Allen will always be dwelling upon the
rnoral decline of England

;
but if the other

view gains ground, there will be no difficulty

in persuading people that the rule of
England over India cannot but be beneficial
to both. If, that is to say, it be the will of

God that England should rule over India, as
we firmly believe it is, this connection, far

from degrading and injuring, will elevate and
exalt England, and make her the home of all

that is good, pure and noble.

WHAT IS THEISM?

Toe Archbishop of Canterbury lately held

forth on the character of Deism and Theism.
Speaking of the latter he said :

—“The suc-

cessor of the old evil (meaning the Deism of

the 18th century) comes out in a new guise and
with a new name. Yet I do not know that the

j

system is so new as it would represent itself.

Indeed, it is only an old foe revived.”

I
One thing appears to us as striking in this

passage : it is this, the Archbishop has

j

taken so little pains to examine the character

of the religious movements of the day. We
do not call it ignorance, but an inability to put

himself in the position of those whose religi-

ous tendencies differ from his own. It is a

want of sympathy—an absence of the

perception of the aspirations of those

souls which, unfettered by tradition and

unbiased by prejudice, have found in the

worship of one God the only solution to their

wants and the only unswer to their cravings.

We observe that the oliallenge of the Arch-

bishop has neen taken up in England by

Mr. Voysey. It does not concern us at

present to say anything of the mode
in which the question may be solved

in the West. We have our own Indian

side to represent in answer to the Arch-

bishop’s unmeaning onslaught against

Theism. We call it unmeaning,for the question

is not whether Theism is “an old foe revived”

of Christianity, but wiiether it is an enemy

to human godliness, sanctity and salvation.

The groundless charge that Theism is the

Deism of the last century revived, may be

taken for what it is worth, and it may be left

out of consideration for the present. It seems

to us that the question whether Theism is an

intellectual puzzle like Deism, and is not em-

phatically a spiritual religion,may bo answered

correctly by those only who have accepted it as

their faith. To look to the Archbishop of

Canterbury as an authority on this question

would be as reasonable as it would be to

expect a man of this earth to be an authority on

subjects connected with the topography of.the

moon. For the Archbishop has, been bred up in

a Christian atmosphere,and has never even ex-

perienced the delights which an untramraeled

heart feels in the p-esence of God. A Christian

is never able to think that one can approach his

Maker, unless it be through the medium of
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Christ. A Hiudu in the same way cannot

see how God is accessible except through

innumerable gods and goddesses. The fact

that a man can approach God direct,

can commune with Him, can hold

converse and draw inspiration from Him,

is absolutely inconceivable to both a

Christian and a Hindu. Yet the experience

of Theists tells us nothing more plainly and

emphatically than this, that tlie silent out-

pourings of “ the Alone to the Alone ” are

something worth hearing and worth recording,

if the world is really anxious to be saved

or put in the way of salvation. The

testimony of Christians is of no worth, so far

as the merits of theism as a religion are con-

cerned. The test in the case of all reli-

gions is this : does the worshipper find peace

in his soul ? Has religion conduced to the

purity of his character ? Is his life full of

the struggle of doubt, or has he found a

haven where his doubts are set at rest for ever?

Let these qestions. we say, be put before every

believer, whether Christian, Hindu, or Theist,

and let the answers be given to Heaven in tlie

broad daylight of knowledge and science.

We do not speak on behalf of Christians or

Hindus,but we,Theists, say that we can answer

one and all of these questions honestly, fear-

lessly and conscientiously. As for peace, many

among os can say that after years of [latient

searching and inquiry they have found a peace

the like of which they had never tasted of be-

fore, and that in the religion of the new Dis-

pensation, they have found a glorious harmony

of science, faith and philosophy which has

dissolved doubt and killed straggle. Let us

not speak disparagingly of what others have

found under the auspices of other systems of

faith. To us it is clear that the direct

access to God is a privilege which is reserved

for Theists alone. A Theist is not creed-

bound like other religionists. He is the

child of nature, and as a child looks

up to its mother when in distress, the Theist

turns to God whenever he has things to ask for

to satisfy bis soul. And what is more, a Theist

is the only being in the world who has literally

no enemy. A Christian deems every one who

refuses worship to Christ as his enemy
;

a

Mahomedan gives the name of Kafir to every

believer in a strange God
;

a Hindu hates

to mix with a Mleccba
;

the Theist is

the only one who is ready to embrace

all as his brethren. He does not patronise

a sect or prophet, but considers that every

prophet has been sent to preacli a special ilis-

pensation of God, and teach anew truth.

The truths of all prophets are, therefore, bis,

as all prophets are objects of his special

veneration and bomage, Jhus he has

friends everywhere, and he is a stranger

in no land. Everywhere he finds his God,

and in every person, object or book His

image or inscription. The gospel is brought

to him from all sides,and his salvation is pro-

mised from every corner of the univerBe. The

inspiration of divine presence enables him to

rend aright the word of God everywhere.

Theism is thns not a cold creed of

killing abstractions or empty rationalism.

It is spiritual in the best sense of

the term, and has been sent to the

world only to save. Call us not, therefore,

Deists or enemies. We are friends, worship-

pers of one God—men who glory and rejoice

in the possession of that faith which saves.

The usual monthly service takes place in the

Brahma Mandir this morning. Service commences

at 7'30 A. M.

The Min'ster is not likely to visit Lahore or
Chittagong at present. Our brethren in those
places will be pleased to arrange accordingly.

Is God active or inactive ?—sach was the theme
of the sermon preached in the Brahma Mandir on
Sunday last, It has been published, and is ready
for sale.

A BhAhmo intermarriaee under the new Act
was solemnized on Monday last, in the presence
of the Registrar. Bahu Norendro Nath Sen The
bridegroom, Bahu Behari Lall Sen, a Vaidya, is the
Head Master of the Kissoregnngo School, in
Mymensing, and the bridge, Kissori Mohini
Chowdhry. age 17, an ex-student of the Adult
Female School.

We congratulate the Brahmo Tract Society
upon having so soon established itself and com-
menced its good work. The first tract just pub-
lished is “ The Voice of God.” The idea of the
frontispiece is novel and must nrove attractive,
though the execution is far from perfect. It
represents the golden age, the lion and the lamb
playing together. The price is only 2 pice a copy.
We wish the Society success.

We give below two papers on the workings of
the Holy Spirit which we have received in
response to our call:

—

Personal.
That the Lord may be glorified, the following

facts are given out:— °

(1.) The day I gave un the hope of joining
the holy band of missionaries, I went
to bathe in a tank belonging to a Garden House
not far from the nresent Kamal Kntir, and tlie

Lord visited me in perfect daylight on mv re-

turn from the bath. In a rapturons delight
I promised ray allegiance to Him. From this
day I bore several trials and temptations with a
strength of mind bearing comparision to nothing
but madness.

(2.) After this happy end of a hard struggle,
T asked our minister to let me have the necessary
instructions for the life I had just entered. He
told me that in the Brahmo Somaj none
teaches, but he that remains faithful receives
instructions from the Most High. I heard it and
found it true in my life. Whenever any doubt rose
in my mind. I tried several times to com-
municate it to the minister, but could not gfve
it out. something within withholding my tongue.
In the course of private and public prayers, the
requisite light was received, and the doubts per-
fectly removed.

(3.) My special work in the New Dispensatio n
connects me with Sanskrit literature, I had
in school life read dramas and poems, but never
took up any treatise on philosophy, grammar, or
Vedanta, &c. Mv avocation obliged me to study
and know these. Following my original principle.

I never asked any professor to teach me.
Philosophies, Vedantas. and grammatical treatises
such as Mahavriti. Mahabhashya, &c. I studied
without help. I still pursue this course, and to my
life’s end shall have no man to teach me.
.^4)1 believe that in preaching and writing

I am led by the Holy Spirit. I am not a leader,

but whenever I had an occasion to preach before
a congregation, taking for a time the responsibility

of a minister, although the state of things in that
congregation was perfectly unknown to me, I
could enter into their wants, feelings,and the mood
of their mutual dealings, sometimes startling them
hy bringing out private things to light in the
course of nravers and discourses. As for writing®,

I may allude to one fact of later occurrence.
I wrote an article on a difficult philosophi-
cal and theological question. It happened
that in the course of a sermon by our
minister, the writing was seemingly con-
tradicted. I tried to reconcile, but a
few words with the Minister darkened it

more. I believe that inspiration cannot con-
tradict inspiration. I was in a great mental
struggle. Lately another sermon cleared up the
point, and J found the reconciliation dimly per-

ceived by me came with further light. I may
allude to many other startling facts, but these
will suffice for the present:

G.

According to the hint given in the last issue

of your paper, I proceed to bear witness unto the
truth ;

—

When I left college m Ihc year 1863 Iwas com-
pelled to seriously think of wliat course of life I

was to follow, aud, all of a sudden,! felt very much
anxious about ray salvation, and it was clearly

revealed to me that I must seek it by serving my
fellow-creatures. I felt a great relief at that

Heavenly revelation, and that waa really the

I
turning point of my life. Hence I determined
to render religious service to those with whom
my lot w.is cast as a school master. For some
time I served my young friends in the school
by endeavouring to give religious instructions
to my pupils at the time of explaining
them their lessons in literature. Afterwards
I succeeded in establishing a daily p raver-
meeting, which was joined by some of ray
young friends. I used to conduct service
by reading from a book, named “ Daily Prayer
Book,” published hy the Calcutta Brahmo
Somaj; aud one day as 1 was reading
out the prayer “save me from sins I com-
mit unknowingly,” I heard the inspiration of my
Saviour distinctly telling me to mind a particular
sin I was in the habit of committing knowingly,
and tears of repentance instantly ran down
my cheeks, and almost choked ray breath,
so much so that I was unable to for-

mally finish the service that day. It was
in this way that my Heavenly Teacher taught
and convinced me of the necessity of prayer. Need
I say that then and there that particular vice left

me for ever? It was at this time that I resolved to tell

people to pray to God. and that sincere prayer was
the only means of getting rid of vice. Sometime after

this.whilel was at home during vacation,! heard the
Divine injunction to establish a weekly meeting
among us for religious conversation and exercise,
and accordingly a weekly meeting, by the name of
Sangat, was established among us. It was from
this time that endeavours after true religious life

began,and the Sangat proved to be the real nursery
of some poor souls,who were hitherto quite unaware
of any thing like the spiritual world. One day while
engaged in prayer in the Sangat, the Divine Pre-

sence was felt so vividly that from that time my
soul began to pant after the Personal God, and in

course of time this panting of the soul was increased
in the following manner:—One day as I was made
to brood upon my spiritual life which was never to

come to an end, I felt very anxious as to who was
to be my constant support throughout eternity, and
I suddenly heard the Divine Voice within me,
‘T would be thine for ever.” Henceforth I have
had to seek the Personal God—with greater
earnestness than before. Another time while en-
gaged in conversing, singing and praying with my
young friends in the Sangat, I felt the necessity
of seeing the Living God face to face in the inmost
recesses of my heart,and when the Sangat was over,

and all others went away, I forthwith began very
earnestly to pray to God to show His Glorious Face
to me;but as I happened to see as it were a blaze of

outward light before my mortal eyes, I was struck

with fear, but thanks to my God that I trifled it

away as a false vision, and did not give up my
endeavours in despair. Another day as I was pray-

ing to God to reveal Himself to me, the Divine say-

ing “Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall

see God ” was revealed to me, and I felt myself
very much crushed down,though not dejected, and
I did, therefore, begin to seek the purity of heart

with great zeal, and was very much encouraged at

that time by the revelation, “God reveals^Him-
self to a sinner, if he prays with a penitent

heart.”

As I was thus going on with ray spiritual

exercises, and serving my young friends under
the benigin influence of Divine Grace, I began
to feel the necessity of sole.y devoting my 1 ife

to the service of Lord; but for some time after

this, I used to preach Heavenly Brahmo Dharma,
or, in other words, my own religious experiences

under the influence of Divine agency both in the

Brahmo Somaj at Dacca, and in other places at

intervals, until it pleased the Lord not only to

command me to become one of His servants with-

out any thought for the morrow, but also to make
my life of a school master unbearable internally

as well as externally. So that I had to give up
my employment in the school > t a time when 1 had
no other means of supporting my family.

And from the time I devoted my life solely

to the service of the Lord as a hired servant

of his,it pleased Him to make wonderful revelations

of His owu self and of my life’s mission. In

my daily devotions He began to reveal Himself very

vividly and to give me instructions and directions

for my guidance very unmistakably.

Thus cheered and guided, I have been able
to bear many crosses in my life and to

serve my brethren in East Bengal, in spite of

the opposition I had to meet from friends

and foes. For three years my Loving Father
and Tender Mother in Heaven has been
making striking revelations about tlie New
Dispensation here below and His Holy Family
above. lean no longer entertain hazy notions

about salvation nd the Kingdom of Heaven. They
are veritable spiritual facts to be seen and felt.

Dacca, 5lb Nov. 1880. B.
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INPALLIBrUTIES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”

My Friend,—I have just had a fortnight’s dis-
cussion on the infallibility of the Bible. I go for the
Gospel, the word of Jesus,—not the Bible, as it is.

1 say that if we use the word infallibility in its
highest sense, namely for that which is wholly,
absolutely, unchaugealily and for ever true, right ami
perfect,—we find a subtle form of idolatry in
every infallibility short of one.—namely that of
God himseif the Most High— He alone is aliso-
lutely infallible. Many thing.s, many persons, have
unquestioned autlwH*y

,

under God. They are to be
obeyed, so far as they move in the line of His pur-
poses. and re-state or re-euacr. His will

;
and no

further. They are totally infallible to tlwir
votaries

; like the Koran to the Mahomedan, the
Bible to the Orthodox Christian, the Pope to the
Romanist, and thus savor of idolatry. In their
short-sighted devotion, each to his idol,—these
votaries pity, or despise, or bate one another. In
the case of each idolatry bars fraternity. Only the
clear thinker, who is the free thinker,— for all

thought is free,—sees the bar
;
and can unbar the

door for all men, the door of absolute religion, of
Catholic Theism, Brahmoism, the Theism of Jesus

a faith not always consistently affirmed by Pau',
who now and again seems to idolize Jesus as atiso.

lutely infallible. Jesus himself preaches Divine
Theism in grandly Theistic affirmations, such as
“ Why callest thou me Good, there is none good”
(none wholly infallible) “but One; that is” (not me
but) “God.” And again, ‘ Whosoever doeth the
will of my Father in heaven, he is my brother,”
and I am his brother. And yet again, in dying
to be alive— for ever—as a brother to every true
man and woman, Jesus says that he ascends, “ To
my father, and your father to my God ” (infinite-
ly wiser and better than I—and, brothers,)" to
your God,” our Only, Wise, God, who gives
his wisdom to all who ask Him. So Jesus
speaks

; rebuking the Christian idolatry into which
his followers, in their shut-eyed reverence and

affection, repudiating thought
and Divine logic, were liable to fall and did fall
\ V e have no pleader like Jesus for lifting man
"P from one authority to another, brigher
and brighter to the perfect day

; higher and
higher to the perfect God

;
to God over all blessed

for ever
; with Bibles, Avestas, Vedas, Korans

mss perfect than He,—whose wisdom charges
Gabriel and the Seraphim with folly.

Divine serect. the revelation from
the AlI Father, which is to bring peace to His
divided children? Are they to fling to the winds all
sacred records, and bid every man be his own
Veda -his own Bible? No: God forbid. What

t
among these conflicting in-

tallibilities which now darken the religious worlr
a ray of pure light appears in the fact that in
every oihei phase of life except the relisri-
ous, e, g., in the social, moral, legal and
practical world, men are sufficiently guided and

(authorities which are not infallible.
In childhood, my mother had authority over me.
Was she infallible ? No. Did obedience to her

authority keep me right ? Yes, That
obedience was my salvation. When I out-grew
my childhood, the sufficient authority over me
was my father, or my teacher. And did I, by recog-
nition of this authority, and by making the best of
H, get all that was good for me as a young thinker?
Yes. Their wisdom saved me from the hell of
passiori and self-indulgence. As a man, the
authority of law and of the High Court saved me
from “the wrath of God” which appears in criminal
discipline. Is the High Court infallible? No.
Is it for practical life a sufficient revelation of the
“goodness and severity of God”? It is ... .

Finally, can “the holy scriptures,” can the best
man I know of,—the truest saint, of God, can
Jesus, by his self-sacrifice for others, and the
power of his life, be ray personal savior, though
not infallible? He can, I believe it.

Yours &c,,

Dall.

i
Letters of

j

.
^ prenaration of whicli has

been delayed by various causes, is now all but
ready to go to press.

rj
nresenh cenfurv, hv Mr.

w. _li. Mallock, the author of “Is Life Worth
Tiiving ? will commence in the January number
of Belgravia.

^TR. Pearson, of Pall Mall, has discovered in aweekly newsoaner of 1812 a political ode bv Byron
that was not hitherto known to be his. It will
shortly he printed, with a copy of the poet’s letter
relating to the same,

Professor Monier Williams has just return-
ed from Berlin, where he has been making
inquiries as to the arrangement for the reception
of the Lnglish Orientalists at the Congress to be
held in tnat capital next year.

Messrs. Macvive.'! and Wallace. ofKdin-
mirgh. announce for immediate nublication “ Al
fred Penny.son : Hi.s Life and Works,” by N. C-

'7'^^ contain the fullest biographv yet
pu^Irslied of the poet, .a commentary on his works.

and a complete
1 cnnvaori bibliojjraphy,

^’ROFEssor Weber has completed the third vo-
unie of ii.s Tticli^clbo Streifen^ beiri" reviews of
current Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrit literature, with
an index of forty-six closely printed three column
pages for reference to the three volumes and a
classified bihiographical table of contents. Thennm er of authors mentioned or criticised is about

Mr. Swinburne’s forthcoming volume of poems
is called “ Studies in Song,” and will be out at the

end of the month.

The Annual Report of the Royal Asiatic Society
contains the followinor notes on Sanskrit .scholar-
^']''^'-~^'^^^^R^PuhliqneFi‘nne (June 20. 1879)M. Regnaud has printed “ The Future of Sanskrit
Studies and in the Revue Philosophiqm “ Etudes

Philosoehie Indienne. I’ecole Vedanta.” In theBerhmr Monatsher 1874) Prof. Weber hastwo articles-important essays on Mithraic worship
with reference, too, to the Indo-skythic coins. InMem. de la Son. de Linguiatiqiie, A. Barth has
Formes irreguheres dans le Bhagavata Parana.”

ine Report contains also the following notice of the
Animdoram Borowah’s

Practical English and Sanskrit Dictionary .-—The
^ithor has added to this second value of his
Dictionary a supplementary chapter on what be
calls Higher Sanskrit Grammar, or gender and
syntax of nearly 300 pages. The collection of
rules and illustrr.tions he has given will he bighlv
appreciated by those who have to teach Sanskrit ;but It is to be regretted that he has not thought it
necessary to give more complete authorities for
his various statements To say that the word
has this or that meaning in Mann or Panini or
Sayana 18 scarcely enough, without the chapter and
verse where it occurs.”

Selections.

A London firm contemplates the i.ssue of a
cheap edition of Mr. Emerson’s works. The
arrangements for this edition will be made on

toFngUnd” approaching visit

THE REV. STOPFORD BROOKE AFTER
THE SECESSION,

The Rev. Stopford H. Brooke, on Sunday la«t
preached his first sermon at Bedford Chapeli
Bloomsbury, since his announcement of secession
from the Church of England. Several alterations
and omissions were made in the service, and the
reasons for these Avere set forth in a printed cir-
cular, copies of which were distributed amongst
the congregation. Mr. Brooke said that he had
left the Church of England, and the Chapel had
entered on a new life, He was bound not to make
such a change, unless he clearly knew, and stated
with all the clearness he could muster why
he had changed his peace, in order that
his congregation should know whether to
leave or stay with him. His main reason for
seceding was that he had ceased to believe in
the miracle of the incarnation, upon which
the English Cburoh rested its whole scheme
of doctrine. Another reason was that he had come

to disapprove of the existence of the church as an
ecclesiatical body, especially as connected with
the State. He could neither stay in the Church
nor join a sect. He had made no sacrifice

;
he had

followed with joy and gladness his own convictions;
ami he looked forward with ardour and devotion
to preaching the great truths that declared the
definite relation of God to man. He should
speak of God abiding in nature and in man,
of God imminent in history and filling and
impelling day by day the race of man, of
the revelation He was daily giving of Himself
to man and of the inspiration He poured
info us .all, of God as revealed in the best way
by Jesus Christ of the true life of man which He
had disclosed in His life, of the power and love by
which God through Him kindled and supported
that life of man, of God incarnate in all men in
the same manner though not in the same degree as
111 Christ, of thd vast spiritual communion in which
all men were contained,of the hopes of immortality
in which they now lived, and the fulfilment o'f

which was their destiny, of the personal life of God
in the soul, and of his universal love and of the
thousand effects which in human history and life
followed in practice from the vivid acceptance of
these mighty truths, In the evening the sermon
was a vindication of the changes he had made
in the liturgy. The preacher wore a black
gown in the morning and in the evening a
surplice. While the congregation were leaving,
after the evening’s service, some heavy pieces of
plaster fell from the ceiling and filled the building
with dust. Had they fallen a few minutes earlier

,

it is likely that some per.sons would have been
injured, and in all probability a panic would have
been created.

THE “ MILOR ANGLAIS,”

{Oraphie,)

Even in these days of “ sweetness and light,”
the average Frenchman remains rather inca-
pable of understanding the habits and manners
of his British cousin. He thinks of him as of a
creature of strange garb and stranger manners

;

he unconsciouly, yet invariably, misrepresents both
his acts aud his motives, and he regards his custom
as a highly civilized man of science might re-
gard those of the Esquimavx. Mr. Esqniros Idmself
cannot comprehend him. M. Edmond About un-
wittingly libels him, and M. Taine stands almost
aghast at the Englishman of his imagination.
We do not pretend to explain why we are so mis-
understood by our neigh hours. We can only accept
the fact and study for a few moments “ourselves as
others see us.” And first let us examine the “ Milor
Anglais” as be is depicted in French journalism
and in French caricature. His hair is light

(

often red, and his whiskers, which are of
a sandy hue, are of that cut which Lord Dundreary
has immortalized. His nose is large, his eyes are
blue and brilliant, and his lower jaw is mascular
and determinded. On bis head he wears aGlengarry
cap, and his long thin legs are encased in inex-
pressibles of scant dimensions, but of gigantic
patterT. His waistcoat which is capacious, is

either white, or of some checked material over it is a
loose velvet jacket and across the whole is slung
an opera glass protected by a case and suspended
from a narrow strap of patent leather. His watch-
chain is very heavy and solid; one of Mr. Murray’s
guide-books peeps from his pocket, and his shirt-
front is set off by a row of huge diamond studs and
a flowing green and yellow necktie. This gentle-
man never ventures out without an umbrella

; he
walks with great rapidity, and he is always pos-
sessed of immense weabh. Behind him as he goes,
march his fat wife and along array of ill-dressed
children; and he treads the earth as though it be-
lognedtohira, and all other persons upon it were
his slaves. When he is thirsty, he drinks immense
draughts of “ nell ell,” or “portaire,” and when he
is hungry, nothing but a joint of “ros-bif” ora large
“bif-tek” will satisfy him. It is but fair, how-
ever, to allow that he is on all hands believed to be
a paragon of domestic virtue.a model of taciturnity
and a marvel of physical strength. But he swears
more terribly even than those soldiers of whom
Uncle Tobie related such startling experiences, and,
although he is a good husband, he occasionally
places a halter round his wife’s neck, and hurries
her off to Smithfield, there to sed her for a pot of
“biaire,” if perchance she be worth so much.
And he is very eccentric. He insists that his will
and his word are the laws by which other indivi-
duals are to regulate their conduct. He requires an
ahnornal amount of water for his morning
ablutions : he carries a tablet of Old Brown
Windsor in his portmanteau, and he takes every
opportunity of repeating his favorite maxim that an
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Englishman is as good as throe Frenchmen. Yet he
is not easily aroused. He wins or loses at play with
equal unconcern, and, although he rarely or never
addresses a foreigner with even rudimentary
civility, that is simply because he is accustomed to
regard all people, save Englishmen, as his inferiors
in every respect. But he delights in abusing, even
if he be not angry. He deems it his sacred duty
to run down all landlords, waiters, chamber-
maids, cooks, guides, and porters whom he may en-
counter on his travels

; he stigmatizes them as
cheats and swindlers, and he curses them if they
do not happen to speak English or at
once to comprehend his French. He seems,
moreover, to be a stranger to fatigue : he
gets up early and goes to bed late : he sees every-
thing with marvellous rapidity: he goes every-
where : he learns nothing : and he quits the Conti-
nent more firmly convinced than before that the
French is a nation of no account whatever.
As he enters the country, he not infrequently
makes an abortive attempt to smuggle in a small
quantity of something which is contraband, and,
upon being charged with the fact, he shakes his

fist, mentions his nationality, threatens to appeal
to his ambassador, and swears he will write to the
Times- When liberated, he goes on hoard talking
rather wildly about Waterloo and Trafalgar, and
thanking his stars that in his country there are no
such thing as republics,and communes and revolu-

tions, and cabbage-leaf tobacco. Such is the “Milor
Anglais” as described by French caricaturists.

Thus we are misrepresented; yet, after all, the

briar has its rose. The French regard us as eccen-
tric, but not as vicious. They give us credit for

courage, determination, rough honesty, and high
morality,—for higher morality, indeed, then we
have any legitimate claim to; and upon the whole
they respect us. But they unconsciously look at

ns in such an absurd light that they cannot help
laughing at us They gauge us by our own stand-

ards, instead of by special rules; and until they
learn that their system of estimate is deceptive,

they will remain in their mistaken notions a 'out

us. It was their unwillingness to study English
institutions which led,some years ago. to a ludicrous

controversy in the Paris Press. One paper spoke of

Sir Gladstone,when alluding to the present Premier.
Whereupon another pointed out that, being, as

he then was, First Lord of the Treasury, he was, of

course, Lord Gladstone
;

and a third journal re-

marking that the subject of dispute was at the

head of the English Government, and therefore,

at the top of the social tree, triumphantly declared

that his proper title was the Duke of Gladstone,

and nothing less. Then an Ea lish paper noticed

the matter, and graciously corrected the inno-

cent editors of Paris.

MR. VOYSEY’S REPLY TO THE ARCH-
BISHOP OP OANTERBURY,—PART.—/.

{Concluded from the last “ Rnnday Mirror”)

7. Thomas Woolston seems to have been
driven from the Catholic standpoint inch by inch
till he plunged headlong into wholesale and scorn-
ful derision of the supernatural element in thi
New Testament. I see nothing in all be has
written even faintly verging on reverence or
religious feeling, of which he seemed wholly want-
ing. No wonder that he was a discredit to the
cause of the Free-thinkers.

8. The last I shall name is the Earl of Shaf-
tesbury, who is remarkable for havinur recommend-
ed the use of ridicule in criticising religious books
and doctrines. With this exception he seems to me
to have been possessed of strong religious convic-
tions and to have spoken of these with great
reverence and propriety. He seemed to claim for
himself the name of Christian, if we may judge by
the following words :

—

“Averse as I am to the cause of Atheism or the
name of Deist when taken in a sense exclusive of

revelation, 1 consider still that the root of all is

Theism, and that to be settled Christian it is

necessary to be first of all a good Theist, for Theism
can only be opposed to Polytheism or Atheism. Nor
have I the patience to hear the name of Deist,

the highest of all names, decried and set in oppo-
sition to Christianity

;
as if our religion was a

kind of magic which depended not on a belief in

a single Supreme Being, or as if the firm and
rational belief on philosophical grounds were an
improper qualification for believing anything
further,”

Shaftesbury advocated public worship and the
maintenance of a National Church. His advocacy
of virtue was singularly pure and in advance of

his time; repudiating all unworthy and selfish

motives for right conduct. It is unfortunate that
the bigotry of the age and the want of heroic

moral courage prevented the Deist.s, and among
them Lord Shaftesbury, from speaking with
perfect plainness, and led them to cover
some of their real opinions beneath a veil

of irony which even their intimate admirers
were at times unable to detect. It is this which
makes th“ir writings often so anomalous

;
while

t he more fearles.s sank into denths of vulgarity or
buffoonery discreditable to their cause and dis-
gusting to the serious. Still more unfortunate it is

that from the worst class of these writers, popular
impressions of their opinions have been drawn;
and this fact leads me. to continue to draw the con-
trast between their principles and ours.

If, then, even on common ground there is so
slight an agreement between 'Fheists and Deists,

how wide indeed is the divergence between them
on those points on which we radically differ.

In the first place, a mere belief in the exist-

ence of God is accounted by us of little worth,
if it be only an intellectual assent to the formula.
What we prize above all things is a personal
trust in God as our nearest and dearest friends;
a heart-felt love towards Him as a tender and
merciful Father

;
and this trust and love not as

a mere holiday pleasure or a privilege relegated to
the Sunday or to the hours of devotion, but a con-
stant joy through all our waking hours and in

every occupation of life.

It is in the language of the Psalmist. “To set God
always before us.” To be ever'sweetly and thank-
fully mindful of His presence, to make His will

our delight, and to seek, not shun. His fatherly
chastisement, to receive as from His fatherly hand
all our earthly good and pleasure, and to accept
ikewise as from His fatherly love all our cares, our
sorrows, and bereavements; it is to make life one
ong bright day of sacred joy and to light up the
valley of death with immortal hope.
Unlike the inferior class of Deists, we be-

ieve in an everpresent God, a God nigh at
,

hand and not afar off, without whose cease-
'

less universal providence everything would
collapse into pristine chaos or vanish into

nothingness like a vapour or a dream. Every-
thing ruled by law? Yes. But by law which
owes its origin and ceaseless activity to a living,

loving Will which never slumbers nor sleeps ;

which is present everywhere and evermore in all

things alike whether we call them good or evil ;

for to Him nothing is absolutelv evil, .hll are
,

parts of one tremendous whole, of which He only
;

can see the end who made the. beginning. In !

spite of earthquake, fire, and storm, in spite of
^

pain, disease, and death, in spite of violence by
!

myriad beast or crime, by blind and maddened -

man. He the holy and internal reigns over all and
will bring the highest good out of all seeming
wrong to every creature whom he has made capable

of suffering or of hope.

It strikes me as I write thi.s—poor and pitifully

weak though it be as an expression of our trust

in and love of God, and far below what other

Theists have written—to ask did Jesus ever sav

anything half so good, so joyous, so hopeful, so

religious as this? Tell me but one short sentence

of his in the Gospels where I can read such an
assurance of a Heavenly Father’s love, such a pro-

mise of eternal good and safety for all the

world, and I will call myself h°re and now
a Christian. Moreover, if he was silent on such a

heavenly theme, did he not say much to dash these

hopes to the nethermost hell ? Ah, how blind we
have been to facts to suffer ourselves to be crushed

beneath the tyranny of great names !

1 now turn to the Archbishop’s words :

“I do not know that the system (t.e. modern
Theism) is so new as it represents itself to l>e,”

In the first place we have never claimed for

Theism that it is new, except in the sense of its

being strange and new to Christiaji ears in the

present century. What we have always
claimed is not that it was derived from
the Rationalists of the last century, but
that it was held and believed by individuals in

1 all ages even in the remotest historical times.

Whenever and wherever a human soul, meditating

upon the phenomena around and within him,

using bis reason, conscience, and heart as his

guides to the knowledge of things Divine, and

being free from bias and prejudice, free from

priestly threats, and free from idolatry, has lifted

itself up to the unseen Spirit in prayer and aspira-

tion, it has invariably come to a simple trust in

a Holy and Loving God which imbues the heart

with perfect peace, with hopejfor all mankind and

with fervent desire to do His will. Without

travelling further we maintain that the Bible itself

furnishes us with witnesses to the truth of our

assertion in the persons of the faithful of the old

time, who learned of themselves to love and

trust in God as their eternal Friend before any

Bible was written, ages before the days of

Priests and Churches, That so far from so-

called ‘ relevation ’ being necessary to produce

this faith, the faith they attained unto and

cherished was the source of all that was good

and True in the revelation. The Bible contains

the records of their native thought of God’s

loving care over them and of their unfailing

trust ill His merev.
for the moral and
intelleclual advance of

is exactly the same
of Abraham, of Joseph, of

Psalmists and Prophets of I

Kolloway’i; Ointment and Pills.

—

Diseases of Women.—Medical science in all

ages has been directed to allerviate the many
maladies incident to famales, but Professor

Holloway, by diligent study and attentive obser-

vation, was induced to believe that nature had

provided a remedy for these special diseases.

He has, after vast research, succeeded in com-
pounding his celebrated Fills and Ointment,

which embody the principle natually designed

for the relief and cure of disorders peculiar to

women of all ages and constitutions, whether

residing in warm or cold climates. They have

repeatedly corrected disordered functions which
had defied the usual drugs prescribed by medical

men, and still more satisfactory is it that the

malady is relieved completely and permanently.

Making due allowance

spiritual as well as

mankind, our Theism
religion as the Faith

Mo^es. and of the

rael, who have glad-

dened and enriched the world by their songs

of riraise, their noble words of Faith and Hope

in the living God. We do not claim that Theism

is new, W^e do not claim that it is the monopoly

of any church, sect, or race in all the ages. For

everywhere there have been fome such simple

believer.s in God’s goodness in spite of^ much

intellectual error in the creeds with which the

true belief has been associated. All we can claim

is that the more free from error and dogmatism

men wero, the more readily and heartily they em-

braced the simple truths of National Religion. By

the necessity of the case we are compelled to re-

duce our beliefs 'o something like an ordeily and

coherent system, showing on what foundation

our Faith and Hope rest, and enlarging on the

corollaries which inevitably follow from a belief

in one Holy and Loving God, such as the
^

future

life and our duty toward each other in the

present. In all this Modern Theism wears a some-

what new shane. But it is nothing else in essence

but the everlasting Gospel of God a infinite

fidelity and friendliness to all His creaturess, at

once the most ancient and most modern of all the

conceptions of God. which deserve the name of

;

Religion. If it be new in any sense, it is new only

I

to those who know not God. and for whom the face

1

of God has been darkened by impious creeds, or

i eclipsed by the shadow of some human idol. New

i
it is only to those who profess to know nothing

i whatever of God except through the medium of a

I hook or a church, or worst of all through His sup-

posed incarnation in a human being.

I

Thank God the writers of the 16th, 23rd,

100th, I03rd, 107th, and H6th psalms knew

nothing of Christ or Christianity, el*e never

could "they have written such touching and

heart-stirring songs of praise and adoration, such

outbursts of an inextingui.shable trust aud peace

and joy in the eternal goodness and love of

God. As a Theist I am quite content to sub-

mit
'

those Psalms as the embodiment of my
creed, and to give them as tokens of its anti-

quity! Y"et not for worlds would I be under-

stood to mean that I learnt my Theism from

them. I did not so learn it. I learnt it direct

from God, to whom I appealed for light aud

guidance ;
and when my prayer was fully an-

swered, when my mind aud soul and affec-

tions were won over to trust and love

Him, then it was for the first time my eyes

were opened to see what these old pslams really

meant, an! to learn that God bad been teaching

them without Bible, or Priest, or Christ, just what

He had taught me. Years before, I had known the

words all by heart without perceiving their real

me.aning. My eyes were blinded by Christian

dogmas” and until they were opened, I say, I did

not know what faith and hope and joy these lovely

songs expressed. I do not think that the Arch-

bishop can confound them nor our Theism which

they contain, any longer with the ‘ Cold De sin
’

of the last century.

Darling-ton’s Paln-Curer has been

found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,

Lumbago, Pains in the Cbest.Sore Throats. Coughs,

Colds. Tightness of the Chest. Headache, Toothache,

Neuralgia, Colics. Rheumatism, Paralysis, Fains in

Groins. Contracted Joints, Gout. Sciatica, Bad

LegsBad, Breasts. Swellings, Old Sores, Piles. Ring

Worms, Pimples, Freckles, it Eruptions oc the skin.
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THSATKi: B.OYAX1

CHOWRINGHEE.

The Most Amuslngr show in India.

HUDSON’S SURPRISE PARTY
Every evening at 9.

Admission as usual.

H. SANTLY,
Agent,

ASKBY <&. GO,
DENTISTS.

Have an eftcient female dentist to attend the

Zenanas. Guarantee comfort in the wearing

of artificial teeth, at a reduced rate.

Have a successful and infallible way of curing

ocular diseases.

Various patent medicines are to be had at a

moderate price.

No. 14, College Street, Calcutta.
a-84

OPBBA KOirSE,
7, Lindsay Street.

RETURN OF THE FAVOURITES.

After a successful tour through the North-West
Provinces, Rajputaua, the Punjab, Rangoon,
Bombay, and a host of other places,

,.The Parses Victoria Theatrical
Company

Have returnedfor a short Season here, and
mill give their

GRAND OPENING NIGHT,

On Monday, 15th November 1880.
When will be represented an entirely new Opera

never before performed in Calcutta, amidst tumul-

tuous rounds of applause, enacted for several

nights in Bombay, entitled.

Saefoos Suleiman

;

OR,

MAASOOM-MAASOOMMA.
Prices of Admission.

First class ... Rs. .*1 0 Third class ... Re. 1 0

Second class... „ 2 0 Fourth class... As. 8

Private Box to hold four Rs. 12,

Tickets to be had at the Opera House at all

hours of the day.

Doors open at 8 P.M. Performance to commence
at 9 P. M. sharp.

Sinohing strictly prohibited.

BOVSBS FOB, SAZ.E.
LIST NO. 2.

Rs,

Canking St. upper room ... 15,000

Dixon’s Lane lower ... ... 8,000

ElisiUM Row 3 stones ... ... 72,000
upper ... ... 42,000

Emambag Lane lower ... ... 2,400

Ezra St, ditto ... ... 12,500

Entally North Road ditto ... ... 7,000
Canal St. ditto ... ... 8,000
Middle Road upper ... ... 11,000
Tiljullah ditto ... ... 13,000
Tangba lower ... ... 4,500

Howrah Collen Place upper... ... 25,0i 0
. Chandmaree lower ... ... 9.000

- KalabbbeeSt. ditto... ... 8,000
Seals Lane ditto ... ... 17,000
Strand Road upper... ... 25,000

Jackson’s Ghat St. ditto ... ... 32,000
Khyromehter’s Lane lower ... ... 3,000
Kidderpore upper ... — 12,000

Old BoitAkanah lower ... ... 3,000

RoYD Street ditto ... ... 8,500

South Colinga St. upper ... ... 16,000
ditto ... ... 21.000

Sudder Strkkt ditto .r.. ... 12.500

Short Street 3 stories ... ... 28 000
Vtctokia Terrace upper ... ... 46,000
Wellesley St. ditto ... ... 21,000

ditto ... ... 14,000

Weston’s Lane lower ... ... 14,000

D. LATTEY & CO.,

a*81 li ObD Court House, Corner.

THACELEB, SPINK. <U. CO.,

CALCUTTA.

Latest Publications*.
CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY CALENDAB,1880-81.

Price Rs. 5 ;
post free, Rs. 5 4.

THE REVENUE SALE LAW OF LOWER BEN-
gal. Comprising Act XI of 1859, B. C., Act
VII of 1868, B. a, Act VII of 1880 (The
Public Demands Recovery Act), and the

Unrepealed Regulations and the Rules of

the Board of Revenue on the subject.

With Notes. Edited by W'illiam E. H. Forsyth,

of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law
;

Offg.

Asst. Secy, to the Govt, of Bengal, Legislative

Dept. .
\_Shortly.

LAW OF INDIAN RAILWAYS AND COM-
mon Carriers. A Commentary upon the Indian

Railway Act of 1879, the Carriers’ Act of 1865

and the Act kuowu as Lord Campbell’s Act

( XIII of 1855). Together with such Sections

and Quotations from the Merchant Shipping Act,

the Contract Act, the Railway and Canal Trnffic

Act, Civil Procedure Code, Court Fees Act, and
the Satute of Limitations, as apply to Carriers

by Land and Water. By W. G. Macpherson.
8vo., cloth. Rs, 12.

THE INDIAN COOKERY BOOK: A Practical

Handbook to the Kitchen in India, adapted to

the three Presidencies; containing original and
approved Recipes in every Department of Indian

Cookery; Recipes for Summer Beverages and

Home-made Liqueurs; Medicinal and other

Recipes; together with a variety of things worth

knowing. By a Thirty-five Years’ Resident.

Crown 8vo. Rs. 3.

THE INDIAN READY-RECKONER. Contain-

ing Tables for ascertaining the value of any

number of Articles, &c., from 3 pies to 5 rupees,

also Tables of Wages, from 4 annas to 25 rupees,

and other useful Tables. By Capt. A. T. Spens.

Rs. 1 12.

MERCHANTS’ AND BANKERS’ COMPANION :

or Tables for calculating Interest and Commis-
sion, Freight and Exchanges between India,

England, and China, in Rupees, Sterling, and

Dollars. With Tables to show the Rates of

Exchange and Prices of Bullion. By Manikji

Kavasji Todivala. Royal 8vo. Rs. 12,

FORWARD : A Series of Essays on Metaphysical

Subjects
;
by the late Aristoss Philadelphus.

With a Biographical Sketch of the Author by

Agathos. Royal 8vo., boards. Rs. 3 8.

TABLE OF SUCCESSION according to the Hindu
Law as prevalent in Bengal. By the late

Hon’ble Prosonno Coomar Tagore, C. S. I., Se-

cond Edition, cloth. Re, 1 8.

A CRITICAL essay ON THE HINDU LAW
of Adoption. Ey a Hindustani Hindu Vakil.

Royal 8VO. Rs. 3. Cloth, Rs. 3 8.

MALARIA : ITS CAUSE AND EFFECTS. In-

juries of the Spleen : an Analysis of Thirty-nine

Cases. By E, G. Russell, M.B., B.Sc., London.

Demy 8vo. cloth gilt. Ks. 8.

ARNOLD’S ECLOG^ OVIDIAN.®. A Transla-

tion. (For the Entrance Examination, 1880.)

Re. 1 2. post free.

MILTON’S ODE ON THE NATIVITY OF
Christ. With Todd’s Notes. As. 4.

THE INDIAN LAW EXAMINATION MANUAL
By Fendall Currie, Esq, of Lincoln’s Inn,

Barrister-at-Law. Second Edition, revised and
rewritten. Demy 8vo., cloth, Rs. 5.

THE RULES AND ORDERS OF THE HIGH
Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal,

its several Jurisdictions (including such of the

Rules of the Supreme Court as are still in force),

and Forms with an Abstract of the Charter of

the Supreme Court, the Charter Act, and Letters

Patent of the High Court, the Vice Admiralty
Commission, &c., with Notes. By R. Belcham-

bers. Esq., Registrar, &c.. High Court, Original

Jurisdiction, Royal 8vo., cloth Rs. 16.

ARNOLD’S ECLOGCE OVIDIANiE A Trans-

lation. Ecap, 8v. sewed. Re. 1.

CODE OP CIVIL PROCEDURE (THE); BEING
Act X of 1877. With Notes, and Appendix,
containing Charters of all the High Courts,

Privy Council Appeals. Orders, Rules. The
Limitation and w Specific Relief Acts; with
Copious Index. By L. P. Delves Broughton,

assisted by W. P. Agnew and G. S. Henderson
Royal 8vo. Reduced to Rs. 18.

THE LAW OP EVIDENCE (ACT 1 OP 1872

with Amendments.) With a Commentary, Notes

&c. Third Edition. By 0. D. Field. Demy
8vo., cloth Rs. 18.

THE INDIAN CONTRACT ACT (IX OP 1872).

With a Commentary critical, explanatory.;. andL.

illustrative. By C.G, Macrm, $vo.) olotb, Rs, 10,

THE INDIAN CONTRACT ACT (IX OP 1872),
and the Specific Relief Act (1 of 1877). With a
full Commentary. By D. Suthernland. Royal
8vo.

,
cloth R<. 10.

THE CONTRACT ACT (IX OF 1872). With an
Introduction and Explanatory Notes. By the
Hou’ble H, S, Cunningham, M.A., and H. fl.

Shepherd, M. A. Third Edition. Demy 8vo.

cloth. Ps, 14,

The Code of Criminal Procedure (Act X of 1872)
and other Laws relating to the Procedure in the

Criminal Court of British India. With Notes and
Abstracts of the Interpretations by the High
Courts. Fifth Edition. By H. T, Prinsep, C.S.

Cloth. With addenda. Koval 8vo. Rs, 16,

THE INDIAN PENAL CODE ( Act XLV of

1860 ), and other Laws and Acts of Parlia-

ment relating to the Criminal Courts of In-
dia. With Notes containing the Rulings of

the Nizamut Adawlut on points of Procedure

and Decisions of the High Court of Calcutta.

By J, O’Kinealy. Second Edition. Royal 8vo.

Rs. 14.

POCKET PENAL, CRIMINAL PROCEDURE,
and Police Codes : ActsXLV of 1860, X of 1872,

V of 1861, VI of 1864, XXXI of 1867, and
XXVIl ofl870. Limp cloth. Rs. 4.

THE LAW AND PRACTICE OF INSOLVENCY
in India, being 11 and 12 Viet., cap. 21. With
Notes and Rules and Orders of the High Courts

of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay. By Henby
M illett and Frederick Clarke. Cloth, 8vo.

Rs. 8.

THE INDIAN REGISTRATION ACT (III of

,
1877). With Notes ( fourth edition of the

Notes). By Carr-Stephen, Barrister-at-Law.

Demy 8vo.- cloth. Rs. 5,

THE RENT LAW OF BENGAL, L, P. (ACT
VIII., 1869; B C.). with all important Rulings

and Notes). By Jogindra Chandra Mullik. 8vo,,

cloth. Rs. 7 8.

THE LAW OP LANDLORD AND TENANT AS
administered in Bengal. By H. Bell, C.S.

Second Edition. Cloth, large 8vo. Rs. 7-8,

BENGAL ACTS : the Legislative Acts (Unrepealed)

of the Lieutenant-Govenor of Bengal in Council.

From 1862 to the present. Apnotated and
edited, with Index, by Fred. Clarke, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Rs. 22.

INDIAN LAW REPORTS, PUBLISHED under
Authority. The Reports appear in Monthly Parts,

at Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, and Allahabad,and
comprise four Series,—the Cases heard by the

Privy Council on appeal from each High Court

are reported in the Series for that High Court.
Annual Subscription, Rs. 47 8.

JUDGMENTS OP THE PRIVY COUNCIL ON
Appeals from India. 1831 to 1877. By D.
Sutherland. In paper cover, Rs. 16. Vol. II,

1868 to 1877. Ra. 20, The two vols. together,

Rs, 30.

THE INDIAN DIGEST . a complete Index to

the Reported Cases of the High Courts estab-

lished in India. Second Edition. By H. Cowell
Barrister-at-Law, Royal 8vo

.,
cloth. Reduced

to Rs. 12.

THE DIGEST of Indian Law Reports ; a Com-
pendium of the Rulings of the High Court of

Calcutta from 1862, and of the Privy Council

from 1831 to 1876. By D. Sutherland, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Impl. 8vo. Rs. 20.

A DIGEST OF THE CASES REPORTED IN THE
Bengal Law Reports, 1868 to 1875. By J. V.
Woodman, Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo,, cloth.

Rs. 16.

lagore Liw Lectures,

THE HINDU LAW; BEING A TREATISE ON
the Law administered exclusively to Hindus by
the British Courts in India. (1870.) By
Herbert Cowell. Royal 8vo., cloth. Rs. 12.

THE HINDU LAW

;

being a Treatise on the Law
administered exclusively to Hindus by the Bri-

tish Courts in India. (1871.) By Herbert Cowel
Royal 8VO., cloth. Rs. 8,

HISTORY AND CONSTITUTION OP' THE
Courts and Legislative Authorities. (1872.) By
Herbert Cowell. Royal 8vo., cloth, Rs. 8.

MAHOMEDAN LAW ;
a Digest of the Laws ap-

plicable to the Sunnis of India. (1873.)By Shama
Churn Sircar. Royal 8vo., cloth Rs. 9.

MaHOMEDAN law
;
being a Digest of the Sun,

ni Code in part, and of the Imamyab Code,

(1874.) By Shama Churn Sircar. Royal 8 vo.,

cloth. Rs. 9.

THE LAW RELATING TO THE LAND TEN-
ures of Lower Bengal. (1876.) By Arthur
Phillips. Royal 8vo. cloth. Rs. 10.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,
«.14 Calcutta .
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SMITH. STANISTREET. & GO
JPbarTaaoetitlcal Chemists and

Drug-g-lsts,

BT SPI3CIAL APPOINTMKNT

lo Hit Excellency the Right Hon'ble

LOKD RIPON,

Viceroy and Govkrnor-Grnekal op India,

•fcc.. ice., .fee.,

Have received a large and choiee seleetion
from the best makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.
Rs. A. P

Artery Forceps From ... 2 0 0
„ „ Fenestra

9 9 ... 4 8 0
Belts, Abdomen

9 9 ... 9 0 0
„ Corpulency *9 ... 12 0 0
„ Riding

9 9 ... 0 0 0
,, Carson’s Patent

9 9 ... 16 0 0
Catheters, Silver Plated •

9 9 ... 3 0 0
Caustic Cases „ 9 9 ... 3 0 0
Dissecting Cases

9 9 0 0
Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings

9 9 ... 4 0 0
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Wholesale and Retail Agents
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H. & T. Kirby <fc Oo.’a Unoxidised
Pbospborua Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SORIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OP THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. ic

0. Co.’s and B. I. Q. S. N. Co.’s Steamers,
Wholesale rates on apnlication.
9 ic 10, Dai-housie .Sqitake,

and 47. Dhurrumtollah .Street. o-17

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete ,, ...8 0 0
,, Trumpets for Deafness ,, ... .3 0 0
„ Cornets, Double

,, ...9 0 0
Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.l
Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks i ,, ...6 0 0
Stockings, Thread, per pair)

^
Ditto, Silk

,, ,, ... 8 0 0
Elastic Syringes, loz., to I 6oz. ,, ... 2 0 0
Electro-Magnetic Machines)

very powerful, single f
” .. 'ZO u u

Do. do, double ,, .. 25 0 0
Do. do. Docket ,, .. 18 0 0

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From Rs. A. P

action
,, .. 12 0 0

Kennedy’s Syphon
,, .. 9 . 0 0

Eye Instrument Cases ,, .. 60 0 0

„ ,, Macnamara’s ,, .. .36 0 0
Cataract Knives and Needles ,, .. 3 8 r
Scissors,’ curved. Probe, and

Sharp, pointed, Cross
Action

,, .. 4 0 0
Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c. ,, « 12 0 0
Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

byns. Mudges, &c,, &c. ,, - 3 8 0
Minor Operation Instruments
Anenrism needles

,, 2 0 0
Abscess Knives, Symes ,, 2 0 0

Lancets
Bistouries

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

1 12

2 8

1

1

7

2

2

16

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

„ Army Regulation
99 • • • 80 0 0

Probes, Silver
99 ... 1 0 0

Scalpel and Finger Knives
99 6 0 0

Scalpels
9 9

... 2 0 0
Scissors

9 9 1 8 0
Spatulas, Silver Plated

99 1 8 0
Tenaculum

99 2 0 0
Stethoscopes

9 9

0 0 0
Speculums Ear

99 ... 2 8 0
„ Spring Kramers

99 • • •
n
i 0 0

0 „ Nose
99 • • • 7 0 0

„ Rectum
9 9

.3 0 0

„ Silver Plated
Spray Producers, Listers

9 9 6 0 0

9 9 18 0 0
,, Richardspn’s Complete

9 9 16 0 0
,, Various Makers

. 9 9 8 0 0
Suspenders

9 9
2 0 0

Subcutaneous Syringes
99 ... 8 0 0

Aluminum Cases
f 1 36 0 0

Silver Plated Mounts
91 • • • 8 0 0

Clinical Thermometers
9 9 • • • 5 0 0

,, With Kew Certificate 9« • • • 7 8 0

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &c., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

V^hich on holding in a certain position

the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-

ing the reading much easier from ..700
With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PHCENTX THERMOMETER,

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers, An

,
,

Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners and Patients

obviated from 8 0 0

W. NEW3MCAN CO.

NEW BOOKS.

H istory and Slography.
JAMES OUTRAM : A Biography. By Majorc

General Sir F. J. Goldsmid, c.B.. k.c.S.i. With
Illustrations and Maps, 2 vols. (20 0) Rs. 23 2

LORD LAWRENCE: A Sketch of his Publi-
Career. By Capt. L. J. Trotter. (1 0) Re.l 0

HISTORY OF THE INDIAN MUTINY, 1857,
1859. Commencing from the close of the second
volume of Sir John Kay’s “ History of the Se-
poy War.” By Col. G, B. Malleson, c.s.i., Vol-
III. (12 12) Rg.14 2

KANDAHAR IN 1879 : Being a Diary, reprint-
ed, with Corrections and Additions from the
“ Royal Engineer’s Journal.” By Major Le
Messurier. (5 4^ Rs. 5 12

A SKETCH OP THE KAFFIR AND ZULU
works : Guardana to Isandhlwana. By Capt.
H. Hallam Parr, Military Secretary to H. E.
Sir Bartle Frere, (3 6) Rs. 3 12

HISTORICAL LECTURES AND ESSAYS : By
the Rev. Charles Kingsley. (3 14) Rs. 4 4

EPISODES OF FRENCH HISTORY ; 1 Charle-
magne and the Carlovingians. By Gustave
M.asson. With Notes and Geneological, Histori-
cal, and other Tables. (1 12) Re, 1 14

THE MANCHUS
; or, the Reigning Dynasty of

China, their rise and progress. With Maps
and Illustrations. By the Rev. John Ross.
(10 0) Rs. 11 4

VoyAg*es and Travels.

LONELCO GRODEKOFF’S RIDE FROM SAM-
arkand to Herat, through Balkhand the Uzbek
States of Afghan-Turkestan

;
with his own map

of the March Route from the Oxus to Herat.
By Charles Marvin. (5 4) Rs. 5 12

NILE GLEANINGS, concerning the Ethnology,
History and Art of Ancient Egypt as revealed
by Egyptian Paintings and Bas-reliefs, with
description of Nubia and its Great Rock
Temples. By Villiers Stuart of Doomona. With
58 colored and outline plates from Original
Sketches. Royal 8 vo. cloth gilt. (20 0)

Rs. 22 8

BRAZIL, THE AMAZONS, AND THE COAST.
By Herbert H. Smith. Illustrated from Sketches
by Wells Champney and others, beautifully
engraved on wood, 8 vo. (13 8

) Rs. 15 0

THE RIVER OP GOLDEN SAND: Narrative of

a journey through China and Eastern Thibet to
Burmah. With IllustratioiH and Ten Maps
from Original Surveys. By Capt. William Gill,

R, E. With an Introductry Essay by Col. Henry
Yule, C. B., in 2 vols. 8 vo. (19 0) Rs. 21 4

Science.

A PHYSICAL TREATISE ON ELECTRICITY
and Magnetism. By J. E. H. Gordon, b. A.,

2 vols. (23-10) Rs.26 4

ELECTRIC LIGHT; ITS PRODUCTION AND
use. Embodying plain directions for the working
of Galvanic Batteries, Electric Lamps,' and Dy-
namo-Electric Machines'. ‘ By J. W. Urkuhart,

C. E., with 94 Illustrations. (4 12) Rs. 6 4

A MANUAL OF THE ALKALI TRADE. Includ-

ing the manufacture of Sulphuric Acid, Sulphate

of Soda, and Bleaching Powder. By John Lomas
with 232' Illustrations and Working Drawings.

(33 12) Bs. 37 8 .

[November 14, 1880.

SUPPLEMENT TO SPON’S DICTIONARY OP
Engineering, Civil, Mechanical, Military, and
Naval. Edited by Ernest Spon. Vols. I. and
II.. each. (8 -8 ) Rs. 9 8

Tlie remaining Valumes will be received
as issued.

SPON’S ENGINEERS’ AND CONTRACTORS
Illustrated book of prices of Machines, Tools,
Ironwork, and Contractors’ material, and En-
gineer’s Directory for 1880-81, (6 0) Rs. 6 10

Relig-lon.

THE HIBBERT LECTURES, 1880. Lectures on
the Influence of the Institutions, Thought, and
Culture of Rome on Christianity and the Deve-
lopment of the Catholic Church. By Ernest
Renan. Translated by Charles Beard, m.A.

12
) Eg rj

gTHE HIBBERT LECTURES, 1879. Lectures on
the Origin and Growth of Religion, as illustrated
by the Religion of Ancient Egypt. By P, LePage
Renouf. (6 12 ) i>g 7 gTHE APOsTLES OP OUR LORD. Practical
Studies. By A.M. Symington, b.a. (2 4) Rs 2 8WORD. WORK, AND WILL. Collected papers
by William Thomson, D.D., Lord Archbishop of
York. (5 10) 0 4THE RELIGIONS OF CHINA. Confucianism
and Taoism described and compared with
Christianity. (3 14) Rg. 4 4

Poetry.
THE ENGLISH POETS, Selections with Critical

Introductions by various Writers, and a General
Introduction by Matthew Arnold. Vols. I and
II- (9 Rg. 10 8

# be completed in 4 volumes,

THE LIGHT OF ASIA; or, The Great Renuncia-
tion, Being the Life and 'Teaching of Gautama.
By Edwin Arnold. (1 12) Rg. 1 14

Ditto, beautifully bound in cloth, extra
P’B. (5 10) Rs. 6

SELECTIONS FROM THE POETRY OF ELI-
ZABETH BARRETT BROWNING second series,

^ (5 6 ) Rg. 0 0
SELECTIONS FROM THE POETRY OP Ro-

bert Browning. Second Series. (6 6)
Rs. 6 0

Medical.
ON DISEASES OF THE STOMACH, the

varieties of Dyspepsia, their Diagnosis and
Treatment, By Dr, S. O. Habersbon. 3rd Edi~
tion, (3 6) Rs. 3 12

INDIGESTION : What it is
; what it leads to

;and a new method of treating it. By Dr. j!
Beadnell Gill, (2 4) Rg, 2 8

NOTES ON RHEUMATISM. By Dr. J. Pollock,
2nd Edition. (2 4) Rg. 2 8

A DESCRIPTION AND EXPLANATION OP
the method of Performing Post Mortem Examin-
ations in the Dead-House of the Berlin Charite
Hospital, with special reference to Medico-Legal
Practice. By Professor R. Virchow. (2 4)

Rs. 2 8
“ CHANGE” AS A MENTAL RESTORATIVE.
By Joseph Mortimer Granviil. (As. 12)

As. 14

BRAINWORK AND OVERWORK. A new
voloume of the Long Life Series," (As. 12

)

As. 14
THE HEART AND ITS FUNCTIONS. A new

volume of the “ Health Primers” (As. 12 ) As. 14
A MANUAL OF I’AMILY MEDICINE FOR

India. By Dr. W. J. Moore. Published under
the authority of the Government of India. Third
Edition. (7 12) Rs 8 8

THE HOUSEHOLD BOOK OP PRACTICAL
Medicine, containing a full account of the
Diseases of the Human System, with appro-
priate remedies and a collection of valuable Re.
oeipts. By Dr. G. H. Hosmer. (4 12) Rs. 5 4

SICK-NURSING: A Handbook for all who have
to do with cases of Disease and Convalescence

-

By Dr. G,. Black (As. 12) As. 14
W. NEWMAN'&CO.

NOTICE
To Constituents.

THOMPSON .li. COONOOO,
Iron and Metal

'n- Merchants,
33-36, New China Bazaar, ' <''

Are prepared to execute any orders entruste.i
to them ; and care should be taken when

directing letters that this Firm is not miscou,
strued into

THOMPSON, COONDOO & CO
a-86 .

'

nb. . J
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DENTAL SURGEON BY DIPLOMA^

BARKER suppilies Artificial Teeth on 'the latest and most improved style without springs or

wires of any kind being accurately fixed to the mouth by atmospheric pressure only. These teeth are

so life like in appearance that they cannot be detected by the closest observer. Mastication is as per*

fectly performed as with natural Teeth, and they do not interfere with but assist Articulation

J. Barker’s Patent univeral Teeth are of the purest material only, and supplied at strictly moderate

charges being within the reach of all classes (at home daily).

lOf S S P ImA.NADU H, O W, EAST, CAXiCITTTA.
Established 1875.TKE ifEW nxirSIClAXi DEPOT,

THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMWNT IN CALCUTTA,
6, Xiower chltpore Road.

DWARKIN & SON,IMPORTERS OP MUSZCAX. INSTRUMENTS, &c.,

P A 1 A T ^ PEOPLE’S HARMONIUMS,
With one Pedal and no Lid, 5 Octaves, in polished solid oak case, by Alexandre
„ . , ^ „ IMPROVED HARMONIFLUTES,
Superior Improved Harmoniflute, 3 octaves. O. G. Side 1 stop, highly finished, io box
r\t /I j • TN /•

FLAGEOLETS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, with Piute head
„ . MUSICAL BOXES
Small size, 2 airs

T , I ^
MUSICAL ALBUMS,

In roan leather, gilt edges, and gilt brass clasp, playing two airs

.o r.
PICOALOS,

Cocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, slide head
0-28

Rs. 80 each.

M 55

» 10

„ 5

» 16

,, 6

Just Landed.
Per “S. 8. Duke of Buccleuoh.” Homceopathic

Medicines, Phials, corks. Pocket filters, Clinical
thermometers, other requisites, &c., &c.

, Just Published,
STRI-SAHAGHARA,

A treatue on the Diseases of the females in
Eemgalee

;

Including a general knowledge of Midwifery ill us*
trated with 14 woodcuts

Bound, in doth Priee Rs. 2. Postage As. 2.
2. Family Guide m Bengalee

j bound in cloth

3. Bishoochika-Beioy
,. 1

o • x.

4. Shadwisa Chikit-
* ” *'

sashar ...
,,

To be had at Oatta’s

EZFE
OP DEWAN RAM COMUL SEN.

(With an admirable Xiithog^raph)

‘ BY

PEARY CHAND MITTRA.

Price one rupee.

Apply ai No. 20, Nlmtollah Street. a-83

M As. 3

LABORATORY.

T l .*? ' vvi
kn (

I-*' <

li k"* S L
jj, ..-rj

'‘j. i|

S. m. SZRCAR’S ABROMAAUOUSTUM.
SPECIFIC FOR DYSMBNORRH(EA

OB . ..

.
1

Painful Menstruation.

A SINGLE administration during menses gener*
jTA. ,ally cures the disease, and brings on con-
ception. ®

For particulars apply to ur. Rhoobun Mohun
Sircar, No. 77, Mooktaram Babu’s Street, Chore*

No. 312, Chitpoek Road
; Rattalah, Calctta o- xt »

Illustrated Price List free to the customers emlu.
No. 77, J

Term"* e*^sy 'asb, ’

{

Calcutta.

B. K. D.ATTA Price Rs, Pt.R. Packing and Postage A$, 8,

1 0

1 0

2 0

2 0

1 8

20

’’^r. Xiazarus’s Domestic Medicines
Inh-antilb Pevkk Powder (for Fevers,
Teething, <&c., &c.), ... ... Rb. 1 4

Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ...

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of
casos of enlarged spleen),... ...

Rkstkingent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,
Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.),

Choleea Drops (most effectual if taken
in time), ... ... ... ,,

Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

^®')» ••• ••• ... ,,

Family Laxative, A safe, certain and
useful purgative, ...

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ... ^

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
’

than above), ...

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
’

Children),
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-

’ ’

ducing growth of the Hair),

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro*
”

nic Rheumatism, &c.), o*.. ... 1 8
The above are most str ngly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is
nrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus &Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Ven-
‘ie”- a-68

1 4

1 4

2 0

2 0

Propretor,
1

a*80

fESTABLISHED 1833.]

K. C. GANG-OOLY dt. CO.<
ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS, STATIONERS, & Co.

19, 20, db 24, Mangroe Ziane, Calcutta

The following is a description of some ot the
works undertaken and goods gold by us •

EngTavlng* Department.
Zinc Plates for marking cases, Office Seals,

Badges, Turban Badges, Door-plates, Seals for
Indigo Oakes, Punches for marking on metal uten-
sils, Hammers, with letters cut thereon. Branding
Irons, &c., Engraving on plated-ware. Gold, Sil-
ver, Ivory, Valuable Stones, Wood, &c., &c.

Rubber Seals are also supplied.
Printing' Department.

Books, Mercantile Forma, Rent Dakilas. in any
character, Pattahs, Kobuliuts, Wedding' Cards,
Visiting Cards and other Fancy Printing either
froni Letter, Lithographic, Copper-plate or Em-
bossing Presses.

Stationery Department.
Writing and Printing Paper in great variety

Blotting Paper, Envelopes, Cards, Visiting, Basil
ness. Invitation, Ball, Programme, Playino', &c
Writing Inks, Litho-Materials, Drawing 'Paper
Steel and Quill Pens, Inkstands and Bottles, Birthl
day Cards, Scrap Books, Scrap Pictures, Photo,
Albums and various other Sundries in Stationery
Account Books of various descriptions.
Terms—For Mofnssil Cash or reference for pay-

ment in Calcutta. Small parcels are sent per
Value-Payable Parcel Post, Special terms to the
trade.

Catalogue on Application.
H. C. Ganoooly & Co.

Mangoe Lane. Calcutta.

0 61

BY APPOINTMENT
to

HIS EXCELLENCY THE VICEROY
AND

GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF INDIA.

THE CAIiCUTTA MUSZCAZi
BSTABIiXSHMBNT, •*

13A, Government Place.

,

LATE BURKINYODNG k CO. I

Founded A.D. 1814,
Proprietor, CHARLES GOULD. ^ ^ ^

W. B. Catalogue with prices of Music,'* and
^ery desoription of 'Musical Instrument, for the
Drawing-room or Military Band, may be obtained
on application,
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CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,
1, LALL BAZAR.

(

0 '

0 ’•

' A. J. P A R K. B R & CO.
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The Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY, established

in India to provide Security against Losses

arising through dishonesty of persons holding

situations of trust, and to obviate the

inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear

of those pecuniary losses to which persons are

exposed, who become responsible for the acts of

others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of 'the

employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. MoLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Secretary,

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

OR,

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

a-16 Agent, for BENGAL.

BEG to draw the attention of those about to fmnish to their fine range of Commission Sale Rooms

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowest prices.

I /
*

- Those desirous of iSeWiwy their privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu*

ation. Cash advances made. ^•21

Messrs. DVTTA BROTHERS
AND CO.,

gkskral furniture DEALKR\ ship
BAMA x\

,
MERCHANTS, CON-

TRACTORS, kc„

Invite Inspection of their Show-Rooms,

No. 71, Bentinck Street,

OPPOSITE THE CITY PRESS.
I

Where every requisite for Balls, Routs or Parties

can be hired at

Moderate Rates.

OILMAN’S STORES, WAREHOUSE AND
SALE-ROOM

>120, Municipal Market.

Burmali Clg^ars, Clg*arettes, and
Tobacco, grood quality.

MADE or

SAGRIELL & CO.’S

Selected Leaves,
Sagriel’s Shape Cigars No. Al. Rs. 12 8 per 1,0(

Apply to the Manager.

FOR

Illustrated Price List,

At 55, College Street.

Befreshment Booms.

No. 59 & 60 Municipal Market,

FOR SALE.

L 6 H. P. Vertical Engine and Boiler and

>rkey Mill.

L 8 H. P. Horizontal Engine and Boiler and

>rkey Mill (new).

Sl Grand Pianoforte by Collard and Collard in

id condition.

^ Harold’s Sympathetic Grand Square Piano in

)d condition.

kn Alexandra Billiard Table by Dunn & Co,

lute Combs.
farpaulins.

Vliroballams.

Mangoe slice dry.

Ricebowls of sorts.

Sieves.

Sofa Springs of sizes.

Carriage whip sockets, &c., &c.

I Handsome Palanquin, late the property of the

le Nabob Amir Ally.

I Broker’s Pony Office Jaun.

1 Brownberry by Thos. Smith & Co.

0-7T'
lOUr.i; •

Do. do.
• » A2.

9
10 8‘

Silk Ties do. Bl.
• 9 9 8

1

1

Do. do, B2. 99 8 0
Do. do. B3. 99 7 0 99

Monlmein Cigars
) 9

Cl. 99 14 0 99

Do, do. 99 G2. 99 11 8
9 9

Do. do. 99 C3.
99 9 8 99

Manilla shaped 99 Dl.
99 15 S 99

Do. 99 D2. 99 10 8
9 9

Do.
•

>9 D3. 99 8 8
99

Havanah shaped 99 El. 99 14 0 99

Do. 99
E2. 9i 12 8 9)

Tiffin Cigars 99 FI.
99 9 8 99

Do. 99
F2.

99 8 0 99

Big Long Size

Manilla Shape
Havana Si'

99 16 0 99

Do. do. , • • 99 15 0
9 9

Coconada Cigars No. S. • •• >9 8 8 0
T. Long and Thin 99 15 to 0
Lunka „ ,,

H. • •• 99 9 8 0
Office Burmah ,, I. • •• 99 7 to 0
Djllyvarden „ J.

9 9 12 to 14
Do. „ K. • •• 99 10 8 0

Cigarettes ' „ L. • •• 99 9 to 0
Do. M. • *« •9 13 to 0

Honey dew Tobacco 4. 6 and 6 sticks

to the lb. at 10 to 14 as.

Cavendish Tobacco O-lO to 0-12 lb.

Gold Leaf 1st quality

Do. 2nd „ ... 1 to 1-8

Apply to

•FRAMJEE & SONS,
•"* Calcutta,

Agents In
,
Up-conntry.

DDTTA' BROS. & CO.,

jJamsetji and Sons ’

,Nouroji & Co.,

,Framji & Co.,

Harjubhoy & Co.

Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons ...

Ru.-tomji Furdoonji and Sons ...

Jama‘sji and Sons
^istonji & Co.

The Kailway Co-operative So-

, ciety

Messrs. Richardson & Co,
^oarojl, Manacji & Co.

Firozepore.

Lucknow,
Benares.

Cawnpore.
Nassirabad.
Ajmeer.
Rawul Pindi,

Jhansee.

Allahabad.
Allahabad,
Fyzabad . a-68

THE GREATEST

WOUDEE. OF MODERN TIMES!

HOLLOWAVS^PILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to be

most effectual in curing cither the dangerous maladies or

the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

cidental to the life of a miner, or to those living in the

bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race,

viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,

diarrhoea, and cholera.

Is the most effectual remedy. lor old sores, wounds,

ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin disease., t in fact, when
used according to- the printed directions, it never rails to

cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

The Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

533, OXFORD STREET, lONDQN,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the

Civilized World ; with directions for use in almost every
language.

CiS* Beware of coimterfeits that may emanate
from the United Stites. Purchasers sb - • 'd look

to the Label on the Pots and Boxe che

address is not S 38, Oxford Street, Lon hej>^;

are sporiooa.
'

a-26
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES.
•

The undernoted Watches are specially adapted for persons who, having costly watches, are
reluctant to use them for rough purposes, such as travelling, sporting, &c. They have been

manufactured by Hamilton and & Co. expressly to supply the demand for a fairly finished and accurate
time-keeper at a moderate cost.

The Railway Watch.

The Railway Watch, as sup-

plied to the Indian Railway
Companies, has an English
iever movement of the finest

quality and strongest possible

construction. Hamilton & Co.
confidently recommend it as a

Watch not easily disarranged by
rough usage. The apparent dis-

advantage of the large size is

•amply compensated for in wear
by the increased excellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.
Recommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use ot

Travellers and Explorers.

Cash.

In German Silver case...Rs. 95
In Sterling Silver case... ,, 135
In Silver case. Keyless... ,, 180

The *‘Exhibition” Eng-
lish Xiover Watch.

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely English-
made throughout, has a substan-
tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Full Plate System ! with Jewel-
led Lever Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-
ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me-
dium size.

Cash.

Silver, best quality
Second quality

Rs. S.*!

M 75

THE STAI7DAEE EEVEZt WATCH.
In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, ^

Plate, Capped, Le»er movement, English Escape-

ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled

Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

Price, Rs, 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Rs. 200 cash.

With Keyless movement. Hunter Half-hunter, Silver, Rs. 100 cash.

This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We
have devoted particular attention to the good
finish of its mechanism, and as we can confidently
guarantee its performance, we recommend it to all
classes of buyers.

The Aluminium or Silver Keyless
Crystal Watch.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for
winding or for setting the hands.

This in India is a great advantage, dust and damp
being kept out.

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.
Works visible.

Silver case, Rs. 45. Aluminium case, Rs. 40.

Ziadles’ G-old Watches.
Substantial 18-Carat Gold cases, engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughly
timed and tested. Fitted in Morocco case. Gold
Key supplied.

Price, for cash, R.s. 100 to 200.

The Patent Silver Eever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOE ORDINARY WEAR,

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable
time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-
faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass,
strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only ... Rs. 40

Superior quality,in Hunting Ca.se, R.s. G.5 Cash.
Eadies’ Eleg-ant Enamelled Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with
highly finished Jewelled movements. Rs. 125 to 300

G-old G-uard and Albert Chains
Of every fashiopaWe pattern now worn, and of the usual lengths, manufactured of the best rich

colored Gold. We solicit inspection of our large and varied stock, but a sheet of patterns with prices
will be forwarded per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta.

Silver Guard and Albert Chains, a large assortment always in Stock, Prices on
application.

Ziockets, Seals, and Watch Keys, charms and Trinkets, dec.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and Clock makers in ordinary to H. E. the Viceroy

and to H. H. H. the Prince of Wales,

CALCUTTA. fl-18

EITNH AND OO.

C ABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTE HERB,

and

BILLIARD TABLE MAND^’ACTURERS
BY APPOINTMENT TO

His Excellency tRe Viceroy and Governor-
,

General of India.

Vo«. 46 47, Bentinck Street,

CALCUriA.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.

Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.

m. UAY AND CO.,

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,
AND REPAIRERS

OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmiths,Electroplaters,Bronzers,

Ziacquerors and Hallway Con-
tractors, d(.C., <kc.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.
/

Block Tinmade Deed and Desnatcli Boxes
;

Baths of sizes. Suear, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
water Cans

; Garden Watering Pots
;
Tea, House.

Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps

; Railway Lamps of every description,
&c.

,
&c,.

Always in hand and made to order.

also
Portable Cooking Stoves of single and double

IL 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate, o-33

They are those •which go

CORRECTLY
FROM YEAR TO YEAR,

Keeping correct time

AND ABE TO be HAD AT

mATTKEWSON’S
FOR CASH

From Eupees twenty-five upwa’'ds.

R. N. MAliHEWSUN,

No. 1, Calcutta,

Wa ch-Maker, Importer & Repa r

K. N. mATTHBWSON,
MANUFACTURING JEWELLER ^ DIRECT

IMPORTER

OF ALL KINDS OF

Jewellery, Watches, Silver and
plated ware,

I

Finding his cash system work so well induces him to
give all those who patronise him the fullest

value for their cash.

NEAT AND NEW STYLE

Beal Silver.

Rs. As. P,
Earrings Rose pattern .. 1 4 0
Pretty Brooch es ... .. 1 4 0
Earrings Ball pattern .. 2 4 0

Do. Fancy pattern 2 4 0
Monogram and Name Brooches .. 3 4 0

Do. partly gilt very handsome . .. 7 0 0
Half suite Brooch and Earring in Box . .. 7 0 0

Do. do. in case .. 8 0 0
Do. do.- .. 9 0 0
Do. do .. 10 0 0
Do. very handsome .. 11 0 0

Tne whole or any of the above sent free of charge
to any part of India by value payable post address.

R. N. MATTHEWSON,
I, Caloutia.

P. S,— Articles not approved, the money in full

will be refunded. a.Qd

GENUINE AYURVEDIC
mEDICINES ! ! !

K ABIRAJ So.shi Bhusun Roy, a member of the
well-known Kabiraj family of Kanchraparah,

and grandson of the most renowned Kabiraj, late
Biswa Nath Roy, of that place, has settled himself
permanently in Calcutta, and intends practising
in this city.

”

All kinds of best Ayurvedic medicines, such
as Mriganha, Raj Mriganka, Ratnagarva pattali
Ras, iLc

,

for consumption and diseases of the
lungs. Basantahtsnmakar Ras, Tarahaswar, &c..
for Diabetes. Brihnt-somniath Rash, Brihat
Bangaswar, Harisanhar Ras, Chandradoy Ras.
and other medicines for urinary diseases.
Chandr prova gurika, Sankar Mata Lowha,
for piles. &c. Sndhanidhi and other medicines for
Raktapitta, Astabokra, 2{''ssasindur, Chaturmukh,
kc., for insanity, &c. Mirtusartjibani Ras. Bejoy
putgmtti, Sarna putpuW. Rangagura, and other
best medicines for all kinds of diarrhoea, dysenterv
&c. AgniCumar, Agnisundar, Agnitundi, Kraba'da
Ras, &o. for dyspepsea, &c. Surbajara-hara lowha,
Brihat-sarba-jara-hara lowha, Joymangal Ras
Mah fjaran'hiisa, J ^rantak, Jarasaihi, ja 7*ankusa
Mritunjoy, Ckandasakhor Ras, Ratnagm Has, &c.’ ’

for all kinds of fever. Batgajankvsa, kc., for
rheumatism, and other medicines for all sorts of
acute and chronic diseases for males, females, and
children, are to be had from him, and also pure and
genuine Rasnsindur of all discriptions, such as
Makaradhaj, Saragunbalijaran, kc., for which
his family is well noted, can be had frorn him.
Terms moderate. Medicines free, advice gratis to
the really poor, who may attend at his place of
residence.

Address—55, Colutollah Street, Calcutta.

, <8-70
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAXiKOirSXE SQUARS, CAI.CUTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the Mofussil, to a aupurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom-

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order'
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfectly in tune*
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

* *

Box No. 1073, playing* O Bengali tunes, 1st series.
Poorabee. 4. Bassanto,
Imni. Kalangrah.
Maroo (Dhunia Kauralic). 6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 100.

Harp or Setar Box No. 1073^, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 1st series.
1. Poorabee. 4. Bassanto.

Imni. 5. Kalangrah.
Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 125.

Box No. 1074, playing 8 Bengali tunes.
Kbambaj. 5. Kalangra.
Behag, 6. Kbambaj,

do. 7, Behag.
Hambira. 8. Poorabee.

Cash price Rs. 150.

Harold & Co. invite special attention to the following new consignment of

XaEZiOUZAN ORGANS.
WORKED BY THE HAND PLAYING 6 NATIVE AIRSS.

Size;—23" X 11" x 12i".

Price Ra. 64. Cash.

1.

O

3.

3*

1 .

2 .

3!

4.

NZOHOXiZ.S & CO.,

FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta.

London:—1 Whitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.
Current ok Floating Accounts.

No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques

paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 p M., an 1 on Saturdays after 1 p. m.

Government Paper and Securities.

Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.

Parobases and Sales effected at the best market

rates, and advances made on Government Paper or

other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange.
Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made

by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.

Special attention paid to family remittances, the

first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the

payee.

Fixed Depositb.

Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on

deposits for longer periods at the following rates,

payable in Calcutta, or in London at par :

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice — 3 per cent,

,, at 3 months’ notice 4 ,,

„ at 6 months’ notice 5 ,,

„ at 12 months’ notice 6 ,,

„ at 2 years’ notice 7 ,,

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn.

Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.

Business rules awarded m application, a-45

WHAT ABE PERFECT

WATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine.

MADE English Lever WATCH in sterling

Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.

It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
ibo best material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 nett.

Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted
to he English Manufacture, (many so-called English

Watches are only Swiss movements, fitted in

English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English

WATCHES, warranted
from Bs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to

WIND ANY WATCH. Rs.

MORDAN'S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.

RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELF.C-
TRIC bells, with appurtenances, Rs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

SPECIAL AT2ENTION TO REPAIRS.

WARRAHTES

!

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES."

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising therefrom.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,

injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,

Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, &c. It

has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and of purifying the blood of all

its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in-

vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy
and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary
efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of

chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects

to be unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ;
and 1>12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for foul and msercnrlal
Ulcers and Eruptions. Price per pot

8 annas.

Infallible nzalaria Specific perfectly

free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or

Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the

legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses

and purifies the blood and the system from the

Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,

restores the internal organs to their normal func-

tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the .ippe-

tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after

the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healinv art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.

Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-

tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To he had of
M.AISON DE PARIS.

2, CHOWRINGHEE, NEAR DHDRUMTOLLAH.
Calcutta.

Wanted agents for the Mofussil. 15 per cent,

commission will be allowed.
Branches and agencies :—Allahabad, Burdwau,

Chittagong, Gowhatty, Guptiparah, Jessore,
Jhenida, Kushtea, Kajbari, Santipore, Serajgunge
and Sylhet. a~i('

Hunting or Guard
MACHINE-MADE,

wear on
3 to 20.

chain, will

Bnrmah

CIGARS,
UNSURPASSED QUALITY,

Three Sizes,

Rs, 10, Rs. IS, Rs. 25 per mills,

NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,*

5, Hare Street, Calcutta,

For Sale.

ADDRESS delivered by Colonel Olcott. Presi-

dent of the New York Theosophical Society

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji

Institute, Bombay. Price two annas a copy.

Apply to the lisdim Mirror Office.

BZ.AG1C. & nSURRAV.
6-1, Hastings Street, Calcutta^ a-3

Crusbed Food Hotice.

FURTHER REDUCTION.

From the 14th instant, the price of Cook and
Co.’s Crushed Food for Horses is reduced to

Rs. 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags.

Crashed Food for Cattle,

to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

Chaff as usual 1-8 per maund, exclusive of bags.

14th August, 1880, a-9

American

KEROSINE OIL,
OFTHE BRIGHTEST QUALITY,

Rs, 5-8 per case.

Cssh to accompany order.

NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

«-44 S, Hare Street, Calcutta,
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COOKK & KELVEY.
20, OLI> COURT HOUSE STREET, CALCUTTA,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE -4A7) COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WAOTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

W-YIWES FOR INDIA.
constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,strength, ciuiability, ana timeiceeping qualities.

^ reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

T.r®''n i
niauufactnre having powerful full-plate. I.ever movements,

( apped. Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.

Establishkd 1846,

THE RRUGGZSTS’ HALL,
36-36, College Street,

CALcurrA.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. " Chybessa"
and “Doranda,”

Cash Rates,

Patent mcedloines,

DEAFNESS CURED!!
ALFRED CROMPTON’S

SPECIFIC FOR REAFNESS,
Noises in the Ears, «fcc.,

Is decidedly the best remedy out for this most
annoying Complaint.

A single bottle lias, in moxt instances, ejected a
speedy and permanent Cure,

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Price Re. 1. Packmg ^ annas.

ALLEN’S ANTIFAT
The great remedy for

Corpulence.
Composed of purely vegetable ingredients,

acting only on the food in the stomach preventing
It aids digestion

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Gash Ks. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case.
Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Gash Ks. 80.

Gold Hunting Gase,

WATCHES OP GululSiEkD QUALITYSilver Half Huntmg C,a„, Silver
Silver c^etaTSI!'

^Silver Half Huntinc
Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 60 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 cash.

Rs. 35 cash.
Ditto Lever Escapement

Rs. 45 cash.
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its being converted into fat.

and cures Dyspepsia,

Price per boUle Rs. 4-0. Packing As. 4.

Foreign Mineral Waters.
Fullna Water.—A bitter Saline purga-

tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz useful in obsti-
nate constipation.

Price per bottle As. 1-4. Packing As. 8.

Vichy Water.—Useful in Kidney diseases
and diabetes,also in gout and hepatic derangement.

Price 2^er botttle As. 12. Packing As?8.
Frledrichshall Bitter Water.—Alter-

ative aperient, acting on the liver and pancreas
I used in diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary
organs. It is made warm and drunk iu doses of

' half a tumblerful in the morning twice a week.
Price per bottle Re. 1-2. Packing As. 8.

Hunyedl Janos (Buda Pesth or Ofen) used
externally, it is efficacious in Chronic, Gout, Rheu-
matism, Eczema and Psoriasis. Internally in
Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diatliesis, Ulceration of the

I Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, &c.
Price per bottle 1-4. Packing As. 8.

The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selppfio..
elegant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exouisite workmanship,

^ massive

a-29

COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES.
BLISS’S PER PHOSPHODINE

A Safe and reliable Phosphoric
Remedy

FOR

Neuralgia. Nervousyiess, Lassitude, Overworked
Brain, Nervous and General debility, Failure of
Memory, Dimness of Sight. Depression of

Spirits, Impoverished Bhod, Liver
Complaints, f,'c., tkc.

Its action is strikingly rapid
; marked improve-

ment having been frequently experienced in the
course of twenty-four hours after the commence-
ment of a course.

Price per bottle Rs. 5. Packing As. 4.

Banorjea’s Sanjlvanl
cleanses the blood of all its morbid and effete mate-
rials, restores the normal functions of the liver,
and keeps the cutaneous system in its proper
standard of purity.

^

It is efficacious in the following diseases :

Chrouic fevers. Chronic indigestion, Nervous
debility. Piles, Gout, Rheumatism, Baldness
Sterility, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Chronic Ulcers,’
Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, &c., &c.

Price per bottle Rs. 4. Postage 4-c., Be. 1.

HATIOHAL BAHK OF INDIA,
LIMITED.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4%

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short
periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J, Campbell,
a*&2 Mangaer,

NOTICE.

T^wl-5;?vf
No. 2 British Indian Street, at

i-vT' 1

Indian Mirror has been printed since
<iistinct from the Pressat No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before thatdate was printed, it is hereby announced for publicinformatiou that the Press in British Indian Streetwncre the Mirror is now, and will hereafter

nen rresa. All communications for the Indianmrror Newspaper and the Sen Press to < beaddreiaed accordingly.
“

DR. GHOSE’S FEVER PILL.
A Wonderful New Medicine.

Three or four pills generally cure Malarious,
Chronic, and Intermittent Fevers. Where Quinine
and other renowned medicines fail, the action of
these pills is marvellous. The ingredients of the
pills are purely vegetables which do not in the
least injure the health or make it delicate.
Price, Be. 1-0 for J dozen and Re. 1-12 for 1 dozen

Postage, As. 8 for each packet.

WHOLESALE RATES ON APPLICATION,
GOBIND CHUNDER DUTT&CO.,
WHOLESALE <fc RETAIL DRUGGISTS.

'

0-47
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NHW GOODS! NSW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnlslilng' Requisites.

VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Ra. 3 to 12-8. COCOANOT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &c., &c., &c. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 25 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c., &;0., &c.
A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OF

LACK, MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAM ASKS
AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns, post-free, to any part of India.

iV. H.—Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers.

Brussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile
i

Carpetings.
An immense stock now on'view, comprising the

j

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all
[

Carpets, planned and made in the most economical
;

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, <kc.

The largest assortment in India. ?

Window Curtains,
Lace and Mvslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs,

In great variety.
' Blankets.
W’^e are now showing our new stock of real

also

Scarlet

Blankets.

Blankets in various sizes. Infants’ Coat

Door Mats.
English-made from West India Fibre.

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

I! ,< »» It 38 by 24 ,,

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

,, I, ,, ^
,, 38 by 24

Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.
Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Keartti Bugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes, Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah B.epps.

Oreen. Blue, Crimson. Maroon Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps,Qoblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.
Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some dne

Saxony Blankets, very soft and fleecy

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in

F. W. BAK.BB. dt. CO..

HOSIERS. DRAPERS, SILK MERCERS. &c., &c„

' NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
' CALCUTTA.

India.

a-23
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Provision for Old Age comh'Ued with n Provision for the Widow and Orphan,

EXAMPLE.
A Civilian, European or Native, aged 20 next birthday, wishes to lay apart a sum

of about THIRTEEN RUPEES a mouth in such a way that his savings will be securely

invested until the time of his retirement frotn Service
;
and that, should he die beforehand,

a provision will he secure! for liis relations. By payment of a sum of ll.s. 163-0-0 per

annum (or at the rate of ab)ut Rs. 13-0 0 per mensem) as the premium for an Endow-

ment Assurance, he will become entitled to Rs. 5,000 oa attaining age 55 ;
and should he

die before attaining that -age -eveu after payment of only one year’s subscription— the

full sum of Rs. 5,000 will be paid to his representatives. [Vide Table III. of Prospectus].

The Same Provision, if commenced
at age 25, would cost about Fifteen Rupees a month

;

. at age 30, ,, ,, about Eighteen Rupees a month ;

at age 35, ,, ,,
about Tweni’Y-ONE Rupeks a month ;

at age 40, „ ,,
about Twenty-eight Rupees a month

;

at age 45, ,, ,>
about Forty-one Rupees a month ;

The rates for other Ages, also for Endowments payable at Ages 45,50, and GO,

and all further information, may be obtained on application. Premiums can

he paid half-yearly, quarterly, or monthly, at slightly increased rates.

There is an obvious advantage in effecting Investments of this nature crly in life'.—

by delay the rate of subscription increases ; —death may occur before the intended provi-

sion is made j^or health may fail and render the life ineligible for Assurance.

ORIENTAL LIFE COMPANY.
Head Office : Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

Manager and Actuary :

• D. McLAUGHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Agent for Bengal :

F. A. COHEN,

7, Wellesley Place, Calcutta.

Agent, Native Dept.,
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D. M. DOSS,

Calcutta,

Gratis.

ONE thousand trials more are wanted to testify

Dr. R. L, Sdtt’s Specific for Asthma. It is

given free of charge to all asthmatic patients.
Mofussil orders should accompany annas 4 for
packing.

SETT BASACK & CO.
No. 68, Nimtollah Ghat Street,

Calcutta.

C. DAXAB.DS dc CO.,
AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,
Calcutta.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

356, 4.32

Machines.
Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S

L'^CK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Hand Machine
with polished cover and

lock,

Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on poli.shed Table,

Sewing Machines.
,

Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle M achine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 9-5.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.
cover and Hand Accessory,

Sewing Maheines. Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-
LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

LOCK-STITCH „ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S Packing for

LOCK-STITCH Hand Machines. Rs. 2-8.

Sewing Machines. Treadle ditto, Ra. 5.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed. i .

Price Ldste free on application. a-3 «
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

ADMXRABrz: TRAHSFOBIMCATZON op mSCZZANZCAZ.INTO TORRENTS OF EZiECTRXCITV !

ENBRaF

ri'lHE increased and widely extended' application of the Dynamo Electric Light in EnglandX France, and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time be ex
tensively used for lighting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lighting.We are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills, Public Halls
Large Durbar Tents, Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railway
Bridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof
Electric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensitv
of 2,000 Standard i'andles at the following low rates.

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night

Rs. 50 0

„ 175 0
„ 450 0

! I ! The cost of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rs. 15 per night at
the monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! 1 !

Price of ene 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leadin<» Wine, Carbon
Pencils, &c„ fitted with our improved Hurricane proof, Self Adiusting. Self Liffhtiuff
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2.000.

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

(TREE COPY.)

D
brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Bakrala

Bridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards,The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Jist. Engineer, Bakrala Soria Division, P. N. State Railway,

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Builders and Bleotrloal Engineers,

No. 6.3, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta.

Bakrala Bridge,)
88th October 1879. 1

•37

STEAM EN&INE
FROM

E. S. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. “ PESEAW UR’*

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Rs. 800

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
no\v fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinarv
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank,which forms also the ash-pana and an efficient
Water-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

•^aything in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branche.s in First-Class Style.

EBASMXTS JONES, Printers’ Agent, 6 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA,
a-57

NO .^'lORB FAINS

I
DARDH 1 •LTiSKSEHER

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear, Neuralgia, Colics,
Rlieumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples ami Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all

other medicines have been tried without effect.
*** The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains I ! I

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re, 1, Large size Rs. 2, packing As, 8

DARLINGTON & CO.
49, Dhvn-rumtollah Street* Calcutta.

Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.

Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dora, writes “ We find Darlington’s Pain-
Curer efficacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Theodorine,
Superioress F de la Croix,''

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes “ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
Pain-Cuber. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary.
Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the

Bengal Times, writes from Dacca “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
» swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple or applications, and in at >ut 4 days dis-
appeared, This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer.”

To lovers of g-ood reading*

-ur /}

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of Literatur,
Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-
tion, Re. 1, postage, 1 anna. Times of India
says:—“ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—“ It is ably and
judiciously couduotel by Mr. Oweu Aiateon.”
Bangalore Examiner Wq siiould like to
see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”
Manager, Calcutta Magazine, 49, Dhnrratatolla^

Street, Calcutta, Remit in half annapoatage stamps^
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Hoog-hly Bridge Notice.
rj^HR Bridge will be closed for traffic on
-I. Tuesday, the 16th November, 1880, from 2-16
to 5-15 P. M.

G. H. SIMMONS.
«-63 Secretary to the Bridge Gommissionera.

INDIA GBNX1S.AL. STEA3SI NAVI -

CATION COMPANY, “I.D.”
SCHOKNK, Kilbttrn & Co .—Managing AgenU,

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

Mid Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Dehrooghiir
downward every Saturdav.

rilHR Str. Lahore will leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,
'tVie 12th instant.

. -I

Cargo w.illl)ere«eiv6<l attheOompany’s Goiiowns,
Minitollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

11th.

rr^HE Str. Rajmehal will leave

JL Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
' day, the 14th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowus, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, thb 12th,

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train
of Saturday, the 13th.

CACHAR LINE NOTICE.
RKGULAH WEEKLY SEllYICK.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-
diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

fMHE Sti. Madras will leave
> 1 Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

'day, the 9th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 8th. !

For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

.4, Fa[umk Place, i Q. J. Scott,
CalonUa, 6th November, 1880, { Seoreta^'y,

a-l

aiVZSKS STBAM NAVIGATION
CO., “ BIMITBD.’*

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly
from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

rP>HE Steamer Indore will

A leave Calcutta for Assam
on Friday, the 19th instant.

fl^HE Str. Scinde will leave
X Goalundo for Assam on
Thursday the 18th instant.

For further information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

MACNKILL & CO,
/j-2

Bengal Bonded Warehouse Asso-
ciation.

82nd Dividend,

The Dividend for the half-year, ended 31st
October 1880, of U.s. 7/8 per share, will be

payable on and from tlie 18tb instant.

H. W. J. Wood,
Secretary.

Calcutta,
I

12th November 1880. ^ 4.53

Our Next Unreserved Highest Bidder
AUCTION SALE

WILL BE HELD

On Saturday next, the 13th Novem-
ber 1880,

WHEN A LARGE NUMBER OP

BOBSBS AND CONVEYANCES,
Bona-fide the property of Oentlemcn,

t
•

Will be sold to the Highest Bidders
Gentlemen desirous of including their Horses

and Conveyances in this Sale, are respectfully
requested to send in descriptions early, in order
that they may be advertised in the daily papers.

A. MILTON & CO.,
' Auctioneers & Commission Agents,

156, Dhwrrvmtollah St eet, (Hunter & Co.'s Old

Btahka,) a-75

Notice.

All private communications for the Proprietor
of the IndianMivror and the Sunday Mirror

should be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumollah Street.

Sure and certain Cure ! Taste and Try !

Asthma! Asthma! !

Coughs ! Coughs I

!

Motiwala’s Vegetable Cough Pills.

ACHEAP and sure specific in Asthma, Bron-
chitis, Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness of voice,

shortness of breath, Difficulty in throwing out
phlegm and all other Throat and Lung Afifections,

as testified by the Press, eminent medical gentle-
men and respectable families.

Motiwala’s Vegetable Cough Pills.
They possess very extraordinary demulcent,

emollient, expectirrant and balsmiio properties.
They are pleasant to the taste and cure obstinate
and cronio cases in a wonderfully short time.

Motiwalla’s Vegetable Cough Pills.
To the Asthmatic and the Consumptive they are

a real blessing.

They clear the Throat and Voice in a fern seconds,
and are very useful to Public Speakers and .*

Singers.

being purely vegetable, they may be freely given
to infants, as well as old people,

Motiwala’s Vegetable Cough Pills.
The great popularity and very extensive Sale

of these Pills, their admission into practice by
some medical gentlemen, the several spurious
imitations thereof, the flattering opinions of the
Press and the testimony of eminent medical and
respectable gentlemen prove their wonderful effi-

cacy.

For fuller particulars and certificates, see hand-
bills which accompany each phial.

Price 4 annas, 6 annas and 10 annas per phial,

A liberal discount to the trade.

SOLD BY
MESSRS. FRAMJEE & SONS,
11, Bentinck Street, Calcutta,

Sole Agents for Bengal.
Betall Agents up-country

If-l!
—

Some time ago my little daughters were suffer-

ing from an obstinate cough, and I tried Motiwala’s
cough pills for a week and the cure was simply
marvellous

;
since then I recommended them to

others suffering from this troulbesome complaint,
and with tqual success.

Hormesji Rustamji Umreoar,
(Late of the Elphinstone High School, now

a-85 of the High Court, Bombay.)

Notice.

The next sitting of the Court for the Relief o^
Insolvent Debtors is adjourned from Tuesday,

the 16th, to Tuesday, the 23rd of November in*

stant, by order of His Lordship the Chief .fustice,

C. T. DAVIS,
Chief Clerk.

12th November 18S0. 456

MESSRS. D. V, KITTER ic CO.,
HOM(EOPATHIO CHEMISTS, BOOKSELLERS,

AND PRACTITIONERS,

No. 1, Upper Circular Road,

Benares
Simla
Cawnpoie
Lucknow

Jhansl ...

Rawal Pindi
Ferozepore
Nusserabad Ajmeer

I

Allahabad

Messrs. Framjee & Co.

„ Framjee & Co.

„ Jamsetji & Co.

„ Eduljee & Co.

„ Nourojee & Co.

„ Pestonjee & Co.

„ Jamasjee & Sons.
,, .Tamsetjee & Sons.

,, Rustomjee Furdoon-
jee and Sons.

... The Rail Co. Op. Society,
Mozufferpore Tirhoot Messrs. Framjee & Co.

{Additional certificates about the ejfieaey of Moti-
wala's Cough Pills which do not appear

in the hand bills.
, ,

I have tried the pills prepared by Mr. D. B.
Motlwala in several cases of cold and coiioh and
have found them very efficacious.

°

H. B. Bhonslay,
(In Medical Charge Rohri, Sind.)

I say without the alighte.st hesitation that I find
your Cough pills more efficacious than Ketange’s
Cough Lozenges.

Manchebji Dobabji,
(Late Sub-Engineer, Public Works Dept., Poona.)

Motiwala’s Cough pills cured Mrs. Lord and
children of a very bad type of cough.

H. N. Lord,
(Of Elphinstone High School, Bombay.)

Motiwala’s Cough pills cured my daughter of
her cough in two days.

G.\nesh Keshav Vaid,
(Interpreter, Appellate High Court.)

' \

Motiwala’a Cough pills cured me of cough in
two or three days. They have proved equally
efficacious to persons whom I recommended them,

Pabjaram Kabunashankar,
Patel, Tolutia Brahmins, Bombay.

My son and daughter were suffering from a
severe attack of cough, and Motiwala’s pills cured
them in two days. One of my relatives was suffer-
ing from a chronic cough,and the same pills proved
efficacious in her ca^e also.

Hormasji Naoroyji Mistri,
(Merchant and Contractor, Bombay.)

Four cough pills cured in ten days my daughter
of her old and long standing cough from which
he bad been suffering.

, PBSTANJI KhARSRDJI MDN.SHI,
(Asat., Army Clotbiog Dept., Bombay,)

Calcutta,

Opposite E. B. Railway Station.

SUPPLY all sorts of Homceopatbic Medicines,
Medicine-chests," Books in English and Ben-

gali for Domestic and Professional purposes, and
all other requisites iniported directly from England,
on moderate ter^ms.

Catalogues bud price lists frep^oh application.

R EQUfRE)&"''ft Record.Keeper for the Judge’s
Court at Rungpore, Salary Rs. 50 rising to

Rs. 70 No candidate, without thorough knowledge
of office work and good testimonials, need apply.
Preference will be given to candidates who have
had experience in record-room work, and who
have passed the L L. or First Arts Examination.
Also a comparing clerk on Rs. 20 to 40 for which

a competent knowledge of the English language
is indispensable.

Apply, with copies of testimonials, on or before
the 25th instant, to the .Judge of Rungpore,

T.< 0. LEIGHTON,
Offg. Judge.

Rungpore Judge’s Court,
\

The. 6th November 1880.
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RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town.

Rs. As. P.

For One Month ... ... 2 8 0
„ Three Months ... ... 6 0 0
,, Six Months ... ... 12 0 0
„ Twelve Months ... ... 24 0 0
N. B .—The above includes subscription to the

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
' Mofussil,

For One Month ... ... 3 6 0
,, Three Mouths ... ... 8 0 0
,, Six Months ... ... 16 0 0
,, Twelve Months ... .... 32 0 0i

Foreign.

For Twelve Month.s (via Southampton) 48 6 0
,, ,, {via Brindisi) ... 64 10 0

Sunday Edition.
( Both for Town and Mofussil. )

For One Month ... ... ... 1 0 0

,
Tiiice Months ... ... ... 2 8 0

„ Six Months ... ... ... 5 0 0

,,
Twelve Months... ... ... 10 0 0

( Single Copy Four Annas, )

Foreign.

O’

0

For Twelve Months vvia Southampton) 12 7

,, ,, (via Brindisi) ... 14 14

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas tier line.

No Advertisement charged for ,rnF rhar a

Runee.
For "tiecial fiomract rates anniv to the Maiiagpr,

N. B .—All remittances should be made pay.ahle

to Babu Noreudronath Sen, Proprietor.

f

'
'• f! ;

Printed and oublished for the ProDrieVor bv W.
SooR, at the Sen Press, ax No. 2, Br.iisL Indian

Street, Calcnna.
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Some forty thousand passengers travelled

by the new tramway in Calcutta during the first

fortnight of its existence.

:o:

ercises, whenever Bengali Christians get an
opportunity to free their minds. The Rev. J.
E. Payne, after standing it awhile, rose to
his feet and remarked that, as according to
the proverb, there was a road from every vil-
lage to London, so every subject seemed to
supply a handle for hauling the missionaries
over the coals. Time had, however, denuded
the criticisms of all freshness, and there
was no use ringing eternal changes on them.”
This is quite instuctive, for it shows that even
in such a matter as religion, English mis-
sionaries are unable to enter into or sympathise
with the feelings of Natives. It jg a hopeless
thing to expect that India will be converted by
European missionaries.

bute to me, and if, when my term of oflSce

comes to an end, whenever that may be,
there should be any Hn this country who
are willing to accord to me the honorable
and distinguished title of a friend of
India, I shall, I can assure you, regard
it as one of the proudest distinctions of
my life,and I am further sure that it will be by
acting in a spirit of warm and friendly feeling

for the populations of this country and with an
earnest and deep desire to promote by every
means in my power their happiness and their
welfare, that I shall be most perfectly obeying
the orders which our Queen-Empress entrust-
ed to me on my departure from England.”
The passage is eloquent from its sincerity.

The modern scientific version of the famous
epicurean maxim is, according to a writer in

the Quarterly Review, “ Let us eat and drink,

for to-in&rrow we shall be carbonic acid, water

and ammonia.”

:o;

An autobiography of Lady Bulwer, we read,

has lately appeared in London,which, if it be not

suppressed, is likely to make a sensation. It is

along story of alleged abuses on the part of the

late and the present Lord Lytton, and abounds
in the most violent language. It is i aid to

contain a very gross and unladylike attack on

the Queen, and to be variously improper and
not to be endured. But all this, of course, will

make everybody want to read it.

:o:

We read that Natives of Bengal have been

declared unfit for service in the field, and that

their employment in the subordinate Commis-
sariat service for such duty has been

prohibited by a circular issued by the

Head of the Department. When an emer-

gency next arises, Eurasians and Punjabis
are to be appointed. When is the generation

trained by Babu Naba tiopal Mitter expected
to come to the front ?

:o:

The necessity of union was beautifully illus-

trated by Sir Wilfrid Lawson in the course of

a speech at the annual meeting of the United
Kingdom Alliance. “ I sometimes,” he
said, “go out hunting after foxes. I

find that you never catch a fox, when
the pack divides, when half the pack go one
way and half another

;
but when the pack

stick together,thon you attain your oVject. And
if you temperance people ilon’t divide and
don’t split, but keep together, then you will

be in at the death of the liquor traffic before

very long.” Our countrymen should store op
this well in their minds.

:o

In reference to the Bengali Christian Con-
ference, lately held in Calcutta, the Lucknow
IFi’iwess says “ We see that the mission-

aries were criticised and blamed with the

promptitude nml viob’nee which has come to be

looked' for as part of the regular ex-

We were reading the other day an interest-
ing account of the Bombay beggars in
the Indian A.nti(juary

,

It is certainly interest-
ing to know in how many different ways pau-
pers endeavour to beautify, go to say, the
hideoosness of their abject profession.

’ The
only honorable exception is the case of the
Parsis of Bombay among whom no paupers
are allowed. In respect of pauperism,
however, the whole world, we may say,
is^ surpassed by Thibet, where it is recog-
nised by the state as an imperial remedy for
offences and by the criminals as nothing less
than a fine art. A correspondent of the
Catholic journal says :

—

Wealthy offenders are sometimes condemned to
become beggars. A certain number of villages are
assigned them, whither they must repair every year,
and beg from door to door. No doubt, the end of
this custom was to force these men to blush for
shame for their misdeeds

; but is it possible for a
Thibetan to feel ashamed ? The man does not sav
to himself ? It is my duty to go abegging, but,
I have the riglit to get something without exerting
myself for the purpose. Very •*ood. He puts on
his best clothes and ornaments, mounts his best
horse, takes a retinue of servants with him to col-
lect, and a mule to carrv, his alms. Thus equip-
ped, he presents himself not as a beggar, but as a
great man. offers his clients a nice Kata,, receives
the alms proffered, and retires with thanks render-
ed in the most polished style.

Aa far as indication.s go, Loril Ripon pro-
mises to be a popular Viceroy. His
doings and utterances have created a confi-
dence which the last few years of Conserva-
tive administration effectively destroyed. A
significant feature in the current criticism
upon his measures is that all the
praise bestowed upon him comes through
so much condemnation of his predecessor’s
policy. People say, Lord Ripon is not like
Lord Lytton, and therein is a world of praise.
The speeches reveal that the Viceroy utters
what he really intends to do, and that we are
not to receive hollow promises which are
never to be carried out. “ I will detain
you no longer,” he said to the Anju-
man-i-Punjab, “except to say that if it should
be given to^ me, through God’s will,

to realize in any degree the character which
your address has been good enough to attri-

:oi

The Marquis of Ripon is expected to take
a very important part m the settlement of

the education question. The Senate of the
Punjab University College, headed by the
Maharajah of Cashmere and the Lieutenant- i

Governor, waited upon His Excellency with 8

an address on the subject of the proposed
University. Although the Viceroy promised
nothing, yet there were views in the reply

which enable os pretty clearly to infer

what his educational policy will be. We have
been assured, for instance, that the new Vice-
roy will tread in the footsteps of Lord Law-
rence, and in the second place His Excellency

has given repeated assurances of -his desire

that the task of educating.the Natives should

be chiefly nndertnken by the- Natives them-
selves. Thirdly, we are told that vernacular ^

education would be very useful but the study
’

of English should not be wantonly sacrificed,

ami along with this, there is the other glimpse

of a policy which, though true in theory, is,

we confess, very difficult of practical applica-

tion. His Excellency is an advocate of

variety. While one province may, require

that exclusive importance should be given to ’

the study of English, another may,|.‘"'

be in need of the stimulus which ^orisntal

stuiSies alone supply. From all these

we gather that the project of a University

for the Punjab is not unfavorably 'viewed by

Government, though there may be differences

as tp the mode in which it is to be carried out.

As regards education generally, we do not

think that Lord Ripon will^^ abolish high

edui^ation, though he may look to making it

less of a State agency and more of an undertak-

ing to which the people might more largely

contribute.

Pandit Dayanand Saraswati has written

to Syamaji KrishriavaniiH, now studying at

Baliol College, Oxfonl, a letter in Sanskrit

containing a large numbp,r of questions upon ^
England and Englishmen. We reproduce

some of them here :

—

Wliat sort of men are tlierein England ? What
nre dheir obaracteristic qinllti“s. disoosiMons, an<[

actiojus ? What is the natuj’e . of the laud,
. W.at^y,.,s\,,u.

aud ^ir there? What kind of eatables, solid ajad
j yj,,

liquid, aud what things fit for licking and sucking

I
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(lehya, chushya), can be had there ? Have yon been
in good health ever since you left this country ? Is

the object of your visit toEngland being accomplish-
ed every day 1 How many men read Sanskrit
with you, and what books do they study ?

What is your monthly income and what are
your expenses ? What time have you for study,
for teaching, and for meditating ! How is it

that your fame for discoursing on the doctrines
of the true .religion has not spread so rapidly in
England as‘ it formerly did here in different
partsi of India ? Perhaps, you have already ac-
quired a reputation without our having heard
of it, being at a long distance from you ; or,
perhaps, you have had no leisure. If that be the
case, it is my earnest recommendation that as
soon as you have finished reading and teaching

( pathana, pathana ), you should deliver addresses
for the propagation of Vedic doctrines, and then
return here, but not before

; for a good reputation
so acquired is preferable to making money, nay, it

confers a great blessing (s’iva-karah). What is

the present opinion of your beloved professors,
Monier Williams and Max Muller (Mokshainular)
about the Vedas and other S’astras 1 Have they
and others any regard for the dissemination of the
meaning of those works (tadartha-pracharaya)?
Is it a fact that the Tbeosophical Society has
established a Vedic branch ( Vaidiki Sakha ) in
London ( Nauda-riagara the city of joy) ? Have
you ever seen Her Majesty the great Queen-
Empress of India ? Have you seen the assembly
called Pariiament (Parliament-akhya Sabha) ?

We hope Pandit Dayanund will be

publish the reply be gets to his questions.

:o:
I

Professor Max Muller makes certain

importaint observations upon the opinion
current since Burnoof’s days that the name
of Krishna as a god is not found in the
Buddhist books, and that, therefore, the wor-
ship of that deity most be posterior to the
rise of Buddhism. The learned Professor
ays
When looking at Burnouf’s Introduction for his

opinion of the division of the Buddhist canon, my
eye was arrested by some remarks of his on the
absence of the name of Krishna as a god known to
the Buddhists, which have never been corrected.
On the countrary, the remarks which he made
“ under all reserves

” have been repeated without
any reserve, and. the conclusions which he based on
them conditionally have been accepted uncondi-
tionally. Burnouf was quite right in saying that
if the name of Krishna should really prove to be
altogether absent from the early Buddhist Books,
while the names of other Brahmanic deities are
frequently mentioned, it would follow either that
the Buddhists had some reason for intentionally
ignoring it, or that their books were anterior to
the rise of the worship of Krishna as a god. M

.

Foucaux, in his translation of the Tch'er Rol
Pa, p. 127, had pointed out one passage in which
Krishna must be taken as the name of a god,
but he added the somewhat puzzling remark:—*
“ M. E. Burnouf, dans son Introduction a VHistoire
du Buddhisms, prouve que le culte de Krishna
etait nouveau dans I’lnde quand le Buddhisme
commenca.” This is hardly the case. Krishna
occurs in Buddhist literature as a name of the
black demon fLaL p. 435,1. 10, and else-
where), but no one would think of identifying
this old, and even Vedic, Asura Krishna, with
Krishna, the god, as little as from the fact that
Buddha had very dark hair {susuTudakeso) we
should look upon him as in any way connected
with Krishna. But If we examine the original
passage in the Lalitavistara to which M. Foucaux
referred,we can hardly doubt that Krishna is there
intended as a god, and as an equal of Vaisravana,
Kuvera, Indra, Chandra, Surya, Kama, and Budra.’
It occurs in a Gatha(p. 149, 1. 3.) which may be
looked upon as older than the prose text, and
though we might possibly argue that Krishna
should be taken as an epithet of Budra, it is quite
clear that in the prose text, which may serve as
the oldest commentary on the Qatha, Krishna was
taken ss a'.separate deity by the side of Visravana,
Mara, Mahoragendra, Indra, Budra, Chandra, and
Surya. He is called Mahotsaha, capable of great
efforts, an epithet which agrees better with the
hero of the Mahabharata than with that of the
Gopijanavallabha. The name of Krishna, as a
god, should, therefore, no longer be treated as
unknown to the authors of the nine Dharmas, nor
should it be maintained that Sanskrit works in
which Krishna appears as a god, such as the
Mahabharat%, and particularly the Bhagavadgita,
must on that account be classed as iJOsi-Bud'

dhistic, or as later, at least, than the Third
Council,

More texts, however, are wanted to prove
that the popular worship of Krishna was pre-
valent in Buddha’s times.

A WORD ABOUT THE NEW
DISPENSATION.

The New Dispensation, as was tobeexpf t-

ed,has become odious. The thing is not
odious, cannot be. It is the na/m6 which has
given offence. And why ? Because it is un-
intelligible and mysterious, and every body
attaches to it any meaning lie likes. Having
attached to it hateful ideas, it is quite natural
that one should hate it. You create a detest-
able phantom and yon abhor it. In the New
Dispensation as such there is nothing to hate.
If people condemn it, it is simply because they
do not care to understand it. And
if they persecute us, they do so for our
charity’s sake. We shall presently show that
the religion we profess is the most liberal and
cliaritabie, and those who condemn our
faith only prove that even extreme love is

hateful. The central idea of the NewDispehsa-
tion is its toleration and its unsectarian regard
for truth. It recognises and honors all the.
previous dispensations in the world’s history.
We do not despise other religions systems.
Far from doing so, we believe that each of the
prophet founders who originated them was
sent by God to represent and carry out parti-
cular ideas and purposes in the Divine econo-
my. We regard each of them as a providential
dispensation of saving light. Imperfect it

may be, bat it is from God. Even Buddhism
and Mahomedanism are dispensations, not to

speak of Judaism and Christianity. All
these are national and local agencies sot up by
an over-ruling Providence, in the fulness of
time,to meet pressing wants and destroy errors
and sins, and lead the world nearer and
nearer to truth and God. They are so many
steps in the ladder which leads to universal
redemption. Dispensation follows dispensa-
tion and fulfils it. The new testament always
fulfils, never destroys the old. Witness Chris-
tianity and Judaism. We, therefore, gratefully
bow before all the systems of religion that
have gone before as so many stages of thought
and devotion through which humanity has had
to pass on its way to the New Dispensation.
In this they all find their consummation and
fulfilment. Tue entire series of dispensations
we look upon as one unbroken line in the sav-
ing economy of Providence, with its terminus
in Indian Theism for the, present.
Out of this shall another dispensation
rise in the course of time, and then
another and another still, and so through ad-
vancing creeds and growing churches man
continually moves i^ the path of eternal pro-
gress. We love all truth as God’s truth, and
we honor the New Dispensation, because in it

we ^nd supumed up all previous dispensations.
Other religions denominations fight with
eaci^ other, and

|

each sees in its own
creed only sajvation, and in every
other creed destruction of the soul. God be
tbankej we are aboyq this sectarianism^ for
we Iheists, nnd we atone, see all dispensations
developed and perfected, harmonized and ful-

filled in the New Dispensation.

FORGIVENESS.

Fain wonld we be Jesu-das, Jesus’ servant. i

For Jpsns forgnye his enemies, and said to his
Father,—« Forgiya tham, for they know not

what they do.” The New Dispensation is the

religion of forgiveness, such as was preached

and practised by the head of the Christian

Church. There is such heavenly sweetness in

charity that it must commend itself to every

true-hearted Theist. The Brahmo is wholly

Christ’s in love and is always anxious to cul-

tivate that Divine sentiment after his

example. One of the chief reasons

why the Brahmo Somaj delights in honoring

Christ is because of his transcendent loving

kindness which loved even inveterate foes.

In doing so, the Somaj has all the advantages

of national character and association on its

side. It is easy for a Hindu Brahmo to be

Christian in forgiveness and charity. For

his natural meekness and national mildness

help him considerably to forgive his offenders

and constrain him to be charitable by instinct

towards those who maltreat him. We may say

with some degree of honest pride that tliere

are men among leading Brahmps who find

it difficult not to forgive, and who under

irresistible natural impulse alone keep off

anger and resentment, and forgive even

under the greatest provocation and in spite of

the remonstrances of their friends. One thing

which makes weak-minded men stumble in

this matter, is the poison of vicious logic

which worldly-wise men constantly poor into

their ears. We are told that forgiveness would

bring all manner of evils into society by

strengthening the hands of the evil-doer. If

we forgave our enemy for having slapped us on

the face, he would turn round instantly and

kick us most insolently. To pardon an abu-

sive epithet is to convert it into vio-

lent assault. It is these specious argu-

ments that mislead the younger and the

weaker Brahmos, and famish them always

with an excuse for resentment and revenge.

There is nothing so mean and abominable as

thinking evil of those who persecute or harm

us, and yet the world’s logic is fostering this

unworthy sentiment in the hearts of our

weaker brethren. We must hear God’s logic,

not man’s. The argument in heaven,

that which influences the Divine heart,

is Love conquers sin. Hence is it

that though we try to provoke the Deity,

He gives us uniform love in return. The true

utilitarian view of the matter, which history

has repeatedly proved and illustrated, is that

forgiveness, such as Christ’s, really blunts the

edge of wickedness, wins the sinner, and over-

comes evil in the long run. The New Dispensa-

tion has a great number of enemies around it,

and there is no end of provocation. Woe be

to those who return evil for evil, and look upon

a brother with angry and vengeful eyes. Our
good Mother has distinctly told us ever to for-

give, never to resent. He among ns who loves

even his enemies shall conquer the earth, not

he who returns blow for blow. Napoleon is

dead. But Jesns livetb.

SELF AND THE WORLD.
0

The man who has resolved to pursue a reli-

giops life,has no end of foes to contend with. A
well-known devotee told ns sometime ago that

even when a man had conquered all obstacles

and achieved many virtues, he would find a

woman at the very gate of heaven with whom
lie would have to combat. We go further

than this, and say that even when a man has

conquered (;he world and the woman at the

gate of heaven, ho has not yet found the last of

his enemies
;

for beyond all he will find an

enemy far greater than any lie had

hitherto contended with. Moralists warn us
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against the pleasures of tlie worM, anil tell us

to lose our fondness for it. We heed their

advice, we gro v weary of the world, we culti-

vate the pleasures of dovotion, we master sin

and pleasure, and w^ find that having done

so much, we are still in the presence of one

great foe. The mere sacrifice of sin is

not enough
;
virtue is not worth much

;
it is

not even any thing to have laid down the life

for the good of mankind. The insidious enemy
we allude to is on every side of us, tempting

us and actually leading us to sin, which
may ultimately prove to he our destruction.

What is this foe ? If, after having mastered

the world, we look within ourselves, we shall

find that far behind all phenomena there is

the ego, the self, which has to be conquered at

the end. The most virtuous of mortals are

found not destitute of this egotism, literally,

ahankara. The veriest saint may be, after all, a

proud man. have done this,’ have con-

quered sin,’ am so pure,’ ‘no man
can beat me in uprightness’, ‘ who can

approach me in devotion and religious

fervour ?’ ‘ I have converted so matiy,’

‘no one surpasses me in missionary zeal’

—

these are expressions daily heard from the

lips of men who have conquered many sins,

but have left the secret enemy untouched.

Ueligioti teaches us that if self could be

mastered, the approach to God is easy

and practicable. Ahankara or egotism

is suicide. We are told in the Malia-

bharat that when Arjuna wanted to kill

himself for having insulted his eldest brotlier,

Krishna, his guardian angel, came to his

rescue, and told him that actual suicide was
not necessary

;
but that if he praised himself

before Yudhisthira, it would be equivalent to

suicide, for it would kill !\is soul. Arjuna
adopted this advice

;
he extolled himself to the

skies before his brother,and behold! he was soon

crest-fallen and disgraced. The moral of this

is not far to seek. The praise of one’s own
self—se'f-estimation in other words— is tanta-

mount to the killing of the soul, rite man
who makes himself the subject of every virtue,

robs God of the credit which belongs to Him.
Hence all great prophets have insisted upon

the duty of self-annihilation. The words “ 1,

mine and me” are to be erased from the be-

liever’s vocabulary, so far as religion is con-

cerned. This may be clearly explained. What-
ever is mine, is bad. My house, my family, my
wealth, these without God are nothing

—

they are worthless. Bug with God,

they cease to be mine. The true <levoiee,

therefore, is he wlio has learnt to surrender

himself to God. The self, when empty,

is fit to receive the spirit of Heaven, and then

everything that is there becomes God’s, and,

therefore, good—and not mine. A man in this

state of mind can never be guilty of the sin

of egotism, for he knows that he can obtain

no credit for things which are given to

him by God. Virtue, sanctity, pe..c-*,

faith, are God’s gifts, and how can he

claim credit for them? He could not have

got them if God had not given them unto him.

Hence the believer is bound to be tlio humblest

of persons. Humility and faith go together.

Where there is pride there can be no genuine

faith. Bleseed are those who have learnt to

surrender themselves to the will and mercy

of the kind Father !

BRIBERY AT THE ELEOL’IONS.

It is wrong to say that civilisation lessens

immorality and corruption. At any rate, it is

true that in England one would do any thing

to gat himself returned as a member of Par-

liament. The proceedings of the Election
Commissions reveal an extent of bribery
which is sufficiently frightful. We are
told, for instance, that at Oxford to
pole 2,725 votes the Conservatives spent
about .£8,000, or nearly £3 per vote, and “of

jthe 5,400 persons who voted on both sides,
it would seem to be no exaggerated calculation
that considerably over a third had been bribed
in one way or another.” At Macclesfield out
of £2,000, disbursed by a prominent manager
on the Liberal side, he admits that only
£100 was spent legally! The statistics of this

election, says the AS'pecfaior, are the most re-

markable that have yet been published.
Out of the 2,672 persons who voted for Mr.
Eaton, all but 209 had a direct pecuniary in-

terest in his success,—1,863 having been
bribed, and 600 being paid canvassers. In
Ward No. I, unless than 425 of the 625
Liberal voters had received money for their
votes. In Ward No. 6, the Liberals and Con-
servatives between them distributed £610
among 605 electors. Lastly, in Ward No. 3,
the Liberals had bribed or employed 800,
and tile Conservatives 500, and as only
1,233 voted, it seems probable that not
a few had taken the money of both
sides. At Sandwich, it is believed that 800
men took money from both sides, and at Deal
out of about 2,000 votes, it is possible that
some 300 may have escaped being bribed by
either side. The mode in which all this is

managed is more startling still. At Oxford,
voters were employed in nominal tasks, such
as those of messengers, canvassers, clerk.s,

committed men, “ guards,” &c. Twelve
hundred persons were so employed by the
Conservatives on the day of the election,
and they received handsome salaries. A
Conservative publican took some fifty or
sixty men into his temporary service :

—

“I put some to work on my land; some I sent to

watch the Birmingham men; some 1 set to do
nothing. T took care that either those I em-
ployed, or some of their relations, were voters.

I went on increasing the number every day,
-—all I could get.” One of the Macciesfield
chaplains tells us the part which was assigned
to him on the polling-day t—“ He took each
voter that cams to him into a pantry, which
was rafher dark, and made the be.sfc bargain
he could with them. Then he took each,
having paid them individually, to the t>olling-

booth, and saw them inside. If he had let

them slipj they would have gone to the
Liberal cornmittee-room, and got money
there At this place out of every six
voters, certainly four vote simply as they are
paid. Every public house in the three boroughs
apitenrs to have been hire! at a nominal price
ef £5, but at an actual expense, according to
Sir J. GoId=mid’s calculation, of from £25 to
£30. Money wis given to all the publicans
to distribute among their customers

;
thev

were instructed to keep open house, and ask
no questions

;
and “ some made out their ac-

counts by simply taking stock before and
after the election.” One of these honest fellows
acknowledges that he let the outside of his
house to the Conservatives and the inside to the
Liberals,and doubtless his example was largely
followed. The “flag and pole business” was
worked by both parties upon a scale elsewhere
undreamt of. A “forest of poles” sprang up,
eight, voters being employed at a wage of 30s.>
each in the carrying and erection of every pole.
I he ground upon wh'ch the poles stood was
hired from voters. The flags which they bore

were made by voters, who in many cases

received £5 a head, “irrespective of the

work done.” The ropes by which the

flags were hoisted, were bought from voters at

fancy prices. Voters were engage*d at £1 a

man by day and by night in watching the poles.

Finally, no less than 180 men, presumably
voters, were hired beforehand, on the Conser-
vative side alone, to take down the poles

when they should be done with. “ All
of the laboring class,” says one of the

Liberal canvassers, “ naturally expected to be

paid for tbeir votes.” “ We scarcely weht
to a house,” Sir J. Goldsmid complains,

“without our being asked, ^ What are wegoing
to have ?’ ” The average price of a vote appears
to have been £3 cash down, though the more
“artful” electors held out successfully for £5.
The Spectator, from which we quote all these

facts, tells us that a contest is regarded

by all classes of the electors as a legitimate

source of profit. And the vice is not confined

to the Conservatives. They and the Liberals

alike resort to it witli equal enthusiasm and
determination. At Oxforl, f »r instance.

Conservative spite wa» greatest against the

election of Sir William Harcourt, and
hence the party spent £8,000 to defeat

him. The Liberals were less lavish, and no
wonder that they lost. It would be curious

to enquire how many seats were thus gained

by means of bribery, for it is no secret that

corruption is not limited to the particular

localities mentioned above. All election-mana-

gers are not so indiscreet or imprudent as

those whose actions have seen the light.

There are many elections which were

more cleverly managed, and the secret of their

success is known only to the members chosen

and the friends who managed to work for them.

Whatever it be, the extension of the franchise

and the introduction of the ballot have not

lessened the immorality of the electors.

THElSai.

Statesman \h always a courteous anta-

gonist, .\od it is a positive pleasure to meet
him in fair discussion. Our contemporary’s

article on Theism, which we reprint elsewhere,

is itself an illustration of how a contro-

versy is usually conducted by him. A Chris-

I
tian journal of this city charged us the

}
other day with being loath in meeting objec-

tions advanced by our opponents. There is,

perhaps, truth in this assertion
;

but the

fact is that we always try to avoid op-

ponents who indulge in personalities. Such
fiersons are difificnlt to deal with, for

they fight with a two-edged sword. If they are

defeated in argument, they will bring personal

considerations to bear upon the discussion

and if they are taxed witli being per-

sonal, they will use argument. We re-

fuse to figlit- with such people even at the

risk of being charged with lack of polite-

ness. As wo have said, we regard the

Statesman as a fair opponent,and we, therefore,

cordially reciprocate the spirit with which this

discussion has been begun. Our contemporary

says,—“ Theism and Christianity may respect

each of her, though they cannot agree.” We
heartily subscribe to this sentiment, for it

pains us to see religionists fightnirig with each

other, while a commou enemy, scepticism, is

undermining the faith of thousands. Theism
and Christianity, we hold, should fight with

Miis foe and kill it, and not, as they have

iii'he. (» done, expend their energies in mutual
slaughter, if we may so express it. There

is nothing to be gained by this pro-

cess of mutual ref rirnination. It barms the

combatants themselves and at the same
time it harms outside people who are

led to believe that charity is a fiction.
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One of the moat crusbin" argmnenta which

atheists and agnostics bring forward to prove

the inutility of religion is that it is generally

so intolerant and so much possessed with

the spirit of persecution. It is in the in-

terests of religion that this charge should

be thoroughly dispelled. Having said

so much, let us come to the sub-

ject matter at issue. At the outset we should

remove a misconception under which our con-

temporary is laboring—a misconception due

to our want of clearness, we admit. He
says :

—

It is hardly a fair statement of the position of

Christianity to say, “the fact that a man can
approach God direct, can commune with Him, can
hold converse and draw inspiration from Him, is

absolutely inconceivable to a Christian.” It

acknowledges the need of a mediator to open up
the way to God,and feels that without such media-
tion, he could not be admitted to the presence of

Infinite and Perfect Purity, but when that is done,
his communion and converse with the Eternal is as

direct and immediate and complete as that of the
most spiritual Theist can possibly be.

What we meant to say was not that a Chris-

tian cannot approach God and hold communion
with Him, but that a Christian cannot

conceive how a man, let us say a Theist, with-

out the aid of a mediator,can have direct access

to his Maker. This is the position wo main-
tained in our article of Sunday last, and we
still say that in a matter so in-

conceivable to a Christian, it was hardly

within the province of the Archbishop
of Canterbury to pronounce an authorita-

tive decision. Is Theism a religion ?—can

be answered by theists only—those, namely,
who have had the advantage of being trained

and fostered under its genial influence.

Now, what do Theists say ? We sav

that Theism has given ns peace, holi-

ness and an immunity from doubt. But
our contemporary says that is no test

as to the genuineness of our religion.

“There probably never was a religion that

failed to give some of ito votaries peace, of

mind, or to conduce to what they believed 'o

be purity of oharacfer,” Now we do not speak
with any degree of hesitation. What wo say
relates to our experience. It is something
positive and definite—not a simple “I think”
or “I believe”—but a fact of life, one for

which the Brahmo is ready to suffer any
trial or pass through any ordeal for the pur-
pose of proving the genuinensss of his faith.

It will not do to overlook the points wliich

we have raised, for let it be known
that a long creed is not, in onr opinion
t\\e sine qua non oi the efficacy of a religion.

It is enough for the purpose of any
sincere soul if it gets peace, holiness

and a complete exemption from the dis-

tress of doubt. Can Christianity give ns

any thing more ? “ It is certainly dif-

ficnlt,” says the Statesman, “ to see how
greater peace of mind or purity of character
can he secured by a system which
in man’s approach to God requires only peni-
tence, and leaves him to suffer the penalty of

his sin, than by one which by the acceptance
of a Mediator speaks peace to the heart, and
pledgesjtbe penitent to a pure and holy life.”

Now, our answer to this is simple, A man’s
peace is ensured as soon as the cause which
troubles him is put an end to. In this sense,what
can be more troublesome to us than sin ? And
what can be a greater relief than when the in-

cubus of a particular sin is removed ? From
what our contemporary says it may be inferred
that a Brahmo’s life is or(iinarily a most pain-
ful one. Far from it. Onr creed ,aavs„

and our experience bears it out, that fervent
prayer to the Almighty is a potent means of
removing sin. Well, then, if the Brahmo has

sucli an instrument at liaml, and if he
is really relieved from the ago iy of parti-
cular sins, we ilo not know iiovv our con-
dition can 1)0 a gloomy one. We know that
this position differs from that Iield by
Christians who hold irnmuriitv from punish-
ment to he real salvation. But then, as we
iiave said, our creed does not appear to bo less

acceptable for all that. On the contrary, it gives
us real joy, for it relies upon the only natural
mode of operating upon the human son),

namely, freeing it, not only from sin, but
from its punishment as well.

« I I"—

—

The following sermons in Bengali preached in
the Brahma Mandir form the New Series, and may
he had at the Tract Society’s Denository, 6 College
Square 1. Awaking of the Himalayas

; One or
Three Hundred and thirty millions ? Goddess of
Wisdom; fGoddess of Prosperity; Ascetic Deity;
Primitive Force

;
God’s Invisible Appearance like

empty space
;
Scriptnre of Providence

; Mother of
the Universe and Saints

;
Is my Mother Real or

not? Dance ; Reserved Deitv
; Forgiveness and

Anger reconciled ; Man and Woman in the same
character; Spirit God in material figure

;
National

Dispensation ; Ascetic king and Ascetic hermit
;

Eternal and Incarnate God.

The Minister entered upon the 43rd year of his
age on Friday last. There was special service at
his residence. Prayers were offered by five of our
missionary brethren, and there were hymns and
Tcirtati. In the course of his prayer, the' Mininster
honored the memories of his departed father
and grandfather, to whom he owed all he
had on earth, and also gratefully acknow-
ledged his indebtedness to his spiritual father and
grandfather, Bahu Dehendro Nath and Rajah Ram
Mohun Roy, from whom he had received that
precious treasure, the Brahmo Somaj, an organised
Theistic fraternity, with a ready field for work.
He said that-forty two years accumulated spiritual
experience had taught him that to love God as
Mother was joy unutterable. He rejoiced in his
faith, and thanked God that such joy was growing
in him.

At the last meeting of the Brahmo Missionary
Conference, the qnestion under consideration was
whether the members had real respect for each
other’s character. Though they were engaged in
the same good work and were identified in the fel-

lowship of their Church,there were no donbt special
tnaits in each missionary’s character which distin-
guished him from the rest, and indicated the parti-
cular line of personal development (designed for
each byProvidence.lt seemed, therefore,to the Con-
ference desirable to find out the distinguishing and
predominant features in the character of the mem-
bers, so that they might hate none, and honor and
follow each other. The following distinctive char-
acteristics were then evolved and set forth For-
giveness,Unselfishness,Veracity, Poverty, Ascetisn?,
Servitude. Continence, Humility, Independence,
Energy, Rising above circumstances, Civility, For-
bearance, Obedience and Impartial regard.

The pupils of the Theological Institution have
been asked to form themselves into particular
groups, and each to take up a particular course of
study. They meet every Wednesday at the resi-

dence of the minister and take part in discussion*
on religious subjects. We are glad to learn that
they have taken to their studies with great earnes-
tress and zeal. Recently questions were set to each
group, and the answers may be shortly expected.
We shall be glad to insert these, if they appear
to ns to be particularly good. The questions will

be found below, and will, we believe, give our
readers some idea of what is being done :

—

Questions.

A. Nature op God.

1. Give the best proof of the existence of God.
2. Is God knowable or unknowable ?

3. How do we determine liis attributes ?

4. How can the finite know the Infinite ?

5. Enumerate God’s attributes.

6. Is H e a Person ?
'

7. Why call the Deity Mother?
8. (a) la He the cause of our actions ?

(b') Who created evil ?

9. Reconcile His Mercy and Justice,

B. Conscience.

1. What is conscience?
2. Is it universal?

3. Is it man’s voice, or God’s?
4. If God’s, why do men differ in moral judg-

ment?
5. What are the various functions of con -

science?

6. Does it give us only general advice or does
it also direct us in details?

7. Does conscience grow?
8. Are all men equally responsible ?

9. Does God judge us daily or will He judge all

mankind on a particular day, called the Day of
Judgment ?

10. Does character affect conscience ?

11. Why are not children responsible ?

12. What is Sin and where is its root ?

13. Does conscience give any evidence of the
immortality of the soul 7

C. Prayer.

1. What is the literal meaning of prayer ?

2. What does it mean in its more comprehen-
sive scope ?

3. If the Omniscient Go! knows our hearts, is it
not absurd to tell Him our wants ?

4. If He is immutable, is it not absurd to ask
Him to modify or violate His laws ?

5. How far are prayers for physical blessings
justified?

0. Does God answer every prayer?
What are the conditions essential to the success

of prayer?

7. Why is daily prayer necessary ?
S. Why should we pray together ?

9. Can one man pray for another 7

10. Can we pray for the dead ?

11. How does God respond to our Prayer and
when ?

D, Prophets.

1. Whom does the world honor as prophets ?
What constitutes greatness ?

2. Can we not acquire greatness ?

3. If some are born great and others not, how
are we to vindicate God’s impartiality and justice ?

4. Are extraordinary men under no law, and
shall we consign them to the “ non-ret»uIation
provinces ’ in the universe ?

°

5. Some have compared them to comets
; is the

metaphor correct ?

6. Do prophets differ from ordinary men in
kind or only in degree ?

'

q‘ deified ?
8. What did Christ mean when he said, “I andmy Father are one ”

9. Are prophets infallible ?

]Q. Are they sinless and perfect?
11. Why should we honor them?

E. Immortality op the Soul.
1. Show that belief in God uecessites faith in a

future life,

2. Show that the doctrines of the existence of
God and the immortality of the soul are fundamen-
tally one doctrine.

3. How can we conceive the disembodied soul ’

4. What are Heaven and Hell ?
5. Is it true that the spirits of dead men .are

born again in this world, and enjoy or suffer
according to the virtues and sins of their past
lives? *

6. How is the soul related to the body ?
7. Will there be reunion of souls in Heaven ?
8. Can We on earth hold communion with saints

above ?

F. Toga.

1. What is the meaning of Yo^a ?
2. Distinguish Yoffatrom prayer,
3. How many kinds of Yoffa are there ?
4. Can men see God; if so, how ?

5. Can men hear God; if so, how ?
6. Tan men touch God; if so, howi?
7. What is Nirvana ?

8. Is absorption the highest development ofcommunion ?
^

when it is
absorbed ?

out the difference between the pan-
theistic and theistic communion ?

11. Is it not necessary to leave the world in
order to be a Yogi ?

12. Is Yoga a bodily or spiritual exercise ?

,t*c.

A London firm contemplates the issue of
cheap edition of Mr, Emeraon’s works.
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Messes. Marcus Ward and Co. have in the
press a little boor ou “ Snakespere and the Bible,”
containing parallel passages from each under head-
ings " Ambition, Anger, Beauty, Ccnscienee,” &c.
The Forewords to it are to be written by Mr
Furnivall.

The last number of the Bu7iga Darshan is not
remarkable for the variety of its contents. There
are only four articles, two of which are certainly
very interesting. The biography of Muchiram
(jur IS clever and original. It relates how
the son of

^ poor Brahmin priest rose by a
process of cOjj^inued salaaming to the position of a
Kajah, Babu Ram Das Sen’s article on Pearls is
curious and instructive. As for the article on
bukuntala, we

^

wonder when this subject will
cease to be discaused.

The Geneva correspondent of the Times, savs
the Spectator, tells an extraordinary story . It
appears that in the Canton Schwytz, where man-
nersare still simple and people unsuspecting, there
IS no prison. Instead of one an old farmhouse is
used, the guardianship of which is nominally con-
tided to a gaoler and a policeman, but really to a
nun, who relies upon good treatment to
detain the prisone-s. As a rule, .she has not
relied in vain, for though all kinds of criminals
are detained here, and they are r.l lowed to go
abroad at pleasure, there ha e been no escapes.
Last week, however, a particularly bad mur-
derer was allowed to fetch some water, and
disappeared. The policeman immediately let
all the prisoners loose, telling them to hunt for
Maechler, the murderer in question, which
they did

;
and though they were unsuccess-

ful, and some of them drunk, they all
came bask again. Maechler was not cauo'bt,
and it is probable that a true prison will be substi*
tuted for the nun’s reformatory, but the history of
her work must be worth knowing. She appears to
have been moved by a real belief ih,at criminals
eould be converted, to have converted a good
many, and to have brought all under some sort of
discipline. Otherwise, the neightbourhood would
have protested.

Professor Max Muller has written the
following letter to the Times on the •< Relieion of
Japan” ^

Sir, In your interesting review of a most in-
teresting work, “Japan: its History, Traditions,
and Religions, with the Narrative of a visit in

Edvyard J. Reed,” you state that
Religion of Japan is the Shinto, but

that Buddha has nearly as many temples and de-
votees. From what I have been able to ascertain,
the population of Japan amounts to 34,338.504 in-
habitants (see the Times. September 21, 1880),
and out of that number 10\000 or 200,000 only
are claimed, as yet, as professed Shintoiats, the
rest being Buddhists or nothing. It is true that
just now, on the principle of VEtat, e'est moi.
ohintoism may be called the state religion of
Japan

; but that antiquated French principle is
not the principle of the enlightened Government of
Japan, which, while it does more than any nation
for the education of the people, is not likely to
force an ancient mythological faith on an unwillin<»
country. ®

'You say that among the various Buddhist sects
in Japan “ that called Shin-shu merits attention
as exhibiting remarkable coincidence.s with
Christianity. In the Shin-shu, as Sir E. Reid
points out, we do not only have the doctrine of a
saviour taught, but with it the old Chistain doc-
trine of justification by faith likewise—but by
faith not in Jesus but in Ainita Buddha.”
Allow me to observe that it would be difficult to
imagine two characters more unlike than
Amita Buddha and Christ. Amita, or as
he is more correctly called. Amitabha-ie
“the Being of immeasurable light”-is the fourth
of the five Dhyanl Buddhas, who are far above
even such earthly troubles as the creation or th“
government of the world. That is left to their
Bodhisattvas

; and the Bodhisattva of Amitabha is
Padmapani, better known under his name of Ava-
lokitesvara, the creator of this present perishable
world. There may be similarities between Avalo-
kitesvara and Christ, but no more than there
ought to be

; there are none between Christ and
Amitabha.
You remark “that it may astonish the Missionary

Societies over here to know that the representatives
of the sect have high hopes of propagating their
tenets among Englishmen.” Perhaps, it will as-
tonish them still more to hear that two Buddhist
priests of that sect, the Shin-shu. have for
more than a year been established at Oxford,

not, however, to gain converts for the reli-

?•
the Being of immeasur-

a lie light, but to learn Sanskrit. They
came to me from Japan, and have been hard at
work learning, not only the ordinary Sanskrit,
but that peculiar dialect in which the sacred
books of the Northern Buddhists are written, and
of which we have as yet neither grammar nor
dictionary. These sacred books were translated
in Chinese, and from Chinese into Japanese, and
during that process of translation and rotransla-
tion they have undergone a. good deal of
deterioration. My two Buddhist students are
naturally anxious to learn to read their Bible
in the Original, and then to translate the most
important texts of the Northern Buddhist canon
irec into Japanese

; and hard as the work has
been for them, I must say I have seldom had more

at'oxford™^'^^
pi'lustaking and persevering pupils

There was a time, it seems, when the study of
^*^*1 iu Janan. At present, it is

nearly, if not altogether, extinct. The'-e are. how-
ever, ancient Sanskrit texts surviving in some of

le emp e libraries. They are written in an ancient
anc very peculiar alphabet, the letters following
each other vertically as in Chinese. One
of these texts, wnich was sent to me to decipher,
Ihavetried tore.storeto its original form, ana
have sent it back to my friends in Japan with an
English translation and notes. It is the princi-
pal butra on which the religion of Amitabha is
oiyi ed. It was translated 11 times into Chinese
and from Chinese into .Japanese. The original
Bansknt text, which was taken from India to
^iina ag early as the second century of our era,
was ost. It baa now b^en recovered in Japan,
anri i am glad to say some other Sanskrit texts,
too have since come to light, both in Japan andm Inna. A notice of the discoverv of these
Sanskrit texts was eiven in the “.Journal ” of the
Royal Asiatic Society, April 1880 ;

and I am justnow carrying through the Pr^’ss a fuller account.
in two forthcoming volumes of“ Selected Essays.”

Oxford, Oct. 18.

Your obedient serven
F. Max Muller,

FOLKLORE PARALLEL,

gift of half thy own life, this maiden whose allot-

ted term is at an end.’ When Rum heard that
he gave her the half of his own life, as he had been
directed; by means of that she revived, and
Ruru married her.’’

The same agency as carried the story of Buddha
to the west, and caused it to be reproduced in the
romance of Barlaam and Josaphat, may very well
have carried the story of Ruru to Trobizond.

0, H. T.

^elcdion.^).

THE HIBBERT LECTURES.

The Spectator writes :—We owe a large debt of
gratitude to the Hihbert Trustees for the visit and
for the lectures of M. Renan. It was something to
have seen and heard him. It is a stimulating and
delightful task to have read these lectures, as is, in-
deed, the case with every work which proceeds from
his pen. In order to say this, it is not necessary
that we should agree with M. Renan in the specula-
tive principles which underlie his treatment of
history, in his critical method, or in the critical

results embodied in his works. In fact, tbe more
we disagree with him, the more we are bound to ac-
knowledge our gratitude. For to differ from con-
elusions by M. Renan in his own favorite field, is

perilous, and compels the objector to exert all his
power, and gather all his energies, to justify him
even to himself in so doing. For M. Renan is a
unique personality. Rarely do we find in any writer
such a union of qualities. Accurate and extensive
learning is united to a singular faculty of exposition,
and a vivid imagination is ever at work.shaping the
crude results of science into an artistic whole. The
picture is so beautiful, that one is sorry to be com-
pelled to recognise the fact that it is true neither to
nature nor to history. The perusal of the
Hihbert Lectures has deepened the impression
which his great work on the “ Origins of Chris-
tianity” had produced on our minds, that whatever
he has accomplished in that work, he has left

untouched the great problem he had set himself to
solve. In these lectures, views widely separated in
former volumes, have been brought into close
contact, and the result is to throw into greater
prominence the essentially subjective nature of
M . Renan’s method.

CIndian Antiquary.)

I FIND the following in Barnhardt .Schmidt’s
(rmechtsclie Maralien Sayen, and Volltsolkder,
I • O D !

•• An old legend resembling the miyths of Admi-
in a popular ballad

ot Inbizond. Jannis, so runs the story, the only son
of his rarenfs, is just makfhg prenarations for his
wedding, when Charon appears at the door with
threatening mien to bear awav his soul The
young man proposes to him to have a wrestling
match on a brazon threshing-floor

; if Charoii
wins, he will surrender his .soul; but if he
remains conqueror, the wedding is to took
place. But Charon will not agree to this proposal

;

he says that God has sent him to fetch souls
not to waste his time in games and wre.stlini'

Jannisbegs St. George to entreat
TOrt that bis life mav be lengthened. God makes
him this nromise that if his father, who has still .30
years of life before him, will o-ive half of this time
to his son, be shall live to celebrate bis marriage.
Hut nig father will not snare him even one flav.
Then again the saint intercedes for him. and God
consents that if his mother will spare him the half
of her 30 remaining years, he shall live. But even
hi9 mother refuses to give up one span of her alotted
time. At last, God permits Jann's to entreat the
same favor from his betrothed, and she aarees
with the greatest readiness to her lover’s request
remarking that the years appointed to her are
®"0"^srh for them both. So Jannis’ wedding takes

I shouhl prefer to connect this story with that
Ruru in the Katlia Parit Saqara^ which Ben-

fey compares with that ofYavati and his son Rum
rhestory of Riiru runs as follow : “Once on a

time a hermit’s son of the name of Rum, wandering
about at will, saw a maiden of wonderful beauty,
thedanghter of a heavenly nymph, named Menaka,
by a Vidyadhira, and brought up by a hermit
of the name of Sthulakesa in his hermitage. That
lady, vvhose name was Prishadvara. so captivated
t le mind of that Ruru when he saw her that
he w^nt and begged riie hermit to give her
to him in marriage. Sthulakesa betrothed tho
maiden to him, and when the wedding was iiivh at
hand, suddenly an adder bit her. Then the heart
of Ruru was full of despair, but he heard this voice
in the heaven : »0 Brahman, raise to life with the

THE EARLY HOME OF THE SEMITES.

The Times ot the 23rd ult. contained a review ot
several recent foreign publications bearing upon
this subject. We give the gist of the writer’s re-
marks .

—

It is now completely established that the Assyrian
was a pure Semitic language, even if we admit that
some words in it are borrowed from another branch
of languages, spoken by the inhabitants whom the
Assyrians conquered, were they Cushites, Accadians
or Sumerians. If it is advisable to wait for a compa-
rative grammar and dictionary until the Babyloni-
an inscriptions have reached us in greater quanti-
ties, and for the construction of an earl v Semitic
Pantheon until the burning question be solved whe-
ther the Assyrian religious texts are Semitic in
origin or only translations from the languages
8()okeu by the previous inhabitants of Mesopotamia,
whom the Assyrians found in the country between
the Euphrates and the Tigris, yet all this need not
influence the problem of the fatherland of the Se-
iniiic race before their separation into tribes,a ques-
tion which now occupies the attention of many of
our eminent Semitic scholars. Happily, they are
divided into two camps only— rtz., those who make
Arabia to be the home of thefSeinites.and those who
place it in the lower plain of Mesopotamia. Let us
examine the reasons given by those who are in fa-
vor af Arabia. Mr. Sayce in his “As.syriau Gram-
mar ” says as follows “Tbe Semitic traditions all
point to Arabia as tbe original home of the
race. It is the only part of the world which has
remained exclusively Semitic. The racial charac-
teri.stics-—inten8ity of faith, ferocity, exclusiveness,
imagin tion—can best be explained by a desert
origin.” Professor Schrader enters more fully into
tbe evidence for the same theory. He tries in the
fust instance to show that the Arabic is the only
Semitic dialogue which has remained p ure and pre-
served grammatical forms not to be found in any of
the other Semitic dialects. As to the purity of the
Arabic, it is naturally explained from the fact that
the Arabs did not come in contact with cognate or
foreign tribes, as was theca.se with the other Semitic
people. Indeed, the Arabic of Syria and E^Vot is
less pure than that spoken in Arabia and even by
the Bedouins. The Hebrew, tbe Aramean, and even
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the Aaayriaa, which is known to ns. are probably
already modified from the early Semitic lausua^e,
which may have had broken plurals and verbal
forms similar to the Arabic. All tint Professor
Schrader can prove is that the Northern Semitic
dialects differ in some respects from the Southern
dialects, which are derived from the Arabic, but not
that the Arabic approaches nearer to the primitive
Semitic than the Hebrew. Phcenician; Aramean. or
Syrian. The other school which regards Mesopo-
tamia as the fatherland of the Semites endea\Tonrs
to prove that Arabia can by no means be the home
of all the Semites before they separated.

After discussing at length the philolo'^ical
grounds for this theory, the writer inquires,
what Toute did the Semites take from the place
where they were still united with the Aryans
in order to settle in the plain between the Eu-
phrates and the Tigris ? According to Herr Von
Kremer, the Semites dwe't in close contact with
the Aryans in the High Turan. west of Bolortag

hirih plain of Pamir, whence, following
the great current of the Osns. they turned first
towards the west, and then continued their mi-
gration along the south border of the Casoian
Sea towards the south-west, Erom he'*e they
must have penetrated by one of the Rlhur?: passes
into the mountain country of Media, and en-
tered through the rocky defile of Hoi wan into the
Assyrio-Mesopotamian plain. Dr. Homm‘>l accents
this hypothetical route, adding that there thev
found the non-Semitic civilised countries of Surair
and Accad. This, however, does not belong to our
subject; we do not wish to enter into the "question
of a pre-Semitic culture in Mesopotamia Profes-
sor Guidi, taking the Bible for his help, gives an-
other route for the migration of the Semites. Noah,
after the deluge, planted the vine, which no doubt
means to say that the cultivation of the vine,
according to the early Hebrew tradition, was
located in a pre-Semitic time and land Indeed,
the vine is indigenous. according to many
authorities, to the countries south or south-
west of the C.ispain Sea. In other words,
the early Hebrew tradition puts there the
very first origin of the Semites and of the rest of
the nations. In the Chaldean account of the de-
luge the ark rests on Mount Nizir east of Assyria (if
we may rely upon the reading of this document
being right)

; the Babylonian tradition would al«o
place the craddle of the Semites south or south-
west of the Caspian Sea. On the other hand. accord-
ing to the Bible, the ark rests on Mount Ararat,
which, in the opinion of the best critics, was situate
west of the Caspian Sea. although an old Syrio-
Judaic tradition renders"Araraf’by Gord,<zi Montes.
Following these arguments, the early Aryo Semitic
home was in the countries south or south-west of
the Caspian Sea. Prom there the Semites will
have moved towards the south-west approaching
the land of the earliest Chaldeans (who are not
identical with those of Babylon) who inhabited the
mountains of Armenia, till they reached the Tigris,
which they passed. After they had dwelt a certain
time in Babylonia, a part of the Semites migrated
into Arabia, and became the southern branch

;
the

northern advanced partly into the valley of
the Eupharates as far as Mesopotamia, where
they halted ; while another body travelled on
toward Canaan, This prehistorical movement
of the Semites appears certainly more probable
than that suggested by Herr von Kremer, and it

has partly the 'Biblical tradition in its favor.
Professor Guidi, with some reserve, adduces other
arguments to support his theory, which, however
ingenious they may be, will not be genera' ly
accepted.

THE STATESMAJ^ ON THEISM.

{Statesman )

The Archbishop of Canterbury did not a little

injustice to one of the most important currents of
religious thought, when ho asserted in his recent

Holloway's Ointment and Pills.—Rheumatism or
Neuralgic Affections.—No diseases are more fre-

quent, painful, or difficult to cure than these.
From their attack no tissue of the human body is

exempt
; no age, sex, or calling is secure. It is a

blessing, however, to know that all these suffeiinga
may be completely and expeditiously subdued by
Holloway’s remedies. The Pills must assist in

banishing the tendency to rheumatism and similar
painful disorders

; whilst the Ointment cur • the
local ailments, the Pills remove the constitutional
disturbance, and regulate the impaired function of

every organ throughout the human body. The
cure is neither temporary nor superficial, but per-
mament and complete,and the disease rarely recurs,

80 perfect has been the purification performed by
these searching preparations.

charge that Theism is only a revival of fh<* <*o d
Deism of the eighteenth century. Even a sup'r-
«cial acquaintance with the religious literat ire of
the day, is enough to show that though Theists mav
have adopted many of the intellectual positions of
tne old Deists, they are animated by an entirely
dilferent spirit, and that that spirit is often any-
thing but " cold ” or unspiritual. The difference
between the two systems is well put by the
Spectator, when it savs that " the Deist is a man
who believes that God was the Creator of the Uni-
verse, and still exl.sts, but having placed His crea-
tion under fixed laws. He has ceased to interfere
witu His own work, and disappeared from the ken
of His own creatures, with whom, except as ori-
ginal law-giver. He maintains no relations;” while
I heists hold that "God not only was, but is

; not
only created the world, but governs it, has a per-
manent and vital relation to His creatures, may
suspend or modify His laws, havine, like all other
thinking beings, free-will, and is at all events
cognisant of their prayers, aspirations, and efforts
to approach Him.” And if anything is needed to
complete the difference between the two systems,
it may be found in the admirable spirit in which
the Archbishop’s challenge has heeu taken up by
Mr. "Voysey in England, and the Sunday Mirror
in India There may be a slight tinge of bitterness
in calling the Archbishop’s assertion an " unmean-
ing onslaught,’ but it is only fair criticism to point
out that he has entirely mietaken the spirit and
character of the system he attacks, and has,
possibly from being " bred up in a Christian
atmosphere,” shown " an inability to push himself
in the position of those, whose religious tendencies
differ from his own” The Archbishop’s remarks
are certainly one sided and misleading, if they are to
be taken as a complete statement of the case

;
but

there is room to suppose that he was speaking only
of one aide of Theism, and did not mean to denv
that it had another and brighter side. At aU
events, no one with a spark of the spirit of Christ
will hesitate to acknowledge the enormous ad-
vance that Theism has made upon the spirit of
old Deism, any more than the unbiased student of
social phenomena can fail to see that much of the
change is due to the potent, though it may be
unconscious, influence of the Gospel of Christ.

It may be somewhat outside the range of our
functions as a journalist to discuss the merits of op-
posing religious systems, but the questions raised
are so important in view of the position of Chris-
tianity in India, and the spirit in which our con-
temporary discusses them so admirably, that it
may not be altogether out of place if in the same
spirit we venture to indicate wherein we think his
comparison of Theism and Christianity somewhat
incomplete. It is hardly a fair statement of the
position of Christianity to say, " the fact that a
man can approach God direct, can commune with
Him, can hold converse and draw inspiration
from him, is absolutely inconceivable to a
Christian.” It acknowledges the need of a
mediator to open up the way to God, and feels
that without such mediation, he could not be ad-
mitted to the presence of Infinite and Perfect
Purity, but when that is done, his communion and
converse with the Eternal is as direct and im-
mediate and complete as that of the most spirt—
bial^ Theist can posdbly be. Certainly the
Theist s solution o'' the problem of man’s
sm iu relation to Gol, is aoparontlv simpler
than that of the Christian, but its simplicity does
not prove that it is more effectual, or, even in
the last^ resort, more consistent with reason, and
the Christian unhesitatingly asserts that in his
view, there is nothing contrary to reason. It is
not enough to say that the test of a religion is its
influence on the mind and life of the mm who
accepts it.

^

That is no doubt a most important
consideration, but its value is greatly reduced by
the fact that there probably never was a religion
that failed to give some of its votaries peace of
mind, or to conduce to what they believed to be
purity of charafiter, A science of human charater
may be possible in the abstract, but in prac-
tical life, it is very difficult to gauge the forces
that sway men in the mass ; and even in the
individual there is such a mixture of motives,
such a blending of possible causes, that it is
well-nigh impossible to determine what is due
to one cause and what to another, Manv men
are infinitely better and purer than the er da

Darling’ton’s Pain-Curer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,
Lumbaa o, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. Coughs,
Colds. Tightness of t'ne Chest, Headac'ne, Toothache,
Neuralgia, Colics, Ilheumaiism, Paralysis, Fains in
Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica. Bad
LegsBad, Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles. Ring
Worms, Pimples, Freckles, jt Eruptions on the skin

they avow, it these are to be judged by the or-
dinary rules of morality

;
and it would be only

misleading to credit their systems with the purity
and peace that have been obtained in spite of,
rather than through, them. It is certainly diffi-

cult to see how greater peace of mind or piirdy
of character can be secured by a system which
in man’s approach to God requires only penitence,

j

and leaves him to suffer the penalty of his sin, than
by one wh'ch by the acceptance of a Mediator
speaks peace to the heart and pledges the penitent
to a pure and holy life The Theist may have found
‘‘a haven, where his doubts are set at rest for ever’
and if so, he is to be congratulated on his escape
from those "spectres of the mind,” the ob-
stinate questionings about man and his relation
to the Infinite that have so long pressed hard on
the hearts of thouahtful men. It would be a ser-
vice to humanity to state as clearly and definitely
as possible his mode of explaining the relation of
moral evil to the justice and raerev and might of
the Almighty

; or, to put it in the words of Job,
‘‘ How should man be just with God ?” Chris-
tians think the New Dispensation somewhat vague
and pulpy and effeminate and mystical ; but they
will gladly hail any light that it can throw on the
great question of human salvation. They may not
be able to admire all that they find in other sys-
tems, or be able in everv respect to bid these sys-
tems and their supnorte^'s God-speed

;
but the

excellence of their own system cannot lead them to
despise what is good in others, nor the necessity of
opposing what they believe to be wrong in a sys-
tem, make them forget or oppose what they know
to be right in it. Every creed, even the Theist’s,
somewhat meagre as it is, will have opponents

snemies who oppose its positive assertions
with a direct negative, and it is vain to
think that any creed can have much ad-
vantage in this respect over others, except in
so far as it nresents a narrower surface to its
opponents. We cannot say that Christian writers
have always shown the most tolerant spirit, or
treated antagonistic systems with due considera-
tions, but there need he no enmty between these

Christianitv may respect each
other, though they cannot agree; and we should be
glad to see freer and more frequent interchanges
of thought between then in the excellent spirit
which the ^lirror has shown.

Stortisemenfs.

BY aPPOZITTMENT
TO

HIS EXCELLENCY THE VICEROY

AND

GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF INDIA.

THE CAIiCTTTTA JMCUSlCAZi
BSTABXiZSZZMBNT,
13A, Government Place.

LATE BURKINYODNG & CO.
Founded A.D. 1814.

Proprietor, CHARLES GOULD.
N. i?.—Catalogue with prices of Music, and

every description of Musical Instrument, for the
Drawing-room or Military Band, may be obtained
on application.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
ISKPERZAl*

DRUGGISTS’ HALL.

No. 32 & 33, College Street, Calcutta.
The undersigned respectfully beg to bring to the

notice of their friends and the public in general
i nat they have just landed S. S. City of Manchester
;1 further supply of fresh ordinary drugs, and best

"deal preparations from Messrs. Herrings & Co.
enuine patent medicines from their celebrated
rs

;
as the stock is too numerous to detail they

v- icit an early inspection, and kind patronage.
Prescriptions carefully dispensed, and medicine

chests fitted up with neatness and despatch.
' Mofussil orders promptly attended to on remit-
tance of cash or a respectable reference in Calcutta.

Terms moderate.

a-22 CHUCKBRBUTTY, SAIN & CO.
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THEATRE ROYAX.
CHOWRINGHEE.

The most Amusing- show In India.

HUDSON’S SURPRISE PARTY
Every evening at 9.

Admission as usual.
H. SANTLY,

Agent,

OPERA HOtrSE,
1MM1<;NSE SUCCESS! IMMENSE SUCCESS!!

Come one! Come all!!

Woi'thy the attention, of the young and did

The Parsee Victoria Theatrical
Company
WILL PERFORM

On Monday, the 22ad November 1880,

FOR THE SECOND TIME

SAIFOOS SOOLAIMAN
OR

masum masuma.
For further particulars please fee handbills.

B. m. SIRCAR’S ABROmA
I AUGVSTUm.

SPECIFIC FOR DYSMENORRHOEA
OR

Painful menstruation.

ASINGLE administration during menses gener-
ally cures the disease, and brings on con-

ception.

For particulars apply to Dr. Bhoobnn Mohun
Sircar, No. 77, Mooktaram Babu’s Street, Chore-
bagan, Calcutta.

Prie^ Rs, 3-8. Packing and Postage As, 8,

a-SO

m, BAY ANB CO.,

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS
OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmiths,Electroplaters,Bronzers,

Iiacquerors and Railway Con-
tractors, <b.C., dbC.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
;

Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
water Cans ; Garden Watering Pots ; Tea, House,
Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps ; Railway Lamps of every description.

See , ,
&c.,

Always in hand and made to order.

Also
Portable Cooking Stoves of single and double

1^, 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate, a-33

IiIFE

OF DEWAN RAM COMUL SEN.

(With an admirable Blthograph)

BY

PEARY CHAND MITTRA.

Price one rupee.

Apply at No. 20, Nimtollah Street. a-83

W. NEWMAH dc CO.

Bohn’s Iilbrarles,

Standard Library. A Series of the best Eng.
lish and Foreign Authors, printed in post 8vo.,
each volume {excepting those marlted ctherwise')

(2 4) 2 8
Bacon’s Essays, Apophthegms

; Wisdom of the
Ancients

; New Atlantis, and Henry VII, with
introduction and Notes.

Beaumaut and Fletcher, a popular Selection from.
By Leigh Hunt.

Burke’s Speeches on the Trial of Warren Hastings,
2 vols,

Butler’s Analogy of Religion, and Sermons, with
Notes.

Cary’s Translation of Dante’s Heaven, Hell, and
Purgatory.

Carafas of Maddaloni
;
and Naples under Spanish

Dominion. Translated from the German.
Cellini (Benvenuto) Memoirs of. Translated by

Roscoe.
Coleridge (S. T.) Friend. A series of essays on

Morals, Politics, and Religion.
Biographia Literaria. and two Lay Sermons

Coxe’s History of the House of Austria, 4 vols.
DeLolme on the Constitution of England. Edited,

with Notes, by John Maegregor,
Early Ballads, illustrative of History, Traditions
and Cus^oms;also Ballads and Songs of the Peas,
antry of England. Edited by Robert B 3II-

Emerson’s Complete Works, 2 vols.
Poster (.John) Essays on Decision of Character, &c.
Essays on the Evils of Popular Ignorance, &c.

Fuller ( Andrew ) Principal Works, with Memoir.
Guizot’s History of Civilization. Translated
hy \V. Hazlitt, 3 vols.

History of the English Revolution of 1640.
Hazlitt’s Pla-n Speaker.
Round Table

;
the Conversations of James

Northcote, Sea,

Sketches and Essays, and Winterslow (Esays
written there ).

Lectures on the Comic Writers, and on the
English Poets.

Lectures on the Literature of the age of Eliza-
beth, and on the Characters of Shakespeare’s
Plays.

Hawthorne’s Twice Told Tales, and the Snow
, Image.

Scarlet Letter, and the House with the Seven
Gables,

Heine’s Poems, complete: Prom the German by
E. A. BoWring. (.S 6) 3 12

Hutchinson (Colonel) Memoris of, with the
seige of Latham House.

Jameson (Mrs.) Shakespeare’s Homines.
Irving, (Washington) Biographies and Miscella-

nies.

Junius Letters, with Notes, Additions, and an In-
dex, 2 vols.

Lamartine’s History of the Girondists, 3 vols.
Restoration of the Monarchy, with Index,

4 vols.

French Revolution of 1848, with a fine
Frontispiece.

Lamb (Charles) Elia and Eliana, complete.
Lessing’s Chief Prose Works, Translated.
Locke’s Philosophical Works, containing an Es-

say on the Human Understanding, &c., with
Notes and Index, 2 vols,

Martineau (Harriet) History of the Thirty Years’
Peace, A . D, 1816, 1846, 4 vols.

Machael Angelo and Rapheal : their Lives aad
Works. By R. Duppa and Quatremere de
Quincey. (3 6) 3 12

Machelet’s Life of Luther. Translated by William
Hazlitt.

French Revolution,
Moliere’s Dramatic Works, translated into English

Prose, with short introductions and explanatory
notes by C. H. Wall, 3 vols.

Ockle’s History of the Saracens, revised and com-
pleted.

Pearson on the Creed. New Edition, with Analy-
sis and Notes.

Ranke’s History of the Popes. Translated by E.
Foster, 3 vols,

Servia and the Servian Revolution.
Richter (Jean Paul) Flower, Fruit, and Thorn

Pieces,

Roscoe’s Life of Lorenzo do Medici, with the
copyright Notes

Russia, History of. By Walter K. Kelly,
Schiller’s Thirty Years ’ War and Revolt of the

Netherlands,

-Continuation of Revolt of the Netherland
Wallestein’s Camp

;

William Tell, &c., &c.

Don Carlos, Mary Stuart, Maid of
Orleans, &c.

Schlegel’s .Esthetic and Miscellaneous Works.
Shakespeare’s Dramatic Art. History and Charac-

ter of Shakespeares’s Plays, by Dr. H. Ulrici
2 vols.

’

Smith (Adam) Theory of the Moral Sentiments
;

with h‘s Essay on the First Formation of
Languages.

Smyth (Prof.) Lectures on Modern History
2 vols.

Wesley (John) Life. By Robert Southy. (3 6) 3 12
Historical Library, each volume (3 6) 3 12
Jepe’s Memoirs of the Reign of the Stuarts includ-

ing the Protecto; .ite, with General Index, Up-
wards of 40 Portraits.JS vols.

Memoirs of the Pretenders, and their Adherents.
Nugent (Lord) Memorials of Hampden ; his Party,

^

and Times.
Strickland (Agnes) Lives of the Queens of England
from the Norman Conquest. Revised Edition,
6 vol.s,

Life of Mary, Queen of Scots, 2 vols.
Memoirs of the Duke of Sully, Prime Minister to
Henry the Great, With Portraits, 4 vols.

0
) ... ... ... —10 0

Philological and Philosophical Library,
each volume. (3 O') ... ...3 12

Herodotus, Turner’s Notes to, with Map, &c.
;—Wheeler’s Analysis and Summary of.

Logic
; or, the Science of Inference : A Popular

Manual. By J. Devey.
Smith (Archdeacon) Complete collection of Syno-
nyms and Antonyms,

Thucydides. Wheelar’s Analysis of.
W heeler’s Dictionary of^Names of Fictitious Person
and Places.

British Classics—
Addison’s Works, with the Notes of Bishop Hurd,
much additional matter, and upwards of 100 un-
published Letters. Edited by H. G, Bohn, with
Portrait and Engravings, 6 vols. (13 8) 15 0

Antiquarian Library, each volume.(3-6) 3 12
Browne (Sir Thomas), Works, Edited by S.

Wilkin, in 3 vols ;
—

Vol. I,—The Vulgar Errors.
i> —Religio Medici, and Garden of Cyrus.
,’ III. Urn Burial, Tracts, and correspondence.

Chronicles of the Tombs. A collection of remark-
able Epitaphs. By T. J, Pettigrew.

Gesta Romanornm; or, Entertaining Moral Stories;
translated from the Latin by the Rev. C. Swan.

Lamb’s Dramatic Poets of the Time of Elizabeth;
including his Selections from the Garrick Plays.

Keightley’a Fairy Mythology.
William of Malmesbury’s Chronicle of the Kings

of England.

W. NEWMAN & CO.

Christmas and New Year Cards.

have just opened out a large assortment

of the above, and respectfully draw attention of

our Patrons and Friends.

Prices from 8 annas a dozen to Rs. 2-8 each.

Our Indian Series is also a great attraction,—

prices As. 8 each, or Rs. 2-8 a set of 6.

Toy Books, Birthday Books, Prayer Books,

Church Services, and Hymn Books, in great

variety. Photo and Scrap Albums, Work Boxes,

Desks and various other Fancy Goods.

Inspection solicited.

Terms Cash.

H. C. GANGOOLY & CO.,

19 di 20 Mangoe Jjane, Calcutta,

Kaslpore (Kosipore.)

Late Baranagorb and Duckinsore,

CHEMICAL WORKS.

Near Calcutta,

Acids, Ethers,and other Chemical Preparations
used in Medicine, Photograph and the Arts,

made at these Works and supplied to wholesale pur-
chasers.

Sulphuric Acid and other requisites for the manu-
facture of .Crated Water supplied.

Ether and Ammonia for Ice-machines.
Spirit of Wine, pure,Methylated and Gout chicen-

ed.

Carbolic Acid, Cloxide of Zinc, other Disinfec-
tants.

Lists can be had on application.

Terms Cash.
«*36 DAVID WALDIE,
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SMITH. STANISTREET. & CO.

Pbarmaceutlcal Chemists and
l>rug’g'lstB,

BT SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

Jo iris Excellency the Right Hon'ile

LORD RIPON,

Viceroy and Oovkrnor-Qknera.l of India,

i. ice., ice., ice,,

Have received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following

1nsTrumen1:s and appliances.
Rs. A. P.

Artery Forceps From • • • 2 0 0

„ „ Fenestra
1 9

4 8 0
Belts, Abdomen 99 • •• 9 0 0

„ Corpulency 99 • •• 12 0 0

„ Riding 99 5 0 0

„ Carson’s Patent 99 • •• 16 0 0
Catheters, Silver Plated 99 • •• 3 0 0
Caustic Cases „ 99 3 0 0
Dissecting Cases 99 • • • 7 0 0
Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings ii iU 4 0 0

)) ,) in Cases ,i Cotnplete ,, 8 0 0

,) Trutupets for Deafness
9 1 • •• 3 0 0

„ Cornets, Double 99 9 0 0
Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.
Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks
Stockings, Thread, per pair

... 5 0 0

Ditto, Silk ,, 1

1

• M 8 0 0
Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. ,, 2 0 0
Electro-Magnetic Machines

20 0 0
very powerful, single

»* •

Do. do. double
f 9 • •• 25 0 0

Do. do, pocket
9 9 •^ 18 0 0

SNEMA aFFaRATCS-

Btass, single and double From Rs. A. p.

action • 9
12 0 0

Kennedy’s Syphon
9 9 ... 9 0 0

Eye Instrument Cases 99 ... 60 0 0

„ ,, Macnainara’s ,, 9 9
... 36 0 0

Cataract Knives and Needles
9 9

• ... 3 s r

Scissors, curved. Probe, and
Sharp, pointed, Cross

1

Action 9t • •• 4 0 0

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs. &c. ,, 12 0 0

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

by ns, Mudges, dec., Slc, 9 9 3 8 0

Minor Operation Instrumenth
Aneurism needles 91 2 0 0

Abscess Knives, Symes
1 9

... 2 0 0

„ Lancets 99 1 12 0

Bistouries If
2 8 0

Bleeding Lancets 19 • • • 1 4 0

Directors, Silver Plated 99 • •• 1 8 0

Dissecting Oases 99 • •• 7 0 0

Exploring Needles 99 • • • 2 8 0

Gum Lancets 99 • •• 2 0 0

Pocket Cases filled 99 16 0 0

„ Army Regulation 99 so 0 0

Probes, Silver 99 • •• 1 0 0

Scalpel and Finger Knives
99 • • • 6 0 0

Scalpels
9 9

2 0 0

Scissors
9 9 • • • 1 8 0

Spatulas, Silver Plated 99 • •• 1 8 0

Tenaculum 99 > • • 2 0 0

Stethoscopes 99 • •• 2 0 0

Speculums Ear 99 • • • 2 8 0

„ Spring Kramers 99 ... 0 0

„ „ Nose 99 ... 7 0 0

„ Rectum 99 ... 3 0 0

„ Silver Plated 99 6 0 0
Spray Producers, Listers 99 ..a 18 0 0

,, Richardson’s Complete ,, • • • 16 0 0

,, Various Makers
99 8 0 0

Suspenders 99 ... 2 0 0

Subcutaneous Syringes 99 ... 8 0 0
Aluminum Cases

• 9 • a » 3fi 0 0

Silver Plated Mounts 99 ... 8 0 0
Clinical Thermometers 1 • • a. 5 0 0

,, With Kew Certificate ,, ... 7 8 0

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &c., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position

the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-

ing the reading much easier from 7 0 0
With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PHtENIX THERMOMETER.

Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOR

H. & T. Kirby ik. Co.’s Unoxldised
Phosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBED BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power,
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. &
0. Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers,

Wholesale rates on application.
9 A 10, Dalhousie Square,

and 47. Dhurrumtollah Street. a-17

H017SES FOB, SAX.E.
LIST NO, 2.

Rs.
Canning St. upper room ... 15,000
Dixon’s Lane lower ... ... 8.000
EliSiUm Row 3 stories ... ... 72,000

upper ... ... 42,000
Emambag Lane lower ... ... 2,400
Ezra St. ditto ... ... 12,500
Entally North Road ditto ... ... 7,000

Canal St. ditto ... ... 8,000
Middle Road upper ... ... 11,000
Tiljullah ditto ... ... 13,000
Tangra lower ... ... 4,500

Howrah Cullen Place upper... ... 25,010
— — Chandmaree lower ... ... 9.000

Kalabebee St. ditto... ... 8,000
Seals Lane ditto ... ... 17,000
Strand Road upper... ... 25,000

Jackson’s Ghat St. ditto ... ... 32,000
Khyromehter’s Lane lower ... ... 3,000
Kidderpore upper ... ... 12,000
Old Boitakanah lower ... ... 3,000
Royd Street ditto ... ... 8,500
South Colinga St. upper ... ... 15,000

ditto ... ... 21,000
Sudder Street

'

ditto ... ... 12,500
Short Street 3 stories ... ... 28,000
Victoria Terrace upper ... ... 45,000
Wellesley St. ditto ... ... 21,000

ditto ... ... 14,000
Weston’s Lane lower ... ... 14,000

D. LATTEY & CO.,
a-81 1, Old Court House, Corner.

NIOHOX.X.S & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta.

London :~1 Whitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C-
Current oh Floating Accounts.

No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques
paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after .3 p. m., and on Saturdays after 1 p. m.

Government Paper and Securities.
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.
Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange.
Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made

by Bills on the Lpndon Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.

Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10
days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,

payable in Calcutta, or in London at par
Repayable at 10 days’ notice — 3 per cent.

,, at 3 months’ notice 4 ,,

„ at 6 months’ notice 5

,, at 12 months’ notice 6

„ at 2 years’ notice 7 ,,

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.

»«

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-

ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the

column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners and Patients

obviated from 8 0 0

Business rules awarded m application, a-45

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel 01cf)tt. Presi-

dent of the New York Theosophical Society

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Frainji Cowasji
Institute, Bombay, Priqe two annas a copy.

Apply td^tbd Indian Mirror Office,’,
,

f
WHAT ARE PERFECT

WATCHES?
BLACK & MURRAY’S patent MACHINE-

MADE English Lever WATCH in sterling
Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.
It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
the best material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 nett.

Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted
to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only Swiss movements, fitted in
English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
WATCHES, warranted MACHINE-MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will
WIND ANY WATCH, Rs. 3 to 20.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety,
RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIC BELLS, with appurtenances, Rs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

SPECIAL ATIENTION TO REPAIRS.

RXiACK. & IKET7RRAV.
6-1, Hastings Street, Calcutta. a-3

Q UICK! NJ PE ! ! SURE ! ! !

PAT7Z. <k CO.’S
Proprietory Medicines,

Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co.,
DRUGGISTS.

No, S85-13, Bowhazar Street, Calcutta,
Prophylactic mixture.

It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this

unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable

and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system, Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating: Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption,
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-

tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this

repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.

Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rheu-

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneons
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the
Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly restored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

N. R.—Full directions accompany each bottle.

Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
with full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

Drugs of the best quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above |address
at the cheapest rate possible. ' a-39

DVKK AND GO.

CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,
and

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
BY APPOINTMENT TO

Hia Exoellenox the Viceroy and Governor-
General of India.

Nos, 46 4* 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at the shortest notice. ' t

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection. u

Designs furnished for Furniture of Special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
Orders executed for Billiard Tablesiof all seizes

and ;Billiard Table Requisites of all kihda
; a large

stock of both being always kept on baud.
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TSACILSB,, SPINK. <L. CO.,
CALCUTTA,

Latest Publications.
CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY CALENDAR, 1880-81.

Price Rs. 5 ;
post free, Rs. 5 4.

THE REVENUE SALE LAW OF LOWER BEN-
gal. Comprising Act XI of 1859, B, C

,
Act

VII of 1868, B. a, Act VII of 1889 (The
Public Demands Recovery Act), and the

Unrepealed Regulations and the Rules of

the Board of Revenue on the subject.

With Notes. Edited by William E. H. Forsyth,

of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law
; Offg.

Asst. Secy, to the Qovt. of Bengal, Legislative

Dept. [S/iortl//,

LAW OF INDIAN RAILWAYS AND COM-
mon Carriers. A Commentary upon the Indian

Railway Act of 1879, the Carriers’ Act of 1865

and the Act known as Lord Campbell’s Act

( XIII of 1855). Together with such Sections

and Quotations from the Merchant Shipping Act,

the Contract Act, the Railway and Canal Trnffic

Act, Civil Procedure Code, Court Fees Act, and

the Satute of Limitations, as apply to Carriers

by Land and Water. By W. G. Macpherson.

8vo,, cloth. Rs. 12.

THE INDIAN COOKERY BOOK: A Practical

Handbook to the Kitchen in India, adapted to

the three Presidencies; containing original and

approved Recipes in every Department of Indian

Cookery; Recipes for Summer Beverages and

Home-made Liqueurs; Medicinal and other

Recipes; together with a variety of things worth

knowing. By a Thirty-five Years’ Resident.

Crown 8vo. Rs. 3.

THE INDIAN READY-RECKONER. Contain-

ing Tables for ascertaining the value of any

number of Articles, &o., from 3 pies to 5 rupees,

also Tables of Wages, from 4 annas to 25 rupees,
;

and other useful Tables, By Capt. A. T. Spens.

Rs. 1 12.

MERCHANTS’ AND BANKERS’ COMPANION ;

or Tables for calculating Interest and Commis-

sion, Freight and Exchanges between India,

/ England, and China, in Rupees, Sterling, and

Dollars. • With Tables to show the Rates of

Exchange and Prices of Bullion. By Manikji

Kavasji Todivala. Royal 8vo. Rs. 12.

FORWARD : A Series of Essays on Metaphysical

Subjects ;
by the late Aristoss Philadelphus.

With a Biographical Sketch of the Author by

Agathos. Royal 8vo., boards. Rs. 3 8.

TABLE OF SUCCESSION according to the Hindu
Law as prevalent in Bengal. By the late

Hon’ble Prosonno Coomar Tagore, C. S. I., Se-
,

cond Edition, cloth. Re. 1 8.

A CRITICAL ESSAY ON THE HINDU LA\V ‘

of Adoption. Ey a Hindustani Hindu Vakil.

Royal 8vo. Rs. 3. Cloth. Rs. 3 8.

MALARIA : ITS CAUSE AND EFFECTS. In-

juries of the Spleen : an Analysis of Thirty-nine ’

Cases. By E. G. Russell, M.B., B.Sc., London.

Demy 8vo. cloth gilt. Rs. 8.

ARNOLD’S ECLOGiE OVIDIAN.®. A Transla-

tion. (For the Entrance Examination, 1880.)

Re. 1 2. post free.

MILTON’S ODE ON THE NATIVITY OF
Christ. With Todd’s Notes. As. 4.

THE INDIAN LAW EXAMINATION-MANUAL
By Fendall Currie, Esq, of Lincoln’s Inn,

Barrister-at-Law. Second Edition, revised and
rewritten. Demy 8vo., cloth. Rs. 5.

THE RULES AND ORDERS OF THE HIGH
Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal,

its several Jurisdictions (including such of the

Rules of the Supreme Court as are still in force),

and Forms with an Abstract of the Charter of

the Supreme Court, the Charter Act,and Letters

Patent of the High Court, the Vice - Admiralty
- Commission, &c., with Notes. By R. Belcham-

bers. Esq. ,
Registrar, &c.. High Court, Original

Jurisdiction, Royal 8vo., cloth Rs. 16.

ARNOLD’S ECLOGCE OVIDIAN.® A Trans-

lation. Ecap, 8v. sewed. Re. 1.

CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE (THE); BEING
Act X of 1877. With Notes, and Appendix,
containing Charters of all the High Courts,

Privy Council Appeals. Orders, Rules. 'Phe

Limitation and Specific Relief Acts
;

with

Copious Index. By L. P. Delves Broughton,

assisted by W. F. Agnew and G. S. Henderson
Royal 8vo. Reduced to Rs. 18.

THE LAW OF EVIDENCE (ACT 1 OF 1872
with Amendments.) With a Commentary, Notes

&c. Third Edition. By C. D. Field. Demy
8vo., cloth Rs. 18.

THE INDIAN CONTRACT ACT (IX OF 1872).

With a Commentary critical, explanatory, and
illustrative. By C.C. Macrae. 8vo., cloth, Rs. 10.

THE INDIAN CONTRACT ACT (IX OF 1872),

and the Specific Relief Act (1 of 1877). With a

full Commentary, lly D. Sutbernlaiid. Royal

8vo„ cloth, Rs, 10,

THE CONTRACT ACT (IX OF 1872). With an
Introduction and Explanatory Notes. By the
Hon’ble H, S. Cunningham, M.A., and H. fl.

Shepherd, M. A. Third Edition. Demy 8vo.

cloth. Ps. 14,

The Code of Criminal Procedure (Act X of 1872)
and other Laws relating to the Procedure in the

Criminal Court of British India. With Notes and
Abstracts of the Interpretations by the High
Courts. Fifth Edition. By H. T. Prinsep, C.S.

Cloth. With addenda. Royal 8vo. Rs, 16.

THE INDIAN PENAL CODE ( Act XLV of

1860 ), and other Laws and Acts of Parlia-

ment relating to the Criminal Courts of In-
dia. With Notes containing the Rulings of

the Nizamut Adawlut on points of Procedure
and Decisions of the High Court of Calcutta.

By J. O’Kinealy. Second Edition. Royal 8vo.

Rs. l4.

POCKET PENAL, CRIMINAL PROCEDURE,
and Police Codes : ActsXLV of 1860, X of 1872,

V of 1861, VI of 1864, XXXI of 1867, and
XXVII ofl870. Limp cloth. Rs. 4.

THE LAW AND PRACTICE OF INSOLVENCY
in India, being 11 and 12 Viet., cap. 21. With
Notes and Rules and Orders of the High Courts
of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay. By Henry
Millett and Frederick Clarke. Cloth, 8vo.

Rs. 8.

THE INDIAN REGISTRATION ACT (III of

1877). With Notes ( fourth edition of the

Notes). By Carr-Stephen, Barrister at-Law.
Demy 8vo.- cloth. Rs. 5.

THE RENT LAW OF BENGAL, L. P. (ACT
VIII., 1869, B C.). with all important Rulings
and Notes). By Jogindra Chandra Mullik. 8vo.,

cloth. Rs. 7 8.

THE LAW OF LANDLORD AND TENANT AS
administered in Bengal. By H. Bell, C.S.

Second Edition. Cloth, large 8vo. Rs. 7-8,

BENGAL ACTS : the Legislative Acts (Unrepealed)
of the Lieutenant-Govenor of Bengal in Council.

From 1862 to the present. Annotated and
edited, with Index, by Fred. Clarke, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Rs. 22.

INDIAN LAW REPORTS, PUBLISHED under
Authority, The Reports appear in Monthly Parts,

• at Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, and Allahabad,and
comprise four Series,—the ^Cases heard by the

Privy Council on appeal from each High Court
are reported in the Series for that High Coprt.
Annual Subscription, Rs. 47 8.

JUDGMENTS OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL ON
Appeals from India. 1831 to 1877. By D.
Sutherland. ,In paper cover, Rs. 16. Vol. II,

1868 to 1877. Rs. 20, The two vols. together,

Rs. 30.

THE INDIAN DIGEST . a complete Index to

the Reported Cases of the High Courts estab-

lished in India, Second Edition . By H. Cowell
Barrister-at-Law, ' Royal 8vo., cloth. Reduced
to Rs. 12.

THE DIGEST of Indian Law Reports : a Com-
pendium of the Rulings of the High Court of

Calcutta from 1862, and 'of the Privy Council

from 1831 to 1876. By D. Sutherland, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Impl. 8vo. Rs. 20.

A DIGEST OF THE CASES REPORTED IN THE
Bengal Law Reports, 1868 to 1875. By J. V.
Woodman, Barris^terr at-Law. ,.Rioyal 8vo,, cloth.

Rs. 16.
‘

lagore L‘w Lecturet,

THE HINDU law ;
BEING A TREATISE ON

the Law administered exclusively to Hindus by
the British Courts in India. (1870.) By
Herbert Cowell, Royal 8vo., cloth. Rs. 12.

THE HINDU LAW ;
being a Treatise on the Law

administered exclusively to i Hindus by the Bri-
tish Courts in India. (1871.) By Herbert Cowel
Royal 8vo., cloth. Rs. 8.

HISTORY AND CONSTITUTION* OF THE
Courts and Legislative Authorities. (1872.) By
Herbert Cowell. Royal 8vo., cloth, Rs. 8.

MAHOMEDAN LAW
;
a Digest of the Law^ ap-

plicable to the Sunnis of India. (1873. )By Sham^
Churn Sircar. Royal 8vo., cloth Rs.,9! l

MAHOMEDAN LAW
;
being a Digest of the Sun,

ni Code in part, and of the Imamyah Code,
(1874.) By Shama Churn Sircar. Royal 8 vo.;

cloth. Rs. 9.

THE LAW RELATING TO THE LAND TEN-
ures of Lower Bengal. (1875.) By Arthur
Phillips. Royal 8vo. cloth. Rs. 10.

5*& 6, GOVERNMENT PIiACB,
a- 14 Calcuwa.

Our Next Unreserved Highest Bidder

AUCTION SALE
WILL BE HELD

On Saturday next, the 27th Novem-
ber 1880,

WHEN A LARGE NUMBER OP

HORSES AND CONVBTANCES,
Bona‘jii(e,i^.pfro]^crty ojf Qentf.emen,

Will be sold to the Highest Bidders
Gentlemen desirous of including their Horses

.and Conveyances in this Sale, are respectfully
requested to send in descriptions early, in order
th.at they may be advertised in the daily papers.

A. MILTON & CO.,

Auctioneers & Commission Agents,
156, Dhurrumtollah Street, (Hunter & Co.'s Old

Stables. ) a-75

Just Landed.
Per “ S. S. Duke of Buccleuch.” Homoeopathic

Medicines, Phials, corks, Pocket filters, Clinical
thermometers, other requisites, &c,,&c.

Just Published. "

STRI-SAHACHARA,
A treatise on the Diseases of the females in

Bengalee ;
Including a general knowledge of Midwifery illus-

trated with 14 woodcuts.
Bound in cloth. Price Rs. 2. Postage As, 2,

2. Family Guide in Bengalee
; bound in cloth.

3. Bishoochika-Beioy „ ,1. i

4. Shadwisa Chikit-
”

sashar ... „ 5. 3

To be had at Batta’s.

No. 312, Chitpobe^Road; Battalah, Calctta
Illustrated Price Listfree to the cv^stomers only.

r Terms easy Gash.
B. K„jPATtA, . :i:

,
Proprietor.

Dr. Bazarus’s Domestic ,llCed|^<^ines
Inkantile Fever 1?6wder (for Fevers,

,

Teething, &c., &c.),l ... ...flRs. l 4

Tonic AntipebiodiC • Pills (Invaluable
‘ ‘

and
(

I

I^'O

f*’ 0

in Intermittent J^evers, Ague
^ ^

Spleen and diseases of a periodic

character), ...
'

... ^,1

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),... ...

Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea, '
.

Colic, Gripes, CranipsJ' ffld.), 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if t.aken

in ti<iie)il’' ... ... i, 2, 0
Balsamic Expectorant ' Dro4>s'-'

(

for

Obughs, Colds, • Hoarseness, ’’Asthhia,
,

•

Pain in' the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,
1 7 . .'iJlftV ' jP.O&0*)9 * ••• ••• ... ,4

FAMiLY Laxative^- A safei''certain arid*

useful piilgative,
' * ' ‘

8

•(n'U

a

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt '

and safe)/ .a ,, ... i'.

Family Antibilious Pills (stv*onger

than above), ... '
... ^ _ ... ,,

Family Carminative (Invaluable* for ’ *

Children), ... .'7'
... ,,

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-

ducing growth of the Hair), ... ,,

Family EMBBbbATioN (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &c.), o... •••

The above
,

are most[jsti ugly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts

where medical aid is not available,
^

,T'hpu|8^hds

of cases have been cured hy their judicious uses-

:

A printed pamphlet giving friU ipkructioM is

wrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs'.' E. J. LazArU^ &, Co.,

at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all ’ Medicihe^'Ven-
1

.0- ^ -I JO -,L
ders.

no 11^

2 0

2 0

1 8

a-58

to address themselves in writing to X, care of
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THE

CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,
1, LALL BAZAR.

A. J. F A a K JB R Sc CO.

1 Tlie Indian Gruarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY, established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen. ^

The Security of the Association is now generally
adopted for European and Native OflScers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed, who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, fIla.,

9, BIphinstone Circle, Bombay,
OR,

F. A. COHEN,
7» Wellessloy Place, Calcutta,

Agent, for BENGAL.

JgEG to draw the attention of those about to funxish to their fine range of Commission Sale Rooms

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowest prices.

Those desirous of Selling their Furniture privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu-

a-16

ation. Cash advances made; a-21

Barmah Clg-ars, Clgrarettes, and
Tobacco, ^ood quality.

MADE OF

SAQRIELL Sc CO.’S

Selected Leaves,
Sagriel’s Shape Cigars No. Al. Rs. 12

Messrs. DVTTA BBOTKXSBSAND OO.,

if

ft

ff

M
If

If

l>

if

If

If

9f

If

If

If

If

I

10
9
8
7

14
11

9
15
10
8
14
12
9
8

8 per 1,000

8 '
..

8

0
8
8
S

8
8
0
8
S

0

Do. do. ,, A2.
Silk Ties do. „ Bl.

Do. do. „ B2.
Do. do. „ B3.

Monlmein Cigars ,, Cl.
Do, do. „ C2.
Do. do, „ C3.

Manilla shaped „ Dl.
Do. „ D2.
Do. „ D3.

Havanah shaped „ El.
Do. „ E2.

TifBn Cigars „ FI.
Do. „ F2.

Big Sf Long Size Havana S(

Manilla Shape
Do. do.

Coconada Cigars No. S.

T. Long and Thin
Lunka „ „ H.
Office Burmah ,, I. .

Dollyvarden „ J.

Do. ,, E. ,,,

Cigarettes „ L.
Do. ,, M.

Honey dew Tobacco 4, 5 and 6 sticks
to the lb. at 10 to 14 as.

Cavendish Tobacco 0-10 to 0-12 lb.
Gold Leaf 1st quality

Do. 2nd „

Apply to

PRAMJEE & SONS,
Calcutta,

Agents In Up-oountry.

16 0
15 0
8 8
16 to

9 8

7 to

12 to 14
10 8 0
9 to 0
13 to 0

1 to 1-8

GENERAL FURNITURE BEALERS, SHIP
BANIANS, MERCHANTS, CON-

TRACTORS, See.,

Invite Inspection of their Show-Rooms,

No. 71, Bentinck Street,

OPPOSITE THE CITY PRESS.

Where every requisite for Balls, Routs or Parties

can be hired at

Moderate Rates.

OILMAN’S STORES, WAREHOUSE AND
SALE-ROOM

120, Municipal Market.

Apply to the Manager.

FOR

a-55

Illustrated FrlceLlst,

At 65, College Street.

Befreshment Booms.
No. 59 & 60 Municipal Market,

Jamsetji and Sons
Nouroji & Co.,

Framji & Co.,

Harjubhoy & Co.
Eustomji Furdoonji and Sons ...

Eustomji Furdoonji and Sons ....

Jamasji and Sons
Pistonji & Co.
The Eailway Co-operative So-

ciety

Messrs, Eichardson & Co.
Ncarojl, Manaeji & Co. 'Z

Firozepore.

Lucknow.
Benares.

Cawnpore.
Nassirabad.
Ajmeer.
Eawul Pindi.
Jhansee.

Allahabad.
Allahabad,

Fyzabad: a-68

FOR SALE.
A 6 H. P. Vertical Engine and Boiler and

Soorkey Mill.

A 8 H. P. Horizontal Engine and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill (new).
A Grand Pianoforte by Collard and Collard in

good condition.

A Harold’s Sympathetic Grand Square Piano in
good condition.
An Alexandra Billiard Table by Dunn & On
Jute Combs.
Tarpaulins.

Miroballams.
Mangoe slice dry.
Ricebowls of sorts.

Sieves.

Sofa Springs of sizes.

Carriage whip sockets, &c., &c.
1 Handsome Palanquin, late the property of the

late Nabob Amir Ally.
1 Broker’s Pony Office Jaun.
1 Brownberry by Thos. Smith & Co.

DUTTA BEOS, & CO„

THE GREATEST

WOITLER OF MODEM TIMES!

HOLLOWAYS PILLS

I/)NG experience has proved these famous remedies to ha
most ^ectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-
cidental to the life of a miner, or to those hving in tha
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race^
viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and cholera

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT
Is the most effectual remedy for old sores. wound.%

ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin diseases : in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails to
cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

Ihe Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

533, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the

Livihzed World
5 with directions for use in almost every

language.

<»• Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho"’d look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes r the
address is not 583, Oxford Street, Loa>

,
they

are spurioas.

g-26
1
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY
SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE GENTRY.

TKE NEW FEEXIBXiE BANE NECKX.BT,
THE MOST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,

manufactured of rich colored G-oldi We keep a largre variety in Stock
of all sizes and prices, from B.s. 80 to Bs. 250 each.

They are those which go

CORRECTLY
FROM YEAR TO YEAR,

Keeping correct time

A very nice Chain, suflBciently

JEWEX.Z.EBV
kor

WEDDINGS AND
BIRTH DAYS,

AND
ALL FESTIVE

AND
Commemorative

occasions.

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

AND ARE TO BE HAD AT

BKATTKEWSON’S
FOR GASH

From Bupees twenty-five upwards.

R. N. MATTHEWSON,
No. 1, Calcutta,

Watch-Maker, Importer & Repairer.

B. N. MATTHEWSON,
MANUFACTURING JEWELLER & DIRECT

IMPORTER

A handsome Gold Pendant set with a fine Amethyst, Gold frln‘^eand glass for portrait at back. ” ’

Price Jis. 60 cash.

To match, Bracelet, Rs. 65, Brooch Rs. 36, and Earrings, as above.
Illustrated Catalogues jiost Jrce to Mofussil Constituents, ’

HAMILTON & COMPANY,
Jewellers In Ordinary to H, E. the Viceroy and to H b. w

the Prince of Wales,
a-Sl CALCUTTA,

Established 1875.
THE NEW mXJSIOAX. DEPOT,

THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN CALCUTTA,
6, Xiower chitpore Boad.

DWARKIN & SON,XMPOBTEBS OF MUSICAX. ZNSTBVMENTS, &c.,

PEOPLE’S HARMONIUMS,
With one Pedal and no Lid, 5 Octaves, in oolished solid oak case, bv Alpyandro

IMPROVED HARMONIFLUTES
Superior Improved Harmoniflute, 3 octaves, O. G. Side I stop, hisjhiv finished in

FLAGEOLETS, ’

Of Cocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, with Flute head
MUSICAL BOXES.

Small size, 2 airs

MUSICAL ALBUMS,
In roan leather, gilt edges, and gilt brass clasp, playing two airs*

PICCALOS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 5 German Silver keys, slide bead ...

0.28

Rs. 80 each

65
t i

if 10 *»

a 5
i t

if 16
f f

ff 6
\

M

OF ALL KINDS OF

Jewellery, Watches, Silver and
Plated Ware,

Finding his cash system work so well induces him to
give all those who patronise him the

fullest valuefor their cash.

Where else will you find but at
Matthewson’s

NEAT AND NEW STYLE
Beal Silver.

Bracelets very pretty from
Necklets ,, ,.

Lockets for above „
Brooches very neat „
Earrings ,, ,.

Ladies and Gentlemen’s Albert
from

Half Suits Brooches and Earrings
in box from

Half Suits Brooches and Earrings
in silk lined cases ...

Rs. As. Bs. As.
6 8 to 28 0
2 8 ,, 30 0
3 4 „ 16 0
1 4 „ 7 0
1 4 „ 2 4

6 0 „ 10 0

4 0 „ 7 0

8 0 „ 11 0

The above Half Suites, recommended
by Matthewson

For presents to young Ziadles.

7he whole or any of the above sent free of charge to
any part of Indii hij valuepayable

post address

R. N. MATTHEWSON,
No. 1, Calcdtta.

Just arrived and of the latest patterns. Plated
Ware of every description.

P.S,—Articles not approved the money in full

will be refunded.

GENUINE AVUBVEOZC
MEDZCZNES ! ! I

K' ABIRAJ Soshi Bhusun Roy, a member of the
well-known Kabiraj family of Kanchraparah,

and grandson of the most renowned Kabiraj, late
Biswa Nath Roy, of that place, has settled himself
permanently in Calcutta, and intends practising
in this city.

All kinds of best Ayurvedic medicines, such
as Mriganka, Raj Mriganka, Ratnagarva pattali
Ras, Ac, for consumption and diseases of the
lungs. Basantakusumakar Ras, Tarakaswar, &c..
for Diabetes. Brihat-somenath Rash, Brihat
Bangaswar, Harisarikar Ras, Chandradoy Ras.
and other medicines for urinary diseases.
Chandr igtrova gurika, Sankar Mata Lowha, ^-c',
for piles. See. Sudhanidhi and other medicines for
Raktapitta, Astabokra, Russasindur, Chaturmukh,
kc., for insanity, &c. Mirtusanjibani Ras, Bejoy
putputti, Sarna putputti, Rangagsira, and other
best medicines for all kinds of diarrhoea, dysenterv
(kc. AgniCumar, Agnisundar, Agnitundi, Krabada
Ras, &c. for dyspepsea, &c. Surbajai'a-hara lowha,
Brihat-sarba-jara-hara lowha, Joymangal Ras,
Mahijaran-ktisa, Jarantak, Jarasani, Jaj'ankusa,
Mritunjoy, Chandasakhor Ras, Ratnagiri Ras, &c,’,

for all kinds of fever. Batgajankusa, kc., for
rheumatism, and other medicines for all sorts of
acute aud chronic diseases for males, females, and
children, are to be had from him, and also pure and
genuine Rasasindur of all discriptions, such as
Makaradhaj, Saragunbalijaran, kc., for which
his family is well noted, can be had from him.
Terms moderate. Medicines free, advice gratis to
the really poor, who may attend at his place of
residence.

Address—55, Colutollab Street, Calcutta,

<*•70
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20, OImH court House: STREET, CALCUTTA,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE ANN COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEE WATCHES FOR INDIA.
The Model Watohea are' constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, anfi timekeeping qualities.
These watches have^ attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. They ard entirely of English manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements,
Capped, Jewelled, Glold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c,

;

A'A'

-
f,;.' 4:^

Silver Half Hunting Case,
• Gash E.S. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.COOKE AND KELVEY’S GENEVA WATCHEH OF GUARANTEED QUALITY

.Silvpr Half TTiintincr Caan IT o,.,Silver Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement.
Rs. 50 cash,

GO
A magnificent assortment,

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. .S5 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 casit.

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 cash.

Z.E AZiSERT CHAINS
many of the pattern being recently designed

From Rs. 40 to 300.
and of a novel character.
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The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of massive
1 egant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

a-29

COOKE & KELVEY,
CALCUTTA.

NOTICE.

The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at

which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press

at No, 6, College Square, where the Paper before that

date was printed, it is hereby announced for public

information that the Press in British Indian Street,

where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter

be printed, is henceforward to be called the

“Sen Press.” All communications for the Indian

Mirrvr Newspaper and the Sen Press to be

addressed acooidinglyi

NATZONAZ. BANK OF INDIA,
ZiinXITEB.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six Months’ Deposits i£

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short
periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on tfie daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J. Campbell,
»*62 Mangaer,

; Established 1846.

THE Z>RUGGZSTS’ HAEZ.,
36-36, College Street,

CALcorrA.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. “ Chy bessa
and “Doranda.”

Cash Rates.

Patent XMCedloines,

DEAFNESS CURED!!
I

ALFRED CROMPTON’S
SPECIFIC FOR BEAFNESS,

Noises in the Ears, &c.,
Is decidedly the best remedy out for this most

annoying Complaint.

A single bottle has, in moxt instances, ejected a
speedy and permanent Cure,

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Price Re, 1. Packing 4 annas.

ALLEN’S ANTIFAT
The great remedy for

Corpulence.
Composed of purely vegetable ingredients,

acting only on the food in the stomach preventing
its being converted into fat. It aids digestion
and cures Dyspepsia,

Price per bottle Rs. 4-0, Packing As. 4 ,

Foreign XUlneral Waters.
Pullna Water.—A bitter Saline purga-

tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz useful in obsti-
nate constipation.

Price per bottle As. 1-4. Packing As. 8.

Vichy Water.—Useful in Kidney diseases
and diabetes, also in gout and hepatic derangement.

Price per botttle As. 12, Packing As. 8.
Frledrlchshall Ritter Water.—Alter-

ative aperient, acting on the liver and pancreas
used in diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary
organa. It is made warm and drunk in doses of
half a tumblerful in the morning twice a week.

Priceper bottle Re. 1-2, Packing As. 8.

Hunyedl Janos (Buda Pesth or Ofen) used
externally, it is efficacious in Chronic, Gout, Rheu-
matism, Eczema and Psoriasis. Internally in
Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diathesis, Ulceration of the
Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, &c.

Price per bottle 1-4, Packing As. 8.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES.
BLISS’S PER PHOSPHODINE

A Safe and reliable Phosphoric
Remedy

FOR

Neuralgia, Nervousness, Lassitude, Overivorked
Brain, Nervous and General debility. Failure of
Memory, Dimness of Sight, Depression of

Spirits, Impoverished Blood, Liver
Complaints, 4‘c., &e.

Its action is strikingly rapid
; marked improve-

ment having been frequently experienced in the
course of twenty-four hours after the commence-
ment of a course.

Price per bottle Rs. 5. Packing As. 4.
Dr. S. P. Ranerjea’s Sapjlvanl

cleanses the blood of all its morbid and effete mate-
rials, restores the normal functions of the liver,
and keeps the cutaneous system in its proper
standard of purity.

It is efficacious in the following diseases :

Chronic fevers, Chronic indigestion, Nervous
debility, Piles, Gout, Rheumatism, Baldness,
Sterility, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Chronic Ulcers,
Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, &c., &c.

Priceper bottle Rs, 4. Postage 4-c., Re. 1.

DR. QHOSE’S FEVER PILL.
A IXTonderful New ZUedlclne.

Three or four pills generally cure Malarious,
Chronic, and Intermittent Fevers. Where Quinine
and other renowned medicines fail, the action of
these pills is marvellous. The ingredients of the
pills are purely vegetables which do not in the
least injure the health or make it delicate.
Price, Re, 1-0 for ^ dozen and Re, 1-12 for 1 dozen

Postage, As. 8 for each packet.

WHOLESALE RATES ON APPLICATIONGOBINB GHUNBBR BUTT & CO..
WHOLESALE A RETAIL DRUGGISTS.

fl-47
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAIjIZOUSZB square, CALCUTTA.

HAROLD& CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of
the Mofussil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and witLut the Harn or I*

^

paniment playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes hare been manufactufed to special TrZ'and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musical y correct of rich tono
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in eih box

’

0

Box No. 1073, playing- 6 Beng-all tunes, 1st series.
1. Poorabee. 4. Bassanto.

V ,T.u rr
Kalangrah.

3. Maroo (Dhuma Kaurahe). 6. Peeloo.
Cash price Rs. 100.

Harp or Setar Box No. 1073i, playingr 6 Bengrall tunes, 1st series.
1. Poorabee,
2. Imni.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie).

4. Bassanto.
6. Kalangrah.
6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 125.

.

Box No. 1074, playing- 8 Beng-ali tunes.
1. Khambaj. 5. Kalangra.
2- Behag. 6, Khambaj.

7. Behag.
4. Hambira.

8. Poorabee.
Cash price Rs. 150.

Harold & Co. invite special attention to the following new consitrnmanf nf
nXEX.OZ>ZAN ORGANS.

WORKED BY THE HAND PLAYING 6 NATIVE AIRSS
Size:—23" X ll"x 12^".
Price Rs. 64. Cash.

DENTAL SUIlGrEON BY DIPLOMA.

J BARKER supplies Artificial Teeth on the latest and most improved style without springs (

t »

wires of any kind being accurately fixed to the mouth by atmospheric pressure only. These teeth ai

so life like in appearance that they cannot be detected by the closest observer. Mastication js as per-

ectly performed as with natural Teeth, and they do not interfere with but assist Articulation.

J. Barker’s Patent mineral Teeth are of the purest material only, and supplied at strictly moderate

charges being within the reach of all classes (at borne daily).

10, ESP liA NABB ROW, EAST, CALCUTTA.

THE CALCUTTA ARMOURY CO.
No. 1/1 Mission Row, (Round the corner.)

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Ammunitions,
Shooting ^ FUhing Tackles, Fencing, Archery,

Cricketing k Badmintons
; &c..

Also Mathematical Instrwnents, Bengali surveging
compasses, and Pebble Spectacles,

For sale at nnprecedented low prices. a*7

Crushed Pood Notice.
FURTHER REDUCTION.

pROM the 14th Instant, the price of Cook and
“ Crushed Pood for Horses is reduced to

iiS, 2-0 a maund, exclusive of bags.

Crushed Food for Cattle,
per, maund, exclusive of bag8.,.r:

idthT, maund, exclusive of bags,Uth Avgust, 1880. a.9

WARRANTEE

!

SURE ! ! & SAFE ! !

!

DR. PARE’3 PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An.
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

aflTections arising therefrom.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,
Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility^ Ac. It
has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and of purifying the blood of all

its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in*

vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy
and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary
efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of
chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects

to be unrivalled and unparalleled.'

Price per phial Re. 1-8
; andU-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for foul and hKercnrlal
Ulcers and Brnptlons. Price per pot
8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet. Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,
restores the internal organs to their normal func-
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healine art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 j and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.
Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To be had of
MAISON DE PARIS.

2, CHOWRINGHEE. NEAR DflURUMTOLLAH.
Camtttta.

Wanted agents for the Mofussil. 16 per cent,
commission will be allowed.

Branches and agencies :—Allahabad, Burdwan,
Chittagongr, Gowhatty, Guptiparah, Jessore,
Jhenida, Kushtea, Rajbari, Santipore, Serajgunge
and Sylhet. <».4o

Burmah

CIGARS,
UNSURPASSED QUALITY,

Three Sizes,

Us. 10, Rs. 15, Rs. 25 per mile.

Sample on application.

NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

5, Hare Street, Calcutta

American

KEROSINE OIL,
OFTHE BRIGHTEST QUALITY

Rs. 6-0 per case.

Free to Railway Stations,

Cash to accompany order.

NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

St Blare Strea, Calcutta,
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

ADMIRABXiZ: TRAXTSFORIKEATIOl^ OP XIXISCKAM'IC AZi BNERCVINTO TORRENTS OF EEECTRIOZTY !

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Light in En<>land
France, and America affords suflBcient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time*^be ex’

tensively used for lighting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lightin’cr
We are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills, Public Halls

Large Durbar Tents, Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and RailwayBridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof
Electric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensity
of 2,000 Standard Candles at the following low rates,

^

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses ... ... Rg. 50 0Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night ...
*

175 n
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 16 per night ...

”
450 0

! I ! The coat of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rs. 15 per night at
the monthly rate or \ one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! I !

^

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine, Carbon
Pencils, &c., fitted with our improved Hurricane proof, Self Adjusting, Self Liehtlnff
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2,000.

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

(TRUE COPY.)

Mr. Fleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Bakrala
Bridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards

The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.
^

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Bakrala Bridge,)
28th October 1879. |

Asst. Engineer, Bakrala Sona Division, P. N. State Railway.

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Sullders and Electrical Engineers,

I

No. 63, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta.

STEAM ENGINE
FROM

E. S. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. PESHAWUR.”

A 2-ITorse Power Vertical Steam Engine
f /and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank

Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
«fec., with Directions for working ... Rs. 800

' These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
now fitted with a quick-.speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinarv
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 ibs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank,which forms also the ash-pana and an efficient
AVater-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Brauclies iii First-Class Style.

ERASMUS JONES, Printers’ Agent, 6 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.
<1*67

G. Z.AZARUS <tc CO.,
AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,
Calcutta.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

356, 4.32

Machines,
Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STirCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Hand Machine
without cover,

Rs. 65.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine

LOCK-STITCH with polished cover and
lock,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs, 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs, 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Mahclnes.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.
cover and Hand Accessory,

Rs. 106.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-
LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

LOCK-STITCH „ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S Packing for

LOCK-STITCH Hand Machines, Rs. 2-8.

Sewing Machines. Treadle ditto, Rs. 6 .

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a-3

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders.

Commission will be charged according to the value
of the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
be eeceriftined by spplioation to the Manager.

I
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FrovUwn for Old Age oombined
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EXAMPLE.
, ,

^ Civilian, European or Native, aged 20 next birthday, wishes to lay apart a sum
of about THIRTEEN RUPEES a month in such a way that his savings will be securely
invested until the time of his retirement from Service

;
and that, should he die beforehand

a provision will be secured for his relations. By payment of a sum of Rs. 163-0-0 per
anauin (or at the rate of about Us, 13-0-0 per menseta) as the premium for an Endows
ment Assurance, he will become entitled to Rs. 5,000 on attaining age 55 ; and should he
die before attaining that age—even after payment of only one year’s subscription— the
full sum of Rs. 5,000 will be paid to his representatives. [Vide Table III, of Prospectus].

The Same Provision
^ if commenced

. at age 25, would cost about Fifth: en Rupees a month
;

at age 30, ,, ,, about Eighteen Rupees a month
;

at age 35, ,, ,, about Twenty-One Rupees a month
;

at age 40, „ „ about Twenty-eight Rupees a month
;

at age 45, ,, ,, about Forty-one Rupees a month
;

The rates for other Ages, also for Endowments payable at Ages 45,50, and 60,
and all further information, may be obtained on application. Premiums can
be paid half-yearly, quarterly, or monthly, at slightly increased rates.

There is an obvious advantage in effecting Investments of this nature early in life-.—
by delay the rate of subscription increases death may occur before the intended provi-
sion is made or health may fail and render the life ineligible for Assurance.

ORIENTAL LIFE COMPANY.
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Head Office ; Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

Manager and Actuary :

D. MoLAUGHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Agent for Bengal :
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F. A. COHEN,

7, Wellesley Place, Calcutta.

NEW GOODS! NEW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR

Splendid Stock of Furnishing’ Requisites.
VELVET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTHRUGS Rs 6-

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-8. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL
FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &c., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 25 per set. BRASS
CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair
BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &c., &C., &c.

'

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OP
LACK, MUSLIN AND LENO CURTAINS. Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS

AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns, post-free, to any part of India,
N. B.

—

Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,
Brussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile

Carpetings.
An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets, planned and made in the most economical
manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.
The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long
Curtains, Screens, tfcc.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin,

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,
in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine
Saxony Blankets, very soft and fleecy.

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes. Infants’ Coat
Blankets.

Door Mats.
English-made from West India Fibre,

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

•> »» .. » 38 by 24 „
Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches,

,
II If II .. 38 by 24

Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.
Green, Blue, Crimson, &o.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Bugs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes, Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah B.epps.
Oreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps,Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BAKBB. db GO.,
HOSIERS, DRAPERS, SILK MERCERS. &o., &c„

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA, '

/III

a-23

NO a/XORE PAINS! \

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Golds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Oarer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all
other medicines have beeu tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains 1 ! I

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packing As. 8

DARLINGTON <S5 CO.
49, Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta,

tat Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.
O' Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see

that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dera, writes “ We And Darlington’s Pain-
Curer efiBcacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Theodorine,
Superioress F de la Croix,''
Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &

Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes

“

Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
PAin-CuREr. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

Hia Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, hia Private Secretary.
Mr, E, C. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the

Bengal Times, writes from Dacca “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swell^ foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple or appx.catioas, and in aL jut 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer.

To lovers of grood reading*

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of Literatur,
Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscript
tion. Re, 1, postage, 1 anna. Times, of India
says:—“ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—” It is ably and
judiciously conductel by Mr, Owen A ratoon.”
Bangalore Examiner We should like to
see the Calevtta Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”
Manager, Calcutta Magazine, 49, Dhurrumtollah

Street,Calcutta, Remit io half annapostage stamps.
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Koog'hly Bridgre Notice.

The Bridge will be closed for traffic on
Tuesday, the 23rd November, 1880, from 5 45

to 8-45 A. M.
G. H. SIMMONS.

(7..63 Secretary to the Bridge Commissioner

xnz>xa genebaij stbauk navz-
GATZOK company, “ED."

SOHOKNK, Kilbttbn & Co .—Monagtng Agenti.

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debroogbur

downward every Saturday.
11HB Str. Simla will leave

Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,

“the 19th instant.

Cargo will be received attheOompany’s Godowns,
Nimtollab Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

18th.

The str. Lahore will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
’ day, the 21st instant.

Cargo ~\nll be received at the Company’s

Godowus, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 19th.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train

of Saturday, the 20th,

CACHAR LINE NOTICE.
KKGDLAR WEEKLY SERYICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme.

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar

downward every Thursday.

1

1 JIB Str. Assam will leave

Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

r^day, the 23rd instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 22nd.

For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4, Fatulik Place, i G. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 17tb Nov^mber,l880. ( Secretary,

a~\

R.IVBB.S STBAM NAYIG-ATIOM
CO„ “ EZMXTED."

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly

from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

rpiHE Steamer Punjaub will

I leave Calcntta for Assam
on Tuesday, the 23rd instant.

ri"lHB Str. Indore will leave

X Goalundo for Assam on
Thursday the 25th instant.

For further information regarding rates of

freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO.
u-2

Tred. W. May “ The Stores” for
X’mas Crads.

AT CKBZSTMAS-JOY!
Throughout the New Year 1881—Peace !

Fred. W, may will send Free to any part of

India a pretty X’mas Card Almanack for

1881 on the receipt of a stamped addressed enve-

lope.

20 .Pretty X’mas and New Year’s Cards Post

Free to any part of India, on the receipt of Re. 1

in Postage, Telegraph or Receipt stamps. Wi'ite

per return of Post, so that you may get them to

your Friends at Home before the 1st of December.

I have superb ones at As. 2, As. 3, As. 4, As. 6,

As. 8, As. 10, As. 12, Re. 1 and 1-8 each.

Remember the young and old Folks at Home 1!!

Post your X’mas Cards by the English Mail of

Wednesday, 1st December, and they are sure to

arrive at the nick of time !

Fred W. May’s original Novelty in X’mas Cards.

The Registered " Multim-in-parvo’’ X’mas Card

containing a X’mas Carol Almanack for 1881.

Four special Indian Postage, Telegram Tables, &c.

with Price and illustrations as well of Fred. IV.

May’s noted American Watches and Clocks. These

special Cards are sold at As. 2, As. 4, As. 8, As. 12,

and Re. 1 each.

Thousands of the best X’mas Cards can be bad

FRED. W, MAY,
5, Dacre'i Ljm,

from

461

Notice.

All private communicaiions for the Proprietor
of the IndianMirror and the Sunday Mirror

should be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumollah Street.

Sure and certain Cure ! Taste and Try !

Asthma ! Asthma !

!

Coughs ! Coughs !

!

Motiwala’s Vegetable Cough Pills.

ACHEAP and sure specific in Asthma, Bron~
chitis, CougJhS, Colds, Hoarseness of voice,

shortness of breath, Difficulty in throwing out
phlegm and all other Throat and Lung Affections,
s\n testified by the. Press, eminent medical gentle-
men and respectable families.

Motiwala’s Vegetable Cough Pills.
They possess very extraordinary demulcent,

emollient, expectorant and balsimie properties.
They are pleasant to the taste and care obstinate
and cronic cases in a wonderfully short time.

Motiwalla’s Vegetable Cough Pills,
To the Asthmatic and the Consumptive they are

a real blessing.

They clear the Throat and Voice in a few seconds,
and are very useful to Public Speakers and
Singers.

Being purely vegetable, they may be freely given
to infants, as well as old people,

Motiwala’s Vegetable Cough Pills.
The great popularity and very extensive Sale

of these Pills, their admission into practice by
some medical gentlemen, the several spurious
imitations thereof, the flattering opinions of the
Press and the testimony of eminent medical and
respectable gentlemen prove their wonderful effi-

cacy.

For fuller particulars and certificates, see hand-
bills which accompany each phial.

Price 4 annas, 6 annas and 10 annas per phial,

A liberal discount to the trade.

SOLD BY
MESSRS. FRAMJEE & SONS,
11, Bentinck Street, Calcutta,

Sole Ageuts for Beugal.
Betall Agents up-country.

Benares ... Messrs. Framjee & Co.
Simla Framjee & Co.
Cawnpoie t) Jamsetji & Co.
Lucknow >> Eduljee & Co.

If ••• Nourojee & Co.
Jhansi ... Pestonjee & Co.
Rawal Pindi Jamasjee & Sons.
Ferozepore n Jamsetjee & Sons.
Nusserabad Ajmeer ... Rustomjee Furdoon-

jee and Sons,
Allahabad ... The Rail Co. Op. Society,

Mozufferpore Tirhoot Messrs. Framjee & Co.

Some time ago my little daughters were suffer-

ing from an obstinate cough, and I tried Motiwala’s

cough pills for a week and the cure was simply

marvellous ;
since then I recommended them to

others suffering from this troulbesome complaint,

and with iqual success.

Hormesji Rustamji Umregab,
(Late of the Elphinstone High School, now

a-85 of the High Court, Bombay.)

ASHBY <fc GO.,
DENTISTS,

Have an efficient female dentist to attend the

Zenanas. Guarantee comfort in the wearing

of artificial teeth, at a reduced rate.

Have a successful and infallible way of curing

ocular diseases.

Various patent medicines are to be had at a

moderate price.

No. 14, College Street, Calcutta.
fl-84 ...

MBSSXtS. 1m . V. MZTTBB dc. CO.,
HOIKEOPATHIC CHEMISTS, BOOKSELLERS

AND PRACTITIONERS,
No. 1, Upper Circular Road,

Calcutta,

“Opposite E. B. Railway Station.

SUPPLY all sorts of Homoeopathic Medicines,
Medicine-chests, Books in English and Ben-

gali for Domestic and Professional purposes, and
all other requisites imported directly from England,
on moderate terms.

Catalogues and price lists free on application.

NOTICE
To Constltueuts.

TKOMPSON COONOOO,
Iron and Metal

Mercbants, '

33-36, Neto China Bazaar,

Are prepared to execute any orders entrusted
to them ; and sare should be taken when

directing letters that this Firm is' not miscon-
atrned into

THOMPSON, OOONDOO & CO..
a-86

TKB ZNDZAN MZHBOB,.

(Additional certificates about the efficacy of Moti-
wala's Cough Pills which do not appear

in the hand bills.

I have tried the pills prepared bv Mr. D. B,
Motiwala in several cases of cold and cough and
have found them very efficacious.

II. B, BhonslAy,
(In Medical Charge Rohri, Sind.)

I say without the slightest hesitation that I find

your Gougli pills more efficacious tlian Ketange’s
Cough Lozenges.

Manchebji DobabJI,
(Late Sub- Engineer, Public Works Dept., Poona.)

Motiwala’s Cough pills cured Mrs. Lord and
children of a very bad typo of cough.

H. N. Lord,
(Of Elphinstone High School, Bombay.)

Motiwala’s Cough pills cured my daughter of

her cough in two days.

Ganesh Keshav Vaid,
(Interpreter, .Appellate High Court.)

Motiwala’s Cough pills cured me of cough in

two or three days. They have proved equally

efficacious to persons whom I recommended them.
Parjaram Karunashankar,

Patel, Tolutia Brahmins, Bombay.

My son and daughter were suffering from a
severe attack of cough, and Mofciwala’s pills cured
them in two days. One of my relatives was suffer-

ing from a chronic cough,and the same pills proved
efficacious in her cafe also.

Hormasji Naoroyji Mistri,
(Merchant and Contractor, Bombay.)

Four cough pills cured in ten days my daughter
of her old and long standing cough from whicli

he had been suffering.

Pbstanji Khaeskdji M onshi,

(Asst., Army Clothing Dept., Bombay.)
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Within a couple of years there have been
ten marriages performed in the United States
by telegraph.

:o:

The daughter of the Rev. Nehemia Nil-
karitha Goreh has, after completing her edu-
ction in England, returned to India as a
Zenana Missionary.

There is a rumour in the Midlands that
the-Rev. Charles Voysey is seeking admis-
sion into the Jewish community. In a letter
to the Daily Globe ho denies this,and says :

‘‘It is enough for me to believe in the same
One Living and True God whom they believe
m and worship, and to look forward hopefully
to the time, when all the world will likewise
worship Him, and Him alone, and when the
idols shall be utterly abolished.”

We are glad to reproduce the following
from the Indian Christian Herald :

Sunday’s ilfiVror
t^fc the somewhat pointed remarks we have form
time to time made on the religious views propound
ed by our contemporary have been regarded as

personalities, and that this is the reason why he
has so seldom replied to them. We may
not always have measured the strength of our lan-page, but we certainly disclaim any wish tobe personal andean only regret that any words
of ours could have been supposed to have such ameaning. We love the truth, as we believe our
conteinporary does, and we would ask him to be-
lieve that any strong language we may have used
has been due, not from loving him le^s, but to our

assure our contem-
porary that nothing will give us greater pleasure
than to discuss with him the points on which we

if mUi ’k f
personality as we trust

it will be full of frankness and candour.

Mr. Ruskin declares that he is the stanch-
est Conservative in the British Islands. The
othc day Professor Tyndal addressed an
audience, m the course of which he said-—
“Most of you here are Liberals; perhaps Ra-
dicals,perhaps even Democrats,or Republicanslama Conservative.” The first requisite
of true Conservatism, according to him
13 foresight.

country,” he said, “you sometimes see a
wall built round a growing tree. So much
the worse for the wall, which is sure
to be rent and ruined by the energy which
It opposes. We have here represented not
a true but a false and ignorant Conser-
vatism. The real' Conservative looks
ahead and prepares for the inevitable.' He
forestalls revolution by securing, in" doe time

derstand. Compare with it the ridiculous
definition given by Lord Lytton the other
day.

:o;

Heresy-hunting theatens to become a
fashionable sport in Scotland. Professor

selves, and the doctrines of eternal punish"
rnent^aperpnal devil, literal inspiration of
the Bible, the tri-uiie nature of the Godhead
the atonement and justification by profession
of dogma, were being supplanted by the
corresponding Unitarian views. But this was
unfortunately to a great extent accompanied by
a sacrifice of sincerity on the part of the preach-

Robertson Smith has been told not to teach
his classes during the winter season, in con - i » sacrifice of .1 •'

sequence of a Commission of the Free Church ers wh7retainir

l

Assembly having declared its opinion that I recognized
the tendency of the Professor’s writings is points Tt w

‘ cardinal
fitted to throw Old Testament history with

account that he hailed
into confusion, and weaken, if not destroy, the witnessed
foundation on which New Testament history L„crificino-’ I

•
England minister

.8 built. Professor Smith, it will be remem- Lritf.^ he th? 7bered, escaped once; but this time it has been tarian’s tn «
‘be doty of all Uni

h«r,i .. • ‘heir sympathy with him
especial V in vi'pw nf .t , ...

hard for him to meet the combined
assault of all his opponents. Professor
Blackie has written the following capital
lines which appeared in the Scotsman :

—

To Protestant Heresy-Hunters

I.

change your tactics
;

you mayNo ! you must
never

Make full grown breasts breathe free in baby
bonds

;

•'

The stream of thinking flows on like a river,And you would dam it up in village ponds IGood friends take my advice, I love you well

;

Creeds did their duty bravely in their day
;Pri^mers that taught the clever boy to spell.Who now looks up, and in free manly way

Explores his Bible. Why did Luthe? fling
His ban against the Pope and his misdeeds,

WaoR be caged in creeds,

w?ng,

churchly ban, and pulpit drum.
Strike bible-readers blind and prophets dumb ?

ThrTre?r" never crossedihe iweed in mighty force
;
for why ? look there •

Thatscraggy stunted starveling tree, all bare
’

‘be most,A tuft or two upon its topmost tip
To show it be not dead-what dwarfed it so ’rhe strong. winged blast that with persistent 'whinLashes the coast, and shaves all verdure low

’ ^ow should 'iLught.
Or Hebrew flourish ’mid the eager brav
Olohurcbly bigols ma«cl i„ a

Tb., C».e

The withdrawal of the Revd «Jcn e u
Brooke from the Church of Fn»i^
tibuea

agreatde.Uff,ZlTib
London, be.a.al lelia,,

'

newapapera wr.tton b, Broad Chord, c "rnmen, representing the sten
‘^'ergy-

th,gro„d.,,.rL^rs::„,:rrr:7arr
preached m the Church of Fn„i
wonlJ .bortl, „eco.„. .1 e rnolntotdLr-"''
o( .t. The llevd. P. H. wJZl p' j'

in Little Portland Street, on tlw> n.
of Oot. 7. He naid that, tl«„„

, l|
body did not receive a’ny «”elt aoJJa”

'

ofambers Un.tar.an view, very l.cbspread, both ,n the Chard, „f Eav|,ad™a,
bodied. It was

I

• II • . . VVII.I1 Uim.
espec.all^y m view of the fact that some of hisBroad Church brethren had shown that they
efid not appreciate the nobleness of his action.On the same morning the Rev. Stopford
rooke commenced his services at Bedford

Chapel in his new character. We publishelsewhere the account of his first service givenby tlie Daily Hews of Monday, Oct. 18.
^

-:o:

PaoPESsoE TraDAbi, has written a learnedpaper on the Sabb.tl, in tl.e l„t nnmber ofthe Nineteenth Century. We are somewhat
struck that the learned Professor is as muchversed m controversial literature as he is inhe department of Ins own speciality. H«protests against the epclnsively religion^use made of the Sabbath, and
Christian divines with a facility^ ,|,“JIS truly delightful. Beginning with Chn’Qt’a
remark that the sabbath w.T
man and not man for the sabbath,” he quotesthe following passage from Philo, wh^o wascontemporary with Josephus :-“Moreoverthe seventh day ig example fromwhich you may learn the propriety of stndvi-

' Ti^V' is said.'God beheld the works that He had made so

ot ^ature Permission to do this, sava
Professor lyndall, is exactly what the mem-bers of the Sunday Society humbly claimSome of tlie quotations from Christian divine^Mare suggestive. » The Scripture,” Z
Melancthon, « allows that we are Ztbound to keep the Sabbath

;
' for* itcaches that the ceremonies of the lawof Moses are not necessary after the revela-

tion of the Gospel. And yet because it was
r^equ.site to appoint a certain day that thepeople might know when to assemble together
appeared that the Church appoiufed Vr

rynda 1 8 grand old name-sake, the martyr
lyndale says:-» As-for the Sabbath, we

t into Monday, or into any other.,day as we -Bee need
; or may make*o every.li^nth day holy day, only if we see cause < why.

Neither need we any holy day at all if theupeople might ho fought without it ’’ Cilvin
repudiated the “frivolities of false- prophetsV ,
who,- 11

, later tnniis, h«ye instilled Jwisliiii
ideaa into the people. Those v?ho thus adl^ero
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to the Jewish institution go thrice as far as

the Jews thenaselves in the gross and carnal

superstition of Sabbatism.” Even Jolin

Knox feasted on the Sabbathday, because his

Master did the same on Sunday.
:o:

Sir John Holkrr, the Attorney-General
under the late Conservative administration,

speaking at a meeting held in the area of the

Corn Exchange, Preston, in connection with

the laying of the foundation-stone of a new
church, said :

—“It seems to me that

there is one characteristic of the present age

of excitement which is a very marked
and alarming one. I allude to the

great spread and advance of scepticism upon

religious subjects. I say that is an appalling

feature—for if this evil advances, or continues

to advance,with anything like the rapid strides

which have been made up to the present time,

it must result m the destruction of thatChurch

which is so dear to us, and it must further

result in the undoing and breaking up of all

the bonds by which society is held together.”

Having expressed the opinion that this

inhdelity was to a large extent a

result of religious bigotry and intoler-

ance in by-gone times, Sir John said :
—“ It

is of minor importance to describe the origin

of the scepticism which so greatly prevails.

What we have to do is to combat these evils.

I believe they will be firmly and most effec-

tually made by the earnest teaching of a

comprehensive and liberal theology, by

placing reliance not so much upon dogma

—

on abstract doctrine—as on the evidences

of the existence of the deity which is

afforded by the economy of nature.”

This is exactly the ground from which

a combined attack upon the materialist’s

position is possible. We have always main-

tained that Christians and Theists may com-

bine in this respect, and that their effort

should he not so much to rely upon dogma

as to insist upon “ the evidences of the

existence of the deity which is afforded by

economy of nature.” Yes, that is what

we should insist upon—evidences of the exis-

tence of God. These evidences may be drawn

from every object and event lying about or

transpiring around us. They may be drawn

from the vast storehouse and operations of

nature, from every line in the pages of history

and from the thousand and one experiences of

everv individual life.
• ^

We said in our last issue that all dispensa-

tions have been set up by Providence to lead

the world nearer to God and truth. Whereupon

the Christian Herald remarks :
—“ It is

easy enough to show progress from Judaism

to Christianity ;
can the same be said of the

step from Christianity to Mahomedanism ?

Will our contemporary enumerate the various

religious systems, and show os how he makes

good his theory from the plain facts of

history?” Our answer is easy enough.

Mahomedanism may not be an improvement

upon Christianity, but it was certainly an im-

provement upon the degrading polytheism that

prevailed in Arabia and other countries before

the advent of Mahomed. Students of history

will understand our position well when we say

that dispensations need not be for the world at

large nor for all times. Nor is God’s

method of dealing with' all countries or

times the same. Special circumstances

may require special manifestations of His

^ill. The result of all is certainly

to lead the world at large nearer to God and

truth. In this sense even Hindu India had

its particular di3pensations,and their tendency

was to carry the country nearer to a

rigljt coQceptioQof Qod, We sball have

occasion to prove this on another occasion.

As regards Mahomedanism one may
wonder what the world would have been with-

out it. From the darkness and ignorance that

enveloped a large portion of Asia, from the

degrading thraldom of idolatry, Mahomed
rescued his countrymen and many other

nations. Monotheism is indebted to him to a

very large extent,for his clear conception of the

one true God did much to dispel the ignorance
of the world. It would be enough to say

that even science, philosophy, and literature

owe a debt immense of endless gratitude to

the stimulus and vigour communicated by this

wonderful Asiatic revival. The dark atmosphere
of the middle ages, it need not be said, was
illumined by the light of the sciences afforded

by the new movement. Truly, we cannot
afford to ignore this singular phenomenon.
Mahomed was a mighty witness unto the truth,

and he possessed the Divine spark that

could set a large portion of the world ablaze.
“ How is it possible,” urges Mohler, “ that a

religious fire, wild though it were, which in so

astonishingly short a period set all Asia in

flames, could proceed from one in whom the
kindling material had no real fire ?”

A POSITmST ON MATERIALISM.

Mr. Frederick Harrison, the eminent
Positivist, has writen two articles on what he
calles “ the Creeds—Old and New” in a well-

known English magazine. The object of the

writer is to prove the untenableness of both
religion and materialism. We are not con-

cerned here with the subject matter taken

UD by him
;
but we shall do one thing.

We shall make here a few extracts contain-

ing Mr. Harrison’s views on materialism.

Our conduct may be characterised as unfair,

in that we abstain from quoting his views on

religion. But that may bo taken for grant-

ed. Nothing that even Mr. Harrison may
say against religion will convince those who
have accepted it as the sole solace of their lives.

We may, therefore, finish this part of our busi-

ness by saying that our readers may take it for

granted that Mr. Harrison speaks very strong-

ly against religion. Our object in quoting him
here is to show what a powerful apologist

this writer might have been, if, instead of

wasting his energy and substance upon a

shadowy creed, he had devoted his fine talents

to the elucidation of the Theistic position,

Some of his arguments against materialism

are the strongest that we have come cross for

many a day. They are ably and vigorously

put, and they ought to be convincing.

Speaking of Nihilism he says “ Nihilism

in philosophy is just as chimerical

as Nihilism in society. All the reasons

which apply to coherent institutions in society,

apply to the necessity for congruous and sys-

tematic ideas in thought.” Of the doctrine

of evolution he says:—“He (Herbert Spencer)

has worked out this evolution in many
branches of science, the mo?t notable things we

miss being the facta of general history, of

religion, of churches, of governments, of

poetry, of art. A synthetic philosophy should

give us some key to a general conception of

history. But the history of evolution has

hardly yet explained to us some famous

events and persons, amongst whom we might

count Moses, St. Paul, Mahomet, Csesar,

Charlemagne, Richelieu, Dante, St. Francis,

a Kempis, Angelico, Scott
;

the Catholic

Church, the Crusades, the Revolution.” The

following passage may be read for i s own

sake
Turn to materialism, in any of its prevalent

forms- Take a theory of an all-safficing, all-

ezplalmagi all'pervadlng evolution ; it ia a creed

whiih may unquestionably stimulate the intellect,

give it a central point; it may do the same for the

activity. And, now that the development of the
intellectual and active powers is treated as the

Bole end of education, that seems enough to many ;

80 that they find a sort of synthesis in Evolution ;

it becomes to them a' central idea, round
which they can imagine a future generation
basing its life and thought But what can
Evolution do to give a basis for the entire

man, how can it act on the moral nature and
appeal to feeling, to veneration, devotion, and
love? The heart of man cannot love protoplasm,

or feel enthusiastic devotion to the idea of survi-

val of the fittest. Our moral being is not puri-

fied and transfigured by contemplating the dynamic
potency that lies hid in Matter. Was any one
ever made purer, braver, tenderer by the
law of Perpetual Differentiation ? The scorn
which true brains and hearts that have the
root of the matter in religion launch against this

assumption has been far from nnjust or excessive.

The dream that on the ruins of the Bible, Creed,
and Commandments, in the space once filled by
Aqninas and Bernard and Bossuet, or by Paradise

1 Lost, the Pilgrim's Progress, and English Prayer
Book, there might be erected a faith in the
Indefinite Persistence of Force and the Po-
tential Mutability of Matter, indeed deserves the
ridicule it meets. Evolution will never elimi-
nate the heart out of man so long as Mankind
exists; nor will the spirit of worship, devotion,
and self-sacrifice cease to be the deepest and most
abiding forces of human society.

Then again :

—

TheMeterialists revolt our hearts when they seek
to crush the great moral and social forces of man,
under conceptions that are physical not moral,
by reference to sources that are intellectual not
emotional. Against this the noble instincts of the
best hearts and brains rebel, and most honorably
rebel. Man and our human society, they cry, will

be degraded into mere animality, if the sole su-

preme Power presented to our daily thoughts is a
force such as we can trace in a chemical experi-
ment, applicable to gases and cells just as much as

to civilisation and to our human hearts.

We shall give another extract :

—

Very good ! Evolution may very likely serve as

an intellectual Synthesis
;
but is it a moral and

practical Synthesis ? Can any man pretend to say
that he loves, honors, adores Evolution

;
that the

image of it is about his bed and his path, in his

down-sitting and in his up-rising
; that it touches

his heart, rouses him to noble effort, purifies him
with a sense of great Tenderness and great Self-

sacrifice ? Can any man without laughing thus

speak of Evolution, or of the law of Differentia-

tion, or of the Survival of the Fittest ? These
potent generalisations of cosmical science are dis-

coveries of a high order. But the girl or the child
whose tender spirit has drunk deep at the foun-
tains which gave us the Morning and the Evening
Hymn, reaches to heights and depths of human
nature, and knows vast regions of truth and power,
wherein these potent generalisations can as little

enter as a toad or a peace of quartz.

After proving to bis satisfaction the in-

sufficiency of both materialism and theology,

Mr. Harrison takes us to the religion of hu-

manity as the ultimate landing place for every

truth-seeking and peace-seeking heart. Alas!
the very evil which humanity has sought
to avoid for many thousands of years.

Unable to appeal to, himself man went up to

Divinity. The Positivist wants him to retrace

his steps and find again in Man all that he

has hitherto sought in vain.

ROMAN FOR BENGALI.

We observe that an attempt is being made

to establish in Calcutta a branch of the Lahore

Roman Urdu Society, the object of which,

as the name implies, will be to encourage

by all possible means the substitution of the

Roman for the Bengali character in future

Bengali publications. The movement, we are

informed, has ooramauded the sympathy of

many persons, and has, moreover, been taken

up by persons well known in society. From

an abstract point of view, the project will

strike every impartial observer as interesting.

To those that work for' 'human society

and strive to bring ubt^ut Urn eeiablish-
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merit of Immati fraternity upon the broadest
possible basis, the movement may excite the
liveliest feelings of hope and sympathy. If all

men had one language, and if all men
had one alphabet—that would be a grand
conception, and we would give everything to

attain the realisation of that ideal. We say a
common language, with a eommon alphabet,
is worth struggling for by all means. The
projectors have, therefore, our entire sympa-
thy so far as the abstract side of the
question is concerned. But there is another
side to be considered, and it is upon this that
we shall particularly dwell in this issue. The
substitution of Roman characters for the Ben-
gali will certainly be convenient to European
scholars; but tlie question is, will the gain be
proportionately large? We are compelled to
say that in the shape in which it has been
presented to us,the proposal strikes us as emi-
nently illogical and unscientific. In the first

place, the plan is not a new one; it has often
been started, and as often found impractic-
able. Dr. Gilchrist attempted it before, and
upon this subject Horace Hayman Wilson said
“ Mr. Siddons sent me the brilliant project
of substituting the Roman latters for De-
vanagari—an inferior for a superior body
of representative sounds, and an alphabet
inconsistent but with the genius of the Indian
languages, The great comfort in all these
absurdities is their impracticability. It is

loss of time to object to what will never be
the notion has not even the merit of origina-
lity. Look at Gilchrist’s Sakoontola, Poly-
glot Fables,&c. Who ever does look at them ?”

We think every profound thinker and scholar
will pass the same verdict. To speak no-
thing of the genius of the two languages,
there is one important fact to be borne in

mind, namely, that the Indian alphabet is

immensely superior to the Roman, and any
attempt made to express Bengali in the
latter,would be to destroy the perfection which
ciiaracterises our own alphabet. The Indian
alphabet contains representatives of almost all

the sounds that are used to form words. It
has some fifty-four letters, including rowels
and consonants,and besides these coml inations
of letters in every possible form. The
arrangement is as logical and scientific

as the letters themselves are a per-

fect embodiment of human sound. What has
the Roman to give us in [dace of this adniir

able system of soiitnl re[>resentation ? It

would bo absurd to think that it couhl ade-

quately express, by means of its twenty-four

letters, all those words which take fifty-four to

hel[) tlieir utterance. But, it may be said, the

plan has succeeded so far as Urdu is concern-
ed. Granted. Is not the Urdu alphabet,how-
ever, as poor as, if not poorer than, the Eng-
lish? It is notorious that many well-known
Sanskrit names have been disfigured

because of the insufficiency of Arabic
symbols to represent them correctly. Those
combinations of letters which give to

Sanskrit its melodiousness and beauty
are unknown in Urdu. Hence it i s quite

practicable to represent Hindustatii iu Roman
cliaracters. Not so witli our Bengali. It is

true that our language has lost many of the

original sonmls of Sanskrit. Still what remains

is enough for us, and we find it a hopeless

attempt to represent it in foreign characters.

It may he said again tliat later attempts at

Romanising Sanskrit works have been more
successful tiian those which Wilson caricatured.

Look to Dr. Muir’s Sanskrit Texts, where
entire Sanskrit passages are reproduced in the

Roman character. The reply to this is

obvious. Dr. Muir has not confined himself

to the tweuty-foiir letters of the English

alphabet, but has beau compelled, like

many otliers, to invent new symbols
to make lip for the deficiency of the Roman
characters. Referring to Mathnra Prasad

isr s Irilingual Dictionary we observe that
be has brought up the twenty-four Roman
letters to fifty-four, embodying almost all the
Sanskrit sounds, an.l three or four which are
peculiar to Urdu or Arabic. The question,
•ore ore, comes to the point from which wo

started. Ifc 13 certain that if we wisli to
romanise Bengali characters,we should add to
or invent another the existing one Roman al-
piiabet, the present being wholly insufficient
or t le purpose in view. The projectors of
the Roman Society have published a transli-
^ated list of selected Bengali words.

ti

^ ^ proposed scheme
the difference between the short and
long vowels is entirely ignored. Isliwar and
ishta are both spelt with the same f. Then
again t and the dental t are beantifullv
confounded. Tum^ (you) and tdkd (rupee)
are both expressed in a simple t. Das (ser-
^nt)and dak both begin with a d. Dhaka and

larma are both in dh. The word for large is
said to be hara. We may multiply ex-
amples, all which tend to show that the pro-
posed scheme may he convenient to those who
have to master the intricacies of onr alpliahet,
but that this supposed oonvenionce will be
obtained at the cost of preciseness and scholar-
ship.

JUSTICE AND MERCY.

Wk are glad to he assurctl by our contem-
porary, the Statesman, that there are many
Christian laymen who regard the Brahmo
Somaj movement with “ intense interest and
the deepest sympatliy.” To them Indian
'riifiism at least cannot be so repugnant as it

is to the Archhishoi) of Canterbury and men
of his school. It seems to ns quite plain and
perfectly incontrovertible that Theism is not
tliat deadly poison, tliat inveterate “old
foe ’ some have represented it to

be. The Statesman's rejoinder is really

most refreshing, not only as an evidence

of Christian sympathy and charity, hut

also as an indication of a sincere desire to

understand our exact position and the

grounds of our faitli and hope. What can

be more agreea'ile to us than to explain

onr creed and principles for tlie e.nlighten-

riient of those who feel so generously dis-

posed towards onr Church as onr contem-
porary and his “broad” school. We are

the more anxious to enter upon the dis-

cussion, as there is no ilesire on tlie other

siile to prejudge onr character, or introduce

personalities or in any way repudiate honest

statements of fact. It is, indeed, a most en-

coaraging and gratifying concession onr con-

temporary makes when he admits the Theist’s

peace and faith and purity as experimental

evidence similar in force an 1 cliaracter to

what the Christian often adduces. All

that we are now called upon to show is

how “ the Theist justifies to his own mind
and others the peace he possesses,” how he

reconciles God’s justice and mercy, and gets

over the great problem of man’s sin. The
Statesman is “cnrLons to knowhow the Theist

obtains peace as regards sin.” The process is

simple, and no elaborate argument is needed

to explain or justify it. Before proceeding to

describe the grounds of onr faith, we may say

just a word or two on the subject of the need

of a mediator. We do not deny mediation in

the ordinary sense of the term, though we are

not prepared to endorse the Christian dogmas
of Divine mediation and vicarious sacrifice.

A mediator as a teacher, guide, or helper is

welcome. The value of such a person a
Theist is ever ready to recognise. Before
every mediator between man and God,
before every benefactor who, by precept

or example, helps “ man to rise above
himself and sin,” he gratefully and rever-

ently bows. And when lie honors Christ,
he honors him as a mediator above mediators,
one whose divine life and saintly death so
effectively free the sinner from the bonds of
sin, and lead his triumphant spirit into the pre-
sence of the Father. Yet, with all onr rever-

ence for Jesus, we cannot, with the facts of

history before us, regard him as the only
single mediator between God and man. How
many have not heard the name of Jesus !

How many there are among professed

Christians, who would not understand or

accept Christ but for the supplementary
help rendered by Panl or Lather, the

apostles or the Fathers, the bishop or

the parish clergyman, a devout priest or a

helpful parent. There are surely many in

this world whom mere Christ cannot save,

has not saved. They require other agencies
as well. Christ has spoken those thrilling

words for eighteen centuries to a sinful world,—“ Come unto me all who are heavy-
laden,” but many have disregarded the call.

They require not one but many mediators,

to help them to find God and truth. The
question upon which people are divided in

this matter is not— Mediator or no mediator,

blit One Mediator only or other mediators

too ? We believe our contemporary will

admit that so varied are onr requirements and
tastes, individual and national, that no single

mediatorial agency will suit all,and that varied

examples and precepts are needed to remedy the

manifold doubts and sins wliich afflict humanity
Having accepted Christ as a, if not

the mediator, we find we are in a position

clearly to convey to onr contemporary our
ideas of sin and salvation, which are not ,oniv

Theistic hut also Christian, if by Christian

we nmlerstarid whatsoever Christ liims(»lf

taught and preached. We say without hesi-

tation that every word in the Brahmo doctrine

of redemption has its confirmation in the

well-known parable of the Prodigal Son in

the Gospel of Christ. We look upon sin

and salvation as disease and remedy, and we
believe we are in pe.rfect accord here with

the author of that remarkable parable. Later
doctrine. makers, building perhaps upon tlie

basis laid down by Paul, the father of Chris-
tian dogmatism, hav.* indee.l iinporteil into

Cliristendom legal notions of human guilt, and
by comparing sin to a debt and salvation to

redemption or release, have made sin transfer-

able, and vicarious atonement quite possible.

Such notions are at variance with the vary

fundamental principles of ethics upon which
Theism is based. Sin is a moral evil, a tralis-

gression and disobedience, .a malady of the

soul, a negation of that power and purity

which exist in perfection in Infinite Holiness,
Godliness is the health and strength of the
soul, nngoilliness its weakness and disease,

riie prodigal son wont astray disobeying his

father. He became morally unclean, and was
afflicted with a moral sore. The blood of his

soul was contaminated and defiled, and re-

quired to be purified. What was the remedy ?

I'he author of the parable suggests a simple
remedy. The prodigal son repents. He feels

deep and sincere contrition for his sins.

There is uniitterahle agony in the depths of

his soul. Hell-fire and all the torments of

hell are in him. The thunder of heaven’s

justice has struck him down. The
sinner wishes to be saved from his vile
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and degraded position. Not yet,—says

Divine justice. God’s loving kin iness may be

ea»er to take him back and pardon his guilt,

but His justice interposes to render unto the

sinner adequate punishment. Tlio rod is laid

upon him
;

it is a chastening rod. The bitter

remedy is administered, bitter but beneficial.

Into the agony of hell-fire is the sinner

dragged
;
but it is purgatorial fire which

cleanses the sonl. Thus justice and mercy act

in concert, making the sinner’s sufferings both

punitive and remedial. Repentance and remorse

are words too weak to denote this intense

and unspeakable agony of the soul produced by

conscious sin. The agony must be so great

as to purge the mind of all impurity. Tne
fire must burn and burn till it horns away the

power of sin and wickedness. When the full

measure of moral suffering has been gone

through, the prodigal son rises with tears in

his eyes and resolves to return to his Father.

He repents; ho returns. In these words we may
sum up the whole history of his conversion.

And as the penitent son returns, lo ! the

Father comes out to embrace him. How
gladly He welcomes and feeds the poor sinner

just returned 1 The conditions of reconci-

liation have been fully satisfied. The pro-

digal son has truly repented and suf-

fered the full measure of the penalty

due to him. His diseased soul has found

the true remedy in humility, self-an-

nihilation, prayer, repentance and tears.

If we have these, the Lord who is both just and

merciful is nigh unto us. His love is just and

His justice is raercifnl. He is the Father of

the prodigal son, can He, will He kill us? No.

He is ready to take us back at any moment,
provided we truly repent and sincerely strive

to destroy sin and self. How often have we

felt this in our own lives ! The Father is our

joy,and in Him have we found abundant peace.

Whenever wo think of Him. our Father, the

prodigal son’s Father, the Father whom Jesus

revealed, we feel jov unutterable. That word
“ Father” dispels all our doubts, allays our

fears and anxieties, dissipates our sorrows and

gives our hearts joy and peace.

lifaluttOf ^oma|.

Nos. 2, 3 and 4 of the new series of tracts are

nearly ready, and will be shortly published.

The last week has been among our devotees a

week of special prayer. They held prayers five

times every day, and propose to hold communion
and Icirtan this night till the next morning.

The anniversary of the Punjab Brahmo Romaj

was celebrated on the 21st instant. Bhai Profap

Chunder Moxoomdar conducted service on the

occasion. Bhai AmritaLall Bose also took a promi-

nent part in the festival. The latter has since left

Lahore.

Now that Lord Ripon is our Governor-General

we feel providentially called upon to cultivate

assiduously and prayerfully those three golden

principles,—Chastity, Poverty and Obedience. May
God Almighty, who has sent unto ns a devout

and pious Viceroy, help us to grow in faith and

devotion under his benign rule !

gtiouiiicinl

LAHORE.

fFROM A CORRESPONDENT.]

The 18th November 1880,

Babu Pbotap Chunder Mozoomdar arrived

here ou Tuesday, the 9th instant. He delivered his

first lecture oq the “Relations of the Brahmo

Somaj with Hinduism and Christianity” on Satur-
day. the 13th instant. Tt was attended by a large
number of English-sneakine Natives. Col. H. S.
Oleott, President of 'the Theosophical Society,and
Revd. Weitbrecht, Ph. D., Principal of the
Divinity College, were present on the occasion.
Letters of invitation were sent to many of
the Civil and Military OfiScers in the station; but,
owing to an evening party in the Viceroy’s camp,
none could attend. On the following Sunday,
Divine Services were conducted by the Reverend
gentleman in the Brahma Mandir both in the
morning and the evening. On Tuesday, the 16th
instant.the Nam Karam ceremony of the 4th son of
Lalla Ralla Ram Bhimbhat, the Minister of the
local Somaj, was performed. On Wedne.sday.Babu
Protap Chunder Mozoomdar delivered his second
lecture. The subject was “ What is new in

' Brahmoism?” He purposes giving another lecture
to-morrow, the subject is not yet announced. On

I Saturday, the 20th instant, a procession of singing
party will start from the Brahma Mandir, Anar-
kalli. in connection with the 17th Anniversary of
the Punjab Brahmo Somaj, and will pass through
some of the principal bazaars of the city. The
Utsai takes place on Sunday, the 21st instant.
Babu Amrita Lai Basu returned from Rawul

Pindi on Saturday, the 13th instant.

The 23rd November.

I beg to give below a short account of the

proceedings of the 17th Anniversary of the Punjab
Brahmo Somaj. Intimation has already been given

to you of the three lectures, delivered by Babu
Protap Chunder Mozumdar during the week preced-

ing the Anniversary day. On Saturday, the 20th
instant, in pursuance to notice, the members and
sympathisers of the Brahmo Somaj met in the

premises of the Brahma Mandir at about 5-30 p, M
After a short prayer by Babu Protap Chunder
Mozoomdar invoking the aid of the Almighty
to give them strength and Bh/ihti for chanting

his blessed name in the streets of the city, the

procession started from the Mandir at about 6 p m.

It consisted of five separate sanicirtan parties, viz,,

two of Bahabbis, professional singers, assisted by
the Brahmo’, one of Punjabi Brahmos, one of

Bengali Brahmos and one of Vaishnava Bakhats,

assisted by the Brahmos. The Punjabi and Bengali

parties were respectively headed by the reverend
Babus Protap Chunder Mozoomdar and Amrita Lai

Basu.No sooner did the procession reach theAnarkal-

li Bazaar than a very large number of outsiders

joined them. At first, it seemed that something
was wanting—I mean that fiery enthusiasm which is

most needed on such occasions, but thank God. as

they advanced a tittle further. He changed their

hearts, and they begnn to chant His Holy Name
with spirit and joy. Amongst those who followed

the procession were to be found men of different

nationalities and professing different religions

—

the holy influence of the sweet Name of Hari
having, at least for the time being, removed all

those differences that exist between the professors

of the different systems of religion. In this way
they passed through the four principal bazaars of

the city, and it was probably 7-30 P. M. when they
reached Baoli Sahib (a Sikh Temple in the heart

of the city). Here Babu ProtapChunder Mozoomdar
delivered an open air address on the Worship
of the one True God. It was attentively listened

to by all present on the occasion, and seems to

have created a deep impression on their minds. I

particularly noticed one orthodox Pundit, who was
so much affected by it that tears were seen trickling

down his eyes. The address being over, the proces-

sion returned through the Marhhihatta and Shahal-
mi bazaars passing by the Christian Mission School,
which was at that time closed, and reached the

Brahma Mandir at about 9 p. M. It is much to be
regretted that the Brahmos did not spend sufficient

time for this purpose, in spite of repeated requests

made to them by many Hindu shop-keepers to pro-

long the singing of the name ofHari in front of their

shops. Except this shortcoming, the procession

was a complete success. In fact, I observed and
several others also noticed that on no similar

occasion in previous years was there such a large

number of people who accompanied it. The follow-

ing day, Sunday, was devoted to Utsab. I

Owing to mismanagement on the part of the office- I

bearers of the Somaj, the notice was not well cir- !

culated, and consequently the morning service was I

very thinly attended. The sermon preached by Babu !

ProtapChunder Mozoomdar during the course of the

service was on the subject ofthe“NewDispensation.” I

The hours between 2 to 4 were devoted to religious 1

conversation. Enquiries on subjects such as theNew
|

Dispensation, Inspiration, Revelation, &c., were
made, and Babu Protap Chunder Mozoomdar ex- i

plained his views on them. The dry controversial

spirit 80 often displayed by outsiders ou such occa-

sions was not noticed during the present meeting.
This was due to Babu Protab Chunder Mozoomdar
having clearly pointed out the worthlessness of
such controversies, especially when conducted
without the true spirit of enquiry. The evening
service commenced with hymns at about
6-3") p. M., and lasted about 3 hours. During
the course of the service, a young man.
named Lallu Ram, a student of the Medical
College, openly professed his belief in the funda-
mental principles of Brahmoism and accepted the
membership of the Punjab Brahmo Somaj. Babu
Protap Chunder Mozoomdar’s sermon to this young
man was very impressive. Babu Amrita Lai Basu
left the station for Mian Mir yesterday. He
purposes visiting Umritsur, Jullundur, Ludiana,
Umballa, and some places in the North-West on
his return journey to Calcutta. Babu Protap
ChunderMozoorader intends leaving this forMultan
in a couple of days.

DOMESTIC OCCURRENCE.

[the charge for notifying a domestic occur-
ence IS ONE RT7PEB, AND THE ANNOUNCEMENT

MUST BE Authenticated.]

BENGAL.

death,

DeSouza.—At Calcutta, on Thursday, the 25th
instant, at 5-30 p.m. Michael DeSouza, Esq,.
Assistant, Bengal Secretariat, of cholera. Deep-
ly regretted by a large circle of friends.

A TWO-ACT tragedy by Mr. Tennyson is one of
the coming sensation in London. Henry Irving
is to bring it out.

A New York paper estimates that sixty thousand
American tourists have visitedEngland this year,and
that their total expenditure ou European tours
amounts to no less than 180 millions of dollars.

Mr. W. G. Thorpe, F. G. S., writes to the JEcho
to say that ” Five Bibles still exist which have
belonged to Luther, and have his autograph and
holograph extracts and notes—one in the Queen’s
library at Windsor, another in the Berlin Library,
a third at Munich, the fourth in the British
Museum, the fifth in my own library.”

A correspondent of an English journal
writes “I recently read the following of the res-
ponsibility of parents in Sweden. Can any of
your readers say whether the statement is

correct or not ? “In Sweden it is enacted that if

a child is found guilty of crime under a certain
age,' the punishment can be arrested and transfer-
red to the parents, if they cannot show that the
child has been under the best possible education,”

We {Chrhtian Life) xes.vet to see it stated that
the number of marriages in England of divorced
persons is steadily increasing. In the year 1868,
th<"re were nearly 177,000 marriages, and only
40 were between persons, one or both of whom
had been divorced ; but the report for 1878 shows
that there were 107 such marriages that year
among the 190,000, the total number. lu the 18
years 1861-78 there were 885 marriages of divorced
persons. In 464 the man was a divorced man

;
in

405 the woman was a divorced woman
;

in the
remaining 16 marriages divorced men married
divorced women.

One of the men who is now in Africa

with Mr. Stanley writes that yellow fever had
so weakened the expedition that several of the

members were for turning back, whereupon Mr.
Stanley called them together and said : “Not one of

you shall I allow to turn back before the expedition

is over. My motto is ‘ Forward 1’ and even if

a thousand devils with revolvers or daggers op-

posed us, or illnes.s, pestilence and misery threaten-

ed us with destruction, not even then should I

allow a single person to turn his nose home-
ward.” ?

A urrLE more than a year ago, there died .at

Jerusalem an old hermit and miser, named Core. As
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he left no relatives the authorities took possession
of such scanty effects as he had. Among them,con-
cealed in a shawl in a secret receptacle undersround,
was a voluminous papyrus manuscript bearinsr

marks of the greatest age, which, on heinsr

examined, proved to purport to he the work of the
Apostle Peter, being written in Hebrew characters
and signed with his name. The discovery made a

sensation, of course, and led to a searching sorutitiy

of it, so goes the story, by experts sent out to

Constantinople by the Bible Society of London,
who. it is said, have now pronounced in favor of its

authenticity. This story will pass until the
next comes along.

Among the Eskimos, if any great misfortune
happens, such as a death, the failure of a hunt, or

the loss of a dog, it is the custom to have a crying
party over the calamity. The people will meet in

some convenient place,and presently one will begin
to weep and lament. All follow this example, and
before long the whole company is weeping as

hard as possible. Here is a story Dr. Kane
tells about this curious custom He was
once in the hut of his friend, Mrs. Eider-
duck, when all at once she looked mournfully up
from her cooking and began to cry. Dr. Kane did
not know what was the matter, but he did know
what was the proper thing to do

;
so he took eut

his handkerchief, wiped his eyes, and then polite-

ly shed a few tears himself. Nothing was said
;

she went on with her cookiug, he returned to his

writing, and never knew what ho had been crying
about.

The lines of railways in the five d'visions of the
earth cost, in round numbers. $ Ifi,000.000, 000, ami
would, according to Baron Kolb, reach eight limes
round the globe, although it is but little over half a

century since the first railway worked by steam
was opened between Darlington and Stockton,
September 27th, 1825, and between Manchester and
Liverpool, September 15th, 1830 It is shown that
in France, previous to tlie existence of railwav.s,

there was one passenger in every 335,000 killed

and one out of everv 30,000 wounded, whereas be-
tween 1835 and 1875 there were btit one in

5 178,890 killed, and one in 589,459 wounded, so
that we may infer that the tendency to accidents
18 yearly diminishing. Railway travelling in Eng-
land is attended with greater risk than in any
other country in Europe. .A French statistician

observes that if a person were to live continually
in a railway carriage,and spend all his time in rail-

way travelling, the chances in favor of his dying
from a railway accident would not occur till he
was 960 years old.

THE STATESMAN ON THEISM AGAIN,

(Statesman.)

The Sumlay ^tirror has courteously replied to
our remarks on the incompleteness of his former
statement on Theism and Christianity. We return to
the subject in no cavilling or controversial spirit,
but rather to thank our contemporary and indicate
one or two points on which his statement still
appears somewhat incomplete. We do so becau.se
we are sure there are many in India, who would glad-
ly know more of the exact position of the Brahm
Bomaj. Christian missionaries may have been
soured and disappointed and antagonistic* but
many Christian laymen have watched the move
ments of the .Somaj with intense interest ami the
deepest sympathy, and seen in it the promise and
potency of a much higher and holier state of things
than is possible under the grinding tyrrany of caste
and the debasing rites of heathenism. Our contem-
porary may have already explained the points to
which we are to refer; but we believe he will do a
real service to his own cause, as well as help many
Christians to understand it, if he will frankly and
fully state his position, as Mr Voysey has done or
refer us to the publications in which it is to

’

be
found.
We agree with our contemporary that Christians

rnight do much in common with Theists in fighting
their common enemy, scepticism. Certainly," there
ought to be no quarrel between them on this
head : atheism and agnosticism are powerful enough
enemies to enlist all the forces that can be
brought together against them. And yet we see
cl^rly enough that there may be consideral.le
difficulty as to the extent of common ground
occupied by the proposed alliance. It is much toocommon a source of weakness that Christian sects
think far more of their points of diflferenoe than
of their agreements, and we can readily understand

that there maybe serious differences between Chris-
tians and Theists as to the extent and means of odr
knowing God. This probably has made many
Christians stand aloof, but they do not the less
heartily appreciate the work of the Brahmo Somaj,
and wish it all success in the work it has so ener-
getically taken in hand, though they do not for
the moment see their way to an avowed alliance.
If the lines of action can be defined, there is
nothing to prevent union up to the limit
of agreement

; and we are greatly mistaken if

the earnest desire of Theists for such a union
does not induce some of the Christian miss on-
a’*ies to help as far as they can in so important
a work. Rut we do not anticipate any satisfac-
tory result from such a proposal, unless our
contemporary lays down some definite lines and
limit of action.

Our contemporary has explained at some length
his views of mediation, but we still think be
takes a somewhat narrow view of the case. AVe
are not surprised that he does not accept the
common Christian view of substitutionary media-
tion ; many Christiana agree with him on this
confessedly very difficult subject. Rut put-
ting this aside as a subject to> teohninallv
theological to he d'.scussed here with advantage,
we do not think this by any means exhaust
the question of mediation, or disproves the
need of a mediator. Many Christians think it a
very defective view of mediation; yet all agree that
man needs a mediator to reveal the character of
God, and to remove the many misconceptions which
prevent any real approach to. or real communion
with. Him. The mediator may or may not be a
divine person, but some one is needed to help
man to rise above himself and sin; and it
seems to us that this lies in the very nature
of the religions teaching so earnestly prosecuted
by Theists. AVe. of course, do not for a moment
doubt onr contemporary’s assurance that Theism
gi es peace and holbiess to those who accept it;

but the very existence of the religions teacher
seems to us to assume the need of some form of
mediatio*’. and this, at all events, every Christian
finds in Jesus Christ.
Our contemporary reaffirms the position that

Theism gives peace of mind and purity of charac-
ter and immunity from distressing doubts; and we
gladly admit that this is a most important point in
the argument for Theism. It is preciselv parallel
to the experimental evidence so often adduced in
favor of Christianity, lint it seems to ns a somewhat
utilitarian argument, if it stands bv itself. Every
Christian professes not only to have a hope, but to
he ready to give a reason for the hope that is in
him; and it is difficult to see how any aggressive
svstem can rest entirely on subjective experience.
The subjective experien-e of one man is entirely
objective when made the basis of an appeal
to another, and no one can understand such
an appeal unless it rests on some Intel-
lectiial foundation. We would ask onr con-
temporary to exhibit the intellectual grounds
on which his experience rests, so that it may be
seen how far Theism as a religion rests on reason.We do not for a moment assume that it is not a
religion, or that it has no rational basis : it
must have much to say for itself before it could
satisfy the earnest men who have accepted it,
and we know no one better fitted to explain it
than our contemporary. If he will only formu-
late his views and state as precisely as be can
how the Theist justifies to his own mind and
others the peace he possesses, against the doubts
that, at some time or other in life, assail all
truly religious minds, he will do much to
remove misconceptions and help on the
progress of truth. Sin is a great fact in
human experience, and we are curious to know
how the Theist obtains peace as regards it. The
only statement bearing on this is that “fervent
prayer to the Almightv is a potent means of
removing sin ” This we take to be an appeal
to the Divine mercy and to take no account of
the element of Divine justice. In mentionino*
this we do not assume that the Divine Being
is to be regarded as a Shylock insisting on his
bond

; we point rather to a difficulty that many
feel as to the consistency of the Divine character
in forgiving sin, and ask how the Theist get.v
Tiver it. But forgiveness is only a small
part of “ real salvation,” and our contempor-
ary is scarcely fair to Christianity, when he says
that “ Christians hold immunity from punishment
to be real salvation.” The Christian seeks immu-
nity not only from the guilt, hut also from the
power of sin; will our contemporary state as ex-
plicitly as the Christian system does, how Theism
secur’s the same result, and indicate the grounds
on which it rests ? The creed need not he long,
but there must be a creed, and it must be capable
of formal statement in order to bo credited or to
make progress. We trust our contemporary will

accept our /nvitation to formulate his position
definitely, in the same admirable spirit in which he
has replied to our former remarks.

THE REV. STOPFORD A. BROOKE ON
HIS SECESSION.

shall

3.

Patri. I
“ Amen.’
will be sung
the first, third

{Laily Neios, October 18.)

Yesterday morning Bedford Chapel, Blooms-
bury, was crowded on the occasion of the Rev.
vStopford A. Brooke’s first sermon since his an-
nouncement of secession from the Church of

England. The service was conducted with cer-

tain alterations which were thus set forth in a
printed paper ;

The changes and omissions made in the morn-
ing and evening service are of two kinds

; one
in order to shorten the service, the other in

order to free it from doctrinal forma to which
I can no longer assent. I have shortened the
service by omi'ting a portion of the opening ad-
dress and the absolution, by throwing into one
prayer the two p'^ayers for the Queen and
the Royal Family, and by replacing the
Ten Com nndments by the summary of them
given hy Jesus Christ in these words :

“ The
Lord our God is one Lord. Thou shalt love
the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with
all thy soul, and with all thy might, and with all

thv strength; and thou shalt love thy neighbour
as thyse'f.” Answer : Lord have mercy upon u.«,

and write all this Thy law in our hearts, we
bes'^ech Thee. 2. In the place of the Gloria

end the Psalms and Canticles with
In the place of the TeDeum, there

one of the following Psalms : On
and filth Sundays in the month

Cexcept on the fourth day of the month). Psalm
XIX.

;
or, on the second and fourth Sundays in

the month, Psalm CXLv. 4. The Apostles’

Creed and the Nicene Creed will be left out, and
immediately after the “ Let us pray,” which
follows the Apostles’ Creed, the Lord’s Prayer
will ha read. 5. All the prayers will be closed

with the words, “ Through .Jesus Christ our Lord.’’

To thi.s it was added that the changes in the
servioe of the Holy Communion would be hereafter

notified,and that the present hymn book would be
used until Mr. Brooke should have issued another.

Mr. Brooke took for bis text, Mark ix., 50. “ Salt

is good
;

blit if the salt have lost his saltness,

wherewith will ye season it ?
” He said that since

he last met his congregation he had taken a step

whieh changed manv things, both for those who
had listened to him for so long and for himself.

He had left the Church of England,and that chapel
had entered on a new life. It was with mingled
seriousness and joy that he had taken this step.

Indee i. there could be few hours more grave in a
man’s life than that in which, late in his career and
no longer young, he left the home that had
sheltered him for so many years, with all its asso-

ciations and traditions.and set sail, an emigrant, for

a new land. He asked them to believe that he
had not rashlv done this thing, that he had count-
ed the cost of it, and that he meant with God’s
heli> to wrok it out. He was bound not to make such
a (diange unless he clearly knew, in matters of re-

ligions thinking and of religious life.where he was
and what he meant, and unless he stated with all

the clearness he could muster why he had changed
his place and what he thought of those great re-

ligious truths to which he clung with all his heart
and soul and intellect. It would be nece.'sary for

some Sundays that he should speak of those truths

in order that his congregation should know whether
to leave or stay with him He had stated that the

main reason for his departure from the Church
was that he had ceased to believe the miracle of

the incarnation, and that since the English Church
rested its whole scheme of doctrine on that miracle,

a disbelief of the miracle put him outside the

Church. Rut he also left the Church, because

he had come to disapprove of the very

existence of it as an ecclesiastical bodv, especially

as connected with tlie State, Politically, the

theorv of the Church was mixed up with
the obi aristocratic system, which had perished,

or was perishing so rapidly, the very reasons

for which were in opposition, as he thought
to all the moving and living forces of society.

The iheory of the Church was an aristocratic

theory, and it ministered to the imperialis-

tic conception of God, which in theology
had done as much harm as despotism or caste

systems of any kind had done to society. The
Church had systematised exclusion and support-

ed oa«te in religion. It had forced the

whole body of dissenters from its forms to suffer

under a religious and social stigma now scarcely

beginning to be removed. The standard of

wortbiaess ia the theory o£ the Cbatch was not
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spiritual goodness, but union with itself. This
was not the fault of its members, but the fault of
the theory ; and it was the fullest condemnation
of that theory. Many within the Church had
tried to do what was right, to hold out the hand of
union to Nonconformists; but every efifort had fail-

ed and would fail—the theory of the Church was
too strong for those men. Secondly, the Church
claimed authority over the faith of men by creeds
which crystallised past religion. It asked men
practically to surrender a good part of their
individuality. The inevitable tendency of this

was to make preacher and hearer the conventional
servants, not of a living world, but of a literal

system—bones in a skeleton, not members of a
living body. But the powers which it was the
tendency of authority to weaken —reason, con-
science, and spiritual imagination—were the only
powers God had given us, whereby we could see

His truth, recognise His word, and grasp His
new treasures of revelation. Though there were
numbers in the Church who claimed their liberty

and retained their freedom, the tendency in

the end was too much for them, or their position be-

came untenable. They could not wholly liberalise a

Church based on authority, and to take away
authority. as some wished to do. would not liberalise

the Church, but would do away with it altoeether
The Church was nothing without its system, and
its system was authoritative. With regard to the
greatest of all religious conceptions—the idea of a

universal Church— the theory of the Church of

England was not only inadequate but contradictory.
That theory excluded from the Church’s fold all

who did not confess its creeds or acknowledee the,
Bible as infallible. The Church was not alone in

this; almost all the sects had their exclusive con-
fessions, and many were more exclusive than the
Church itself. This exclusiveness seemed to him
to be at the root of nearly half the evils which had
connected themselves with religion. In the past
it made intolerance and persecution a Christian
duty

; in the present it was the source of daily
violation of Christian love. It depressed and
stifled the mighty conceptions which Christ
gave the Church—of a universal fatherhood of
God, and a universal brotherhood among men. He
could, therefore, neither stay in the Church nor
join a sect. He found no rest for his feet among
any of the parties in the Church, and least of

all among the Liberal Church party. The
position of that party was tenable upon the ground
that the law, which only took notice of agreenment
of words, was the judge of theology, and it was
also tenable as long as the public understood and
recognised that position. But when the theory of

that party should be pushed too far, or should come
into contact with vital and pressing questions, it

was certain to break down. The time had
come when compromise was incomprehensible.
It had done its work in expanding the
church and modifying its tests, in making
the whole tone of the Church more toler-

ant, while the power of the Church as a reli-

gious body had justly and nobly increased. But
even an elastic body could not be stretched beyond
a certain point, and if it should come to be said

—

and there were some symptoms of such a thing

—

that the liberal party in the Church might sayanv-
thing they pleased, might deny the miraculousness,
the divinity, not to say the Godhead of Christ,

might abandon the incarnation and the resurrec-

tion, might deny the authority of the Church and
the Bible, and yet cling to the Church, then the
strain would be too great for themselves and their

congregations for the endurance of the Church, and,
he believed, for the sympathy of the laity. It

would be better then for the religious life of the
nation that such persons should acknowledge
that compromise had reached its limits,

and should revert to the position occupied
a few years ago by the liberal clergy, or choose
a position outside the Church. He was, more-
over, convinced that the whole of religion was
suffering from this state of compromise—not those

already religious, but the chances of religion on
the great mass. The High Church and the Low

Church did not compromise at all, but the liberal
party compromised the matter by putting a.side
the question—speaking of Christianity as a beau-
tiful moral system, not really founded on raira-
cles or on dogmas, but the life and religion ot
the heart. This was a clear position, but he
thought it might be carried too far for the ad-
vantage of religious life in this nation. To say
nothing about miracles, when the question was
eaping into the mind of everyone, to say that
<>hri8tiauuy did not rest on them, was to act
as It was said the ostrich acted. The vast
Chancre which science had made in our views
of history and the world was too much in the
minds and brains of men for compromi.se,
and men who believed i„ Christianity as
he saving power for the race, and yet did
not see how they could, without .self-inflicted
blindness deny that the results of science and
criticism had changed all relicrfoug questions had
no business to pas.s by these questions in order that
Uiey might, by their inaction, widen the Church.The very life of religion wag endangered in the
mass of the people, and it was no time to think
only of side issues. It was on this account that he
resolved to eive up that course of action and trv
another. He could not, therefore, holdino- his
opimoms remain in the nhurch and hope^to do
any good; everybody would accuse him of dis-
honesty. He should now he able to declare that
while he frankly accepted the proved conclusions
of science and criticism, there remained untouched
and clear the great spiritual truths of the
soul, theenternal revelation of God,the deep life of
Christianity. He was free, and he was heartily glad
of it. He had made no .sacrifice; he had follo”ved
with jov and gladness his own convictions; and he
looked forward with ardour and devotion to preach-
ing the great truths that declared the definite
revelation of God to man. He should speak of God
abiding in nature and abiding in man, of God, im-
minent in history and filling and imnelling day by
day the race of man, of the revelation He was daily
givingof Himself to man, and of the insoiration
He poured into us all, of God as revealed in the
best way by Jesns Christ, of the true life of man
which He had disclosed in His life, of the power
and love by which God through Him kindled and
supported that iif^of man, of God incarnate in all
men in the same manner, though not in the same
degree as

_

in Christ, of the vast spiritual
communion in which all men were contained.of the
hopes of immortality in which they now lived and
the fulfilment of which was their de«tiny, of the
personal life of God in the soul, and of His uni-
versal love, and of the thousand effects which in
human history and life followed in practice from
the vivid acceptance of these mighty truths.
Could he, then, be sorrowful or look back with
anything of regret? Perfect freedom in these
truths ought to kindle and inspire. He asked his
congregation to pray that he might always keep
their ardour within him. that in humility lie might
strive to be worthy of them and to teach them;
that the Father of light and life might be with him.
and that humbly and faithfully he might follow
the steps of God his Father, in t'le footsteps of
his Master, Christ.

A S K B V <fc CO.,

DENTISTS.

Have an efhcient female dentist to attend the

Zenanas. Guarantee comfort in the wearing

of artificial teeth, at a reduced rate.

Have a successful and infallible way of curing

ocular diseases.

Various patent medicines are to be had at a

moderare price.

No. 14, Collega Street, Calcutta.
tt-81

Hollrway'x Ointment and Pills .—The finest

remedies in the world for bad legs, old wounds,

sores, and ulcers. If used according to directions

given with them, there is no wound, bad leg, or

ulcerous sore, however obstinate or long standing,

but will yield to their healing and curative proper-

ties. Numbers of persons who have been patients

in several of the large hospitals and under the care

of eminent surgeons, without deriving the slightest

benefit, have been thoroughly cured by Holloway’s

Ointment and fills. For glandular swellings,

tumours, scurvy, and diseases of the skin, there is

no medicine that can be used with so good an effect.

Infact, inthe worst forms of disease, dependent

upon theiconditiou of the blood, these medicines

if used conjointly, are irresistible.

CKIABINX’S
ROYAL ITALIAN CIRCUS!

AND

PERFORMING ANIMALS,
Maidan.

Monday Evening*, Nov. 29th, 1880,
AT 9 o’clock

COMPLETE CHANGE OF PROGRAMME !

More Novelties !

Each one more Brilliant than the last,

Sig. Chiariiii liegs to return his sincere thanks

for the enthusiastio reception accorded him by

the public, upon this, his return to Calcutta,
aud for the extremely liberal patrouage bestoweii
upon his Company so far

;
he desires respect-

fully to announce that no exertions will be spared,
and nothing left undone, to ensure the comfort
and pleasure of visitors to the

ROYAL ITALIAN CIRCUS,
and will have the honor of introducing to their
notice, this evening, the following additional
members of this unrivalled combination, and
many new and startling features.

First Appearance of
THE YOUNG,

BEAUTIFUL. AND GIFTED LADY JESTER,
Boncar, Voo--list, Character k, Lightning

Change Artiste.

MISS GEORGINA SMITHSON I 1

Who will appear in a Refined aud Pleasing
Budget of Wit, Mirth, and Melody.

Sig 0. desires to call particular attention to this
decidedly novel and interesting portion of the
Entertainment.

FIRST APPEARANCE OF
Mila. Lotta,

Who performs tlie most astounding feats of
strength, withher teeth,

Firing offa Brass Gannon, weighing 175 lbs., and
concluding her Marvellous Performauce with the

VAMPIRE FLIGHT.
Across the Mammoth Pavilion,

SUSPENDED ONLY BY HER TEETH!
The English Horse “Captain,” presence I in an
Exquisite Manege Act hy the Lonely Queen of the

IIlute Ecole
Miss Nellie Reio.
GRECIAN SPORTS !

Ou three Bare-backed Horses by the Dashing
Young Equestrian
HARRY LEE.

LeapingJExtraordiuary, by the Company, headed
by the

CHAMPION LEAPERS 0F THE WORLD,
Leopard and Smith,

Concluding with a Double Somersaulte over
nine horses.

THE PURE WHITE ARABIAN STALLION
MAHOMET,

INTRODUCED BY SICNOR GIUSEPPE
CUAIRINI.

Ill one of the most beautiful and Artistic Acts ever
witnessed in the Ring.

JAMES HOLLOWAY.
THE PRINCE OF ENGLISH CLOWNS,

Who will appear in his side-splitting specialty,
introducing the

WONDERFUL TRAINED DONKEY
“SaNCHO PANZA,’’

IN AN ENTIRELY NEW ANO LAUGHABLE SCENE.
THE COAL-BLACK <ULIF0RNIA HORSE,

“ Othello. ”

PRESENTED BY
MISS REID, THE MOST ACCOMPLISHED

L\DY HOUSE trainer IN THE WORLD 1

THE BALANCING TRAPEZE bv the GREAT-
EST GYMNAST in the profession

signor Varletti,
WHOSE ASTONISHING .®RIAL PERFORMANCES HAVE

gained FOR HIM THE TITLE OF
THE MONARCH OP THE AIR!

FIRST APPEARENCROF
THE EDUCATED ZEBRAS ! 1 1

FROM THE cape OF GOOD HOPE,
These curious aud beautiful Animals will per-

form in the riug, under the direction of Mr.
Harry Lee.

FIRST TIME OF
“FOX-HUNTING, IN MINIATURF,”

By Master Robert Lf,k mounted on
TWO TINY SHETLAND PONIES !

AUGUST X-EHAN,
Tlie Grotesque Clown in hia Feast oi

Fun and Frolio f

THE DAUNTLESS TIGER KING,
MR. CHARLES WARNER,

WHOSE THRILLING PERFORMANCE IN THE DEN OF
PERFORMING,

Royal Bengal Tigers ! ! !

IS THE REIGNING SENSATION OP
THE DAY!

Additional Seats have been provided, and a
number of elegantly fitted up Screened Boxes for

Native Ladie,s are in readiness.

Separate compartments have also been arranged
in the Rs. 2 and Re. 1 Seats.

All bills against this Company must be pre-
sented for payment at the Circus, ou Tuesdays,
from 2 to 4 P.M.

G. AQRATI,
General Agent.
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WILSON’S
6RSAT WOXLt.X> CIRCUS.

No expense spared to secure the neioest and best

Talent in the Profession,

SMITH. STAN ISTREET, & GO.

l*bia.rmaceutical Chemists and
I^rug-g-lsts,

BY SPKCIAt APPOINTMENT

Wholesale and Retail Agents

FOR

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxldlsed
Phosphorus Pills.

The New Stars of the Arena.

ARCHIBALD O’BRIEN,
Tho Victor Equestrian at the only Great Modern

Tournament in England.

Miss Sarah Fergus,
THE ONLY

liADY RIVAL TO THE GREAT LEOTARD.

Slg^nor CebelloB,

THS SPANISH CHAMPION GYMNAST.
Signor Cebellos is by the suffrages of the Profes-

sion placed at its Head.

Kerr Puersteln.

A greater than Rarey I

A Trainer whose wonderful skill, patience, and

knowledge of Horses leaves him simply

unapproachable as the Emperor
of the Manage.

AX.BERT KAI.X..

The following books have been purchased for

the Albert Institute Library :

—

Life and Remains of Archbishop Whately.

The A B C of Philosophy, T. Griffiths.

Transactions of the international Congress of

Orientalists,

Extracts from the Koran in the original with

English rendering, S. Nf, Muir, K.C.S.I. LL.D.
Metrical Translations from Sanskrit writers of

Muir, D.O.L. LL.D.
The Mysterious Island 3 vols. Jules Vernes, B.

The Secret of a good Memory, J. M. Granville.

Sleep and Sleeplessness, J. M. Granville.

History of Russia Gossip.

The Speeches of Charles Dickens.

Lord Lytton’s Novels. 22 vols.

The following journals and periodicals are also

taken.
Nineteenth Century, Fortnightly Review, Con-

temporary Review, Quarterly Review, Westmins-
ter Review, Calcutta Review, Indian Antiquary,

Graphic, Punch, Saturday Review, Mail.

The following publications have been received

from the Government of Bengal :
—

Report of the Legal Affairs of the Bengal Govern-
ment for the year 1879-80, Report of the Superin-
tendent of the Reformatory School for the year

1879, Report on the Administration of the Regis-

tration Department in Bengal for 1879-80, Report ^

of the Administration of the License Tax in Bengal
for the year 1878-7-0- Administration Report of the

Jails of Bengal for the year 1879. Report on the

Police of the Lower Provinces of the Bengal Pre-
sidency for the year 1879. 468

KOUSES for SAZ.E.
LIST NO. 2.

Rs.

Canning St. upper room ... 15,000
Dixon’s Lane lower ... ... 8,000
Elisium Row 3 stories ... ... 72,000

upper ... ... 42,000
Emambag Lane lower ... ... 2,40C
Ezra St, ditto ... ... 12,500
Entally North Road ditto ... ... 7,000

Canal St. ditto ... ... 8,000
Middle Road upper ... ... 11,000
Tiljullah ditto ... ... 13,000— Tangra lower ... ... 4,500

Howrah Cullen Place upper... ... 25,0' 0
Chandmarke lower ... ... 9.000
Kalabbbee St. ditto... ... 8,000
Seals Lane ditto ... ... 17,000
Strand Road upper ... ... 25,000

Jackson’s Ghat St. ditto ... ... 32,000
Khyromehter’s Lane lower ... ... 3,000
Kidderpore upper ... 12,000
Old Boitakanah lower ... ... 3,000
Boyd Street ditto ... ... 8,500
South Colinga St. upper ... ... 16,000

ditto ... ... 21,000
SUDDER Street ditto ... ... 12500
Short S treet 3 stories ... ... 28 000
Victoria Terrace upper ... ... 45,000
Wellesley St. ditto ... ... 21.000

ditto ... ... 14,000
Weston’s Lane lower ... 14,000

D. LATTEY & CO.,
a-81 1, l'ld Coubi House, Cornbb,

'lo His Excellency the Right Hon'ble

LORD RIPON, G.M.S.I.,

ViCKROV AND GOVKHNOR-GkNKRAL OF INDIA,

Jcc.. icc., -kc.,

Have received a large and choice selection

from the best makers of the following <

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.
Rs. A. P.

Artery Forceps From ... 2 0 0

„ „ Fenestra ,, ... 4 8 0

Belts, Abdomen ,, ... 9 0 0

„ Corpulency ,, ... 12 0 0

„ Riding ,, ... 5 0 0

,, Carson’s Patent ,, ... 16 0 0

Catheters, Silver Plated ,, ... 3 0 0

Caustic Cases ,, ,, ... 3 0 0

Dissecting Cases ,, .« 7 0 0

Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings ,, 4 0 0

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete ,, ... 8 0 0

,, Trumpets for Deafness ,, .« 3 0 0

„ Cornets, Double ,,

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.|

... 9 0 0

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks > ,,

Stockings, Thread, per pair)

... 6 0 0

Ditto, Silk ,, ,, 8 0 0

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. ,, ... 2 0 0

Electro-Magnetic Machines)
very powerful, single (

” ... 20 0 0

Do. do, double ,, ... 25 0 0

Do. do, pocket ,, ... 18

ENEMA APPARATUS.

0 0

Brass, single and double From Rs. A. p.

action ,, ... 12 0 0

Kennedy’s Syphon ,, ... 9 0 0
Eye Instrument Cases ,, ... 60 0 0

„ ,, Macnamara’s ,, ,, ... .36 0 0

Cataract Kqives and Needles ,,

Scissors, curved. Probe, and
Sharp, pointed, Cross

3 8 0

Action M ... 4 0 0

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c. ,,

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

-- 12 0 0

byns, Mudges, &c., &c. ,,

Minor Operation Instruments
«. 3 8 0

Aneurism needles ,, 2 0 0

Abscess Knives, Symes ,,

„ Lancets ,,

2 0 0

... 1 12 0

Bistouries „ 2 8 0

Bleeding Lancets ,, .!! 1 4 0

Directors, Silver Plated ,, ... 1 8 0

Dissecting Cases ,, ... 7 0 0

Exploring Needles ,, ... 2 8 0

Gum Lancets „ ... 2 0 0

Pocket Cases filled „ ... 16 0 0

„ Army Regulation ,, ... 80 0 0

Probes, Silver „ ... 1 0 0
Scalpel and Finger Knives „ ... 6 0 0
Scalpels ,, ... 2 0 0
Scissors ,, ... 1 8 0
Spatulas, Silver Plated „ ... 1 8 0
Tenaculum „ 2 0 0
Stethoscopes ,, 2 0 0

Speculums Ear „ 2 8 0

„ Spring Kramers ,, 4 0 0

,, ,, Nose ,, • •• 4 0 0

„ Rectum ,, .« 3 0 0

„ Silver Plated
,, ... 6 0 0

Spray Producers, Listers ,, ... 18 0 0

,, Richardson’s Complete ,, ... 16 0 0

,, Various Makers
,, ... 8 0 0

Suspenders ,, ... 2 0 0

Subcutaneous Syringes
,, ... 8 0 0

Aluminum Cases ,, ... 36 0 0
Silver Plated Mounts

,, ... 8 0 0
Clinical Thermometers ,, ... 5 0 0

,, With Kew Certificate ... 7 8 0

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &c., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position

the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PHfflNIX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners and Patients

obviated from 8 0 0

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
8CRIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melaucholia, Nervous Pros-

tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.

The largest and best assortment of Drugs and
Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. k
0. Co.’s and B. I. G. 8. N. Co.’s Steamers.

Wholesale rates on application.

9 fc 10, Dalhousib Square,
and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street. a-17

NXGKOZiZjS & CO.,

FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta.

London; ~1 Whitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.

Current or Floating Accounts.

No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques
paid from Rs. 10. ^<o sums received, or payments
made after 3 P. M., and on Saturdays after 1 P. m.

Government Paper and Securities.

Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends
realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or

other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange

.

Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made
by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.

Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10
days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,

payable in Calcutta, or in London at par :

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice

,, at 3 months’ notice

„ at 6 months’ notice

,, at 12 months’ notice

at 2 years’ notice

3 per cent,

4 ..

5 .,

6

7
Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.

Business rules awarded m application. a-45

x>r. Xiazarus’s domestic XIKedlclnes
Inkantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &c., &c.), ... ... Rs, 1 4

Tonic Antipeuiodic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen' and diseases of a periodic

character), ... ... ... „ 1 0
Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),... ... ,,10
Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... ,,2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ... ,,2 0
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

&0.), ... ... ... ,,18
Family Laxative, A safe, certain and

useful purgative, ... ... „ 20
Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ... ,, 1 4

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ... ... ... ,,14

Family Carminative (Invaluable for

Children), ... ... ... ,,2 0
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair), --• i, 2 0

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &c.), o--- ... ,,18
The above are most str ngly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions it
wrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. LazArus & Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Ven.
ders. a*68
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WILSON’S
GREAT WORX.I> CZRCVS.

Coming: I Coming-!! Coming!!!
All the Great Compamj of Last Season

The Wonderful Lockharts.
The Marvellous Garnet.

The Unique Walhallas.
The unrivalled Viotoria Cooke.

The Graceful Miss Lockart.
The Flower of Equestriennes, Petite Adele.
The Quaint Eugene.
The Prince, and Chief of

all the Clowns, Sam Lockhart.
The Equestrian Chamoion of Australia.

Talbot Shlells.
THE DAUNTLESS MASTER COOKE.

The magnificent and unequalled Stud of English.

Australian, and Arabian thorough-breds. Such a

stud has never before been gathered together in a

single company. It is the theme and admiration

of all lovers of that noble animal.

THE HORSE.

A SERMON with reference to the death of the
Rev. John Wenger, D, D. With a short Sketeh
of his early life and of his labors in India. By
Thomas Evans. 4 annas.

HAND-BOOK TO ALLAHABAD, CAWNPORE,
and Lucknow. By H. G. Keene, a New Edition
Hs. 2-8

THE SEPOY OFFICER’S MANUAL, a Book of
Reference for Officers of the Bengal Native In-
fantry. By Lieut. G. G. Barrow, 7th N. I. pocket
size. Rs, 2-8.

LAW OF INDIAN RAILWAYS and Common
Carriers. By W. G. Macpherson, 8vo. cloth.
Rs. 12.

THE INDIAN COOCKERY BOOK, a practical
Hand-book to the kitchen in India. By a
thirty-five years’ Resident. Crown 8vo. Rs. 3.

SPEN’S INDIAN READY RECKONER, with
Tables of Wages, Annas addition Table, Postage
Rates, Stamps etc. Re. 1-12.

COMING! COMING ! ! COMING ! !

!

The Great World Circus
WILL OPEN

Early in December.

The Auditorium will be fitted up in a very supe-

rior manner,and with a single eye to the COMFORT
of VISITORS

Z>R. A. C. KKASTGZB,
189, Bow Bazar Street, Calcdtta.

(Of 25 years’ medical Experience.)

(1.) Promptlv Cures recent and acute Fevers.

(2.) Holds Lord Northbrook’s First Prize on
Burdwan Epidemic Fever and its Treatment.

(3.) Has successfully operated thousands of
urinary stones, tumours of testicles, &c., &c., charge
for treatment suited to circumstances.

(4.) Is Author of “ Bengal Midwifery,” sold at
Rs. 5 per copy.

(5.) Is Author of “ Bengal Diseases of Women
and Children,” Rs. 3 per copy.

(6.) Both books bound together, Rs. 6 per copy.

The following are the prices of Dr, Khastgir’s
Patent Medicines.

(1.) For recent, or acute Fevers First med.
8 annas, 2nd and 3rd med. Re. 1 each.

(4.) For Malarious Fever, with spleen or liver,
1st or 2nd med.. Re. 1 each.

(6i) For cough, (7) looseness of bowls, (8) or
dysentery. Re. 1 each.

(9.) Children and infants’ sweet and tasteless
medicine for Fevers, (10) Cough with Fever, (11)
Looseness of Bowels, (12) Dysentery, 8 annas each.
Also suited for adults, with a vomiting tendency.

andMedicine bearing Patentee’s Seal
Signature only genuine.

Additional BangTiy charge Jor Mofussil delivery.

THACK.EB., SPIITIiL <U, CO..
CALCUTTA.

New Publications.
A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF BILLS OP

Lading
; comprising the various legal incidents

attaching to the Bill of Lading; the le^al effects
of each of the Clauses and Stipulations”; and the
rights and liabilities of Consignors, Consignees
Indorsees,and Vendees, under the Bill of Ladiii^r!
With an appendix cofiiaining Forms of Bills of
Lading chiefly used in the United Kingdom
Continental, Mediterranean. Trans-Atlantic’
African, Asiatic, Colonial, West Indian, and
other important trades. By Eugene Le<rgett
Solicitor and notary public. Octovo Cloth’
Price Rs. 10.

'

Bt^BRIDGE. A guide to Investors in and
Holders of Government Securities with direc-
tions for obtaining payment of lost, mutilated,
mismatched, and altered Currency Notes. By
D. Burbridge, 8vo. Price Re 1.

KEDARNATH GHOSH. The Compendium of
Criminal Rulings (containing the substance of
all Criminal Rulings reported in the Beno-al
Law Reports their supplemental volume of f”iU
Bench Rulings, the Indian Law Reports to 1879)
with a copious Index, a Tabling Cases, and
Notes. By Kedaroath Ghosh, B. L Rl. 8vo
oloth. Rs, 4, Paoer 312

SKETCHES IN INDIAN INK. By John Smith,
Jnr. Gol. (Retired List) or. 8vo Rs 5THE MORAL TEACHING OP MACBETH A
Lecture by the Rev. A.J. Bamford, B.A. Sewed.
4 anoas.^

NEW BOOKS.
WALLACE (A, R.)—Island Life

; or, the Pheno-
mena and causes of Insular Faunas and Floras
including a Revision and attempted Solution of
the Problem of Qeolosical Climates. Rs. 12-14.

ADAMS (W. H. DAVENPORT)—Wrecked Lives
;

or. Men who have failed. Two vols. Rs. 5.
SKETCHES OF THE WOMEN OF CHRISTEN-
DOM. Dedicated to the Women of India by
the Author of “ Chronicles of the Schonbert^-
Cotta Family. ” R.s. 2-8.

°

CHARLES DICKENS’S WORKS.— Pictures from
Italy, and American Notes, Illustrated, Rs. 2-8.

LORD Macaulay,—

L

ays of Ancient Rome.
With Ivry and The Armada. New Edition, with
forty-one Illustrations, by J, R. Wegnelin.
Rs. 4 4.

HOLF ( EMILYS, )—Earl Hubert’s Daughter :

or, The Polishing of the Pearl. A Tale of the
Thirteenth Century. Rs. 3-8.

THE END OP A COIL. By the Author of “ the
Wide, Wide World.” Rs 2 8.

FAMILIAR GARDEN FLOWERS. Figured by
P. E. Holme and described by Shirley Hibberd.
First Series. With coloured Plates, Rs. 8-14.

SCIENCE FOR ALL— Edited by Robert Brown.
Illustrated. Vol. III. Rs. 6-8.

THE COUNTRIES OP THE WORLD. By Robert
Brown. Being a Popular Description of the
various Continents, Islands, Rivers, Seas, and
People of the Globe Vol. V. Rs. 5-6.

Cambridge BIBLE.—The First Book of
Samuel. With Man, Notes, and Introduction.
Edited for the Syndics of the University
Press. Bv Rev. A, P, Kirkpatrick. Rs. 2-8

STUART (ESME.)—Caught in a Trap : a Tale of
France in 1802. Rs. 3-8.

GROOME (F. H.)—In Gipsy Tents. Illustrated,
Rs. 5-6.

DUMAS (ALEXANDRE.)—The Corsecan Brothers
Translated by Henry Frith. As. 12.

WURTZ (AD.)—The Atomic Theorv. Translated
by E. Cleinin.shaw. (The International Scii-nti-
fic Perie.s.) R«. 3-8

ALCOTT i"LOUISA M.)—Jack and Jill : a Village
Story. With Illustrations. 3-8.

GUY ASJD PERRIER’S PRINCIPLES OF FOR-
ensic Medicine. Fifth Edition. Revised, and
Illnstri^ed by One Hundred and eighty-eight
Wood Engravings. Rs. 8-14

IRVING (WASHINGTON.)-Little Britain; to-
gether with Spectre Bridegroom and A Legend
of Sleepy Hollow. Illustrated bv Chas ” O
Murray, Rs. 7-8.

F^E LANCE.— Horses and Roads : or, How to
Keep a Horse Sound on his legs. Being a i

Series of Papers republished from ” The Farm •

.Journal.” Rs. 4-4.

NIEBUHR’S GREEK ! HERO-STORIES. With
Illustrations by Augustus Hoppin. Translated
by Benjamin Hoppin Rg. 4. 12.

• a Contest-
ed Election and its Results. Rs, 4.4

for' modernREADERS. Stoicism, by Rev. W. W. Canes.
Rs. l-12;Epicureani8m by W. Wallace Re

COLLIER (W.F.) HUtor, o( S»„tl.„d?or sVool..
Re. 1.

^ Eonely Island
; or,

Ihe Refuge of the Mutineers. With Illustration

.

SOME heroes OP TRAVEL, or, Chapters from
the tligtory of Geographical Discovery and Eu-

With Mao. Compiled and re-written
by W, H. Davenport Adams. Rs. 3 8.

a*14

THACKER, SPINK CO..
6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PL\CK

Calc0tta.

Burmah Clg>ars, Clgrarettes, andwoDacco, g:ood quality.
made of

SAGRIELL <)fc CO.’S
_ Selected Leaves,

Rs. 12
Do. do.

Silk Ties do.
Do. do,

9 9

99

9«

A2
B
B2

Do. do.
Moulmein Cigars

Do, do.

>9

99

9 9

B3
Cl
C2

Do. do,
99 C3

Manilla shaped
99 D1

Do.
9 9 D2

Do.
99 D3

Havanah shaped
99 El

Do.
9 9

E2
Tiffin Cigars

9 9 PI
Do.

99 F2
Big S( Long Size Havana

Manilla Shape
Do. do.

Coconada Cigars No. S,

T. Long and Thin
Lnnka „ ,, H.
Office Burmah

,, I.

Djllyvardeu
,, J.

Po. „ K.
Cigarettes

,, L,

„ M M, ...

Honey dew Tobacco 4. 5 and 6 sticks
to the lb. at 10 to 14 as.

Cavendish Tobacco O-lO to 0-12 lb.
Gold Leaf 1st quality

Do. 2nd ..

»>

9 »

>9

99

99

99

>9

10
9

8
7

14

11

9
15
10

8
14

12

9

8

8 per 1,( 00
S' M
8

0
0
0
8

8

8
8

8
0
8
s

0

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

>9

9 9

99

99

9 9

>9

99

9 9

16

15

8

0

0
8

15 to

9 8

7 to

12 to 14
10 8 0
9 to 0

13 to 0

1 to 1-8
Apply to

PRAMJEE & SONS, ri i-iC

. ^ Calcutta,
Agents :n Up-countrv,

r irozepore.

Lucknow.
Benares.

Cawnpore.
Nassirabad.
Aj’meer.

Eawul Pindi.
Jhansee.

Jamsetj'i and Sous
Nouroji & Co.,
Framji & Go..

Harj'ubhoy & Co.
Rustomji Furdoonji and Sons
RustomjiPurdoonji and Sons
Jamasji and Sons
Pistonji & Co.
The Railway Co-operative

ciety

Messrs. Richardson & Co.
Noaroji, Manacji & Co.

So-

Allahabad.
Allahabad,
Fyzabad; a-68

QUICK! SA FE ! ! SURE ! ! !

PAVZi <fc. CO.’S

Proprietory Medicines,
Prepared and Sold only by Padl & Co.,

DRUGGISTS.
I No. S85-13, Bowhazar Street, Calcutta.

Prophylactic mixture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable
and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Dig»s-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system. Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectcratlng: l>rcps.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption,
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-
tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this
repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.

Price 1 Re. per bottle.

l>etersive mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for 'Rhen-

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaioebuu "

and Mercurial Affections, andall the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of- the*^*^
Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revivedl'and ‘

"

Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-*^"
fectly restored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle. i

W. iJ.—Full directions accompany eiach^ bottle.'-
’

Mofussil orders for these medicines accbmp.iuied“'
with full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

Drugs of tlie best quality and genuine patent
M- dicines are alwavs availaMe at tlm a'K-' e nddi-psa
at the cheapest rate possible. «-39
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W. NBWmiAN <{(. CO.

Bohn’s Z«ibraries,

Standard Library. A Series of the best Etif;.

lish and Foreigrn Authors, printed in post 8vo.,

each volume (excepting time marked otherwise')

(2 4 )
... 2 8

Bacon’s Essays, Apophthegms ;
Wisdom of the

Ancients ;
New Atlantis, and Henry VII, with

introduction and Notes.

Beaumant and Fletcher, a popular Selection from.

By Leigh' Hunt.

Burke’s Speeches on the Trial of Warren Hastings,

2 vols.

Butler’s Analogy of Religion, and Sermons, with

Notes.

Cary’s Translation of Dante’s Heaven, Hell, and

Purgatory.
Carafas of Maddaloni ;

and Naples under Spanish

Dominion. Translated from the German.

Cellini (Benvenuto) Memoirs of. Translated by

Roscoe.

Coleridge (S. T.) Friend. A series of essays on

Morals, Politics, and Religion,

Biographia Literaria. and two Lay Sermons

Coxe’s History of the House of Austria, 4 yols.

DeLolme on the Constitution of England. Edited,

with Notes, by John Macgregor.

Early Ballads, illnstrative of History, Traditions

and Customs; also Ballads and Songs of the Peas,

antry of England. Edited by Robert Bell-

Emerson’s Complete Works, 2 vols.

Poster (John) Essays on Decision of Character, &c.

Essays on the Evils of Popular Ignorance, &o.

Fuller ( Andrew ) Principal Works, with Memoir,

Guizot’s History of Civilization. Translated

by W. Hazlitt, 3 vols.

History of the English Revolution of 1640.

HazUtt’s Plain Speaker.

Round Table j
the Conversations of James

Northcote, &c.

Sketches and Essays, and Winterslow (Esays

written there ).

Lectures on the Comic Writers, and on the

English Poets.

Lectures on the Literature of the age of Eliza-

beth, and on the Characters of Shakespeare’s

Plays.

Hawthorne’s Twice Told Tales, and the Snow
Image.

Scarlet Letter, and the House with the Seven

Gables.

Heine’s Poems, complete; Prom the German by

E. A. Bowring, (3 6) 3 12

Hutchinson (Colonel) Memoris of, with the

seige of Latham House.

Jameson (Mrs.) Shakespeare’s Homines.
Irving, (Washington) Biographies and Miscella-

nies.

Junius Letters, with Notes, Additions, and an In-

dex, 2 vols.

Lamartine’s History of the Girondists, 3 vols.

Restoration of the Monarchy, with Index,

4 vols.

French Revolution of 1848, with a fine

Frontispiece.
'

Lamb (Charles) Elia and Eliana, complete.

Lessing’s Chief Prose Works, Translated.

Locke’s Philosophical Works, containing an Es-
say on the Human Understanding, &c., with
Notes and Index, 2 vols.

, Martineau (Harriet) History of the Thirty Years’
Peace, A . D. 1816. 1846, 4 vols.

Machael Angelo and Rapheal : their Lives aad
Works. By R. Duppa and Quatremere de
Quincey. (3 6; 3 12

Machelet’s Life of Luther. Translated by William
Hazlitt. '*

^French Revolution.

Moliere’s Dramatic Works, translated into English
Prose, with short introductions and explanatory
notes by C. H. Wall, 3 vols. ’

Ockle’s History of the Paracens, revised and com-
pleted.

Pearson on the Creed. New Edition, with Analy-
sis and Notes.

Ranke’s History of the Popes. Translated by E,
Foster, 3 vols,

Servia and the Servian Revolution.
Richter (Jean Paul) Flower, Fruit, and Thorn

Pieces.
f

:

Rosooe’s Life of Lorepzo de Medici, with the
copyright Notes.

Russia, History of. By Walter K. Kelly,
Schiller’s Thirty Years ’ War and Revolt of the

Netherlands. • ^

—
:— Continuation of Revolt of the Netherland
Wallestein’s Camp ; ‘A o. 'A 1

Williain Tell, &c.,

Don Carlos, Mary Stuart, Maid of
Orleans, &c.

Schlegel’s .Esthetic and Miscellaneous Works,
i Shakespeare’s Dramatic Art. History and Charac-

ter of Shakespeares’s Plays, by Dr. H. Ulrici,
2 vols.

Smith (Adam) Theory of the Moral Sentiments;
with hfs Essay on the First Formation of
Languages.

Smyth (Prof.) Lectures on Modern History,
2 vols.

Wesley (John) Life. By Robert Southy. (3 6) 3 12
. Historical Library, each volume. (3 6) 3 12
Jesse’s Memoirs of the Reign of the Stuarts includ-

ing the Protectorate, with General Index. Up-
wards of 40 Portraits. 3 vols.

Memoirs of the Pretenders, and their Adherents.
Nugent (Lord) Memorials of Hampden ; his Party,
and Times.

Strickland (Agnes) Lives of the Queens of England
from the Norman Conquest. Revised Edition,
6 vols,

Life of Mary, Queen of Scots, 2 vols.
Memoirs of the Duke of Sully, Prime Minister to
Henry the Great. With Portraits, 4 vols.
(9 0) ... ... ... _io 0

Philological and Philosophical Library,
each volume. (3 6) ... ...3 12

neroaoius. Turner's Notes to, with Map, &c.
Wheeler’s Analysis and Summary of.

Logic
; or, the Science of Inference : A Ponulai

Manual. By J, Devey.

Smith (Archdeacon) Complete collection of Syno-
nyms and Antonyms.

Thucydides. Wheelar’s Analysis of.
Wheeler’s Dictionary of Names of Fictitious Person
and Places.

British Classics—

Addison’s Works, with the Notes of Bishop Hurdmuch additional matter, and upwards of 100 un:

Po?
by H. G. Bohn, with

Portrait and Engravings, 6 vols. (13 15 CAntiquarian Library, each volume. (3-6) 3 isBrowne (Sir Thomas), Works, Edited by SWilkin, in 3 vols
^

Vol. I,—The Vulgar Errors.

” ‘^®dici, and Garden of Cyrus.

pl" and correspondence,C ronides of the Tombs. A collection of remark-
able Epitaphs. By T. J. Pettigrew.

Gesta Romanornm; or. Entertaining Moral Stories'translated from the Latin by the Rev. C SwanLamb s Dramatic Poets of the Time of Elizabeth'
including his Selections from the Garrick Plavs’Keightley’s Fairy Mythology. ^

w. NEWMAN s 00.

Just Landed.
Per “ S. S, Duke of Buccleuch ” Hnmmr, 4.1, •

Medicines, Phials, corks. Pocket filters
thermometers, other requisites, &c,, &c!

’ ^

Just Published.
.stri-sahachara,

A treatue on the leases of the females in
Bengalee;

Including a general knowledge of Midwifery illus-trated with 14 woodcuts.
^

Bound in cloth. Price 7?<i 9 .

3 . Bishoochika-Beioy j' ^ostg. An, 1 .

4. Shadwisa Chikit-
" ' ”

sashar ... c
>> Ot gTo be had at Datta’s.

No. 312, Chitpore Road
; Battalah, Calctta

Illustrated Price Listfree to the customers onlyTerms easy Cash.
B. K, DATTA,

Proprietor,

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott. Presi
dent of the New York Theosonhical Societi

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasi
Institute, .1Bombay:: Price two annas a copy
\ I'ply tp.\tb«v'rnciia7i Mirror Office,

WKAT ARX: PERFECT

WATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine-

made English Lever WATCH in sterling
Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.

It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
the best material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 nett.

Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted
to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only' Swi&s movements, fitted in

English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
WATCHES, warranted MACHINE-MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will

WIND ANY WATCflr Rs. 3 to 20.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.
RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIC BELLS, with appurtenances, Rs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

SPECIAL AT2ENTION TO REPAIRS,

BXiACK. Sc. mVRRAV.
6-1, Hastings Street, Calcutta, a-3

Messrs. DUTTA BROTHERS
AND 00 .,

GENERAL FURNITURE DEALERS, SHIP
BANIANS, MERCHANTS, CON-

TRACTORS, kc„

Invite Inspection of their Show-Rooms, '

No. 71, Bentinck Street,

OPPOSITE THE CITY PRESS.

Where every requisite for Balls, Routs or Parties

can be hired at

Moderate Rates.

OILMAN’S STORES, WAREHOUSE AND
SALE-ROOM

120, Municipal Market.

Refreshment Rooms.
No. 59 & 60 Municipal Market,

FOR SALE.

A 6 H. P. Vertical Engine and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill.

A 8 H. P. Horizontal Engine and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill (new).

A <^rand Pianoforte by Collard and Collard in

good condition.

A Harold’s Sympathetic Grand Square Piano in

goodjcondition.

An Alexandra Billiard Table by Dunn & Co.
Jute Combs.
Tarpaulins.

Miroballams.
Mangoe slice dry.

Ricebowls of sorts.

Sieves. .

Sofa Springs of sizes.

Carriage whip sockets, &c., &c.
1 Handsome Palanquin, late the property of the

late Nabob Amir Ally.

1 Broker’s Pony Office Jaun.
1 Brownberry by Thos. Smith & Co.

a-77 DUTTA BROS, k CO.,

X.ZFE
^

OF DEWAN RAM COMUL SEN. r

(With an admirable Eithog'raph)

BY

PEARY CHAND MITTRA.
,

'1

Price one rupee, ^ovsi\^v.

Apply at No, 20, Nimtollah Street.
^
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20, OZ,X> COURT ROUSE STREET, CALCUTTA,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE ANJ) COMPLICATED WATCHES,
WAOTH.MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.
Ine Model Watches are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durability, and timekeeping qualities.
These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. They are entirely of English manufacture having powerful fnlbplate, [.ever movements,
Capped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.COOKE AND KELVEY'S GENEVA WATCHES OF GUARANTEED OUALIT'SNiIUAV* wolf TTnTifir»r* r-v ..Silver Half Hunting Case,

Rs. 40 cash.
,

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs, 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 cash.

oaesert cr

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 cash.

^
OOEU AZ.SERT CRAZRS.

A magnificent assortment, many of the pattern being recently designed and
From Ra. 40 to 300.

of a novel character
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The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of massive
legant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

COOKE & KELVEY,
a.29 CALCUTTA.

NOTICE.

The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at

which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street,

where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter

be printed, is henceforward to be called the
** Sen Press.” All communications for the
'Mirror Newspaper and the Sen Press to be

•ddrmed accordingly,
<> >

RATZORAX. BARK OF ZRDZA,*
EZMZTBD.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4%

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short
periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J. Campbell,
0*62 Manga&r,

Established 1846.

TRB BRUG-GZSTS’ RAEE,
36-30, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S, S. “ Chybessa
and “Doranda.”

Cash Rates.

Patent ZtZedlolnes.

DEAFNESS CURED!!
ALFRED CROMPTON’S

SPBCZFZC FOR DEAFRESS,
Noises in the Ears, &o.,

Is decidedly the best remedy out for this most
annoying Complaint.

A single bottle has, in most instances, ejected a
speedy and permanent Cure.

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Price Re, 1, Packing
If. annas.

ALLEN’S antifat
The great remedy for

Corpulence.
Composed of purely vegetable ingredients,

acting only on the food in the stomach preventing
its being converted into fat. It aids digestion
and cures Dyspepsia.

Price per bottle Rs. 4-0. Packing As. 4.

Foreign XUlneral Waters,
Pullna Water.—A bitter Saline pnrga-

tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz useful in obsti-
nate constipation.

Price per bottle As. Vjf. Packing As. 8,

Vichy Water.—Useful in Kidney diseases
and diabetes,also in gout and hepatic derangement.

Priceper hotttle As. 12. Packing As. 8.
Frledrichshall Bitter Water.—Alter-

ative aperient, acting on the liver and pancreas
used in diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary
organs. It is made warm and drunk in doses of
half a tumblerful in the morning twice a week.

Priceper bottle Re. 1~2. Packing As, 8.

Runyedi Janos (Buda Pesth or Ofen) used
externally, it is efficacious in Chronic, Gout, Rheu-
matism, Eczema and Psoriasis. Internally jn
Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diathesis, Ulceration of the
Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, &c.

Price per bottle 1-4. Packing As, 8.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES.
BLISS’S PER PHOSPHODINE

A Safe and reliable Phosphoric
Remedy

FOR

Neuralgia, Nervousness, Lassitude, Overreorked
Brain, Nervous and General debility. Failure of
Memory, Dimness of Sight, Depression of

Spirits, Impoverished Blood, Liver
Complaints, 4’0., <fcc.

Its action is strikingly rapid
; marked improve-

ment having been frequently experienced in the
course of twenty-four hours after the commence-
ment of a course.

Price per bottle Rs. 5. Packing As. 4.

Br. S, P. Banerjea’s Sai^ivani
cleanses the blood of all its morbid and effete mate-
rials, restores the normal functions of the liver,

and keeps the cutaneous system in its proper
standard of purity. ’! 1

It is efdcacious in the following diseases :

Chronic fevers. Chronic indigestion, Nervous
debility, Piles, Gout, Rheumatism, Baldness,
Sterility, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Chronic Ulcers,
Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, &c., &c.

Priceper bottle Rs. 4. Postage ^c,, Re. 1.
•

DR. QHOSE’S FEVER PILL.
A Wonderfal New Medicine.

Three or four pills generally care Malarious,
Chronic, and Intermittent Fevers. Where Quinine
and other renowned medicines fail, the action of
these pills is marvellous. The ingredients of the
pills are purely vegetables which do not in the
least injure the health or make it delicate.
Price, Re. 1-0 for | dozen and Re. 1-12 for 1 dozen

Postage, As. 8 for each packet,

WHOLESALE RATES ON APPLICATION,
OOBZRO GRURE -liR UUTT <Sh COp.
WHOLESALE A- RETAIL DRUGGISTS:

»-47
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NSW GOODS! NEW GOODS!

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIB

Splendid Stock of Furnlslilngr Requisites.

Virr VFT PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6-

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Ra. 3 to 12-8. COCOANDT MATTING, Ra. 1-8 to 2 per yard. OIL

FLOOR CLOTH, Ra. 2-12 to 3 per aquare yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP ^IN RUGS, &c., &c., &C.^ BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 26 per set. BRASS

CORNI^^^^^ CURTAIN HOLDERS, Ra. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all aizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, &C., &c., &c,

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OP

LACK muslin AND LENO CURTAINS. Ra. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
’ AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, ricliness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns, post-free, to any part of India,

Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,
Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants Goa

Blankets.

Door Mats.
Englith-made from West India Fibre,

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

Brussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile
Carpetings.

An immense stock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit^ all

Carpets, planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid iwastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long

Curtains, Screens, <kc.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs,

In great variety.

Blankets.
We are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some tine

Saxony Blankets, very soft and fleecy.

t( ,1 M >» 38 by 24 ,)

Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches.

,, ,, ,, ,, 38 by 24
Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &o.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Hearth Ztngs and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes, Felt Carpeting by

the yard

.

Purdah Xlepps.

Oreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon Plain, and Fancy
Bordeaux Tapestry Repps,Goblin Tapestry Repps

and several other Materials.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

r. W. BAKBB. CO..

HOSIERS. DRAPERS, SILK MERCERS. &o., ko„

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA. a-23
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Provision for Old Age eonibined with a Provision for the Widow and Orphan.

EXAMPLE.
A Civilian, European or Native, aged 20 next birthday, wishes to lay apart a sum

of about THIRTEEN RUPEES a mouth in such a way that his savings will be securely

invested until the time of his retirement from Service j
and that, should he die beforehaud,

a provision will be secured for his relations. By payment of a sum of Rs. 163-0-0 per

annum (or at the rate of about Rs. 13-0-0 per mensem) as the premium for an Endow-

ment Assurance, he will become entitled to Rs. 5,000 on attaining age 55 ;
and should he

die before attaining that age —even after payment of only one years subscription the

full sum of Rs. 5,000 will be paid to his representatives. [Vide Table III. of Prospectus].

The Same Provision, if commenced

at age 25, would cost about Fifteen Rupees a month
;

at age 30, ,, ,, about Eighteen Rupees a month ;

at age 35, ,, ,. about Twenty-One Rupees a month ;

at age 40, „ ,,
about Twenty-eight Rupees a month

;

at age 45*,
,,

about Forty-one Rupees a month ;

The rates for other Ages, also for Endowments payable at Ages 45,50, and 60,

and all further information, may he obtained on application. Premiums can

be paid half-yearly, quarterly, or monthly, at slightly increased rates.

There is an obvious advanta<ge in effecting Investments of this nature in life'.—

by delay the rate of subscription increases ;
—death may occur before the intended provi-

sion is made j—or health may fail and render the life ineligible for Assurance,

ORIENTAL LIFE COMPANY.
Head Office : Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

I

Manager and Actuary :

D. MoLAUGHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Agent for Bengal :

F. A. COHEN,

7, Wellesley Place, Calcutta.

a-16
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C. XiB-ZAHTrS <k CO.,
AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,
Calcutta.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Maokines.

356, 432
Machines,

Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover.

Sewing Maohines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Hand Machine
with polished cover and

lock.

Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Maheines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,
Rs. 106.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-

LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Ra. 100,

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,

Rs. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Packing for

Hand Machines, Rs. 2-8.

Treadle ditto, Ra, 6.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed. ^

Price Lists free on application. a-3

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders.

Commission will be charged according to the value
of the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
be ascertained by applioatioa to the Manager.
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES.
The undernoted Watches are specially adapted for persons who, having costly watches, are

reluctai^ to use them for rough purposes, such as travelling, sporting, &c. They have* been
manufactured by Hamilton and & Co. expressly to supply the demand for a fairly finished and accurate
time-keeper at a moderate cost,

The Railway Watch.

The Railway Watch, as sup-
plied to the Indian Railway
Companies, has an English
iever movement of the finest

quality and strongest possible

construction. Hamilton & Co.
confidently recommend it as a
Watch not easily disarranged by
rough usage. The apparent dis-

advantage of the large size is

amply compensated for. in wear
by the increased excellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.
Recommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use of

Travellers and Explorers. ,

Cash.

In German Silver case...Rs
In Sterling Silver case
In Silver case. Keyless... M

95
135
180

The “Exhibition” Eng-
lish Ziever Watch.

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely English-
made throughout, has a substan-
tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Full Plate System ! with Jewel-
led Lever Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain
ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me
dium size.

Cash.

TEE QX7ESTX017 ANSWERED.
They are those which go

CORRECTLY
I'llOM YEAR TO YEAR,

Keeping correct time

AND ABE TO BE HAD AT

BKATTKEWSON’S
FOR CASH

From Rupees twenty-five upwards.

Silver, best quality
Second quality

Rs. 8.*?

M 75

THE STANDARD EEVER WATCH.
In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, ^ This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We

have devoted particular attention to the good
finish of Its mechanism, and as we can confidently
guarantee its performance, we recommend it to all
classes of buyers.

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-

ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled

Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

Price, Rs. 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Rs. 200 cash.

With Keyless movement. Hunter Half-hunter, Silver, Rs. 100 cash.

The Patent Silver Eever WatchThe Aluminium or Silver Reyless
Crystal Watch.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for
winding or for setting the hands.
This in India is a great advantage, dust and damp

being kept out.

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.
Works visible.

Silver case, Rs. 45. Aluminium case, Rs. 40.

Ziadies’ Gold Watches.
Substantial 18-Carat Gold cases,engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughly
ti^med and tested. Fitted in Morocco case. Gold
Key supplied,

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200.

A GOOD WATCH FOB OBDINABY WEAB.
It possesses all the essential features of a reliable

time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-
faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass,
strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only ... Rs. 40
SUPERIOB QUALlTY,in HUNTING CASE, Rs. 65 Cash>
Ziadles’ Elegant Enamelled Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with
highly finished Jewelled movements. Rs. 125 to 300

R. N. MATTHEWSON,
No. 1, Calcutta,

Watch-Maker, Importer & Repairer.

R. N. BZATTHBWSON,
MANUFACTURING JEWELLER d: DIRECT

IMPORTER
OF ALL KINDS OF

Jewellery, Watches, Silver and
Plated Ware,

Finding his cash system work so well induces him to
give all those who -patronise him the

falhst valuefor their cash.

Where else will you find but at
Matthewson’s

NEAT AND NEW STYLE
Real Silver.

Bracelets very pretty from
Necklets ,, ,,

Lockets for above „
Brooches very neat „
Earrings

,, „
Ladies and Gentlemen’s Albert
Chains from

Half Suits Brooch and Earrings
in box from

Half Suits Brooch and Earrings
in silk lined cases ...

Rs. As. Rs. As.
6 8 to 28 0
2
3
1

1

6

4

8

8
4
4
4

30
16
7
2

0
0
0
4

10 0

7 0

11 0

Gold Guard and Albert Chains
Of every fashionable pattern now worn, and of the usual lengths, manufactured of the best rich

colored Gold. We solicit inspection of our large and varied stock, but a sheet of patterns with prices
will be forwarded per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta.

applicaMoif*'
Albert Chains, a large assortment always in Stock, Prices on

Ziockets, Seals, and Watch Keys, charms and Trinkets, «kc.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and Clock Makers in ordinary to K. E. the Viceroy

and to K. R. K. the Prince of Wales,
CALCUTTA. a.l8

M, DAV AND CO.,

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS
OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmiths,Electroplaters,Bronzers,

Z<acquerors and Railway Con-
tractors, dtc., dec.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tlnmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
;

Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
water Cans ; Garden Watering Pots

; Tea, House,
Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps ; Railway Lamps of every description,
ikc.

,
&c.

,
*

Always in hand and made to order,

also
Portable Cooking Stoves of single and double

IJ, 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens,

Torma vary moderate, a-33

Our Next Unreserved Highest Bidder

AUCTION SALE
WILL BE HELD

On Saturday next, the 27th Novem-
ber 1880,

WHEN A large number OP

HORSES AND CONVEYANCES,
Bona-fide the property of Gentlemen,

Will be sold to the Highest Bidders
Gentlemen desirous of including their Horses

and Conveyances in this Sale, are respectfully
requested to send in descriptions early, in order
that they may be advertised in the daily papers.

A. MILTON & CO.,

Auctioneers & Commission Agents,

156, Dhurmmtollah Street, (Hunter & Co.'s Old
Stables.) a-15

The above Half Suites, recommended
by Matthewson

For presents to young Ziadles.

The whole or any of the above sent free of charge to

any part of Indi ». hy valuepayable
post address

R. N. MATTHEWSON,
No. 1, Calcutta.

Just arrived and of the latest patterns, Plated
Ware of every description.

P. N.—Articles not approved the money in full
will be refunded.

Christmas and New Year Cards.

have just opened out a large assortment

of the above, and respectfully draw attention of

our Patrons and Friends.

Prices from 8 annas a dozen to Rs. 2-8 each

.

Our Indian Series is also a great attraction,

—

prices As. 8 each, or Rs. 2-8 a set of 6.

Toy Books, Birthday Books, Prayer Books,

Church Services, and Hymn Books, in great

variety. Photo and Scrap Albums, Work Boxes

Desks and various other Fancy Goods.

Inspection solicited.

Terms Cash.

«-60

H. C. GANGOOLY & CO.,

IQ d: 20 Mangoe Lanot Calcutta,
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CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,

1, LALL BAZAR.

A. j. farb.br & c o .

BEG to draw the attention of those about to /wmisA to their fine range of Commission Sale Booms

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowest prices.

Those desirous of Selling their Furniture privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valu-

tion. Cash advances made. a-21

Established 1875.
THE HEW XKCVSIOAT. DEFOT,

THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN CALCUTTA,
6, X«ower Chitpore Road.

DWARKIN & SON,IMPORTERS OF MUSICAE IHSTRUMEHTS, &c •»

PEOPLE’S HARMONIUMS,
With one Pedal and no Lid, 5 Octaves, in polished solid oak’case. by Alexandre

IMPROVED HARMONIFLUTES,
Sunerior Improved Harmouiflute, 3 octaves, O, G. Side 1 stop, highlv finished, in box

FLAGEOLETS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, with Flute head

MUSICAL BOXES.
Small size, 2 airs

MUSICAL ALBUMS,
In roan leather, gilt edges, and gilt brass clasp, playing two airs ...

PICOALOS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, slide head ...

<i*28

... Rs. 80 each.

... „ 65 „

... ,, 10 ,,

5 ,.

... ., 16 „

... ,, 6 ,,

RVKH AHD GO.
CA.BINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND
BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS

BY APPOINTMENT TO
His Excsllsnoy tlie Viceroy and Governor-

Geiieral of India.
Nos, 46 S( 47, Bentinck Street,

CALcurrA.
Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied

at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail,
able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.
' Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes
and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds

; a large
stock of both being always kept on hand.

B. M. SIRCAR’S ABROnXA
AUGUSTUM.

SPECIFIC FOR DYSMENORRHCEA
OK

Painful Menstruation.

ASINGLE administration during menses gener-
ally cures the disease, and brings on con-

ception.

For particulars apply to Dr. Bhoobun Mohun
Sircar, No. 77, Mooktaram Babu’s Street, Chore-
bagan, Calcutta.

Price Rs, 3-8. Packing arid Postage As, 8,

a-80

ATIVE Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited
to address themselves in writing to X, care of
the Printer«

The Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY, established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and I Native OflScers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed, who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums 'periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. MoLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,
' Secretary.

9, Blphinstone Circle, Bombay,
OR,

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

a-16 'Agent, for BENGAL.

Apply to the Manager.

FOR

Illustrated Price List,

a-55 At 56, College Street.

THE GREATEST

mmm of mimm times !

HOLLOWAYS PILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies 16 bo
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

cidents to the life of a miner, or to those living in tho
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race,

viz;—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhcea, and cholera.

Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds
ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin disease.; ; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails to

cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

Ihe Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World; with directions for use in almost every
language.

fiS* Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho”M look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes. i the
address is not 983, Oxford Street, Lon>

,
they

are spurious.

a-26
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

ADMIRABZ<Z: TRANSFORlMCATXO»r OF ZMEBCHANZC AX. ENSRGT
XNTO TORRENTS OF EEECTRXOXTY t

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Light in England,
France, and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time, be ex*

tensively used for lighting up large spaces, ami will supersede every other Method of Lighting.
We are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills, Public Halls,

Large Durbar Tents, Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railway
Bridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof
Electric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensity
of 2,000 Standard Candles at the following low rates.

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses ... ... Rs. .^0 0
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night ... ... „ 175 0
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night ... ... „ 460 0

1

1

! The cost of oil for 2,000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rs. 15 per night at
the monthly rate or J one quarter the price of Oil Lights ! ! I

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine, Carbon
Pencils, &c., fitted with our improved Hurricane proof. Self 'Adjusting, Self Lighting
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2,000.

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,500.

(TREE C O P F.)

Mr. Fleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Bakrala
Bridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards.

The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst. Engineer, Bakrala Sana Division, P. N. State Railrvay,
Bakrala Bridge, )

28th October 1879. (

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Builders and Eleotrioal Engineers,

*"37 No. 6.3, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta

FROM

E. S. BINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. PESHAW UR.^^

A 2-ITorse Power Vertical Steam Eiiffine

and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... lis. 800

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
now fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinarv
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are ot
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank,which forms also the ash-pana and an efficient

Water-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.

Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anyildnrj in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.

Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.
ERASMUS JONES, Printers’ Agent, 5 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.

a-67

STEAM ENGHNE

NO MORE FAXNS ! :

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-

tion arising from whatever cause, on any
part of the human frame. A certain cure for

Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,

Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the

Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics,

Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.

Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Ourer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all

other medicines have been tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains ! !

!

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs, 2, packing As. 8

DARLINGTON & OO.
49, Dhvo’rumtollah Street, Calcutta.

IS" Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of

imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.^ Call for Darlington’S Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev, Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban*

dora, writes ;
—“ We find Darlington’s PAin-

CUreb efficacious, and are glad to know of it

as being a useful medicine. Sistkr Thkodobine,
Superioress F de la Croix."
Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &

Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes :

—“ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary,
Mr, E. C. Kemp, Editor 3t Proprietor of the

Bengal Times, writes from Dacca :
—“ I have

lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Cuber was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple ot appdcanoQs, and in al >ut 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlino^ton’s
Pain-Curer.”

To lovers of g-ood reading-

Calcutta Magazine, A journal of Literatur
Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-

tion, Re. I, postage, I anna. Times of India
says;—“ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—“ It is ably and

^

judiciously conductel by Mr. Owen Aratoon.”
!
Bangalore Examiner tays “ We should like to
see the Calcidta Magazine on the tables of the

I

Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with auy average
home monthly of the day.”

Manager, CdUndta Magazine, 49, Dhurrumtollah
Street,Calcutta, Remit in half anaapostagc stamps.

' g*2I
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAXiKOTTSIS SQUARE, CAIiCUTTA.

WARRANTEE

!

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. PARE’3 PATENT MEDICINES.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the Mofuasil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom-

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order'
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfectly in tune'
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

’ ‘ j .

o

Box No. 1073, playing- 6 Beng-all tunes, 1st series.
Poorabee. 4. Bassanto.

5, Kalangrah.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 100.

Harp or Setar Box No. 1073^, playing- 6 Bengrali tunes, 1st series.
Poorabee. 4. Bassanto.

6. Kalangrah.
Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie), 6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 125.

Box No, 1074:, playing- 8 Bengali tunes.
Ehambaj. 5. Kalangra. '

> i , i

Behag. 6. Khambaj.
‘io- 7. Bebag.

Eambira, 8. Poorabee.
Cash price Rs. 150.

Harold & Co, invite special attention to the following new consignment ofniEEOXtXAN ORGANS.
WORKED BY THE HAND PLAYING 6 NATIVE ATRSS

Size:—23" X 11" x 12J".
Price Rs. 64, Cash.

1 .

o

1 .

o

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

DENTAL SURGEON BY DIPLOMA.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising therefrom.
Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,

Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, &c. It

has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and of purifying the blood of all

its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in-

vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy
and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary
efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of

chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects

to be unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8 ;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil ..

including packing.

Ointment for foul and Merourlal
Ulcers and Eruptions. Price per pot
8 annas.

Infallible Blalaria Specific perfectly

free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,

restores the internal organs to their normal func"

tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after

the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healine art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Infiammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To be had of
MAISON DE PARIS.

2, CHOWBINGHEE, NEAR DHURUMTOLLAH.
Camutta,

Wanted agents for the Mofussil. 16 per cent,
commission will be allowed.

Branches and agencies :—Allahabad, Burdwan,
Chittagong, Gowhatty, Guptiparah, Jessore,
Jhenida, Kushtea, Rajbari, Santipore, Serajgunge
and Sylhet. a-iO

J BARKER supplies Artificial Teeth on the latest and most improved style without springs or

wires of any kind being accurately fixed to the mouth by atmospheric pressure only. These teeth are

'I

80 life like in appearance that they cannot be detected by the closest observer. Mastication is as per-

Surmah

CIGARS,
UNSURPASSED QUALITY,

Three Sizes,

Es, 10, Bs. 15, Bs. 25 per mile.

fectly performed as with natural Teeth, and they do not interfere with but assist Articulation

J. Barker's Patent mineral Teeth are of the purest material only, and supplied at strictly moderate

1

charges being within the reach of all classes (at home daily).

Sample on application.

NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

5, Hare Street, Calcutta

American

KEROSINE OIL,

10, ESP BA NADB ROW, BAST, CALCUTTA.

THE CALCUTTA ARXMCOURir CO.
No. 1/1 Mission Row, (Round the corner.)

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Ammunitions,
Shooting ^ Fishing Tackles, Fencing, Archery,

Cricketing & Badminton*
; &c..

Also Mathematical Instruments, Bengali surveying
compasses, and Pebble Spectacles,

For at unprecedented low prices. a-7

Crushed Pood Notice.
FURTHER REDUCTION.

pROXJ the 14th Instant, the price of Cook and
D o

Food for Horses is reduced to
Ks. 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags.

Crashed Food for Cattle,
to Bs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

Chaff as usual 1-8 per maund, exclusive of bags.Hth August, im.
. , ,;t, r a-9

OFTHE BRIGHTEST QUALITY

Bs. 6-0 per case.

Free to Railway Stations.

a-44

Cash to accompany order.

NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

,

: 5, ^are Street, Calcutta.

liiiiiv-' /ml/ ,.L- ,ijl
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Fred. W. May “ The Stores” for
X’mas Cards.

AT CHRXSTMAS-JOV !

Througliout the New Year 1881—Peace !

Fred. W. may wMI send Free to any part of

India a pretty X’mas Card Almanack for

1881 on .the receipt of a stamped^ addressed enve-
lope.

'A

20 Pretty X’mas and New Year’s Cards Post
Free to any part of India, on the receipt of Re. 1

in Postage, Telegraph or Receipt stamps. Write
per return of Post, so that you may get them to

your Friends at Home before the 1st of December,
I have superb ones at As. 2, As; 3, As. 4, As. 6,

As. 8, As. 10, As. 12, Re. 1 and 1-8 each.

Remember the young and old Folks at Home I!!

Post your X’mas Cards by the English Mail of

Wednesday, 1st December, and they are sure to

arrive at the nick of time !

Fred W. May’s original Novelty in X’mas Cards.
The Registered ” Multim-in-parvo” X’mas Card
containing a X’mas Carol Almanack for 1881,

Four special Indian Postage, Telegram Tables, &c.
with Price and illustrations as well of Fred. W.
May’s noted American Watches and Clocks. These
special Cards are sold at As. 2, As. 4, As. 8, As. 12,

and Re. 1 each.

Thousands of the beat X’mas Cards can be bad
from »

)

FRED. W. MAY,
467 5, Daor^s Ltm, Oklrntta,

Hooghly Bridge Notice.

I'lHE Bridge will be closed for traffic on
Tuesday, the 30th November, 1880, from 1

to 4 p, .M.

G. H. SIMMONS.
,(*.63 "Secretary to the Bridge Commissioners,

^ — , .. I . -

INDIA GENEDAIj ST£AZH NAVX-
. NATION COMPANY, ”LD."

• >

SoFtOKXK, KilbuBN & Co.

—

Mavagtng Agents,

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward every Saturday.
rilHE Str. Teapose will leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Friday
'thjs-<2Gth instant.

......

Cargo will be received attheCompauy’s Godowns,
Nimtollab Ghat, up till noon’ of Thursday, the

25th.

fT^HE Str. Simla will leave

X Goalundo for Assam bn Sun-
Tjr^^^^^day, the 28th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 26th. 'i .>

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train
of Saturday, the 29th. ,

(

CACHAR LINE NOTICE, b

REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.-
Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-

diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

^ItHE Str. Assam will leave

1 Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-
day, the 23rd instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, NimtoiJab Ghat, up till noon of Monc.ay,
the 22nd.

For further information regarding rates of
freight, or passage money, apply to

4, Fatulik Place, i G. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 20th November, 1880. 1 Seeretafy,

a-1

aiVEXtS STEAM NAVIG-ATZON
CO., “LIMITED.”

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly
from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

The Steamer Buimiah will

leave Calcutta for Assam
on Tuesday, the 30th November.

7I1HE Str. Punjaui will leave

X Goalundo for Assam on
Thursday, the 20th December.

For further information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO.
a-2

Notice.

All private communications for the Proprietor
of the IndianMirror and the Sunday Mirror

should be directed to No, 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur
rumollah Street.

Taste and Try !
Sure and certain Cure f

Asthma! Asthma!!
Coughs ! Coughs !

!

Motiwala’s Vegetable Cough Pills.

ACHEAP and sure specific in Asthma, Bron-
chitis, Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness of voice,

shortness of breath, Difficulty in throwing out
phlegm and all other Throat and Lung Affections,
Hs testified by the Press, eminent medical gentle-
men and respectable families.

Motiwala’s Vegetable Cough Pills.
Tliey possess very extraordinary demulcent,

emollient, expectorant and halsimic pr'>perties.

They are pleasant to the taste and cure obstinate
and cronic cases in a wonderfully short time.

Motiwalla’s Vegetable Cough Pills.
To the Asthmatic and the Consumptive they are

a real blessing.

They clear the Throat and Voice in a few seconds,
and are very useful to Public Speakers and
Singers.

Being purely vegetable, they may be freely given
to infants, as well as old people.

Motiwa'a’s Vegetable Cough Pills.
The great popularity and very extensive Sale

of these Pills, their admission into practice by
some medical gentlemen, the several spurious
imitations thereof, the flattering opinions of the
Press and the testimony of eminent medical and
respectable gentlemen prove their wonderful effi-
cacy,

^

For fuller particulars and certificates, see hand-
bills which accompany each phial.

Price 4 annas, 6 annas and 10 annas per phial.
A liberal discount to the trade,

SOLD BY
MESSRS. FRAMJEE & SONS,
11, Bentinck Street, Calcutta,

Sole Agents for Bengal.
Retail Agents up-country.

Benares ...

Simla
Cawnpoie
Lucknow

*» •••

Jhansi ...

Rawal Pindi
Ferozepore
Nusserabad Ajmeer

Allahabad
Mozufferpore

Messrs. Framjee & Co.
Framjee & Co.
Jamsetji & Co.
Bduljee & Co.
Nourojee & Co.
Pestonjee & Co.
Jamasjee & Sons.
Jamsetjee & Sons.
Ruatomjee Furdoon-

jee and Sons.
... The Rail Co. Op. Society,

Tirhoot Messrs. Framjee & Co.

(Additional certificates about the efficacy of Moti-
wala's Cough Pills which do not appear

in the hand bills,

I have tried the pills prepared by Mr. D. B.
Motiwala in several cases of cold and cough and
have found them very efficacious.

H. B, Bhonslay,
(In Medical Charge Rohri, Sind.)

I say without the slightest hesitation that 1 find
your Cough pills more efficacious than Ketange’s
Cough Lozenges.

°

Manchebji Doeabji,
(Late Sub-Engineer, Public Works Dept., Poona.)

Motiwala’s Cough pills cured Mrs. Lord and
children of a very bad type of cough.

H. N. Lord,
(Of Elphinstone High School, Bombay.)

Motiwala’s Cough pills cured my daughter of
her cough in two days.

Ganesh Keshav Vaid,
(Interpreter, Appellate High Court.)

i
Motiwala’s Cough pills cured me of cough in

two or three days. They have proved equally
efficacious to persons whom I recommended them.

Pabjaram Kardnashankar,
Patel, Tolutia Brahmins, Bombay.

My son and daughter were suffering from a
severe attack of cough, and Motiwala’s pills cured
them in two days. One of my relatives was suffer-
ing from a chronic cough,and the same pills proved
efficacious in her case also.

HORMASjr Naoroyji Mistri,
(Merchant and Contractor, Bombay.)

days my daughter
cough from whicli

Four cough pills cured in ten

of her old and long standing
be had been suffering,

Pbstanji Kharskdji M dnshi,
lAsiti, Aifflj Clothing Dept*, Bombay,)

Some time ago my little daughters were suffer-
ing from an obstinate cough, and I tried Motiwala’s
cough pills for a week and the cure was simply
marvellous

; since then I recommended them to
others suffering from this troulbesome complaint,
and with ( qual success.

Hormbsji Rdstamji Umbegar,
(Late of the Elphinstone High School, now

a-85 of the High Court, Bombay.)

Dast Indian Railway.
Reduced ratefor grain and seeds vid Benares

to Horvrah,

1HE reduced rate of Rs, 42 per 100 maunds for
grain and seeds from stations on the Byram-

ghat Branch, Nawabgunge, and stations below on
the 0. & R. Railway, via Benares to Howran,
will cease otK'.Sptb instant, and the previous rate
of Rs. 50( will be reverted to from 1st December
proximo.

BRADFORD LESLIE,
Agent,

Calcutta, 18th /November 1880, 460

r

MESSRS. L. V. MITTCR di. CO.,
HOMCEOPATHIC CHEMISTS, BOOKSELLERS

AND PRACTITIONERS,
No. 1, Upper Ciroular Road,

Calcutta,

Opposite E, B, Railway Station.

SUPPLY all sorts of Homoeopathic Medicines,
Medicine -chests, Books in English and Ben.

gali for Domestic and Professional purposes, and
all other requisites imported directly from England,
on moderate terms.

Catalogues and price lists free on application,

NOTICE
To Constituents.

THOMPSON dt. COONDOO,
Iron and Metal

Mercbants,
33‘36, New China Bazaar,

Are prepared to execute any orders entrusted
to them j and care should be taken when

directing letters that this Firm is not miscon.
strued into

THOMPSON, COONDOO & CO..
a-86

For One Month
„ Three Months
,, Six Months
,, Twelve Months
N. B,—The above

Sunday Edition.

THE INDIAN MIRROR.

RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.
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Town.
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(Bditovial Jotus.
‘

who believe in a mediator, cannot conceive
that a Theist can have communion with
God without the help of one. This was our
position and we are right, for the Bombay
Guardian himself echoes the sentiment
of Christians when he says :

—“ The Gospel
teaches that only through Christ can there

be any such intimate communion between
man and God.” The Theist’s experience is,

as we have said, quite different.

:o:-

The Oxford Mission to Calcutta is expect-
ed this month. We believe that Father
Bivington accompanies the Mission.

:o:

There were, we understand, six female
candidates for the Calcutta University ex-
aminations this year. Four appeared at the
Entrance and two at the F. A. With the
exception of one they are students of the
Bethune Female School.

——:o:

A Red Indian chief was asked what
was his idea of happiness, and he said,
“If all that mountain was tobacco
and all that lake was rum I should be
happy.” “Nothing else?” he was asked,
and he replied. “ A little more rum.” The
moral of the story may be drawn by each in-
dividual according to his taste or fancy.

:o:

The Salvation Army, led by General
Booth, has now an oflBcial organ or gazette
which it calls the War-Cry. This publication
began with the present year, and has already
a oiroulation of above 90,000. It is a weekly
and the price is one-half penny. Portraits of
the principal soldiers as also records of the
battles fought in the cause of religion are given
in abundance in this journal.

1

An oflBcer of high standing in Deccan
writes to the editor of an English periodi-
cal :— “ I am going to retire at the end
of the year

;
the service is too degrading

to stay in, * * The sure road to ruin in this
country is to tell the truth. I conacien-
ciously aver,^ that if I had been deaf, dumb
and blind, I might have risen to the highest
honors. Nearly all who rise crawl up stairs
on their knees, kissing the foot-steps of the
Secretary.” It is unnecessary to make any
comment on the above.

— ;o;
-

«

According to the Bombay Guardian^ “the
Sunday Mirror intimates that because Chris-
tiaus profess to have access toiGod through
a Mediator, that they cannot have communion
with God.” Now, W(» never made:' any srreb

Statement* What we said was that QUristiaos
'

A Gazette of India Extraordinary an-
nounces that the arrival at Calcutta of the
Most Honorable the Marquis of Ripon, K.G.
P. C., G. M. S. I., Viceroy and Governor-
General of India, will for the present be post-
poned. Due intimation of the proposed date
and hour of arrival of His Excellency at the
Presidency will be given hereafter. The
cause of this unexpected postponement,
we regret to hear, is the illness of
the Viceroy. His Excellency got an at-
tack of fever after his return from Puna
to Bombay. His trip through the Wes-
tern Presidency has been an ill ad-
vised one. It is, we think, wrong for
a Viceroy to travel over a large tract of
the country on the first year of his ar-
rival. We sincerely hope Lord Ripon will

soon recover and come to Calcutta with re-

newed strength and energy.

:o:

Mr. Thomas Hughes is founding an Eng-
lish colony in East Tennessee which he pro-

poses to call Rugby. This is an attempt to es-

tablish a sort of Utopia upon a practical basis.

It was opened on the 5th October. In the

course of a speech Mr. Hughes explained the

exact religious position of the colony in a

remarkable way. He said :

—

Now let me say at once, and with emphasis, that
there will be no attempt here to interfere with in-
dividual freedom. Every one will be free to wor-
ship in his own way, and to provide for whatever
religious ministrations he requires out of his own
funds, and according to his own ideas. We are
putting up a building as a temporary church, in
which the experiment will be tried whether the
members of different Christian denominations can-
not agree well enough to use one building for their
several acts of worship. All that helps to make
healthy, brave, modest, and true men and women,
will get from us all the cordial sympathy and help
we are able to give.

The colony is founded upon strict teetotal

principles.

: o:

The French Republic has committed its first

great blunder. It has expelled all the non-

autuorised religious orders from France.

'Some of the names
^

of the expelled Jjodiea,

ht»v^ been giyen, are the Capuchins,

Minorites, Coventuals, Oblates, Picpusseins

Marists, Augustinians of the Assumption,

Redemptorists, Dominicans (from both their

houses), &c. In almost aU cases force had

to be employed and doors had to he

broken open in order to turn the inmates out.

Many of the ofiScials refused to have anything

to do with these evictions. At Rennes an officer

refused to order his troops to assist in the

work, and resigned. His resignation was not

accepted,and he is to be tried by a Court Mar-
tial. Besides this more than a hundred

magistrates have resigned, declining to be in-

strumental in carrying out the orders of

Government. Thus in trying to please the

extreme Republicans, the French Government

have beautifully succeeded in alienating the

hearts of the people. Can a persecuting

Government last, even in Prance ?

Mr. Robert Knight writes in his new

magazine “ We knew the Maharajah of

Jeypore personally. He was i justly regarded as

one of the most enlightened of the Native

Princes. * * The last time we saw him (Nov;

1878) he told ns how deeply he felt ‘the

wrong done to him in these salt arrangements.

“ They (the British Government)^ came to

me,’ he said, ‘seven years ago with professions

of generous regard for me and my people, arid

persuaded me to give the Sarabhar Salt Lake

into their management. ^They have, ended

by compelling me to raise the price of this

necessary of life to the millions of my poor.,i

subjects to the same enormous rates charged by i

the British Government to their subjects. ‘I

shall be disgraced in the eyes of my, successors

by the wrong I have I been made to do to my
subjects.*' Holkar we^.do not know

;

but we have, a part of the record.of the pro-

ceedings in his case. Hfs resentment again is I

.

bitter. He feels that he has been* deliberately

cheated and if he dared,he would fling away the

scabbard,and fight us. If we were Holkar, we

should feel as he does, as we all should under

such treatment. We are almost in despair.

Secrecy and irresponsibility have done i their

natural work in India, and, short ofr corrup-

tion, the Indian Government does not care

what proceedings it leads itself to,”, Wft.be-

ilieve Mr.Knight is tight. There is notjperbapd,

a Native Prince who does not entertain somo
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sort of grudge against the Foreign Department
of the British Government.

The Director of Pnblio Instruction has
ruled that “ the sons of all Hindu families

who may occupy a respectable position in

society, irrespective of the caste to which they
belong,are admissible to the Sanskrit College,”
and that “ according to the spirit of these
orders 1 should interpret them as excluding the
Christian son of a respectable Hindu.” Mr.
Croft has probably rightly interpreted the
intentions of the founders of the Sanskrit Col-
lege. But it is hard to conceive an enlightened
Government declaring in the broad dav-
light of the year 1880 that a Christian
by virtue of being such should be ex-
cluded from an educational institution.

Granting that Mr. Croft is right in

his interpretation, could he not alter the
law to suit the necessities of the times ? If
Christians should be excluded from the privi-

lege of joining the Sanskrit College, Govern-
ment might with equal justice send forth its

fiat against the expediency of permitting
Christian scholars in Europe to devote
their days and nights to the study and eluci-
dation of Sanskrit literature, though Sanskrit
might owe all its recent glory and honor to
their laborious researches. In that case Govern-
ment ought to have refused all aid
and patronage to such a scholar, for instance,
as Professor Max Muller in respect of his
great edition of the Rig Veda. The Educa-
tion Department should not make itself ridi-

culous by enforcing a rule which, every one
would admit, is antiquated and obsolete.

^

Spectator has an article onOver-eatingm which the Lancet is quoted as saying
that the modern world eats too much in
positive bulk of food, and that the modern
regularity of meals has induced people to
regard appetite as the guide rather than
lionger. Ihe Spectator condemns the habit
ot taking too many meals :

Men and women eat three in ten hours and ahalf, breakfast at 10 A. m., lunch at 1-30 p m anddinner at 7-30 p M.,-a division of twe^fourhours of the day which can hardly be health"It leaves thirteen hours and-a-half without foodwhile in the remaining ten and a half there Lethree meals. It would be better, we imagine forsedentary men to reduce theirs to two, taken atconsiderable intervals
; or, if that is too Worryingto confine the intercalary meal to the Ssimouthful, taken without sitting down andwith no provision to tempt the anDetit»Lunch for those who work with the b?ffn i^the destruction of laboriousness, and for thosewho work with the hands is the least use?ulof the meals. It is very doubtful whether theiwerfully built races of Upper India who eat onlytwice a day, at 10 a. m. and 10 p. m. are not in

:o:-

Manv Englishmen are under the impression
that an educated Native generally thinks in
English. We have heard this opinion fre-
quently expressed, and whenever a contradic-
tion was made, it was received with a face of
surprise mingled with incredulity. Now we
confess it is very diflScult to analyse the
mental process under certain circumstances.
For instance, when one delivers a lecture in
English, it is very difficult to say whether
just at the time he is translating every thought
or whether the thought comes ready dressed in
English. We are to suppose that the speaker
18 very fluent and then we think there
is no time to translate; bnt the thoughts
catch hold of any language that may
be best fitted to convey them. In this case
however, the thoughts had been already
thought out in the vernacular. The process
is not BO difficult to analyse when one is
deliberately thinking, for then we are sure it

is vernacular all over. There is another
mode of testing the matter, namely, when a
man is in a high passion. Here the thought
comes out through the easiest medium which
it finds. A Bengali drunkard when angry
in a moment of intoxicatiou,will speak English
more often than Bengali. Bnt the best way
to solve the difficulty is to set a Bengali to
work at the multiplicatjon table. Instead of
saying “ two-twos,” he will surely express the
same in Bengali. What is more, he
will take two minutes to do what in English
will take him not less than half an hour. Our
heart language, again, is Bengali. In
moments of surprise, agony or distress the
thought is certainly not English. The writer
of this has found it very difficult to take part
in an English service at church, and the
language of the prayers at the Brahma Mandir
is more acceptable to him than the choicest
idiomatic English that he may hear at a
Christian or Theistio oharoh.

The same journal has not much to say
in favor of vegetarianism. “Vegetarian-
ism It says, “ has been tried for thou-
sands of years by millions of people, and
has, on the whole, failed, the flesh-eating
peoples out-fighting, out-working and out-
thinking the eaters of vegetables only.” This
however, is one of those sweeping generalisa-
tions which we shonld hesitate to accept at
once. The Hindus have fought, they have
worked and they have thought. They nave
fought—witness all the battles which they
have won for ihe British Government;
they have worked, as may be seen
once and again in this country

; and they
have thought—look to their glorious litera-
ture. Sorely, if we are to explain the poli-
tical degradation of India, we should seek
for other causes to account for it. If vege-
tarianism explains the pitiful condition of
the Hindus, we should ask how Italy, Greece,
Spain and Turkey have lost their places in
the scale of civilization.

THE FAMINE COMMISSION.

The Famine Commissioners sent out to
India to save Lord Lytton, Sir John Stra-
chey. Sir Richard Temple, and Sir George
Couper, as the London Statesman would
have it, have submitted their report, and
as was expected, they have disappointed
the public. We only hope that under
a better Government than that which
appointed them the verdict of the Com-
niissioners will be entirely set aside. The
administration of Lord Lytton was a misfor-
tune by itself, so far at least as the famine
policy of the Government of India is concern-
ed. A few years before the occurrence of
the Madras famine.Lord Northbrook had laid
down a policy which, considering its scope and
nature, was the most generous thing done by
Government for many a day. After the
deplorable results of former famines, that
nobleman, for the first time in the history of
British India, ruled that the doty of saving
lives rested with the Government, and that
relief officers should be held responsible for
any loss of life that might happen during
their incumbency. So far was this generous
policy successful that the Behar famine pass-
ed away without the loss of a single life. The
experiment was costly, it was true

; but some
allowance must be naade for experiments of this
kind, and the future might improve what the

past has failed to accomplish. What was de-

plorable, however, was that as soon as Lord
Northbrook went away, the portfolio of ad-
ministration was entrusted to a set of rulers

who have done more to bring the fair name
of British justice into contempt than any others

entrusted with the same work who pre-

ceded them. Now this school of politicians,

with Sir John Strachey at their head, deliber-

ately rejected the golden policy of the previous

Government, and did not scruple to declare

that Government was not responsible for all

suffering, and that it was expected that num-
bers of people should die. It was inferred

that famine was one of the inexorable decrees

of nature by means of which she occasionally

gets rid of a number of the superfluous popula-
tion of the world. Actuated by these humane
views, the Government did two things : it

created, through the agency of Sir Richard
Temple, the famous nominal subsistance

sclieme, and it prevented the Madras Govern-
ment from interfering with the operations of

private trade. Lord Northbrook had before

this purchased grain on behalf of Govern-
ment, and sold it in places where private

trade was inoperative and helpless. Sir John
Strachey failed to perceive the wisdom
of this measure, and absolutely stopped

Government interference that is to say,

I

actually pot 5,000,000 to 6,000,000 people to

death by starvation. It is absurd to speak

I

of private trade at places far remote from dis-

trict towns with which they are not even con-

nected by roads. But the stern economy of

our rulers would recognise no law of human-
ity, and it happened that while the

members of the Supreme Government were

playing at Eaisar-i-Hind at Delhi, millions

of people were starving in the far

south, simply because private trade

was unable to reach it through roads or

canals. The popular belief is that the rulers

who did so much mischief, have not gone un-
punished. In fact, many believe,they have been
punished already—Lord Lytton by being com-
pelled to resign the Viceroyalty and from a

distant land to see his policy gradually upset,

Sir John Strachey by the disgrace to which
his unpardonable blunder in finance has sub-

jected him, and Sir Richard Temple by the

disappointment which, after a hurried voyage
to England, he met with at the recent elec-

tions. On the other hand, the Duke
of Buckingham goes home honored and
loved by the people, while Lord North-
brook not only left a dear name in this conn-

try but is a full Cabinet Minister of England
at the present day. Such is popular belief,

and we are afraid it is not altogether wrong.

STAGES OF RELIGIOUS PROGRESS
IN INDIA.

India has never caused us to despair. The
I

religious spirit is ever latent in her, and from
age to age it has manifested itself in varying
shapes, 'i he wholesale condemnation with
which outsiders have covered the fair fame of
this country as the land of fetishism and idol-
worship, has caused its best things to be over-
looked or ignored. As a matter of fact, we see
that nowhere is religious zeal so steady and
refreshing as in India, nowhere is the effort of
the spirit to emancipate itself from gross mat-
ter so persistent and continued. The blemish in
the national characteristic is that it is always
prone to exaggeration. We overdo every
thing even when we are misled. It -thus hap-
pens that the main idea of every movement
wbieh lies concealed under
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fluous and exaj^gerated sentiment which mis-

take and misdirected zeal have engendered, is

in substance often a most beautiful one. Hence

if we are to examine the phases of religious

thought in the country, we should, in the first

place,go to the original sources themselves,and,

what is more, try to place ourselves in the

position of those great thinkers who originated

them. Now, what strikes us in the history of

India is that there has been no end of

struggle in the national mind, and that

every want has had its corresponding timely

remedy. The religion of the old Vedas did

its good work for a time. Nature wor-

ship and pantheism held their chains

upon the intellect; but it was evident that the

Hindus had passed through the stage when

the difficulties of nature ceased to trouble them.

When the soul craved for relief, the mate-

rial made room for the spiritual. People ceased

to attach exclusive importance to material

comfort and luxury, and they saw tliat they

had a soul to care for. The diseases of the

mind were found to be more intolerable and

painful than those of the body, and hence

they cried for salvation. The burden of sin

was felt, and the necessity of a loving deity

was acknowledged. The naturalistic worship of

the ancient times, coupled with the philoso-

phical subtleties of the Upanishads, had pro-

duced a society the ultimate form of which

became too artificial to satisfy the needs of

the soul. The whole culminated in the pro-

testant, godless, though virtually supersti-

tious system of Buddhism. We say virtually

superstitious, because however Buddhism

might have begun, it ended in superstitions

as gross as any that disfigure present-day

Hinduism. Having discarded God, it

revelled in supernaturalism to an ex-

tent almost incredible. Buddhism was

unable to give peace to the national mind, and

the reaction which followed was visible in tlm

simultaneous rise of Puranic idolatry on all

sides. Both from its excesses and its material

organization, the reactionary movement has

got into excessive ill odour with philoso-

phers and thinkers. Puranic Hinduism has

grown into a monster that needs to ,bo killed

before India sees the dawn of a better civiliza-

tion. But comparative science teaches us

that no religion ever began with an untruth; we

7iiean that no religion rose which did not pro-

pose to meet a definite want. To understand

well the characteristics of a system of faith,

we should examine the condition of tlie society

in wliich it originated and the various an-

terior circumstances which rendered its

appearance inevitable. It is in tliis way

that we gat a clear insight into the

nature of Christianity and Mahomedanism.

To understand the former, we must acquaint

ourselves with Jewish history and study the

manners and customs of the then existing

society, while as regards Mahomedanism, we

should, in the first place, know the traits of

the Semitic genius and then examine

the condition of the nation that gave it

birth. If we study Puranic Hinduism, we

should similarly seek to cultivate acquaintance

with the Indian society before and at

the time of its appearance, observe the

struggles of the men that helped to its birth,

anil consider the extent to which all these con-

tributed to lend it its remarkable indivi-

duality. Studied in this manner, Puranic

Hinduism ceases to be the repulsive and

hideous caricature which it is represented

to be, and we shall find precious gems
of truth imbedded even in that ugly and

unseemly mass of superstition. One thing

may be easily inferred—that Puranic

religion is the immediate result of the

tendencies which prevailed in the Vedio and

Buddhistic ages. The Vedic or philosophic

systems gave play to tlie intellect, and

rendered ceremonies indispensable. But

both the intellect and the ceremony carried no

soul in them. There was a formalism which

killed the spirit. Buddhism in like manner

attached great importance to life. It was

moral in its scope, hut it ignored the spirit,

and hence the fountain from which manhood

was to well up, was exhausted and dried up.

Men had no motives to morality, which could

be supplied by the devotion of the spirit

within. Hence a reaction was evident. The

spirit of devotion to one divine power was thus

the new thing which Puranism gave to India.

We are not concerned with the question as to

whether the form in which it manifested

itself was a correct one. But there can

he no doubt that the germs of the true

monotheistic worship were visible in that

national movement. Men were tried of several

gods
;
they chose each—group of them—one

to whom they ascribed supreme power and

sovereignty. How this was brought about we

shall discuss 'on another occasion.

THEISTIC SYNTHESIS.

The spirit in which the Statesman has re-

ceived our remarks and arguments in reply

to his statements,encourages us to continue the

discussion. Our contemporary wisely and

for obvious reasons avoids controversy. We
too would fain avoid it, for we are well

aware that controversial discussions, instead of

doing good, often do a considerable amount of

harm to the cause of theology. What we mean
to do is simply to define enr position more

fully than we have yet done, with reference to

certain important pomts on which our con-

temporary seeks information. We repudiate

bigotry and fanaticism; wo hate angry reviling.

But we must candidly and calmly answer

everv welcome querv from honest inquirers and

public critics in the interests of truth. We
have no right to conceal from the pnblic onr

doctrines and principles
;
nor can we refuse to

subject them to public criticism. Whoever
has any question to put to us concerning the

faith that is in us is welcome to do so, and he

will, we hope, find us ready to serve him.

In the first place, we must say that Theism

is essentially inclusive and not exclusive.

This statement would, wo are sure, re-

move a great deal of misconception which

prevails in the pnblic mind, and prepare the

way for a clear apprehension of manv of our

principles and motives of action. All other

religions exclude each other
;

each de-

nomination looks upon salvation as its

monopoly and heaven as its exclusive pro-

perty. To the Hindu every other sect is un-

clean and ‘fallen’
;
to the Christian the whole

world outside Christendc.m is pagan and

heathen. The Theist beh'eres that the world

is governed by an over-ruling Providence,

and, therefore, includes all dispensa-

tions in a coneatenated series, tire last

of which, logically as well as chrono-

logically, is the Brahmo Romaj. All

churches, all scriptures, all prophets are only

oifferent parts of one vast system of redeeming

agency whereby the Supremo Ruler of the uni-

verse is achieving the sanctification and

deliverance of hnmanity. Each creed,

each prophet represents a particular idea

of the Divine mind, and each has been

converted into an historical fact by a

suitable and organized machinery, adapted to

the age and the country, whose central moving

power was the will •force of the Almighty

Savioar. One came, and then another, and

then anotlier again. They hated each other

and fought with each other desperately.

But all, all are included in the economy of

Providence. The errors in each system were

of course human, but the leading idea and the

main features of the dispensation were

Divine. Theism in accepting this all-incla-

sive system of religion shows the harmony
of faith, science and history. We have faith in

Truth, truth which has no color, no badge, no
national or denominational peculiarity. Then
again, we believe in the science of Compara-
tive Theology, which excludes no system but

takes in and comprehends all facts, studies

their mutual relations and bearings, arranges

and classifies them in different groups, and
evolves the general principles and laws which
underlie them. To hate the Christian or the

Hindu would argue disloyalty to truth and
also a most unscientific state of mind. Lastly

we dare not deny the God of history. We look

upon the whole religious history of mankind
as a sacred narrative of the continued

development of man’s religious conscious-

ness and the merciful Providence of God.

Providence is as large as space, as vast as

time. It kp''""' •- restriction. From the

beginning of cicauiou lo the year 1880 there

has been flowing an incessant and perpetual

current of providential love through all

the leading religious movements in the

world’s history, Hindu, Buddhistic, Christian

and Mahomedan. Theism then in adopt-

ing the whole, instead of a part, of

the economy of Providence, is not actuat-

ed, as, some suppose, by an arbitrary

latitudinarian spirit, nor by conceit and self-

sufficiency, but by fidelity to science and

history, which are both divine. The Theist

does not believe that because his is the last

of tlie many historical creeds in the world,

his church is therefore the best and the purest.

The merit of his creed lies in its all-inclusive

and scientific character, not in the exaltedness

of life and character. The I'lieist is conscious

of the fact that he is vastly inferior to the

Chrisiain in faith, to the Hindu yogi in com-

munion, to the Vaishnava in love, to the

Buddhist in kindness to animals. Never-

theless, his Church is tiie most perfect

and comprehensive of ali, l)ecause it

strives to bring into a scientific synthesis

the broken lights scattered here and there in

the religions world. The nineteenth century

in a truly scientific and historical spirit

gathers the wisdom of all centuries and

ages, and consolidates all .analytical isms

in tlie synthetic unity of Theism. Such

being the philosophy of his creed, the

Theist is less likely to be deluded by his

own imagination than others. He is

bonrid to accept every scientific fact and

to subject all his convictions to crucial tests.

He therefore stands at a safe distance from

everything that is supernatural or miraculous,

and he is bound to satisfy himself

that all his ideas and experiences of inspira-

tion and communion are perfectly ?iai?4ra? aud

capable of scientific proof. If he thinks he has

a message from above, he is able to prove that

every letter of it is conformable to the

moral law, or he would not accept it as

Divine. If ever the Brahmo deceives

himself in tliis matter, science and public

opinion will soon set him right and all

individual aberrations of the intellect will be

[iroinptly corrected by the collective wisdom of

the votaries of science in modern times. The

Tlieist sweetens his science by devotion and

corrects his devotion by science, believing both

science and devotion to be of God, Tliereis not

in the whole history of the Brahmo Romaj one

instance of mystical self-deception which has

not been rectified by prayer and science.
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‘•RuvaLATloN and Science” and “ Husband-soul
to Wife-soul” are the titles of the tracts just
published by the Tract Society, Price J anna each,

Bhai PpotAp Ohundbr Mozoomdbr was to
have left Multan on the 30th ultimo for Rohri
and Sukkur, From Sukkur he intends to proceed
to Hyderabad,

We should like to see all Christian Missionaries
in India adopt the style and spirit of our con-
temporary, the Statesmm, in their controversies
with the Brahmos, There is no reason why men
should lose their temper and indulge in personali-
ties. Abuse always means poverty of argundent,
while charity and magnanimity always accompany
honest discussion. Let there be charity on both
sides. If the Christian and the Theist always
remembered their mutual relations, they would
co-work as friends in matters in which they agreed,
while fearlessly and uncompromisingly asserting
their different tenets.

The following further questions have been set

to some of the grouns into which the students of

the Theological Institution have divided them-
selves :

—

G. Purity op Character.

1. What is holiness ?

2. Is sin a positive, substantial reality ? Or is

It a mere negation ?

3. Show that the Shararipu. or the six enemies
of the soul, are not in themselves evil.

4. What part does attention play in regulating
character ?

5. Enumerate and explain the laws of associa-
tion, and show that the formation of evil habits is

mainly attributable to the action of these laws.
6. What would yon do on the first approach of

temptation ?

7. What measures would you adopt to reclaim
a confirmed drunkard?

8. Are not emotions involuntary ? If so,

how can we control them ?

9. If a man has seen a woman with lustful
eyes, he has committed adultery in his’ heart.
Similarly the mere wish to take a man’s life may
be regarded as murder, and the determination
to tell a lie may be looked upon as a lie. Explain
the philosophy of the argument.

10. Are wicked desires as culpable and entitled
to as much punishment as wicked deeds ?

11. Is a man responsible only for his actions,
or for the indirect influence of his examole
also 7

12. Is it possible to be moral without being
religious 7

13. To overcome an evil passion you must
have a holy counteracting passion. Explain and
illustrate the argument.

H. Social Duties.

1. What is the meaning of the word dntyt
2. Enumerate and classify man’s social duties.

3. Illustrate the maxim, “Do unto others as
you would that they should do to you.”

4. Define justice and benevolence, and explain
their distinguishing characteristics.

5. In how many forms are justice and bene-
volence manifested towards others ?

6. “ Neither a borrower nor a lender be.”
What reason does Shakespeare adduce in sup-
port of this ethical principle ?

7. Is it right or wrong to give charity to beg-
gars in the streets ?

8. Why is libel morally wrong ?

9. Is there morality in manners 7

10.

^
How far should men and women be allowed

to mix in society 7

11. Mention the social customs and institutions
in the country which you are morally bound to
discountenance.

How did it help the organisation and existence of
the movement ?

4. What form of initiation did the Sabha adopt?
5. Trace the development of Vedantism into

Theism.
6. Compare Ram MohunjRoy with Bebendro

Nath Tagore.

D ^'u
of the secession of the

Brahmo Somaj of India, and show that there was
no systematic rupture in the movement, but a
widening of the basis in the church.

8 What reforms has the Brahmo Somaj of
India introduced 7

9. Give the dates of the events :
—

(1) Arrival of Ram MohunRoy in England.

D II-
of the 1st No. of the TMma

Bodkim Patrika.

(3) Secession.

(4) Passing of the Marriage Act.

Dispensation.
(6) First Missionary Expedition.
(7) First Brahmo Marriage.
(8) First Brahmo Intermarriat^e

nL ®^^^® Brahma Mandir.

Eh,r,\ Ashram
11 Briefly describe the origin and development

of missionary enterprise in the Brahmo Somaj
®* Brahmo Missionariesand their families provided for ?

I
J. New Dispensation.

1 What new character has the New Disnensa-
tion to the Brahmo Somaj movement?^

2. Define Dispensation.
3. Why is this Dispensation called JVew as

contradistinguished from the old dispensations ’
Does the New Testament, as distinguished fromthe Old. suggest any parallelism7
4. Narne the leading ideas of Hinduism. Bud-dhism, Christianity and Mahomedanisin whichare prominent in the New Dispensation

V-
Dispensations ? Doyou think they will be superior to the present ?

6. Explain the allegory of the birth of the NewDispensation in the Bidlian Bharat E nc

u
‘‘'®'® ‘iifference if you simplv

called Brahmoism a new religion, and refused to
characterise it as a Dispensation 7

l.£llibi:h an

^*^® PhBosophy of incarnation.

saint87
“®an by pilgrimages to the

for seven years, during which I received many
instructions. It was never my intention that
I should ever join the Missionary work.
I knew myself to be unworthy of such a high
post. But change after change was brought in my
life by Providence which at last made me a
Missionary. And I could not enter into worldly
service any[more.
My virtuous wife, while she was living, often

gave me great help and encouragemant by her
devotion and energy. In the time of sore trials
and troubles I was greatly profited by the example
of her firmness and energy.

In my early age I learnt a certain language
which for want of cultivation I afterwards
nearly forgot. But after joining the m-ssionary
work, I was commanded by the Lord to learn the
same and another language. So I went and
stayed for some time in a certain place
for learning them. And by the will of God I
was moved to translate the religious books of
those languages into Bengali and also to trans-
late our Bengali religious books into those
tongues. God has been pleased to make this the
special work of my life.

G. C.

(&orre.^pomlejuT.

[
do not hold ournoum in any wau rexjionsihle

for theopitiions of out correxpflndents.— Ko.
, S. .^1/.]

K, Religion and Science,
1. What does the world science signify ? Whatdoes scj^tific signify as opposed to vnsoienkfio ’

fi,o
grounds would you admit theologyinto the category of sciences7

S. Is It true that religion does not admit ofdemonstration ? Show that moral proof is as posi-tive as mathematical proof.
4. Are you a believer in evolution? In whatsense do you believe it true 7

ot the Monkirtr, IL"*”
“ ^ defendantot me Monkey. Controvert these theories.

tartanisl^
against utili-tananism ? Is it possible to determine “ t’no

greatest good of the greatest number •’

.Jplie7ta1”d“' ““
8. What is faith? Does it contradict reason 7

PERSONAL NARRATIVE,—III,

(Translated.)

I. History op the Brahmo Somaj.

1. When and why was theBrahmo Somaj found-
ed by Ram Mohan Roy ?

2. Describe its objects in the words of the
Trust Deed.

3. What was the Tatwa Bodhini Sabha. In
what relation did it stand to the Brahmo Som aj 7

Some seventeen or eighteen years ago, I was a
hater of Brahmos and a scoflfer of the Brahmo re-
ligion. But by reading some books on Theism, my
mind gradually changed. The Merciful God reveal-
ed to my soul the light and truth through the books.

After I had joined the Brahmo Somaj, I was
in Government service for many years, durino’
which my chief object was to be prosper”
ous in the word. But God willed otherwise.
I was visited by many changes in my circum-
stances, and trials beset me. My wife’s death
the breaking down of my own health, and
the hostility of a friend of mine, took away the
longing for worldly gain from my heart, and I
was obliged to quit service.

I never imagined before that I should ever
take the plaCb of an Upacliarya, Once there
arose a great agitation in the Brahmo Somaj
of the place where I held service. The
Brahmos of the place forced me to do the duties
of a minister at the time. It seemed as if God
Himself took my hand and led me to the Vedi,
and made me sit on it to preach His truths. I
served the above-mentioned Brahma Somaj nearly

FINAL REPLY OP “J. T. T.” TO “ORTHODOX
CHRISTIAN.”—part III,

TO the editor op the “ SUNDAY MIRROR. ”

Sir, I spoke in one of my letters of a certain view
that I characterized as atrocious. I never asserted
^at it was held by your correspondent nor by
Orthodox Christians generally, but I produced
some such who did hold the view. The facts
of the case stand thus:
“Orthodox Christian” had stated—“ We do not

punish people merely for their good, we punish
them for

^

the good of society, and the vindica-
tion of just laws.’’ On this, I asked what
he meant by “ society" in the case in point,
I showed that, in so far as his argument was
concerned, it was applicable to the “ righteous"
only

,
and I then ashed whether he could possibly

hold the view that the wicked are to be
punished eternally in order, partly, that the
righteous may be retained in their alleoiance. He
now points out that I dkhonestly omitted to notice
the second branch of his analogy above quoted,
namely, that we “punish people fo’r the vindication
of just laws.”
Now please hear my answer to this unjust

charge, though it involves some repetition. I had
asked, “does he believe that sinners are to
go to hell in order (partly) that the righteous
may be retained in their allegiance by lookiuo-
on [as a miserable Oalvinist once a id] and seeing
'the old folks grill"*, I deliberately used the
word “partly” in order to point oxU that I was
dealing with, and had quoted, only a part of
his reason Surely when a man states two reasons,
or advances two analogies, it is perfectly honest
for his adversary to take up only one of them
and particularly so when he delihe'ately implies,'
in fact indirectly states, that he is not dealing with
both. I am sure I have justified myself in the eyes
of all who have read our letters. But as “O.C.” con-
siders that the omitted clause, reason,or analogy was
“the most important part of the answer,” let ua see
what it 18 worth. It stands thus, “ We nuniah
people * * * for the vindication of just
laws. Granted. We hang a murderer in order to
vindicate the law of the land meting out death
for the crime. But could such "vindication" take
place, if there were no persons living on whose
minds the sentence would operate as a vindication
of the law? I trust, Mr. Editor, that you thus see
that this second analogy, for omitting which I was
taxed with dishonesty, like the first one, implies
the existence of certain others, nrxd consequentlv
^as worthless, unless “0. C.” can tell us loho
these "others are.
Your correspondent says his statement above

quoted IS not an “analogy” but a “fact.” Does
he mean to say that because it is a fact, it cannot

+ 1? ?
analogy t Does he mean to say

that he did not use it as an aTialogy or illustra-
tion? Perhaps he is m the habit of usiiicr m ana-
logies statements that are not facts. If so. I uitv
his arguments. ^

My learned friend 8ays-“Thomas Aquinas we do
not acknowledge as Orthodox and, therefore, his
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evidence ia nil." Wliom (ioea ho mean by
‘‘we”? Doubtless he means “Orthodox Chris-
tians.” But this reply throws n >t a scintilla
of light on the question. From a Unitarian
or rational point of view, the Roman Oitholics,
by far the largest party in (Jhristendom’
have a greater riglit to be called “ Orthodox ’ than
any three Protestant communion.s put to^rether,
and these very Protestants do not disdain the
aid of Aquinas and other Romish divines when they
wish to prop up some of those inventions elaborated

.
in scholastic brains and expres-sed in scholastic
pliraseology, which they hold in common with
Rome !

Agaiip though I did not charge your correspon*
dent with holding the ‘‘ atrocious ” view above
mentioned, yet liis letter shows, notwith-
standing his repudiation of it, that he holds as
‘ Orthodox and reasonable” a view that is not far
removed from it. If the one view be *• tweedle-
dum,” the other is “tweedledee”! The only differ-
ence that I can see is that, accor ling to the atro-
cious view, the suved are directly made happy by
contemnlating the miseries of tlie damned, while
according to the view that “ 0. 0.” considers
“ Orthodox and reasonable,” the wretched condi-
tion of the latter ministers indirectly to the ha[)pi-
ne.ss of the former, who are supposed to have the
power of “ contrasting' their own condition wi h
that of the ‘ old fuliis.” I feel certain that all
your readers will /af? to see a greater diffe-ence
than this between the two views.

If I among the (suppose) were to "contrast"
my condition with that of certain persons among
the damned ,I feel certain that my own happiness
would, during the process of contrast at least, he
very sensibly marred—that is Heaven would be no
Heaven to me. iselfishness is the crying sin of the
whole world, and Heaven (whether the Heaven of
Orthodoxy) should be the very last place where
any thing approaching to it can have place even for
a moment.

It may be very reasonable for “ O. C.” to con-
trast his condition with that of certain of his
schoolmasters who have been carried away into
the depths^ of sin, degradation, and shame—but
let me remind him that according to the very
A.B.C., of Orthodox *^eachinir, there is hope for
them as long as they live—and that that same
Orthodox teaching would require him to do his
best to retain them. In other vvonls, the busines.s
of “contrasting” m/t, during this life, be followed
up by the manifestation and exercise of the finest
feelings of ou r nature, whereas in the life to come
the business in question would, if eternal punish-
ment were true, end where it began, be a kind of
selfishness, and mar the happiness of the saved.

I must really, Mr. Editor, ask permission to send
down one more letter.

Yours, &c.,

J T T
Simla, the 17th October 1880.

DIVINE ORIGIN OF CHRISTIANITY.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE “ SUNDAY MIRRJR,”

.

continuation of my latter, headed
‘Christian Idolatry”, which recently appearec
in the Sunday Mirror, refuting the allega-
tion made by the Revd. Mr. Dali, the well-
known Unitarian Missionary, that it is sinful
Idolatry to worship Jesus, I have to offer a few
more remarks on the wonderful transforming power
of the Christian religion in the lives and in the
happv deaths of ita followers,and leave your readers
to judge whether a religion inculcating idolatry
or whose founder was a true man like Socrates or
Moses, could have wrought such miracles in the
moral and religious world. It is a fact undeniably

repeatedly happens in connection
with the preaching of the Gospel that men who
actually hate its doctrines and its founder have
their minds suddenly arrested by some Bible truth
or statement, which they cannot get rid of, Ao
impression accompanied by a divine power is made
upon them, of which they cannot divest themselves-
sms that they have committed appear in a quitenew light, and they feel afraid of their deserved
punishment. Their minds become restless, and
they do not find peace in any thing sub-
lunary. But where and in whom do they find
that peace? It is only in accepting the
Gospel which they have rejected, and believino- in
Jesus whom they have despised. Henceforth they
become “ new creatures,” with new and sanctified
views of religion, new conduct, new joys and new
hopes. Such sights are common, and have
been so iu all ages in connection with the
preaching of the Gospel; and as special
oases I may refer your readers to the conver-
sion of the Apostle Paul, of the infidel

Itarl of Rochester and of Colonel Gardiner.
Heathen lands in modern days present such
instance, such as that of Africaner, the
scourge of the Cape Colony, who became a meek
and bumble follower of Jesus and died in the joy
of the Gospel. Contrast with the mire principles,
holy lives and benevolent exertions of true Chris-
tians, the principles and conduct of the groat Deists
of modern times. It is a fact that among the
latter as a body we can hardly find purity,
iinrightnesj. entire unselfishness and active
efforts in the cause of truth and of benevolence.
It is not among them as a body that we .shall
liope to find just masters, faithful servants,
excellent fathers and obedient children. Rnt
such are expected among Christians,and the excep-
tions to the rule are noted as defects. I would
earnestly beg the reader to carefully study the lives
of the modern Deists, and I am greatly mistaken
if lie will not find that profligacy, hypocrisy
and immorality were the charmteristics of nearly
all of them. Let him also compare their character
with that of the most eminent Christians, such
as Newton. Locke, Boyle. Milton, Cromwell,
Howard, Clarkson, Wilberforce, Chalmers, and
in later times, Marshman. Carey, Ward, Duff,
and thousands of others, who shone in moral ex-
cellence, because they were Christians.

In the 2nd place, let ns observe the edicts of
Christianity in the happy deaths of its disciples.
It must be admitted on all hands that no period
of human life is so calculated to try the strength
of men’s nrinoioles as when one is within the grasp
of that King of Terror—death,and isaliout to leave
this end enter into that undiscovered country
“from whose bourn no traveller returns.”
Hinduism has failed to give that balm
of consolation which the immortal spirit of
men requires while passing through the valley of
the shadow of death. The religion of lecture or deci-
sion has been appealed to for consolation in dying
hours. But alas I as it was uncertain in life, it is

found cbeerles.s in death. Prom the death-bed
confession.s of the great Deists, such as Hume,
Hobbe.s, Voltaire, Tom Paine, Bolingbroke,
and others, it will be found that they all died
in despair and without any hope in the world
to come. Voltaire recounted all his opinion.s. and
felt unspeakable horror at the conviction that he
was to be judged by the Saviour whom he had
so awfully blasphemed. Tom Paine in his
dying hour, daily told by his maid-servant
that she had burnt his “ Age of Reason,” expressed
a wish that all his readers had been as wise, and
added : “ If ever the devil had an agent upon
earth I have been one.” Contrast these scenes of
despair with the triumphant rejoicings of the great
Apostle Paul. While shut up in his Roman prison
and shortly expecting to he instantly nut to death,
he writes; “I am now ready to be offered and the
time of my departure is at hand. I have fought
a good fight; “I have finished by course; I have
kept the faith, and henceforth there is laid up
for me crown of glory which the righteous
Judge will give me on that day” ('mean-
ing the day of judgment j. Besides. ten
thousands of Christians have left a similar
testimony proving that the hopes of a glorious ever-
lasting happiness awaiting then in heaven, had
delivered them from all fear, and enabled them to
rejoice that with this sinful world they had no more
to do. Let the reader think of the effects of
Christianity upon individuals, families and natimi.s,
not among civilized people only, but among
barbarous tribes, and let him then judge for him-
self whether or no the Bible is the revealed word
of God and Jesus Christ was a true man or a super-
human Bieng. Since writing the above, a friend
of mine furnished me with a copy of the Sunday
Mirror ot the 7th November 1880, in which I
hnind a letter from the Revd Mr. Dali,headed '• a
Prayer for Strength,” and, under postecriot, a
reply to my lette- on “ Christion Idolatry,” which
^cently appeared in the Sunday Mirror, Mr.
Dali writes “I said and say that prayer to Jesus
as the Most High and only God is man-worship.”

H. H. Wilson said of Lord William Bentink “that
he is an ignorant man, because he never reads.”
The same may be said of Mr. Dali in regard to
118 knowledge of the Christian scriptures. Further
on, in his letter under notice, he says, “ cutting off
the foreskin of the Infinite One, killing Him, and
by human hands, putting him nader the ground. It
:his be not idolatry,—what and where is idolatry’"
Wr. Dall’e ignorance of the Bible is really Vs-
-ounding. Even a Hindu lad reading in a lower

: orm of a Christian school, kuows that Jesus was
a man

; that he was born
; that he had human

parents
; that he ate, drank, slept like any of

us
; that he had a body consisting of

flesh and blood with hands, feet, nose, ears, head,
mouth, &c., just as Mr. Dali has them. Yet in the

*hese facts, he had the audacity to ignore
t he bnmaDity of Jesna apparently on purpose to ex«

plain away his divinity or super-humanity. Does ha
not know that Jesus, as a human child, was circum-
cised on the eighth day of his birth, that he died
and was buried as a man? Whenever he exalted God
the Father and spoke of His superiority over him,
he meant it to be understood as referring to his
humanity, and whenever he asserted his divinity,
he made use of words and expressions as indicating
his equality with God. He was a perfect man
and a perfect God, or a perfect manifestation of
God in that perfect man with two separate and
d stinct natures mysteriously united in one,
as can be shown or proved from the Gospels which
are the true records of the life of Jesus.

In conclusion, I shall advert to one of the
fundamental facts recorded in the biography
of Jesus, and which may be said to be the very
main pillar in support of his divine nature, I
mean his resurrection from the grave on the
third day, and his appearance to his disciples after
the resurrection and ultimately his ascension to
heaven before multitudes of people. The resurrec-
tion of Jesn.s, as recorded in the Gospels, is one of
the most important doctrines of the Christian reli-
gion, and is attested by the strongest evidence that
can be adduced in favor of any ancient fact. I
could adduce here hundreds of most overwhelming
evidences in support of the fact of Jesns rising
from the grave, if I had only time and space given
me. In conclusion,! would boldly challenge Mr. Dali
and others of his opinion to falsify the fact if they
can. Knowing that Unitarians take the saying of
Jesus as true and inspired, I would ask Mr. DaU to
explain the following clause from the last verse of
the last chapter by St. Matthews. Jesus says—“Lo.
I am with you (his disciples) alway, eveu unto the
end of the world.” If a mere man, how could he
promise to be with his disciples always or at all ?

Yours, &c.,
A V DICE FROM ChINSUKAH AGAIN.

HAFEZ.

[ translated prom the PERSIAN.]

I behold the light of Goi in the shop of
the wine merchant. How wonderful it is !

Do not laugh at me; you are seeing only a
house, but iu my eyes it is the temple of God,
The heart burning, the flow of tears in ihe

raorniug, and the cries iu the night, iu all
these I am seeing the proof of Tliy love.

Constant thought paints the picture of Thy face
in my heart; to whom shall I say what sights I air
beholding under the curtain ?

I have known the secret way to the store-house
of my Beloved. Henceforth I shall enrich hun-
dreds of poor men like myself with abundant
riches,

.V
Thy dealings with me afford me so much pleasure

mu
Thou wouldst kill me I would not blame

Ihee. Thou hast determined to burn me with
Thy love. I do not feel sorry for it

; burn on, I am
prepared for it.

Though Thou hast delivered me from Thy net
yet my heart would move towards Thee

’

Friends! do not find fault vnth the love of Hafez
I consider him to be a lover of God.

ot Punch ia, we are told.
50,000 copies. ’

ver^^hist'*^^
wrote with a quill pen to the

The Marq^uis of Salisbury speaks of Mr. Glad-

“ wild goose chase
after a half-romantio, half-literary fanaticism.”

It is rumoured,but with what authority we know
not, that Lord Beaconsfield is writing a^history ofEngland during the years of his Prime-MiniLr-
8 n 1 ps

At the age of nineteen, says the Christinu
Union, Guizot wrote to his mother that Kisopiuioii he ‘was intended by nature for a manof letters. Many another youth of the same yearshas been of the same opinion, but with far lessreason for it.

nn^Vh
Trevelyan’s recent workon the Early Years of Fox ” is reviewed iu al^te issue of the Spectator. Speaking of hisstyle that journal observes ;—“He^has every quali-

fioation for the task. He underetands menf'he San
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indicate maaaera, he knows facts, and he can de-
acrihe them all in a style which, though it compels
a comparison with Lord Macaulay’s, is his own,
and is, in a long volume, more attractive. It is

like his uncle’s, but though equally lucid and
bright, it is devoid of the metallic, or rather vi re-

ous, glitter which, in any lengthy work, made
Lord Macaulay’s antithetic sentences at last paim
ful to the understanding. Mr, Trevelyan’s style,
rapid, allusive, and sometimes antithetical
as it is, has in it the great qualities of
repose and variety

;
it flows, instead of dashing,

and it can be read when the subject is not exciting
without an uneasy sense of strain. His trout do
not talk like gold-fish any more than whales.
It is difficult to imagine writing more perfect than
the pages, scattered all through this volume, in

which Mr. Trevelyan describes his hero’s father,
Henry Pox, first Lord Holland. * * We ques-
tion if in English literature there is an abler sketch
than Mr. Trevelyan’s of this man. * * Lord
Macaulay would have described him in a shower
of antitheses, till men would have first been inter-

ested, then admiring, then doubtful, and then an-
gry that they should have taken that bundle of

incongruous qualities fora human being, Mr.
Trevelyan, though he gives us the antithesis, and
has a scorn of his subject as fierce as Macaulay’s
for a pompous poet like Montgomery or an unprin-
cipled orator like Barrere, manages to convey the
scorn without exciting disbelief, and leaves ns
charmed with his sketch, disgusted with his sitter,

yet without a doubt that the portrait is taken
from a man,and a large one.”

Rejections.

THE SlATESilAN 0^ THEISM AGAIN.

(Statesman.)

The candour and courtesy with which the
Sunday Mirror has accepted our invitation to for-

mulate the views of the Brahino Somaj leave
nothing to be desired. It has not been our object
in any way to enter into controversy, but rather
to indicate points on which it seemed to us that
precise information was required. We should be
glad to continue the dicussiou,but the subject is too
strictly theological to admit of satisfactory treat-

ment in our columns We trust that the inter-

change of views that has taken place will help to

bring about a warmer appreciation of the Brahino
Somaj, and a better understanding between it and
Christians. Our jeontemporary has made it quite
clear that the Indian Theist is animated by a

spirit totally different from that of the old Deist,and
that he has as much of the spirit of Christ as many
who bear the Christian name. It is gratifying
to find so great a rapproaohment between Thgists
and Christians, and we cannot doubt that a fuller

knowledge of each other would greatly develop
this and prove most helpful to religious progress
in India. We trust our contemporary will favor

us with a few more statements on some of those
points that must force themselves on the mind of

every inquirer after truth as to the historical basis

of Theism, the ground on which it claims to be the
last of a series of Divine revelations and the mode in

which the Theist discriminates between his own
position and that of an enthusiast who confounds
the working of his own imagination with indica-

tions of the Divine will. We do not doubt that

the Theist has answers to such questions, and we
believe many will be interested in a full statement
of them. We may not be able to agres with our
contemporary, but we cordially reciorocate the

spirit in which he has received our remarks, and
are happy to have been the means of obtaining
from him so clear a statement of his views.

BODHI TREE,—ITS HISTORY.

[from dr. RAJENDRALALV MITRa’s “ BUDDHA

GAYA.”]

Of the history of the tree the pilgrim gives the
following account :

—

“The tree of knowledge (Bodhi-druma)
which stood at this place over the diamond throne,
is a pipolo (Pippala, Ficus religiosa). At the
time when Buddha lived on the earth, this tree

had attained the height of many hundred feet.

Although it had been cut down many times, it

was still 40 to 6 ) feet high. Since Buddha ob-
tained complete knowledge (Samyak sambodi)
while seated under this .tree, it is called Bodhi.

Its trunk is of a yellowish white color, and its

branches and leaves are blackish green. In
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winter and in summer its leaves fell not,
but remained fresh and lustrous, wilhout un-
dergoing any change. But when the day of

T.athagata’a Nirvana arrived they all fell,

and little by little the tree again attained its

former condition. On that day the kings of ail

countries, the clergy, and the laity of distant
places came unasked by thousands and dozens
of thousands, and watered the tree with oderons
essences and perfumed milk. Then a harmonious
music was heard around it, and fragrant candles
and torches adorned with flivvers surpassing the
light of day were ranged around it; the whole
world took part in the offerings.

“After the Nirivana of Tathagata, the King
Asoka (Won-yon) succeeded to the throne. As
he had faith in false doctrines, he destroyed the
vestiges left by Buddha. He started at the time, at
the head of a large army, to cut down the tree.

The roots, the trunk, the branches. and
the leaves, were cut and divided into small
particles, and then at a distance of some tens of
paces to the the west side were piled a hean of
the debris. He ordered a Brahman adorer of
fire to burn them as a sacrifice to his god. Before
the flame and the flumes had diss pated, there was
seen in the middle of the burning pile two trees
issuing forth with leaves rich and verdant. The
King Asoka, who had seen the tree of knovviedge
reduced to cinders, was struck by this miracle, and
repented of his crime. He watered the roots
which had remained unburnt with perfumed
milk, and next morning, at the first hour of the
day, the tree was restored to its former state.
At the sight of this miracle, the King was
filled to overflowing with joy and goodness,
and himself made offerings. In his delight he for-

got to return home. The queen, who had just
before given her faith to heretic doctrines, secretly
sent men, who, after midnight, cut down the tree
for a second time. In the morning, when the
King Asoka came to offer his adorations to the
tree, he found that there was nothing of it left but
the trunk, and was struck witli a profound grief.

He prayed with sincere fervour, sprinkled the root
with perfumed milk, and in less than a day found
the tree resuscitated. The King, imbued with
respect and admiration, surrounded the tree with a
stonewall about ten feet high. This enclosure
exists to this day. In later times the King
Sasanka, who was attached to heretic doctrines,
impelled by base envy, reviled the law of Buddha
and destroyed the converts. He cut down
the tree of knowledge, and dug out the
earth to the bottom where water circulates, but
without being able to extirminate the deepest
roots. Then he set fire to the ground and steeped
the earth with sugarcane juice and sugar to en-
tirely destroy and prevent the fibres from germi-
nating again. Some months after the news of this
occurrence reached the ears of Purnabrahma, King
of Magodha, and the la.st descendant of the King
Asoka. At this news he said with a sigh, ‘Alas !

the sun of intelligence had set since many
centuries ; there remained only the tree of
Buddha, and behold they have again cut it down,
and men shall see it no more.’ After saying these
words he started at the head of his men and threw
himself on the ground overpowered by transports
of grief. The sight was surely painful He
watered the tree with milk of many thousands
of kine, and in course of one night the tree was
reproduced entire. Its height was 10 feet. Ap-
prehending that it might be cut again, he sur-
rounded it with stone wall 24 feet high. It is

thus that in the present day, the tree of knowledge
is protected by a stone wall which exceeds 20
feet.”

The story about the first destruction of the tree

by Asoka does not occur in the Buddhist Sanskrit
biography of that emperor, but that of the
second is thus given in the “.Asoka Avadana” :

—
“ Pavishya-rakshita, alias Tishya-rakshita. the

chief queen of Asoka, finding that her husband
devoted whatever precious objects he got, whether
flowers, fruits, metal, jewels, or money, to the deco-

Holloway's Pills,—Health’s Fountain.—It can-
not surely be necessary to remind any intelligent

reader that the purity of the blood determin^^s
every individual’s health and vigour. Holloway’s
medicine searches out the slightest taint in the
vital fluid and neutralizes or expels it, so that the
circulation supports the system in place of sowing
the seeds of decay. When epidemics are advancing,
and disease is steadily on the increase, it behoves
every one to have a restorative like these Pills

ready to set right any irregularity in the stomach,
liver, bowels, or kidneys. Holloway’s treatment
is especially suitable for the young, delicate, and
nervous, who are most susceptible of any prevailing

sickness, and whom violent measures would
endanger little less than the epidemic.

ration of the Bodhi tree, and neglected everything
else, felt greatly agrieved. ‘ I cannot,’ she
thought, ‘ maintain my dignity as the chief queen
so long as she (the tree) my enemy, remains the
favorite of my husband. I should, therefore, dili-
gently try to destroy that rival. What is the good
of existence if 1 cannot destroy ray enemy ?’

Having thus made up her mind, that mistress of
the harem sent for Matangi, and thus addressed
her with earnestness :

—
‘ Matangi, you know the

tree to which the King sends with zeal whatever
precious objects he gets. Can you destroy that
Bodhi, my rival ? If you can, I shall give you a
profusion of wealth. Listen to me, and destroy the
Bodhi tree. I shall bear you in mind with great re-
gard, and give you whatever you wish.’ Matangi res-
ponded by saying, ‘yes lean,’ and proceeded to
the Bodhi tree. She encircled the tree with some
thread, and repeated’over it, with due ceremony,
an incantation calculated to destroy it. The tree
was struck by the fire of the incantation; it became
leafless, and its branches began to wither* The
people are struck with wonder at the sudden drying
of the tree, and speculated about its cause. The
officers of the king heard the news, and seeing what
had happened, quickly repaired to the king, and
after due prostration announced— ‘ Oh, great King,
the Bodhi tree,seated under whose shade Tathagata
obtained the difficulty—attainable universal know-
ledge and became an all-knowing Buddha, is dying ’

The king on hearing this, fell senseless on the
ground, and, after having been revived by the
sprinkling of water on his face, thus cried in
grief :

—
‘ Seeing that the root of the noble tree

is destroyed, I know that my fate is adverse when
the lordly tree is dying, 1 know my breath is near
at end,’ Mourning thus the king constantly
thought of the tree, and felt greatly puzzled why
it should have dried up. Seeing her husband
thus overpowered by grief and distraction, Tishya-
rakshita addressed him, saying :

—
‘ Lord, what

is it that has caused you pain ? What have you to
fear? Tell it to me, O great king, if you reckon
me dear to you.’ Hearing this from his wife, the
kine sighed repeatedly, and then said :

—‘My dear,
you have heard that the Bodhi tree is dying, and
grief for it has made myi heart inconsolable.’ The
beloved Tishya-rakshita, on hearing her husband’s
words, looked up to him, and thus tried to con-
solehim:—‘Dear husband, grieve not even if the
Bodhi does not live; here 1 am, thy beloved and
beloviug. Cast aside the poison of grief from your
heart,and enjoy with me the pleasures of the world!’
The words of his wife did not please him; he knew
the tree was dying, and said:—‘That tree which
the great saint (Munindra) called his own, even
that ia dying, and I cannot overcome the grief of
losin;r it.’ The Queen was brought to her senses
by these words; she was overcome by remorse, and
sighing deeply, reflected thus:—‘Alas! what
grievous sin have I committed ! What can
I do now to do away with this dis-
tress ! How inconsiderately have I sinned against
myself and my husband ! I shall cer-
tainly be doomed to grievous suffering in hell
in return for this. When and how shall I ob-
tain redemption from this dreadful crime !

Abiding in hell I shall have to endure eternal
misery. What shall I do now, and whose assist-
ance shall I seek ? Alas I who can save me, the
great sinner ! who can support me.’
“ Thus oppressed by remorse Tishya-rakshita

sent for Matangi, and secretly told her.— ‘ Ma-
tangi, do you restore the Bodhi tree, the asylum
of Sujata, to its former condition with all its

green leaves ?’ Thus commanded by the queen,
the vile hag replied, saying :

—
‘ Madam, if there

be any remnant of life in it, I can easily restore
the big tree to its former condition !’ Having said
this, and taking a profusion of wealth from the
queen, that Chandala woman repaired to the Bodhi
tree, and entwining the thread, recited the incanta-
tion for restoring life. Then she dug round the roots
of the tree daily, and watered them with a
thousand pitchers of milk. Thereby the tree
gradually thrived, and was soon covered by green
leaves.”

Of the destruction of the tree by Sasanka I
have met with no account in the Sanskrit Bud-
dhist manuscripts collected by Mr. Hodgson
in Nepaul. General Cunninghan calculates the
date of the destruction to be A. 0. 610.
At the beginning of this century Buchanon Hamil-

ton found the tree ‘ in full vigour,” and thought

Uarling-tou’s Pain-Curer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains m the Backs
Lumbaao, Pains in the Chest, Sore Throats. Couc^hs’
Colds, Tightness of the Che.st, Headache. Toothache'
Neuralgia, Colics, Rneumatiam, Paralysis, Fains in
Groins, Contracted .Joints. Gout. Sciatica. Bad
Legs Bad, Breasts. Swellings, Old Sores, Piles.' Ring
Worms, Pimples, Freckles, * Eruptiont on the skin
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that it conld not then "in all probability have
exceeded 100 years in age.” (a) In 1861 General
Cunningham said.—" The celebrated Bodhi tree
still exists, but is very much decayed; one large
stem, with three branches to the westward, is
still green, but the other branches are barkless
and rotten. The green branch, perhaps,belong8 to
some younger tree, as there are numerous stems
of apparently different trees clustered together.”
(b) In 1863 the tree appeared to me to
be “decayed and dying,” and “ scarce two
hundred years old. '* The trunk was then
leaning towards the west, and bore two
green branches and the stumps of three
or four dead ones. In 1876 the tree was dead
and knocked down by a storm, and its place has
now been filled by a seedling about three feet
high.
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The above pe most str ngly recommended tc
parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions ii

rvrapped round each bottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. LazArtts &Co.
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru**
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Ven.

a-68
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IW, DAV AND CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS
OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmiths,BlectroplaterSjBronzers

Ziaoquerors and Ballwaj Con-
tractors, dtC., dtC.

B t
Bazar, Calcutta.

LOCK Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
Baths of sizes. Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Ho

water Cans
; Garden Watering Pots

; Tea, Hous
Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Chore

&c™&V
Lamps of every descriptioi

Always in hand and made to order.
Also

Portable Cooking Stoves of single and doubl
^ burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate. a-33

B. IIK. SZB.CAB.’S ABB.OXIZA
ATTGUSTUM.

SPECIFIC FOR BY8MEN0RRRCEA
OR

Painful Menstruation.
* SINGLE administration during menses gener-

ally cures the disease, and brings on con-
ception.

For particulars apply to Dr. Bhoobun Mohun
Sircar, No. 77, Mooktaram Babu’s Street, Chore-
bagan, Calcutta.

Price Its, 3^8, Packing and Postage As, 8,

a-80

OUR BAREBACK EQUESTRIANS
Are acknowledged Artists Premier.

OUR HORSE EDUCATORS,
Fuersteln & Schuman

Standforemost In the High School of education, and
Training.

NATURE’S BEAUTIES.
OUR FIFTEEN PERFORMING ARABIAN

STALLIONS.
And

OUR TEN HIGHLY EDUCATED
English, Australian, & Amerioah,

Thorough Breds.
Will be the theme and Admiration of

all beholders.

The slx'Grey Arab Sorses.
That are trained to perform together (as perfect

as a single hor.‘e) are " Beautiful creatures, ” the
very acme of Equine intelligence

; walk, trot, and
eallop at the word of command

; Drilled to waltz,
Pirouette, and Halt.

Standing Erect on their hind legs.
And accomplish what has hitherto been unseen in

Calcutta.

Sam Ztockhart,
THE PKOPLE’S favourite.

Jester, Conversationalist and Clown,
Modest nni Brilliant, Wit without Vulgaritv.

THE PRINCE OF MOTLEY’S
Sparkling in repartee, Satirical without offence,

Felicitious in Jobe, Apt in illustration. Pointed
in Morals and a Veritable Genius in

the Tented Temple of Momus,
LASTLY;

Our vast Establishment is replete with all the novel-
ties of the arenic world, outrivalling all Circuses

that have ever visited Calcutta.
The Pavllllon

Is the finest that money, or experience can procure
A complete Shelter from the Sun at

’

Day Performances,
And the beautiful green shade is pleasant, and
agreeable to the eyes in the glare of Gaslight.

A PLACE FOR COMFORT. AND
A CCOMMOBATION.

A KINGLY ENTERTAINMENT.

A Pleasing Recreation,

and the
Only Circus

That presents features that send all patrons
home satisfied thpt they have received the worth of
their money, and with the determination (if con-
venient) to pay it another visit.

This Great Exposition
will inaugurate the season

By giving their initial Performance
On Tuesday, the 7th December.

MARK THE SCALE OF OUR MODERATE
PRICES.

That come Within reach of the slenderest
purse.

Our Private Boxes will be fitted up in a
superb manner at Rs. 5 each, for any number
of chairs reserved.

Our Grand Stand on raised platforms with com-
fortable chairs, Rs. 3.

Our Family Circle, on raised platforms, chairs
Rs. 2.

Third Circle, very comfortable. Re. 1.

Gallery, eight annas.

Our eight-anna seats are precisely the same as
charged Rs. 2 by similar establishments.

Children half price to all classes of the Palace
Pavilion.

CKZABINZ’S
ROYAL ITALIAN CmCUS

»

AND
PERFORMING ANIMALS,

Maidan.
Every evening at 9 ^eloch.

Saturday afternoon at 3-30.
GRAND FAMILY MATINEE!

1^ AT 9 o’clock
Complete Change of Programme

MORE NOVELTIES !

Each one more Brilliant than the last.

Tremendous Success of

Our New Programme!
THE YOUNG, BEAUTIFUL, AND GIFTED

LADY JESTER
Dancer, Vocalist, Character & Lightning

Change Artiste,

MISS GEORGINA SMITHSON ! !

Who will appear in a Refined and Pleasing
Budget of Wit, Mirth, and Melody.

Signor Chiarini desires to call particular attention
to this decidedly novel and interesting portion of
the Entertainment,

Mdlle. Lotta,
Who performs the most astounding feats of

strength, with her teeth,

Firing off a Brass Cannon, weighing 175 lbs., and
concluding her Marvellous Performance with the

VAMPIRE FLIGHT,
Across the Mammoth Pavilion,

SUSPENDED ONLY BY HER TEETH!
The English Horse "Captain,” presented in an

Exquisite Manege Act by the Lovely Queen of the
Haute Ecole

Miss Nellie Reid.
GRECIAN SPORTS !

On three Bare-backed Horses by the Dashing
Young Equestrian,
HARRY LEE.

Leaping Extraordinary, by the Company, headed
by the

CHAMPION LEAPERS OF THE WORLD,
Leopard and Smith,

Concluding with a Double Somersaulte over
nine horses.

THE PURE WHITE ARABIAN STALLION
MAHOMET,

INTRODUCED BY SIGNOR GIUSEPPE
CHIARINI.

In one of the most beautiful and Artistic Acts ever
witnessed in the Ring.

JAMES HOLLOWAY.
THE PRINCE OF ENGLISH CLOWNS,

Who will appear in his side-splitting specialty,
introducing the

WONDERFUL TRAINED DONKEY
"SANCHO PANZA,’’

in an entirely new and laughable scene.
THE COAL-BLACK CALIFORNIA HORSE,

“ Othello,”
PRESENTED BY

MISS REID, THE MOST ACCOMPLISHED
LADY HORSE TRAINER IN THE WORLD 1

THE BALANCING TRAPEZE by the GREAT-
EST GYMNAST in the profession

Signor Vslettl,
WHOSE ASTOUNDING SERIAL PERFORMANCES HAVB

gained FOR HIM THE TITLE OP
THE MONARCH OF THE AIRl

FIRST APPEARENCEOP
THE EDUCATED ZEBRAS I !

!

FROM THE cape OF GOOD HOPE.
These curious and beautiful Animals will per-

form in the ring, under the direction of Mr.
Harry Lee.

FIRST TIME OP
“FOX-HUNTING, IN MINIATURE,”

By Master Robert Lee mounted on
TWO TINY SHETLAND PONIES !

AIJGirST X.B1WAN,
The Grotesque Clown in his Feast of

Fun and Frolio !

THE DAUNTLESS TIGER KING
MR. CHARLES WARNER,

WHOSE THRILLING PERFORMANCE IN THE DEN OP
performing,

Royal Bengal Tigers ! f f

IS THE REIGNING SENSATION OF
THE BAY!

Additional Seats have been provided, and a
number of elegantly fitted up So'eened Boxes for
Native Ladies are in readiness.

Separate compartments have also been arranged
n the Rs. 2 and Re. 1 Seats.

All bills against this Company must be pre-
sented for payment at the Circus, on Tuesdays,
from 2 to 4 p.m.

G. AQRATI,
General Agent*
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SMITH, STANISTREET. & OO.

:Pliarmaoeutloal Chemists and
I>rn.g'grists,

at SPJfiCIAL APPOINTMENT

lo Hit Excellency the Right Hon'hle

LORD RIPON, Q.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and yovKRNOR-GKNKRAt. op India,

ticc.. &C.I *kc.,

AVE received a large and choice selection

from the best makers of the following

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.
H

Rs. A. p,

Artery Forceos From ... 2 0 0

„ . „ Fenestra ft ... 4 8 0

Belts, Abdomen ft ... 9 0 0

„ Corpulency »l ... 12 0 0

„ Elding tt ... 5 0 0

„ Carson’s Patent If ... 16 0 0

Catheters, Silver Plated II ... 3 0 0

Caustic Cases „ II ... 3 0 0

Dissecting Cases II ... 7 0 0

Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings ft ... 4 0 0

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete > I ... 8 0 0

,, Trumpets for Deafness ,,

„ Cornets, Double ,

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c. 1

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks V ,,

Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk ,, ,,

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. ,,

ElectrO'Magnetic Machines 1

very powerful, single 1

”

Do. do, double ,,

Do. do, pocket ,,

ENEMA APPARATUS.

Brass, single and double From
action ,,

Kennedy’s Syphon ,,

Eye Instrument Oases ,,

„ ,, Macnainara’s „ ,,

Cataract Knives and Needles ,,

Scissors, curved. Probe, and
Sharp, pointed, Cross

Action M
Opthalmoscopes Riebrichs, &c. ,,

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

by ns, Mudges, &c., &c, M
Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles ,,

Abscess Knives, Symes ,,

„ Lancets

Bistouries

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated

Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases filled

„ Army Regulation

Probes, Silver

Scalpel and Finger Knives

Scalpels

Scissors

Spatulas, Silver Plated

Tenaculum
Stethoscopes
Speculums Ear

Spring- Kramers

„ Nose
Rectum

,
, ,

Silver Plated
Spray Producers,‘'Listers

,, -Richardson’s Complete

,, Various Makers
Suspenders
Subcutaneous Syringes
Aluminum Cases
Silver Plated Mounts
Clinical Thermometers

,, With kew Certificate

3

9

0

0

25
18

0

0

))

•I

)•

II

2

2

1

0

1

1

7

2

2

16

80
1

6

2

1

1

o

1

7

3

6

18

16
8

2

8

36
8

6

7

0

0

5 0 0

20 0 0

0

0

Rs. A. r.

.» 12 0 0

...9 0 0

... 60 0 0

... 36 0 0

...380

... 4 0 0

12 0 0

-380
0 0

0 0

12 0

8 0

4 0

8 0

0 0

8 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
0 0

8 0

8 0

0 0

0 0

8 0
0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0
8 0

From Mow anil Sons, Arnold, Gray and

Sons, dSo., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in -a certain position

the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-

ing the reading much easier from ..-700
With Kew Certificate ,,...880
THE NEW PHfflNIX THERMOMETER.

Has solved the chief difliculty belong-

ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the

column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thtis the complaint of the loss of ,

Index by Practitioners and Patients

obviated from .-800

Wholetale and Retail Agents
FOR

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxldised
Phosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBED BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-

tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System,

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.

The largest and best assortment of Drugs and
Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. k

0.

Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N, Co.’s Steamers.
Wholesale rates on application.

9 A 10, Dalhottsib Square,
and 47. Dhurrumtollah Street. a-17

W. NMW2MCAK dt, CO.

Bohn’s Xilbrarles.

Standard Library. A Series of the best Eng-
lish and Foreign Authors, printed in post 8vo.

,

each volume (^excepting those marked otherwise)

(2 4) ... 2 8

Bacon’s Essays, Apophthegms
;

Wisdom of the

Ancients; New Atlantis, and Henry VII, with

introduction and Notes. *

Beaumant and Fletcher, a popular Selection from.

By Leigh Hunt.

Burke’s Speeches on the Trial of Warren Hastings,

2 vols.

Butler’s Analogy of 'Religion, and Sermons, with

Notes.

Cary’s Translation of Dante’s Heaven, Hell, and
Purgatory.

Carafas of Maddaloni
;
and Naples under Spanish

Dominion. Translated from the German.
Cellini (Benvenuto) Memoirs of. Translated by

Roscoe.
Coleridge (S. T.) Friend. A series of essays on

Morals, Politics, and Religion.

Biographia Literaria. and two Lay Sermons
Coxe’s History of the House of Austria, 4 vols.

DeLolme on the Constitution of England. Edited,

with Notes, by John Macgregor.

Early Ballads, illustrative of History, Traditions

and Customs; also Ballads and Songs of the Peas,

antry of England. Edited by Robert Bell-

Emerson’s Complete Works, 2 vols.

Foster (John) Essays on Decision of Character, &c*

Essays on the Evils of Popular Ignorance, &c-

Fuller ( Andrew ) Principal Works, with Memoir-
Guizot’s History of Civilization. Translated

by W. Hazlitt, 3 vols.

History of the English Revolution of 1640.

Hazlitt’s Plam Speaker.

Round Table
;
the Conversations of James

Northcote, &c.

Sketches and Essays, and Winterslow (Esays

written there ).

Lectures on the Comic Writers, and on the

English Poets.
^

Lectures on the Literatnre of the Age of Eliza-

beth, and on the Characters of Shakespeare’s

Plays.

Hawthorne’s Twice Told Tales, and the Snow
Image.

Scarlet Letter, and the House with the Seven
Gables.

Heine’s Poems, complete; From the German by
E. A. Bowring. (3 6) 3 12

Hutchinson (CoIoneH Memoris' of, with the

seige of Latham House.

Jameson (Mrs.) Shakespeare’s Homines.

Irving, (Washington) Biographies fahd Miscella-

nies.

Junius Letters,' with Notes, Additions, and an In-
dex, 2 vols.

Lamartine’s History of the Girondists <>3 vols.

Restoration of the Monarchy, with Index,

4 vols.

French Revolution of 1848, with a fine

Frontispiece.

Lamb (Charles) Elia and Eliana, complete.

Lessing’s Chief Prose Works, Translated.

Locke’s Philosophical Works, containing an Es-
say on the Human Understanding, &o., with
Notes and Index, 2 vols.

Martineau (Harriet) History of the Thirty Years’
Peace, A. D. 1816. 1846, 4 vols,

Machael Angelo and Rapheal : their Lives aad
Works. By R. Puppa and Quatremere de
Quineby,'' (3 6) 3 12

Machelet’s Life of Luther. Translated by William
Hazlitt.

French Revolution.

Moliere’s Dramatic Works, translated into English
Prose, with short introductions and explanatory
notes by C, H, Wall, 3 vols.

Ockle’s History of the Paracens, revised and com-
pleted.

Pearson on the Creed. New Edition, with Analy-
sis and Notes.

Ranke’s History of the Popes, Translated by B.
Foster, 3 vols,

Servia and the Servian Revolution.
Richter (Jean Paul) Flower, Fruit, and Thorn

Pieces.

Roscoe’s Life of Lorenzo de Medici, with the
copyright Notes.

Russia, History of. By Walter K. Kelly,
Schiller’s Thirty Years ’ War and Revolt of the

Netherlands.

Contlnmtion ot Revolt of the Netherland
Wallestein’s Camp

;

William Tell, &c., &c.
Don Carlos, Mary Stuart, Maid of

Orleans, &c.
Schlegel’s ^Esthetic and Miscellaneous Works,
Shakespeare’s Dramatic Art, History and Charac-

ter of Shakespeares’s Plays, by Dr. H. Ulrici,
2 vols.

Smith (Adam) Theory of the Moral Sentiments •

with his Essay on the First Formation of
Languages.

Smyth (Prof.) Lectures on Modern History,
2 vols.

Wesley (John) Life, By Robert Southy. (3 6) 3 12
Historical Library, each volume (3 6) 3 12
Jesse’s Memoirs of the Reisn of the Stuarts includ-

ing the Prorectorate, with General Index. Up-
wards of 40 Portraits. 3 vols.

Memoirs of the Pretenders, and their Adherents.
Nugent (Lord) Memorials of Hampden ; his Party,
and Times.

Strickland (Agnes) Lives of the Queens of England
from the Norman Conquest. Revised Edition,
6 vols.

Life of Mary, Queen of Scots, 2 vols.
Memoirs of the Duke of Sully, Prime Minister to
Henry the Great. With Portraits, 4 vols.

^(9 0) ••• ... ... —10 0
philological and Philosophical Library,

each volume. (3 61 ... ...3 12
Herodotus, Turner’s Notes to, with Map, &c!

’

;—Wheeler’s Analysis and Summary of.
Logic

; or, the Science of Inference : A Popular
Manual. By J. Devey.

Smith (Archdeacon) Complete collection of Syno-
nyms and Antonyms,

Thucydides. Wheelar’s Analysis of.
Wheeler’s Dictionary of Names of Fictitious Person
and Places.

British Classics—

Addison’s Works, with the Notes of Bishop Hurd,
much additional matter, and upwards of 100 un-
published Letters. Edited by H. G. Bohn, with
Portrait and Engravings, 6 vols. (13 8) 15 0

Antiquarian Library, each volume.(3-6) 3 12
'Thomas), Works, Edited by S.

Wilkin, m 3 vols

Vol. I,—The Vulgar Errors.

„ XI.—xieiigio aiedici, and Garden of Cyrus.
correspondence

Chronicles of the Tombs. A collection of remark
able Epitaphs. By T. J. Pettigrew.

Gesta Romanorum; or. Entertaining Moral Stories-
translated from the Latin by the Rev. C Swan’

Lamb’s Dramatic Poets of the Time of Elizabeth’
including his Selections from the Garrick Plavs’

Keightley’s Fairy Mythology. ^ *

William of Malmesbury’s Chronicle of the Kings
of England. ^

W. NEWMAN & CO.

1. Jahr’s New Manual or Symptomen Codex,
3 vols, complete.

2. The Flora Homeeopathioa or Illustrations
and descriptions of the medical plants, 2 vols,

complete.

To be bad at
DATTA’S HOMOEOPATHIC LABORATORY.

No. 312, Chitpore Road ; Battolah, Calctta,
Manager,
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NEW QOOES! NEW G-OODS!

FURNISHING D E P A R T M P: N 'J'.

OIL

F. W. BAKER & CO.
BEG TO CALL ATTENTION TO THEIK

Splendid Stock of Furnlsblng* Zlequlsitea.

VFI.VET PILE AND TAPESTRY CARPETS, made to order in any size. HEARTH RUGS, Rs. 6

'

to 35 each. COIR MATS, Rs. 3 to 12-S. COCOANUT MATTING, Rs. 1-8 to 2 per yard.

FLOOR CLOTH, Rs. 2-12 to 3 per square yard. STAIR CARPETS, Rs. 1 to 3 per yard.

SHEEP SKIN RUGS, &C., &c., &C. BRASS CURTAIN POLES, from Rs. 16 to 26 per set. BRASS

CORNICING, Rs. 10-8 to each window. BRASS CURTAIN HOLDERS, Rs. 2-4 to 7-8 per pair.

BRASS PURDAH RINGS, in all sizes. BRASS CURTAIN RINGS, dec., kO„ &c.

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT OF

LACK MUSLIN AND LBNO CURTAINS, Rs. 7-8 to 30 per pair. PURDAH REPPS, DAMASKS
’ AND CRETONNES, at all prices.

Our selections of these for variety, richness of design, and cheapness are
unsurpassed.

We shall be happy to supply Estimates and send Patterns, post-free, to any part of India.

jyr —Special Rates to Messes and Large Consumers,
^

Brussels Tapestry and Velvet Pile
i

Scarlet Blankets in various sizes, Infants Coat

Oarpetlngs, Blankets.

An immense »tock now on view, comprising the

newest designs and in various qualities to suit all

Carpets, planned and made in the most economical

manner, to avoid wastage, and ensure the fullest

value to the purchaser.

The present stock is well worth inspection.

Cretonnes.
We have a very large stock in various makes and

the newest designs for Furniture, Purdahs, Long

Curtains, Screens, dec.

The largest assortment in India.

Window Curtains,
Lace and Muslin.

We have just received a new stock fully assorted,

in new and handsome designs.

In great variety.

Blankets.
W’^e are now showing our new stock of real

Whitney Blankets in all sizes, also some fine

Saxony Blankets, very soft and fleecy.

The largest and most varied Stock of Furnishing Drapery in India.

F. W. BABBS, di, CO-
HOSIERS. DRAPERS, SILK MERCERS. kc„ kc„

NORTHBROOK HOUSE,
CALCUTTA,

Provision for OH Age conibined mith a Provision for the Widow and Orphan,

(t-23

EXAMPLE.
A Civilian, European or Native, aged 20 next birthday, wishes to lay apart a sum

of about THIRTEEN RUPEES a month in such a way that his savings will be securely

invested until the time of his retirement from Service ;
and that, should he die beforehand,

a provision will be secured for his relations. By payment of a sum of Rs. 163-0-0 per

annum (or at the rate of about Rs. 13-0-0 per mensem) as the premium for an Endow-
ment Assurance, he will become entitled to Rs. 5,000 on attaining age 55 ;

and should he

die before attaining that age—even after payment of only one year’s subscription—the

full sum of Rs. 5,000 will be paid to his representatives. [Vide Table III. of Prospectus],

The Same Provision, if commenced
at age 25, would cost about Fifteen Rupees a month

;

at age 30, ,, ,, about Eighteen Rupees a month
;

at age 35, ,, ,, about Twenty-one Rupees a month ;

at age 40, „ ,,
about Twenty-eight Rupees a month

;

at age 45, ,, ,, about Forty-one Rupees a month
;

® The rates for other Ages, also for Endowments payable at Ages 45,50, and 60,

’» and all further information, may be obtained on application. Premiums can

M be paid half-yearly, quarterly, or monthly, at slightly increased rates.

* There is an obvious advantage in effecting Investments of this nature exrly in life ".

—

^
by delay the rate of subscription increases death may occur before the intended provi-

S sion is made or health may fail and render the life ineligible for Assurance.
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ORIENTAL LIFE COMPANY.
Head Office : Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,
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) :

Manager and Actuary :

D. MoLAUGHLAN SLATER, P.I.A.,

Agent for Bengal :

• \

F. A. COHEN, ..

7< Wellesley Place, CaJvcutta*
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Door Mats.
English-made from West India Fibre,

Strong Cocoa Fibre Mats, 32 by 20 inches.

M M M II 38 by 24 „
Best Cocoa Fibre Mats 32 by 20 inches,

II » II 38 by 24

Cocoa Fibre Mats, with colored wool borders.

Green, Blue, Crimson, &c.

In several sizes.

Half circle Mats, plain and bordered.

Bearth and Sofa Carpets.
Felt Carpets in several sizes, Felt Carpeting by

the yard.

Purdah Bepps.
Oreen, Blue, Crimson, Maroon Plain, and Fa/ncy

Bordeaux Tapestry Repps,Goblin Tapestry Repps
and several other Materials.

C. X.AZABTTS Ak CO.,

A0-ENT3, SINGER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,

Calcutta.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

356, 432
Machines,

Sold In 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine

LOCK.STITOH

Sewing Machines. Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S
f

•

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95i

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Maheines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,

Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-

LOCK-STITCH Hshed Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100,

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

„ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,

Rs. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-

LOCK-STITCfl able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs, 120.

SINGER’S Packing for

LOCK-STITCH Hand Machines, Rs. 2-8.

Sewing Machines. Treadle ditto, Rs. 6.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly

executed. <'

Price Lists free on application. .
a-3

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre«

pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders,

Commission will be charged according to the value

of the order on a sliding scale of rates whioh ean
Ha BonAvtftinAfl hv Annlioation to the
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY,SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE GENTRY ^

T]|B NEW FZiEXZBXiE BAKO NBCKXiBT.
^ ^ the MOST FASHIONABLE NOW WORN,
nfanufaotureA of rich colored G-old. We keep a largre variety in Stockof all sizes and prices, from Bs. 80 to Bs. 250 each.

JBWBX.Z.EBir
FOR

WEDDINGS AND
BIRTH DAYS,

AND ,

ALL FESTIVE
AND

Commemoratlve
occasions.

PRESENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

^he Indian Cruarantee and
Suretyship Association.

'S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY, established
India to provide Security against Lossesin

arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship bv
Private Bondsmen. ^

The Security of the Association is now generally
adopted for European and Native OfiBcers under
Government and Public Companies,

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed, who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Qai'Upt Ear
rings, Rs.'‘'36

cash.

Amethyst
Earrings to

match Pen-
dant, Rs. 27

cash.

Gold Ear-
rings, Rs. .32

cash.

Carbuncle Ear-
rings, Rs. 30

cash.

A handsome Oold Pendant set with a fine Amethyst, Oold fi'lngre,
and g'lass for portrait at back.

Price Bs. 60 cash.
To imtch, Bracelet, Rs. 65, Brooch Rs. 36, and Earrings, as above.

Hlrntrated Catalogues postJree to MofussU Constituents,

HAMILTON, & COMPANY,
Jewellers Zn Ordinary to H. E. the Viceroy and to B. B. K.

^ the Prince of Wales,
<*•81 - CALCUTTA,

Established 1875.
TBB BBW BEVSZCAXi DEPOT,

THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN CALCUTTA,
6, Xiower Chltpore Boad.

DWARKIN & SON,ZUPOBTBBS OF MVSZGAX XBSTBVXlIBBTS, &0.,

r .
PEOPLE’S HARMONIUMS,

VYitD ODvPeoal and no Lid, 5 Ootarves, in polished solid oak case, by Alexandre

„ , „ IMPROVED HARMONIPLUTES,
onperior Improved flarmoniflute, 3 octaves, 0. G. Side i stop, highly finished, in box

r. Y . FLAGEOLETS,
Or Oocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, with Flute head J

o . MUSICAL BOXES
Small sue, 2 airs

,

’
' MUSICAL albums,

*"

in roan leather, gilt edges, and gilt brass clasp, playing two airs

.... PICOALOS,
P* ^WWypod, 10 D, 6 German Silver keys, slide head

,
a

.. Rs. 80 each.

... „ 65 ,,

... ft 10 „

»» 5 ,,

- „ 16

6

>1

N II

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. McLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,
retary.

a-16

OR,

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

Agent, for BENGAL.

a.55

Apply to the Manager.

FOR

Zllustrated Price List,

At 66, College Street.

THE GREATEST

mmiR OF mmm times!

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

I.ONG experience has proved these famous remedies to be
most effectual in curing, either the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

cidentu to the life of a miner, or to those living in the
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the systens

against those evils which so often beset the human race^

viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,

' cholediarrhoea, and cholera.

HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT

Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds
ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin diseases ; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails to

cure alike, deep ahd superficial ailments.

Ihe Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

583, OXFOBB. STREET, LONDON,
And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World ; with directions for use in almost every
language.

Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho”M look
to the Label ou the Pots and Boxes. f the
address is not S 88, Oxford Street, Lon>

,
they

are spurious.

a.28
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*Kir
ir' COOKE & KELVEY,

20, OLI> COURT ROUSB STREET, CALCUTTA,
' MANUFAG'rURSlRS 'OF FINE ANT) COMPLICATED WATCHES,

M WAOTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA.
-o-

MODEL WATCHES FOR INDIA.
Ihe Mod^I Watches are constructed upon the most scientihc principles, combining simplicity,

strength, durahility, and timekeeping qualities.
These watches have attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

known makers. Ihey are entirely of English manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movements,
Okpped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c.

- X

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 2.30 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

Vu ‘^EI'JEY’8 OISNEVA watches of GDiRTNiEisD OUAI.ITYSilver Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 50 cash.

Sil ver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Diitr» Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 cast).

0

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 cash.

. .
GOLD A L S S R T CHAINS.A a,.„r„no.,. ,„,„y

^From Rs. 40 to 300.

cc

o
SS

(b o

fa

C

tn 2. » O . >O ?s - C

— to Jr —— 5? -

s P

^ O
• S'

leirant

The attention of the Native nobility ami gentry is invited to a magnificent seleetiou of massive
nr, (li^id tliiard Chains of pure quality ami exquisite workmanship.

COOKE & KELVEY,
a-29 CATCOTTA.

NATIONAL SANK. OF INDIA,
LIltXITBD.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4%

|

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for shprt
periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac.

J. Campbell,
Mangaer,

NOTICE.

L- L ..L 7- 7 . r* Auuictn ocreei, at

Au
Indmn Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian iStreef
where the mrror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, 18 henceforward to be called theben Press. All communications for the Indian

Newspaper and the Sen Press to beaddreind aooordingly,

Established 1846.

THE RRUaaZSTS’ HAZ.Z.,
36-36, College Street,

Calcutta.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. “ Cbybeasa
and “Doranda.”

Cash Rates.

Patent Medlolnes,
DEAFNESS CURED!!
ALFRED CROMPTON’S

SPECIFIC FOR DEAFNESS,
. Noises in the Ears, &c.,

Is decidedly the best remedy out for this most
annoying Complaint.

A amgle bottle has, in most instances, effected a
speedy and permanent Cure.

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Price Re. 1. PacTdng 4 annas.

ALLEN’S ANTIFAT
The great remedy for

Corpulence.
Composed of purely vegetable ingredients,

acting only on the food in the stomach piCventing
its being converted into fat. It aids digestion
and cures Dyspepsia.

Price per bottle Rs. 4-0. Packing As. 4 .

Foreign XKElneral' Waters,
Pullna Water.—A bitter Saline purga-

tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz useful in obsti-
nate constipation.

Price per bottle As. l-4.‘ ' Packing As. 8.

Vichy Water.—Useful in Kidney diseases
and diabetes, also in gout and hepatic derangement.

Price per bottle As. 12. Packing As. 8,
Friedrichahall Bitter Water.—Alter-

ative aperient, acting on the liver and pancreas
used in diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary
organs. It is made warm and drunk in doses of
half a tumblerful in the morning twice a week.

Priceper bottle Rei' 1-2 . Packing As. 8.
Kuuyed.i Janos (Buda Pesth or Ofen) used

externally, it is efboacious in Chronic, Gout, Rheu-
raatispi. Eczema and Psoriasis. Internally in
Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diathesis, Dlceratiou of the
Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, &c.

Price per bottle 1-4. Packing As: 8.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES.
ULISS’S PER PHOSPHODINE

A Safe and reliable Phosphoric
Remedy 'i’

FOR

Neuralgia, Nervousness, Lassitude, Overmorked
Brain. Nervous and General debility, Failure of
Memory, Dimness hf 'S^gkt. Detn^esMi of

Spirits, Impoverished Blood, Liver
Complaints, d:c.

Its action is strikiiiglyi rapid
; marked improve-

ment having been frequently experienced iu the
course of twenty-four hours after the commence-
ment of a course.

Price per bottle Rs. s '. Packing As. 4.
Dr. S. P.^' Banerjea’h Saxijlvani

oleauses the blood of all its morbid and effete mate-
rials, restores the normal functions of the liver,
and keeps the cutaneous system iu its proper
standard of purity. '

It is efficacious in the following diseases :

Chronic fevers, Chronic indigestion, Nervous
debility, Piles, Gout. Rheumatism, Baldness,
Sterility, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Chronic Ulcers,
Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, &c., &c.

Price per boUle Rs. 4. Postage Jf-c., Re. 1.

DR. GHOSE’S FEVER PILL.
A Wonderful New hiCedlclne.

Three or four pills generally cure Malarious.
Chronic, and Intermittent Fevers. Where Quinine
and other renowned medicines fail, the action of
these pills is marvellous. The ingredients of the
pills are purely vegetables which do not in the
least injure the health or make it delicate;:
Price, Re. 1-0 for J dozen and Re. 1-12 for 1 dozen

Postage^ 8 for each packets.

WHOLESALE RATES ON APPLICATION,
GOBIND CRUNDBR BUTT&CO.,
WHOLESALE RETAIL DRUGGISTS.

a-41

\
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THE

CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,

1, LALL BAZAR.

A. J. P A XL S. B R & CO.

BEG to draw the attention of those about to fvmish to their fine range of Commigsivn Sale Booms

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowest prices.

Those desirous of Selling their FumUure privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valua*

tioD. Cash advances made. a-21

QUICK! SAFE ! ! ^ SURE ! ! !

PAirz. dc CO.’S

Messrs. RT7TTA BROTHERS
AND CO.,

GENERAL FURNITURE DEALERS, SHIP

BANIANS, MERCHANTS, CON-

TRACTORS, kc.,

Invite Inspection of their Show-Rooms,

No. 71, Bbntinck Street,

OPPOSITE THE CITY PRESS.

Where every requisite for Balls, Routs or Parties

can be hired at

Moderate Rates.

OILMAN’S STORES, WAREHOUSE AND
SALE-ROOM

120, Municipal Market.

Refreshment Rooms.
No, 59 & 60 Municipal Market,

FOR SALE.

A 6 H. P. Vertical Engine and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill,

ASH. P. Horizontal Engine ,and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill (new).
A Grand Pianoforte by Collard and Collard in

good condition.

A Harold’s Sympathetic Grand Square Piano in

good condition.

An Alexandra Billiard Table by Dunn & Co.
Jute Combs.
Tarpaulins.

Miroballams.
Mangoe slice dry.

Ricebowls of sorts.

Sieves.

Sofa Springs of sizes.

Carnage whip sockets, &c., kc..

1 Handsome Palanquin, late the property of the
late Nabob Amir Ally.

1 Broker’s Pony Office Jaun.
1 Brownberry by Thos. Smith & Co.

0-77 DUTTA BROS, k CO.,

Proprietory Medicines,

Prepared and Sold only by Paul k Co.,

DRUGGISTS.

No. 285-13, Boftvhazar Street, Calcutta.
<

Prophylactic Mixture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable
and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system. Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating' Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption,
Hoarsened and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-
tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this
repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneUtus relief.
Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rhen*

matism. Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the
Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly restored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.
N. B.—Full directions accompany each bottle.

Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
with full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

iSf Drugs of the best quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above address
at the cheapest rate possible. a-39

For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott, Presi-
dent of the New York Theosophical Society

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji
Institute, Bombay. Price two annas a copy,
Apply to the Indian Mirror Office,

TRE QUESTION ANSWERED.
They are those which go

CORRECTLY
FROM YEAR TO YEAR,

Keeping correct time

AND ABE TO BE HAD AT

MATTKEWSON’S
FOR CASH

From Rupees twenty-five upwards.

R. N. MATTHEWSON,
No. 1, Calcutta,

Watoh-Maker, Importer & Repairer.

R. N. MATTHEWSON,
MANUFACTURING JEWELLER oL- DIRECT

IMPORTER
OP ALL KINDS OP

Jewellery, Watches, Silver and
Flated Ware,

Finding his cash system work so well induces him to
give all those who patronise him the

fullest valuefor their cash.

Where else will yon find but at
Matthewson’s

NEAT AND NEW STYLE
Real Silver.

Rs. As. Bs. As.
Bracelets very pretty from 6 8 to 28 0
Necklets ,, ,. 2 8 30 0
Lockets for above „ 3 4 16 0
Brooches very neat „ 1 4 ft 7 0
Earrings ,, „
Ladies and Gentlemen’s Albert

1 4 2 4

Chains from
Half Suits Brooch and Barrings

6 0 10 0

in box from
Half Suits Brooch and Earrings

4 0
19

7 0

in silk lined cases ... 8 0 tj 11 0

The above Half Suites, recommended
by Matthew3on

For presents to young Ziadies.

'Ihe whole or any of the above sent free of charge to

any part of Indi /- hy valuepayable
post address

R. N. MATTHEWSON,
No. 1, Calcutta.

Just arrived and of the latest patterns, Plated
Ware of every description.

P. S'.—Articles not approved, the money in full
will be refunded.

Christmas and New Year Cards.

"y^E have just opened out a large assortment

of the above, and respectfully draw attention of

our Patrons and Friends.

Prices from 8 annas a dozen to Rs. 2-8 each.

Our Indian Series is also a great attraction,

prices As. 8 each, or Rs. 2-8 a set of 6.

Toy Books, Birthday Books, Prayer Books,

Church Services, and Hymn Books, in great

variety. Photo and Scrap Albums, Work Boxes

Desks and various other Fancy Goods.

Inspection solicited.

Terms Cash.

H. C. GANGOOLY k CO.,

«"60 19 (k ^0 Mangoe Lane, Calcutta,
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TBACK-SB., SyiNK. <U CO.,

CALCUTTA.

New Publications.

TREATISE ON THE LAW OF BILLS OP
Lading : comprising the various legal incidents

attaching to the Bill of Lading; the legal effects

of each of the Clauses and Stipulations ;
and the

rights and liabilities of Consignors, Consignees,

Indorsees, and Vendees, under the Bill of fading.

With an appendix containing Forms of Bills ot

Lading chiefly used in the United Kingdom,

Continental, Mediterranean. Trans- Atlantic.

African, Asiatic, Colonial, West Indian, and

other important trades. By Eugene Legptt,

Solicitor and notary public. Octovo Cloth,

Price Rs. 10.

BURBRIDGE. A guide to Investors in and

Holders of Government Securities with direc-

tions for obtaining payment of lost, mutilat^,

mismatched, and altered Currency Notes. By

D. Burbridge, 8vo. Price Re 1.

KEDARNATH GHOSH. The Compendium of

Criminal Rulings (containing the substance ot

all Criminal Rulings reported in the Benga

Law Reports their supplemental volume of bull

Bench Rulings, the Indian Law Reports to J)

with a copious Index, a Tabling Cases, and

Notes. Bv Kedarnath Ghosh, B. L. Kl. »vo.

cloth. Rs. 4. Paper 3-12

SKETCHES IN INDIAN INK. By John Smith,

Jnr. Col. (Retired List) cr. 8vo. Rs. 5.

THE MORAL TEACHING OP MACBETH A

I.ecture by the Rev. A.J. Bamford, B.A. Sewed.

4 annas.

A SERMON with reference to the death of the

Rev. John Wenger, D. D. With a short Sketch

of his early life and of his labors in India. By

Thomas Evans. 4 annas. .

HAND-BOOK TO ALLAHABAD, CAWNPCIRE,

and Lucknow. By H. G. Keene, a New Edition

Rs. 2-8.

THE SEPOY OFFICER’S MANUAL, a Book of

Reference for OflBcers of the Bengal Native In-

fantry. By Lieut. G. G. Barrow, 7th N. I. pocket

fllzs, Bs,2-8.

OF INDIAN RAILWAYS and Common

W. G. Macpherson, 8vo. cloth

STUART (BSME.)—Caught in a Trap ; a Tale of

Prance in 1802. Rs. 3-8. I

GROOME (F. H.)—In Gipsy Tents. Illustrated.
|

Rs. 6-6.

DUMAS (ALEXANDRE.)—The Corsecan Brothers

Translated by Henry Frith. As. 12,
j

WURTZ (AD.)—The Atomic Theory. Translated

by E. Cleminshaw. (The International Scienti-

fic Series.) Rs. 3-8

ALCOTT (LOUISA M,)—Jack and Jill : a Village

Story. With Illustrations. 3-8.

GUY PERRIER’S PRINCIPLES OF FOR-
eusic Medicine. Fifth Edition. Revised, and
Illustrated by One Hundred and eighty-eight

Wood Engravings. Rs. 8-14.

IRVING (WASHINGTON.)—Little Britain; to-

gether with Spectre Bridegroom and A Legend
of Sleepy Hollow. Illustrated by Chas. O.
Murray. Rs. 7-8.

FREELANCE.—Horses and Roads : or. How to

Keep a Horse Sound on his legs. Being a
j

Series of Papers republished from “ The Farm
Journal.” Rs.4-4.

NIEBUHR’S GREEK HERO-STORIES. With
Illustrations by Augustus Hoppin. Translated

by Benjamin Hoppin. Rs. 4-12.

NILLS (ARTHUR.)— Blues and Buffs ; a Contest-

ed Election and its Results. Rs. 4-4.

ANCIENT PHILOSOPHIES FOR MODERN
READERS. Stoicism, by Rev. W. W. Capes,

Rs. l-12;Rpicureanism by W. Wallace. Re. 1-12.

COLLIER (W.F.) History of Scotland for Schools.

Be. 1.

BALLANTYNE (R. M) The Lonely Island
;
or.

The Refuge of the Mutineers. With Illustration.

Ks. 2-8.

SOME HEROES OF TRAVEL, or. Chapters from
the History of Geographical Discovery and En-
terprise. With Map. Compiled and re-written

by W. H. Davenport Adams. Rs. 3-8.

WHAT ARE FBRFECT

WATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine-

made English Lever WATCH in sterling

Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.

It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only

the best material is employed, this Watch will be

found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 nett.

Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted

to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English

Watches are only Swiss movements, fitted In

English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard

WATCHES, warranted MACHINE-MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will

WIND ANY WATCH, Rs. 3 to 20.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.

RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIO BELLS, with appurtenances, Rs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

SPECIAL ATIENTION TO REPAIRS.

RXiACK & nXTTRRAY.
6-1, Hastings Steekt, Calcutta. a-3

S

a-14

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,
6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,

Calcutta.

By
LAW

Carriers.

Rs, 12.

THE INDIAN OOOCKBRY BOOK, a piactical

Hand-book to the kitchen in India. By a

thirty-five years’ Resident. Grown 8vo.

SPBN’S INDIAN READY RECKONER, with

Tables of Wages, Annas addition Table, Postage

Rates, Stamps etc. Re. 1-12.

NEW BOOKS.

WALLACE(A.R.)—Island Life; or, the l^eno-

^eu^ ;»nd causes of Insular Faunas and Floras

inoludwig Revision and attempted Solution of

.the Problem of /geological Climates. Rs. 12-14.

ADAMS (W. H. DA,yE{JP,QRT)—Wrecked Lives
;

or. Men who have failed. vols. Rs. 5.

sketches of the WOM.BN OF C^RpTEN- I !•-

DOM. Dedicated to the Women of India y
|

— 3 per cent

NIOKOX.X.S & GO,,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta,

London; ~1 WRitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.
Current or Floating Accounts.

No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques
paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 P. M., and on Saturdays after 1 P. M.

Government Paper and Securities
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advan.oes made on Government Paper or

other approyed security on favorable terms.

Exchange

.

Sterling Bills negotiated, and reijuittances made
by Bills on the J^ondon Firm, or by ^ank Drafts.

Special attention paid to family remittances, the

first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the

payee.
Fixed Deposits.

Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,

BALED tenders will he received by the under**

signed up to the 31st January 1881, for th

construction of a Railway, on the metre-gauge

from the Mozufferpore Statiou of the Tirhu,

State Railway to Bettiab, a distance of »bout

78 miles-

The work to be executed is roughly as fol-

lows :

—

Earthwork ... 48,200,003 cubic feet.

Brickwork ... 642,000 „
The Government will supply all permanent-way

material, bridge-girders, water-columns, and other

station machinery.
Parties wishing to tender can be supplied, on

application to the Calcutta Office, with a " Form
of Tender” and a copy of the ” Conditions of

Contract.” Price one rupee.

The drawings, specification, and schedule of

quantities can be inspected at the office of the
undersigned, No. 20, Writer’s Buildings, Calcutta,
between the hours of If A. M. and 4 p* M*

All tenders, which should be superscribefi

“Tender for the construction of the Mozufferporer
Bettiah Railway,” must be accompanied by Rs. 100
as earnest-money, which will be returned in the
case of unaccepted tenders,and the accepted tenderer
will he required to execute a security deposit for

the due fulfilment of bis contract.

The undersiirned does not bind himself to accept
the lowest or any tender.

G. F. WILSON, Lieut . , R. E

,

for Director of State Railways,
N.'E, Sy^ten\.

C4^utta, 1

TJie lilt DfiCfimher 1

the Author oi ” Chronicles of the Schonberg

Cotta Family. 3-8.

CHARLES DICKENS’S WORKS.—Pictures from

Italy, and American Notes, Illustrated, Rs. 2-8.

LORD MACAULAY.— Lays of Aoxaenl Rome.

With Ivry and The Armada. New Eiitioa, with

/forty-one Illustrations, by J, R. Weguelin.

iRs. 4

0OLlF (EMJLFS, )—Earl Hubert’s Daughter

Air, The Poli^fijpg of the Pearl# A Tale of the

Thirteenth Century, ;3-8,

THE END OF A COIL. -Bv tfiu Author of “ the

Wide, Wide World,’’ Rs '2^8.

FAMILIAR GARDEN FLOWERS. Figured

(F. F* Holme and described by Shirley Hibberd

Fir^ ifteries. With coloured Plates. Rs. 8-14.

4
5

6

,, at 3 months’ notice

„ at 6 months’ pptice

,, at I2 months' notice

„ at 2 years’ notice
‘

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due' dates.

Bifip corrected and rents realised.

rules awarded m application. a-45

iSQIENGE F(<?B ALL— Edited by Robert Brown.

jHlustruted, lU." Rs. ,6-8,

THE GDUNTRJES OF THE WORLD. By Robert

Brown. Being a Popular Description of the

rariona Continents, Islands, Rivers, Beaa, and
People of the Globe Vol. V. Rs. 6-6.

CAMBRIDGE BIBLE.—The First Book of

Samuel. With Map, Notes, and Introduction.

Edited for the Syndics of the University

FreM. By Rev, A. F. Kirkpatrick. Rs. 2*8.

Z>tr»TK AlviO S}Q.
C ABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

and
BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS

BY APPOINTMENT TO
by j Hjs Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-

" (jteneral of India.
Hot", ^ f7,

Brntinck Street,

CALCdiTA.

’

Every requisite in Hous'enbld Furniture suppij)e4

at the shortest notice.
' '

. u<

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The .eptjre furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderuiie rutea of charge.

Orders executed for Billiard Tablsa of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
;
a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.

S'
BALED tenders will be received by th P
undersigned up to the 31st January 1881, fo*’

the construction of a Railway, on the metre-
pauge, from the Durbhunga Station of the
Tirhut State Railway to Peepra Ghat, a distance
of about 24 miles.

The work to be executed is roughly as follows
Earthwork ... ... 23,10 ',000 cubic feet.
Brickwork ... ... 324,000 ,,

'Phe Government will supply all permanent-way
meiterial, bridge-girders, 'water-columns' and other
litaiion' machihery. '• « i i n s i

Parties wishing to tender can be supplied on
application to the Calcutta lOaS'ce, with a Poi-hi
of Tender” and a copy of the '‘ ‘Conditions bjfUon-
tract.” Price one rupee.

’< n.

The drawings, specification, and schedule of
quantities can be inspected at the o$ce of th'e
'Ondersigp^ed, No. 20, Writer’s Buildings, Cal-
cntta. between the hours of 11 A.

jf. and 4 p, m.
'

All tenders, which should be suplrtocr/bed
‘‘Xeudei* for the construction of the purbhungai
Peepra jGhat Railway,.” must b'e accompanied by
Rs. |100 as earnest-money,"which will he returned
jn.the case of unaccepted tenders, and the acc^pteii
jt'encjerar will be requ red to Cjsecuie a security
^^eposit for t|be due fulfilment of his contract.'
The uh^eri^gnbd dbes nbt bind himself to' accept

the lo^estjofanv tbndhr, ' fif (is- if u. ! f i

a P. WILSON, Lieu^., P. E-.
/or Director of State Raihoays,

N,‘E, System,
Cacutta, )

The 1st December ISSO -

)
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

AX>9CZaABZ/E TRAXTSFOBIMCATZON' OP lIXECKAlfZC AZiZSTTO TOBB.BNTS OF ZSZiECTBZOZTY !

ENBBaV

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Eleotrlo Light in EnelandFrance, and America affords sufficient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time be ex’tensi^Iy used for lighting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of LichtineWe are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills. Publio
Rrfr?®

^ Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railwaytriage Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane nroofSo »'

NO i.rlOB,£ FAZNS !

iliMT] -T-T-n
L *

IV

: •

1 i
•J
11

Dynamo Electric Light for one night including all expenses
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night

Rs. 50 0
,, 176 0
„ 450 0

!I! The cost of oil for 2.000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60 whereaq
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rs. ’l5 per St atthe monthly rate of (J) one quarter the price of Oil Lights'.'. I

^ ^

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine. Carbon

ElSric LampfL!"2 OOO'
Hurricane proof. Self Adjusting, Self Lighting

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs. 1,600.

(T B 17 B C O P TT.)

Mr. :^eury has brou^^^^ worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Bakrala
!® adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yardsIhe Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

^

Bakrala Bridge,)
28th October 1879. f

.*•37

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst. Engineer. Bakrala Sana Division, P. N. State Bailmay,

P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Builders and Bleotrioal Bugineers,

No. 63, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta

STEAM ENaiNE
FROM

E. S. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. “ PESHAW UB.^’

A 2-lTorse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Rs. 800

ERASMUS

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Grinding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
novv fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinarv
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fly-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tank,which forms also the ash-pana and an efficient
Water-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.
Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anything in the Printing Trade can he supplied at once.
Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.
JONES, Printers’ Agent, 5 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.

a*67

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-
tion arising from whatever cause, on any

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimpfes and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all

other medicines have been trieci without effect.
The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains ! ! I

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packing .As. 8

DARLINGTON & CO.
49, Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.^ Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native

imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer.^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIO. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.

Call for Darlington’s Pain-Cdrer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dora, writes » We find Darlington’s Pain-
Curer efficacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Thkodorine,
Superioress F de la Croix. ”

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, &
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes “ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that iu every instance it kept true to its name.”

Uis Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary.
Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor &

Bengal Times, writes from
lately witnessed a speedy and
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple ot appiicaviofls, and iu at jut 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer.”

Proprietor of the
Dacca “ 1 have
complete cure of

To lovers of g-ood reading-

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of Literatuer
Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip’
tion. Re. 1, postage, 1 anna. Times of India
says:—“ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says It is ably anil
judiciously conductei by Mr, Owen Aratoon.”
Bangalore Examiner tBLjB We should like to
see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the
Publio Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”
Manner, Calcutta Magazine, 49, Dhurrumtollah

Street, Calcutta, Remit in half anua postage stamps,
"'0-24
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAXiHOVSIX: SQUARE, CAXjCUTTA.

Harold* CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the Mofussil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom

panirneot, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order'
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, nerfectlv in tnno’
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

^ *

0

Box No. 1073, playing* 6 Beng*ali tunes, 1st series.
1. Poorabee. 4. Bassanto,
2. Imni. Kalangrah.

'

3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.
Cash price Rs. 100.

Harp or Setar Box Ho. 1073^, playlngr 6 Bengali tunes, 1st series.
1 .

2 .

3.

1 .

2 .

3.

Bassanto.

Kalangrah.
Peeloo.

Poorabee. 4.
Imni. 5,

Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6.

Cash price Rs. 126.

Box Ho. 1074, playing 8 Bengali tunes.
Khambaj. 5, Kalangra.
Behag. Khambaj.

7. Bebag.
^^ambira. 8. Poorabee.

Cash price Rs. 150.
Harold & Co. invite special attention to the following new consignment of

; MBX.0X>ZAH ORGAHS.
WORKED BY THE HAND PLAYING 6 NATIVE AIRSS

Size:—23" X 11" x 12J".
Price Rs. 64. Cash.

DENTAL SURGEON BY DIPLOMA.

J BARKER .applies ArtiSdal Teeth on the latest au<l most improved style without springs or

wires ot .ny kind being accurately fined to the mouth by atmospheric pressure only. These teeth are

so life like in .ppearano. that they cannot be delected by the elosest observer. Mastication is as per

teotiy performed as with natural Teeth, and they do not interfere with bnt assist Arlioul.lion

J. Barker’s Patent mineral Teeth are ot the purest material only, and .applied at atriolly moderate

c barges being within the reach of all classes (at home daily).

10, BSPZ.AHADB ROW, BAST, OAZ.OUTTA.

THE CALCUTTA ARUKOURT* CO.
No. 1/1 Mi.ssion Row, (Round the corner.)

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Ammunitions,
SJwolivgJr FuJung Tackles, Fencing, Archery,

badminton-*
; &c..

Also Mathematical ImtrMs, Bengah surveying
compasses, and PebUe Spectacles.

^
Kor NUti i»t unprecedented low prices. a-1

Crushed Food Hotioe.
FURTHER REDUCTION.

piROM the 14th Instant, the price of Cook and
D op’’ ^‘“®bed Pood for Horses is reduced to
Ks. 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags.

Crushed Pood for Cattle,
to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

,

WARRAHTEE

!

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. PARE’3 PATENT MEDICINES,

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An*
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising therefrom.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood,
injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,

Pimnles, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, &c. It

has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and of purifying the blood of all*

its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in*

vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy
and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary
efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of

chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects

to be unrivailed and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1*8 ;
and 1*12 in the Mofassil

including packing.

Ointment . for(.foul and HKercurlal
Ulcers and Brhptlons. Price per pot
8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly

free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials;

restores the internal organs to their normal func*
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after

the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won*
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.
Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rhen-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-

tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re, 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To he had of
MAISON DE PARIS,

2,0H0WRINQHEE,NEAR DHURRUMTOLLAH •

Oaloxttta.

Wanted agents for the Mofussil. 15 per cent,
commission will be allowed.

Branches and agencies :—Allahabad, Burdwan,
Chittagong, Gowhatty, Guptiparah, Jessore,
Jhenida, Kushtea, Rajbari, Santipore, Serajgunge,
and Sylhet. a-40

Burmah

CIGARS,
UNSURPASSED QUALITY,

Three Sizes,
’

Rs. 10f Rs. 15, Rs, 25 per mile.

Sample on application.

NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

5, Hare Street, Caleutta

American .

KEROSINE OIL,
OF THE BRIGHTEST QUALITY

(T

Rs, 6-0 per case.

Free to Railway Stations.

Ossli to accompany order,

NETTROLOLL DAY & CO;,

6, Hart Street, GakMta, •
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REGISTERED No, 97.

[December 5, 188.

Koogrlily Bridge Hotlce.

The Bridge will be closed for .traffic on
Tuesday, the 7th December, 1880, from 1

to 4 p. M.
G. H. SIMMONS.

ffl-63 Secretary to the Bridge Commissioners,

XI4BZA GSKEBAXi STBAIKC XTAVZ-
GATZOK COMPAlTSr, “LD.”

SOHOKNK, Kilbitbn & Co .—Managing Agents.

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur
downward every Saturday.

ri^HB Str. Mirzapore will leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,
' the 10th instant.

Cargo will be received at theCompany’s Qodowns,
Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

2nd proximo.

The str. Dehrooghur will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun-
’ day, the 12th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 10th instant.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train
of Saturday, the lltb instant,

OAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGULAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Sleamers^eave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-
diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

/'IlHE Str. Madras will leave

L Calcutta'for Cachar on Tues-
^day, the 7th instant.

Cargo will^Jfte-^eceived at the Company’s Go-
downs,- Nimtoilsah; Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 6th. «

For further information regarding rates of
freight or passage money, apply to

4, Paiulivc Place, i G. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 4th December, 1880.1 Secretary,

a~\

RIVERS STEA3MC NAVZGATZOK
CO., Z.I1HITEE.”

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly
from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back,

The Steamer Bengal will

leave Calcutta for Assam
on Tuesday, the 7th December.

f'l'lHE Str. Burmah will leave
J. Goalundo for Assam on
Thursday, the 9th December.

For further information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO.
a-2

Z>R. A. C. KKASTaZR,
189, Bow Bazar Street, Calcutta.

(Of 25 years’ INEedlcal Experience.)

(1.) Promptly Cures recent and acute Fevers,

(2.) Holds Lord Northbrook’s First Prize on
Burdwan Epidemic Fever and its Treatment!

(3.) Has successfully operated thousands of

urinary stones, tumours of testicles, &c., &c., charge
for treatment suited to circumstances.

(4.) Is Author of “ Bengal Midwifery,” sold at

Re. 5 per copy,

(5.) Is Author of “ Bengal Diseases of Women
and Children," Rs. 3 per copy.

(6.) Both books bound together, Rs. 6 per copy.

The following are the prices of Dr. Khastgir’s

Patent Medicines.

(1.) For recent, or acute Fevers First med.
8 annas, 2ud and 3rd med. Re. 1 each.

(4.) For Malarious Fever, with spleen or liver,

1st or 2nd med.. Re. 1 each.

(6<) For cough, (7) looseness of bowls, (8) or
dysentery. Re. 1 each.

(9.) Children and infants’ sweet and tasteless

medicine for Fevers, (10) Cough with Fever, (11)
Looseness of Bowels, (12) Dysentery, 8 annas each.

Also suited for adults, with a vomiting tendency.

Medicine bearing Patentee’s Seal and
Signature only genuine.

Additional Bmghy charge Jor Mofussil delivery.

Notice.

All private commnnicaiions for the Proprietor
of the IndianMirror and the Sunday Mirror

should be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur.
rumollah Street.

The Real Parsee Cure for Dysentery ! ! I

Dysentery ! Dysentery !

!

Diarrhoea! Diarrhoea ! !

Motiwala'„ Dysentrodyrus or Vegetable Dysentery
Mixture,

An unfailing, cheap and sovereign remedy in
all cases of Dysentery, with or without blood,

Vomiting, Colics, Diarrhoe>, and all other Bowel
complaints. See the opinions of the Press, the
testimony of the medical and other authorities.

Dysentrodyne.
Besides being purely a vegetable medicine, it

is pleasant to the taste, does not produce nausea
and is an excellent carminative.

Another most remarhahle feature in this medicine
is, that whilst curing dysentery, it does not bring on
eostiveness afterwardis.

From one to three doses generally effect a cure.
Dysentrodyne.

It disarms Dysentery of all its terrors, and has
proved a boon to thousands of Europeans and
others, residents of tropical climes, who have given
it a fair trial and felt its marvellous curative
powers. A trial is respectfully solicited and the
result will convince the most sceptic.
For fuller particulars, opinions of the Press,

Medical testimony, and certificates of cures effected
through the use of this medicine, read the hand
bills accompany each phial.

Price 4 annas and 8 annas per phial.
Liberal discount to the trade.

Sold by
MESSRS. FRAMJEE & SONS,

11, Bentinck Street, Calcutta,
Sole Agents for Bengal.

Ret8.ll Agents TTp-country.
Benares ... ... Messrs. Framjee & Co.
Simla ... ...

_ -

Cawnpore
Lucknow

f » •••

Jhansi ...

Rawal Pindi
Ferozepore
Nuaserabad & Ajmeer

Somnstipore
hoot ...

Allahabad

in Tir-

Framjee & Co.
Jamsetjee & Oo.
Eduljee & Co.
Nourojee & Co.
Pestonjee & Co.
Jamasjee & Sons.
Jamsetjee & Sons.
Rustomjee Furdoon-

jee & Sons.

„ Framjee & Co.
The Rail Co. Op. Soe. a-85

NOTICE.
THE MADRAS FAIR

WILL be held in the People’s Park from
Wednesday, the 29tb December 1880, to

Saturday, the 1st January 1881, inclusive. The
Committee are prepared to allot sites for shows,
booths, &c., on application to the undersigned

R. J. BALDREY,
P. VIJIARUNGA MUDALIYAR,

Honoranj Secretaries,
People’s Park, Madras,

|^2nd November 1880, 474

XKEESSBS. Z.. V. MITTERdb CO.,
H0M(E0PATHIC CHEMISTS, BOOKSELLERS

AND PRACTITIONERS,
No. 1, Upper Circular Road,

Calcutta,

Opposite E. B. Railway Station.

SUPPLY all sorts of Homceopathic Medicines,
Medicine-chests, Books in ’Engli.sh and Ben’

gali for Domestic and Professional purposes, and
all other requisites imported directly from England,
on moderate terms.

Catalogues- and price lists free on application.

NOTICE
To Constituents.

TKOBEPSON lib COONDOO,
Iron and Metal

IlKercliants,

33’36, New China Bazaar,

Are prepared to execute any orders entrusted
to them

; and sare should be taken when
directing letters that this Firm is not miscon-
strued into

THOMPSON, COONDOO & CO..
0.86 ’

A S K B Y <fb CO.,
DENTISTS,

Have an efficient female dentist to attend the
Zenanas. Guarantee comfort in the wearing

of artificial teeth, at a reduced rate.

Have a successful and iufallible way of curing
ocular diseases.

Various patent medicines are to be bad at a
moderate price.

No. 14, College Street, Calcutta.
a-84

ROUSES FOR SAZ.E.
LIST NO, 2.

Canning St.
Dixon’s Lane
Elisium Row

upper room
lower .,

3 stories ..

upper ..

lower ..

ditto ..

Emambag Lane
Ezra St.

Entally North Road ditto ...

Canal St. ditto ...

Middle Road upper ...

Tiljullah ditto ...

Tangra lower ...

Howrah Cullen Place upper...
Chandmaree lower ...

KalabebeeSt. ditto...

Seals Lane ditto ...

Strand Road upper ...

Jackson’s Ghat St. ditto

Khyromehter’s Lane lower
Kidderpore
Old Boitakanah
Royd Street
South Colinga St.

Sudder Street
Short Street
Victoria Terrace
Wellesley St.

'

Weston’s Lane

upper
lower
ditto

upper
ditto

ditto

stories

upper
ditto

ditto

lower

Rs.

15.000
8,000

72.000
42.000
2,40C

12,500

7.000
8.000

11.000
13.000

4.500
25.000
9.000
8.000

17.000
25.000

32.000
3,000

12.000
3,000

8.500
16,000
21,000
12,500
28,000
45.000
21.000
14,000

14,000

D. LA.TTEY & CO.,
0-81 1, Old Court House, Corner.

-’IilPE -

OF DEWAN RAM COMUL SEN.

(With an admirable Dlthograph)
BY

PEARY CHAND MITTBA.
Price one rupee.

Apply at No. 20, Nimtollah Street, a-83

TUB INDIAN XtXZBXlOB,.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town.

For One Month
„ Three Months
,, Six Months
„ Twelve Months
N, B .—The above

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil.

Rs.

2
6

12
24

As.

8

0
0
0

includes subscription to

P.

0
0
0

0
the

For One Month 3 6 0
,, Three Months 8 0 0
,, Six Months 16 0 0
,, Twelve Months 32 0 0

Foreign.
For Twelve Months (vio Southampton) 48 6 0

,, ,, {via Brindisi) 64 10 0
Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil, )

For One Month ... ... ... 1 0 0
,
Turce Months ... 2 8 0

„ Six Months 5 0 0
„ Twelve Months... 10 0 0

( Single Copy Four Annas. )

Foreign.
For Twelve Months Southampton) 12 7 0

,, ,, (via Brindisi) 14 14 0
ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Adverrisements 2 annas per line.

No Advertisement charged for less than a
Ruoee.
For snecial contract rates apply to the Manager.
E, B .—All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

Printed and nuhlished for tbe Proorietor W. C.

Soor, at the Sen Pre"", at No. 2, Rritisi indiatj

C&lautU.
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VICEROY’S ILLNESS.

Calcutta, 11th December.

The following telegram from Allahabad was
received in Calcutta on Friday night :

—

Viceroy decidedly better this afternoon.

Fever abating and general symptoms im-

proved.

Calcutta, 11th December;

His Excellency the Viceroy has passed a

fairly good night, debility still great, but all

other symptoms are yielding most satisfac-

torily to treatment.

(Editorial

The Church Times is requested to state

that the Rev. Father Rivington is not return-

ing to India at present, but ho is leaving Eng-
land to spend the winter at Cannes for the

benefit of his health.

:o:

Mr. Newman says, “I do not know a

single moral lesson of the slightest import-

ance for which we are obliged to have recourse

to the gospels.” This is pushing conclusions

to an extreme. If the meanest reptile that

crawls upon the face of the earth can teach

us much, will not a mighty system of religion

like Christianity teach us much more ?

We were in error when we stated the other

day that of the six female candidates that

went up to the late University examinations,

jive were from the Bethune School. We
learn that this school sent up jour, and the

Free Church Normal School and Orphanage

two candidates, one from the latter having

appeared at the Entrance and the other at the

F. A. The candidates were examined at the

Bethune Female School, two ladies—Mrs.

Macdonald and Mrs. M. Gbooe—having been

appointed to keep watch over them.
;o:

The late Sir Janies Outram was a

keen sportsman. He and his comrades

killed 18 panthers, 42 bears and 255
tigers. Once he followed a tiger on foot

for three miles, and eventually speared

it to death. On another occasion a panther
got him down, but his Bhils killed it with
their swords, while it was rolling with him on
the ground. A tiger once seized him, and
rolled down the hill with him. The beast re-
laxing its grasp for a little, Outram drew a
pistol, and shot the tiger dead. The Bhils
were loud in their grief at the injuries he had
sustained; but Outram said, “What do I care
for the clawing of a cat!”

:o:

We have received a copy of a monthly
illustrated journal called the Progress
and published in Aladras, It is intended
for the educated classes in India and
Ceylon.

^
After going through the varied

matter it contains, we must say it

has more than repaid perusal. The printing
and letter-press are beautiful, while the num-
ber of original subjects dwelt upon is such as
cannot ordinarily be had for 12 annas, which is

the annual subscription, including postage.
The scenes of the Himalayas are very
neat and

^

the pictorial representation
of the Vision of Mirza ous?ht to be seen in
order to be appreciated. We may safely
advise our young readers to possess themselves
of copies of this excellent journal. It may
be had on aplication to the Madras Religious
Tract and Book Society, Vepery.

A “ Christian Youth” addresses us a letter
on our recent article on “ Justice and Mercy.”
We should have been glad to insert it had it
contained any new argument against our
position. But it doesn’t. We are told (1)
that sin is inherent in us, (2) that sin is a
debt, and (3) that the adequate punishment
of sm is eternal hell-fire. These need not
trouble us much, for, thank God, there are
other ways in which the soul may
obtain consolation. Our correspendent says
“ Your repentance can never be the adequate
punishment of sin.” How has he come to
know this? Those who have felt the chast-
ening influence of repentance are alone in a
position to judge whether it is adequate'
or not. The sufficiency of a punishment
is tested by its results. If a sin clings

to a person in spite of his punishment, he
is not adequately punished; but if

it leads to the regeneration of a sinner,

is not the penalty suflScient? Many a Theist
can say that his view of sin has led to

increased holiness in his life. Could you
give us more?

;o ;

The lunar eclipse of December 16 will be,

according to Father Penaranda, a very attrac-

tive phenomenon. It will be a total eclipse,

and the totality will last an hour and a half,

and the durati on of the whole thing will

spread over no less than six hours and a
quarter. AIorcover,our satellite,plunging deeper
into the earth’s shadow and coming nearer to

its centre, is likely to get more deeply obscured
than on the former occasion. This eclipse,

then,on the whole,will not be wanting in points

of interest, though not favored with the rarer

peculiarity which distinguished its summer
predecessor, namely, the simultaneous pre-

sence on our liorizon of the half-obscured

rising Moon face to face with the full resplen-

dent setting Son. Even this shortcoming,

however, will be to some extent made up for

by the advantage of our being enabled to

witness the phenomenon from its very first

beginning. Two total eclipses of the Moon in

one year, says the Father, both visible at

one and the same place, and conveniently visi-

ble, is not a very common occurrence. In-

deed, after this, we shall not be favored out
here by a single visible total lunar eclipse

until 1888, and to get one at all conveniently

visible, we shall have to wait four years more,
f. until 1892.

:o:

Why does not the Civil Surgeon of. Luck-
now take the TFftwess in hand and
bring the editor’s wild vagaries to an end by
administering effective remedies? How often

has this up-country brother killed us ! In the

plenitude of his benevolence the Witness said

sometime ago we were dead and gone, and
feelingly wrote an epitaph for us. In
spite of the epitaph we managed to

live and grow. Then he said we
were not dead, but would die shortly. The
prophecy was not fulfilled, and we grew in

stature, and we continued as hale and hearty

as ever. The Witness now says we live, but

complains we are vain, deficient in modesty
and humility and full of “ ovorweaning con-

ceit.” Why call us conceited ? Because we
believe Theism to be superior to Methodism.

Our contemporary is angry because we see

in the New Dispensation the harmony of all

creeds and dispensations. The same logic

would make the Methodist too conceited and

arrogant. For does he not regard his Metho-
dism ns the best and most perfect of all

religions ? And as regards modesty, our

brother indignantly rejects our offer of

friendship, thinking, perhaps, we are too vile

and unclean for fellowship with the Metho-
dists in India. The proud Theist sits as a

servant at the feet of Christ and hails every

Christian as a brother, but the humble Chris-

tian rejects the poor Theist’s friendship ! How
of, ten alas ! will Christ’s love consent to be

crucified upon the cross of sectarianism !

Our contemporary has justly said elsewhere,

“Superstition changes a man to a beast,

fanaticism to a wild beast.”

:o:

The Oxford Alission, the Indian Church
Gazette tells us,will be located in Bow Bazaar
in a house provided and furnished for them
by the Bishop of Calcutta. An English paper

gives the following interesting particulars

regarding their departure :

—

Two very interesting services were held in the
Cathedral on Wednesday and Thursday, October
27th and 28th, to take leave of the first party of

missionaries from Oxford to Calcutta—the“' Rev,
E. P. Willis, M- A., of Balliol, late Vice-
Principal of Cuddesdon $ the Rev. E,
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Brown, M. A,, late Scholar o£ Trinity
;
and

the ReT, W. B. Hornby, of Braaenose. The
evening service was taken with but alight alter-
nation from the form approved by Convocation for
use on the day of missionary intercession, and was
followed by an address from the Bishop, who after-
wards pronounced the blessing over each of the
missionaries, kneeling before him on the alter-steo.
On the following morning, being St. Simon and
St. Jude 8 Day, persons interested in the Mission
were specially invited to the usual saint’s-day
celebration of Holy Communion at 8-30. Both
services were well attended, and the collections
amounted to upwards of 501. The two junior
members of the Mission, Messrs. Brown anc
Hornby, having been fellow-curates at St. Mar-
garet’s, Anfield, Liverpool, a meeting and service
were also held there, immediately before the party
set sail. Upwards of 100 persons communicatee
at the Special service held on the morning o:

Saturday, October 30th, and in the afternoon the
missionaries went on board the VegHf belonging
to the Star Line of steamers. They hope to reach
Calcutta early in December, and are to take np
their abode in a house provided for them by the
Bishop of Calcutta, at his own expense.

We learn that the Marqnis of Salisbury,
Chancellor of the Oxford University, has sent
a donation of 500Z. to the treasurer of the
Mission, together with a letter expressing his
interest in it.

Pbopessor Newman lately delivered a
sermon on Christianity at Mr. Voysey’s
Church. The Christian Life notices it un
favorably, and says that the preaching of
Theism is simply « Attack !” » Attack !”

We are sure this refers to English Theism.
Mr. Voysey and others are apostles of des-
tructive Theism, while the Brahmo Somaj has
done with its destructive work, and is chiefly
engaged in the work of construction. Mr.
Newman is growing day by day unaccount-
ably bitter against Christ, and his distrust of
the Brahmo Somaj is, therefore, also daily
increasing. We regret this very much, as
with the growth of this bitterness the hopes of
an ultimate reconciliation are also becoming
less. The Christian Life says

Mr, Newman appears to have become alarmed
at the tendency of Keshub Chunder Sen and his
reverence for Jesus Christ, his increasing faith
that God has raised up Christ to be the saviour
of men. This has recently much alarmed a class
of Theists who are ever attacking Christ and
Christianity. We rejoice in Mr. Sen’s approach
to a faith in Christ, truly Christian. We have
little^ hope for the elevation of India from any
clectic system of religion

; our hope is in the;
pure and simple Gospel in which Mr. Sen
has increasing faith. But Mr. Sen may very
well reply that there is a great lack of
consistency in Professor Newman, as he has
affiliated himself with the British and Foreign
Unitarian Association, founded for the promotion
of pure Christianity at home and abroad: foundec
and sustained by the influence, labors, and gifts
of men who believed in Christianity as a Divine
revelation. Mr. Newmau has of late consented to
be a vice-president of an Association which exists
for this purpose, he even subscribes to the funds of
this Society} and yet he reproves the tendency of
Mr. Sen to Christianity. Consistency has been
called "the god of little minds;” but none the less,
consistency is a virtue. It is our belief that the
Apostle Paul was both a consistent teicher and a
good and true Unitarian Christian.

To the Congregation.—Do you promise to be
punctual in all your dealings with your minister
and prompt in the discharge of all the obligations
which may be due from you ’

Ans —We do.
'

To the Minister.—Do you promise to be diligent
in your calling, speaking the truth as we see it,
and proclaiming the - glad tidings” of our liberal
faith as you have opportunity without fear and
with a ]ust intent?

Ans.

—

I do.
To the Congregation.—Do you promise to work

with your pastor elect in all things reasonable, and
sustain him in every good word and work to which
duty and benevolence shall call him’
Ans.—We do.

Minister.—Do you promise to co-operate
with this congregation in making the truth vou
preach a living reality in this community’
Ans.—Ido.
To the Congregation.-Will you stand with vour

minister against all opposition while he is true to

his ?if?’
of if. and pure in

Ans.—We will.

To the Minister—Will you endeavour to show
* ^o>^i^“an who may not be ashamed of

tith au’meD
“ “

Ans.

—

I will.

up the word-

i-hif Phn h
yon may possess for the support of

ter w^th your minis-

abilities ?

according to your several

Ans—We will,

to make anyreasonable sacrifice to preach to us and others inthis community the foundation truths of our reli-
Fatherhood of God and Brother-

and practical relations ?
Ans

—

I am.

andfhP^dlfr
view of these promisesand the duties you mutually espouse, I declare this

^nir 1
^ congregation be long united in onespirit and purpose.

•:o:-

A NOVEL ordination service was held in
Iowa in Anoerica. The Rev. 8. 8. Hunting
was ordained minister of a certain chapel or
rather he was married to his congre-’
gation,when the following vows were exohang-

Question to the Congregation.—Do you, of vourown free choice, elect and receive the Rev S SHunting as your Christian minister, to serve vou
as your pastor and preacher ?

^

Answer.—We do.
Question to the Minister.-Do you heartily and

freely accept the responsibilities of the Christian
as its pastor and

Ans.—Ido.

The Statesman does well to draw fresh
attention to the excise policy of the Govern-
ment of Bengal. 8o silently has the change
been effected—the change, we mean, from the
wholesome policy inaugurated by Sir George
Campbell and Lord Northbrook—that the
public have not had the least opportunitv to
know that the monster of drunkenness once
8tifled,has grown to life again.lt was, perhaps,
true that the auction and distillery systems
did not bring that revenue which Government
fard pressed for money, might naturally wish’
to have. Hence some years ago it was orderec
that the distillery system should be gradually
replaced by what is called the outstill system.
It 18 useless to expetany confessions from the
reports on the excise administration published
by Government. The last of these publications
indeed, contains an apology which, to say the
Ieast,oaght notto have been publlshed.Govern-
ment, in this instance, treats the public as if it

were a body of children down whose throats
any information or any opinion might be
safely crammed. We are told, for instance
that the liquor sold under the outstill system
is weak, and is, therefore, not calculated to
make people drunk. The Government says:
“ Those who decry the outstill system on the
ground that it places cheap llqaor within
reach of the people, entirely overlook the fact
that if the liquor is cheaper, it is also very
much weaker, and that, as a matter of fact, the
actual amount of alcohol purchasable for a
rupee is not greater nnder the out-still than
under the sudder distillery system.” Indeed !

8o long as human nature remains what it is, it

is hard to believe that it will not succumb to the
temptations of drink, when the drink in ques-
tion is weak as well as cheap. The Commis-
sioner of Bhangulpore is the only one among
his brethren who boldly maintains that the
new system has led to the increase of drunken-
ness. Naturally enough, the Board of Revenue

treats this opinion with contempt, and lays

great emphasis upon the favorable views
passed by the other Commissioners. The
Board in such cases is an interested

body, and its opinions are not worth much
in the face of the only view which com-
mon sense maintains, namely, that the
manufacture of liquor by private individuals
must invariably be followed by increased faci-

lities for drinking. One district officer assures
us that drunkenness has very greatly increased
under the new system, and that is the view
also of many individuals who are not restrain-

ed by the fetters of service. Govern-
ment is bound to publish the reports
submitted by district officials—men who have
an opportunity of judging of the results of
the system by experiences derived on the spot;
and if these are published, we are sure they
will speak in a somewhat different tone from
what characterises the ex cathedra otteranees
of the Commissioners of divisions, The
public may reasonably expect to be
furnished with all the facts bearing upon the
question, and not with mere theories, for evi-
dently the Government has begun a new policy
deliberately with the view of increasing the re-

venue, and it is bound to apply its preconceiv-
ed views to any solution of the question.
Is drunkenness on the increase ? Govern-
ment is bound to say, no

;
the public

are disposed to say, yes. The latter

are right, and the former ought, in all fairness,

to supply the latter with facts.

THE ADVENT OP LOVE, OR
KRISHNA WORSHIP.

We said in our last issue that Puranic
Hinduism was the necessary product of

Buddhism and a long course of tedious cere-

monialism in religion. For the first time in

the history of our country was the monotheistic

form organised into a system of worship. One
divinity was worshipped, and that was a

supreme, omnipotent God. Of course, the

form differs from the present style of mono-
theism; but, as we stated in our last issue,

instead of offering homage to many divine

beings, the Hindus came to worship

one supreme Being. This divinity as-

sumed different incarnations in different

ages, and the mistake was also at the same
time unfortunately committed of reckoning

these incarnations as God. This is the fatal

error of Hinduism as of many other religions.

The man who came to preach God,
was taken to be the very God. For this

we are not to blame the prophets, but his

over zealous admirers who refused to see

anything but divinity in the objects of their

admiration. Those who read the Mababharat
will admit that Krishna was a man
among men, that be bad his weaknesses
and that he cannot face the rigid stan-

dard of morality which is accepted by
the present age. Krishna in the Mababharat
appears as an extraordinary statesman, a
diplomatist if yon will, and at the same time
he had a religion to give which in softness

and fervour has not, in India certainly,

been equalled. Now the men who admired
him were struck both by his ability and his

singularly original views. They could not
help coming to the decision that he was
God. It is not our business to criticise

the life of this extraordinary man, for

such a task is unnecessary, Krishna-
worship has been productive of infinite

mischief, and its iiijuriousness may be elo-

quently descanted upon by any school-boy

iresh with enlightened ideas from liia class-
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room. While we say this of the worship, we ,

should not forget that the man Krishna was

not the monster which the later development of

his religion has made him out to be. It is in

the nature of things impossible that a man
j

who could revolutionise India from the north

to the south, could, in the midst of many
enlightened and astute adversaries, palm upon

his countrymen a system whose only re-

commendation was its immorality. We
cannot say that the fire which enkindled a

nation was wanting in the man who helped to

its spread. There were errors in his theolosy;

but errors need not argue immorality.

A French writer maintains that errors in a

church cannot be due to bad men. It is pious

and sincere zealots who give birth to errors in

theology. The remark is correct, for it is pious

men— for wicked men can have no interest in

the spread of religion, and no wicked man has

up to this time founded a religion—we flay,

it is pious men who in their zeal for the pro-

pagation of their religion, commit mistakes as

to the true end and aim of particular dogmas

or rules of conduct. Judged by this measure,

Krishna could not be a wicked man. It

wouM be doing an injustice— we were going

to say a libel—upon his contemporaries to say

that they implicitly accepted Satan for their

God. If, then, it is true that Krishna was not

a bad man,what was he ? We need only read

tlie sacred books to assure us that Krishna

brought to India the only thing that wag

necessary for the peace of her soul. It was

devotion or love. The national heart was

craving for a personal being whom it might

love and at the same time worstiip,and Krishna

gave it Hari. If this love had been witheld

for another age, we are convinced our nation

would have gone down to the utmost depths

of degradation and ruin. The prophet of love

came to quench the national thirst, and gave

our (leople a lotignr lease of existence. Ic

mav bo asserteil that this love was carnal, as

may be inferred from the obscenities whidi

are associated witlt his worahii'. But

that is an abuse for which the fou til'^r of the

new school was not responsible. 'I’here are

many readers of.. t)lie,'Persian poet Hafiz, who

mav, from the rntMuaerable allusion^ to drink

in his poems, infer"* tfiat he was a drunkard

and that he was 'gloififying drink throughout

his efFusions. 'True .mystics, however, know

how to appreciate,., Hafii
;

for when the heart

is intoxicattedl’wntlt’ffApAiwnjoyment of Go 1, what

other figure tlVaU“«Wt ^'suggested by drink

could the poet nWura'fly employ? 'I’o say tli; t

Krishna (Spoke.ofA carual or material love

would be as absued aS' to infer that the poet

Hafiz ifnmftftfldi^d ” the drink-shop. Ihe

fact is that thdfoi-.iW0 r spoke of notliiiig but

the loving, merciful Hari. He preached ile-

votion, intense, earnest love—the same love

which a woman might bear to her lover. He

made a great experiment while practically

carrying ont this great doctrine : lie brought

women to ioin in the worship which be in-

troduced. Men and women were for the first

fitiie bronht together to hear the golden

tidings of love. They sat together and

took part in the worship of Hari. This asso-

ciation of the two sexes in a common

worship was a grand innovation which he

introduced. But unfortunately it was a change

for which tlis country had to pay dear, as may

be under.«too 1 from a similar fate which has

overtaken the religion of Chaitanya in Bengal.

The Indian mind is not fitted to entertain

very large iileas on the liberty or rights of

women, and hence the change introduced by

the new order of things was too broad and

sweeping to yield golden fruits. It was a

deplorable failure. But, as we haye said,

we coma not to judge the worship, but the

original idea which gave it birth. We
think we have established the position that

Krishna worship was a necessity of the times,

anil that it was not originally the offensive

i

thing it now has become. We shall resume
the subject in another issue.

PROFESSOR MONIER WILLIAMS
ON INDIAN THEISM.

Manv months ago Professor Monier

Williams delivered a lecture on the

Tlieistic movement in India. He made certain

strictures therein upon onr Minister which

called forth a reply from us. To this reply

there was a rejoinder from the pen of the

learned Professor which was communicated
to us through Miss Collet, and published in a

subsequent issue of our paper. We again re-

plied, and the rejoinder appears now
in the shape of another lecture, which

the Professor has since delievered before

the Royal Asiatic Society of London,

in which the passage we objected fo

has, as we observe, been slightly altered, the

spirit, moreover, remaining almost the same.

The substance of the speech is reproduced in

the Times, and as tliis journal is said to in-

fluence British thought to a very large extent,

it is likely that our minister’s character will

go out before the British public in the shape

in which it lias there been represented to be.

What W0 may say in contradiction will

probably never reacli the tribunal of tliat pub-

lic. But we have this assurance that it will

surely be heard before a higher tribunal, and

may most likely appeal to another lower one,

namely, the conscience of the learned Profes-

sor himself. The lecture is in substance alino.«»t

the same as that delivered sometime

ago. Fortunately for us, our task is not

a difficult one, for where the question of truth

or simple facts is concerned even Profes.sor

Monier Williams ceases to be formidable.

Ttie largest portion of the lecture, as will

be seen, is devoted to a description of the

Tlieistic movement, and it is able and interest-

ing tdironghout. We are sure our readers

will find much that is agreeable in

it, and the Professor’s views on the antiquity

of Theism in India will be read with interest

and gratitnile. We invite the attention of the

reader to the portion relating to Ram Mohun
Roy. Blit the sting of the article is towards
its close. After liaving desciibed the career

of onr leader, the Professor goes on to say :
—

Nowhere is eminent ability worshipped with
more fervur than in India, and so conspicuous were
Mr. Sen’s talents that his followers began to pay
him reverence as if he had been more than human.
When accused of accepting divine honors he in-

disnantly denied it, but he certainly deemed him-
self in some special manner a partaker of divine
vifts. Even so late as January 1879, he declared
that he once had a vision of John the Baptist,

Jesus Christ, and St, Paul, who all favored him
with personal communications; and the Lord said

he was to have personal insoiration, and that all

his actions were regulated by divine command.
No wonder, it was also said, that he was a

Pope over his Church from whose decision
there was no appeal. While these things were be-
ing noised abroad, another great scandal precipitat-
ed the disruption of the society. Tne great preach-
er against child marriages accepted an offer for

his own daughter, not yet It. from the young Ma-
harajah of Kuch Behar, not yet 16, and the wed-
ding actually too place on March 6, 1^78, A few
weeks afterwards Mr. Sen surprised 1,009 hearers
in the Calcutta Town-hall by calling upon India to
accept Christ. His latest announcement, in a ser-.

mon preached last January, is the advent of a new
dispensation, which is really an amalgamation of
Hinduism and Christianity into one system.

We have said that, probably in consequence
of our representations, the learned Professor

has modified his strictures. To enable

our readers to understand this, we shall quote

from his former speech which appeared

in our issue of 18th January last

Nowhere was success worshipped with more
fervour than in India; and his followers began to

bow down before him as if he had been a deity

in human form. His old Vaishnava training was not
without its influence on his own mission and
office, and he declared that his actions were regu-

lated by Divine command. The worst scandal
was when the great Reformer sacrificed, ia

spite of the most earnest protests, his own cherish-

ed principle at the altar of ambition, in marrying
his own daughter, not yet fourteen, to the young
Maharajah of Kuch Behar. The scandal has re-

sulted in a complete disruption; a large party of

his followers had separated themselves from his

leadership, and formed themselves into a new
Church.

It will be observed that while in his first

speech Mr. Williams spoke of Mr. Sen’s fol-

lowers as “bowing down before him as if ha had

been a deity in human form,” he now says that

they “began to pay him reverenoa as if he had

been more than human.” There is some
difference, we admit; but it is to be regretted

that the Professor still sticks to the charge

of man-worship. We say again that the

followers of Mr. Sen consider the charge to be

a rank libel upon their character. They
have never reverenced him as one “more
than human, ” nor do they ever dream

of committing the mistake which other

religionists have committed times without

number—-of taking every leader of a reli-

gions movement to be an avatar or divine

being. The minister is a man—a man among
men, nevertheless one who, like many others,

has a mission to carry out in this world.

We say the charge laid at the doors

of the disciples of our minister is false—

wofully and unjustly false. Nobody has

labored more zealously or earnestly to crush

idolatry or man-worship in this country

than the Brahrao Somaj of India
;

and to

say that that body is so capable of an act of

impiety as to impute “more than human”
powers to a man, is a libel .as ungrounded as

it is cruel. We do not know how long

this wretched, miserable charge will continue

to be flung against the Brahmo Somaj. It

has been brought forward perhaps a hundred

times, and as often vehemently contradicted.

It now appears to us that those who, in utter

disregard of those contradictions, persist in

bringing it forward either do not hear

what we say or are simply bent upon damag-
ing the Tlieistic cause in India. At any rate,

we may ask Professor Monier Williams to

substantiate his assertion. Can he point out

any passages in the published writings or

ntterances of any one of Mr. Sen’s disciples

which may lead even indirectly to the infer-

ence at which he has arrived? We unhesi-

tatingly throw this challenge, and hope that

the learned Professor will in all fairness ac-

cept it.

Then, again, Mr. Monier Williams re-

fers to the “ divine gifts” whicli onr

minister is supposed to enjoy. “ Even so

late as January 1879, ho declared that be
once had a vision of John the Baptist, Jesus
Christ, and St. Paul, wlio all favored him
with personal communications.” Our com-
plaint against the critic here is that he is

utterly devoid of imagination, so much so

that he mistakes a spiritual perception for an
actual, vision. We who have been study-

ing Mr. Ben’s writings for a long series

of years, and have read with special care the

particular passage in his lecture on
himself, have wondered how intelligent

people gifted with common sense could
mistake a meaning so obvious. The
zealous advocates of the “ vision ” theory
may indulge in their dreams to the end of

the chapter. To us their delusion is nothing
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but simply ridiculous. That Mr. Sen’s
language was metaphorical may be perceived
from the first sentence of the passage which
relates the “vision.” This was what
he said;—“As I was walking along the
paths of my life, I met three stately figures.”
Now, from the words “walking along the
paths of life,” Professor Williams might as
well have drawn another argument to confirm
the theory of the “divine gifts” which Mr. Sen
enjoys. He might have said—“In his earlier

years Mr. Sen actually walked with his two
legs along the paths of life.” This attempt
at literalness would he as reasonable as that
which seeks to establish the fact that
he had an actual vision. Mr. Williams
hints after this that Mr. Sen is “a
Pope over his church from whose decision
there was no appeal.” Now, we may assure him
that nowhere is independence more zealously
sought and full liberty of thought and action
more sedulously encouraged than in the Brahmo
Somaj. As regards the Kuch Behar marri-
age we need only say that it ia preposterously
absurd to revive the charge of child-

marriage after the consummation cere-

mony held in October last. Prom what
we have said Professor Monier Williams
will perceive how unfounded his charges
against the Brahmo Somaj are. We know
it is very difficult to plana oneself in the posi-
tion of others, and it is not always easy for a

Christian to rightly appreciate Theism. But we
expected at least charity from an eminent
scholar like Professor Monier Williams.
His lecture on Theism will do much to turn

public attention in England to our movement,
but there is this much of disadvantage in

the circumstance that his facts are wrong,
and his inferences quite’'ill-calcnlated to pro-
duce the sort of impression which may be
desired.' Truth, however, may afford to be

patient, and it is sure to triumph in the end.

TO TBE MEMBERS OP THE OXFORD
MISSION JUST ARRIVED.

Honored and Revered |Ambassadors of
Christ,

Heartily do we welcome you upon your
first arrival in this land. Accept our cordial

greetings and hearty good wishes. May the

spirit of the Lord be with you and bless you.

Your advent marks the commencement of a

new era in the history of Indian evangeliza-
tion. You represent a new mission, a new
line of missionary enterprize, and perhaps new
ideas and sentiments more suited to the land

where you are called to work. Having left

your fatherland and those near and dear to you,
you come to make our country your home,
and win souls for Christ. Yet not in the
old paths do you propose to run,

not in the old grooves will your purposes and
principles move. But entirely new are those
fields of thought and work upon which you
have entered. In fresh scenes and fresh fields

and with instruments of war as fresh you will

fight your battles under Christ, and win
fresh laurels for him, which even Cary and
Marshman and Duff could not boast. Half
a century of mission labor in this country
has convinced England that it is not by
hating the religions and religious communi-
ties in Hindustan, not by ignoring and des-

pising her traditions, not by treating her
people as altogether a fallen and degraded
race, that any success can be achieved in the
direction of true conversion. If England
wishes not merely to gather converts, but to

imbue India’s heart with the spirit of Christ,

she ought to honor this gre^t and ancient

country, its language and literature, its in-
stincts and traditions, its national theology
and ethics. We are not a people of yesterday.
We cherish in our midst truths and examples
of a most exalted order of which any nation
may well be proud. The noble Aryan blood
that courses through our veins and arteries
will^ resist every attempt at thorough de
nationalization. It is to be hoped, therefore,
that you will carefuMy abstain from
all efforts to upset the national founda-
tions of Hindu faith and character, and that
you will only endeavour to engraft upon
Hindu society the divine life of Christ.
Conserve all that is good and pore in our race,
annihilate all that is noxious and impure, and
give unto os the treasure of Christ’s Gospel.
India exhorts you, revered brethern, not to
preach Christianity, but only Christ and him
crucified. Give us no antiquated doctrine,
no dead dogma, no bona of sectarian con-
tention, but the pure, fresh and sanctifying
blood^which the bleeding Jesus shed for the
world s redemption. Do not reproduce in
our midst the many conflicting churches, the
endless divisions and schisms of Western
Christianity. But give us the unity of that
pure faith and love which Christ embodied
in his own life. Let us not have manyChrists,
but the Christ of God. m whom is divine
sonship incarnate. We are not enemies of
Christ. We are eager to learn at your feet
more of him, and we wish to he one with him
even as he is one with his Father and our
Father. This awaking cf India’s national
consciousness to Christ is quite a recent thing,
and is one of the cheering signs of the time.’
Had you, servants of Jesus, come out to India
twe,nty years ago, you would have found
Deists and anti-Christians of all varieties
waging war with your noble master. His
very name was to thousands of our educated
youths an abomination. But those days have
gone, and a dozen here and a dozen there
may be found among India’s sons and
daughters who honor and love that sweet
name. However wide our theological differ-
ences may be, we must say we honor him
whom you delight to honor. We belong
not to your Church. There are, oerhaps,

[

many doctrines on which we are at variance
with you. Therefore let us not he identi-
fied with your Church or your mission.
Yet is fellowship possible, in the unity
of Christ’s life, if not in identity of
Christian doctrine. Preach your doctrines,
but deny us not the love and sympathy of
him who said “those who are not against us are
for os. Accept our love and give us yours
and let us co-work, so far as co-operation is

possible, in'destroying the strongholds of our
I
cornmon enemies,—onhelief,superstition,mate-
rialism, worldliness and sensuality. For nearly
a quarter of a century we have labored quietly
and humbly to help the rising generation to
love Christ, and, through God’s grace, our
efforts have proved successful in a large
measure. You will find, you will be delight-
ed to find the spirit of Christ working in’’the
depths of the Hindu heart and gradually
leavening Hindu society. We do not pre-
tend to teach you. These words we do
not offer proudly as words of counsel. But
these are words of brotherly love and
cheer which your Theistic brethren give unto
you in the love of Christ. You are Chritians;
we are not. Yet in Christ we are sons of the
one True God, our common Father. Pray
and work, struggle and toil, honored brethren,
so that in the fullness of time the kingdom
of our Father may be established in India.

Two more tracts are in the Press, Nos. 4 and 6.

Bhai Protap Chundbr Mozumdar has oro-
ceeded to Hyderabad.

The usual monthly service takes placs in the
Brahma Mandir this morning.

^
On the 21st instant, the first anniversary of the

Cantonment Brahmo Somaj at Bangalore was cele-
rated.

^

Striman R, Gopalaswamy Iyer conducted
the Divine service, and delivered a sermon on
“the Efifect of a Brahmo Anniversary” from
7 to 10 A. M. From 3 toS p. M. of the same day
btriman Sundrasagara Iyer, Minister, conducted
evening prayers. Striman V. M. Sadasiva Mudali-
ar, Secretary of the Sabha, read the anniversary
report and informed the audience that the progress
of the Sabha would be noticed in future. Stri-
man V. Annaswamy Mudaliar delivered a very
interesting lecture on ” Theism, ” ia English.
Striman A. J. Sashachelia Mudaliar delivered
a written lecture in Tamil on ** The way of Pure
Salvation,” At the end the Brahmo Kirtans
vyere sung by Brahmos with music. The meeting
dispersed at 8 P. M. The public attendance was
very grand and large.

ipiiouiiicijil.

DACCA.

Ever yourg,

Theists of the New Di8pbn8ation.

[from our own correspondent.]

Brahmo Somaj of India celebrated
the olth Anniversary of the Dacca Brahmo Somaj
from the 1st to the 7th instant with great ecla^..
On the first day there was a special meet-

ing of the Congregational Association in which
ohai Ishau Chunder .Sen read an interestin"
Report of the working of that Association, and
th^e were prayers, conversation, and SanUrtan,
On the second day there was an open-

air meeting held in the spacious compound
of a house near the Sadar Ghat with the
permission and help of Babu Parbuty Chum
lyoy. Deputy Collector, who at present occupies
the house with his oflice. The meeting was
attended mostly by educated gentlemenr The
local minister took up “ What is the New Dis-
pensation” for the subject of his lecture.
On the third day there was a discourse delivered

before the Brahmos on the subject of “Seeing and
Hearing the Deity.” It was very pertinently
observed by the lecturer that as Brahmos do not
believe in a particular Book Revelation, they can
accept no other Revelation as their infallible guide
than what is vouchsafed to them by Godm the inmost recesses of their own hearts.
Hence, said the lecturer, seeing and bearing the
Living God was the only Upanishad and Bhagavat
tor the Brahmos. Brahmos can never expect to
attain true religious life without actually seeing
and hearing the Deity in the heart. A true
Brahmo must see and hear Gk)d even as a disciple
sees and hears his master. In everything a
Brahmo feels and believes to be trne and right, he
must perceive Divine Presence and Will.
On the fourth day there was a Nagar Sanhirtan

precession through the main streets fromArraaoitola
to Chakbazaar,where the local minister and another
member of the Somaj addressed the Hindu and
Mussulman shop-keepers present. Both the ad-
dresses were very enthusiastic and edifying. A
very sweet Nagar Sankirtan about what is
being done by the Holy Mother in India, was
composed on the occasion by Bhai Durga Nath
Roy.
The whole day took place on the fifth

day. The programme was varied and prove 1 every
interesting. The morning service occupied almost
five hours, but it was so deep that the time
seemed very short to the worshippers. Immediate-
ly after the service was over, some devout souls
engaged themselves in private meditation under
the trees in the spacious garden of the house in
which the festival took place. Then there was
Sankirtan and prayer with little children who
joined in it very enthusiastically. A beautiful
but simple Sankirtan was composed for them.
Then for about half an hour Bhai Baikanta Nath
Ghosh devoutly read out from the Bkarma
Tattwa some of the iustructioiis given by the
minister of the Brahmo Somaj of India.
After some questions and answers about theNew Dispensation, there was enthusiastic Sail-
kirtan which occupied little less than an hour,



and the evening service concluded with a stirrino-sermon on “What is real God-vision ?” "

On the sixth day a good number left for the Kar-
a missionary

Tho^fl
adorned with eight flags.

sn New Dispen-

S« : f
of tfie mast.The party reached the Pair at about 11 o’clock

the \vhnTeT‘“®
following day, and almost

Thp T ooooP'e^ with Divine service.The true spiritual idea of the New Dispensationwas very clearly revealed. In the afternoonthere was very enthusiastic through

of
discourse on the spirit

i^®'^
dispensation was delivered

assembly headed by the Sub-

hv R treatedby Babu Trailakya Nath Sen, the Sub-Divisional

dp^n7’.^
Inspector and Sub-Inspector

deputed there to look after the health and peace
ft the people assembled in the Pair, which is to
Miitinue this year for more than a month. TheDeputy Magistrate entertained the party after

Police ofiicers

‘^®'P to them. In the night the

I

arty left for Dacca, and when thev reached thetown they went on foot in a solemn procession,some of the party holding flags in their hands, to
the house of the Secretary, where they chanted

merciful Name of the Lord, and grorified theNew Dispensation with great joy.
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The Rev. L M. Wherry, M. A., American Mis-
sionary at Ludiana. is preparing for publication,
by subscription, a comprehensive commentary on
the Koran, including Sale’s preliminary discour.se
with additional notes and emendations, together
with a comnlete index to the text, and a prelimi-
nary discourse by the author.

It is common to consider the quantity of gold
in the world to be large. But there is only
£7.003,000,000 worth, which is about half pure
gold and half silver. The annual production is
about £100,000,030 worth, and the production has
decreased 44 per cent, during the p,ast thirty
years. Tlie production of silver, however, has
increased 100 per cent., and now equals that of
gold. One-third of the gold goes to wear and te.ar,
on '-third goes into circulation, an i nne-third inro
the arts and manufactures. All the gold in the
world would make a pile only 25 feet wide, 45 feet
long, and 25 feet high.

The Czar of Russia is now living in a floatinor
house or ship called the Livadia. It is'’

says a writer, 235 feet in length and
153 in breadth, but in spite of this ex-
traordinary formation (her length being only about
a breadth and a half) she goes 16 knots an hour.
In the Bay of Biscay in a heavy sea, she acquitted
herself far beyond expectation

; the angle of her
roll was never above 4°, and she behaved far better
than an ordinary ship woul i have done. Tne tables
were laid during the gale as though the ship had
been in port, and the broad gallery round the deck
was scarcely wetted by the spray except at the
height of the storm. A gentleman who had been
over her said that no one would suspect her of being
a vessel

;
she gave one the impression rather of

being a comfortable country house, fitted up with
every convenience such as a winter garden and a
fountain.

The Progress gives a list of the various African
expeditions that are in progress. We ought soon
to have enough information about the so-called
“ Dark Continent,” to fill up the vacant patches in
ordinary maps :

—

1. That of the International African Associa-
tion under H. M. Stanley up the Livingstone
River.

2. The German expedition under Rohlf from Tri-
poli across Sahara to Soudan. It has been oblig-
ed to return on account of the fanatical hosti-
lity of the people.

Three expeditions of the International As-
sociation, from Zanzibar to Urambo.

4. The French expedition under the Late Abba
Deboioe from Zanzibar.

5. The French expedition from Algeria under
Col, Flatters, with a view to a Trans-Sahara Rail-
road to Timbuctoo and the Niger,

6. A French expedition up the Senegal to the
western bend of the Niger.

7. An Italian expedition through Abyssinia to
Soudan.

8. A Russian expedition now preparing to
make up tho Nile,

SULTAN ARD-UL-HAMID.

[prom The “CHRISTIAN ttxion’s own
correspondent.]

There is but one absolute monarch left in
Europe. The Tsra of Russia is absolute in name
but he 13 controlled to some extent bv the
ancient customs of the Empire and bv his
ministers. The Sultan, at the present moment
accepts no control, but acting as the Caliph or
successor of the Prophet, he has concentrated ’

thewho e administration of the Empire in his own
bands, and decides all questions of home and
foreign policy for himself.

His personal character is, therefore, one of themost important factors in the Estern Question.
H^e is a man with a purpose, a man of invincible
obstinacy, and a man of great skill in diplomacy
and political intrigue. He would be an invaluable
acquisition for the Democratic party in its
present straitened circumstance. On the otherhand he has weak points which it is
equally important to understand. He has a
fear of a.ssassiiiation which at times amounts
to monomania. His mind is undisciplined, hrs
judgment in regard to questions of State unre-
liable and his knowledge of facts limited. He
cannot distinguish between important an I lui-
important^ matters, and is very alow in makin -

I

iip his mmd on any subject. 'He real 3 manv
books, but they are generally of libt'e value, a.s

I’l? m'*®,
whatever comes in his way in

the lurki.sh language, or whatever he may chance
i

to hear of, and have translated for his special ii.se.
Tim last hook that I knew of his reading was

• Monte Christo.” and just before that some old i

numbers of the “Scientific American.” the plates
in which had attracted his attention,

i

In person he is slight and feeble, with a sad
expre,ss,onof face. He looks far more like an !Armenian than a Turk, and his mother was of that
nationality. He is the second son of Abd-iil-
Medjid the nephew of Abd-uI-Aziz, who was
suicided, and the brother of Murad, who was
deposed and is now kept in close confinement. His
education was chiefly religious, and before
coming to the throne he had the reputation
of being a pious Mussulman.an economical if not an
avaricious man. and one who interested himself but
little in the affsirs of State. His associates were
ehiefiy of the Ulema, or doctors of the Sacred Law.
as this word may be freely translated. Since his
accession he has broken over manv of the ancient
usages of the palace, especially in bis relations with
the ambassadors and bankers. This has been a
nece.ssity, since be has taken the administration
into his own hands. He began with Sir Henry
Layard, and not only invited him to dine with him
but sent for him at all hours of the day and night’
even receiving him in the harem, where there was
no one but a woman to act as interpreter,
ihe most curious thing, however, in re
gardtothis intimacy was that he was always
asking the advice of Sir Henry, but seldom fol-
lowed it. He did succeed, however, in makin^v
bir_ Henry his tool, and used him as a buffer

pressure of the English government.
When the situation became more difficult, he
devoted himself to Lady Layard, took her to
drive through his gardens, held her parasol, took
her down to dinner, and made her rich presents
i hose attentions proved so successful that he
extended them to other ambassadors and their
wives, and met somewhat similar results. When
fais ministers could^ borrow no money, he invited
the bankers to dine and negotiated with them
personally, and he has even coquetted in thisway with newspaper correspo ndeuts. He is very
fond of argument and cau talk very well.
He has impressed all the ambassdors with the idea
that he IS a good man, who is anxious,
above all things, to get the best advice, .and
strengthen and improve his government. On the
Other hand, the Turks who know him bestsav that
his real advisers, the only ones whom he trusts, are
his astrologer and some of the lower and more
fanatical of his servants. This seems to bs the fact.
He deceives his ministers and acts contrary to
their advice just as he flatters and deceives the
ambassadors. He has brought the whole govern-

ment to a dead lock by refusing to sign any
decree until he has inve.sbigated the subject for
himself. Thousands of such decrees, which have
passed the Council of Ministers, are now shelved at
the palace wait! g hi.s convenience, and he has no
idea as to their relative importance. An ambassador
found him not long ago carefully working over
the Police negotiations for the Cafe-chantants of
Pera, while the most pressing affairs of State were
neglected.

His fear of assassination is pitiable. He has left

his grand palaces on the B isphorus and lives at
Yildiz Kiosk, which is surrounded with strong
fortifications, and defended by a large garrison.
He very seldon goes beyond the garden of this
palace, and at times shuts himself up in a single
room. He fears poison in his food , and carefully
guards against this. Notwithstanding the poverty
of the government he lavishes costly presents on
those about him to secure their loyalty, and
allows his attendants to commit crimes against
others with impunity.

In .spite of all his weaknesses, however, he is

to-day the most powerful Sultan who has reigned
siuce his grandfather, Mahmoud II. He has be-
fore him a clear and well-defined purpose to which
he adheres with the most determined obstinacy,
and which he seeks to accomnlish by outwitting
the diplomatists of Europe and by concentrating
the whole government of the Empire in his own
hands. His ourpose is to restore the lost glory
and power of the Caliphate, to make himself the
real successor of the Prophet, the actual leader of
200,000,000 Mahomedaus in Europe, Asia, and
Africa. It is a purpose worthy of a great mind,
and there is sumethiug even of sublimity in it in
view of the circumstances under which it was
formed—amid the ruins of a bankrupt and fall-
ing empire, with hostile armies camped around
the capital and all Europe in consultation as
to the best means of disposing of his richest
provinces. Tiie success with which he has
thus far carried out this purpose is almost startl-
ing, esoecially iu view of the manifest weak-

I ness of his character in certain respects. We
may take it, perhaps, as an illustration of the

!
power of faith. He is. no doubt, a sincere Mahome-

I
dan. He believes in his mission, and that he

I

is supported by Divine Power
; and such faith

I

as this even when based on error, can sometimes

j

remove mountains. Mahomed himself was an
I

illustration of this, and the circumstances under
I

which the Prophet commenced his career are no
doubt always before the mind of the Sultan.

It cannot be doubted that Abd-ul- Hamid is
doomed to disappointment and failure. He is,

perhaps, tlie last of the Caliphs of the house of
Othinau, but as the last of the Greek emperors
died a heroic death on the walls of Con-
stantinople, and thus redeemed the honor of
his raee and won the respect of the conqueror, so
Abd-ul-Hainid, even in his fall, will have the
respect and personal sympathy of the Christian
world. We desire to see the end of the temporal
power of Mahomedanism; we desire to see eivil
and religious liberty established in the East; but
at the same time we may admire the faith which
has inspired a feeble, timid, unlearned man to defy
all Christendom. It is a pity that the statesmen
of Europe have so little of his spirit.

INDIAN THEISTIC REFORMERS.

(Times.)

Ok Monday, at the opening of the meetincr of theRoyal Asiatic Society, for the session 18»0-8l held

y
'ta rooms, 22, Albemarle Street, the President,

Sir Henry Rawlmson, in the chair. Professor
Monier Williams, C. I. E., D. C. L., of Oxford.
re.ad a remarkable paper on “ Indian Theistic Re-
formers, of which we have already given a short
notice. He began by remarking that it is a mis-
take to suppose that Hindu Theism dates otilyfrom tho founders of the Brahrao Samai ormodem Theistic Churches of Bengal. Some
of the oldest hymns of the Rig-veda "are desid-
edly monotheistic, as he showed by strkiiicr
texts and by a short summary of the Vedic theology"
It had been observed also that as often as pan-
theistic and poly theistic ideas had been pushed to
preposterms extremes iu India, there had sprun*-up on Its own soil a monotheistic reaction. Thiswas instanced in the appearance of the Vaishnava
Reformers of the 12th, 13th, 15tli, 16th centuries,whose belief approximated to the doctrine of God’s

Personality as taught in the First Article
of the Ohurcli of England. But the tide of idolatry
set m more strongly than sver, in consequence ofthe retention lu their imperfect systems of the

n or descents{.^mtom)
of the Deity, and then followed the new mono-
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theistio movements, both due to Mahomedan iu-

fluences, initiated by Kabir in the 16th century,
and followed up shortly afterwards by Nauak,
the founder of the Sikh religion. Their followers
Avere in danger of extermination by the Emperor
Aurangzib, under whom there was a great out-
burst of Mahomedan fanaticism literally hostile

to British domination and to the spread of Euro-
pean knowledge.

The Hindus, on the other hand, were not too
proud to profit by contract with Western ideas.
Everywhere at the great centres of British autho-
rity, there was a mighty stir of thought, and able
men educated by us made no secret of their
dissatisfaction with their national religion and
their desire for a purer faith. At this moment,
when thoughtful Hindus were thus asking for
light and leading, the right leader, Rammohun
Roy, appeared. He was the first great
modern Theistical reformer of British India.

Materials for his biography are not forthcoming;
but he was born about i774, at the village of

Radhanagar, in the District of Murshidabad. His
father was a high caste Brahman, and his grand-
father had held office under the Moghul Emperor.
Brought up as child in the popular Hindu faith
and piety, he became as a boy disgusted with its

extravagant mythology, and at 16 composed a

spirited tract against idolatry. He was persecuted
and fled, first to Benares, the stronghold of Brah-
manism, afterwards to Thibet, that he might con-
verse with the Buddhist priests, being determined
to study each religion at the fountainhead. Pro-
bably he was the earliest earnest-minded in-

vestigator of the science of Comparative
Religion that the world has produced. As
he studied the Veda in Sanskrit, so he was be-
lieved to have approached the Buddhist Bible, the
Tripitaka, in the original Pali. He mastered Arabic
that he might the read Koran, and later in life

learnt Hebrew, and began Greek, that he might
better know the Old and New Testaments. Re-
turning home at about 20 years of age, he
seems to have been reinstated in the favor of his

family, and recurred to his Sanskrit studies and
the examination of his ancestral religion. He was
too logical to be deceived by Brahmanical sophis-
tries, yet he was wont to say he found nothing
elsewhere equal to the Hindu scholastic philosophy.
Then, too, he learnt English and shook off his pre-

judiced against European society. After his father’s

death, in 1803 he became bolder in his c mtroversies
with the Brahmans, and published various works
again-t Hinduism, his antagonism to idolatry be-

coming more and more marked. He maintained
that the worship of idols was not sanctioned by
the oldest national sacred books, and aroused gene-
ral attention by insisting on the absence of all

Vedic sanction for the self-immolation of widows
(sati). The agitation set on foot by him against

sail ultimately led to its abolition by law through-
out British India in 1830. Ostracized by his own
social circle, he had retired to Calcutta 1814 and
there having been joined bv Jains and Hindus
of rank, wealth, and influence, among them
being Dwarkanath Tagore, formed in his own
house, in 1816. the Atmiya Sabha, or Spiri-

tual Society. Beroming more and more im-
pressed with the sayings of Christ, he pub-
lished in 1820 a brok caled “The Precepts
of Jesus, the Guide to Peace and Happiness.”
Being shown a picture of Christ, he said the
painter had falsely given him a European coun-
tenance, whereas Jesus was an Oriental, and
that the Christian Scriptures glowed throughout
with rich Oriental coloring. He strongly opposed
the doctrine of the Trinity, arguing that it was
polytheistic, and to the last his Unitari.'uiism was
strongly marked. His id a of inspiration was
that it was co-extensive with the human race.

The beginning of January 18.30, said Professor
Williams, inaugurated a new era in the history

of Indian religious thought, ushering in the dawn
of the greatest change that has ever passed over
the Hindu mind. For then was opened in Cal-
cutta the fiist Hindu Theistic church, called the
Brahma Sabha, or Bramiya Soniaj—that is to say,

“the assembly or society of God.” An account
was then given of Haminohun Roy’s well-remem.
bered visit to this country, which he reached in

April 1'31, being the first Native of rank and in-

fluence to cross “the black water.” Here he stay-

ed until his death at Bristol in September 27,1833,
His Brahminical thread was found coiled round
his person when his snirit passed away. His^suo-

cessor was the son of his friend Dwarkanath Tagore.

Of this remarkable man, Debendranatli Tagore,
who is still living and is now 62, a biographical

eketch was given. Like his predecessor, he aimed
at being a purifier rather than a destroyer. It was
not until 1843 that he formally joined the Church
•founded by Rammohun Roy. He soon saw that

organization was needed if the Somaj was to hold

its ground as a permanent Church in India, and be

himself drew up the Brahma covenant, consisting

of seven solemn vows, to form the bond of union
among its members. They bound themselves to

abstain from idolatry, to worship no creature, but
to worship through the love of God, and through
the performance [of the works God loveth the
Great God, the Greater, Preserver, Destroyer, the
Giver of Salvation, the One only without a second
to lead holy 11 ves, and to seek forgiveness through
abandonment of sin. The year 1844 might he
eiven as the date of the real commencement of the
first organised Theistic Church of India, hence
called the Adi-Brahma-Samaj. In thres years
the covenanted members numbered 767. and in
three years more kindred societies had sorung
up in not a few Indian provincial cities. Mean-
while controversies had broken out, which led
Debendranath to put forth a new Theistic Direc-
tor v.

The third great Theistic Reformer of British
India, Keshub Chunder Sen, was far more radical
in his beliefs and aims than his forerunners He
was born in 1838, and joined the Adi-Brahmo-
Sama] m his 20th year. He had received a thorough
English education at the Pre,sidency CoHe<»e.
Calcutta, where, of course, his familv faith b'sd
crurnbled to pieces in its collision with scientific
tiuth and Christian influences. The Engli-h
culture and freedom of thought, not unmixed with

Keshub imported into the
Calcutta Soma] could not fail to leaven its whole
constitution. He began his mission as a fellow-

I^ebendranath. and in due subordina-
tion to him,and this lasted for about five years Butnothing could keep the enthusiastic Keshub lone in
the background. He soon made war against all caste
and the sacred Brahman thread. This scarlet
badge of his high birth TOebendranath. who him-
self wore it, consented to give up, but he declined

® abandonment upon others. Hence a
difference of opinion between the progressive

.

^^^^^'^^ative reformers, which afterwards
.

‘ ^ore complete rupture. A more import-
reform of marriage customs.

fiViniif
insisted on was the

abolition of child marriages. He felt that until
this evil was removed, there could be no hope of
India s regeneration. Polygamy also was attacked,and no man was to be allowed more than one wife.
Innovations of this revolutionary kind greatlv
Rocked Debendranath, while, on the other hand.
Keshub Chunder Sen was so hampered by bis
connection with too conservative Adi-Samaj that
ne teit like a man working in chains. At lencrthm February 1865, the inevitable crisis .arriv'ed.
A large number of the younger members, with
Mr. Sen at their head, seceded from the old society,
and in November 1865, organised themselves into
a new Theistic Church called the Brahma Samaj
of India, a Church which gloried in having
broken entirely with Brahmanism and with the
national religion. It was announced that the aim
was to establish a central metropolitan Brahmo
bomaj of the entire peninsula, to which all
ot^er Somajas’ throughout the country might be
affiliated. The first stone of the new Theistic
cathedral was laid on the 23rd of January 1868.
out the building was not opened until August 1869,
ihe new society exhibited from its first fo-nd-
ation a decided reflection of its founder’s
indiyiduslity. Yet the peculiar vein of Hindu
theology which permeated his mind only operated
beneficially. The introduefion of faith, emotional
religion, and devotional fervour into the system
was a real advantage. It infused warmth and
light into a cold and inanimate theology, and
brought the latest development of Indian Theism
into closer harmony with Christian ideas. The
nature of the development was then more fully
described. After the acknowledgment of God as
the First cause, and of the immortality of the soul,
some of the more remarkable articles were these :

—The true Scriptures are two—the volume of
Nature, and the natural ideas implanted in the
mind. God Himself never becomes man by put-

HoVoway's Pills,—Hhe&Q Pills are mosi
efficacious iu strengthen’iig a debilitated constitu
tion than any other medicirie in the world. Persons
of a nervous habit of body, and all who are suffering
from weak digestive organs, or whose health has
become deranged by affection, disordered stumach,
or liver complaints, should lose no time in giving
these admirable Pills a fair trial. Coughs, colds"
asthma, or shortness of breath are also within th(
range of the sanative powers of this very remark
able medicine. The cures effected by these Pills
are not superficial or temporary, but complets
and permanent. They are as mild as they arc
efficacious, and may be given with confidence tc

delicate females and young childern. Their actioi
on the liver, stomach, and bowels is immediate
beneficial, and lasting,restoring order and health ii

every ease,

' ting on a human body. His divinity dwells in
every man, and displayed more vividly in some,
Moses, Jesus Christ, Mahomed, Nanak, Chaitanya,
and other great teachers appeared at special times,
and conferred vast benefits ou the world. They
are entitled to universal gratitude aud love. The

j

Brahma religion is distinct from all other systems

I

of religion, yet it is the essence of all. All mankind

[

are one brotherhood. The Brahma religion recog-
nizes no distinction between high and low caste.
Every sinner must suffer the consequences of his
own sins sooner or later, in this world or the next.
Salvation is the deliverance of the soul from the
root of corruption, aud its perpetual growth in
purity. The further career of Keshub Chunder
Sen, including his visit to England in 1870, was
then traced. On his return to India he applied
himself zealously to the work of social reform, and
the passing of the Native Marriage Act in 1872
was not a little aided by his afforts. By the end
of 1877 the number of Indian Theistic churches
scattered throughout India had grown to 107. some
following the conservative pattern, and some the
progressive. But prosperity proved a greater trial

than adversity. Nowhere is eminent ability wor-
shipped with more fervour than in India, and
f"o conspicuous were Mr. Sen’s talents that his

followers began to pay him reverence as if he

bad been more than human. When accused

of accepting divine honors be indignantly denied

it, but he certainly deemed himself in some
special manner a partaker of divine gifts. Even
so late as January 1 79, he declared that he

once had a vision of John the Baptist, Jesus

Christ, and St. Paul, who all favored him
with personal communications ;

and the Lord
said he was to have perennial inspiration, and
that all his actions were regulated by divine

command. No wonder, it was also said, that

he was a Pope over his Church from whose decision

there was no appeal. While these things were be-

ing noised abroad, another great scandal precipitat-

ed the disruption of the society. The great preach-

er against child marriage accepted an offer for

his own daughter, not yet 14. from the young Ma-

harajah of Kiich Behar, not yet 16, and the wed-

ding actually took place on March 6, 187S. A few

weeks afterwards Mr. Sen surprised 1,000 hearers

in the Calcutta Town Hall by calling upon India to

accept Christ. His latest announcement, in a ser-

mon preached last January, is the advent of a new
dispensation, which is really an amalgamation of

Hinduism, Islam, and Christianity into one sys-

tem.

g UICK! 5J PE ! ! Jl- SURE ! ! !

PAT7Z. du CO.’S
Proprietory Medicines.

Prepared and Sold ont.y by Paul & Co
,

DRUGGISTS.
No. 285-13, Bowhazar Street, Calcutta,

Prophylactic ItXlxture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been di.«-

covered for the rapid and ra-lical cure of Malarious
and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,
Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of
Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this
unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable
and marvellous effects in the constitution of the
long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Diges-
tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the
system, Price 1 Re, per bottle.

Expectorating* Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Goughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough. Asthma, Consumption*
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents
consumption, aud consequently the rapid prostra-
tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this
repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is sure to afford iustautaueous relief.

Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive ZtXixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rhen-

raatism. Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases
ariaiug from a depraved and imperfect state of the
Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived and
Blood enriched and purified, aud the Physical
strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-
fectly restored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

N. R.—Full directions accompany each bottle.
Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
with full remittance of price and packing charges
are promptly attended to.

° “

igr Drugs of the best quality and genuine patent
Medicines are always available at the above address
at the cheapest rate possible. ‘ ^.39
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THE BRAKmO TRACT SOCIETY.
The publications of this Society may be had

on application to the Secretary, No. 6
,
College

Square.

The Bengali Sermons delivered in the Brahma
Mandir by the Minister are regularly published
by the Society. 20 numbers have already been
printed. Price 1 anna per copy. Subscribers’
names are registered at the office mentioned above.
An English series is being published, of which

the following have come out :

—

1. The Voice of God
2. Husband -Soul to Wife-Soul
.S. Revelation and Science.

Price per copy ^ anna only.

In the Press.

The Brahmo Almanack and Diary.
Price S annas.

Subscribers to the Sermons will have a copy at
half-price, excluding postage. Early applications
and remittances are desired.

HIOHOX.Z.S & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calctitta,

London:—! Whitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.
Current or Floating Accounts.

No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques
paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 p. m., and on Saturdays after 1 p. m.

Government Paper and Securities
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired

.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange

.

Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made
by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10

days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,
payable in Calcutta, or in London at par :

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice — 3 per cent.

,, at 3 months’ notice 4 ,,

„ at 6 months’ notice 5 ,,

,1 at 12 months’ notice 6 ,[

„ at 2 years’ notice 7 ,,

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn!
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.

Busings rules awarded m application. a-45

!

Low Prices! High Class Entertainment
CHZARZHZ’S

ROYAL ITALIAN CIRCUS !

AND

PERFORMING ANIMALS, •

Bead the follovAng list of attractions
AND

Our Hew Scale of Prices ! ! !

To-morrow, Monday, IStli December
And

Every Evening this week.

Saturday, Grand Family BZatinee'
STILL AN01HER NEW PROGRAMME!

Novelties ! Novelties ! Novelties I

Novelties

!

And the cry is “ still they come !”

FIRST TIME OF THE
“ PRINCE” AND “DUKE.”

Sports of Atlas !

BY MISS ROSA LEE,

AND

HER BROTHERS. ROBERT AND FRANK.
Miss Lee

IS THE

Only Lady Artist'

In the Profession, who Performs these

AMAZING FEATS OF SKILL
ON THE

RUNNING GLOBES

!

THE GREAT VARLETTI,
ON THE THREE

FLYING TRAPEZES I

WITH

SEVERAL BACKWARD and FORWARD
Somersaults in BZld-Alr,

WHILE FLYING FROM BAR TO BAR
A DISTANCE OP

*

TWENTY-FIVE FEET !

Miss Nellie Held
will ride for the first time in Calcutta,

THE MAGNIFICENT
Hurdle-Jumping
Kentucky Horse
“MONTE CHRISTO”

Leaping over Hurdles five feet high,
TWENTY-FIVE JUMPS IN 2 MINUTES !

FIRST APPEARANCE OF THE MONSTER
BZSON

I

OF NORTH AMERICA,
MR. CHARLES WARNER

WILL RIDE THIS
Colossal Animal,

In the character of an American Indian,The Hayes Brothers
IN THEIR

Marvellous JBrlal Act.
THE BEAUTIFUL CHILIAN STALLIONS,

Presented by

GIUSEPPE CHIARINl.

This unapproachable Performance needs only to
be seen to be pronounced the
ACME OF PERFECTION !

The Motely Merry-Makers,
James Holloway,
A UGUST LEHMAN,

A. DUNBAR,
Each one, in his Line, Unexcelled 1

THE VERSATILE, Jj' BRILTAANT,
MISS GEORGINA SMITHSON,

IN NEW
SALTATORIAL SPECIALTIES,

“ THE FASHIONSr
COMIC EQUESTRIAN SCENE,

BY
Mr. W. Hayes.

THE FRENCH TRAMPOLIN
BY OUR CHAMPION LEAPERS,

HOLLOWAY, SMITH, HARRY LEE,
THE THREE HAYES BROTHERS,
Lavater and Robert LEE,

Lehman, Charlie Watson and
Leopold,

Who will Conclude with his Wonderful,
Double Somersault,

OVER A NUMBER OF HORSES.
THE educated zebras «

THE PERFORMING
Royal Bengal Tigers !

and FIRST TIME OP
THE COMIO PANTOMIME '

Mons. dc. Madame Denles’s
PZRST VISIT TO THE CIRCUS f

»»

INTRODUCING
The Celebrated Vehecle,

INVENTED BY
SIGNOR CHZARZNI,

ESPECIALLY FOR USE IN HOT CLIMATES
The Greatest Circus that has ever

visited India !

Sig. Chiarini has decided to reduce the
Prices of Admissim to the following

Scale :— >

Boxes, with six Chairs ... ... Rg. 18
Dress Circle Chairs, raised Platform ... ,, 2
Sta P, (Carpettedf Seats) ... ... Re; i
Gallery, (comfortable Seats) ... As. 8

Zenanas,with Private Entrance for Native
Ladles, Rs 3 per chair.

Children, under the age of 12 years halfprice, to
all parts cf the house.

The enormous size of our Pavilion (there being
comfortable Seats for 4,500 people) renders it

possible for the management to make this liberal

reduction.

come & see ournew programme
N. B.— All Bills against this Company must be

nresented for payment at the Circus, on Tuesdays,
from 2 to 4 p, m.

G, AGRATI,
General Agent,

WILSON’S
GREAT WORZ.D CZRCUS.

To-morrow, Monday 13th December

AT 9 SHARP.

Colonel Dickey,
And

THE OB’FICERS OF H. M.’S 19th MADRAS
NATIVE INFANTRY,

Have kindly allowed their Band to play in the
Promenade of the Circus,

COMMENCING AT 8 O’CLOCK.
ALL THE GREATEST ARTISTS,

AND
MAGNIFICENT STUD

op
Educated, and Trained Horses

In
A MAMMOTH PROGRAMME,

OF
Super-Exoellenct merit.

WE STUDY TO PLEASE OUR PATRONS,

And fully believe that, so far, we have succeeded
in doing so.

A HOST OP NOVELTZES
IN ACTIVE preparation.

Which will he introduced in rapid succession.

THE PUBLZC '

M ay rest assured that
All Performances

given At the
great world CIRCUS

WILL BE
FIRST CLASS, ONLY, INEVERYRESPECT.

AND WILL WELL REPAY
ALL PATRONS.

Schools, and attendants visiting the Circus in a
body, for the afternoon performances, will be
allowed a liberal reduction, on application at the
Box Office.

Our Private Boxes will be fitted up in a superb
manner at Es. 5 per chair, for any number
reserved.

Our Grand Stand on raised platforms with com-
fortable chairs Rs. 3.

Our Family Circle, on raised platforms, chairs
Rs. 2.

Third Circle, very comfortable. Re. 1 .

Gallery, eight annas.
Our eight-anna seats are precisely the same as

charged Rs. 2 by similar establishments.
Children half price to all classes of the Palace

Pavilion.

Seats can be secured three days in advance at the
Box office from 7 a.M. to 5 p.m.

Carriages may be ordered punctually at 11-30

Dr. Ziazarus’s Domestic Medicines
Infantile Fever Powder (for Fevers

Teething, &c., &c.), ... Rg_ j 4
Tonic Antiperiodic Pills (Invaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... _ j gSpleen Pills (has cured thousand of

”

cases of enlarged spleen),... 1 q
Restringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea!

”

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), 0 0Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken
'*

in time), ... ... go
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

”

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma
Paiu in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy.

Family Laxative, A safe,” 'certain and
” ^ ^

useful purgative, ...

Family Aperient Pills (mild, prom'pt
”

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
” ^ ^

than above), ... ... ,

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
” ^

Children), ... ... „
Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-

”

ducing growth of the Hair), « «
Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro!

”

nio Rheumatism, &c.), 0 ... ... 10
The above we most str ugly recommended toparents, guardians and others residing in Distriofn

where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses •

A printed pamphlet giving fsdl instructions 'i,wrapped round each hottle.
Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus

at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’*4
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Veu!

a-68
'
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Surmah

CIGrARS,
UNSURPASSED QUALITY,

Three Sizes,

Jis, lOf Es. 15, Es. 25 per mile.

Sample on application.
NETTROLOLL DAY & CO

5, Hare Street, Caleutta

American

KEROSINE OIL,
OFTHE BRIGHTEST QUALITY

Es, 6-0 per case.

Free to Railway Stations.

Cash to accompany order.

NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

a*44 5, Har Street, Calcutta

WAKRAITTBD !

SURE ! ! & SAFE ! !

!

DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An.
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising therefrom.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood

injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,

Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, &c. It

has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and of purifying the blood of all

its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in-

vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy
and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary

efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of

chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects

to be unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8
;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for foul and mercurial
TTlcers and JSruptions. Price per pot

8 annas.

Infallible malaria Specific perfectly

free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or

Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the

legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses

and purifies the blood and the system from the

Malarious poisons and other effete Materials,

restores the internal organs to their normal func-

tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-

tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after

the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re, 1 ; and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the

cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.

Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Infiaramatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-

tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To be had of
MAISON DE PARIS.

2,OHOWRINGHEE,NEARDHDRRUMTOLLAH-
Cai-outta.

Wanted agents for the Mofussil. 16 per cent,

commission will be allowed.

Branches and agencies :—Allahabad, Burdwan,
Chittagong, Gowhatty, Guptiparah. Jessore,

Jhenida, Knshtea, Rajbari, Santipore. Serajgunge,

and Sylhet. «-40
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THACK.EB,, SPZirZC. «!«. CO.,

CALCUTTA.

NEW BOOKS.
KINGLAKE (A. W.)—The Invasion of the Crimea

;

its Origin, and an Account of its Progress down
to the Death of Lord Raglan. Vol. VI. The
Winter Troubles, Rs. 11 6.

TREVELYAN (GEORGE OTTO.)-The Early
History of Charles James Pox. Es. 12 14.

CONNELL (A. K.)—Discontent and Danger in

India. Rs. 2 8.

GEORGE ELIOT’S WORKS.—Impressions of

Theophrastus Such. Rs. 3 8,

REED (SIR E. J.)—Japan ; its History. Tradi-
tions, and Religions. With the Narrative of a

visit in 1879, In Two Vols. With Map and
Illustrations. Rs, 20.

BIRD (ISABELLA L.)—Unbeaten Tracks in.Tapan:

an Account of Travels in the Interior. Including

Visits to the Aboriginies of Yozo and the Shrines

of Nikkoand Ise. In Two Vols. With Map and
Illustrations. Rs. 17-14.

ENGLISH MEN OP LETTERS—LOCKE. By
Thomas Fowler. Re, 1 12.

PEPPER’S CYCLOPAIDIO SCIENCE SIMPLE
ficd. With Six Hundred and Fifty Illustrations.

New Edition. Rs. 5 6.

BLACKIE (PROFESSOR)-Lays audLegendsof
Ancient Greece. Rs. 3 8.

DALZIEL HUGH (“ CORSINCON”)-British
Dogs : their Varieties, Histories, Characteristics,

Breeding, Management, and Exhibition, Illus-

trated with Portraits of Doga of the Dav. Rs. 7 4.

THE ENCYCLOPiGDIC DICTIONARY—A New
and Original Work of Reference to all the

Words in the English Language. With a

Full Account of their Origin, Meaning, Pro-

nunciation, and use. With numerous Illustra-

tions. Edited by R. Hunter. Vol. I Rs. 7 8.

THE ENEMIES OF BOOKS—By William Blades.

Tvpograph. Rs. 3 8.

SCCiTCH SERMONS. 1880. Second Series.

Rs. 7 8.

BALKWILL (F. H.)— Mechanical Dentistry in

Gold and Vulcanite. Arranged with regard to

the Difficulties of the Pupil, Mechanical Assist-

ant, and Young Practitioner, Rs. 7 4
DAVY (R)—Surgical Lectures. Delivered in

Westminster Hospital. Rs. 6 6.

CORFIELD (W. H)—Dwelling Houses: the>r Sani-

tarv Construction and Arrangements, Ps. 21 1.

the' MAGAZINE OF ART.—Illustrated. Vol.

III. Rs. 7 8.

INDUSTRIAL GEOGRAPHY PRIMERS—
United States, Bv G. Phillips Beyan, As. 14.

THE VICTORIA UNIVERSITY CALENDER
for the Sessions 1880-1. Es. 2-2.

LEATHES (EDMUND) An Actor Abroad; or.

Gossip Dramatic, Narrative, and Descriptive,
from the Recollections of an Actor in Australia,
New Zealand, the Sandwich Islands, t’aiifornia,

Nevada, Central America, and New York. In
one Vol. Rs. 10 12.

BUNSEN (EARNEST DE)—The Angel-Messiah
of Buddhists, Essenes, and Christians. R^. 7 8,

BRODIE (SIR B. C.)—Ideal Chemistry: a Lecture.
Rs. 1 6.

DAVIES (D. C.)—A Treatise on Slate and State
Quarrying, Scientific, Practical, and Commercial.
Second Edition. Revised. Es, 2 2.

DOBSON (E)—Pioneer Engineering : a Treatise on
the Engineering Operations connected with the
Settlement of Waste Lands in New Countries.
With Plates and nnmeron.s Woodcuts. Second
Edition. Revised. Es. 3 4.

COSSA (DR. LUIGI)—Guide to the Study of
Political Economy. Translated from the Second
Italian Edition. With a Preface by W. Stanley
Jevons. Rs. 3 4.

JEVONS (W. STANLEY)-Studies in Deductive
’ Logic. A Manual for Students. Rs. 4 4.

GULSHAN-I-RAZ—The Mystic Rose Garden of
Sa’d un din Mahud Shabistari. The Persian
Text, with an English Translation and Notes
chiefly from the Commentary of Muhammad bin
Yahya Lahiji. By E. H. Whinfield. Rs. 7 8

TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OP THE
Second Annual Meeting of the Library Asso-
ciation of the United Kingdom. 1879. 4 to
Es. 15.

AN INDEX TO SHAKESPEARIAN THOUGHT ;

a Collection of Passages from the Plays and
Poems of Shakespeare, classified under appro-
priate headings, and alphabetically arranged.
By C. Arnold. Rs. 5 6.

SAMUEL PEPYS AND THE WORLD HE
Lived in. By H. B. Wheatly, Editor of Pepvs
Diary. Es. 5 6.

TREASURY OP ENGLISH LITERATURE, from
Chaucer to the Present Time. (Nimmo’s Stan-
dard Library) Rs. 3 8

GREAT ORATORS—Burke, Pox, Sheridan, and
Pitt. By H. J. Nicol. Re. 1 12.

MEN WORTH REMEMBERING—Henry Mar-
tyn. Re. 1 12.

LADY LYTTON (RIGHT HON.)—A Blighted
Life : a True Story. With Three Illustrations.

Re. 1 12.

BUCKLEY (R. A.)—The Irrigation Works of
India and their Financial Results. Being a Brief
History and Description of the Irrigation Works
of India, and of the Profits and Losses which
they have caused to the State, Rs. 6 8.

REYNOLDS (MICAEL)—Stationary Engine-Driv--
iug. A Practical Manual for Engineers in
charge of Stationary Engines. With Numerous
Illustrations. Rs, 3 4.

SHAW (W. J.)—The Elements of Modern Tactics
Practically Applied to English Formations.
With Twenty-five Plates and Maps. New
Edition. Rs. 6-8.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE SERVICE OF THE
Siege Artillery engaged in Active Operations,
together with the details of Stores to be sup-
plied in connection therewith. 1880. Rs. 3 4.

ANGUS (J. KEITH)—Amateur Acting. Ulus-
trftfcGcl

TURNER (CIHAELBS TENNYSON)-ColIected
Sonnets, Old and New. (Originally published
as Sonnets by Two Brothers. A. and C. Tenny-
son. Rs. 5 6,

PETER PARLEY’S ANNUAL (FORTIETH
Year) for USl, Rs, 3 8.

ASGARD AND THE GODS. Tales and Tradi-
tions of our Northern Ancestors. Told for Boys
and Girls. Adapted from the Work of Dr.
W. Wagner. With numerous Illustrations.
Rs. 5 6.

AFTERNOON TEA RHYMES FOR CHILDREN.
With Original Illustrations. By J. G. Sowerby
and H. H. ffimmerson. Rs. 4 4.

PATMORE (GERTRUDE)—Our Pets and Play-
fellows in Air, Earth, and Water. With Ulus-
trations by Bertha Patmore. Rs. 2 8

AUNT LOUISA’S MAGIC MODELLER-*' Cin-
derella.” Rs. 1.

GRANDMAMMA’S RECOLLECTIONS. With
numerous Original Illustrations. Rs. 2 8

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,
6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE.

ffl-14 Calcutta.

IKEessrs. DI7TTA SROTKERS
ANS CO.,

GENERAL FURNITURE DEALERS, SHIP
BANIANS, MERCHANTS, CON

TRACTORS, &c..

Invite Inspection of their Show-Rooms,

No. 71, Bentinck Street,

OPPOSITE THE CITY PRESS.
Where every requisite for Balls, Routs or Parties

can be hired at

moderate Rates.
OILMAN’S STORES, WAREHOUSE AND

SALE-ROOM
120, Municipal Market.

Refreshment Rooms.
No. 59 & 60 Municipal Market,

FOR SALE.
A 6 H. P. Vertical Engine and Boiler and

Soorkey Mill,

A 8 H. P. Horizontal Engine and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill (new).
A Grand Pianoforte by Collard and Collard in

good condition.

A Harold’s Sympathetic Grand Square Piano in
good condition.

An Alexandra Billiard Table by Dunn & Co.
Jute Combs.
Tarpaulins.

Miroballams.
Mangoe slice dry.

Ricebowla of sorts,

Sieves.

Sofa Springs of sizes.

Carriage whip sockets, &c., &c.
1 Handsome Palanquin, late the property of the

late Nabob Amir Ally.

1 Broker’s Pony Office Jaun.
t 1 Brownberry by Thos. Smith & Co.

DUTTA BROS, & CO„
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SMITH. STAHISTREET, & GO.

Pbarmaceatlcal Cbemlsts and
2>mg'gristg,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

7o Hit Excellency the Right Hon'hle

Lord ripon, q.m.s.i,,

Viceroy and Oovkrnor-Q'knkhal op India,
Jcc.. >icc., kc,,

Have received a large and choice selection

from the best makers of the following .

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.
Rs, A. P,

Artery Forceps From • • • 2 0 0

„ „ Fenestra 4 8 0
Belts, Abdomen i 1 • •• 9 0 0

„ Corpulency M • • • 12 0 0

„ Riding M • • • 5 0 0

,, Carson’s Patent l» 16 0 0

Catheters, Silver Plated »• 3 0 0

Caustic Cases „ II 3 0 0

Dissecting Cases i 1 • • • 7 0 0

Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings M 4 0 0

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete ,, • •• 8 0 0

,, Trumpets for Deafness • 4# 3 0 0

„ Cornets, Double
f

»

»»• 9 0 0

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.
j

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks
Stockings, Thread, per pair]

... 5 0 0

Ditto, Silk ,, 1 f
8 0 0

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. ,, 2 0 0

Electro-Magnetic Machines]1

20 0 0
very powerful, single

|f

” »•«

Do. do, double • • • 25 0 0

Do, do, pocket
) •

18 0 0

ENEMA APPARATUS.

Brass, single and double From Rs. A. P
action • > • •• 12 0 0

Kennedy’s Syphon 1 »
9 0 0

Eye Instrument Cases M • •• 60 0 0

„ ,, Macnamara’s ,, tl • • • 36 0 0

Cataract Knives and Needles n • 3 8 c

Scissors, curved. Probe, and
Sharp, pointed. Cross

0Action II • • • 4 0

OpthalmoBcopes Liebrichs, &c. ,, »•>« 12 0 0
Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

byns, Mudges, &c., &c. It •••
0
0 8 0

Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles if 2 0 0

Abscess Knives, Symes , a 2 0 0

„ Lancets n 1 12 0

Bistouries a • •• 2 8 0

Bleeding Lancets a 1 4 0

Directors, Silver Plated a 1 8 0

Dissecting Cases It 7 0 0

Exploring Needles II
2 8 0

Gum Lancets f) • • • 2 0 0
Pocket Cases filled M • •• 16 0 0

„ Army Regulation )f
• • 80 0 0

Probes, Silver )»
• •• 1 0 0

Scalpel and Finger Knives t> 6 0 0
Scalpels

I >
2 0 0

Scissors
f 1

1 8 0
Spatulas, Silver Plated M * 1 8 0
Tenaculum

ti 2 0 0
Stethoscopes a **.« 2 0 0
Speculums Ear

ft 2 8 0

„ Spring Kramers ft « • • 7 0 0

1 ) Nose it • • » 7 0 0

„ Rectum ti • rt 3 0 0

„ Silver Plated if • • • 6 0 0
Spray Producers, Listers a • • • 18 0 0

,, Richardson’s Complete
i t • • • 16 0 0

,, Various Makers
If • 4. 8 0 0

Suspenders M • • • 2 0 0
Subcutaneous Syringes

If • • • 8 0 0 !

Aluminum Cases
f } • •• 36 0 0

Silver Plated Mounts
If • • • 8 0 0

Clinical Thermometers « • • • • 5 0 0
., With Kew Certificate ,, • •• 7 8 0

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &c., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position

the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render- I

ing the reading much easier from .^700
With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 O'

THE NEW PHCBNTX THERMOMETER.
Has solved the chief difficulty belong- '

ing to Clinical Thermometers, An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of
,

*

Index by Practitioners and Patients
'*

obviated from .... 8 0 0

Wholetale and Retail Agentt
FOB

H. & T. Kirby <& Co.’s Unoxidised
Pbosphorns Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBED BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-

tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal

System,
Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.

The largest and best assortment of Drugs and
Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P, &

0.

Co.’s and B, I. G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers.

Wholesale rates on application.

9 k 10, Dalhousib Square,
and 47. Dhurrumtollah Street. a-17

W. IVEWMCASr dc CO.

Bohn’s Zilbrarles.
Standard Library. A Series of the best Eng.

lish and Foreign Authors, printed in post 8vo.,

each volume (^excepting time marhed otherwise)

(2 4) ... 2 8

Bacon’s Essays, Apophthegms ; Wisdom of the

Ancients; New Atlantis, and Henry VII, with
introduction and Notes.

Beaumant and Fletcher, a popular Selection from.

By Leigh Hunt.

Burke’s Speeches on the Trial of Warren Hastings,

2 vols.

Butler’s Analogy of Religion, and Sermons, with

Notes.

Cary’s Translation of Dante’s Heaven, Hell, and
Purgatory.

Carafas of Maddaloni
;
and Naples under Spanish

Dominion. Translated from the German.
Cellini (Benvenuto) Memoirs of. Translated by

Roscoe,

Coleridge (S. T.) Friend. A series of essays on
Morals, Politics, and Religion.

Biographia Literaria, and two Lay Sermons
Coxe’s History of the House of Austria, 4 vols.

DeLolme on the Constitution of England. Edited,

with Notes, by John Macgregor.

Early Ballads, illustrative of History, Traditions

and Customs; also Ballads and Songs of the Peas,

antry of England. Edited by Robert Bell.

Emerson’s Complete Works, 2 vols.

Foster (John) Essays on Decision of Character, &c.

Essays on the Evils of Popular Ignorance, &c.

Fuller ( Andrew ) Principal Works, with Memoir.
Guizot’s History of Civilization. Translated

by W. Hazlitt, 3 vols.

History of the English Revolution of 1640.

Hazlitt’s Plain Speaker.

Round Table ; the Conversations of James
Northcote, &c.

Sketches and Essays, and Winterslow (Esays
written there ).

Lectures on the Comic Writers, and on the
English Poets.

Lectures on the Literature of the age of Eliza-

beth, and on the Characters of Shakespeare’s
Plays.

Hawthorne’s Twice Told Tales, and the Snow
Image.

Scarlet Letter,'and the House with the Seven
Gables.

Heine’s Poems, complete; From the German by
E. A. Bowring. (3 6) 3 12

Hutchinson (Colonel) Memoris of, with the
seige of Latham House.

Jameson (Mrs.) Shakespeare’s Heroines.
Irving, (Washington) Biographies and Miscella-

nies.

Junius Letters, with Notes, Additions, and an In-
dex, 2 vols.

Lamartine’s History of the Girondists, 3 vols.

Restoration of the Monarchy, with Index,
4 vols.

French Revolution of 1848, with a fine
Frontispiece.

Lamb (Charles) Elia and Eliana, complete.
Lessing’s Chifef Prose 'Works, Translated.
Locke’s Philosophical Works, containing an Es-

say on the Human Understanding, &c., with
Notes and Index, 2 vols. ,,,

Martineau (Harriet) History of the Thirty Years’
Peace, A. D. 1816. 1846, 4 vols.

Machael Angelo and Rapheal : their Lives aad
Works. By R. Duppa and Quatremere de
Quincey. (3 6) 3 12

Machelet’s Life of Luther. Translated by William
Hazlitt.

French Revolution.
Moliere’s Dramatic Works, translated into English

Prose, with short introductions and explanatory
notes by C. H. Wall, 3 vols.

Ockle’s History of the Paracens, revised and com*
pleted.

Pearson on the Creed. New Edition, with Analy-
sis and Notes.

Ranke’s History of the Popes. Translated by E.
Foster, 3 vols,

Servia and the Servian Revolution.
Richter (Jean Paul) Flower, Fruit, and Thorn

Pieces.

Roscoe’s Life of Lorenzo de Medici, with the
copyright Notes.

Russia, History of. By Walter K. Kelly,
Schiller’s Thirty Years ’ War and Revolt of the
Netherlands.

Continuation of Revolt of the Netherland
Wallestein’s Camp

;

William Tell, &c., &c.

Don Carlos, Mary Stuart, Maid of
Orleans, &c.

Schlegel’s ^Esthetic and Miscellaneous Works.
Shakespeare’s Dramatic Art. History and Charac-

ter of Shakespeares’s Plays, by Dr. H. Ulrici,
2 vols.

Smith (Adam) Theory of the Moral Sentiments ;

with hfs Essay on the First Formation of
Languages.

Smyth (Prof.) Lectures on Modern History,
2 vols.

Wesley (John) Life. By Robert Southy. (3 6) 3 12
Historical Library, each volume. (3 6) 3 12
Jesse’s Memoirs of the Reign of the Stuarts includ-

ing the Protectorate, with General Index, Up-
wards of 40 Portraits. 3 vols.

Memoirs of the Pretenders, and their Adherents.
Nugent (Lord) Memorials of Hampden ; his Party,
and Times,

Strickland (Agnes) Lives of the Queens of England
from the Norman Conquest. Revised Edition,
6 vols,

Life of Mary, Queen of Scots, 2 vols.

Memoirs of the Duke of Sully, Prime Minister to
Henry the Great. With Portraits, 4 vols.

(9 0) ... ... ... -10 0

Philological and Philosophical Library,
each volume. (3 6) ... ...3 [12

Herodotus, Turner’s Notes to, with Map, &c,
Wheeler’s Analysis and Summary of.

Logic ; or, the Science of Inference : A Popular
Manual. By J. Devey.

Smith (Archdeacon) Complete collection of Syno-
nyms and Antonyms.

Thucydides. Wheelar’s Analysis of.

Wheeler’s Dictionary of,Names of Fictitious Person
and Places. 1

British Classics—
Addison’s Works, with the Notes of Bishop Hurd,
much additional matter, and upwards of 100 un-
published Letters. Edited by H. G. Bohn, with
Portrait and Engravings, 6 vols. (13 8) 15 0

Antiquarian Library, each volume. (3-6) -3 12
Browne (Sir Thomas), Works, Edited by S.

Wilkin, in 3 vols

Vol. I.—The Vulgar Errors,

„ II.—Religio Medici, and Garden of Cyrus.
I, IIL—Urn Burial, Tracts, and correspondence.

Chronicles otthaTombsi. A collectioh'of remark-
able Epitaphs. By T. J. Pettigrew.

Gesta Romanorum; or. Entertaining Moral Stories;
translated from the Latin by the Rev. C. Swan!

Lamb’s Dramatic Poets of the Time of Elizabeth';
including his Selections from the Garrick Plays’.

Keightley’s Fairy Mythology.

William of Malmesbury’s Chronicle of the Kings
of England.

®

W. NEWMAN & CO.

1. Jahr’s New Manual or Symptomen Codex
3 vols, complete.

2. The Flora Homceopathica or Illustrations

and descriptions of the medical plants. 2 vols.

complete.

To be bad at
DATTA’S HOMOEOPATHIC LABORATORY.

No, 312, Chitpore Road ; Battolah, CalcTJTtAi
Managiee.
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES.
specially adapted for persona who, having costly watches are

manufactured bv Ham purposes, such as travelling, sporting, &c. They have’ been
time-keeper moSe cTst,

®"PP‘y » fairly finished Ind accurate

Tbe Railway Watch.

The Railway Watch, as sup-
plied to the Indian Railway
Companies, has an English
iever movement of the finest
quality and strongest possible
construction. Hamilton & Co.
confidently recommend it as a
Watch not easily disarranged by
rough usage. The apparent dis-
advantage of the large size is
amply compensated for in wear
by the increased excellence of its
performance as a time-keeper.
Recommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use of
Travellers and Explorers.

Cash.

In German Silver case...RB. 95
In Sterling Silver case... „ 135
In Silver case. Keyless 180

The “Szhlbltlon” Bng>.
llsb Ziover Watch.

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely English-
made throughout, has a substan-
tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Full Plate System ! with Jewel-
led liEVER Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-
ing power to go while bein»
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me-
dium size.

Cash.

TBE QTrSSTZOir AITSWEBED.
They are those which go

CORRECTLY
FROM YEAR TO YEAR,

Keeping correct time
and ABE TO BE HAD AT

nXATTKBWSON’S
FOR CASH

From Rupees twelve upwards.

R. N. MATTHEWSON,
No. 1, Calcutta,

Watch-Maker, Importer & Repairer.

Silver, best quality
Second quality

Rs. 8.*;

75

E. N. ItKATTKEWSOB’S
Watches ! Watches il Watches !I!

Rs. As. Rs. As,

TKB STABSAED ZiBVBB WATCB.
In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, ^

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-
ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled
Dials, Sunk Seconds Di^l, &c.

This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We
have devoted particular attention to the <^ood
finish of Its mechanism, and as we can confidently
guarantee its performance, we recommend it to all
classes of buyers.

Price, Rs. 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Rs. 200 cash.
With Keyless movement, Hunter Half-hnnter, Silver, Rs. 100 cash.

Pretty silver HuutingWatches
„ ). Half Hunting

keyless Watches
,, Gold Hunting or Half
Hunting keyless Watches ...

Nickel crystal face keyless
Watches black or white dial

Nickel crystal face keyless
Watches black or white dial

large size

Silver Hunting Model compen-
sation balance f plate
Lever Watches ...

Ladies and Gentlemens’ Silver
Albert Chains ...

SKusioal Soxos.

12 0

25

80 0

12 0

15 0

25 0

6 0 to 10 0

The Aluminium or Silver Keviess
Crystal Watch.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for
Winding or for setting the hands.

This in India is a great advantage, dust and damp
being kept out. ^

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.
Works visible.

Silver case, Rs. 45. Aluminium case, Rs. 40.

Badles’ Gold Watches.
^hstantial 18-Carat Gold cases,engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thorouahlv
famed and t^ted. Fitted in Morocco case. GoldKey supplied.

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200.

The Patent Silver Ziever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOB OBDINABY WEAK.

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable
time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-
faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass,
strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only ... Rg. 40
SUPEBIOR QUALITY,in HUNTING CASE, Rs. 65 Cash
Ziadles’ Elegant Bnamelleil Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with
highly finished Jewelled movements. Rs. 125 to 300

Very handsome playing 8 airs
celestial voices witlT Harmo-
nium accompliment

Very handsome playing 8 airs
with Harp and Bells

Very handsome playing 8 airs
with dolls dancing inside ...

Very handsome playing 4 airs
choice tunes

Very handsome musical photo
Album large size richly or-
namented playing 2 tunes ...

Very handsome musical phpto
Album large size playing
2 tunes pictoral top

200 0

170 0

95 0

38 0

40 0

35 0

Of u- u,
Cfruardand Albert Chains

colorS Gold wlTi- manufactured of the best rich

will be fomardS ® patterns with priceswm be fOTward^ per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta.
^

applicafawL
'***’** Albert Chains, a large assortment always In Stock, Prices on

Ziockets, Seals, and Watch Keys, charms and Trinkets, Ao.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and dock Makers In ordinary to H. B.fthe Viceroyand to B. E. B. the Prince of Wales, ^

CALCUTTA.

Mechanical Bears.
Rising up
Marching
Mechanical Peacock marching
and spreading its Tail

R. N. MATTHEWSON,
No. 1, Calcutta.

20
22

0
0

30 0

Christmas and New Year Cards.

a-18

BY APPOZNTMBNT
TO

HIS EXCELLENCY THE VICEROY
AND

GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF INDIA.

TBB CAZtClTTTA MVSZCAZ,
BSTABZiZSBMBNT,
13A, Qovernment Place

.

LATE BURKINYODNG & CO.
Founded A.D. 1814.

Proprietor, CHARLES GOULD.
F. R.—Catalogue with prices of Music, and

every description of Musical Instrument, for the
Drawing-room or Military Baud, may be obtained
on application. ^.27

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-
men, wishing’ political and other petitions

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited
to address themselves in writing to X, care of
the Printer.

NOTZGB.
THE MADRAS FAIR

WILL be held in the People’s Park from
Wednesday, the 29th December 1880, to

saturdy, the 1st January 1881, inclusive. The
Committee are prepared to allot sites for shows,
booths, &c., on application to the undersigned.

R. J. BALDREY,
P. VIJIARUNGA MUDALIYAR,

Honorary Secretaries,

People’s Park, Madras, )

22nd November 1880.
) 474

For Sale.

ADDRESS delivered by Colonel Olcott, Presi-
dent of the New York Theosoohical Society

the Framji Cowasii
Institute, Bombay, Price two annas a copy.
Apply to the Indian Mirror Office.

^^^E have just opened out a large assortment

of the above, and respectfully draw attention of

our Patrons and Friends.

Prices from 8 annas a dozen to Rs. 2-8 each.

Our Indian Series is also a great attraction,—

prices As, 8 each, or Rs, 2-8 a set of 6.

Toy Books, Birthday Books,’ Prayer Books,

Church Services, and Hymn Books, in great

variety. Photo and Scrap Albums, Work Boxes

Desks and various other Fancy Goods.

Inspection solicited.

Terms Cash.

H. C. GANGOOLY & CO.,

a-60 19 cfc 20 Mangoe Lane, Calcutta,
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THE

CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,

1, LALL BAZAR.

B

A. J, PARKER & CO.

EG to draw the attention of those about to fv/f-niah to their fine range of Commission Sale Booms

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowest prices.

Those desirous of Selling their Furniture privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valua

tion. Cash advances made

.

a-21

Established 1875.

TKE NEW mXTSIGAXi REPOT,
THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN CALCUTTA,

6, Ijower Cliitpore Road.

DWARKIN & SON,
importers op MUSXCAX. INSTRITMEI^TS, &c.,

PEOPLE’S HARMONIUiytai,
With one Pedal and no Lid, 5 Octaves, in polished solid oak oase^ by Alexandre

IMPROVED HARMONIFLUTES,
Superior Improved Harmoniflute, 3 octaves, 0. G. Side 1 stop, highly finished, in box

PLAOEOLETS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, with Flute head

MUSICAL BOXES,
• aa yy

Small size, 3 airs

MUSICAL ALBUMS,
^ .

^

In roan leather, gilt edges, and gilt brass clasp, playing two airs

. PICOALOS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, slide head ...

a-28

10

5

IG

6

SUNR ANX> GO.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND
BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS

BY APPOINTMENT TO

9K, RAY ANR CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS
OP

WHAT ARE PERFECT

WATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine-

MADE English Lever WATCH in sterling

Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.

It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only

the best material is employed, this Watch will bo
found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 nett.

Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted

to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English

Watches are only Swiss movements, fitted in

English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
WATCHES, warranted MACHINE-MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will

WIND ANY WATCH, Rs. 3 to 20.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.

RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIG BELLS, with appurtenances, Rs; 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.

SPECIAL ATIENTION TO REPAIRS.

RZiAOK & MURRAY.
6-1, Hastings Stbeet, Calcutta j a-3

SEALED tenders will be received by the undere
signed up to the 31st January 1881, for the

construction of a Railway, on the metre-gauge-
from the Mozufferpore Station of the Tirhu,
State Railway to Bettiab, a distance of about
78 miles*

The work to be executed is roughly as fol-

lows :

—

Earthwork ... 48,200,000 cuoic feet.

Brickwork ... 642,000 „
The Government will supply all permanent-way

material, bridge-girders, water-columns, and other
station machinery.

Parties wishing to tender can be supplied, on
application to the Calcutta Office, with a " Form
of Tender ” and a copy of the “ Conditions of
Contract.” Price one rupee.
The drawings, specification, and schedule of

quantities can be inspected at the office of the
undersigned. No. 20, Writer’s Buildings, Calcutta,
between the hours of 11 A. M. and 4 p. M.

All tenders, which should be superscribed
‘‘Tender for the construction of the Mozufferpore-
Bettiah Railway,” must be accompanied by Rs. 100

j

as earnest-money, which will be returned in the
case of unaccepted tenders,and the accepted tenderer
will be required to execute a security deposit for
the due fulfilment of bis contract.
The undersigned does not bind himself to accept

the lowest or any tender.
G. F. WILSON, Lieut., R. E,
for Director of State Baihoays,

N.-E. System.
Calcutta,

|The 1st December ISSO,

Rs. 80 each.

«, o5 ..

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
TT.- -Cl n TlnsmltliSjHlectroplaters.B ronzera

,

Hia Excellency the Viceroy and Governor- ' IiacQuerors and Railway Cou-
XT

India. tractora, <Scc., <itc.
Nos. 46 A47 Bentinck Street, No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Calcucta.
i JI^LOGK Tinmade Deed and Despatch Boxes

;Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-
able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.

Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-
water Cana

; Garden Watering Pots
;
Tea, House,

Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps

; Railway Lamps of every description,
&c.

,
&c..

Always in hand and ma^ to order,

ALSO
Billiard Tables of all seizes Portable Cooking Stoves of single and double

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
;
a large IJ, 3, and 4 inch burner with ovens,

stock of both being always kept on hand. Terms very moderate, a-33

S
EALED tenders will be received by the
undersigned up to the 31st January 1881, for

the construction of a Railway, on the metre-
gauge, from the Durbhunga Station of the
Tirhut State Railway to Peepra Ghat, a distance
of about 24 miles.

The work to be executed is roughly as follows ;

—

Earthwork ... ... 23,10 >,000 cubic feet.
Brickwork ... ... 324,000 ,,
The Government will supply all permanent-way

material, bridge-girders, water-columns and other
station machinery.

Parties wishing to tender can be supplied on
application to the Calcutta Office, with a “ Form
of Tender” and a copy of the “Conditions of Con-
tract.” Price one rupee.
The drawings, specification, and schedule of

quantities cau be inspected at the office of the
undersigned. No. 20, Writer’s Buildings, Cal-
cutta, between the hours of 11 a.m. and 4 p, m.

All tenders, which should be superscribed
‘‘Tender for the construction of the Durbhunga-
Peepra Ghat Railway,” must be accompanied by
Rs. 100 as earnest-money, which will be returned
in the case of unaccepted tenders, and the accepted
tenderer will be required to execute a security
deposit for the due fulfilment of his contract.
The undersigned does not bind himself to accepl

the lowesbjor auv tender.
G. P. WILSON, Lieut,, R, E.,

for Director of State Baihoays,
N.’E, System.

Cacutta, 1

The 1st December 1S80 -

)
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COOKE & KELVEY,
20, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET, CALCUTTA,

MAmiFACTURERS OF FINE AND COMPLICATEB WATCHES,
. ,WACTH-MAKERS TO H. E. THE VICEROY OF INDIA,

watMes foe, India.
watciiea are constructed upon the most scientific principles, combining simplicity.strength, aurabihty, and timekeeping qualities.

= v j.

attained a reputation for accurate timekeeping fully equal to those of the best

will of English manufacture having powerful full-plate, Lever movementsLapped, Jewelled, Gold Balance, Maintaining Power, &c,

Silver Half Hunting Case,
Cash Rs. 90.

Gold Half Hunting Case,
JEls. 230 to 250.

Silver Hunting Case,
Cash Es. 80.

Gold Hunting Case,
Rs. 230 to 250.

gAeanIeED QUALITYSilver Half Hunting Case,
Rs. 40 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
> • Rs. 50 cash.

Silver Hunting Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement,
Rs. 45, 5 cash.

Silver Crystal Case,
Rs. 35 cash.

Ditto Lever Escapement
Rs. 45 cash.

A Magnificent
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The attention of the Native nobility and gentry is invited to a magnificent selection of massivp
legant Gold Guard Chains of pure quality and exquisite workmanship.

&-2

COOKE & KELVEY,

CALCUTTA.

RATIONAL BANK OF INDIA,
LIMITED.

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4%

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short

periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed

bn the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under

'one lac.

J. Campbell,
a«62 Mangaer,

NOTICE.

The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at
which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
atNo. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street,

where the Mirror Is now, and will hereafter
be printed, is henceforward to be called the
“Sen Press.” All communications for the Indian
Mirror Newspaper and the Sen Press to bp
addreiNd accordingly.

The Indian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY, established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native OflBcers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed, who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. MoLAUCHLAN SLATER. F.I.A.,

n TA. , . .
Secretary.

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,
OR,

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

Agent, for BENGAL.

a-55

•Apply to the Manager.

FOR

Illustrated Price List,

At 66, College Street.

THE GREATEST

WOITOER OF MOBEES TIMES!

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to ba
most eflfectual in curing either the dangerous maladies or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-
cidental to the life of a miner, or to those living in tho
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race,
viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
stomach—^the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and cholera.

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT
3s the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds

ulcers, rheumatism, and ^1 skin disease.; ; in fact, when
used according to the printed directions, it never fails to
cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

3 he Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

' 533, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
Ijy ^11 Vendors of Medicines throughout the

l-ivilized World
; wuh directions for use in almost every

language.

C'iii' Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho”M look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes. f tho
address is not 583, Oxford Street, Lorn ..

,
they

are spunous, ' ..

a>26
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carries
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Proportionate

value,
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Provision for Old Age combined with a Provision for the Widow and Orphan,

EXAMPLE.
A Civilian, European or Native, aged 20 next birthday, wishes to lay apart a sum

of about THIRTEEN RUPEES a month in such a way that his savings will be securely

invested until the time of his retirement from Service
;
and that, should he die beforehand,

a provision will be secured for his relations. By payment of a sum of Rs. 163-0-0 per

annum (or at the rate of about Rs. 13-0 0 per mensem) as the premium for an Endow-
ment Assurance, he will become entitled to Rs. 5,000 on attaining age 55 ;

and should he

die before attaining that age—even after payment of only one year’s subscription—the

full sum of Rs. 5,000 will be paid to his representatives. [Vide Table III. of Prospectus].

The Same Provision, if commenced
at age 25, would cost about Fifteen Rupees a month

;

at age 30, ,, ,, about Eighteen Rupees a month
;

at age 35, ,, ,, about Twenty-one Rupees a month ;

at age 40, „ „ about Twenty-eight Rupees a month
;

at age 45, ,, ,,
about Forty-one Rupees a month

;

The rates for other Ages, also for Endowments payable at Ages 45,50, and 60,

and all further information, may be obtained on application. Premiums can

be paid half-yearly, quarterly, or monthly, at slightly increased rates.

There is an obvious advantage in effecting Investments of this nature eir/y in life'.—

by delay the rate of subscription increases ; —death may occur before the intended provi-

sion is made ;—or health may fail and render the life ineligible for Assurance.

ORIENTAL LIFE COMPANY.
Head Office : Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

Manager and Actuary :

C. Z.A.Z^B,US <tc CO.,

AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,
Calcutta.

SINGER’S Gold Medal.
LOCK-STITCH Paris Exhibitioa

Sewing Machines. 1878,

D. MoLAUQHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Agent for Bengal :

F. A. COHEN,

00

OQ
••I

B

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

356, 4.32

Machines,
Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STITCH without cover,

Sewing Machines. Pts. 65.

a-l6

7, Wellesley Place, Calcutta.

GRAND XMAS SHOW
THE GREATEST NOVEZ.TZES

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Hand Machine
with polished cover and

lock,

Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

EVER IMPORTED. .4
SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs. 95.

F. W. BAKER & CO.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95<

WAX WORK. EXHIBITION'

Full size figures of

H. M. THE QUEEN-EMPRESS,

K. R. K. the Princess of Wales,

H. M. THE EMPRESS EUGENE,

The Countess of Dudley

AM}

Mrs. Dangtry.

f

Now on view in their large Showrooms,

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Maheines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.

cover and Hand Accessory,
Rs. 105.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-

LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs.lOO.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

LOCK-STITCH „ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCH able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120.

SINGER’S Packing for

iLOCK-STITCH Hand Machines. Rs. 2-8,

Sewing Machines, Treadle ditto, Rs. 6,

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a-3

F. W. BAKER <{(. CO.,

9, Old Court House Street, Calcotta, a-23

NOTICE.
ri'^HE Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
I pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders,

Commission will be charged according to the value
of the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
be ascertained by application to the Manager.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY STEAM
POWER.

ADlUIRABLi: TRANSFOB.3MCATION OP mBCKAirZC AZi ENERGYINTO TORRENTS OF EEECTRZOITY I

Established 1846.

THE DRUGGISTS’ ZZAEE,

36-36, College Street,

OALCurrA.

The increased and widely extended application of the Dynamo Electric Light in England
France, and America affords sufScient evidence that Electricity will, in a short time, be ex’

tensively used for lighting up large spaces, and will supersede every other Method of Lighting.
We are prepared to light up large spaces, such as Workshops, Spinning Mills, Public Halls,

Large Durbar Tents, Court Yards, Gardens, Band-Stands, Steam Vessels and Railway
Bridge Works. We are prepared to hire out our apparatus with our improved Hurricane proof
Electric Lamp complete worked by our Portable Steam Engine, giving a light of the intensity
of 2,000 Standard Candles at the following low rates.

Dynamo Electric Light for one night includ ng all expenses ... Es. 50 0
Dynamo Electric Light for one week at Rs. 25 per night ... ... „ 176 o
Dynamo Electric Light for one month at Rs. 15 per night ... ... „ 450 0

1 1 ! The cost of oil for 2.000 common Oil Lamps per night, will be at least Rs. 60, whereas our
charge for one Electric Light of the intensity of 2,000 Candles, will be only Rs. 15 per night at
the monthly rate of (J) one quarter the price of Oil Lights I

Price of one 2,000 Candle power Dynamo Electric Light Machine, with leading Wine, Carbon
Pencils, &c„ fitted with ottr improved Hurricane proof, Self Adiusting, Self Liffhtine
Electric Lamp, Rs. 2,000.

* ®

1 Second Hand Portable Steam Engine, for above Rs, 1,600,

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. “ Cbybessa
and “Doranda.”

Cash Rates.

Patent medicines,
deafness CURED!!
ALFRED CROMPTON’S

SPECIFIC POR DEAFNESS,
Noises in the Ears, &c.,

Is decidedly the best remedy out for this most
annoying Complaint,

A single bottle has, in most instances, ej^ected a
speedy and permanent Cure.

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Price Re. 1, Paclting 4 annas,
^

ALLEN’S antifat
The great remedt eor

(TRUE COPY.)

Mr. Fleury has brought up and worked a Dynamo Electric Light for use on the Bakrala
Bridge. The Light is well adapted for helping out-door night working within four hundred yards.

The Light permits of masonry work being carried on as well as by daylight.

H. LUCKSTEDT,

Asst, Engineer, Bakrala Sofia Division, P, N, State Railway,
BaKrala Bridge,)
2Sth October 1879. |

' P. W. FLEURY & CO.,

Builders and Electrical Engrineers,

.*•37 No. 63, Dhurrumtollah, Calcutta,

FROM

E. S. HINDLEY, BOURTON, DORSET.

Just Landed from S. S. PESHAWUR.’’

A 2-Horse Power Vertical Steam Engine
and Boiler combined, on Water-Tank
Foundation, with Fire Tools, Spanners,
&c., with Directions for working ... Ks. 800

These small Engines are specially adapted for
Gi-iuding, Pumping, and Driving Printing Ma-
chinery. They combine simplicity, compactness,
and great strength, are easily managed, occupy
very little space, and require no fixing. They are
now fitted with a quick-speed equilibrium Governor,
having an arrangement for attaining any ordinarv
speed with great uniformity, and there is an entire
absence of vibration. The fiy-wheels are turned,
and a pulley is also supplied. The Boilers are of
the best Staffordshire plates, proved to a pressure
of 150 lbs. per square inch. The Engines and
Boilers 'are combined on a strong Cast-Iron Water-
Tauk,wluch forms also the ash-pana and an efficientWater-Heater.

Stationery, Printing and Writing Papers of all sorts.

Printing Outfits from an Amateur to a News Office !

Anythinr/ in the Printing Trade can be supplied at once.

Printing in all its Branches in First-Class Style.

ERASMUS JONES, Printers’ Agent, 6 & 6, British Indian Street, CALCUTTA.
tt-57

STEAM ENGINE

Corpulence,
(Composed of purely vegetable ingredients,

acting only on the food in the stomach preventing
its being converted into fat. It aids digestion
and cures Dyspepsia,

Price per bottle Rs. 4-0. Packing As. 4.

Forelg-n mineral Waters.
Pullna IPater.—A bitter Saline purga.

tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz useful in obsti-
nate constipation.

Price per bottle As, 1-4. Packing As, 8,

Vlcbjr Water.—Useful in Kidney diseases
and diabetes, also in gout and hepatic derangement.

Price per bottle As. 12. Packing As. 8.
Prledrlchsliall Bitter Water.—Alter,

ative aperient, acting on the liver and pancreas
used in diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary
organs. It is made warm and drunk in doses of
half a tumblerful in the morning twice a week.

Priceper bottle Re. 1'2. Packing As, 8.

ZZunyedl Janos (Buda Pesth or Ofen) used
externally, it is efficacious in Chronic, Gout, Rheu*
matism. Eczema and Psoriasis. Internally in
Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diathesis, Ulceration of the
Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, &c.

Price per bottle 1-4, Packing As. 8,

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES.
BLISS’S PER PHOSPHODINE

A Safe .and reliable Phosphoric
Remedy

FOR
Ncttrjlgi'Z, Nervousness, Lassitude, Overworked
Brain, Nervous and General debility, Failure of
Memory, Dimness of Sight, Depression of

Spirits, Impoverished BUod, Liver
Complaints, 4‘c., tfcc.

Its action is strikingly rapid
; marked improve-

ment having been frequently experienced in the
course of twenty-four hours after the commence-
ment of a course.

Price per bottle Rs. 5. Packing As. 4,

Dr. S. P. Banerjea’s Sanjlvanl
cleanses the blood of all its morbid and effete mate-
rials, restores the normal functions of the liver,

and keeps the cutaneous system in its proper
standard of purity.

It is efficacious in the following diseases :

Chronic fevers, (’hronic indigestion, Nervous
debility, Piles, Gout, Rheumatism, Baldness,
Sterility, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Chronic Ulcers,
Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, &c., &c.

Price per bottle Rs. 4. Postage J^c., Re. 1,

DR. QHOSE’S FEVER PILL.
A Wonderful New medicine.

Three or four pills generally cure Malarious,
Chronic, and Intermittent Fevers. Where Quinine
and other renowned medicines fail, the action of
these pills is marvellous. The ingredients of the
pills are purely vegetables which do not in the
least injure the health or make it delicate.
Price, Re. 1-0 for ^ dozen and Re. 1-12 for 1 dozen

Postage, As. 8 for each packet.

WHOLESALE RATES ON APPLICATIONGOBIND CXZUNDBR DUTT& CO.
WHOLESALE RETAIL DRUGGISTS,

fl-47
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DAXiKOVSZZ: SQUARE, CAXiCUTTA.

Harold & CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the MofuBsil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar aecom

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to snecial ordS’and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone nei-feeflv
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

’ ^ ^

• 0—

—

Box No. 1073, playing: 6 Bengrall tunes, 1st series.
1. Poorabee. 4. Bassanto.
2. Imni. 5, Kalangrah,
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.

Cash price Ra. 100.

Sarp or Setar Box No. 10731, playing: 6 Beng:all tunes, 1st series.
1. Poorabee, 4 . Bassanto.
2. Imni, 5. Kalangrah.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 125.

Box No. 1074, playing: 8 Beng-all tunes.
1. Khambaj, 5. Kalangra,
2. Behag. 6. Khambaj.
3. do. 7. Behag.
4. Hambira, '

8. Poorabee.
Cash price Rs. 150.

Harold & Co, invite special attention to the following new consignment of
! iyEEZ.OX>ZAN ORGANS.

‘ WORKED BY THE HAND PLAYING 6 NATIVE AIRSS
Size:—23" X ll"x 12J".

Price Rs. 64. Cash.

DENTAL SURGEON BY DIPLOMA.

J.
BARKER supplies Artificial Teeth on the latest and most improved style without ' springs of

wires of any kind being accurately fixed to the mouth by atmospheric pressure only. These teeth are

so life like in appearance that they cannot be detected by the closest observer. Mastication is as per

fectly performed as with natural Teeth, and they do not interfere with but assist Articulation

Teeth .re of the purest r».teri.l only, ,„d supplied at strietly ruoderat

charges being within the reach of all classes (at home daily).

10, SSPZiANADB BOW, BAST, CAZ.OVTTA.

NO a«£OR£ pains ! :

I
DARiiN

TUB CAZ.CVTTA ARZIKOURir CO.
No. 1/1 Mission Row, (Round the corner.)

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Ammunitions,
Shooting Sf Fishing Tackles, Fencing, Archery,

Cricketing A Badmintons
; &c.,

Also Mathematical Instruments, Bengali surveying
compasses, and, Pebble Spectacles,

For sale at unprecedented low prices. n-7

Crushed Pood Notice.
FURTHER REDUCTION.

PIROM the 14th Instant, the price of Cook and

Pa 9
Horses is reduced toKs. 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags

* ty
C**“shed Food for Cattle,

exclusive of bags.

A*4F

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-

tion arising from whatever cause, on any
part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear. Neuralgia, Colics,

Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all

other medicines have been tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains I ! I

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packing As. 8

DARLINGTON & 00.
49, Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.

Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated' Pain-Curer.^ CAUTION TO THB PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington k. Co.

Call for Darlington’S Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban.

dora, writes :
—“ We find Darlington’s Pain-

CUREB eflScacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sisteb Theodorinb,
Superioress F de la Croix,"
Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, it

Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes “ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Dablington’s
Pain-Cueeb. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants ; I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 and again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary.

^

Mr. E. 0. Kemp, Editor & Proprietor of the
Bengal Times, writes from Dacca j—“ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Cober was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple or app.icanons, and in at jut 4 days dis-

This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pam-Curer.

To lovers of g:ood reading

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of Literature,
Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-
tion, Re. 1, postage, 1 anna. Times of India,
says:—“ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—“ It is ably and
judiciously conductel by Mr, Owen Aratoon.”
Bangalore Examiner Vie should like to
see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”
Manager, Calcvita Magazine, 49, Dhurrumtoll

Street,Calcutta, Remit in half anna postage stamp
a*24
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Koog'hly Brldgre Kotice.

The Bridge will be closed for traffic oD
Tuesday, the 14th December, 1880, from 12-30

to 3-30 P. M.
G. H. SIMMONS.

Seci'etary to the Bridge Commissioners,

REGISTERED No. 9t
[December 12, 188.

IXYSZA GEKEB.AIJ STEAZVI KTAVZ-
GATZON COIVEPAW, ^

SCHOENE, KilbTTBN &. Co .—Managtng Agents

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur
downward every Saturday.

Str. Dhtibri will leave
..I, Lalouttafor Assam, qn Friday
the lOni instant.

I -X
Cargo will be received attheCompany’s Qodowns,

Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

9th instant.

IHE Str. Debrooghur will leave
Goalundo for Assam on Sun-

^ day, the 12th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie Place, up till noon of
Friday, the lOth instant.

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train
of Saturday, the 11th instant.

CACHAR LINE NOTICE.
RBQDLAIl WEEKLY SERYICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta for Cachar and interme-
diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

Str. Mirzapore will leave
JL Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

^day, the 14th instant.

Cargo will be. received attheCompany’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 13th.

For further information regarding rates of
freight or passage money, apply to

4, Faiblik Place, i Q. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 8th December, 1880. 1 Seereta'>-y

.

a-l

RIVERS STEABX NAVIGATION
CO., “ I.Z2ra;iT£D.”

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly
from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

ri'lHE Steamer Cashmere will

JL leave Calcutta for Assam
on Thursday, the 14th December.

f'pHB Str. Bengal will leave
X Goalundo for Assam on
Thursday, the 16th December.

For further information regarding rates of
freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO.
a-2

X>R. A. C. X.KASTGZR,
189, Bovr Bazar Street, Calcutta.

(Of 25 years’ Medical Experience.)
(1.) Promptly Cures recent and acute Fevers.
(2.) Holds Lord Northbrook’s First Prize on

Burdwan Epidemic Fever and its Treatment.
(3.) Has successfully operated thousands of

urinary stones, tumours of testicles, &c., &c., charge
for treatment suited to circumstances.

(4.) Is Author of “ Bengal Midwifery,” sold at
Rs. 5 per copy.

(5.) Is Author of “ Bengal Diseases of Women
and Children,” Rs. 3 per copy.

(6.) Both books bound together, Rs. 6 per copy.

The following are the prices of Dr. Khastgir’s
Patent Medicines.

(1.) For recent, or acute Fevers First med.
8 annas, 2nd and 3rd med. Re. 1 each.

(4.) For Malarious Fever, with spleen or liver,
1st or 2nd med.. Re. 1 each.

(6i) For cough, (7) looseness of bowls, (8) or
dysentery. Re. 1 each.

(9.) Children and infants’ sweet and tasteless
medicine for Fevers, (10) Cough with Fever, (11)
Looseness of Bowels, (12) Dysentery, 8 annas each.
Also suited for adults, with a vomiting tendency.

Medicine bearing Patentee’s Seal and
Signature only genuine.

Additional Banghy charge for Mqfussil delivery.

Notice.

All private communications for the Proprietor
of the IndimMirror and the Sunday Mim'or

should be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumollab Street.

For Sale.

TWO Dwelling Houses; Huts— 1 large, 1 small.
Deep Tank, Plants, Trees and Land. Make

very healthy and convenient Country Seat for a
Native Gentleman.

A poly to
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The Real Parsee Cure for Dysentery ! !

!

Dysentery I Dysentery!!
Diarrhoea! Diarrhoea! !

Moti7vala\ Dgsentrodyhe Vegetable D^jsentery
Mixture,

An unfailing, cheap and sovereign remedy in
all cases of D^jsetdery, with or 7vithout blood

Vomiting, Colics, Diarrhoea, and all other Bowel
complaints. See the opinions of the Press, the
testimony of the medical and other authorities.

Dysentrodyne.
Besides being purely a vegetable medicine, it

1

is pleasant to the taste, does not produce nausea ^

and is an excellent carminative.
'

Anothei' inost remarkablefeature in this medieine^
'Ls, that whilst cfu/ring dysentery

,
it does not bring on

costiceness afterwards.
From one to three doses generally effect a cure.

Dysentrodyne.
It disarms Dysentery of all its terrors, and has

proved a boon to thousands of Europeans and
others, residents of tropioal climes, who have given
it a fair trial and felt its marvellous curative
powers, A trial is respectfully solicited and the
result will convince the most sceptic.
For fuller particulars, opinions of the Press,

Medical testimony, and certificates of cures effected
through the use of this mediciiie, read the hand
bills accompany each phial.

Price 4 annas and 8 annas per phial.
Liberal discount to the trade.

Sold by
MESSRS. FRAMJEE & SONS,

11, Bentinck Street, Calcutta,
Sole Agents for Bengal.

Retail Agents ITp-country.
Benares ... ... Messrs. Framjee & Co.

A S K B V d«. C G„
DENTISTS.

Have an efficient female dentist to attend the
Zenanas. Guarantee comfort in the wearing

of artificial teeth, at a reduced rate.

Have a successful and infallible way of curing
ocular diseases.

Various patent medicines are to be bad at a
moderate price.

No. 14, College Street, Calcutta.
<1-84
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Canning St.
Dixon’s Lane
Elisium Row

upper room
lower ..

3 stories ..

upper
lower
ditto

Emambag Lane
Ezra St.

Entally North Road ditto

Canal St. ditto .,

Middle Road upper ..

Tiljullah ditto ..— - Tangra lower ..

Howrah Cdllbn Place upper.,
Chandmarke lower ..

Kalabbbee St. ditto..

Seals Lane ditto ..

Strand Road upper ..

Jackson’s Ghat St. ditto
Khyromehter’s Lane lower ..

Kidderpore upper
Old Boitakanah lower ..

Royd Street ditto
South Colinoa St. upper ..,

ditto ..,

ditto ...

3 stories ...

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

SUDDER Street
Short Street
Victoria Terrace
Wellesley St.

Weston’s Lane

upper
ditto

ditto

lovver

• • •

• ••

• • •

• • •

• • «

• • •

Rs.

15.000

8,000
72,1100

42.000

2,40C
12,600

7,000
8,000

11.000
13.000

4.500
25,0t0

9.000

8.000

17.000
25.000
32.000
3,000

12.000
3,000
8.500
16,000

21,000
12,500

28,000
45.000
21.000

14,000

14,000

D. LATTEY & CO.,
0-81 1, Old Court House, Corner,

B. M.

Simla
Cawnpore
Lucknow

M
Jhansi ...

Rawal Pindi
Ferozepore
Nusserabad k Ajmeer

Somustipore in Tir-
hoot ...

Allahabad

Framjee & Co.
Jamsetjee & Oo.
Eduljee & Co.
Nourojee & Co.
Pestonjee & Co.
Jamasjee & Sous.
Jamsetjee & Sons.
Rustomjee Furdoon-

jee & Sons.

„ Framjee & Co.
The Rail Co. Op. Soe. a-85

DR. R. L. SET’S
Asthma Elixir

Cured gratis more than three thousand astha-
matic patients since its discovery.

Price 2 Rs.

Packing 4 Annas.

SET, BASAK & CO.,
’ 68, Nimtollah Ghat Street,

Calcutta,

91

99

As. P.

8 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

NOTICE
To Constituents.

THOMPSON (4. COONDOO,
Iron and Metal
Merchants,

33-36, New China Bazaar,

Are prepared to execute any orders entrusted
to them

; and care should be taken when
directing letters that this Firm is not miscon-
strued into

THOMPSON, COONDOO & CO
a-86

’

ZiZFE
OF DEWAN RAM COMUL SEN.

(With an admirable Eithograph)
BY

PEARY CHAND MITTRA.
Price one rupee.

Apply at No, 80, Nimtollah Street, a-83

SIRCAR’S ABROMA
AT7GXTSTUM.

SPECWm FOft' DYSMENORRH (EA
OR

Painful Menstruation.

ASINGLE administration during menses genet-
ally cures the disease, and brings on con*

ception.

For particulars apply to Dr. Bhoobun Mohun
Sircar, No. 77, Mooktaram Babu’s Street, Chore-
bagan, Calcutta.

Price Rs, 3-8. Packing and Postage As. S.
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THE VICEROY’S ILLNESS.

Calcutta, 18th December.

The following telegram was received from

Allahabad in Calontta at 3-36 P. M. to-day

(Saturday)

Since yesterday there has been a marked
improvement in His Excellency’s condition.

(Kditovial

At a recent conference of ministers in Eng-
land, the subject for discussion was, “ May a

Christian laugh ?” Some of the brethren

tried to show that laughing was unchristian.

Indeed ! Carlyle is of opinion that one who
has once heartily laughed cannot be a bad man.—— :o;

The Press Commissioner’s message, insert-

ed above, gives os the welcome news of an
improvement in the condition of Lord Ripon’s
health. At the present moment the uppermost
thought in every body’s mind is about His
Excellency. His recovery will be hailed with
delight from one end of the country to the
other.

Bishop Colenso, of Natal,lives a very quiet
uneventful life at Bishoptown, near Maritz-
burg. He is rarely seen in the city except on
Sundays, when he conducts services. He is

described as elephantine in appearance, being
almost seven feet high and of massive frame.
He is regarded with awe and reverence by the
natives, who salute him as supreme or great
chief. The Bishop is now sixty-six years old
but retains his vigor of mind.

:o:

A London clergyman is now in jail for hav-
ing refused to discontinue what people consider
the objectionable practices enjoined by ritual-

ism, and two more of the same class are like-

ly to follow him to the same place. England
is a land of many anomalies. It was only the
other day that an atheist was publicly admitted
into Parliament. A Roman Catholic is now
the Viceroy of India. There are dissenters in

the Cabinet even. But a clergyman who has
deviated from the usual course and considers

a few ornaments or candles to be a necess'^'ry

part of the service, but does not differ from
orthodox Christians in any other way, is

publicly reprobated and sent to jail. If this
is not persecution, wo do not know what is.

:o;

—

The doll uniformity which characterises the
educational eysteras of the day makes no
allowance for individual peculiarities or tastes.
All young men are placed upon the same
dead level of equality. Dr, Richardson
delivered a lecture the other day to show that
the study of temperaments should be the duty
of every teacher. It is essential, he said

,
that

the teachers should know the physiological
condition of the scholar, and stand in
the position of a second parent to him.
Dr. Richardson, after mentioning the divi-
sions of temperament of Hippocrates and
Lord Bacon, said that his own division was
with the sanguine, which he associated with
the Celtic race, the nervous, which character-
ised the Saxon race, the bilious, which showed
itself in Eastern or Semitic blood, and the
lymphatic, which was noticeable in the
Northern or Scandinavian kind. Of these
four types the lecturer gave interesting illus-
trations, observing as a conclusion, that he
believed the time would come when the school-
master would be able to classify his scholars
by a study of their temperaments. The day
is distant, we fear.

We are not sore whether Christians, in ac-
cepting the trinity, really believe in three
gods or one. Mr. Joseph Cook, the famous
American preacher, assumes that the former
is true in the case of several. He says in
one of his lectures .•

—

For one, I had rather, my friends, go back to
Bosphorus where I stood a few months ago and
worship with that emperor who lately slit his veins
and went hence by suicide, than to be in name
only an orthodox believer, or in theory to hold
that there is but one God, but in imagination to
worship three Gods. . . , Mahomedan Pagan-

yonder, contains one truth, the Divine

f
^ never touch this majestic theme

of the Divine Triunity without remembering what
that single truth, as I heard it uttered on the
Bosphorus, did for me when I knelt there once
in a mosque with the emperor and with the
peasant, with the highest oflBcers of state and with
the artisans, and saw them all bow down and
bring their foreheads to the mats of the temple,
and heard them all call out from the highest to
the lowest, as they prostrated themselves : 'Allah
el akoar

.

—‘God is one and God is great !’ So
prostrating themselves, they three times called
out Allah el akbar !’ and then remained silent
until I felt that this one truth had in it a trans-
^uration. I affirm that I had rather go back to

azure water which connects the
Black Sea with the Mediterranean, and omiting
the leprosy of Mahomedanism, take for my religion
pure theism than to hold that there are three
Gods, with three wills, three sets of afifections,
three intellects, three consciences, and thus to

assurances of both scriptural and
scientific truth, and make of myself the beginning
of a polytheist though calling myself orthodox.
How very much like the argument we use !

There is after all much to admird io tho
stately ino:io!lieisiu of Mahomed.

The Statesman suggests, as will appear
from the following paragraph, that the
Brahraos ought to subscribe to Mr. Voysey’s
proposed Theistio Church in London, and
remit a few thousand rupees in aid of the
movement

Mr. Voysey intends to make his mark in
history by coming 'out in the character of a nine-
teenth-century Mahomet. The devoted band, small
but select, who attend his ministration, have
bethought them that the world will never recog-
nise their importance, until they take a distinc-
tive name. They have accordingly concluded to
style themselves the Theistio Church,and by way of
a beginning they purpose the erection of a suitable
building for worship. One enthusiast has promised
a donation of £50, on the condition that nineteen
other sul criptons of the same amount are forth- '

coming. Perhaps, the Calcutta Brahmo Somaj will
help these distrc. red co-religionists with a few
thousand rupees. Mr. Voysey is understood to '

profess the highest esteem for that sect, and there
was some talk at one time of his coming out to the
City of Palaces as a preacher of Theism, pure and
unadulteratsd.

We are too poor to help Mr, Voysey. Be-
sides, the apostle of Theism in London is

too unchristian and, we may add, too anti-
ebristian for os. Why does he abuse Christ
and Christianity with such iconoclastic fury ?

Evidently he has in him more of the Deist than
of the Theist. He is more destructive than
constructive. His sermons are all more or less

“sling and stone,” sword and arrow. The depth
of Theistic love, the height of Theistic com-
munion, the fire of Theistio inspiration and
the sweetness of Theistio trust are not very

'

prominent in his cold creed. We may
say without being presumptuous that be-

fore the Indian Theist’s living and joyful faith

the English Deist’s frigid zone theology falls

flat. Mr. Voysey’s ingratitude to Jesus is his

stumbling block. We say to him, be true, be
loyal to Christ,and imbue your heart more fully

with his spirit. Mr. Voysey, whom we deeply
revere and shall always honor as one raised

by Providence, has so far forgotten himself
in his “jehad” againt Christ that he abuses
the poor Brahraos in India for their attach-

ment to that hated prophet. 'Chunder Sen
is an arch-heretic, because he is so fond of

Christ and is the author of that abomination

—

“ India asks, who is Christ ?” Saul, Saul,

why dost thou kick against the pricks ?

—- —-:o:-

SiR John Straohey has done one great
thing at last,for which we praise him heartily

;

he has delivered a speech which shows that he
can feel and grow eloquent, and that he is

not the cold and dry theorist that
he has invariably »bown himself to

be. For this sudden transformation or

rather revelation of his inner self we are in-

debted to the genial hospitality of our distin-

guished countryman, Syed Ahmed Khan,
whoso guests Sir John and Lady Sirachey
were while at Aligurh. The President of

Council was invited to inspect the Anglo-
Oriental College, and, while there, he spoke so

warmly and earnestly that his audience were
led to signify their approral of what fie

said by repeated oatbacata of applaaae, Me
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spoke of the great hietory^^ the Mahomeilan '

peoples and said:

—

An educated Muasulman, who remembers the
Empire and the wisdom of Akbar, who sees the
xuagnidcent and ursurpassable monuments of taste

and splendour that Delhi and Agra have to show,
and calls to mind the past achievements nf

Mahomedans in this and other countries, in science

and in literature, may well refuse to doubt the

capacity of his people in any of the qualities

which mate nations great. They have lamentably
fallen, and their achievements are now, for the

most part, of ancient date ; but I honor the

Mahomedans for their pride of race and of

religion, and I am sure that these feelings, com-
bined with those which education and knowledge
give, will make them not only more honorable and
manly, but better citizens and more loyal

Subjects.

More sterling sense was contained in the

following passage in which he spoke of the re-

ligion of his hearers:

—

I am not one of those who think that a man honors

the religion in which he himself n as born by dis-

paraging the religion of his neighbours ; and I do

not like even that silent and implied disparage-

ment of which, in my opinion, I should be guilty,

if I were to profess interest in the secular side only

of your College. By the system which you have laid

down you have proclaimed your belief that It is as

true now as it was in the days when Mahomedans
were great, in Delhi, or Cordova, or Granada,

that your religion which has exercised so vast an

influence on the world, is still, when it is right-

ly interpreted, the friend of human progress and

enlightenment, and that a good Mahomedan, who
is at the same time a highly educated man

cannot fail to be a loyal subject of the British

Government. ( Loud cheers ). If your College

prove by the men that it sends forth that this

claim is true, it will perform an important service

not only to your countrymen, but to mine also,

for it will teach them a lesson of respect and

charity and tolerance towards men whose religion

is different from their own.

Sir John’s words here have the ring of true

statesmanship. Unfortunately Christian rulers

cannot speak in the same tone of admiration

for the religion of the subject peoples. In an-

other passage he said :
—“I shall always be

glad that I have spent the best part of my life

in this magnificent country, among a people

for which, whether Mahomedan or Hindu, I

feel strong present regard and sympathy, and

which, I trust, has reserved for it a happy

future.” We are glad to have these parting

words from a ruler who has never had the good

fortune to attract the admiration or apprecia-

tion of those over whom he was placed.

THE NEW TELEGRAPH LINE.

The city of Medinipnr has hitherto possess-

ed all the municipal institutions and advan-

tages which civilized cities in these days can

boast of. But there was not a single telegraph

office till lately. If news had to be sent, the

Post Office was the only hope. Men and women,

the richest and the poorest, were all compelled

to content themselves with the tardy operations

of the Post Office. News travelled almost

as slowly as men. People complained, but

there was no remedy. At last theGovernmenl

gave peremptory orders for the establish-

ment of telegraphic communication, all over

the town, with the seat of Government on

the hills, millions of miles away. Every

citizen was furnished by the Telegraph Store

Department with posts and the requisite

electric apparatus. The post was put up on

the most elevated ground near the family altar,

and officers newly appointed under the title

of Vice gerents of the Sovereign Power were

employed as signallers to receive and forward

messages. These officers were appointed and

paid by the State, and they had strict orders

never to subordinate themselves to any of

the denizens of the city, however rich or

wise he might be. The Vicegerent had to

nmaia at his post day and night, for there

was no knowing when messages might come.

He had to sign every message himself, before

the householder could accept it as genuine and

authentic. In order to construct an efficient

telegraphic line all the way to Devagram, the

seat of Government, the best conductors

approved by modern science have been selected

and utilized. Lofty hills and majestic rivers,

sweet and fragrant flowers, singing birds,lovely

little children, prophet hearts and prophet lips

were made to serve as couaucting media

through which messages were transmitted.

Every body in the city was favored with

messages from the Sovereign, But only the

most loyal subjects could understand what they

meant. To the disloyal and the seditious even

the plainest message was wholly unintelligible.

It has been estimated after careful enquiries

that only one in a thousand in the town under-

stands these messages. The proud sceptics in

the realm do not even admit that there is any

telegraphic agency or communication. They
have ears but they hear not, they have eyes but

they see not.

WHY SHOULD WE FORSAKE
JESUS?

The sincere desire of some of our well-

wishers seems to be that we should immediate-

ly, if we seek to cultivate fellowship and
enter into a common cause with them, give

up some of the best friends of our life, and
treat them with a hatred which will pursue

them through eternity. In this manner they

tell us to give up Christ who has been for years

our best friend and guide through the dark
mazes of life. We appreciate the good wishes

of these gentlemen, but we warmly protest

against the unwholesome advice which they

offer. If a person had the rare good fortune of

possessing an estimable friend, and if another

were to come and ask him to give up that

friend, though he might have been such for

many long years, we are sore the request

would not be a very welcome one. Friends

are not so easily bought as to be capable of

being easily bartered away. One might give

up every thing but not so easily a friend. The
Brahmos of India fortunately possess

one such friend, even such a friend

as Jesus Christ, who has moulded
their life, thought, and faith in a way not to

be mistaken. He is to them a guide in

sin and a consoler in times of misfortune.

His life has been to them a sacred volume
of the most precious and saving truths. It

is not as the mere founder of a religion that

they value him; not as the mighty reformer

of Judaic ceremonialism. Jesus is something
more than that. He forms the heart-blood

of many a Brahmo. He runs through
the veins of many among us, and
his influence is to be counted in every

throb of the pulse that beats. Jesus
is to them a great fact of life, and to advise

the Brahmos to sacrifice him would be tanta-

mount to asking them to part with their

life. We do not quarrel with those who seek
to crush that figure as a historical

nonentity—as one who has bound Europe in

the fetters of superstition. For aught
we know, they may pursue the line

of life they have chosen, and pur-

sue it peacefully and uninterruptedly. But
why trouble us with repeated requests to give

up one whom we cannot forsake? Jesus, as

we have said, is a fact of many a Brahmo’s
life. We do not seek him to fill op a void in

our system of philosophy the harmony of which
might be lost in his absence. Our apprecia-

tion of bis is not merely intellectnal. We
maintain he is a part, a great part and a

necessary part of our eclectic dispensation.

Without him it is crippled and rendered in-

complete. English Theists and rationalistic

Unitarians have found this a good ground
for refusing to extend the right hand
of fellowship to us. Many of them
have bitterly condemned us for this.

But we are ready to sacrifice any
thing if only by that we are enabled to love

and cherish Jesus in our hearts. It is useless

to argue or bandy words for nothing. The
Brahmo Soraaj is born to honor and revere

Jesus, whatever the result might be.

PROFESSOR MAX MULLER ON
HINDU THEISM.

In our last issue we devoted a long edi-

torial to a criticism of Professor Monier

Williams’ lecture on Hindu Theism. In this

we are going to say something of what an-

other Oxford Professor, the celebrated Max
Muller, has observed with reference tojthe same

subiect. Our duty in this instance is a

pleasanter one, for read side by side

with Professor Williams’ lecture, Mr.

Max Muller’s letter to the Times, which we

reproduce elsewhere, must be taken to be a

remarkable contrast so far at least as fairness

to our leader is concerned. The latter, it will be

seen, is not acquainted with all the phases of

our movement, though there is evidently a dis-

position to do justice and minimise the weak-

nesses, as they are called, of our church

to the utmost. He speaks ot the doctrine

of adesha, for example, as a privilege

claimed by our leader alone, and when this

is “ mixed up with questions of worldly

wisdom,” it renders" his position incompati-

ble with the freedom claimed by every

member of his Somaj.” The learned Pro-

fesaer calls this as " sharing in the weakness

of older prophets.” The matter of fact,

however, is that the Brahmo Somaj

holds this privilege of adesha or hearing God’s

commandments to be the privilege or birth-

right of no single individual. The leader of the

Brahmo Somaj is not the only recipient of the

injunctions of the Divine Father. Many a

devout soul has heard the same voice,

and the privilege of each has conduced to the

interference or tampering with the liberty

of no other individual member of the Somaj.

The fact is that is that every devout man is

privileged to hear the Divine voice, and the

question of individual liberty does not come to

disturb our peace at all. For adesha deals with

personal salvation and concerns itself with in-

dividuals,and where it refers to a public matter,

it never interferes with the independence of any

corporate body. The recipient has no right to

thrust any message he may receive from above

for his own guidance and salvation upon

others. The Brahmo Somaj jealously guards the

individual rights of its members, as it knows

that any violation of the wholesome law will

lead to popery. We venture to think that if Pro-

fessor Max Muller will read our publications,

he will come to know that this doctrine of

adesha is no superstition, in fact it implies no

weakness, but signifies the deep rest which the

soul enjoys on the lap of the Mother, when

it is troubled by misfortune and difficulty. It

means the readiness of the soul to look up to

that Being for every encouragement and advice

under the circumstances,and it denotes the fact

of such encouragement and advice having

been given. Our God, we submit, would be a

useless God, if He did not guide us with

His consoling words in circumstances of

difficulty and danger. We are not of those

that believe in a distant deity who governs

ns through laws. Ours is a Father that
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cherishes, ft Mother that preserves us

frorn evil—one whom it is possible for every

one to see and hear, if seeing and hearing

might apply to any process of spiritual per-

ception. The doctrine of adesha has been

enough misrepresented
;

but we think the

time has come when every pious Brahmo
ought to come forward and prove by facts

drawn from life that this heavenly gift is the

birthright of no particular individual,but that

many have drawn from it their spiritual

strength and nourishment. Brahmos should

be on their guard as to how this precious

birthright is tampered with. If they

would speak as emphatically and eloquently

to the fact of their having received

the Divine adesha as their minister has
done, they would save the latter from a deli-

cate position, as they would no doubt thereby

also elucidate the position of Theism not
a little. Why should they allow the

minister to carry away a credit which belongs
to them also ?

We have dwelt long upon this ground of

adesha in order to show how ranch s'ill re-

mains to be done to make our doctrines

understood by those whom w« recognise
as friends. That Professor Max Muller is a

generous friend of the Brahmo Somaj,
those who have read his numerous
writings will at once admits It is,

therefore, in the interests of our body
that he should have all the information re-

garding our movement wliich it is possible

to lay at his disposal. He is right when
he refutes Mr. Voysey’s assertion to the effect

that “Keshub Chunder Sen is almost univer-

sally repudiated by Hindu Theists.” W e need

only say that it was after certain smart pas-

sages of arras Wd had had with Mr. Voysey
that the fiftieth anniversary of the Braiimo
Somaj was held in January last. He made
the same assertion then as he makes now.
It will bo enough to say that since the

controversy alluded to some ten thousand
persons heard our minister and took part in

some shape or other in the anniversary festival

of our church. A little before that a mis-
sionary expedition had been undertaken
whicli drew as many thousands to hear
his preaching. Lady Lytton is said to have
remarked once, after observing the rapt

attention with which our minister was heanl
by one of the Town Hall audiences of which
she formed a distinguished part, that the

scene reminded her of St. Paul addressing
the Athenians. Well, that doss not

show that Hindu Theists have almost uni-

versally repudiated Mr. Sen. Since then, the

activity of our church has increased

rather than diminished. The calls for mis-

sionaries from provincial Brahmo Somajes
have been frequent and uninterrupted,

while the demand for our publications is as

great as ever. If this is repudiation, it is cer-

tainly a repudiation of the right sort—namely,

of all the unbelief and absence of single-

heartedness wliich Mr. Voysey would fain

fasten upon the Braluno Somaj. We can

assure this gentleman and all those who think

with him that if they go on iiarping upon the

decline of ourChurch in this strain, the question

whether Theism can be the saving religion of

millions will be solved in India in such a

manner as to set all doubts about it at rest for

ever. The Brahmo Somaj will go on adding

adherents to its body in the same proportion

in which Mr. Voysey tnay be losing his.

We may conclude by observing that friends

of the Theistic cause who may be watching our

course from England, need have no

misgivings as to the possible scope or ten-

dency of our operations. The leaders of our

movement are sane and sober people.

They carry with them a deep con-

sciousness of the responsibility of their position,

and they feel impelled to their course by the

all-pervading sense of a Divine guidance which
they vividly realise in their soul. That the

Brahmo Somaj is a Qod-send, an institution

implanted by the Divine hand for the re-

generation of this unhappy country, is what
they devoutly believe. No amount of mis-
representation or subtle argument will lead

them away from the only career wliich promises
salvation tothemand the country to which they

belong. Gentlemen and scholars like Profes-

sor Max Muller have only to be just to those

Indian reformers, for it is thus only that a

fellowship is possible between the liberal

thinkers of the East and of the West.

A PILGRIMAGE TO MALTHUS.—
No. I.

I HAVE read with ranch pleasure the

accounts of the pilgrimages which the Brahmo
devotees have bean making to many of the

saints and sages of the world. They ha ve

done well to meditate on the principles enun-

ciated by such groat and good men, to imbibe

into their own hearts the spint of the moral

heroes of history and to resolve to put those

principles into practice in their own conduct

ill life. May I be permitted to bring before the

notice of the Brahmo community a modern
sage of western Europe, one whose name it is

possible they have not heard, or more probable

that they have heard it connected with a

misrepresentation of his preaching. That

sage is Malthus : a writer who called on the

men of his time to adopt principles of action

more sensible and more self-denying than

they were willing to submit to, and was

answered with ridicule, execration and mis-

representation. Malthas was verily a stone

rejected by the builders of bis own day, but

destined to beeome the head-stone of the

corner of every church of the future in which

the true will of Go 1 shall be taught to man.
Malthas saw vice and misery around

him; he saw destitution, drunkenness, thieving,

unchastity, and great mortality of infant child-

ren, and asked what are the causes of all these

evils ami how may they be avoided ? One of

the great causes he saw to be “ want”
;
want of

food, want of fuel, want of house room, want
of clotliing—-and liow does this want arise?

Has soma ricli neighbour seized the poor

man^s share of the good things of this

life? Aie the laws unjust? Is the dis-

tribution of wealth improper ? Malthas look-

ed fartlier than this. Let the whole pro-

duce of the world be equally divided, he said,

it is still merely enough to supply the wants

of the present population. The produce of tlie

world may be increased from year to year by

industry and science, and its distribution may
be facilitated

;
but the rate at wliich the

annual pro luce of the world can be increased

is necessarily slow. In new colonies, where
there is much unoccupied land, considerable

progress may be made
;
but in countries

which have been cultivated for centuries, very

slight improvement can be effected. Now, if

bread is to be provided for all the mouths that

are sent into the world, the number sent must
not exceed the amount of bread that can be

supplied to them. The amount of broad is a

fixed quantity which we cannot control
;
the

number of mouths is a variable quantity

which we can control. We ought, therefore,

to estimate the increased number of persons
which each country may bo expected to

maintain, considering the effects of im-
migration and emigration, importation and

exportation, and all improvements in

agriculture, communication and the like;

and ascertain the marrying age, which
will give such an excess of births over deaths,

as to produce an increase of population at the

same rate as the increase of means of its

support. If that age was ascertained and
adopted as the average age of marriage,

every body might be well cared for
;
and

penury and all the crimes and vices to which
the penurious are driven, would disappear.

In the upper classes in England, the result

thus desired is arrived at by a different pro-

cess of reasoning. First, amongst the nobili-

ty and landed gentry the custom prevails of

settling the bulk of the family property on
the eldest son, who is thus enabled to

marry early and live, not merely in

comfort, but in luxury
;
while the young-

er children are provided with portions

not more than sufficient for themselves,

and in many cases they remain unmarried.

In the upper middle classes a better state of

things prevails. The family property is usual-

ly divided equally amongst all the children
;

and all are brought up in comfort and
well educated, but not indulged with luxuries,

and the boys from their childhood are impress-

ed with the idea that they will have to work
their own way in the world. Thus every man
chooses some profession, and it is a general

maxim among such men not to marry until

they are established in their profession and
earning a fair income. The prospect of

marriage tlins acts as an incentive to them
to devote themselves to work, and live regu-
lar and reputable lives. The average age at
which men marry in the upper middle classes

is probably about 30, and the average age
of their wives at marriage is probably
some fonr years less. About 5 children, on
an average, are born of such a marriage, of

whom about 10 per cent, die in infancy, and
15 per cent, more die before attaining the
marriageable age. Thus 20 couples, or 40
persons, in one generation are represented by
some 75 persons in the next, some 40 years
afterwards. This rate of increase, however, is

greater than the increase of wealth in the
country

;
and the result is that a considerable

percentage of persons in the upper middle
classes remain unmarried all their lives. One
finds more old maids than old bachelors in the
upper classes in England; and the reason is

that the n»en who cannot find room in the
country try their fortunes in our colonies and
dependencies, where some thrive and settle,

and others die from the effects of the climate
and the hard lives they lead.

It is evident that the upper and middle
classes of England do not require much to be
said to them on the score of showing providence
in marrying. The system of making the eldest
son a millionaire and giving the other children

portions inadequate to the mode in which
they have been brought up, is certainly bad

;

and any social reformer would undoubtedly
advocate providing the younger children with
suitable portions, altliongh it kept the
eldest son a bachelor some years longer,
and even left him eventually with the
family inheritance somewhat diminished.
And this is sometimes done now, but in
any view this is a question affecting a com-
paratively small body of persons. For the
bulk of the middle classes all that requires to
be said is this. You think at present of
marrying only so as to be able to live in a.

good position, to educate your children well
and leave them provided with all the necessa-
ries of life. That is well. There is one other
point to think of: to leave your children so pro-
vided for, and sufficiently few in number, that
they may all be able to marry in their genera-
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tioa at the same age that yoa marry ia yours.

This is not done at present, and the means
to be taken to bring it to pass is that men
should choose their wives a year or two

older than is customary at the present day
;

or rather that the practice of marrying very

young wives should be abandoned. At present

a girl comes out, that is to say, mixes in

adult society, as soon as she has left school.

A man is necessarily little seen in society till

his University career or professional training is

ended, which carries him on to a much more
advanced period of life. If any corresponding

period of study could be tacked on to a

girl’s course of education, there is little doubt

that the marrying age in the upper classes in

England would be put back to a sufficiently

late period to prevent any over-crowding of the

population.

There is one other remark which requires

to be made. There is a pernicious

saying in England that “ ladies never

tell their age.” The meaning of this

really is, that they hope to catch husbands by

appearing to be younger than they really are,

acd they think themselves entitled to deceive

their lovers on this point in order to secure

them. There can be no more immoral doc-

trine than this. Yet it is supported by the

custom of family directories in this country,

which habitually omit the dates of the births

of the daughters of each family and only

give their names. The tide, however, is turn-

ing against this sentiment. Women know
that men prefer wives who have had
some experience of the world, and that

they fear having a large family, which
a very young wife may entail. Moreover
many men would not mind marrying a wife

of somewhat mature years, but would object

to being taken in on the subject. We
may, therefore, hope that it will soon be seen

that it is unwise, as well as dishonest, in a

woman to conceal her age from an admirer
;

and that it will be the custom for family

directories to give the dates of the births of

the daughters as well as of the sons. Wa
shall then bo able to improve on the old

maxim by saying, that ladies never tell their

age, but they let it be known if they are not

deceitful.

A. D. Tyssen.

London.

Ipltmo

We have to call the reader’s attention to the
advertisement of the Tract Society published in

the usual place.

The seventh anniversary of the Mndialy
Brahmo Somaj will be celebrated on Saturday
next. The minister is e rpected to conduct the
morning service,

The members of the Oxford Mi. 'ion kindly
called on the minister at the aLily Cottage, on
Friday last, and there was a cordial interchange
of sympathy and regard. The Reverend gentle-

men visited the sanctuary where our missionary
brethren daily hold their morning service.

Having passed through the Punjab and Hydra-
bad, Bhai Protap Chunder Mozoomdar proceeds
shortly to Bombay. The chief theme of his

discourses is the New Dispensation. Is it not desir-

able to determine the exact number of the ad-
herents of the New Dispe isation and to ascertain
how many Somajes have already given in their

adhesion ?

The New York Independent says:— “It is not pro-
per to call the Brahmo Somaj of India a heathen
body, for, though a branch of Brahminism, they no
longer worship idols. Nor can we call them
Christian, though their sympathy is more with
Christianity than with their old faith. This is

evident from a paragraph in the Tadi'J.% Mirror,,

which tells of religious movements among the
women of their households, and concludes :

—
‘ A plan has recently been adopted by some
of the ladies to hold weekly prayer-meetings for
the benefit of the poor female servants of

the household. May the Lord’s blessing descend
upon this humble movement 1 How few there are

among us who look after the spiritual wants of

their servants 1’ We wonder how many of our
Christian women take care that their servants shall

have full religious privileges ?”

(CorresuoiwUnce.

[We do not hold ourselvea in any way respomihle

for the opinions of our correspondents .

—

Ed,, N.M.]

A REPLY.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—Our learned friend Professor Monier
Williams has been pleased to make a few un-

pleasant remarks on the Brahmo Somaj of India

and on our minister. I wonder if the Professor

ia aware that he is talking pure fiction. I fear

the learned Professor has been wrongly informed.
Otherwise it ia hardly possible that he should
speak in such a strain. The Professor seems
to insinuate that we worship our minister,

Babu Keshnb Chunder Sen. Putting aside

the question of idolatry, which does not
deserve notice, is not Keshub worthy of the high-
est regard and reverence ? Can the Professor

mention other men among the Natives of India so

well qualified to command and to lead and capa-
ble of exerting such high moral influence? In
reality, we do not adore him. But we respect

him very much. We contradict the Professor

flatly. It is a libel to say we worshio. our minis-
ter. The learned Professor has been gracious

enough to talk of the Cuch Behar marriage as

child marriage. I fancy he is not acquainted with
the fact that another ceremony called the Consum-
tion of Marriage took place last October, and that

the Maharajah did not live with the Maharani as

husband and wife till after the ceremony, I hope
Professor Monier Williams will kindly take these

facts into consideration and alter his opinion on
the Brahmo Somaj of India and our minister.

Yours &c.,

Fact.

JUSTICE AND MERCY-

To THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—

I

was sorry to And that because of my
youth you were only pleased to despatch me with
an editorial note. Instead of meeting my argu-
ments, you have disposed them off as old. And
if they are old, that is no reason why they are

not correct and incontrovertible. Syllogistic

reasoning never furnishes one with such a con-

clusion. Prom a lover of truth, Sir, as I take

you to be, I think I have a right to expect more
than you have given me, if you have given

me anything at all. Granting that I am in the

wrong, I think you ought to have shown me
my mistakes by refuting my arguments.
You say my letter contains nothing new against

jyour position. I am not aware of it, if it con-
tains nothing new. But surely it contains some-
thing strong against your position. I have tried

in the latter part of my letter to meet you on
the position you take up It begings thus:

•‘However, in order to enforce the Christian

method of Salvation, I shall observe on the

position you take up.”

You ask me, how I came to the conclusion that

repentance is not the adequate punishment of sin.

I think, the whole scope of my letter shows it

amply enough,
I was not a little struck with your kindly asking

me for more. More of old or new ? It seems, Sir,

you are fond of a supply of nero matter ;
but that

can only be limited. An able writer says, “if living

men’s brains will not suffice, let those of dead men
be brought up by all means. ” The Scripture tells

us that “there is wo neio thing under the sun,” and
“there is no remm&mwoo of former things”. lean
only conclude my letter in the words of the inspired

Prophet, young as I am—“Stand ye in the ways
and see, and ask for old paths where is the good
way, and walk therein, and ye shall find rest for

your souls !”

Yours, &c,,

A Christian Youth.
December 17i

OUR PRESENT POLICY.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR."

Sir,—

W

ill you kindly permit me to offer a
remark or two with reference to the article

headed “ Our present Policy,” in a recent number
of the Sunday Mirror. I am happy, indeed, to
learn that what is true in all the religions of the
world at present engages the attention of the
Brahmo Somaj, But may I ask you whether it has
not engaged their attention from the very
beginning. Is it to be understood that Brahmoism,
which is, lam sure, nothing more or less than
pure Theism, has been up to this time merely nega-
tive ? In my humble opinion, it has been both
positive and negative, and must continue to be so

that it may soon become the Saving Faith of all

mankind.
It is said that we have done destroying error.

No, brother, we have not. Think you the destruc-

tion of error is the work of a decade of years or

two ? True, it is a matter of the highest

gratification to all true believers and a

service acceptable to the Lord, that several

leading members of the Heaven-blessed Brahmo
Somaj have done their duty in exposing the

shortcomings of the religions extant, and have,

by the grace of God, been instrumental in

covering India with more than 130 Theistic

Churches. But do not these cases, these lumi-

nous spots in the desert of darkness, serve only

to make the surrounding gloom visible ?

When so many millions of dear fellow-creatures

in India and elsewhere are grovelling in

darkness and are yet strangers to our Heavenly
Father, when they are unable to see the All-

present, owing to the sin and superstition

which bar their spiritual vision, can we lay

aside our weapons and rest from our holy work
of destroying error ?

“Do not break but build” is, you say, the

present policy of the advanced Brahmos. Let me
hope that my advanced brethren will think over

my humble advice that “Break and Build”
ought to be our policy. Error must be swept off

man’s mind and heart, that he may fully compre-
hend and receive the Saving Truth.

“ No more war, but Love.” Of course, you do
not mean “war against other men.” Theists can
never make war against their dear brethren, for

the mission of Theism is Love. But is not warring

against superstition highly compatible with

our brotherly love for them ; nay, does it not

proceed from that very Love? In my humble
opinion, to be friendly with Hinduism and Chris-

tianity in the sense you take it to mean, no change
of policy is necessary, for Theists have been and
will for ever be the friends of all religions, Hi ndu-

ism. <^hristianity, and all, minus their superstitions

and errors.

I am, my dear Sir, your most unworthy brother

in God,
Y. L. Narsuuham,

lAPAS MALA.*

0—

•

The writer of this elegant book says in his pre-

face:—“Whatever is heavenly is miraculous, and in

this sense there is much that ia miraculous in Mus-
sulman saints. It is this that has made them so

universally respected. Their attachment to

communion, sacrifice, asceticism, faith, love,

enthusiasm and spirituality were extraordinary
and wonderful. Those devout souls were so

many jewels in the Mussulman sect and
are worthy of universal respect. I have been
greatly benefited by the study of their biography
and charmed by the beauty of their lives. A
translation of these into Bengali might engender in

many a sincere love for God and what is good in

human nature, and it might also serve to remove
the deep-rooted prejudice against the Mus-
sulman name from the hearts of our country
men. It is with such views that I have entered

upon my present undertaking.” And the writer has
satisfactorily fulfilled his duty. We like the

aim of the book which ia to remove prejudice

and bring out the gold from the outward dross

that seems to cover so many of the valuable

Mussulman writings. The writer has found the

* Tapas Malaov Lives of Mahomedan Saints,

Compiled from Tejkaratuloulia, a Persian work.
Part I. Translated into Bengali, Calcutta : Indian
Mirror Press

.
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whole range of Persian religious literature a world
by itself, as will be evident from the rapid succes-
sion with which he is bringing out his books before
the public. We gladly recommend the book to our
readers. It contains beautiful thoughts clothed in
very simple and elegant Bengali.

Professor Max Muller’s Hibbert Lectures
are being translated into Guzeiati by Mr. Behram-
ji Malabari.

A NEW edition of Mr.Matthew Arnold’s poems is

in the press. The Athenceum expresses a hone that
some poems omitted in the last “complete” issue
will find their place—such, especially, as “Men of
Genius,” which appeared in the Cornhill many
years ago.

The engineer of a train near Montreal saw a large
dog on the track. He was barking furiously. The
engineer blew the whistle at him, but he did not
stir, and, crouching low, he was struck by the loco-
motive, and killed. There was a bit of white mus-
lin on the locomotive, and it attracted the atten-
tion of the engineer* who stooped his train and
went back. There lay the dead dog and a dead
child, which had wandered upon the track and
gone to sleep. The dog had given his signal to
stop the train, and had died at his post.

An English periodical remarks that, “ Turkish,
although spoken in so many dialects, is so uniform
in plan that he who speaks Ottoman-Turkish can
work his way from European Turkey, through Asia

Minor and Central Asia, to the Chinese dominions.
It is the language of the reigning dynasty and po-
litical families of Persia, and of a large portion of

its population
;
it holds a good place in the Cauca-

sus, and reaches through Asiatic Russia from the

Arctic regions to the Black Sea. It can be used
in Egypt, Tunis and Cyprus. Thus it is an import-
ant political language, and one most useful to

the traveller. To our Indian Empire it is of

great importance in connection with Afghanistan,
Persia, Turkistan, and the Chinese territories.

Nevertheless no provision is made for its study
by the Indian authorities, though there is as head
of the college at Lahore Dr. Leitner, the only
man who has been a professor of Turkish in

England.”

Two of the most anti-Radical and anti-Qlad-

stonian journals in London are, according to the
London correspondent of the Statesman, falling off

in circulation, namely, the Daily Telegravh and the

St. James' Gazette.ThQ Daily leUgrapli dropped by
at least twenty per cent, of its daily issue imme-
diately after the general election. It is a great

property, having an immense revenue from its

advertisements, well served by a staff of clever

writers, and may pull up again, more especially if

it reverts to liberal prefessions— I don’t say
principles, for they cannot be expected from its

proprietory. But the St. James' Gazette must be

fighting a hard battle, very great fundshaving been
expended in makiug it what it boasts of being, and
certainly is,“ the handsomest paper in London.”
For the first month or two after its appearance,

the interest excited by the secession of Mr. Green-

wood and his coadjutors made its sale surpass that

of the parent-stock, the Pall Ma'l Gazette, but

its indiscriminating and irrational bitterness

against Mr. Gladstone seems to have proved unin-

teresting and distasteful, for the Pall Mall,

under John Morley’s editorship, has shot a-head

again, and the St. James falls off every day. The
Daily News has gained an immense accession of

readers this year, and must now press very closely

on the heels of the Telegraph. The bandar'}, I be-

lieve, beats them both in circulation, and as a

purveyor of news, and, morever, as an honest and
fair debater of public affairs, deserves the public

confidence

Lady Eastlake’s recently published sketch

of Mrs. Qrote, the wife of the historian,

contains, says an English paper, some inter-

esting anecdotes of a clever woman, who
was, however, little known outside a compa-

ratively small sphere of cultivated London
society. Her marriage was a sort of runaway

match; in which it is difficult not to believe that

husband who wss run away with.
Those who remember Mr, and Mrs. Grote will
acknowledge the perfect truth of Sydney Smith’s
description “ I do like them both so much,
for he IS so ladylike, and she is such a perfect
gentleman. Mrs. Grote was a very practical
woman knowing “ how everything should be
done, from the darning of a sock to the building
of a house

;
’ and Lady Eastlake tells how, when

any one wished to borrow a book from her, she
would reply, “I’ll trouble you for a sovereign,”
and the sovereign was kept till the book was
returned. Lady Eastlake tells us that “ Mrs.
Grote prided herself once to Sydney Smith on
her patience in enduring bores. * That may be,
dear Grota’ (a name by which he always called
her), ‘ but you do not conceal your sufferings.’

”

Sydney Smith seems to have been fond of a joke
at her expense. On one occasion when Mrs. Grote
appeared at an evening party in a turban, he whis-
pered to a friend, as he pointed out the headdress,
“ There you see the origin of the word * gro-
tesque.’ ”

A great comet, we quote a London con-
temporary, has been discovered by Trofessor
Smith, at Rochester, U.S. The new celestial visi-
tor is in the constellation of Pegasus. Its rate of
motion is quite slow, being in a north-westerly
direction, so that it is approaching the sun. It has
a star-like nucleus,which indicates that it is throw-
ing off an extended tail. Prom the fact of its ex-
traordinapj size we are warranted in presuming
that it will be very brilliant.and the additional fact
that it is coming aZjjtosf directly towards the earth
gives good promise that it will be one of the most
remarkable comets of the present century.

It may interest our readers to know that the
comets on record are about 800. What are called
“ short period” comets are : —Encke’s, whose time
of revolution is vears

;
DelVico’s, :

Win-
necke’s. 5J, Brorson’s ^, Rida’s 6^; D’ Arrest’s. 6V;
Fave’s, 7* ; Mechain’s, ;

Halley’s, 70^
The long period comets are those of 1680, whose

time of revolution is 8814 years ;
that of 1744,

122,683 years; of 1780. 75,314 years; of 1811,
3000 years; of 1840, 13,864 years; of 1841,
102,050 years

; of 1847, 13,918 ^years; of 1858.
12.000 year.s; of I860, 15,864 years,

Bielas’ comet divided into two parts in 1846,
and in 1852 those parts were 1,250,000,000

1866^
had entirely disappeared by

Coggia’s comet was discovered in 1874, It is

non-periodical, and was 133.000,000 miles from the
sun when discovered. In July of that year it was
within 62,000,000 miles of both earth and sun. and
its tail was computed to be 12,000,000 miles in
length,

Donati’s comet, discovered in 1858, had a tall

40,000,000 miles long, and its main body very
nearly collided with Venus. Although supposed
to be vaporous, this comet was calculated by M,
Fave to have the weight of a sea 327ft. deep and
40.000 square miles in extent.

Halley’s comet has been identified as identical
with the comets^of 1531. 1607, 1066, and 1223. Its

reappearance is prognosticated for 1912.
Gucke’s comet possesses no tail, usually. In

1848, however, it presented two tails, one toward
and one from the sun.

Lexell’s or “ the lost comet,” was caught or
entangled among the satellites of Jupiter in 1770,
reappeared in 1779. again became entangled, and
h.as not been seen since.

The suoerstitious of all times and nations have
regarded the appearance of comets with dread,
as being omens of disaster. The spectroscope
fails to show their chemical composition. It was
shown by Schiapavilli, ia 1872, that comets are
sometimes connected with met°oric showers, and
his discovery has been endorsed by noted
astronomers.
Tycho Brahe discovered that comets are extra-

neous to our atmosphere, and Newton, that they
are subjected to the same principle which guides
the planets.

TURKISH DOMESTIC LIFE IN THE WAY
OF REFORM.

Every Turk leads two lives. He may be in the
society of Europeans during six hours of every day.
He is then well dressed, vivacious, perhaps in-

telligent. But this part of his life ia not the part
which forms his motives. It ia not then that the

final causes arc at wo?k which guve^ j his acts,

His life, when he is busy whirl of the world is

superficial and unreal. How artificial it is can be

seen in the alacrity with which, on his return to

his harem, he lays off the broadcloth clothes of his

public existence and dons the white,baggy trousers,

the open-necked vest, and the long gown, dear to

his heart. He is only ready to be at ease, when
he releases his feet from patent leather and from
stockings, and thrusts them into unheeled slippers.

Then he is himself, for he is at home. The harem is

to every Turk his haven of refuge. To it he
may flee from every care. About the harem
cling all the sweetest associations of his life.

All his best feelings find exercise in that sacred
place. His mother, perhaps, is there, or his

sisters. There only he enjoys the prattle of

his children. There alone in all the world can
the tired man find the balm of sympathy. There
he has his books, and can study in peace, if he
will. There he enjoys the riches of his splen-
did flower-garden, In the domain of the women,
with hills and vales, and moon-touched sea
before his eyes, he dreams away his summer
evenings under the subtle spell of Nature. And
here ho meets the controlling influences of his
life. The women of the harem—mother, sisters,

and wives—wait upon the man coming wearily
home from his struggle with life, They are to
him humble servants or merry companions, as
his mood is. They please him with his
children, or leave him alone with his books, at his
behest. Sooner or later, however, they assert their
woman’s right of talking on serious topics, and
then they have him at their mercy. Now, these
women who make the home of the Turk are rarely
bis equals in mental acquirements. No question of
blood rules the selection of wives among the Turks,
A woman born in a mud hovel often rules in a
Pasha’s palace. At the very best, Turkish women
rarely have any education beyond the primer. They
believe in sgins and wonders; in the active agency
of evil spirits; in the existence of a great dragon,
who periodically attempts to swallow the moon;
in charms and incantations. In short, they are as
superstitious as they can be after centuries of
hereditary ignorance. But they are positive in
opinion and intolerant of opposition. Moreover,
they are, above all things else, ardent and
bigoted Mahomedans. Such are the intel-
lectual surroundings of the Tnrk during that
part of his life which he loves. And when the
women of his house turn the conversation upon
public affairs, the poor man is helpless in their
hands, because he knows the futility of logic in
such discussion. Often a Pasha meets at home a
petition which he has refused in his office, and,
yielding to sheer importunity on the part of his
women, he rewards the shrewdness of the man,
wh® has found means to invoke such aid. Often it

has happened that the Pasha disappoints an am-
bassador and violates his promise to support a new
measure, because the women of his household object
to the deviation from custom. He must yield to
his home-circle or break with them entirely. These
women are under no influences by which their
opinions may be changed. They live in a world
of their own, and are entirely unware of an exis-
tence preferable to their own, and know nothing of
that outside world to which they are simply
curiosities of antique origin.

This glance at the home-life of the Turk and its

influence upon him leaves little to hope from the
Turks in the direction of voluntary abandonment
of old systems and practices.—Henry 0. Dwight
in Haiper's Magazinefor Octoher.

HINDU THEISTS AND KESHUB
CHUNDER SEN.

TO ihe editor of the “times.”

Sib,— Mr. Charles Voysey’s statement in the

7'imes of November 20 that Keshub Chunder Sen is

at present almost universally repudiated by Hindu
Theists will, I know, surprise and pain many of

his old friends and admirers in England who, dur-

ing the years that have elapsed since his memor-
able visit here have, followed his work in India

with an over-increasing interest, though at times

not without serious misgivings. The new schism

in his sect, the Brahmo Samaj of India, which took

place in 1878, has been widely regetted, not so

much because every schism is in itself to be

regretted ;
but because this schism seemed

almost entirely due to personal causes. Though

it cannot bo denied that the case of the seceders.
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as stated with great knowledge and ability by Miss
S. D. Collett in the '* Brahmo Year Book” for

1879, leaves several charges against Keshub
Chunder Sen unanswered and unexplained, yet
his friends ought to remember how extremely
difficult it is for us, so far removed from the
social and religious atmosphere of modern India
to form an impartial opinion of all the hidden
motives that may have influenced those who
seceded from, and those who remained faithful
to, the great reformer. The question of marriage
has been a stumbling block to many reformers, and
if Keshub Chunder Sen has shown himself a weak
father in allowing the betrothal of his daughter to
the Rajah of Kuch Behar, let us not forget that a
man may be a weak father, and yet a great and an
honest man. Many Brahmos, though admitting
Keshub Chunder Sen’s weakness, have forgiven it,

and he still commands a large number of devoted
followers. Mr. Charles Voysey would probably
say that these believers in Keshub Chunder Sen
have forfeited the name of Theists. because their

leader has more and more inclined to the doctrines
of Christianity. But surely Christianity and
Theism are not terms that exclude each other, and
every Christian, before being anything else, must
be a Theist in the reeived sense of that word
Keshub Chunder Sen has at no time made a secret

of his feelings for Christ. His great sermon on
Christ and Christianity was preached so far back
as 1870 (see “ Selected Essays,” vol. II., p. 82),

and in the Theistio Quarterly Revimr for January,

1880, p. 58, his earliest profession of faith in Christ

is referred to 1866, while the secession of the so

called Sadharan or Catholic Brahmo Samaj took
place only two years ago, its chief cause, so far

as we can judge, being personal feelings aroused by
Keshub Chunder Sen’s ascendency, not any fuuda-
damental differences of doctrine.

In a new society like the Bharatvarsha Samaj,
or, as it is now commonly called, the Brahmo
Samaj of India, founded as it was at first on the
universality of Theism and supported by a book con-
taining extracts from the Scriptures of all nations,

it was but natural that new ideas should spring

up from year to year and acquire more or less

prominence. The recognition of Christ as a great
prophet was but one of these ideas, and it was
never intended to exclude the duty of showing
reverence to the founders and teachers of other

religions. In the outward life of the Brahmo
Samaj the introduction of Utsubs (religious festi-

vals) and of Sankirtan (the practice of enthu-
siastic religious singing) produced some change
and commotion

;
but there never was any

strong pressure used to induce those who
did not approve them to take part in these

functions. The idea of the communion of

saints, as preached by Keshub Chunder Sen, was
hardly more than a belief in a spiritual intercourse

between the departed and the living, and his

doctrine of inspiration did not go beyond the

admission of a Divine impulse imparted to the soul

through a devout seeking after the will of God.
The most objectionable doctrine put forward by
the liberal reformer of Hinduism was, no doubt,

the Adfsh, the claim of being directed by an

inward voice which admitted no gainsaying. This

particularly when, mixed up with questions of

worldly wisdom, made his position incompatible

with the freedom claimed by every member of his

Samaj, and, more than anything else, led to the

secession of some of his former friends and followers.

It is the old story over again. Nothing is so diffi-

cult for a reformer, particularly a religious refor-

mer, as not to allow the incense offered by his

followers to darken his mental vision, and not to

mistake the Divine acents of truth for a voice

wafted from the clouds. In this respect, no

doubt, Keshub Chunder Sen has shared in the

weakness of older prophets ;
but let us not forget

that he possesses also a large share of their

strength and |virtue. One of his followers writes

of him {Theistio Quarterly Review, October, 1879

p. 61

)

“Babu Keshub Chunder Sen is neither our

mediator nor indispensable for our acceptance

with God. Only he has done the Brahmo Samaj

incalculable good, and in common gratitude we
acknowledge his services and our obligations

to him. But there are men in the Brahmo
Samaj who, we are sorry to say, can

bear the mention of every other name except his

name, who cannot bear to see the least credit given

to him for anything. And hence they are fiercely

angry with the Brahmo’s creed, and circulate all

manner of falsehoods in relation to it, Them we
do not hope to convince, but to others, who want
to judge correctly, we may say that we hold some
of our leaders in genuine love and honor for what
they have tought us, and we want that our grati-

tude should be shared in by every Theist, here as

well as el ewhere. To Babu Keshub Chunder
Sen’s tuachiug tho BrahmoSamaj is deeply indebt-

ted, but it is also indebted to others, and
among the latter we may eminently mention
Babu Devendra Nath Tagore, and the founder
of our Church, Rajah Ram Mohuu Roy.”
Nothing can be more inctructive to the student of

religion than to trace the origin and growth of
the Brahmo Samaj from Ram Mohun Roy to
Keshub Chunder Sen. Much may be learnt from
the old conservative Adi Brahmo Samaj ; much
from the reformed branch, the Brahmo Somaj of
India, under Keshub Chunder Sen

; much from
the new Sadharan Brahmo Samaj; aye, some-
thing even for the Arya Samaj under Dayananda
Sarasvati, the most perverse interpreters of the
of the Vedas. I tried in my lecture, delivered in
Westminster Abbey, December 3, 1873, to give a
sketch, though a very imperfect one of the religi-
ous movement inaugurated by Ram Mohun Roy.
and carried on by Devendra Nath and Keshub
Chunder Sen, and I see little or nothing to retract
in what I then said about Keshub Chunder Sen.
His utterances of late have shown signs, I am sorry
to say, of an overwrought brain and an over-
sensitive heart. He sometimes seems on the verge
of the very inadness of faith. But I fear for his
health and his head far more than for his heart,
and I should deeply regret if auy harsh words
from those who ought to know best bow to make
allowance for the difficulties and dangers of all

religious reformers should embitter a noble life

already full of many bitternesses.

Your obedient servant,
Oxford.

G. Max Mullkb.

THE DECREE ON THE INDIAN INSTITUTE,

Never has a vote of mine in Convocation given
me greater satisfaction than that by which last
Term a majority of at least one was secured in
favor of an Indian Institute at Oxford. I did not
like the site in the Park, nor was I at all certain
that a new building was the most judicious way of
encouraging Oriental, and more particularly,
Indian studies in the University. But I shou'd
have felt ashamed if, when an opportunity was
given to recognise the importance of Oriental
scholarship and to express our readiness to provide
the necessary funds for those hitherto so much
neglected studies, an adverse vote had been re-

corded by Convocation.
Now that the University has formally pledged

itself to lend efficient help in the furtherance of
Indian and Oriental scholarship, and when, at the
same time, the University Commissioners are
considering what funds they can set part for the
endowment of Oriental professorships, fellowships,
and scholarships, is it not right, before any further
steps be taken, that a well matured scheme should
be placed before the University as to how the object
we have in view can best be realised?
Should not the Professors, however small
their number, who at present represent 0:iental
learning in the University—the venerable Pro-
fessor of Hebrew, the two Professors of Arabic,
the Professor of Sanskrit, the Professor of Chinese,
the Readers in Indian History and Law, the Teach-
ers of Hindustani, Persian, and Tamil, and seve-
ral of our Fellows and Tutors who have obtained
eminence as Oriental scholars, be consulted before
any definite action is taken ? Might it not be ad-
vantageous to take the advice even of men outside
the University, such as Sir Henry Rawlinson, Sir
Henry Maine, Prosessor Cowell, or of those
who conduct the examinations for the Indian
Civil Service, before the University commits it-

self to a scheme for the encouragement of Indian
studies which may or may not be the wisest and
the best ?

How warm an interest is taken by the outside
world in the encouragement of Indian learning
at Oxford has been shown by the liberal sub-
scriptions offered to the University for the founda-
tion of an Indian Institute. The money sub-
scribed however, and for which the University
is chiefly indebted to the unselfish exertions of
its indefatigable Professor of Sanskrit, would
hardly suffice for a building, such as Oxford
has a right to expect, for providing its

furniture, endowing a porter, and reserving a fund
for repairs, and even if it did, the University
would then possess an empty building, and have
at least to double the money subscribed in order
to provide the means with which to work Jan in-
stitution for Indian studies.

Might it not be possible to find the necessary
localities in the New Schools? Some portion of
that magnificent building, assigned to an Indian
Institute, would provide ample wall-room for the
exhibition of Indian antiquities, lecture rooms,
reading rooms, nay, if necessary, even rooms for
social gatherings. The Archmological Instituto

1 of Rome began in much smaller rooms, but
the quiet work done in those small rooms hai
inaugurated a new era in classical archaeology.

It is well known that the largest subscriber to
the Indian Institute fund has expressed from tiie

first a strong desire that his money should not be
spent in brick and mortar, and to judge from
Indian newspapers. Native subscribers are far
more anxious that India should be, directly or
indirectly, benefited, than that a new building
should be added to the magnificent colleges of
Oxford.
It is a great mistake to imagine that Orientals care

for show and display only : they want their contri-
butions to bear the highest possible interest, to se-
cure the greatest possible benefits for their own by
no means rich, country. And, so far as I know
the Indian character, there is not one single Native
subscriber who would not feel grateful if the out-
lay required for mere building purposes could be
avoided, and the resources of an Indian Institute
husbanded for real work.

If the University is inclined to do what it ought
to do, viz, to double the subscriptions offered to her,
an Indian Institute would have at once the neces-

i
sary sinews of war, and start with an annual income
of about £ 1,200. Out of such a sum it would
be possible to provide lectures for the special
benefit of Native students living at Oxford, possi-
bly also for candidates for the Indian Civil Service;
to give exhibitions and scholarships in Indian
subjects, and last, not least, to encourage Oriental
research. It is not a large sumj but there is reason
to hope that, particularly for the last mentioned
object, the University Commissioners would not be
disinclined to lend their help. If hereafter there
are larger funds forthcoming,
say that a worthy building,

to Oriental studies, would be
first University of what has

greatest Oriental

versity commits

I do not mean to
specially dedicated
out of place in the
been called “ the

Empire.” But before the Uni-
itself to a large expenditure, and

to still larger responsibilities, it would seem pru-
dent to appoint a Committee, including the pro-
fessors and teachers in Indian and Oriental sub-
jects, to report to Council as to the best way in

svhich they consider that the intentions of the
subscribers can be carried out consistently with
the requirements of the University and the forth-

coming proposals of the University Commissioners,
F, Max Muller.

Oxford,
November 12. 1880.

The following Members of Convocation agree
with the above proposal :

—

George Rolleston, M. D.. F. R. S.

T. E. Holland,D. C. L.. Prof, of International Law.
Sidney J. Owen, M. A., Reader in Indian History.
Henry B’. Pelham. M. A.

H. P. Liddon, D. D., Professor of Exegesis.
R. Gandell. D. D., Laudian Professor of Arabic.
G. F. Nicholl, M. A., Lord Almoner’s Professor of

Arabic.

A.H. Sayce, M. A., Deputy Prof, of Comparative
Philology.

R. 3. Clifton, M. A., Professor of Experimental
Philosophy.

J. T. Platts, Teacher of Persian-

W. Odling, M. A
,
Professor of Chemistry.

James Legge, M. A., Professor of Chinese.
Bartholomew Price, M. A., Prof, of Natural
Philosophy.

Bellamy Price, M. A,, Professor of Political
Economy.
Ingram By water, M. A.
John Rhys, A., Professor of Celtic,

W. Markby, D.C. L., Reader in Indian Law.
George Rawlinson, M. A

Ancient History.
John C. Wilson, M. A., B. C. L,, Exeter.

C. J. Faulkner, M. A.
A. G. Butler, M. A.
L. R. Phelps, M. A.
H. Nettleship, M. A., Professor of Latin,

Camden Prof, of

Holioway's Pills ,—Surpassing Excellence.—
This medicine is composed of the finest ba sams
obtained from the vegetable Kiugdon. Unlike
mineral or mercurial preperations, Holloway’s
Pills are perfectly innocent, and may be safely
taken by children and the most delicate females.
The nervous and all who have lost hope and
energy through long-continued affliction, should
have their attention drawn to the many cures of
such cases which have been gradually accom-
plished by these Pills, and gratefully acknow-
ledged by the most flattering testimonials. They
secure a long, a healthy, and a happy life. In ali
derangements of the digestion arising from the
stomach, liver, or bowels, the curative power of
these purifying Pills is especially observable; they
stimulate sluggish and regulate disordered func-
tions.
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Hensy W. Acland, M. D., Regius Professor of me-
|

dicine.

D. B. Monro, M, A.i Vice-Provosfc of Oriel College,

R. E. Baynes, M. A., Lee’s Reader in Pliysics.

Christ Church

FRANCES POWER COBBE.

[FRoM " CHICAGO UNITY.”]

Therk are probably many among the readers of

Unity, who have never seen the writings of Prances

Power Cobbe,—perhaps some who have never even

heard her name. It will, therefore, be well to

introduce our " Preacher” to her new audien -e by
giving them a notion of the \yay in which her life

has been passed, assuring them that if they will

follow up this introduction, by reading her books,

they will feel the power of a genius whose en-

thusiasm brightens every theme she touches, and so

pervades her whole nature that she has been de-

scribed as a “great sunbeam” or a “social fire,”

whose warmth attracts and cheers all who come
within its influence.

Most of the facts recorded in this paper are

taken from an article written by the Rev. J. W.
Chadwick for the Christian Examiner of Nov. 1867.

If any of our readers can refer to that article, they

will learn more than space permits to be given

here, of the life and writings of a woman, who, Mr.

Chadwick says, “deserves to rank among the

noblest of her tinoe.”

Frances Power Cobbe was born in Dublin in

1822. Her ancestors had lived for several

generations in Ireland
;
the first one who went

thither, from England, having been Archbishop
of Dublin. She was hy descent and education,

a member of the English Church, such a thing

as a Dissenter being unknown in the family; She
was the youngst child of her parents and the

only daughter. Her ducation was of the short

usually given at that time to girls of her rank
in life

;
and its result such that when it was

“ finished,” she found herself “ utterly and
absolutely ignorant of everything in the world
that could really be called knowledge.” But
does not this very discovery show the nature
of the girl who made it ? And yet more
is her nobility seen in the heroic way in which
she at once set herself to get what others had
failed to give her.

By the necessities of her position as the only
daughter, and by her mother’s general ill health,

she was left largely to herself. But she could not
have been lonely

;
her whole mind and heart were

too full of the purpose which animated her, and of

the thoughts which occupied her girlish medita-
tions. “ The Bible and the ‘ Pilgrim’s Progress,’

”

says Mr. Chadwick, “ people the vast rooms of the
grand old house with saintly and angelic
company ;

” and in “ The Whole Duty of Man ”

the child’s brain found “nutriment, which did not
come amiss in after years, when from that brain
another and far better theory of duty sprang, full

armed.”
What wonder that to this young min 1, filled

with such thoughts and so apart from the influence
of the outside world, doubts of the creed she had
inherited should come in ? For four years she
struggled with them in vain. At last, “ one day in
spring, as she was dreaming over her favorite Shel-
ley, it came into her to say to herself that, though
she knew nothing of God or heaven, or any law be-
yond that of her own soul, she would be true it

that,—she would deserve her own esteem
;
and this

resolution brought almost immediately, by its own
power as it were, a fresh kind of faith in God, a
sense that, somehow, such an effort must be pleas-
ing to her Creator who had given that inner law.”

But, so far as she then knew, these thoughts,
which had brought with them such peace, were
shared by no other soul in all the world. Not
long after, however, she found the sympathy she
sought in the “Life of Blanco White,” and, yet
more, in Theodore Parker’s “ Discourse of Reli-
gion.” Later still, when her mother’s death
brought close to her heart “the question of the
future life, she wrote to Parker asking him why
he believed in immortality. His Sermon of the
‘ Immortal Life,’ which has been food to many a
hungry soul, was his reply.”
The comfort she found in the strong faith of the

man, who become thereafter the object of her de-

Darling-ton’s Paln-Curer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains m the Backs
T.umbaao, Pains in the Chest,Sore Throats. Couo-hs’
0)lds, Tightness of the Chest, Headache. Toothache’
Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism, Paraivsis, Fains in
Groins, Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad
LegsBad, Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles.’ Ring
Worms, Pimples, Freckles, <k Eruptions o- the skin

voted friendship, she must have given back “ good
measure, pressed down and running over,” into

many another sorrowing heart, since that time of

her early grief. For, from few writings shines forth

a vision so clear and bright as hers, of “the

j

heavenwide glory of the endless years, each one of

which shall bring us nearer and nearer still to Ged.
After the death of her father she lived for a while

with Mary Carpenter, in Bristol, England, sharing

the labors of that devoted woman in behalf of

outcast children. The results of this experience,

and of that gained by visiting the forlorn inmates
of workhouses, she embodied in many eloquent
papers, setting forth the wrongs suffered by the

poor, the inadequacy of laws intended for the re-

lief or suppression of poverty, and the need of

speedy remedy.
Her subsequent life,to the present time, has been

largely given to similar efforts in behalf of the low-

ly ;
especially for the protection of helpless brutes

who suffer from the barbarities, practised in the

name of science. The rest of her time, except in

intervals of sickness, she has devoted to hard lite-

rary work, but not “for the most part.” as Mr.
Chadwick observes, “to literature, as such, has she

given her energies, but to literature as a means of

spreading her ideas of the truth and right.”

Since the time when with tears and struggles

untold, she separated herself from the Church
endeared to her by the sacred associations of child-

hood and family affection. Miss Cobbe has called

herself simply a “Theist.”

The candour and sincerity of her character made
impossible for her any appearance of agreement
with creeds abhorrent to her faith in the absolute
goodness of God ;

and, since she believes, with
others in our time, that these creeds are not merely
corruptions of the true Christianity, but incorpo-
rated, by the agreement of the centuries, into its

very substance, she gave up the name“Christian;”
feeling also that, by so doing, she avoided contro-
versy about a same which many would dispute
her right to bear.

Of all those, however, who keep it still, in

spite of doubt or change, believing that it’necessi-

tates no other creed than that of love to God
and man, as exemplified in the life and death
of Jesus, not one can hold in deeper reverence
him whose character we described when we say
—the Christ,

To her, he is “the greatest soul of his time as

of all time.” She is by no means sati sfied with
the position so often given him in a* Rational”
systems of religion that of the supreme
“Moral Reformer” of the world. This he was,
but something far more also. In his life and teach-

ings “that life so pure and holy that men saw as in

a visible parable, what it meant to be God’s beloved
Son,” she sees the turning-point between the Old
World and the New. “ In the Old World all was
complete after its kind, man fulfilled his own ideal,

and did that which he aimed to do of beautiful,

noble and devoted. In the New World, nothing is

complete, but all is straining upward after God and
an unattainable perfection of holiness . . . Christ

was he who opened the ages of endless progress.

Because of this new spiritual element which he
introduced into the life of mankind, he became the
“ Regenerator and (in the deepest philosophic
sense) the Saviour of humanity.”

All this Miss Cobbe beljeves of Jesus, notwith-
standing her full recognition of the doubts which
modern criticism has thrown upon the records of

his life, and the consequent uncertainty of our
knowledge of its details.

^tertis^menfs-

TKE BRAKIHCO TRACT SOCXCTV.
The publications of this Society may be had

on application to the Secretary, No. 6, College
Square.

The Bengali Sermons delivered in the Brahma
Mandir by the Minister are regularly published
by the Society. 20 numbers have already been
printed. Price 1 anna per copy. Subscribers’
names are registered at the office mentioned above.
An English series is being published, of which

the following have come out :

—

1. The Voice of God
2. Husband-Soul to Wife-Soul
.8. Revelation and Science.

Pnce Tper copy J anna on ly.

In the Press.
The Brahmo Almanaclc and Diary,

Price 8 annas.

Subscribers to the Sermons will have a copy at
half-price, excluding postage. Early application
and remittances are desired.

LAST WEEK
OPERA KOUSB,

The Parsee Victoria Theatrical
Company

WILL PERFORM TO-NIGHT,

Monday, tlie 20tli December 1880,

FOR THE LAST TIME

The tregic Opera

OP

LAILA AND MaJNOON.

Hr, Ziazarus’s Domestic hKedlclnes
Infantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &o., &c.), ... ... Rs, 1 4

Tonic Antipeeiodio Pills (Invaluable
in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic

character), ... ... ... „ 1 0
Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of

cases of enlarged spleen),... ... ,, 1 0
RestRingbnt Mixture (for Diarrhoea,

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &c.), ... ,,2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ... „ 2 0
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

&c.), ... ... ,,18
Family Laxative, A safe, certain and

useful purgative, ... ... „ 20
Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ... „ I 4

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ... ... ... ,,14

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
Children), ... ... ... ,, 2 0

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair), ... ,,2 0

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &c.), 0 ••• ... ,,18
The above are most str ngly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is
wrapped round each lottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus & Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Ven-
ders. a.68

G-BNUIITB AVURVEDZC
niBDZCXRBS ! !!

ABIRA J Soshi Bhusun Roy, a member of the
V well-known Kabiraj family of Kanchraparah,

and grandson of the most renowned Kabiraj, late
Biswa Nath Roy, of that place, has settled himself
permanently in Calcutta, and intends practising
in this city.

All kinds of best Ayurvedic medicines, such
as Mriganha, Raj MriganJca, Batnagarva pattali
Ras, dec., for consumption and diseases of the
lungs, Basantakmumakar Ras, Tarakasmar, &c.,
for Diabetes. Bnhat-somenath Rash, Brihat
Bangaswar, Harisankar Ras, Chandradoy Ras.
and other medicines for urinary diseases.
Chandroprova guriha, Sankar Mata Lomha,
for piles, &c. Sudhanidhi and other medicines for
Rahtapitta, Astalohra, Rvssasindur, Chaturmuhh,
See., for insanity, &c. Mirtusanjibani Ras, Bejoy
putputti, Sarna pvtputti, Rangagura, and other
best medicines for all kinds of diarrhoea, dysentery
&c. AgniCumar, Agnisundar, Agnitundi, Krabada
Ras, Sea, for dyspepsea. Sec. Surbajara-hara hrvha^
Brihat-sarba-jara-hara lowha, Joymangal Ras,
Mahajaran-kusa, Jarantak, Jarasani, Jarankusa,
Mritunjoy, Chandasahhor Ras, Ratnagiri Ras, Sec,,

for all kinds of fever, Batgajankusa, Sec., for
rheumatism, and other medicines for all sorts of
acute and chronic diseases for males,, females, and
children, are to be had from him, and also pure and
genuine Rasasindur of all discriptions, such as
Makaradhaj, Saragunbalijaran, &o., for which
his family is well noted, can be had from him.
Terms moderate. Medicines free, advice gratis to
the really poor, who may attend at his place of
residence.

Address—56, Colutollah Street, Calcutta.

Among the many cures lately effected by the .

Kabiraj is the following;

—

Calcutta, 18th November 1880.
Certified that Kabiraj Soshi Bhusun Roy lately

treated me from an attack of acute Dysentery, ac-
companied with fever, from which I had been
suffering for very nearly a week before he took
me in his hand, and that he cured me of the
complaint within ten days afterwards.

(Sd.) E. D. HUME.
<1-70
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Messrs. DUTTA BROTHERS
AND OO.,

GENERAL FURNITURE DEALERS, SHIP

BANIANS, MERCHANTS, CON-

TRACTORS, kc„

Invite Inspection of their Show-Rooms,
No. 71, Bentinck Street,

OPPOSITE THE CITY PRESS.
Where every requisite for Balls, Routs or Parties

can be hired at

Moderate Hates.
OILMAN’S STORES, WAREHOUSE AND

SALE-ROOM
120, Municipal Market.

W. NEWMAN dc. CO.
Calcutta.

Refreshment Rooms.
No, 59 & 60 Municipal Market,

FOR SALE.

A 6 H. P. Vertical Engine and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill,

A 8 H. P. Horizontal Engine and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill (new).

A Grand Pianoforte by Collard and Collard in

good condition.

A Harold’s Sympathetic Grand Square Piano in

good condition.

An Alexandra Billiard Table by Dunn & Co.
Jute Combs.
Tarpaulins.

Miroballams.
Mangoe slice dry.

Ricebowls of sorts.

Sieves.

Sofa Springs of sizes.

Carriage whip sockets, &c.
,
&c.

1 Handsome Palanquin, late the property of the
late Nabob Amir Ally.

1 Broker’s Pony Office Jaun.
1 Brownberry by Thos. Smith & Co.
0-77 DUTTA BROS. & CO., !

Drops.
for Coughs, Colds,

QUICK! SAFE a 4- SURE!!!

PA17X. Ai. CO.’S

Proprietory Medicines,

Prepared and Sold only by Paul & Co.,

DRUGGISTS,

No, 285-13, Bowbazar Street, Calcutta. .

Prophylactic Mixture. I

It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-
,

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious
:

and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,
|

Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of i

Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this

unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable
|

and marvellous effects in the constitution of the I

long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the
j

Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Digos-
|

tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the

system. Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Exp ectorating’

A sure and admirable cure

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption,
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents

consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-

tion of the system, when it is administered upon
the first stage of the disease. A dose of this

repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.

Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rhen'

matism. Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneous
and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases

arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the

Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical

strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-

fectly restored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

N. B.—Full directions accompany each bottle.

Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied
with full remittance of price and packing charges

are promptly attended to.
I

1^ Drugs of the best quality and genuine patent

Medicines are always available at the above addresa

at the cheapest rate possible, a-39 '

CheapBooks on Popular Subjects.
PAPER FLOWERS. How to Cut, Make, and
Mount them. With full instructions for making
each Flower. By '• The Busy Bee,” Illustrated
by 160 Engravings. (As. 12) ... As. 14

BABY’S KNITTING BOOK : Containing 28 Select
Patterns and Instructions for Knitting Infants
Socks on two Pins, &c., &c. By Mrs. M. Car-
bery. Re. 1 8 nett.

SLEEP AND HOW TO OBTAIN IT. Nature of
Sleep, Exercise, Diet, Mode of Living, Bedding
and Bedrooms, Dreams, Somnambulism, &c.
(As, 12) ... ... ... As. 14

HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT, Being a Guide
to Housekeeping

;
Practical Cookery

; Pickling
and Preserving

; Household Work
;
Dairy Man-

agement, &c., &c. By an old Housekeeper.
(Rs. 2 4) ... ... Rs. 2 8

FARMING FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT. By
Arthur Roland.
Vol. I.—Dairy Farming, Management of Cows,
&c. (Rs. 3 6) ... ...Rs. 3 12
Vol, II.—Poultry keeping. (Rs. 3 6)Rs, 3 12

THE BOOK OF THE GOAT ; Containing Practi-
cal Direction for the Management ot the Milch
Goat in Health and Disease. By 8. Holmes.
(As. 12) ... ... ... As. 14

PRACTICAL TAXIDERMY. A Manual of In-
struction to the Amateur in Collecting, Preserv-
ing, and Setting up Natural History Speci-
mens of all kinds. By Montagu Brown.
(Rs. 2 4),. Rs. 2 8

THE PREPARATION AND MOUNTING OF
MICROSCOPIC OBJECTS. ByT. Davies. Edit-
ed by Dr. J. Methews. (Re. 1 12) . . Re 1-14

GEOLOGICAL GLOSSARY. For the use of Stu-
dents. By the late Dr. T. Oldham. Edited by
R. D. Oldham. (Re. 1 6) Re. 1 8

WORKSHOP RECEIPTS. For the use of Manu-
factures, Mechanics, and Scientific Amateurs.
By Ernest Spon. (Rs. 3 6) Rs. 3 12

INTUITIVE CALCULATIONS ; or. Easy and
Compendious Methods of performing the various
Arithmetic Operations required in Commercial
and Business Transactions. By D. O’Gorman.
(Rs. 2 0) Rs. 2 4

AMBULANCE LECTURES ; or what to do in

cases of accident or sudden illness. By Dr. L. A.
Weatherly. (As. 12) As. 14

A MANUAL OF MINOR SURGERY AND BAN-
dagine. For the use of House-Surgeons, Dress-
ers, and Junior Practitioners. By C. Heath
(Rs.3 12) Rs. 4 0

HINTS TO MOTHERS for the Management of
Health during the Period of Pregnancy and in
the Lying-in Room. By Dr. T. Bull, 27th
Edition. (Re. 1 12) Re. 1 14

THE DRUGGIST’S GENERAL RECEIPT BOOK;
Comprising numerous Recipes in Patent and
Proprietary Medicines, Perfumery and Cosmetics,
Beverages, &c. &c.. By H, Beasely. (Rs. 4 4)

Rs.,4 10
SINNOTT’S CATECHISM ON INFANTRY

Drill adapted to the “ Field Exercise and
Evolutions of Infantry.” With questions on
Brigade movements and Attack formations.
Guards and Sentries. By Captain W. D. Malton,
25th Edition. 1880. ( Rs. 2 0) . . . . Rs. 2 4

A MILITARY SYSTEM OF GYMNASTIC
exercises, and a System cf Fencing, for the
use of Instructors. By A. Maclaran. To which
is appended a Series of Exercises for the Regu-
lation Club, Horse Guards, 1877, (Re. 1 6)
...Re. 1 8.

SELF-DEFENCE
;

or, the Art of Boxing. By
Ned Donnelly. With Illustrations sliowing
the various Blows, Stops, and Guards.

THE LAW OF HUSBAND AND WIFE. By
Chas. E. Baker. (As, 12) . . . . As. 14

LONDON IN 1880. Illustrated with Bird’s-eye
Views of the Principal Streets, also its Chief Su-
burbs and Environs. (As. 12) . . .. As. 14

LACONICS; or. Good Words of the best Authors.
Collated and arranged by W. Tegg.(As 12) As.l4

WILLS OF THEIR OWN. Curious, Eccentric,
Benevolent. Collated and arranged by W. Tegg.
(As. 12) ...As. 14

THE LIVING EPISTLE, or the Influence of
Christian Character (As 12).,. ... As 14

LIFE AND LETTERS OF EDWARD GIBBON ;

with his History of the Crusades (Rp. 1 6)
Re. 1 8

THE OLD PROSE STORIES, whence the “ Idylls
of the King ” have been taken by Alfred Tenny-
son, Poet Laureate. (Re. 16) ... Re. 1 8

THE MUDFOQ PAPERS, &c. By Chas, Dickens
Non first collected. (Re, 1 12) ... Re 1. 14

ORIGINAL PLAYS. By W. S. Gilbert; (Re 1 12)
Re. 1 14

OLD STORIES RE-TOLD. By waiter Thornbury.

(Re 1 12) ... — — Re 1 14

THE NEW REPUBLIC ;
or. Culture, Faith, and

Philosophy in an English Country House. By
W. H. Mallock. (Re. 1 12) ... Re. 1 14

THE NEW PAUL AND VIRGINIA. By W, H.

Mallock, (Re, 1 12) ... ... Re. 1 14

AN INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE AND
Causes of the wealth of Nations. By Dr. Adam
Smith. (Re. 2 4) ... ... Re. 2 8

THE ILLUSTRATED BOOK OF CANARIES
and Cage Birds, British and Foreign. By
W. A. Blackston, W. Swaysiand, and A. F.

Wiener. (Rs. 23 2) ... ... Rs. 25 0

A PHARMACOPOEIA including the Outlines

of Materia Medina and Therapeutics for the use

of Practitioners and Students of Veterinary Me-
dicine. By R. V. Tuson. (Rs. 4 12)... Rs. 5 4

A PHONETIC SHORTHAND and PRONOUN-
cing Dictionary of the English Language.
By Isaac Pitman, (Rs. 2 8) ... Rs. 2 12

ft-35 W. NEWMAN & CO,

B. la. SZBCA.B.’S ABBOXIKA
AWGUSTUM.

SPECIFIC FOR DYSMENORRHOEA
OR

Painful menstruation.

ASINGLE administration during menses gener
ally cures the disease, and brings on con-

ception.

For particulars apply to Dr. Bhoobnn Mohun
Sircar, No. 77, Mooktaram Babu’s Street, Chore-
bagan, Calcutta.

Price Rs. 3-8. Packing and Postage As. 8,

a-80

WABB.ANTBB !

SURE ! ! & SAFE ! !

!

DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.

WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-
tidote against Mercury and the numerous

affections arising therefrom.

Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood
injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,

Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, &c. It

has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and of purifying the blood of all

its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in-

vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy
and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary

efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of

chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects

to be unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8
;
and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for foul and mercurial
Xllcers and JBruptlons. Price per pot
8 'annas. ^
'Infallible malaria Specific perfectly

free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or

Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the

legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses

and purifies the blood and the system from the

Malarious poisons and other, effete Materials;

restores the internal organs to their normal func-

tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-

tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after

trie subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won-
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,

complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

‘Price per each pint bottle Re. 1 ; and quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the

cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annas.

'Anodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of

pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-

tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re. 1.

‘Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To be had of
MAISON DE PARIS,

2,CHOWRINQHEE,NEAR DHURRUMTOLLAH

•

Calcutta.
Wanted agents for the Mofussil. 16 per cent,

commission will be allowed.
'Branches and agencies :—Allahabad, Burdwan,

Chittagong, Gowhatty, Guptiparah, Jessore,

Jhenida, Knshtea, Rajbari, Santipore. Serajgunge,
arid Sylhet. <»-40
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TKACS.EB., SPIKK CO.,

CALCUTTA.

NEW BOOKS.

KINGLAKE (A. W.)—The Invasion of the Crimea
;

its Origin, and an Account of its Progress down
to the Death of Lord Raglan. Vol, VI. The
Winter Troubles. Rs. 11 6.

TREVELYAN (GEORGE OTTO.)—The Early

History of Charles James Fox. Rs. 12 14.

CONNELL (A. K.)—Discontent and Danger in

India. Rs. 2 8.

GEORGE ELIOT’S WORKS.—Impressions of

Theophrastus Such. Rs. 3 8.

REED (SIR E. J.)—Japan : its History, Tradi-

tions, and Religions. With the Narrative of a

visit in 1879. In Two Vols. With Map and

Illustrations. Rs. 20.

BIRD (ISABELLA L.)—Unbeaten Tracks in Japan:

an Account of Travels in the Interior. Including

Visits to the Aboriginies of Yozo and the Shrines

of Nikko and Ise. In Two Vols. With Map and

Illustrations. Rs. 17-14.

ENGLISH MEN OP LETTERS—LOCKE. By
Thomas Fowler. Re. 1 12.

PEPPER’S CYCLOP.EDIO SCIENCE SIMPLI-
fied. With Six Hundred and Fifty Illustrations,

New Edition. Rs. 5 6.

BLACEIE (PROFESSOR)—Lays and Legends of

Ancient Greece. Rs. 3 8.

DALZIEL HUGH (“ CORSINCON”)-British
Dogs : their Varieties, Histories, Characteristics,

Breeding, Management, and Exhibition. Illus-

trated with Portraits of Dogs of the Dav. Rs. 7 4.

THE ENCYCLOP.EDIC DICTIONARY-A New
and Original Work of Reference to all the
Words in the English Language. With a

Full Account of their Origin, Meaning, Pro-
nunciation, and use. With numerous Illustra-

tions. Edited by R, Hunter. Vol. I Rs. 7 8.

THE ENEMIES OF BOOKS—By William Blades.

Typograph. Rs. 3 8.

SCOTCH SERMONS. 1880. Second Series,

Rs. 7 *8.

BALKWILL (P. H.)—Mechanical Dentistry in

Gold and Vulcanite. Arranged with regard to

the Difficulties of the Pupil, Mechanical Assist-
ant, and Young Practitioner, Rs, 7 4

DAVY (R)—Surgical Lectures. Delivered in
Westminster Hospital. Rs. 5 6.

CORFIELD (W. H)—Dwelling Houses: their Sani-
tary Construction and Arrangements. Es. 21 1,

THE MAGAZINE OF ART.—Illustrated. Vol.
III. Rs. 7 8.

INDUSTRIAL GEOGRAPHY PRIMERS-
United States. By G. Phillips Beyan. As, 14.

THE VICTORIA UNIVERSITY CALENDS
for the Sessions 1880-1. Rs. 2-2.

LEATHES (EDMUND) An Actor Abroad; or.
Gossip Dramatic, Narrative, and Descriptive,
from the Recollections of an Actor in Australia,
New Zealand, the Sandwich Islands, California,
Nevada, Central America, and New York. In
one Vol. Rs, 10 12.

BUNSEN (EARNEST DE)—The Angel-Mesaiah
of Buddhists, Essenes, and Christians, Rs. 7 8,

BRODIE (SIR B. C.)—Ideal Chemistry: a Lecture.
Rs. 1 6.

DAVIES (D. C.)—A Treatise on Slate and State
Quarrying, Scientific, Practical, and Commercial.
Second Edition. Revised. Rs. 2 2.

DOBSON (E)—Pioneer Engineering : a Treatise on
the Engineering Operations connected with the
Settlement of Waste Lands in New Countries.
With Plates and numerous Woodcuts, Second
Edition. Revised. Rs. 3 4.

COSSA (DR, LUIGI)—Guide to the Study of
Political Economy. Translated from the Second
Italian Edition. With a Preface by W. Stanley
Jevons. Rs, 3 4.

JEVONS (W. STANLEY)—Studies in Deductive
Logic. A Manual for Students. Rs. 4 4.

GULSHAN-I-RAZ—The Mystic Rose Garden of
Sa’d un din Mahud Shabistari . The Persian
Text, with an English Translation and Notes
chiefly from the Commentary of Muhammad bin
Yahya Lahiji. By B. H. Whinfield. Rs. 7 8.

TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OP THE
Second Annual Meeting of the Library Asso-
ciation of the United Kingdom. 1879. 4 to
Rs. 15,

THE SUNDAY MIRROR 9

AN INDEX TO SHAKESPEARIAN THOUGHT •

a Collection of Passages from the Plays and
Poems of Shakespeare, classified under appro-
priate headings, and alphabetically arranged.
By C. Arnold. Rs. 5 6.

SAMUEL PEPYS AND THE WORLD HE
Lived in. By H. B, Wheatly, Editor of Pepys

S Diary, Rs. 5 6.

TREASURY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE, from
Chaucer to the Present Time. (Nimmo’a Stan-

dard Library) Rs. 3 8

GREAT ORATORS—Burke, Pox, Sheridan,

Pitt. By H. J. Nicol. Re. 1 12.

MEN WORTH REMEMBERING—Henry Mar-
tyn. Re. 1 12,

LADY LYTTON (RIGHT HON.)—A Blighted

Life : a True Story. With Three Illustrations.

Re. 1 12.

BUCKLEY (R. A.)—The Irrigation Works of

India and their Financial Results. Being a Brief

History and Description of the Irrigation Works
of India, and of the Profits and Losses which
they have caused to the State. Rs. 6 8.

REYNOLDS (MICAEL)—Stationary Engine-Driv-
ing. A Practical Manual for Engineers in

charge of Stationary Engines. With Numerous
Illustrations. Rs. 3 4.

SHAW (W. J.)—The Elements of Modern Tactics
Practically Applied to English Formations.
With Twenty.five Plates and Maps, New
Edition. Bs.6-8.

,

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE SERVICE OP THE
Siege Artillery engaged in Active Operations,
together with the details of Stores to be sup-
plied in connection therewith. 1880. Rs. 3 4.

ANGUS (J. KEITH)—Amateur Acting, Illus-

trated. Rs, 1-12.

TURNER (CHARLES TENNYSON)-Collected
Sonnets. Old and New. (Originally published
as Sonnets by Two Brothers. A. and C. Tenny-
son. Rs. 5 6.

PETER PARLEY’S ANNUAL (FORTIETH
Year) for 1881. Rs. 3 8.

ASGARD AND THE GODS. Tales and Tradi-
tions of our Northern Ancestors. Told for Boys
and Girls. Adapted from the Work of Dr.
W. Wagner. With numerous Illustrations,
Rs. 5 6.

AFTERNOON TEA RHYMES FOR CHILDREN.
With Original Illustrations.

.
By J, G. Sowerby

and H. H. Emmerson. Rs. 4 4.

PATMORE (GERTRUDE)—Our Pets and Play-
fellows in Air, Earth, and Water. With Illus-
trations by Bertha Patmore. Rs. 2 8.

AUNT LOUISA’S MAGIC MODELLER-*' Cin-
derella.” Rs. 1.

GRANDMAMMA’S RECOLLECTIONS, With
numerous Original Illustrations. Rs. 2 8.

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE.
a-14 Calcutta.

NOTICE
To Constituents.

THOMPSON di. COONDOO,
Iron and Metal
Merchants,

33-36, New China Bazaar,

Are prepared to execute any orders entrusted
to them

; and care should be taken when
directing letters that this Finn is not miscon-
strued into

THOMPSON, COONDOO & CO„
a-8G

ASHBY A. C C„
"

DENTISTS.

Have an ethcient female dentist to attend the
Zenanas. Guarantee comfort in the wearing

of artificial teeth, at a reduced rate.

Have a successful and infallible way of curing
ocular diseases.

Various patent medicines are to be bad at a
moderate price.

No. 14, College Street, Calcutta.
<i*84

NEW YBAB’S SVPPXiY
FROM LONDON PER S.S. “ DORANDA,"

Bengalee Homoeopathic Books:
FO R 8 ALE.

1. Sadrisha Chikitsha-Shar Part I. Bach copy,

Rs. 5-8. Postage As. 3.

To the Booksellers 7 copies at Rs. 25 cash.

2. Family Guide, each copy Re. 1. Postage
An. 1.

3. Beshoocheka-Bejoy. Re. 1. Postage As, 2.

To the Booksellers 12 copies at Rs. 10 cash.

4. Streeshohochar including a general know-
ledge of Midwifery Rs. 2. Postage As. 2.

To the Booksellers 6 copies at Rs 10 cash.

English Books for sale.
1. Bering’s condensed Materia Medica Es. 30,

2, Allen and Norton’s Opthalmic Theraputics
Rs. 9.

3, Hahnemann’s Arganon Rs. 7

.

4. Russell’s History and Series of Medicines
Rs. 10.

Four copies a lot Rs 50 cash.

To be bad at
DATTA’S HOMIEOPATHIC LABORATORY.

No. 312, Chitpobe Road ; Battolah, Calcutta,
B. K. DUTT.

» Burmah
0 .

NZCHOZ.X.S & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta.
London:—! Wbitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C.

Current or Floatino Accounts.
No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques

paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 p. m., and on Saturdays after 1 p. m.

Government Paper and Securities
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired

.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange

.

Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittances made
by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts.
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

fixed deposits.
Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 1

days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed o
deposits for longer periods at the following ratei
payable in Calcutta, or in London at par :

—

If

If

Repayable at 10 days’ notice
at 3 months’ notice

„ at 6 months’ notice

„ at 12 months’ notice

„ at 2 years’ notice
, ,

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due datt

Bills corrected and rents realised,
\ Business rules awarded m application, a<

3 per cen
4
5

6

7

CIGARS, ,

UNSURPASSED QUALITY,

Three Sizes, • ^

Es. 10, Es. 15, Es. 25 per mile.

Sample on application,

NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,
J. . i

>

5,

Hare Street, Calcutta

American

KEROSINE OIL,
OFTHE BRIGHTEST QUALITY

At Es. 5-4 per case, from the godown, and

Es, 5-12 per case,Jree to Eailway
^

Stations. ^

Gash to accompany order.
' a

NETTROLOLL DAY & 00 .»

a*44 5, Bare Sired, €alcii/Ata,
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NOW READY!
THE

CALCUTTA COMMERCIAL ALMANACK
FOR

1881
A SUPER-ROYAL SHEET 22 x30 INCHES

WITH THE
TWELVE CALENDAR MONTHS

BET UP SPECIALLY IN

FOR
DABS BOOMS OB SHOBT SIGHT,

So that any day or date can be read at a distance!
Sundays and their Dates being printed in Red
and containing the following information

SPECIAL CALENDAR
SHOWING THE CORRESPONDING

ENGLISH, HINDOO & MAHOMEDAN DATES.
The Home Government.
The Government of Ji?dia, Bengal, N. W. Provinces and
.Oudh and the Funjaub.

Government Telegraph Tariff for Inland Messages.
River Steam Navigation Company, Limited.
India General Steam Navigation Company, Limited.
The British India Steam Navigation Company.
Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company.
Messageries Maritimes de France.
Pacific Mail Steam Ship Company.
Ducal Line of Steam Ships.

Star Line of Steamers.
City Line of Reamers.
Apcar and Go’s China Steamers.
Bengal Chamber of Commerce.
Agents and Merchants.
Calcutta Trades’ Associations.

Trades and Professions.

The Moon’s Changes.
Eclipses in 1881.
Ember Days.
Hindoo and Mahomedan Festivals.

Cj^ronological Notes.
Jewish and Mahomedan Eras.

Fixed and MoveableTeasts, Festivals, Anniversaries, &c.
Rules for Ascertaining Dates of Moveable Feasts.
Holidays in Government Offices.

Standard of Calculation for English & Foreign Money.
Indian Money, Weights and Measure Tables.

New Indian Stamp Table for Promissory Notes, Bills
of Exchange, Insurance, Shares, &c.

Postal Bates—Foreign and Inland.
The Custom House Classified Tariff.

Parker’s Custom House Agency.
Inland Money Order.

This Almanack again claims the advan-
tage over all those which we have hitherto
seen of being the most legible. The figures
for'the days of the month are larger than
before, and to that extent, therefore, the
Almanack is further improved. It contains
also a Calendar with the corresponding
English, Hindoo and Mahomedan dates,
besides a great deal of other usefhl inform
ation.—“ The Englishman.”

The Press throughout the Country has recommendec
this Sheet Alman$ick as the cheapest and most usefu
publication of its sort. No office or house should
be without it

!

Price ONE RUPEE —only

!

Fob Town
MOUNTED ON BOARD.

Fob Moftjssil

MOUNTED ON CLOTH.
EBASMUS JONES, FBINTEB & PUBDISHEB,

“ Cambrian ” Pbess,

5 ^ 6„ British Indian Street,

CALCUTTA.

M, SAY JLVtJh CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS
op

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tlnamltlis,Electroplaters,Bronzera,

Xiaoqucrcrs and Railway Con-
tactors, d(.C., dbC.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tinmade* Deed and Despatch Boxes
;

Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot*
water Cans ; Garden Watering Pots

; Tea, House,
Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps ; Railway Lamps of every description,
&o.

, &0.|

Ahoays in hand and made to order,

also
Portable Cooking Stoves of single and double

If, 3, and 4 Inch bnmer with ovens.

Tanas vary modarata, a<33

SMITH. STANISTREET. & CO.
Pharmaceutical Chemists and

Druggists,
BT SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

T.0 Hit Excellency the Right Hon'ble

LORD RIPON, Q.M.S.I.,

Viceroy and Govkunor-Genkral ok India,

>kc., (kc„ &c.,

AVE received a large and choice selection

from the best makers of the following :

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.

From

H

19

99

19

ft

99

Artery Forceps

„ „ Fenestra
Belts, Abdomen

„ Corpulency

„ Riding

„ Carson’s Patent
Catheters, Silver Plated
Caustic Cases „
Dissecting Cases ,,

Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings ,,

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete ,,

,, Trumpets for Deafness ,,

„ Cornets, Double ,,

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.|
Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks > ,,

Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk ,, ,,

Elastic Syringes,loz., to 16oz. ,,

Electro-Magnetic Machines)
very powerful, single 1

”

Do. • do, doable ,,

Do. do, pocket ,,

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From

action ,,

Kennedy’s Syphon
Eye Instrument Crises

„ ,, Macnamara’s „
Cataract Knives and Needles
Scissors, curved, Probe, and

Sharp, pointed, Cross
Action

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c.

Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-
byns, Mudges, &c., &c.

Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles

Abscess Knives, Symes
„ Lancets

Bistouries

Bleeding Lancets
Directors, Silver Plated
Dissecting Cases
Exploring Needles
Gum Lancets
Pocket Cases fflled

„ Army Regulation
Probes, Silver

Scalpel and Finger Knives
Scalpels

Scissors

Spatulas, Silver Plated

Tenaculum
Stethoscopes
Speculums Ear

Spring Kramers

„ Nose
Rectum
Silver Plated

Spray Producers, Listers

,, Richardson’s Complete
,, Various Makers

Suspenders
Subcutaneous Syringes
Aluminum Cases
Silver Plated Mounts
Clinical Thermometers

,, With Kew Certificate ,,

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Gray and
Sons, &o., &c.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position

the column of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-

ing the reading much easier from ..700
With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PH(BNTK THERMOMETER,

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-

ing to Clinical Thermometers. An
Air-speok is no longer used, but the

column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners and Patients

obviated from ..800

>9

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

9 9

99

99

99

99

99

99

19

99

99

91

99

99

99

99

99

Rs A . P.

2 0 0
4 8 0
9 0 0
12 0 0
5 0 0
16 0 0
3 0 0
3 0 0

7 0 0
4 0 0
8 0 0
3 0 0

9 0 0

6 0 0

8 0 0

2 0 0

20 0 0

25 0 0

18 0 0

Rs. A p.

12 0 0

9 0 0
60 0 0
36 0 0
3 8 0

4 0 0
12 0 0

3 8 0

2 0 0

2 0 0

1 12 0

2 8 0

i 4 0

1 8 0

7 0 0
2 8 0

2 0 0

16 0 0
80 0 0

1 0 0
6 0 0
2 0 0
1 8 0

1 8 0

2 0 0

2 0 0

2 8 0
m
4 0 0

7 0 0
3 0 0
6 0 0

18 0 0
16 0 0
8 0 0
2 0 0

8 0 0
36 0 0
8 0 0

5 0 0
7 8 0

Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOR

H. & T. Kirby & Co.’s Unoxidlsed
Phosphorns Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBED BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork. Loss of Virile Power
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. &
0, Co.’s and B. I. G. S. N. Co.’s Steamers,

Wholesale rates on application.
9 k. 10, Dalhovsik Square,

and 47. Dhurrumtollah Street, o-17

PIKBPASAK NVS.SSRY.

Established in the year 1869. This Nursery
being the only national institution in our

country has been recognised by the public as the
best reliable source vvhere all sorts of seeds and
plants can be obtained at a highly moderate price.
It is hoped that the lover of plants and gardening
will not fail to send for their supplies from this
institution.

The subscribers to the Nursery have to pay
Rs. 15 per year as subscription in advance. The
return made to them is seeds distributed all the
year round. Amongst others those that attach
greater value and importance are cabbage or cobee
seeds, such as Phool, ol, Bandha cobees. Choice
flowers are supplied to them during the months of
July to October every year. Besides the seeds a
copy of a Bengali monthly journal, the Krishi
Tattwa.ia given to them regularly,so that they would
not experience any further difficulty in sowing and
planting their seeds and plants. The Nursery
has always in stock plants of the following de-
scription. Roses of nearly 200 varieties. Mangoes
of nearly 60 kinds. The new crotons or the brilli-

antly colored foliage plants that has of late

attracted so mnch attention. Caladiums or Knobus
of different colors. Creepers and climbers, verbenas
of sorts, chrysanthemums or Chundramullichas of
several varieties.

Price list forwarded on application to the under-
signed free of charge. Flower pots of sizes can also
be obtained.

Our monthly Journal, the Kidshi Tattwa, is

pronounced by the public and Press with most
favorable terms. It speaks for itself,and will amply
repay perusal. Its subscription alone is Rs. 3-6
with postage. Those that are fond of gardening
would never fail to take a copy of this regularly.
The following seeds suitable for present sow-

ing can be had at Rs. 1-8 a packet. They are
Choiteh Shusha, Beerbhoom Kuckree Kbaroa, the
largest and sweetest Watermelon from Akyab
(Arracan), Country Phootee and watermelon saugs,
&c., &o. Early application for these seeds is

solicited, Terms Cash.
NITTO G. CHATTERJEA,

Propridor Pikeparah Nursery, Calcutta,

and Ex. Calcutta Agri, and Horticul, Society,

SB. B. Xi. SET’S
Asthma Elixir

Cured gratis more than three thousand aatha-
matic patients since its discovery.

Price 2 Rs.

Packing d Annas.

SET, BASAK & CO.,

68, Nimtollah Ghat Street,

Calcutta,

HTJTSrS JBLUCO oo.
CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
BY APPOINTMENT TO

HlsExoellenoy the Viceroy and Governor-
General of India.

Nos, 46 47, Bentinch Street,

Calcutta.
Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied

at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.

Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes

and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds
; a large

stock of both being always kept on hand.
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FASHIONABLE JEWELLERY,
SUITABLE FOR THE NATIVE ©ENTRY.

'

o

TSE NEW FX.EXIBZ1E BAKE NECK.X.ET,
THE MOST FASHIONABLE NOW' WORN,

Manufactured of rlcli colored Gold. We keep a larg'e variety In Stock
of all sizes and prices, from B.s. 80 to Bs. 250 each.

J£WEX.X.EB,T
for

WEDDINGS AND
BIRTH DAYS,

AND
.
ALL FESTIVE

AND
Commemorative

occasions,

A very nice Chain, sufficiently

PRSfSENTATION
ARTICLES

Suitable for Native
Noblemen and
Gentlemen in
Solid Silver.

Garnet Ear-
rings, Rs. 36

cash~

Amethyst
Earrings to

match Pen-
dant, Rs. 27

cash.

A hand^omb Gold Pendant set with a fine Amethyst, Gold fringe
and grlass for portrait at back.

° ’

,
Price Rs, 60 cash.

ToirmkJii Bracelet, Rs. 65, Brooob Rs. 36, and Earrings, as above.
Illustrated Catalogues iiostJree to iiofussil Comtituents.

' '

_
HAMILTON _& COMPANY,

Jewellers* In- Ordinary to H. E. the Viceroy and to H. B. H.
>' • the Prince of Wales,

a-81 ' ’
: CALCUTTA.

''
EsTAHLISIIliD 1875.

THE KBW MUSIGAX. DEPOT,
THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN CALCUTTA,

n,
' 6, l*ower chitpore Hoad.DWARKIN & SON,

narFiJBTBBS or musicax. ikstbumekts, &c.,

PEOPLE’S HARMONIUMS,
With one Pedal and no Lid, 5 Octaves, in nolished solid ohk case, by Alexandre

IMPROVED HARMONIFLUTES,
Superior Improved Harmouiflute, 3 octaves, O. G. Side 1 stop, highly finished, in box

FLAGEOLETS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, G German Silver keys, with Flute h6ad

MUSICAL BOXES.
Small size, 2 airs

MUSICAL ALBUMS,
In roan leather, gilt edges, and gilt brass clasp, playing tWo airs ...

PICOALOS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, slide head ...

••as

Rs, 80 each,

65 .,

ti 10 „

If 5 „

16

it 6 M

WHAT ABB PEBFECT

WATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine-

made English Lever' WATCH in sterling
Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.
It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI.
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
the best material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting,

Price, Bs. 55 nett.

Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted
to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only Swiss movements, fitted in
English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English Hunting or Guard
watches, warranted MACHINE-MADE,
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to wear on chain, will
WIND ANY WATCH, Rs, 3 to 20.

MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.
RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELEC-
TRIG BELLS, with appurtenances, Rs; 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO REPAIRS,

BZiACK & MVBBAV.
6-1, Hastings Stbeet, Calcutta: a-3

KOVSES FOB. SAX.E •

LIST NO. 2.

Rs.
Canning St. upper room ... 15,000
Dixon’s Lane lower ... ... 8,000
Elisium Row 3 stories ... ... 72,000

npper ... ... 42,000
Emambag Lane lower ... ... 2,400
Ezra St, ditto ... ... 12,500
Entally North Road ditto ... ... 7,000

Canal St. ditto ... ... 8,000
Middle Road upper ... ... 11,000
Tiljdllah ditto ... 13,000
Tangra lower ... 4)500

Howrah Cullen Place upper... ... 25,000
Chandmaree lower ... ... 9,000
Kalabbbee St. ditto... ... 8,000
Seals Lane ditto ... ... 17,000
Strand Road upper ... ... 25,000

Jackson’s Ghat St. ditto ... ... 32,000
Khyromehter’s Lane lower ... ... 3,000
Kidderpore upper ... ... 12,000
Old Boitakanah lower ... ... 3,000’
Royd Street ditto ... ... 8,500^
South Colinga St. npper ... ... 15,000

ditto ... ... 21,000
Sudder Street ditto ... ... 12,5001
Short Street 3 stories ... ... 28,000
Victoria Terrace upper ... ... 46,000'
Wellesley St. ditto ... ... 21,000

ditto ... ... 14,000
Weston’s Lane lower ... ... 14,000

D. LATTEY & CO.,
0-81 1 , Old Codet House, Corner.

Christmas and Now Vear Cards.

have just opened out a large assortment

of the above, and respectfully draw attention of

our Patrons and Friends.

Prices from 8 annas a dozen to Rs. 2-S each.

Our Indian Series is .also a great attraction

prices As. 8 each, or Rg. 2-8 a set of 6,

Toy Books, Birthday Books, Prayer Books,

Church Services, and Hymn Books, in great

variety. Photo and Scrap Albums, Work Boxes

Desks and various other Fancy Goods.

Inspection solicited.

Terms Cash.

H. C. GANGOOLY & CO.,

ft'fiO 39 & SO Mangoe Lane, Calcutta,
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COOKE & KELVEY.
MjaLNvrACTVRXNa <Sc xnxpoRTiNG CX.OCK. xixAKBas,

20, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET, CALCUTTA,

rpHEIR show rooms will be found to contain the newest and most varied stock of clocks of everyA description in gilt, bronze, marble and woods of the choicest kind.

' BARXiY ENG-XiXSK AUtO CABXNET CXiOCKS.
In vBbonised and Block-wood cases, with Enamelled and Porcelain Dials and Plaques, sunerior

movements, &c., from Rs. 40, 50, 60 to 100,
^ ^

Marble clocks,

Carriage Clocks,

Bisque Clocks,

Mysterious

Clock Tr a v el-

lb r’s Clocks,

Brass Clocks,

Bronze* [C.lo c k s,

; ...

N ItO H T;- L AMP
0 . ...

ClOOK;S,...G I L T
• ...

Clocks, Alabaster

Clocks.

MiniatureClocks,

Boudoir Clocks,

Regimental

Clocks, Drawing-

room Clocks,

Hall and Brack-

ET Clocks,

EegdlAtorCl''cks,

Office Cl o c k s,

American Clocks,

Horizontal Drum

Clocks, Turret

Clocks.

OARRXAGB OR TRAVBZjXiXNG Cl>OCKS.

Eight-day Lever Car-
riage Clocks, striking hours
and half-hours, in Ormolu
and Plate Glass Cases
Rs, 110, 120, &c.

Eight-day Lever Car-
riage Clocks, in handsomely
engrraved cases, Rs. 140 to

180.

Eight-day Lever Car-
riage Clocks, with beauti-

fully illuminated porcelain

sides and dial, Rs. 200 to

300.

•

Eight-day Lever Car-
riage Clocks, striking hours
and quarters, “ Cathedral-
toned” gong, repetition, &c,

Rs* 300, 350, &c.

Eight-day Lever Car.
RAIGB Timepieces, silent, in
Ormolu and Plate Glass
Cases, Rs. 60, 70, 80.

Eight-day Carriage
Timepieces, Horiz o n t a l
Escapement, &c., Rs. 50, 60.

Eight-day Miniature
Timepieces, in Ormolu and
Blate Class Cases, 2 to 3
inches high, Rs, 80, 100, &c.

Eight-day Miniature
Timepieces, Lever Escape-
ment, Illuminated Cases,
Rs. 120 to 180.

The.se very useful Clocks are especiallly in demand for India, from the fact that they go in any
position, and are not affected by changes of climate. They can be had with or without striking move-
ment, repetition or alarnm, and are warranted accurate Time-keepers. Each Clock is furnished with
an external case of the best Morocco leather, lined with velvet, aud fitted with lock spring and leather
strap handle.

C. X.AZARTJS «Sc CO.,
AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

2, dalhousie square,
Calcutta.

SINGER’S Gold Medal.
LOCK-STITCH Paris Exhibition

Sewing Machines 1878.

SINGER’S 356, 432
LOCK-STITCH Machines.

Sewing Machines. Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STirCH without cover,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S Jlew Family Hand Machine

LOCK-STITCH with polished cover and
lock,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine

LOCK-STITCH polished Table, with
Hand Accessory,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 96.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Ra. 95i

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
TiOnK ST FTPR polished Table with do,

^ cover and Hand Accessory,
Sewing Mahcines. Rs. 106.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-
LOCK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

LOOK-STITCH „ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCfl able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines, Rs. 120.

COOKE & KELVEY,
a-29 CALCUTTA.

* SINGER’S Packing for

LOCK-STITCH Hand Machines. Rs. 2-8.

Sewing Machines. Treadle ditto, Rs. 6.

NATXONAI. BANK OF XNDXA,
x.x»xxtx:d.

The Bank’s present rates of interest arc.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4%

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short

periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed
on the dail-)/ balances over Rs. 1,000 and under
one lac,

J. Campbell,
0*62 MaTigaer,

! NOTICE.
rilHE Press &t No. 2, British Indian Street, at
_L which the Indian Mirror has been printed since
the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street,
where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, is henceforward to be called the
“Sen Press.” All communications for the Jnefmw
Mirror Newspaper and the Sen Press to be
addreated accordingly.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a-3

NOTICE.
The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-

pared to undertake any agency business,
with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily. Remittances to accompany orders,
Uommissiou will be charged according to the value
of the order on a sliding scale of rates whion can
be ascertained by application to the Manager,
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R W. FLEURY & CO.,
BUZliDBUS, ENG-ZNBBBS, SCISITTZFIC ZNSTBm>IEN'T MAZLEBS

AND

contractors for electric light illumination.
No. 63, Dhureumtollah Street, Calcutta.

Britannia Company’s Patent Combined Ziathe and Fret Saw.
It is a Lathe. Drill, Fret Saw, Circular Saw, Emery Grinder and Polisher, in one compact tool,

with heavy Fly Wheel.

The Fret Saw works with a perpendicular stroke, and requires much less power than any other,
while the quality of the work is superior. It will cut the most intricate designs in wood up to
inch thick, and is provided with 1 dozen saws.

The Table is adjustable, and drops to enable the Saw to enter another hole, without loss of time.
It has an improved Clip, by which the Saw is instantly fixed, while the introduction of rollers

behind the saw prevents breakage.

The adjustable Presser Foot is introduced, and prevents the wood being jerked upwards*
It has a horizontal drill for drilling holes for Fret work.
As a Lathe it is very durable, with planed bed, takes 8 inches by 4 inches between centres, conical

Mandri hardened Shaft, 3-inch Face-plate, Driver, 2 Rests, square Thread in Barrel, same as a first-

class Engineer’s Lathe.

It is provided with an Emery and 2 Bufif Wheels fixed on Mandri of Lathe, and by means of which
steel, stones, and shells may be polished and tools and knives sharpened.

A Circular Saw with iron table and spindle is fitted to the Lathe.
These Tools are coming into favor for Ladies as well as Gentlemen, and are a most useful and

never-ending source of amusement and profit. joQ.

Treadle Foot Z.athe.

A splendid second hand turning Treadle Foot Lathe, with planed iron bed, 3 feet 3 inches lon<^,

and 5 inch centres
;
with strong cast iron standards, with 5 speed turned Fly wheel, Head and Tail

Stocks, with hand rest, 1 iron turned face-plate. 1 centre piece for wood turning, 1 chuck for fixing
drill, and I brass chuck fitted with 8 screws for small work. 1 compound Slide Pvest, with arrangement
for turning taper or conical work to any desired angle, and with 6 suitable stsel turning tools
complete. Rs. 150.

The Photo-Chromoscope
Utilises the Magic Lantern slide all the year round. Adds to any

deauieoits tints.

transparency Natures
Rs. 25.

, glass
Charming dioranic effects are produced. Never fails to please.

Woodbury’s Patent Scioptlcon.
A new and improved form of Magic Lantern, specially suited for Drawing-Room Entertainments,

Schools, Exhibitions, &c.

The Sciopticon is always ready at a moment’s notice, a match is applied to the lamp, and, after
a few seconds, the wicks can be turned up to the right height, and all is ready. When the entertain-
ment is concluded, the wicks are turned down, the flame blown out, and the instrument put aside for
the next occasion.

Sciopticon price... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Rg. gO.
-37

GRAND XMAS SHOW
TKB GREATEST NOVEZiTZES

EVmR IMPORTED.

F. W. BAKER & CO.

WAX WORK. EXHIBITION
\

Full size figures of

H. M. THE QUEEN-EMPRESS,

H* R. Ki the Princess of Walesi

H. M. THE EMPRESS EUGENE,

The Countess of Budley

AND

I

Mrs. Ziangrtry.

Now Oh view in their large Showrooms.

r. W. barer di. GO..

The Zndlan Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY, established

in India to provide Security against Losses
arising through dishonesty of persons holding
situations of trust, and to obviate the
inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen,
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native OflBicers under
Government and Public Companies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear
of those pecuniary losses to which persons are
exposed, who become responsible for the acts of
others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.
For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. MoLAUCHLAN SLATER, P.I.A.,

Secretary,
9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

OR,

F. A. COHEN,
7, Welleasley Place, Calcutta,

a-16 Agent, for BENGAL.

0-56

Apply to the Manager.

for

Zllustrated Price List,

At 66, College Street.

THE GREATEST

WOmR OF 10J3EM TIMES!

0-23

HOLLOWAiPS PILLS

Long experience has proved the.se famous remedies to b«
most effectual in curing either the dangerous maladies.or
the slighter complaints which are more particularly in*

cident^ to the life of a miner, or to those living in th»
bush.
Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human race.

Viz:—coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and
Stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,

diarrhoea, and cholera.

HOLLOWATS OINTMENT

Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds
ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin .diseases ; in fact, \yhei*

Used according to the printed directions, it never fails to

Cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

I he Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at

fi33, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,
.\nd are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the
Civilized World; with directions for use in almost every
language.

Beware of counterfeits that may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho”M look
to the Label on the Pots and Boxes. f the
address is not 58^ Oxford Streeti Lorn ,

they
MO spurious,

a>2&9, Old Court House Street, Calcutta,
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CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,

1, LALL BAZAR.

A. J, P A R K B R & CO .

^j^EG to draw the attention of those about to to their fine range of Commission Sale Rooms

«

where there’ is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowest prices.

Those desirous of Selling their Furniture privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valua-

tion. Cash advances made.

Provision for Old Age combined with a Provision for the Widow and Orphan,

o
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EXAMPLE.
A Civilian, European or Native, aged 20 next birthday, wishes to lay apart a sum

of about THIRTEEN RUPEES a month in such a way that his savings will be securely
invested until the time of his retirement from Service ;and that, should he die beforehand,
a provision will be secured for his relations. By payment of a sum of Rs. 163-0-0 per
annum (or at the rate of about Rs. 13-0 0 per mensem) as the premium for an Endow-
ment Assurance, he will become entitled to Rs. 5,000 on attaining age 55 ;

and should he
die before attaining that age—even after payment of only one year’s subscription—the
full sura of Rs. 5,000 will be paid to his representatives. [Vide Table III. of Prospectus].

The Same Provision
^ if commenced

at age 25, would cost about Fiftbeit Rupees a month
;

at age 30, ,, ,, about EroarEEN Rupees a month
;

at age 35, ,, ,, about Twenty-one Rupees a month
;

at age 40, „ ,, about Twenty-eight Rupees a month
;

at age 45, ,, ,, about Forty-one Rupees a mouth
;

The rates for other Ages, also for Endowments payable at Ages 45,50, and 60,
and all further information, may be obtained on application. Premiums can
be paid half-yearly, quarterly, or monthly, at slightly increased rates.

There is an obvious advantage in effecting Investments of this nature e rly in life’.—
by delay the rate of subscription increases ; —death may occur before the intended provi-
sion is made ;—or health may fail and reader the life ineligible for Assurance.

ORIENTAL LIFE COMPANY.
Head Office : Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,
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D. MoLAUGHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,
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F. A. COHEN,

7, Welledley Place, Calcutta.
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For Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott. Presi-

dent of the New York Theosophical Society

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji

Institute, Bombay. Price two annas a copy.

Apply to the Indian Mirror Office,

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle,
men, wishing political and other petition^

and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited

to address themselves in writing to X, care of

the Printer,

[DbobmbEIr 19, 1880'.

NO iiXORB PAINS I '.

part of the human frame. A certain cure for
Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear, Neuralgia, Colics,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, 'Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin,
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Pain-Curer alone when all
other medicines have been tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains I ! I

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packing As. 8

DARLINGTON & CO.
49, Dhurrumtollah Street, Calcutta.

Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated’ Pain-Curer^ CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co.

Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dera, writes “ We find Darlington’s Pain-
Curer efficacious, and are glad to know of it
as being a useful medicine. Sister Theodorine,
Superioress F de la Croix,

Mr. Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, A
Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, has
from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, & writes : “ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a couple of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 a'ud again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary,
Mr. E. 0. Kemp, Editor k Proprietor of the

Bengal Times, writes from Dacca “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple or app..caa(/Qs, and in at mt 4 days dis-
appeared, This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlineton’s
Pain-Cnrer.”

Calcutta Magazine. A journal of- Literature,
Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-
tion, Re. 1, postage, 1 anna. ^Hmes of India
says:—“ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—“ It is ably and
judiciously conduotel' by Mr. Owen Aratoon.”
Bangalore Examiner i&ya “ We should like to
see the Calcutta Magazine on the tables of the
Public Library and Literary Institute. To our
thinking it is quite on a par with any average
home monthly of the day.”
Manager, Calcutta Magazine, 49, Dhurrumtollah

Street,Calcutta, Remit in half auoa postage stamps.

a-24
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HAROLD & CO,
3, DAX.KOVSXS SQUARE, CALCUTTA.

Harold* CO. beg to invite the attention of the Native Nobility and Gentry of Calcutta and
the Mofussil, to a supurb invoice of Musical Boxes, with and without the Harp or Setar accom

paniment, playing Bengali and Native Tunes. These Boxes have been manufactured to special order
and will be found to be excellent in mechanism, and musically correct of rich tone, perfectly in tune
and of beautiful finish. The patent winder is employed in each box.

o

Box No. 1073, playing* 6 Beng’ali tunes, 1st series.
1 . Poorabee. 4. Bassanto.
2. Imni, 5. Kalangrah,
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.

Casli price Rs. 100.

Karp or Setar Box No. 1073^, playing 6 Bengali tunes, 1st series.
1. Poorabee, 4. Bassanto,
2. Imni. 5. Kalangrah.
3. Maroo (Dhuma Kauralie). 6. Peeloo.

Cash price Rs. 126.

Box No. 1074, playing 8 Bengali tunes.
1. Khambaj. 5. Kalangra.
2. Behag, 6. Khambaj,
3. do. 7. Behag,
4. Hambira. 8. Poorabee.

Cash price Rs. 160.
Harold & Co. invite special attention to the following new consignment of

; iyCEZ.OX>XAN ORIGANS.
WORKED BY THE HAND PLAYING 6 NATIVE AIRSS

Size:—23" X ll"x 12^".

Price Rs. 64. Cash.

DENTAL SURGEON BY DIPLOMA.

BARKER supplies AtlWcial Teslh ou the latest and most impro.ed style without sptiogeol

wires ol aoy kiod being aoeurately fized to the mouth by atmosphcrie pressure only. These teeth are

so life like in eppearanoe thatlhey eanuot be detected by Iheoloseat observer. Mastication is as per

feotly perfermed as with natural Teeth, and they do not interfere with but aeeist Articulation

J. Barkef. Patent mineral Teeth are of the purest materiel only, and supplied at strictly moderat
charges being within the reach of all classes (at home daily).

10, ESPX.ANABB ROW, BAST, CAZ.OVTTA.
TKB CAIjCUTTA ARXHOURir CO.

No. 1/1 Mission Row, (Round the corner.)

Established 1846.

TXZB BRUG-GZSTS’ HAZ.X.,

35-86, College Street,

Calcutta,

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Ainmun.itioiis,
SUoting^ Fulling Tackles, Fencing, Archery,

Cricketing k Badmintons
; &c.,

Also mathematical Instruvients, Bengali surveyino
compasses, and Pehlle Spectacles.

For sale at unprecedented low prices, a-7

Crushed Pood Notice.

FURTHER REDUCTION.

‘‘'i^
price of Cook and

Rq o c
' ^00*1 for Horses is reduced toRs. 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags.

Crashed Food for Cattle,

‘a?
maund, exclusive of bags.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. “ Chybessa
and “Doranda.”

Cash Rates.

Patent BXedloines,

DEAFNESS CURED!!
ALFRED CROMPTON’S

SPBCZFIC FOR BBAFNBSS,
Noises in the Ears, &c.,

Is decidedly the best remedy out for this most
annoying Complaint.

A single bottle has, .in most instances, ejected a
speedy and permanent Cure,

. Full directions accompany each bottle.

Price Re. 1, Packing annas,

ALLEN’S ANTIFAT
The great remedy for

Corpulence.
Composed of purely vegetable ingredients,

acting only on the food in the stomach preventing
its being converted into fat. It aids digestion
and cures Dyspepsia,

Price per bottle Rs, 4-0, Packing As, 4 .

Foreign SKlneral Waters,
Fnllna Water.—A bitter Saline purga.

tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz usefnl in obsti-
nate constipation.

Price per bottle As, 1-4. Packing As. 8,

Vichy Water.—Useful in Kidney diseases
and diabetes, also in gout and hepatic derangement.

Price per bottle As. 12. Packing As, 8.
Frledrlohshall Bitter Water.—Alter,

ative aperient, acting on the liver and pancreas
used in diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary
organs. It is made warm and drunk in doses of
half a tumblerful in the morning twice a week.

Priceper bottle Re, 1-2. Packing As, 8.

Kunyedl Janos (Buda Pesth or Ofen) used
externally, it is efficacious in Chronic, Gout, Rheu-
matism, Eczema and Psoriasis, Internally in
Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diathesis, Ulceration of the
Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, &c.

Priceper bottle 1-4, Packing As. 8.

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES.
BLISS’S PER PHOSPHODINE

A Safe and reliable Phosphoric
Remedy

FOR
Neuralgia, Nervousness, LassUside, Overworked
Brain, Nervous and General debility, Failure of
Memory, Dimness of Sight, Depression of

Spirits, Impoverished Blood, lAver
Complaints, Ac.

Its action is strikingly rapid j marked improve-
ment having been frequently experienced in the
course of twenty.four hours after the commence-
ment of a course.

Priceper bottle Rs. 5. Packing As. 4.
"Dr. S, P. Sanerjea’s Sai^lvanl

cleanses the blood of all its morbid and effete mate-
rials, restores the normal functions of the liver,
and keeps the cutaneous system in its nroner
standard of purity.

It is efficacious in the following diseases :

Chronic fevers, Chronio indigestion, Nervous
debility. Piles, Gout, Rheumatism, Baldness
Sterility, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Chronio Ulcers!
Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, &c., &c.

Priceper bottle Rs. 4. Postage Jf-c,, Re. 1.

DR. GHOSE’S FEVER PILL.A Wonderful New Medicine.
Three or four pills generally cure Malarious.

Chronic, and Intermittent Fevers. Where Quinine
and other renowned medicines fail, the action of
these pills 18 marvellous. The ingredients of the
Jills are purely vegetables which do not in the
least injure the health or make it delicate.
Price, Re. 1-0 fen' J dozen and Re. 1-12 for 1 dozen

Postage, As, 8 for each peuskAt,

WHOLESALE RATES ON APPLICATIONGQBZNS CKUNDBR BUTT& CQ.
WHOLESALE A RETAIL DRUGGISTS,

A'47
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Koogrhly Brldg'e Notice.

The Bridge will be closed for trafldc on
Tuesday, the 21st December, 1880, from 12-30

to 5-30 V. M.
G. H. SIMMONS.

ffl-53 Secretary to the Bridge Commissioners.

NJ>XA GENEBAZj steabc navi-
gation COMPANV, “LD.”

SCHOKNE, KiLBtJBN & Co.

—

Manaottig Agents.

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
Steamers leave Calcutta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalundo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur

downward every Saturday.
rpHE Str. Mirzapore will leave

J Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,
> the 17th instant.

Cargo will be received attheCompany’s Godowns,
Nimtollab Ghat, up till^noon of Thursday, the

16th instant.

The str. Dhubn will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Sun*
*day, t|^ 19th instant.

Cargo will he Received at the Company’s
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie* Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 17th instant,

Passengers should leave for GoalRnd'o by Train
of Saturday, the 18th instant.

,

CACHAR LINE NOTICE.
REGDLAR WEEKLY SERVICE.

Steamers leave Calcutta’ for Cachar and interme-

diate Statioiis'evety Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

i
’lHS Str, Luchww will leave

Calcutta for Cachar on Tues*
*^day, the 14th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, NimtoRah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 13th.

For further information regarding rates of

freight or passage money, apply to

4, Fairlir Place, i G. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 11th December, 1880.1 Secretary

,

a-\

RIVZ:B.S STNAIMC NAVIGATION
CO., ‘‘ I<I»IITX:Z>.’'

The Steamers of this Company will run weekly
from Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back,

The Steamer Mysore [will

leave Calcutta for Assam
on Tuesday, the 21st December.

The Str, Cashmere will leave

Goalundo for Assam on
Thursday, the 23rd December.

For further information regarding rates of

freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO.
a-2

OB,. A. C. K.KASTGIB,
189, Bow Bazar Street, Calcutta.

(Of 25 years’ medical Experience.)

(1.) Promptly Cures recent and acute Fevers.

(2.) Holds Lord Northbrook’s First Prize on
Burdwan Epidemic Fever and its Treatment.

(3.) Has successfully operated thousands of

urinary stones, tumours of testicles, &o., &c., charge

for treatment suited to circumstances.

(4.) Is Author of “ Bengal Midwifery,” sold at

Rs. 5 per copy.

(5.) la Author of “ Bengal Diseases of Women
and Children,” Rs. 3 per copy,

(6.) Both books bound together, Rs. 6 per copy.

The following are the prices of Dr. Khastgir’s

Patent Medicines.

(1.) For recent, or acute Fevers First med.
8 annas, 2nd and 3rd med. Re. 1 each.

(4.) For Malarious Fever, with spleen or liver,

1st or 2nd med., Re. 1 each.

(6.) For cough, (7) looseness of bowls, (8) or
dysentery, Re. 1 each.

(9.) Children and infants’ sweet and tasteless

medicine for Fevers, (10) Cough with Fever, (11)
Looseness of Bowels, (12) Dysentery, 8 annas each.

Also suited for adults, with a vomiting tendency.

Medicine bearing Patentee’s Seal and
Signature only genuine.

AMitimal Banqhy oJtqrge /or Mofuml delivery.

He said he would, and has kept his word.

Last but kot least.

mATTHEWSON’S
GRAND EXHIBITION

OF FANCY AND OTHER XMAS GOODS
WILL OPEN

On Monday, the 20th of December 1880,
from 10 a.m. till 7 p.m.,

During which time nothing toill he sold.

there will be simply an exhibition op

Various sorts of Goods
Such as you require at this season of

the year,

AND NONE OF THE GOODS WILL BE SOLD*
It is, therefore, unnecessary bringing money with

you, all being invited free of charge to see in a
few minutes what it took Matthewson three
months to collect during his travels in Scotland,
England, and on the Continent, he visited many
Manufacturers, which resulted in the purchase of
small quantities of goods from each, and making
arrangements for further supplies for his New
Show Rooms, No. 1, Calcutta.
The quantity being small, but assortment large,

is Matthewson’s reason for holding the Exhibition,
so that all may have an opportunity of seeing,
without being expected, asked, or dicked to
buy them.
You are, therefore, invited without money to

amuse yourselves by inspecting the goods of
various kinds, the prices of which will be all
marked iu plain figures, and will be sold after
the first day of the Exhibition.

I he goods having come direct from the Manu-
facturers into Matthewson’s hands, will be a
sufficient guarantee of their cheapness. It will
now depend on this Exhibition and those who
come to see it, whether Matthewson stocks his
house or not from top to bottom with all sorts of
goods from a Baby’s Bathing Tub to a set of False
Teeth for an Old Man.

Matthewson’s idea is and has been for years to
keep a small stock of everything in general use.
to sell it cheap and get rid of it, while fresh and
iu good condition, get the cash and send it on to
the Manufacturers for more. To accomplish this
he asks for your support.

If you are or intend to be a cash payer, he
promises you full value for your money, such as
every cash payer looks for, but so very seldom
gets in India,

Those of you who will honor him with a visit
during Monday, tlie day of the Exhibition, till

‘

be quite satisfied that the articles are really good
and cheap, and his being in no hurry
to sell them will add to the proof of the object
in view, that of making large daily sales through-
out the year, and charging on them a profit of
10 per cent., instead of from 45 to 150 per cent.
He Laving learnt from his visit to the Manufac-
turers on the Continent that goods can be brought
out to India, if they come direct and sold as
cheap as they are in London, and will be iu
future for cash, if you will only be careful iu
taking your cash to the right house, where you
will get honest value for it, where all goods are
marked in plain figures, where a reasonable profit
is put on and nothing taken off, where no credit
is given, the consequence of which is the rich pay
no more than the poor, and the happy result is

satisfaction on the one aide and a small but certain
profit on the other. Fair dealings iu this way, the
Trader or Snop-keeper gets his money in as the
goods go out, which enables him to pay for his
stock as it comes to hand, instead of having to,
borrow money at interest, which must in all cases
be added when pricing the goods, besides the
wages of a large staff of people who have to be
kept in all credit giving establishments for collect-
ing and dicking people to pay up, many of which
do while others don’t, and those who do, generally
have to pay their share of those who don’t.

After reading this if you will give it your care-
ful consideration, I am sure you will agree with
the writer in saying it is true.

R. N. MATTHEWSON,
I, Callcutta.

XilFE
OP DEWAN RAM COMUL SEN.

(With an admirable Xdthog-raph)
by

PEARY CHAND MITTRA.
Price one rupee.

Apply at No, 80, Nimtollah Street, <1-83

Notice.

All private communications for the Proprietor

of the IndianMirror and the Sunday Mirror
should be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumollah Street.

The Real Parses Cure for Dysentery ! !

!

Dysentery ! Dysentery !

!

Diarrhoea! Diarrhoea ! !

Motvcalalu Rysentrodyne or Vegetable Dysentery
Mixture,

An unfailing, cheap and sovereign remedy in

all cases of Dysentery, with or without blood
Vomiting, Colics, Diarrhoea, and all other Bowel
complaints. See the opinions of the Press, the
testimony of the medical and other authorities.

Dysentrodyne.
Besides being purely a vegetable medicine, it

is pleasant to the taste, does not produce nausea
and is an excellent carminative.

Another most remarkable feature in this medicine
is, that whilst curing dysentery, it does not bring on
costiveness afterwards.
From one to three doses generally effect a cure.

Dysentrodyne.
It disarms Dysentery of all its terrors, and has

proved a boon to thousands of Europeans and
others, residents of tropical climes, who have given
it a fair trial and felt its marvellous curative
powers. A trial is respectfully solicited and the
result will convince the most sceptic.
For fuller particulars, opinions of the Press,

Medical testimony, and certifieates of ewes effected
through the use of this medicine, read the hand
bills accompany each phial.

Price 4 anna‘i and 8 annas per phial.
Liberal discount to the trade.

Sold by
MESSRS. FRAMJEE & SONS,

11, Bentinck Street, Calcutta,
Sole Agents for Bengal.

Retail Agents Up-country.
Benares ... ... Messrs. Framjee & Co.
Simla ... ... ,, Framjee & Co.
Cawnpore ... „ Jamsetjee & Oo.
Lucknow ... „ Eduljee & Co.

M It Nourojee & Co.
Jhansi .... ... „ Pestonjee & Co.
Rawal Pindi ... ,, Jamasjee & Sons.
Ferozepore ... „ Jamsetjee & Sons.
Nusserabad & Ajmeer

,,
Ruatomjee Furdoon-

jee & Sons.
Soinustipore in Tir-

hoot ... ... „ Framjee & Co.
Allahabad ... The Rail Co. Op. Soe. a-S"*

TKB INDIAN 9KIBBOB.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town.
Rs. As. P.

... 2 8 0

... 6 0 0

... 12 0 0
„ Twelve Months ... 24 0 0
N. j5.—The above includes subscription to the

Sunday Edition.

(Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil.

For One Month ... ... 3 6 0

,, Three Months ... 8 0 0
,, Six Months ... ... 16 0 0
,, Twelve Months ... 32 0 0

Foreign.
For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 48 6 0

,1 ,, {via Brindisi)' ... 64 10 0
Sunday Edition.

( Both for Town and Mofussil. )
For One Month ... ... ... 1 0 0

,
iuree Months ... ... ... 2 8 0

„ Six Months ... ... ... 5 0 0

„ Twelve Months... ... ... 10 0 0

( Single Copy Four Annas. )

Foreign.
For Twelve Months Vvia Southampton) 12 7 0

,, (via Brindisi) ... 14 14 0
ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas ner line.

No Advertisement charged for less than a
Rupee.
For special contract rates apply to the Manager.
N, B ,—All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

For One Month
„ Three Months
,, Six Months

Printed and published for the Proprietor by W. Ci
SooR, at the Sen Press, at No. 2, British Indian
Street, Caloatta.
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REUTER’S TEEEGB.ABIS.

MR. BRIGHT AND LORD
CARNARVON.

London, 24th December.

Lord Carnarvon has written a letter to Mr.
Bright condemning the speech he made on the
16th November last on Irish afifairs, as un-
becoming a Cabinet Minister, and deploring
his attacks on landlords and preference for
theoretical reforms over the restoration of law
and order in Irrland.

ANOTHER DISASTER.

London, 25th December.

An official despatch has been received from
Natal, stating that the bead-quarters of the
94th Regiment, whilst marching on Pretoria,
were overwhelmed by a force of Boers, who
inflicted a loss on our men of 120 killed and
wounded, and took the rest of the Regiment
prisoners. The Regimental Colors were
saved. Lieutenant H. A. C. Harrison was
killed. Major Philip Robert Anstruther,
Captain Stanford Nairne, and Lieutenant
James Macswiney were severely wounded.
Sir George Colley expresses an earnest desire
for Cavalry reinforcements.

|

(Etlitarial

Odb establishment claims a holiday on
the 1st of* January, and as the New
Year begins on a Saturday this time, we are

compelled to close our office on that day.

There will be no issue of our paper on Sunday
next.

We are glad to learn that the,, portrait of
Rajah Ram Mohan Roy is ready, and will
shortly be presented to* the Albert^ Hall.

We are glad to learn that General Litch-
fi.ild, the American Consul-General, wil
return to Calcutta in March next.

I

Dean Stanley is said to be the original
from whom the portrait of “ Tom Brown"
was taken by Mr. Thomas Hughes. This
assertion is made on the authority of that
gentleman himself.

The Calcutta Missionary Conference have
resolved to memorialise Government upon the
subject of Mr.Croft’s refusal to admit Christian
pupils into the Sanskrit College. A sub-
committee has been appointed to draw up a
petition.

I

Two I more ritualistic clergymen are about
to be imprisoned for having disobeyed the
clauses of the Public Worship Regulation
Act, namely, the Revs. Green and Enraght.
In the meantime the petition to the Queen for
the release of Mr. Dale has now received
20,000 signatures.

In the name of our sacred Church we
invite all our brethren in the metropolis and
in the provinees to come and take part in the
ensuing annual festivities. Unto each and all
we send onr most loving regards,and pray that
Heaven’s blessing may make the occasion pro-
fitable unto US !

:o

The death is announced of George Eliot
the celebrated novelist. Her original name
was Mary A. Evans. Afterwards the
pseudonym of George Eliot concealed her
relations with the late Mr. Lewes, whose
spouse she was, and with Mr. Cross whom she
had lately married. She was born about the
year 1820, the daughter, it is said, of a
dissenting minister in Derbyshire, She was
atone time joint-editor of the msfrninsler
Review, The deceased was an eminent leader
of the Agnostic school.

The Earl of Shaftesbury, in the, course of
a speech recently delivered, .remarked that
the religious horizon .was dark and men’s
hearts and minds were* so little suited to the
exigencies of the times, that he began to fear
the final dose of the Established Church was
near at hand. The great danger to England
lay, not in the activity of those opposed
to religion generally, but to the vast in-
differencei and apathy shown by the great
masses' hf the people.

CoLONL Oloott delivered a lecture at
Benares on the “Past, Present and Future of
India,” the Maharajah of the place presid-
iog. The learned lecturer commended the
ascetics and hermits of old for their deep
devotion to meditation and their supernatur-
al powers. He took, however, a very
discouraging view of modern India, saying
that the present generation is degenerated,
because its members have left their ancient
religion, customs and manners. They are
rather anglicised, he said. Colonel Olcott,
however, ought to remember that no society
can remain stationary, and even conservative
India is no exception to the rule.

—— :o:

We do not like the religious policy of the
present French Republic, whose fiat against
the religions bodies has done more to spoil the
cause of liberty than the establishment of the
Republic has done to further it. The Roman
Catholics as a body bore the persecution ad-
mirably. But there was one blemish' in
their conduct which might have been avoided.
A decree of excommunication has been
lublisbad against those who took part in the
closing of the convents. “ The person who
is excommunicated is cursed by '* the Trinity,
the angels, archangels, patriarchs, prophets,
apostles, martyrs. He is cursed in

j
every

lossible action and every department of bis
lody, cursed in each of his limbs, in each fea-
ture of his face, in his hair, his forehead, his
eyebrows, his eyes, his nose, his nostrils, his
cheeks, his upper lip, his under lip, his chin,
and so on, until it ends by his feet, his toes, and
even his toe-nails.” Cursing has nb effect

upon persons—especialtyj, upon the French
sceptics whose hard hearts will i be rendered
doubly hard thereby.

—

The recovery of Lord Ripon, who is dec’ared
to be in a state of_oonvalescenae, is a matter
for national rejoicing, and the message of the
Press Commissioner to the' effect that His
Excellency is not going to resign, as
was announced in the Times, is another
fact to be congratulated upon. nWe
hope with all ..i our hearti- that the
doctors will not advise the Viceroy to retire.

It is our opinion that a few months’i quiet re-
sidence in a healthy place will bring him
round. As his illness was- the result of over-

work,and not the unhealthiness of the climate,

the country should ^ not bo charged with a

fault 'that was due to His Excellency’s ad-

visers. Lord Ripon, who has already won
many laurels in life, probably does not need

the help of India to form a reputation.

But the country sadly requires him
—a ruler, that is to say, who will give

it rest and confidence. The universal sym-
pathy manifested in the country fllpwA^tbe

extent of the relief which the resignation of
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Lord Lytton and the appointment of Lord
Ripon have produced in the public mind. We
sincerely hope this relief will not be transient

or shortlived.

:o;

Human sacrifices still occur in the soli-

tary corners of India. The other day,

we learn from a contemporary, certain bill-

men, from the Vizagapatam Hill Tracts,

descended on the village of Chitrakonda
and carried off all the villagers they could

lay their hands on. The hill-men bad deter-

mined to make a raid on a neighbouring
Police Station

;
and, believing that a human

sacrifice would win Divine favor for *he

enterprise, procured their victims, as narrated

from Chitrakonda, and, after the ceremonies

customary on such occasions, cut their beads

off. One of the men sacrificed was the head-

man of the village—an unusual circumstance,

we are told
;

only the lowest classes,

pariahs, being chosen for such murder-
ous rites. Nine hill-men were arrested and
brought before the Sessions Judge of Vizaga-
patam charged with the murder. Their leader,

who was said to have killed the unfortunate

villagers with his own sword, was sentenced

to be hanged, seven of the others to transpor-

tation for life, and the ninth was let off. More
than a week ago, the case came before the

Madras High Court, which confirmed the

capital sentence, but annulled the sentence of

transportation, ordering the seven to be dis-

charged from custody.

—— ro;

Mr. Moncurb Conway’s chapel at South-

place witnessed a novel scene on a recent

Sunday morning. Miss Helen Taylor, the

step-daughter of the late J. 8. Mill, con-

ducted service there. Says the Inquirer

The service differed from that of Mr, Conway
only in the omission of the usual Meditation.

The readings were taken from the Hebrew
Psalms and the poems of Wordsworth, and
were appropriate to the subject of the
lecture, the title of which was Sacrilege, a
word used on this occasion to denote the want of

reverence and gratitude shown by the inhabitants

of our large towns, and more especially in London,
in allowing the sun to be darkened, and the atmos-
phere polluted by poisonous smokey vapours, and
pure streams to be poisoned by filth and vile refuse

from all kinds of manufactories. Miss Taylor
showed how greatly these evils have increas-

ed in recent years, and how they intensify

the sufferings of the poor in the close courts and
alleys of our cities, urging in forcible and per-
suasive language that the duty of endeavouring
to remove them is not confined to those oflScially

connected with the management of our towns
and rivers, but is incumbent on all, and is worthy
of the best energies of philanthropist and patriot.

A reverent tone pervaded the whole service, and
there seemed to be a peculiar fitness in cleanliness,

purity, comfort and health being pleaded for by
a cultivated woman, since none know so well as

such women do the misery which results from that
widespread neglect of sanitary laws which, whether
arising from ignorance, indolence, or greed for

gain, is a disgrace to our modern civilisation.

Alas ! that it has come to this.

to;

A DAY of thanksgiving was held in the
United States on Nov. 25th, and the Presi-
dent’s Proclamation appointing it, thus sum-
marised the blessings for which thanks were
due to the Giver of all mercies :

—“At no
period in our history, since the United States
became a nation, have we had so abundant and
80 universal reasons for joy and gratitude at the
favor of Almighty God, or been subject to so
profound an obligation to give thanks for His
loving kindness, and humbly to implore His
ooDtloaed.care and protectioo. Health, wealth,

and prosperity throughout all our borders
;

peace, honor, and friendship with the world
;

firm and faithful adherence by the great body
of our population to the principles of liberty

and justice which have made our greatness as a

nation, and to the wise institutions and strong
frame of Government and society which will

perpetuate it. For all these let the thanks of

a happy and united people, as with one voice,

ascend in devout homage to the Giver of all

good.” This is a grand conception—truly
beautiful, because so eclectic and catholic.

People of all denominations are asked to

thank God, and the President does not insist

upon the particular ceremonies to be observed.

If the Government of India had been as

catholic and liberal, it would have observed

its religious neutrality in a fashion quite

different from what obtains now. It would
have asked all races to show their gratitude to

the Creator on particular occasions in their

peculiar ways.

:o:

Mr. Voysey has issued the following

notice in connection with his advertisement of

the foundation of the Theistic Church :—
The reverend Charles Voyaey, speaking for him-

self, and in no way pledging other members of

the Theistic Church, desires to make it known
that he retains his holy orders in the Church of
England, and personally upholds the present
relations between Church and State as by law
established. He opposes only some of the doctrines
of the Church, which, having been ratified by
Parliament, can by Parliament be annulled,
and he looks forward to a second Refor-
mation by which the Church of England
may be made truly national. In saying
this, Mr. Voysey desires that it be distinctly

understood that the Theistic Church is in no way
responsible for, or is affected by, his private
opinions as to Church policy.

This is quite characteristic ofJMr. Voysey.
After formally leaving the Church of

England and declaring in clear, unmistakable

terms his adhesion to Theism, he now says he

still retains his holy orders in that church, and
that he personally upholds the present relations

between Church and State as by law established,

and also (the most astounding fact of all)

that he opposes only some of the doctrines of

the Church ! Only some ! that is to say,

only some of those doctrines the successful

opposition to which would have the effect of

upsetting the Church of England altogether.

Mr. Voysey’s anti-Christian views are well-

known. He has taken to the delightful

recreation of pelting at the Brahmo Somaj of

India, simply because that body continues to

entertain love and reverence for Christ, and it

is he who now tells the English public that

he still retains his holy orders. Sorely, consis-

tency is not one of the virtues of Mr. Voysey’s
cause.

o:-

The St, James's Gazette, which is the ghost

of the Pall Mall under its late regime, re-

tains, as is natural, all the old crotchets

and dislikes which characterised the latter

journal. Its latest sneer is directed against

our church. Reading certain mistranslated and
misrepresented fragments of prayers and
sermons of the Brahmo Somaj supplied by or

rather to Mr. Voysey, the St. James's comes
to the conclusion that we fiercely assail and
attack those who do not happen to agree with

us, and from this be jumps to another, namely,

that anathema must always remain a

great element of religion. Our British con-

temporary regrets that the Brahmo Somaj
having eliminated so much from Hinduism,
should still retain something to swear by. The
life and conduct of the Theists of the New
Dispensation, as reflected in this jonrnai, will,

we hope, conyioce eyery impartial reader that

the fanatical spirit of persecution is no trait

of the Brahmo Somaj of India. What we
anathematize is scepticism and not the

sceptic, hypocrisy and not the hypocrite,
adultery and not the adulteror, in fact, sin and
not the sinner. And does not God even the
same? Against our bitterest enemy we have
no grudge, for “Love thine enemy” is our
motto. Against no sect, Brahmo or Christian,
do we care to utter invectives, for that would
be imbecility and cowardly bitterness. But
against atheism, lying, fornication and
adultery we have spoken and shall speak
trumpet-tongued, for these are the enemies
of God. Should any individual or body of
men receive our attacks upon sin and
sensuality as attacks upon themselves, we know
what that means and how we ought to treat
these men. Should any one in India or in Eng-
land venture to stop our pen when it boldly
shows up scandalous immorality and danger-
ous atheism as God’s foes, he deserves to be
branded and put down as a disguised instigator
of wickedness and evil. Therefore we say to our
critics in England, “ Beware, Condemn us if

we maltreat our enemies, but support and
encourage us when we resist the evil-doer.”

ONWARD TO VICTORY.

It seems that the attacks upon the Brahmo
Somaj of India come to us at periodic times,
and are regulated by laws which are not yet
discovered. We were enjoying our repose
for a short while when all of a sudden a

formidable band of stout fighters are seen ar-

rayed, darting their javelins and shafts

in rapid succession against ns. What
with Mr. Wiliams and Mr. Voysey on
the one hand, and the St. James's
Gazette on the other, and Professor Max
Muller between them, trying to throw oil upon
troubled waters, the Brahmo Somaj has

been thrown into a state of delightful

ferment, and there is on every side

of us an uneasiness which shows how
much remains yet to be done to dispel the

cloud of misrepresentation and untruth which
overhangs our church. We are among those

fortunate or unfortunate mortals whose destiny

is to pass life in a cloudy and stormy atmos-
phere. The columns of this journal show how
very often it has been our task to exercise

the right of self-preservation against the con-

tinued attacks of foes. We cannot say how
far our endeavours in this direction have been

crowned with success, for it is evident

that as soon as we have succeeded in dis-

lodging one foe, another appears, and with a

far more formidable weapon, to smash us to

pieces. Nevertheless, our life is a life of

agreeable lessons and pleasant duties. It may
be said with the utmost truth that from every

encounter we have come out the stronger and
the happier of the parties. The result

of every fight has been a signal triumph.

With a weaker cause the Brahmo Somaj
of India would long ere this have been reckon-

ed with the things of the past. Consi-

der the formidable combinations raised

against us from time to time—how they

came on, each “rolling like a wave of the

Atlantic, three thousand miles long,” and
each striking flat against the stupendous rocks

of troth opposed to them. We say, therefore,

in all humility that it is a useless endeavour
to seek to uproot the Brahmo Somaj. As
well might you uproot the Himalayas.
Where God works and inspires, can the

feeble hand of man undo the work?
The very existence of the Brahmo Somaj
of India in the midst of so much
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that is unfavorable ami dangerous is

a triurapli of the highest order. The Di-

vine Commander who leads us, tells us

not to lose heart hut to strengthen every

sinew and nerve that we might be sustained

in times of warfare. Let us endeavour faith-

fully to follow the injunctions that come
on us from high, and then victory will

be complete. Let our friends consider that

no cause has ever thrived which was not

alloyed with the blood of its most faithful

adherents, and it is a fortune to the Brahtnos

that they have not yet been called upon to

surrender their lives. Theirs has hitherto been

a cheap credit, a credit purchased at the

expense of almost nothing. So there is

nothing to fear. Glorious da^s are coming
for us. Brahmos, fellow-brethren, stir up,

gird your loins and prepare yourselves for

ultimate victory. There is enemy on every

side of us. Behold the banner of the New
Dispensation, and fight round it with all your
heart, will,and strength.

EASTERN AND WESTERN THEISM,—
A WAR.

It was about this time last year, we believe,

that we noticed at some length the dififerences

between English and Indian Theists. A whole

twelvemonth has developed these differences

into a casus belli, so awfully serious as to

demand and justify immediate preparations

for war. Half-hearted Deism in the far West,

headed by Mr. Voysey, its uncompromising
captain, has thought fit to attack God’s

Church of Theism in the East. And therefore

we soldiers of the New Dispensation do pro-

claim war forthwith. To those of our

Theistic brethren in England who are array-

ed against us we say,—You have wronged us

and our Church and our God most outrage-

ously, you have wronged Christ and other

masters. You have wronged science and

scripture, and, therefore, we shall instantly

encounter you in a defensive battle and fight

valiantly, so that we may save the

city of the Lord from your desperate inroads.

Those who in England and in India are loyal

to the flag of the New Dispensation, men and

women, are requested to put on their colors

and form a holy defensive confederation on our

side. The time has come for hostilities, and

we do think a protracted war is inevitah’e.

And be it known that we do not plunge our-

selves in an aggressive war with tlie weapons
of deadly hate- and vengeful vindictiveness in

our hands. No, It shall be a war of moral com-
petition,and nothing more. We challenge Eng-
lish Theists to meet us in open encounter, and
show that true Theism is in their midst. If

tliey cannot, let them lie humiliated at the

feet of Eastern Theism, which is verily and
truly the eternal and universal Theism of God.

We are proud to say this, and more. English

Theists are stragglers, solitary free-thinkers,

irregular adventurers in the frontier, not

united by a common faith, not an organized

body ot disciplined soldiers. There is not

a single Theistic Church or organization in

all England. But we are a church bound by

common impulse and prayer and inspiration,

“God’s Own,” who have eaten the salt of

Providence from day to day these five and

twenty years, and have fought under Him
many a battle, and achieved many a

victory. It will be no easy task fora parcel

of disunited cold rationalists to vanquish a

disciplined band of loyal Theists. Then, again,

there are serious weaknesses in the theology

of our adversaries. Theirs is fragmentary

and broken Theism, not that complete and

perfect thing we possess. Their Deism is

only a religion of the brain and the hand;
the soul and the heart they seem to

ignore. They are intellectual and practical,

not emotional, not devout enough. They
have no yoga, no inspiration, no commu-
nion, no asceticism. They hate the entire

generation of prophets. They have no
Mother, and Jesus, the eldest

,
of the race,

they disclaim. They are not true to science;

the science of religion, comparative theology

they care not to study. Generalization and
induction, analysis and synthesis as applied

to all the facts in the world’s religious history,

to all systems of faith and all founders of

churches, are tilings unknown to them.

They have no scripture, no Word of Go i, and

are guided only by their own imagination and

reason. They cannot, they dare not speak with

authority. The world says to them,—“ Teach
us the science of inspiration and prophecy, the

science of prayer and communion, the science

of righteousness and eternal life. Tell us

with authority what God has told you of man’s

duty and the great hereafter.” But these

men cannot. Therefore their unscientific,

unauthorized, unscriptural Deism, or one-

anna Theism the world shall not receive.

Here in India men will find sixteen-anna

Theism, a complete and scientific system

of faith which harmonizes all elements

of devotion and character, all churches

and prophets, which hates proud Deism,

and consents to receive troth and salvation

at the feet of the Lord. It is a power in the

realm, a mighty and organized force, before

which all India trembles and must succumb,

yea,whose influence is permeating thousands of

men and women in India year after year.

Here God Himself is harmonizing faith and

work, reason and emotion, spirituality and

duty, Hinduism and Christianity. Here,

therefore, must all interested in Theism turn

their attention and allegiance. Come all our

brethren in the far West, and see what the

Lord is doing among His poor and humble
devotees here. Our victory is certain. Yes,

certain. For we go to fight in the strength

of the Lord.

A PILGRIMAGE TO MALTHUS.—//.

Hithkkto I have spoken of the upper
classes only, and I have written in my own
words, for indeed the condition of the upper

classes has changed, and our knowledge of

their condition has increased since the days

when Malthus wrote. I will turn now to the

lower classes, where we find that the average

age at marriage is some five years lower than

amongst the upper classes, and the number of

children born is consequentlv greater, and their

mortality greater also. We saw that some

10 per cent, of the children born in the upper

classes died in infancy: some 40 per cent,

die in the lower classes. On this subject

Malthus speaks as follows:—“We will suppose

the means of subsistence in any country just

equal to the easy support of its inhabitants.

The constant effort towards population in-

creases the number of people before the means
of subsistence are increased. The food,

therefore, which before supported eleven

millions, must now be divided among eleven

millions and-a-lmlf. The poor consequently

must live much worse, and many of them be

reduced to severe distress. The number of

laborers also being above the proportion of

work in the market, the price of labor

must tend to fall, while the price of

provi; ions would at the same time tend to

rise. The laborer, therefore, must do more work
to earn the same as he did before. During this

season of distress the discouragements to

marriage and the difficulty of rearing a
family are so great that population is nearly
at a stand. In the meantime the cheap-
ness of labor, the plenty of laborers and the
necessity of an increased industry among
them encourage cultivators to employ more
labor upon their land to turn up fresh soil,

and to manure and improve more completely
what is already in tillage

;
till ultimately

the means of subsistence may become in the
same proportion to the population as at the
period from which we set out. The situation
of the laborer being then again tolerably

comfortable, the restraints to popnlation are in
some degree loosened; and,after a short period,

the same retrograde and progressive move-
ments with respect to happiness are repeated.”

Now, let us picture to ourselves the condition
of the laboring man who, when young, has
married a young wife and finds his family

increase beyond the number which his wages
can support. He cannot buy bread enough
for all. The loaf which can only feed four has

to be divided between five or six. He most
starve himself,or starve his wife or children not

once or twice, but habitually. What does he

do? Truly, when poverty comes in at the door,

love flies out at the window.

The parents feel that their children are a

burden to them, and really wish that some
of them may die. The children naturally

look sickly from want of adequate nourish-

ment
;
and the mother says of her child, “ It

is a poor, weak, little creature, and it would

be a mercy, if it would please God to take

it.” And so 30 per cent, of the children die,

who might have lived if they had been pro-

perly cared for. Think what hardening of

the parents’ feelings is here, and what
breeding of ill-will and disrespect towards

each other. But it is not only the dead children

who have suffered
;
the food, the time, and

the money, whicli they have consumed, is so

much taken from the surviving members of

the family. All have been constantly stinted

of food, and warmth, and clothing. The

survivors have often taken in the seeds of

ailments which impair their health and

strength through life. Then the children

necessarily receive a very slight education, and

are sent to work and earn money the moment
anything can be found for them. Here is

another evil. As soon as a boy is earning

money and paying his father something for

his board and lodging, the fathter’s control

over him is very much slackened. His affection

for his parents is lessened also ;
and his home

being none of the most comfortable, if he sees

his way to better his position by taking other

work at a distance and lodging elsewere,

he does not scruple to do it. His parents,

moreover, are willing to lose his company,

on the terms of being relieved from con-

tributing anything to his support. Thus he

is started early in the world, with nothing

to lose pecuniarily by misconduct and

separated from those whose love and good

opinion are valued by him and who could

shed a good influence over him if they

were near him. Such a man is most liable

to take to thieving. We may add that

misery, such as we have been considering, is

one of the chief causes of both men and women
taking to drink, and of the daughters feeling

themselves so degraded as to think that a

better roof, better clothes, and better food,

procured even at the expense of virtue, would

be a preferable lot.

Here is a state of things which Malthus

sought to redress. If only every father of such

a family could have been induced to work on

soberly and industriously in celibacy and

chastity for a few years, saving the surplus

of his wages which 'more than sufficed for
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hiraaelf
;
wliile his intended wife went ovit to

service, and saved some money too, and learnt

cleanliness and neatness, and cooking, and

good manners, and a hundred other useful

little things which are learnt by every girl wbo

lives for some years as a servant in a good

house
;
what a different picture their home

would eventually have presented. We need

not imagine the father to earn a penny

more wages than in the former case. But as

his marriage took place later, there would be

only as many children born as lived in the

former case. Every thing which was spent

in those who died would be enjoyed by the

living children. Besides, the parents’ savings

would have enabled them to furnish a house

and take in a lodger or two, and thus perma-

nently increase their income. Being known to

have a little property, they could at any time

get credit from the small tradesmen, if they

were out of money for a few days,while the very

poor can only get credit by pawning some

article and paying fees and interest at a rate

which is perfectly ruinous. Moreover, in our

provident family, the parents would have an

extra influence over their children, for the

latter would see that the parents had some

property which would come to them if they

behaved well. And, of course, if parents marry

late, they naturally die when their children

are not so old, and the children inherit their

little patrimony when it is of more use to

them.
Here, then, we see that to better the condi-

tion of the lower classes, we must teacli them

by precept and example, not only industry,

sobriety and honesty, but to live long years

of chaste celibacy before entering upon the

married state. Let no one say that this

doctrine tends to encourage immorality, by

preaching that marriage should be delayed.

For though it denounces early mar-

riage, it offers the certainty of mature

marriage to all, and thus exhibits to

every one the prospect of domestic

happiness to be gained by virtue and lost by

vice. Moreover, the practical adoption of this

doctrine is the one thing which can perma-

nently ameliorate the lot of all mankind.
Let men be as industrious and virtuous as

can be wished
;

nevertheles.i, if they bring

into the world more human beings than

the world can support, wretchedness at

least must ensue. But we know that, prac-

tically, many forms of vice ensue also. On
the ottier hand, let us conceive a community
where proper providence in marriage was
universally observed. What a heaven upon
earth it would be ! No misery, no privation,

every body comfortably off ! Or if the variabi-

lity of nature gave some parents an excess

over the average number of children, and so

pinched them
;

there would be others who
would have less than the average, and

would have the means to assist their

poorer neighbours. Moreover, this variability

might be insured against by policies of in-

surance of the nature of family endowment
policies. A land where all were provident

would, indeed, be a kingdom of heaven upon
earth, and the people’s providence would

be that righteousness, of which it may be

truly said, “ Take no thought, saying what
shall we eat? or what shall we drink? or

wherewithal shall we bo clothed? But
seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his

righteousness
;

and all these things shall

be added unto you.” (Matt. vi. 31, 33).

Let me here anticipate one objection which

may be raised to the doctrine I have been

inculcating. It may be said, there are.many

men who won’t work, unless they are obliged.

There are many who, having a competency, are

content to lead idle lires; bat when they marry,
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the obligation of providing for their families

forces them into exertion, and they sometimes
rise in the world in consequence of the pressure

thus put upon them. Necessity is the mother
of invention. Many of the greatest benefits

conferred upon mankind have been the result

of the necessity of working which the needy
feel. There is, no doubt, some weight due to

this consideration
;
but it is only an objection

to perpetual celibacy, not to mature marriage.

And as to the desirability of every body work-
ing, it is most desirable that every boly
should be compelled to work, so far as

working consists in increasing the store of

human wealth in the world. But working often

consists in merely scrambling for a

greater share of the wealth which exists

already. Driving men to that work is only

intensifying the struggle for existence. When
a man is driven to that, he is driven to acting

selfishly towards some, to whom he acted

disinterestedly before. All that we say is that

it is desirable to fix the marriage age at that

period at which the increase of population
will be such as not to outstrip the means of

support which mankind, by properly exert-

ing themselves, can produce. The sugges-
tion thrown out is not an objection to our
dectnne, but an integral portion of it.

Hitherto, in this letter, I have had the social

condition of England in view; but I will now
turn to the subject of India, and on this

point I will again quota the actual words of

Mai thus. He says:-—

“From the prevailing habits and opinions
of the people there is reason to believe that
the tendency to early marriages was always
predominant, and in general prompted every
person to enter into this state, who could
look forward to the slightest chance
of being able to maintain a family. The
natural consequence of this was that
the lower classes of the people were
reduced to extreme poverty, and were compel-
led to adopt the most frugal and scanty mode
of subsistence. This frugality was still fur-

ther increased, and extended in some degree
to the higher classes of society, by its being
considered as an eminent virtue. The popula-
tion would thus be pressed hard against the
limits of the means of subsistence, and the
food of the country would be meted out to the

major part of the people in the smallest shares
that could support life. In such a

state of things every failure in the crops
from unfavorable seasons would be felt most
severely

;
and India, as might be expocted,has

in all ages been subject to the most
dreadful famines.”

He then cites some passages from the
ordinances of Mann, and continues

“ Such passages clearly prove the existence
of seasons of the most severe distress, at the
early perioo when these ordinances were com-
posed

;
and we have reason to think

that they have occurred at irregular intervals
ever since. One of the Jesuits says that it is

impossible for him to describe the misery, to

which he was witness during the two years’
famine in 1737 and 1738 (Sir W. Jones III
397); but the description which he gives
of it, and of the mortality which it occasioned,
is sufficiently dreadful without further detail.

Another Jesuit, speaking more generally,
says ‘Every year we baptize a thousand
children whom their parents can no longer
feed, or who, being likely to die, are sold
to us by their mothers, in order to get rid of
them.’ (Letters Edif. xiv, 284).”

^

Malthas then notices the custom of
killing female infants and some other bar-
barities, which have now been generally abo-
lished.

This last remark leads naturally to an-

other point, namely, that it is in civilised

countries and times of peace and prosperity

that this question of population assumes im-
portance. In England, and 1 believe in India
also, it has never been so important
aa at the present day. Yet neither country

has ever before enjoyed such an uninterrupt-

ed period of peace and prosperity. Formerly
war and disease swept off thousands of all ages

annually, and made room for the new comers
in the next generation to occupy the places

of the departed. Now war has few victims
;

and many forms of disease, such as small-
pox, are averted by medical science, while
many more used to arise from bad drainage,

crowded dwellings,and unwholesome food,which
have all been made the subjects of sanitary

legislation. The general result is that the

average duration of life in England has
been prolonged by many years, and our
population has increased in a greater ratio

than that of any other country in Europe,
although we have also sent out more
emigrants. Surely there can be no task more
becoming a great and civilized nation than to

look calmly into the future, and see what rules

of conduct ought to be observed in order that

the welfare and prosperity of its people may
remain stable forever. And the solution of

the firoblem is so simple, if only the facts were
known which showed the proper age for

marriage. It would only require to be adopt-
ed as a rule of moral conduct that no person
of either sex should marry before some cer-

tain age, possibly something like 27 in

England, and that every body who attained

that age should do their best to marry as soon
thereafter as they could find a suitable com-
panion, and that every body should live a

strictly virtuous life up to that age; and the

thing required would be done.

“ How very easy might reform be made.
If every man would but reform himself.”

Of course, I am aware that the condition of
India is very different from that of England.
The climate, the soil, and the physical
characters of the populations, of the two
countries are totally different. Your people
arrive earlier at maturity, and lose tdieir

bodily powers earlier. Life can bs sus-
tained on less food in India, and
the soil can produce more. There are jungles
which may be cleared and cultivated, and
there is scope for making thousands of miles of
railway with profit to the constrnctors and
benefit to the districts traversed, and then you
are more subject in India to variations in the
seasons, to storms, and floods, and drought,
which upset the most carefully con-
sidered schemes, and require to be
provided against by Government orga-
nization. Still allowance can eventually
be made for the effects of all this, and in the
result there must be some proper marrying
age for India as for England. Let it be the
aim of every social reformer, that is to say,
of every one who really seeks to learn
and do the will of God, to forward every
enquiry which shall help to ascertain what
that age is, and neither to transgress it him-
self, nor encourage others to do so. And, in

the meantime, in our present imperfect state
of knowledge, it is possible for every one
here, and, I fancy,it must be possible for every
one in India also, to arrive at a practical con-
clusion sufficient far his own guidance.
Every one may be sure of not erring on
the side of imprudence

;
and if he errs on the

side of prudence, it is no' error at all, but an
extra exorcise of self-denial, which may com-
pensate to some slight extent for the improvi-
dence of his neighbours, and, above all, let it

be the maxim of the future that this moral re-

straiat, as Malthas calls it, should be taagbt
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as a vital principle of religion. Yon cannot
love your neighbour, if you wilfully overcrowd
him in the world, and bring children into

being whom you can only support by forcing

your neighbour’s children to die of starvation.

That is literally what is done, indirectly of

course^ “Bygone who brings into being a family

in excess of the number which v.onld be born
to him, if liis marriage was postponed to

the proper age. This moral restraint is the

true golden mean lying between blind reck-

lessness of action on the one hand,
and on the other hand that hard asce-

ticism which would preach utter celibacy, and
thus influence the most unselfish of mankind
to sacrifice their happiness, and leave the

world to be peopled by the issue of its more
unworthy citizens. May this doctrine be con-
sidered and preached by the Brahmos of

India. There is nothing which so much helps

a new religion to spread as to have attached
to it wiser and better moral principles than il>o

old faiths. Let it be seen that an acceptance of

Brahmoiam brings in principles which save

parents from the loss of children, families

from poverty, and whole districts from famine;
and a great step will be taken towards mak-
ing Brahraoism the established religion of the

land.

I am aware that the Brahmos have already

done much in this direction. They have
already fixed by law a marriage age,

which, though early for English, is

tolerably late for Indians
;

they preach

against the idea that every child must be

married in order to enter into happiness in a

future state; they teach that men are justitied

before God by their practically acting on the

doctrines of the Fatherhood of God and
Brotherhood of man

;
and their preaching in

all respects, and the educational and social

reforms which they favor, tend to elevate the

minds, and purify the hearts, of their

fellow-citizens. I feel sure that such a

body of men will listen with reverent attention

ti (he words of Malthus : they will deplore

the evils which he sought to reilress, and
consider how those evils may be remedied in

their land
;
and they will honor him for boldly

facing the difficulty and preaching the re-

medy which he saw for it in bis own country.

A. D. Tyssen.

TO THE “THEISTS OP THE NEW
DISPENSATION.”

Dear Friends,—Your kind and sympa-
thetic address of welcome has served to cheer

and encourage us greatly on our arrival

in this to os new and strange land, which i.s

for the future to be our home. We thank you
heartily for this warm expression of your
interest and goodwill. We gladly accept the

love which you so freely offer to us. Ourx
is yours already. It has drawn us from home,
and kindred, at d country, to come and live,

and work, and die, if God so will, among
you here in India. India has long possessed

a large share in our hearts. We respect its

ancient traditions, we admire the high moral
teachings of many of its religious leaders,

and the zeal and self-abandonment of many
of its devotees. In particular, we have fol-

lowed with interest and attention tlie history

of the rise and progress of the Brahmo Somaj,
and have appreciated the earnestness and
devotion in the search after truth which
that movement has displayed. The names
of Chaitanya, of Ram Mohnn Roy, of Deben
dro Nath Tagoie, of Keshub Chunder Sen,

are not unfamiliar to us. We have tried to

learn what we could about you far away in our

owa land. We bare qovt come to see and

know and talk with you face to face. But
|

do not let us be misunderstood. When we say

“ you,” we do not mean those only to whose
kind words of welcome we are now replying.

Our hearts are warmed towards, and we trust

are large enough to embrace, all who in this

vast country are earnestly seeking for the

truth, all wh.) may bo feeling after God, if

haply they may find Him in union with

Whom alone the restless heart of man can

find its true peace. We have come here to

learn. We have come to learn how to love

you, and how to win your love
;

to learn

how our hearts may speak to you

and how to speak to your hearts
;
we

Iiavo come to learn your difficulties and

trials, and to help you, so far as we may, out

of and through them. But we have not

come merely to learn. We think that

we hare something also to teach. We
know, indeed, that yon, as we, love Josos

Christ
;
and we know that, in some sense at

least,you believe in Him. Our desire is to lay

before you plainly what we ourselves have been

taught and have received concerning faith in

Him. To this end we hope that we may
freely commune with each other on this and

other great subjects which so nearly concern

us all. May this early exchange of friendly

greeting he but the earnest of much free and

unrestrained intercourse with one another in

time to come, by means of which, you may
communicate your thoughts and aspirations

to us, and permit us to share ours with you.

Here then we are in your midst
;
ready to be

taught by you, ready to teach you
;

ready to

come to you in your homes, ready to welcome
you to otirg

;
ready to impart to you of

that which God has given to us
;

ready,

lastiv, to make you, if God will, what we as

Christians are, “ members of Clirist, children

of God, and inheritors of the kingdom of

Heaven.”

Yours in our common Father,

The Members of the Oxford Mission.

154, Bow Bazar, 22nd December, 1880.

GoD be thanked. Our Viceroy has recovered.

We trust our missionary brethren will return
shortly to be present at the anniversary festivities.

Bhai Protap Ghdnder Mozoomdar, whose
Kurrachi lecture we publish elsewhere, goes to
Madras from Bombay.

The Press is more active than ever, especially
as the Anniversary is approaching. So the Brahmo •

public may look forward to a good number of the
publications, among which we may mention the
following ;—An Address to the Deity

;
News from

Home
;
Welcome to the Oxford Mission and Reply

;

Pocket Diary for 1881 ; What they say of us
;

Missionary Expedition
; True Faith, with the

minister’s photograph.

The Fifty-first Anniversary of the Brahmo
Somaj takes place on the 23r'i proximo, Sunday.
The festival commences on the I3th. From the
1st to the 12th. twelve days will he devoted to
Preparatory services and meetings, thus ;

—
1 January, Saturday ... Unto Ram Mohun Roy

2 Sunday

and Debendro Nath
Tagore.

M Unto our Church and
the New Dispensation.

3
»» Monday ... Unto our Fatherland.

4 V Tuesday ... Unto our Home.
5 M Wednesday... Unto Little Ones.
f> Thursday ... Unto our Servants.
7 M Friday Unto the Poor.
8 n Saturday ... Unto the Soul: Solitary

Communion.
9 Sunday Unto Prophets.

10 - M Monday Unto Philanthropists.
11 Tuesday ... Unto our Benefactors.
12 Wednesday... Unto our Antagonists.
The rest

he reafter.

of the programme will be published

The Tmes o/'/ndwi says:—“Babu ProtapOhander
Mazumdar, of the Brahmo Somaj of India, now on
a visit to Bombay, will deliver an address in

English at the Parthana Somaj Mandir, in

Girgaum, this evening, the 21st, at 5-30 P, M., on
‘ Hindu Gods in the Brahmo Somaj.’

(C'OiTcsj^omlence.

[W'e do not hold ourgelves in any way responsible

or theopinions of oar correspondents,— ,M,'\

MONIER WILLIAMS ON INDIAN THEISM.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “SUNDAY MIRROR.”

Sir,—When I read in your issue of 12th Decem-
ber Professor Monier Williams’ strictures on
B.abu Keshub Chunder Sen, I almost laughed at
the blunders the former has committed. This I
did before reading your comments in pp. 3
and 4. There is not a right-thinking Brahmo—
and the number of Indian Theists is not small

—

who will not agree with you. Let the Professor
know that the minds of the Indian Theists are
not ditch water. Many of them have re-
ceived an education—a liberal English educa-
tion—and are in ideas and sentiments much like
those to whose nation Professor Monier Williams
himself belongs. I can assure him in the name of
my brother Brahmos, (1) that we do not look unon
our reverned minister as a being "more than
human”

; (2) that I have read more than once Mr.
Sen’s lecture delivered in January 1879, and have
nowhere found the passage where he is said to have
declared that he “once had a vision of John the
Baptist, &c.” I have, since Monier Williams’ visit

to this country some years ago, been reading
his utterances on Indian subjects and can
certify to the fact, that the present is not
the only occasion on which he has blundered.
In fact, his strictures on a gentleman to whom
we owe a debt of endless gratitude for making us
truly “twice born”—and who has reclaimed
a stray sheep like the writer of these lines verging
on forty-four, are like those which he passed on
a respectable class of men who, as something
like “ Assistant Judges”, are daily furthering
the ends of justice in the interior of India— I mean
the Pleaders. Monier Williams’ lecture on Indian
Theism is certainly an interesting one. We
Brahmos are much indebted to him for drawing
the attention of the British public to a grand
movement, which originated under the august
auspices of the Father of All Nations, and which
is destiued to work wonders in the souls of the
people of Varatvarsa

;
but it is deeply to be

reeretted that the Professor did not think twice
before he gave utterence rather flippantly to the
concluding portion of his otherwise edifying
lecture on Indian Theism.

Yours &c..

Member of a MofDssil Brahmo Somaj.
December 18, 1880.

THE BIBLE V'\ “ORTHODOX
CHRISTIAN”.-///.

o

TO THE editor OP THE “ SUNDAY MIRROR.’*

Sir,—I would draw the attention of your corres-

pondent “ Voice from Chinsurah ” and that of

others of the body of Orthodox believers, who read

your valuable journal, to the statement of further

reasons I am about to give in continuation of the

fifty-eight already published, for not believing the

Deity of Jesus Christ. As these reasons are strictly

derived from the New Testament! which is

supposed to teach Trinitarianisra, and are based
on the simplest, plainest passages with which the

whole Gospels and Epistles abound, I have no
hesitation in saying that they carry with them
the entire spirit of the whole Scriptures, the

general strain of which is decidedly opposed to-

Orthodox Christianity. It seems no small objec-

tion to the doctrine of the Trinity that it is .au

insulated doctrine shut up in a few scattered texts,

and those so dark that the gifted minds of Newton,
Locke, Lardner, Milton, and many of the most
eminent Christian men and women were not able

to perceive it (see “Record of UuitarlanWorthles”).

Even Dr. Isaac Watts, whose hymns are sung in

Dissenting Churches, after twenty years’ study of

the Bible, became a Uiiitariau at last from sound
conviction.

It seems no small o jection, I say, to tho

dogma of the Supreme Deity of Jesus that it

materializies new’s conceptions of tlie one true

God, and here lies the secret of idolatry. A God
of flesh is just the kind of God mea would like-
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to possess. Accordine; to this doctrine, God may
be said to be a material beinsr, clothed with a
human body, speaking and acting through
material organs nrecisely as it is asserted of man
that he is material

;
for he is material only by the

union of the soul with the bodv. Hampered with
this dogma. Christianity becomes closely allied to

every system of heathenism which inculcates a
doctrine of Incarnation. It is not at all surpris-

ing that the Christian religion can make no ad-
vance among people who seek to worship their

God as a spirit. We can imagine that a Jew of

the dark ages would have shrunk from this

dogma with horror.

Another grave objection to the doctrine of the
Trinity is that it acknowledges only in words,
but destroys in effect the unity of God. Three
real distinct persons,each of whom, taken separate-
ly, is God, become three distinct objects of worship,
and are calculated to distract the mind in the
worship of the one true God, In truth, the dogma
is nothing more nor less than Polytheism in dis-

guise.

Nature and the Bible are both opposed to

this doctrine. Nature is no Trinitarian, she
gives not a hint, not a glimpse of a Tripersonal

author, and it is written all over the old and
new Testaments, just as it is written ail over

the works of God. “ Hear 0 Israel, Jehovah thy
God is one Jehovah.” The names of the 2nd and
3rd persons are not inscribed in the heavens and
the earth, not taught in any part of nature.

The uame of Jesus is only known in those coun-
tries where his Gospel is preached, and he is

only present with a very few Christians who
copy him. He lives over again in the lives of such

men only, and he is absent from the many who
profess Christianity, but have not imitated him in

character. They are strangers to Christ, and
Christ is a stranger to them. If Christians would
be content to preach and teach the simple truths

of Christianity treating all the dogmas as if they

had no existence, and show bv their own
lives and actions the superiority of Christianity

over other systems of religion, instead of fighting

about orthodoxy, the character of the Christian

being more important than the consent he

gives to blind beliefs that tax the credulity

of the human mind, the religion would
benefit by it and advance with more ease.

I say “tax the credulity of the mind,” because it

is just as much a tax on our credulity to believe

that Jesus the son of God is the son of Th<'ee

Diche Persons as it is to believe that the wafer
contains the body, soul and Divinity of Jesus.

And yet the latter doctrine has on-' plain passage

to support it, whereas the doctrine of the Trinity

has none; the Supreme Deity of Jesus has none.

These dogmas are darkly inferred from a few
insulated and obscure texts—inferred by men
who are neither Divinely Inspired nor Infallible,

and believed with the heart without the head. In
truth, it is a clumsy theology, and the arguments
in favor are found to he weak.

It is interesting to observe, when Trinitarians

argue with Unitarians, the number of concessions

they unconsciously make. Every time they men-
tion the word “ God,” it is used in the sense

not of three persons, but of one person, one mind,
one soul, one intelligent being, one Universal
Father. Could a Uuitarian desire a greater con-
cession than this ? The very definition of God
given by “ Orthodox Christian ” in his first letter

was glaringly Unitarian, and when his opponent,
‘•J. T. T.,” heartily accepted it, it struck me as the

greatest concession that could be made.
Under the circumstances I have no fear in

firmly opposing the irrational and unscriptural or-
thodox doctrines,and I boldly say that,according to

the general voice of the Bible, the only true God is

the Father and the Father alone, and Jesus whom
he sent, is not this one God the Father but his

Messenger, the Messiah that was promised to the
Jews. Whatever Jesus is, he is by appointment,

he \a nothing at all to tlie human ?v/C(? except
what he is by the appointment of the most high
God.
LTX. Because Peter declares that ‘-Christ re-

ceived from God the Father honor and glory, when
there came such a voice to him from the excel-
lent glory, this is my beloved son!” &c., 2 Peter
I. 17.

LX. Because it is represented as necessary
that the Saviour of mankind should “ be made
like unto his brefiern," Heb, ii. 17.

LXI. Because in the Epi.stle to the Hebrews
Christ is compared with Moses in a manner that
would be impious, if he were the Supreme God.
‘•For this man (Christ) was counted worthy of

more glory than Moses, in as much,” &c.
Heb. iii. 3.

LXII. Because he is represented as being the
servant, the chosen, the beloved of God, and the
recipient of God's spirit, “ Behold my servant

whom I have chosen, in whom my soul is well
pleased; I will put my spirit unon him,”&c.
Matt XII 18.

LXIII, Because he himself expressly declares
that it was in consequence of his doing wh t

pleased the Father, that the Father was toith
him and did not leave him alone, “He that ,sent me
is with me

; the Father hath not left me alone, for
I always do those things that please him.”
John VIII. 29,

LXIV, Because he is said to have ‘‘-increased
in wisdom and in favor with God and man.”
Luke II. 62.

LXV.
^
Because he speaks of himself as one who

had received commands from the Father. “The
Father who sent me, he gave me a commandment.”
John XII. 49.

^

Because he is represented as obeying
the bather, and as havin<r been “ obedient unto
death.” ph;i. n, g .i ,»g the Father

unto go j speak,” John xii 60 “ I

kept my Father’s commandments.’’ John
xr, in.

I^Xyil. Because Christ “ learned obedience 'hy
the things which he suffered and through suffer-
ings was made perfect bv God Heb. v. 8 ;

ll 10,

EXVIII. Because he is spoken of in the
Scriptures as the first hnrn among many
brethren. Rom. viii 29. Has God brethren ?

T'XIX. Becaus“ Christ calls every one who
obevs God his brother. “Whosoever shall do the
will of my Father in heaven, the same is mv bro-
ther.” Matt. XII 50,
_LXX. Because he offers to the faithful the like

distinction and honor that himself has with
the Father. “To him that overcoraeth will T
grant to sit with me in my throne, even as T also
overcame, and am set down with my Father in
hislhrnne.”Rev. Ill 21.

LXXI. Because God in the Tatter ages hath
snoken by his son and appointed him heir of all
thinr»q Heb. i 2.

PXXir. Because Christ is styled the first-
begotten nf the dead. Rev. i. 5.

Ij^XIIT. Becstise it is deelared that God raised
him from the dead, “This .Jesus hath Go'l raised
up. whereof we are all witnesses.” Acts ii. 32.
''LXXIV. Because God poured out upon the
Anostles the Holy Spirit through Jesus Christ, Tit.
iii fi.

TiXxV. Because the reason assigned for the
Holv Spirit not having been received earlier, is that
Jesus was not then glorified. “ The Holy Ghost was
not vet o>iven. hocanse that Jesus was not j’Ct

glorified.” John vii. ,39.

LXXVI. Becan«e it is affirmed that Ohrist
was exaltod by God to he a Prince and a Saviour.
Ae‘s V 31.

LXXVII. Benanse God made that same Jesus
who was crucified, both Lord and Christ. Acts
II. 3fi.

LXXVIH. Because God gave him a name
wh-'ch is above every name. Phil. il. 9.

LXXIX- Because Christ was ordained o' God
to bo tbp .Tudge of quick and dead. Acts X. 42.

LXXX. Because God will judge the secrets of
men by .lesus Christ. Rom. iii. 16.

T shall continue these reasons as I find time, they
are almost endless.

Yonrs &c,.

W. T.

Thr Sikh Association of Lahore has started a
weekly journal in Punjabi for the encouragement
of the study of that lauguage.

A bADY, whohad sat through a vigorous charity-
sermon without giving anything, and had hov
pocket picked as she was going away from the
service, remarked that the Lord couldn’t find his
way to her pocket, but the devil did.

It is said of a divine just deceased that Latin
and Greek were so familiar to him that, when
Moderator of the Presbyterian General Assembly,
he was offering the morning prayer, and in the
midst of it he said, “ 0 Lord Jesus Christ,
thou art the ne plus ultra of our desire, the sisie

qua nan of our faith, aud the ultima thule of our
hope.”

Mr. Ruskin has as strong opinions on the
theatres as on all other subjects. He says in

a recently written letter : “Tie one tiling I

have to say mainly is that the idea of making
money by a theatre and making it educational
at the same time is utterly to he got out of

people’s heads. You don’t make money out of

a ship of the line, nor should you out of a churchy

nor should you out of a ollege, nor should you
out of a theatre. Let there he no starring on the
stage boards, more than on the deck, but the
broadside well delivered.”

Among the congratulatory messages received
by President-elect Garfield was one from Judge
Tourgee, the author of “ A Fool’s Enand,” who
telegraphed :

“ The family of fools send greet-
ing,” General Garfield replied by letter : “ Dear
Judge : I would have answered your kind tele-
gram by wire but for the fact that for the past
two or three days the wires have been too busy
to give me a chance. I thank you for your
kind greetings from the ‘Family of Fools,’ and
in return express the hope that the day may
come when our country will be a paradise for
all such fools.”

This is a curious fact. Bands of music are for-
bidden to play on most of the large bridges in the
world. A coustaut suecessiou of sound waves,
especially such as come from the playing of a baud,
will excite the wires to vibration. At first the
vibrations are very slight, but they will increase
as the sound waves continue to come. The principal
reason why bands are not allowed to play when
crossing certain bridges, the suspension bridge at
Niagara for instance, is that, if followed by proces-
sions of any kind, they will keep step with the
music, and this regular step would cause the wires
to vibrate. At suspension bridges military com-
panies are not allowed to march across in regular
steps, but break ranks. The regular trotting gait
of a large dog across a suspension bridge is more
dangerous to the bridge than a heavily loaded
wagon drawn by a team of large horses.

Major Swain, General Garfield’s Private Secre-
tary, furnishes the American public with some
interesting details of the family life of the
President-elect. General Garfield, it seems, goes
to bed between ten and twelve, and gets up at
seven or half-past, and breakfasts at eight. He
keeps two shorthand clerks going, and devotes
considerable time every night after supper to
the thorough perusal of all •* the principal New
York, Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Pitts-

burg, Chicago, St. Louis, and Cincinnati papers.”
“There is only oue autocrat in the house, and
that is the General’s mother.” The most
curious item of this family intelligence re-

lates to the way in which the Garfields
provide for conversation at meal times. “ Some
lime ago,” says Major Swain, “ we got hold of a

little work called ‘Three Thousand English Words
Usually Mispronounced.’ It has been our constant
companion at meal-time since. Some one takes it

aud spells a word. Then each oue takes
turns in pronouncing it until all have failed, or its

proper sound has been given. Then comments are

made by whoever feels in the humour
;

ami so

entertaining does this exercise become, that many
times the meal hour flies by so quickly that we do
not seem to have been sitting five minutes. It

makes no difference whether the visitors are high
or low, senators, or soldiers, grand or simple. They
can participate in the exercises if they see fit : if

not, they can eat and listen.’’

^ejcnjlou.

THE BRAHMO SOMAJ,

As announced in our impression of Tuesday
last, a lecture was delivered in the Frere Hall on
the evening of that day. The meeting, we are glad
to report, was numeroasly attended by the educat-

ed Natives of Kurrachi, and also by many
FJuropeans, among whom we observed Colonel
Strutt, Cooimaudiug 3rd N. L. I., Mr. and Mrs.
Patten, Mr. aud Mrs. Treppass, Mr. Max. Dinio,

Holloway's Pills.—Nothing preserves the health

so well as an occasional alterative in changes of

weather, or when the nerves are unstrung.

These Pills act admirably on the stomach, liver,

aud kidneys, and so thoroughly purify the blood
that they are the most efficient remedy in

warding off derangmeuts of the stomach, fever,

diarrhoea, dysentery, aud other maladie->, and
giving tone and energy to debilitated constitu-

tions. All who have the natural and laudable

desire of maintaining their own and their family’s

health, cannot do better than trust to Holloway’s

Pills, which cool, regulate, and strengthen,

Tliese purifying Pills are suitable for all ages,

seasons, climates, aud constitutions, when all

other meau9 fail, and are the female’s best friend.
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Mr. G. Anderson, Mr. J. T. Hannah, Miss May
Edwardes, Miss Miles, several officers of the 215th
Foot,&c., &c. There were also present the following
Native gentlemen Messrs. Edalji Dorabji Talati,
Head Master, High School, Pestonji Kotwal,
Akhund Alimahomed, Udharam Thawurdass,
Awutrai Ramchund, M. Nagappa, Abbas Khan, and
several others too numerous to mention.

Babu Protab Chunder Mozumdar on rising was
warmly greeted. The learned lecturer said that
he did not need any introduction to the Kurra-
chi public as only three years ago, he had the
honor of addressing them twice. He said the
great want of the age was reconciliation. The
apostles of materialism under the shadow of

scientific theories wanted to sap the foundations
of the human soul and the existence of God,
and the apostles of idealism, set science and expe*
riment at defiance. There was, on the one hand,
the vicious moralities of necessitarianism which
even could condone murder and other crimes ;

and there were, on the other hand, the theories of

absolute morality which combatted utilitarianism

in every form. One religion fought with another
religion, and churches were in a state of endless
warfare. There is a universal conflict in the
world. In every department of thought, of

action, of faith, of organization, men bitterly

disagreed. What is to be the reconciliation of

such disagreements ? Perhaps in other spheres

of activity, enmity was to be expected and could
be pardoned. But in God’s household, in the

name of Infinite Love, in the cause of Him who
is Eternal Blessedness and Peace, such bitter

conflicts are strange and without excuse. We want
a vantage ground, a higher platform of thought,
faith and feeling, standing upon which we might
view all theories, all systems, all philosophies and
all prophets in the same light. Standing upon
which we could adopt everything that is good, true

and beautiful in every department of human
thought and action. Truth was an indivisible and
integral thing. In Science, Psychology, in Ethics,

in Religion, Truth is one and the same indivisible

object. It is always God’s truth. Every truth is

religious, and every true doctrine of religion is

scientific and philosophical.

There is but one expanse of blue unfathomable
water which girds the whole globe, There is

only one ocean around the earth. But this

same ocean is called by various names,
in various latitudes and localities : the
Indian Ocean, the Pacific, and the Atlantic
form but one sheet of water, doing beneficent
work for all mankind. So there is but one ocean
of truth girding the globe of truth, seeking huma-
nity. It is called philosophy under one circum-
stance, scienee under another, ethics under the
third, and it is called religion elsewhere. But
it is the same identical " and indivisible reality.

He who recognizes it in one part ought to recog-
nize it in all.

Various nations of men, continued the Babu,
have various moral and intellectual peculiarities.

The Divine Being who is infinite perfection

cannot be comprehended by any indivi-

dual or even by any race ; human nature
is like a magnificent prism with many
slides and many places. The eternal light

of God’s nature pours through each side of the
prism according to its constitution and form.
And various streams of light which thus pour in

through the different tendencies, aptitudes, and
peculiarities of humrn nature, under diffeient

circumstances, combined together, form the great
light of the world’s revelation. But no man is

able, nor is any Church able to bring about, by its

own genius, this vast synthesis of truth. We need
a dispensation from the Great Goo Himself to
combine for man’s benefit the manifold
revelations which he has vouchsafed in diffe-

rent ages and climes : and such a revela-
tion has already come. In the Brahmo Somaj,
you do find the vantage ground, far from which
you can survey the conflicting faiths and systems
of the world, with an eye of impartial brother-
hood. In the Brahmo Somaj, God has been gra-
ciously pleased to combine the light of science,
philosophy and ethics with the light of His
revealed truth and genuine insoiration. In the
Brahmo Somaj all religions indicate the same
holiness, love, and wisdom, in various degrees
and measures. In the Brahmo Somaj there is

all prophecy
; all Scriptures are equally honored.

Sarling'ton’s Pain-Cnrer has been
found to be a certain cure for Pains in the Backs,
Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,Sore Throats. Coughs,
Colds. liahiuess of the Chest, Headache, Toothache
Neuralgia, Colics, Rheumatism, Paralysis, Fains in
Groins. Contracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad
Legs Bad, Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Piles. Ring
W orms, Pimples, Freckles, Exaptions on the akin

But we are a humble body ;
we call upon you,

men and women, especially hundreds of every

race and caste, to come forward and join

as and aid us in the great and blessed

work of the New Dispensation. Humanity is

sick
;

the world craves for union, reconcilia-

tion and peace. The Father of all men, gracious-

ly hearing the deep cries of his children, has begun
that great dispensation which will reconcile all

dispensations. Now is the good time for you to

come and help us, that God’s Fatherhood may be

recognised all over the world, and man’s brother-

hood may form that household. May that king-

dom, which has been worthily called the kingdom
of Heaven, arrive soon.

The learned Babu, on the termination of the

lecture, was loudly applauded and the meeting
dispersed.

5tertts^mettfs.

IN THE PHES S.

BABU KBSHUB CHUNDER SEN.

IN

India and in England,

LAST NIGHT. POSITIVELY THE
LASI NIGHT

Come one Come all

To witness the last night of fun.

OPBHA HOUSE.
The Parsee Victoria Theatrical

Company
WILL PERFOKM TO-MOEBOW,

Monday, the 27 ch December 1880,
Eight selected laughable pieces from their plays

ani Operas, and which for want of abetter

name has been styled

CHOW CHOW
Look at the Monster Programme.

1. Concert.

2. Fagatia. (Farce.)

3. Trip to Fairy Land. (The grand scene of

the 8 Fairies.

4. Indur Sabha. (3 Scenes of the 1st Act
only.)

6. Jehangeershah and Gohur. (Comic Scenes.)

6. Nuroodin and the Fair Persian (Farce.)

7- Situmai Hamnn (The whole of the 2nd Act.)

8. Good bye. Good bye. (S ong.)

QUICK! SA FE I ! 4’ SURE ! ! !

PAUE <J4. CO.’S
Proprietory Medicines,

Pbepaked and Sold only by Paul & Co.,

DRUGGISTS.
No. 285-13, Borvbazar Street, Calcutta.

Prophylactic Mixture.
It is the only Specific that has ever been dis-

covered for the rapid and radical cure of Malarious

and Periodical Fevers, with Enlarged Spleens,

Deranged Liver, Swelling of the Limbs, Loss of

Appetite, and General Debility. The virtue of this

unrivalled Mixture produces the most desirable

and marvellous effects in the constitution of the

long Malaria-stricken sufferer, by purifying the

Poisonous State of the Blood, improving the Dig«s-

tive Organs, and establishing a Healthy Tone of the

system. Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Expectorating Drops.
A sure and admirable cure for Coughs, Colds,

Bronchitis, Hooping Cough, Asthma, Consumption,

Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing. It prevents

consumption, and consequently the rapid prostra-

tion of the system, when it is administered upon

the first stage of the disease. A dose of this

repeated at night or at any time when the cough is

troublesome, is sure to afford instantaneous relief.

Price 1 Re. per bottle.

Detersive Mixture.
An approved and excellent remedy for Rhen-

matism, Gout, Swellings, Foul Ulcers, Cutaneou-

and Mercurial Affections, and all the various diseases

arising from a depraved and imperfect state of the

Blood. By its influence the Appetite is revived, and
Blood enriched and purified, and the Physical

strength of the most deteriorated constitution per-

fectly restored. Price 2 Rs. per Bottle.

N. B.—Full directions accompany each bottle.

Mofussil orders for these medicines accompanied

with full remittance of price and packing charges

are promptly attended to.

ifgr- Drugs of the best quality and genuine patent

Medicines are always available at the above’address

at the cheapest rate possible. a>39

THE BB.AHMO TRACT SOCIETY.
The publications of this Society may be had

on application to the Secretary, No. 6, College

Square.

The Bengali Sermons delivered in the Brahma
Mandir by the Minister are regularly published

by the Society. 20 numbers have already been
printed. Piioe 1 anna per copy. Subscribers’

names are registered at the office mentioned above.

An English series is being published, of which
the following have come out :

—

1. The Voice of God
2. Husband -Soul to Wife-Soul
3. Revelation and Science.

Price p er copy ^ anna only.

In the Press.

The Brahmo Almanack and Diary.
Price S annas.

Sabsoribers to the Sermons will have a copy a

half-price, excluding postage. Early application

and remittances are desired.

NZOHOZ.Z.S & CO.,
FINANCIAL AND GENERAL AGENTS,

8, Old Court House Street, Calcutta,

London:—! Wliitefriar’s StreetFleet St.E.C*
Current ok Floating Accounts.

No account opened for less than Rs. 200. Cheques
paid from Rs. 10. No sums received, or payments
made after 3 R. M., and on Saturdays after 1 P. M,

Government Paper and Securities
Kept in safe custody. Interest and Dividends

realized on due dates, and disposed of as desired.

Purchases and Sales effected at the best market
rates, and advances made on Government Paper or
other approved security on favorable terms.

Exchange

.

Sterling Bills negotiated, and remittanoes made
by Bills on the London Firm, or by Bank Drafts,
Special attention paid to family remittances, the
first of Exchange, when desired, sent direct to the
payee.

Fixed Deposits.

Sums received on fixed deposit subject to 10
days’ notice of withdrawal. Interest allowed on
deposits for longer periods at the following rates,

payable in Calcutta, or in London at par :

—

Repayable at 10 days’ notice — 3 per cent.

,, at 3 months’ notice 4 ,,

„ at 6 months’ notice 5 ,,

,, at 12 months’ notice 6 ,,

„ at 2 years’ notice 7 ,,

Pay Bills, pensions, and Allowances drawn.
Premia on Life Policies paid on due dates.

Bills corrected and rents realised.

Business rules a/warded m application, a-45

Burmah

CIGARS,
UNSURPASSED QUALITY,

Three Sizes,

Rs. 10, Rs. 15, Rs, 25 per mile.

Sample on application.

NETTROLOLL DAY & CO.,

5, Hare Street, Caloutta

American

KEROSINE OIL,
OFTHE BRIGHTEST QUALITY

At Rs, 5-4 per case, from the godown, and

Rs. 5-12 per case, free to Railway

Stations.

Cash to accompany order.

NETTROLOLL DAT & CO.,

a>44 6, Hare Street, Calcutta,
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SMITH, STANISTREET. & GO.
Pbarmaoeatlcal Chemists and

3>ruffgrlsts,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

7o Hit Excellency the Right Hon hie

LORD RIPON,
ViCKBOY AND OOVKKNOR-GkNEUAL OK INDIA,

<kc.. 4ic., k.c.

HAVE received a large and choice selection
from the best makers of the following :

INSTRUMENTS AND APPLIANCES.
Rs. A. P.

FromArtery Forceps

„ „ Fenestra
Belts, Abdomen

„ Corpulency

„ Riding

„ Carson’s Patent
Catheters, Silver Plated

Caustic Cases „
Dissecting Cases
Ear Syringes, Brass, 3 Rings ,,

„ ,, in Cases ,, Complete ,,

,, Trumpets for Deafness ,,

„ Cornets, Double ,,

Elastic Bandages, Belts, &c.
|

Knee Caps, Leggings, Socks > ,,

Stockings, Thread, per pair)

Ditto, Silk ,, ,,

Elastic Syringes, loz., to 16oz. ,,

Electro-Magnetic Machines)
very powerful, single

I

”

Do. do, double ,,

0 0
8 04

9 0 0
12 0 0

...500
... 16 0 0

3 0 0
3 0 0

0 0
0 0

... 8 0 0

... 3 0 0

...900

t

4

6 0 0

8 0 0

2 0 0

... 20 0 0

... 25 0 0
Do. do. Docket ,, 18 0 0

ENEMA APPARATUS.
Brass, single and double From Rs. A., P

action 12 0 0
Kennedy’s Syphon 9 0 0
Eye Instrument Cases 60 0 0

„ ,, Macnaniara’s ,, ,, ... 36 0 0
Cataract Knives and Needles M 3 8 c
Scissors, curved. Probe, and

Sharp, pointed, Cross
Action 4M ••• ^ 0 0

Opthalmoscopes Liebrichs, &c,, 12 0 0
Inhalers, Eclectic Mans Cor-

byns, Mudges, &c., «fcc. .. - 3 8 0
Minor Operation Instruments
Aneurism needles 0 0 0

.Abscess Knives, Syraes

„ Lancets
... 2 0 0

„ ... 1 12 0

Bistouries 0
»» ••• ** 8 0

Bleeding Lancets ... 1 4 0
Directors, Silver Plated 1 8 0
Dissecting Cases 7 0 0
Exploring Needles 2 8 0
Gum Lancets 2 0 0
Pocket Cases filled 16 0 0

„ Army Regulation 80 0 0
Probes, Silver » ... 1 0 0
Scalpel and Finger Knives „ ... 6 0 0
Scalpels

t» 2 0 0
Scissors M ... 1 8 0
Spatulas, Silver Plated 1 8 0
Tenaculum 0

•• • ^ 0 0
Stethoscopes 0> 0 0
Speculums Ear „ ... 2 8 0

„ Spring Kramers M ••• / 0 0

•, „ Nose 7 0 0
„ Rectum ... 3 0 0

„ ,
Silver Plated M ... 6 0 0

Spray Producers, Listers 18 0 0

,, Richardson’s Complete „ ... 16 0 0
,, Various Makers 8 0 0

Suspenders 2 0 0
Subcutaneous Syringes

1, -.. 8 0 0
Aluminum Cases 36 0 0
Silver Plated Mounts 8 0 0
Clinical Thermometers

II ... ^ 0 0
,, With Kew Certificate 7 8 0

From Mow and Sons, Arnold, Q-raj and
Sons, &c., <Scc.

HICK’S MAGNIFYING CLINICAL THERMO-
METERS.

Which on holding in a certain position
* the coinmn of Mercury and Index is

greatly magnified, thereby render-
ing the reading much easier from ... 7 0 0

With Kew Certificate „ ... 8 8 0
THE NEW PHCENIX THERMOMETER,

Has solved the chief difficulty belong-
ing to Clinical Thermometers, An
Air-speck is no longer used, but the
column of Mercury is trapped at

its foot, so as to register the tem-
perature.

Thus the complaint of the loss of

Index by Practitioners and Patients
'^i''Obviated from ... 8 0 0

Wholesale and Retail Agents
FOE

H. Sc T. Kirby Sc Co.’s Unoxldised
Phosphorus Pills.

THESE PILLS ARE CONSTANTLY PRE-
SCRIBKD BY THE MOST EMINENT MEM-
BERS OF THE PROFESSION. They are given
with remarkable success in Loss of Nerve, Power,
Neuralgia, Hysteria, Melancholia, Nervous Pros-
tration from overwork, Loss of Virile Power
and other atonic conditions of the Cerebrospinal
System.

Price, Rs. 2-8 cash.
The largest and best assortment of Drugs and

Chemicals in India.

Guaranteed fresh and received by each P. k
0. Co.’s and B. I. G. 8. N. Co.’s Steamers.

Wholesale rates on application.
9 (k 10, Dalhopsie Square,

and 47, Dhurrumtollah Street. a-17

W. KB-WmAN <{(. GO.
Calcutta.

Cheap Books on Popular Subjects.
PA PER FLOWERS. How to Cut, Make, and
Mount them. With full instructions for making
each Flower. By “ The Busy Bee." Illustrated
by 150 Bneravings. (As. 12) ... As. 14

BABY'S KNITTING BOOK ; Containing 28 Select
Patterns and Instructions for Knitting Infants
Socks on two Pins, &c., &c. By Mrs. .M. Car-
hery. Re. 1 8 nett.

SLEEP AND HOW TO OBTAIN IT. Nature of
Sleep, Exercise, Diet, Mode of Living. Bedding
and Bedrooms, Dreams, Somnambulism, &cT
(As. 12) ... ... ... As, 14

HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT. Being a Guide
to Housekeeping

; Practical Cookery
; Ficklinw

and Preserving
;
Household Work

; Dairy Man”
agement, &c., &c. By an old Housekeeper,
(Rs. 2 4) ... ... Rs. 2 8

FARMING FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT. By
Arthur Roland.
Vol. I.—Dairy Farming, Management of Cows,
&c. (Rs. 3 6) ... ...Rs. 3 12
Vol. II.—Poultry keeping. (Rs. 3 6)Rs, 3 12

THE BOOK OF THE GOAT : Containing Practi-
cal Direction for the Management of the Milch
Goat in Health and Disease. By S. Holmes.
(As. 12) ... ... ... As. 14

PRACTICAL TAXIDERMY. A Manual of In-
struction to the Amateur in Collecting, Preserv-
ing, and Setting up Natural History Speci-
mens of all kinds. By Montagu Brown.
(Rs. 2 4),. Rs. 2 8

’

THE PREPARATION AND MOUNTING OF
MICROSCOPIC OBJECTS. By T. Davies. Edit-
ed by Dr. J. Methews. (Re. 1 12) . . Re 1-14

GEOLOGICAL GLOSSARY. For the use of Stu-
dents. By the late Dr. T. Oldham. Edited by
R. D. Oldham. (Re. 1 6) Re. 1 8

WORKSHOP RECEIPTS. For the use of Manu-
factures, Mechanics, and Scientific Amateurs.
By F/tnest Spon. (Rs. 3 6) Rs. 3 12

INTUITIVE CALCULATIONS
;

or. Easy and
Compendious Methods of performing the various
Arithmetic Operations required in Coramerciai
and Business Transactions. By D. O’Gorman.
(Rs. '7- 0) Rs. 2 4

AMBULANCE LECTURES
|

or wbat to do in
ases of accident or sudden illness. By Dr. L. A.
Weatherly. (As. 12) As 14

A MANUAL OF MINOR SURGERY AND BAN-
dagine. For the use of House-Surgeons, Dress-
ers, and Junior Practitioners. By C. Heath
(Rs.3 12) Rs. 4 0

HINTS TO MOTHERS for the Management of
Health during the Period of Pregnancy and in
the Lying-in Room. By Dr. T. Bull. 27th
Edition. (Re. 1 12) Re. 1 14

THE DRUGGIST’S GENERAL RECEIPT BOOK;
Comprising numerous Recipes in Patent and
Proprietary Medicines. Perfumery and Cosmetics,
Beverages, &c. &c.. By H, Beasely. (Rs. 4 4)

Rs. 4 10
SINNOTT’S CATECHISM ON INFANTRY

Drill adapted to the “ Field Exercise and
Evolutions of Infantry.” With questions on
Brigade movements and Attack formations.
Guards and Sentries. By Captain W. D. Malton.
25th Edition. 1880. ( Rs. 2 0) . . . . Rs. 2 4

A MILITARY SYSTEM OP GYMNASTIC
exercises, and a System cf Fencing, for the
use of Instructors. By A. Maclaran. To which
is appended a Series of Exercises for the Regu-
lation Club, Horse Guards, 1877, (Re. 1 ”6)

...Re. 18.

SELF-DEFENCE
; or, the Art of Boxing. By

Ned Donnelly. With Illustrations showing
the various Blows, Stops, and Guards.

THE LAW OP HUSBAND AND WIPE. By
Ohas, B. Baker, (4s.) 12 , . . . As, 14

LONDON IN 1880. Illustrated with Bird’s-eye
Views of the Principal Streets, also its Chief Su-
burbs and Environs. (As. 12) . . . . As. 14

LACONICS; or, Good Words of the best Authors.
Collated and arranged by W, Tegg.(As 12) As.l4

WILLS OF THEIR OWN. Curious, Eccentric,
Benevolent. Collated and arranged by W. Tegg,
(As, 12) As. 14

THE LIVING EPISTLE, or the Influence of
Christian Character (As 12)... As 14

LIFE AND LETTERS OF EDWARD GIBBON ;

with his History of the Crusades (Re. 1 6)
Re. 1 8

THE OLD PROSE STORIES, whence the “ Idylls
of the King” have been taken by Alfred Tennys
son. Poet Laureate. (Re. 1 6) ... Re 1 8THE MUDB’OG PAPERS, &c. By Chas. Dicken-
Now first collected, (Re. 1 12) ... Re 1, 14

ORIGINAL PLAYS. By W. S. Gilberts (Re 1 12)
Re. 1 14

OLD STORIES RE-TOLD, By waiter Thorn bury
,,(Rel 12) ... Re 1
1 HE NEW REPUBLIC

; or. Culture, Faith, and
Philosophy in an English Country House. By
W. H, Mallock. (Re. 1 12) ... Re. 1 14

THE NEW PAUL AND VIRGINIA. By W. H
Mallock. (Re. 1 12) ... •

. Re 1 14AN INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE ' AND
Causes of the wealth of Nations. By Dr Adam
Smith. (Re. 2 4) ... ... Re. 2 8THE ILLUSTRATED BOOK OF CANARIES
and Cage Birds, British and Foreign. By
W. A. Blackston, W. Swaysiand, and A. P
Wiener. (Rs. 23 2) ... ... Rg. 25 Q

A PHARMACOPOEIA including the Outlines
of Materia Medica and Therapeutics for the nse
of Practitioners and Students of Veterinary Me-
dicine. By R. V. Tinon. (Rs. 4 12)... Rs, 5 4

A PHONETIC SHORTHAND aND PRONOUN-
cing Dictionary of the English Language.
By Isaac Pitman. (Rs, 2 8) ... Rs 2 ”

12
"•35 W. NEWMAn'& CO,

WAB.S,ANTSI> I

SURE!! & SAFE!!!
DR. FARE’S PATENT MEDICINES.*WONDERFUL Blood Purifier and certain An-

tidote against Mercury and the numerous
affections arising therefrom.
Warranted to cure thoroughly and radically all

diseases, arising from impurities of the Blood
injudicious use of Mercury, Rheumatism, Scrofula,
Pimples, Cutaneous Eruptions, several kinds of Skin
Diseases, Dyspepsia, and general Debility, &c. It
has the wonderful property of removing the Mercury
from the system and of purifying the blood of all
its impurities from whatever cause arising, of in-
vigorating the system and imparting fresh energy
and vitality to it. The brilliant and extraordinary
efficacy of this Blood Purifier in thousands of
chronic and almost hopeless cases, proves its effects
to be unrivalled and unparalleled.

Price per phial Re. 1-8
; and 1-12 in the Mofussil

including packing.

Ointment for foul and Mercurial
Ulcers and Bruptlons. Price per pot
8 annas.

Infallible Malaria Specific perfectly
free from quinine.

Sure and certain cure from all cases of Malarious
intermittent fevers, complicated with Hepatic or
Spleenic Hypertrophy, Anaemia, Swelling of the
legs and feet, Anasarca, Jaundice, &c. It cleanses
and purifies the blood and the system from the
Malarious poisons and other effete Materials
restores the internal organa to their normal funcl
tions, regulates the Secretions, increases the appe-
tite, and gives tone and vitality to the system after
the subsidence of the fever. It has wrought won.
derful cures of the numerous worst cases of fever,
complicated with enlarged Spleen and Liver which
have baffled the attempts of the healing art and
where all other medicines have signally failed.

Price per each pint bottle Re, 1 ; and Quart
bottle 1-8.

Spleen and Liver Ointment, for the
cure of enlarged Spleen and Liver. Price 8 annasAnodyne Liniment, Cures all kinds of
pains—Nervous, Muscular, Inflammatory and Rheu-
matic, &c., instantaneously by the external applica-
tion of this medicine only. Price per phial Re 1
Cures guaranteed in all cases.

To he had of
MAISON DE PARIS.

2,OHOWBINGHEE.NEAR DHURRUMTOLLA H.
Calotttta,

Wanted agents for the Mofussil. 16 per cent
commission will be allowed.

Branches and agencies :—Allahabad, Burdwan
Chittagong, Gowhatty, Guptiparah, Jessore*
Jhenida, Knshtea, Rajbari; Santipore, Serajgnnge*
and Sylhet. a-40

*
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TaACS.X:B„ SPXITK. <i<. CO.,

CALCUTTA.

Medical.
AiTKEN—Outlines of the Science and Practice of

Medicine. Rs. 8. 14 ;
cash 8.

Anatomical Remembrancer. Rs. 2 8 ;
cash 2 4.

Baknes—Manual of Midwifery for Midwives.

Ha. 4 4 ;
cash 3 14.

Barnes— Diseases of Women. Rs. 20 ;
cash 18.

Beasley—The Book of Prescriptions. Rs. 4 10 :

cash 4 2. ^ r. 1

Ttie Druggist’s General Receipt Book,

Rs. 4 10 ;
cash 4 2.

Bellamy—Student’s Surgical Anatomy. Rs.

cash 4 14.
.

BraithWAIte—Retrospect of medicine

yearly. Rs. 4 10; cash 4 2.

Bryant—The Practice of Surgery. 2

5 6;

half-

vols.

Rs. 20; cash 18.

Bristowb—Theory and Practice of Medicine.

Hs. 15 ;
cash 13 8. j d ^ ^

British Pharmacopoeia with Addenda, Rs. 4 4 ;

cash 3 14.

Bull—Hints to Mothers, Re. 1 12; cash 1 8

-Maternal Management of Children.

Re. 1 12 ;
cash 18.

,

carpenter—Principles of human Physiology

Rs. 22 8 ;
cash 20 4.

ChavASSE—Advice to a Wife, Re. 1 12 ; cash 1 8

Advice to a Mother. Re. 1 12;

cash 1 8.
*

Counsels to a Mother. Re. 1 12;

cash 1 8.

Churchill—Diseases of Women,
cash 9 12,

Diseases of Children.

Rs. 10 12 ;

Re. 8 14

cftsh 8«

Midwifery. Rs. 8 14 ; cash 8.

Cooke—Tablets of Anatomy. Rs. 10 12 ;

cash 9 12.

Tablets of Physiology. Rs. 7 4 ;cash 6 8

Deuitt— Surgeon’s Vade Mecum. Rs. 10 ;
cash 9.

Duke—

H

ow to get thin. Re. 1 ;
post free 1 1;

. ^— Queries at a Mess Table. Rs. 2 4 ;
post

free 2 6.

DuTT—The Materia Medica of the Hindus. Rs. 6;

post free 6 6.

EricHsbn—Science and Art of Surgery. 2 vols.

Rs. 25 14 ; cash 23 4.

Payrer—Preservation of Health in India. As.

12 ;
cash 10. •

Fenwick—Student’s Medical Diagnosis. Rs. 4 10

cash 4 2,

Outlines of Medical Treatment Rs, 5 6;

cash 4 14.

Foster—A Text-book of Physiology. Rs. 15 ;

cash 13 8.

FoiherQIll— Practitioner’s Handbook of Treat-

ment. Rs. 11 6; cash 10 4.

Maintenance of Health, Rs. 8 14 ;

cash 8.

—Principles of Rational Therapeutics,

Rs. 10; Cash 9.

Antagonism of Therapeutic Agents.

Rs. 4 4 ;
cash 3 14.

Gardner— Household Medicine. Rs. 8-14
;
cash 8.

Gaeeod— Essentials of Materia Medica. Rs. 8-14
;

cash 8.

Goodbye—Management of Children in India by

Birch. Rs. 7 ;
post-free 7-4,

Gray—Anatomy, Descriptive and Surgical. Rs.20;

cash 18.

Green—Pathology and Morbid Anatomy Rs. 7 8;

cash, 6 12.

Goy—

F

orensic Medicine. Rs, 8 14; cash 8.

Hall—Causes and Treatment of Blindness in

India. Rs. 2; post-free, 2 2.

Health Primers. Each As. 12; cash 10.

The Skin and its Trouble, The Heart.

Baths and Bathing.

Hewitt—Diagnosis and Treatment of Diseases of

Women. Rs. 17 2; cash 15 8.

Hill—The Essentials of Bandaging. Rs. 3 8;

cash 3 2.

Hilles—The Essentials of Physiology. Rs. 7 8;

cash 6 12,

Holms— Surgery: Its Principles and Practice.

Rs. 21 8; cash 19 6.

Hooper—Physician's Vade Mecum. Rs. 8 14

;

cash 8.

Hunter—Health in India. Rs, 2 ;
post free 2 2.

Husband—Students’ Forensic Medicine. Rs. 7 8;

cash 6 12.

Student’s Practice of Medicine. Rs. 5 6,
cash 4 14.

Huxley—Elementary Physiology. Rs. 3 4 ; cash

2 14.

Jackson—(Scoresby) Materia Medica. Rs. 8 14
cash 8.

Kesteven—Domestic Practice of Medicine, Rs.3 8.

cash 3 2.

Kirke—

H

andbook of Physiology. Rs. 10 ;
cash 9.

Lawson— Diseases and Injuries of the Eye.
Rs. 7 8 ;

cash 6 12.

LeishmAn—A System of Midwifery. Rs. 15; cash
13 8.

Lucas— Elements of Indian Hygeine. Rs. 3 8;
cash 3 2.

Mair—

M

edical Guide forAnglo-Indians, Rs. 2 8;
cash 2 4.

MacnAmAra—Manual of Diseases of the Eye.
' Rs. 8 14 ; cash 8.

Madras Manual of Hygeine. Rs. 2 8 ; Post free

2 12
Meadows—

T

he Prescriber’s Companion. Rs. 2 8;

cash 2 4.

Manual of Midwifery. Rs. 7 8; cash

6 12
Milne—Principles and Practice of Midwifery.

Rs. 8 14 ;
cash 8.

Mivart—

L

essons in Elementary Anatomy Rs.4 10;

cash 4 2.

Moore—Manual of Family Medicine in India,

Rs. 4 ;
post free, 4 4.

Murchison— Continued Fevers of Great Britain.

Rs, 17 2 ;
cash 15 8.

Diseases of the Liver, Rs. 3 8 ;

cash 3 2.

Nomenclature of Diseases, Rs. 2 14 ; cash 2 8.
Naphey’s— Medical Therapeutics. Rs. 12 14 ;

cash 11 6.

Paskbr—A Manual of Practical Hygiene' Rs,

12 14 ; cash 11 10.

Pavy—Food and Dietetics. Rs; 10 12 ; cash 9 12,

Playfair—Science and Practice of Midwifery. 2
vols. Rs. 20 ; cash 18.

Porter—The Surgeon’s Pocket Book. Rs. 5 6 ;

cash 4 14.

Richardson—Diseases of Modern Life. Rs. 4 4;
cash, 3 14.

Ringer-A Handbook of Therapeutics. Rs. 10;12;
cash 9 12.

Royle—Materia Medica. Rs 10 12 ;
cash 9 12.

Roberts—Handbook of the Theory and Practice
of Medicine. 2 vols. Rs. 15 2 ; cash 14 4,

————Student’s Practice of Midwifery Rs. 5;
cash 4 8.

Ruddock—Textbook of Medicine and Surgery,
Homoeopathic Principles. Rs. 15 ; cash 13 8.

Homoeopathic Vade Mepum.Rs. 3 8;
cash 3 2.

Russell— Malaria and the Spleen. Rs. 8; post-
free. 8 8.

Schroeder -A Manual of Midwifery. Rs. 8 14
cash 8.

ScoREBY Jackson—

N

ote-book of Materia Me-
dica. Rs. 8 14; cash 8.

Shaw—

M

edical Remembrancer. Re, 1 12; cash
1 8 .

Simpson—

O

bstetrics and Gynecology. Rs. 10 12;
cash 9 12.

Squire—Companion to the British Pharmacopoeia.
Rs. 7 8; cash 6 12.

SWATNE— Obstetric Aphorisms. Rs. 2 8 ; cash 2 4.
Tanner—An Index of Diseases and their Treat-
ment Rs. 7 8 cash 6 12,

Manual of Clinical Medicine, Rs. 5 6;
Cash 4 14.

Treatise on the Diseases of Infancy and
Childhood. Rs. 10 12 ;

cash 9 12,

The Practice of Medicine. 2 vols,
Rs. 22 8 ; cash 19 12.

Tailor—A Manual of Medical Jurisprudence
Rs. 10 ; cash 9,

Principles and Practice. Medical Juris-
prudence. 2 vols. Rs, 23 8, cash 21.

Waring—

M

anual of Practical Therapeutics,
Rs. 8 14; cash 8.

Bazaar Medicines and Common Medical
Plans. Rs. 3 8. cash 3 2.

The Pharmacopoeia of India. Rs. 4 4 •

cash 3 14.
’

Wilson—The Anatomist’s Vade Mecum. Rs 10 •

cash 9.
’

THACKER, SPINK & CO.,

6 & 6, GOVERNMENT PLACE,
a- 14 Calcutta*

NOW READY!
THE

CALCUTTA COMMERCIAL ALMANACK
FOR

1881
A SUPER-ROYAL SHEET 22 x30 INCHES

WITH THE
TWELVE CALENDAR MONTHS

SET UP SPECIALLY IN

Xji.*A.RC3-£S
FOR

DARK ROOMS OR SHORT SIGHT,
So that any day or date can be read at a distance!

Sundays and their Dates being printed in Red,
and containing the following information :

—

SPECIAL CALENDAR
i

SHOWING THE CORRESPONDING
ENGLISH, HINDOO & MAHOMEDAN DATES.

The Home Government.
The Government of India, Bengal, N. W. Provinces and
Oudh and the Punjaub.

Government Telegraph Tariff for Inland Messages.
River Steam Navigation Company, Limited.
India General Steam Navigation Company, Limited.
The British India Steam Navigation Company.
Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company.
Messageries Maritimes de France.
Pacific Mail Steam Ship Company.
Ducal Line of Steam Ships.

Star Line of Steamers.
City Line of Steamers.
Apcar and Co’s China Steamers.

Bengal Chamber of Commerce.
Agents and Merchants.
Calcutta Trades’ Associations.

Trades and Professions.

The Moon’s Changes.
Eclipses in 1881.

Ember Days.
Hindoo and Mahomedan Festivals.

Chronological Notes.

Jewish and Mahomedan Eras.

Fixed and Moveable Feasts, Festivals, Anniversaries, &c.

Rules for Ascertaining Dates of Moveable Feasts,

Holidays in Government Offices.

Standard of Calculation for English & Foreign Money.
Indian Money, Weights and Measure Tables.

New Indian Stamp Table for Promissory Notes, Bills

of Exchange, Insurance, Shares, &c.
Postal Rates—Foreign and Inland.

The Custom House Classified Tariff.

Parker’s Custom House Agency,
Inland Money Order.

This Almanack again claims the advan-
tage over all those which we have hitherto
seen of being the most legible. The figures
for the days of the month are larger than
before, and to that extent, therefore, the
Almanack is further improved. It contains
also a Calendar with the corresponding
English, Hindoo and Mahomedan dates,
besides a great deal of other useful inform-
ation.—“ The Englishman.”

The Press throughout the Country has recommended
this Sheet Almanack as the cheapest and most useful

publication of its sort. No office or house should

be without it ! -v

Price ;— ONE RUPEE —only !

For Town Fob Mofussil

MOUNTED ON BOARD, MOUNTED ON CLOTH.
ERASMUS JONES, PRINTER & PUBLISHER,

“Cambrian” Press,

5^6, British Inidian Street,

CALCUTTA.

BY APPOINTIKEEN'T
TO

HIS EXCELLENCY THE VICEROY
AND

GOVERNOR-GENERAL OP INDIA.

TBB CAIiGUTTA MUSXCAZf
BSTABXiXSKMEHT,
13A, Government Place.

LATE BURKINYOUNG & CO.
Founded A.D. 1814.

Proprietor, CHARLES GOULD.
N. B.—Catalogue with prices of Music, and

every description of Musical Instrument, j for the
Drawing-room or Military Band, may bo obtainep

on application. ^.27
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HAROLD & CO.,
3, DALHOUSIE SQUARE, CALCUTTA.

MUSXCAX. BOXES.
PLAl^NG

BENGALEE AND HINDUSTANEE TUNES.

Messrs. DXTTTA BBOTKERS
AND GO.,

GENERAL FURNITURE DEALERS, SHIP
BANIANS, MERCHANTS, CON-

TRACTORS, See.,

Invite Inspection of their Show-Rooms,

No. 71, Bbntinck Street,

OPPOSITE THE CITY PRESS.
Where every requisite for Balls, Routs or Parties

can be hired at

Moderate Rates.

OILMAN’S STORES, WAREHOUSE AND
SALE-ROOM

120
, Municipal Market.

Box, No. 1, playing 8 Bengalee Tunes.
No.

^

'' f"

1. Ragini Saranga ... Tala Madhyamana
2. Ragioi Lom-Jhijbit ... Tala Madhyamana
3. Ragini Yogina ... Tala Thunri
4. Ragini Bibhasha ... Tala Madhyamana
5. Ragini Bibhasha ... Tala Pat-tal
6. Ragini Chhayanata ... Tala Madhyamana
7. Ragini Eedara ...' Tala Madhyamana
8. fiagii'Nata-Narayana ... Tala Madhyamana

Cash Price, Rs. 150.
Box, No. 2, playing 8 Bengalee Tunes.

No.
1. Ragini Syama ... Tala Pat-tal

2. Ragini Hamira ... Tala Madhyamana
3. Ragini Ehambaja ... Tala Madhyamana
4. Ragini Behaga ... Tala Madhyamana
6. Ragini Chhayanata ... Tala Madhyamana
6. Ragini Kedara ... Tala Madhyamana
7. Ragini Iman-Ealyana ... Tala Madhyamana
8. Ragini Bhnpali ... Tala Madhyamana

Cash Price, Ra. 125.

Box No 3, playing 8 Bengalee Tunes.‘
No.

1. Ragini Gaura Saranga ... Tala Madhyamana
2. Ragini Gaura Saranga ... Tala Madhyamana
3. Ragini Bibhasha .... Tala Madhyamana
4. Ragini Iman ... Tala Madhyamana
5. Ragini Sohini ... Tala Thunri
6. Ragini Megha ... Tala Madhyamana
7. Ragini Jhijhit'i ... Tala Thunri
8. Ragini Iman-Kalyana ... Tala Madhyamana

Cash Price, Rs. 125.

^Box No. 4, playing 8 Bongalaa Tnnoa.

2 S Madhyamana
2. Ragmi Aruna-Mallara ... Tala Druta-trital

A
... Tala Madhyamana

4. Ragini Bhupali Tala Druta-trital
5. Ragini Bibhasha

... Tala Surphaktal
6. Ragmi Saranga

... Tala Ekatala
7. Ragmi Behaga

... Tala Madhyamana
8. Ragmi Iinan.Kalyana ... Tala Druta-tritali
_ __ _ Price, Rs. 125.
Box No. 5, playing 8 Bengalee Tunes.

No.
1. Ragini Saranga

... Tala Ekatala
2. Ragmi Purabi

... Tala Madhyamana
B. Ragmi Jangala-Saranga.« Tala Madhyamana
:• I™a°-Puriya ... Tala Madhyamana
5. Ragmi Behaga Tala Chautala
6. Ragmi Saranga Tala Ekatala
7. Ragmi Yogina

... Tala Madhyamana
8. Ragmi Malasri Tala Druta-tritali

Cash Price Rs. 125.
Box No. 6, playing 8 Bengalee Tunes.

No,
1. Ragini Surata Tala Druta tritali
2. Ragmi Bibhasha ... Tala Chautala
3. Ragmi Behaga

... Tala Chautala
4. Ragmi Behaga

... Tala Madhyamana
5. Ragmi Bibhasha ... Tala Madhyamana
6. Ragmi Hambira

... Tala Madhyamana
7. Ragmi Mahgaura

.... Tala Chautala
. Ragmi Karnati Tala Madhyamana

Cash Price, Re. 125.

Refreshment Rooms.
No. 59 & 60 Municipal Mabket.

FOR SALE.
A 6 H. P, Vertical Engine and Boiler and

Soorkey Mill,

A 8 H. P, Horizontal Engine and Boiler and
Soorkey Mill (new).
A Grand Pianoforte by Collard and Collat'd in

good condition.

A Harold’s Sympathetic Grand Square Pi.ano in
good condition.

An Alexandra Billiard Table by Dunn & Co.
Jute Combs.
Tarpaulins,

Miroballams,
Mangoe slice dry.

Ricebowls of sorts.

Sieves.

Sofa Springs of sizes.

Carriage whip sockets, &c., Sec.

1 Handsome Palanquin, late the property of the
ate Nabob Amir Ally.
1 Broker’s Pony Office Jaun.
1 Brownberry by Thos. Smith & Co.
“77 DUTTA BROS. Se CO.,

NEW VEAR’S SVPPZiY
FROM LONDON'PER S.8. “ DOBANDA,"

iTiTr

(IW/Medioines, Phials, Corks,
other STiudries, *o.,'&o. '

Bengalee Komoeopathlc Rooks.
FOR SALE.

"
1. Sadrisha Chikitsha-Shar Part I. Each copy

Rs, 5-8. Postage As. 3.

To the BooJtsellers 7 copies at Rs. 25 cash.
2. Family Guide, each copy Re. 1. Postage

An. 1.

3. Beshoocheka-Bejoy. Re. 1. Postage As. 2.
To the Booksellers 12 copies at Rs. 10 cash.

4. Streeshohochar including a general know-
ledge of Midwifery Rs. 2. Postage As. 2,

To the Booksellers 6 copies at Rs 10 cash.

English Rooks for sale.
1. Bering’s condensed Materia Medica Rs. 30,
2. Allen and Norton’s Opthalmic Theraputics

Rs. 9.

3. Ha'hnemann’s Arganon Rs. 7.
4. Russell’s History and Series of Medicines

Rs. 10.

Four-copies a lot Rs 50 cash,

To be had at

DATTA’S H'6m(EOPATHIC LABORATORY.
'

No, 312, Ohitpobb Road ; Battolah, Calcutta. I

B, K. DDTX. I

Dp. Xiazarus’s Domestic BKedloines.

Infantile Fever Powder (for Fevers,

Teething, &o., &c.), ... ... Rg. i 4
Tonic Antipebiodic Pills (Invaluable

in Intermittent Fevers, Ague and
Spleen and diseases of a periodic
character), ... ... j q

Spleen Pills (has cured thousand of
cases of enlarged spleen),... ... ,, i 0

Rbstringent Mixture (for Diarrhoea,
’

Colic, Gripes, Cramps, &o.), ... ,, 2 0
Cholera Drops (most effectual if taken

in time), ... ... ... ,,20
Balsamic Expectorant Drops (for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Pain in the Chest, Chronic Pleurisy,

••• ••• ... ,,18
Family Laxative, A safe, certain and

useful purgative, ... ... „ 20
Family Aperient Pills (mild, prompt
and safe), ... ... ... ,,14

Family Antibilious Pills (stronger
than above), ... ... 14

Family Carminative (Invaluable for
Children), ... ... 2 0

Family Hair Tonic (unrivalled for pro-
ducing growth of the Hair), ... „ 2 0

Family Embrocation (for Sprains, Chro-
nic Rheumatism, &c.), o-- „ 1 8
The above pe most str ngly recommended to

parents, guardians and others residing in Districts
where medical aid is not available. Thousands
of cases have been cured by their judicious uses :

A printed pamphlet giving full instructions is
nrapped round each lottle.

Prepared only by Messrs. E. J. Lazarus Se Co.,
at the Medical Hall, Benares, from Dr. Lazaru’s
original receipts and sold by all Medicine Yen-
ders. a-B8 '

PXKEPAB.AK NUKSEB.V.

Established in the year 1869. This Nursery
being the only national institution in our

country has been recognised by the public as the
best reliable source where all sorts of seeds and
plants can be obtained at a highly moderate price.
It is hoped that the lover of plants and gardening*
will not fail lo send for their supplies from this
institution.

The subscribers to the Nursery have to pay
Rs. 15 per year as subscription in advance. The
return made to them is seeds distributed ail the
year round. Amongst others those that attach
greater value and importance are cabbage or cobee
seeds, such as Phool, ol, Bandha cobees. Choice
flowers are supplied to them during the months of
July to October every year. Besides the seeds a
copy of a Bengali monthly journal, the Erishi
Tattwa.ie given to them regularly,so that they would
not experience any further difficulty in sowing and
planting their seeds and plants. The Nursery
has always in stock plants of the following de-
scription. Roses of nearly 200 varieties. Mangoes
of nearly 60 kinds. The new crotons or the brilli-

antly colored foliage plants that has of late
attracted so much attention. Caladiums or Kuohus
of different colors. Creepers and climbers, verbenas
of sorts, chrysanthemums or Chnndramullichas of
several varieties.

Price list forwarded on application to the under-
signed tree of charge. Flower pots of sizes can also
be obtained.

Our monthly Journal, the Erishi Tattwa, is
pronounced by the public and Press with most
favorable terms. It speaks for itself,and will amply
repay perusal. Its subscription alone is Rs. 3-6
with postage. Those that are fond of gardening
would never fail to take a copy of this regularly.
The following seeds suitable for present sow-

ing can be had at Rs. 1-8 a packet. They are
Choiteh Shusha, Beerbhoom Kuckree Eharoa, the
largest and sweetest Watermelon from Akyab
(A rracan), Country Phootee and watermelon saugs,
&c., &o. Early application for these seeds is
solicited. Terms Cash.

NITTO G. CHATTERJEA,
Proprietor Piheparah Nursery, Calcutta,

and Ex, Calcutta Agri. and Horticul, Society,
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Established 1875.

THE HEW nxUSXCAXi DEPOT,
THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHMENT IN CALCUTTA,

6, Xiower chitpore Road.

DWARKIN & SON, ^XaiPORTERS OP IttUSICAI. XNSTRUMBHTS, &0 .

PEOPLE’3 HARMONIUMS,
With one Pedal and no Lid, 5 Octaves, in polished solid oak case, by Alexandre

IMPROVED HARMONIFLUTES,
Superior Improved Harmoniflute, 3 octaves, O. G. Side 1 stop, highly finished, in box

FLAGEOLETS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver keys, with BMute head

MUSICAL BOXES.
Small size, 2 airs

MUSICAL ALBUMS,
In roan leather, gilt edges, and gilt brass clasp, playing two airs ...

PICOALOS,
Of Cocoawood, in D, 6 German Silver teys, slide head ... ...

0-28

Ra. 80 each.

„ 65 It

10 „

i» 5 ,1

16 „

6

n

ft

If

DENTAL SURGEON BY DIPLOMA.

J BARKER supplies Artificial Teeth on the latest and most improved style without springs of

wires of any kind being accurately fixed to the mouth by atmospheric pressure only. These teeth are

Eo life like in appearance that they cannot be detected by the closest observer. Mastication is as per

feortlySperformed as with natural Teeth, and they do not interfere with but assist Articulation
'1'

...

<i ...

J. Barker 3 Patent mineral Teeth are of the purest material only, and supplied at strictly raoderat

charges being within the reach of all classes (at home daily).

I'Cij 'E S P Ii A N A D B ROW, EAST, CALCUTTA.

B. m. SIRCAR’S ABROniA
' "

' AUGUSTUM.
i^fiSGIflG FOR I)YSMENORRH(EA

OR

Painful Itlenstruatlon.

A SINGLE administration during menses gener
n\. ally cures the disease, and brings on con-
ception.

For particulars apply to Br. Bhoobun Mohun
Sircar, No. 77, Mooktaram Babu’s Street, Cbore-
bagan, Calcutta.

PriM Rg, 3-8. Packing and Postage As, 8.

a-80

NOTICE
To Constituents.

THOMPSON <L COONO'OO,
Iron and Metal
AKercbants,

33-36, New China Bazaai',

Are prepared to execute any orders entrusted
to them

;
and care should be taken when

directing letters that this Firm is not miscon-
gtrued into

THOMPSON, COONDOO & CO.,
a.86

ASHBY <&. CO.,
DENTISTS.

Have an efficient female dentist to attend the

Zenanas. Guarantee comfort in the wearing
of artificial teeth, at a reduced rate.

Have a successful and infallible way of curing
ocular diseases.

Various patent medicines are to be had at a

moderate price.

No. 14, College Street, Calcutta.

Crushed Food Notice.
FURTHER REDUCTION.

From the 14th instant, the price of Cook and
Co.’; Crushed Food for Horses is reduced to

Rs. 2-6 a maund, exclusive of bags.

Crashed Food for Cattle,
to Rs. 2 per maund, exclusive of bags.

Chaff as usual 1-8 per maund, exclusive of bags.
14th August, 1880.

THB CALCUTTA ARMOURY CO.
No. 1/1 Mission Row, (Round the corner.)

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Ammunitions,
Shooting Fishing Tackles, Fencing, Archery,

Cricketing k Badmintons
; &c.,

Also Mathematical Instruments, Bengah surveying
compasses, and Pebble Spectacles.

For Bale at unprecedented low prices. a-7

The Xndian Guarantee and
Suretyship Association.

I
S the FIRST PUBLIC COMPANY, established

in India to provide Security against Losses

arising through dishonesty of persona holding

situations of trust, and to obviate the

inconvenience and defects of Suretyship by
Private Bondsmen.
The Security of the Association is now generally

adopted for European and Native Officers under
Government and Public Compaiiies.

Friends and Relations are relieved of the fear

of those pecuniary losses to which persons are

exposed, who become responsible for the acts of

others.

Moderate rates, according to the nature of the
employment, on the amount of security required.

Premiums periodically reduced.

For Prospectuses and Proposal Forms apply to

D. MoLAUCHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

Secretary,

9, Elphinstone Circle, Bombat,
OR,

d*16

F. A. COHEN,
7, Wellessley Place, Calcutta,

Agent, for BENGAL.

a-55

•Apply to the Manager.

FOR

Illustrated Price List,

At 65, College Street.

THE GREATEST

WOUDER OP MODEM TIMES!

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

Long experience has proved these famous remedies to be

most effectual in curing cither the dangerous maladies or

the slighter complaints which are more particularly in-

cident^ to the life of a miner, or to those living m th«

Occasional doses of these Pills will guard the system

against those evils which so often beset the human rac^

viz coughs, colds, and all disorders of the liver and

stomach—the frequent forerunners of fever, dysentery,

diarrhoea, and cholera.

Is the most effectual remedy for old sores, wounds
ulcers, rheumatism, and all skin diseases ; in fact, when

used according to the printed directions, it never tails to

cure alike, deep and superficial ailments.

The Pills and Ointment are Manufactured only at.

633, OXFORD STREET, LONDON,

And are sold by all Vendors of Medicines throughout the

Civilized World ; with directions for use in almost every
language.

Beware of counterfeits tl^at may emanate
from the United States. Purchasers sho”M ] ook

to the Label on the Pots and Boxes. f the

address is not 188^ Oxford Street, Lon' ,
they

axe spurious.

a-26
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SPECIALITIES IN WATCHES.
The undernoted Watches are specially adapted for persons who, having costly watches, are

reluctant to use them for rough purposes, such as travelling, sporting, &c. They have' been
manufactured by Hamilton and & Co. expressly to supply the demand for a fairly finished and accurate
time-keeper at a moderate cost.

The Railway Watoh.

The Railway Watch, as sup-

plied to the Indian Railway
Companies, has an English
iever movement of the finest

quality and strongest possible

construction. Hamilton & Co.

confidently recommend it as a

Watch not easily disarranged by
rough usage. The apparent dis-

advantage of the large size is

amply compensated for in wear
by the increased excellence of its

performance as a time-keeper.

Recommended by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society for the use of

Travellers and Explorers.
Cash.

In German Silver case.r.Ra. 95
In Sterling Silver case... ,, 135
In Silver case, Keyless... ,, 180

The “Exhibition” Eng*-
llsh Xiever Watch.

This Watch, which is guaran-
teed to be entirely English-
made throughout, has a substan-
tial fine Silver double-bottomed
engine-turned Hunting Case,
with movement on the English
Full Plate System ! with Jewel-
led Lever Escapement, Fusee
and Chain, and with maintain-
ing power to go while being
wound. The Dial is of hard
white enamel, and with Seconds
Hand. Great attention has been
paid to the shape of the Watch,
which is compact and of me-
dium size.

Cash.

Silver, best quality ... Rs. 8.*^

Second quality ... ,, 75

THE STANDARD XiEVER WATCH.
In London Hall-marked Silver Hunting Case, ^

Plate, Capped, Lever movement, English Escape-

ment, Compensation Balance, White Enamelled

Dials, Sunk Seconds Dial, &c.

Price, Rs, 75 cash. In Gold Hunting Case, Rs, 200 cash.

With Keyless movement. Hunter Half-hunter, Silver, Rs. 100 cash.

This Watch is of an elegant compact build. We
have devoted particular attention to the good
finish of its mechanism, and as we can confidently
guarantee its performance, we recommend it to all
classes of buyers. '

The Aluminium or Silver Keyless
Crystal Watch.

Being Keyless it is not necessary to open it for
winding or for setting the hands.

This in India is a great advantage, dust and damp
being kept out.

Jewelled in many holes, with Crystal back.
Works visible.

Silver case, Rs. 45. Aluminium case, Rs. 40.

Ziadies’ Gold Watches.
Substantial 18-Carat Gold cases, engraved Hunter

or Half-hunter, good sound movements, thoroughly
timed and tested. Fitted in Morocco case. Gold
Key supplied.

Price, for cash, Rs. 100 to 200.

The Patent Silver Eever Watch
A GOOD WATCH FOR ORDINARY WEAR.

It possesses all the essential features of a reliable
time-keeper, and is calculated to give every satis-

faction.

Fine solid Silver case, thick flat Crystal glass,
strong and well Jewelled Lever movement, and
Seconds Dial.

Price, for cash only ... Rs. 40

Superior gUALiTY,in Hunting Case, Rs. 65 Cash

Ziadies’ Eleg-ant Enamelled Watches
With cases exquisitely enamelled in colors, in a

great variety of styles and pretty designs, with
highly finished Jewelled movements. Rs. 125 to 300

Gold Guard and Albert Chains
Of every fashionable pattern now worn, and of the usual lengths, manufactured of the best rich

colored Gold. We solicit inspection of our large and varied stock, but a sheet of patterns with prices
will be forwarded per post to up-country applicants not able to visit Calcutta,

Silver Guard and Albert Chains, a large assortment always in Stock, Prices on
application.

Ziockets, Seals, and Watch Keys, charms and Trinkets, dec.

WHAT ARE PERFECT

WATCHES?
Black & Murray’s patent machine-

made English Lever WATCH in sterling
Silver Hunting Case, gives invariable satisfaction.
It is specially manufactured for India by MACHI-
NERY of THEIR OWN invention, and as only
the best material is employed, this Watch will be
found both accurate and lasting.

Price, Rs. 55 nett.

Guaranteed for 2 years. Every part is warranted
to be English Manufacture, (many so-called English
Watches are only Swiss movements, fitted in

English cases).

Silver KEYLESS English
WATCHES, warranted
from Rs. 100.

The UNIVERSAL KEY to

WIND ANY WATCH, Rs
MORDAN’S Gold and Silver PENCILS, in variety.
RACING CHRONOGRAPHS, Rs. 45 net. ELRC-
TRIO BELLS, with appurtenances, Rs. 20 net.

SETH THOMAS’ Lever CLOCKS, Rs. 8 to 30.
SPECIAL ATIENTION TO REPAIRS.

Hunting or Guard
MACHINE-MADE,

wear on
3 to 20.

chain, will

EZiACK & MURRAY.
6-1, Hastings Street, Calcutta.- a-3

HOUSES FOR SALE.
LIST NO. 1.

Annes Barlier’s Lane

Bow Bazaar

Bentinck St.

Bentinck Lane
Blackburn’s Lane
Crooked Lane
Chitpore Road (Lower)

Circular Road (Lower)

Camac St.
College St.

Canning St.

COLLiNGA Lane
Dhurrumtollah St.

Dixons’ Lane
Dacres Lane

Elliott’s Road

Elysium Row

Ezra Street

lower room
ditto

ditto

ditto

Upper
ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

Upper
lower
upper
ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

lower
upper

3 stories

lower
upper
ditto

3 stories

lower

Rs.

8.500

10,000
5.500

8,600
17,000
6',000
7.500

9 000
14.000
15.000

25.000

10.000
4.000
40.000
20.000
12,000
15.000
12,800
12.000
15.000

38.000
8.000

35,^00
34.000

8.500

86.000

42.000
68.000

12,000

D. LATTEY & CO.,
House and Land Agents.

1, Old Court House, Corner.

Christmas and New Year Cards.

HAMILTON AND COMPANY,
Jewellers, Watch and Clock Makers in ordinary to H. E. the 'Viceroy

and to H, R. H. the Prince of Wales,
CA L C UTTA.

DUNN AND 00 .

CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS,

AND

BILLIARD TABLE MANUFACTURERS
. BY APPOINTMENT TO

Hlfl Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-
General of India.

Nos. 46 47, Bentinck Street,

Calcutta.

Every requisite in Household Furniture supplied
at the shortest notice.

A large collection of ready-made Furniture avail-

able for selection.

Designs furnished for Furniture of special make.
The entire furnishing of houses undertaken at

the most moderate rates of charge.

Orders executed for Billiard Tables of all seizes
and Billiard Table Requisites of all kinds

; a large
took of both being always kept on hand.

M, DRY AND CO.,

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS,

AND REPAIRERS

OP

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LAMPS,
Tinsmiths,Blectroplaters,Sronzers,

Ziacquerors and Railway Con-
tractors, dl.C., dbC.

No. 27, Loll Bazar, Calcutta.

Block Tlnmade Deed and Despatch Boxes
Baths of sizes, Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Hot-

water Cans
; Garden Watering Pots

; Tea, House,
Street, Portico, Lobby and Ornamental Church
Lamps

; Railway Lamps of every description,
&c., &c.,

Always in hand and made to order.
Also

Portable Cooking Stoves of single and double
li, 3, and 4 inch • burner with ovens.

Terms very moderate, o-33

have just opened out a large assortment

of the above, and respectfully draw attention of

our Patrons and Friends.

Prices from 8 annas a dozen to Rs. 2-8 each

.

Our Indian Series is also a great attraction —
prices As. 8 each, or Rs. 2-8 a set of 6.

Toy Books, Birthday Books, Prayer Books,

Church Services, and Hymn Books, in great

variety. Photo and Scrap Albums, Work Boxes

Desks and various other Fancy Goods.

Inspection solicited.

Terms Cash.

H. C. GANGOOLY & CO.,

<*•60 W <& SO Mangoe Lane, Calcutta,
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COOKE & KELVEY.
MANUFACTURING IMPORTING CX.OCK. MAKERS.

m, OLD COURT HOUSE STREET, CALCUTTA.

rpHEIR show rooms will be found to contain the newest and most varied stock of clocks of everyX description in gilt, bronze, marble and woods of the choicest kind.

EARX.V ENGZ.ISK AND CAEINET CX.OCKS.
In Ebonised and Block-wood cases, with Enamelled and Porcelain Dials and Plaques superior

movements, &c., from Ks. 40, 50, 60 to 100,
’

Marble clocks.

Carriage Clocks,

Bisque Clocks,

Mysterious

Clocks, Travel-

ler’s Clocks,

Brass Clocks,

Bronze Clo c k s.

Night-lamp

Clocks, Gilt

Clocks, Alabaster

Clocks,

Miniature Clocks,

Boudoir Clocks,

Regimental

Clocks, Drawing-

room Clocks,

Hall and Brack-

ET Clocks,

RegulatorClocks
,

Office Cl oJc k s,

American Clocks,

Horizontal Drum

Clocks, Turret

Clocks.

CARRIAGE OR TRAVEZiXfING CDOCKS.

Eight-day Lever Car-
riage Clocks, striking hours
and half-hours, in Ormolu
and Plate Glass Cases
Rs. no, 120, &c.

t

Eight-day Lever Car-
riage Clocks, in handsomely
engraved cases, Es. 140 to

180.

Eight-day Lever Car-
riage Clocks, with beauti-

fully illuminated porcelain

sides and dial, Es. 200 to

300.

Eight-day Lever Car-
riage Clocks, striking hours
and quarters, “ Cathedral-

toned” gong, repetition, &c.

Es‘ 300, 350, &c.

Eight-day Lever Car-
RAIGE TimkpieCes, silent, in
Ormolu and Plate Glass
Cases, Rs. 60, 70, 80.

Eight-day Carriage
Timepieces, Horiz o n t a l
Escapement, &c,, Rs. 50, 60.

Eight-day Miniature
Timepieces, in Ormolu and
blate Glass Cases, 2 to 3
inches high, Rs. 80, 100, &c.

RIGHT-DAY M IN I A T U R E
Timepieces, Lever Escape-
ment, Illuminated Cases,
Rs. 120 to 180.

These very useful Clocks are especiallly in demand for India, from the fact that they go in any
position, and are notaflfected by changes of climate. They can be had with or without striking move-
ment, repetition or alarum, and are warranted accurate Time-keepers. Bach Clock is furnished with
an external case of the best Morocco leather, lined with velvet, and fitted with lock spring and leather
strap handle.

COOKE & KELVEY,
0-29 CALCUTTA.

NATZONAIi BANK OF INDIA,
Z.IMITED,

The Bank’s present rates of interest are.

On Twelve Months’ Deposits 5%
„ Six Months’ Deposits 4%

Special rates are allowed on Deposits for short

periods.

On Current Accounts Interest at 2% is allowed

on the daily balances over Rs. 1,000 and under

one lac.

J, Campbell,
a-52 Mmgaer,

NOTICE.

The Press at No. 2, British Indian Street, at
which the Indian Mirror has been printed since

the 1st January, 1878, being distinct from the Press
at No. 6, College Square, where the Paper before that
date was printed, it is hereby announced for public
information that the Press in British Indian Street,
where the Mirror is now, and will hereafter
be printed, is henceforward to be called the
“Sen Press.” All communications for the
Mirror Newspaper and the Sen Press to be
addreaied acoordingly,

G. Z<A2.AXtUS dc CO.,

AGENTS, SINGER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

2, DALHOUSIE SQUARE,

Calcutta.

SINGER’S
LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

Gold Medal.
Paris Exhibition

1878.

SINGER’S 356, 4.32

LOCK-STITCH Machines,
Sewing Machines. Sold in 1878.

SINGER’S New Family Hand Machine
LOCK-STirCH without cover.

Sewing Machines. Rs. 65.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines

New Family Hand Machine
with polished cover and

lock,

Rs. 80.

SINGER’S New Family Treadle Machine
LOCK-STITCH on polished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 85.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table, with

Hand Accessory,
Rs, 95,

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Machines.

New Family Treadle Machine
in polished Table, with

polished cover,

Rs. 95.

SINGER’S

LOCK-STITCH

Sewing Mahcines.

New Family Treadle Machine
on polished Table with do.
cover and Hand Accessory,

Rs. 105,

SINGER’S The Medium Machine on po-
LOOK-STITCH lished Table,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 100.

SINGER’S The Medium Machine
For Milliners & Dressmakers,

LOCK-STITCH „ Tailors and Shoemakers,
with cover,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 115.

SINGER’S The Arm Machine with mov-
LOCK-STITCfl able feed for Shoemakers,

Sewing Machines. Rs. 120,

SINGER’S Packing for

LOCK-STITCH Hand Machines, Rs. 2-8,

Sewing Machines. Treadle ditto, Rs. 6.

Up-country orders with remittances promptly
executed.

Price Lists free on application. a-3

NOTICE.

The Manager of the Sen Press will be pre-
pared to undertake any agency business,

with which he may be entrusted, promptly and
satisfactorily, Remittances to accompany orders,
Dommission will be charged according to the value
of the order on a sliding scale of rates which can
be MBCertained by applioation to the Manager.

era -4 r er-.-
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THE

CALCUTTA AUCTION MART,

1, LALL BAZAR. .

A. J, F A R K. B R & CO.

V

~p^EG to draw the attention of those about to fvniish to their fine range of Commiission Sale Rooms

where there is Furniture on view of all descriptions at lowest prices.

Those desirous of Selling their Furniture privately, can place it on Commission Sale at our valua>

tion. Cash advances made. a-21

Provision for Old Age combined with a Provision for the Widow and Orphan,

u
3
«

fZ
o

o
o.
o
£1

03

Ct

a
V

EXAMPLE.
’ A Civilian, European or Native, aged 20 next birthday, wishes to lay apart a sum
of about THIRTEEN RUPEES a mouth in such a way that his savings will be securely

invested until the time of his retirement from Service
; and that, should he die beforehand,

a provision will be secured for his relations. By payment of a sum of Rs. 163-0-0 per

annum (or at the rate of abjut Rs. 13-0 0 per mensem) as the premium for an Endow*
ment Assurance, he will become entitled to Rs. 5,000 on attaining age 55 ;

and should he
die before attaining that <ge—even after payment of only one year’s subscription— the

full sum of Rs. 6,000 will be paid to his representatives. [Vide Table III. of Prospectus].

The Same Provision, if commenced
at age 25, would cost about FirrEiSN Rupees a month

;

, ,, about Eighteen Rupees a month
;

I ,, at)out Twenty-one Ropeks a mouth
;

, ,,
about Twenty-eight Rupees a month

;

, ,, about Forty-one Rupees a month
;

The rates for other Ages, also for Endowments payable at Ages 45,50. and 60,

and all further information, may be obtained on application. Premiums can

be paid half-yearly
.
quarterly, or monthly, at slightly increased rates.

There is an obvious advantage in effecting Investments of this nature e/rly in lifts
'.

—

by delay the rate of subscription increa-jes ; —deatli may o ‘cur bef ue the intended provi-

sion is made or health may fail and render ihe life ineligible for Assurance.

ORIENTAL LIFE COMPANY.

at age 30,

at age 35,

at age 40,

at age 45,
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Head Office : Elphinstone Circle, Bombay,

Manager and Actuary :

D. MoLAUGHLAN SLATER, F.I.A.,

OQ
CBO

o
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••I

D
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n
Qs

Agent for\ Bengal :

F. A. COHEN,

7, Wellesley Place, Calcutta.

a-ld

Tor Sale.

Address delivered by Colonel Olcott. Presi-

dent of the New York Theosophical Society

on the 23rd March 1879, at the Framji Cowasji

Institute, Bombay. Price two annas a copy.

Apply to the Indian Mirror Office,

Native Princes, Chiefs, Noblemen, and Gentle-

men, wishing political and other petitions

I and papers to be drawn up, are respectfully solicited

to address themselves in writing to X, care of

the Printer,

7X0 .^vIORB FAZI7S ! !

DARLINfliDM^IV^Hd:URER

WARRANTED to cure pains of every descrip-

tion arising from whatever cause, on any
part of the human frame. A certain cure for

Pains in the Back, Lumbago, Pains in the Chest,
Sore Throats, Coughs, Colds, Tightness of the
Chest, Bronchitis, Diptheria, Headache, Toothache,
Earache, Deafness of the ear, Neuralgia, Colics,

Rheumatism, Paralysis, Pains in the Groins, Con-
tracted Joints, Gout, Sciatica, Bad Legs, Bad
Breasts, Swellings, Old Sores, Ulcers, Piles, Ring-
worm, Pimples and Eruptions on the Skin.
Many of the best Physicians of the day pre-

scribe Darlington’s Pain-Curer, in the very worse
forms of these ailments, with success.

Pains of every description have been cured by
the use of Darlington’s Paiu-Curer alone when all

other medicines have been tried without effect.

The words Pain-Curer and No More Pains I ! I

are our trade marks.
Per bottle Re. 1, Large size Rs. 2, packing As. 8

DARLINGTON & CO.
49, Dlmrrumtollah Street, Calcutta.

fST Beware of a base worthless fraudulent, native
imitation of Darlington’s celebrated Pain-Curer.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. Beware of
imitators who cannot express their thoughts in their
own words, but servilely imitate Darlington & Co,

O- Call for Darlington’s Pain-Curer and see
that you get it. Thousands of Testimonials of the
marvellous cures by this remedy.
The Rev. Mother of St. Joseph’s Convent, Ban-

dora, writes :
—“ We find Darlington’s Pain-

Curer efficacious, and are glad to know of it

as being a useful medicine. Sister Thkodorine,
Superioress F de la Croix. ”

Mr, Edward Brown, an influential Zemindar, ic

Vice-Chairman of the Municipality of Burisaul, h-as

from time to time taken over 2 dozen large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer, Sc writes “ Please
send me 2 bottles more (large size) of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer. I am happy to observe that I have
witnessed beneficial results from its application.
Some of my friends used it, & I also gave to some
of my servants : I was pleasingly surprised to
see that in every instance it kept true to its name.”

His Excellency Sir Salar Jung, G. C. S. I., after
ordering for a’ ooupie of large bottles of
Darlington’s Pain-Curer, approved of the medicine,
and ordered for 6 arad again for 12 more large bottles
of Darlington’s Pain-Curer through Major Percy
Gough, his Private Secretary,

Mr. E. C. Kemp, Editor Sc Proprietor of the
Bengal Times, writes from Dacca “ I have
lately witnessed a speedy and complete cure of
a swelled foot attended by great pain, for the
removal of which Darlington’s Pain-Curer was
prescribed. Swelling and pain abated after a
couple ot appwcai.ons, aud in aL >ut 4 days dis-
appeared. This is one of several instances in
which I have noted the efficacy of Darlington’s
Pain-Curer.”

To lovers of grood reading:

Calcutta Magazine, a journal of Literature

Politics, Science, and the Arts. Monthly subscrip-

tion, Re. 1, postage, 1 anna. Times of India

gays;—“ The Calcutta Magazine should find many
readers.” Friend of India says :

—“ It is ably and

judiciously conductel by Mr. Owen Aratoon.”

Bangalore Examiner i
—“We should like to

see the CalcuUa Magazine on the tables of the

Publ'ic Library and Literary Institute. To our

thinking it is quite on a par with any average

home monthly of the day.”
Manager, Calcutta Magazine, 49, Dhurrumtollah

Street,Calcutta, Remit in half anna postage stamps,

a'24r
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GRAND XMAS SHOW
THE GREATEST NOVBETXES

EVER IMPORTED.

F. W. BAKER & CO.

WAX WORK. EXHIBITION

Pull size fightres of

H. M. THE QUEEN-EMPRESS,

Hi R. Hi the Princess of Wales,

H. M. THE EMPRESS EUGENE,

The Countess of Dudley

AMD

Mrs. Eangrtry.

Now on view in their large Showrooms.

F. W. BAKER db CO.,

9, Old Court House Street, Calcutta. «-23

P. W FLEURY & CO.,
BUIZiDBRS, ENGINEERS, SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT MAKERS

AND
CONTRACTORS POR ELEOTRIO LIGHT ILLUMINATION.

No. 63, Dhttrrumtollah Street, Calcutta.

Britannia Company’s Patent Combined Iiathe and Fret Saw.
It is a Lathe. Drill, Fret Saw, Circular Saw, Emery Grinder and Polisher, in one compact tool

with heavy Fly Wheel, ’

The Fret Saw works with a perpendicular stroke, and requires much less power than any other
while the quality of the work is superior. It will cut the most intricate designs in wood up to 14
inch thick, and is provided with 1 dozen saws. *

The Table is adjustable, and drops to enable the Saw to enter another hole, without loss of time.
It has an improved Clip, by which the Saw is instantly fixed, while the introduction of rollers

behind the saw prevents breakage.
The adjustable Presser Foot is introduced, and prevents the wood being jerked upwards*
It has a horizontal drill for drilling holes for Fret work.
As a Lathe it is very durable, with planed bed, takes 8 inches by 4 inches between centres, conical

Mandri hardened Shaft, 3-inch Face-plate, Driver, 2 Rests, square Thread in Barrel, same as a first-
class Engineer’s Lathe.

It is provided with an Emery and 2 Buflf Wheels fixed on Mandri of Lathe, and by means of which
steel, stones, and shells may be polished and tools and knives sharpened.

A Circular Saw with iron table and spindle is fitted to the Lathe.
These Tools are coming into favor for Ladies as well as Gentlemen, and are a most useful and

never-ending source of amusement and profit,
jjg j2q

Treadle Foot Eathe.
A splendid second hand turning Treadle Foot Lathe, with planed iron bed, 3 feet 3 inches loneand 6 inch centres

; with strong cast iron standards, with 5 speed turned Fly wheel, Head and Tail
Stocks, with hand rest, 1 iron turned face-plate. 1 centre piece for wood turning, 1 chuck for fixin
drill, and 1 brass chuck fitted with 8 screws for small work. 1 compound Slide Rest, with arrangemen
for turning taper or conical work to any desired angle, and with 6 suitable steel turning tool
oomplete.

I,
The Photo>Chromoscope

Utilises the Magic Lantern slide all the year round. Adds to any glass transparency Naturt.
heuut' oits tints. ChuT'w.ing dioranic effects are produced. Never fails to please. Rg 25

Woodbury’s Patent Scloptloon.
A new and improved form of Magfc Lantern, specially suited for Drawing-Room Entertainments

Schools, Exhibitions, &c.
The Sciopticon is always ready .at a moment’s notice, a match is applied to the lamp, and afte

a few seconds, the wicks can be turned up to the right height, and all is ready. When the entertainment h concluded, the wicks are turned down, the flame blown out, and the instrument put aside fo
Ihe next occasion. ^ “

S,ioptlco„ price ,
, _

Established 1846.

THE DRUGGISTS’ HAEE,
36-36, College Street,

CALcurrA.

Fresh consignments to hand ex S. S. “ Chybessa
and “Doranda,”

Cash Rates.

Patent Mediolnes,
DEAFNESS CURED!!
ALFRED CROMPTON’S

SPBCIFIC FOR DEAFNESS,
Noises in the Ears, &c..

Is decidedly the best remedy out for this most
annoying Complaint.

A single bottle has, in most instances, ejected a
speedy and permanent Cure.

Full directions accompany each bottle.

Price Re. 1. Packing 4 annas,

ALLEN’S ANTIFAT
The great remedy fob

Corpulence.
Composed of purely vegetable ingredients,

acting only on the food in the stomach preventing
its being converted into fat, It aids digestion
and cures Dyspepsia,

Price per bottle Rs. 4-0. Packing As. 4,

Foreign Mineral Waters.
Fullna Water.—A bitter Saline purga-

tive, twice the strength of Seidlitz useful in obsti*
nate constipation.

Price per bottle As, 1-4. Packing As, 8,

Vichy Water.—Useful in Kidney diseases
and diabetes, also in gout and hepatic derangement.

Price per bottle As. 12. Packing As. 8.
Frledrichshall Bitter Water.—Alter-

ative aperient, acting on the liver and pancreas
used in diseases of the stomach, liver and urinary
organs. It is made warm and drunk in doses of
half a tumblerfnl in the morning twice a week,

Priceper bottle Re. 1-2. Packing As. 8.

Hunyedi Janos (6'tda Pesth or Ofen) used
externally, it is efficacious in Chronic, Gout, Rheu-
matism, Eczema and Psoriasis. Internally in
Gastric Catarrh, Gouty Diathesis, Ulceration of the
Stomach, Obstinate Constipation, fee.

Priceper bottle 1-4. Packing As. R.-

PROPRIETORY MEDICINES.
BLISS’S PER PHOSPHODINE

A Safe and reliable Phosphoric
Remedy

FOR
Neuralgia, Nervousness, Lassitude, Ovemorked
Brain, Nervous and General debility. Failure of
Memory, Dimness of Stgkt, Depression of

Spirits, Impoverisked Blood, Liver
Complaints, ^0., Ac.

Its action is strikingly rapid
; marked improve-

ment having been frequently experienced in the
course of twenty-four hours after the commence-
ment of a course.

Price per bottle Rs. 5. Packing As. 4.

Dr. S. P. Banerjea’s Sai^lvani
cleanses the blood of all its morbid and effete mate-
rials, restores the normal functions of the liver,
and keeps the cutaneous system iu its proper
standard of purity.

It is efficacious in the following diseases :

Chronic fevers, Chronic indigestion, Nervous
debility, Piles, Gout, Rheumatism, Baldness,
Sterility, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Chronic Ulcers,
Diabetes, Leprosy, Dropsy, fee., &c.

Priceper bottle Rs. 4. Postage ^c„ Re. 1.

DR. OHOSE’S FEVER PILL.A Wonderful New, Medicine.
Three or four pills generally cure Malarious

Chronic, and Intermittent Fevers. Where Quinine
and other renowned medicines fail, the action of
these pills is marvellous. The ingredients of the
pills are purely vegetables which do not in the
least injure the health or make it delicate.
Price, Re. 1-0 for J dozen and Re. 1-12 for 1 dozen

Postage, As. 8 for each packet.

WHOLESALE RATES ON APPLICATION,
GOBIND CHVNDER DUTT & CO,
WHOLESALE A RETAIL DRUGGISTS,
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Koog^hly Bridg’d JNTotlce.

The Bridge will be closed for traffic or.

Tuesday, the28fch December, 1880, from 11-30
A. M. to 2-30 P. M.

G. H. SIMMONS.
Seeretiiry to tlie Bridge Commissioners,

XVrSZA GZUMBBAX. STBA3MC KAVZ-
GATIOK COIWIPAirY, “X.D.”

SCHOKNK, Kii.nrrRN fc Co .—Manaowo AaenU,
ASSAM LINE NOTICE.

Steamers leAve Galontta for Assam every Friday,

and Goalnndo every Sunday, and leave Debrooghur
downward every Saturday.

fllHE Str. Sndiya will leave

1 Calcutta for Assam, on Friday,

the 24th instant,

Cargo will be received attheOompany’s Godowns,
Nimtollab Ghat, up till noon of Thursday, the

23rd instant.

rriHE Str. ’Mirza^ore will leave

I Goalnndo for Assam on Sun*
’ day, the 26th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns, No. 4, Fairlie,^ Place, up till noon of

Friday, the 24th instknt.
'

Passengers should leave for Goalundo by Train
of Saturday, the 25th instant.

OAOHAR LINE NOTICE.
KKGULAIt WEEKLY SEUVICE.

Si earners leave Calcutta for Oachar and interme-
diate Stations every Tuesday, and leave Cachar
downward every Thursday.

Str. Assam will leave
L Calcutta for Cachar on Tues-

day, the 28th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s Go-
downs, Nimtollah Ghat, up till noon of Monday,
the 27th instant.

For further information regarding rates of
freight or passage money, apply to

4, Fatumk Place, i G. J. Scott,
Calcutta, 18th December, 1880. 1 Secreta'fy,

L

azvBzts stbaim; navzoatzon
CO., “ Z.Z]WtIli;BIO.’*

The Steainera of this Corhpauy will run weekly
from Calcutta aud Goalundo to Assam and back.

ri'^HB Steamer' Mysore will

X leave Calcutta for Assam
on Tuesday, the 28th December.

< For further information regarding rates of

freights or passage, apply to

MACNEILL & CO.
a-2

Z>B. A. C. KKASTGZB,
189, Bow Bazar Street, Calcutta.

(Of 25 years’ ItXedlcal experience.)
(1.) Promptly Cures recent aud acute Fevers.

(2.) Holds Lord Northbrook’s First Prize on
Bnrdwan Epidemic Fever and its Treatment.

(3.) Has successfully operated thousands of

urinary stones, tumours of testicles, &c., &c., charge
for treatment suited to oircumstances,

(4.) Is Author of Bengal Midwifery,” sold at

Rs. 5 per copy.

(5.) Is Author of “ Bengal Diseases of Women
and Children,” Es. 3 per copy.

(6.) Both books bound together, Rs. 6 per copy.

The following are the prices of Dr. Khastgir’s
Patent Medicines.

(1.) For recent, or acute Fevers First med.
8 annas, 2nd and 3rd med. He. 1 each.

(4.) For Malarious Fever, with spleen or liver,

1st or 2nd med., Be. 1 each.

(6i) For cough, (7) looseness of bowls, (8) or
dysentery, Re. 1 each.

(9.) Children and infants’ sweet and tasteless
medicine for Fevers, (10) Cough with Fever, (11)
Looseness of Bowels, (12) Dysentery, 8 annas each.
Also suited for adults, with a vomiting tendency.

Medicine bearing Patentee’s Seal and
Signature only genuine.

Additional Banqhy charge for Mofussil delivery.

Z.XFB
OF DEWAN RAM COMUL SEN.

(With an admirable Xilthograph)
BY

PEARY CHAND MITTRA.
Price one rupee.

Ap^^ly at JVo, 80, Nimtollah Street,

Notice.

All private communications for the Proprietor
of the IndianMirror and the Sunday Mirror

should be directed to No. 24, Mott’s Lane, Dhur-
rumollab Street.

STBYCKNZBZNB !

Acts as a “ specific ” for Nervous Debility,

General Debility, Anaemia, Hepatic or
Splenic Hypertrophy, Chronic Indigestion, Loss of

Energy, Neuralgia, Nervous Prostration from .over-
work, Melancholia, Lassitude, Hysteria, Impaired
Memory, &c,, &c.

Per bottle, Es, 4 : packing As 4-

Ctire gttaranteed, hi failure, the money will be
returned,

Tbe Cholera Drops ! ! !

The only Specific tor Cholera and Diarrhcea
Per bottle Es, 2, packing A s, 4,

Cure for Hydrocele
Quaranteed to cure cases of long standing. In.

pott Rs. 2 and i s. 4. ^

i®“ Thousands of Testimonials of marvellous
cures effected by this Medicine. In failure, the
rnoney wVl be returned.

Prepared and sold only by W. RoodeR &|Co.,
1, Shib Narain Das Lane, Simla, Calcutta.

tbb question answered.
They are those which go

CORRECTLY
.FR 0 M YEAR TO TEAR,

Keeping correct time

AND are to be had AT

nXATTKEWSON’S
FOR CASH

From Rupees twelve upwards,

R. N. MATTHEWSON,
No. 1, Calcutta,

Watch-Maker, Importer & Repairer.

R. N. MATTKEWSON’S
Watches! W».t ilies

:

Pretty silver HuutingWatcbos

,, „ Halt Hunting
keyless Watches

,. Gold Hunting or Half

Hunting keyless Watches ...

Nickel crystal face keyless

Watches black or white dial

Nickel crystal face keyless

Watches black or while dial

large size

Silver Hunting Model compen-
aatinii balance | plate

Lever Watches ...

Ladies and Gentlemens’ Silver

Albert Chains ...

1!!'

Rs. Aa. Es. As
12 0

25

80

12

15 0

25 0

6 0 to 10 0

Musioal Boxes.

Very handsome playing 8 airs

celestial voices with Harmo-
nium accomplimeut ... , 200 0

Very handsome playing 8 airs
•

with Harp and Bells ... 170 0
Very handsome playing 4 airs

with dolls dancing inside ... 95 0
Very handsome playing 4 airs

choice tunes ... ... 38 0
Very handsome musical photo

Album large size lichly or-

namented playing 2 tuuea ... 40 0
Very handsome musical photo

Album large size playing

2 tunes pictoral top ... 35 0
Mechauioal Bears.

Rising up ... ... 2') 0
Marching ... ...

' 22 0
Mechanical Peacock marching 30 0
and soreading its Tail

R. N. MATTHEWSON,
No. 1, Calcutta.

DR. R. X., SET’S
Asthma Elixir

Cured gratis more than three thousand astha-
matic patients since its discovery.

Price 2 Rs.
Packing 4 Annas.

SET, BASAK & CO.,

.68, Nimtollah Ghat Street,
Calcutta.

Sure and certain Cure ! Taste and Try !

Asthma! Asthma!!
Coughs ! Coughs !

!

Motiwala’s Vegetable Cough Pills.

ACHEAP and sure specific in Asthma, Bron-
ch'.tis. Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness of voice,

shortness of breath. Difficulty in throwing out
phlegm and all other Throat and Lung Affections,
as testified by the Press, eminent medical gentle-
men and respectable families,

Motiwala’s Vegetable Cough Pills.
They possess, very extraordinary, demulcent,

ernMicnt,, ficpectorant- and halsiTuic priperties.
They are pleasant to the taste and cure obstinate
and cronie cases in a wonderfully short time,

Motiwalla’s Vegetable Cough Pills.
To the Asthmatic and the Consumptive they are

a real blessing.

They clear the Throat and Voice in a few seconds,
and are very useful to Public Speakers and
Singers,

Being purely vegetable, they may be freely given
to infants, as well as old people.

Motiwala’s Vegetable Gough Pills.
The great popularity and very extensive Sale

of these Pills, their admission into practice by
some medical gentlemen, the several spurious
imitations thereof, the flattering opinions of the
Press and the testimony of eminent medical and
respectable gentlemen prove their wonderful effi-

cacy,

For fuller particulars and certifioates, see hand-
bills which accompany each phial.

Price 4 annas, 6 annas and 10 annas per phial.
A liberal discount to the trade.

SOLD BY
MESSRS. FRAMJEE & SONS,
11, Bentinck Street, Calcutta,

Sole Agents for Bengal.
Retail Agents up-country.

Benares ...

Simla
, ...

Cawnpoie
Lucknow

M •••

Jhansi ...

Rawal Pindi
Ferozepore
Nnsser.ah.ad A^’meer

Allahabad
Mozufferpore Tirhoot

Messrs. Framjee & Co,

. ,, Framjee & Co.
. Jamsetji & Co.

,, Eduljee & Co.

„ Nourojee ck Co.

„ Pestonjee & Co.

„ Jamasjee & Sons,

,, Jamsetjee & Sons.

,, Hustomjee Furdoon-
jee aud Sous.

The Rail Co. Op. Society,
Messrs. Framjee & Co,

a-85

THE INDIAN ZKEIRROR.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(In Advance.)

Town.
Rs. As. P.

For One Month ... ... 2 8 0
,, Three Months ... ... 6 0 0
,, Six Months ... ... 12 0 0
,, Twelve Months ... ... 24 0 0
K, B .—The above includes subscription to the

Sunday Edition.

{Single Copy Two Annas.)
Mofussil,

For One Month ... ... 3 6 0

,, Three Months ... ... 8 0 0

,, Six Months ... ... 16 0 0

,, Twelve Months ... ... 32 0 0

Foreign.

For Twelve Months (via Southampton) 48 6 0

II I, (via Brindisi) ... 64 10 0

Snnday Edi,tion.

( Both for Town and Moimssil, )

For One Month ... ... ... 1 0 0

,
Three Months ... ... ... 2 8 0
Six Months ... ... ... 5 0 0

„ Twelve Months... ... ... 10 0 0

( Single Copy Four Annas. )

Foreign.

For Twelve Months vv»a Southampton) 12 7 0

II II (via Brindisi) ... 14 14 0

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

For casual Advertisements 2 annas ner line.

No Advertisement charged for less than a

Runee.
For snecial contract rates aoDiy to the Manager.
N. B .—All remittances should be made payable

to Babu Norendronath Sen, Proprietor.

Printed and published for the Proorietor by W. O,
^*00 R, at the Sen Press, at No. 2, British indisa
Street, O&lontta.
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